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NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE.

•#

NOTICE TO MEMBERS

The publications of the New Zealand Institute consist of

1. Transactions, a yearly volume of scientific papers read before the

local Institutes, This volume is of roj^al-octavo size.

2* Proceedings, containing report of the annual meeting of the

Board of Governors of the New Zealand Institute, abstracts

of pa^jers dealing with New Zealand scientific matters and

published elsewhere, list of members, &c. The Proceedings

axe of the same size as the Transactions, and are bound up

with the yearly volume of Transactions supplied to members.

3. Bulletins. Under this title papers are issued from time to time

which for some reason it is not possible to include in the

yearly volume of the Transactions. The bulletins are of the

same size and style as the Transactions, but appear at irregular

intervals, and each bulletin is complete in itself and separately

paged. The bulletins are not issued free to members, but may

be obtained by them at a reduction on the published price.

Library Privileges of'Members.—Upon application by any member

to the Librarian of the New Zealand Institute or of any of the affiUated

Societies such works as he desires to consult which are in those hbraries

will be forwarded to him, subject to the ' rules under which they are

issued by the Institution the Societies. The borrower will be required to

pay for the narri..aP of the books. For a hst of the serial pubhcationa

received by the Library of the New Zealand during

816-21 / '

Addresses of Members. - Members are requested to notify the

Secretary of any change of address, so that the same may be noted

m the List of Members.
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MEMORANDUM FOR AUTHORS OF PAPERS.

The attention of authors is particularly directed to the following

instructions, the observance of which will greatly aid the work of both

Editor and printer. It is of importance that in typewritten as well

as other copy ample space should be left between the lines.

1. All papers must be typewritten, unless special permission to send

in written papers has been granted by the Editor for the time being.

Wide spacing between the lines and ample margin should be left.

2. The author should read over and correct the copy before sending

it to the Editor of the Transactions.

3. A badly arranged or carelessly composed paper will be sent back

to the author" for ameudment. It is not the duty of an editor to amend
either bad arrangement or defective composition.

4. In regard to underlining of words, it is advisable, as a rule, to

underline only specific and generic names, titles of books and periodicals,

and foreign words.

5. In regard to specific names, the International Rules of Zoological

Nomenclature and the International Rules for Botanical Nomenclature

must be adhered to.

6. Titles of papers should give a clear indication of the scope of the

paper, and such indefinite titles as, e,g., '* Additions to the New Zealand

Fauna " should be avoided.

7. Papers should be as concise as possible.

8. Photographs intended for reproduction should be the best pro-

curable prints, unmounted and sent flat.

9. Line Drawijtgs,—Drawings and diagrams may be executed in line

or wash. If drawn in line

—

i.e., with pen and ink—the best results are

to be obtained only from good, firm, black lines, using such an ink

as Higgin's liquid India ink, or a freshly mixed Chinese ink of good

quality, drawn on a smooth surface, such as Bristol board. Thin,

scratchy, or faint lines must be avoided. Bold work, drawn to about

twice the size (linear) of the plate, will give the best results. Tints or

washes may not be used on line drawings, the object being to get the

greatest contrast from a densely black line drawn on a smooth, white

surface.

10. Wash Drawings,—If drawing in wash is preferred, the washes

should be made in such water-colour as lamp-black, ivory black, or

India ink. These reproduce better than neutral tint, which inclines too

much to blue in its light tones. High lights are better left free from

colour, although they may be stopped out with Chinese white. As in

line drawings, a fine surface should be used (the grain of most drawing-

papers reproduces in the print with bad effect), and well-modelled

contrasted work will give satisfactory results.

4i
^f 7i

thereof, maintaining the same proportion of height to width of plate

When a number of drawings are to appear on one plate thev should b<



IV Memorandum for Authors of Papers.

neatly arranged, and if numbered of lettered in soft pencil the printer

will mark them permanently before reproduction In plates of wash
drawings, all the subjects comprising one plate should be grouped on the

same sheet of paper or cardboard, as any joining-up shows in the print.

Text-figures should be drawn for reduction to a width not exceeding

4^ in. If there are a number of small text-figures they should be drawn
all for the same reduction, so that they may be arranged in groups.

12. Maps.—A small outline map of New Zealand is obtainable at a

low price from the Lands and Survey Department, Wellington, upon
which details of distribution, &c., can be filled in according to the

instructions given above for line drawings.

13. Citation.—Eeferences may be placed in a list at the end of an

article or arranged as footnotes. The former method is preferable in long

papers. In the list references are best arranged alphabetically, reference

in the text being made by writing after the author's name, as it occurs,

the year of publication of the work, adding, if necessary, a page number,
and enclosing these in parentheses, thus: ** Benham (1915,^ p. 176)/'

Example of forms of citation for aljphabetical list :

Benham, W. B., 1915. . Oligochaeta from the Kermadec Islands, Trans. N,Z. Inst.,

vol. 47, pp. 174-85.

Park, J., 1910. The Qeology of Next) Zealand, Chriatchurch, Whitoombe and
Tombs.

*

When references are not in alphabetical order the initials of the author
should precede the surname, and the year of publication should be placed

at the end. Care should be taken to verifv the' details of all^references

date, pages, &c.—and initials of authors should be given.

14. In accordance with a resolution of the Board of Governors,
authors are warned that previous publication of a paper may militate

against its acceptance for the Transactions.

15. In ordinary cases twenty-five copies of each paper are supplied
gratis to the author, and in cases approved of by the Publication Com-
mittee fifty copies may be supplied without charge. Additional copies ^

may be obtained at cost price.
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ERRATA.

Page 188 : Siruthiolaria eonvexa—Holotype is from loc. 1089.

Plate 16 (facing page 192) : Figs. 11 and 12 are x 2, not x 1

mona

Page 657, line 6 : For ? read j .

Page 660, line 3 : For pis. 27-28 read pis. 27-36.

» F
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OBITUARY.

RICHARD FRANCIS LINGEN BURTON^ 1865-1922.

Richard Francis Lingen Burton, of Longner, died on the Tth January,
1922, after a lingering illness, aged fifty-seven. He was educated at Eton,
Sandhurst, and Cirencester. He came to New Zealand in 1881 with his

cousin, Mr. Pryce (Halcombe, N.Z.), to learu farming, and was for a time
on one of Mr. Riddiford^s stations, afterwards taking up land at Apiti,

From here he explored the Ruahine Range. He also spent some 'time in

Westland. Afterwards he visited New Guinea, and this brought him into

association with Captain C. A. W. Monckton, who dedicated one of his

books to Burton, describing him as ^* a crack shot, a fine boxer and fencer,

afraid of nothing that either walked, flew, or swam, and crammed with

a vast lore of out-of-the-way kno^yledge."

On succeeding to the family estates in 1902 he settled down to the life

of an English squire and the management of one of the most ancient estates

in Britain—for Longner Hall, Salop, is mentioned in Domesday. The
management of his 3,000 Shropshire acres and his New Zealand run
occupied much of his time, but he also found time to act on public bodies

and carry out most painstaking observations on the insect-life of Shrop-

sbire, and the cultivation of many New Zealand plants, including orchids,

from seed.
w

The publication of his observations has chiefly devolved on othe

Theobald's Monograph of the Culicidae devotes several pages to Burton's

observations on British mosquitoes, and he was of considerable assistance

to the English authorities in their war-time studies on malarial mosquitoes.

The Entomologist (June, 1922) states that he aided nmch in the compilation

of the preliminary catalogue of English Diptera. The Orchid Review (April,

1922) stated that he was highly successful in the cultivation of British

orchids. Much of his mosquito work has been published in Government
Public Health Reports and in W. D. Lang's Handbook (1920 ; British

Museum). To Shakespearian students he will be remembered as the dis-

coverer of the Burton Shakespeare, containing the only perfect copy known
of the 1599 edition of " Venus and Adonis," and the " Lucrece " of 1600,

of which the only other perfect copy is in the Bodleian.

Burton had a charming personality, quick, nervous, and energetic, but

unassuming, which endeared him to his friends. A tall, lean, blonde type

of Englishman, he reminded you of an ancient Viking.

He was a most conscientious recorder of all natural phenomena which
interested him, and it is to be hoped that his notebooks dealing with the

cultivation of New Zealand plants may be examined and the observations

published. He married in 1902 Miss Alice Mendelson, of Temuka. He is

survived by his widow, a son, and several daughters. He was a life-member
of the Wellington Philosophical Society,

B. C. Aston.

r^
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Lieutenant, N.Z. Rifle Brigade and N.Z. Engi-

neers.

Major, N.Z. Medical Corps.

Captain, N.Z. Medical Corps,

Captain, N.Z. Medical Corps.

Captain, N.Z. Medical Corps
Chaplains Department, N.Z. Expeditionary

Force.

Captain, Auckland Mounted Rifles.

Corporal, N.^. Rifle Brigade,

Killed in action.

Died of sickness

V «

* •

• fl

H. Acland
G. E. Archey
J. W. Bird
F. J. Borrie

F. M. CorkiU
William Deans
A. A. Dorrien-Smith
A. Fairbairn

H. D. Ferrar

C. E. Foweraker
F. G. Gibson
J. Guthrie

W. Irving
L. S. Jennings
H. Lang
E. Kidson
G. Maclndoe
P. S. Nelson
F. S. Oliver

H. V. Rowe

Sir R. H. Rhodes
A. Tavlor
G. T. Weston
F. S. Wilding
J. P. Whetter
A. M. Wright

• •

Philosophical Institute of Canterbi:ry.

Colonel, N.Z. Medical Corps.

Captain, N.Z. Field Artillery.

Sergeant-Major, Instructional StafE.

Captain, N.Z. Medical Corps.

Captain.

Captain, Canterbury Mounted Rifles.

Maj or.

Captain.

Trooper, N.Z. Mounted Rifles.

Corporal, N.Z. Medical Corps.

Captain, N.Z. Medical Corps.

Captain, N.Z. Medical Corps.

Captain, N.Z. Medical Corps.

Captain, Otago Regiment . w

2nd Lieutenant, N.Z. Rifle Brigade
Captain, Royal Engineers.

Signaller, Otago Infantry Brigade .

.

Private, Canterbury Regiment
Sergeant, Headc[uarters Instructional Staff.

Sergeant-Major, Headquarters Instructional

Staff.

Colonel, Red Cross Commissioner.
Captain, N.Z. Veterinary Corps.

Lieutenant, Canterbury Regiment.
Captain, N.Z. Field Artillery.

Captain, N.Z. Medical Corps.

Captain, N.Z. Medical Corps,

ft «

• »

Killed in action.

Killed in action.

Killed in action.

Killed in action.

S. C. Allen

R. Buddie

L. E. Bamctt
F. C, Batchelor .

Rev. D. Dutton .

Cuthbert Fenwick
A. Mackie

Otago Institute.

Captain, N.Z, Medical Corps.

Surgeon, H.M. Ships " Crescent," *

land," and " Warwick *'

Lieut.-Colonel, N.Z. Medical Corps
Lieut. -Colonel, N.Z. Medical Corps.

Chaplain, N.Z. Expeditionary Force.

Sergeant, N.Z. Medical Corps.

Sergeant, N.Z. Expeditionary Force

Cumber- Mentioned in de-

spatches.

C.M.G.

M.M.
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Roll of Honour—continued.

Name. Available Details of Service,

E. J. O'Neill

T. R. Overton
H. P. Pickerill

R. Price

E. F. Roberts
S. G. Sandle
F. H. Statham
W. D. Stewart
W. A. Thomson
R. N. Vanes
D. B. Waters
H, F. H. Whitcombe

Otago Institute—continued,

Lieut. -Colonel, N.Z. Medical Corps .

.

Lieutenant, N.Z. Pioneers.

Lieut.-Colonel, N.Z. Medical Corps .

.

Major, Otago Lifantry

Captain^ Royal Engineers.

Major, N.Z, Expeditionary Force.

Major, Otago Infantry

Lieutenant, Otago Infantry.

N.Z. Machine Gun Corps.

Lieutenant, N.Z. Expeditionary Force

Captain, N.Z. Tunnelling Corps.

Gunner, N.Z. Field Artillery.

C.M.G.,D.S.O.

O.B.E.
Killed in action

Killed in action

E. C. Bamett
D. H. B. Bett

A. A. Martin
J. Murray
H. D. Skinner
W. R. Stowe

Manawatu Philosophical Society.

Captain, N.Z. Medical Corps.

Captain, N.Z. Medical Corps.

Major, N.Z. Medical Corps
Lieutenant, Auckland Infantry.

Private, Otago Infantry .

.

Major, N.Z. Medical Corps.

Killed in action

D.C.M.

H. F. Bernau
J. P. D. Leahy
E. F. Northcroft
E. G. Wheeler
G. T. Wilhams

Hawke's Bay Philosophical Institute

Captain, N.Z. Medical Corps.

Major, N.Z. Medical Corps.

Corporal, 41st Reinforcements.

Corporal, Wellington Regiment.
Wellington Mounted Rifles Died of sickness.

F. A. Bett

Nelson Institute

j Captain, N.Z. Medical Corps.

Morris N. Watt

Wanganui Philosophical Society,

Corporal, N.Z. iledical Corps.

jjoTE.—The roll is as complete as it has been found possible to make it.

Editor would be glad to be notified of any omissions or necessary amendments.
The



PRESIDENTIAL ADDBESS.

T*i

The following is the presidential address delivered before the New Zealand
Institute on the 29th January, 1924, at Wellington, by Professor H. B.
Kirk:—

In view of the fact that this meeting is essentially a business meeting,
and that it has an immense amount of important work before it, my address
must be a brief one, and it will touch only on certain poiiits that seem to
me to be of special importance to the Institute at the present time.

• By the death of Mr. T. F. Cheeseman botanical science has lost one
of its most earnest and efficient workers and one of its most capable leaders.
At the time of his death he was completing the work of the second edition
of the Manual of the New Zealand Flora. The work was practically ready
for the press, and it will form a fitting crown to the achievements of a
fruitful lifetime. Dr. Cockayne has prepared a note on Cheeseman's life
and work, which appears in volume 54 of the Transactions.

One of the most distinguished of the honorary members of the Institute
died in the early part of last year—Dr. Isaac Bayley Balfour, Keeper of
the Eoyal Botanic Gardens at Edinburgh, and formerly Professor ol Botany
at Oxford and at Glasgow. Dr. Balfour was everywhere recognized as
one of the leading botanists of the world, one of the finest and one of the
most prolific workers in the field.

Among the delegates from Japan at the recent Pan-Pacific Congress
was Dr. Fusakichi Omori, President of the Imperial Earthquake Investiga-
tion Committee of Tokyo, recognized as a first authority on seismology.
He returned to Japan seriously ill, and died almost immediately after
reaching his home. Although he was not an honorary member of the
Institute, it is fitting that we should do honour to his memory, and a
resolution will be submitted to you during the course of this meeting.

Among prominent members of the Institute that have died during the
year were Professor F. D. Brown, Mr. E. Murdoch, and Mr. W. F. Worley.

The standing of the Institute in public esteem in New Zealand remains
good, although the financial difficulties through which it has been passing
have been very great. Especially great has been the strain put on the
loyalty of the constituting societies by the necessity to curtail the Trans-
actions, to_ maintain the levy, and generally to endeavour to discharge
our financial liabilities, as well as by the long delay in the appearance of
Volume 54 of the Transactions, which delay will presently be referred to.
It IS not strange that there has been occasional feeling of dissatisfaction on
the part of some of the societies, but I do not think that feeling has ever
been deep or that it has ever been other than transient. The societies
have, on the whole, not failed to recognize that they are the Institute, and
that Its acts are in reality their own acts through their delegates, better
informed than the majority of the members as to the work of the Insi itute.
Its needs and its difficulties.

The esteem in which the Institute is held would, I believe, be increased
il It were to adopt the policy it has once or twice considered of making
Its armual meeting a scientific as weU as a business meeting every second
or third year. The success of this plan both at Christchurch and at
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Palmerston North gives every encouragement. Such meetings are, without

doubt, highly stimulating, and they serve to bring the members of the

Institute more in touch with each other, enabling them to realize more fully

the greatness of their common aim. At present many members recognize

only that they are members of their local society, and fail to realize that

they belong to the association of the scientific men of the land.

The standing of the Institute abroad continues to improve from year

to year, if one may judge from the increasing number of applications from

learned societies and scientific libraries to be placed on the exchange list.

Something might, I think, be done by the Institute to extend a welcome

to the many scientific visitors that come to New Zealand without formal

introductions to scientific men here. At present these visitors do not always

know how to get in touch with those they would most like to meet. Those

that are members of University staffs naturally seek out their coadjutors

here, and they are in no difficulty ; but many that are not professionally

employed in scientific .work feel diffident in taking the time of men that

they, perhaps flatteringly, regard as busy. Help might be given to these .

visitors, and received from them, if an inset in the Transactions informed

them that application to the office of the Institute, whether personally

or in writing, would result in their being placed in commimication with the

workers they would most Uke to meet. In this connection, one of the most

pressing needs is a suitable building in the city, easily found and hkely

to be noticed by those that are not looking for it. Such a building would

meet also the very urgent need of the Institute for room in which to store

its stocks of Transactions and other matters.

Transactions

alculated

nm

and abroad. From 1888 onwards the annual volume has been printed

at the Government Printing Office, and the work has always been done

well. It has been understood that the manuscript must be in the printer's

hands early in the year, in order that the Institute's work might not clash

with the enormous' mass of work involved by the parliamentary session,

and the early preparation of the manuscript has not been neglected by the

Institute's Honorary Editor. For many years the Printing Office got the

work of the volume out of hand in good time. Gradually, however, more

and more of the other work of the office came to take precedence of the

volume, until its issue was pushed .late into the year, then into the early

part of the following year, and now it happens that the volume^ con-

J the papers read in 1921 is only just ready to leave the Printing

Office. The effect on the Institute has been exceedingly bad. Many
members of the various societies join only because of the value they set

on the Transactions : scientific papers published in the Transactions are

not available to workers in other parts of the world until the volume is

distributed, except in so far as the authors' '' separates " are issued in

advance of the volume ; thus the tendency to send important work abroad

for publication has increased, and the value of the volume and the prestige

of the Institute have suffered. The Board of Governors has several times

considered the advisability of again getting the volume printed by a private

firm, but has always been faced by the difficulty that, owing to the recent

high price of printing, it was in debt to the Government Printer. Now, in

the improved circumstances referred to in the report of the Publication Com-
mittee, it will be possible to consider the question without the embarrassing

feeling that we should be leaving the Government Office while still under

a financial obligation to it. If the Board decides that a change ought to

W—Trana.
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be made, the decision will certainly be come to with regret, seeing how good
the general work of the Government Office has been, and particularly how
efficient the reading has always been. But the responsibility resting upon
the Board to see that the work of the Institute is done with the utmost
promptitude may well outweigh this feeling.

The Institute has continued, so far as it was able, to keep a watchful
.eye on matters afiecting the preservation of the native fauna and flora.

In connection e pecially with the extension in 1922 of the Tongariro National
Park, the members of the Institute took a very active part ; and it may be
of encouragement in the future to bear in mind that one of the principal

factors in determining the inclusion of Hauhangatahi within the park
boundary was the fact that a former Minister, the late Hon. Dr. R. McNab,
had promised a deputation of the Institute some years ago that it should
be so included. It is very desirable that the Institute should obtain all

information available as to existing reserves of all kinds—^their status as

reserves, their sanctuary value, and the dangers to which they are exposed—

-

and that it should have a vigilant committee well versed in this information
to initiate from time to time any action that may be necessary. The
members of such a committee need not be members of the Board of

Governors
; but they should be keenly interested in the matter of reserves,

and each should make a point of knowing especially the reserves of his own
district and the areas that ought to be reserved.

It is a noticeable feature that, except for the Carter bequest, the Institute
has received no considerable beneiaction in aid of its work. The Government
made for a short time a research grant by annual vote of Parliament ; but

iUlS

became necessary. The Hector and Hutton Memorial Funds, and, lately,

the Hamilton Memorial Fund, all contributed by members of the Institute,

have been applied to the encouragement of research. But it cannot be
said that the Institute has ever been in a position to aid and encourage
research to the extent that might be expected of a body that includes

practically all the scientific workers of New Zealand.

Another direction in which the Institute might be expected to take a
principal part is the equipment and organizing of scientific expeditions in

the Dominion and its dependencies, and, indeed, the Standing Committee
recently passed a resolution recognizing the need for this work. Here,
again, the lack of funds has constituted an insuperable difficulty. Scientific

workers are not as a rule wealthy, or even well-to-do, and, although their

private effort has never been wanting, it has been inadequate to enable the
Institute to do anvthiner like all the work that it is rpr.nani7.prl nnalif fn T^a

done. gnit

in more enlightened countries this must always be the case. Even New
Zealand began to wake up to the value of scientific work towards the end
of the Great War ; but it soon dropped off to sleep again.

A direction in which the Institute might, through the affiliated societies
add to the usefulness of its work is in the popular exposition of scientific
subjects. If the Institute were to arrange for selected members to give
popular lectures in any centre that was prepared to pay the travelling-
expenses of the lecturer, its readiness woidd, I believe, be taken advantage
of, and the arousing of popular interest would be certain to have a beneficial
reaction on the Institute itself.

In conclusion, I wish to thank the members of the Institute for the
hearty support and co-operation they have given me during the time I
have had the great honour of being President
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TRANSACTIONS
OP THE

NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE,

The Uredinales, or Rust-fungi, of New Zealand: Supjilement to Part 1

;

and Part 2.

By G. H. Cunningham, Mycologist, Biological' Laboratory,

Wellington, N.Z.

[Eead before the WelUiigton Philosophical Society, 24th October, 1922 ; received by Editor,

31st DecembeTy 1922 ; issued separately, 26th May, 1924.]

Plates 1, 2.

SUPPLEMENT TO PART 1 OF THE UREDINALES OF NEW
ZEALAND.

«

Additional Species of the Puccineae.

Since the first part of tHs paper has been sent to the press the following

additional species have come to hand.

This supplement adds ten species of Puccinia to the New Zealand

Uredinales ; of these, two are introduced, one is doubtfully indigenous, and

the remainder are endemic.

L Puccinia Elymi Westendorp. (Fig. 77.) * Gramineae.

West,, Bull. Acad. Bruxi, vol, 18, p. 408, 1851.

Aecidiiim Clematidis DC, FL Fr,, vol. 2, p. 243, 1805. A. Aquile-giae Pers,,

Ic. Fict.y p. 58, 1806. Uredo Elymi West., Bull. Acad. Brux., vol. 18,

p. 405, 1851. Puccinia iriarticukUa Berk, et Curt., Proc. Am, Acad. Sci,^

vol. 4, p. 126, 1862. P. iomipara TreL, Trans, Wis. Acad. Sci*, voL 6,

p. 127, 1885. P. perplexans Plowr., Quart. Jour. Micr. Set., vol. 25, p. 164,

1885, P. persisiens Plowr., Brit, Ured,, p. 180, 1889. P. Agrosiidis Plowr,,

Gard. Chron,, ser, iii, vol. 8, p. 139, 1890. P. Agropyri Ell. et Ev.,

Jour, Myc, vol. 7, p. 131, 1892. P. Aquilegiae Lagerh., Tromoso Mus,
Aar,sh., vol. 17, p. 47, 1895. P. Clematidis Lagerh., /.c, p. 54, P. adspersa
Diet, et Hohv., Eryihea, vol. 3, p. 81, 1895. P. trilicitia Erikss., Ann, Set,

Nat, ser. viii, vol- 9, p. 270, 1899. P. agropyrina Erikss., he, p. 273.
P. Actaeae-Agropyri Ed. Fisch., Ber, Schweiz, BoL Ges,, vol. 11, p. 8, 1901.
P. Paniculariae Arth., Bui. Torr, Club, vol. 28, p. 663, 1901. P. Triticorum
Speg., Anal Mtts, Nac. Buenos Aires, ser. iii, vol. 1, p. 65, 1902. Dicaeoina
Clematidis Artli., Res. Sci, Congr, Bot. Vienne, p. 344, 1906. D. Paniculare
Arth., I.e. Puccinia cinerea Arth., Bull Torr, Club, vol. 34, p. 583, 1907.
P. alternana Arth., Jlycologia, vol. 1, p. 248, 1909, P, obliterata Arth.,
i.e., p. 250. P. Actaeae-Elymi Mayor, Ann. Myc, vol. 9, p. 361, 1911,
Dicaeoma iriiicinum Kern, Trans. Am, Micr. Soc., vol. 32, p. 64, 1913.
Puccinia wyomensis ^Vrth., Bull. Torr, Club, vol. 45. p. 143, 1918.
P. missoariensi^ Arth., I.e., p. 146, p.p.

0. Spermogones epiphyllous. crowded in small groups, seated on inflated
areas, immersed, honey-coloured,

1—Trans.
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I. Aecidia hypopliyllous and petiolicoloiis, crowded iii small groups
up to 5 mm. diam., seated on somewhat inflated areas, orange. Peridia
cylindrical, up to '2 mm. high, 0-l-0-3mm. diam., margins slightly ex-
panded, not revolute, white, finely laciniate. Spores globose or elliptical,
18-28 X 15-23 mmm. ;* epispore hyaline, densely and minutely verruculose^
1-1-5 mmm. thick, cell-contents granular, yellow.

' II. Uredosori' amphigenous, scattered or crowded, seated on palhd spots,
hnear, 0-5-1 mm. long, orange-yellow, pulverulent, surrounded by the
ruptured epidermis. Spores subglobose, elliptical or obovate, 28-32 X
23-26 mmm.

;
epispore hyaline, finely and closely echinulate, 1-1-5 mmm.

thick, cell-contents granular, orange-yellow
; germ-pores scattered, 6-8,

conspicuous.

III. Teleutosori amphigenous, chiefly hypophyllous, and culmicolous,
scattered or crowded, often confluent, linear, 0-5-2 mm. long, dark chestnut-
brown, pulvmate, compact, long covered by the epidermis. Spores elhptic-
oblong or subclavate, 40-60 X 15 20 mmm. ; apex acuminate, bluntly
rounded, or truncate, thickened up to 10 mmm., darker in colour base
attenuate, basal cell narrower, longer, and lighter in colour than the upper •

snghtly constricted at the septum; epispore smooth, chestnut-brown,
1-5-2 mmm. thick m the upper cell, 1-1-5 mmm. in the lower; pedicel
persistent, hyaline, tinted beneath the spore, short, up to 15 x 6 mmm •

germ-pore of the upper cell apical, obscure, basal pore immediately beneath
the septum, obscure.

X. Mesospores not uncommon, elongate-elliptical, up to 40 X 12 mmm.
Hosts :

—

#

DeyeuxiaForsleri Kunth. On leaves and culms. Herb. No. 739.
)0 m., W. D. Reidf eMav'

Ruakura, Auckland, A. W.

11, III. Lake Ha
1921.

Triticum vidgare Vill. Herb. No. 1268.
Green ! 9 Jan., 1922.

• Distribution : Europe ; Asia Minor ; Japan ; North and South America -

Australia.

One host is indigenous and widely spread throughout ; it occurs also
in Australia and Tasmania (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 868). The other is widely
cultivated throughout the world.

Arthur has by a long series of cultures shown that this species consists
of numerous races formerly considered to be distinct species. These
so-called species were separated on account of the fact that the aecidia
were known to occur on several hosts ; but until the necessary cultural
work had been performed by Arthur apparently no attempt had been
made to ascertain whether these races were in any way associated.
His arrangement of these races under the one species is followed here
and the synonymy given above taken from his paper in liiorih America^
^/om, vol 7, p. 333, 1920. In this paper he records fifty-nine aecidial
hosts (all belonging to the family Ranunculaceae) and ninety-three telial
hosts belonging to the Poaceae.

teleutospo
3-4

7 Ti ,; "^^"^^X
AiLuur inciuaes nere r. agropyrina Jiinkss.

and t*. tntwina Enkss., two races formerly included under P. dispersa^nkss et Henn. Although not sufficiently differentiated to separate as
distinct species, these two forms may in the uredo stage be separated on
account of the ferruginous colour of the uredosori

In this article the contraction " mmm." is used for " micromiDimetres."
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2. Puccinia Foyana n. gp,* (Fig. 78.) Ranunciilaceae.
+

F

0. Unknown.
1. Aecidia ampliigenous, chiefly liyjjophyllous, in crowded irregular

groups, seated on somewhat inflated spots up to 10 mm. diam., orange,
Peridia cupulate, 0-5 mm. diam., margins erect, somewhat incurved,

white, laciniate. Spores polygonal or elliptical, 22-30 X 15-20 mmm.
;

ex>ispore hyahne, finely and densely verruculose, 1 mmm. thick, cell-

contents vacuolate, orange.

III. Teleutosori amphigenous, petiolicolous and caulicolous, arranged
in scattered groups up to 5 mm. diam., buUate, pulverulent, orbicular,

0-25-0'5 mm. diam., long covered, becoming exposed by the longitudinal

Assuring of the epidermis. Spores elli23tical, less commonly clavate,

42-65 X 22-26 mmm. ; apex acuminate, seldom rounded, crowned with
a prominent hyaline papilla, slightly (6 mmm.) or not thickened, base
rounded or bluntly attenuate ; slightly or not constricted at the septum

;

epispore smooth, bright chestnut-brown, 2-5-3 mmm. thick, cell-contents

granular
;

pedicel deciduous, hyaline, up to 30 X 8 mmm.
;
germ-pore of

the upper cell apical, conspicuous, papillate, basal pore immediately beneath
the septum, conspicuous, papillate.

X. Mesospores not uncommon, elliptical, 20-35 X 17-24 mmm.
Host : Ranunculus Enysii T. Kirk. On leaves, stems, and petioles.

Herb. No. 581. I-III. Cass (Canterbury), 650 m., iV. i?. Foy ! 20 Jan.,

1922. (Type.)

mic, and is confined to the mountains
Island. (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 14.)

The conspicuous hyaline apical papilla, thick epispore, and large size

of the teleutospores, separate this species from P, contegens G. H. Cunn.
w

3. Puccinia namua n. sp. (Text-fig. 79, and Plate 2, fig. 7.)

0. Unknown.
Umbelliferae.

I. Aecidia amphigenous and caulicolous, crowded in scattered groups
up to 25 mm. long, seated on slightly inflated, discoloured spots, orange.

Peridia cupulate, 0-25 mm. diam., 1 mm. high, margins erect, not revolute,

laciniate, white. Spores polygonal or subglobose, 18-24 mmm. diam.
;

epispore tinted yellow, densely and minutely verruculose, 1-1 '5 mmm.
thick, cell-contents vacuolate, orange.

II. Uredosori amphigenous, chiefly hypophyllous, and caulicolous, on
leaves scattered, orbicular, up to 1-5 mm. diam., seated on pallid-

yellow spots ; on stems linear, up to 3 mm. long, seldom confluent

;

orange-yellow, bullate, pulverulent, surrounded and partly covered by
the ruptured epidermis. Spores elliptical, obovate, seldom globose,

18-30 X 16-22 mmm. ; epispore tinted yellow, sparsely and moderately
echinulate, 1-1-5 namm. thick, cell-contents granular, sulphur-yellow

;

germ-pores 4, equatorial, obscure.

HI. Teleutosori sixnilar to the uredosori but chestnut-brown. Spores
subclavate or elliptical, 30-40 X 18-26 mmm. ; apex rounded, not
thickened, base attenuate, lower cell narrower than the upper ; slightly

constricted at the septum ; epispore coarsely waited, chestnut-brown,
2-2-5 mmm. thick, cell-contents granular

;
pedicel persistent, hyaline,

fragile, up to 25 X 7 mmm.
;

germ-pore of the upper cell apical, con
spicuous, basal pore | below the septum, conspicuous.

Latin diagnoses of new species will be found on pages 10-13.

1
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Host : Anisotome filifolia (Hook- f.) Cocka}rae and Laing. On leaves

and stems. Herb. No. 741. I, II. Mount Isobel, Hanmer (Canterbury),

1,000 m., If. Z). Reid! 4 Nov., 1921. I, II, III, Sugarloaf, Cass (Canter-

bury), 1,500 m., W. D, Reid ! N. R. Foy ! 20 Jan., 1922.

The host is endemic, and is confined to the mountains of the South
Island. (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 218.)

This species is characterized by the coarsely-warted epispore of the
teleutospore.

4. Puccinia whakatipu n. sp. (Fig. 80.)

0, I. Unknown.
II. Uredosori amphigenous, chiefly hypophyllous, and caulicolous,

elliptical/ 0-25-1 mm. long, scattered or crowded, buUate, pulverulent,
cinnamon-brown, becoming exposed by the longitudinal Assuring of the
epidermis.

bluntly

18-25

cell-contents granular, cinnamon
; germ-pores 4, equatorial, obscure.

III. Teleutosori similar to the uredosori but dark chestnut -brown.
Spores elliptical or subclavate, 30-40 X 20-26 mmm. ; apex rounded,
not thickened, base rounded, less commonly attenuate, both cells about
the same size ; slightly constricted at the septum ; epispore minutely
verruculose, chestnut-brown, 1-5-2 mmm. thick, cell-contents granular

;

pedicel persistent, hyaline, fragile, up to 30 X 6 mmm.
; germ-pore of

the upper cell apical, conspic

Host : Anistome filifolia

pore f below the septum, obscure.

On leaves
and stems. Herb. No. 742. II, III. Table Bay, Wakatipu (Otago)
830m., W. D. Reid! 23 May, 1922. (Type.)

This species is- separated from the preceding on account of the
epispore of the teleutospores, sparsely - wartednun

cinnamon-coloured epispore of the uredospores, and different sorus
characters. Although both occur on the same host, they show little

other than a general resemblance to each other.

5. Puccinia Anisotominis n. sp. (Fig, 81.)

0, I. Unknown.
II. Uredosori hypophyllous, crowded on discoloured spots, elliptical,

1-2 mm. long, bullate, pallid ferruginous, long covered. Spores subglobose,
elliptical or obovate, 24-40 X 18-22 mmm. ; epispore hyaline, sparsely
and somewhat coarsely echinulate, 1-5-2 mmm. thick, cell-contents granular,
tinted brown

; germ-pores 4, equatorial, obscure.

HI. Teleutosori amphigenous, chiefly hypophyllous, crowded in scattered
groups, elliptical when 1-1 -5 mm length
of 3 mm,, bullate, pulverulent, dark chestnut-brown, long covered.

ming exposed by the longitudinal Assuring of the ermis
40-60 X 17-22 mmm. ; apex bluntly acuminate,

seldom rounded, thickened up to 6 mmm., base attenuate, basal cell
slightly longer and narrower than the upper; constricted at the
septum

j epispore smooth, golden-brown, 2^2-5 mmm. thick in upper
cell, 1-5-2 mmm. thick in lower, cell-contents granular

;
pedicel persistent,

hyaline, fragile, up to 40 X 7 mmm.
; germ-pore of the upper cell apical,

conspicuous, basal pore inmiediately beneath the septum, obscure.
Host

: Anisotome Haaslii (F. v. M.) Cockayne and Laing. On leaves.
Herb. No. 743. II, III, Lake Harris track, Otago, 1,000 m., W. D. Reid !

6 May, 1921. (Type.)
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Fig. 77.

Fig. 78,

Fig. 79.

Fig. 80.

Fig. si.

Fig. 82.

Fig. 83.

Fig. 84.

Fig. 85.

Puccinia Elymi West, on Deyeuxia Foraleri Kuntli. Teleutuspures, iiieso-

spores, and uredospores.

Puccinia Foyana G. H. Cunn. on Ranunculus Enysii T. Kirk. Teleutospores

and inesospore,

Puccinia ^lamua G. H, Cunn. on Anisoto/ne filifolia (Hook, f.) Cockayne and
Laing. Teleutospores, uredospores, and aecidiospores.

Puccinia whalatipu G. H. Cunn. on A nisotojne filifolia (Hook, f.) Cockayne
and Laing. Teleutospores and uredospore. *

Puccinia Anisotominis G. H. Cunn. on Ani&oioine Haodtii (F, v. M.) Cockayne
and Laing. Teleutospores and uredospore.

Puccinia Euphrasiana G. H. Cunn. on Euphrasia cuneata Fortit. Teleuto
spores, uredospores, and aecidiospores.

Puccinia punctata Link, on Galium umbrosum Sol. Teleutospores and
uredospores.

Puccinia WaJdenbergiae G. H. Cunn. on Wahlenbergia albomargiiuUa Hook
Teleutospores.

Puccinia Sonchi Rob. on Sonchus oleraceus L. Teleutospores and uredospores

All fiaures x 400.



6 Transactiofis,

The host is endemic, and is confined to the South Island, where it

is not uncommon in the mountain districts. (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 217.)

This rust is separated from the two preceding species on account

of the differently-shaped longer teleutospores (which have a smooth
epispore), and much larger coarsely-echinulate uredospores. The five

species which have been recorded on the genera Angelica and Anisotome
show a general family resemblance to one another, and may readily be
separated by reference to the following table. The presence or absence
of an aecidium is not given below as a specific character, as the cycle

of those species in which it appears to be absent is at present too

imperfectly known.

Key to Speciks of Puccinia o^ Angelica and Anisotome.

Teleutospores smooth,
Teleutospores elongate-clavate, 40-60 X 17-2ninmi. ., .. Aniaoiominis.

• Teleutospores elliptical or subclavate, 35-45 X 21-26 mmm. . . cnmcuji, *

Teleutospores variouslj- warted.
Teleutospores minutely warted.

Uredospores cinnamon; germ-spores equatoi'ial ,. .. whalatlpa.
Uredospores yellow ; germ-pores scattered .

.

. . kopoti,
Teleutospores coarsely warted .. .. ,. .. namua.

6. Puccinia Euphrasiana n. sp. (Fig. 82.) Serophulariaceae.

XJredo ausiralis Diet, et Neg., Engler Jahrb., vol. 27, p. 15, 1899.

0. Spermogones hypophyllous, immersed, sparse, scattered, associated
with the aecidia.

1. Aecidia hypophyllous, in scattered groups up to 5 mm. diam.,
irregular, seated on discoloured spots which are absent in certain speci-
mens, pallid - orange. Peridia depressed - globose, or angular, flattened,
0-2 mm. diam., immersed and covered by the epidermis, opening by an
irregular apical pore, hyaline. Spores subglobose, polygonal or elliptical,

22-30 X 18-22 mmm ; epispore hyaline, densely and minutely verruculose,
1-5 mmm thick, cell-contents vacuolate, orange.

II. Uredosori amphigenous, chiefly hypophyllous, scattered, orT:>icular

or elliptical, 0-5-1 mm. diam., bullate, pulverulent, cinnamon - brown,
surrounded by the ruptured epidermis. Spores subglobose or elliptical,

20-30 X 18-23 mmm. ; epispore pallid cinnamon, moderately and finely

echinulate, 1-1-5 mmm. thick, cell-contents vacuolate, cinnamon; germ-
pores -2, equatorial, conspicuous.

III. Teleutosori amphigenous, in small scattered groups of 3 or 4 sori,

seated on dead and discoloured spots, bullate, pulverulent, dark chestnut-
brown, partially covered by the ruptured epidermis. Spores elliptical,

seldom subclavate, 28-38 X 15-20 mmm. ; apex rounded, not thickened;
base slightly attenuate, or rounded, both cells about the same size ; con-
stricted at the septum; epispore smooth, chestnut-brown, 1-5 mmm.
thick

;
pedicel persistent, hyaline, up to 50 X 8 mmm.

;
germ-pore of the

upper cell apical, obscure, basal pore immediately beneath the septum,
obscure.

Host: Euphrasia cuneata Forst. On leaves. Herb. Nos. 727, 744.
L II. York Bay, Wellington, J?. H. Atkinson! 10 Mar., 1922. 'II, III.
York Bay, E. H. Atkinson ! G. H. C. 12 July, 1922 ; 14 Oct., 1922.

Distribution : Chile

The host is endemic, and is not uncommon in the North Island, but
IS spanngly distributed in the South. (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 553.)
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7- Puccinia punctata Link. (Fig. 83.) Rubiaceae.

Link., Ges. NaL Freunde Berlin Mag., vol. 7, p. 30, 1815.

Puccinia Galii Schw., Schr. Nat. Ges, Leipsig, vol. 1, p. 73, 1822. P* Galiornm
Link., in Willd. Sp. PL, vol. 6, p. 76, 1825, Dicaeoma Galiornm Arth.,

Proc. hid. Acad, Sci., 1898, p. 182, 1899. Puccinia ckondroderma Lindr.,

Medd. Stockh, Hogsk. BoU his.y vol. 4, p. 6, 1901. Dicaeoma punctatum
(Link.) Arth., Proc. hid. Acad. Sci., 1903, p. 150, 1904.

0. Spermogones epiphyUous, sparse, in small groups, honey-coloured* .

1. Aecidia Lypopliyllous, in small groups, or scattered, seated on pallid

spots, orange-yellow. Peridia cupulate, 0-25 mm. diani., margins short,

erect, or somewhat recurved, finely Jaciniate, white. Spores globose or

elliptical, 16-24 X 16-22 mnim. y epispore hyaline, densely and minutely

verruculose, 1 mmm. thick, cell-contents orange-yellow.

II. Uredosori amphigenous, chiefly hypophyllous, and caulicolous, on

leaves scattered^ orbicular, 0-5-1 mm. diam., on stems elliptical, up to

2 mm. long, cinnamon -brown, pulverulent, surrounded by the ruptured

epidermis. Spores elliptical, obovate or subglobose, 22-28 X 18-22 mmm.
;

epispore pallid cinnamon - brown, sparsely and moderately echinulate,

1*5 mmm. thick, cell-contents vacuolate, cinnamon; germ-pores 2, super-

equatorial, conspicuous.

III. Teleutosori hypophyllous and caulicolous, minute, orbicular,

0-25-1 mm. diam., chocolate-brown, pulvinate, semi-compact, surrounded

by the ruptured epidermis. Spores clavate, less commonly elliptical,

35-50 X 15-22 mmm. ; apex rounded, seldom acuminate, thickened

up to 14 mmm. ; base attenuate, lower cell narrower and lighter in

colour than the upper ; slightly constricted at the septum ; epispore

^smooth, golden-brown, 2 mmm. thick in upper cell, 1-5 mmm. in lower;

pedicel persistent, hyaline, tinted at the apex, up to 40x10 mmm.;
germ-pore of the upper cell apical, conspicuous, basal pore immediately

beneath the septum, obscure.

X. Mesospores common, obovate or elliptical, 25-35 mmm. long.

Hosts :

—

Galium mnhrosum Sol. On leaves and stems. Herb. No. 745.

II, III. Dunstan Mountains (Otago), 600 m., A. H. Cockayne i

6 Feb., 1921. II, III. Sandhills, Levin (Wellington), 16 m.,

E. H. Atkinson! G. R. C. 12 Oct., 1922.

Asperula perpiisiUa Hook. f. Herb. No. 746. I. Glenorchy (Otago),

400 m., W. D. Reid! 15 Dec, 1921. Otira Eailway-station

(Canterbury), W. Martin ! 10 Feb., 1922. Ben Lomond spur

[OtoLgo), W. D. Reid! 31 Mar., 1921.

Distribution : Europe ; Siberia ; North America ; Chile.

Both hosts are endemic and common throughout. Cheeseman (1906,

p. 267) states that Asperula perpusilla would almost be better placed in

Galium, as the corolla-tube (the only character upon which the genus is

separated from Galium) is much shorter than is usual in this genus.

Several species are recorded as occurring on Galium in Europe. Of
these, P. difformis K. et S. differs in the uredosori being absent

;

P. Valantiae Pers. in both aecidia and uredosori being absent ; and
P. CelakovsJiyava Bubak in the absence of aecidia. P. Asperulae-odoratae

Wurth is separated, as it occurs on Asperula and is unable to infect

Galium ; morphologically it is practically identical with P. punctata, so

that I can see no valid reason for maintaining it other than as a biological

form of this latter species.

/
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In Australia McAlpine (1906, pp. 91 and 165) records two rusts,

Uromyces Aspendae McAlp. and Puccinia Oliganthae McAlp.^ as occurring

on Asperula. The latter species closely resembles P. ptinctata, but differs

in tlie more acuminate and narrower teleutospore.

In our form tbe aecidia differ slightly from the European in being
amphigenous and caulicolous, but, as the peridial and spore characters are
identical, I have thought it better to maintain all spore forms under the
one name.

8. Puccinia Wahlenbergiae n. sp. (Fig. 84.) Campanulaceae.

0. Unknown.
III. Teleutosori hypophyllous, caulicolous, and on inflorescences, on

leaves orbicular. 1mm. diam., scattered, on stems linear, 1-5 mm. long
compact, pulvinate, pallid brown, naked or surrounded by the ruptured
epidermis.- Spores fusiform or subclavate, 35-50 X 12-19 mmm. ; apex
strongly acuminate, thickened up to 18 mmm., base attenuate ; slightly
or not constricted at the septum ; epispore smooth, hyaline, or tinted
brown, 1-5-2 mmm. thick, cell-contents vacuolate, tinted brown

;
pedicel

persistent, continuous with the spore, hyaline, stout, up to 30 X 10 mmm.
;

germ-pore of the upper cell apical, conspicuous, basal pore immediately
beneath the septum, obscure.

Host : Wahlenbergia alhomarginata Hook. On leaves, stems, and inflor-

escences. Herb. No. 592. III. Tokaanu-Waiouru Road, Taupo, 830 m.,
E. H, Atkinson ! 12 Mar., 1922. (Type.)

mi V
throughout. (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 403.)

This rust is characterized by the strongly acuminate apex and persistent

stout pedicels of the teleutospores.

9. Puccinia Celmisiae n. sp. (Figs. 86, 121.) Compositae.

Vredo Celmisiae Cke., Orec, vol. 14, p. 89, 1880. TJredo Compositarum var.
Celmisiae Cke., Grev., vol. 19, p. 3, 1890.

0, I. Unknown.
II. Uredosori amphigenous, seated on discoloured spots, orbicular,

1 mm. diam., scattered, or circinnate, when circles up to 5 mm. diam.,
bullate, pulverulent, reddish-orange, becoming pallid yellow with age, on
the lower surface deeply buried in the dense tomentum of the leaf, on the
upper surface long covered by the cuticle. Spores globose or obovate,
25-40 X 23-30 mmm.

; epispore hyaline, somewhat closely and finely
echinulate, 1-5-2 mmm. thick, cell-contents granular, yellow; germ-pores
scattered, 6-8, obscure.

III. Teleutosori similar to and arising from the same sori, chestnut-
brown. Spores broadly elliptical, 50-62 X 30-36 mmm. ; apex rounded,

late, not or slightly thickened, base rounded or attenuate,
both cells the same size and colour ; not or slightly constricted at the
septum

; epispore smooth, chestnut-brown, 2-3 mmm. thick, cell-contentKS
granular

; pedicel deciduous, hyaline, fragile, 30 X 10 mmm.
;

germ-pore

nu

below the septum, obscure.
i
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Hosts
Celmisia coriacea (Forst. f.) Hook. f. On leaves. Herb. Nos. 748,

749. II, III. Mount Isobel, Hanmer (Canterbury), 1,170 m.,

4 Nov., 1921. (Tvpe.) H. Arthur's Pass (Canter-
-

: II. Fairfield

20 June, 1921. it. Jack's Pass,

W .

bury), T. Kirk! (Type uredo material froni Kew^.)

/T\ A:^\ a ^ TlniTinnfe f

Hanmer (Canterbury), 900 m., W. D. Reid! 12 Nov., 1921.

Arthur's Pass (Canterbury), J. G. Myers. 1 Jan., 1923.

Celmisia Hookeri Cockayne. Herb. No. 747. II. Macraes (Otago),

"id! 29 Nov., 1921.

Cass. Herb. No. 764. II. Routeburn Valley

800m., W. D. Reid! 7 May, 1921. Lake Harris track

1,100m., W. D. Reid! 6 May, 1921. Macraes (Otago),

W. D. Reid! 29 Nov., 1921. Taupo-Tokaanu Road,

longifolia

600
Taupo, 450 m., E. H. Atkinson ! 6 Mar., 1922

Celm isia long if Cass. var. alpina T. Kirk. II. Walter Peak

400 m., W 27 April, 1921.

Fig. 86. Pvccmia Celmisim G. H. Cuiin. on Celmisia coriacea (Forst. f.) Hook. f.

X 500.Teleutospores and urcdospores.

Fig. 87.—Pwcci'nm fodiens G. H. Cunn. on Celmisia rigida Cockayne.

and uredospores. X 500.

Teleutospore

All hosts with the exception of Celmisia longifolia Cass, are endemic

the latter species occurs also in

310-314

Australia and Tasmania (Cheeseman,

fod

Cunn. (fig. 87), closely resembles the species described above, but differs m
several particulars. The main differences are tabulated below, and in the

text the two illustrations are placed together so that the differences may

be observed the more readily.

P. fodiens

:

Uredospores

—

Epispore sparsely and coarsely echinulate,

Teleutospores—
40-55 X 28-35 mmm. ; apex acuminate,

epispore finely punctate.

3 mmrn. thick.

thickened up to 10 mmm..
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Trcnisactio7is.

P. Celmisiae

:

UredOSpores

Teleut^'^^^"^^
^'"^^^ "^^""^^^^ ^""^ ^""^^^^ echinulate, epispore 1-5-2 mmm. thick

^*^*^L^
30-36 mmm.

;
apex rounded, not or slightly thickened, epispore

10. Puccinia Sonchi Roberge. (Fig. 85.)

Eob., in Desm., Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. iii, vol. ii, p. 74. 1849.
Gymnoconia Cirsii-lanceolati Bubak. Konigl. Boehm. Gesfar. Wiss. Mathem-

naturwiss Classe, p. 10, 1899.

0. Spermogones ampliigenous, scattered, sparse, associated with the
uredoson.

II. Uredosori amphigenous and caulicolous, scattered, or more com-monly m small orbicular or elliptical groups of 3-5 sori, 1-3 mm. long
seated on discoloured spots, orbicular, 0-25-1 mm. diam., on stems elliptical!
confluent, and up to 5 mm. long, bullate, immersed, partly covered by the

1^ r. t A' ^ 11 1 X '^
— "--t^v*.^. c*j^^iv«i y^^ic, ciiuinjitu uy a single

layer of thick-walled chestnut-brown paraphyses. Spores elliptical or
obovate 30-42 X 20-24 mmm.

; epispore hyaline, densely and finely verru-

'^'t't? T^f'^'f
*^-'^^ cell-contents yellowish, oily

; germ-pores indistinct.
111. leleutosori hypophyllous, scattered or confluent, seated on dis-

coloured spots, bullate, dark chestnut-brown, orbicular or irregular up to2mm. diam., compact, long covered by the epidermis; encircled bv asmgle layer of chestjut-brown clavate paraphyses. Spores elHptical orsubclavate, 50-60 X 24-31 mmm.
; apex rounded or bluntly acuminate

thickened up to 6 mmm., base attenuate, frequently rounded, lower cell
slightly narrower

;
not or slightly constricted at the septum

; epispore
smooth, paUid chestnut-brown, 1-5-2 mmm. thick, cell-contents granular-
pedicel persistent, tinted brown, up to 38 X 8 mmm.

; germ-po?e of the
upper cell apical or slightly oblique, conspicuous, basal pore immediately
beneath the septum, conspicuous.

X. Mesospores not uncommon, subclavate or obovate, up to 53 mmm.

TT Sf*^ Sonchus oleraceus L. On leaves and stems. '

Herb. No 281
II, III Palmerston North (Wellington), 300 m., G. H. C. 14 June, 1919

'

Distribution: Western Europe
; Algeria; Canaries; Japan; Ceylon.

Ihe host IS introduced. "^

Grove (1913, p. 156) states that the paraphyses of the uredosori are inreahty the upper part of an imperfect peridium ; at the top these cellsbecome elongated and parallel, they are at first hyaline, but finallybecome dark brown and irregular in shape. This peculiar feature, and
the immersed character, has led systematists to confuse it with an aecidium

Ih'M ' ^^.^^«/P«^«« are tor^e singly on pedicels, no such confusionshould anse._ In the specimens at hand a few teleutospores are present in

=^

LATIN

ana

0. Incognltis.

(Fig. 78.) Rauunculaceae.

uJ'cta^}^. «rin^'''"'', r^?^^"?
hypoplivllis, in catervis irregulari-

marSu p;pei ?''^' ^f^''
^^^^- ^^"^"« ^^^P^^^^is, 0-5 mm. latis,

rolvlniirve^^P^r;. -^^of^on
'"'"'^^^' ^^^^«' ^^^^^^^^is. Aecidiospori

Intutr ; I, l*T;lt.'l?„A^^^^^^^^^ ^
«P-Porio hyalino, dLse
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III. Soris teleutosporiferis amphigeiiils, petiolicoliis, et caulicolis, in

catervis coiisestis, ad 5 mm. latis, bullatis, pulverulentibus, rotundis, ad

25-0-5 mm. latis, positis

Teleutosporis ellipticis, raro obovatis, 42-65 X 22-26 mmm. ;
apice acumi-

nato, raro rotuudato, papiUato, leniter (6 mmm.) vel noii iiicrassato, basi

rotundato, non saepe attenuate, leniter ad septum constncto, epispono

leve, castaneo, 2-5-3 mmm. crasso, contentu granuloso
;

pedicello deciduo,

hyalino ad 30 X 8 mmm. ; foramine gerrainis cellulae supenons apicale,

conspicuo, foramine basali etatim infra septum, conspicuo, saepe papillato.

X Me'sosporis vulgaribus, ellipticis, 20-35 X 17-24 mmm.
Habitat : In foliis Vivis, petiolibusque et caulisque Raminculi bnysii

T. Kirk. Cass, Canterbury, New Zealand. N. R. Foy.

2. Puccinia namua sp. nov. (Fig. 79.) rmbelliferae.

0. Incognitis.
, . .• j ok

I \ecidiis amphigeniis et caulicolis, m catervis congestis, ad 25 mm.

lon^ns in maculis decoloratis inflatis, luteis. Peridiis cupulatis, 0-25 mm.

latis 'l mm. exstitis, marginibus erectis, non revolutis, lacimatis, albis.

Aecidiosporis polvgoniis vel subglobosis, 18-24 mmm. latis; epispono

pallido-flavo, dense minuteque verrucoso, 1-1-5 mmm. crasso, contentu

vacuolato, luteo.
_ , i i,- ^ ^• • t v

II Uredosoris ampbigeuiis, praecipue hypophyllis, et caulicolis, in loins

raris, rotundis, ad 1-5 mm. latis, in maculis palUdo-flavis, m cauhbusque

ellipticis ad 3 mm. longis, raro confluentibus, luteis, bullatis, pulverulentibus,

rupta epidermide cinctis et partim tectis. Uredospons ellipticis, obovatis,

raro globosis, 18-30 x 16-22 mmm. ; episporio palUdo-flavo, raro et lemter

ecbintilato, 1-1-5 mmm. crasso, contentu granuloso, luteo.
_

III Sons teleutosporiferis uredosoris imnuxis et simihbus, castancis.

Teleutosporis subclavatis vel ellipticis, 30-40 X 1&-26 mmm. ;
apice rotun-

dato. non incrassato, basi attenuate ; ad septum lemter constncto
:
epispono

rustice verrucoso, castaneo, 2-2-5 mmm. crasso, contentu granuloso
;

pedi-

cello persisteute, hyalino, delicato, ad 25 X 7 mmm. ;
foramine germims

cellulae superiors apicale, conspicuo, foramine basali f infra septum,

Hab
•*

In foliis vivis et caulisque Anisotominis filifoliae (Hook, f.)

Cockayne et Laing. Mount Isobel, Hanmer, Canterbury, New Zealand.

W. D. Reid.

3. Puccinia whakatipu sp, nov. (Fig. 80.)

0, I. Incognitis. •

, n- ^ v r n-

II. Uredosoris amphigeniis, praecipue liypophyllis et caulicolis, ellip-

ticis ad 0-25-1 mm. longis, raris vel catervis, buUatis, pulverulentibus.

cinnamomeis, diu tectis ad extremum expositis rupta epidermide. Lrcdo-

sporis ellipticis, obovatis vel subglobosis, 22-35 X 18-25 mmm.
;
epispono

ralUdo-cinnamomeo, raro rustice echinulato, 2 mmm. crasso, contentu

crranuloso, cinnamomeo ; foraminibus germinis 4, circulis, obscuris.

°
III Soris teleutosporiferis uredosoris similibus, castaneo-fuscis. Teleuto-

sporis ellipticis vel subclavatis, 30-40 X 20-26 mmm. ;
apice rotundato, non

incrassato, basi rotundato raro attenuate ; ad septum lemter constnctis

;

•episporio subtiliter verruculoso, castaneo, 1-5-2 mmm. crasso, contentu

granuloso; pedicello persistente, byalino, delicato, ad 30 X 6 mmm.

;

^
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forainine germinis cellulae siiperioris apicale, conspicuo, foramine basali
infra septum, obscuro.

Hab. : In foliis ^ivis Anisotominis filifoliae (Hook, f .) Cockayne et Laing.
able Bay, Wakatipu, Otago, New Zealand. W. D. Beid,

F

4. Pucclnia Anisotominis sp. nov. (Fig. 81.)

0, I. Incognitis.

II. Uredosoris liypopliyllis, in maculis catervis, ellipticis, ad 1-2 mm.
latis, buUatis, pallido-ferruginiis, tectis. Uredosporis subglobosis, ellipticis
vel obovatis, 24-40 X 18-22 mmm. ; episporio byalino,' raro rusticeque
echinulato, l-5-2_mmm. crasso, contentu granuloso, fuscus, foraminibus
germinis 4, circulis, obscuris.

III. Soris teleutosporiferis ampliigenis, praecipuo bypophyllis, confertis,
ellipticis ad 1-1-5 mm. longis, vel confluentibus, ad 3 mm. longis ; bullatis'
pulverulentibus, fusco-castaneis, diu tectis ad extremum expositis rnpta
epidermide. Teleutosporis elongato-clavatis, 40-60 X 17-22 mmm. ; apice
rustice acuminato, rare rotimdatis ad 6 mmm. crasso, basi attenuate :

ad septum constrictis
; episporio leve, aureo-fusco, 2-2-5 mmm. crasso in

cellulo superiore, 1-1-5 mmm. in cellulo inferiors, contentu granuloso

;

pedicello persistente, hyalino, delicato, ad 40 X 7 mmm. ; foramine ger-
minis cellulae superioris apicale, conspicuo, foramine basali etatim infra
septum, obscuro.

Hab.
:
In foliis vivis Anisotominis Hanstii (F. v. M.) Cockayne et Laing

Lake Harris track, Otago, New Zealand. W. D. Reid.

5 rasiana sp. nov. (Fig. 82.) Scropbulariaceae.

Uredo atistralis Diet, et Neg., Engler Jahrb., vol. 27, p. 15, 1899.

0. Spermagoniis bypophyllis, immersis, sparsis, raris, aliquantum aecidiis
mixis.

1. Aecidiis bypophyllis, in raris catervis ad 5 mm. latis, in maculis
r*rfciQ+*ie Infill T>/A«»^i^^^« -•^l^^^ ,^1-"L^"_ i* i •! t-t^^ •.•

ffularibusdecolatis, luteo. ^^ ^.^^^^^^ „^ „ - x^x.^x

diu epidermide tectis, hyaUnis. °
Aecidiosporis Subglobosis, polygoniis vel

ellipticis, 22-30 X 18-22 mmm. ; episporio hyalino, dense minuteque
verruculoso, 1-5 mmm. crasso, contentu vacuolate, luteo.

II. Uredosoris amphigeniis, praecipue bypophyllis, raris, rotundatis vel
eUipticis, ad 0-5-1 mm. latis, bullatis, pulverulentibus, cinnamomeis, epi-
dermide rupta cinctis. Uredosporis subglobosis vel ellipticis, 20-30 X
18-23 mmm.

;
episporio pallido-cinnamomeo, leniter et abquantum minute

echinulato, 1-1-5 mmm. crasso, contentu vacuolato, cinnamomeo ; fora-
minibus germinis 2, circulis, conspicuis.

III. Soris teleutosporiferis amphigeniis, in raris catervis 3-4 soriis, in
macubs decoloratis, bullatis, pulverulentibus, fusco-castaneis, rupta epi-
dernnde cinctis et partim tectis. Teleutosporis elHpticis vel subclavatis,
23-38 X 15-20 mmm.

; apice rotundato, non incrassato, basi leniter
attenuate vel rotundato

; ad septum constrictis ; episporio leve, castaneo,
1-5 uimm. crasso; pedicello persistente, hyalino, ad 50 X 8 mmm ; foramine
germinis cellulae superioris apicale, obscuro, foramine basali etatim infra
septum, obscuro.

Hab.
:
In foUis \ivis EupJtmsiae cuneatae Forst. York Bay. VVeUincrton

New Zealand. E. H. Atkinson, G. H. G,
""

'
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6. Puccinia Wahlenbergiae sp. nov. (Fig. 84.) Campanulaceae.

0. Incognitas.
. , ^ v t v

III Soris teleutosporiferis hypophyllis, caulicolis et floncolis, m foliis

rotundis, laris, ad 1 mm. latis, in caiilibusque ellipticis, ad 1-5 mm. longis,

compactis, pulvinatis, palUdo-fuscis, nudis vel epidermide rupta cmctis.

Teleutosporis fusiformis vel subclavatis, 35-50 X 12-19 mmm.
;

.
apice

fortis acuminato, ad crasso 18 mmm., basi attenuato ;
ad septum leniter

necne constrictis ;
episporio leve, hyalino, vel pallido-fusco, 1-5-2 mmm.

crasso, contentu vacuolate, pallido-fusco ;
pedicello persistente^, hyalmo.

crasso ad 30 X 10 mmm. ; foramine germims cellulae superions apicale,

conspicuo, foramine basali etatim infra septum obscuro^
• , tt v

Hab • In foliis vivis et caulibusque Wahlenhergia aJhonmrgniato Hook.

Tokaanu-Waiouru Road, Taupo, New Zealand. E. H. Atkinson.

7. Puccinia Celmisiae sp. nov. (Fig. 86.) Compositae.

0, I. Incognitis.
, , . ^ ^ ,.

li Uredosoris ampliigeniis, in maculis discoloratis, rotundatis, raris,

ad 1 mm. latis vel circinnatis ad 5 mm. latis, bullatis, pulverulentibus, luteis

in denso tomento folii profunde immersis. Uredosporis globosis vel

obovatis, 25-40 X 23-30 mmm. ; episporio hyalino, minute tenuiter eclunu-

lato, 2 mmm. crasso, contentu granuloso, luteo ;
forammibus germims

raris, 6-8, obscuro.
, • m i ^

III Soris teleutosporiferis uredosoris similibus, castaneis. Teleut«spons

late eilipticis, 50-62 X 30-36 mmm. ; apice rotundato, non mcrassato,

basi rotundato vel attenuatis, ad septum necne leniter constncto
;
episporio

leve pallido-castaneo, 2-3 mmm. crasso, contentu granuloso
;

pedicello

a.Ja± T,..ciw,n A.]\c^tn. ad 30 X 10 mmm. : foraimne germims cellulae

I

obscuro.

Hab • In foliis vivis Celmisiae coriaceae (Forst. f.) Hook, f et Celmisiae

ffooA-en' Cockayne. Mount Isobel, Hanmcr, Canterbury, New Zealand.

W

NEW
PART 2.

1. Family Melampsobaceae.

2 Family Coleospobiaceae.

3. Family Pucciniaceae {cotitinuatio), Tribe Phragmideae.

4. Family Uredinales Imperfecti.

5 Appendix : Fungi parasitic upon tlie Uredinales.

The present paper U . contiuuation of Part 1, P^ed in the

witli

?/

Laboratory
xni

but tte greater number are but form-species included under the torm-genera

Aecidium and Uredo. This by no means completes the record of the

New Zealand Uredinales, as fresh collections, often containing undescnbed

species are constantlv being sent in to the Laboratory, doubtless within

a few years the number of species will be doubled. The hfe-history of
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members of each family differs somewhat from that of Puccinia as givenm Part 1, p. 620; the differences are discussed under the descriptions of
the families concerned.

Again I wish to record thanks to the following: W. D Eeid E H
Atkinson, and E. Bruce Levy, of the Biological Laboratory, for contributions
of specimens

;
Dr. W. B. Grove (University of Birmingham), Dr J R Weir

(Bureau of Mycological Exchange, Washington), and Mrs. F. W. Patterson
(late of the Bureau of Mycological Exchange, Washington), for contributions
of specimens for comparative purposes ; Dr. E. J. Butler (Director, Bureau
of Mycology, Kew) and Mr. E. W. Mason (of the Imperial Bureau),' for
assistance regarding Uterature and references ; Mr. C. C Brittlebank
(Department of Agriculture, Melbourne), for material for comparative
purposes, loan of many type specimens, and for literature references

; and
Mr. J. b. Myers, for the revision of all Latin diagnoses.

_

The following pubUcations have proved very useful, particularly in
giving the geographical range of species, genera, and families ; I have
drawn freely from the synonymy cited in these works, this having been
made necessary owing to the scarcity in New - - -

earlier literature: The Bntish Rust Fungi (W. B
, , ...„,, ^,„.,..u.

Flora, vol. 7 (J. C. Arthur)
; The Rusts of Australia (D. McAlpine)

; Syllone
Fungorum (P. A. Saccardo)

; Thesaurus (Lindau and Sydow)
; Manual

of the New Zealand Flora (T. F. Cheeseman).
All drai^ings were made with the aid of a camera lucida, from spores

mounted m 50 per cent, lactic acid - water solution. Drawings are all to
the same scale, unless otherwise specified, and have all been reduced the
same amount. Surface-sculpturings have been studied from material
mounted dry, as in many instances the markings are not visible when
spores are mounted in the usual solutions. It is frequently difficult to
determine the number and position of the germ-pores, owing to the contents
rendering the cell opaque. Generally, boiling for a second or so in lactic
acid IS all that is necessary to render the pores visible ; frequently,
however, it is necessary to treat the spores specially with certain stains
{e.g., Bismarck brown, eosin, or many other of the anilins will suffice)
but m certain refractory cases no treatment will render the pores visible'
when they are, in this paper, given as being " indistinct."

Zealand

ni. PUCCINIACEAE {continuatio).

Teleutoson compacted or pulverulent, naked or covered by the epidermis
Teleutospores one- to many-celled, free, borne on distinct pedicels ; epispore
coloured or hyaline, smooth, or variously sculptured, with one or more
germ-pores in each cell. Basidia external.

Tribe Phragmideae.

Teleutospores m yeUow fibrils « W„«,L«^..6. Hamaspora.

5. Phragmidium Link.

Link., Ges. Nat. Freunde Berlin Mag., vol. 7, p. 30, 1815.
%i.o^™^ Link l.c p. 2^. Aregma Fr., Oba. Myc, vol. 1, p. 226, 1815.
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Autoecious. Cycle of development includes 0, I, II, HI.

0. Spermogones conical or flattened, subcuticular, without ostiolar

filanients

.

I Caeomata indefinite, erumpent, without peridia but usually encircled

by paraphyses. Caematospores catenulate, usually subglobose, epispore

hyaline or tinted yellow, verrucose ;
germ-pores scattered, numerous.

obscure.
pent

pulverulent. Uredospores globose or elliptical, borne singly on pedicels

epispore verrucose or ecbinulate, coloured or hyaline ;
germ-pores scattered,

numerous, obscure.

Ill Teleutosori erumpent, definite, with or without paraphyses, soon

naked, almost black. Teleutospores divided by transverse septa into 2

or several cells ; wall laminate, the middle layer dark-coloured and rigid,

usually coarsely warted, sometimes smooth ;
germ-pores 2 to several in

each cell, laterally placed, conspicuous; pedicels prominent, persistent,

hyahne, often roughened and much swollen below. Basidiospores sub-

globose, smooth.

This trenus is confined to the host family Rosaceae.

Distribution: Europe; Asia; North and South America; Ceylon;

Australia. , . • j-

Of the five New Zealand species, three are endemic, one is indigenous,

and one introduced. „ , , , i ^

On .Termination a basidium is produced from each cell of the tcleutospore ,

this becomes four-celled, and from each cell arises a stengma, beanng on

its apex the subglobose basidiospore.
_ , , vi ,

Phraqmidium is a well-defined genus, and is characterized by the arge,

many-celled, dark-coloured teleutospores ; the wall of the spore is thick,

usually opaque, and distinctly laminated. This feature may readily be

seen if the spores are boiled for a second or two m lactic-acid solution,

for the epispore becomes much swollen and may be seen as a hyahne

or more.

The apex is usually crowned with a conspicuous hyahne or coloured

papilla, but in certain species this may be wanting. The pedicels^ often

attain a length several times that of the spore ; they are hyaline, persistent,

stout, and frequently the lower part is swollen, the central area of this

swolkn portion being often stufied with an oily coloured matnx, a feature

seen as a rule only in fresh material.

The caeomata greatly resemble the uredosori, and are sometimes diih-

cult to separate on account of this similarity, but the catenulate spores

characterize them.

Key to the Species or Phragmidium.

Host belonging to the family Rosaceae.
, ,,,,,rrnnntum

Host iSlonging to the tribe Roseae " .

.

• • 1. Phr. mucronatum.
,

Host belonging to the tribe PotentiUeae.
ry , rn .

Teleutospores l-G-celled. commonly 4-5 .. 4. Phr. Potentillae.

Teleutospores 4-7-celled, commonly 6.
o di j

Teleutospores long-cylindrical .. •• 2. Phr. Araenae

Teleutospores oblong-terete .. •• 5- PAr. *M6sunj?e.

Teleutospores 5-8-celled, commonly 7-8 .

.

. . 3. Phr. novae-zeIand,ae
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1. Phragmidium mucronatum Schlechtendal. (Fig. 88.) Rosaceae.

Schlecht. Fl. Berol, vol. 2, p. 156, 1824.

Uredo Eosae-centrifoliae Pers., Syn. Fung., p. 215, 1801. U. miniata Pers., I.e.,

p. 216. v. elevata Schum., Enum. PL Saell, vol. 2, p. 229, 1803. U. Bosae
Schum., I.e., p. 230. Puccinia Rosae Schum., I.e., p. 235. Aecidium Rosae
RoehHng, Deuts. Fl., 2nd ed., vol. 3, p. 122, 1813. Aregma mucrojiata Fi.,
Obs. Myc, vol. 1, p. 225, 1815. Vredo Eglanteriae H. Mart., Fl. Mosq., 2nd
ed., p. 230, 1817. Caeoma miniatum Schlecht., Fl. Berol, vol. 2, p. 120,
1824. C. Rosae Schlecht., I.e. Phr. oblongum Bon., Coniorn., p. 60, 186o!
Phr. Rosarum Fcl., Symb. Myc., p. 47, 1869. Phr. subcortieinum Wint., in
Rabh. Krypt. FL, vol. 1, p. 228. 1881. Phr. disciflorum James, Contr. U.S.
Nai. Herb., vol. 3, p. 276, 1895. Aregma disciflora Arth., Proc. Ind. Acad.
Set., 1898, p. 179, 1899. Phragmidium Rosae-pimpineUifoliae Diet., Hedw
vol. 44, p. 339, 1905.

^ j , .,

0. Spermogones caulicolous, sparse, flattened, immersed, honey-coloured.
1. Caeomata liypophyllous, caulicolous, petiolicolous and fructicolous,

on leaves scattered or crowded, orbicular, pulvinate, 0-25-1 mm. diam.,
on stems confluent, up to 20 ram. long, forming large inflated distortions

;

reddish-orange, pulverulent
; paraphyses present and as a rule encircling

only the smaller sori
; incurved, clavate, hyaline. Spores elhptical, ohovate

or subglobose, 22-30 X 15-23 mmm. ; epispore hyaline, finely and densely
verruculose, 2-2-5 mmm. thick, cell-contents oily, reddish-orange.

II. Uredosori hypophyllous, scattered, seated on paind-yel'low spots,
orbicular, 0-25-0-5 mm. diam., orange, pulverulent ; encircled by a layer
of incurved hyaline, clavate paraphyses. Spores elliptical, obovate or
subglobose, 22-28 X 15-20 mmm.

; epispore hyaline, closely, finely 'and
bluntly echinulate, 2 mmm. thick, cell-contents pallid-orange

; germ-pores
scattered, numerous (6-8), obscure.

III. Teleutosori hypophyllous, scattered, orbicular, 0-25-0-5 mm. diam
,somewhat pulverulent, black, naked, with numerous spores in each sorus!

Spores 5-9-celled, commonly 7-8, oblong-terete, 72-98 x 28-35 mmm.
apex obtusely rounded, not thickened, crowned with a prominent papilla]
hyaline at the tip, coloured below, not continuous with the upper cell-
wall, up to 12 mmm. long, base rounded or truncate, spore narrowed
slightly above and below

; not constricted at the septa ; wall dark chestnut-
brown, opaque, 5-7 mmm. thick, unevenly covered with coarse hyaline
warts which are more numerous apically

; pedicel persistent, continuous
with the spore, tinted above, hyaline below, hollow, up to 150 mmm lon<^
8-10 mmm. thick, slightly (15 mmm.) swollen at the base, lower thii3
minutely and closely verruculose, central area filled with an oily
orange-coloured matrix; germ-pores 3-5 in each cell, commonly 3
conspicuous. '

Hosts

Eosa Eglentaria Mill. {^ R. ruhiginosa L.). On leaves, stems, petioles
and fruits. Herb. No. 373. I. York Bay (Wellington) E H
Atkinson! 3 April, 1921. Blenheim, E. H. Atkinson ' 3 Nov

"

1922. Mapua (Nelson), G. H. G. 17 May, 1922.
Rosa sp. cult. II, III. Nelson, W. C. Hyde! 7 Jan., 1922

Distnbution
: Europe

; western Asia ; North and South America :

Hawaii; Ceylon; Australia.

Both hosts are introduced, the former being common throughout The
caeoniata form conspicuous reddish-orange inflated areas on the stems of
sweetbner. The mycelium of this stage is perennial in the host-tissues,
so that once the plant has become infected the rust appears on it season
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Fig.

Fig.
88.

89.

Fig. 90.

Fig. 91.

Fig. 92.

Fig. 93.

Phragmidinm mucronaium Schlecht. Teleutospores from Rosa sp. cult.

Phragmidiuiii Poieniillae P. Karst. Teleutospores from Acaena iSanguisorbae
VahL

Phnig}aidiiim subsimlle G. H. Cuun. Teleutospores from Acaena Sanguisorbae
Vahl. var. pilosa T. Kirk.

Phragmidiutn Sanguisorbae Schroet. Teleutospores from Poierium Sanguis-
orba. Material collected by Dr. Grove, Boxhill, London, 29th August, 1920.

Phragmidium novae-zelandiae G. H. Cunn. Teleutospores from Acaena novae-
zelandiae T. Kirk.

Phnupmdium Acaenae G. H. Cuau. Teleutospores from Acaena microjphjHa
Hook. f.

All X 300.

hd_
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after seasou. -Spores so produced cause local infection of the leaves, and
these sori in turn give rise to uredo- and teleuto-spores.

This rust is prevalent throughout the Nelson and Marlborough districts,

and in the spring becomes conspicuous on account of the brilliant colour

of the caeomatospores.

Ramsbottom (1913) has shown that the name of this species should be

as above.

2. Phragmidium Acaenae n, sp,* (Text-fig. 93, and Plate 1, fig. 1.)

0. Spemaogones amphigenous, sparse, scattered, conical, pallid yellow.

1. Caeomata hypophyllous, scattered, orbicular when 0-5-1 mm. diam.,

or elliptical and up to 3 mm. long, pul\dnate, pulverulent, orange

;

encircled by a dense layer of hyaline, incurved, clavate, persistent para-

physes, overtopping the spores. Spores globose, obovate, or less com-
monly elliptical, 18-28 X 16-20 nimm. ; epispore hyaline, closely and finely

verruculose, 1-1-5 mmm. thick, cell-contents orange, vacuolate.

Ill, Teleutosori hypophyllous and petiolicolous, sparse, scattered, orbicu-

lar, 0*1-0-5 mm. diam., at first compact and pulvinate, becoming pulverulent,

shining-black, naked, with few spores in each sorus. Spores -i-T-celled,

commonly 6, long - cylindrical, 50-95 X 20-25 mmm. ; apex bluntly

acuminate or rounded, slightly or not thickened, often crowned with a

prominent hyaline papilla, up to 10 mmm. long, not continuous vAt\\ the

upper cell-wall, base rounded, spore sUghtly or not narrowed above and
below ; not or slightly constricted at the septa ; wall light chestnut-brown,

3-4 mm. thick, sparsely covered with a few coarse hyaline warts which
are more numerous apically or may be almost absent

;
pedicel persistent,

continuous with the spore, tinted above, hyahne below, hollow, up to

50 mmm. long, commonly much less, 5-9 mmm. thick, swollen at the base

to 20 mmm., lower third closely verruculose, germ-pores 2-3 in each cell,

conspicuous.

Host : Acaena mtcrophylla Hook. f. On leaves and petioles. Herb.

No. 307. I, III. Botanical Gardens, Gore (Southland), E, B. Levy!
1 Feb., 1921. (Type.)

The- host is endemic, and is not uncommon throughout the mountain
districts. (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 132.)

This species closely resembles Phr, snhsimile^ but differs in the long-

cylindrical shape of the teleutospores, their verrucose apex, much shorter

pedicels, and in the cells not being discoid.

3, Phragmidium novae-zelandiae n. sp. (Text-fig. 92, and Plate 1,

fig. 2.)

0. Spermogones similar to Fh\ Acaenae,

1. Caeomata similar to Phr. Acaenae,

IIL Teleutosori hypophyllous, sparse, elliptical, up to 3 mm. long,

puhdnate, pulverulent, the spores becoming agglutinated into compact
sorus

4^8

apex acuminate, seldom rounded, not or slightly thickened, drawn into a

long papilla, continuous with the upper cell-wall, tinted, hyaline at the

Lat
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tip, up to 8 mmm. long, base rounded or slightly attenuate, spore slightly

narrowed above and below; not constricted at the septa; wall sepia-

coloured, i-6 mmm. thick, coarsely and densely warted, warts hyaline and
more numerous apically

;
pedicel persistent, continuous with the spore,

hyaline below, tinted above, up to 100 mmm. long, 4-6 mmm. thick, not
or slightly inflated basally, lower half minutely and densely verruculose,
germ-pores 2-4' in each cell, conspicuous.

Host: Acaena novae-zelandiae T. Kirk. On leaves. Herb. No. 766.
I-III. Seashore, Seatoun (Wellington), E. H, Atkinson ! G, H. C. 27 Jan.,
1921, Queenstown (Otago), 400 m., Tf. D. Reidl 18 Dec, 1921. (Type.)

The host is endemic and is not imcommon throughout. (Cheeseman,
1906, p. 131.)

This rust is characterized by the large size of the teleutospores, large
number of cells, dark and thick wall, and acuminate apex. The pedicels
are more slender than in our other species, and are not swollen at the
base. The large number of teleutospores in the sorus, and the manner
in which they are compacted together, serve to separate this from any
other species that may be j)resent on the same plant.

4, Phragmidium Potentillae P. Karsten. (Text-fig. 89, and Plate 1,

fig. 3.)

Karst., Bidr. Finl Nat, Folk, vol. 31, p. 49, 1879.

Puccinia PotentiUae Pers,, Syv. Fnng., p. 229, 1801. Vredo Potentillae Schum.,
Enuiiu PL Saell^ vol. 2, p. 228, 1803. Phragmidium obtnsaium Schmidt
and Kunze, Dents, Schwamme, vol. 5, p, 5, 1816. Caeoma Potentillae
Schlecht., FL Berol, vol. 2, p. 121, 1824.

0. Spermogones amphigenous, in small scattered groups, pallid yellow.

1. Caeomata amphigenous, solitary or crowded, often confluent, elliptical,

less commonly orbicular, 0-5-1 -5 mm. long, pulverulent, orange; encircled
by a dense layer of cylindrical, hyaline, incurved paraphysea. Spores sub-
globose or elhptical, 20-26 X 15-22 mmm. ; epispore hyaline, finely and
closely verrucose, 1-5-2 mmm. thick, cell-contents orange.

II. Uredosori hypophyllous, scattered, orbicular, 0-5-2 mm. diam.,
pulverulent, orange, encircled by a layer of cylindrical or clavate hyaline,

incurved paraphyses. Spores subglobose or obovate, 18-26 X 15-20 mmm.
;

epispore hyaline, finely and closely echinulate, 1-5 mmm. thick, cell-

contents orange
;
germ-pores scattered, numerous, obscure.

III. Teleutosori amphigenous, chiefly hypophyllous, scattered or con-
fluent, orbicular, 0-25-3 mm. diam., pulvinate, compact, shining - black,

naked, with numerous spores in each sorus. Spores 1-5-celled, commonly
4, cylindrical, 55-95 X 18-25 mmm. ; apex acuminate or rounded, not
thickened nor papillate, base rounded ; constricted at the septa ; wall
golden - brown, smooth, 2-4 mmm. thick; pedicel persistent, continuous
with the spore, very long, up to 200 mmm. by 4-7 mmm. thick, hyaline,
hollow, not or slightly swollen at the base, lower third closely and finely

verruculose
;
germ-pores 2-3 in each cell, conspicuous.

Hosts :

Acaena Sanguisorhae Vahl. On leaves. Herb. Nos, 75, 765, 770.
I. Karori (Wellington), 100 m., G, H. C. 5 Mar., 1920. III.

Routeburn Valley (Otago), 500 m, Tf. D, Reid ! 8 May, 1921.
II, III. Table Bay, Wakatipu (Otago), 850 ra., W. D. Reid!
23 May, 1922.
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Acaena novae-zelandiae var. pallida T. Kark. Herb, No. 296.

II. Seashore, Seatoun (Wellington), E, H. Atkinson! G, H, C
27 Jan., 1921.

Acaena ovina A. Cunn. Herb. No. 296. 11. Seashore, Seatoun

(Wellington), E. H. Atkinson ! G. E. C. 27 Jan., 1921.

Distribution : Europe ; Asia Minor ; Siberia ; Japan ; North America
;

Australia.

Two of the hosts are indigenous, A. novae-zelandiae var. pallida being

endemic ; A. ovina has been introduced from Australia. (Cheeseman,

1906, p. 131, 1073.)

The New Zealand form does not agree in all particulars with the

European, differing mainly in the acuminate apex of the teleutospore.

The cyhndrical shape of the teleutosj)ore, smooth, light-coloured wall,

constrictions at the septa, and very long slender pedicels, separate this

from other species found in New Zealand on Acaena, Specimens vary

somewhat in the degree of roundness or otherwise of the apex, as well as

in the length of the pedicels, for in certain son the spores may all be

roxmded at the apex, and in others they all may be acuminate ; the

pedicels may average 100 mmm. in length, or may be twice this length.

Generally, the larger the sorus the longer the pedicels.

Teleutospores are abundant in New Zealand, and in some collections

literally cover the leaves of the host. As they may frequently be found
on the same plant with Phr. suhsimile, and occasionally even on the same
leaf, the following method of separating the two on sorus characters may
prove useful :

—

Teleutosori compact, shining -black, usually small . . Phr, PotentiHae,

Teleutosori pulverulent, greyish-black, usually large . . Phr, sitbsimile.
r

It is difficult to separate caeomata from uredosori, as they generally

closely resemble one another ; frequently sections are necessary to deter-

mine the difference. In this species, however, the uredosori are generally

surrounded by the ruptured epidermis, which persists for a considerable

time ; this feature is generally absent from the caeomata, or, if not

absent, is invariably less noticeable. .

5. Phragmldum subsimile n. sp. (Fig. 90.)
r

0. Spermogones hypophyllous, sparse, scattered, pallid yellow.

1. Caeomata hypophyllous, sparse, scattered, orbicular, 0-5-3 mm.
diani., pulverulent, orange ; encircled by a dense layer of hyaline, clavate,

incurved, persistent paraphyses. Spores subglobose, 18-22 mmm. ; epispore

hyaline, densely and closely verrucose, 1*5-2 mmm. thick, cell-contents

vacuolate, orange.

Iir. Teleutosori hypophyllous, scattered, elliptical, up to 2 mm. long,

pulverulent, greyish-black, containing very many spores in each sorus.

22-30 mmm. ; apex
rounded, not thickened, often crowned with a prominen
papilla, not continuous vnth the upper cell-wall, up to 10 mmm. long,

base rounded, spore markedly narrowed above and below ; not constricted

at the septa ; wall chestnut-brown, 3-5 mmm, tliick, sparsely and coarsely

waited, warts hyaUne, unequally distributed
;

pedicel j^tusistent, con-

tinuous with the spore, tinted above, hyaline below, stout, up to 100 mmm.
long, 6-10 mmm. thick, hollow, swollen to 18 mmm. at base, lower half

closely and minutely verruculose
; germ-pores 2-3 in each cell, obscure.
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Hosts :

Acaena Sanginsorhae Valil. var. pilosa T. Kirk. On leaves. Herb.
Nos. 443, 767, 768. I, III, Macraes (Otago) 600 m., W. D.
Reidf 28 Nov., 1921. Queenstown (Otago), 650 m., If. D. Reid!
18 Dec, 192L (Type.)

Acaena Sanguisorhae VahL Herb. No. 769. I, III. Table Bay,
Wakatipu (Otago), 850 m., F. D. Reid ! 23 May, 1922.

The host species A, Sanguisorhae is indigenous and widespread; it

occurs also in Australia, Tasmania, and Tristan d'Acunha ; the variety

pilosa is endemic, and is not uncommon. (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 131.)

This species somewhat resembles Phr. Sanguisorhae Schroet. (fig. 91),
but differs in the differently-shaped, broader* teleutospores, in there bein<y

5-7 cells in the spore instead of 2-5, and in the much longer pedicels. The
teleutosorus characters, too, are quite different.

This species serves as a connecting-link between Plir, Acaenae and
Phr. Sanguisorhae; and, of the New Zealand species, one would imagine
the ancestral form to have been of the Phr, Sanguisorhae type, from which
arose in succession Phr. suhsimile, Phr, Acaenae, and finally Phr. novae-
zelandiae, Ph\ PotentilJae, on the other hand, would appear to have arisen

from a different form, as it has not the same general resemblance to the
three species discussed above. Dr. Cocka}Tie informs me that the hosts
readily hybridize, and that the so -called species A. Sanguisorhae is in

reality a composite species. This would partly account for the fact that
on this species as many as three species of Phragmidium occur, whereas on
other well-defined host species, and ev^n varieties, one rust only is found.

I am indebted to Dr. Grove for s^^ecimens oi-Pkr. Sanguisorhae, from
which fig. 91 has been drawn.

6. Hamaspora Koernicke.

Koern., Hedw,, vol. 16, p. 23, 1877.

Autoecious. Cycle of development includes 0, II, HI.
0. Spermogones scattered, flattened-globose, subcuticular, associated

with the uredosori.

- IL Uredosori without peridia, definite, erumpent, encircled by a dense
layer of hyaline incurved paraphyses. Uredospores borne singly on pedi-
cels, globose or obovate ; ei)ispore hyaline, thick, verruculose

; germ-pores
scattered, numerous, obscure.

III. Teleutosori erumpent, definite, paraphysate, orange. Teleutospores
aggregated into conspicuous fibrillose filaments, consisting of spores and
pedicels closely interwoven ; 4:-6-celled by transverse septa ; wall not
distinctly laminate, hyaline, smooth, with one indistinct germ-pore in each
cell

;
pedicels several times the length of the spore, hyaline ; basidiospores

obovate or reniform, smooth.

Distribution : Africa ; Philippines ; Java ; Australia.

The single New Zealand species is indigenous and widespread. The
genus is confined to Ruhus, a genus of the family Rosaceae.

Hamaspora consists of two species^

—

H. longissima (Theum.) Koern.,
found in South Africa on Ruhus rigida, and H, acutissima Syd., occurrincr

on Ruhus Rolfei in the Philippines, and on R. moluccanus L. in Java and
Queensland.

In the past confusion has arisen as to the systematic position of this

species, and many systematists have placed it under Phragmidium, but
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that it is not a Phragmidium becomes obvious when the following facts are

considered i—
(a.) Sorus characters : The teleutospores are early aggregated into

fibrillose filaments ; in mass they are pallid yellow (cream or
white "with age), not dark coloured.

(6.) The uredosori are accompanied by the spermogones, caeomata
being absent.

(c.) The shape of the teleutospore does not resemble any species of

Phragmidium^ although approaching certain species of Gymno-
spormigium,

(d.) The hyaline non-laminate wall of the teleutospore differs from any
species of PhrctgmiUium^ but approaches Ggmnosporangmm,

{e.) The presence of a solitary germ-pore in each cell is a character not
present in any Phragmidium, and occurs in only a few species of

Gymnosporangium. Moreover, with these two genera the pores
are usually conspicuous, whereas with Hamaspora the pores are

visible only at germination.

(/.) The method of germination differs slightly from Phraymidium, but
considerably from that of Gymnosporangium.

{g,) The pedicels are of an extraordinary length, and taper gradually to

a fine point.

Prom a consideration 'of these facts it would appear that^ morphologically,
the teleutospores more closely resemble Gymnosporangiiim than they
do Phragmidiujn, and that in behaviour towards their hosts (e.^., beimr
autoecious instead of heteroecious) and in the method of germination they
more closely approach Phragmidium.

1. Hamaspora acutissima Sydow. (Text-figs. 94, 95, and Plate 1, fig. 4.)

Syd., Mo7i. Ured., vol. 3, p. 80, 1912.

Rosaceae.

0. Spermogones immersed, hypophyllous, associated with the uredosori.

II. Uredosori hypophyllous, spattered, orbicular, 0-25-0-5mm. diam.,

golden-yellow ; surrounded by and mixed with numerous incurved hyaline

cylindrical paraphyses. Spores globose, obovate, or shortly elliptical, 20-25

X 17-19 mmm. ; epispore hyaline, finely and densely verruculose, 2mmin.
thick, thickened at the apex to 3-5 mmm., cell-contents pallid yellow;
germ

llous

indefinite pallid spots which are visible on the upper surface,

5-1 mm. diam., pulverulent, surrounded by the ruptured epi-

dermis. Spores agtiresrated

tape

100-180 X 14-22 mmm. ; apex

base truncate ; not constricted at the septa ; epispore hyaline, smooth,
1 mmm. thick, cell - contents orange, granular

;
pedicel persistent, con-

tinuous M-ith the spore, tapering basally to a fine point, up to 600 mmm.
long, 10-15 mmm. thick immediately below the spore, hollow; germ-pore
solitary in each cell, indistinct.

Host: Ruhus australis Forst. f. On leaves. Herb. Nos. 7, 594.
HI. Herekopere Islands, T, Kirk! 1882. Mount Waiopehu (Wellington),
1,000m., G. H, C. 26 Oct., 1919. Otira Gorge (Canterbury), 500 m.,
E. H. Atkinson ! 30 Jan., 1920. Peel Forest (Canterbury), 250 m..
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Fig.

Fig.

94.

95.

Fig. 96.

Fig. 97.

Fig.

Fig.

98.-

99,

Fig. 100.

HamcLspora acmiissima Syd. Teleutospores from Rubvs ausiralis Forst. f,

Hamo^pora acutissima Syd. Teleutospores, showing dififerent stages during

germination ; (e) basidiospores, one germinating,

Coleospor'mm Fuchsiae Cke. Uredospores from Fuchsia excortlcala (Forst. f.)

L. f,

Melarnpsora Kttsanoi Diet. Uredospores and parapliysis from Hypericum
gramineum Forst. f. ^C::5«1|

Pucciniastrum puslulatum Diet, Uredospores from Epilohium pwfce/i^A. Rich.
Melampsora Lini Desmay.. Teleutospores from Linnm monogyniim Forst.

{a) Plan of same showing arrangement of the spores in a sorus

;

cells on the outside. Note germ -pores.

Melampsoridium betulinum Kleb. Urcdo- and teleuto -spores from
alba L. (a) Uredospores ; (6) teleutospores covered by epidermis (e).

fusion nucleus in several of the cells.

larger

Belli la

Note

Fig. 101.

—

Milesina Hisliopieridi^ G. H. Cuun. Uredospores and peridial cells [b)

from Uisiiopteris hicisa (Thunb.) J. Sm.

Figs. 94 and 95 X 300 ; all others x 400.
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H, H. Allan! Feb., 1920. Makarora (Otago), W. D. Reid ! 25 Mar.,

1921. Tokaanii-Waiouru Road, Taiipo, 400 m., E. H. Atkinson! 11 Mar.,

1922.

Distribution : Jaja
;
Queensland.

The host is ejideniic, and is common throughout, (Cheeseman, 1906,

p. 125.) The teleutospore stage only has been collected in New Zealand
;

this is common, and is readily observed owing to the conspicuous nature of

the spore-masses.

The description of the uredospores given above is drawn up from infor-

mation kindly supplied by Mr. C. C. Brittlebank, Melbourne.

The spores and their pedicels are inextricably interwoven into filaments,

so that it is difficult to separate out single spores for the purposes of

measurement and drawing. These filaments are formed in the following

manner ; The sori are at first buUate and covered by the epidermis ; this

soon becomes ruptured, owing to the increasing pressure exerted by the

developing spores, and the spores become exposed, when they are seen as a

pulvinate mass standing above the leaf-surface about 0*5 mm. Spores are

being produced from the same sorus during the whole of the summer months,
and appear to be developed in batches. As each successive batch develops,

the spores become forced between the pedicels of the preceding batch,^

which are consequently carried upward away from the base of the sorus.

Gradually the filament becomes formed, and, as the spores and pedicels of

successive batches are closely interwoven, the filament does not break up,

but remains compact, and may persist for several seasons, especially if it

happens to become entangled with the spines which cover the under-

surface of the leaf. The filaments do not, as a rule, remain for any length

of time attached to the sori, so that they may frequently be seen on the

same leaf with the detached filaments. The empty sorus usually contains

numerous incurved, cylindrical paraphyses. Germination occurs as soon

as the spores mature, and, as spores of all ages usually occur in the same
filament, different stages of development may readily be obtained. The

first indication of germination is the appearance of a slight swelling on one

side of a cell ; this is followed by the gradual development of the basidium,

which protrudes at this point. At first unicellular, the basidium soon

becomes four-celled by the appearance of transverse septa. Shortly after

the septa appear the sterigmata grow out, one from each cell of the

basidium ; on each a small, smooth-walled, colourless basidiosporc appears.

The basidia are allantoid, and may attain a size of 60 X lOmmm. ; the

basidiospores are obovate or reniform, and usually 15 X lOmmm.
Until 1912, when P. and H. Sydow (Ix.) separated the species described

above, one species only was known. This was by Thuemen in 1875 {Flora,

vol. 58, p. 379) described as Phragmidium hngissimum. Two years later

Koernicke (Z.c.) placed it in Hamaspora, a genus he erected to contain it

and another form with similar spores (now Gymnosporangium Ellisii Farl.),

In 1888 De Toni (in Sacc, SyU., vol, 7, p. 750) compiled it under Phrag-
midium. Massee in 1893 {Grev., vol. 22, p. 17) considered that it was
neither Hamaspora nor Phragmidium, but stated that he did not care to

undertake the responsibility of forming a new genus (!). Dietel (1900,

p. 73) considered that there were no grounds for separating it from
Phragmidium, although he recognized a resemblance to Gymnosporangium
in the teleutospore structure, McAlpine (1906, p. 1ST) in 1906 included it

under Phragmidium, but mentioned the fact that it differed considerably
from other species included in that genus.
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II. COLEOSPORIAOEAE.

Teleutosori waxy. Teleutospores compacted laterally into one (seldom

two) waxy layer, sessile. Basidia internal. Uredosori, when present, naked

{Coleospornim), or encircled by paraphyses (Ochropsora) ;
uredospores catenu-

late (Coleosporium), or borne singly on pedicels (Ochropsora). Aecidia, when

present, with a definite peridium ; spores catenulate.

The contents of the teleutospores at maturity become divided mto four

cells by transverse septa; sterigm

basidio^'spore. This internal basidium characterizes the family, which con-

tains the following five genera, only one of which has been collected in New

Zealand : (1) Coleosporium Lev.
; (2) GalJmmya Artli.

; (3) Ochropsora

Diet.
; (4) Chrysopsora Lagerh. ; and (5) ? Zaghouunia Pat. Chrysopsora

is by Dietel (1900) included in the Pucciniaceae, but the internal basidijim

excludes it from this family. Zaghouania has the basidium formed in-

ternally, but prior to the formation of the basidiospores the basidium

becomes external. On this account it has been placed in a separate family,

the Zaghouaniaceae, by Dumee and Mairc [Bull. Soc. Myc. Fr., 1902).

Grove (1913, p. 318) provisionally places it in the Coleosporiaceae.

1. Coleosporium (Leveille).

Lev., Ann. Sci. Nat. ser. 3, vol. 8, p. 373, 1847.

Peridermium Chev., Fl. Em: Paris, vol. 1, p. 385, 1826. Erannimn Bon.

Coniom., p. 17, 1860. SlicJiopaora Diet., Bot. Jahrb., vol. 27, p. 56a, 1899

Heteroecious. Cycle of development includes 0, I, II, III.
;

without

by a logitudinal fissure.

I. Aecidia erumpent, definit

by an i

, Peridia cylindrical, inflated, opening

gularly torn apical cleft, hyaline. Aecidiospores subglobose or

elliptical ; epispore hyahne, covered with densely-packed deciduous tuber-

cules
;
germ-pores absent.

II. Uredosori without peridia, erumpent, definite, pulverulent. Uredo-

spores catenulate, subglobose, elliptical, or obovate ; epispore hyahne,

verruculoso, tubercules somewhat deciduous ;
germ-pores indistinct.

III. Teleutosori indehiscent, waxy, flattened, indefinite. Teleutospores

at first unicellular, becoming 4-celled by transverse septa, sessile
;

epispore

smooth, hyaline, strongly thickened at the apex
;
germ-pores hidistinct.

Distribution : Europe ; America ; Asia ; East Indies,

endemic species occurs in New Zealand.

Aecidia, where known, occur on the needles of two-leaved species of

following

nil

known)
In GaUowaya^

on Pinus,

known inana on account oi r-nis iucl, ana ueuauac umj uilivlil^oj^v/xv^ ^

the cycle, Arthur (1906, p. 336) placed it in a separate genus.

1. Coleosporium Fuchsiae Cooke. (Text-fig. 96, and Plate 2, fig, 9.)

0, 1. Unknown.
Cke., Grev., vol. 14, p. 129, 1886.

OnaijTaceae.

IT. Uredosori aniphigenous, seated on small angular yellow spots, orbi-

-yellow, pulverulent, pulvinate, surrounded

Spores elliptical, obovate, or subglobose,
5-1

by the ruptured rrnis

20-31 epispore hyaline, closely, coarsely and unequally
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ecliinulate, spines sparsely distributed towards base of spore, 1*5 mmm.
thick, cell-contents granular, orange

;
germ-pores indistinct.

III. Unknown.
Host : Fuchsia excorticata (Forst. f .) L. f. On leaves. Herb. Nos. 190, 620.

II. Ha^vyard's, Upper Hutt (Wellington), T, Kirk I 3 Sept., 1881. (Type
collection.) "Weraroa (Wellington), G, H. (7. 6 Oct., 1919. (On seedlings.)

York Bay (Wellington), E. H, Atkinson I 24 Oct., 1920. Palmerston
North (Wellington), R, Waters! 27 Jan., 1921. Seashore, Seatoun
(Wellington), E. H. Atkinson! ' G. H, C. 24 March, 1922. Oamaru
(Otago), R. B. Tennent! 27 May, 1921. Claudelands, Hamilton, G. H, G.

24 May, 1922.

The host is endemic, and is abundant throughout. (Cheeseman, 1906,

p. 186.)

This rust is common in certain parts of New Zealand, and is con-

spicuous owing to the bright orange colour of the uredosori ; in certain

specimens, the entire leaf-surface may be covered with the sori.

The uredo stage alone is known ; the uredospores do not closely resemble
other species of the genus, difiering particularly in being echinulate and
not covered with deciduous tubercules.

I. MELAMPSORACEAE.

Teleutosori waxy. Teleutosporea sessile, compacted laterally into a
flat crust, seldom solitary within the host-tissues, unicellular, or divided
longitudinally into 2-4 cells, Basidium external. Uredosori ^dth or without
peridia ; uredospores borne singly on pedicels. Aecidia with or without
peridia.

On germination a basidium is produced from the apex of the spore
;

this becomes four-celled by transverse septa, and from each cell there

arises a sterigma, bearing the basidiospore on its apex. This method of

germination, together with the waxy compacted teleutosori, characterize

the family.

Nine genera are by Grove (1913, p. 336) included in the family,

Arthur (1907) places it, together with the Cronartiaceae, in one* family

which he has termed the Uredinaceae, including in all eighteen genera.

Dietel (1900) includes both the Cronartiaceae and Coleosporiaceae under
the Melampsoraceae, including in all fourteen genera.

The following four genera occur in New Zealand :—

Key to the Gexera of Melampsokaceae.

Uredosori enclosed in peridia, opening by an apical pore.

Sori on Filicales 4- Milesina.
Sori on Phanerogams.

Teleutospores unicellular, united into lateral flat waxy
cnisX'S *. .. •• ..-

.

2. Melampsoridium,
Teleutospores 2-4-celled by vertical septa .

.

.

.

3. PitcciniaMrum,
Uredosori naked, or surrounded only by paraphyses .

.

.

.

1. Melampsora,

1. Melampsora Castagne.

Cast., Ohs. Myc, vol. 2, p. 18, 1843.

Lev, Ann. »Sc(. yat., ser. 3, vol. 8, p. 374, 1847. Podosporiutn Lev.,
I.e. Podorysth Fr., Summa Veg. Scand., vol. 2, p. 512, 1849. Caeoma Tul.,
Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 4, vol. 2, p. 172, 1854. Uredo Pers., ex Arth., N. Am. FL,
vol. 7, p. 97, 1907. Bubakia Arth., Re-i. Sci. Congr. Bot. Vienne, p. 338, 1900.

Autoecious and heteroecious. Cycle of development includes 0, I, II,
III.

^ . . '
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0. Speriiiogones hemisphaerical, flattened, ^\-ithout ostiolar filaments.

1. Caeomata erumpent, without peridia or paraphyses, puhinate.

Caeomatospores globose ; catenulate ; epispore hyaline, finely verruculose ;

germ-pores scattered, obscure.

II. Uredosori without peridia, pulverulent, erumpent. Uredospores

borne singly on i^edicels, intermixed with capitate paraphyses ;
epispore

hyaUne, verrucose ;
germ-pores equatorial or scattered, obscure.

lII.'Teleutosori indehiscent. Teleutospores compacted laterally into

flat waxy irregular dark-coloured layers, unicellular, prismatic or elliptical

;

epispore coloured, smooth
;

germ-pore apical, obscure.

Distribution: World-wide. Two indigenous species occur m JNew

Zealand
waxy

15 mm. Ions, on the stems and leaves of the hosts. TJiey are closely

compacted together, and in consequence appear prismatic in shape.

Melamps Guttiferae.

0. Unknown.
Diet., Engl., BoL Jahrh., vol. 37, p. 104, 1905.

II. Uredosori amphigenous, chiefly hypophyllous, scattered, pulverulent,

elliptical, 0-2-0-5mm. long, reddish - orange w^hen fresh, yeUowing with

age, surrounded by the rui^tured epidermis mixed with numerous hyabne

capitate paraphyses. Spores subglobose or elliptical, 17-24 X 12-17 mmm.

;

epispore hyaline, closely and coarsely verruculose, 1-5-2 mmm. thick;

germ-pores scattered, 3-4, obscure.

III. Teleutosori hypophyllous, scattered or aggregated m smaU irregular

groups, subepidermal, minute, u-c>-u-oium. uiain., <^v nx^^u ^^.^^v..^.
j j

becoming black. Spores prismatic, 22-32 X 6-12 mm. ;
apex rounded

or truncate, slightly (2-3 mmm.) thickened; epispore smooth, yellowish,

1mm. thick: germ- pore apical, obscure.

Ho-'t: Hypericum (jramineum Forst. f. On leaves. Herb. JNo. 2(J.

^ ,), '600 m., (?.//. C. 10 Dec, 1919.

Distribution : Japan ;
Australia.

The host is indigenous, and is fairly widely distributed ;
it occurs also

ill xiustralia, Tasmania, and New Caledonia. (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 74.)

Only the uredospores have been collected in New Zealand, but both

stages have been recorded from Australia by McAlpine (1906, p. 191) as

M. HifpericoruDi Schroet. . . 7

.

SVdow has suggested {Mon. Ured., vol. 3, p. 386, 1912) that Aecidium

uredo
icum japon

(1906 p. 200) had specimens ot an Aeciaium on nype ^

compared with the type of Aec, disseminatum at Kew, when they were fomid

to be identical.
r

2 Melampsora Lini Desmazieres. (Text-fig. 99, and Plate 1, fig. 6.)

Linaceae.

Desm., PL Cryp., fasc. 41, No. 2049, 1850.

Vredo Lini Schum., Enum. PL SaelL, vol. 2, p. 230, 1803. Podosporinm Lini

I«v., Ann. ScL Nat., ser. 3, vol. 8, p. 374, 1847. Podocystis Lint Fr., Summa

Veg. Scand., p. 512, 1849. Melampsora Uniperda Koern., Centralbl. f.

Balder, vol. 32, p. 278. 1911.

0. Spermogones amphigenous, numerous, scattered, immersed, incon-

spicuous.
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I. Cacomata amphigeuous, chiefly hypophyllous, scattered, orbicular,
0-2-0-5 mm. diam., orange, pulverulent, surrounded by the ruptured epi-
dermis. Spores subglobose, 20 28 mmm. diam. ; epispore hyaline, finely
and closely verruculose, 1 mmm. thick, cell-contents vacuolate, yellow.

II. Uredosori ami:)higenous and caulicoloiis, scattered or crowded,
orbicular, 0-5 mm. diam., on stems elliptical and up to 2 mm. long'
pulvinate, pulverulent, surrounded by the ruptured epidermis ; mixexl
with numerous incurved, hyaline, capitate paraphyses. Spores subglobose,
obovate or broadly elliptical, 18-24 X 14-18 mmm. ; epispore hyaline'
closely and finely verruculose, 2 mmm. thick; germ-pores equatorial^
obscure.

III. Teleutosori amphigenous and caulicolous, scattered or crowded,
often confluent and up to 8 mm. long, irregular, discoid, reddish-brown'
becoming shining-black, long covered. Spores laterally compacted, sub-
epidermal, prismatic, unicellular, 40-55 X 9-15 mmm. ; apex obtusely
rounded or truncate, slightly (3 mmm.) or not thickened, base truncate

;

epispore smooth, brown, 1 mmm. thick
; germ-pore obscure, apical.

Hosts :

—

Litium monogynum Forst. On. leaves and stems. Herb. Nos. 241,
297. II. York Bay (Wellington), £./?. ^a-mso/i ./ 24 Oct., 192o!
II, III. Seashore, Seatoun (Wellington), E. H. Atkinson ! 27 Jan.,

Limim mofiogynum Forst. var. chathamicum Cockayne, II. York
Bay (Wellington), E, H. Atkinson I 23 Jan., 1921.

Distribution : Europe ; North and South America ; Australia.
Both hosts are endemic

; they are especially abundant along the sea-
coasts. (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 86.)

The uredosori are common, and are conspicuous o^^ing to their bright
orange colour. The teleutosori appear to be rare here, as only a few sori
have been found on the abundant materia] in hflnd

2. Melampsoridium Klebahn.

Kleb., Zeits. PfanzenJcr., vol. 9, p. 21, 1899.

Heteroccious. Cycle of development includes 0, I, II, III.
0. Spermogones globose, flattened, without ostiolar filaments.
1. Aecidia with a well-developed peridium, inflated, cylindrical, erumpent.

Aecidiospores globose or elliptical, epispore hyaline, minutely and densely
verruculose, thin.

II. Uredosori immersed, enclosed within a definite peridium, opejiing
by an apical pore. Uredospores borne singly on pedicels, elliptical, para-
physes absent

; epispore hyaline, echinulate
; germ-pores indistinct.

III. Teleutosori indehiscent, subepidermal. Teleutospores compacted
laterally into flattened layers, unicellular, elliptical or prismatic ; epispore
coloured, smooth

; germ-pore apical, obscure.
Distribution

: Europe
; Asia ; North America. The solitary New Zea-

land species has been introduced.
This genus is separated from Melampsora on account of the presence

of a definite pendium surrounding the aecidio- and uredo-si)ore8, and from
FuccmmstTum on account of the teleutospores being laterally compacted
into waxy layers It would thus appear to be an intermediate genus, the
1 and II stages linking it with Pucciniaslnm, and the teleutospores ^^-ithM elamvsora

.

^
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1. Melampsoridium betulinum Klebahn. (Fig. 100.) Betulaceae.

Kleb., I.e., p. 21.

Uredo Betulae Schum., Enum. PI. Saell, vol. 2, p. 228, 1803. Mdampsom

hetiilina TuL, Ann. Sci. Nat., set. 4, vol. 2, p. 97, 18.'>4. ^ec^^^«»i Lar^as

Kleb., Zeits. Pfiamenkr., vol. 9, p. 18. 1899. Pendermmm harms kvth.

et Kern Bull. Ton. Clvb, vol. 33, p. 436, 1906. Melampsortdi urn Betulaa

Arth.. N. Am. Fl, vol. 7, p. 110. 1907.

0. Spermogones amphigenous, numerous, scattered, flattened, incon-

I Aecidia hvpopliyllous, solitary, or in rows parallel to the midrib,

reddish-orange.
"
Peridia elliptical, up to 1 mm. high, 1 mm. long, margin

irregularly torn, tinted. Spores subglobose or elhptical, 16-25 X 12-16 mmm.

;

epispore hyaline, minutely and closely verruculose, 1-1-5 mmm. thick,

slightly thinner and more smooth on one side.

II Uredosori hypophyllous, immersed, scattered, orbicular, 0-1 mm.

diam.' Peridia flattened-globose, dehiscing by an apical pore. Spores

elUptical or subclavate, 20-35 X 10-15 mmm. ; epispore hyaline, sparsely

and somewhat coarsely echinulate, smooth towards the apex, 1 mmm.

thick; germ-pores indistinct,

III. Teleutosori hypox^hyllous, immersed, scattered, orbicular, 0-0 mm.

diam., chestnut-brown, indehiscent. Spores compacted into a flattened

crust, prismatic, 35-45 X 10-15 mmm. ; apex and base obtusely rounded ;

epispore tinted brown, smooth, 1 mmm. thick
;

germ-pore indistmct.

Host : Betula alba L. On leaves. Herb. No. 596. II, III. Hanmer

(Canterbury), W. Morrison ! 2 March, 1922.
, . . , .

Distribution : Europe ; Asia ; North America. The host is an introduced

^^^The aecidia occur on Larix spp. Plowright (1890) first worked out the

connection between the aecidium on Larix and the uredo- and_ teleuto-

spores on Betula. The teleutospores germinate the season following their

production.

3. PUCCINIASTRUM Otth.

Otth, Mitlh. d. Nat. Gesellsch. in Bern, p. 71, 1861.

Phragmopsara Magn.. Hedw., vol. 14, p. 123, 1875. Thekopsora Magn., I.e.

Heteroecioiis. Cycle of development includes 0, I, II, III.

without

I. Aecidia with definite peridia, erumpent. Peridia cylindrical. Aecidio-

spores elliptical; epispore hyaline, thin, verruculose, except on one side

where it is smooth and thinner
;

germ-pores indistinct.

II. Uredosori surrounded bv a delicate hyaline peridium, opening by

an apical pore, subepidermal. Uredospores borne singly on pedicels, obovate

or elliptical ; epispore hyaline, echinulate ;
germ-pores indistinct.

III. Teleutosori indehiscent, forming definite layers beneath the epi-

dermis. Teleutospores 2-4-celled by vertical septa in two planes, elliptical

or prismatic ; epispore smooth, coloured
;
germ-pore indistinct.

Distribution : Europe ; Asia ; North and South America.

The following indigenous species is the sole representative of the genus

that has been collected in New Zealand.

Germination as in Melampsora, save that as a rule only one basidium

is produced from any one spore, whether 1- or 4-celled.
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1, Pucciniastrum pustulatum Dietel, (Fig. 98.) Onagraceae.

Diet, ia Engler and Prantl Nat, Pflanzenfam., vol. 1 ^**, p. 47, 1900.

Uredo pustulata Pers., Syn, Fung,, p, 219, 1801. U. Epilobii DC, FL Fr., vol. 6,

p. 73, 1815. Caeoma Epilobii Link., in Willd, Sp, P/„ vol. 6, p. 29,

1825. Pucciniastrum Epilobii Otth., Mitth, NaL Ges, Bern, p. 72, 1861.

Melamp'Wra pustulata Schroet., Krypt, FL Schles,, vol. 3, p. 364, 1887.

Pucciniastrum Abieti-Chanuienerii KJeb., Jahrb, Wiss, Bot., vol. 34, p. 387,

1900.

0. Spermogones hypophyllouSj flattened, abundant, subcuticular.

1. Aecidia hjpopbyllous, mostly in two rows corresponding to the white

lines of the leaf, 0-25 ram. diam. Peridia hyaline, 1 mm. high, dehiscing

by longitudinal fissure or irregular rupture of the apex, cylindrical, erect,

not revolute, margin lacerate, hyaline. Spores obovate or subglobose,

13-22 X 10-14 mmm. ; ejDispore hyaline, finely and moderately verru-

culose, with an elongated smooth area on one side, 1-1-5 mmm. thick.

II. Uredosori amphigenous, chiefly hypophyllous, scattered, or frequently

crowded in small groups which are seated on irregular discoloured spots,

sulphur-yellow, orbicular, 0-1-0*3 mm. diam., bullate, immersed, somewhat
pulverulent, opening by an apical pore. Peridia flattened-globose, delicate,

hyaline- Spores obovate, polygonal, or elliptical, 15-24 X 10-15 mmm.
;

epispore hyaline, finely and moderately echinulate, 1 mmm. thick, cell-

contents pallid orange
;

germ-pores indistinct
;

paraphyses absent.

III. Teleutosori hypophyllous, flattened. 0-25 mm. diam., scattered or

confluent, irregidar, chestnut-brown, indehiscent. Spores cylindrical or

prismatic, 17-35 X 7-14 mmm. ; apex obtusely rounded or truncate,

thickened to 3 mmm,, base truncate ; epispore smooth, chestnut-brown,

1 mmm. thick
;
germ-pore indistinct.

Host : Epilobiiim puhe)^s A. Rich, On leaves. Herb, No. 756. II. Tiri-

tea, Palmerston North (Wellington), 300 m., G, H. C, 3 Mar., 1921.

Distribution : Europe ; North America.

The host is indigenous, and is widespread ; it occurs also in Australia.

(Cheeseman, 1906, p. 175.)

In Europe and North America the aecidia occur on Abies pedinata DC.

The uredo stage has been described from New Zealand material, but the

aecidia and teleuto stages have been described from material kindly supplied

by Dr. J. R. Weir (herb. J. R. Weir, No. 11555) and Mrs. F. AV. Patterson

(U.S. Dept. Agr. Myc. Exc, Nos. 744, 745).

The uredosori are small and easily overlooked, largely on account of

their being immersed in the host-tissues ; their presence is, as a rule,

indicated by the presence of small dead areas on the leaf.

4. MiLESiNA Magnus.

Magn., Ber, DeutscL Bot. Gesell, vol. 27, p. 324, 1909.

Milesia White, Scot, Nat,, vol, 4, p. 162, 1877.

Autoecious, Cycle of development includes II. III. On Filicales.

II. Uredosori with a definite peridium, opening by an apical pore, sub-

epidermal. Uredospores obovate or elliptical, borne singly on pedicels
;

epispore hyaline, thin, echinulate
;
germ-pores indistinct.

III. Teleutosori subepidermal, intracellular. Teleutospores 2-4-celled

by vertical septa, elliptical ; epispore smooth, hyaline
;

germ-pores indis-

tinct, apical.

Distribution : Europe ; North America.
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The genus is confined to the Filicales. Apparently the teleutospores

are rare in nature, as they appear to have been collected but once. Prior

to their discovery this genus was known as Milesia, but, as it was erected

on an imperfect stage that may have belonged to any one of several

genera, it has been relegated to synonymy.

Besides Milesina, Hyalopsora Magn. and Uredinopsis Magn. (both

included in the Melampsoraceae) are also confined to the Filicales. Of

these two, Hyalopsora differs from Milesina in the peridium being absent,

ure

the teleutosori are sindlar to Milesina. In Vredinopsis two kinds of uredo-

spores occur, both enclosed in peridia ; the first type of uredospore is

subangular, and has a hyaline roughened epispore ; the second type consists

of fusoid uredospores, the apex of each spore being crowned with an

elongated sharply-pointed hyaline papilla, which may be as long again

as the spore ; the teleutospores are solitary, extracellular, septate, and

appear to be scattered—without arrangement into sori—throughout the

mesophyll-cells of the host.

1. Milesina Histiopteridis n. sp. (Text-fig. 101, and Plate 1, fig. 5.)

Polypodiaceae.

II. Uredosori hypophyllous, scattered, or more commonly crowded in

groups which are linear, intercostal, and iip to 15 mm. long, seated on*

irregular discoloured spots visible on the upper surface, 0-25-0-5 mm. diam.,

orbi'cular, bullate, covered by the epidermis, opening by an irregular apical

pore. Peridium flattcned-globose, ostiolate, composed of obovate, hyaline

cells, outer wall coarsely and densely verruculose. Spores obovate, ellip-

tical, or polygonal, 18-26 X 14-18 nimm. ; epispore hyaline, moderately

and finely verrucose, 0-75-1 mmm. thick, cell-contents colourless, vacuo-

late ;
germ-pores indistinct.

III. Unknown.
t, • • mi ^ .

Host: Histiopteris incisa (Thunb.) J. Sm. {= Ptens incisa Ihunb.).

On fronds. Herb. Nos. 772, 774. II. Karori (Wellington), 400 m., E. H.

itkinson ! 27 April, 1922. Kelburn (Wellington), 120 rn., E. H. Atkinson f

G. H. a. 17 Sept., 1922. (Type.)

The very thin, moderately and finely verrucose epispore serves to

separate this from other species of the genus. The rust is exceedingly

common in the localities where it has been collected ; in fact, scarcely a

frond could be obtained free from the dead areas in which the uredosori

are embedded.

IV. UREDTNALES IMPERFECTI.

Under this heading are grouped all those forms (such as Aecidiwn,

Ure-do, &c.) belonging to the cycle of species whose teleutospore stage is

unknown. These various forms were at one time believed to be separate

entities, and accordingly were named and described separately, even when

associated on the same host. As a result of the classical experiments

performed by De Bary (1865), numerous investigators began to experi-

ment with cultures and link up the various forms with their teleutospore

or perfect form, and so a great number of the names applied to the

different forms were gradually relegated to synonymy. In many cases,

however, despite extensive cultural experiments, certain forms still remain

unconnected with any teleutospore stage, in consequence of which it is
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necessary to maintain form-genera to contain these. Again, in any coun-
try where little or no cultural work has been performed (as in New Zealand
and Australia), many of these forms appear in systematic paj^ers dealing

with the Uredinales. It is usual to assume, when a certain aecidium or

uredo stage is regularly found in proximity with the teleutosori, that this

(or these) form belongs to the cycle to which the teleutospores in question

belong. This is not a safe practice to follow, and much caution is neces-

sary, as forms have frequently been found associated with teleutospores

which late^ investigators have proved to belong to some entirely different

fungus. Field investigations generally give some indication as to the 2^ro-

bable relationships of the forms found on the same or adjacent hosts, so

that in many cases it becomes a simple matter to supplement these

observations with cultural experiments.

Five forms are generally recognized, as follows : Aecidium^ Caeoma,
Peridermiiim, Roestelia, and Uredo. Their characters may be summarized
in the following key :

—

Key to Form-genera.
Spores catenulate.

Peridium present.

On Gymnospermae
On Angiospermae.

Epispore coloured brown ; germ-porea conspicuoua* . . Roestelia.

Epispore hyaline or tinted yellow ; germ-pores indistinct Aecidium.
b Peridium absent .

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

. . Caeoma.
Spores borne singly on distinct pedicels .

.

.

.

. . Uredo.

Of these form-genera two only are discussed in this paper. Peridemiium

occurs in the cycle of Coleosporium, Cronartium^ and Melampsoridiuni ; it

is confined to the Coniferae. Roestelia occurs only in the cycle of Gymno-
sporangium; it merges into Aecidiiim, but is separated on account of the

horn-like peridium, brown-coloured epispore, and conspicuous germ-pores.

Caeoma occurs in the cycle of Phragmidium, Melampsora, and Gymnoconia.

It is characterized by the absence of a peridium, and by the fact that the

spores are catenulate ; in certain genera the caeomata are surrounded by
paraphyses, Aecidium and Uredo are discussed more fully below.

Peridenniuyn.

1. Aecidium Persoon.

Pers. in J. F. Gmel., Syst. Nat., vol. 2, p. 1472, 1791.

0. Spermogones immersed, flask-shaped, with protruding ostiolar fila-

ments, honey-coloured, preceding or accompanying aecidia.

1. Aecidia at first immersed, becoming erumpent, cupulate or cylin-

drical, scattered, or grouped, when usually seated on somewhat inflated

spots. Peridia hyaline, less frequently tinted yellow, margins erect or

revolute, dentate or lacerate, seldom entire, dehiscing by the irregular

rupture of the apex ; formed of polygonal or rhombohedral cells which
surface

with
Aecidiospores catenulate, polygonal, elliptical or subglobose ; episj^ore

commonly hyaline, seldom tinted yellow, usually verruculose, with numerous
scattered indistinct germ-pores.

Distribution : World-wide.
This form occurs in the cycle of certain species of Uromyces and

Puccinia. The mycelium is frequently perennial, and usually causes etiola-
tion and distortion of the host. As time permits I hope to work out the
cycles of all New Zealand Uredinales by the aid of cultures, so that
many of the forms listed here will doubtless be later listed as synonyms.
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Eleven species

endemic and two indigenous.

of Aecidnim are recorded here ; of these, nine are

Key to the Form-species of Aecidttm.

Host belonging to the family Ranunculaceae.

Aecidia on large distorted areas .

.

Aecidia in small groups, not on distorted areas

to the family Legumin
family Tiliaceae

family Myoporaceae

* #

Host
Host
Host
Host
Host
Host

to

to

the

the

belongii^g

belonging to

belonging
belonging

belonging to the family

belonging to

the family Plantajiinaceae

Rubiaceae

1. A, otageyise,

2. A. Ranunculacearnm,

3. A. IcoivhaL

4. A. MilUrL
5. A. Myopori.

6. A, Planiaginis-variae.

7- A. hupiro.

the family Compositae.

Epispore minutely verruculose.

Aecidia crowded in distorted areas

Aecidia scattered

» «

• •

Epispore covered with deciduous tubercules.

Spores obovate or elHptical .

.

Spores elongate-elliptical • •

11. A, Macrodontae,

9. A. Celmisiae-petiolatae.

8. A, Cehnisiae-discoloris,

10. A, Celmisiae-PetrieL

Kanunciilaceae.

orange.

1. Aecidium otagense Lindsay. (Fig. 102.)

Linds., Trans, Roy. Soc. Edinb., vol. 24, p. 430, 1866.

0. Spermogones associated with the aecidia, immersed, honey-coloured.

1. Aecidia amphigenous, caulicolous, petiolicolous and sepalicolous,

crowded in inflated distorted areas which may attain a length of 15 cm.,

Peridia cupulate, shortly erumpent, 0-5-1 mm. diam., margins

revohite, yellow, deeply and irregularly lacerate. Spores globose or poly-

gonal, 23-36 mmm. diam. ; epispore hyaline, delicately and closely verru-

culose, 0-75 mmm. thick, cell-contents granular, orange.
m

Hosts :

—

Clematis indivim Willd. On leaves, stems, petioles, and sepals

Herb. Nos. 188, 434. Lake Horowhonua, Levin (Wellington),

30 m., E. H. Atkinson ! 26 Oct., 1919. Peel Forest (Canterbury),

H. H. Allan! 8 Nov., 1919. Manawatu Gorge (Wellington),

150 m., J. W. Whelan! 29 Sept., 1921. Putara, Eketahuna

(Wairarapa), H. Watson/ 8 Nov., 1921.

Clematis Colensoi Hook. f. On stems and petioles. Herb. No. 231.

(Wellingt }
J. W.Birdl 5 Nov., 1920.

Distribution : Endemic ; common throughout.

The hosts are endemic, and are abundant throughout. (Cheeseman,

1906, pp. 2, 3.)

This rust forms conspicuous distorted areas, many centimetres long,' on

the stems and leaves of the hosts. The mycelium is perennial, so that

once a plant has become infected the rust appears season after season.

The specimens on Clefnatis Colensoi are badly infected with Tuherctdina

persicina (Ditm.) Sacc. (see Appendix, p. 50). Lindsay records the rust upon

Clematis hexasepala DC.

The aecidia of this species are formed within the host-tissues in the

vicinity of the phloem, and all stages may be obtained from immature to

fidly-developed peridia containing nmiierous spores. As they develop, the

peridia move towards the periphery of the stem, and prior to dehiscence

may be found fully developed lying beneath the epidermis. That they

are mature is evidenced by the behaviour of the spores, for on being placed

in water these give rise to infection hyphae,

2—Trans.
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2. Aecidium Ranunculacearum De Candolle. (Text-fig. 103, and Plate 1,

0. Spermogones amphigenous, crowded in small groups, mixed with the

aecidia, immersed, honey-coloured.

1. Aecidia amphigenous and petiolicolous, crowded in scattered groups,

which are seated on slightly inflated spots visible on the opposite surface,

on leaves the groups are orbicular and up to 5 mmm. diam., on stems

they are elHptical and up to 10 mm. long ; orange. Peridia cupulate,

immersed, and partly erumpent, 0-25 mm. diam., margins 0-5-1 mm. high,

erect, slightly expanded, not revolute, brittle, white, finely lacerate. Spores

polygonal, elliptical, or subglobose, 20-37 X 18-28 mmm. ; epispore hyaline,

closely and minutely verruculose, 1 mmm. thick, cell-contents pallid orange,

granular.

Hosts ;

Ranunculus depressus T. Kirk. On leaves and petioles. Herb. No. 81.

Mount Guinevere (Canterbury), W. D. Reid ! 15 Oct., 1919.

Ranunculus geraniifoliis Hook. f. Herb. No. 315. Mount Hector
(Wellington), 1,500 m., E, H. Atlcmson ! 6 Feb., 1921.

Ranunculus insignis Hook. f. Herb. No. 372. Mount Dennan
(Wellington), 1,500 m., £. H. Atkinson ! 7 Jan., 1922.

Ranunculus Lyallii Hook. f. Herb. No. 81. Waimakariri glaciers,

r. Kirk! Jan., 1883. McKinnon's Pass (Otago), E. H. Atkin-

son ! 16 Jan., 1920. Sugarloaf, Cass (Canterbury), 650 m.,

Tf. D, Reid! N, R. Foy ! 20 Jan., 1922. Punch-bowl Falls,

Arthur's Pass (Canterbury), 1,000 m., E. H. Atkinson! 15 Nov.,

1922,

Ranunculus nivicola Hook. Herb. No. 496. Mount Egmont (Tara-
naki), 1,200-1,500 m., TF. D. Reid! N. R, Foy! 2 Jan., 1922.

Ranunculus pachyrrhizus Hook. f. Herb. No, 372. Lake Harris
(Otago), 1,100m., W. D, Reid! 6 May, 1921.

Ranuncidns repens L. Herb. No. 81. Weraroa (Wellington), 100 m.,
E. H. Atkinson! G. H. C. 3 Oct., 1919. Sandhills, Levin (Wel-

^
lington), 30 m., E, H, Atkinson ! G. IL O. U Oct., 1922.

Distribution : World-wide.
With the exception of Ranunculus repens L. all the hosts are endemic.

They are all confined to the mountain-ranges. R, insignis and R. geranii-
foliis occurs in both Islands ; R, nivicola is confined to the North Island,
and R. Lyallii, R. pachyrrhiztis, and i?. depressus to the South Island.
(Cheeseman, 1906, pp. 9-24.)

The aecidium on R. repens may belong to the cycle of any one of several
species—for example, Uromyces Dactylidis Otth, U, Pone Rab., and Pnc-
cinia Magnusiana Koern. As its connection with those species mentioned
above which occur in New Zealand has not yet been worked out, it is

retained here for the present. The forms on the several hosts discussed
above do not agree with one another in all particulars, differing slightly
in the size of the spores as well as in minor details of the peridia ; these
differences are so slight, and merge one into the other so closely, that it

is not possible to separate any one form as being sufficiently distinct to
warrant its being raised to specific or even varietal rank.

(A drawing of a spermogone of this species is given in Trans. N.Z,
Inst., voL 54, p. 620). On Ranunculus Lyallii the spermogones precede
the aecidia, and may frequently be found arranged in small groups, quite
covering the surfaces of the leaves.
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3. Aecidium kowhai u. form-sp. (Text-fig. 104, and Plate 1, fig. 10.)

Legiiminosae.

0. Unknown.
1. Aecidia caulicolous, crowded in longitudinal groups, seated on

fusiform swellings up to 7 cm. long, forming large fastigiate distortions,

orange-yellow. Peridia cui^ulate, shortly erumpent, standing above the

surface 0-25 mm., 0-5 mm. diam., expanded and slightly revolute, becoming

lacerate, finally eroded, tinted yellow. Spores polygonal or elliptical,

27-32 X 18-21 mmm. ; epispore hyaline, densely and minutely verruculose,

1 minm. thick, cell-contents granular, lemon-yellow.

Host: Edwardsia tefraptera (J. Miller) Oliver {= Sophora tetraptcra

J Mill) On branches. Herb. No. 763. Brightwater (Nelson), 200m.,

C. Nash/ W. C. Hyde! G. H. C. 18 May, 1922. (Type.)
_ ,

" „
The host is indigenous and widespread ; it occurs also in Lord Howe

Island, Easter Island, Juan Fernandez, and Chile. (Cheeseman, 1906,

p. 123.)
, ^ AVI.

This rust forms conspicuous " witch's-brooms " on the host. A branch

becomes infected near the tip, and further outward growth is prevented.

In the vicinity of the infected area numerous short laterals are produced ;

these in turn mav give rise to tertiary laterals, until the whole assumes a

dense and shrubby appearance. Infected shoots become swollen to several

times their normal thickness, and in these inflated areas the aecidia appear.

The mycelium is perennial, and material may be collected from infected

plants throughout the year.

W
procurin

4. Aecidium Milleri n. form-sp. (Text-fig. 105, and Plate 1, fig. 7.)

Tiliaceae.

0. Unknown.
1. Aecidia hypophyllous, in minute scattered groups, 3-6 in a group,

seated on pallid spots visible on the upper surface, pallid orange. Pendia

cupulate, erumpent, 0-25 mm. diam., margins erect, not expanded or revo-

lute, minutely dentate, white. Spores subglobose or polygonal, 20-26 X

17-23 mmm. ; epispore hyaline, minutely and densely verruculose, 1 mmm
thick, cell-contents tinted yellow, vacuolate.

Host: Arlstotelia serrata (Forst.) Oliver {= A. racemosa (A. Cunn.)

Hook. f.). On leaves. Herb. No. 776. Pokaka (Waimarino County),

800 m., D. Miller ! 10 Feb., 1922. (Type.) *

,
i j

The host is endemic, and is widely spread throughout the lowland

forests. (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 83.)

This species is named in honour of the collector, David Miller, Govern-

ment Entomologist, Biological Laboratory, Wellington.

The aecidia occur in small groups of 3-6, each group being somewhat

angular, and about 1 mm. in diameter.

5. Aecidium Myopori n. form-sp. (Text-fig. 106, and Plate 1, fig. 11.)

Myoporaceae.
0. Unknown.
I. Aecidia caulicolous, truncicolous, petiolicolous, and on inflorescences

and drupes, seated on inflated fusiform areas up to 15 cm. lung, crowded

in linear groups, orange. Peridia erumpent, cylindrical standing above

the surface about 4 mm., 1 mm. diam., margins slightly expanded but

2
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not revolute, deeply and irregularly lacerate, tinted orange, bleaching white

with age. Spores obovate, elliptical, irregularly polygonal or less commonly
lachrymiform^ 21-45 X 17-20 nimm.; epispore hyaline, finely and closely

verruculose, 1 mmm. thick, cell-contents reddish-orange, germ-pores indis-

tinct.

Host : Myoponan laettim Forst. f. On branches, trunks, petioles,

inflorescences, and drupes. Herb. Nos. 404, 777. Palmerston North (Wel-

lington), 250 m-, G, H. 0, Feb., May, Dec, 1921 ; Feb., May, 1922. (Type.)

Woodside Creek, Wharanui (Marlborough), E, H. Atkinson I 3 Nov., 1922.

The host is endemic, and is widespread. (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 563.)

This species forms large fusiform swellings on the branches of the host

;

as a rule it occurs on laterals, forming '' witch's-brooms,*' but it is not

confined to these, as I have collected it on large trunks 30 cm. in diameter.

The peridia resemble those of the form-genus Roestelia, but only in size and

shape, for they dehisce apically and not throughout their length ; more-

over, the spores are characteristic of Aecidium, the epispore being hyaline

and minutely verruculose, and the germ-pores are indistinct. The spores

vary considerably in size and shape ; the measurements given above are

taken from average spores, for if the lachrymiforni ones were measured they

would give an entirely erroneous impression as to the average size, they

being more than twice as long as the average spores

It is probable that the mycelium is perennial, as the fungus may be

obtained throughout the year from infected plants.

6. Aecidium Plantaginis-variae McAlpine. (Fig. 107.) Plantaginaceae.

McAlp., Rusts Aust,, p. 195, 1906.

0. Spennogones amphigenous, chiefly epiphyllous, immersed, numerous.

1. Aecidia amphigenous and petiolicolous, scattered or gregarious, orange-

yellow. Peridia slightly erumpent, cupulate, 0-2-0-25mm. diam., tinted

cream, margins slightly expanded, not revolute, minutely dentate. Spores

subglobose, polygonal, or elliptical, 20-^30 X 18-22 mmm., epispore hyahne,

densely and minutely verruculose, 1 mmm thick, cell-contents granular,

yellow.

Host: Plantago spathulata Hook. f. On leaves and petioles. Herb.

No. 275. Burke's Pass (Canterbury), W. D. Reid ! 18 Nov., 1919,

Distribution : Victoria ; New South Wales ; Tasmania.

The host is endemic, and, although not uncommon in the South Island,

is confined 'to a few localities in the North. (Cheeseman, 1906, pj. 571.)

This species is characterized by the scattered, small-sized aecidia.

?• Aecidium hupiro n. form-sp. (Text-fig. 109, and Plate 1, fig. 9.)

Rubiaceae,

0. Spermogones amphigenous, immersed, honey-coloured, surrounded by

the aecidia.

1. Aecidia hypophyllous,* crowded in irregularly-circular groups, seated

on discoloured and shghtly-inflated areas visible on the upper surface,

yellow. Peridia erumpent, cylindrical, 1 mm. high, 04-0-5 mm. diam.,

margins erect, not revolute, irregularly lacerate, tinted yellow. Spores

polygonal or elliptical, 42-50 X 34-40 nimm, ; epispore hyaline, densely

and coarsely verruculose, 2-5-5 mmm. thick, cell-contents coarsely granular,

pallid yellow.
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Host : Coprosma foetidissima Forst. On leaves and petioles. Herb.

No. 771. 700

Myers! 15 Feb., 1921.

The host is endemic, and is abundant throughout. (Cheesenian, 1906,

p. 259.)

The upright cylindrical peridia and large size of the spores serve to

characterize this species.
r

8- Aecidium Celmisiae - discoloris n. form-sp. (Text-fig. Ill, and
Plate 2, fig. 2.) Compositae,

0. Sperniogones scattered, sparse, epiphyllous, immersed.

1. Aecidia amphigenous, chiefly epiphyllous, orange-yellow, scattered

or arranged in small orbicular groups. Peridia cylindrical, erun]2>ontj

standing 1 mm, above the leaf-surface, 0*1 mm. diam., margins incurved,

at first dentate, becoming deeply lacerate, white. Spores subglobose,

elliptical, or obovate, 36-42 X 28-34 mmm.; epispore hyaline, covered

with densely-packed deciduous tubercules, 3 mmm. thick, cell-contents

orange-yellow, granular.

Hosts

:

Cehnisia discolor Hook, f. On leaves. Herb. No, 384. Mount
Peel (Canterbury), 900 m., H. H, Allan ! 6 March, 1921. Tooth
Peaks (Otago), W. D. Reidl 7 April, 192L (Type.)

Cehnisia Sinclairii Hook. f. Herb. Nos. 385, 435. Lake Harris

track (Otago), 1,000m., W. D, Reidl 6 May, 1921. Mount
Isobel, Hanmer (Canterbury), 1,200 m., W. D, Reidl 4 Nov.,

1921,

Cehnisia prorepens Petrie. Herb. No. 385. Mount Dick (Otago),

1,400 m., W. D. Reid! 24 April, 1921.

All three hosts are endemic, and all are confined to the mountain-ranges

of the South Island. (Cheeseman, 1906^ pp. 303-6.)

This species is characterized by the small cylindrical peridia, and more
especially by the fact that the epispore is covered with a layer of closely-

packed, coarse, deciduous tubercules. Aecidium Celmisiae-Petriei is the

only other New Zealand species that possesses this feature.

9. Aecidium Celmisiae-petiolatae n. form-sp. (Text-fig. 110, and Plate 2,

fig. 3.)

0. Unknown.
1. Aecidia hypophyllous, seated on discoloured spots visible on the

upper surface, scattered or more commonly in small orbicular groups,

pallid orange. Peridia flattened-globose, 0-25 mm, diam., inmiersed, mar-

gins incurved, hyaline, covered by the dense tomentum clothing the leaf-

surface. Spores polygonal, elliptical, or obovate, 27-45 X 20-26 mmm.
;

epispore hyaline, densely and minutely verruculose, 1-1'5 mmm. thick,

cell-contents granular, tinted yellow.

Host : Cehnisia petiolata Hook. f. On leaves. Herb. No. 383. Arthur's

Pass, Canterbury, 1,000 m., £. H. Atkinson ! 15 Feb., 1920. (Type.)

The host is endemic, and is confined to the mountain regions of the

southern portion of the South Island. (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 307.)

Tliis rust is characterized by the depressed-globose aecidia, large spores,

and hyaline, finely verruciilose epispore. Sections are necessary to deter-

mine the shape and size of the peridium.
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10. Aecidiwrn Celmisiae-Petriei n. form-sp. (Text-fig. 112, and Plate 2,

fig. 4.)

0. Spermogones scattered, sparse, seen only in sections,

1. Aecidia hypophyllous, in linear groups, seated on discoloured spots^

visible on the upper surface, forming conspicuous buUate areas beneath the

tomentum of the leaf, long covered. Peridia cyhndrical, 0-25 mm, diam.,

distorted by pressure of the overlying tomentum, margins incurved, deeply

and irregularly lacerate, white. . Spores elongate-elliptical, or obovate-

elliptical, 36-52 X 20-25 densely covered with

deciduous tubercules, 2 mmm. thick, cell-contents granular, orange-yellow.

Host : Celmisia Petriei Cheesem. On leaves. Herb. No. 382. Lake
Harris track (Otago), 1,100 m., Tf. D. ReidJ 6 May, 1921. (Type.)

The host is endemic, and confined to the mountains of Otago. (Cheese-

man, 1906, p. 311.)

This species differs from others on Celmisia on account of the elliptic-

oblong spores, and the presence of deciduous tubercules on the episj)ore.

The aecidia are permanently covered by the dense tomentum which clothes

the leaf-surface ; this soon causes the peridia to become malformed, so

that sections of young specimens arc necessary to determine the shape and

size of the peridium.

11. Aecidium Macrodontae n. form-sp. (Text-fig. 108, and Plate 2,

fig- 1.)

0. Spermogones amphigenous, chiefly epiphyllous, sparse, associated

with the aecidia.

1, Aecidia hypophyllous and petiolicolous, crowded in irregularly-shaped

groups up to 10 mm. long, seated on discoloured distorted spots visible on

Fig. 102.

—

Aecidluui otagense Linds. Aecidiospores from Clematis imUvisa Willd.

Fig. 103.

—

Aecidium Ranuvcvlacearum DC. Aecidiospores from Ranunculus Lyallii

Hook. f.

Fig. 104,

—

Aecidiuvi kotvhai G. H. Cunn. Aecidiospores from Edwardsia teirajdera

(J. AUll) Oliver.

Fig. 105.

—

Aecidium Milleri G. H. Cunn. Aecidiospores from Aristotelia serrata (Forst.)

Oliver.

Fig. 106.

—

Aecidium Myopori G. H. Cunn. Aecidiospores from Myo2>orum laetwm

Forst. f. Note large lachrymiform spore on the left.

Fig. 107.

—

Aecidium Plantaginis-variae McAlp. Aecidiospores from Plantago spathalata

Hook. f.
'

.

Fm. 108.

—

Aecidium Macrodontae G. H. Cunn. Aecidiospores from Olearia macrodonta
Baker.

Fig. 109.

—

Aecidium hupiro G. H. Cunn. Aecidiospores from Coproema foetidissima

Forst.

Fig. 1 10.

—

A ecidium Celmisiae*2^etiolatae G. H. Cunn. Aecidiospores from Celmisia

petiolata Hook. f.

Fig. 111.

—

Aecidium Celmisiae-discoloris G. H. Cunn. Aecidiospores from Celmisia

discolor Hook. f. Note the coarse deciduous tubercules with which the

epispore is covered.
Fig. 112.

—

Aecidium Cehnisiae-Petriei G. H. Cunn. Aecidiospores from Celsmia Petriei

Cheesem. Note decidious tubercles.
Fig. 113.

—

Uredo toeioe G. H. Cunn. Uredospores from Aru7ido conspicua Forst. f.

Fig. 114.

—

Uredo Crinitae G. H. Cunn. Uredospores from Dichelachne criviia (Forst. f.)

Hook, f.

Fig. 115.— t/reio haretu G. H. Cunn. Uredospores from Hierochloe redohvs (Forst. f.)

R, Br,

Flu. WiS.—Vredo Scirpi-nodosi McAlp. Uredospores from Scirpns imnulatvs Poir.

All figures X 500.

4
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the upper surface, pallid yellow. Peridia immersed, the margins alone

showing, 0'l-0-2 mm. diam., margins incurved, dentate, white. Spores
polygonal, elliptical, or obovate, 25-37 X 18-24 mmm. ; epispore hyaline,

densely and rather coarsely verruculose, 1 mmm. thick, cell-contents tinted

yellow, granular.

Host : Olearia mmcrodonta Baker. On leaves and petioles. Herb.
No. 277. The track, Clinton Valley (Otago), E. H. Atkinson/ 18 Jan.,

1920. (Type.)

The host is endemic, and is abundant throughout. (Cheeseman, 1906,

p. 286.)

This species is separated from Aecidium Oleariae McAlp. on account of

the much larger spores. Moreover, the minute immersed peridia and
distorting habit are distinctive features.

2. Uredo Persoon.

May. Bot. Roemer^ vol

ixed
paraphyses, erumpent, definite, pulverulent, bullate or pulvinate, usually
surrounded by the rui^tured epidermis, sometimes long covered. Uredo-
spores borne singly on pedicels, never catenulate, globose, elliptical or
obovate

; epispore hyaline or coloured, verrucose or more commonly echinu-
late, seldom smooth; germ-pores 2 to several, scattered or equatorial,
conspicuous or indistinct, sometimes papillate. Germinating by the pro-
trusion of a germ-tube which penetrates the host-tissues through the
stomata.

Distribution : World-wide.
-This form occurs in the cycle of certain species belonging to the families

Pucciniaceae (excluding Gymnos-poraiigium), Cronartiaceae, Coleosporiaceae,
and Melampsoraceae, and is in fact the commonest of all spore-forms
occurring in the Uredinales.

The form-genus is characterized by the spores being borne singly on
pedicels, not in chains, and by the fact that the sori are naked and not
contained within peridia.

Twelve form-species are recorded in this paper; of these, nine are
endemic, and the remaining three indigenous.

Key to Form-species of Uredo.

Hosts belonging to the family Gramineae.
Spores over 30 mmm. long.

Epispore thin, 1 mmm. ,. _ .. .. \. U. Crinitae.
Epispore thick, 2 mmm. or more . . .

.

. . 2. U. karetu.
Spores under 30 mmm. lonsr ......

• *

3. U, toetoe.

4. £7. Scirpi-nodoai,
Hosts beiongmg to the family Cype
Hosts belonging to the family Liliaceae,

Epispore minutely and closely echinulate .

.

. . 5. V. Dianellae,
Epispore coarsely and sparsely echinulate .

.

. . 6. 17. Pkormii.
Hosts belon.tring to the family Chenopodiaceae .. .. 7, U. Ehagodlue.
Hosts belonging to the family Umbelliferae . . . . S. U. inflata
Hosts belonging to the family Compositae.

Epispore thin, 2 mmm, and under.
Epispore closely and finely echinulate .. .. 11. [7. tupare.
Epispore coarsely and moderately echinulate .. 12, U. wharanni.

Epispore thick, 3-6 mmm.
Spores over 40 mmm. long .

.

.

.

. . 9. jy. Oleariae.
bpores under 40 mmm. long ,

.

.

.

. . 10. U. sonthlandicus.
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1. Uredo Crinitae n. form-sp. (Fig. 114.) Gramineae.

II. Uredosori amplngenous, seated on discoloured spots, scattered,

seldom confluent, elliptical, 1 mm. long, reddish - orange, pulverulent,

surrounded by the ruptured epidermis. Spores globose or subglobose,

38-41 ninim. diani. ; epispore hyaline, closely and finely echinulate,

1 mmm. thick, cell-contents orange-yellow, granular
;
germ-pores scattered,

numerous (12-18), conspicuous ; mixed with and partially surrounded by

numerous hyaline, capitate paraphyses.

Host: Dichelachie crinita (Forst. f.) Hook. f. On leaves. Herb.

No. 760. Akaroa (Banks Peninsula), 300 ni., W. D. Reid I 16 Jan.,

1922. (Type.)
, - a . r

The host is indigenous and is widespread ; it occurs also m,Australia

and Tasmania. (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 873.)

This rust is readily distinguished from any other on the Gramineae

by the large globose spores, thin hyaline finely-echinulate epispore, and

numerous scattered, conspicuous germ-pores.

2. Uredo karetu n. form-sp. (Fig. 115.)

II. Uredosori hypophyllous, seated on dark-coloured spots visible on

the upper surface, linear, 1 mm. long, seldom confluent, pulverulent, orange-

yellow, surrounded by the ruptured epidermis. Spores subglobose or

obovate, 34-45 X 30-35 mmm. ; epispore tinted yellow, finely and mode-

rately echinulate, 2-2-5 m. thick, ceU-contents yellow, granular
;
germ-pores

scattered, numerous (8-12), obscure.

Host : Hieroclihe redolens (Forst. f.) E. Br. On leaves. Herb. No. 762.

:Biuff 26 May, 1922. (Type.)

The host is indigenous, and is abundant in moist places throughout
;

it

Tasmania 1906

This rust is characterized by the large size of the spores, thick, tmely-

eohinulate epispore, and numerous scattered obscure germ-pores. Puccmia

HierocUoae S. Ito, a species belonging to the P. coronata group on account

redosp

from that described above, the uredospores

smaller (16-27 X 12 18 mmm.). It was first described from Japan by

Ito (1909).

3. Uredo toetoe n. form-sp. (Fig. 113.)

II. Uredosori hypophyllous, scattered, seated on discoloured spots

visible on the upper surface, elliptical, 0-5-1 mm. long, or confluent and up

to 4 mm. long, bright reddish-brown, pulverulent, naked or surrounded

by the ruptured epidermis. Spores elliptical or subglobose, 20-30 X

20-26 mmm. ; epispore reddish-brown, finely and closely echinulate,

1-5-2 mmm. thick, cell-contents granular, brown; germ-pores scattered,

numerous (7-12), conspicuous, papillate.

Ilo'^t- Arundo conspicua Forst. f. On leaves. Herb. No. 759,

Hokianga (Auckland), E. B. Levy! 24 Feb., 1921. Sandhills, Levin

(Wellington), 16 m., E. H. Atkinson ! G. H. C. 12 Oct., 1922. (Type.)

The host is endemic, and is abundant throughout. (Cheeseman, 1906,

p. 893.) . 1 ,

The rust is characterized by the conspicuous reddish-brown son, closely

and finely echinulate epispore, and numerous scattered, conspicuous,

papillate germ-pores.
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4. Uredo Scirpi-nodosi McAlpine. (Fig. 116.) Cyperaceae.

McAlp., Rusts Aus., p. 202, 1906.

II. Uredosori caulicolous, scattered or crowded, elliptical, up to 2 mm.
long, cinnamon-brown, bullate, pulverulent, becoming exposed by the
longitudinal fissuring of the epidermis. Spores elliptical, obovate, or
subglobose, 25-35 X 20-25 mmm. ; epispore tinted cinnamon - brown,
coarsely and sparsely echinulate, 2-2-5 mmm. thick, cell-contents granular,
cinnamon-brown

; germ-pores equatorial, 2, conspicuous.
Host: Scirpus inundatus Poir. On stems. Herb. Nos. 282, 325.

Seashore (Wellington), E. H. Atkinsm ! 17 April, 1920; 27 Jan., 1921.
Bog, Tiritea, Palmerston N'orth (Wellington), 300 m., G. H. C. 4 March,
1921. Seashore, BlufE (Southland) W. D. Reid / 26 May, 1922.

Distribution : Victoria.

The host is indigenous, and is widespread, occurring in marshy localities
from sea-level to 1,000 m. ; it occurs also in Australia, Malay Archipelago,
and temperate South America. (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 775.)

The rust forms conspicuous bullate sori on the stems ; these are usually
severely infected with Darluca filum Cast. Characterized by the thick
coloured enisDore. and the twn pmmfnrial r.r,nai^;^„r^„., „«^«, ,,^--,„

5. Uredo Dianellae Dietel. (Fig. 117.) Liliaceae.

Diet., Hedw., vol. 37, p. 213, 1898.

Not Uredo Dianellae Rac, Parasit. Algen d; Pilze Javas, vol. 2, p. 33, 1900.

^
n. Uredosori hypophyllous, seated on reddish-purple spots which are

visible on the upper surface, scattered, elliptical, 1 mm. long, or confluent
wn

the ruptured epidermis. Spores subglobose or broadly elliptical, 16-22 mmm.
diam. ; epispore hyaline, densely and finely echinulate, 1-5 mmm. thick,
cell-contents granular, yellow; germ-pores scattered, numerous (6-8),
obscure.

Host: Dianella intermedia End\. On leaves. Herb. No. 762. Horahora

Distribution : Java ; Ceylon ; Hong-Kong.
son/ 26 March, 1921.

occursThe host is indigenous, and is widespread ; it

Island and Polynesia. (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 715.)

_
Characterized by the small spores, densely and finely echinulate hyaline

epispore, and numerous scattered, obscure germ-pores.
Although this form does not agree in all particulars with the descrip-

tion published by Dietel, it resembles it too closely to allow of its
being separated as a distinct species. It agrees in most particular
U. Dianellae Rac, so that this form is better classed as a synonym.

6. Uredo Phormii n. form-sp. (Fig. 118.)

wi

upper surface, scattered or more commonly crowded into irregular groups
often covering the entire under-surface of the leaf, elliptical, 1 mm. long,
or confluent and up to 6 mm. long, ferruginous, bullate, pulverulent,
surrounded and partially covered by the ruptured epidermis. Spores
obovate, elliptical, or subglobose, 21-30 X 17-22 mmm. ; epispore golden-
brown, coarsely and sparsely echinulate, 2-5-3 mmm. thick, cell-contents
brown, granular

; germ-pores scattered, 3-5, commonly 3, conspicuous.
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Hosts :

Phormium tenax Forst. On leaves. Herb. Nos. 755, 775. Plimm

(W G.H,C. 16 Jan.,

1922. (Type.)

Phormium Colensoi Hook. f. Herb. No. 757. Tokaanu - Waiouru

Road, Taupo, 800 m., E. H, Atkinson / 11 March, 1922.

Both hosts are indigenous, the former being common throughout, and

extending to Norfolk Island, whilst the latter is endemic. (Cheesenian,

1906, p, 716.)

This rust is characterized by the small spores, coloured coarsely and

sparsely echinulate thick epispore, and conspicuous scattered germ-pores.

Severely infected leaves are useless for milling purposes.

7. Uredo Rhagodiae Cooke and Massee. (Fig. 119.) Chenopodiaccae.

Gke. et Mass., Grev., vol. 15, p. 99, 1887.

IL Uredosori amphigenous, chiefly hypophyllous, scattered, bullate,

reddish-brown, orbicular. 1-1-5 mm. diam., long covered, at length free

and surrounded by the ruptured epidermis. Spores globose or obovate,

22-30 X 20-23 mmm. ; epispore cinnamon-brown, sparsely and moderately

echinulate, 2-2-5 mmm. thick, cell-contents granular, cinnamon-brown

;

germ-pores scattered, numerous (8-10), conspicuous.

Host : Rhagodia nutans R. Br. On leaves. Herb. No. 294. Seashore,

Seatoun (Wellington), E. H, Atlinson! G. H. C. 27 Jan., 1921.

Distribution : Victoria.

The host is indigenous, and is not uncommon on rocky areas near

the sea-coast; it occurs also in eastern Australia. (Cheeseman, 1906,

p. 578.)

The spore-measurements (20 X 15 mmm.) given by Cooke and Massee

are much too small, as has been ascertained by McAlpine (1906, p. 207)

from an examination of part of the type material.

8. Uredo inflata Cooke. (Fig. 120.) UmbelUferae.

Cke., Grev,, vol. 19, p. 48, 1890.

II. Uredosori amphigenous, crowded or scattered, seldom confluent,

irregular in shape, usually elliptical when up to 4 mm. long, bullate, pallid

ferruginous, long covered by the ejDidermis. Spores globose or shortly

elliptical, 25-35 X 22-32 mmm. ; epispore hyaline, minutely and densely

verruculose (appearing smooth when wet), up to 6 mmm. thick, slightly

thickened at the apex (2-3 mmm.), cell-contents granular, tinted cinna-

mon; pedicel persistent, hyahne, fragile, up to 25 X 5 mmm. ;
germ-pores

indistinct.

ifol latifolium Hook, f .). On
leaves. Herb. No. 41. Campbell Islands, T. ir?VA/ 1890. (Type collection.)

Distribution : Campbell Islands.

The host is endemic, and confined to the Campbell and Auckland

Islands. (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 215.)

This species is characterized by the almost smooth thick and hyaline

epispore. This may prove to be a species of Uromyces, but this can be

verified only by germinating the spores, and as the material at hand is too

old (all attempts to germinate the spores having failed) it is retained here

for the present.
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9. Uredo Oleariae Cooke. (Fig. 125.) Compositae.
Cke., Grev., vol. 19, p. 48, 1890.

II. Uredosori Iiypopliyllous, seated on discoloured spots visible on
the upper surface, orbicular, 1mm. diam., pulverulent, rcddisli-brown
deeply seated in the dense tomentum clothing the leaf-surface Spores
subglobose, elliptical, or obovate, 42-55 X 35 40 mmm. ; epispore hyaline
coarsely and sparsely echinulate, varying in thickness from 3 to 6 mmm

'*

cell-contents granular, tinted ferruginous
; germ-pores indistinct.

Host
:

Olearia Lyallii Hook. f. On leaves. Herb. No 42 Port Ross
(Auckland Islands), T. Kirk/ 1890. (Type collection.)

Distribution : Auckland Islands.

endemic
Snares. (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 283.)

urate
are stated to be 22 X 15 mmm., and the epispore to be smooth. Fortunately
1 have part of the type collection, and the above description has been drawn
up from this. The epispore in different spores varies in thickness andwhen mounted and examined in the usual manner is seen to be very
irregular

;
when the spores are boiled for a few seconds in lactic acid the

outer covering swells somewhat and a distinct inner wall becomes visible
Chg. lib a). Ihe large size of the spores, together with the thick coarsely-
echmulate epispore, serve to characterize the species.

southlajid cus n. form-sp. (Text-fig. 122, and Plate 2, fig. 6.)

II. Uredosori epiphyllous, scattered evenly over the leaf-surface, orbi-
cular, 1-2 mm. diam., buUate, golden-brown, long covered. Spores sub-
globose or elhptical, 28-35 X 24-28 mmm. ; epispore hyaline, coarsely and
sparsely echinulate, 4-5 mmm. thick, cell-contents granular, orange

; germ-
pores indistinct.

Host: Olearia angustifolia Hook. f. On leaves. Herb. No. 753.
bte™t Island, T. Kirk! Jan., 1882. Sea -level, Bluff (Southland),
L. Cockayne

1^ 26 May, 1922. (Type.)
The host is endemic, and is confined to the southern part of the South

Island and to Stewart Island. (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 281.)
This species is characterized by the thick, coarsely and sparsely echinu-

late epispore, and by the epiphyllous covered sori.
9

11. Uredo tupare n. form-sp. (Fig. 123.)

II. Uredosori hypophyllous, scattered, seated on palHd spots visible on
the upper surface, orbicular, 1 mm. diam., orange, fading with age to pallid
yellow, pulverulent, deeply seated in the dense tomentum of the leaf. Spores
obovate or elliptical, 40-55 X 25-31 mmm. ; epispore hyaline, closely and
hnely echinulate, 1-5-2 mmm., cell-contents granular, yellow; germ-pores

numerous
Host

:
Olearia Colensoi Hook. f. On leaves. Herb. Nos. 758, 773

Mount Waiopehu (Wellington), 1,700 m., G. H. C. 26 October, 1919.

rTi"^ i^o^ Jf'
^°""^ ^^'*°' (Wellington), 1,120m., E. H. Atkinson/

7 1 \lll-
^'''"'^ ^'""^^ (Wellington), 1.000 m.. E. II. Afkiv.ov /

7 Jan., 1922.

The host is endemic and widely spread throughout the mountain areas.
(Cheeseman, 1906, p. 282.)

The large-sized spores and closely and finely echinulate epispore
characterize this species.
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Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

117.

118.

119.

120.

121.

122.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

123.

124.

125.

Fig. 126.

Fig. 127.

Uredo Dianellae Diet. Uredospores from DiaveUaivtermedia En(^.

Uredo Phormii G. H. Cumu Uredospores from Phormium tenax Forst.

Jredo Bhagodiae Cke. et Mass. Uredospores from Rha^odia nutans K. Hr.

Uredo i}>fiata Cke. Uredospores from Amsolome latifolia Hook. t.

PuccinmCdmisiae G. H. Cunn. Uredospores from Cdmisia lon^,folia Ca^s.

Uredo soutMandkus G. H. Cunii. Uredospores from Ohana angusUjoUa

Uredo iupare G. H. Cunn. Uredospores from Ola^rja Colevsoi Hook. f.

Uredo wUranui G. H. Cunn. Uredospores from Olearm umgma^Qo\.. I.

Uredo Oleariae Cke. Uredospores from Oleana Lyallu Hook. f. Tlie spore

on the riiiht has been boiled for a few seconds in lactic-acid solution. Kote

Darluca^Fiium Cast. Pycnidia and conidia from the uredosori of P"ccima

Juvcophila Cke. et Mass. on Juncus vaginatus R. Br. Pycmdia X 200 ;

conidia X 480. ,. -r . > » m „*»•„

Tuberculhm persicina Sacc. on Aecidium otagense Lmds.. bom tlemaUs

Colensoi Hook. f. (a) Part of a sporodochium, X 24 ; (6) conidiophores,

X 300 ;
(c) conidia, X 400.

AH figures X 400, with the exception of figs. 126 and 127.
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m

12. Uredo wharanui n. form'-sp. (Fig. 124.)

II. Uredosori hypopLyllous, seated on pallid spots visible on the upper
surface, orbicular, 1 mm. diam., bullate, reddish-orange, pulverulent, deeply
buried in the dense tomentum of the leaf-surface. Spores elliptical or
obovate, 35-55 X 26-34 mmm.

; epispore hyaline, coarsely and moderately
echinulate, 2-2-5 mmm., thick, cell-contents granular, reddish-orange : germ-
pores indistinct.

Host
:

Olearia insignis Hook. f. On leaves. Herb. No. 778. Woodside
Whara / 3 Nov., 1922.

The host is endemic, and is confined to the Marlborough District.
(Cheeseman, 1906, p. 279.) In size and shape the spores of this species
resemble the preceding

; it is separated on account of the thicker, coarsely
and moderately echinulate epispore, and bright reddish-orange colour of
the sori.

_
The following species and form-species have been recorded as occurringm New Zealand, but, as I have not seen specimens, I am unable to give

descriptions
;
moreover, as in most instances the published descriptions are

so fragmentary as to be useless for comparative purposes, I have not
included them here.

(a.) Uromyces Azorellue Cke., Grev., vol. 10, p. 2, 1890.

Host
:

Azorella trifoliata Benth. et Hook. f. {Pozoa trifoUaia Hook, f.).
Collected in Hawke's Bay by Colenso.

(6.) Vromcyes citriformis Berk., FL N.Z., vol. 2, p. 210, 1855.

Host
:
" On leaves of some orchid, apparently a Thelymitra."

U. citriformu Bab. {Hdhk. Fl. N.Z., p. 625, 1864) is an error of com-
pilation. Mr. Mason, Imperial Bureau of Mycology, Kew, states that there
are no specimens of this species at Kew or the British Museum. As no
specimens are known, and as the description is too imperfect for determina-
tion, and as the host also is unknown, it would be advisable to discard this
name.

(c.) Uiomyces scariosus Berk., Fl. N.Z., vol. 2, p. 195, 1855. .

Hosts
: Geranium dissectum L. and G. microphyllum Hook. f. (= Geranium

potentill ides Hook. f.

Collected in Hawke's Bay by Colenso.

compacta

My

Wiss

These specimens were said to have been collected in the South Island,
but the host is confined to the Auckland and Campbell Islands. (Cheese-
man, 1906, p. 463.)

W
p. 3, 1865.

Host: Angelica gen iculata Hook. f.

Possibly Puccinia cuniculi G. H. Cunn., although the description docs
agree with that of thp ae^o\^\^^r^^ r.f +v,*o i,^„4.
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(/

the same Lost

japontmim
. 200) reco

(g,) Aecidium monocystis Berk.. FL N,Z., vol. 2, p. 196, 1855.

Host : Phyllackne Colensoi Berggr. (— Helophyllum Colensot Hook. f.).

McAlpine (1906, p. 197) states that this is common on Abrotanella

forsterioides Hook. f. in the vicinity of Hobart, and doubts the determination

of the host as given above ; he claims that it is scarcely likely that the

same species would occur on hosts belonging to the Compositae and Can-

dolleaceae (= Stylidieae). Mr. Rodway, Government Botanist, Hobart,
has written to me to the same effect ; he believes that the species was in

error stated to have been collected in New Zealand, and was really collected
V

in Tasmania. Although Abrotavella occurs in Xew Zealand, all the species

are endemic ; so that the matter must remairi at issue until the original

host is correctly determined.

(h.) Uredo Acaciae Cke., Grev., vol. 19, p. 3, 1890.

Host : Acacia sp.

The description is too incomplete for determination, but it will doubtless

prove to be a species of Uromycladium.

(i.) Uredo antarctica Berk., FL AntaycL, p. 176, 1817.

Host: Luzula crinita Hook. f. The host is confined to the Auckland
and Campbell Islands.

(y.) Aecidium Discariae Cke,, Grev., vol. 14, p. 89, 1886.

This form belongs to the cycle of Uromyces Discariae G. H. Cunn.

APPENDIX : FUNGI PARASITIC UPON THE UEEDINALES.

In the past numerous fungi belonging to the following genera have been
recorded as parasitizing the various spore-forms of the Uredinales

:

Phycomycetes : Olpidium (= Olipidiella),

Ascomycetes ; Mycosphaerella (= Spkaerella).

Fungi Imperfecti : Sphaeropsidales

—

PhyUosticta ; Ascochyia ; Darliwa.

Hyphomycetes

—

Cladosporium ; Fusariian ; Fusoma ; Macrosporiinn ;

Oospora; Ramularia; Tuherculina,

Doubtless many of these will later prove to be merely saprophytic,

their contiguity with a rust upon the same host-plant leading to the belief

that they were parasitic upon the rust.

So far only the two species described below have been collected in New
Zealand ; Darluca is exceedingly common, especially on the uredosori of

many of our rusts, but Tuherculina has been collected once only. Botli

species are included under the Fungi Imperfecti, the former belonging

to the Sphaeropsidales (Sphaerioidaceae-Hyalodidymae), the latter to the

Hyphomycetes (Tuberculariaceae-Amerosporae).

Darluca Castagne,

Cast., Cat. PI. Mm, Svppl, p. 53, 1851.

Pycnidia free, superficial, depressed, or conico-globose, obsoletely papil-

late, ostiolate, black ; context of closely-woven thick-walled coloured

hyphae. Spores (conidia) 1-septate, hyaline, elliptic-oblong or fusoid,

muticate ; borne singly on simple unbranched pedicels.
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1. Darluca Filum Castagne- (Text-fig. 126, and Plate 2, fig. 5.)

Uredinales.

Cast.j he.
r

Sphaeria Filum Biv.-Bern., Bernh, Stirp, rat Sic, Manip.^ vol. 3, p. 12, 1815.

Phoma Fihtm Fr., SysL Myc, vol. 2, p. 647, 1823.

Pycnidia Buperficial or immersed, scattered or gregarious, conico-

globose, elliptical, obovatej or depressed-globose, 90-120 x 60-100 mmm.
diam., ostiolate, smooth, black. Conidia l-septate, Iiyaliue, fusoid, smooth,
10^-18 X 3-6 mmm,, slightljr or not constricted at the septum, muticate.

Habitat : Parasitic upon the spores of the following species : Uromyces

otaJcou G. H. Cunn. (II) ; Z7. Polygoni Feb (II) ; Urotnycladimn alpinum

McAlp, (II) ; Urom. notahile McAlp. (II) ; Vrom. Tepperianum (Sacc.)

McAlp. (Ill) ; Puccinia Caricis Schroet. (II, III) ; P. Chrysanthemi Koze
(II) ; P. Coprosnme Cke. (Ill) ; P. Elymi Westnd. (II) ; P. Boheriae

Wakef. (Ill); P. Hydrocotyles Cke. (II); P. juncophila Cke. et Mass. (II);

P. Morrisoni McAlp. (II) ; P. Plagianthi McAlp. (Ill) ; P. Poanim Niels.

(II); P. pulvemlenta Grev. (II); P. punctata Link. (II); P whalatipii

G. H. Cunn. (II) ; P. Unciniarum Diet, et Neg. (II, III) ;
Phragmidium

novae-zelandiae G. H. Cunn. (I) ; Phr. Potentillae P. Karst. (I, II)
;

cae7ia

Plate 1.

Fig. 1.

—

Phragmidium Acaenae G. H. Cunn. Caeomata and teleutosori from Acaena
microphylla Hook. f. Arrows point to the minute teleutosori.

Fig. 2.

—

Phragmidium novae-telandiae G. H. Cunn. Teleutosori from 2

zelandiae T. Kirk.

Fig. 3.

—

Phragmidium PoteniiUae P. Karst. Teleutosori on Acaena Sanguisorbae Vahl.

Fig. i,^^Hamaspora acuiissima Syd. Teleutosori on Rubus ausiralis Forst, f. Note
the long and much-entwined fibrils. Arrow points to sori from which the
fibrils have disappeared.

Fig. 5.^

—

Milesina Histiopteridis G. H. Cunn, Uredosori on Hidiopteris incisa

(Thunb.) J. Sm. The white spots consist of numerous uredospores which
have exuded from the immersed peridia.

Fig. 6-

—

Melampsora Lini Desmaz. Teleutosori on Linum monogynum Forst.

Fig. 7. Cunn
Fio, 8.^

—

Aecidium Ranunculacearum DC. on Ranunculus Lyallii Hook. f.

Fio. 9.—'-.4ecidm/ii hupiro G. H. Cunn. on Coprosma foeiidissima Forst.

Fro. W.—Aecidium hoivhai G, H. Cunn. on Edward-na tetraptera (J. Mill.) Oli
by E. Bruce Levy.

Fig. U,~Aecidium Myopori G. H. Cunn. on Myoporum laeinm Forst. t

Photo

Natural size. All photographs, with the exception of fig. 10, by the writer.

/

f

I
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Habitat ; Parasitic upon the spermogones, aecidia, uredosori, and
i

teleutosori of numerous Uredinales ; saprophytic upon the leaves of de- I

ciduous plants.

Distribution : Europe ; North and South America ; Africa ; Ceylon
;

Japan ; Australia.

Although eight species have been described, only one has been collected

here. It is probable that many of these so-called species are but variable

forms of D. Filum, as in many instances they appear to have been erected

on slight differences in the size of the spores, a character too variable to

be considered specific ; for, as is shown below, in D. Filum alone the spores

on different hosts range in length from 10 to 18 mmm. ; furthermore, this

variation may be seen in the spores from a single pycnidium.
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Aecidium otagense Ltnds. ; A. Ranunculacearum DC. ; Uredo Dianellae
Diet. ; V. karetu G. H. Cunn. ; TJ. Phonnii G. H. Cunn. ; V. Scirpi-nodosi

McAlp. ; TJ, toetoe G. H. Cunn.
Distribution ; Europe ; North and South America ; Ceylon ; Japan

;

Africa ; Australia,

From the foregoing it will be seen that in New Zealand this species has
been collected on aecidia, caeomata, uredosori, and teleutosori.

The mycelium ramifies through the sori and appears to plasmolyze and
disintegrate those spores with which the hyphae come in contact; in cer-

tain sori, indeed, it is difficult- to obtain any unaffected spores. Generally

the pycnidia are superficial and easily seen, but in certain cases, particularly

when they are parasitic upon aecidia, they are almost competely immersed,
and their presence noted only when sections of the aecidia are examined.
Saccardo {Syll. Fung., vol. 3, p. 110, 1884) states that the spores have on
either end a few fine bristles; I have failed to observe these, although I

have examined numerous microtome sections of pycnidia of all ages. So
common are the pycnidia on certain species that they have frequently been
mistaken for spermogones, and described as such.

TuBERCULTNA Saccardo.

Sacc, Mich., vol. 2, p. 34, 1880,

Vredimda Speg., Anal. Soc, Cientif. ArgetiLy p. 213, 1880. Gordalia Gobi,
Menu Acad. Imp. ScL St. Petersburg, vol. 32, p. 13, 1885.

Sporodochia plane or flattened-discoid, pulverulent, formed of closely

compacted upright conidiophores, which are simple and unbranched.

Spores (conidia) innate, unicellular, hyaline, smooth, subglobose.

Habitat : Parasitic upon the aecidia, uredosori, and teleutosori of

Uredinales.

Plate 2.
ft

Fig. 1.

—

Aecidium Macrodontae G. H. Cunn. on Olearia macrodonta Baker.

Fig. 2,

—

Aecidium Celmimae-diacoloria G. H. Cunn. on Celmisia discolor Hook. f.

Fig. 3.

—

Aecidium Celmisiae-petiolaias G. H. Cunn. on Celmisia peiiolata Hook. f. The
aecidia are covered by the tomentum of the leaf, and in the photograph
appear as sUghtly-raised hiiear bUsters, principally to the right of the

midrib.

Fig. 4-

—

Aecidium Celmisiae-Petriei G. H, Cunn. on Celmisia Petriei Cheesem. On
the right of the midrib the groups of aecidia are covered by the tomentum,
on the left the tomentum has been stripped off and the distorted peridia

and spore-masses exposed.

Fig. 5,

—

Darluca Filum Cast, on Uredo Scirpi-nodosi McAlp. Uredosori on the left,

parasitized sori on the right.

Fig, 6,

—

TJredo souihlandicus G. H. Cumi. on OUaria angudifolia Hook. f. Note the
characteristic epiphyllons, bullate, scattered sori.

Fig. 7.

—

Puccinia iiamua G. H. Cunn. Aecidia on Animtome filijolia (Hook, f.)

Cockayne and Laing.

Fig. 8.

—

Tvberculina persicina Sacc. on Aecidium otagense Linds. Note the flattened
sporodochia surrounded by the ruptured epidermis.

Fig. 9.

—

Coleosporium Fucfidiae Cke. Uredosori on leaves of seedlings of Fuchsia
excorticata (Forst. f.) L. f.

Natural size. Photographs by the writer. All photographs are taken from dried
herbarium material.
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Distribution : Europe ; South America.

Althougli twenty species have been described, I doubt whether more

than a third of this number are valid, as, judging from the published

descriptions, most appear to have been separated on host-distinctions

alone.

1. Tuberculina persicina Saccardo. (Text-fig. 127, and Plate 2, fig. 8.)

Sacc, Fung. ltd., tab. 964, 1881.

Tubercularia persicina Ditm., Sturnu DeulscJi. FU vol. 1, p. 99, 1817, Caeoma

fallax Cda., Icon., vol. 5, p. 49, 1842. Uredo liliciim Rob., in Desm.,

Ann. ScL NaL, ser. 8, vol. 3, p. 11, 1847. Cordalia persicina Gobi,

Mem. Acad. Set, Imp. St Petersburg, vol. 32, p. 18, 1885.

Sporodochia discoid, 0-1-1-25 mm. diam., immersed, surface alone

showing, pulverulent, consisting of closely compacted tinted hyphae,

25-80 mmm. long, 2-5 mmm. thick. Conidia unicellular, globose,^ or

shortly elliptical, 7-14 mmm. diam., epispore smooth, tinted dingy-violet

or violet-brown, 1 mmm. thick.

Habitat

:

iag

Hook, f, Miramar (Wellington), 20m., J, F, Bird! 5 Nov., 1920.

Distribution : Europe.

This fungus is conspicuous owing to the powdery nature of the spore-

masses, and the purple colour of the spores and sporodochia. These are

piano-discoid in shape epidermi

partly disintegrated peridia of the aecidia ; the conidiophores are closely

packed together, and somewhat resemble the hymenium of Stereum or some

similar Basidiomycete. On their apices are borne the spores, which, owing

to the method of production, frequently occur in chains.

In the specimens at hand the parasite is seen frequently to infect the

aecidia before they appear on the surface

—

i.e., before they dehisce as

when sections are examined aecidia in different stages of development

may be seen in all stages of infection. But by far the greater number of

parasitized aecidia appear to have been infected after they have expanded,

since the sporidochia of the parasite are frequently seen to be partially

surrounded by portions of the revolute margins, which give a very ragged

appearance to the shoots of Clematis upon which the aecidia are located.

Considerable confusion has arisen in the past as to the systematic position

of Tuberculina, and in many systematic papers it has been placed under

the Ustilaginaceae ; in fact, certain authors state that on germination

the spores give rise to promycelia [basidia] bearing sickle-shaped conidia

[basidiospores]. This is not the case, however, for I have germinated the

spores and find they produce long and slender hyphae.

I have little doubt but that the so-called aecidium described and figured

by Plowright (1899, p. 161) as occurring in the cycle of Puccinia Vincae

Berk, is this species. He states that the spores are finely echinulate ;
but

Grove (1913, p. 177), in a discussion of this so-called aecidium, states that

they are smooth. Grove states that the organism in question is not an

aecidum, and suggests that it may be a parasite ; his description agrees

closely with T. persicina, differing only in colour, which is stated to be

dark-brown with a greyish bloom. Grove also mentions that both Sydow

(1904, p. 338) and Fischer (1904, p. 167) considered the si)oridochia on

Puccinia Vincae to be primary nredosori.

/
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It is worthy of mention that the larva of a dipterous insect, Cecidomyia

uredinicola, also parasitizes the spores of many of our species of UromyceSy

Puccinia, &c. The larva is about 3 mm. in length, and is conspicuous

on account of its bright reddish-orange colour. It feeds only on the

spores.

LATIN DIAGNOSES OF NEW SPECIES AND FORM -SPECIES.
I

The following diagnoses are arranged in order of genera as they appear

in this paper, but the species under each genus are arranged in alphabetical

order.

1. Phragmidium Acaenae sp, nov. (Fig, 93.) Rosaceae.

0, Spermagoniis amphigenis, sparsis, raris, conicis, subflavis.

1, Caeomatiis hypophyllis, raris, rotundis, 0-5-1 mm. latis, vel ellipticis

et 3 mm. longis, pulvinatis, pulverulentibus, flavis ; hyalino, clavatis para-

physis cinctis. Caeomatosporis globosis, obovatis, vel ellipticis, 18-28 X
16-29 mmm. ; episporio hyalino, minute tenuiter echinulato, 1-1-5 mmm.
crasso, contentu flavo, vacuolato.

III. Soris teleutosporiferis hypophyllis, caulicolis, sparsis, raris, rotundis,

0- 1-0-5 mm. latis, primum compactis et pulvinatis, demum pulverulentibus,

splendidis-nigris, nudis, soris cum paucis sporis. Teleutosporis 4-7-cellulo,

communiter 6, longis - cylindricis, 50-95 X 20-25 mmm. ; apice rustice

acuminato, vel rotundato, leniter ad non incrassato, saepe papillato hyalino,

ad 10 mmm, longis, basi rotundato, apice et basi saope necne attenuatis
;

ad septa leniter necne constrictis ; episporio castaneo, 3-4 mmm. crasso,

raro hyalino verrucoso
;
pedicello persistente, hyalino apice tincto, fistuloso,

ad 50 mmm. longo, 5-9 mmm. crasso, ad basim 20 mmm, inflate, vcrru-

culoso, foramine germinis ad cellulo 2-3, conspicuo.

Hab. : In foliis vivis et petiolibus Acaenae microphyllae Hook. f.

Horto Botanico, Gore, Southland, New Zealand. E. B. Levy.

2. Phragmidium novae-zelandiae sp. nov. (Fig. 92.)

0. Spermagoniis Phr. Acaenae similibus.

1. Caeomatiis PJir. Acaenae similibus.

III. Soris teleutosporiferis hypophyllis, sparsis, ellipticis ad 3 mm.
longis, pulvinatis, primum pulverulentibus, demum in solide catervis

conglutinaris, pallidis glauco-nigrisj nudis, sporis numerosis in soris.

4-8 X
18-24 mmm. ; apice acuminato, raro rotundato, leniter necne crassato,

in papillo apice cellulo episporio contimiato, tincto, in summa hyaUno,

8 mmm.' longo, basi rotundato vel leviter attenuato ; ad septa non con-

strictis ; episporio fusco-uigris, 4-6 mmm. crasso, rustice solide verrucoso
;

pedicello persistente, hyalino apice tincto, ad 100 mmm, longo, 4-6 mmm.
crasso, basim leniter necne inflato, verruculoso ; foramine germinis ad
cellulo 2-4, conspicuo,

Hab. : In foliis vivis Acaenae novae-zelandiae T. Kirk. Queenstown,

Otago, New Zealand. W. D. Reid.
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3- Phragmidium subsimile sp. nov. {Fig. 90.)

0. Spermagoniis liypophyllis, sparsis, raris, flavidulis.

1. Caeomatiis hypophyllis, sparsis, raris, rotundis, ad 0-5-3 mm. lati

piilverulentibus, flavis
;

paraphysibus byalinis incurvatis clavatis cinctis.

Caeomatosporis subglobosis, 18-22 mmm. latis ; episporio byalino, solide
tenuiter verrucoso, 1-5-2 mmm. crasso, contentu vacuolate, luteo.

III. Soris teleutosporiferis hypophyllis, raris, ellipticis, ad 2 mm. longis,
pulverulentibus, glauco-nigris, in soris sporis numerosis. Teleutosporis
5-7-cellulo, communiter 6, oblongo-teretis, 57-70 X 22-30 mmm. ; apice
rotundato, non incrassato, saepe prominente tincto papilloso coronate,
ad 10 mmm. longis, basi rotundatO; basi vel apice fortiter attenuate

;

ad septa non constrictis ; episporio castaneo, 3-5 mmm. crasso, sparse
rusticeque verrucoso

;
pedicello persistente, hyaline, apice tincto, crasso,

ad 100 mmm. longis, 6-10 mmm. crasso, fistulose, basi 18 mmm, inflate,

verruculoso ; foramine germinis ad cellulo 2-3, obscure.
Hab. : In foliis vivis Acaotae Sangitisorhae Vahl. et A. Sanguisorhae

Vahl. var. pilosae T. Kirk. Queenstown, Otago, New Zealand, 650 m.
W. D, Reid.

4. Milesina Histiopteridis sp, nov. (Fig. 101.) Polypodiaceae.
^

II. Uredesoris hypephyllis, raris vel in linearis catervis, intercostalibus.

mm
rotundis, bullatis, epidermide tectis, apicale aperto. Peridiis plano-
globosis, estiolatis, obovatis byalinarum cellularum compositia, cellulo

exteriere solide verruculoso, Uredosporis obovatis, ellipticis vel poly-
goniis, 18-26 X 14-18 mmm. ; episporio hyaline, tenidter verruciJoso,
0-75 - 1 mmm. crasso, contentu hyaline, vacuolate ; foraminis germinis
obscuro.

III. Incognitis.

Hab. ; In foliis vivis Histiopteridis incisae (Thunb.) J. Sm. Kelburn
Wellington, New Zealand. E. U. Atkinson^ G. H. C.

5. Aecidium Celmisiae-discoloris forma sp. nov. (Fig. 111.)

0. Spermagoniis raris, sparsis, epiphyllis, immersis.

Cempositae.

1. Aecidiis amphigeniis, praecipue epiphyllis, flavis, raris vel parvis
cater\as. perficie

1 mm., 0-1 mm. latis, marginibus incurvatis, primum dentatis demum
profunde laceratis, albis. Aecidiesporis subglobosis, ellipticis vel obovatis,
36-42 X 28-34 mmm. ; episporio hyaline, solide deciduis tuberculis tecto
3 mmm. crasso, contentu flavido, granuleso.

Hab. : In foliis vi\as Celmisiae discoloris Hook, f., C. Sinclairii Hook, f.,

et C. prorepentis Petrie. Tooth Peaks, Otago, New Zealand. W. Z). Reid.

6. Aecidium Celmisiae-petiolatae forma sp. nov. (Fig. 110.)

0. Incognitis.

I. Aecidiis hypophyllis, in maculis discoloris, raris vel parvis cater-
vis, flavis. Peridiis plane-globosis, 0-25 mm. latis, immersis, marginibus
incurvatis, hyaliriis, tomento dense folii tectis. Aecidiesporis pelygeniis,
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ellipticis vel obovatis, 27-45 X 20-26 mmm. ; episj^orio hyaliuo, solide

subtiliter verruculoso, 1-1-5 mmm. crasso, contentu granuloso, luteo.

Hab. : In foliis vivis Celmisiae petiolatae Hook. f. Arthur's Pass, Canter-

bury, New Zealand, 1,000 m. E. H. Atkinson.

7. Aecidium Celmisiae-Petriei forma sp. nov. (Fig. 112.)

0. Spermagoniis sparsis, raris,

1. Aecidiis liypophyllis, in linearibus catervis, in maculis discoloratis,

et bullatis infra tomentum folii diu tectis. Peridiis cylindricis, 0-25"lBm,

latis, tomento premente distortis, marginibus incurvatis, profundis lace-

ratis, albis. Aecidiosporis Iongis-ellipticis vel obovatis-ellipticis, 36-52 X
20-25 mmm. ; episporio hyaline, cum solide deciduo tuberculo tecto,

2 mmm, crasso, contentu granuloso, luteo.

Hab. : In foliis vivis Cehnisiae Petriei Cheeseuian. Lake Harris track,

Otago, New Zealand, 1,100 m, F. D. Reid.

8. Aecidium hupiro forma sp. nov. (Fig. 109.) Rubiaceae.

0. Spermagoniis amphigeniis, immersis, ad aecidiis immixtis.

1, Aecidiis hypophyllis, in catervis inaequalibus, in maculis discoloratis

luteis. Peridiis erumpentibus, cylindricis, 1 mm. altis, 0-5 mm. latis, mar-

ginibus erectis, non revolutis, laceratis, luteis. Aecidiosporis polygoniis vel

ellipticis, 42-50 X 34-40 mmm. ; episporio hyalino, solide rustice verru-

culoso, 2-2-5 mmm. crasso, contentu rustice granuloso, luteo.

Hab. : In foliis \dvis et petiolibusque Coprosmae foetidissimae Forst.

Alpha Hut, Mount Hector, Wellington, New Zealand, 1,700 m. H, Hamilton^

J. G, Myers.

9. Aecidium kowhai forma sp, nov. (Fig. 104.) Leguminosae,

0. Incognitis.

1. Aecidiis caulicolis, in catervis longis, in tumerosis fusiformibus,

ad 7 cm. longis, magnis fastigiatis distortionibus factis luteis. Peridiis

cupulatis, breviter erumpentibus, 0-25 mm. altis, 0-5 mm. latis, pateris

subtiliter revolutus, laceratis demum erosis, tinctis luteis. Aecidiosporis

polygoniis vel ellipticis, 27-32 X 18-21 mmm. ; episporio hyalino, solide

subtiliter verruculoso, 1 mmm. crasso, contentu granuloso, luteo.
"
Hab. : In caulibusque Edwardsiae fetrapterae (J. Mill.) Oliver. Bright-

water, Nelson, New Zealand, 200 m. C. Nash, W. C. Hyde, G. H. 0.

10. Aecidium Macrodontae forma sp. nov. (Fig. 108.) Compositae.

0. Spermagoniis amphigeniis, praecipue epiphyllis, sparsis, aecidiis im-

mixtis.

1. Aecidiis hypophyllis et petiolicolis, in cater^^s inaequalibus, ad 10 mm.
longis, in maculis discoloratis distortionibus, luteis. Peridiis immersis,

0'l-0-2 mm. latis, marginibus incurvatis, dentatis, albis. Aecidiosporis

polygoniis ellipticis vel obovatis, 25-37 X 18-24 mmm. ; episporio hyalino,

solide rustice verruculoso, 1 mmm, crasso, contentu luteo, granuloso.

Hab. : In foliis vivis et petiolibusque Oleariae macrodontae Baker,

The track, Clinton Valley, Otago, New Zealand. E, H. Atkinson.
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11. Aecidium Milleri forma sp. nov. (Fig. 105.) Tiliaceae.

0. Incognitis.

1. Aecidiis liypophyllis, in catervis minutisque raris, 3-6 in catervis
in maculis pallidis, luteis. Peridiis cupulatis, erumpentibus, 0-25 mm'
latis, margimbus erectis, non revolutis, subtiliter dentatis, albis. Aecidio-
sporis subglobosis vel polygoniis, 20-26 X 17-2-3 mmm. ; episporio hyalino
sohde subtihter verruculoso, 1 mmm. crasso, contentu lut^eo, vacuolato '

Hab.
:
In foliis vivis AristoteUae serratae (Forst.) Oliver. Pokaka Wai-

manno County, New Zealand, 800 m. D. Miller.

12. Aecidium Myopori forma sp. nov. (Fig. 106.)
'

Myoporaceae.
0. Incognitis.

1. Aecidiis caulicoliis, truncicoliis et petiolicolis, in locis ' inflatis fusi-
formibus, ad 1.5 cm. longis, in catervis linearibus, aurantiacis. Peridiis
erumpentibus, cylmdncis, super superficiem exstitis ad 4 mm., 1 mm latis
margimbus subtiliter expansis non revolutis, profunde inaequalibus lace-
ratis, tinctis aurantiacis, demum albis. Aecidiosporis obovatis, ellipticis.
polygomis, raro lacnmiformibus, 21-45 X 17-20 mmm.; episporio hyalino,
subtiliter solide verruculoso, 1 mmm. crasso, contcntu rubescente-luteo,
loraimne germinis obscuro.

Hab.
: In caulibusque, trunci, et petiolibusque Myopori laeti Forst f

Palmerston North, WelUngton, New Zealand, 250 m. G. H. C.

13. Uredo Crinitae forma sp. nov. (Fig. 114.) Gramineae.
II. Sons uredosporiferis amphigeniis, in maculis discoloratis, raris,

raro conflucntibus, ellipticis, 1 mm. longis, rubescente-aurantiacis, pulveru-
lentibus, rupta epidermide cinctis. Uredosporis globosis vel subglobosis,
38-41 mmm. latis

; episporio hyahno, solide subtiliter echinulato, 1 mmm!
crasso, contentu aurantiaco, granuloso ; foraminibus germinis raris, numerosis'
(12-18), conspicuis

; numerosis hyalinis, capitatis paraphysibus immixtis.
Hab.

:
In foliis vivis DichelacJinidis crinitae (Forst. f.) Hook. f. Akaroa,

Banks Peninsula, Canterbury, New Zealand. W. D. Reid.

14. Uredo karetu forma sp. nov. (Fig. 115.)

II. Sons uredosporiferis hypophyllis, in maculis fuscis, linearibus,
raro confluentibus, pulverulentibus, 1mm. longis, luteo -aurantiacis,'
rupta epidermide cinctis. Uredosporis subglobosis vel obovatis, 34-45 j<
30-35 mmm.

;
episporio pallido -luteo, leniter subtihter echinulato, 2-2-5 mmm.

crasso, contentu luteo, granuloso
; foraminibus germinis raris, numerosis

(8-12), obscuris.

Hab.
:
In foliis vivis HierocJiloidis redolenlis (Forst. f.) E. Br Sea-level

Bluff, Southland, New Zealand. W. D. Reid.

15. Uredo Phormii format sp. nov. (Fig, 118.) Liliaceae.
-^

II. Soris uredosporiferis hypophyllis, in maculis discoloratis, raris vel
in catervis irregularibus, ellipticis, 1 mm. longis, aut confluentibus vel 6 mm.
longis, ferrugineis, bullatis, pulverulentibus, rupta epidermide cinctis et
partim tectis. Uredosporis obovatis, elhpticis vel subglobosis, 21-30 X
17-22 mmm.

;
episi)orio flavo-brunneo, rustice raro echinulato, 2-5-3 mmm.

foraminibus
niter 3. conspicuis

Hab. : In foliis ^ tenacis
Waiouru Road, Taupo, New Zealand, 800 m. E. II. AtUmon.
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16. Uredo southlandicus forma sp. nov. (Fig. 122.) Compositae.

II. Soris uredosporiferis epiptylli, raris, rotundatis, 1-2 mm. latis,

buUatis, flavo-brunneis, tectis. Uredosporis subglobosis vel ellipticis,

28-35 X 24-28 mmm. ; episporio liyalino, rustice raro echinulato, 4-5 mmm.
crasso, contentu granuloso, aurantiaco ; foramiue germinis non conspicuo.

Hab. : In foliis vivis Oleariae angustifoliae Hook, f. Sea-level, BhiiS,

Southland, New Zealand. L. Coclayne,

17. Uredo toetoe forma sp. nov. (Fig. 113.) Graiuineae.

II. Soris uredosporiferis hypophyllis, raris, in maculis discoloratis, ellip-

ticis, 0-5-1 mm. latis, aut confluentibus ad 4 mm. longis, rubro-brmineis.

snbtiliter dense ecbinulato, 1-5 - 2 mmm. crasso, contentu granuloso,

brunneis ; foramine germinis raris, 7-12, conspicuo, papillato.

Hab. : In foliis vivis Anindinis conspiciiae Forst. f. Sandhills, Levin.

AYeHington, New Zealand, 16 m. E. H. Afhnson, G, H. C.

18. Uredo tupare forma sp. nov. (Fig. 123.)

IL Soris uredosporiferis hypoi)hyllis, raris, in maculis pallidis, rotundatis,

1 mm. latis, aurantiacis, pulverulentibus, diu tomento folii tectis. Uredo-

sporis obovatis A^el elhpticis, 40-55 X 25-31 mmm, ; episporio hyalino,

dense minuteque echinulato, 1-5-2 mmm. crasso, contentu granuloso,

luteo ; foraminibus germinis raris, 6-8, obscuris.

Hab. : In foliis vivis Oleariae Colensoi Hook. f. Mount Waiopehu,

Wellington, New Zealand, 1,700 m. G, H. C.

19. Uredo wharanui forma sp. nov. (Fig. 124.) Compositae.

II. Soris uredosporiferis hypophyllis, in maculis pallidis, rotundatis,

1 mm. latis, bullatis, mbro-aurantiacis, pulverulentibus diu tomento folii

tectis. Uredosporis ellipticis vel obovatis, 35-55 X 26-34 mmm. ; episporio

hyalino, sparse rustice echinulato, 2-2-5 mmm. crasso, contentu granuloso,

rubro-aurantiaco ; foramine germinis non conspicuo.

Hab. ; In foliis vivis Oleariae insignis Hook. f. Woodside Creek,

Wharanui, Marlborough, New Zealand. E, H, Afhinson,
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COMBINED HOST AND FUNGUS INDEX.
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A Revision of the New Zealand Nidulariales, or " Birds-nest Fungi.''

By G. H. Cunningham, Mycologist, Biological Laboratory,

Wellington, N.Z.

[Read before the WeUingtoyi Pkilosophical Society, 23rd October, 1922 ; received by Editor,

31st December, 1922 ; issued separately, 26fh May 1924.]
a

Plates 3, 4.

All species belonging to this order are saprophytic, occurring on <lecaying

wood, old sacking, or on the ground. They favour moist localities, and

may coninionly be found growing on humus on the forest-floor. The

fructifications are quite small, seldom attaining a greater diameter than

10 mm. ; they may be cup- or fumicl-shapcd, although frequently obconio

forms occur.

The order is widely distributed, and some of the species have been found

in nearly every country in the world ; others, again, have a very limited

distribution, occurring in but one or two localities.

The order comprises only one family, the Nidulariaceae, consisting of

the four genera CyatJius, Cnicihulum, Nidida, and Nidularia. The genus

Sphaerobolus, at one time included in the Nidulariaceae, was by Ed. Fischer

(1900, p. 346) placed in a separate family, the S])haerobolaceae.

In structure the frucrificarions of all genera, mutatis nmfaiidis, are

essenrially ahke, a typical frucrification consisting of a peridium containing

numerous lenticular bodies, pfridiola (also termed " sporangioles "), which

in turn enclose the hymenium, consisting of basidia and paraphyses.

The peridium is typiciilb' campanulate, although obconio or infundi-

bular forms occur. It consists of a single thick felt -like layer of closely

woven hy])hal filaments (in Cyalhus it is composed of three^htyers). The

apex is at first

pcridia of which are globose crula

rupture of the walls), which at maturity becomes ruptured and finally

gelatinized. This membrane, in Crwibvlum, is formed of the same tissue

as the peridium, but in Cyathus is composed of the ungelatinized portion

of the gleba, which at first is covered by the peridium ;
during develop-

ment the peridial wall gradually becomes pulled away and the uppermost

portion becomes exposed, appearing as a thin white membrane.

The x^eridiola are lenticular in shape, and in structure consist of an

outer looselv woven covering of hyphae, the tunica (which in certain species

of Cyathus may be very thin or wanting), enclosing a partly gelatinized layer,

the cortex. This structure is closely compacted, the tissues forming a

pseudoparenchyma which in mature specimens is hard and horny. Withm

the cortex is a' loosely woven hyphal layer, the free surface of which con-

stitutes the hymenium, and consists of basidia and paraphyses. These are

arranged in an irregular palisade 'layer around a central cavity, which

is usually filled with the spores. The basidia are tetrasporous, and the

basidiospores are sessile, sterigmata being absent. During development

the basidia and paraphyses become compressed, so that at maturity tlicy

appear as irregular angular tissues. The spores are binucleate, hyaline,

and usually possess a thick epispoic, enlosing granular contents. The

peridium is at first filled with loosely woven hyphae ; these later become

gelatinized, when the peridiola lie embedded in a gelatinous matrix, the
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gleba. When the epiphragm ruptures the gieba dries out, portion per-
sisting as a delicate membrane Hning the inner wall of the peridium. At
maturity this membrane is quite smooth and shining, and is often mis-
taken for a layer of the wall of the peridium.

In Cyathus and Crucibulum the peridiola are attached to the inner wall
of the peridium by fine thread-hke filaments, termed "funiculi." In
Cyathus the funiculus consists of a cord of interwoven hyphal filaments
differentiated into three regions : (a) a soHd cyhnder whose distal end
merges with the inner wall of the peridium, (6) a median constricted region,
and (c) an upper hollow sheath connected basally with the constricted
region and apically with the ventral surface of the peridiolum. Within
this sheath is a dehcate much-convoluted thread, attached by one end
to the peridiolum, and by the other to the constricted portion. This
thread, when moist, is capable of extension to a distance of several
(5-8) centimetres.

In Crucibulum the funiculus is less complicated in structure, as the
hollow sheath enclosing the convoluted thread early becomes gelatinized,
and so at maturity the thread is embedded in the resultant mucilage.

Development (Cyathus).

From hyphae ramifying in the substratum, mycehal strands become
differentiated

; the terminal portions of these become enlarged, differ-
entation of the basidiocarp commencing shghtly below this region.' In the
region of the future inner wall of the peridium a zone of hyphae becomes
gelatinized, the whole inner portion eventually forming the gleba, the
external portion persisting as the wall of the peridium. Within this area,
at the periphery, the peridiola become differentiated, each originating
around a comnion centre toward which the ends of hyphal filaments con-
verge, differentiation of peridiola occurring successively from the base of
the developing peridium towards the apex. Then a layer of hyphae round
each peridiolum becomes partly gelatinized and forms the pseudoparenchyma
of the cortex.

The funiculus originates in somewhat parallel filaments extending from
lium to the peridiolum. Later appear

actively growing hyphae which elongate rapidly and form a bundle of
parallel filaments. Surrounding this certain hyphae gelatinize and form
the outer sheath of the mature funiculus.

The peridium enlarges in size and becomes differentiated into three
differentiation occurs first at the base, new growth taking

place in an apical peripheral zone, and as gelatinization occurs basally
upwards the apical portion is the last to become gelatinized, and thus
persists for some rime as the epiphragm. Finally the peridium is drawn
away from the apex and the epiphragm becomes exposed ; this then
ruptures and becomes gelatinized, the gleba becomes exposed, and as the
moisture dries out the peridiola fall to the bottom of the peridium, rem-
nants of the gelatinous gleba persisring as a thin Kning on the inner
surface of the peridium.

Thanks are due to Mr. C. G. Lloy.l, Qncinnari, for the doterminntion
of two species

; to Professor H. B. Kirk, Messrs. E. H. Atkinson, and
R. Grimmett, Wellington, Miss H. K. Dalrymple, Dunedin, and Dr. K. M.
Curtis, Nelson, for contributions of specimens ; and to Messrs. E. Briice
Levy and W. D. Reid, of the Biological Laboratory, Wellington, for
the photographs used in this paper.
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NIDULAEIACEAE.

Saproi)liytic plants, g^o^\^ng on decaying organic matter on the ground.

Fructifications consisting of variously-shaped peridia, containing numerous

indehiscent, compressed peridiola, in the interior of which are borne the

hyaline, unicellular basidiospores.
_

Of the three genera which occur in New Zealand, Cyathus is represented

by five species, Crucihidiim by one, and Nidula by two.

Key to the Genera.

o. Peridiolum closed by a definite epiphragm.

1. Peridiola attached by funiculi to the wall of the penduim,

(a.) Peridium of three distinct layers ; tunica thin or

wanting 3- Cycdhus.

(6.) Peridium of one layer; tunica thick .. -• 2. CruabuCum.

2. Peridiola unattached by funiculi but free Avithin the peridium 1. Ntdula.

b. Peridium dehiscing irregularly, epiphragm absent ;
peridium subglobose NiiMaria.

I. Nidula White.

White, Bull. Ton. CL, vol. 29, p. 271, 1902.

Peridium cyathiform, composed of a single thick and felted layer formed

of coarse dingy-coloured hyphae ; mouth covered by an epiphragm similar

in structure and origin to that of Cyathus. Peridiola embedded in the

gelatinous (when moist) gleba which fills the interior of the peridium, not

attached by funiculi ;
similar in structure to those of Cyathus. Spores

hyaline, binucleate ; epispore thick.

Distribution.—^oith. America ; India ; Japan ; Australia ;
Ceylon.

This genus is separated from the two following because of the absence

of a funiculus, the peridiola being free and embedded in the gelatinous

gleba ; when the epiphragm becomes ruptured the gleba dries out and

the peridiola become free within the peridium. The wall of the peridium

is similar in structure to that of Crucibuluni, save that the filaments of

which it is composed are palHd-white and not coloured.

1. Nidula Candida (Peck) White. (Plate 3, figs. 1, 2 a.)

White, I.e., p. 271.

Nidnkiria Candida Peck, Reg. Eept., vol. 45, p. 24, 1891.

Peridia cyathiform, 6-15 mm. high, 6-15 mm. across the mouth, taper-

ing slightly to the sessile truncate base, which is up to 8 mm. diam.
;

exterior white, becoming dingy with age, thick and felt-hke, shaggy-tomen-

tose, the tomentum aggregated into somewhat hispid tufts, interior smooth,

shining, white or tinted yellow, darker below ; mouth expanded but not

recurved, entire, smooth, thick and firm. Peridiola reddish-brown, lenti-

cular, 1-5-2 mm. diam., smooth; tunica thin, yellowish. Spores elliptical,

6-10 X 4-8 mmm.,* rounded at both ends.

Habitat.—GTomng solitary on decaying wood and sticks on the ground.

Distribution.—C&nada ; Washington, North America : rare and local.

Wallaceville, WelUngton, H. B. Kirk! 24/7/21; Fringe Hill, Nelson,

500m., Miss K. M. Curtis! 23/7/21.

The New Zealand form appears to be intermediate between this and the

following species. For example, it has the solitary habit, large white

* la this article the contraction " mmm." is used for micromillimetres.
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peridia covered witli hispid tufts, and light-coloured peridiola of N . Candida^

and the smaller rugulose peridiola of N, emodensis. Then, too, the peri-

diola possess the peculiar stout, spiny, coloured fibrils so noticeable in the

latter species, and the spores are roughly the same size ; in shape, how-
ever, they are quite different. Nevertheless the peridal characters are so

distinctive that I believe it should be retained under this species.

2. Nidula emodensis (Berk.) Lloyd, (Plate 3. figs. 2 6, 3.)
4

Lloyd, Nidulariaceae, p. 12, 1906,

Cyathus emodensis Berk., Hook. Jour, Bot., p. 204, 1854. Crticibulnm emodense
' Berk., Hdbl\ N.Z. FL, p. 621, 1867. Nidula microcarpa Peck; White in

B^dL Torr. CL, vol. 29, p. 272, 1902. Nidnla microcarpa var. rngispora

Wliite, Lc.

Peridia cyathiform, 4-6 mm. high, 4-5 mm. wide across the mouth,
tapering slightly to the sessile truncate base, which is 3-5 mm. diam,

;

exterior dingy-grey, becoming darker with age, covered with closely

appressed tomentum, wall much tliinner than in the preceding species,

interior smooth, shining, dingy-white, turning to pallid-brown in old speci-

mens ; mouth entire, slightly expanded, in old specimens sUghtly recurved,

thin, smooth. Peridiola numerous, lenticular, reddish-broMm, becoming
almost bJack with age, 0-5-1 mm. diam., rugulose ; tunica thick, fibrous,

readily separable. Spores narrowly elhptical, or more commonly obovate
or pyriform, apex rounded, base acuminate, 6-9 X 4-6 mmm.

Habitat.^Grovnng caespitose on decaying wood and sticks on the

ground ; rare.

Distribution.— Cahfornia, Montana, North America; Sikkira, India;

Japan ; Austraha ; Cambridge, Auckland, G. H. C, 17/1/20 ; Nelson,

D. Munro.
I am indebted to Mr. C. G. Lloyd for the determination of this species.

He states that it possesses the -same coloured fibrils in the tunica (the only

character that separated N. emodensis from N. microcarpa Peck), and is

therefore N. emodensis. These fibrils are thick, rigid, and dark-coloured,

and possess numerous short spiny branches. They are known to occur

only in this and the preceding species.

The caespitose habit, smaller smooth peridia, darker peridiola, and

differently shaped spores separate this speciea from the preceding.

IL Crucibulum Tulasne.

Tul., Ann, Sci, Nat., ser. iii, vol. 1, p. 89, 1844.

Peridium cyathiform, composed of a single thick felt-hke membrane
of closely woven coloured hyphae ; mouth when young covered by a well-

defined epiphragm, formed from the undifferentiated peridial wall. Peri-

diola numerous, each consisting of an outer thick loosely woven txmica, a

thick horny dark-coloured cortex, and a loosely woven hymenial layer

;

attached to the peridial wall by a funiculus, which is more simple in

structure than that of Cyathus. Spores hyaline, binucleate, epispore tliin.

Distribution.—World-wide.
The genus is represented by a single species. It is separated from

Cyathus on accomit of the peridial wall consisting of a single layer, and
because of the more simple funiculus, and from Nidula on account of the

presence of funiculi.
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1. Crucibulum vulgare Tulasne. (Plate 4, figs. 4, 7.)

TuL, Lc, p. 90.

* CyaiMs Crucibnlum Pers., Syiu Fung,, p. 238, 1801. C. laevis DC, FL Fr.,

vol. 2, p. 209, 1805. C.fimentarhis DC, ibid,, vol. 5, p. 104, 1815. Nidulana

Crucibulum Secret., Mycogr, Suisse, vol. 3, p. 378, 1833. N. juglandicola

Schw., Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, vol. 4, p. 263, 1834. Cyathus fimicola Berk.,

Linn, Jour., vol. 18, p. 387, 1881. C. pezizoides Berk., Ic. C. pusio

Berk., l.c, Crucibulum juglandicolum De Toni in Sacc, SylL Fung., vol. 7,

p. 44, 1888. C. simile Mass., Grey., vol. 19, p. 94, 1891. C. crucibuliforme

(Scop.) White, Bull Torr. CL, vol. 20, p. 269, 1902.

Peridia cyathiform, up to 12 mm. liigh, 10 mm. wdde at the mouth,

tapering slightly to sessile truncate base, which may attain a thickness

of 8 mm., seated on a basal pad of closely woven hyphae ;
exterior bright

cinnamon, becoming dingy with age, in young specimens closely covered

with silky appressed tomentum, becoming almost smooth with age, interior

pallid-cinnamon, smooth, shining; mouth erect, or shghtly expanded,

margin even, thick, smooth. Feridiola palhd - brown or dingy - white,

lenticular, smooth, 1-25-2 mm. diam. ; tunica thick, dingy-white, readily

separable. Spores narrowly elHptical, rounded at both ends, 7-10 X

4:-6 mmm.
Habitat.—Growing solitary or caespitosc on decaying leaves, sticks, old

sacking, manure, &c., on the ground,

i)is«n6t/fion.—World-wide ; common. Lake Papaetonga, Levin, Mrs,

M, Cunningham! 31/8/19; York Bay, Wellington, E. H. Atkinson!.

20/6/22; Cass, Canterbury, unhiown collector! June, 1919; Fringe Hill,

Miss K. M, Curtis ! 23/7/21 ; Dannevirke, W
Bay of Islands, J, D. Hooker,

This species varies consi(

and peridiola :

peridi

peiidi

barely 5 mm. in height, and the peridiola corresi3ondingly small, being

less than 1 mm, in diameter.

III. Cyathus Haller.

Hall., Stirp, Helvet., vol 3, p. 127, 1768. Ex Pers., Syn, Metk Fung.,

p. 237, 1801.

Cyaihia P. Br,, Civ. <fc Nat. Hist. Jamaica, p, 78, 1756.

Peridium composed of three distinct layers, at first closed by a thin

white epiphragm which covers the mouth-, dehiscing by the irregular

rupture of this membrane, Peridiola lenticular, dark-coloured, consisting

of an external white tunica which may be very thin or absent, a hard

horny cortex, and an inner h}^nenial layer ; attached to the inner wall

of the peridium by a complex funiculus. Basidiospores hyahne, variable

in size and shape, binucleate.

Distribution.—World-wide

.

About twenty-six species are now recognized ; of these five occur in

New Zealand, one being endemic. The genus differs from Crucibulum in

ha\ing a distinctly, three-layered poridial wall, consisting of a loosely

woven outer layer, a compacted pseudoparenchyma of partly gelatinized

hyphal filaments forming a central layer, and an inner layer of loosely

woven partly gelatinized filaments. It differs from Nidula in having the

peridiola attached by funiculi to the inner wall of the peridium.

For earlier sjTionymy see Tulasne (1844).
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* • 1. C, novae-zelandiae

5. C. stercorevs.

Key to Species of Cyathits.
Peridia iatenially striate

Peridia internally smooth and even.
Spores over 20 mmm. long
Spores under 20 mmm. long.

Peridiola 2-3-5 mm. diam .

.

.

,

_ . . 4. C, Olla,
Peridiola 2-2-5 mm. diam.

Peridia cytlilform ; margins erect .

.

.. 2, C. ColensoL
Peridia campanulate ; margins flaring .

.

. . 3. C. HooherL

1. Cyathus novae-zelandiae Tulasne.

Till., Ann, Sci, NaL, ser. iii, vol. 1, p. 66, 1844.

Peridia infundibuliform, 12-14 mm. high, 5-7 mm. wide at the mouth,
tai)ering gradually to the base where suddenly converging to a short stipe
about 2mm. long and 1 mm. thick; exterior dark brown, covered Mith
appressed tomentum, interior longitudinally striate for about half the
depth of the peridium, black, dull ; mouth erect or shghtly expanded,
revolute, striate, margin entire, even. Peridiola lenticular, 2-3-3 mm.
diam., black; tunica thin, white. Spores elUptical, somewhat pointed
at both ends, 11-13 X 5-6 mmm.

Habitat,—Growing caespitose on rotting bark.
Distnbution.-^Banks Peninsula, Canterbury, N.Z. ; rare.
Type specimens collected by Raoul.
This endemic species has been collected but once. It may readily be

distinguished from any other species occurring in New Zealand by the
presence of longitudinal striae on the upper portion of the peridium.

2. Cyathus Colensoi Berkeley. (Plate 4, fig. 2.)

Berk., Fl N.Z., vol. 2, p. 192, 1855.

Peridia campanulate, up to 7 mm. high, 6 mm. wide at the mouth,
taj)ering abruptly to short and slender stipe which about 1 mm. diam.

;

exterior from palhd-grey to bay-brown, finely tomentose, even, interior
lead-coloured, smooth, somewhat shining ; mouth erect, in old specimens
shglitly recurved, margin entire, even. Peridiola lenticular, 2 mm. diam.,
black; tunica thin, white. Spores variable in shape and size, elliptical

when 10-12 x 8-10 mmm., or subglobose when 9-12 mmm. diam.
Habitat.—Growing crowded or caespitose on dead wood on the ground.
Distribution.—AuBtialia ; Dannevirke, N.Z. : rare. W, Colenso, Danne-

\drke (type), on ground in a garden.

This species somewhat resemble;

the smaller differently shaped perid

distingui

Plate 3.

Fig. 1.

—

Xidula caiidida (Peck) White. Natural size. Epiphragm is present on the
central plant. Section on the left ; note the thick wall of the peridium.

Fig. 2.—a. Peridiola of Nidula Candida; x 10 diam. b. Peridiola of Nidula emodensia
(Berk.) Lloyd ; x 10 diam.

Fig. 3.

—

Nidula emodensis (Berk.) Lloyd. Natural size. Plants are growing on rotting
log of Podocarpus sp. Note the caespitose habit.

Fio. 4.—Section of young peridium of Cyatkvs OUa Pers., X 2-5 diam., showing the
peridiola embedded iu the gleba.

Fio. 5.—Peridiola of Cyathus Olla Pera. X 10 diam. Point of attachment of the funiculus
shown on the specimen on the right.

Fig. Q,—Cyathus Olla Pers. Natural size. Immature plants in the centre, section of
a peridium on the right.

(Fig. 4 photographed by the writer ; all others by E. Bruce Levy.)
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spores. I am indebted to 'Dr. J. B. Cleland, Adelaide, for the loan

of specimens of this species. The photograph given is taken from his

specimens.

3, Cyathus Hookeri Berkeley. (Plate 4, figs. 1, 3.)

Berk, in Hook, Jour. Bot., p. 204, 1854.

Peridia campanulate, up to 14 mm, high, 10 mm, wide at the mouth,
narrowing abruptly into a short stipe 2-3 mm. long, 2 mm. thick ; exterior

bay-brown, minutely and densely tomentose, interior even, dark brown,

dull ; mouth strongly expanded or flaring, margin entire, crenately lobed.

Peridiola lenticular, 2-2-5 mm. diam., cortex black ; tunica dingy-wliite,

thin. Spores clhptical, rounded at both ends, 8-11 X 6-8 mmm.
Habitat,—Growing solitary or caespitose on decaying twigs, &c., on the

ground.

Distribution. —-Khasa, India ; North Island, N.Z. : rare. Weraroa,
Wellington, on rotting twigs of Pinus sp., G,H,0,, 18/8/19.

I am indebted to Mr. C. G. Lloyd for the determination of this species.

In a recent letter he stated that he did not consider it to be sufficiently

distinct from (7, microsporus Tul, to be maintained as a distinct species.

I am of the opinion, however, that the large campanulate j)^ridium and
larger spores are sufficient to maintain it as a valid species.

4. Cyathus 011a Persoon. (Plate 3, figs. 4, 6.)

Pers,, Syn. Meth. Fung,, p. 237, 1801.

Cyathus vernicoaus DC, FL Fr,, vol. 2, p. 270, 1805. Nidularia ^}7;//?i6ea Pers.,

Champ, Comest.y p. 110, 1818. N, Jascicularis Schw., Tratis. Am, Phil. Soc,,

vol. 4, p. 263, 1834. Cyathus campamdatus Cda., AnleiL^ Ixxx, pp. 19-23,

1842, G, similis Cke., Grev.^ vol. 8, p. 58, 1879. GycUhia letUifera (L,)

White, Bull, Torr. CL, vol. 29, p. 264, 1902.

Peridia at first urceolate, becoming campanulate, up to 15 mm. high,

6-12 mm. wide at mouth, tapering strongly to the sessile truncate base
;

exterior grey-fawn, bleaching pallid-yellow with age, clothed with fine

appressed tomcntum, interior smooth or somewhat concentrically zoned,

dull lead-colour, sliining ; mouth strongly expanded or flaring, not or

slightly recurved, margin entire, crenate. Peridiola lenticular, dark brown
or lead-coloured, large, 2-3-5 mm. diam., smooth, or minutely rugulose

when dry ; tunica thin, dingy-white, closely adnate. Spores obovate or

elliptical, 8-15 X 6-10 mmm., apex rounded, base bluntly pointed.

Plate 4.

EiG. 1.

—

Cyathus Hookeri Berk. Natural size.

Fig. 2.

—

Cyathus Colensoi Berk, x 2 diam. Immature plants at the toj). Photos taken
from Australiau specimeus loaued by Dr. J. B. Cleiand.

Fig. 3.—Peridiola of Cyathus Hookeri Berk. X 10 diam. The depression in the surface

of the specimen ou the right shows point of attachment of the funiculus.

Fig. 4,—Peridiola of Crucibulum vulgare TuL X 10 diam.

Fig. 5.—Peridiola of Cyathus stercoreus (Schw.) de Toni,. X 10 diam. Note the
extended funiculi.

Fig. 6.

—

Cyathus stercoreus (Schw.) de Toni. Natural size. Immature specimens on
the right ; small form in the centre.

Fig. 1.^-Crucibulum vulgare TuL Natural size. The epighragm is present on several

of these specimens.

vnci

3—Trans.
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Habitat. grass

•round

Distribution,— World-wide; "common. Pukeora, Hawke's Bay, H. E.

Radeliffe! 17/10/21; WeUington, R. Grimmett! April, 1922; Dunedin,

Miss H. K. Dalrymplef 5/5/22; Kelburn, Wellington, G. H. C, April,

May, 1922.

The large, smooth, campanulate peridia and large peridiola characterize

this species. The peridia are often concentrically zoned, and vary greatly

in size. This is our most common species of Cyathus.

5. Cyathus stercoreus (Schw.) De Toni. (Plate 4, figs. 5, 6.)

Do Toni in Sacc. Syll Fung., vol. 7, p. 40, 1888.

Nidularia stercorea Schw., Traits. Am. Phil. Soc.f vol. 4, p. 253, 1834.

N. melanosperma Sch^v., Z.c. Cyathus Lesueurii TuL, Ann. Sci, Nat., ser. iii,

vol. 1, p. 79, 1844. C. Wrightii Berk., Grev., vol. 2, p. 34, 1873. C, melano-

svermus De Toni in Sacc. Syll. Fung., vol. 7, p. 42, 1888. C. Baileyi Mass.,

Qrev., vol. 21, p. 3, 1892, C. dimorphus Cobb, Agr. Gaz. N.S.W., p. 1005,

1892, C. affinis Pat., Bull. Sac. Myc. Fr., p. 87, 1895. C. rufipes Ell. et

Ev., Bull. Torr. CL, vol. 24, p. 125, 1897. Cyathia melanosperma (Schw.)

White, ibid., vol. 29, p. 262, 1902. C. rufipes (EU. et Ev.) White, I.e., p. 265.

C Wrightii (Berk.) White, I.e. C stercorea (Schw.) White, I.e., p. 266.

5-15

4-8

short stipe, or sessile ; exterior fawn-coloured, at first hirsute, becoming

almost smooth with age, interior smooth, lead-coloured, shining ; mouth

erect, not or slightly expanded, margin entire, even. Peridiola lenticular,

2 mm, diam., smooth and shining, black ; tunica wanting. Spores sub-

globose, 20-40 mmm. diam. ; epispore 3 mmm. thick.

Habitat.—Growing sohtary or caespitose on manure, decaying wood, soil,

and boxes in glasshouses, &c.

Distribution.— World-wide; common. Mapua, Nelson, on cow-dung,

G.H.C., 17/5/22.

This species varies considerably in the size and shape of the peridia.

It may readily be separated from other species of this genus on account

of the large-sized spores, black peridiola, and narrow obconic peridia.

Lloyd (1906, p. 20) states that peridia are occasionally found in which the

upper peridiola are not attached to the wall by funiculi, this latter

structure apparently being rudimentary or absent. He also mentions the

fact that with this species sterile peridiola commonly occur, a feature

apparently not uncommon in the large-spored species.
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Introductory.

In a previous paper (18) I have given an account of my observations in the

wet district of Westland on the distribution and growth-forms of the species

of the New Zealand fern-genera Hymenophylhoti and Trichomanes, including

in itj from observations made in other parts of New Zealand, an account

of the three species which apparently do not occur in Westland. Since

the species occur at their optimum development in the humid forests and
mountain ravines of Westland, the above-mentioned account will serve

as a standard for comparison with ecological data concerning this fern-

family gathered in other and drier districts of the New Zealand Biological

Region.

In a well-known paper, entitled " The Geographical Distribution of

Ferns/' published in the Transactions of the Linnean Society in 1868,

J. G. Baker observed that '' with the precision of an hygrometer, an
increase in the fern vegetation (it may be in species, or it may be in the

number and luxuriance of individuals, but usually in both) marks the

wooded humid regions/' The filmy ferns, being as a family specially

adapted to humid conditions, respond very quickly in their manner of

distribution, and, in the case of many of the species, in their growth-forms

also, to variations in the atmospheric humidity, as was shown in my paper
quoted above. The species of this family, then, will undoubtedly serve

as indicators of the climate of the forest-interior of any particular locality,

and the indications will be found not only in the presence or absence of

individual species, their comparative abundance and luxuriance, and in

the growth-forms adopted by thorn, but also in the exact station taken

up by them in the forest. In the present paper I propose to trace the

distribution of the family more especially in the comparatively dry Eastern

3*
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Botanical District -of the South Island of New Zealand (see map 4, p. 85)>

and to bring together the facts concerning their occurrence in the remain-

ing parts of New Zealand and in the outlying islands which I have gathered

from my own observations or are contained in various botanical papers

publications.
i scientific

The only really satisfactory meteorological data for use in such a study as

the present one would be those recording the range in humidity in the forest-

interior from day to day and from season to season, so that in this way a

close comparison might be instituted between different types of forest and

between different stations in the forest under varying conditions of climate

and altitude, with a view to ascertaining both the minimum and the optimum

Map 1.—The New Zealand Biological Region.

degree of humidity for each species. A large yearly rainfall might be

found to characterize some locality which experiences an annual dry season,

and under these conditions the filmy-fern flora would be scanty and local,

there would be few epiphytes in the forest, and in a general way the forest-

floor would be bare of all but the hardiest ferns. Even if there were
no specially dry season in the year, extreme temporary fluctuations in

the humidity—due, for example, to dry winds—would largely determine
in any locality the distribution and growth-forms of the Hymenophyllaceae.
Thus meteorological data to be of use by themselves in such a study as

the present should be detailed, for it is evident that the Hymenophyllaceae
for the most part need not only a high but a continuously high atmospheric
humidity. It would be manifestly impossible to collect detailed data of

this kind over so extended and varied a region as I am here dealing with,
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SO that I have had to fall back ujDon such evidence as is afforded by the
actual rainfall data, supplemented by general climatic information, and
by the study of the general fern and other forest vegetation present.

For a detailed list of the twenty-six New Zealand species reference must
be made to my previous paper (18) and to the Manual of the New Zealand
Flora (10). I take this opportunity of acknowledging the source of the
rainfall map on page 73, which I have adapted from that issued by the
Government Meteorological Office, and of the meteorological data, which
I have culled from the regular publications of the Department ; and also of
L. Cockayne's map on page 85, which I have taken from his j^aper (14)
on the proDOsed botanical districts of New Zealand.

I. Thk Climate, Forest-covering, and Distribution of the Hymeno-
PIIYLLACEAE EaST OF THE SOUTHERN AlPS.

*

From the meteorological data set out in Table A, on 2)age 70, it is

evident that the climate experienced at the east coast of the South Island
is very different from that at the west. The total number of rainy days
at Lincoln is only about three-fifths of that at Hokitika, and the rainfall

is less than a quarter as much. This difference is reflected also in the
greater number of hours of sunshine at the former than at the latter

station. The most important cHmatic fact of all, however, is one that
does ]iot appear in the table—namely, that there is an almost complete
absence of strong dry \nnds in Westland, at any rate so far as the lowlands
are concerned, whereas in Canterbury the excessively dry and often fierce

north-west wind is a characteristic, if intermittent, feature. The fact that
Hokitika lies in the ^mth of the prevaihng westerly moisture -laden winds
is accountable for the greater average daily wind-velocity recorded here
than at Lincoln. It \\\\\ be seen also that not only is the mean humidity
noticeably less for Lincoln than for Hokitika, but the seasonal variation

is more marked. Finally, the daily and also the seasonal range in tempera-
ture is less at Hokitika than at Lincoln. Humidity data, perhaps more
than any other, need to be qualified with a statement as to the particular

conditions under which they are taken. All the data given in Table A
were taken in the open, and do not, of course, refer to actual forest con-
ditions. However, they enable us to gain a good idea as to what those
conditions \\\]\ be. The lack of drpng winds, the low summer temperature,
the heavy rainfall, and largo number of rainy days fairly evenly distributed
over the whole year all point to the fact that in the Westland forests the
humidity is more or less constantly high, and that transpiration from frond
and leaf-surface will probably never be excessive. On the other hand, in

Canterbury the strong dry winds will bring about such extreme fluctuations

in the humidity that they may be regarded as one of the most Important
factors in the determination of the plant-covering. In the forest-interior

also these fluctuations will be felt, and the fern flora and the station

adopted by the individual species will be restricted thereby. The other
climatic factors also will tend to make the atmospheric humidity in the
Canterbury forests both lower and also more variable than in those of

Westland, such as the very much smaller rainfall, the greater amount of

bright simshine, the hotter simimer and the colder winter, and the greater
daily ran.sre in temperature. From these facta it would follow that the

forests of Canterbury would be less extensive than and different in type
from those of Westland, and that the distribution in them of the Hymeno-
phyllaceae and other fern-families would be more restricted.
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With regard to the forest-covering, it may be said generally that there

is but the one type in Westland—namely, the very heavy mixed taxad
rain forest. It is true that there are variations in this, such as the more
open black-pine and white-pine stands of the river-flats, and the character-

istic association of the higher mountain-flanks ; but these can be regarded

here as local varieties of the taxad rain forest. East of the dividing range,

however, there is a considerable differentiation in the forest-covering,

depending both upon altitude and upon general climatic conditions. The
relation between the forest type and the soil-conditions cannot be entered

into here. In Canterbury there is botli rain forest and also dry southern-

beech forest. On the eastern flanks of the dividing range the altitudinal

factor is the stronger, and, although the rainfall is heavy, the rain forest

is not taxed but mountain southern-beech. Cockayne and Laing have
shown, however (16, p. 363), that at the source of the Rakaia River,

on the eastern flanks of the main ranges, the mountain-totara and the

kawaka form a very characteristic association which can be regarded as

true western rain forest. I have preferred to consider the occurrence

of the Hymenophyllaceae in this southern-beech rain forest apart from their

occurrence in the Westland forests, although these two types of forest as

they here occur belong to the same botanical district of L. Cockayne (14),

and I have done this in order to reduce the problem of their distri-

bution in Westland as far as possible to the simple question of the effect

upon the family of altitude alone. In South Canterbury the outlying

areas of rain forest He at a lower altitude and are not southern-beech, but

mixed taxads. On account of the moderate rainfall, however, they are

less heavy than those of Westland, and lack a number of characteristic

members of the Westland rain forest. In North Canterbury, where the

north-west wind is most experienced, the dry southern - beech forest

prevails, although this dry wind, of course, may not be the only cause

determining its presence. Thus whereas in Westland the regional distri-

bution of the Hymenophyllaceae is dependent, on the whole, upon the

altitudinal factor alone, east of the dividing range there must be con-

sidered, in addition to the altitude, the type of forest present, and also

the particular rainfall and general humidity conditions prevaihng in each

area of forest.

Table A, indicating the difference in the chmate experienced at the

west and east coasts respectively, is taken from Part I of these Studies,

A. The Eastern Flanks of the Southern Alps.

In my previous paper I have given a detailed account of the occurrence of

the Hymenophyllaceae in the Otira Gorge and on the neighbouring moun-
tain-sides at the western extremity of Arthur's Pass. I will now trace

their distribution on tlie eastern side of the pass and on the eastern flanks

of the dividing range in its vicinity (see maps on pages 73 and 76).

The rainfall at the eastern portal of the Midland Railway tunnel which
pierces the range at this point, distant a little over five miles from the

western (or Otira) portal, is somewhat less than that recorded for the latter

localitv. As at Otira, the main continuous rain comes from the north-

west. In accordance with its higher altitude (viz., 2,435 ft.), more snow
falls in winter at the eastern end of the pass tlian at the western (1,583 ft,).

The rainfall diniinishes rapidly farther down the Bealey River valley

which descends from the pass in a south-easterly direction, and at the

junction of the Bealey with the main Waimakariri River valley, and in this
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latter valley itself, the north-west rain is experienced for the most part

V J ._^_'.^_, , ^__„ rr^i^i„ -R „ ^5, the rainfall in inches
only as heavy intermittent showers. - o- -

. ^ r ^x. , ^

and the number of rainy days at Otira, at the eastern portal o^^he tunnel

and at the Bealey accommodation-house respectively, for each nionth ot

the year 1914, from which a good idea can be gathered as to the diminishuig

of the rainfall eastwards. The Bealey accommodation-house is situated on

Waimak
where the Bealey Valley opens out into the lat.ter and of tweh^e miles as

the crow flies south-east of Otira, and at an altitude of about 2,0t)0 tt. it

lies just beyond the limit of the rain forest.

Table B.

Year, 1914.

Jan. Feb. Mar. April. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Bee. Year

Otira.

Rainfall

Raiay days.

.

Eastern Portal

of Tunnel.

Rainfall

Rainy days .

.

Bealey.

Rainfall

Rainy days .

.

19-44

23

16-58

20

7-63

10
405 25-67 15-08

12 24

6-80

12

6-47

9

12

7-96 10-50

15

2-60

12

205
8

1-09

7

25-12

23

6-91

9

12-51

12

17

1203
16

17-99

16

6-82

15

7-29

14

12-31

17

2414
20

36-091 192-89

22

5-27 415
4

3-90

9

8-59 13-64

12 i
14

1001
15

19-13

16

204

26-85 155-61

4-37

10

4-92

6

3-82

10
I

6-86

13

20 182

8-55

13

57-69
100*

* 11 months.

It may be added that the mean annual totals for these three stations

for the period 1912-15 were as follows : Otira, 202-99 in. on 197-7 days
;

^^^4-n7 iv/L-.^^n^Ti r,n lQ^-9. davs rMarch. 1915. omitted); Bealey,
astern

67-40 in. on 115 days (May, 1914, omitted).

On the eastern flanks of the main range there is a continuous clotmng

of forest which consists practically solely of the mountain southern- beecn

'
"' rtioides). The three characteristic tree-members of tne

yfagus cliffy

Westland VIZ {Met}

boced

Hallii)—aixe practically absent, although they occur somewhat scantily along

with their seedlings and saplings amongst the Nothojiiyus on the eastern

side of Arthur's Pass. The fact that the mountain-totara - kawaka associa-

tion is found only in certain specially favourable localities on the eastern

flanks of the divide (as noted above) must be taken as due primarily t^a

marked difference in the climate between west and east. The u

hrubs

owth

Nothqfagus

seedlings and saplings, ^ ^
Colensoi, N. simplex, Phyllocladus alpinus, Griselinia littoralis, Sec, enter

sparsely into its composition, more especially in the smaller gullies. The

canopy of this Nothofagus forest is more or less open on account of the

twiggy nature of the branches and the very small size of the leaves, and in

considering its fern content the restrictive effect of this feature must be added

to that of the climate generally. trunk

ylindrical

accordingly do not provide tlie favourable stations for low epipliytes as
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do the overhanging and irregularly growing large tree-bases of the southexn

In spite of the heavy annual rainfall themountain

floor of the forest is frequently dry, and on one occasion on which the

wi-iter examined the Bealey Yalloy forest it was noticeable how remarkably

rapidly the forest-floor and the trees generally had become dry after two

Map 2.—Rainfall map of Sotith Island of New Zealand.

three days of rain and snow, in spite

[id. In view of this it is not surprisin

Westland forests is here absent—namely, tl

of the boulders and fallen logs with ferns and liverworts.
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ynen

is fairly abundant botli in moss on the floor and as a low epiphyte, the only
yt

feet Itifidiim, H. fl
and H. rarum are also present, though much less commonly; and always on
shaded rock-faces or in other overhung places, the two latter species in

small stunted colonies. The only other ferns to be met with are the hardy
and widespread Polystichum vestitum, Blechnum penna marina, and B. vul-

canicum (these three being abundant), such rupestral species of Asplenium as
are widespread throughout the drier parts of the South Island, and also the
mountain A. tnchomanes, although in damp gullies and hollows Blechmm
capense, Gleichenia Cunninghamii, and Asplenium hulbijerum are not uncom-
mon. It is noticeable that HymenopJiyllum demissum and H, bivalve, which

abundant
mountain

000
Armstrong Thus only those Hymeno-
phyllaceae are present which in Westland were found to be able to adopt
the high epiphytic station and the close mat growth-form, and of these only
H. villosum, the hardiest species in the New Zealand family, is at all frequent.

On damp, moss-covered rock-faces in the forests of rather lower altitudes
I have also occasionally found H. pulcherrimum and H. peltatum. These
two species in Westland belong to the mountain ravines and do not descend
to the lowlarids. They are neither, however, especially hygrophilous, and
H. peltatum is also a typical mat-former. Throughout the forests of the
Eastern Botanical District the latter must certainly be included among the
very few species which ^re at all abundant.

In addition to the Hymenophyllaceae enumerated above as occurring
on the eastern flanks of the main divide, H. Armstrongii was originally
discovered (4) alongside waterfalls near the source of the Waimakariri
River at an altitude of 3,800 ft., and probably exists elsewhere also in similar
localities. H. Malingii occurs almost invariably on old large trunks of
the kawaka, and it has been reported from the kawaka forest noted above
as occurring at the head of the Rakaia River. The peculiar frond-form of
this species, as noted in my first paper (18), is well adapted to withstand
drying.

tennediate Montane

:hbourhood A Cass (see maps on pages 73 and 76), which is situated
on the Midland Railway at an altitude of 1,850 ft., may be taken as repre-
senting more or less typically those montane tussock-grasslands of Canter-
bury which lie between the dividing range and the more easterly outlying
mountains. Through the kindness of Dr. C. Chilton, Professor of Biology
at Canterbury College, I was able to stay for a few days at the College
Biological Station at Cass, and from this as my centre to examine the
neighbouring country, and also the forests of the Waimakariri Valley.
I desire to express my thanks to Dr. Chilton for the opportunity thus given
me, and also to Mr. C. E. Fowerakcr, of the Biological Laboratory, who
accompanied me on these expeditions.

There is a rain-gauge at the Biological Station, which is read at inter-
vals, and from the data thus gathered it seems clear that the rainfall is

here somewhat less than at Bealey, which lies about six miles due west.
The north-west showers frequently pass down the Waimakariri Valley,
and so do not reach Cass, which lies two miles up a lateral vallev. The
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north-west winds^ however, are frequent and drying, and at times very

fierce. It is apparent, then, that Cass ix)ssesses a more severe cHmate than

that which prevails on the eastern flanks of the dividing range. Cockayne

and Laing have shown (16, p. 345) that these two climates, the subalpine

forest and the tussock-grassland climate, pass into one another without a

transitional phase, and that the sharply defined line which separates them

extends throughout Canterbury at a short distance east of the dividing

range. They add, " The steppe [i.e,, the tussock-grassland] chmate is far

from being really dry, but clear skies with strong insolation are frequent,

and the ever-present wind would demand a much higher rainfall before

forest could estabUsh itself naturally." Tlic following are the annual rain-

fall figures available with respect to Cass : 1917 (from 21st April), 38'7 in.

;

1918, 59-8 in.; 1919, 40-6 in. ; 1920, 43-0 in.

/
lif'

jjatches

itain-side gullies, the greater part of the area being covered

by tussock-grass, divaricating shrubs, and subali)ine herbs, and the river-

terraces by mat and cushion plants and by the thorny Discaria toumalou.

For a fuller account of the plant ecology of this area reference must be made
) and Foweraker (15). The interior of the patches of Notho-

is verv onen and drv. and there are few shrubs. The few
Cockavn

Jagus forest is very open and dry,

hardy ferns are more or less confined to the immediate neighbourhood of

the watercourses, and epiphytes are altogether lacking. The only species

of HymenopJiyllum present is H. villosum, which occurs on the ground in

moss near the creek-sides. Mr. Foweraker informs mo that the same species

is present in a very stunted form on rocks at the summit of Moimt Sugar-

loaf, in the immediate \4cinity of Cass, at an altitude of about 4,000 ft.

In their account of the plant ecology of the Mount Arrowsmith district

<see map 3, on page 76), which lies between the upper Ashburton and

Rakaia Rivers, a few miles to the east of the boundary of the Western

Botanical District, Cockayne and Laing (16, p. 357) note the presence at

subalpine altitudes of H. villosum as a special rock-plant, and H. muUifidum

on peaty humus on rock-ledges and in chinks. Dr. Cockayne informs me
that on the wetter mountains of Central Otago (see map 4, on page 85)

rocks atijidinn

000

C. The Eastern Outlying Mountains of Canterbury.

From map 3, on page 76, it will readily be seen that separating the

intermediate montane area of Canterbury from the eastern plains there

is a chain of high outliers, separated from one another by the main river-

valleys. These outliers are forest-clad on their seaward slopes. I pro-

pose now to give a description of the distribution of the Hymenophyllaceae

in the forests of three of these outliers—viz., Mount Oxford in the north,

Mount Peel and Mount Studholme in the south—adding also what is

known as to their occurrence in the original forests of Banks Peninsula.

As has already been mentioned, the presence of continuous forest on

the eastward slopes of these outliers, which in the case of South Canter-

bury, and also of Banks Peninsula, must be reckoned rain forest, is due

to the easterly and south-westerly precipitation in addition to the occasional

north-west showers. The fierce and drpng nature of the north-west winds

is experienced rather in the northern than in the extreme southern parts

of Canterbury. I am informed by Mr. F. Akhurst, the meti^orological
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observer at Waimate
north-east, with light , „^ ^^^v.. ,,.k..,

while the north-west winds only very occasionally pass beyond the interior,

and even then have lost their violence. At Mount Peel also the greater
part

north-west winds
of the rainfall is derived from the south-west, although here the

sometimes bring heavy showers. On Mount Torlesse
and Mount Oxford and farther north there is less of the steady south-west
rain and more of the north-west showers, and the significance of this lies

Map 3.—Canterbury, N.Z., showing outlying mountains.

in the fact that the latter, being accompanied by heavy winds, must be
accounted of much less value to the vegetation than the former. There
18 a contmuous and fairly heavy rain forest on Mount Peel, from which
the southern-beech, except for certain isolated patches at higher altitudes,
IS absent, and also the flats and the sides of the near hills at Waimat« were
covered originally by the same type of rain forest ; but the lower slopes of
Mount Torlesse, Mount Oxford, and the lesser outliers still farther north
are clothed with a typical southern-beech (iV. Solandcri) forest intermixed
with scattered taxads.
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Table C gives a general idea as to the greater amount of precipitation

that takes place on these outlie and on Banks Peninsula than at

Lincoln on the plains. It must be noted that at Oxford, Peel Forest,

Waimate
at distances varying from two to five miles east of the mountain-base,

and at Akaroa the data refer to sea-level. Undoubtedly, therefore, in

each case the figures will show a lo rainfall than what is actually

experienced on the mountain-slopes. This conclusion is well attested b>

data kindly supplied me by Mr. F. Akhurst, giving the rainfall for the period

1911-20 at three

lands," Waimate

Waimate VIZ.,

iC Hiwiroa
3?

Grey-

of which the first named lies three

_^ than Waimate, and the last two miles west of Waimate

in the direction of the hills. These data show that there is a very consistent

increase in the precipitation as one passes westwards from " Greylands
"

towards the hills, the mean annual totals at the three stations for the period

1911-20—viz., '' Greylands," 22-91 in. ; Waimate, 26-02 in. ; and '' Hiwiroa,"

29-74 in. indicating very fairly what this increase usually amounts to.

Table C.

Years 1911-20,

Oxford
(750 ft.).

Peel Forest
(900 ft.).

Waimate
(180 ft.).

Akaroa
(Sea-level),

Lincoln
(42 ft.).

Mean annual rainfall

Mean number of rainy clays

33-91

11340
43-53

118-80

26-02

129-70

39-86

9300*
25-19

124-40

* For 1917-20 only (one montli omitted from 1919 aud 1920).

Westland and on the eastern flanks of the

mountains

it has been largely cut out, or even, as on Banks Peninsula, almost wholl}

altered or destroyed. However, the fact that there are extensive and

practically untouched scenic or water-supply reserve blocks at Mount

Oxford, Mount Peel, and Mount Studholme makes it possible to gain a

reliable' idea as to the original distribution of the Hymenoi%llaceae in

these localities.
• , j j •

(a.) At Mount Oxford the reserve forest covers the area included in the

Cooper's Creek watershed as it now exists, stretching in altitude from about

1,000 ft. to 2,500 ft. As usual in southern-beech forest, the undergrowth

is composed mainly of the beech seedlings and saplings^ though a few shrubs,

such as small-growing Griselinia UUoralis and small-leaved coprosmas, are

scantily present. In the narrow lateral gullies these shrubs are rather more

abundant, and include the large-leafed araliads NotJwpanax arboreum and

Schefflera digitata, and occasionally also the small-growing tree-fern Alsophila

Colensoi and the larger Cyafhea dealbala. For the most part the forest-floor

is open and dry, there are no epiphytes, and the ferns are confined to the

smaller gullies and to the steep sides of the main stream-bed.

Apparently only four species of Hymenophyllum are present. Of these

H. viUosum and H. multifiduni are abundant in close colonies on the rocky

walls of the main gully and on the mossy forested sides of all the gullies

generally. Both are to be found also, though less frequently, on the

mossy floor of the terrace-forest, where the only other ferns present are

the hardier species of Blechmim. H. sanguinolentum is the only lowland
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species present, and this is restricted to one or two especially damp
localities in the lower part of the main gully. H. peltatum is not uncommon
at rather higher altitudes in close mats on boulders and on the rocky
sides, more especially in secluded gulUes. Such ferns as were found to
occur commonly in the southern-beech forests on the eastern flankb
of the dividing range are present here en the main gully-walls, and in
addition abundant Polypodium grammitidis. Intersecting the terrace in
the main valley are several narrow and damp gullies in which such hygro-
philous and shade-loving ferns as Blechnum Patersoni, Dryopteris penni-
gera, and Leptopteris hymenopJiylloides are commonly present. A few days
previous to my visit there had been an unusually violent dry north-west gale,
and even in these secluded gullies its effect had been felt, for the edges of
the fronds of the Leptopteris were shrivelled. In the more open main
gully and on the forest-floor generally, where the drying effect of the wind
must have been severe, neither H. vilhsum nor H. multifdum showed signs
of shnvelhng, thus bearing witness to their hardy nature.

iv,i ^n^\
a locality, now denuded of forest, at a somewhat lower altitude

Mr. G. Anderson, of West Oxford, has kindly sent me specimens of both
H. minimum and also stunted H. Tunhridgense which were growing
scantily on a rock-face in a creek-bed. As shown in my previous paper!
the former species has a fairly wide range in Westland, but the latter is a
lowland plant. The presence of these two additional species suggests thatm the onginal Oxford forest- at any rate, at its lower levels-still other
species, as, for example, H. sanguinoUntum, may have been present on
damp rock-walls m the watercourses, but in the existing forest the distri-
bution is practically restricted to the three species which throughout the
tanterbury forests are the most widely occurring of all

With

Allan
ecology of this area. The higher humidity of Peel Forest as compared with
that of Mount Oxford is clearly shown in the fact that the ferns which in the

abundantly
as epiphytes m thick moss on the shrubby trees in the Kowhai Creek bed

luxuriant
on the mossy creek-sides. The three filmies, H. vilhsum, H. multifid--,
and U. peltatum, which are all widely distributed throughout the Eastern
tJotamcal District, are here abundantly present both as epiphytes, and also,m the case of the two latter, in sheets on the gully-mills. //. vilhsum
adopts altogether the epiphytic station, climbing the shrubby trees in the
creek-beds toa height of 15 ft., and always overtopping the other two species.
H. demissum is also present in frequent terrestrial colonies, and H. sanguino-
lentum is occasionally to be found as a low epiphyte. The outstanding
featuT

ot H pulchernmum on the walls of the Kowhai Creek Gully throughout
Its entire length, and of H. scabrum in large sheets on the gully-sides in one
or two especially secluded places. The former of these two species, as has
already been stated, keeps almost entirely to mountain ravines, but yet is not

t^flfv'^%^^?'^^^^^- .

However, its marked abundance and luxuriance

1 rnnr I
^°'"1* ^^^^^ ^^ a significant feature. H. scabrum is undoubtecUy

tion nf f>r^^'''^. T J^^^,"J'
^"^ '^' P^^^ence is an even clearer indica-

! ol/^ V?f/?*^5^ ^'^^' ^"'"^^^i^y o^ these gullies. On the forest-reserve
flabellat

fid
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all abundant outside the actual gullies, spreading in sheets on the damp
forest-floor. Above the forest-line, according to Dr. Allan's observations,

this latter species, with H. villosum, occurs on damp rock-surfaces up to an

altitude of about 4,500 ft. Compared, then, with the forest of Mount Oxford,

that of Mount Peel shows itself in its Hymenophyllaceae to be quite of the

rain-forest type, this being apparent both in the number of species and of

individuals, and also in the station adopted by many of them. Compared,

on the other hand, with their occurrence in the Westland forests, the species

here are seen to be by no means the most hygrophilous of the family, and

are also almost altogether those which have in Westland a wide altitudinal

range or are purely upland plants. Moreover, they do not extend outside

the narrow gully-beds to any marked extent, and their vertical range is

restricted.

(c.) The largest extent of forest now existing in the Waimate neiglibour-

hood is that in the water-supply area of Kelsey's Valley. This valley extends

eastwards for a length of about two miles from the foot of Mount Studholme

(3,650 ft.), in the Hunters Hills. At its lower end, distant four miles from

Waimate, it lies at an altitude of 550 ft., and at the foot of Mount Stud-

holme at about 1,400 ft. This forest, therefore, differs from that of Mount

Peel and Mount Oxford in belonging almost wholly to lowland altitudes.

As indicated above, its rainfall will be considerably greater than that

recorded for Waimate itself.

From the lower end of the valley upwards there is the same general

epiphytic fern flora on the shrubby trees in the stream-bed as at Peel

Forest, although the stems of the tree-ferns are for the most part bare.

The presence in the lower third of the valley of the three species Eymeno-

phyllum sanguinolentum, H. australe, and H. Tunbridgense, the first named

as an abundant low epiph)rte, and the two others more scantily on the gully-

walls, marks this locality as belonging to the lowlands. Farther up the

valley, where also the shrubbery becomes more closed in, and the humidity,

as evidenced by the wealth of mosses and liverworts, is higher, the upland

species H. villosum and H. peltatum are predominant, the former being both

low epiphytic and terrestrial, and the latter restricted entirely to the walls

of the gully. H. bivalve and H. multijidum are also here present in thick

moss on the creek-sides, and H. demissum, though somewhat less commonly.

Although the characteristically lowland and upland members of this list

are, as already indicated, predominant in the lower and in the higher

reaches respectively of the main ravine, H. sanguinolentum is scantily pre-

sent in one or two places as a low epiphyte up to 1,200 ft., and E. peltatum

extends, but also scantily, well down into the lower reaches. The humidity,

then, of the actual ravines of Kelsey's Valley will be, on the whole, some-

what lower or perhaps more variable than that of the Kowhai Creek at

Mount Peel, this being clearly seen from a comparison of the list of species

of Hymenophvllaceae present in each locality and in the degree of epiphytism

shown by them. Moreover, the general facies of these two lists corresponds

with the altitudes of the two localities as given above, using the facts

concerning the behaviour of the species in Westland as a standard for

comparison. As in Mount Peel, the Hymenophyllaceae in Kelsey's Valley

are restricted to the deeper ravines, this being probably the case also in

the original state of this forest.

(d.) The forests of Banks Peninsula have now nearly all been destroyed,

so that it is not possible to describe with certainty the distribution of its

filmy-fern flora. Laing (25) has carefully studied this area in its present
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state, and lias brought together what can be known from both pre-

mi
Pteridophjrte

about

and has succeeded in adding to the information contained in Laing's paper.
J. B. Armstrong (5), in a general account of the flora of the Canterbury
Province, pubUshed in 1879, when the forests were still largely untouched,
gave special attention to the fern flora of Banks Peninsula. The following
summary is based upon these three papers ;

The ridges, slopes, and valleys of the greater part of the Peninsula were
originally covered with a continuous sh(

2,500 ft., the summits of a few of the highest peaks [e.g.. Mount Herbert,
3,014 ft.) alone rising above it. Up to 2,000 ft, the composition of this

forest was very much that of the lower slopes of Mount Peel, except that
the rimu also was scantly present, as well as certain characteristic northern
trees and other plants. The lower stories were more closed in than in the
case of any of the other forests of the Eastern Botanical District, there
being a greater variety and abundance of shrubby trees and tree-ferns.
Lianes and epiphytes were abundant, more especially in the gullies, and the
tree-fern stems were commonly clothed with species of Hymenophyllaceae.
The forests of this area certainly provided a more favourable home for the
Hymenophyllaceae than those of the Eastern Botanical District already
considered. This fact accords well with the geographical position of Banks
Peninsula (see maps 2 and 3, on pages 73 and 76), and also with the general
rainfall data recorded at Akaroa at sea-level (see Table C, on page 77).

Moreover, the strong, dry, north-west winds are less frequent and
less severe on the Peninsula than on the plains, and in the gullies would
have comparatively little effect- Thus its cUmate approaches nearer to
that of Westland than that of any other part of the Eastern Botanical
District. However, as Laing has pointed out (25, p. 364), the absence
from the Peninsula of such common Westland trees as the southern rata
{Metrosideros lucida)^ the kamahi {Weinmannia racemosa), and Phyllo-
cladxis alpinus, all of which are abundant also in the damp forests of South-
land, is a sign of its drier climate. There is no doubt also that its filmy
ferns were more restricted to the gullies, and were less epiphytic in habit.

Westland

Peninsula
strong enumerates, among others, all those species which have been
described above as occurring elsewhere in Canterbury, with the exception

of H. villosum^ which species, however, Laing has found to occur on one

of the peaks. In addition Armstrong mentions the following : H, rarum,

H. dilatalum^ H. ferrugineumy H. Malingii, and five species of Trichomanes

—viz,, T, Lyalliiy T. humihy T, venosum, T, ehngatum, and T. Colensoi.

Of the species thus enumerated a considerable number have been reported

also by Laing and Martin. It would seem, as Laing sets forth in detail

(25, p. 372), that certain of Armstrong's identifications, more especially with

regard to the flowering-plants, are to be doubted. So far as the Hymeno-
phyllaceae are concerned I see.no reason for doubting any of the members
of the list, although Laing queries three species of Hymenophyllum and
four of Trichomanes. Of these T. humile and T. elongatum^ as has been
mentioned earlier, are typically northern species. They are absent from
Westland, but Cheeseman (10) records them from various localities in the
Nelson and Marlborough Provinces. Seeing that th*-re is a strong northern
element in the Peninsula flora, it is not unlikely that these two species

originally occurred there. Marrin records the fact that a collector other
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than Armstrong has reported the occurrence of T. Kumile, and he has

very kindly forwarded me specimens of this species from this collection.

T. Colensoi also is mentioned by Martin as having been reported by the

same collector, and of this species also he has kindly forwarded me

specimens said to have been gathered on the Peninsula. If the hygro-

philous T. Colensoi was present there would seem to be no climatic reason

why T. Lyallii also should not have been there. On the other hand, the

apparent absence of T. reniforme is rather remarkable. As has been shown

in my previous paper, this species is less hygrophilous than the other

two members of its group—viz., H. dihtatum and H. scahrum—and, more-

over, Armstrong has recorded it (5, p. 346) from elsewhere in the Canterbury

Province. The presence on the Peninsula of T. venosum on tree-fern trunks

has been corroborated by Laing. Of the three species of Hymenophyllmn

in Armstrong's list queried by Laing—namely, H. scabmm, H. pukherrimum,

and H. /errw^mewm—the two former still exist in Peel Forest, and the latter

would find a very suitable home along with T. ven4>8um on the abundant

tree-fern stems in the temperate humid gullies of the Peninsula.

I have to thank Professor A. Wall, of Canterbury College, for drawmg

my attention to the fact that H. rarum, H. sanguinolentum, and H. Tun-

hridgense all occur on the damp, shaded southerly faces of the Mount

Pleasant lava-rocks overlooking Lyttelton, at an altitude of about 1,500 ft.

The two former I found to adopt there the same stunted mat form in which

they are found in Westland as high epiphytes, and H. Tunbridgense also was

in very close mats on the vertical rock-faces.

It seems clear that originally the forests of Banks Peninsula possessed

a filmy-fern flora which was very rich in species, but which was probably

largely confined to the gullies. Compared with the other Eastern Botanical

District forests, the outstanding feature was the presence of the greater

number of the species of Trichomanes , and, generally speaking, of those

members of the family, both lowland and upland, which are especially

hygophilou&.
Westland

Westland

epiphytic rather than terrestrial. East of the dividing range, on the other

hand, though probably originally to a less extent on Banks Peninsula than

elsewhere, the terrestrial station is that characteristically adopted by them.

Af cnVxiiv^no alfUiidps in Wpstland it was found that H. vilhsum alone

astern

piphytic habit, and this is to be seen al

forest. The difference in humidity bet

beech

and Waimate is brought out in the fact that in the former H. villositm m
invariably restricted to the ground, together with the other few species

present, whereas in the latter not only this species but also H. muUifidum,

H. peUatum, and H. sanguinolentum are able to adopt a low epiphj-tic

station in deep shaded gullies. The species which in the Mount Peel and

Waimate rain forests are able to adopt the low epiphytic station belong

to that group which in the lowlands of Westland ascend to the tops of the

highest trees, with the addition of H. peUatum, which in the ravines of the

western flanks of the di\dding range occurs as a low epiphyte in company

with //. viUosum and H. muUifidum. No doubt in the himiid gullies of

Banks Peninsula, on account of the more equable cUmate, the Hjmeno-

phyllaceae were epiphytic to an even greater extent than at Peel Forest

or Waimate.
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To pass from the vertical to the regional distribution of the Species

east of the dividing range : Practically the only early source of information

dealing with the forests in their less altered state is Armstrong's paper

iwn

quoted above. In it he gives a list of Hymenophyllaceae which were to

be found in the Canterbury Province, and he particularizes in a tabular

form where each species occurred—whether on Banks Peninsula, or in the

" Middle District," or in subalpine localities—and also whether they were

rare, local, or abundant. It is evident from this list and from my
enerally, the species of

Trichomanes, and also the specially hygrophilous species of Hyrnenophyllnm,

both lowland and upland, are either absent or are very locally distributed.

H. villosum and H. multifidum, which in Westland liave the widest alti-

tudinal range, are, together with H, peltatum, the most abundantly

distributed species east of the dividing range.

There are now no forests on the Canterbury Plains which can be

described as altogether lowland and properly to be compared with the

lowland forests of Westland. Owing to its dry southern-beech type, as well

as to its altitude, the Mount Oxford forest now apparently contains only

two lowland species, of which H. sanguinolentwn is in every sense extremely

restricted and H. Tunhridgense almost extinct. These two species are

found here only a^ the*lov/est altitude. The rain forests of Mount Peel,

Waimate, and Banks Peninsula, whose lowest altitudes are 1,000 ft., 550 ft.,

and sea-level respectively, show a corresponding increase in the number

and comparative abundance of lowland species.

H. villosum does not in Westland descend to sea-level, and it preserves

in Canterbury this character in its distribution. Judging from his list,

Amistrong recognized H. villosum only in its more stunted subalpine form.

In his original paper describing this species T. Kirk (22, p. 395) notes that

collectors had comanonly mistaken it for H. ciliatum, a species which has never

been found in New Zealand since it was first reported from a single locaUty

in the Nelson district some years before Armstrong wrote his paper. It is

to be noticed that the latter includes H. ciliatnm in his list, stating that

it occurs in Canterbury at middle altitudes. I feel satisfied that he also

must have mistaken, in some localities at least, H. villosum for the closely

related H. sangiiinolentum, and that he accordingly concluded that this

latter species was widely distributed from the lowlands to subalpine

altitudes. Again, he ascribes the same wide distribution to H. Tunhridgense,

and I suggest that he has confused this species with H, peltatum.

I have found the former to be a lowland and quite a local plant in

Canterbury.

With
Westland

up into the mountain forest, is very much less frequent in Canterbury.

H. bivalve also, which occurs with H. demissum on the mountain-flanks of

north Westland, and especially, as will be seen later, in the southern-beech

forests around Nelson, is in Canterbury an Infrequent species. Other

widely-ranging species in Westland are the diminutive H, Armstrongn

and also //. rarum and H. fiahellatum. The former has been found in

Canterbury only on wet mossy rocks and boulders in subalpine localities

on the dividing range, as mentioned above. In the AVestland lowlands

it is extremely abundant in short moss on smooth sa])ling-like stems, but

in the Canterbury forests such a station is not consistently damp enough.

U. rarum and H, fahellalum are thoroughgoing epiphytes which can only
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grow in a pendiilous position. In Canterbury they have just as wide a

range as in Westland, but are very local. H, Malingii occurs in Westland
from sea-level to the subalpine forests wherever the kawaka is present. In

Canterbury it seems originally to have had the same range, being reported

from Banks Peninsula by Potts (30, p. 359) as occurring on the decayed

trunks of both the kawaka and the mountain-totara, and from the valley

of the Wilberforce River on the eastern flanks of the main ranges by
F. N, Adams (see reference in Cockayne and Laing, 16, p. 343), in whicl

locality the kawaka is the dominant tree.

The southern-beech type of forest is less favourable for the Hymeno-
phyllaceae than is the mixed rain forest ; but the comparison of the different

forest types in the Eastern Botanical District ^ith respect to their filmy-

fern content is not quite so simple in the Eastern Botanical District as it

will be seen to be in certain parts of the North-western District, for in the

former the effect of forest type on the distribution of the Hymenophyllaceae

cannot be studied apart from the effect of both altitude and general

climate.

II, The General Distribution of the Species in other Parts of the

New Zealand Biological Region.

Ha\dng given a detailed account of the Hymenophyllaceae as they

occur in Canterbury under different conditions of climate, altitude, and

forest covering, and compared these facts with their occurrence in

Westland, it becomes less necessary to describe in so detailed a way
their occurrence in other parts of the New Zealand Biological Region.

The following summarized facts will serve to check or amphfy the con-

clusions which have thus far been reached in this and in my previous

paper with regard to the behaviour of the species.

A. South Islai^ff,

In
Banks

absence of the dry north-west ^vind, the taxad rain forest was originally

widespread. For the period 1911-20 the average annual rainfall at

Dunedin was 39-98 in., and the number of rainy days 155. From my own
observations, and from the List of Species of this neighbourhood published

by the Dunedin Field Club (17), it is apparent that the Hymenophyllaceae

are here more abundant and also show a greater tendency to the epiphytic

habit than in any of the existing Canterbury forests. Moreover, in the

heavily forested gulUes a few of the species range somewhat outside the

actual creek-beds, and various species occur more luxuriantly still in

the forests of the upper slopes of certain of the higher coastal hills where

at altitudes of 1,000-1,500 ft, drifting mists are a well-marked feature.

become epiphytic must be

beha\aour in tlie Westland fc On
species are very poor

be said of the especially hygrophilous section of the family. Thus
the Dunedin forests may be classed on their Hymenophyllaceae :\

belonidns to the lowlands, be reckoned to fall

considerably short of the consistently high humidities of the forests of

Westland.
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T. Kirk (23) has published a hst of Hymenophyllaceae occ<irring

on Stewart Island, with short notes as to their relative abundance and

their distribution. The rainfall at Half-moon Bay settlement, on the

east coast, averaged for the period 1918 to 1920 60-85 in. per annum,
and the number of rainy days 240-6. From the excessive number of

rainy days it will r<^adily be seen that the atmospheric humidity is for the

most part high, a fact which Kirk points out is evident in the rapid

change of vegetation into peat.*' The more elevated parts of the island,

reaching an altitude of 3,200 ft., adjoin the west coast, and here the rainfall

will be heavier. The forest-covering generally is heavy mixed -taxad

rain forest, and is somewhat similar to that of Westland. Nothofagus

is altogether absent. Kirk records the presence of twenty species of

Hymenophyllaceae on Stewart Island, and notes that, w^hereas in New
Zealand generally this family constitutes one-fifth of the entire fern

flora, the proportion rises to one-third in Stewart Island. Thus Stewart

Island may be more nearly compared with Westland as regards the filmy-

fern flora than the forests of Banks Peninsula or of Dunedin. However,
of the more hygrophilous species T, Colensoi and H, scahrum are apparently

absent; T, strictum, T. reniforme, and H. australe are rare and local; and
H, dilatatum, though fairly abundant, occurs on fallen logs rather than as

an epiphyte. Leptopleris hymenofhylloides and L. superha attain a luxuriant

growth in secluded situations, but are much less widely distributed than
in Westland. It is evident, therefore, that, although the climate of Stewart

Island is him:.id, the huir.idity is not so favourable to the filmy ferns as in

the forests of Westland, a fact which may very ];)ossibly be due to the

greater prevalence of winds in Stewart Island.

The South Island North-western Botanical District presents favourable

oi^portunities for a comparison of the distribution of the Hymenojjhyllaceae

in heavy taxad and in pure southern-beech forests respectively under
similar climatic conditions.

In tlie heavy taxad forests at Greymouth there is a distribution of the

Hymenophyllaceae similar to that in the lowland forests of north West-
land. A mile or so up the Grey Valley, immediately behind Greymouth,

there is an extensive stretch of more or less flat pure Nothofagits forest

in which there is a fairly abundant though noticeably restricted distribution

of the Hymenophyllaceae, The rainfall here Avill be very little different

from that at Greymouth, and the constantly high humidity near the

ground in this southern-beech forest is attested by the fact that at low

stations on the trees and on fallen logs I found an abundance of prothaUi

and sporeling plants of most of the species that were present. These are

mainly the species which in the lowland Westland forest are mid and

high epiphytes. H. muUiJidum, H. sanguinolentum, and H, Armslrotigii

clothe the main trunks of the trees up to a height of 20 ft. H. dilatatum,

H. scahrum, and T. renifonne are all commonly present, as are H, jldbeh

latum, H, ranim, and //. Tunhridgense, but all these are restricted to fallen

logs or tree-bases up to 6 ft. above the ground. H, dmiissum is present

upon the floor. The frequent presence of the upland H. puhherrimum and

T. Lyallii in a low epiphytic station is also an indication of the relatively

high atmospheric humidity near the ground, but the specially hygrophiloas

H. australe, H . ferruginexim , and T, strictum are apparently absent. There

are no mid-cpiph}i;ic ferns or other epiphytes other than the three species

of Hymenophyllum first mentioned above. Pure southern-beech forest con-

tains a verv small admixture of large-leaved shrubs or shrubby trees, and
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tree-ferns are scanty. othofag

and the canopy and lower story are more open than are those of the

heavier mixed -taxad forest. Thus under similar chmatic conditions it

would appear that whereas the atmospheric humidity of the interior of

nu
mid-epiphytic station on the trees, the same high humidity is maintained
only up to the low epiphytic station in pure southern-beech forest,

Tliis comparison may be even more strikingly made with regard to

the southern-beech forests of the larger lowland valleys in the close

vicinity of Reefton, which he at an altitude of from 600 ft. to 700 ft.

Here the mean annual rainfall for the period 1911-20 was 7548 in., and
the number of rainy days 174-7, so that the chmate may fairly be considered
a wet one. There is also an absence of drying winds. In these broad valley

forests only six species of Hymenophyllaceae were found, of which H. vil-

abundant
and occasionally also on the floor. Itifid

also ascends to the mid-epiphytic station, and H. rarum is in occasional
colonies on the underside of large overhanging trees. H, demissiim and
H. Tunhridgense are present on the floor. H. ferrugineum is also to be
found very scantily on the damp rocky walls of the narrowest gulHe
Tree-ferns, except for the low-groA\ang Alsophila Colensoi, are noticeably
absent. The forest-floor is very open, and, except for occasional Asplenium
jlaccidum and Polypodiian Billardieri, epiphytic ferns are wanting. In
the more secluded and damp gullies, however, Leptopteris superha and
L, hyrnenophylloides are frequent, and I have here seen abundant colonies
of the prothalU and sporehng plants of the former species. The hygro-
philous Blechnum nigrum and J5. Patersoni also occur frequently in these
gullies. The scanty representation of Hymenophyllaceae in this southern-
beech forest is in striking contrast to their more abundant occurrence in

the heavy mixed-taxad and southern-beech forest on the adjacent hillsides

at altitudes of 1,200 ft. to 1,500 ft. Here there is a close undergrowth of

shrubs and tree-ferns. In addition to the six species mentioned above,
the lowland T, venosum and H, scahrum and the upland //. rufescens and
J. Colensoi are to be found commonly in gulHes in their usual stations, and
H. ferrugineum is abundant on the dripping gully-walls, while H. flahellatmn

ryw Although
a forested mountain-side at these altitudes is usually wetter than the
forests of the lowlands, on account of the prevalence of the mountain mists,

yet at Reefton this difference in the humidity will be largely compensated
for by the fact that fogs in the lowland valleys are a frequent and
persistent chmatic feature. The very scanty distribution of the Hymeno-
phyllaceae in the southern-beech forests must be attributed mainly, if not
altogether, to the more open character of this type of forest as comj)ared
with that of the mixed and of the pure taxad forests.

Townson (31) has published a Kst of plants found by him in the
Westport district, including fourteen species of Hijmenophyllum and all

of those of Trichomanes. It is to be noted that this list includes
the two typically northern species T. elongatum and T. humile, both of

which seem to be absent from Westland. From Townson's brief notes
on some of the species it is evident that here the lowland species reach a
higher altitude than in Westland, T. renifomie being said to occur up to

3,000 ft,, and H, ferruyimum and //. Tunhridgense up to 2,000 ft. As will

be seen below, in the neighbourhood of Nelson, and to a still greater
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degree in the North Island, the lowland species generally have a much

wider altitudinal range than in Westland, while, on the other hand,

H. villosum becomes more restricted to the higher altitudes.

Hope
and dry North-eastern Botanical Districts is indicated by the fact that,

while such species as H. rufescens and T. Colensoi and also certain wet-

loving taxads are present, the Hymenophyllaceae are much restricted in

their distribution, for the most part occurring either in the beds of gullies

or on the overhung sides of the large granite blocks which are scattered

over the forested slopes. As noted in my earlier paper, H. Malingii alpo

occurs on these granite boulders at the upper altitudes, and especially on

the ground in thick moss sheltered by them, in luxuriant and dense mats,

a most unusual station for this species.

The ranges which lie immediately to the eastward of the Town of

Nelson come well within the North-eastern Botanical District. At Nelson

itself the average annual rainfall for the period 1911-20 was 36-37 in.,

and the number of rainy days only 116-5, the rain coming mamly from

the northward. The dry south-west wind is a characteristic feature of the

chmate, being, on the whole, the most frequently occurring wind throughout

the year. On the east of Nelson the ranges are from 2,000 ft. to 4,000 ft.

in height, and are clothed to the summits with southern-beech forest. The

Hymenophyllaceae occur mainly in the guUies and on the shady south-

facing slopes. Here the lowland species ascend far higher than in Westland,

H. dilatatum, H. scahrum, T. reniforme, H. sanguinolcntum, and H. Tnn-

bridgense attaining on rock-faces on the shady flanks, both^
000 ft. The

com
base

the more widely ranging species H. rarum, H. JIabelhium, H. muUijidum,

H. viUosum, H. demissum, and H. bivalve. The two latter species occur

exceedingly frequently, covering the floor of the forest everywhere in exten-

sive sheete, H. bivalve showing a shght tendency, as usual, to climb tree-

bases and fallen logs. On the highest ridges and peaks only H. villosum

and H. muUifidum are present. In the Nelson forests generally the more

hygrophilous lowland species H. australe and H. ferrugineum are very

locally distributed, while T. strictum, T. Colensoi, T. Lyallii, H. rufescens,

H. jmlcherrimum. and H. Armslrongii, all of which are abundant in the wet

Western Botanical Districts, are apparently absent. E. vilhsum does not

descend to so low an altitude as in Westland or Canterbury.

On account of the higher altitude attained by the lowland species in

the Nelson forests than in those of Westland, there is not here, generally

speaking, so well-marked a differentiation in the regional distribution of

the family. However, this can still be seen quite clearly in certain of the

large forested gullies which lie on the unshaded north-facing hill-flank's,

where the lowland species are altogether confined to the lower more sheltered

reaches, even there being found on rock-faces rather than as epiphj-tes,

wi

gull

500 ridges and hill-

shoulders. The dampness of the forest-floor at the higher altitudes in such

valleys will be due to the sea-mists which frequently gj
'

hillsides in the vicinity of Nelson, and this effect will be i

the lowland species are able to ascend.

been described
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B. North Island.

With regard to the distribution of the Hpnenopkyllaccae in the North
Island, the most outstanding feature to be mentioned is the high altitude

attained by the lowland species generally. In the northern part of this

Island, where there are only one or two mountains of as great an altitude as

3,000 ft., there is practically no distinction to be traced between lowland
and upland species. In a description of the plant-covering of Te Aroha
Mountain (3,176 ft.), at tBe southern extremity of the South Auckland
Botanical District, J. Adams (1) remarks that the humidity of the top of

the mountain makes it one of the most favourable localities for ferns, and
he shows that the Hymenophyllaceae, including such species as H, dilatatum,

part at the summit.
^f<

T. venosnm from the summit of Te Moehau Mountain (2,750 ft.), on the
Cape Colville Peninsula (2). For this reason the altitudinal range of many
of the species as given by Cheeseman (10) will be far greater than what
it is found to be in Westland or in other parts of southern New Zealand.
In the more mountainous parts of the North Island, as in the South Island
generally, H. villosiim and H. multifidum ascend to higher altitudes and
into more exposed positions than any other of the species. For example,
J. Adams (3) has noted the occurrence of the former species on the
open summit of Mount Hikurangi, in the East Cape District, at an
altitude of 5,600 ft. In his Botanical Eeport on the Mount Tongariro
National Park (13), which lies at an altitude of 3,000 ft. and upwards,
L. Cockayne frequently refers to* H. multifidum along with the hardy
Polystichum vestitum and Blechwm penna marina as being the ferns
w^hich most afEect the physiognomy of the southern-beech forest-fioor,

the Hymenophyllum being the most conspicuous of the mat-forming
plants.

Several members of the family do not extend into the northern part
of the North Island. According to Cheeseman (10), H. puhherrimum^
H. /^

Te Aroha Mountain, H, viUosum on Mount Te Moehau, and T. Colensoi
in ravines near Rotorua. All these are typical upland plants, and their

absence from the north may be due simply to the fact that there are no
high elevations to be found in that part of Jfew Zealand. It is to be
noted that the northern limit for H, Malingn is the same as that for

Libocedrus Bidwillii, to which it is almost invariably restricted, Cheese-
man does not record H, minimum from the North Island. This spA^ies

is distributed, though somewhat discontinuously, throughout the South
Island

; it was said by T. Kirk (23) to be not infrequent in Stewart
Island, and it is present also on Auckland Island (27). From these facts

it would appear to be a southern plant, Oliver (2), however, has also

reported it from Lord Howe Island, off the coast of New South Wales,
so that there seems to be no reason for its apparent absence from the
North Island. jT. ehngatum and T. humile are both abundant species

in the Northern Botanical Districts of the North Island, and extend,
though more sparsely, throughout its Southern Districts and even into the
Northern Districts of the South Island. They both occur in the islands

of the Western Pacific Ocean, and so may be regarded as belonging to

the Malayan and Polynesian element in the New Zealand flora.

Various writers have commented upon the luxuriance of the shrubbery
and other low-growing vegetation on the scoria-fields of the Auckland
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Isthmus, and especially on the volcanic islet of Rangitoto in the Auck-

land Harbour. Amongst other epiphytic ferns and typical forest-epiphytes

jirowng upon the scoria, various species of Hymenophyllaceae attain a

great luxuriance. T. Kirk (21) has noted the abundance of H. austraU

and T. humile amongst the shrub-covered scoria-blocks on the mamlanci,

remarking that this provides a striking proof of the high atmosphenc

humidity in these localities. This fact gains added sigmficance when it

is remembered that these particular species are amongst the most hygro-

philous in the family. Other writers have drawn attention to the fact

that H. sanguinolentum and T. reniforme occur abundantly on the scoria-

blocks on the slopes of Rangitoto Island in the ull blaze
o
Ĵhe «un

During the heat of the summer the fronds of these two species are

shrivelled and are apparently dead, but with the^ autumn rains the

plants are as green as ever. I have found here H. muUifidum gro r-

ing frequently side by side with the ^^'^ /t^"'^'
,«P«^^^,i,, !^^ ^^^^

th! damp gullies in the scoria slopes, shaded by the
^^^^^f

«^ "^
H. dihJum, H. scahrum, H. Tunhrid^ense, H. amtrale, all on the ground

H. flahellatum as a low epiphyte, and Tmesiptens on tree-fern stems
Jt

may be added that many other forest-epiphytes are found on Rangitoto

Sidgrowing on the scoria, such as the orchids Bulbophjllummnu^eu'n,

Earhmmucronata, and Dendrohium Cunninghmmi, and the shrubby epiphj te

Senecio KuMi. Psilotum triquetrum is most abundant at the
l^^'^f J^^^^s

From the official data these is no doubt that Auckland posses es a very

humid climate. The average annual rainfall at AucMand Cit>Jor ti^e

period 1911 to 1920 was 49-32 in., and the number of rainy da>s 19o<3.

The mean humidity for the same period was 79-7-that is to say 34

higher than at Hokitika, in Westland. There is no doubt also that he

scSria-blocks, and the humus in their interstices, absorb and hold much

dew as well as rain-water. The humidjty of the chmate^^s also seen^in

the

ope

the

on

r as well "O icilii .»u;i;>.i. ^»i^ ,.
^

.

fact that the tree-fern Cyathea mednlhris is commonly grown m
n in the city private gardens. Nevertheless the exposed position

rtangitoto Island occupied by such a species as T rmifonne is ^^emarka

This species is able to hinder transpiration by tbe inrolhng of the frond.

In the forests of Westiand T. reniforme is able to endure as a middle

epiphyte rather more exposed positions than the two other species usually

associated with it. viz.-H. diUUatum and H. scahrum; and elsewhere in

S iaW it is Sometimes to be found in sheets on the floor of southern-

beech forests unaccompanied by the latter On the other tand^J^Jl^

neighbourhood of Dunedin, and also in Stewart Island, H. dtMatum is

abundant and luxuriant while the other two species are scanty or absent.

I have been able to examine the forests on the eastern side of the

North Auckland Peninsula at various places, and have observed that,

generally speaking, the Hymenophyllaceae are more restncted to low

fpiphytic stations'or to the floor than they are in the Westland lowland

forest^, or than they are, as Mr. Cheesemari informs me, in the gulhes

on the low western ranges of Auckland. This wnll probably be due to

the h'^hter character of these eastern forests in North Auckland. As

described in my previous paper, i. eiongamm ana x. namvi^ lu^.u « .^.j

characteristic association on the creek-bed walls of these forests.

F

C. The Outlying Islands. (See map 1, on page 68.)

The Kermadec Islands, which lie to the north-east of New Zealand,

ridely-sepa rated group, of which the largest island, Raoul or Sunday
are a w
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Island, is distant about six hundred miles from New Zealand. Sunday
Island rises to a height of 1,720 ft., and is the only one of the group
which is forest-covered. The plant-covering of this island has been
described by two New Zealand botanists, Cheeseman (9) and OUver (28).
The last named, who spent a year on the island, describes the climate as
mild and equable, with many rainy days, considerable precipitation evenly
distributed over the year, much wind in £he winter months, and a con-
stantly humid atmosphere. For the nine months February to October,
1908, the total rainfall was 67-5 in., on 176 days ; and the mean humidity
was 91. The more elevated parts of the island are frequently enveloped
in mist, and the plant-covering here is designated by OUver " wet forest."
There are, however, no permanent streams. Four species of Hvmeno-
phyllaceae occur in the wet forests, and the following description o'f them
IS taken from OUver's paper (p. 142) : H. demissum is abundant every-
where m wet forest, on branches of trees, tree-fern stems, and on the
ground. H. flabellatum is found in one place only, on the high^pst
summit, the matted roots and close fronds covering the underside

T. humile is extremely rare,
^1 ^K ^

trunk of Met
being found only on wet banks and fallen trunks ' of tree-ferns in deep
shady ravines. T. venosum is an epiphyte of the wet forest found on the
underside of leaning trunks of Cyathea kermadecensis . The high humidity
of this upper forest is shown by the luxuriant epiphytic vegetation there
to be foimd on leaning trimks and horizontal branches and on the tree-
fern stems. The Kermadec Islands as they now exist are of volcanic
origin, and the consensus of opinion seems to be that they are oceanic
—at any rate, ma biological sense. The flora is closely allied to that
01 JNew Zealand, but there is aTsn a n^nciVl^T-QKU «„w,l.„- „x ...T-i • 1

species.
abundant

North ^land of New Zealand. The scanty distribution of this familym the Kermadecs is the more remarkable when the favourable nature of
the forest is considered. From a study of the flora generally, Cheeseman
concludes (9, p. 163) that the islands have been stocked with their plants
by chance migrations across the ocean.

The Chatham Islands lie about five hundred miles due east from New
Zealand, m the latitude of Banks Peninsula. The largest of these is about
thirty miles m length, its surface consisting, on the wliole, of low elevations,
relieved here and there by hills, of which those in the south attain a
height of 600-940 ft. Forest covers a certain portion of the main island,
both in the lowland and on the higher elevations, that of the latter being
especially humid, with a close undergrowth of tree-ferns in many places
and with an abundance of epiphytic ferns. Two papers dealing with the
plant-covering have been puWished in the Transactions of the Neiv Zea-
land Institute, the first by Buchanan (6), who gave merely a list of plants
collected from the main island, and the second by L. Cockayne (11), who
dealt with the subject from an ecological point of \dew. The latter 'gives
figures showing that at the eastern coast-line the average annual rainfall
IS 30-4 m., but that it is distributed over 186-6 days in the year, and adds
that the rainfall is certainly heavier on the higher southern portion of the
island^ After going into the subject of the climate in detail he concludes

" reckoned exceedingly mild and equable, but that the winds

•
1 J -

'^* -^^"^"^^^"^"'s Jist of Hymenophyllaceae occurring on themam island is as follows : H. bivalve, H. demissum, U. dilatatum, H. aus-
trate, ti. flabellatum, T. renifornie, and T. venosum; to which Cockayne

be
ry
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Las added H. multifidum. In his description of the higher-altitude forest
the last-mentioned writer states that here every tree-trunk, tree-fern

stem, and dead tree is covered with multitudes of filmy ferns. Epiphytic
on the tree-fern stems are T. venosum, H. multifidum, H, dilat^xtum,

and T. reniforme. The filmy ferns are often so thick that they com-
pletely hide the trunk of tree or fern on which they grow. In many
cases the ground also is covered with a thick carpet of thorn. In deep
forest-clad gullies T, reniforme often grows with extreme luxuriance

,

Cockayne concludes (p. 314) that, although lacking the most characteristic

forest-trees of New Zealand, the flora of the Chatham Islands mast be
considered a recent offset from that of New Zealand, and he notes that
the geological and zoological evidence is in favour of a former land con-

nection. In view, however, of the absence of so many characteristic New
Zealand genera, he cites Cheeseman's view of the origin of the flora of

the Kermadec Islands.

The remaining outlying islands to be considered are those usually

designated the Subantarctic Islands of New Zealand

—

xjz., the Auckland,

Campbell, Antipodes, and Macquarie Islands—which lie easterly or southerly

from the Soutli Cape of New Zealand at distances of 190 to 570 miles

(see map 1, on page 68). The plant-covering of the two first-named

groups was in part described by J. D. Hooker (19), and of all except the

Macquarie Islands more fully by L, Cockayne (12). In 1907 all of the

groups were thoroughly investigated b}^ the New Zealand Scientific Expedi-

tion, and a full account published (27).

The following brief account of the climate and forest-covering of Auck-
land Island is taken from Cockayne: There are many rainy days, almost

constant cloudy skies, very frequent winds which are sometimes of great

violence, and a winter climate which is extremelv mild—much milder,

indeed, than that of certain parts of the South Island of New Zealand at

sea-level, as, e.g., the Canterbury Plains. The rata-forest zone forms a

belt extending round a considerable portion of the coast of the various

islands in the Auckland Group, being more luxuriant, with a richer fern

flora at the heads of sheltered inlets. At altitudes of about 400 ft. it gives

place to fonnations of scrub or meadow. The floor of the forest consists of

wettish peat. The mechanical effect of the constant and heavy winds has

produced a semi-prostrate, stunted and gnarled forest, but owing to the

moist mild climate the trees are luxuriantly branched. The canopy of

the forest, rising about 15 ft. above the ground, is very dense and keeps

the interior calm, and this, combined with the great amount of moisture

in the atmosphere, affords very strong hygrophytic conditions in its interior.

There is a luxuriant growth of mosses, liverworts, and filmy ferns both on
the floor and on the trunks and branches of the trees, and amongst other

ferns the strongly hygropliilous Leptoj>teris superba is to be found in favour-

able localities.

Ten species of Hyinenojjhyllum have been recorded from the Auckland
Island rata forest — viz., //. rarum, E. sanymnolentifm, H, villosinv,

H, dilaf(dum, H. demissiim, IL fiahellatttm, H. nmnrmim, H, Tuvhridgense,
H. multifidum^ and H, bivalve. It will be noticed both that the above list*

includes the six species which on the main islands of New Zealand show
themselves to be the least hygrophilous and the most consistently wide-
ranging in the family, and also that it contains no species of Trichoinanes.

However, the presence of such comparatively hygrophilous species as

H. dUatatumy H. sanyainolenlum, and ft. Tunhridyense is a striking proof
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of the consistently high humidity of the forest-interior- H, muUifdum is

by far the most abundant species, occurring in the rata forest in its

ordinary mesophytic form. On Campbell Island there is no forest, its

place being taken by a dense scrub-association. The only Hym
multifidinn

the latter occxurring, as in the Auckland Islands, in large abundant
patches both in the subalpine meadow and on subalpine rocks. On the

Antipodes Island H. multifidum alone has been found, while on Macquarie

Island, where woody plants are altogether wanting, even this species seems

to be absent. Cockayne points out (12, p. 271) that these Subantarctic

Islands can be arranged in a series aSording an instructive example
of how arborescent plant-formations, even in a rain-forest climate, are

inhibited by frequent and violent winds, and the^r place taken by meadow
growths, which, notwithstanding the winds, are so stimulated by the

moisture as to be of very great luxuriance. In the same way this series

indicates H. villosum and H. multifidum as being the hardiest species of

the Hynienophyllaceae, as also they are seen to be on the mainland of

New Zealand.

III. General Conclusions.

1. The conclusions reached as to the altitudinal distribution of

the H}mienophyllaceae in Westland, set forth in Part I of these

Studies (18), are borne out by their behaviour in the drier parts of the

South Island, and in other parts of the New Zealand Biological Region,
except that northward the lowland species attain progressively higher
altitudes.

2. The conclusions reached as to the vertical distribution of the
species in the Westland forests (18) are also borne out by their behaviour
in other parts of the New Zealand Biological Region, except that

nowhere do they so thoroughly adopt the epiphytic habit as they do in

Westland.

The comparative study of the fern floras of the forests of different

localities shows that the extent to which the ferns generally and the

Hymenophyllaceae in particular adopt the epiphytic habit is a reliable

indication as to how far the high humidities in the forest-interior can
be regarded as consistent.

3. Those species which in the comparatively dry Eastern District of

the South Island have the widest altitudinal range—viz., H, villosum and
H. multifidum—and which, along wath //. peltatmn and H. sanguinolevtum,

must be reckoned to occur there the most abundantly, are always the first

to begin to adopt the epiphytic habit.

4. The comparison of the heavy mixed-taxad and the pure southern-

beech types of forest in localities where, as in the vicinity of Reefton,

these occur in close proximil:y shows that the latter, on account of its

poverty in large-leaved shrubs and shrubby trees and tree-ferns^ is unable
to preserve in its interior, except perhaps at or near the floor, a constantly
high atmospheric humidity even when the rainfall and the number of

rainy days experienced is large; and also that it is unable to afford

favourable epiphytic stations for the majority of the Hymenophyllaceae,
on account of the absence froni it of large irregularly-shaped tree-bases

and low-spreading horizontal branches. It is possible that it is mainly
on account of tliis latter reason that the eastern forests of North Auck-
land also do not show such an abundant filmy-fern flora as do the forf^sts
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of Westland, althougli the atmospheric humidity in the former remains

undoubtedly high.

5. It was shown (18) that in Westlaud a large proportion of the species

occur in groups according to their habits. These natural groups ^can be

recognized also in other districts of New Zealand ; but differences between

the members of a group are shown by the naanncr of their response to

varying climatic conditions in lighter types of forest, which differences

are in some cases discernible also in their beha^nour in the forests of

Westland.
, , . , i- i n

6 The species, . both lowland and upland, including nearly all

those of Trichomanes, which were shown (18) to be in the Westland

forests' the most hygrophilous of the family are either altogether absent

from the drier forests of Canterbury and Nelson or are the most locally

distributed.
, , „ • .i xt r/ i j

7 The ^geographical distribution of the family in the New Zealand

Biological Kegion is to be seen with respect to several of the species.

T Immile and T. elongatum, both abundant in the north, become less so

farther south, and in this direction do not extend beyond the northern

parts of the South Island, Banks Peninsula being apparently their southern

limit These two species belong to the Malayan element m the ^ew

Zealand flora. On the other hand, the following species viz., H. pul-

cherrim,um., H. peltatum, H. Malingii, H. rufescens H. inllosum, and

T Colensoi-^W of which, with the exception of H. Mahngii which occurs

also in Tasmania, are endemic to New Zealand, find their northern

limit toc^ether with certain upland phanerogams, at or about^the extreme

southern end of the South Auckland Botanical District. These species

are typical upland plants, and it may be that their absence from the

northern part of the North Island has no phytogeographical significance,

but is due to the absence from those parts of mountains of any consider-

able elevation H. minimum, so far as the New Zealand Biological Region

is concerned, seems to have its centre of distribution in the extreme south,

but it has also been reported from Lord Howe Island.
. , ^ . ,

8 The outlying islands of the New Zealand Biological Region do not

possess anv Hymenophyllaceae which are not present in New Zealand

itself, and,^ judging from the composition of their film)--fern flora, the

occurrence in them of members of this family would seem to have resulted

rather from chance dispersal from New Zealand or from elsewhere than

from the effect upon a once larger number of species of a changing climate

due to a shrinking and subsiding land-area. Of the endemics, E villosum

the Auckland and Campbell Islands, and T. rentforme on

Chatham Island. , , .^t. xt '7 i i tj; .

9 Of the nine species which are endemic to the New Zealand Bio-

logical Region, three-viz., H. villosum, H. rufescem, and H. airovirens—

can possibly be regarded as specialized forms of other species also present

in New Zealand—viz., H. sanguinolevt^im, H. jlabdlatum, and U. austrnle

respectively. T. strictum is said to be most nearly related to the widely-

spread T. rigidum. With regard to //. minimum, J. D. Hooker (20, p. 104)

has suggested the cosmopolitan H. Tunhridgense, or the Polynesian

// multifidum., or the Fuegian H. c^spitosum as the species to which this

plant is most closely allied. Concerning the remaining endemic species

nothin<T can here be suggested as to their possible affinities, but it must

be noted that they are all very distinct from other New Zealand species

and are markedly specialized.

occurs m
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Descriptions of New Native Flowering'plants.

By D. Petkie, M.A., Ph.D., F.N.Z.Inst.

[Read before the Auckland Insfittite, 14th Decmber, 1922; received by

December, 1922 ; Issued separately, 26th May, 1924.]

ft

1. Pittosporum Turneri sp. nov.

Species P. patulo Hk. f. affinis ; difEert ramis ramulisque gracilibus ;

foliis maturis brevioribus tenuibus integris cuneato-obovatis, subtus pallidis,

2-5-3-8 cm. longis, 9-13 mm. latis (apices versus) ; capsulis globosis multo

minoribus, baud compressis, 7 mm. in diam.

A smaU tree 4-5-9 m. (15-30 ft.) high, up to 2-3 dcm. (9 in.) m diameter ;

when mature pyramidal in ' outline with the lower |-| bare of branches

(except in juvenile state), bark brown or greyish-brown, generally smooth.

Branches fastigiate, more or less whorled, rather slender, short for height

of tree, branchlets numerous very slender. Mature leaves alternate, 1^1| in.

long by f-^ in. broad near tips, cuneately obovate, shortly petioled, entire,

glabrous (except when young), rather thin, brownish-green above, much

paler below ; midrib obscure above, evident below, as are also veins.

Flowers in terminal umbels of 6-12 mostly on short lateral shoots, pink or

purplish, pedicels short slender silky, lengthening but little in fruit. Sepals

thin narrow-lanceolate acute, much shorter than strap-shaped subacute

reflexed petals ; stamens shorter than petals ;
pistil conical silky-pubescent,

style rather long. Capsule globose, not compressed, 2-celled, 5-6 mm.

(J in.) in diameter, when mature glabrous more or less muricate blackish-

brown crowned by persistent style.

Juvenile plants form a little above the ground a column-like tangled

mass, up to 2 ft. in diameter and several feet high, of slender divaricating

and tortuous branchlets and twigs, which fall away from the adult tree.

At this stage the leaves are highly variable in size but less so in shape,

ranging by fine gradations from 3 mm. (| in.) to upwards of 2 cm. (| in.) long,

usually more or less cuneately obovate, entire or with a few oppositely

placed indentations above the middle.

Habitat.—Wa,im3Lxino Plain, at edge of forest, some two miles south of

the Waimarino Railway-station : E. Phillips Turner (1909), H. B. Matthews

and H. Carse (Jan., 1921) ! Arnold Wall (Feb., 1922)

!

Mr. Turner, to whom the species is dedicated, discovered it in the

district where Matthews and Carse afterwards collected specimens. He

definitely refers to it in his "Report on the Vegetation of the Higher

Waimarino District" (Government Printer, 1909), but I have seen no

specimen from him. Mr. Matthews has kindly supplied many of the par-

ticulars embodied in the above description. He thinks the plants may be

ten to fifteen years old before they assume the adult form. They flower

late November to early December. The juvenile state of P. patidum has

not, so far, been described in detail. It would be interesting to learn if it

goes through changes like those found in the present plant. It was only

after prolonged search that Mr. Matthews found a single juvenile plant,

which was recognized by its beginning to produce mature branches and

leaves. Wall also collected the juvenile state.
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rhachis anfracto-

2. Senecio remotifolius sp. nov.

Frutex ramosus, 12-18 dcm. altus. Ramuli petioli et inflorescentia

tomento snbflavido v, cinereo - flavido vestiti. Folia late elliptica, ad
11cm. longa (petiolo excluso) c. 7 cm. lata, subacuta, parum coriacea,

supra tomento albido hie et illic i aspersa, subtus tomento sub-

flavido appresso vestita
;

petiolis foliis ± aequilongis^ ± gracilibus, supra

sulcatis. Inflorescentia axillaris elongata parce divisa
;

flexuosa, infra ramos paucos alternos breves capitula pauca gerentes edens,

a parte sunmaa simplex. Capitula discoidea c. 6 mm. longa ; involucri

squamis c. 8 linearibus tomentosis ; flosculis c. 12; coroUae limbo anguste
infundibuliformi subalte 5-dentato, segmentis revolutis. Achenia linearia

breviter pilosa.

A sparingly-branched shrub 4-6 ft. high, rarely more. Leaves broadly
elliptic, 4i in. long (exclusive of the petiole), 2f in. broad, subacute, little

coriaceous, margins obscurely sinuate in upper half, midrib and veins

conspicuous on both surfaces, dull green above with scattered streaks of

whitish tomentum chiefly along midrib and veins, below clothed with pale-

yeUow or greyish-yellow appressed tomentum
;

petioles about as long as

blades, rather slender grooved above, clothed as is also inflorescence with
greyish appressed tomentum. Inflorescence axillary near ends of the
branches up to of in. long ; rhachis more or less zigzag, giving off below
several alternate short more or less divaricating few-flowered branches
subtended by small narrow foliaceous bracts becoming linear higher up,
terminal part simple. Heads on short pedicels discoid, involucral scales

about 8 linear tomentose ; florets about 12 ; limb of corolla narrow funnel-
shaped rather deeply 5-toothed, segments revolut^. Achenes linear shortly
pilose.

HahitaL—North and south of Mokau Eiver in open rocky spots toward
the coast, not plentiful : W. A. Thomson ! The specimens examined were
grown in Mr. Thomson's garden at Half-way Bush, Dunedin, from young
plants taken from the wild habitat.

3. Veronica Carsei sp. nov.

Species 7. laevi Benth. arete affinis ; diffort foliis longioribus dliptico-

lanccolatis ad 3-2 cm. longis et 1cm. latis, acutis, tenuioribus, plerumque
patentibus, sessilibus, distantioribus, racemis 4^6 simpHcibus, multo longi-

oribus (ad 7-3 cm. longis), a parte inferiore nudis ; coroUae tubo longiore,
limbi lobis ovatis subacutis ; capsulis maturis adhuc ignotis,

A shrub 6-5-20 dcm. (2-6 ft.) high, usually about 1-5 m. (4| ft.), branch-
ing virgately from base, bark dark brown ; branches slender ascending
glabrous, twigs leafy towards tips, lower parts ringed with scars of

fallen leaves. Leaves decussate, spreading (rarely somewhat overlapping),
variable in size, f-ljin. long, f-|in. broad, eUiptic or elliptic-oblong,
acute, entire, glabrous, little coriaceous, usually flattened, lower half

narrowing gradually to rather broad sessile base, more or less polished
above paler below, dr^-ing reddish-brown, midrib depressed above and
forming a prominent keel below. Racemes 4-6 near ends of twigs,
simple, 1^3 in. long, nated below, many-flowered ; rhachis rather
slender, sparsely pubescent-piloiic ; bracts narrow acute, about as long
as the pubescent pedicels ; flowers white often tinged with pale purple,

± 8 mm. (^in.) long, shortly pedicellate ; calyx I as long as the corolla,

4-partite, segments broadly ovate subacute ciliatc at edges ; corolla-
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tube twice as long as calyx or rather more, ± 15 mm. (^ in.) wide,

lobes of limb | as long as tube subacute. Ripe capsules not seen.

Habitat,—Margins of forest and woods, Waimarino Plain : W. Town-
son ! H. Carse ! H. B. Matthews ! Kaimamawa Range : B. C. Aston !

Named in honour of Mr. H. Carse, whose botanical investigations

have been of great value. He remarks that the plant, though not

uncommon on the Waimarino Plain, is rarely found in any great

quantity. I understand that Mr. Cheeseman's character of Veronica

laevis Benth., given in Iiis Manual of the New Zealand Flora, includes

the present species as well as the true V. laevis^ to which the former is

certainly close.

L Euphrasia Wilsoni sp. nov.

Annua ? Caules ad 4-6 cm. alti, pro plantae magnitudine crassiores,

a basi ramosi, ramuhs grax;ilibus i elongatis cum ramis bifario pubes-

centibus. Folia magnitudine variabiha, paribus oppositis disposita, a

parte ramulorum superiore conferta, in statu viv^o succulenta, basi lato

sessilia, c. 13 mm. longa et 10 mm. lata, cunoato-obovata, dentibus 3-4

subcrassis utrinque a parte superiore praedita, conspicue 3-nervata, a

marginibus revoluta. Flores axillares pedimculos longiusculos pul>es-

centes terminantes, i 13 ^^r^- longi ; calyx corolla dimidio bre\ior, ad
medium 4-lobatus, lobis latioribus subacutis a marginibus revolutis

;

coroUae tubo infundibulifomie i pubescente, labio superiore 2-lobato,

inferiore alte 3-lobato, lobis omnibus integris obtusis v. subacutis.

Capsulae maturae haud visae.

Annual? Stems 3-75-6-25 cm. (1^2|-in.) long or less, often crowded,

stout for size of plant, branched from base, dark brown ; branchlets

slender, often elongated, and, like stems and branches, bifariously

pubescent. Leaves variable in size, in opposite pairs, lower rather

distant, crowded towards tips of branchlets, succulent when fresh,

sessile by a broad base, i J in. long by fin. broad about middle, cuneately

obovoid with 3-4 rather coarse teeth on eitlicr side along upper third,

glabrous, obtuse or subacute, moderately thick and coriaceous, pro-

minently 3-nerved, recurved at edges and marked with shallow de-

pressed areoles on back behind teeth and running down irregularly from

these, bracts similar to leaves but smaller. Flowers axillary on rather

long usually slender pubescent naked pedicels, ± |in. long, (apparently)

white ; calyx about half as long as corolla, slightly pubsecent, 4-lobed

Idle, lobes broad subacute recurved at edges ; corolla-tube funnel-mi
shaped, more or less pubescent ; upper Up shortly 2-lobed, lower deeply

3-lobed, all the lobes entire obtuse or subacute. Fully formed capsules

not seen.

Habitat,—Ruahine Range (western slopes), 3,500-5,500 ft. ; R. A. Wilson !

Arnold Wall ! B. C. Aston. Collected early in January, 1922.

This very distinct species is named in honour of Major Robert A.

Wilson, D.S.O., who first collected it in company with Messrs. Wall and

Aston. In the specimens examined there was nothing to suggest a

perennial habit of growth. The plant, Major Wilson informs me, was

found roots of

which it was more or less parasitic. Where the Raoulia had died off

rasia Raoulia was sickly and

decaying the Euphrasia was in the same condition. The parasitic habit

4—Traus.
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would thus appear to be more pronounced ttan in the other native

species of the genus.

5» Veronica Dartoni sp. nov.

graciles

Folia decussata valde approximata patentia anguste obovata, apicibus

subacuminatis, in basim latum sessilem ^ ciliatum angustata, vix mem-
branacea, integra glabra^ baud carinata, costa media supra infraque

evidente, l|-2 cm. longa |-1 cm. supra medium lata. Racemi 2-4

in axillis foliorum superiorum dispositi, breviter pedunculati piloso-

pubescentes suberecti, 4-6 cm. longi, subangusti. Flores ± 5 mm. lati

approximati, pedicellis brevibus piloso-pubescentibus bracteas lainceolatas

acutas ciliatas vix aequantibus ; calyx 4-partitus, lobis ovatis acutis

secundum margines ciliatis ; corolla caesio-albida, tubo sublato sepalis

subduplo longiore, lobis obtusis tubum aequantibus, staminibus corol-

1am aequantibus, antheris purpureis, stylo exserto. Capsula
^J;;:

4 mm.
± 2i

3-5

glabrous, reddish-brown, closely ringed by scars of fallen leaves ; old bark

dark brown. Leaves decussate, more or less spreading, very closely placed

along ultimate twigs, narrow obovate, subacuminate at tips, below gradually

narrowed into a rather broad sessile more or legs ciliated base (the opposite

pairs clasping or almost clasping the twigs), glabrous hardly membranous,
entire, not keeled, midrib evident above and below with two obscure

sublateral veins, |-| in. long ^-^^ in. wide (just above middle). Racemes
2-4, oppositely placed in axils of uppermost leaves, shortly peduncled,

rather slender, pilosely pubescent, suberect, 4r-6 cm. long. Flowers about

5 mm. across, closely placed on very short pubescent pedicels that nearly

equal the lanceolate acute strongly ciliate bracts. Calyx 4-partite, lobes

ovate acute, strongly ciliate along edges ; corolla lavender or whitish-

lavender, tube rather wide, 1| times as long as sepals, lobes obtuse and as

long as tube, stamens equalling corolla, anthers purplish, style exserted.

length of calyx.
2| mm. broad, acute, glabrous, 1^

^afe/to/.—Firewood Creek, Cromwell : D. P, Roxburgh, on steep banks
of Clutha River, a little below the bridge : H. L. Darton !

A very curious plant, whose position in the serial order of the species

is somewhat obscure. It is named in honour of Mr. H. L. Darton, of the

Lawrence High School, well known, with his colleague Mr. Hart, for

enthusiasm in collecting and growing every obtainable form of Veronica.

I collected it in 191L Mr. Darton's specimens were found in December
of the present year. I am not sure of the colour of the flowers, of which
only dried specimens have been available for examination.
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TJie Structural Features of the Margin of Australasia.

By W. N. Benson, B.A., D.Sc, F.G.S., F.R.G.S., Professor of Geology,
Otago University.

[SeaJ before the Otago Tn-^tJlute, 12th December, 1922*; received by Editor. 31sl December,
1922 ; issued separately, 26th May, 1924.]

In previous papers the writer (1923, 1924) has summarized the various
Hypotheses concerning the growth of Australasia, the distribution and
nature of the Palaeozoic and Mesozoic marine rocks, and the location
and conditions accompanying the intrusion of the basic and ultrabasic
plutonic rocks. These all indicate the peculiar interest attaching to the
northern and eastern margins of the Australasian area. In the present
paper it is proposed briefly to discuss the tectonic features and later
geological history of this marginal zone, following it down from the
East Indies to New Zealand, and to note whether by so doing any
new light is thrown on the structure or history of New Zealand itself.

Attention will be confined to tbe western and southern islands of the

f the first Australian

within
will

(1911), or the more extensive regions between the first and third Aus-
tralian arcs of Suess. Concerning these, however, we shall merely note
Suess's comment (1909, p. 517) on the possibility that Vitu Levu may
be part of an older segment between the branches of a virgation
spreading northwards from New Zealand, to which the Kermadec-Tonga
trench forms the foredeep. Consideration will also be omitted of ' the
still more widespread influence of the Australasian tectonic system
implied in recent papers by Andrews (1922) and Hobbs (1922) on the
growing mountain-ranges on the floor of the Pacific. Such omission
does not imply a denial that these areas come within the influence of
the Australasian tectonic system, but only that the present writer is

unable to add an)i:hing of moment to the discussion of the points
raised. This discussion is to be found in the work of Woolnough (1903),
the authors cited above, and others to which the reader is referred.

Commencing with an account of the Malay Archipelago : It has
been shown by recent geological studies— e.g., those of Molengraaff
(1921), Wing Easton (1921), and Brouwer (1922)^that the line drawn
by Wallace to divide the Malay Archipelago into an Asiatic and an
Australian biological province has also a tectonic importance. It sepa-
rates a western relatively stable region of islands rising from the
shallow Sunda and South China Seas, wherein the Tertiary sediments
are but slightly folded, from an eastern area of marked instability and
intense Tertiary orogeny in which folding continues up to the present
era. boimded bv a lin

south-eastern margin of the Banda arc and eastwards through southern
New Guinea, separating it from the stable region of the Sahul Bank,
Arafura Sea, and southern New Guinea, the outlying portions of the

for the Advancement of Science, January, 1923,
Assoc!

4*
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Australian continental massif. Tims the unstable, flexible, or geo-
synclmal region is compressed between the two continental massifs. Into
this yielding area were concentrated the combined or antagonized effects
of the circumpacific and Tethyan series of otogenic forces, and the
great folding and fracturing in this region results from these forces
Accordmg to the views of Volz (1899), Richthofen (1900), and Ahlburg
(191J), there has been formed a network of obliquely-intersecting ten-
sional fractures, because the thrusts from the two continental masses
exerted a screw-like torsion, acting in directions not actually opposed
to one another. This is the view cited by Hobbs (1921); but the
investigations of Wanner (1913, 1921), Molengraaff (1913, 1921), and
Brouwer (1917, 1922) seem rather to indicate that the dislocations result
from intense compression, with erogenic overthrusting or underthrusting at
some depth and block-faulting at the surface, a view which is in part
followed here.

The Asiatic portion of the Malay Archipelago consists of Sumatra,
Java, Borneo, and the regions between them. The Mesozoic rocks are
generally of shallow or moderately deep-water origin throughout, thoughm central Borneo what are held to be abyssal deposits are rather
widespread. They are succeeded by a littoral or shallow-water type of
Eocene beds with a fauna of a markedly uniform provincial character,
and this faunal uniformity throughout the region has been maintained
and strengthened up to the present day, and is illustrated, e.g., by the
similarity of the fishes in the rivers of north-eastern Sumatra and Java
and of western Borneo, the valleys of which have been found to unite
beneath the South China Sea, which covers a submerged peneplain
(Molengraaff, 1921).* Crust-folding was relatively small in this region
during Tertiary times. The whole area is ridged into a broad
festoon of arcuate anticUnal folds, convex towards the south, and con-
verging into a knot in the north-eastern portion of Borneo, and againm the north-western point of Sumatra (see figs. 1 and 2), whence the
outermost of the anticlinal axes, which runs through the islands off
the west coast of Sumatra, may be traced northward through the
Nicobar and Andaman Islands into the Arakan Yoma. The chief
folding occurred in Cretaceous times; the Permian, Triassic, Jurassic,
and older Cretaceous strata are greatly disturbed, considerable over-
thrusting having occurred, and are invaded by plutonic rocks. Per-
mian (?)t limestones are found superposed on Cretaceous sediments, or
on Cretaceous granite, without any evidence of contact-metamorphism.
The eroded surface of this coniplex is covered by Eocene littoral con-
glomerates and sandstone, with coal-measures followed by nummulitic
limestone, Oligocene-Miocene foraminiferal limestones, and sandstone, on
which lie unconformably younger Miocene marls and tuffs with Pliocene

_
* According to Molengraaff [op. cit.), this submergence was due to the general

rise of the sea-level suLsequent upon the melting of the extensive ice-sheets of the
Pleistocene glacial period, a feature which Daly has discussed. The Sunda Sea is rarely
more than 30 fathoms deep. In the absence of much definite information Molengraaff
has suggested tentatively a like explanation for the Sahul Bank, which lies at about
the same depth.

t Professor Wanner, however, has informed the writer (22nd May, 102.3) that Van
Es's correlation of the Palaeozoic hmestones of northern Sumatra with the Permian
formation of Timor, cited in the previous paper (Benson, 1923, p. 31), is not in his
opmion supported by a sufficient faunal similarity, and Fliegel's determination of
tnem as upper Larboniferous should stand.
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sandy claystones and lignites. Very important crust-warping and block-

faulting occurred in Upper Pliocene times, which determined the form

and position of the present coast-line, .the raised coral-reefs, the main

graben river-valleys, and many minor topographic features. The most

marked of these graben extends almost throughout the length of Sumatra,

and is separated by a relatively narrow range from the south-western

coast. These latest structural lines often cross obliquely the older anti-

clinal axes, and are themselves intersected by many transverse and oblique

fracture-lines, on which, as on the longitudinal fractures, there have been

many points of volcanic eruptions.

Analogous conditions exist in Java. The area of exposed Cretaceous

sediments and plutonic rocks invading older sediments is very limited.

The varied nature of the Cainozoic sediments indicates that considerable

geographic changes occurred during the Tertiary period. Verbeek and

Fennema (1896) held that two unconformities occur, Oligocene-Miocene

and Lower-Upper Miocene respectively. Tobler (cited by Van Es, 1917)

holds that the greatest movement both liere and in Sumatra was at the

close of the Tertiary period, the folding preceding the deposition of the

extensive Pleistocene sediments ; but A-'an Es considers it was in progress

during and after the Tertiary times.* It is more marked in the older

central geanticlinal portion than in the younger flanking sediments, the

steeper dip of the southerly-dipping beds indicating the southward (out-

ward) direction of superficial thrust. The periods of greatest movement
and nost-Tertiarv times. By theMiocene

500

maximum uphft occurs where the Tertiary folding is most marked, the

parallelism in location and direction being such as to indicate the inter-

mittent action of a single group of forces of long duration. The outermost

of the geanticlines is seen in the long submarine ridge rising to a depth

of less than 1,000 fathoms, and separating an off-shore synclinal trough

1,500-2,000 fathoms deep from the foredeep over 3,000 fathoms deep.

Continued to the west of Sumatra, however, this outermost geanticline

rises above the surface to form a string of islands including the Mentawei

Group.f As in Sumatra, so in Java, longitudinal, transverse, and diagonal

fracturing was accompanied by block-faulting and volcanic eruptions at

various times from middle Tertiary to the present date, and was instru-

mental in determining the present topography.
East of Java the main geanticlinal axis, with the volcanoes thereon, no

longer forms a gently accentuated ridge marginal to a partially submerged

plateau with the deep sea on one side only, but instead is a high and

narrow ridge rising from considerable depths and broken by cross-fractures.

It runs through Bali, Lombok, Sumbawa, Flores, and that string of

islands, from Dammer to Banda and Gunong Api, forming the innermost

of a series of discontinuous arcuate ridges separated by similarly inter-

rupted troughs. The structure of this arc is not very clearly known, but,

^M-r wm-^K^^m^ m ^^w i^^^ l-I-^m^^m-^i^^_
!

. _ _ _
, ^_^ an "

Martin (1919) states, however, that the recognition of the various subdivisions ot

the Tertiary rocks in Java has rarely been bas^ on palatontologically satisfactory

evidence, and the stratigraphical relationships of the several formations to one anoth^
are only exceptionally known. He therefore counsels caution in the acceptance of such

generalizations as these.

fMolengraaff (1922) suggests that another anticlinal ridge existed still farther to

the south-west, which has since subsided isostatically into the depths of the Indian

Ocean, leaving Christmas Island as its sole representative above sea -level. Andrews
(1900) has shown that this remnant consists of volcanic rocks and littoral calcareous

formations, coral-reefs, &c., ranging in age from Oligocene to Recent.
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at any rate in Sumba, between it and the outer arc there is no evidence of

the occurrence of Miocene overthrusting. It is overlapped by an outer

arc which, beginning at Savu, runs through Rotti, Timor, Letti, Babber,
and the Tenimber Islands, and, according to the Dutch geologists, it

continues thence by the Kei Islands to Ceram and Burn, though
alternative conceptions have been entertained by other writers. Throughout
this whole zone very extensive crust-movements have occurred and are

still in progress.

While Suess's diagram (vol. 3, p. 235) of the trend-lines of the Philippine

and Sunda Archipelago, " based on the writings of Drasche, MolengraafF,

Hooze, Wichmann, Martin, Koto, and others," illustrates this conception

of a continuous geanticlinal ridge, he was not himself convinced of its

correctness, for he remarks as follows (vol. 3, p. 243): "It is in itself

scarcely probable that the Cordillera which comes from Sumba and Timor
should reappear here [in Ceram and Burn] in full development after having

been broken up into a series of small islands and reefs. I am therefore

inclined to regard the arc of Timor as uniting with another independent
chain striking east and west, and believe that Burn and Ceram should be
looked upon as the continuation of the southern peninsula of [north-

western] New Guinea.'' This view was supported in some degree by
Boehm (1906) and lately by Gregory (1923, 1923a), and it must again be

considered after the general structure of the Banda region as conceived

by the Dutch geologists has been described.

Consideration will now be given to the outer arc and the Banda Sea,

which whole region, according to Molengraaff (1921) and Brouwer (1917,

1922), illustrates conditions analogous to those which existed in the Alpine

regions of Europe during Mesozoic and early Tertiary times. Brouwer's

(1922) most recent statement may be cited :
" The tectonic features of

the East Indian Archipelago as they now exist are the result of orogenic

forces which have been acting during long periods of time and have caused

movements in a horizontal direction in many places. Where the lands

were high above the strand-lines of the surrounding seas the ranges were

cut down, and the deeper parts were uncovered by erosion ; where at the

same time the crust w^as moving below sea-level no denudation took place,

and no unconformities and disconformities in the succession of strata are

found. The latest crustal movements are only a younger stage and a

direct continuation of the Tertiary crustal movements. The Tertiary

• folds and overthrusts, which were formed at relatively great depth, are

now visible at the surface, but the fissured and faulted crust that once

lay above them has been removed by erosion. On the other hand, the

tectonic features due to late deformation near the earth's surface during

the younger stages of mountain-building have remained \dsible, and are

manifested in the fissured and faulted crust, while the accompanying folds

and overthrusts remain invisible at greater depths. In the parts of the

earth's crust now visible in the different islands the erosion-intervals are

not found at the same place in the geological time-table. For the major
t-ectonic features it is sufficient to describe the visible traces of two stages

of crustal movements, the late Mesozoic and Tertiary stages, and the

youngest stage, which still continues. The youngest stage is definitely

known to be limited to certain parts of the present archipelago, while the

distribution in time and place of the older stage is not definitely known."
In the Alps the early Mesozoic formation and accentuation of anticlines

and synclines was succeeded in Cretaceous times by strong horizontal

rnovements, which '* reached their maximum in the Tertiary period. As
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the overthrust sheets moved at greater depth, the sea-basins became

narrowePj and the masses of the geanticlines were pushed forward in a

nearly horizontal direction. . . . [Such] horizontal movements of the

r»ff rows nf TEast Tncliani islands are rroved bv several features nowcurv

95

observable on these islands, and as tiese movements proceed the sea-basins

will be narrowed, and eventually the masses of the present geanticlines

may be pushed over the Sahul shelf of the Australian continent.

This may be illustrated by summarizing the stratigraphical succession

and the tectonics of certain islands in this Banda arc. From Timor to

south-western Xew Guinea the Permian sediments are of shallow-water

origin
J
and are locally interstratified with basic igneous rocks. Probably

much of the region was dry land in Permian times. In Timor the

Permian sediments pass unbrokenly into Lower Triassic rocks, but the

absence of the latter in other regions bears witness to a general marine

regression of the sea in Lower Triassic times, followed by a very

widespread Upper Triassic transgression. The sediments were largely of

deep-water origin, being foraminiferal and radiolarian deposits, with some

manganese-nodules, like those in modern abyssal ooze. These pass later-

ally into littoral formations, indicating diversified conditions of deposition

on the synclines and anticlines of Upper Triassic times, the two facies of

Triassic rocks being often brought into close apposition by the subsequent

overthrusting. The Jurassic conditions resembled those of Upper Triassic

times : the Jurassic sediments are partly those of deep-sea origin, but

shallow-water deposits only occur in Misol and the Sula Islands. These

general conditions continued up into Lower Cretaceous times, with

apparently numerous local lacunae in the sequence of strata, the diversity

of sedimentary facies resulting from the constant formation of geanticHnal

lidges on which neritic sediments were deposited, and which were thrust

forward along gently inclined planes of faulting at geosynchnal depths.

These crust-movements were very marked in Cretaceous times, when the

sea retreated from much of the present East Indian land-areas. The free

connection between the eastern Australasian region and the Tethys was

broken (Martin, 1914), and numerous plutonic intrusions were formed.

It is difficult to state exactly the directions of strike of these late Mesozoic

folds, for they have been greatly modified by the later Miocene orogeny.

The orogenic stresses being temporarily relieved, a general subsidence

occurred with the transgression of a shallow sea over Rotti, Timor,

Letti, Ceram, and Buru, depositing Upper Cretaceous foraminiferal marls,

accompanied by the formation of more littoral deposits in Celebes. This

transgression was further extended in early Tertiary times, and the

deposits formed were more diversified—Httoral conglomerates, sandstones,

and clays predominating in the western part of the archipelago, fora-

miniferal limestones in the eastern, while associated with these in Bah,

Sumbawa, Flores, and Sumba is a large amount of andesitic debris. The

formation of the present deep-sea basins and other crust-movements began

n Miocene times.

The older Tertiary rocks in Timor, and continuing thence into the

Banda arc, have been intensely folded into a mountain-chain and over-

thrust outwards. The directions of these Middle Tertiary anticlinal axes

are often oblique to the present coast-lines or the trend of the later

Tertiary geanticlines. The phenomena of Jxiippen (or, as the Dutch

geologists prefer to call them, fafus, using the local Malayan term) are

clearly developed :
" Groups of deposits of the same age but of different

palaeontological and petrographical character are found one on top of the
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other, and isolated rock-masses of older foniaations are found resting on
younger oceanic deposits ; as is clearly visible among the deep ravines

cut on the recently elevated islands, Timor and Babber. The structure

is usually chaotic, and is similar to that of the higher overthrust sheets

of eastern Switzerland, which were moved in the near-surface zone, where
the rocks yielded to pressure not by flow, but mostly by fracture. The
comparative method of study leads to the supposition that on Timor the
deeper complicated but less chaotic overthrust structures such as

found in the Western Alps have not here been uncovered by erosion

"

(Brouwer).

There is, however, a marked variation in the intensity of disturbance.

In Sumba there is no trace of overthrust-foldinf^, and this forms the

backland to the Timor zone of overthrust. Approaching the Australian

foreland, also, the folding-structures in Timor are of somewhat simpler

character, for the southern coast-range of this island has merely an imbri-

cated structure with fairly uniform dip. The Aru Islands, believed by the

Dutch geologists to be on the margin of the continental massif, form but

a swelling thereon. They exhibit only Pleistocene (and Upper Pliocene?)

marine limestones, &c.

Again, in north-western New Guinea north of MacCluer Gulf normally

folded Tertiary rocks occur, as also in the Misol-Obi-Sula chain of islands,

in which even the Jurassic strata, which are of shallow-water origin, are

sometimes nearly horizontal, though locally sharp folding without over-

thrusting may occur (Boehm, 1906 ; Brouwer, 1921b), This region then

seems to have been comparatively stable, and at least adjacent to a land-

mass during the Cretaceous and Tertiary periods of folding. The schistose

pre-Jurassic rocks of the Sula Islands, the strike of which is markedly
oblique to that of the Tertiary folds, may perhaps represent a portion of

that ancient block. This block, thus relatively stable during the Cretaceous

and Miocene foldings, seems to have been in some measure like a foreland

to the great outward-moving superficial thrusts of the Miocene folding in

Ceram. According to the views of the Dutch geologists, the strike of these

folds is in the main the continuation of the Banda arc, but is complicated

in regard to details. It is not parallel, but oblique, to the coast of this

island, running south-east- north-west through middle and eastern Ceram,

bending into an east-west direction in western Ceram, and inclining to the

south-west into the terminal Huamoal Peninsula. These directions of strike

are displayed both by the crystalline schist and gneisses along the southern

side of the island, and the fossiliferous Triassic and later Mesozoic sediments

along the north. Crossing Manipa Strait, however, the strike bends sharply

to the north-west, as is shown by the schists of Manipa Lsland itself, and
by the several zones of formations which cross Buru. These zones are,

in succession from north-east to south-west, as follows : Crystalline schists,

&c. ; Triassic sandstones and shales ; fossiliferous Triassic,* later Mesozoic,

and early Cainozoic sediments ; and they are therefore arranged in the

opposite order, as regards the Banda Sea, to that displayed in Ceram.
According to the Dutch geologists, there is an outward or northern thrust

nner has informed the writer

Upper Cretaceous molluscan fauna of Buru cliaracterized by Tussotia, mentioned in the
previous paper (Benson, 1923, p. 50), is really Upper Triassic (Noric), the characteristic

form, when better specimens were examined by Knimbeck, having proved to -be
NeoiihdUes. The Upper Cretaceous form Trigonosemus, reported to have been found
in Obi, is a Belgian shell, and was probably brought there by a Belgian prospector.

anner
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of the various formations in Bum as well as in Ceram ; but this Wanner
(1921) opposes, holding that in Burn the thrust was directed from the north-
east towards the south-west. He compares this apparent reversal of the
direction of thrust of a geanticlinal axis where a sharp kinking has occurred
with the conditions on either side of the Straits of Sunda, believing, with
Van Es (1917), that the direction of thrust in western Java is to the south;
while, according to Tobler (1906), it was towards the north-east in the
adjacent portions of Sumatra. According to a verbal communication made
to the writer by Professor Brouwer, however, there is not a general
acceptance of this conclusion of Tobler's. Wanner and Brouwer (1922) also
suggest that the further continuation of the axis of Burn occurs in the
neighbourhood of Sula Besi, the crystalline schists of which resemble those
of Burn, and strike in a north-westerly direction, except for a single instance
of an east-north-easterly strike which has been recorded, and he remarks
that such a connection accords better with the zoogeograpliic evidence than
the extension south-westwards to Tukang Besi, which Molengraaff (1921)
has supposed might have existed.

Some comment may here be made on the role played by the Sula Islands,
Obi, and Misol, which we have stated were in some measure like a foreland
to the folds in Ceram, following Suess's conception, originally accepted
by Wanner. As the result of continued investigation, Wanner (1921) now
doubts the propriety of considering Misol at least as portion of a continental
platform, for the moderately folded Mesozoic rocks which lie upon the
crystalline rocks are similar in all essentials to the coeval formations that
occur much more highly folded or even overthrust in Ceram*—so much so
that they must be considered as having been deposited in the same
geosynclinal depression. The relations of Misol to Ceram are indeed much
more marked than its relation to Obi and the Sula Islands. It may be
best to consider it as an outer portion of the geosyncline which has suffered
relatively slight folding, rather than part of a foreland massif.

In attempting to trace the Miocene folding farther to the west the
structure of Celebes must briefly be considered. This is a matter con-
cerning which very diverse views have been expressed by Koto (1899),
Sarasm (1912), Ahlburg (1913), Abendanon (1917), and others. According
to Abendanon (1917), the whole region from south-eastern Asia to Tasmania
in Palaeozoic times formed a smgle continental massif, which he termed
" Aequmoctia." Thus he explained the apparent absence of pre-Permian
marine fossils from the East Indies, though the occurrence of Spirifera
verneuhi {S. disjuncta) has recently been discovered in Celebes (Brouwer,
1919),t and may indicate the presence of Upper Devonian beds,
widespread phyllitic rocks, possibly Palaeozoic, among the older
invaded by the granites, &c. The presence of some such land-mass which
would divide the stream of Asiatic forms migrating towards Australia
might perhaps account for the difference between the later Palaeozoic
faunas of the eastern and western regions of Australia noticeable in
Devonian and Permian times (c/. Benson, 1923a, pp. 27, 31). Abendanon
held that this land-mass was broken up in Carboniferous times, when an
extensive submergence took place, and in the central region (now the

" ~ ^^^* m^m^^^m^^^^m mh , ,„
,

^
. - _ - _ ' »*

^r- r
^

-TJ."*
°^ T^'^\

interest to New Zealand geology i.s the occurrence in both
Misol and Ceram of dark greywacke sandstones containing TerebeUina (" Torlesma ")
Jlc^a^t, aa noted by ^^anner( 1921).

t Some obscurely preserved brachiopods, &c., found recently in the north-western

There are

Professor Brouwer.
ing
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Banda Sea) orogenic forces commenced to act, and have affected the region

intermittently and more or less powerfully up to the present day. The
present islands are considered by him to rest on disrupted fragments of

this older platform, which, with their covering of Permian, Mesozoic, and
older Tertiary rocks, have been greatly dislocated and folded during the

subsequent orogenic epochs. The crystalline schists and gneisses of Borneo,
western and central Celebes, Buru, Ceram, and north-western New Guinea
are held by him to be the exposed portions of this ancient platform, and
he states that they exhibit a dominantly east-west strike varied to some
extent by the post-Permian crust-movements,* Wanner (1919) is of the

opinion, however, that the known instances of an east-west strike in

the crystalline rocks of Celebes are far too few to establish definitely the

existence of a pre-Miocene trend-line in this direction, and notes that the

strike of the Miocene folding and the extension of the plutonic intrusions

connected therewith (which frequently exhibit gneissic marginal facies) is

usually in a north-westerly to north-north-westerly direction. Thus the

trend of the Miocene folds in western, central, and south-eastern Celebes

would appear to overlap, coulisse-like, the trend of the coeval folds in Buru.

A like north-westerly or north-north-westerly strike is exhibited by the

crystalline schists, &c., which form the base of the largely volcanic mass
of the Minahassa Peninsula. In eastern Celebes strikes to the north-east

have been noted in the slightly folded late Tertiary beds, but the main mass
of the eastern peninsula consists, according to Wanner (1910), of massive

horizontally-lying Eocene and Oligocene limestones, marls, and sandstones,

locally upturned along a north-westerly strike. Here also Hotz (1913) has

found grey-blue shales, containing belemnites, which resemble the Jurassic

rocks of the Sula Islands. Thus the eastern arm of Celebes may per-

haps form an outlying portion of the more stable region north of the

zone of intense folds sweeping through Buru, south-eastern and central

Celebes. It is noteworthy that basic intrusive rocks are particularly

abundant in the margin of the folded rocks. A vast mass of peridotite

occurs in south-eastern Celebes associated with diabasic rocks, and these

extend to the north along the western side of the fault-bounded series

of depressions extending through Tomori Bay from Tolo to Tomini Gulf

These ultrabasic rocks were injected apparently -during the late Mesozoic

orogeny, and the late Cretaceous-Eocene marine sediments rest on their

eroded surfaces, but there are, in addition, a series of Middle Tertiary

intrusions of gabbros, &c.

The trend-lines of the Malay Archipelago are thus traced in accordance

with Brouwer's (1922) charting (fig. 2). A point of detail should, however,

be noted concerning the direction of the indi\ddual fold-axes. Brouwer

(1922) points out that where the general trend of the geanticlinal zone

is sharply bent, as in Babber, the individual fold-axes cross the main
trend-direction almost perpendicularly. This is believed to result from
differences in the amount of horizontal movement of the geanticline at

depth and at the surface. The obliquity of the strike-line of the Mesozoic

rocks of the Tenimber and Kei Islands to the direction assumed for the

Banda arc in that region has had a very different interpretation, as will

appear below.

4

* It is conceivable, however, as Professor Brouwer verbally indicated to tha
writer, that the crj^stalline schists of the region assumed by Abendanon to be the pre-

Cambrian basement of the supposed Palaeozoic continent may be really the highly
altered representatives of a long series of Palaeozoic geosyiiclinal sediments metamor-
phosed during the later Palaeozoic orogeny.
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These orogenic movements were followed by long-continued denudation
and widespread transgression of the sea, with the deposition of the
petroliferous later Tertiary rocks, Glohigerina limestones, and terrigiuous
sediments, marls, clays, sandstones, and conglomerates, with increasing
diversity of lithologic facies as the later Tertiary crust -znovements
became pronounced. These are succeeded by oyster-banks and (especially)
coral-reef formations making a concordant series of deposits, followed,
after further warping, by locally-widespread late Pliocene or Pleistocene
reef-limestone, such as that which covered the greater part of Timor.

A considerable amount of volcanic activity occurred during the later
Tertiary period, though it is not always easy to differentiate its products
from those of earlier Tertiary age. Thus in south-western Celebes
probably a short time before the deposition of the Tertiary limestone

(
partly Eocene and partly Miocene ') had completely terminated, eruptions

began all along the western side . . . which gave rise to the hi^h
western mountams

; for the greater part they consist of tuffs, breccias,
volcanic conglomerates, of andesites, basalts, and also of leucite-rocks,"
while intrusive essexitic and shonkinitic rocks also occur. Farther northm the same island however (the Latimodjong Range), the eruptions seem
to have stopped before the newer Tertiary period. Leucitic rocks are
also known to belong to the younger Tertiary formation in Sumbawa
(Brouwer, 1917b).

•

r J^?,i^^^S?^?*'''''
°^ ^^^^^ formations renders clear the extont and nature

of the Fho-Pleistocene crustal movements. "The presence of uplifted fringing
reefs IS seen m nearly all the islands, where they sometimes form definite

reef-caps,^^ the amount of the uplift being occasionally as much as
4,UUU tt. ihe uplift of islands has not, however, been simultaneous,
nor equally intense, while periods of temporary subsidence have probably
interrupted the general elevation since the Plio-Pleistocene period." The
appearance of tilting presented in certain islands where raised coasts on one
side of the island contrast with the subsidence observable on the othermay not, however, really involve mere tilting of crust-blocks. Brouwer
(1918) urges that m the forward wave-like propagation of a geanticlinal
crest there would naturally be a depression on the rear slope of the crest
related to the uplift on the forward Umb, which depression might extend

'

beyond the limits of that portion of the crest remaining above sea-level,
thus giving rise not merely to differential uplift of the forward and rear
coast-lines, but actually to features indicative of coastal drowning. Otherthmgs being equal the greatest uplift will be seen in the widest islands,
ihus in the case of Timor, which by the end of Pliocene times had been
reduced by erosion to a cluster of low islands rising from a shallow shelf-
sea, tne sheet of reef-limestone then formed has since been arched upwards
asymmetrically to a maximum height of 4,000 ft., contrasting thus with
the arching that reaches a height of 1,300 ft. in the narrower island of Rotti,and only 460 ft. in Jamdena (the largest of the Tenimber Group). This
group indicates another phenomenon. It consists of an eastern and a
western portion the former including Jamdena, and the latter a row of

hZt '"f f n^'.
'"^ '''^^'^^' however, the elevated reef-caps stand at

heights of up to 700ft. Tin's a,.t.«n™ +^ .„„„U r it.. -, __S . _!rSl "?•
^ I , , • ^^"'^ ^W'^'-^^^ to ^«^^lt from the development of

^r. tI T ^^P^^ating the two islands on the main geanticlinal

«W ^-T f'lf ""^ \^'' "^g* i« ^^^1 ™*^ked at the Kei Islands, a
short distance farther north, which rise bet
fathoms to the west and east respectively.

300 and 1 .600
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The main trend-lines of the later stage of mountain-making are now
accurately known, and coincide approximately with the longer axes of the

islands, while the deep-sea basins are found to be elongated arcuate

synclines parallel to the adjoining rows of islands. The continuation of

such movements is shown by the frequency of earthquake-shocks along

the trend-lines, while they are notably absent from the stable region of

eastern Sumatra, northern Java, Borneo, and the southern China Sea.

A very noteworthy feature is the obliquity of the modern geanticlinal

axes to the strike of the Tertiary folds, which want of parallelism Bronwer
explains by the supposition *' that the rows of uplifted and fragmented

island-blocks indicate the places where at a greater depth folding continues,

and that there is motion in a vertical direction as well as considerable

motion in a horizontal one. The vertical movement will cause gradual

erosion, and the exposed surface of the geanticline will in time consii>t of

rocks which were in the zone of flow during an earlier stage of mountain-

building. The rate and direction of the movement of the deeper-lying

rocks as they aj)proach the earth's surface may differ more and more
from the rate and direction of motion of the rocks that lie at still

greater depth.'*

Of noteworthy significance in connection with these movements is the

distribution of the ancient and modern volcanic centres. Daring the recent

crustal movements in the outer row of islands around the Banda Sea,

Trhere the crust has been thickened as a result of overthrusting, the magma
has not reached the earth's surface, wdiile the inner row, with a thinner crust,

is characterized by a great number of volcanoes on the top of the geanti-

cline. Where the two rows are nearest to one another, just now at Timor,

there are no active volcanoes on the inner row, and the volcanoes on this

row appear to have become extinct at a later and later period as their

distance increases from this point and thus also from the stable Aus-

tralian massif. The horizontal movements then 2>rogressively so increased

the thickness of the crust in this zone as to stop up existing vents and

prevent the formation of others. *' We see in the inner row of islands

of the south-eastern archipelago an instance of extinction of volcanic

activity on the top of the geanticline during a renewal of the mountain-

building process" (Brouwer, 1917).*

* It may be permissible to cite a few more sentences from this work (pp. 803-4)

:

" If tangential pressure reveals itself in the formation of normal folds the molten magma
will, under compression from all sides, force its way through the crust, with unequal

strain first near the top of the anticlines where tension takes place. , . • In the case

of disruption . . . the tension of the anticlinal and synclinal tops disappears or

decreases, and the vents of the volcanic magma leading to the surface, maintained by

the tension, can gradually be stopped up. Movements on a large scale will give rise

to overthrust sheets, [and] the earth's crust in situ will increase in thickness, an addi-

tional reason for the stopping-up of the volcanic vent. A new way is opened for the

magma to reach the surface along the thrust-planes. Most often the magma, if it reaches

the surface, will appear on a lower level—i'.e., in the region here discussed, below the

surface of the sea along the outer margin of the row of islands—and movements in the

direction of the ' Vorland ' will cause the volcanic products to be gradually overlain

by the moving masses." In discussing the origin of the " green rocks " of the Alps

and the older basic volcanic rocks of the Malay Archipelago the writer (Benson, 192-4)

independently put forward a view very similar to the above, adding that by the con-

solidation of the later drafts of basic magma rising along the thrust-plane, between the

overthrust crust-flake above and the overridden submarine lavas below, there may
be produced those intimate associations of gabbro-peridotite and pillow-lava that form

so noteworthy a feature in the Mesozoic rocks of Switzerland—e.^., in the Engadine

and in those of the Malay Archipelago,

I
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The distinction here introduced between those parts of the archipelago
in which the crust is still thin and those which have become thickened by
overfolding recalls the new orogenic conceptions of R. T. Chamberlin (1919,
1921), who distinguishes between thick-shelled mountains (characterized by
open gentle folding, a moderate crustal shortening affecting a relatively
deep zone and strong uplift with vertical movement and normal faulting) and
the contrasted thin-shelled mountains affected by intense deformation,
leading to great overthrusting, especially in the marginal portions. Apply-
ing these conceptions to the eastern portion of the Malay Archipelago, it

would seem as if the mid-Tertiary movements were characteristically of
the thin-shelled type, and the overthrusting resulting therefrom thickened
the crust sufficiently to cause the later movements to have more of the
features of those in thick-shelled regions. The Plio-Pleistocene folds are
broken by very many fractures. In opposition to Richthofen's view, cited
by Ahlburg (1914) and Hobbs (1921), that these fractures result from
tensional strains in a region nipped between the diversely thrusting Aus-
tralian and Asiatic continental masses, Brouwer holds they are the surface
expression of the vertical and horizontal movements which result from
compressional stresses, and occur where there are imi)ortant differences
in the rate of movement in the underlying rock-masses if the fissures are
approximately longitudinal, while transverse fractures result from a differ-
ence of^ velocity of horizontal movement in neighbouring parts of the
geanticlinal axis. These fractures have broken across the geanticline,
in many places separating the ridge into a number of separate islands.

"

A very notable instance of this is the narrow Manipa Strait, over 2,000
fathoms^ deep, between Ceram and Buru. It occurs at a point of sharp

points
mi

port
the

Wanner
(1921) accepts this view, and thinks it probable that the differential move-
ment may here be measured in several tens of kilometres.

Among the regions hitherto discussed, however, it is in Celebes that
the thick-shelled type of crust-movement is most in evidence. Here
Pho-Pleistocene dislocations both in the region of crystalline rocks and
elsewhere have formed a regular network of high mountain-blocks, which
alternate with more or less depressed blocks in which are preserved the

mn
marine sediments, which were kid down on the submerged Middle Tertiary
peneplam. The general direction of the main fracture-lines is approxi-
mately meridional, tending to the north-north-west, but these are crossed
by an important series of east-west fractures, and by others with an
approximately north-west trend. Ahlburg's (1914) map, reproduced by
Hobbs (1921), indicates the position of these. By the fracturing and
block-movement, the drainage system and the outline of the island have
very largely been determined. On the western side, between Macassar
Strait and the high ranges of crystalline rocks, there is a region of
irregulariy and often rather strongly folded Miocene sediments, with oil-
bearmg sandstones and shales and intercalated leucitic lavas, together
with probably late Tertiary sandstones and conglomerates, which have a
general north-easterly strike and are truncated obliquely by the coast-Une.
The crust-movements, indeed, have continued up to the present time, for
Abendanon noted that a small plain had been uplifted not less than 16 ft.m the last fifty years (Wanner, 1919). The significance of this latest phase
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of crust-movemeat in Celebes becomes greater when it is compared with

the similar late Tertiary and Pleistocene movements in New Guinea and

New Zealand,

It seems desirable here to note Professor MoIengraafF's most recent

generalizations (1922) concerning the tectonics of this region, as they show

the manner in which Wegener's (1920) views have been applied to its

explanation. (See also Wing Easton, 1921). Molengraaff holds that the

arcs of the Malayan Archipelago originally formed a nmch more regularly

curved series of arcuate folds concave towards Asia, of the structure of

w^hich they formed the marginal parts. On the basis of Tydeman's

bathyraetrical charts he would trace the easternmost anticlinal fold in

Mindanao into the north-eastern arm of Celebes, and thence by the south-

eastern arm into the Tukang Besi Islands, crossing a deep and narrow

strait znarked by sharp fracture and lateral dislocation of the anticlinal

axis. He follows it from here with a sharp change in direction into Buru

and Ceram, and thence by way of the Banda arc through Java and

Sumatra into Burma, noting a certain resemblance between the occurrences

of serpentine in south-eastern Celebes, Amboina, Moa, Letti, and Timor.

Admittedly, however, the linking of the many diverse elements between

uru

axis involves many difficulties, and does not commend itself to all the

geologists who have studied this region. The suggestion is therefore put

forward tentatively only.

Following Wegener's hypothesis, it is then supposed that Austraha

(inclusive of New Guinea) " moved horizontally in a westerly or north-

w^esterlv direction, and the portion of the arc between Burn and Rotti,

and especially the particular stretch between East Timor and ^Buru, was

gripped in the concavity of the coast-line (Arafura Bight) "—i.e., the

margin of the continental mass as indicated by the position of the hundred-

fathom line.
" Through this [movement] the folding arcs of the Moluccan

geosyncline were thrust on to one another, so that one now sees that

underthrusting directed outwards from the continent might act on the

high islands of Ceram, Timor, Babber, &c., apparently like a system of

overthrustings going out in a centrifugal direction from the central Banda

Sea "
(c/. Molengraaff, 1913). Thus the successive anticlinal ridges and deep

syncUnal troughs were wrinkled up in front of the advancing continent.

fractures

as

differential strains set up during tlieir partial adjustment to the promon-

tories and embayments of the coast-line of the continent of Australia.

Up to the present the conception of the Banda region entertained by

the Dutch geologists has been followed, though Suess's objection thereto

has been noted. Attention must now be called to Gregory's (1923) recent

papers. After citing Suess's opinion and Boehm's general adherence

thereto, he adds :
" The geological e\adence appears consistent with [this

opinion]. The Tenimber Islands have been shown by Professor Brouwer

to include vertical Mesozoic rocks, which he compares with those of East

Ceram, but their strike varies from east-west to 28° north of west, and

is therefore that of the island chain extending westward from Tenimber

to Java, and is not due to folding on the lines of the Banda arc. In the

Kei Islands also the strike of the older and more steeply tilted beds

trends east and west (Verbeek, 1908, pi. xv, figs. 421, 431, 440), and is

part of the general east-to-west grain of this region, and is older than the
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Banda arc. It is true that in the Kei Islands there are some shallow folds

which trend from south-south-west to north-north-east parallel to the

eastern part of the Banda arc^ but they may be explained by a gentle

tilt towards the Banda subsidence, and they do not indicate a chain of

fold-mountains. . • . The characteristic rocks of the Ceram-Buru line,

and of the eastern end of the Timor chain, have not been recorded from

the Kei Islands, which form the middle and essential part of the supposed

Banda arc." He therefore concludes that " the evidence of the Banda

arcs does not accord with the view that they are situated along a

meridional mountain-range belonging to the Alpine-Himalayan system and

connecting the Sunda and Buru-Ceram lines. The Kei Islands, the central

part of the Banda arc, are built of materials that were deposited in the

same basin as southern New Guinea. The foundation of these islands

was folded in the late Eocene or Oligocene by the same meridional com-

pression that formed the mountain-lines which occur both to the north

and south of them, and extend past them both to east and west. This

compression was part of the crustal movement which formed the mountains

of the Alpine and Himalayan systems and also the fold-mountain chains

of New Guinea. After the formation of the fold-mountain belt in the

eastern part of the Eastern Archipelago, subsidences within it and fractures

across it, similar to those frequent along the Alpine - Himalayan belt,

happened in the Banda area. The subsidences formed the Banda and

Weber Deeps, and cross-fractures broke up the land into islands and

separated the Molucca Islands from New Guinea. These earth-movements,

in accordance with the evidence so well interpreted by Professors Molen-

graafE and Brouwer, are probably still in progress ; they have been very

uneven, subsidence having occurred in one place while uplift was in

progress elsewhere " (Gregory, 1923a).

In opposition to this conclusion may be cited the verbal comment of

Professor Brouwer that as a result of laboratory investigation of his

collections from Jamdena it now appears that much formerly assigned

to the Tertiary should be relegated to the Mesozoic ; and, considering

the strike of these formations as well as of those previously held to be

Mesozoic, it would appear that the balance of the very varying direction

of strike lies more nearly meridional and in the direction of the Banda arc

than at right angles thereto ; and, further, the lines of strike shown by
Professor Gregory running eastwards to east-south-eastwards through the

peninsula south of MacCluer Gulf do not take note of the very sharply

marked deflection to the south-east which actually occurs here, and
appears to be concentric with the Banda arc, and to run thus for a short

distance before bending back to the east-south-east along the line of the

Snow Mountains.

In support of his view Gregory cites the comment of Suess (1908,

p. 237) that " we might regard the whole zone of the Teniniber, Kei, and
Watubele Islands, together with Ceram and Burn, as resting on an arc-

shaped horst, and this would be separated on the north by a trough

subsidence from New Guinea, Misol, and Obi "—though it is clear from
a later remark (p. 243) his preference is to look on Ceram and Buru
as the continuation of the southern peninsula of New Guinea, as does

Professor Gregory, Professor David (1914) is cited in further support
thus: ''[Papua] is part of the Himalayan-Burmese arc prolonged through
the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Java, and Timor. Its trend-lines are

continuous with those of the Malay Peninsula [? Archipelago], and the
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direction and age of the folding . . . agree with those of the

Burmese arc." Kober (1921, p, 157) is also of the view that a

uniform marginal chain runs around the Indian and Australian foreland

from the Indus, through Timor and New Guinea, to New Caledonia,

and terms it the Indo-AustraUan branch of the Mediterranean orogon.

On his interpretation, the Sunda and Ceram-Buru chairs would be

respectively the outward-thrust lateral chains of a single but widened

orogen, the central portion of which had subsided to form the Banda Sea,

w^hile New Guinea would represent the restricted portion of the same

structure.

This diversity of interpretation of the structure of the eastern end of

the Banda Sea naturally involves a corresponding variety of conceptions

of the structural relationships of western New Guinea, to which attention

must now be given. Converging towards north-western New Guinea are

two arcuate lines of strongly folded mountains, the Buru-Ceram line

already described and that running south-eastwards from Halmahera.

The structure of this island, which Suess (1909, p. 308) assigned entirely

to the Asiatic framework, is as yet but Httle known, but is perhaps

essentially similar to that of Celebes, though the lesser elevation and

dissection have not permitted the exposure of any crystaUine schists in

the foundation. So far as this is visible beneath the covering of late

Tertiary and modern volcanic- rocks, it consists of sharply upturned

Tertiary and recently discovered Mesozoic sediments with infaulted pre-

Tertiary basic igneous rocks (Wanner, 1913; Brouwer, 1922 and private

ition). It seems to lie at the meeting-point of an Asiatic arc

extending south-westwards from Yap and the Pelew Islands, with that

»uth-east into New Guinea. Between the latter and the Burn-

Ceram^arc is the resistant wedge made up by the ciiystalline rocks of

eastern Celebes, the Sula Islands, and Obi, and the rather more yielding

Misol mass. According to Brouwer's view, illustrated in fig. 2, the south-

eastern Halmahera arc strikes across the southern peninsula of western

New Guinea, and is here shown by steeply dipping Eocene Alveolina lime-

stones, which appear to be drained by strike-streams, and bends round to

the east and east-south-east into the Snow Mountains. It separates,

therefore, the crystalline rocks of the Sula Islands from those of the

northern peninsula of western New Guinea (the *' Vogelkop ") and the

adjacent regions about Geelvinck Bay and farther east. In Suess's view

the Buru-Ceram trend-line (though it may be locally deflected to the

south-east in the southern peninsula) is continued into the Snow Mountains,

while he groups into a single series not only the crystalline rocks of the

Sula Islands, Obi, 3Iisol, the northern peninsula, and Geelvinck Bay, which

are overlain by nearly horizontal shallow-water marine Jurassic rocks,

but also those which extend farther east, ' along the north coast and

highlands of New Guinea as far as the Louisiade Islands, beyond its

south-eastern extremity. Stanley (1921a) is of the opinion that the

Halmahera arc swings into Waigeo Island, the northern peninsula, and

Jai)pen Island, and thence extends along the north coastal ranges. On
the view of Gregory (1923) it would seem as if the Snow Mountains and

their eastward prolongation must be considered as a complete bilateral

orogen, and to correspond with both the northward-thrust Ceram trend

and the southward-thrust Timor trend, with a narrow central zone

nine

wid No evidence

yet advanced seems to indicate the existence of such an arrangement in
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the Snow Mountains only, though the structure of the whole of New

Guinea as viewed by Suess and Kober may approximate thereto.

There is, however, a very remarkable series of depressions which

separate, by a trough-faulted zone twelve hundred miles long, a narrow

strip of the northern-coast ranges from the great central ranges, through-

out the whole length of the island. The relation of the topography of

New Guinea to the Australian continental massif on thc^ one hand and

the Pacific Ocean on the other thus bears more than a passing resemblance

to the relation of the topographic features of Sumatra to the stable Sunda

region on the one hand and the Indian Ocean on the other, though this

resemblance is lost' as the eastern extremity is approached. The efiecfc

of east-and-west fault-lines in determining the direction of streams is seen

in the headwaters of the rivers draining the northern Vogelkop Peninsula.

The main rift-valley commences in the MacCluer Gulf, is continued by the

valley of the Waiponga Stream draining westwards into Geelvinck Bay, and

thence eastwards by the Eouffaer and Idenburg Rivers, which unite and

enter the sea by way of the Mamberamo River, traversing the Van Ilees

Range. These two rivers have a flood-plain up to twenty miles in width

at a height of about 160 ft. above the sea, and lie in a depression running

for nearly five hundred miles parallel to the coast about eighty miles to

the north. The headwaters of the Idenburg lie in a similar but smaller

depression about sixty miles from the coast and seventy miles in length,

and at an elevation of about 600 ft. Low gaps lead from these into the

depression occupied by the Sepik (or Kaiserin Augusta) river-system, the

broad alluvial plains of which cover elevated Pleistocene marine beds

(Stanley, 1924). These depressions run approximately due east, but at

the mouth of the last-named river opens another long trough depression,

bounded by fault-scarps, which is occupied by the Ramu River, and leads

across an indefinite divide, only 1,200 ft. above sea-level, into the Markham

River valley, which opens into the Huon Gulf. On the north and south

sides of this depression the Finisterre and Bismarck Ranges rise to heights

of over 10,000 ft. In the valley itself somewhat dislocated late Tertiary

or Pleistocene sandstones appear beneath the modern river-alluvium

(Stanley, 1923). The southern fault-scarp of this depression continues for

over three hundred miles to the south-east, forming the north coast of

British Papua, and is recognizable in the truncated spurs of the various

promontories, such as the Cape Vogel Peninsula. A scries of volcanic

rocks capping such promontories have been emitted along this line of

fracture, and the active volcanoes of the D'Entrecasteaux Group may

perhaps be considered as rising from a submarine extension of the Raniu-

Markham zone of fracturing.

It will be best to describe separately the several structural zones of

New Guinea from south to north. The'lowland of southern New Guinea

traversed by the Eiland, Digul, and Fly Rivers is composed of horizontal

late Tertiary lignites and days, through which appears the granite of

Mabaduan, 'the outlying member of the series of granite - intrusions of

Cape York Peninsula (Haddon, 1894). This is the stable portion of New

Guinea, a portion of the Australian massif. Heldring (1909) suggested

that this formed with the Arafura Sea and Gulf of Carpentaria an

elhptical area of depression, the Gulf of Papua being a similar but more

pronounced feature, and pointed to several features as evidence of such

movements of depression, faulting, or warping; and David (1914) has

entertained a similar view, Verbeek {fide Brouwer, 1917) doubted the

validity of this evidence.
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North of this lowland a series of step-faults have raised a terraced
plateau of Pleistocene and probably Lower Miocene coral - limestones

above sea-level.
000

surface
lands (Staniforth Smith, 1912; Stanley, 1924a). The limestones occu])y

middle Farther
east the foothill region rises directly from the south coast of Papua. It
is composed in part of pre-Miocene formations ; contorted semi-crystalline
grey or white limestones, which may be Eocene or Mesozoic ; more or
less silicified limestones with interbedded sediments ; and the radiolarian
cherts of the Port Moresby series, originally held to be Pliocene, but now
considered pre-Miocene, though it lies apparently above the widespread
Boioro grey limestone. Farther inland are sandstones with lignites which
may be placed in this group. These are considerably crushed, folded,
and faulted, and appear to have been overthrust towards Australia. They
are succeeded imconformably by the Miocene-Pliocene petroliferous series—^limestones, sandy marls, clays, grits, and sandstones with lignite, &c,,
volcanic agglomerates, and interstratified flows of andesite. Several minor
unconformities appear to be present. The beds undulate, with a general
south-easterly strike, but the lowest formations dip much more steeply
than the uppermost. They are capped by raised coral-reefs along much
of the coast. This foothill zone is succeeded to the north by the high
ranges which form the backbone of New Guinea, and are known as the
Charles Louis Range, the Snow Mountains, the Star Mountains, the Victor
Emmanuel, the Bismarck, and the Owen Stanley Ranges, with various
subordinate and spur ranges. In the western end of this central range
are dark crinoidal limestones probably belonging to the Permian series,

though farther south in the outer portions of the Snow Mountains are
littoral Permian (?) sandstones (Heldring, 1911; Martin, 1911; Brouwer,
1917). The structure of the ranges has been investigated by Heldring
and Hubrecht (1913). " There is a huge thickness of strata with a fairly

uniform dip to the north over long distances, and it does not seem
impossible that recumbent folds, imbricated structures, and overthrusts,

with a movement directed towards Australia, may occur in these mountains "

(Brouwer, 1922). The highest peaks, Carstenz and Wilhelmina Tops, rise

to 15,000 ft. in height, and are composed of Hmestone, possiblv Permian*
rather than the later age previously assigned {cf Davie

Eocene Alveolina* limestone occurs. Crystalline rocks

flanks

in the headwaters of the Rouffaer River (Gelder, 1910) ; and in the

Setekwa, Eiland, and Digul Rivers to the south are pebbles of augite-

granite, diorite, more or less gneissic gabbro, and also nepheline-syenite

(Heldring, 1911).

In addition to these rocks there is a covenng series of Middle Jurassic

claystones represented by specimens from the river-pebbles in each of the

main streams draining south from the Snow Mountains, and extending
into Papua across the upper waters of the Fly and Strickland Rivers.

limest

1911) and Schlumberger (1894). It was held by T>avid to be Cretaceous, and a like

view was accepted by Stanley up till the present year, Rutten (1911) has again
pronounced it to be Eocene, and he is followed in this by R. B. Newton (1916, I918]»
in whose papers the earlier work is fully discussed.
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Cretaceous rocks are indicated by a usually unfossiliferous but occasionally

belemite-bearing grey or blue limestone, which crosses the Purari River

;

the cherts with Actinacis siimatraensis at the junction of the Fly and

Palmer Rivers ; the fossiliferous sandstones and limestones on Koroya

Creek, near Kerema ; and the ammonites, &c., in the calcareous shale^ in

the Kerabi Valley, to which Dr. P. Marshall verbally assigned a Senonian

age. A single development of Eocene coral is reported from the Fly

River (Gregory and Trench, 1916). All these formations are stretched

along the southern flanks of the great central range, which is essentially

a horst, or faulted geanticline, consisting of crystalline rocks, the gneisses

and schists of the Owen Stanley series. These are invaded by granitoid

rocks, and porphyrites, and a long broken belt of serpentine, and upon

them rest unconformably the phyllites, sandstones, and crystalline

(Devonian?) limestones of the Astrolabe - Kemp Welch series, which are

invaded by fine-grained basic igneous rocks, and may be in part Palaeo-

zoic. The cover of Eocene Alveolwa limestone which probably extended

over much of this complex has been almost entirely removed (see the

generalized sections by Stanley, 1924). The extensive masses of lime-

stone discovered by Detzner (1919) in the vicinity of the Bismarck Range

south of the Ramu-Markham depression may be an important outlier of

this formation, and be continued in the faulted masses capping the

Saruvaged Ranges near the Finisterre Ranges to the north. The south-

eastern extension of this central zone is, as previously indicated, bounded

to the north by the faulted coast of Huon Gulf. There is a fringing,

more or less undulating series of Miocene-Pliocene marine sediments

resting on the ancient metamorphic rocks of the basement series, which

are continued into the Louisiade Islands. Mount Victory, the only active

volcano in Papua, is situated on this fault-Hne, and has built up the Cape

Nelson Promontory.
The north-coast ranges of New Guinea extend north of the above-

described longitudinal trench. The scattered data concerning them may
be summarized as follows : In the west the northern Vogelkop Pemn-

sula contains some highly dislocated rocks, in which have recently been

found brachiopods and Mollusca, apparently of Palaeozoic (Devonian ?)

{fide It is, however, difficult to separate these

from the complex of crystalline schists and phyllites which make up the

bulk of the peninsula and extend along the coast farther to the east. The

Van Rees Mountains, as shown by Gelder (1910), consist of undulating

late Tertiary lignite beds, sandstones, and marls, overlying older Tertiary

nummulitic limestone, and perhaps Jura-Cretaceous rocks, as shown by the

occurrence of pebbles containing Perisfhinctes and Inocerannis, These are

reported also at several localities farther to the east ; and at Walckenaer

Bay there are Miocene clays and coal-measures, which dip very steeply,

while pebbles of various crystalline rocks in the river-beds near the coast

indicate the presence of the basement series in the ranges they traverse.

At Humboldt Bay, near the boundary between the Dutch and the man-

dated territory, the small island of ]\Iisotti is made up of serpentine (Suess,

1909, p. 306), while Miocene bods occur at Cape Djar on the mainland

near by (Stanley, 1923). The north-western portion of the mandated

territory has been studied by Richarz (1910), Reche (1913), and Schultze

(1914)j and consists of the Bougainville, Bewani, and Torricelli Ranges.

On the southern slopes of the Bewani Ranges, drained by the Sepik River

system, occurs the crystalline metamorphic series, together with an altered
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group of phyllites, slates, and congloiuerates, "v^ith chloritic and epidotized

diabases^ and porpliyrites and keratopliyre-tuffs invaded by gabbro and
diorite. The Bougainville Range is largely made up of the Oenake
serpentine massif. Overljdng these older rocks there occur fossiliferous

Jurassic sediments in the headwaters of the Sepik and October Rivera,

Cretaceous foraminiferal limestones, also older Tertiary (?) glauconitic sand-

stones and shales invaded by gabbro on the southern slopes of the Bcwani
Range, with nummulitic and lepidocyclinal limestone, wliich dips south

-

south-east at 10°, on the northern slopes. Farther east, in the Torricelli

Mountains, are fossiliferous sediments which were referred by Ricliarz to

the Cretaceous period, but which must be considered Lower Miocene {fde
Wanner, private communication) on account of the occurrence of Lepido-

cyclina and other Foraminifera. These dip at 80°-85° to the north-north-

west, a marked local variation from the general strike. These last are

followed by the semi-indurated limestones, sandstones, and grits near

Monumbo (Potsdamhafen), which dip north-eastwards at 25^-30'^, and
appear to have been invaded by granodiorite, as is again the case in other

jioints along the coast (Stanley, 1923, p. 24). These rest on older basalts,

and overlie unconformably a series of phyllites, &c. (comparable with the

Astrolabe - Kemp AVelch series), which have been invaded by a large mass
of pre-Tertiary peridotite. This series of shattered and metamorphosed
sedimentary rocks makes up the coastal Adelbert Range, running hence to

Madang (Friedrich Wilhelm Hafen), and is capped here and there by
andesite. At the back of it lies the Ramu depression. A similar series

of ancient schists, &c., invaded by basic plutonic rocks forms the founda-

tion of the Finisterre Range and the Huon Peninsula, It is reported that

the strike here swings from a south-easterly into a easterly direction,

though caution must be exercised in deducing the strike of a very dislocated

series of rocks from the general elongation of the fault-bounded horst in

which they are exposed. Capping the Saruvaged Range at a height of

13,0(X) ft., and forming the highest portion of the peninsula, are the

extensive faulted masses of white limestone discovered by Detzner (1919);

this may be, as Stanley (1921) has suggested, an extension of the

Alveolina hmestone which is so widespread farther to the west. Nearer

the coast the ancient rocks are covered locally by approximately hori-

zontal carbonaceous sandstone and volcanic agglomerate. Suess notes the

abundance of andesites here.

Throughout the whole extent of the northern coast of New Guinea

there are very frequent instances of upraised Pleistocene marine deposits

and coral reefs.

Summarizing the stratigraphy of New Guinea as deduced from the avail-

able data, there must first be recognized an ancient gneissic and schistose

group of rocks, together with a somewhat younger but highly disturbed

series of sediments and volcanic rocks, possibly in part Palaeozoic. These

have been invaded by granites, and especially basic plutonic rocks and
peridotites. They are succeeded, probably uncomformably, by Permian,

Jurassic, and Cretaceous rocks, the relations of which to one another are

not yet clear, though there is as yet no evidence of marked orogeny

during the Mesozoic period. Nor, indeed, is there yet any proof of

important crust-folding between the time of deposition of these and that

of the early Tertiary sediments, littoral sandstones, siliceous radiolarian

cherts, and the very extensive Eocene Alveolina limestone which covered

the greater part of the area, though there seems evidence of some minor
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nncouforniities between the successive members of this series. Dm^ing

Ohgocene-Miocene times, however, strong movement occurred at several

points along the north coast, accompanied by the intrusion of granodioritic

rocks, and the general direction of superficial thrust of the older Tertiary-

beds appears to have been northward along the north coast, but south-

ward towards Australia along the southern side of the central range.

The older Tertiary beds are uncouformably overlain by the Miocene-

Pliocene oil-bearing series of sandy marls, grits, and limestones, with

volcanic agglomerates and andesite, these later Tertiary formations occurring

on both sides of the axis. Extensive block-faulting and warping occurred

intermittently throughout the later Tertiary period, producing minor inter-

formational unconformities, and was accompanied by volcanic eruptions,

which on the north coast and on the south-east extend to the present

day. Planation occurred to some extent during the pauses between the

successive crust-movements, and in particular the Mesozoic and early

Tertiary covering-rocks were removed from a large part of the central

horst region, which had been elevated to some extent before the deposition

of the later Tertiary rocks. The post-Tertiary movements were, however,

particularly great. The central ranges were elevated as a vast concourse

of earth-blocks, with huge scarps, such as that of Mount Suckling, in

eastern New Guinea, which faces to the north and is 8,000 ft. high, or

the southward-facing scarps of Mount Leonard Darwin and Carstenz Top,

in the Snow Mountains, which are estimated to be over 10,000 ft. high

the most stupendous precipice anywhere in the world " (David, 1914).

The lesser displacements near the coast have raised Pleistocene reefs to

a height of 2,500 ft.

Preliminary accounts of the course of the structural or trend lines

have been given by Suess, Sir Edgeworth David (1914), and Stanley

(1921), who has prepared a more extensive discussion (Stanley, 1924a), which

the writer has been permitted to consult. According to the former, the

main trend runs from west to east through Dutch New Guinea, bending

round to pass south-east into the Louisiades, with a probable virgation

by way of the Finisterre Kange into New Britain. " This strongly marked

^
Burmese trend-line is crossed by minor trend-lines, subordinate folds and
faults, more or less meridional, coming from Australia. . . .It niay

be suggested very tentatively that the mainland of Australia has functioned

as a ' foreland massif ' ; Torres Straits, the Gulf of Carpentaria, and the

deep Mesozoic and Tertiary basins, with their thick strata, as a senkungs-

feld. Possibly the crystalline schists forming the greater part of the

backbone of the island have played the part of an inner or ' ruckland

massif,' which has helped to roll up the Mesozoic and Tertiary sediments.

The chief fracture-zones on which the present active volcanoes of Mounts
Victory and Dobu are situated appear to lie on the inner limb of the fold-

region, just the portions which have been put in tension as the result of

the southerly creep of the Papuan area towards Australia " (David, 1914).

Stanley (1920, 1921) added to this view the hypothesis of a further and
trident virgation in the south-eastern promontory. The outermost branch
runs through Woodlark Island (Murua), and the bathymetrical chart of

Groll (1912) suggests that Rennell Island, an elevated atoll probably
covering a volcanic cone (Deck, 1921), and perhaps the Loyalty Islands

east of New Caledonia, may be a continuation of this trend-line. The
intermediate and inner branches consist of the D'Entrecasteaux and
Louisiade Islands respectively. In all three branches are ancient schists,
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and plutonic rocks associated witli indurated slates, grey limestones,*
sandstone, and conglomerate on Woodlark Island. On this foundation
folded Miocene limestones rest. The whole D'Entrecastcaux Group appears
formerly to have been imited to New Guinea, and to have been separated
therefrom and subdivided by east -west rifts accompanied by volcanic
activity, and followed by meridional Hfting and renewed vulcanicity. In
both Woodlark Island and the Louisiades raised and tilted coral-reefs aro
a characteristic feature (Stanley, 1912, 1915),

t

In regard to the trend-lines of the north coast and the Finisterre

Ranges (the Tertiary and Mesozoic rocks in which Suess considered *' the
outer boundary of the folded range which immediately succeeds them to

the south "), Stanley (1923) no longer considers them as a portion of the
same tectonic zone as the main ranges of the island, but, following a
suggestion made by Suess, views them as a separate geanticline '* of

smaller dimensions, with a probable Asiatic structure, and thereby related

to Halmahera, the Philippines, and Japan. This coastal feature is modified
by faults or steep folds, which cut obliquely the geanticlinal axis "

{cf.

Suess, 1909, p. 308), This axis, he believes, bends eastwards in the
Huon Peninsula, and extends into New Britain (Stanley, 1921a). Parallel

to it runs a line of active volcanic islands (the Schouten Group) from
beyond the mouth of the Sepik River across Dampier Strait, and this is

continued by the great series of volcanoes along the northern coast of

New Britain. Kober's view, on the other hand, seems to regard the north-
coast ranges as forming the northward-thrust lateral portion of a single

orogen comprising the whole of the highlands of New Guinea.
The south-eastern portion of New Guinea thus affords several interesting

problems. Suess (1909) groups the whole of this island series, together

with New Britain, the Solomons, New Hebrides, New Caledonia, and
northern New Zealand, into a single great system, which he terms
** the first Australian arc," recognizing, however, an inner and an outer

portion. The former, which includes the whole of New Guinea and the

islands off the south-eastern extremity, may perhaps be considered to be
represented also in New Caledonia ; the latter is that containing the

Bismarck Archipelago, the Solomons, and New Hebrides. As held by
various writers, especially David, Andrews, and Jensen, whose views were
summarized in a previous paper (Benson, 1923), Australia grew generally

from the soutb-west towards the north-east and east. It appears in

accord with this that the modern crustal activity, both seismic and
volcanic, is very marked in the outer portion of the arc, and to a less

degree in the inner, and then only near the recently fractured areas of

New Guinea, away from which, both to the east and to the west, such

activity diminishes. There seems, indeed, reason for recognizing, as

Stanley does (1921), two distinct arcs^fhe outer fairly continuous, broken

only by narrow transverse subsidences, the inner very discontinuous and
largely submerged. The precise role of New Britain is, however, almost

as indefinite as that of the Kei Islands, though even if it be no more than

an arcuate horst it cannot be considered as exactly analogous with the

Kei Islands. As will appear, however, it does seem to be much more
probable that it is a definitely folded arc.

The strike of this limestone is N. 20^ E., or approximately at right angles to the
general trend of the line, probably indicating a strong local flexure adjacent to a cross-

fault.

Admiralt
based
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The structure of New Britain has recently been sunnnarized by Reed

(1921) and Stanley (1923, 1924). On the inner northern side of the

arcuate island the sea reaches a depth of 1.400 fathoms, but on the

outer plunges steeply down into a narrow trough over 4,000 fathoms

deep. There is a core of schists and gneisses invaded by granodiorites

and syenite, gabbroid rocks, with diabases and porphyrites. These are

associated with Cretaceous (?) grey-white limestone containing Acteonella^

possibly, however, to be correlated with that occurring on the Purari

Kiver (Papua), and other crystalline limestones in New Ireland and the

Solomon Islands. There are also steeply dipping older Miocene sediments,

overlain unconformably by gently folded Pliocene series of foraminiferal

sediments and tuffs. The volcanic eruptions seem to fall into three chief

epochs, the first dating back to the close of Miocene time. These periods

appear to have significance for the whole of the eastern New Guinea and

the adjacent archipelago. Stanley (1924) remarks :
'' The first phases

were associated with the main tectonic zones of faulting, which were

more or less parallel to the axis of folding. The second phase was

conterminous with subsequent strand-folding, which I consider represented

the maximum period of movement in late Tertiary times. The third or

final stage is partly connected with the second or coastal fractures, and

really commenced as these movements were becoming less in the second

set ; but these later eruptions are due principally to a second set of

fractures—namely, a series of north-and-south rifts, more or less at right

angles to the coast-line, which are well in evidence throughout New
Britain, and to a lesser extent in the islands of the D'Entrecasteaux

Group." An especially good example of this is seen in the Willaumez

Peninsula, projecting northwards from the centre of New Britain. The

modern volcanic activity is thus greatest along the north coast of this

island, and, as has been noted, it extends thence in an arc westwards to

the Dampier and Schouten Islands along the north coast of New Guinea.

To the north-east the strike swings round into parallelism with that of

New Ireland, which runs from north-west to south-east.

In New Ireland, according to Schubert's observations, cited by Stanley

(1923), together with those of Sapper and Lauterbach (1910), there is

a basement series of gneiss and grey crystalline limestone invaded by

plutonic rocks ranging in acidity from granites to gabbros. Diorites are

also found in the islands in St. George's Channel between New Britain

and New Ireland, and in New Hanover to the north-west of the latter.

They are overlain by older volcanic rocks, Miocene-Pliocene foraminiferal

limestone, &c., and raised coral - limestones, with abundant Recent

volcanic rocks. The presence here of an old folded cordillera is quite

clear, and it may be traced from the Admiralty Islands, where ancient

rocks have been found beneath modern volcanic accumulations {fd^
Stanley), through New Hanover and New Ireland, in which the strike

bends sharply from south-east to due south. This geanticline appears

to have subsided for three hundred miles thence to the south-east, but

may be recognized again in the south-western islands of the Solomon
Group— namely. New Georgia, Gaudalcanar (Gera), and San ChristovaL
This southernmost island of the group seems to be the meeting-point of

two or three slightly diverging geanticlinal ridges, which together make
the

^

outer portion of the major structure termed "the first Austrahan
arc" by Suess. The innermost or western member of the three is that
which has just been described

; the central member runs through the
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northern and eastern portion of the Solomon Islands, Florida^ Ysabel,

Choiseul, Bougainville, Buka, and thence along the volcanic islands of the

Namatanai chain a short distance east and north of New Ireland and

New Hanover, and terminating in St. Matthias Island (Mussau) ; while

the outermost branch may be represented by the shorter ridge diverging

northwards from Malaita to the coral-islands of Ontong Java. The

cordilleran nature of the Namatanai ridge is shown by the occurrence of

diorite in Tabar, one of its constituent islands.

In regard to the structure of the Solomon Islandn. little can be add. '( I

here to Suess's (1909) account of this group. According to Stanley
(J923),

the latest phase of volcanic activity is represented in Buka and Bougainville

Islands ; and in Popcrang, a small island immediately south of the latter,

there is a grey crystalline limestone containing Wnjuchovelh, which Suess

thinks may possibly be Mesozoic. In Ysabel, diallage-serpentine is known,

and schistose serpentine and granulite in Florida Island. In Gaudalcanar,

andesite, dolerite, and porphyry occur, besides Keceut volcanic rocks,

peridotite, ^ . ^ . „ . _

limestone. San Christoval is very clearly a • portion of an ancient

Cordillera which has been uplifted after planation. " The mountains are

arranged in parallel series of long flat-topped ridges." The island is

extensively composed of ancient igneous rocks : diorites, sometimes gneissic

gabbros, saussuritic feldspar rocks, and diallage rock serpentine are known,

together with indurated slaty rocks and quartzite. Cassiterite has been

observed in one stream (c/. Marshall, 1912). Diallagic serpentine is also

known in Santa Anna, the most southerly member of the group. A
series of active volcanoes stand, so far as can be seen, between the

isolated remains of this cordillera, and probably rise from portions which

Lave subsided between transverse fractures. In many places the islands

are surrounded by coral-reefs elevated to as much as 500ft., fairly

tmiform displacements being traceable for nearly four hundred mile^

(c/. Guppy, 1887).

The arc of the Solomon Islands is separated by a deep transverse

depression from that of the New Hebrides. Mawson (1905) was unable

to confirm the existence of gneissic rocks in the latter, previously reported

by Lcvat, but gave interesting jtarticulars concerning the Tertiary and

later history of this island group. An arching of the sea-floor in Miocene

times permitted the formation of shallow-water limestones, which were

brought above sea-level as the elevation continued, and were invaded by

andesite sills. The steep westerly dip of the limestone suggests that the

superficial thrust was in the direction of Australia. Fracture and sub-

sidence especially of the eastern Umb of the anticline, were accompanied
Pliocene

Pleistocene "foraminiferal tuffs capped b}

T-oQ^Tiinrr q n-|£i TnTmiTH llPlO'ht of 2.000 ft

reefs

part of the group. This island grou]) does not, however, represent a

single simple anticline running to the south-south-east, but, somewhat as

in "the Solomon Islands, it branches at Efate (Sandwich Island) m the

islands

including active vents. These arc not present in the larger islands ot

the north-north-westerly or main chain of the group, a further instance,

possibly, of the easterly retreat from the Australian nucleus of the zones

of maximum crustal acti\nty, though the whole region is still unstable.

Mawson recognized that this differential elevation of the various islands.
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Fig. 3.—Bathymetrical map based on data assembled by Sieberg, Marshall, Groll, and

J. K. Davis,'* Structural features of eastern Australia after David's map.
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though superficially one of block-faulting, is essentially a continuation of
. . ... ,.,.,..,,

type," andcross

volcanic eruption, have led to the present distribution and structure of

the island masses.

Seismological investigation shows that the crust-movements are still

in progress in the outer arc. To the east of the New Hebrides the sea-

flooT sfopes comparatively gently to a depth of 2,000 fathoms, but to the

west it sinks rapidly to a depth of 4,490 fathoms (fig. 3), so that the

ridge is strongly asymmetric, its steeper slope facing toward?' Australia,

or,"more immediately, New Caledonia, from which it is separated

deep narrow trough. pect

the presence of overfolding at great depth, thrusting almost horizontally

south-westwards into a foredecp. In agreement with this is the record

of over a decade of seismological observation made by the Rev. _E. F.

Pigot at Rivervicw College, Sydney, to whose courtesy the writer is

indebted for permission to cite the following unpublished generalizations.

The New Hebridean ridge is a region of much seismicity, and the great

majority of earthquake - epicentres are situated on the western slope of

the ridge, the one facing the deep trough. Moreover, the formation of

cross-faults is clearly indicated by the grouping of certain earthquake-

epicentres along lines transverse to the main geanticlinal axis. This

seismic zone may be traced north-westwards along the western slope of

the New Hebrides - Solomon Island ridge, where it plunges down into the

Planet Deep, which is apparently the foredeep of the outer and still-

growing member of Suess's first Australian arc. Thence it passes through

New Britain into New Guinea, and westward through this last island into

the Charles Louis Range. It is in northern New Guinea that the seismic

activity of this belt reaches its maximum, and here it is apparent that

the first Australian arc presses most closely on to the Australian con-

tinental massif. Brouwer (1921a), citing, wter alia, Visser's work, has

remarked on the extension of this zone farther westward into the

Moluccas. As in the New Hebrides, the chief epicentres, are under water,

and lie on .the steep slope leading down from the southern coasts of

Sumatra and Java into the foredeep which separates the orogenic zone

from the submerged portion of Gondwanaland. The movements are

there along longitudinal tectonic lines, but in addition there are many

shocks occurring along transverse lines, especially in regions where older

folds are cut off by the present coast-lines.
^

Pveturn may now be made to the inner portion of the first Austrakan

arc, consisting of the south-eastern extremity of New Guinea and the

adjacent islands, which have already been described, and New Caledonia

and the Loyalty Islands. The Loyalty Islands are separated from New

Caledonia by a narrow trough, in places more than 1,000 fathoms deep.

mi^. :_i-_j_ „-.„ ^i..,.„+o;i ar,ri flUwhtly tiltcd coral reefs, showing several

.t..c. .. u^....., - . o'
^ore than 400 ft. above the sea In

the island of Mare, around which five terraces arc recogiiized, a small core

of volcanic rock is exposed, which suggests that the other islands m the

enn

alon- a single tectonic Une (Davis, 1915). Stanley (1921) has suggested

form
Woodlark

Island by way, it has been herein suggested, of Rennell Island. The

southernmost of the Loyalty Islands, Walpole Island, is also rmged by
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five raised reef-terraces (Andrews, 1922), and is of especial interest because
of the recent discovery on it of remains of the giant fresh-water tortoise

Miolania, now being studied by Dr. 0. Anderson. This is also represented,

though by a different species, in Lord Howe Island, as will be seen later.

The structure of New Caledonia is decidedly complex, and the account
given by Suess (based chiefly on the writings of Peletan, Reurteau, Glasser,

Deprat, and Piroutet) may be replaced by a summary of Piroutet's (1917)
more recent studies. approxuna
tlie boundary of which is about the line of latitude 21° 15' south. In each
the eastern coast is steep, the land rising into high ranges, while on the
west the relief is more gentle, and low hills and plains occur. In the
northern portion the ancient crystalline rocks, gneisses, mica- or glaucophane-
schists, and less-altered possibly Palaeozoic sericite-schists and quartzites,

are arranged in an arcuate fold concave towards the north-east, the
strike swinging from nearly N.-S. in the north-western extremity of the
island to E.-W. and even E.N.E.-W.S.W., where it meets almost perpen-
diciilarly the central portion of the eastern coast of the island. West of
these ancient rocks, in the northern half of the island, and in the southern
half also, the Permian, Mcsozoic, and Lower Tertiary rocks are bent into
folds striking much more nearly parallel with the general N.W.-S.E. axis
of the island, though numerous departures from this direction, especially
two south-westwardly concave arcuate folds, are considered by Piroutet to
indicate the presence of relatively rigid blocks of ancient folded rocks con-
cealed beneath the younger Mesozoic and Tertiary formations. Brouwer's
interpretation of analogous features may be recalled. Some deflections
also may be due to the entry of the vast instrusive masses of ultrabasic

rocks. The sedimentary rocks bear witness to continued geographic changes,
with intermittent folding or warping, erosion and deposition, from Permian
to Recent times, accounting for the many lacunae in the stratigraphical

succession. A Permian transgression passed westward over this region,

depositing littoral and rather deeper-water sediments, A regression com-
menced during Lower Triassic times, the marine sediments of this age
being sparsely developed, and the crust-movements leading to a complete
withdrawal of the sea in Middle Triassic times were associated with or

preceded by basaltic eruptions. Depression followed irregularly in Upper
Triassic times with a widespread transgression of the sea, followed by a
complete retreat of the sea at the close of the period, the region being dry
land during the Rhaetic and the greater part of the Jurassic period. These
renewed movements were accompanied by further basaltic eruptions. In
late Jurassic times a further subsidence took place, when the sea flowed
in from the south-west to the centre of the island, depositing Tithonian
and early Cretaceous sediments, the latter interstratified with rhyolites and
andesites. Before this, however, a certain amount of crust-folding or
warping occurred along axes oblique to that of the pre-Permian folding.

Up to this time the successive faunas were all closely related to Malayan
and Tethyan faunas in general, with some circumpacific elements, but now
significant changes took place. Reason has been adduced for a slight

modification of Piroutet's (1917) account of the Cretaceous succession
(Benson, 1923) ; but he nevertheless shows that some crust-folding occurred
during the middle part of this period, the intensity of which does not appear
to have been very great- The direction of the fold-axes is stated to be
oblique to the strike of the Jurassic and the Permian folds. Tins folding
was succeeded by the entry from the east of a Senonian marine transgression,
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which penetrated into regions in which the Lower Cretaceous deposits are

lacking. The new immigrant fauna was distinctly of the Indo-Pacific type,

and apparently had a definitely marked affinity with that of New Zealand

and the American Antarctic regions, though its detailed description is not

yet available. The deposition of these Senonian beds was followed by great

crustal instability and frequent oscillation, producing a variety of sediments,

conglomerates, sandstones, foraminiferal and algal limestones, gypsiferous

clays, &c., associated with basic tuffs, basalts, dolerites, &c,, abundant in

the higher members of the Eocene series, in which several minor uncon-

formities are recognizable. The coastal connection with New Zealand

appears to have broken down, there being no community of Eocene marine

fauna, though the continuance of connections with the north-west is indi-

cated by the New Guinea, Malayan, and Asiatic relations of the species

of Foraminifera which occur in the New Caledonian Eocene beds,* but

are unrepresented in New Zealand. These are, however, the latest of the

Tertiary deposits of this island. Their formation was followed by the greatest

orogeny which is displayed clearly in the island, in which the superficial

thrust, coming from the north-east, is again directed towards the Australian

nucleus, as in the case of the other regions of mid-Tertiary folding. Though

the overthrusting is not developed as extensively as in Timor, the Permian

beds in certain areas are thrust above the Upper Triassic, and the Mesozoic

above the Tertiary, though not as extensively as Suess supposed (follow-

^ Glasser's (190S-4) account), (fig. 4). In some regions, perhaps those

buttressed by subjacent relatively rigid masses of older folded rocks, the

Tertiary folds are more or less symmetrica], but along the east coast a

series of subsidences permitted the development of back-folding, the folds

being frequently overturned towards the north-east adjacent to that coast.

Besides the three well-defined periods of folding noted, minor crust-

movements may have occurred at other periods, especially at the close of

Lower Triassic times and in the Middle Eocene. The last great movement

of approximately Miocene age was accompanied by the injection into the

crust of vast amounts of ultrabasic magma, which is now exposed in large

or small masses of peridotite throughout the island.

Concerning the subsequent movements of the crust little detailed infor-

mation is available to the writer. Coral-reefs, raised from 6 ft. to 20 ft.,

surround the island, and in general there seems to be a slight tilting move-

progress, a subsioence in t

in pflrliPT Pleistocene tim This

is further exemplified by the uplift of the coral-limestone of the Isle of

Pines in the south-eastern extremity (Compton, 1917), and of the Loyalty

Islands still farther to the east. This elevation Andrews (1922) believes

to be due to Recent crust-movements independent of and more vigorous

than those of New Caledonia. Thus the whole New Caledonian ridge can

* As the list of the Eocene fossils of New Caledonia is not readily accessible in New

Zealand, it may be useful to give it here, as compiled from the work of Deprat (1905)

and Piroutet (1917). The forms marked with an asterisk (and possibly others also)

are known in the Eocene rocks of New Guinea and the Malay Archipelago : OHJw-

7)hraamina cf. chudmiil^ 0, discus, 0. dispansa* 0, javam var. mmor,* 0. lanceolata.

Ipl
elensis

N jogjakartae,* N. striatus, N. variolarius^herberti ; also various species of AUeolbia,

DiscocycUna, Miliola (Pentettlna), and Opercnlina, together with some bryozoa,

Prenaster cf. alpinns, Spatan/ju-% and LHhoihamvinm tmnutiuUtica.
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be considered in the main as a geanticline which has been developing inter-

mittently from Permian times, the diverse strikes of the successive foldings

resulting, probably, from the apposition of the folds formed at the surface

in strata lying on the eroded surface of those formed

at depth. Further, though active orogenic move-

ment has ceased, a slight warping of the ridge is still
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in progress. The foundering of the north-eastern

coast may suggest the occurrence of block-move-

ments in association with the Tertiary folding ; but

Davis (1918) is of the opinion that the generally

rectilinear, cliffed yet embayed, north-eastern coast

is not a fault coast, but has resulted from an ex-

tensive and very recent submergence of a series of

wave-cut cliffs formed after an earlier period of long-

No late Tertiary or Recent

volcanic activity has been recorded in connection

with these crust-movements.

It is now possible to contrast the structure of

the Australasian margin as displayed on either side

of New Guinea. Though Kober (1921) has classed

the whole into a single orogen, and Gregory (1923a)

has supported in some degree his conception of the

Banda region as a bilaterally outthrust structure

with a subsided central zone, it is by no means

clear that such an arrangement is continued into the

central ranges of New Guinea, as Gregory suggests

in his diagram, and the actually observed trend-lines

in the western portion of that island do not accord

with the suggestion that might be raised by Suess's

phrasing that New Guinea as a whole, with its out-

thrust coastal ranges and longitudinal depression,

should be regarded as the continuation of the Banda
structures. Still further ditlerence is seen to the

south-west, where (omitting New Britain), in place

of a bilateral arrangement, the structure is that of

a series of parallel unilateral chains, running con-

centrically about the Australian nucleus and super-

ficially thrust in that direction. It might perhaps

be argued that the deep west of the Solomon -New
Hebrides chain is not a true foredeep, as its seismic

characters would indicate, but essentially the sub-

sided central portion of the orogen towards which

the eastern flank has been turned back, while in

the normal case the thrusting would have been in

the opposite direction— i.e., to the north-east—
symmetrically with the south-westerly thrusting of

New Caledonia. In support of this view might be

cited the overturning of the folds in the east of

New Caledonia itself towards this depression, which

Piroutet (1917) has pointed out. The alternative

suggestion that the deep is a true foredeep, and the

New Hebrides - Solomon ridge is but the marginal

fold of the former continent now represented by the
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submerged platform which rises above the sea in the Fiji Islands, would
seem to remove that ridge from the tectonic control of the Australasian
structure rather more than would be in accord with the conceptions
entertained by Suess and Andrews (1922). Further divergencies from the
Moluccan type of structure of tha Australasian margin wlQ be seen below
in the account of New Zealand, where the folded arc passes into a more
or less continental platform.

Passing farther to the south, it is noted that the New Caledonian-
Loyalty Island ridge is not continued far beneath the ocean, but is

cut off by a depression between 1,000 and 1,500 fathoms in depth,
beyond which, but some distance west of the prolongation of tlie New
Caledonian axis, the Norfolk ridge rises to within 500 fathoms of the
sea-surface, and continues with a slightly sinuous but generally south-
south-easterly direction towards the centre of the North Island of New
Zealand, meeting it to the west of the short submarine prolongation
of the North Auckland Peninsula. The basaltic mass of Norfolk Island,
rising from this ridge, contains a volcanic tuff wdth fragmental crystal-

grains possibly derived from a plutonic source (Speight, 1913). Stretching
west of the narrow New Caledonian trench is a large submarine plateau,
situated at a depth of less than 1,000 fathoms, reaching almost to the
coastal shelf of Queensland, from which it is separated by a deep, narrow
trench. From this a second wider and more continuous ridge extends
south-south-easterly to the neighbourhood of Cook Strait, Lord Howe
Island (composed of relatively ancient and probably late Tertiary basalts
and agglomerates) rises from the western side of this long submarine
plateau-ridge, which is separated from the Norfolk ridge by the New
Caledonian trench, between 2,000 and 3,000 fathoms deep ; and a like

depth, the Thompson Trough, divides it from Australia. The special

interest attaching to Lord Howe Island lies in the occurrence in it of the
remains of the giant tortoise Miolania^ whicli is also known in the
Pleistocene rocks of Walpole Island, of Queensland, and Cretaceous (?)

of Patagonia. " As Miolania must have been a land-animal, its discovery

in regions so remote is sometimes cited as one proof of the former existence

of a great Antarctic continent uniting the lands in question."* This, and
the position of the broad suboceanic ridges, suggest a continuance of a
general south-south-easterly grain in the structure of the floor of the Tasman
Sea,^ which may thus be the foundered former continental land. Such an
indication, however, clearly does not approximate to a proof.

The geological formations of New Zealand may be classed broadly
into a pre-Cretaceous and a Middle Cretaceous - Tertiary series. The
following tectonic details concerning it may now be noted. The most
ancient rocks are visible along the western slopes of the South Island.

According to recent ideas, they are crystalline schists and gneisses lying

unconformably below the Ordovician sediment ; but the possibility that

they are (partly at least) an extremely altered facies of the Ordovician

rocks cannot be held to have been excluded. Their strike is very variable,

ranging from W.N.W. to N.N.E., and is not noticeably different from the

strike of the Ordovician rocks. Its varying trend is possibly due to the

refolding along approximately meridional Unes of rocks originally folded

on a north-westerly strike. A limited area of Silurian sediments also

British Museum Guide to ilie Fossil Reptiles, djc.
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occurs, but their structural relationships are not clearly known, though

their strike appears in general to be approximately parallel to that of the

Ordovician beds. The earlier north -westerly folding was accompanied by

the intrusion of more or less gneissic granites according to Park (1921),

who has revived the belief that this occurred in Devonian times. By
some writers the intrusion of the gneissic diorites has been assigned to

this period, but recent work shows that a much later date is probable.

The relation of the older Palaeozoic to the later Palaeozoic and Mesozoic

sediments which presumably rest unconformably on them is not clearly

exhibited. At one time these later rocks were classed into one continuous

series (Maitai series) of supposedly Trias-Jura age, but they are now
known to range from the Permian to basal Cretaceous, and to contain

several lacunae and probably disconformities. These were the littoral

sediments on the western margin of the Pacific of that period. Diversity

exists in the interpretation of the structure of these rocks. It has been

affirmed (on grounds the writer considers inadequate) that an extensive

orogeny, accompanied by the intrusion of the gneissic diorites of the

south-west, occurred between Permian and Triassic time, but, though,

as Marshall has now recognized (1917a), some break may occur here,

which would account for the absence of the Lower and Middle Triassic

fauna, no angular conformity has been shown between the two series,

and probably a simple retreat of the sea, to be correlated with the general

regression throughout the Malay Archipelago in Low^er Triassic times and

resulting disconformity of Upper Triassic on Permian or basal Triassic

annelid beds, was the essential feature of that interval. Indeed, it may
have been partly bridged by the time of deposition of the large series of

unfossiliferous greywackes w^hich intervene between the two fossiliferous

formations.

The gently undulating Jurassic beds of eastern Southland certainly

contrast sharply with the steeply folded Maitai rocks of western Southland,

but do not come into contact with them. Instead, they pass down

conformably into the strongly folded Triassic rocks of the Hokonui

Hills, which, when traced to the north-west, could scarcely be separated

by Hutton from the Maitai rocks of western Southland ; and, though he

returned (1885, 1900) to his first impression that there was a concealed

unconformity here, he believed for a time (1875) that a perfect conformity

existed. The strike of these beds in the southern flank of the Hokonui

Hills is towards the north-west, but, as was shown by Cox (1878),^ it

bends very sharply but continuously round into a southerly direction

parallel to^ the strike of the Maitai rocks of western Southland, and thus

encloses a wedge-shaped area of gently undulating Mesozoic sediments

which cover much of south-eastern Southland. The significance of this

will be discussed later. On the northern side of the Hokonui Hills the

fossihferous Triassic rocks appear to pass down into the flat-lying micaceous

schists of Central Otago, to which further reference must be made.

The early Cretaceous orogeny is the most marked of the tectonic

disturbances which have affected New Zealand and produced very in-

tense folding and dislocation. The strike of the Permian, Triassic, and

Jurassic rocks varies considerably, though chiefly within the same limits

as those of the older folded strata. The variability is most marked in

the shattered earth-blocks in the north-western peninsula in the North

Island. Approximately meridional strikes, varying somewhat to the east

or west, are common in the main ranges of this Island, and the plication
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is most intense iu the eastern half, though without extensive overfolding

;

but on the western side it is more open, and the strata are undulating
except where they are shattered by the broad crush-zones as shown by
the recent investigations of Henderson and Ongley (1923). The same
trend continues through the Kaikoura Mountains of the South Island,
though a north-easterly strike is marked near the line of separation
between the Palaeozoic rocks in the north-western portion of that
Island and the Permian to Mesozoic rocks which make up the Southern
Alps. Mr. Morgan (1911) has suggested that here the north-easterly-striking
Mesozoic^ rocks have been thrust over the north-north-westerly-striking
Palaeozoic foreland. A zone of shattering invaded by plutonic rocks
sometimes separates the two masses. The ultrabasic rocks of the Dun
Mountains, and the gneissic granodiorites of the south-west, appear to have
been erupted at this period, proof of the intrusion of the granodiorite
into the annelid-bearing Permian or Triassic sediments having recently
been obtained by Moir and also by Park (1921).

In the southern half of the South Island of New Zealand the main
ranges bifurcate. One branch, containing the Palaeozoic sediments and
granodiorites, continues to the south-south-west through Fiordland, bending
later to the south-east into Stewart Island

; the other range bends directly
to the south-east, running through Central Otago, and coiisists of the
problematical Otago schists. These form a broad anticlinal mass of
sericitic schist, usually appearing t» pass laterally and vertically
into^ fossiliferous Permian (?) and Triassic greywackes, &c., though
rectilinearly bounded masses of greyw^acke appear to be sometimes
rather sharply distinct from the adjacent schists. On the south-
west boundary of Otago a syncline (largely covered by Recent alluvium)
and a sharp anticline of fossiliferous Triassic greywackes (forming the
Hokonui Hills) separate this region of nearly flat schists from the gently
undulating unaltered Mesozoic sediments of Southland, which are wedged
in between the two branches of the bifurcating range, as indicated above,
Suess terms this bifurcation the meeting of two unilateral chains in

ntaxis ; but the writer

thrust
presence of a rigid block underlying the gently undulating Mesozoic strata.
In the north of the Hokonui Hills the gradual passage of the greywacke
into^ the schist, and the complete absence from the greywackes of any
detritus derived from the schists on which they rest, as demonstrated by
Marshall (1912, 1918), inclines the writer to Marshall's view that the
schists are but the metamorphosed form of the greywacke. In the Otago
region, ilckens (1917), the superficial
seems to have been so great as to produce overfolding, so that the flat-

lying schists may really be a packet of recumbent folds. This explanation
was also independently conceived by the writer (Benson, 1921), with the
addition that the Hokonui anticline was considered as a Parma-like forefold
separating the overfolded area from the resistant massif beneath South-
land

;
and, further, the e.xistence of fault-blocks bringing the slightly

altered upper recumbent folds down among the lower folds and more
metamorphosed rocks was suggested as a means of explanation of the
occurrence of rectilinearly and rather sharply bounded areas of greywacke
among the micaceous schists. The lack of recognizable horizons, however,
will long prevent the adequate testing of these hypotheses. It is to be
noted that plutonic intrusions are almost entirely absent from the region

5—^Trans.
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supposed to consist of recumbent folds, but they are abundant in the

western branch of the forced virgation— t.e., western Southland and
Fiordland.

It may here be remarked that according to Hector (1870), cited by
Marshall (1912), the schists of the Chatham Island may be compared and
correlated with those of Otago, and have a north-easterly strike ; and
remnants of a large area of crystalline rocks presumably united into single

massif occur in the other islands scattered south-east of New Zealand.*

Authorities have diSered concerning the continuity or otherwise of

the sequence of late Cretaceous and Tertiary " Notocene " strata which
rest on the eroded surface of the late Mesozoic folds. The diffi-

culties attending the solution of this question are particularly great

in the North Auckland region, owing to the paucity of recognizable

horizons and the dislocation and discontinuity of outcrop of the several

formations resulting from the j^lexus of Pleistocene fractures. Among
the lowest of the Notocene strata are marly beds with a Senonian fauna,

now under investigation by Dr, Marshall, and apparently comparable with

those in New Caledonia, the South Island of New Zealand, Graham Land,

and Chile. Newer than these and more widespread are foraminiferal and
algal hydraulic limestones, probably for the most part of about Danian
age—though it is not at all certain that all the* lithologically similar masses

of limestone here are coeval. These are followed by tufaceous sandstones
with Mollusca, some coal-measures, and a polyzoan limestone of possibly

Oligocene-Miocene age, which form the chief distinctive formations in a

great thickness of clay or marl above the hydraulic limestone {cf, Ferrar,

1922). In addition to these, however, are several interstratified bands
of conglomerate, the character of the pebbles in which is being studied

by Mr. J. A. Bartrum, and is yielding very significant information, which
by his courtesy the writer is permitted to discuss here. As far back as 1881

McKay noticed the intrusion of ultrabasic rock into the hydraulic limestone.

This Bartrum has confirmed, finding several instances of masses of normal
serpentine, troctolite, or gabbro invading the limestone. The intrusion of

such plutonic rocks is characteristically associated with orogenic crust-

movements [cj, Benson, 1924), so that it may be inferred that the same was
true here. Among the above-mentioned conglomerates, however, Bartrum
found pebbles of ultrabasic and basic rocks, suggesting that extensive erosion

followed the post-Danian orogenic movements before the deposition of the

conglomerates and associated claystones, &c.f Thus by a new line of attack

upon the obscure stratigraphy of the region the occurrence of a marked un-

conformity in the Tertiary record in the North Auckland region is seen to be

extremely probable ; and this unconformity may tentatively be correlated

with the much more extensive and vigorous Tertiary orogeny and plutonic

intrusion in New Caledonia, and that of the overthrusting in the East

Indies, which, as we saw, decreased greatly in intensity when traced

Observations made by R. S. Allan while these notes were in the press show that

the general strike of the schists of Chatham Island runs but little north of due east,

though there are exceptional north-easterly, meridional, and even north-north-westerly

strikes, apparently in regions of local dislocation. The strike of the schists here is thus

approximately parallel to the direction of extension of the shallow baulc connecting
the Chatham Islands with the mainland. The direction as shown on fig. 3 must thus

be modified. The overlying Tertiary marine sediments and volcanic rocks do not

appear to show any marked folding.

t The source of the bulk of these pebbles, however, he believes to have been a
pressure-affected "terrain which was in existence before and during the deposition

of Trias-Jura sediments/' (C/. Bartrum, 192-t.)
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north-westwards into Sumatra. It is, as yet, quite impossible to indicate

the direction of superficial thrust of these crust-movements in New Zealand,
The dips of the Tertiary rocks are generally moderate (30°--4:O°), and the
strike is so variable in orientation that it is difficult to pronounce any
direction as being that of the prevalent strike. Crust-movement appears
to have continued intermittently throughout the Gisborne district (Hen-
derson and Ongley, 1920) during the Cretaceous and Tertiary period, and
recently Ongley and Macpherson, during their official geological survey of

the East Cape district, have found that the Cretaceous rocks arc very
strongly folded with a north-west -south-east strike, and are invaded by a

pre-Miocene dioritic complex, the source, perhaps, of the dioritic pebbles

in the basal conglomerates of the Miocene beds of the Gisborne district.

In Hawke's Bay McKay (1877) recorded the occurrence of strongly

folded Cretaceous rocks beneath the gently undulating Pliocene bods,

and this has been confirmed by Dr. Thomson, who (in a private com-
munication) has compared the Cretaceous rocks lithologically with those of

the Middle Cretaceous (Clarentian series) of the South Island. With them
he would include the " East Coast series " formerly referred tentatively

to the Lower Cretaceous by Morgan (1915) and the ^\Titer (1921), and
considered to be the latest of that great series of Mesozoic sediments
laid down before the Cretaceous orogeny, though the relationship of this

series to the characteristic, highly dislocated, and definitely pre-Cretaceous

greywackes and argillites has not yet been critically examined. Again,

in Palliser Bay, east of Wellington, McKay (1879) recorded the presence

of vertically dipping Amuri (Upper Cretaceous) limestone lying uncon-

formably beneath Tertiary marine beds, and Thomson observed pebbles

of Cretaceous rocks in the Upper Tertiary sediments in the same region.

In the South Island there is as yet no clear evidence of an early Tertiary

orogeny, though warpings and block-movements during the period seem
to have caused small angular unconformities, disconformities, and over-

laps in different localities, not apparently confined to any one period,

though probably most pronounced in the early Tertiary and Pliocene periods.

The gradiially accumulating evidence for these has been summarized by
Vaughan (1921) and the writer (Benson, 1921). A few examples of extremely

localized overfolding of Tertiary rocks, as at Nelson and on Lake Wakatipu,
may be local thrustings connected with the Plio-Pleistocene block-movements.

In Pleistocene times this crust-warping and block-faulting with tilting

were extremely important, and were the chief processes by which the

present topography was determined. The natxire of these movements
has been elucidated by Professor Cotton in a succession of important
papers [e.g,, 1916, 1917, ifcc). The chief system of longitudinal fractures

and warpings is of those which run north-north-east to north-east, cutting

obliquely across the strike of the Mesozoic folds. They have in many
regions blocked out the main features of the coast-lines, subsequently

modified by the normal processes of marine erosion, so that the strike-

ridges meet the coast en echelon. - In the south, however, where the trend-

line of the Otago" schists bends to the south-east, the coast truncates the

trend-lines almost perpendicularly. The volcanic zone in the centre of

the North Island is continued in the same north-easterly direction to

AVhite Island, in the Bay of Plenty, and thence into the Kermadec
ridge, the origin of which is thus bound up ^th the structural development
of New Zealand. Besides this main longitudinal direction of fracturinor

there are minor diagonal or transverse fractures and warpings in certain

regions.

5* •
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Since this late Tertiary and Pleistocene climax of block-movement of

the crust extensive erosion has taken place ; the covering of Cretaceous

and Tertiary sediments on the harder pre-Cretaceous greywackes, &c.,

offering relatively little resistance, has, for the most part, been removed

from the higher blocks, but remains in the relatively depressed coastal

lowlands, and also in a series of intermontane basins, where it may be

covered by the flmaatile gravels derived from the highlands (Cotton,

op. ciL; Speight, 1915). This recalls in a striking manner the main

topographic features of Celebes described above. The latest crust-

movements have been in the nature of broad regional warpings, depression

or uphft moving equally aggregates of many of the smaller fault-bounded

blocks, producing features of coastal drowning or elevation, with con-

sequent revival of river-valleys. The origins of the earthquakes felt in

New Zealand (with a few exceptions

—

e.g., the Cheviot earthquake and

the recent Taupo, Wellington, and North Canterbury shocks) are situated

not within the land area, but some distance seaward to the east (Hogben,

19U, 1918).

In a previous i)aper (Benson, 1923, pp. 10-12) the tectonic relationship

of New Zealand and Antarctica has been discussed, and support given

to the view of Mawson (1911), Gregory (1912), Wilckens (1917), and Kober

(1921) that the continuation of the south-easterly trend-lines of Otago

will be foimd in King Edward VII Land and Graham Land, and form part

of the folded margin of the Pacific Ocean basin, the continuity of which

in Upper Cretaceous times is indicated by an extremely uniform littoral

Senonian fauna. In furtherance of this it may be pointed out that there

seems a marked similarity in age and petrographical character between

the largely dioritic, more or less gneissic rocks of south-western New
Zealand and the granodioritic batholiths that are so characteristic of the

Antarctandes of Graham Land, the Andes proper, and the coast ranges

of British Columbia. Since Upper Cretaceous times, however, the

bordering land-masses of this oceanic littoral have been broken up by
fracture-systems, the most marked of which, in the New Zealand region,

cross the old trend-lines obliquely, running in a north-north-easterly to

north-easterly direction. To these may be ascribed the blocking-out of

the subsided region forming Ross Sea, and the shaping of the general

outline of New Zealand, excluding that of the North Auckland Peninsula,

which is due to other fracture-systems. On this conception the New
Zealand-Kermadec ridge would appear rather more as a complex fault-horst

rising from an extensive submerged platform than as a fold-anticline.

Brouwer, however, points out that a geanticline growing at depth is

represented at the surface by a fractured ridge, often marked by a line of

volcanoes, and separated from a foredeep by a steep submarine slope

beneath which earthquakes originate. These are features exhibited to some

extent by the Kermadec ridge and Tongan trough, from which the lines

of volcanic and seismic activity may be traced respectively southwards

into the centre, and off the east coast of the North Island of New Zealand.

If New Zealand be regarded as the apex of a virgation, it appears to have

become more or less stabiHzed and continental in character in the broad,

largely submerged southern portion, the scanty information concerning the

structure of which was summarized in a preceding paper (Benson, 1923,

p. 11). The crustal activity increases northwards into the separate arcs.

Andrews (1922, p. 20) remarks that the arcs become continental and

confluent at their southern extremity. This appears to have been the case

also at an earlier epoch, for the evidence of crust-movement during early
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Tertiary times in the South Island is much less marked than in the North,
where even plutonic intrusion appears to have occurred; and thence
follows the^ immense folding and intrusion of peridotite during the same
period in New Caledonia, and the general occurrence of Tertiary orogeny
and plutonic intrusion along the zone traced all the way to Timor and its
adjacent islands. In nmch of this, however, the evidence for Cretaceous
orogeny and plutonic intrusion is less definite than it is beyond the regions
mentioned—namely, in Java and Sumatra at the one extreme, and in the
South Island of New Zealand at the other— into which the Tertiary
orogeny did not extend. Again, though late Tertiary and Pleistocene
crust-movement (block-faulting) accompanied by volcanic and seismic
activity extending up into modern times occurs more or less markedly
throughout the whole zone, it apparently reaches its maximum in the
central region from the New Hebrides to beyond New Guinea, in which
last the displacements have been very great indeed. Thus throughout
the course of time there seems to have been a progressive limiting of the
region of maximum intensity of crustal activities to the area where—to
use Andrews's (1922) phrase— the Tethyan and Pacific controls most
directly mteract. Possibly the diversity of the structure of the Australasian
margin, which, as has been pointed out, exists between the western and
eastern sides of this central region, arises from some diversity in the
nature of these controls, the one a compression between the Australian
and Asiatic continental systems, and the other between the Australian
region and the Pacific floor. In the latter the effect has been to produce
a continuously outgrowing complex, as emphasized especially in Andrews's
papers, in which the modern volcanic and seismic activity in the New
Hebrides is but the continuation of the action of the same controls which
produced the Tertiary orogeny and plutonic intrusion in New Caledonia,
and the successive zones of Permian, Carboniferous, Devonian, and early
Palaeozoic folding and plutonic intrusion which may be traced in south-
westerly sequence through the eastern States of Australia.

In conclusion, the writer has pleasure in acknowledging his indebtedness
to several friends for help in connection with the preparation of this
papeT. Professor Wanner communicated some useful comments on the
previous paper and minor corrections. Professor Brouwer kindly read the
portion of the manuscript dealing with the East Indies, and made very
valuable suggestions. Dr. S. van Valkenburg, of the East Indian Topo-
graphic Survey, provided some useful maps, especially the large new
"Schetskaart van Nieuw Guinee (Nederlandsch Gebied)." Mr. Stanley,
Government Geologist of Papua, discussed many points, and placed at the
writer's disposal a large amount of unpublished material, including the
manuscript of his forthcoming Geology of Papua, and a shorter paper
since published by the Australasian Association for the Advancement of
Science. The Rev. E. F. Pigot contributed seismic data from the New
Hebrides - New Guinea area ; Mr. J. A. Bartrum, unpublished information
concerning the Tertiary intrusive rocks of the North Auckland Peninsula

;

Messrs. Ongley and Macpherson, information concerning those of the Ea.st
Cape district, Dr. Allan Thomson, information concerning the Cretaceous
rocks of Hawkc's Bay, and Mr. R. S. Allan, observations recently made
by him in the Chathaui Islands. Mr. G. E. Harris has assisted in the .

preparation of the diagrams. To all these gentlemen the writer's thanks
are due. He desires especially to acknowledge his debt to Professor Sir
Edgeworth David, who first aroused his interest in the fascinating problems
which have herein been considered.
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On a New Species of Epitonium.

By A. W. B. Powell.

[Read before the Auckland Institute, 14th December, 1922 ; received by Editor, 28th

December, 1922 ; issued separately, 26th May, 1924.]

Plate 5.

While
zelehori at Mount Maunganui, Bay of Plenty, Dr. Bucknill noticed another

species that was quite distinct.

Mollusca

>/

found. No douht this species is the one referred to, but a closer examination

reveals the presence of microscopic spiral striations and various points of

difference from the other species of the genus, Epitonium zelehori also

possesses spiral sculpture, but belongs to the section " Cirsotrema Moerch/'

characterized by the distinct spiral keel, prominent spiral ribs, and denticulate

axial ribs, so cannot be confused with this new example, which is a true

Epitonium.

A few weeks after the discovery of the species at Mount Maunganui
Mr T,n TJophp nf AnokTnnd fmind sp.vftn snenhiiens of the shell at Whansaroa,

That a shell of this size had escaped notice so long, and was then found in

two widely separated localities almost simultaneously, is remarkable, and

serves to show that there is still much to be accomplished before the

knowledge of our molluscan fauna nears completion.

The author has great pleasure in uniting with the species the name of

its discoverer- Thanks are also due to Mr. La Roche for his invaluable

assistance.

Epitonium bucknilli n. sp.

Shell of moderate size, semitransparent, imperforate, thin and fragile.

Sculpture consists of arcuate lamellar axial ribs, discontinuous over the

whorls, 16 to 20 on last whorl. The tvpe has 20 ribs on last whorl;

interstices with microscopic spiral striations. Colour pure white, bpire

elevated, conic, about 2J times the height of aperture ; outlines straight.

Protoconch small, of 2 smooth convex whorls. Whorls 7, convex, a little

separated, not shouldered ; base convex. Suture deep. Aperture oblique

oval. Peristome continuous, thickened by an axial rib, very slightly

expanded at base. Columella short, obliqtie, slightly arcuate. Inner hp

slightly rounded with free and sharp margin. Operculum unknown.

Diameter, 7 mm. ; height, 16-5 mm. ; angle of spire, 30"^ (type).

* Average specimen: Diameter, 5 mm. ; height, 11 "5 mm.
Animal unknown.
Habitat : Mount Maunganui, Bay of Plenty ; Taupo Bay, "WTiangaroa

;

Kaitoke, Great Barrier Island.

Material : The holotype in the author*s collection, Auckland. Six para-

types were obtained at Mount Maunganui, twenty specimens at Whangaroa,

and one at Great Barrier Island.
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Epitonium buchiiUi n. sp. 7 mm. X 16-5 ram

Face p. /J5.]
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The Geology of the Riverhead-Kaukapahapa Districty Waitemata

County^ Auckland.

By J. A. Bartrum, Auckland University College.

iRpjid before the Auckland Judtitute^ 19th December^ 1022; received by Editor,

Slst December^ 1922 ; Issued ^eparatelT/, 26th May, 1924.]
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IXTRODUCTIOX.

In the present paper the intention is to describe the stratigraphy of a

moderately extensive area of hilly country lying approximately between

Riverhead, at the northernmost limit of navigation of Waitemata Harbour,

and Kaukapakapa, a township approximately a dozen miles to the north-

west. The area is mainly part of Auckland's " gum-lands," deforested

open country covered here and there by small patches of forest, but usually

clothed only by fern, scanty grasses, and scrub manuka. The country has

moderate rehef and a fairly intricate insequent drainage-pattern. Resistant

rocks are relatively infrequent, so that both longitudinal and cross profiles

of the stream-valleys in general are graded, and it is only where a relatively

resistant rock is present, or where the streams rise steeply in their upper-

most ungraded headwaters portions, that natural outcroj^s are obtainable.

Many other similar areas of deforested country in North Auckland resemble

the present one in this respect. Chemical weathering is particularly rapid

in the warm, humid climate ; there is a considerable depth of completely

weathered surface-rock, and, as a consequence of constant burnings and

the resulting imperfect cover of vegetation, the floors of the valleys of the

smaller streams have become aggraded into swampy areas by soil-wash,

aided effectively by various swamp-loving grasses. In such cases there is

little chance of outcrops of the underlying rock.

For these reasons it has been found impossible to aid materially, by the

results obtained in the study of the present area, in the solution of any of

the yet unsolved problems of local geology.

It was found, however, that the district studied was most inaccurately

mapped by earlier geologists. The writer is confident that the map he has

prepared, though necessarily imperfect by reason of inaccuracy of detail

in topography in the only maps available, and by reason of its small scale,

will nevertheless help later investigators very materially,

means every outcrop obtainable has been visited, yet careful search has

been made in nearly all likely localities. Those familiar

lands of Auckland will recognize readily how impossible it is, without the

expenditure of labour entirely disproportionate to the results likely to be

obtained, to discover any but the more obvious outcrops.

Whilst

gum
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EARLIER WORK.

It is exceedingly doubtful if members of the early Geological Survey

who mapped the area now described visited any but its marginal portions,

for it i? unlikely that certain phases of the geology could have escaped

notice had the interior portions been visited. The only work of any
importance is that done in 1879-80 by Cox (1881), who travelled along

;
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the main road northwards from Kaukapakapa, and reported on the geology
of that part of the present area which Ho*? between Kaukapakapa and the

mouth of Makarau Stream. McKay later (1884, 1888) \nsited a number
of intrusions of serpentine in the vicinity of Silverdale (Wade), and recorded
this fact along with some extraordinary observations upon the rocks and
their stratigraphic relationships. Some cursory remarks by Hector (1881)
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in Progress Reports are practically the only other reference to the geology of

the district that tlie writer has come across in the reports of the Geological

Survey. He himself has recently described a variety of rocks from con-

glomerates outcropping near Albany and Riverhoad (Bartrum, 1920).

SYNOPSIS OF STRATIGRAPHY.

The following stratigraphic units are recognized : (1) Onerahi series

;

(2) Waitemata series
; (3) Andesitic conglomerate formation

; (4) Pleisto-

cene and Recent deposits.

The oldest rocks, wWch constitute the Onerahi series, include a pro-

minent bed, generally spoken of as the " hydraulic limestone," which is

a variably argillaceous, fine-grained, non-crystalline Kmestone. It most

frequently represents an oceanic ooze rich in Glohigerina, but is associated

with fine shaly claystones and indurated sijiceous mudstoues, which seem

in part to represent a local variation of the limestone and in part to be

interbedded with it. The series-name selected is that introduced by Ferrar

and Cropp (1921) for lithologically identical rocks conspicuous in the

Whangarei district. There is no intrinsic e\ndence of age in the beds

themselves, but their provisional generalized assignment to the Cretaceous

period may be taken as approximately correct in the hght of evidence

obtainable in the Kaipara area farther north.

Above the Onerahi rocks—the facts indicate unconformably—there is an

extensive series of argillaceous sandstones with minor interlaminated mud-

stone, which outcrop continuously southw^ards on the shores of Waite-

mata Harbour, but much less prominently in the northern part of the

Kaukapakapa-Riverhead district. These beds belong to the Waitemata

series, which appears from its fossil content near Auckland to be approxi-

mately Upper Miocene in age. In the area now mapped there arc locally

massive green sandstones and thick conglomerates of a most interesting

nature forming part of the series. Nortbwards beyond the present area

the massive sandstones are especially well developed.

The next formation in upward sequence consists of andesitic conglome-

rates and breccias, limited in extent to the north-west corner of the district

now described, but traceable northwards, and also southwards where they

build the Waitakere Hills, which border the west coast for many miles near

Auckland, They appear to lie conformably upon sandstones of the Waite-

mata series in the few places where fairly clear sections are obtainable, and

thus are regarded as approximately Upper Miocene in age. Pleistocene

deposits next succeed the Waitemata beds and the andesitic conglomerates.

They are represented by occasional terraces of alluvium, sometimes in

flights of two or three, but seldom conspicuous. The majority of the

stream-terraces do not show an aggradational phase in their history.

Recent deposits are limited to linear swamps along the couraes of slow-

flo^ving streams. They are a constant feature of most of the valleys, but

are by no means extensive. Occasional bog iron-ore deposits of small size,

more extensive than elsewhere in small north-east-flowing tributaries of

Gibbs Creek, a middle right branch of Rangitoinmi Stream, are probably

Recent in age.

The synopsis is completed by mention of intrusive igneous rocks. Of

these there are two series : one comprises uUrabasic intrusions which now
are represented by serpentinous rocks, and the other rocks of semibasic

character. The first invade Onerahi beds, and have not yet been observed

above that horizon ; the others do not constitute a composite series, and

differ in age.
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DETAILED STRATIGRAPHY.

1. Onerahi Series.

Petrography and Distribution.

The facies of tlie rocks included in this series ranges from a Globigerina

X — ^v..^.„.,. carbonate w lunuiaucu Diiiv.cuuo
mudstone m which there is no trace of organic n-inains, or to bufi- and
pink-coloured claystones. The component members of the series are there-
fore pecuharly difficult to diagnose stratigraphically with any certainty.
Similar variations are usual in most of the more northerly occurrences of
the rocks of the same series. Tlie tests of Globigerina are numerous, but
usually^ small, and are accompanied by few other genera of Foraminifera.
A specimen collected from the lower course of Waiteki Creek above its
confluence with Kaukapakapa Stream exhibits abundant and varied siliceous
organisms in the calcareous' matrix. Calcareous foraminifera are scarce,
but broken spicules of sponges, small free-swimming diatoms, and radio-
lanans are all fairly plentiful. In addition there arc abundant organisms
resembling minute unbroken algal filaments, and others which the writer as
yet has been unable to classify. Marshall (1916) has previously described
similar siliceous marine organic remains from the "hydraulic limestone"
near Batley, in the Kaipara district.

It has been found impossible to determine any regularity of structurem the Onerahi rocks. Thev are p.xnn«pr1 r>«r.,T..;of;, ,.i„ -i»i„ ....a ^v.1
posed

claystones alone show definite bedding-planes. What «v.uence is av.n.u..

of shatTerin^
^'^ complexly disturbed, and are often crossed by zones

In much of the area mapped as belonging to this series the boundaries

t'V^r". .1 '
''''• ^''?^''* ""^ ^^^ '^^'''''^y °^ outerops. In addition there

w!",:l:l}l7T^^^^^^^^ t^-' in_ preference to the

which are displayed adjacent to the road leading north-westwards from
Kaukapakapa to Makarau Stream. They show notable difference in facies
from the regularly bedded sandstones of the Waitemata series, which out-

r.?l,:.lK"!!Pr?^_^.^^,?^^^^-^^d«, ^^-g«5de the same road, and again

Ihere are two other isolated outerops of similar rock : one is about two and

?hrL mT'
^^Makarau Railway-starion, alongside the road following

r^L T? ^T l^^r^'
"^^^'^ ^^' °*^^^ i« ^'i^iWe about a quarter of a

Maka
Railway-starion, in a cutting of the road leading to

Stratigraphically the inclusion of these areas of rock in the Onerahi

wlZTr ^^^^V"' ^^-f"
^'^ non-existent if they are placed with the

VVaitemata rocks. In a w dp. Pvam^n^f^^r, «* „^^„„ux„j «t^-, . . .i..Waiteniata"U^^r^.r,.^ ^.l. -x r -^c^^^xixiauiuu ui uiiuouDtea waitemata strata,

hphTVl. f
'^''^' ^' ""f

''"^ ^^^ ^'^^^^ ^^^««^We these at all closely ;

Cox MRRn "l
' tentatively included them in the Onerahi series, though

Waitemate beds
^'^^'^""^'^^^ «"c^ oi them as he examined from the

of tw'Tn?/"'''"'/""
""^ ^""''^^^ ^'^' '' to be found south-eastwards

Wa nui Hm rS' °! T''^^'^ ^^"^"°- ^^ ^'^^^ immediately east of

beyond the liml, ' f .T^'
south-eastwards through Parakakau Settlement
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Since outcrops are relatively scarce it is perhaps desirable to record

where they can best be examined. Good exposures of argillaceous lime-

stone exist abundantly in the upper and middle portions of the valley

of Waitoki Stream eastwards of Wainul Hill. Again', in cuttings of tlu^

Parakakau-Silverdale Road a shaly red and grey claystone facies appears.

It is steeply tilted, and strikes approximately north-east and south-west.

Near White Hills, especially along the road leading south-east from the

school towards Dairy Flat, there are excellent exposures of tlie white

siliceous mudstone phase of the beds. North-westwards of the school, at

the distance of about a mile along the track to Parakakau, a massive
relatively resistant limestone is exposed, whilst about throe miles westward
of White Hills School a pure limestone is exposed in a quarry opened
up for agricultural lime about a quarter of a mile north of the road to

Kaukapakai)a.

Onerahi beds probably occupy most of the district east of the Silverdale -

Dairy Flat Road as far i>outh as Dairy Flat, where limestone outcrops at

the road near where it crosses the upper north-east brunch of Rangitopuni
Stream and also south-westwards in grass-lands on the right bank of this

tributary.

It can next be found, continuing in a south-west direction, in Rangi-

topuni Stream below its confluence with the tributary just mentioned.

Near Escot's house it is represented in the material dug from a well, though
Waitemata sandstones shortly appear in a rill about 10 chains south of the

house. South and south-westwards of Escot's there are two inliers of

white indurated mudstones which must be referred to the Onerahi series.

One is inconspicuously exposed in a trench cut many years ago for a mill-

race on the right bank of Gibbs Creek about 300 yards above its confluence

with Rangitopuni Stream. The other is represented by a number of

outcrops in a belt over a quarter of a mile in width on the divide at the

head of the same creek. Siliceous replacements of wood are common on

the gum-track following this divide.

Finally, a small isolated area showing not only limestone but other

phases is recognizable by fragments turned up in some post-holes, and by
actual outcrops in the headwater basin of a small north-west-flowing stream

a little south-west of Wrav's house at Horseshoe Bush, Waitemata beds

are extensively exposed in the upper portions of several small streams at no

great distance eastwards, and can shortly be recognized northwards from

the Onerahi limestone in imperfect outcrops furnished by slips adjacent to

the road gi^^ng access to Wray's property.

Relations to other Series,

Actual contacts between the Onerahi strata and the overlying Waite-

actual surfaces of contact.

;h m several instances rod
ntiguity to what must be

nces the Waitemata beds

parently next above the Onerahi rocks are sandstones, in others they are

conglomerates, a condition that might be expected with deltaic beds. The
conglomerates contain a large assortment of rocks both igneous and sedi-

mentary, and it is not unusual to find pebbles of a Glohigerina ooze

microscopically indistinguishable from similar material composing Onerahi

limestones, whilst fragments of other sediments comparable with other

phases of the Onerahi beds often abound. Cox (1881) states that Hector
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observed similar relatior

North Head. Similarly

Whan
tamly to be Onerahi limestone are present in a fine conglomerate of the
succeeding series. These conditions are so -vvidespread as to suggest un-
conformity rather than mere disconformity between the Waitemata and
Onerahi series. This is in accord with conclusions reached by Ferrar
(1922) as a result of recent field-work in the Whangarei and Bay of Islands
Subdivision. Insufl&cient data are available to allow exact estimate of the
nature of the surface of Onerahi rocks covered by the Waitemata series.
In some localities it is obvious that it now i's highly irregular, but it is

impossible to be sure that such irregularity is not the result of diastrophic
movements of more recent date than the period of deposition of the covering
beds.

In this connection it is important to consider the relations of the
calcareous mudstones north of Kaukapakapa (which have been mapped
tentatively as Onerahi) to the andesitic conglomerate formation. At the
roadside about a mile and a half north-north-west of Kaukapakapa the
volcanic rocks overlie sandstones of the usual Waitemata facies, which
have a slight westeriy'dip. In a very few yards the calcareous nuidstones
appear devoid of bedding-planes at a slightly higher level. Half a mile
farther northwards these last beds are covered by volcanic material. Pre-
cisely similar relations obtain alongside the Lower Makarau Valley Road.

The evidence does not justify any hard-and-fast conclusions, since it is

insecure

to be necessary as a consequence of it are certainly instructive. If the
white marls are correctly placed in the Onerahi series, either of the two
following hypotheses will explain the facts :

—

(a.) Assuming conformity between the volcanic and the Waitemata
series, it is essential to postulate not only unconformity between the latter
and the Onerahi rocks, but also a nicely adjusted emergence of small low
islands of the earlier rocks through the Waitemata rocks prior to the
covering of both series by volcanic fragmental beds.

(6.) If unconformity between the volcanic series and the underlying
Waitemata beds be admitted, the facts are explicable whatever the relations
between these latter and the Onerahi rocks, but more readily if uncon-
formity exists, since otherwise diastrophic movements must necessarily have
preceded the erosion that caused the uncovering of the two sedimentary
series before the deposition of the volcanic strata.

The first hypothesis has little to recommend it, for so nice a balance
of events as the conditions of field occurrence would require is unlikely to
be attained.

In spite of the fact that the andesitic conglomerate formation is

generally accepted as conformable to the Waitemata series, it seems ad-
visable to keep in view the possibility of the truth of the second hypothesis,
which is contrary to this belief.

2. Waitemata Series.

Petrogmply, Distribution, &c.
When traced north-west from Auckland along the shores of Waitemata

Harbour, the beds of the Waitemata series preserve for many miles a
marked regularity of type, and are predominantly somewhat feldspathic

;
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Fio. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3
Fig. 4.

Fig. 5,

Crystalline limestone rich in foraminiferal, pol3v,oan, and echinodermal remains-
Conglomerate in Waitemata beds, lower RangitopunI Stream.

Gneissic hornblende diorit^. Typical of many such diorites in the Waitemata
conglomerates.

The same gneissic diorite viewed under crossed nicols.

Greenish-brown hornblende enclosing basic labradorite in an ophitic hom-
blende-gabbro from the Waitemata conglomerates.

Plagioclase and derived saussurite poecilitically enclosing partially serpen-
tinized olivine in feldspnfhio peridotite from the " seroentine " ouarrv at
Paratakau.

Fin. 6. Anorthositic phase of the same "serpentine."

enwrapped by accompanying diallage.

rpentme quarry at

Highly basic labradorite is

Face p. 144.] Magnification in all figures 35 diameters.

t
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sandstones iaterbedded witli frequent tliin layers of mudstone. Carbonized

remains of vegetation abound, but otherwise organic remains are scarce.

The beds in this part of their extent are often complexly disturbed by
small-scale folds and by faults which generally have unimportant throw.

It is difficult amid this complexity to determine the major structure, but

observations tend to show that the general strike is approximately N. 55"^ E.,

and that the beds rise successively in the series as followed north-west, at

all events as far as Riverhead. At this latter place beds of conglomerate

are intercalated in the sandstones and constitute a conspicuous feature of

the geology for at least twelve miles northward.* Since his first description

of their occurrence and petrographic interest, the writer has found them in

numerous localities, and has recognized several fresh rock-varieties repre

sented amongst the pebbles (Bartrum, 1920). His first impression was rhat

they represented a definite horizon—at a higher level in the series, however,

than the basal conglomerates near Papakura, and at Motu Tapu, Kawau
Island, Cape Rodney, and other places where the Waitemata beds rest hard

upon the mid-Mesozoic basement exposed in those localities. This view is

almost certainly incorrect, for there are several bands of conglomerate

exposed near Red Hill and elsewhere, which are separated by variable

thicknesses of sandstone. Acute disturbance is the keynote of the structure,

and there is the additional handicap of infrequent outcrops, so that accurate

identification of horizon is difficult, if not impossible.

Petrographically the conglomerates are characterized by an abundance

of dioritic pebbles along with various greywackes and argilUtes, andesites

and other rocks. Their texture varies considerably- Not infrequently there

is a gradual passage from sandstone through grit to fine conglomerate in

which the pebbles average about Jin. in diameter. Generally, however,

there are numbers of coarse boulders, 3 in. or 4 in. in diameter, along with

finer matrix, whilst exceptionally there are incorporated rock-masses 7 ft.

and more in diameter. The dioritic boulders seldom exceed 1 ft. in diameter,

whilst the especially large ones are invariably andesitic. In the majority of

the exposures the freshness of all types of rock incorporated is very notice-

able, but this statement is not appHcable to those outcrops at the higher

levels where conditions have favoured deep weathering.

Isolated large boulders of impure jasper, veined freely by small comby

and drusy veins of quartz, are to be found here and there in areas of

Waitemata beds. One noted in an easterly headwaters branch of the

creek draining the north-east slope of Red Hill is unusually large and

measures at least 25 ft. in diameter. None of these masses was discovered

in situ, and the only explanation that the writer can ofier of their occur-

rence is that they are local silicifications of the Waitemata beds. It is

possible that siliceous springs furnished the silica required.

The distribution of the Waitemata beds is shown on the accompanying

map, and need not be detailed in full. Their location has often been a

matter involving an element of speculation because of the scarcity of out-

crops. This is particularly the case for an area shown extending west from

Lloyd's Hill, in the north-east of the map, Waitemata sandstones are

indicated by soil, topography, and occasional outcrop; but much of the

central portion of this area is clothed in dense forest, and was not

examined.

Cox (1881, p. 27) notes at Riverhead the discovery of " several specimens of

volcanic rocks from boulders which appear to be included in the sandy marls,"
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The conglomerates are exposed near Riverlicad Wharf in several places.

Alongside the road to Albany, about a mile and a half north-eastwards of

Riverhead, outcrops are visible in the beds of two small streams crossing

the road, and immediately north of the more easterly of these last outcroi)s

there is a thin band showing on the banks of Rangitopuni Stream at the

uppermost limit of tide-waters. Farther north-east in the same stream,

and in a cutting adjacent to the stream near where the road to Serjeant's

crosses by bridge to the right bank, a heavy conglomerate at least 40 ft.

in depth has prominent outcrop. Eastwards from Riverhead similar beds

appear in Paremoremo Creek and at the roadside a little north-west of

that stream. This band possibly is continuous in a north-easterly direction,

reappearing as a strong stratum which outcrops near the lower wharf at

Albany, on Lucas Creek, and from there for nearly two miles is traceable

onwards by means of boulders shed by it.

North of Riverhead several bands outcrop in an area around Red Hill,

and there is an exposure of similar conglomerate on one of the gum-tracks
leading from the Riverhead-Helensville Road about two miles south-west

from Red HilL Some of these bands are only a few feet in depth, but

others exceed 60 ft. In most of the branches of Gibbs Creek north-east

of Red Hill the conglomerate is again found, but it is poorly developed
beyond the areas already mentioned, until the Ararimu Stream is reached,

where an extensive outcrop occurs. It can be traced northwards to The
Peaks in divides west of Ararimu Stream, and was examined in situ in

several small streams draining west to Kokopu Stream.
It is reported that there is an outcrop of conglomerate at Horseshoe

Bush, but the writer did not locate it.

Continuing north, there is no sign of conglomerate until near the

Kaukapakapa-Parakakau Road, where it outcrops in unmistakable fashion,

probably covering nearly all the area between its mapped extent at Wainui
Hill and its southern outlying outcrops adjacent to the Kaukapakapa-
Parakakau Road. This is by far the most important development of the

conglomerate, and its thickness, including minor beds of sandstone, cannot
be much less than 700 ft.

About a quarter of a mile north of Makarau Railway-station a thin bed,

less than 1 ft. in depth, with small dioritic and other pebbles, appears on

the right bank of Makarau Stream in the massive sandstones typical of the

Waitemata series as developed in that district. It serves as an indication
that others of similar character are to be expected throughout such
beds.

Whilst

ject, the facts indicate that the beds of conglomerate throughout the

Kaukapakapa-Riverhead district are discontinuous and essentially lensoid

in nature. Thin bands are probably of common occurrence, for characteristic

boulders are to be found over wide areas other than these where definite

outcrops are obtainable.

Associated

The evidence of certain pebbles enclosed in conglomerates of the

Waitemata series has already been shown to suggest widespread erosion of

the Onerahi beds during Waitemata sedimentation, Onerahi strata do not
outcrop in the mid-Auckland district south of the area which they have been
shown to occupy at Dairy Flat, and the Waitemata beds rest, wherever
the contacts are visible, upon a surface of Trias-Jura sediments. This
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if one may judge frc

Paj>alvura and at Wa

possessed

pection near

It must be
successive

Trias-Jura and Onerahi ones can reasonably be explained by an liypotliesis
of progressive subsidence of a Trias-Jura basement lliat is undergoing
accompanjnng tilting or warping below the seas in which later sedimentation
is proceeding. Cotton (1916) invokes a comparable hypothesis in explanation
of similar conditions in other parts of New Zealand. Nevertheless, this
e\ddencc, combined with that of the pebbles, furnishes a very strong case
in favour of the existence of unconformity between the Waitemata and
Onerahi series. There is further support of unconformity in the fact that

Waitok
coarse

Parakakau and Kaukapakapa-Silverdale Roads. This abrupt change of
facies from marine ooze to near-shore conglomerate implies ver}' consider-
able marine regression, which must have introduced a greater or less degree
of disconfo rmi ty. This conception of the existence of unconformity is by
no means a new one. Unconformity was described many years ago in
places not far distant from the present district by both Cox (1881) and
McKay (1884a, p. 104), but all fresh evidence is valuable, since some cases
of such apparent unconformity are explicable by faulting.

ns

been discussed in some detail in earlier pages (see pp. 141, 143-44). It is

sufficient to state that the evidence available in the area now described is

inconclusive.

Origin ami Petrography of the Waitemata Conglomerate^:,

The conglomerates generally comprise jwlished and well-rounded pebbles

The shape
nx of more angul
boulders, and the

discovery with them of broken marine molluscan remains, indicate that the
beds accumulated near the shore-line of the Waitemata seas, but no con-
clusion has been attained as to the exact location of the latter. Though
no facts have been disclosed which can throw light upon the possibility of
the material being a rewash of earlier conglomerates, its general freshness,
and the rarity of similar conglomerates in older series, are against such a
supposition.

In an earlier paper upon the conglomerate at Albany (Bartrum, 1920)
the writer described many rocks of igneous origin. He has not made
special effort to increase the list, for it is a matter of difficulty on account
of the abundance of dioritic rocks which present considerable variety in
hand-specimen, though microscopically they are closely allied. Though it

has added very few fresh types, his additional work has demonstrated the
essential uniformity of the dioritic batholites from which a great proportion
of the pebbles of the conglomerates was derived. The general type has
perhaps been an augite-diorite, though hornblende-diorites also are common.
The augite of the augite-bearing types has been converted almost wholly
to uralite, whilst more intense unilateral pressure here and there has
developed granulation along with closely-spaced twinning-planes in the
feldspars and even prominent gneissic and schistose structures.

Less-frequent acid phases of the magma have crystallized as grano-
diorites and quartz - monzonite, which seem to show more intense
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metamorpldsm than the diorites, for they are very cominonly gneissic.

More basic facies are found as ophitic rocks wliich structurally and

mineralogically approach dolerites and epidiorites. The variety of feldspar

that they contain is, however, seldom more calcic than andesine-labradorite,

and is usually basic andesine, so that the writcr*s earlier designation

of such rocks as dolerites is objectionable in spite of the dominance

of ferro-magnesian mineral over plagioclase. It does not appear con-

trary to general usage to employ the term " epidiorite " for those types

characterized by uralite, but the others are best called " diorite-porphyries."

With them may also be included a few less basic rocks which have a

structure approaching the trachytic. They are fairly coarse and non-

porphyritic, and are built of dominant plagioclase in large irregularly

disposed laths accompanied by uraUte.

In addition to diorites, but probably derived from diSerent intrusions,

there are occasional gabbroid types represented amongst the pebbles.

They include an anorthosite which already has been described (Bartrum,

1920), Other varieties are highly ophitic hornblende gabbro, with or with-

out olivine. The hornblende has apparently been derived magmatically
from hypersthene or augite, for these minerals survive as occasional

remnant-grains amidst the hornblende.

The volcanic rocks of the conglomerate are predominantly andesites.

They have not been closely studied, but are known to include hypersthene

mmg
and hypersthene. Several trachytes were described amongst the Albany
rocks, and locally are included abundantly in the conglomerate. Since

describing them, however (Bartrum, 1920), the writer has had the oppor-

tunity of studying similar rocks from the Whangarei district, for which
analyses are available. These showed unexpected acidity, and ranged
from slightly calcic rhyolites to dacites. Trachyte-like rocks showing most
minute resemblance to dacites of the Whangarei district have recently

been found amongst the pebbles of the Waitemata conglomerates now
described, and it seems probable that the types described as trachytes in

the earlier paper are incorrectly classified. It is inadvisable, however,
to attempt reclassification in the absence of exact knowledge of their

chemical characters.

Rhyolitic material of rather felsitic nature is the main igneous con-

stituent of some bands of finer conglomerate near Riverhead, but it is

particularly scarce elsewhere, and orjy one specimen was collected from
northern occurrences. It proved to be a type with phenocrysts of acid

plagioclase and a Uttle biotite surrounded by an abundance of turbid

rather glassy base.

The source of the frequent masses of fresh andesite which are found
in huge blocks as much as 8 ft. in diameter in several occurrences of the

conglomerate has not yet been discovered. They are especially well dis-

played in a small tributary of Waitoki Stream, which drains the south
flank of Wainui Hill. It is inconceivable that they have travelled far from
their parent mass, yet no outcrops of similar andesites have been located,
unless a greatly-weathered massive rock outcropping in a road-cutting
a short distance west of the bridge over Rangitopuni Stream, on the road
to Serjeant's, happens to be one. Flat-top Hill, immediately north of
Wamm Hill, is an intrusive mass of semi-basic character, but its rock is

qmte unhke any of the andesites in the conslomerates.
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Possible Unconformity in Tedlary Strata.

The writer found a fragment of crystaUine liuiestone about 3 in in
diameter in the conglomerate which outcrops a short distance below the
bridge ^ver Rangitopuni Stream, on the road to Serjeant's. It contains

^otaha, and other foraminifers, along with crinoid stems
'enna

zoans
. - 1 ' ' 1

' ' ^.^".^xv. iv....a,ijuio. Glohiqerina
IS especially abundant. The limestone closely resem])les many of the Tertiary
hmestones of the Auckland Province, of wlu'ch the writer has examinod a
considerable number in microscopic section. Trystallino limestones certainly
appear as thin bands closely associated with the hydraulic limestone
near Pahi, m the Kaipara district, but, apart from this and what

Whan
,llin

same horizon as the so-called AThangarei limestone, which Ferrar and Cropp
(1921), as a result of their recent detailed survey, relegate to the Tertiary

South of Auckland City the crystalline limestones have long been
regarded as mid-Tertiary.

So little of a definite character is known of the geological history of the
Auckland area during Tertiary times that it is as weU to consider the
possibibty of the limestone pebble in the conglomerate having been derived
from a Tertiary bed. This identification would suggest an unconformitym the Tertiary succession, which would have to be located somewhere
above the hmestone horizon. An alternative suggestion, however, is that
the fragment of limestone was upthrown with other material from a sub-
jacent limestone stratum by volcanic eruption, and later became incor-
porated in the conglomerate.

3. Andesitic Conglomerate Formation'.

The rocks of this formation are limited to the north-west portion of
the Riverhead-Kaukapakapa district, but they can be traced almost

Waitakere Hills

western
nk

. anaesitic iragmental rocks of coarse and varied kind. Beyond
the Makarau Stream the same beds have an important northerly extension
rri, T„*.ojjg Qf ^j^ggg volcanic beds to the Waitemata series have been
sufficientl Where
beds and the volcanic rocks were seen in contact there was no indication
of unconformity.

The petrographic nature of the constituent material of the conglomerates
and breccias was not examined microscopically. In the Waitakere Hills
mass pyroxene-andesites are exceedindv common.

4. Pleistocexe and Recent Deposits.

A synopsis of the nature and occurrence of these beds sufficient for the
purpose of this paper has been given on page Ul. The origin of the small
deposits of iron-ore, which are represented by irregularly nodular masses
of impure hmomte 1 ft. and more in diameter, which are scattered plentifully
upon the surface m a few localities, is debatable. Such deposits are frequent
throughout northern Auckland, and have varied relations to topography
for they occur upon tops of plateaux and on benches hi^h on the walls of
aUeys as well as upon their floors. The Umonite has undoubtedly originated

\
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in some instances, though not in others, as a deposit in former swamps.

It was noted that the nodular masses often he upon the exposed surface

of a relatively impervious stratum near its contact with more pervious

overlying material, and it is probable that seepage of water rich in iron

salts along such junctions has given rise to their formation.

Igneous Rocks.

It is unnecessary to add further description to such mention as already

has been made of the igneous rocks represented in the Waitemata con-

glomerates, and this section will therefore be reserved for a brief statement

of such other igneous rocks as have been found. The majority occur

as intrusions of ultrabasic character penetrating Oncrahi rocks, and are

described in the next paragraph. In addition there are several other less

important occurrences which will be described.

Ultrabasic Intrusives.

This series of rocks, which can broadly be called ** serpentines," abund-

antly intrude Oncrahi limestones and claystones.* The rocks themselves

are not sufficiently resistant to form outcrops in any way conspicuous in

their relation to topography, and they are therefore discoverable only by
patient search.

The following are the main occurrences :

—

(a.) On the east and north-east slopes of Flat-top Hill.

(?>.) Alongside the Parakakau-Silverdale Road, a short distance from its

junction with the Parakakau-Kaukapakapa Road, there is a large

interesting mass which has been extensively quarried. A small

intrusion of serpentine can also be seen on the same road, near

where it gains the summit of the divide between the Orewa and
Kaukapakapa drainage basins,

(c.) Farther along the Parakakau-Silverdale Road serpentine outcrops

near the cemetery shown on the map. The main body has been

quarried west of the short branch road giving access to the

cemeterv, but it can be traced in much-weathered state farther

east.

{d.) East of White Hills School there is an outcrop adjacent to the Silver-

dale Road on Mr, Davidson's farm, but it was not examined by
the writer.

(e.) Near White Hills School there are several exposures representing

apparently the one intrusion. The rock is exposed in the road-

cutting near the school, and in several places north-westwards*

At one of these latter outcrops a quarry has been opened up.

(/.) About a mile west of White Hills School.

(<7.) On the valley-slopes of a small stream separating Wray's house

from the school at Horseshoe Bush. i

Most of the intrusions recorded are represented on the accompanying
map in their approximate positions.

* Since this was written a short report by ilr. H. T. Ferrar upon the Silverdale
district {17ih Ann, Rep. N.Z, GeoL Surv. (n.s.), 1923, p. 8) has appeared, in which it is

stated that the serpentines underlie the Onerahi beds. The evidence submitted is

unconvincing, and the supposition raises manv more difficulties than it attempts to

remove.
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The list given cannot be regarded as by any means c-vliaustive : many
unobtrusive occurrences have doubtless been ])assed by unobserved.

In reality the "serpentines" differ considerably in their true character
one from another. The majority vary between wholly serpentinized dui:ite

with subsidiary bastite, and rocks in wliich the bastite has increased so
considerably in proportion to serpentine tliaf the name " Laizburgit^ " is

merited, Usually the crystallization is not particularly coarse, but in pnrts
of the intrusion east of Wainui Hill the bastite forms crystals as much as
1 in. in largest dimension. The *' serpentine " near the cemetery adjacent
to the Parakakau-Silverdalc Road, though mainly derived from original

dunite, has portions which have a very different character. One such is

mainly chlorite along with epidote and sphene.

The Parakakau quarry has opened up a rock possessing very gr<.-at

interest. Not all phases are now obtainable actually in situ, though they
may be collected from quarried rubble, so that the field relationships
between the phases are not observable. Much of the material is crushed
and slickensided, and is penetrated by numerous narrow veins of chrysotile.

but there is a quantity of less-comi)letely altered rock which varies from
typical troctolite to a greenish-black rock which shows successive gradations
towards dunite-serpentine. The dark rock is built of chondri of partially
serpentinized olivine enwrapped poecilitically by a moderately refractive,
colourless, altered mass, wliich is only faintly birefracting, and which is

probably referable to saussurite, since there are occasional remnants of
basic plagioclase associated with it. The troctolite is endently a relatively

acidic variation of the feldspathic peridotite, for the proportions of the
saussurite and plagioclase to original olivine vary greatly iu the sections
examined.

In dump-heaps of the same quarry there are frequent fairly coarse
fragments of a white pyroxenite which consists in the main of two minerals ;

the more important is a colourless monoclinic pyroxene, which from casual
inspection seems to be diopside, and with it is a fairly large amount of
diallage. The full study of this and several others of the rocks has not
yet been attempted.

QaartZ'porphyrite of Flat-fop HilL

This rock forms a neck consisting partly of lava, partly of fine well-
consolidated tufaceous breccia, which penetrates Onerahi beds and forms
the elevation of Flat-top Hill. The eruption seems to have preceded the

Waitemata

dissimil

from the post-Waitemata eruptions of the Auckland Province. Petro-
graphically the rock is an open-grained non-porphyritic type built of a
plexus of laths of plagioclase (andesine) which enwrap subordinate pale-
green, partially chloritized augite, and a little magnetite. There are
numerous small rounded areas of quartz built in an irregularly intergrown
and radiate fashion. Often they enwrap or enclose the plagioclase. Thus
unless they replace some earlii^r mineral, of which action there is no
evidence, they have crystallized before complete solidification of the
porphyrite. As there is every reason to believe that the quartz is a
pneumatolytic precipitate from the original magma, the rock has been
classed as a quartz-porphyrite.
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Doleritic Rocks.

believed

intrusive into the Onerahi beds. Certain of them have been found only

as boulders, but there may be actual outcrop in the headwaters of Orewa
Stream. All are to be found within a short distance of the cemetery
adjacent to Parakakau-Silverdale Road.

The dolerite from Orewa Stream is discoverable only with difficulty. It

occurs as small fragments in the low right bank of the stream, about a

quarter of a mile west of the cemetery. One large block partially bared
in a small excavation appears to represent the actual outcrop of a dyke.
If so, the dyke is likely to be a narrow one, for the rock is much more
resistant than the surrounding beds, and if in moderate quantity would
certainly give topographic indications, which are now lacking, of its presence.

Petrographically the dolerite is a relatively coarse, holocrystalline, poorly

ophitic rock, made up of about 75 per cent, plagioclase along with almost
colourless partially-uralitized augite, a little ilmenite, and rare crystals of

green hornblende. Frequent narrow, white, secondary veinlets have not
been closely studied, but appear to consist of opal with a little radiating
zeolite

.

A little east of the cemetery there are numbers of boulders lyiug on the
suiiace which have very uniform macroscopic appearance, but which when
sectioned show some variety, though perhaps not greater than is to bo
expected in specimens from difierent parts of the same intrusion. One of

the coarser specimens proves to be a basic dolerite, or an epidiorite, with
only about 25 per cent, of plagioclase (labradorite) in slender laths. The
rest is pyroxene, or uralite derived from that mineral, with a little

magnetite and occasional picotite. Some small crystals of unaltered though
marginally resorbed hypersthene are present, but the main mass of the
pyroxene has been pale augite now almost completely converted to uralite

except in a few parts of the section. A fine-grained, non-porphyritic
epidiorite shows perfect fine-scale ophitic structure, with some fluxional

arrangement of the plagioclase (basic labradorite), w^hich here forms nearly
three-quarters of the rock. The pyroxene is completely urahtized.

Mr. H. T. Ferrar, of the Geological Survey, kindly suppfied the first

specimen that the writer obtained of these epidioritic boulders. In a
report furnished to Mr. Ferrar it was suggested that the boulders had been
shed from conglomerates in the pre-existing Waitemata cover. Later
collecting, however, has established a comparative uniformity of type which
contrasts with the diversity usual in the conglomerates, and there can be
little doubt that the rocks are actually intrusives which penetrate the
Onerahi claystones of the vicinity.

Basalt near Wratfs House^ Horseshoe Bush.

About 150 yards north-east of "VVray's house at Horseshoe Bush the
writer found some fragments of basalt in a small gulch on the south side
of the track leading to Dairy Flat. The rock difEers considerably from the
Quaternary basalts of Auckland, Lower Waikato, and North Auckland,

ndcontains mu
Ds prominent

a

sent. Olivine is fresh, coarse, abundant, and in euhedral crystals. The
augite is in numerous sharply idiomorphic zoned crystals, and with it are
associated very plentiful small flakes of deep-brown biotite. There is a
moderate quantity of magnetite, whilst apatite is in very long sharp needles.
The fnatnx is constituted by weathered laths of plagioclase.
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Descriptions of Two New Species of Gasteropod Shells,

By Albert E. Brookes.

[Read before the Auckland Institute, litJi December, 1922 ; received by Editor, 28th

December, 1922 ; issued separately, 26th May, 1924.]

Plate 7.

Tatea, Ten.-Woods, 1879, Proc. Roy. Soc. Tasnt,, p. 72.

Tatea hedleyi u. sp, (Plate 7, figs. 1-3.)

Shell smallj elongate, conical, with rounded nucleus, and without any
perceptible sculpture except a few faint growth-lines. Colour pale buff,

with narrow ochraceous bands below suture. Wliorls 5^, convex, with

rather deeply impressed sutures. Body-whorl more tlian half the height

of all preceding ones taken together, Protoconch depressed, consisting

of one turn. Spire about 1|^ the height of aperture. Aperture ovate,

angled above, base roimded, descending. Peristome discontinuous, with

margins imited by a thin parietal callus. Basal hp thickened, outer lip

thin. Columella short and rounded. UmbiHcus consisting of a narrow
chink. Operculum thin, horny, transparent, paucispiral, with nucleus

subcentral, shghtly raised and nearer base, upon which are several broad
shallow grooves.

Diameter, 1*7 mm. ; height, 2-5 mm.
Animal unknown.
Holotype and paratypes in my collection, and paratypes also in the

collection of the Australian Museum, Sydney.

Habitat.—Rnngitoto Island, Hauraki Gulf, Auckland.
Situation.—Under decaying Zostera^ near high-water mark.
Numerous specimens were obtained. It add:^ a genus and a species

to our fauna.

Distribution.—Tasmania (genotype) ; Australia ; Macquarie Island,
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Remarks.—Tatea huonensis Ten.-Woods was stated by its author to have
with This

very serious and misleading error was perpetuated by Tryon (2), but was
somewhat rectified by Mr. E. A. Smith, who states, " As far as I can
discover, judging from an external view, it appears to be thin, horny,
paucispiral, with the nucleus subcentral, but rather towards the base "

(3).
After having examined the operculum of a number of specimens of
T. hedleyi I can fully confirm the views of Mr. Smith. This interesting
species IS named in honour of my esteemed friend Mr. C. Hedley, of the
Austrahan Museum, Sydney, who discovered it while on a visit to New
Zealand m 1917-18, and to whom I am greatly indebted for kindly
assistance rendered at various times.

This species is not so elongate as is usual with other members of the
genus.

Mem
Marginalia cairoma n. sp. (Plate 7, figs. 4-5.)

Shell small, elongate, transparent and sliining. Spire bluntly rounded,
bculpture consisting of fine growth-hnes crossed by very fine spiral threads.

Without
decus

Colour pale cream-buff (Ridgway's colour standards) with a whitish narrow
band above suture. hraceous
and two on body-whorl extending over outer lip into aperture. Outer
Up and base wbtish. Spire conical, not much produced, with bluntly-

11™.! ^.^_^^' a^o^t.^aK the_height of aperture. Protoconch of about
Whorls Last whorl

long and narrow, mdest at top and gradually narro\^ing towards base,
future superficial and distinct. Aperture slightly obHque, narrow, channelled
above, rounded below. Outer lip nearly straight, rounded, and thickened,
with an indistinct vanx, retrocurrent towards suture, smooth inside.
Lolumella shghtly oblique, with four subequidistant plaits, the two lower
ones obhque and thicker than the upper ones. Top plait short and nearly
transverse, the lower extending to basal margin. Inner lip thin and
transparent. ^

Diameter, 1-8 mm.; height, 4-2 mm.
Animal unknown.
Holotype and paratypes in my collection, and paratypes also in the

collection of the Australian Museum, Sydney.
^

-^
^

HfOntaL-UuBsd], Bay of Islands (A. E. B.) ; near Taipa, Doubtless
Bay (type, A. E. B.).

.

^

Situation.—Vndei loose boulders embedded in sand, near low-water
mark. '

Remarlcs.-^hiee specimens were collected at EusseU, and about twenty
at Doubtless Bay, and all were ahve.

This species is aUied to M. allporti Ten.-Woods, but the absence of
tubercules m the outer ]]p, and its constant narrow form, separate it from
that species. ' ^

References.

3. S«m,. E. A 1881. o„ .he F^h-wa.er Shell, tfl^tLia. Jo.r. Li... Soc. Lond..
vol. It), iNo. 92, Zoology, p. 268-69.
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The Tertiary Rocks of the Wanganui - South Taranahi Coast.

By P. Marshall and R. Murdoch,

[Read before the Wanganui Phih^ophical Society, 11th DecewLery 1922 ; received by Editor,

3Ut December, 1922 ; issued separately, 26th May, 1924,]

In various publications during the last few years we have endeavoured to

solve the faunal and stratigrajihieal relations between the various members

of the series of rocks exposed on the coast-line between Wanganui and

Hawera, We have stated that as far as the mouth of the Tangahoe

Stream the dip of the rocks is such that older and older strata are gradually

exposed as one goes north and west. The strike of the strata, however,

bends so far to the west that north of the Tangahoe the strata exposed

on the coast-line become gradually younger, and repeat the series exposed

between Patea and that place, though they are somewhat more fossiliferous.

At the mouth of the Waingongoro Stream, some four miles nortfi-wcst

of Hawera, the old post-PUocene surface of erosion approaches closely

to the present sea-level, and almost the whole height of the chfis consists

of detritus from Mount Egmont. At the base of this material there is in

places a well-preserved shell-bed, the presence of which shows clearly that

at the time the volcanic activity of Mount Egmont commenced the post-

Phocene surface of erosion was the floor of a shallow marine area. The

absence of shell-bearing horizons at higlier levels in the volcanic material

shows either that elevation of the old sea-floor took place wlien the volcanic

activity began, or that the sea was so shallow that the volcanic matter

which was deposited soon accumulated to such a thickness as to build up

a land surface. At the mouth of the Waingongoro Stream it is clear that

the old fossiliferous surface had been elevated to a higher level than the

present before the volcanic activity commenced. In this locality the

present stream enters the sea througli a gorge cut in the debris of volcanic

material derived by erosion from the slopes of Mount Egmont, the sides

of the gorge being about 100 ft. high. Some 400 yards along the coast

to the south-east of the gorge the volcanic material of the lower part of

the cliS abuts against the grey claystone of the district (called everywhere
" papa "). The abruptness of the junction at once suggests a fault, but

closer inspection shows that the papa wall is an old gorge-chfi, and

evidently formed the south-east side of tlie post-Miocene Waingongoro

Valley. About 300 yards north of the Waingongoro Stream there is a

similar abrupt appearance of papa, which marks the cUflE boundary of the

old valley in this direction. It is thus evident that previous to the

activitv of Mount Egmont the Waingongoro Stream had eroded a valley

which was nearly half a mile wide, and there is at present no means of

telling how far below the present sea-level the old floor of the valley lay.

The depression of this old floor took place, and the land-level sank until

the tops of the cHfEs that then bounded the valley were submerged, when

a beach-deposit with Recent marine shells was formed ; volcanic detritus

was, however, subsequently carried to the sea in such quantity that the

shell-deposit ceased.
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As has been mentioned, at the Waingongoro tlie trend of the coast

intersects the strike at such an angle that successively younger beds are

encountered as one goes north and west. At the same time the thickness of

old claystone showing in the cliff is gradually narrowing, and at the mouth
of the Kapuni Stream it has sloped below the present sea-level. Our hope

of finding a succession of Tertiary beds which might connect the Whakino-
Waihi horizon with that of older locahties was thus frustrated on the

coast-Hne to the south of New Plymouth. The country and coast-line

north of New Plymouth to the mouth of the Urenui Stream is fully

described in Bulletin No. 14 of the Geological Survey. That detailed

survey did not offer us much encouragement, for only thirty - four

species of MoUusca are mentioned as occurring in the Onairo series, the

youngest Tertiary series mentioned, and equivalent to the Upper Pliocene.

Apparently this Ust includes fossils from all outcrops in the district

discovered by all observers up to the year 1912. No particular locality

or station is mentioned by the writer of the bull* tin as one in which a

typical collection could be made.
During our brief visit to the district we found a considerable number

of fossils near Uriti, where there is an old disused metal-pit of shell-rock,

known as Wray's quarry, situate on the road up the stream about half a

mile from the township. Many of the fossils arc poorly preserved, and

species determination is therefore unrecorded.

The following is a list of species, those extinct being marked with an

asterisk :

—

^AnciUa pseudo-australis Tate
Anomia sp.

^Afitigona sp,

Calyptraea novae-zelandiae Less.

"^Cardium spatiosum Hutt.

"^Cerithidea sp.

'^Cerithiopsis sp.

"^Cominella sp.

^Crepidula gregaria Sow,
^Dentalium solidum Hutt.
"^Diplodonta ampla (Hutt.)

Dosinia subrosea (Gray)

"^Galeodea senex (Hutt.)

^Glycyuieris glohosa (Hutt.)

*Lima paleata Hutt,

*Lima sp.

^Limopsis zilteli Iher.

"^Macrocallista sj).

Mactra scalpellum Keeve
Malletia australis (Q. & G.)

*Natica gibhosa Hutt.

Ostrea sp.

^Papliia ctirta (Hutt.)

^Pecten aff. sectus Hutt.

Psammohia aff. lineolata Gray
^Sinum sp.

"^Struthiolaria spinosa Hcct.

Turriiella symmetrica Hutt.

Venericardia difficilis (Dcsh.)

"^Verconella conoidea Zitt.

"^Verconella nodosa var.

Zymene aff. lepidus Sut.

Of

of extinct

the

this total of thirty-two species, nine are Recent, the percentage

Lima paleata is not recorded abovebeingspecies

Oamaru hmestone.

71-9.

Awamoan beds.

Galeodea senex reaches its upper limits in the

Struthiolaria spinosa has not a widely recorded occurrence,

but is found in the Upper Miocene of the Trehssick Basin. The other
extinct species, though they occur at lower horizons in the Miocene, extend
also to higher ones. The species mentioned seem to imply an horizon not
lower than that of Target Gully beds, and this is in accord with the
suggestion due to the percentage of Recent species.
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Some Tertiary Mollusca, with Descriptions of New Species.

By R. Murdoch.

[Read be/ore the Wunganui Philosophical Society, 11th D^ceniher, 1022; received by
Editor, 31st December, 1922 ; issued separately, 26th May, 1924.]

Plates S-10.

Pl.NXA.

I^Jiis Catalogue of the Tertiary Mollusca and Echinodennata of New Zealuid,
1873, page 26, Hutton described three species of Pinna^xiz,, lata, plicata,
and distans. Suter, in the " Revision of the Tertiary Mollusca of New
Zealand," Geological Survey Bulletin No. 3, part 2, page^53, points out that
plicata is a fan-shaped fucoid, and niust be removed from the list of fossil

Mollusca. Of the other two species, the type of lata appears to have been
lost. Mutton's description is exceedingly brief, and there has always been
some doubt as to the identity of the species ; but fortunately Buchanan
left a drawing of the type specimen (here reproduced), which is the clue
to the species. The species distans, the type of which is preserved in the
Geological Survey collections, and is also figured by Buchanan, proves to
be a large fragment of a cast, in fine greyish-brown rather soft sandstone,
the anterior and posterior ends broken off. No part of the shell is pre-
served, and the sculpture is therefore the radiating furrows on the interior
surface of the valves. For the loan of the drawings prepared by the late
Mr, Buchanan I am indebted to Mr. P. G. Morgan, Director of the
Geological Survey.
for the loan of specimens.

Mr. H. J. Finlaj

lata Hutton. (Plate 8, figs. 1, 2, and Plate 9, fig. 2.)

jinal Description.—Broadly triangular, with concentric striae, anteric
end rather excavated. Height, 8 ; length, 7-25 ; angle of apex, 60
Locahty, Cobden.

specmiens before me, there appears
the above description refers to a large fragment of the wide posterior end.
A close scrutiny of Buchanan's figure shows a very imperfect shell with
some radiate riblets on the narrow end, of which Hutton makes no mention.
A specimen received from Finlay, doubtfully from Caversham sandstone,
closely agrees with Buchanan's figure, and the specimen can be perfectly
matched with the posterior area of a well-preserved specimen from Awamoa.
The latter in form and sculpture is widely different from Hutton's descrip-
tion, and it is necessary to redescribe the species. I offer the following :

Shell large, narrowly triangular, angle of apex SS"", beak pointed, dorsal
margin straight, posterior end oblique produced below, basal margin a little

convex posteriorly. Clothed with a thick dark periostracum, nacreous
beneath. Sculpture : Apical half and from median area dorsally with fine
radiating riblets, crossed by smaller threadlets, both narrower than inter-

irregular grow
curved to median area, where th^i are wave-like and gradually widening
posteriorly, posterio - dorsal area with irregular growth - lines. The fine
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transverse threadlets of dorsal area absent on the nacreous shell, the longi-

tudinals less numerous, while basal sculpture is same as on pcriostracum.

Length, 280 nun. ; width, 140 mm. ; diameter, 40 mm.
Locality, fine sandy clay in bed of Awamoa Stream, about half a mile

inland from the Coast Road, Oamaru. Collected by Dr. Marshall.

Specimen to be presented to the Wangahui Museum.
In the Geological Survey collections is an imperfect specimen, locality

not recorded. In Mr. Finlay's collection is a large fragment from Wai-

kouaiti sandstone, a small cast from Caversham sandstone, and the large

fragment previously mentioned and doubtfully referred to the Caversham

sandstone. These certainly represent the Awamoan horizon. Mr. Fiiilay

writes that from the matrix he obtained Alectrion socialis, BulineUa aoroVj

Dentalium mantelliy and Malletia australis.

Pinna distans Hutton. (Plate 9, fig. 3.)

Original Description.—Large, with distant plications, the ridges bemg
much narrower than the furrows. Height, 9 ; length, 4-5 ; angle of

apex, 40°, Locality, Caversham.
tie type, as previously mentioned, is a cast only, and agrees perfectly

Buchanan's figure, which is here reproduced. There arc about elevenwith Buchanan's figure, which is ]

prominent distant ridges on the dorsal area, and on the basal area a

number of irregular upward-curving folds less strong than the radiations

above. A fragment of a cast from Milburn limestone in Mr. Finlay's

collection perfectly agrees in sculpture with the ty]>e. On present material

little more can be added. The species appears to be closely allied to lata,

the greater prominence of the radiations being the distinguishing feature.

In the Suter collection are two small fragments from Waihora River, two

miles from Te Karaka, Poverty Bay, They are casts of the apex, and are

labelled " distans,'' but the radiating sculpture appears to me identical

with the Awamoan specimen, which I refer to lata.

Chalamys.

Chlamys oamarutica n. sp. (Plate 9, fig, 4.)

Shell (left valve) small, thin, nearly equivalve, very little inflated, ears

unequal, triangular, posterior small and very oblique ; dorsal margins of

disc descending slightly concave, anterior, posterior, and basal margins

rounded. Sculpture consists of thirteen or fourteen small radiate ribs,

sparsely gemmate and much narrower than interspaces, in the latter one,

two, or three smaller riblets on basal half of disc, in addition the whole

shell is adorned with an exceedingly dehcate lacework - like sculpture.

Anterior ear with about six small riblfts, posterior ear with three some-
what scaly riblets. Interior hinge-line somewhat oblique, narrowly grooved

within margin, resilifer-pit small and slightly oblique, adductor-scars indis-

tinct, radiate grooves correspond with external sculpture and lightly crenu-

late the margin.

Dimensions: Dorso-ventral, 26 ram. ; ant.-post., 21 mm.
Type to be presented to the Wanganui Museum.
Locality, Target Gully shell-bed, Oamaru.
It is with some hesitation that I describe this species from a single

valve. • Its sculpture, however, appears to distinguish it well from other
of our Tertiary and Recent forms.
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Chlamys grangei n. sp. (Piute 9, fig, 1.)

Shell (left valve) small, ovate, height and length about equal, somewhat
inflated, almost equilateral, beak rather abrujjtly incurved, dorsal margins
declining slightly convex, ends imperfect, basal margin rounded. Sculpture
consists of about twenty narrow radiating riblets more slender on sub-
marginal slopes, midrib on disc somewhat stouter and more prominent,
grooves rather more than twice width of riblets with an occasional small
radial not continuing to apex, in addition transverse sculpture of fine
threadlets better marked in grooves. Ears : Posterior narrow, dorsal
margin ridged, and with two or three indistinct threadlets ; anterior im-
perfect, it has three or more riblets and transverse threadlets. Interior
filled with matrix.

Dimensions: Dorso-ventral, 20mm.; ant.-post., 20mm.
Type to be presented to the Wanganui Museum.
Locality, gritty shell-limestone bed, Brighton, Collected by Dr. Mar-

shall.

It appears not unlikely that this species is the same as recorded by
Grange (Tra?i5. N,Z. InsLy vol. 53, p. 163, 1921), and with it a species of
belemnite. The little that is known of the fauna of this horizon suggests
that it is Cretaceous.

Verconella.

Verconella marshalli n. sp. (Plate 10, figs. 1-3.)

Shell fusiform, spire short, whorls convex, body inflated, canal produced.
Sculpture consisting of fine spiral cords slightly variable, and with one, at
times two,^ small threads in grooves ; axials feeble or growth-striae only
on body, higher whorls of spire with well-developed rounded costae. Whorls
about eight in all, protoconch small, of about two and a half smooth
rounded coils. Sutures not deep, usually rather more impressed on higher
whorls. Aperture oval, produced into fairly long open canal curv^ed some-
what backward and to left ; outer lip effuse and Urate within, margin
more or less excavate above and narrowly channelled at suture ; columella
concave, wall with a thin callus not concealing spiral sculpture, or with
series of denticles only near outer margin, occasionally a small callus nodule
near suture.

Length, 74 mm. ; width, 3-1 mm. (A small specimen, length 49 mm.,
width 21 mm.)

Locality, Castlecliff blue sandy clays ; also in the Kai Iwi, Okehu, and
Nukumaru beds.

Type in the Wanganui Museum.
This species is not uncommon in the Castlecliff beds. It appears to

be nearest to V. mandarina Duclos, from which it may readily be dis-

tinguished by the small spire and inflated body-whorls ; small or juvenile
specimens with less inflated body may be distinguished by the finer sculp-
ture and less impressed sutures ; it has been confused with matidarina and
with valedicta.

It also occurs Recent, a few specimens having been obtained by
dredging in Hauraki Gulf (16 fathoms) by Mr. La Roche, of Auckland.
In the Dominion Museum, under the name of Siphonalia valcdiota Watson,
are three specimens, exact locality not recorded. In colour the Recent
specimens are a light reddish-brown, and within the aperture in young
individuals pale pink. The operculum is oval, rather pointed at the ends,
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and the nucleus apical. A fossil specimen is chosen for the type on account

of the large series available.

I name this handsome species after my friend Dr. P. Marshall.

Erato.

Erato neozelanica Sut. (Plate 10, fig. 4.)

E. neozelanica Sut., N.Z. Geol Surv. Pal. Bull No. 5, pt. 1, p. 12,

pi. iii, figs. 6, 7.

The
Oamaru, and presented to the Otago University Museum. Another speci-

men is now recorded from the sandy clays in the bed of the Awamoa

Stream, near Oamaru. It is rather smaller than the type : length, 11 mm.

;

width, 7 mm. It has also been found to occur in the railway ballast-pit

near to the Okehu Station (a single specimen — length, 12 mm. ;
width,

7 mm.). This horizon appears to be a little above the Rotella bed of Park

as exposed in the coastal cliff at the boat-sheds, Nukumaru. The species

would appear to be rare, but has a fairly wide distribution.

In the Suter collection are two small specimens labelled " E. neozelanica,

' paratype,' Target Gully shell-bed, Oamaru." They are pygmies compared

with the typical form. One specimen is certainly fully adult. They appear

to me to be quite distinct from neozelanica, and I treat them as an

undescribed species.

Erato senectus n. sp. (Plate 10, figs, 5, 6.)

Shell small, pyriform, without sculpture, spire about three whorls, short

with blunt apex, coated with enamel, sutures lightly indicated, last whorf

large, almost uniformly curved to the short beak, outer lip broad and

rounded, exteriorly forming a ridge, on anterior area a few teeth-plications

passing across it, its lower surface crossed by ten to a dozen stout teeth.

Aperture narrow, oblique, almost uniform in width ; columella a little

excavated anteriorly, with three or four small plications, and a few oi

numerous
Length, 4-5 mm. ; width, 3-25 mm.
Locality, Target Gully shell-bed, Oamaru. Collected by Dr. Marshall.

Type in the Wanganui Museum, Suter Collection.

Differs from N. neozelanica Sut. in its much smaller size, less narrowly

produced anteriorly, and the outer lip heavier and more strongly plicated.

%
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The Strutkiolariidae.

By J. Marwick, M.A,, N.Z. Geological Survey.

[Read, by permission of the Director of the N.Z. Geological Survey, before the Wellington

Philosophical Society, 9th August, 1922 ; received by Editor, 31st Deceuyber^ 1922 ;

issued separately, 6th June, 1924.]

Plates 11-15.

Family STRUTHIOLARIIDAE Fischer, 1884,

PART I.—GENERIC CLASSIFICATION.

Ik his invaluable Essais de Paleoconchologie comparee, Tossmann (1904,

p. 106) tabulates the family as follows :

—

Genus,

Struthiolaria,

Beak short, adjacent to the

basal sinuosity.

Subgenus.

Struthiolaria,

Columellar margin thin and
wnde.

Pelicaria.

Thick layer of enamel on the

spire.

Section.

Struthiolaria.

Lip bisinuous.

Struthiolariopsis,

Lip unknown.

Pelicaria,

Sutural excavation.

Wilckens

as a subgenus in 1908.

Zemira H. and A. Adams was placed in the family by Hedley (1899,

P spur

outer lip, but the nature of the latter is quite different from that of the

projection on the lip of Struthiolaria, The little spur on the lip of Zemira

owes its origin to the spiral channel on the anterior portion of the body-

whorl, as in Ancilla and Pseiidoliva ; but in Struthiolaria there is no spiral

channel, the two projections on the outer lip not being dependent on the

spiral sculpture. In addition the opercula are different, so it does not seem

advisable to include this genus in the Struthiolariidae.

Struthiolariopsis Wilckens. 1904.

The value and systematic position genus are by no means

established. It was placed in this family because of the strong spirals on

South^
y ^^

Atnerican members. Cossmann
rightly considered the creation of

the genus on the material available

[^ premature," as the aperture was

unknown. The excellent figure

(Wilckens, 1904, pi, 18, fig. 5),

however, shows that the course of

the growth-lines of the outer lip

is the same as that of Belophos,

Tertiary repre- Tig. Lwhich has many
sentatives in New Zealand,

features of agreement are the

Other

a. Struthiolariopsis ferrieri (Phil,).

(After Wilckens.)

Belonhos sitlcaia (Hutton).

concave shoulder, with fine spirals, much stronger spirals below, and the

presence of axial sculpture- A figure of the New Zealand Belopho

6—Trans.
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with

Slruthiolariopsis, The chief differences observable are the longer axials

and the higher whorls of the former. .....
Another species attributed to tliis genus is Stmthiolariopsis similis

Wilckens (1922, p. 17), from the Upper Senonian of Aniuri Bluff, New

Zealand ; but unfortunately this shell does not in any way improve the

position. Wilckens was not sure whether there was

an anterior canal, but the aperture of the type and

only specimen has now to some extent been cleared

of the hard matrix (see text-fig. 2). The columella

is quite straight, and, where broken, the canal shows

Uttle taper, so it was originally much longer. This,

with the strong biangulation of the body-whorl, the

nodules on the shoulder-angle, the course of the

growth-hnes, and the disposition of the spiral

Fig. 2. ornamentation, indicates generic, perhaps even

'' Struthiolariopsis" siinilu ^^^^[^Q^ agreement with Tudicula alia Wilckens,

Wilckens (holotype). figured by him on the same plate, and occurrin-

at the same locahty.

Stmthiolariopsis should therefore be removed from the Struthiolariidae

and put near Belophos, The latter genus was placed by Cossmann (1901,

p. 37) in the Buccinidae, but its shape, aperture, and ornamentation sliow

relations with Pseudoloma, the only difference being the deeper anterior

notch of the canal.

The shells hitherto classed under Struthiolaria sensu lato present a

considerable diversity of appearance, and several well-defined divisions

can be made :

—

1. Monalaria n. g. Outer lip with broad sinus above sweeping round to a convex wing

below, columella straight.
^

,

a. Whorls convex, sculpture of equal strong spaced spiral cords. Ex. ct.

S. lirata Tate- .

6. Whorls with curved axials, crossed by spaced spiral cords. Ex. o. mtnor

Marshall, ,
i

c. Early whorls as in 6, later whorls with fine regular spiral stnae, ana

axials abbreviated to sharp tubercles. Ex, S. concinna Suter.

2. Struihiolarella Steinmann and Wilckens. Outer lip as in 1, columella slightly beni

in youth, curvature increasing with age ; whorls subangled, early sculpture

curved axials, later abbreviated to rounded tubercles, fine spirals above, strong

cinguli below. Ex. S, ameghhioi von Ihering.

3. Struthiolaria Lamarck. Outer lip bisinuous, columella bent well to right.

a. Whorls angled, often tuberculate, sculpture of fine spiral lirae. Ex. c. p^U

losa (Martyn).
. ^

b. An enormous development of callus on inner lip, otherwise as

Ex. S. collosa n. sp. . . |

c. Spire-whorls bicarinate or tricarinate, body-whorl with four P^"^*?"^

spiral cinguU and several weaker ones below, cinguli sometime

moniliform. Ex. S, vermis Martyn. ^ t an
4. Tylospira Harris. Outer lip bisinuous, columella well bent, Ughtly caUoused ai

-««u, „* « t..,4. «^«4.;„.,;«„ ^^ «,.^«r f^T.-™-«r/l ar^ f.Tiaf nr^ flmilntiire is formed on lAl^

body-whorl. Ex, B, scuhilatum Martyn.

The four main divisions, based on tbe formation of the aperture are

here given generic rank, and that these genera have sprung from a comnio

stock appears on a study of their ornamentation.
^

,

Grabau (1902) was the first to apply the theory of recapitulation to tn^

development of gasteropod sculpture, notably for Fusus (1904).
.'^^^IVx ^d

groups

others.
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The following is an attempt to discover the phylogeny of the family by
following the ontogeny of some characteristic species.

Well-preserved examples of the Recent and Pliocene S. papulosa and
S, vermis show, in most cases, a small almost plauorbid apex of one bv
two smooth volutions. This has always been considered aa the proto-

conch ; but a surprising condition was revealed by some s2)ecimenfl of

S. vermis from the Wanganuian Phocene. In these the protoconch is a

smooth, bulbous, capuUfonn structure, with its long axis at right angles

to that of the shell (a particularly large and projecting example is figured

in text-fig. 3, a~c). That this is the true protoconch is shown by the

Fig, 3.—Protoconch of Struthiolaria vermis. X 6,

i

appearance of the same feature on specimens of S, convexa n. sp. from the

Pliocene of the Ngaruroro River. In witlidrawing from the embryonic
shell the animal constructs numerous septa, so that, the hollow bulb being

easily broken off, a planorbid apex is the result. It is probable that

this type of protoconch prevails throughout the genus, for the smooth
planorbid tip, generally seen in all well-preserved shells, is followed by a
convex, striated conch-whorl similar to that following the deviated proto-

conch of the examples cited above.

1. Genus Moxalaria n. g.

Genotype: Stnithiolaria tuberculata concinna Suter.

(a.) S. lirata Tate. The first volution of the conch in all species of

New Zealand Struthiolariidae is a convex whorl with about six regular

spiral threads separated by interspaces of slightly

greater width, and, as far as seen, all starting at

practically the same time. This indicates that the

primitive type from which the various species are

descended was a round-whorled shell with strong

regular-spaced spirals, a condition well represented

by Struthiolaria lirata Tate from the Gippsland
Lakes (Tate, 1889, p. 169, pi. x, fig. 11). (See

text-fig. 4.)

The figure shows that this species has a straight

columella,, and little caUus on the inner lip, though
the outer lip is thickened. That a certain advance
has been made on the primitive type is indicated

by Tate's description of secondary spirals in the interspaces of the
body-whorl. The growth-lines are stated to be " sigmoidal," which

G*

Fio. 4,

** Strutfi lolaria " lirala

Tate.

(After Tate's 6gure.)
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suggests agreement* with Monalaria n. g. (see below) rather than with

StrutJiiolaria. . .

(6.) M. minor (Marshall). The only apex seen is tectiform, consisting

of about tw^o smooth rounded whorls, the top one small and depressed;

the nucleus, however, is broken off. The first conch-whorl is convex and

has eight spirals appearing simultaneously, but the shell is somewhat

weathered at this point. Later the whorl becomes subangled and short,

curved axial ribs appear on the upper part of the whorl, not reaching the

suture beloAV, while the spirals increase in number. The body-whorl is

weakly biangulate, the lower keel having two more prominent cords, the

upper of which is moniUfomi. The outer lip is reflexed and thickened with

a broad sinus above, sweeping forward to a prominent rounded \A-ing

opposite the lower keel, and then retreating in a shallow sinus to the

columella. No specimen showing a complete aperture has yet been found,

but, while the columella is twisted, it does not appear to have been bent

inwards at the base. (See Plate 11, figs. 5, 6, 7.)

(c.) JUi. cominna (Suter). The first two conch-whorls are the typical

convex spirally-striated ones common to the apices of the family, and the

next two show a fine development of the curved axial ribs crossed by the

primary spirals with secondaries appearing in the interstices ; that is

staere Ch\ as tvnified bv M. minor.

Fig. 5.—Apex of Monalaria concinna (Suter). x 3.

On succeeding whorls the axials are much abbreviated, forming strong

sharp tubercles on a well-developed shoulder-anglo. The body-whorl has,

in addition, a double lower keel armed with more closely set tubercles,

while the spirals have become numerous fine regular threads. The columella

is straight and comparatively little calloused, while the contour of the outer

lip is exactly the same as that of S. minor—i.e., it is unisinuous.

2. Genus Struthiolarella Steinmann and Wilckens, 1908-

Genotype : Struthiolaria ameghinoi von Ihering.

This group was separated from Striilhiolaria as a subgenus (Steinmann

and Wilckens, 1908, p. 53) for the reception of the South American species,

on the grounds that they differed from' the typical New Zealand shells as

follows r (1)
" On the older whorls spiral sculpture does not predominate,

but axial ribs, which are, it is true, crossed by fine spirals "
; (2) " *^^^,^

is no continuous spiral angle formed on the upper part of the whorls.

Other important features justify the separation. Ortniann's figure o

S, ornata (1901, pi. 33, fig. 12«), reproduced below (text-fig. 6, a), shows con-

VPY TrTinrla \ritli flip miT\7aA qyiqI tiKq r^rr^QQor! Kv cnirnls a.S in Mo)l(liaTia9

* A new genus seems to be required for S. liraia because of the diflFerent sculptu

from Mojialaria.
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while on the base are two strong spiral cords. Other and more developed
species of the group show the axials abbreviated to rounded tubercles with
many strong spirals below. The columella is in most cases only slightly

bent ; but in S. nordoiskjoldi Wilckcns the curvature is marked, and the
callus is well developed, showing that a fferontic stase has been reached.

as <) M lO

—

I

there is one prominent sinuosity.

The development of strong spirals on the base shows that this group
branched ofi from Morudaria sensu lato before the development of such as

M. coHcuuui, but it may have come through M. minor. The age of these

two species cannot defiintely be placed on the European time-scale, but the

probabilities are that the latter is about Palaeocene anrl the former Oligocene.

The curvature of the columella and the spread of the callus in mature

Fig. 6. a, 6-

c. S.

dp e.

individuals

Strnfhhiarella ormita (Soworby). (After Ortniann.)

aniegh'uioi von Ihering. (After Ortniaun.)

8, nordevshjoldi Wilckens. (After Wilckens.)

Wilck ns, 1908, figures of S. ameghinoiy

pi. 6, fig. 7, and S. no/denskjoldf Wilckens, I9I1, pi. 1, figs, 26, a, h—
in addition to the strong basal spirals, justify the generic separation of

StrulhiolareJla from Morudaria^ while the contour of the outer lip and the

ornamentation separate it from Struthwlaria.

Wilckens later (1922, p. 17) tentatively sug-

gested that S. nordenskjoldi was wrongly

classed witb S. ameghinoiy and was more
parasiti The

»L

writer does not agree with this, and consider?^

S. nordenskjoldi to be a gerontic development

of Struthiolarella.

Under Struthiolardla, Steinmann and
Wilckens included Tylospira coronala (Tate)

from the Lower Tertiary of A^'ictoria, and the

living Slruthiolaria mirahllis Smith from Ker-

guelen Land, not granting generic recognition

on B. sculnlatum.

Previously Tate (1889, p. 170) had included

the Kerguelen shell with T. coronnta and

T. scutulata in his interpretation of the genus

to Tylospira as based
Fig. 7.

StriUhiolardla

(Aftc

Pelicaria {i.e., Tylospira),

pertural

to S
G9 similar

with
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the case for the inclusion of T. coronata is not so good, because it involves

the separation of that species from T. scutulata and T. clathrata.

It is necessary, before going further, to determine what relative import-

ance should be conceded to the various shell-characters. Roughly, the

order of importance may be stated as—first, the formation of the aperture

;

second, the ornamentation; third, the disposition of the callus. (The

protoconch is, of course, very important in classification, but the material

available does not allow of its use in the present case.) Naturally, the rule

cannot be applied absolutely, because a small difierence m the aperture

might not carry the same weight as a considerable difference in scidpture ;

also, the possibility of parallelism and convergence must be taken into

account. Still, there is a broad relative value attached to the features

mentioned.

Fig. 8. a. Tylospim coronata (Tate). (After Tate.)

b. Tylospira scutulata (Martyn).

position

specimens shows that it cannot be separated gencrically from T. scululatay

type of Tylospira bisinuous
<r callus

not reflexed in the adult. In late youth this lip acquires a shinin^

which, continuing across the suture, ascends the wall of the preceding whorl.

Unlike Struthiolaria, growth continues for a considerable time after tlie

formation of this callus, so that no ornamentation except growth-lines and

a few obsolete spirals is developed on the body-whorls. If Steinmann

Wilckens were correct in
Liperse

StndMolarelh

.

senus
terms

osmra AustraHan and StrntUoUrella for the South Amencan

species

3. Genus Struthiolaria Lamarck, 1812.

Genotype : Buccinum papnlosiim IMartyn,

(a.) S. papulosa Group,

The apex consists of about two smooth whorls, the first planorbid
;

but,

as pointed out above, these may not represent the true protoconch.

the

Th finer exogeneous spirals (Grabau, 1902) tnen
five or six spirals.

appear, while at the posterior primary spiral the whorl shows
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angulation that gradually becomes stronger and bears nodules formed by
the intersection of the sfrowth-lines. On later whorls these nodul**s become
more prominent and farther apart, finally developing into prominent tubercles,

and numerous secondary endogeneous spirals appear. The stage of curved
axial ribs so characteristic of Mopalaria is not represented, so tliis is pro-

bably a case of lipopalingenesis, or the dropj>ing of an ancestral stage in

the ontogeny of a specialized group (Grabau, 1904, p. 3; Trueman, 1922,

p. 141).

About the third conch-whorl of S, s^fh^pbiosa^ S, citwlay and some
others of the group, a faint spiral cingulum appears half-way between the

shoukler and the suture. This disappears after one or two volutions, but,

together w^th the angled shoulder, it may represent the stage at which

Fig. 9.

—

a. Apex of Siruthiolaria papulosa ; x 6- 6. Same ; X 12.

^!Vib^piw)sa ; x 3.

c. Siruihidlaria

diverged the S. vermis group, with its bicarinate spire-whorls. This bicari-

nation has practically disappeared from the early whorls of S, papulosa^

but some specimens have a suggestion of it.

Traces of the double lower keel of M, concinna linger in some specimens

of S, subspinosay but in the other Miocene species, such as S. spimsa, this

keel is single, while in the Pliocene and Eecent S. papulosa it has disappeared,

leaving only one angulation—i.e., at the shoulder of the body-whorl.

More profound changes from the Monalaria stage are to be seen in the

curved columella, and tlie appearance of a second angulation on the outer

lip, opposite the posterior keel (or shoulder-angle). Indeed, these feature?

may indicate that Stmthiolaria s. str. did not descend through Moftahria,

but that the two are independent branches of an earlier convex-whorled

ancestor. This would mean that the body-whorls of M, concinna and
S. suhspinosa are parallel developments, but their close agreement in details

of sculpture points rather to direct descent of the latter from the former.
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This resemblance is so close that Suter granted only varietal rank to

M. concinna, though why he considered it a variety of S. luhercuhta is

hard to understand.

{h.) S. callosa Group.

At different localities in the rocks of Upper Miocene and perhaps Lower

Pliocene age there are several species of Struthiolaria which have a some-

what strange appearance. These shells agree with Strvthiolaria s. str. in

all essential features, but there is a huge development of the rather

flat pad on the inner lip. This callus-pad surmounts the shoulder, even

burying the long tubercles, generally reaching the posterior suture, but

rarely adhering to the whorl above. On the outer part of the base the pad

protrudes and has a vertical face exteriorly : but between this knob and

the anterior beak is a deep smooth channel with only a thin layer of enamel.

The pad is rounded off somewhat abruptly at its upper junction with the

outer lip, forming another channel on the shoulder. The outer lip is

thickened and reflexed, but no more so than in the typical Struthiolaria.

In the sutures on the later spire -whorls a layer of enamel is fronerally

showing, sometimes ascending to the row of tubercles on the shoulder (see

Plate 14).

At least four species are represented, but they may not form a natural

group distinct from the S. papulosa group ; for, while S. callosa, apart from

the callus, agrees closely with >S. spinosa, S. amwta appears to be just as

closely related to S. spinifera. This might mean that the great callus is

produced by a parallel development of different species.

The following table gives a suggested ancestry of the species belonging

to the two foregoing groups :

—

S, cbesa

8, foriis 8. callosa S. armata

1

8. frazeri

8, tnbercidata 8. civguhfa 8. papulosa

8. spinosa 8. spiv ifera 8, calcar 8. an eta 8. errata

8, svbspinoi

il, concivna

M. minor.

(c.) S, vermis Group.

The shells belonging to this group form a well-defined series attaining

considerable development in the Wanganuian (Pliocene) of New Zealand.

Only one specimen has been seen from a lower horizon, the Tawhiti series.

East Cape, which may be of Upper Miocene age. This shell is much
distorted, but there is no doubt that it belongs to the group, being closely

allied to S. acuminata n. sp,

A study of the neanic shell of S, vermis shows that the first conch-

anila On the

succeeding volutions these become grouped into two cinguli forming a

biangulation in the spire-whorls, with numerous secondary spirals (see text-

fig. 3). On later spire-whorls in some siKH'-ies (ex. S. can
gul
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S. convexa n. sp. has rounded whorls throughout, but there are nuiucroua
fine spirals of secondary and higher orders arranged in groups as obsolete
cingiili, corresponding to those of related jspccies. It is therefore not so
primitive a type as at first might appear.

The characteristic feature of tins group is the presence of spiral ciriguli

which make the spire-whorls bicarinate or even tricarinate ; but the ciiiguli

are sometimes obsolete, especially on the body. The spirals are occasionally
nodular or moniliform, but are generally smooth, and there are never axial

ribs. The aperture differs from most of the S. papulosa group in having a
definitely limited inner lip of regular width, while the callus of the outer
lip is thick and rounded in cross-section. The sinuation of the outer lip

is shallow, sometimes obsolete, but the posterior edge of the calhis generally
shows its bisinuate character, which, with the curved columella, indicates
a relationship closer to Strulhiolaria s. str. than to any of the other groups.
If a sectional or subgeneric name is required it will be Pelicaria Gray,
1857, with Buccinum vermis Martyn as type (see remarks U'low under
Tyhspira).

As already pointed out, the bicarinate spire is foreshadowerl in the third
conch-volution of S. suhspinosa and S. cincta.

The canaliculate suture of such apeci

S, zelandiae must be considered as a ger

development in Tyhspira coronata (Tat^).

canaliculata^ S. ft

Sfnition

of some of the forms described below. No subspecific, mutational, or
varietal divisions are used in this paper ; but it must be understood that
the relations between some of the species in a group arc much closer than
those between others. After all, a species is a purely artificial division,

and in i)alaeontology especially a grading is found between different forms,
so that in a good series one can trace the gradual change which produces
w^hat is commonly termed a ** new species pecific

boundary must always be a difficulty, and the better the collection the
harder it is to decide ; but that two different shells can be connected by a
series is no reason why the extremes should not be separated specifically,

especially if the change goes on throughout a considerable lapse of time.

Althouiih the arrantrement nronosed in this nane.r is bv no mpan54 final

10us

4. Genus Tylospira Harris, 1897.

Genotype : Bucdnum scutulatum Martyn.
Pelicaria was proposed by Gray (1857, p. 97), who gav^ as the single

examj)Ie, and therefore the genotype, S, vemis^ for shells with a callus

spreading over the body. The division was recognized sectionally by Tryon
(1885, p. 134) and subgenerically by Fischer (1887, p. 677), but these authors
cited B. scutulatum Martyn as an example, and did not mention S. vernis.

Harris (1897, p. 218) noticed the anomaly, and thought S. vernis to be a
misprint for *S. vermis (Martyn). Consequently Pelicaria became sjTionymous
with Strnfhiolaria, so he proposed Tylospira with genotype B. scutulatum
]\Iartyn for the calloused species. This proceeding was not approved by
Cossmann (rj(j4, p. 106), who argued that Gray, " who knew perfectly well

S. vermis and B. scutulatum^^' would not have created a new genus for the
former, which is nearer to the true Struthioluria than is the latter.

In support of this he states that " all authors (Tyron, Zittel, Fischer)

have admitted, till now, S. scutulata as the type of Pelicaria.'^ The latte
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argument does not apply, for the mere citing of an example by subsequent

writers is not a legal fixation of a genotype (Jukes-Browne, 1909, p. 238),

which, in any case, must be one of the original species given by the author.

The only way, therefore, in which" Pelicaria can be accepted for this group

is to prove that S. vernis is synonymous with B, scutulatum.

This synonymity appears to be unlikely ; for if Gray was " familiar

with both jB. vermis and B, scutulatumj'^ and intended it for the latter, why
(1) did he propose a new specific name for it ? why (2) did he use a name so

likely to be confused with vermis ? what (3) is the derivation and meaning

of vernis ? It does not appear to be a Latin word.

On the other hand, >S. vermis does not possess a spreading callus, as

stated by Gray, but has a more limited one than Struthiolaria s. str., so

it seems hkely that he was handUng a specimen of T. scutulata wrongly

identified as S, vermis. This, however, cannot alter the fact that the

only example cited by the author of Belicaria, and therefore the type of

that genus, is S, vermis. This is confirmed by at least one of the figures

that he cited. The original reads, '' P. vernis^ t 5, f 3, t 91, f 6 : Adams,
Gen. Moll, t 27, f 7.'* The former reference is to Figures of Molluscous

Animals^ by Maria E. Gray (1850-54), a work which unfortunately was
not available for this revision. The figure referred to in Adams's work is

labelled " Struthiolaria vermis,^^ and is a copy of Kiener's figure of that

species ; vernis is therefore a misprint for vermis, and Pelicaria is synony-
mous with Struthiolaria, as Harris stated. Tylospira must be used for the

group of calloused shells typified by Buccinum scutulatum Martyn, and
including the fossils T. coronata (Tate) and J, clathrata (Tate). (See text-

fig. 8 and remarks above under Struthiolarella.)

Both Tryon and Cossmann give only New Zealand as the locahty for

T. scutulata, and consequently cite Pelicaria {= Tylosjnra) as a New
Zealand genus. This is not correct. T. scutulata is a New South "Wales

shell (Tate, 1889, p, 170), and does not occur in this country, so that

the genus Tylospira must be considered as exclusively Australian, The
pecuhar formation of the body-whorl by continued growth of the outer-

lip callus, as well as the arched columella and shar^) beak, justify generic

distinction from Struthiolaria.

Phylogeny of the Family.
-p

From the foregoing it will be seen that all the members of this family

have descended from a convex-whorled ancestor with fairly strong, sj^aced

spirals, probably of Cretaceous age. " Struthiolaria *' lirata Tate, which has

been cited above as an example, is probably far in advance of the primitive

form, but gives a general idea of what its appearance must have been.

In the next stage, that illustrated by M. minor, there are strong

axial ribs which curve forward anteriorly, following the shape of the

outer lip. This species presents a remarkable similarity to the yoimg
uncalloused stage of the Upper Senonian Pugnellus marshalli Trechmann

(1917, p. 302, pL xix, figs. 1-4), which Wilckens (1922, p. 14) con-

siders conspecific with Conchothyra parasitica Hutton. The specimen of

P. marshalli figured below (text-fig. 10), a paratype, shows by growth-lines

that the contour of the outer lip of early stages was almost identical with

that of Monalaria, the wing being a little narrower (see text-fig. 10).

The other features also correspond, for the columella is straight, and the

ornamentation consists of axially-elongated tubercles on the shoulder and
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two weak ciuguli below, fine spirals covering the whole surface. Later
in Ufe the shell is heavily calloused (C. parasitica is completely covered), the
wing is more prominent, and the columella curved. This condition shows
that a gerontic stage has been reached,
80 that it is unhkely that Monalaria
is a direct descendant of ConcJiothyra,,

The ontogeny shows, rather, that both
had a common origin, but that Con-
chothyra became much more special-

ized and soon died out, wliile the
Monaluria stock persisted. ^^'^' 1^-

The next development was a Coaclioihi/ra mar^JuiUi Tn

Bliortoning of the a.ial rite i.to f:::7lS:fX^^",'!
tuoercles, accompamed by evolution
of the spiral sculpture along two different lines—(1) fine equal spiral hrae
on a bicarinate body, (2) strong cords below a tuhercled shoulder.

The former retains the straight columella and is the typical Monalaria
(in which the previous stage is here included generically) ; but in the
latter, StnUhiolarella, the columella becomes curved, and a considerable
callus forms in some species.

In Siiuthiolaria s. str., which seems to date from the early Miocene
or late Ohgocene, there is a change in the outer lip, which becomes
bisinuous, the columella is well curved, and the callus generally well
developed. Sometimes it is enormously so, but these highly specialized
forms did not last long. The history of the S. vermis group is somewhat
uncertain; the apertural characters are the sa

s._ str. {i.e., the S. papuhsa group), but the ornamentation is of a very
different nature, and in the course of its development shows none of the
preceding stages except the first convex one. The api)earance of a some-
what similar bicarination is, however, seen in young whorls of some of the
Miocene Struthiolaria s. str., so it is possible that the S. vermis group
diverged during early :Miocene or late Ohgocene times. As its appearance
before the Phocene is very brief, it is possible that the divergence was
caused by isolation, which ended towards the close of the Miocene..

^
Tylospira, with its much - curved colinnella and pecuhar callus, is

evidently an advanced genus. The bisinuous outer lip would seem to
coimect it w^ith Struthiolaria, though its early appearance in the Tertiary
shows that it is not descended from that group. Perhaps both sprang
from an earher common ancestor, slightly in advance of Monalaria.

point
species mi

• *»*
An analysis of the published lists of New Zealand Tertiary Mollusca,

w-ith a \'iew to finding the stratigrapliical range of the different species]
gives a result quite disheartening to the stratigrapher. According to these
hsts, many species range from the bottom to the top of Oamaruian, and
even into Wanganuian and Recent times. As accurate correlations \vith
European stages or even systems cannot yet be made, such results are
liable to force all New Zealand Tertiary strata into one horizon. There
is already a tendency in tliis direction, for several geologists have put the
whole of the Oamaruian into the Miocene,
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positi

but it is a difficult matter to supply an absolute proof, esi>ecia!Iy as the.
evidence is largely negative. It is impossible, for instance, to take all

pap le correctness
ness of each identification. But since. In tlie extensive collectionH examinrd

ng the courae

l^erved. it is

graphical hniits prevail throughout the country.
Pre\ious to the appearance of Sutler's bulletins the identification of

\vm pure guesswork, and the
)r the improvement he effected

^ontology. It must, liou-ever.

greatest credit must be given to 'Mr. Sutcr 1

in the status of New Zealand Tertiary pala

be recognized that, owing to the great am<
of liis specific usages were applied too widely, while in some cases, through
bad material, altogether wrong identifications were made.

The table giving stratigraphical ranges of sjx^cies of Stnithiolaria on
page 172 is therefore based on identifications made during the course of

this revision only, and, except where correlations of South Island Pliocene
localities are concerned, is claimed to give fairly accurately the strati-

graphical limits of the different species.

For valuable help in the preparation of this paper by the loan of

specimens, &c., my thanks are due to the following : Miss M. K. Mestayer,
Dr. J. Henderson, Professor R. Speight, Messrs. H. J. Finlay, the late

R. Murdoch, and W. R. B. OUver ; also to Mr. P. G. Morgan, Director of
the Geological Survey, for his permission to publish.

PART n.—SPECIFIC CLASSIFICATION.

1, Genus MoNALARiA n. g.

Genotype : Struthiohria fuberculata subsp. conciniia Suter, 1917.

Shell somewhat small, ovate, umbihcus closed in the adult, conch-
whorls at first spirally lirate, later with curved axial ribs, and finally

keeled and tuberculate ; outer lip reflexed, thickened, concave above,
then produced in a sweeping curve into a broad rounded wing oj^posite

the lower keel, columella straight, aperture produced into a short widely-
open canal.

This genus differs from Struthiolaria in the contour of the outer hp,
and the presence of a straight columeUa.

Monalaria concinna (Suter), 1917. (Plate 11, figs. 1, 2, 3.)

1917, Siruthiolarta tftbercvlata Hutton subsp. concinna Suter, N,Z. Geo}. Svn\
Pal Bull. Xo. 5, p. 9. pi. ii, fig. 9.

Shell rather small, ovate ; spire broad, gradate, a little over half the

height of aperture ; whorls 6, later ones strongly shouldered ; sculpture,

first 2 conch-whorls convex, with 5 strong but narrow spiral ridges witli

wide interspaces, on third whorl they are reticulated by curved axials

slightly stronger and wider apart than spirals, 3 posterior spirals much finer

than other 5 ; fourth whorl strongly angled with wide shoulder, a fairly

strong spiral thread on angle, 3 above and 2 below of equal strength, and,
between these, 2 finer spirals with wide interstices in all cases.; there are

13 strong rounded axials which commence a short distance from suture

and are arched, anterior end being slightly in advance, they are not so
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strongly curved as axials of earlier whorl, but are much more prominent

;

on the "^penultimate whorl spirals are same as before, but axials have rather

the appearance of tubercles on angle of shoulder ; body-whorl is spiralled

by fine regular threads with wider interstices, the row of tubercles seen on

the penultimate whorl continues with unabated strength, and below this

is a double keel consisting of 2 rows of low tubercles which do not corre-

spond to those of shoulder nor with each other ; suture impressed ;
aperture

inclined, ovate with a short truncated canal below ; outer lip reflexed,

thickened, concave above, but well produced at lower keel, retreating

somewhat rapidly in a shallow sinus to anterior canal ; inner hp very

moderately calloused ; columella sti din

Zealand

Height, 31 mm. ; diameter, 23 mm.
Localities.—Waihao greensands (he

,ck Point. Waitaki Valley : 164. 21

Tlio 176, 933,

ands

487, above coal-beds, Ngapara ; 27, roof of upper coal-seaip, Ten-mile

Creek, north of Grey River.

The last two identifications are based on casts, and so may be of shells

sUghtly difierent from concinna, but as far as can be seen they are specifically

identical. It

uniformly low horizon, so that this species

purposes because of its wide distribution.

will

with

forward as evidence. The shells are far apart ; indeed, the

apertures are so different that the distinction is of generic importance.

Several specimens show an earlier lip, after the formation of which the

animal continued building its shell in the usual way. One such lip on the

holotype is a complete whorl behind the present aperture, while a specimen

from Black Point has a quite complete thickened lip one-third of a turn

behind the final one.

Suter (1917, p. 9) mentions the cast of another specimen showing a

fourth row of nodules, and concludes therefrom that S. tuberculata may
have two, three, or four keels. icmores

important characters, for the cast with the four nodules is that of a

senex

Monalaria minor (Marshall). figs

1917. Struthiolaria minor Marshall, Trans. N.Z. InM., vol. 49, p. 451, pi- 34,

figs. 12, 13.

Localities,—Wangaloa Hill

with

yet been worked out, but it is probably lowest Tertiary. (For description

of the sculpture, see above, p. 164.)

2. Genus Struthiolaria Lamarck, 1812.

Genotype : Buccinum papuhsiim Martyn.
Shell ovate, umbihcus closed in adults ; spire about same height as

aperture which is oval, with slight posterior channel and very short trun-

cated anterior canal ; columella bent to right, ending in a beak ;
outer

lip bisinuous, reflexed and thickened ; inner lip with well-developed callus ;

protoconch probably bulbous, at right angles to axis, but generally destroyed,

leaving a smooth planorbid apex.
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In previous descriptions Struthiolaria has always been described aa
imperforate, A section of the columella, however, shows that it is hollow,

be

callus

(a.) S. papulosa Group.

Struthiolaria subspinosa n. sp. (Plate 11, figs. 4, 9, 10.)

Shell of moderate size, ovate, with gradate spire about equal in
height to aperture ; whorls 8, including protoconch, sharply angled above
middle, with a somewhat flat shoulder, whorls immediately after proto-
conch convex, body-whorl bicarinate, concave between shoulder and lower
keel, base very rapidly contracted ; apex conoidal, of 2 smooth whoris,
nucleus minute, planorbid ; sculpture, angle of shoulder furnished with
small sharply-pointed laterally-elongated tubercles, 14-20 on body-whorl,
18-25 on the penultimate, and about 30 on each spire-volution ; keel of
body-whorl obsoletely nodular, and base often with weak cinguh, of which
the one nearest keel is sometimes stronger, giving the shell the suggestion
of a double keel ; the whole surface covered with fine, sharp, spiral threads,
with wide interstices, 8 on first two convex whorls, 10 on third, the sixth
thread from top being monihform and marking the subangled shoulder,

7 above the finely-tuberculated shoulder of fourth whorl and 9 below,
9 above and 10 below on fifth, 10 above and 17 below on penultimate, the
growth-lines very fine

; on early whorls a strong spiral cord midway between
angle and anterior suture, making whorl bicarinate ; suture linear, not
impressed ; aperture ovate, angled above, produced below into very short
canal ; outer lip reflexed, thickened, wedge-shaped in cross-section, sinuous,
not greatly produced at shoulder, more so opposite lower keel ; inner lip

with moderate regular callus, barely surmounting keel, and little wider
than outer lip ; columella concave, bent to right below, ending in beak.

Type in collection of the New Zeahind Geological Survey.
Height, 40 mm. ; diameter, 27-5 mm.
Localities,—165, White Eock River, Pareora (type); 170, Awamoa

;

475, Mount Harris ; 458, Lower Gorge, Pareora ; 44, Brewery Creek,
Mokihinui River; 577, Pareora beds, Kakahu ; Target Gully shell-bed,

Oamaru ; Pukeuri, Oamaru ; Hurupi Creek, Palliser Bay (J. A. Thomson),
i
shell-bed above upper hmestone, junction

Trelissick Basin fJ. A. Thomson! : 952. Tar
Gully ; Waikaia (H. J. Fir

Remarks.—This is the commonest a

m the Tertiary, The specimens froi

smooth lower keel on the body-whorl.
Poor specimens and casts from the following locahties resemble this

species, but certain identification cannot be made : 98, brown sandstone,
Whangaroa Harbour ; 70, Akuaku, East Cape district ;. 649, Paparoa
Rapids ; 919, mudstone below upper limestone, Awakino Valley ; 1043,
grit band, McGovern's Stream, Ohura ; 1048, Okahukura tunnel.

Distinguished from S, spinosa by the more numerous and finer spines,
and the narrow callus of the inner lip. The description vras compiled from

pe
spire

Many of the Target Gully specimens have an appearance somewhat
difierent from the typical S. suhspinosa. They have very small low
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tubercles, axe of a slender shape and small size, and have a sloping shoulder.

It is quite possible that they can be separated as a distinct species, (See

Plate 11, fig. 10.)

Struthiolaria calcar Hutton, (Plate 11, figs. 8, 11, 13.)

1873. Struthiolaria cincia var. C Hutton, Cat, TerL MolL, p. 11.

1886. Struthiolaria calcar Hutton, Trans, N,Z. Inst., vol. 18, p. 335.

1887. Struthiolaria calcar Hutton, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W,,seT, 2, vol. 1, p. 216.

1914. Struthiolaria calcar Hutton : Suter, N,Z. GeoL Surv. Pal. Bull. No. 2,

p. 17, pi. 1, fig. 8.

Localities.—Shell-bed, Ardgowan, Oamaru (H. J. Finlay) ; Ashburton
River, Canterbury (H. J. Finlay) ; Tengawai Cliffs, South Canterbury*

(Canterbury Museum).
Hutton gives as the original locality " Oamaru "

; and, although the

horizon cannot be stated definitely, it was probably Awanioan. Mr. Finlay

has some fine specimens from the Ardgowan shell-bed and from the

Ashburton River.

In all respects except the spur on the outer lip these shells are identical

in appearance with S. subspinosa. Further, just as there are two fonns
of that species, a broad and a slender, so there are two similar forms of

S. calcar. It is unlikely, however, that such a development should not

have specific value.

The specimen described by Suter as Hutton*s type is an artificial, plaster

cast, and no trace of the original material now remains, Suter did not
notice the nature of the '' holotype," for he says (1914, p. 17), "protoconch
and all the whorls covered by a white calcareous layer obscuring the

sculpture." In view of this, Mr. Finlay's specimen from Ardgowan shell-

bed (Plate 11, fig, 11) is here named "neotype." If, as seems probable,
the plaster cast mentioned above was prepared directly from the original

material it is a plastotype (Schuchert, 1905, p. 15) ; but there is no way
of proving this.

Struth (Plate 11, figs. 12, 14.)

1886. Struthiolaria spinosa Hector, Outline N.Z. GeoL, p. 51, fig. 9, No. 13,
1886. Struthiolaria tuberculata Hutton, Trans. N.Z. Inst, vol. 18, p. 335, in part

(not of 1873).

1887. Struthiolaria tuberculata Hutton, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., ser. 2, vol. 1,

p, 216, in part (not of 1873).

Shell moderately large, ovate, turreted ; whorls 7, strongly shouldered,
body-whorl bicarinate ; sculpture, the whole surface finely regularly spirally

lirate, about 10 lirae on shoulder and 10 between angle of shoulder and"^

suture below, on shoulder-angle is row of long, strong tubercles, 8 per whorl
on neotype but 10 on some specimens, generally more numerous on earliest

whorls; body-whorl provided with tubercled keel, just below level of

suture, in this case tubercles are smaller and closer together than those

of shoulder ; suture linear, not impressed ; aperture oblique, ovate, with
shallow channel above and very short canal below ; outer lip reflexed, thick-

ened, sinuous, little produced at shoulder but well produced at keel, then
retreating rapidly to canal ; columella concave, ending in beak directed

towards right and front ; inner lip with very thick pad of callus which
extends up to angle of shoulder, filling in spaces between tubercles and
extending over part of base where it presents prominent protuberance with
vertical face towards outside and wide smooth channel between it and beak.
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2

to

Figs. 1, 2, 3.

—

Mo)ialaria cotKimia (Sut.). Type.
Figs. 4, 9.

—

Slnithtolaria suhspinosa n. sp. Type.
Figs, 5, 6, 7.

—

Monalaria minor (Marshall).
Figs. 8, 13.

—

Siruihiolaria cakar Hutton's plastotype.
Fig. 10.

—

Strutkwlaria subspiuosa n. sp. Tariret Gullv
Fig. 11.

—

Siruihiolaria cakar Hutton. Neotype.
Figs. 12, 14.

—

Siruihiolaria spinosa Hector. Neotype,
Face i>. 176,]
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Figs. 1, 3.

—

Siruihiolaria errata n. sp. Type.
Figs. 2, 5, 6.

—

Siruihiolaria papulosa (Martyn). Recent.
Fig. 4.

—

Siruihiolaria papulosa (Martyn). Mangatahi River.
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Fig. h—Struthiolana dngulata Zitt. fAfter

Fig. 2.

Fig, 3.

Zitt.)

Struihiolaria rugosa n. bp. Type.
Strufhiolaria spin ifera n. sp. T^-pe.

Figs. 4, 5,

—

Struihiolaria cincta Hutt.
Fig. 6.

—

Strvthiolnria fuberarlata Hutt.

Fig. 7.

—

Strufhiolaria monilifera Sut. Type,
Figs. 8, 10. — Slmfhinlaria frazeri Hutt.

Fig. 9.

Maraekakalio.

Struihiolaria citiguluia Zitt, (usnal
form ).
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Plate 14.

2
3

7

6
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Figs. 1, 2, 3.

—

Struthtolaria fortis n. sp. Type.

FiG- i.—Struihiolaria armata n. sp. Type.

Figs. 5, 6.

—

Struihiolaria obesa Hutt. Type.

Figs. 7, 8, Q.—Struthiolaria calloaa n. sp. (Fig, 7 is type.)
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Neotype in collection of New Zealand Geological Survey.

Height, 55 mm. ; diameter, 40 mm.
Localities.—IQ>^ , White Eock River, Pareora (type) ;

A^dgowan shell-

bed (H. J. Finlay).

As pointed out by Thomson (1913, p. 25), Hutton illegally mtroduced

S. spinosa (1886) as being more appropriate for his S. tuberculala (1873).

Thus S. spinosa Hutton (1886) is an absolute synonym of S. tuberculata

Hutton (1873). But in the same year (1886)

Hector published a figure labelled ''S. spinosa
"

No locality is given, but *the drawing (text-

fig. 11) is a very fair representation of the

common White Rock River species, which is

quite different from Hutton's >S. tuberculata

var. B, the shell to which tuberculata proper

was transferred by that author in 1886.

The validity of Hector's specific name and

the application of it depend upon w^hether his

publication was prior to Hutton's, which was Fig. 11.

issued in May. Hector's Outline shows only sindhioJana sptnma Hector.

the year of issue, but as the Indian and (After Hector's figure.)

Colonial Exhibition, for which it was prepared,

commenced in May it is safe to assume that the publication of the

catalogue was earlier in the year than that of the Transactions.

Suter's usage of S. tuberculata for the Broken Rivet species .is correct;

but he made a serious mistake in connection with the type of S,jpinosa.

Hutton (1873) listed S. tuberculata var. B, giving the localities " PalU

Bay ; Waikari ; Lower Gorge of Waipara." The specimen in the show-

cases', and therefore the one to be taken as type of S, tuberculata var. B,

is from Waikari. Both Hutton and Suter thought the White Rock River

shell w^as specifically the same as this one, but their opinions must have been

formed without a close examination of the shells, for the body-whorl of the

former has a second row of prominent tubercles. A comparison of the

figures here published will show the difference at once. Strvfhiolaria spinosa

must be based upon the shell that Hector figured^t.c, the White Rock

River species ; while a new name must be applied to the Waikari one.

(See below, S. errata n. sp.)

Struthiolaria spinifera n. sp. (Plate 13, fig. 3.)

Shell moderately large, conoidal, with high turreted spire, Ij times

height of aperture ; whorls 8, angled above middle with concave shoulder

and sloping sides, body-whorl bicariuate, keel of greater diameter than

shoulder-angle, base rapidly contracted ; apex conoidal, nucleus minute,

planorbid ;
sculpture, first whorls after apex are famtly shouldered, the

shoulder-angle of fourth has numerous nodules, while on each of remammg

whorls it bears 9 long strong spines, keel of body-whorl also has strong

spines more closely placed but hardly so long as those of shoulder-angle,

fine spiral ornamentation is obsolete but growth-lines are strong ;
suture

somewhat undulating, bulging over spines of concealed keel and with narrow

strip of callus peeping over it here and there ;
aperture ovate, subangled

above produced into short canal below; outer lip reflexed, thickened,

edge 'wedge-shaped, sinuous, with fairly prominent projection opposite

shoulder-angle and more prominent one opposite keel, inner lip with
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moderately wide and regular callus just surmounting keel where it joins

outer lip ; columella concave, bent to right below and ending in beak.

Holotype in collection of New Zealand Geological Survey.
Height, 55 mm. ; diameter, 39-5 mm.
Locality.—4:7b, Mount Harris (= S. tuherculafa of Pal. Bvll No. 8, p. 64).

Remarls.—The long sharp spines show that this shell is closely related

to S. tiiherculata, from which it differs in its greater size and higher spire.

Struthiolaria tuberculata Hutton. (Plate 13, fig. 6.)

1873. Stiuthiolaria tuberculata Hutton, Cat. Tert. Moll, p. 11.

1886. Struthiolaria tuberculata Hector, Outline Geol N.Z., p. 51, fig. 9, No. 4.

1886. Struthiolaria spinosa Hutton, Trans. N.Z. Inst,, p. 335 (rit>t of Hector).
1887. Struthiolaria spinosa Hutton, Proc. Linn. Soc. X.S.W.^ ser. 2, vol. 1, p. 217.

1914. Struthiolaria tuberculata Hutton : Suter, N.Z. Oeol. Sur. Pal Bull. No. 2,

p. 19, pi. 1, fig, 12.

Button's localities are :
'* Welli

Te Anau Lake ; Kawau ; Broken Hill (U)." Probably several species

were represented ; the Broken River shell has become the type because
it was represented as the example of the species in Hutton's type collection

at the Dominion Museum. Thomson and Speight collected this fossil

from the shell-bed immediately above the limestone of Trelissick Basin
(Speight, 1917, p. 348) ; also ** in the small tributary of White Water
Creek coming in from the north, in what may be called the Struthiolaria

bed from the number of remains of this genus occurring. The same bed
is met with in a similar stratigraphical position in the Porter River
between the gorges in the Thomas River." The horizon seems, then, to

be low Awamoan. No specimens from elsewhere than the Trelissick Basin
have been seen during this revision.

y

Struthiolaria cincta Hutton, (Plate 13, figs. 4, 5.)

1873. Struthiolaria cincta Hutton, Cat Tert. Moll, p. 11.

1887- Struthiolaria cincta Hutton, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., ser. 2, vol. 1, p. 216.

1897. Struthiolaria cincta Hutton ; Harris, Cat. Tert. M<M. Brit. Mus., vol. 1,

p. 221,

1914. Struthiolaria cincta Hutton : Suter, N.Z. Geol Surv. Pah Bull No, 2,

p. 16, pi. 1, fig. 1.

The type of S. cincta is from " Awatere," but the exact horizon was
not stated by Hutton. Dr. Thomson's collection from Lower Awatere
{Pal. Bull. No. 8, p. 30) contains S. cincta, so this may be the type locality.

The species has been recorded from many horizons

—

e.g., Kakanui

;

Waihao greensands ; Target Gully ; Pakaurangi ; Duncan's, Tolaga Bay.
These are based either on poor specimens or on a very wide interpretation
of the species. The true >S. cincta has very coarse spirals of irregular

appearance, and during the course of this revision has been seen only
from 126, Awatere Valley, and 2l8, Motimau.

The shell most often mistaken for it is S. subspinosa n. sp., which has
much the same outline, but sculpture consisting of numerous very fine

regular spiral lirae, whereas in S. cincta the spirals are strong and very
irregular. The shoulder-angle of S. cincta is sometimes smooth and some-
times ornamented with blunt nodules, 15 to 18 per whorl ; in S. subspinosa
the tubercles are about the same in number, but they are fairly strong
and sharply pointed, and are always present.
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Staithiolaria cingulata Zittel. (Plate 13, figs. 1, 9.)

1864, Struthiolaria cingulata Zittel iJewe d^r **Novara,'" 1 Bd., 2 Abt., p, 35,
pi. 15. fig. 2.

1873, SirutJiIolana cingulata Ziitd : Hutton, CaL Teri. Mull, p. 11.

1887. Struthiolaria cingulata Zittel: Hutton, Proc, Linn, Soc. X^JJ'.. ser. 2,

vol. 1, p. 217- ,

1893. Struthiolaria cingulaia Zittel> Macleay Mem, Vol., p. 61.

1914. Siruihiolaria cingvlata Zittel : Suter, N,Z, GeoL Surv, Pal, BuU. Xo. 2,

p. 18 (not the specimen figured pi. 1, fig. 9).

The figure published by Suter was drawn by Buchanan from Ilutton's

plesiotype from Patea. TJiis shi41 belongs to the S. vermis group, and
80 is widrjy separated from ZitteFs species. The latter's figure represents

an indi\nd\ial with whorls much more convex than usual, but the angulation

is described in the text. The more common outline is shown in Plate 13,

fig. 9. with

body-whorl, and of the arrangement of the spirals, wiU show that the

species is closely related to the convex variety of S. papulosa,

Zittel gives Awatere Valley as the locality, but in this extensive district

more than one horizon is represented. The specimens here placed under
this species come from Starborough Creek, where the rocks are of Pliocene

age.

ine of

. 18) the S. cingulata figured in

This figure was drawn from the

but which belongs to a group different from Zittel's species. It should

therefore appear in the synonymy of S. monilifera, not of S. cingulata,

A comparison of Zlttel's figure of this species with that published by Suter

(drawn by Buchanan from Hutton's specimen) shows that there are

important differences. The true cingulata has the inner-lip callus wide-

spreading and thin on the parietal wall, then tapering rapidly below, vnth

a protuberance about half-way down on the outside. The outer lip is

quite thin near the junction with the body. This is the typical S. papulosa

aperture, and the shell certainly falls under that group. The aperture
other hand, has a thick callus of regular

: the whorls, too, are convex without the

rugOSa

width surrounding the aperture ; tl

suggestion of carination, and conse

group. It is described below as S,

Although Zittel's figure shows a shell with convex spire-whorls, the

body-whorl is obsoletely bicarinate, while in his de*icription (1864, p. 35)

he says, " Die Embryonalwinddungen sind glatt, die ubrigen dagegen
stumpfkantig - . . die letzte Windung . . • ist mit zwei stumpfen
Kanten versehen.

iplicas

1

is a common StnUJiiolaria from Awatere which corresponds with the

description except that the angles are not blunt (see Plate 13, fig. 9).

Perhaps the specimen handled by ZittePs artist was one with exceptionally

convex whorls, such as sometimes occur in S. papvhsa^ figured in Plate 12,

fig. 2.

According to this interpretation, S. cingulata is closely related to

S, cinctay differing in the presence of regular strong spiral cords, and
the absence of tubercles on the shoulder.
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Struthiolana errata n. sp, (Plate 12, figs. 1, 3.)

1873. Stmthiolaria tubercitlata var. B Hutton, Cat, TerL MolL, p. 11.

1886. Struthiolaria tuberculata Hutton, Tran^. N.Z. InsLf vol. 18, p. 335 (in

part, but not of 1873).

1887. Struthiolaria tuberculata Hutton, Proc, Llnv, Soc,, N.8.W-, ser. 2, vol. 1,

p. 216 (in part, but not of 1873).

1914. Struthiolaria spinosa Hector; Sutef, N.Z, Geol S^'rv. Pal Bull No. I,

p. 18, pi. 1, fig. 11 (not of Hector).

Suter has given a full description and figure of this shell, which he

wrongfully took to be the type of Hector's spinosa (see above, p. 177). The

large planorbid protoconch mentioned by him is not the true protoconch

of the shell, but is one of the many septa built by tht; anin^al in retreating

from the summit, which was after vvards broken ofE.

The species is closely related to S. papulosa, but it diSers in having a

straighter columella and more wide-spreading callus on the body-whorl,

which also has larger tubercles, placed farther apart. There is a fairly

strong spur at the junction of the shoulder with the outer lip.

Locality .—Wa ikari

.

Struthiolaria papulosa (Martyn). (Plate 12, figs. 2, 4, 5, 6.)

1786, Buccinum jpapulosam Martyn, Univ, Conrh., vol. 2, f. 54.

1786. Buccinum coroyiarium Solander, Ca(. Port, Mus. ^
1788. Murex pes-struthiocameli Chemnitz, Conch, Cab,, vol. 10. figs. 1520, lo-l-

1790. Murex stramineus Gmelin : Linn., Sy8t. Nat,, ed. 13, t. 1, pt. 6, 3542.

1822. Struthiolaria nodulosa Lamarck, Ayiim, s. Vert,, vol. 7, p. 147.

1835. Struthiolaria nodosa Gray, in Yate's New Zealand^ p. 308.

t 1839. Struthiolaria sulcata Jonas, Arch, /. Nat.^ L 342, pi. 9, fig. 5.

1842. Struthiolaria gigas Sowerby, Thes, Conch.^ 1, pi. 5, f. 17.

1843. Struthiolaria papiTloaa Martyn : Gray in Dieff. New Zealand, vol. 2, p. -31.

1849. Struthiolaria papulosa Martyn: Reeve, Cmich, Icon., vol. 6, pi. L,

1849. Struthiolaria straminea Gmelin : Reeve, Conch. Icon., vol. 6, f. 3.

1857. Struthiolaria jyapHlciria Gray, Guide Moll BriL Mus., p. 76.

1858. Struthiolaria papulosa Martyn: Adams, Gen. Bee. Moll, pi. 27, f. 6, o.

1859. Struthiolaria papulosa Martyn : Chenu, Man, Conch,, vol. I, p. 263, f. 1^^"

1868. Struthiolaria stramineus Woodward, Man, Moll, pi. 4, f. 6.

1873. Struthiolaria gigas Sowerby : Hutton, Cat, Mar. Moll. N,Z., p. 24.

1873. Struthiolaria nodulosa Lamarck : Hutton, Cat. Mar. Moll N.Z., p. 24,

1873. Struthiolaria nodulosa Lamarck : Hutton, Cat. Teri. Moll N.Z., p. 10.

1873. Struthiolaria papulosa Martyn : von Martens, Crit. List, p. 25.

1876. Struthiolaria papulosa Martyn: Paulucci, Bull Soc. Malac. Ital, ser. A
vol. 2, p. 225.

1880. Struthiolaria papvlosa Martyn: Hutton, Man. N.Z. Moll, p. 67.

1885. Struthiolaria papulosa Martyn : Tryon, Man, Conch. (1), vol, 7, 133, pi. 1^'

1885. Struthiolaria gigas Sowerby: Tryon, Man, Conch, (1), vol. 7, 133, pk 12,

1885. Struthiolaria sulcata Jonas: Tryon, Man. Conch, (1), vol. 7, 134, pi. i^»

38.
1 /t f 6

1887. Struthiolaria nodulosa Lamarck : Fischer, Man. Conch., p. 877, pi. 4, i.

1893. Struthiolaria papulosa MartjTi : Hutton, Macleay Mew, Vol, p. 60.

ia papulosa Martyn: Harris, Cat Terl Moll Brit. Mus., h

p. 219.

lann

fig. 1.

papulosa Martyn: Suter, Ma?t. N.Z. Moll., p. 274, pi. *"•

•I

Among Eecent specimens there is a considerable variation of form an

sculpture. In some the spines on the shoulder are large, strong, and

sharply pointed, while in others the shoulder bears only small, spaced

nodules. The former may be regarded as the typical papulosa, wliile the
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latter represent Sowerby's gigas. In a card of five Stewart LsJand sfxjci-

mens in the Dominion Museum, two are typically nodulous ; two have
the nodules becoming obsolete on the later whorls, with a corresix>nding

rounding of the shoulder; while the fifth has almost regularly convex
whorls throughout, with the merest traces of the nodules on the rounded
shoulder—it has, in fact, somewhat the fli»i>**arance of Tryon's figure of

S, sulcata Jonas.

It does not at present seeni advisable to give any of these aberrant forms

specific recognition. The one witli rounded whorls and obsolete tulK»rcles

can, however, be distinguished easily, and it is possible that a sepfttate

species is represented.

Localities.
—

"Roront, Ta^tlecliff and Kai Iwi, Wanganui ; 1001. ^lungn-

tahi River, Hawke's Bay (very strong spirals— Plate 12, fig. 4); 875,

Manaia Beach, Taranaki (M. Ongley) ; 858, below waterfall, Starborough

Creek.

The specimens from the last three locahties are by no means typical.

Those from Manaia and Starborough resemble a tumid form of the nodular

variety, and have the nodules very closely placed.

The only shell closely resembling S. papulosa from a possibly lower

horizon than Phocene is one from Kanieri. This is Hutton's S. cincta

var. B of 1873. The specimen has very much the aspect of the Stewart

Island shell, with rounded whorls, mentioned above, and was thought by
Suter to be S, papulosa. Another specimen in the Geological Survey col-

lection from the same district (154, Kanieri) has whorls more angled, but

also only traces of nodules. Both are fragmentary, and the second ha.s

the suggestion of a keel on the body-whorl. So until better specimens are

found it does not seem justifiable to extend the range of S. papulosa back

to the Miocene. Several fossils from Kanieri have Wanganuian affinities,

and may be from Pliocene strata in the neighbourhood.

Struthiolaria frazeri Hutton. (Plate 13, figs. 8, 10.)

1885. Struthiolaria frazeri (Hector MS.): Hutton, Trans. N.Z. InsL, vol 17,

p. 329.

^ 1886. Struthiolaria fraseri Hector, Outline N.Z, OeoL, p. 48, fig. 5, No. L
1893, Struthiolaria frazeri Hutton, Macleay Mem. VoL, p. 61.

1897. Stniihiolaria frazeri Huston : Harris, Cat, TerU Mdl. Brit. Mits., i, p. 220,

pi. vi, figs. 10, a, 6.

1910. Struthiolaria frazeri Park, Geol N.Z,, p. 162, fig, 81.

1913. Struthiolaria frazeri Hutton: Speight. Rec. Cant. Ji/w.*., No. 2, pt. 1, p. 31.

1921. Stniihiolaria frazeri Hutton: Sut^r, N.Z. Geol Surv. Pal. Bull No. 8,

p. 19.

In revising Mutton's tvpes, Suter did not find that of S.fi
described Speight informed

commiaiication that it is not in Canterbury Muse
specime

be

type. Cons

5Io8t of the specimens, inehidlng the type, have small bhint tubercles

on the shoulder, but others have only the strong, regular, smooth, spiral

ribs ; of the former variety Harris's figure is an excellent representation,

while Hector's figure is equally characteristic of the latter.

As regards the locaUtics, several obscure names have been given, so

that it may be ^'ell to list and explain them here : Hutton (1885), Kiki-

wheru Creek ; Hutton (1886), Matapiro (found also in the Pareora system)

;
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Hutton (1893), Matapiro ; Harris (1897), McLean's station, Napier; Hutton

(MS.) (1904), Ngaruroro Station and Motunau ; Park (1910), McLean's

station, Napier; Speight (1913), Motunau; Suter (1921), Sliiimpton's,

Ngaruroro River; Marshall and Murdoch (1920), Xukumaru, Wanganui

district.

Most of these refer to the same place, " Shrimpton's " was a station

on the KikowhcTO Creek, which is a tributary coming in on the north side

of the Ngaruroro River, ujid forming the eastern boundary of the Matapiro

Plain. McLean's was a station on the south side of the Ngaruroro River,

opposite Shrimpton's. {Rejp. GeoL Exphr.j x, xii, xviii.)

The statement that this species is
'' found also in the Pareora system

"

refers, no doubt, to the specimen recorded from Motunau. I have not

seen the specimen, so cannot confirm the identification. Li any case, the

Motunau beds are now^ recognized as belonging to a much higher horizon

than the Pareora. The Blue Clays of the Ngaruroro River, the type

locality of this fossil, are equivalent to the Nukumaru stage of the Wanga-

nuian, so the record of S.frazeri by Marshall and Murdoch from Nukumaru

is most interesting. Unfortunately, the specimen was broken to pieces in

transmission

frazeri in the Wangaloa beds

p. 451) is surely a mistake.

Four excellent specimens were collected by Dr. Uttley and the writer

in a sandy pocket of the clays not far below the Scindc Island hmestone at

Maraekakaho, Ngaruroro River.

Struthiolaria sp. Zittel.

1864. Struthiolaria sp. Zittel, Reise der " Novara;' Geol, Theil, 1 Band, 2 Abt.,

Palaontologie von Neu Sedandj p. 35, pi. xv, fig. 3.

In the Geological Survey collection from locality 126, Awatere Valley,

are fragments which should probably be placed here ; but their condition

is no better than Zittel's material, so no good purpose would be served by

attempting specific description.

A similar shell, but with sharper spines, occurs at Kaawa Creek, but

here again only fragments are available. In both cases there is a atrong

callus on the inner lip, recaUing that of S. spinosa, but the spire is flatter

than in the Pareora shell, and the keel is weaker.

(&.) StrutJiiolana calhsa Group.

Struthiolaria callosa n. sp. (Plate l-i, figs. 7, 8, 9.)

Sliell large, ovate, with gradate spire, about same height as apertvire ;

whorls five, angled about middle with wide slightly-inclined shoulder,

body-whorl bicarinate ; sculpture, fine regular spiral threads on ^PFJ
whorls, becoming obsolete on lower, the shoulder-angle furnished with about

8 distant strong tubercles, lower keel also has tubercles but smaller ana
to

more numerous^ .^_ , suture slightly imdulating, filled with layer of enamel

which towards aperture reaches to tubercles above ; aperture inclined,

ovate ; outer Up reflexed, moderately thickened, wedge-shaped, sinuoi^,

projecting slightly at shoulder but more so at lower keel, bent then in wiu^

shallow sinus to anterior canal ; columella concave, bent to right below

and ending in rounded beak ; inner Up with enormous callus-pad reaching

suture above, ending below about middle of base with rounded knob which
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is separated from beak by fir* p rounded lightly-calloused cliauuol; similarly

at its junction with outer lip above, pad ends in rounded knob, causing a

channel on sbouIJcr.

Holotype in collection of the New Zealand Geological Survey.

Height, 70 mm, ; diameter, 50 mm.
Localities,—1037, Hurupi Creek, Palliser Bay, 300 yards alx)ve mouth, at

base of Tertiary beds (liolotyi>e) (also collected by Dr. J, A. Thomson) ; 1065,

grit band, Kururau Road, Piopiotea West Survey District (L, L Grange).

The following localities have provided fragmentary specimens belonging

either to this species or to one closely related : 649, Paparoa Rapids,

Wanganui River; 832, below crossing, Mohaka Kivor; 859, Dt^adman's

Creek, Marlborough (Dr. J. A. Thomson) ; 904, quartor-mile south of saddle,

Okaroa Road, Rangi Survey District (Dr. J. Henderson); 1047, 1049, grit

band east of mouth of Okahukura Tunnel, Rangi Survey Distn^t (L. I.

Grange); 1052, 25 chains along road east side of Okahukura saddle, Rangi
Survey District (L. L Grange) ; Lower Awatore beds, Tachell's Creek,

Marlborough [=S, tuberciihta uf Suter, iV.Z. GeoL Surv. Pah Bull No. 8,

p. 31).

Struthiolaria fortis n. sp. (Plate 14, figs. 1, 2, 3.)

Shell small, ovate, with gradate spire shorter than aperture ; whorls

5 remaining, angled about middle 'with sloping shoulder, body - whorl
bicarinate ; sculpture, shoulder \nth few obsolete spiral threads, angle armed
with 7 or 8 strong tubercles, and keel with smaller and closer ones, growth-

lines very strong, suture undulating and showing layer of enamel getting

higher towards aperture ; aperture inclined, semilunar, produced into very
short canai below ; outer lip reflexed, thickened, wedge-shaped in cross*

section, bisinuous, mojre projecting at lower keel than at shoulder-angle
;

inner lip with enormous pad, not surmounting shoulder, but very thick

and with strong projecting ends, forming channel between beak and basal

end of pad, and another on shoulder ; columella concave, strongly bent to

right below.

Holotyi^e in collection of the New Zealand Geological Survey.

Height, 33 mm.; diameter, 24 mm.
Localities, — 1035 (holotype), Shelton's Whare traverse, Block XI,

Tutamoe Survey District, Raukumara Division (E. 0. Macpherson) ; 1044,

Motumati Waterfall, Waingaromia Survey District, Raukumara Division

{= S, c<ilcar Hutton of Marshall, 1910, N,Z, Geo}. Snrv. BulL No, 9 (n.s.),

P-22).
This species differs from S, callosa in its much smaller size, and narrower

pad projecting sharply at both ends and forming deeper channels. The
columella is also more bent to the right, and the whorls are lower.

Struthiolaria armata n. sp. (Plate 14, fig. 4.)

This species resembles S, spinifera just as S, callosa resembles 5. spinosa.

It has a high spire with very sloping shoulders and long strong spines on
the shoulder-angle, 7 to 8 on the body-whorl and 6 on each of the spire-

whorls.

The suture is filled with a layer of callus which ascends to the tubercles

above, while the inner -lip pad extends to about half-way between the

tubercles and the suture, but does not quite bury the spines. The growth-
lines are very strong, but there is no spiral ornamentation.
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As only spires of ttrec specimens are available, full specific description

cannot be given, but the characteristic and easily identified spire justifies

the application of a specific name.

Localities. — ^uMy Creek, Tutanioe Survey District, Kaukuniara

(31. Ongley and E. 0. Macpherson) ; 103-1, lowest band, Shelton's Whare

traverse, Block XI, Tutamoe Survey District.

m

Struthiolaria obesa Hutton. (Plate U, figs. 5, 6.)

1885. StruthioJaria obesa Hutton, Tran^. N.Z. InM,, vol. 17, p. 329.

1887. Struthiolaria oh£sa Hutton, Proc. Linn. Soc, N.S.W., ser. 2, vol. 1, p. ^21^

^9
1913. Struthiolaria (Pelicaria) obesa Hutton: Speight, Rec. Cant, Mus., No. -

pt. 1, p. 32.
, f, T> ; R 7?

1915. Struthiolaria {Pelicaria) obesa Hutton: Suter, S.Z. Oeol. Sur. I al. BiM.

So. 3, p. 7, pi. iv, fig. 3.

The aperture of this species is very like that of S. callosa. The

calloused pad surmounts the shoulder, passes the suture, and adheres to

the whorl above. Anteriorly the pad ends in a raised knob separated by

a smooth channel from the beak. The columella is only moderately bent,

ending in a strong beak, and the outer-lip callus does not form the body-

whorl. The shell is consequently not a Tyloxpira {= Pelicaria), as Suter

thought, but a Struthiolaria of the callosa group.
_

The spire-whorls arc convex, the body-whorl obsnletely bicarinate, and

there are traces of fine spiral striae. As the tendency of the genus seems,

in the main, to have been towards a loss of tubercles in the more advanced

forms, this species appears to have reached a gerontic stage.
_

Loca?i«ies.-^Shepherd's Hut, Waipara ; Porter River, Trelissick Basin.

These specimens are in the Canterbury Museum, and were kindly lent

by Professor Speight. '

.

„,

? Awauioa. A fragmentary specimen in Mr. Fiplay's collection, ine

aperture and callus are broken ofi, so the identity is not quite certain.

The Porter River specimens are identical in state of preservation and

appearance with the Shepherd's Hut ones ; even the scattered grains^ot

sand adhering in both cases are similar, suggesting that they

the same locality

—

i.e., Waipara.

(c.) Struthiolaria vermis Group.
Struthiolaria sp.

A single distorted shell from the Tawhiti beds, probably of Uppi

Miocene age, is of great interest, for it marks the first known apparanc

of this group in the Tertiary sequence. The ornamentation consiste oi

'

and later 3 spiral cinguli on the spire-whorls, and so resembles that o

S. tricarinata. The base has but 3 or 4 strong cords, a condition found only

in the Lowpr Phocene forms S. canaliculuta, S. acnminula, and S. momUw-

are

Locality.—1091

north border Waiapu Survey District (Dr. J. Henderson).

Struthiolaria canaliculata Zittel. (Plate 15, figs. 15, 16.)

1864. Struthiolaria canaliculata Zittel, Reise der " .Vorara," 1 Bd., 2
Abt.,

p. 34, pi. XV, figs. 1, a, b. iviM)
1873. Struthiolaria sulcata Hutton, Cat. Tert. ^foll., p. 10 (not of Jonas, l»^"/-^

1887. Struthiolaria fvlcata Hutton, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., ser. 2, vol. 1, P-^
.,

1914. Strnlhiolaria canaliculata Zittel: Suter, .Y.Z. Geol. Surv. Pal. Bull. jSO. «.

p. 17, pi. xvii, figs. 8, a, b.
.

Suter quotes, in the synonymy, Hector's figure of 1886. This, from i

^elongated outline, must have been drawn from a specimen of S. acurnina
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Figs.

Fros.
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Figs.

Figs.

Figs.

I, 2.

—

Siruthiolaria vermis (Mart.)- Recent.

3, 4,

—

Siruthiolaria convexa n. sp. Type.

5, 10.

—

Siruthiolaria paroa Sut. Type.

6, 7.

—

Strntkiolaria tricarinatahess. Recent.

8, 9.

—

SiruiJiiolaria fossa a. sp. Type*
II, 12.

—

Strulhiolaria natmivatn n. sp. Type,

Figs. 13, 14.

—

Siruthiolaria media n. sp. Type.

Figs. 15, 16. — Siruthiolaria canalicaUUa Zitt.

(Fig. 15 after Zitt.)

Figs, 17, 18.

—

Strufhiolaria zdaiidiae Marsh. &
Murd. Waipipi.

Fact p, isi.]
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n. sp., which Hutton did not separate from ZitteFs S, canaliculala. The
latter is easily distinguished hy its robust form, strong square spiral cords,

and deep flat interstices. The suture is situated in a wide canal, and in

some cases a fourth rib appears low down on the penultimate whorl.

Locality.—Zittel gives as the locality *' Awatere Valley," which is some-

what indefinite, but Dr. J. A. Thomson collected two typical specimens

from 858, " below waterfall, Starborough Creek, lower end Awatere Valley."

This is probably the type locahty, and the species m.ust be considered as a

Pliocene one.

Struthiolaria zelandiae Marshall and Murdoch, 1920. (Plate 15, figs. 17, 18.)

1920. Struthiolaria zelandiae Marshall and Murdoch^ Trans. N,Z. Inst,, vol. 52,

p. J 30, pi. vii, figs. 11, 11a.

In this species an advance from such types as S. canaliculala and
jS. acuminala is marked by the appearance of a strong secondary spiral

cord in each of the interstices between the 4 primary spirals. There is also

a tendency for the second and third primaries to divide, and when this

happens each part is often weaker than the secondaries. Thus the 4 spirals

of S, carialiculata may be represented by 7, 8, or 9 spirals in S. zelandiae.

The holotype figured by Marshall and Murdoch belongs to the last kind.

As most of the specimens are flattened by pressurCj the figures of Marshall

and Murdoch make this shell appear too broad ; a side as well as a front

view is therefore given on Plate 15, figs. 17, 18. The deep canaliculate

suture shows that this species has reached a gerontic stage.

Localities,—Waipipi Beach, west of Wairoa Stream, Waverley (type)

;

876, mouth of Waihi Stream, Hawera (M. Ongley) (first form = S. canali-

culata of Suter, N.Z. Geol Surv, Pal, Bull No. 5, p. 25) ; mouth of

Waingongoro River, Taranaki (Dr. G. H. Uttley and J. Marwick).

Struthiolaria acuminata n. sp, (Plate 15, figs. 11, 12.)

1886. Struthiolaria sulcata Hector, Outline of N.Z. GeoL, p. 50, fig. 6, No. 7 (not

of Hutton, 1873).

1914. Struthiolaria sulcata Hutton : Chapman, Australasian Fossils, p. 200,

fig. 103,, F (not of Hutton or Jonas).

Shell somewhat small, ovate, with acute turreted spire longej* than

aperture. Whorls 6, gradually increasing ; sculpture, w)iorls immediately

below apex convex and with spiral cords, third whorl bicarinate, keels being

marked by 2 strong cinguli^ on fourth and fifth whorls these become much
stronger, raised and rounded, angle of shoulder has now developed strong •

raised band so whorls are tricarinate, interstices being rounded and a little

wider than spiral ribs ; on body-whorl are 5 strong raised rounded cinguli,

the lowest near fourth and slightly weaker than the others ; on base are

4 strong spiral threads with wide interstices ; the whole surface spiralled

with fine obsolete threads, crossed by sinuous growth-lines ; suture situated

in channel formed by strong spirals, whorl being slightly depressed between

top spiral and suture ; aperture ovate, channelled above and produced

below into very short canal ; outer lip reflexed, thickened, edge rounded,

sinuosity very shallow ; columella concave, ending in truncated beak, bent

to right, inner lip with moderate regular callus equal in width to that of

outer lip, and not ascending on body-whorl above outer Hip.

Holotype in collection of the New Zealand Geological Survey.

Height, 43 mm, ; diameter, 26 mm.
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Localities.—lOiO, greeusand below Wairarapa limestone, at Twaite's

cutting, five miles south of Martinborough (holotype) ; coast half-mile east

of Ruamahanga River mouth, Palliser Bay (Dr. J. A. Thomson).
^

RemarJcs.—This shell is intermediate in appearance between S. canali-

culaia and S. tricarinata ; it is higher in the spire than either, more slender

than the former, with rounded ribs and wider interstices ; it may be dis-

whorl, and only 4 cords on the base.

igul

Hutton collected this species from "east coast, Wellington," but did

not separate it from S. canctliculata\ The figure so labelled in Hector's

Outline must have been drawn from a specimen of S. acuminafa, for it shows

the high spire.

Struthiolaria monilifera Suter. (Plate 13, fig. 7.)

1873. Struthiolana cingulaia Zittel var. B Hutton, CaL TerL Moll, P- ^^'.^

ISSG. Struthiolaria cingulaia Hector. Outline of N.Z. Oeol, p. 51, fig. 9, No. 17

(not of Zittel). »

? » tt

IftU. ^rulUolaria clnaulata aubsD. monilifera Suter. N,Z, Oeol Surv. Pal. BulL

No. 2, p 18, pL 1, fig. 10.

wulala

group, but S, monilifera has the characteristic outline, aperture, and

typical arrangement of cinguli shown by the S. vermis group ;
it must

therefore be granted at least specific distinction from S, cingulaia. These

features, together with the strong spirals on the base, show that the closest

The mistake of coupling /S. moniliferaacuminata
gful

species

from Patea as the latter species. This shell, also an undoubted member

of the vermis group, was Hutton's plesiotype of 8, cingulaia, and was

figured by Suter (1914), It is here described and named as a new

S. rugosa (see p. 189).
•

No good specimens of S. cingulaia were available for the figure of this

species in Hector's Outline, so one was drawn from Hutton's variety B

i.e,y S, monilifera.

Struthiolaria tricarinata Lesson. (Plate 15, figs. 6, 7.)

1830. StnUhiolaria tricarinata Lesson, Ann. ScL Nat., ser. 2, vol. 16, p. 256.

1880. Struthiolaria vennia tricarinata Le^bun : Hutton, Mafi. N.Z. Molly p. u8.

1913. Struthiolaria vermis tricarinata Lesson: Suter, Man. N,Z. Moll, p. 2^b.

The strong spiral cinguli of this shell show that it is a more primitive

form than S. vermis, and on that account it is deemed advisable to grant

it full specific recognition. No doubt intermediate forms occur, but the

extremes are well separated.

On the base are about 7 fine spiral lines, showing an advance from

S. acuminata^ which has only 4 strong cords.

The specimen here figured is in the Dominion Museum collection, and

comes from Farewell Spit, Nelson.

Fossil Locality.—LRngimid Bluff, Wanganui (R. Murdoch).
^

Suter (1913) wrongly quotes in his synonymy of S. tricarinata Gray s

record of S. scutulata Martyn, in Dieffenbach's New Zealand, Gray merely

lists S. scutulata as recorded from New Zealand by Martyn, the author of

the species. The mistake originated in Martyn's statement that B. scutu-

latum was a New Zealand shell. In the same synonymy (Suter, 1913)

Button's use of S. scutulata as of Deshayes is given as,being intended for
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S. tricarinata. (1880

p. 219) Hutton used >S. australis Gniel. as the equivalont of his S, scvtuJata

Desh., and listed S. tricarinata as a different species.

Struthiolaria parva Suter. (Plate 15, figs. 5. 10.)

Ged
p. 7, p]. iv, fig, 4.

As the locality of the holotype is unknown, it is a pity that this shell

was described. In appearance it resembles young S. vermis, particularly

those forms which have the tubercles well developed. If the specimen

represents the normal adult it is a valid species, closely related to S. tri-

carinata and S. vermis.

Struthiolaria vermis (Martyn). (Phite 15, figs. 1, 2.)

1786. Buccinum vermis Martyn, Unii\ Conch,^ vol. 2, fig. 53.

171)0. Mnrex australis GineUn : Linn,, Syst, Xat.^ ed. 13, 1, 3o42.

1822. Struthiolaria crenulaia Lamarck, Anim, a, VerLy vol. 7, p. 148.

1835. Struthiolaria crenulata Lamarck : Q. 8c G,, " Astrolabe,'' voL 2, p. 430,

pi. 31, figs. 7-9.

1835. Struthiolaria crenulaia Lamarek : Gray in Yate's New Zealand, p. 308.

1842. Struthiolaria inermis Sowerby, The^, Conch,, vol, 1, p. 23, pi. 5, figs. 12,

13, 19.

1849.- Struthiolaria australis Reeve, Conch. Icon., vol. 6, fig. 1.

1858. Struthiolaria vermis Martyn : Adams, Geft, Etc. Moll., pi. 27, fig. 6.

1859. Struthiolaria vermis MartjTi : Chenu, Man. Conch. ^ vol, 1, p. 263, fig. 1653.

1873. Struthiolaria scutulata Detili. : Hutton, Cat. Mar. Moll. N.Z.^ p. 24 (wrongly

attributed to Desh., not of Martyn).
1873. Struthiolaria vermis Martyn : Hutton, Cat. Mar. Moll. N,Z,, p. 24.

1873. Struthiolaria vermis Martjoi : Hutton, Cat. TerL MolL N,Z., p. 10,

1873. Struthiolaria australis Gmelin ; von Martens, Crii. List, p. 26.

1876. Struthiolaria vermis Martyn : Paulucci, BulL Sac. Malac. Ital., ser. 2, vol. 2,

p. 229.

1880. Struthiolaria australis Gmelui : Hutton, Man. N.Z. MolL, p. 68.

1880. Struthiolaria inermis Sowerby : Hutton, Man. N.Z. Moll., p. 68.

1885. Struthiolaria vermis Martyn: Tryon, Man. Conch., ser. 1, voL 7, p. 133,

pi. 12, figs. 35, 36.

1893. Struthiolaria vermis Martyn : Hutton, Macleay Mem. Vol., p. 61.

1894. Struthiolaria vermis Martvn : Harris, Cat. Tert. MolL Brit. Mus. (Aubt.),

p. 219.

1904. Struthiolaria vermis Martyn ; Cossman, Ess. Paleo. Comp., voL 6, pL 8,

fig. 2.

1913. Struthiolaria vermis Martyn : Suter, Man. N.Z. MolL, p. 276. pL 40, fig. 2.

There is a considerable amount of variation in living specimens of this

shell, and when one goes back to the Pliocene the variations are still more
considerable. All the Recent examples appear to have the same very fine

spiral striae of somewhat irregular strength. The prominence of the spiral

cinguli, and the presence on them of tubercles, are the most variable

features. The arrangement of these cinguli corresponds to that of S. canali-

culata, and, indeed, to that of the whole group.

Localities.—Castlecliff ; ? Petane.

Struthiolaria media n. sp. (Plate 15, figs. 13, 14.)

Shell somewhat small, ovate, with turreted spire about equal in height

to aperture ; whorls 6, regularly increasing ; sculpture, the first two
whorls convex with from 6 to 8 spiral threads, with slightly wider inter-

stices, third whorl with about 12 spiral threads, two very weak cinguli

beginning to appear, fourth and fifth whorls with 2 strong cinguli, the
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whole surface with about 12 spiral threads some of which are more pro-

minent than others, body-whorl with 4 strong rounded spiral cinguli, and

a fifth rudimentary on base, which has 6 stronger threads and 4 or 5 weak
ones, the fine spirals of spire continue on body-whorl, but in interstices

of cinguli there is generally one more prominent than others ; suture

bounded below by narrow flat surface ; aperture ovate, channelled above,

produced below into very short canal ; outer lip reflexed, thickened, edge

rounded, sinuosity very shallow. Columella concave, ending in truncated

beak bent to right, inner lip with regular callus, about equal in width to

outer lip.

Holotype in collection of the New Zealand Geological Survey.

Height, 36 mm. ; diameter, 23 mm.
Localities,—81, Castle Point, east Wellington ; 1040, Twaite's Cutting,

Martinborough.

Remarks,—This species differs from S. acuminata in its shorter spire

and weaker cinguli ; from S. parva in its greater size, wide cinguli, and

many more spirals on base. The nearest relationship is to S. fossa and

to >S. convexa. The former has weaker cinguli, flat sides, and canali-

culate suture, while the latter may be distinguished by its very much
weaker cinguli and convex outline. The systematic position is probably

between S, ax^uminata and S. convexa^ development beir»g along the lines

of a weakening of the spiral cinguli and an increase in the number and
decrease in strength of spirals on the base.

Struthiolaria convexa n. sp. (Plate 15, figs. 3, 4.)

Shell ovate, plump ; spire acute, about same height as aperture
;

proto-

conch an elongated bulbous nucleus, at right angles to axis of shell ; whorls

6, increasing rather rapidly, convex in outline ; sculpture, first three conch-

whorls have 11 regular spirals, with interstices of slightly greater width,

on fourth whorl a single thread in most of interstices, on fifth and sixth

whorls secondary threads rapidly increase in number, generally 1 on each

side of and close to primaries, with 1 or more in wide interspaces ; suture

with a flattened border on first four whorls and in shallow channel on last

two ; aperture ovate, channelled above, produced below into very short

widely-open canal ; outer lip reflexed, thickened, edge rounded, sinuosity

very shallow; columella concave, ending in beak bent to rijzht ; inner

lip with fairly regular callus, equal in width to and hardly ascending above
junction with outer lip.

Holotype in collection of the New Zealand Geological Survey,
Height, 43 mm. ; diameter, 28 mnu
Localities.—1089, blue clays, Okauawa Creek, ITgaruroro River ; 181,

blue clay west of limestone scarp, Porangahau Creek, Ruataniwha Plain

(holotype) ; 231, McLean's station, south side of Ngaruroro River,

Hawke's Bay ; blue clays below Napier limestone at many localities in

the Ngaruroro and Matapiro Survey Districts, Hawke's Bay.
iZemar^s.—Distinguished from S. vermis by convex outline and more

regular sculpture. Many of the larger specimens show a definite grouping
of the spiral striae corresponding to the cinguli on other members of the
group

/
diverged along a line of increasing convexity instead of increasing flatness
of the whorls.

^
Some of the specimens are difficult to separate from

6. vermis, but in the latter species the spiral striae are always finer and
more irregular.
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Struthiolaria fossa n. sp. (Plate 15, figs. 8j 9.)

Shell small, ovate ; spire gradate, about equal in height to aperture
;

whorls 5, but apex broken, early whorls convex, later ones with hii^h

shoulder and sides inclined to be flat ; sculpture, first three whorls regularly

spiralled by 12 fine cords with equal interstices, on Denultimate whorl these

become narrow ridges with wide interstices, thore^re also 2 obscure but
' wide cinguli, the raised shoulder has now 3 fine spiral threads ; body-whorl

with 5 spirals on shoulder, and 21 narrow spiral rid<ros with wide inter-

stices below, the 6 on base being slightly stronger ; 5 obscure cinguli with

equal interspaces ; suture in deep channel, 2 mm. wide ; aperture ovate,

channelled above, produced below into very short open canal ; outer lip

thickened, reflexed, only slightly sinuous, edge rounded, columella concave,

ending in beak bent forwards and to right ; inner lip regularly calloused,

equal in width to outer lip, not ascending on body-whorl.

Holotype in collection of the New Zealand Geological Survey.

Height, 36 mm. ; diameter, 25 mm.
Locality.—191, Shrimpton's, Kikowhero Creek, Xgaruroro TJiver, Hawke's

Bay.
Remarks.—This species is characterized by the deeply excavated channel

round the shoulder of the whorls. In ornamentation it resembles some
varieties of S. vermis, but may be distinguished by the much stronger and
more regular spiral ridges, as well as by the even, though weak, cinguli.

It further differs from S. parva in having weaker cinguli and flatter sides.

A close connection exists between S, fossa and S. convexa ; both occur

in the same district and in the same formation. The tw'o shells are easily

separated, however, by means of the canaliculate suture and flat sides of

the former. These features show that the species is not only more advanced
than S, convexa^ but is also a x)hylogerontic development.

Struthiolaria rugosa n. sp. (Plate 13, fig. 2.)

1914. Struthiolaria cingnlain Zitttsl : Suter, A\Z. Geot, Sr/rv. Pal, BuU, Xo, 2,

pi. 1, fig. 9 (not of Zittel).
w

Shell ovate, spire about same height as aperture; whorls 6, convex;

sculpture, spire-whorls with 5-6 strong cords wdth narrow interstices, lowest

cord being wide and having secondary spirals on it and on wide interspace

below it, body-whorl with 15 equal cords, with interstices of almost same
width and generally containing fine secondary spiral, growth-hnes very

strong over whole shell, giving spiral cords a moniliform appearance

;

aperture ovate, channelled above, with very short wide canal below ; outer

lip thickened, reflexed, bisinuous ; inner lip with strong regular callus

equal in width to outer lip ; columella concave, strongly bent to right below.

Holotype in collection of the New Zealand Geological Survey.

Height, 40 mm. ; diameter, 27 mm.
Local ity.—Patea.

Remarks.—As stated on page 179, this shell was Button's plesiotype of

S, cingidata Zittel. This mistake arose from Zittel's figure representing a

specimen with unusually convex whorls ; but the characteristics featured,

obsolete bicarination of the body-whorl, and the disposition of the inner

lip-callus show that S, cifigulata belongs to the papulosa group, whereas

there can be no doubt that this specimen falls under the vermis group.

In outline it is very near S. convexa, but is easily distinguished by the strong

spiral cords, which are rendf^red moniliform by the prominent growth-lines.
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Palaeontological Notes on some Plioceiw Mollusca from Hmvke^s Baj/,

By J. Marwick, M.A., N.Z. Geological Survey.

[Bead, by permission of the Director of the N,Z. Oeoloyicol Survey^ before tht WfJling^m

Philosophical Society, 9th August^ 1922 ; received by Editor, 32si December, 1922 ;

issued separately, 6ih Jutie^ 1924.
~\

Plates 16, 17.

The following notes formed part of a paper on the geology of the

Ngaruroro-Waipawa district, read before the Wellington Philosophical

Society by Dr. G. H. Uttley and the writer. It is hoped that the main
part of the paper will be published next year-

All of the fossils mentioned below came from the clays and sands

known as the Petane clays, which underlie the Petane limestone and
overlie the Te Ante limestone, and which are beautifully exposed along

the Ngaruroro River, especially around Maraekakaho-

The percentage of Recent Mollusca was found to be 63 ; but it would
be incorrect to use this as a ground for correlation with faunas worked
out by the late Mr. Suter, for many species regarded by him as Recent
have been separated as distinct. The presence of the large Lutraria solida

Huttou and Melina zealandica Suter, as well as the low percentage of

Recent forms, shows that the beds are older than the Castlecliffian

(Marshall and Murdoch, 1920, p. 120), wliile many Upper Wanganuian
hitcha

trig

Struihiolaria frazeri Hutton, &c., forbid correlation with the Waipipian.

Thus the Nukumamian or Middle Wanganuian is indicated as the age of

the Petane clays.

Anemia undata Hutton. (Plate 16, figs. 9, 13.)

1885. Anomiu undata Hutton, Tran-a, N.Z, liust.^ vol. 17, p. 324. •

1893. Anomia undata Hutton, Madeay Mem, Vol,, p. 90, pi. 9, fig, 95,

1915. Anomia undntn Hutton: Suter, *V.Z. Geol, Surv. PaL Bull, No, 3, p. 48

This species was founded on " imdulations . . . more or less

parallel '* shown by the type and other specimens. It is well known
that the animals of this genus reflect the sculpture of the shell to which

they are attached, so the undulations are useless from a classificatory

point of view. Those of the holotype are a copy of the coarse concentric

sculpture of a pelecypod, perhaps Ghione suhsulcata Suter. Anomia undata,

nevertheless, should be retained, for it has other quite distinctive features.

Mr. W. R. B. Oliver, who has studied the Eecent forms, found that

A. hvMoni could not be separated from A, triyonopsis; therefore it will be

sufficient to differentiate undata from the latter species. The holotype is

a yoimg shell, and naturally does not show the distinguishing characters

as clearly as the adult. That a very young A. undata agrees with the

adult A. trigonopsis merely suggests that the former is an offshoot from

the latter. In size A. undata far surpasses A, triyonopsis^ the average adult

being 80-90 mm. in diameter, the shape where growth has been free is

circular to slightly oval, and the almost smooth surface is traversed by
faint growth-lines and a few irregular concentric striae. The full-grown

A. trigonopsis is generally imder 50 mm. in diameter, and has often radial

ribs, though this feature is not constant ; the majority of large shells

seen are inclined to be of irregular shape. The most reliable way to
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identify the species is by means of tlio muscular scars. This again is an

extremely variable character, but the variations do not conceal the fact

that there are two quite distinct forms. The left valve of Anomia has

three muscular scars on the central disc ; the uppermost, and the anterior

or middle one, are byssal adductors, while the lowest or posterior is the

adductor of the valves.

In the young A, undata the arrangement of these scars is much the same

as that of A. trigonopsis~i,e., triangular, the uppermost being much larger

than either of the others. In the adult A. undata the three impressions

are arranged almost in a vertical line, and are crowded together. An

elongated A. trigonopsis, such as the neotype figured by Suter (1915),

often shows a somewhat similar arrangement, but the lower byssal adductor

is still paired with the valve-adductor, and both are separated from the

upper byssal adductor (see Plate 16, fig. 10). In fully-grown A, undata the

valve-adductor is generally the largest ; this is never so in the other species.

Suter's identifications, being based on the undulations, are unreliable

;

indeed, the true A, undata was generally classed by liim as A. hvltoni

which according to his usage comprised the smooth, circular shells.

The species does not appear to have existed in the Miocene ;
it is

particularly common in the Petane clays at Maraekakaho, also at Nuku-

maru, while there is a Recent example in the Dominion Museum from an

imknown locality.

Lima mestayerae n. sp. (Plate 16, figs. II, 12.)

Shell small, inequilateral ; beaks elevated, distant, incurved, sharp,

anterior end fairly straight and oblique above, rounded below
;

posterior

end convex, flattened above ; sculpture of 22 strong rounded radial ribs,

with irregular scales and equal interstices in which are close regular scaly

concentric ridges, which do not surmount ribs, submargin with about o

somewhat irregular narrow ribs and strong growth-lines, postenor ear

4 narrow ribs, ears small and inconspicuous; hinge-line with a weU-

marked tubercle on each side ; ligamental area broadly triangular, ^^§P-^

with narrow concave triangul

with

Holotype in collection of the New Zealand Geological Survey.

Height, 16 mm. ; length, 14 mm.
Locality,—1096, clays below limestone, Esk Bridge, Petane.

Remarks. ima
of ribs, 22 instead of 18. Compared with a young L, lima of the same size,

the ears of L. mestayerae are much smaller, the shell is narrower and conse-

quently the ribs also, while the ligamental area is a great detil higher..^ I am

indebted to Miss Mestayer for the loan of Recent material for comparison.

Venericardia (Pleuromeris) marshalli n. sp. (Plate 16, figs. 1, 2.)

1906. Venericardia corbls Philippi : Suter, Trans. .V.Z. InsL^ toL 38, p- 317

(not of Philippi). «

1913. Venericardia corbis Philippi : Suter, Man. N.Z. Moll, p. 908, pi. 53, tig. ^

(not of Philippi). .-

1915. Vetiericardia unidentuta (Basterot) : Iredale, Trayis. N.Z. InM., vol. 4^

p. 487 (not of Basterot).

The identification of this New Zealand shell with V. corhis, a Pliocene

and Recent species of the Mediterranean, was n>ade by Dr. W. H. V \t

and was accepted by Suter (1906, p. 318). Such a distribution is in itselj

suspicious; and as, b '
" ._.---

Philippics Enumeratio
r good fortune, the Dominion Museum has

Molluscormn Siciliae. in which F. corbis is

of
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1,2.
3, 4. X 12

-Venericardia tnarshalli n, sp. : holotype. X 4.

—Venericardia minhna n. sp. : holotype (fig. 3),

5,

—

Lucinida di^pnr (Hutton) : holotype. X L
6, 7, 8,

—

MylUta finlniji zi. sp. : holotype (fig. 8). X 4.

9.

—

Anomin undaia'Sxitionx interior of holotype. x L
10.

—

Aiwmia trigonopsis Hutton : specimen from Target Gully

11, 12.—Linia mestaijerae n. sp. : holotype. X 1.

13.

—

Anomla undaia Hutton (adult) : Maraekakaho. X 1-

X 1

Face p, 192.]
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Anachis gpeighli n. sp. : holotype.

Ataxocerithium suteri n. sp. : holotype.

Anachis pisaniopsis (Hvitton) : holotype
Cominella hamilloni (Hutton) : Maraekakaho.

5, 11.

—

Eulima christyi n, sp. : holotype. X 1.

6.

—

Marginella brevespira n. sp. : holotype. X 2.

1, 10.

—

Xymene oliveri n. sp. : holotype. X 2.

8.

—

Xy»ie.ne drcwi (Hutton) : lectotype. X 1.

9

—

Ataxocerithium tricirigrilatum n. sp. : holotype.
12, 13.

—

Trophon, murdochi n. sp. : holotype. X
MangiHa tnorgavi rr. SI). : holotype. X 1.

Ancilla opiiua n. sp. : holotype. X 1.

Aethocola taitae n. sp. : holotype. X 1.

Alcithoe lutea n. sp. : holotype. X 1.

Verconella dubin n. sp. : holotype. X 1.

Vercondla thommni \\. sp. : holotype. X
Anachis cancdlana{Y{\\t\:on): holotype. X 2.

X 1.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

X
1.

2.

1.
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a coinparisoa could be made with the original figures and description.

The short description roads,

striis transversis densis, undulatis, sulcis longtudinalibus obsol^^tis,

gures

while a fuller description below is, " transversim elegantcr striata, ct sulcis

longitudinalibus distantibus parum profundis (interduni obsoletis) docus-

sata." New Zealand specimens, when well preserved, have 11 12 strong

somewhat nodular ribs, and so should be separated. • There are also differ-

ences in shape.

As regards V. itmrlehfnta, Suter ])robably quoted this in his synonymy

from information suppHed by Dall, no date of publication being given in

either case. Iredale accepted the synonymy, but ix)inted out the priority

of unidentuta ; he does not appear to have compared New Zealand with

European specimens. Cossniann and Peyrot (1912, p, 81) stat« that the

two European species should be kept apart, for in corbis the concentric and

in tinindentafa the radial ornamentation predominates. These radials are

20-22
been placed in the same species

Types of F. marshalli (riglit valve) in the collection of the New Zealand

Geological Survey.

Height, 5 mm. ; length, 4-5 mm.
Locality. — Stewart Island (Recent). Kindly presented by the late

Mr. R. Murdoch.
Subgenerically, this shell should go with 7. Ivfra and F. holhnsi und(»r

Pleuromeris, and should not have been under Miodontiscus as classed by Sut-er.

Venericardia (Miodontiscus) minima n. sp. (Plate 16, figs. 3, 4.)

Shell minute, obliquely subtriangular, inequilateral ; beaks extremely

prominent, median, strongly curved ; dorsal margin arched, descending

rapidly ; basal margin fairly regularly rounded, slightly flattened

posteriorly; anterior end projecting, slightly longer than the posterior,

convex below but deeply excavated under beaks, lunule not circumscribed,

no escutcheon; hinge moderately strong; ripht valve with anterior and

posterior cardinals obsolete, median strong, triangular, oblique, depressed

in middle, there is a weak anterior lateral ; left valve with two strong

cardinals, anterior short, perpendicular, posterior long, cur^^ed, obhque
;

sculpture of obsolete narrow concentric folds, no radials ;
inner marg

crenate.

Holotype (right valve) in collection of the New Zealand Geological

nns

Survey,
length

Locality.—1098, blue clays, cutting in main road, Maraekakaho.

Remarks. 1409), M
has the posterior right cardinal absent. In F. minima this tooth, though

weak, is certainly present. The other characters agree well with this sub-

genus.

Lucinida dispar (Hutton), (Plate 16, fig. 5.)

1873. CycUnn dispar Button, Cat TerL MolL, p. 22.

1914. Dosinia mihro»ea (Gray): Suter, xY.Z. GtoL Surv. Fed, Bull, Xo, 2, p,9

{not of Gray).

1919. Lucinida levifohfif'i Marshall aud Murdoch, Trans. N.Z. Inst,, vol. i\,

p. 257, pi. 20, figs. 1, 2, 3, 4.

The tvpe (and only) specimen is embedded in a hard matrix, so that

the intenor cannot be seen ; but the exterior of the shell is of such

7- Trans.
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characteristic shape, with its peculiar expansion in front of the smaU

deep luniile, that there can be no doubt that it is a Lucinida. Hutton

classified the specimen under Cydina because he mistook the autenor

expansion for the lunule, and saw no line circumscribing it, while Suters

uhrosea must have been

examination gular, spaced,

\nff well vdth

ifoliata

Type locality, Hautapu Falls, Upper Eangitikei.

Myllita finlayi n. sp. (Plate 16, figs. 6, 7, 8.)

Shell very small, thin, circular in outline, little inflated ; beaks median,

inconspicuous ; sculpture of very fine curved divaricate ribs, about i per

millimetre, with their dorsal edges raised and somewhat roughened by

Iv-nlaced weak concentric growth-lines ; hinge—right valve with
irregularly-placed weak concentric growth-lines ;

..x.-g,

a bifurcate cardinal under umbo and several minute tubercles posterior

to it, double anterior and posterior lateral lamellae, anterior pair shghtly

stronger, left valve with one cardinal tooth and single anterior and

posterior lamellae ; muscular impressions subcqual, raised ;
pallial hne

entire ; interior faintly radially striate ; margins smooth.
,

Holotype (rigbt valve) in collection of the New Zealand Geological

Survey.

Height, 5 mm.; length, 5 mm.; thickness (one valve), 1-25 mm.

Locality.—1102, sandy beds in blue clays below limestone, Maraekakaho

Creek, three miles above mouth.
_ i rh

Remarls.—The generic location under Myllita is only provisional, iije

outline and ribbing are not the same as in that genus, but the whole

group will be revised later. A closely related, unnamed species occurs a

Castlecliff.

Cerithidea perplexa (Marshall and Murdoch).

1910, Aiaxocerithhnn perphxHW Marshall and Murdoch, Travis, N.Z* '»

vol. 54, p. 254, pi. 20, fig?. 5, 6.

This shell is very closely related to the Recent Centhidca hicaflnata^

(Gray) ; indeed, it may not be worth specific recognition, as in the BeCen

species much of the surface is normally eroded, so all the details of sculptur

cannot be made out. The two basal keek of C, bicarinala are represente

in G. perplexa, as may be seen in Marshall and Murdoch's figure, but eve

in the best-preserved specimens they are obsolete. The whorls of ^^|^ .

are inclined to be flatter and the size somewhat larger than the Becen

species, so perhaps it would be as well to retain both names. The geiie

position is under Cerithidea rather than Ataxocerithium, for the canal

very short and straight.

Ataxocerithium tricingulatum n. sp. (Plate 17, fig. 9.)

Shell small, turreted; spire twice as high as aperture, outlines straigj^ '

whorls 6, flat-sided, increasing ro^larly, body-whorl occupying half hcig^^

of shell, convex, base contracted to short neck, protoconch broken on?

sculpture of 3 strong equidistant spiral cords, crossed by 20 or more

, equally strong axial ribs, forming flattened gemmules at points of i^^^'

section, body-whorl with 3 additional strong spirals, lower two of wbicn
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are not reached by xibs ; suture channelled ; aperture oval, angled above,

produced below into short oblique canal which does not a])|)i'ar to have
been notched at base ; outer lip thin, inner lip with callus ; colunieUa

slightly excavated.

Holotype in collection of the New Zealand Geological Survc^y.

Height, 9 mm. ; diameter, 4*5 mm.
Locality,—1063, shell-bed, Okawa Creek, Ngaruroro River.

Remarks.—Easily distinguished from A. hultoni (Cossmann) by its

ha\'ing only 3 s^iirals on the spire-whorls and 6 on the body.

Ataxocerithium suteri n. sp. (Plate 17, fig. 2.)

Shell of moderate size, heavy, subulate ; spire over 3 times height of

aperture ; whorls flat, 9 remaining in holotype, apex broken in all cases,

body-whorl rounded, not keeled, contracted quickly to short, straight

neck ; sculpture of 3 strong spirals, intersected by 15-17 somewhat broadei

ribs which form prominent oval flat gemmules at points of intersection,

on body is a narrow spiral coming in bet\yeen the two anterior ones,

below line of suture are 3 other moniliform spirals, anterior one weak,

below these are fine weak spiral threads on neck of canal; suture canali-

cnlated by spirals, sometimes with edge of fourth one showing; aperture

broken in all cases, but apparently ovate, slightly channelled above,

produced below into very short twisted oblique canal which runs along

truncation of columella ; columella straight, obliquely truncated below

with well-developed median plait and obsolete anterior one bounding

truncation ; inner lip with thick callus, which, however, does not always

hide the strong basal spirals, giving the appearance of a fold or folds on

parietal wall.

Holotype in collection of the New Zealand Geological Surv^ey.

Height, 19 mm. ; diameter, 6 mm.
Locality.—1063, shell-bed, Okawa Creek, Ngaruroro River,

Remarks,—Suter had marked similar specimens from locality 691,

Petane, as NewtonieUa n, sp., but the plait on the columella in addition

to the obsolete fold along the trUJication seems to separate it from that

genus, V hich according to Iredale (1915, p. 455) should be called Cerithiella,

Eulima christyi n. sp. (Plate 17, figs. 5, 11.)

Shell relatively large, imperforate, subulate, smooth and glossy, axis

slightly curved above ; spire high, conic ; protoconch small, depressed,

bulbous, of 2 smooth volutions ; whorls 11 besides protoconch, with flattened

sides, slightly swollen above suture, body-whorl large, subangled on joining

base which is rapidly contracted and slightly convex ; sculpture of sig-

moid growth-lines, and obsolete varices of former apertures ; aperture

ovate, entire; outer lip thin, sinuous; inner Up with callus, definitely

limited on base.

Holotype in collection of the New Zealand Geological Survey.

Height, 18 mm. ; diameter, 5-5 mm.
Locality,—1089, blue clays, Okauawa Creek, Ngaruroro River.

Remarks,—Resembles E, vegrandis, but is much larger and com-
paratively a great deal broader.

Named in honour of Mr. C. Tait, of Maraekakaho, whose interest in

the work and knowledge of the district were invaluable to the collectors.

7
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Verconella dubia n. sp. (Plate 17, fig. 18.)

Shell of moderate size, very strong ; spire less than aperture and canal

;

whorls 6 besides protoconch, subconvex, flattened below suture, body-

whorl contracted quickly at base, with long neck twisted to left and
backwards

; shape
dome ; sculpture of 10 strong but short axial ribs with equal interstices,

extending from suture to suture on early shell, but later becoming shorter

and not extending over base of body-whorl, spiral sculpture of 7 strong

threads with weaker one filling each interstice, body-whorl with over 20

ads undulat

ing ; aperture oval, lightly channelled above, produced below into long narrow

canal very slightly sinused at end ; outer lip lightly sinuous, antecurrcnt

to suture, with sharp edge, but thickened and strongly toothed within;

columella fairly long, somewhat concave above, twisted bel

with neck ; inner lip calloused, with strong denticle on parietal wall near

suture, several weak ones scattered along its length and 2 or 3 stronger

ones grouped together below.

:he New Zealand Geological Survey.
Height, 30 mm. ; diameter, 15-5 mm.
iocahVy.—1093, blue clays, Kikowliero Creek^ Ngaruroro River.
i?ema/-i'5.—The inner lip is the same as that of Evarne fffriata IB I

but the outer lip is thirk and strongly dentate. Apart froTn the denticles

of the generic affinities would involve so many already-described species

that it hardly comes within the scope of this paper. The ornamenta-
tion resembles that of 7. thomsoni, but that species has a straighter canal.

Verconella thomsoni n. sp. (Plate 17, fig. 19.)

Shell of modei-ate size, heavy ; spire less than aperture and canal

;

whorls Q besides protoconch, convex, somewhat flattened below suture,

body-whorl large, contracted fairly regularly to long neck which is very

slightly twisted : protoconch a small flattened dome of 2 smooth whorls

;

sculpture of 11 strong axial ribs per whorl wdth equal interstices, rcacliing

from suture to suture, but much stronger in middle, vanishing on base,

spiral ornamentation of about 7 strong threads witli weaker one in each

of interstices, body-whurl with about 22 strong spirals, generally with

weak one (sometimes 2 or 3) in intorstices, the last 10 spirals on neck are

weak and rendered somewhat scaly by growth-lines; suture undulating;
aperture oval, channelled above, produced below into long narrow but

slightly twisted canal, very shallowly sinused at end ; outer lip sinuous,

antecurrent to suture, with sharp ed^e, but much thickened and dentate
withm, most of denticles extending back within shell as lirae ;

columella
slightly concave, angled at junction with canal ; inner lip calloused, pro-

duced well along canal to sharp i)oint and limited externally by definite

margin, there is strong posterior parietal denticle, and 7 weaker on '
'""

bottom 4 grouped near base of columella.
Holotype in collection of the New Zealand Geological Survey.
Height, 31 mm. ; diameter, 16 mm.
Locality.- \m2

, blue clays above Te Aute limestone, Maharakeke Koad,
one mile south of Pukeora Sanatorium, Waipukurau.

Kemarhs.—llhis. species resembles V. duhia n. sp., but has a straighter
canal and a shorter, broader spire. The g
IS only provisional. Named in honour of D
at this locality.

beloW;

generic
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Aethocola taitae ii. sp. (Plate 17, fig. 16.)

Shell of moderate size, fusiform
; spire gradate conic, equal tu aiMituie

and canal
;

wIiorls_ 7 stroi.gly aj.gled. body-whorl with subaiigled keel,
then contracted quickly to neck which is twisted and has a well-niMrked
fasciole; protoconch conoidal of about 4 smooth volutions; sculpture
of neanic sheU with about 6 smooth ribs with equal interstices before
spiral ornamentation begins, 4 spirals then appear in interstices, aff.>r a
httle they surmount the ribs but are n(>ver as strong as theui •

fii.st 2
conch-volutions convex, but from then onwards the shell is 'strongly
shouldered with about 12 strong ribs with \vider interstices; ribs are
raised into sharp tubercles on shoulder-angle, but obsolete above that and
die away on base of body-whori, angulation takes place on second ant.-rior
spiral, so early whori.s have 2 threads on shoulder, a stronger one on angJe
and ano^ther^strong one midway to suture below, there are finer secondaries

"" t^'rspaces, on later whorls secondaries increase in number
becoi

wi

equally hne growth-lines; suture undulating; aperture oblicpie, angled
above, produced below into fairly long wide open canal twisted back-
w^ds and deeply notched at base ; out^r lip thin and sharp, lirate within,
antecurrent to suture

; columella smooth, slightly arcuate ; inner lip thin|
not extending over base.

Holotype in collection of the New Zealand Geological Survey.
Height, 34 mm. ; diameter, 18-5 mm.
Locality.—BXuG days below limestone, Kikowhero Creek, Ngaruroro

River.

RemarT:s.— T:\n& shell was placed by Suter under Siphonalia nodosa
(Martyn), and it is certainly closely related; probably it can be regarded
as an ancestor. It differs from nodosa in havnnor fpwpr anr! st.mn<T(iT r^Kv.-

and tubercles, stronger spirals, and a flatter shoulder. Generic rank is
here given to Aeihocoh, which Iredale (191.5) set up as a subgenus of
Verconella. The anterior canal is deeply notched at the base, so the
genus belongs to the Buccinidae, while Verconella, which is not notched,
belongs to the Chrysodomidae, Named in honour of Mrs. G. Tait, of
Maraekakaho.

Cominella hamiltoni (Hutton). (Plate 17, fig, i.)

1885. Chfhurella hamilionl Huttoii, Trans. A'.Z. In.^i.^ vol. 17, p 316 pi 18
fig. 7.

i » r- f

1893. ClathureUa hamiltoni Hnftftn ^fnrJ^mf ifz^m r^7 « ko ^i -r c ok

(not of Koholt).

Shell small, broadly fusiform
;

ca
aperture witli

body
comparatively large, contracting fairly rapidly to short neck which is marked
by a prominent fasciole

; protoconch a flat dome of 2 smooth whorls
{= tectiform, or '' en goute de snif;' Cossmann, 1895, p. 12) ; sculpture—first
cone with strong ribs curving forward on lower part, of whorl,
after first volution about 6 spiral threads appear, th.'se surmount ribs and
increase in number until there are about 12 on penultimate whori with equal
interstices, body-whori with 20 of which ant^-rior 8 are stronger than others,
ribs number about 12 on spire-whoris and 15 on body, arc very stron^ andi
passing over narrow shoulder, reach suture above, but become weaker
on base and then die out

; suture undulating ; aperture oval, channelled
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abo\-

Holotype in collection of the Canterbury ]\Iuseum,

Height, 16 mm. f diameter, 9 mm.
Locality.—Clays below limestone, Petane.

i?emar^^.—This ComineUa is a very

within ; columella slightly arcuate

nding in sharp point

common
of the Hawke's Bay District. By Suter it was identified as the Kecent

C. quoyana (A. Ad.) (= huttoni Kobelt), but it is easily distinguished by

the strong narrow ribs persisting to the suture above, and the strong

sDlral threads with interstices of eaual width.

Trophon murdochi n. sp. (Plate 17, figs. 12, 13.)

Shell small, fusiform ; with turreted spire equal in height to aperture

and canal ; whorls 4 besides protoconch, early ones with flat shoulder,

later ones convex but still flattened below suture, body-whorl about three-

quarters total height, contracted gradually on base to form fairly long

stout neck with sUght twist to left and backwards and with moderate

fasciole at base
;
protoconch proboscidiform, of 2 smooth whorls, the first

small and well tilted, the second increasing to a comparatively large size

and coiled in axis of shell ; sculpture—first conch-volution of much greater

diameter than protoconch, so there is qnickly develoi>ed a wide flat

shoulder, which later becomes more sloping and relatively narrower, spiral

sculpture of 3 strong cords with wider interstices,, the lowest appears first

on the conch-whorl, soon afterwards the middle one and then the top one

at angle of shoulder, a fourth spiral appears in suture near aperture, while

there is a weak one on shoulder of last two whorls, body with 8 strong

spirals besides weak one on shoulder, whole surface covered with close fine

sharp varices, stronger in interstices ; suture well impressed ;
aperture

oval, subangled above, produced below into fairly long twisted canal well

notched at base ; outer lip thin, sUghtly sinuous, as far as can be seen,

smooth within ; columella straight, smooth ; inner hp smooth, ending a

short way along canal.

Holotype in collection of the New Zealand Geological Survey.

Height, 13 mm. ; diameter, 7 mm.
Locality.—1099, clays below limestone, road-cutting, Maraekakaho.

This species is easily distinguished from the other New Zealand examples

of the subgenus by its fusiform shape and the number of spirals on the

body-whorl.

Xymene drewi (Hutton). (Plate 17, fig, 8.)

1883. ComineUa dretvi Hutton, Trruis. N.Z, InsL, vol. 15, p. 410.

1893. Pisania drewi Hutton, Maclmy Mem. VoL, p. 42, pi. 6, fiif. 13.

1915. Euthria drewi (Hutton): Suter, N.Z. Oeol. Surv. Pal Bull. No, 3, p. 23-

The type material consists of two specimens, the larger of which was

selected by Suter as lectotype and wrongly called "holotype" by him.

Button's measurements agree with neither, but he appears to have given

the dimensions of the largest specimen he knew of in many cases, irrespective

of his type material. The two specimens do not agree even generically

:

the larger one has a parietal tooth and two small ones at the base of the

columella, being closely related to " Tritonidea " compada Suter ; the smaller

one is what has generally been considered as Euthria drewij and is the

specimen figured in the Madeay Memorial Volume. It has therefore a
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better claim to be considered the type of E, drewi thati has tlie shell cho8(»n

by Sntcr. Further, in the original description Hutton says theze are about

22 spirals on the body-whori ; Suter's lectotype has 12, wliilo the sniallrr

specimen figured below lias 18.

Height, 13 mm. ; diameter, 7 mm,
Generically tliis shell cannot be separated from Xymrne pJrhrius (Hutton),

from which it differs in the non-carination of the whorls.

Xymene oliveri n. sp, (Plate 17, figs, 7, 10.)

1886. Trophon crispus Gould : Hutton, TranJi. X.Z. hvit.^ vol. IS, p. :U7 (not

of Gould).

1893. Trophon crispifs Gould: Hutton, Macleay Mem. Vol.^ p. 40, pi. G, fig. 8

(not of Gould).

Shell "mall, fusiform, imperforate; spire acute, equal to aperture and
canal ; whorls 6, convex, body-whorl with a high blunt shoulder, baae

contracted fairly quickly to short slightly curved neck
;
protocouch broken

in all specimens seen ; sculpture on early whorls two strong spirals with

weaker one above, later another cord appears just above suture, body-

whorl with 11 cords, with slightly wider flat interstices, each whorl has

about 15 axial ribs of a variciform nature as they are traversed longitu-

dinally by sharp growth-lamellae which appear also in interstices, in addition

a fairly prominent varix is sometimes present on body-whorl, marking a

former aperture ; suture well impressed ; aperture oval, produced below

into short obhque recurved canal very slightly notched at end ; outer lip

constricted suddenly to canal, varixcd on outside with a sharp edge bevelled

within and crenulate or denticulate ; columella slightly arched, meeting

canal in prominent angle ; inner lip smooth, calloused, extending half-way

along canal.

Holotype in Canterbury Museum.
Height, 9 mm. ; diameter, 5 mm.
Locally.—Petane.

Remarks.—Ilutton's classification of this shell under Gould a species,

which belongs to Tierra del Fuego, was quite tentative. On both occasions

quoted above he says that the New Zealand shell " may be distinct/'

Evidently he was judging from figures. It is most unlikely that the shells

should be specifically the same, considering their distribution. An exami-

nation of Gk)uld's description (1852) shows important differences, among
which are " length nearly an inch . . . 8 or 9 prominent subangular

varices." The New Zealand shell is less than half this length, and has

about 15 variciform axials ; it should therefore be regarded as a distinct

species. Cossmann (1903, p. 54, footnote) changed Trophon crispus (Gould)

to Trophon goiildi, giving as his reason, "Cette denomination fait double

emploi avec celle d'un Murex bien anterieur, dans FEocene du Bassin de

Paris ; Tespece neozelandaiso doit done recevoir un autre nom.'* Now, the

shell in question was described originally (Gould, Proc, Boston Soc. Nat.

HisL, 3, p. 141, 1849) as Fusus crispus, so there is no justification for

changing the specific name, as the Parisian shell is still retained under

Murex. T. gouldi cannot, however, be appUed to the New Zealand shell

;

it was definitely proposed as a substitute for T, crispus^ and must be

associated with that South American species.

Anachis speighti n. sp. (Plate 17, fig. 1.)

Shell small, fusiform ; spire straight, slightly higher than aperture

;

whorls 5 besides protocouch, with flat or slightly convex outlines, body-

whorl more than half heiglit of shell, with rounded base constricted to short
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neck, which is bent slightly to left and backwards
;

protocoiicli elevated

naticoid, of 2 smooth glassy whorls definitely marked by their texture

from the neanic shell; suture impressed, bordered below; sculpture of

about 20 strong axial ribs with narrower interstices extending from suture

to suture but dy^ng out on base, there are spiral grooves ^\^th wider inter-

spaces which appear only in interstices of axials, 5 on penultimate and

4 on spire-whorls, on base the spiral interspaces are raised into rounded

cords about 8 in number, spiral groove first below suture is generally

stronger than the others, giving suture a bordered apiJearance ;
aperture

rhomboidal, angled above, produced below into short wide canal, lightly

notched at end ; outer lip straight, sharp, thickened within with a few

obsolete teeth; columella short and straight, with low oblique fold at

junction with canal ; inner lip smooth, with thin layer of callus ending m
acute angle half-way down canal.

Holotype in the Canterbury Museum.

Height, 10-5 mm ; diameter, 4-5 mm.
Locality.—Petane, clays below limestone.

72ejnarZ;s.—This shell is not uncommon in the Petane clays, but was

not separated by Hutton from A. pisaniopsis ; tlio holotype was, indeed,

among his syntypes of that species. A. speighti is easily separated from

cancellaria

body

only in the rib-interstices on tlie spire-whorls. Figures of the holotypes oi

A. fiscmiopsis and A, cancellaria are given for comparison, (Sec Plate 17,

figs. 3 and 20.)

Alcithoe lutea n. sp. (Plate 17, fig. 17.)

Shell large, ovato-fusiform ; spire conic, two-thirds height of aperture ;

whorls 6, subangled about middle on spire, body-whorl with strong tuber-

culate keel, contracting very slowly to well-marked basal fasciole
;
protoconcn

bulbous, of about 2^ smooth volutions; sculpture—the early whorls have

about 14 obsolete ribs slightly stronger at shoulder-angle, on penultimate

and body-whorls these form strong rounded tubercles, about 7 on latter,

there is no spiral sculpture ; aperture high triangular, channelled uboye,

broadly and deeply notched below ; outer lip thickened, rcflcxed, ascendmg

penultimate whorl, smooth within ; columella inclined, with four strong

oblique folds and sometimes a fifth weak posterior one ; inner lip callou?'ea,

Mddely spread over base and canal.

Holotype in collection of the New Zealand Geological Survey.

Height, 92 mm. ; diameter, 38 mm.
Locality.—Blue sandy clays, Okauawa Creek, Ngaruroro River,

Remarks,—This species is closely related to and is probably the direct

ancestor of Alcithoe arahica, from which it is readily distinguished t)J

its relatively much higher spire (two-thirds instead of one-half aperture),

which gives the shell a different shape. There,are also fewer and strongei

tubercles on A, lutea^ and the columella has generally 4, rarely 5, loius.

A. arahica has generally 5, and often 6 or 7. Alcithoe, of which the genotype

is A. arahica, was treated as a subgenus of Fulgoraria by Suter, 'pl^*^^\^jf

Cossmann
;

boiled, as iv is m lue latter, Aiciihoe snouui taKe ge

Fuhjotaria in New Zealand lists.

; but since the protoconch of the former genus is not laterally

it is in the latter, Alcithoe should take generic rank, and replace

Ancilla (Baryspira) opima n. sp. (Plate 17, fig. 15.)

Shell small, strong, ovate ; spire short and broad, with sharp ape?^ i

protoconch small, almost free from enamel; sculpture, spire, and ^pp^^
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part of body-whorl covered with smooth, inoih'rate callus, niichlle zone

of body-whorl with growth-lines only, sei>arat^d from basal limb by a

comparatively narrow depression ; aperture slightly oblique, oval, deeply

notched below : outer lin convex, thickened above but tliin below and witli

denticle oj^posite spiral depression ; columella slightly concave, truncated

below ; inner lip calloused, \\nth pad extending over parietal wall and

nearly to protoconch.

Holotype in collection of the New Zealand Geological Survey.

Height, 16-5 mm. ; diameter, 11 mm.
Locality.--UOis " Fossil Creek," west of Cottage Koad, ^Maraekakaho.

Remarks.—This species was confused by Snter with A , depre.^sa (Sowerby)

because of its squatuess, but it is comparatively much broader than that

species.

MargJnella (Glabrella) brevespira n. sp. (Plate 17, fig. 6.)

Shell relatively large, oval; spire inconspicuous; protoconch a large

flattened dome ; whorls 3 besides protoconch, with flat outlines on spire,

but body-whorl plump and inflated ; sculpture none, surface smooth and

shining ; aperture long, slightly wider below ; outer lip thickened, varix

din

with
Zealand

Height, 10 mm. ; diameter, 5 mm.
Locality.—Sandy beds in blue clays below limestone, three miles above

mouth of Maraekakaho Creek,

Remarls,—This shell is closely related to M. kirki Marwick, but may
be distinguished by the plump convex outline of the body-whorl and the

very short spire with flat sides,

Mangilia morgani n. sp. (Plate 17, fig. 11.)

Shell of moderate size, fuc^iform ; spire slightly higher than aperture

a,nd canal ; whorls 7, convex, protoconch broken off, later whorls with

short sloping shoulder and blunt angle, base gradually contracted ; sculpture

of strong axial ribs and wide interstices passing from suture to suture.

increasing from 8 to 12 on spire-whorls, k^coraing shorter and finally dying

out on body, last seen on shoulder ; spiral striae obsolete, sometimes more

distinct on base ; aperture ovate, produced below into short wide canal

not notched anteriorly ; outer lip expanded, with shallow sinus between

shoulder-angle and suture ; columella straight, with 2 insignificant folds
;

inner lip thin.

Holotype in collection of the Xew Zealand Geological Survey.

Height, 17 mm. ; diameter, 8 mm. (a paratype is 19 mm. by 8 mm.).

Locality,—1063, shell-bed, Okawa Creek, Ngaruroro River.
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Notes and Descriptions of New Zealand Lepidojjtcra.

By E. Meyrick, B.A., F.R.S.

Communicated by G. V. Hudson, F.E.S., F.N.Z.Inst.

[Bead before the Wellington Philosophical Society, 30th September, VJ21 : received by

Melanch Caradrixidae.

_
?. 37 mm. Head and thorax mixed dark grey and white with

irregular oblique dark streaks. Palpi dark grey sprinkled white, te'rminal
jomt rather long. Abdomen pale fuscous. Forewings elongate-triangular,
termen waved

;
grey sufFusedly irrorated white, veins marked with inter-

rupted blackish lines; first and second lines double, waved - dentate,
blackish-grey, rather curved, second very strongly near costa ; median
shade rather curved grey, on costa forming an oblique blackish streak,
orbicular Lttle marked, large, round, grey-whitish centred with grey
suffusion, remform trapezoidal, white, interior filled with whitish-grey,
anterior edge subconvex, posterior concave; subtrrminal line indicatedby an inwards-oblique streak of dark-fuscous suffusion from costa towards
apex and a similar somewhat interrupted streak from termen beneathapex to dorsum before tornus, terminal area round these suffused whitish

;

black terminal mterneural dots or marks : cilia grey slightlv sprinkled
white Hindwings light fuscous, posterior half suffused rather'dark grey;
eilia fuscous, tips whitish-mixed.

h.nfT^^.^'^^'n'''^'^^*-'^" ^^^^^'^^(^"^^^'O; one specimen. Per-
haps nearest cucullina. ^

' Venusia autocHaris n.'sp.
H^'^^kiomexidae.

ihJ^' ^I'T^
Head orange-ferruginous, a white frontal bar. Palpi,

thorax and abdomen ochreous-orange. Antennae wliite, pectinations light
gr.y. Forewmgs somewhat elongate-triangular, termen bowed, oblique

;

s,^ffr.^'T'f^''
towards costa tinged lilac, costal edge in <^ anteriorly

Wnn, f r^ T^ '^'^^:^V
'^''^^'^ ^^^'^^

' * «'iS^>tIy Annate lilac-

SZ! % r '^""-IT Y""'^
^^^^^^ t^ ^1>"-^ of wing

; in 3 a rather

ZZi^t A^f '^ ?"? ^°**'^ ""'^^ dark-fuscous suffusion : cilia orange,
paler towards tips. Hmdwings pale ochreous-vrllnun^l, ..•h;^i.^..^„.^^A \^%

M^„«+ T> V, J ^^^7 ^^"--'-"^ "^augc, ciua »» III lorewings.

r

Crambidar.
parorma

witwJ^^tr"^'
H^^.^^ «<=Ii5eous-whitish. Palpi ochreous- whitish mixed

nu rP^o?i; T"" ^^'^''? ^'""^^ ^^*^ ^^^^ g^^y- forewings with termen

ZLf^J^.!l.^'^l -^^^-^ fi^ sprinkled grey ;
base

oiUwaJdsl^ d^ ^""r^^ ^l
^''' ^^"^' ^'^i^^^ i« irregular, black, algulated

rj^!?'?J?. ^^^^ ""*^ i""'^^d« t^^ards termen; an obscire curved rather
grcj
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its middle an irregular X-shaped black mark, lower angle resting on a
roundish white spot; second line double, fine, grey, curved, waved,
indented on fold ; a terminal fascia of grey suffusion, including apical

dot preceded by a white crescentic mark, and six black semicircular

terminal dots more or less edged whitish anteriorly : cilia whitish, a dark-

grey basal line and greyish subapical line, Ilindwings light grey, a curved

whitish line at f , and a whitish terminal line, terminal edge grey ; cilia

whitish, a light-grey subbasal line.

Mount Ruapehu (2,800 ft.), Wainuiomata, in December and January
(Hudson) ; two specimens. Very like claina, but immediately distinguisLi^d

by the black terminal dots, of which there is no trace in ehiua.

TORTRICIDAE.
Catamacta transfixa n. sp,

cJ, 15 mm. Head and thorax dark purplish-fuscous mixed with dark

red-brown. Palpi dark fuscous. Antenna! ciliations 1. Forcwings sub-

oblong, costa anteriorly gently arched, with rather broad fold from base to

beyond ^, termen sinuate, oblique ; ferruginous-brown sufEuscdly reticulated

with glistening greyish-violet; a narrow suffused *ochreous-whitish median
streak from base to termen, similar streaks on veins 6 and 7, on vein 3,

and space between this and tornus suffusedly irrorated ochreous-wliitish

:

cilia ferruginous-brown mixed whitish, tips whitish, at apex a violet-grey

bar. Hindwings pale grey, very faintly • mottled ; cilia whitish.

Wellington, in December (Hudson) ; one specimen.

Tortrix zestodes n. sp.

(J. 14 mm. Head ferruginous. Palpi ferruginous-brown, tip mixed dark

fuscous. Antennal ciliations 1^. Thorax ferruginous mixed dark fuscous

Forcwings elongate, slightly dilated, costa anteriorly gently arched, without

fold, termen nearly straight, little oblique ; ferruginous-ochreous ; basal

patch ferruginous, edge rather irregular, oblique ; central fascia ferruginous-

brown, rather broad, very oblique, confluent except towards costa with

a broad ferruginous-brown terminal fascia : cilia ferruginous, with tips

pale, towards tornus grey, on costa barred grey. Hindwings dark grey,

on posterior half dotted pale grey; cilia light grey, with dark-grey sub-

basal line, tips on apex and upper part of termen whitish-ochreous.

^, jlount Arthur, 2,500ft., in January (Miss Stella Hudson);

one specimen. Nearest crypsidora.

Gelechiadae.
Gelechia lapillosa n. sp.

<J.
15-16 mm. Head, palpi, and thorax slaty-grey, somewhat speckled

whitish. Forcwings rather narrow, apex pointed, termen very obhquely

rounded ; dark slaty-fuscous, irregularly sprinkled or mixed whitish-grey
;

markings cloudy, formed by absence of pale mixture, or in one specimen

blackish; spots representing stigmata, plical rather obliquely before first

discal, a thick oblique bar from costa terminating in these two, an

additional spot midway between pUcal and base ; an angulated grey-

whitish transverse shade at f more or less distinct : cilia light grey,

basal half somewhat sprinkled dark fuscous, Hindwings and cilia light

'grey.

Mount Ruapehu, 4,000ft., in January, "very common in river-bed"

(Hudson) ; four specimens. Next lithodes.
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Gelechia aerobatis n. sp.

(?. 15 mm Head, palpi, and thorax light-greyisL Forewings rathernarrow, pointed, termen very oblique; rather light - brownish darkertowards base
; a rather broad whitish costal streak nearly from base to

f, narrowed near base, posterior extremity suffused, a slender suffuseddark-grey streak on costal edge from before middle of wing to 4 •

discalstigmata ratjier elongate, dark fuscous, touching lower edge of 'whitishstreak phcal shghtly marked or obsolete, somewhat before first discalsome fuscous irroration running from second discal to beneath apex •

costa post^eriorly and termen interruptedly lined fuscous : cilia pale-gre^sh'

""rri^h"""
"^ ^^"^^ '''^'''*^'^ '^^'^''^" ^i^^^^i"g« ^igl^t grey

;
cilia pale-

Mount Arthur, 4,000 ft., in January, one example taken by myself

th-cu™ '' '•'''''• '^' ^" ^^^^^^°"- ^^^--^- Ph-retria and^-'

Phthorimaea heterospora n. sp.

.nrJ^ll.V T;- ^T^ whitish-grey-ochreous or grey-whitish. Palpi grey

xcept towlr^b' T'^ J^-*.-hitish anteriorly "suffused dark hJonsexcept towards base. Thorax whitish with central whitish-ochreous stripe

Sht Ttrem^et'^br ""'TT^^ i^^*'^^
"^"^^^ ^P- pointed terirn

SSlv trrnr^S f ^^"'
' l'^^'^

^^ownish - oclireous, on costal half

8priried^wh[trh^ ""T""'' Y^^'^^
'*^^'"^*^ ^^d ^^ ter.ninal area

mLed SaMn nn
-^^^

'"T^^^
dark-fuscous irroration, approxt

^cal soSnesntt'^TT".
wel -marked, black, somewhat before firstaiscal, sometimes a streak of dark-fuscous suffusion on fold towards base •

XorSdVhit' h"""\r"'^^' ^^^^ ^"— c7^ pile gre3^ h'

grt org^y"f' '' "^^"^ grey-whitish. Hindwings a'nd cila^ale

000 two specimens.

Glyfhiptekvgidae,
Glyphipteryx calliactis Meyr.

remtkaSv W^T ''"l
'"\' ^^'^ ^"^"^^ ^^ ^^"^ «P^^ies

;
it differs

from dorsuni .t 1
'

Tk ' '\^^T.? ^^' ^^^"der greyish-ochrcous streaks

wcTJshane ] o.l^
^^^^^^

^"'^^l' ^^P^^^*^^ by%blique slightly-curved

the me allfc nort f T^*'
'P^'"' *?' "^'^^^ ^'^^^ ^^ «^«««d viole -golden,

the ter n na7l k ' ^^''
'r

'"^ "."^ ^^"^^^^ streaks thicker, violet-golden

onc.ituXafZ^^^^^^^^
consisting of a yiolet-golden subapic^I dot, a%hort

of fermei
'' ^'^^ ^ '"'^^^^ *'>'^'^' ^t^eak along lower part

Gracilariadae.
Acrocercops zorionella Huds.

the^Sndnes?' of Z"'"'j, 1 ^'^''^ ^ }''''' '^'''''^ ^^ ^^-"U^Ie through

PareZpa
'^'''"' '' ''^''^'' *^ Acrocercops and not to

Plutellidae.

Thambotricha n. g,*

Antennae ^^1 ""^^'TV'^!'^ '
ocelli posterior

; tongne developed.^^^^^^^nae^, m ^ slender, joints elongate, with spreading whorls of

* Entomologist, vol. 5.«i, Dec, 1922, p. 270.
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extremely long fine ciliations, basal joint moderate, rather stout, with

rather small pecten. Labial palpi long, recurved, second joint thickened

with scales forming a very short apical tuft beneath, terminal joint

somewhat shorter than second, rather thickened with scales, pointed.

Maxillary palpi very short, drooping, filiform. Posterior tibiae with series

of rough projecting bristly scales above. Forewings with 16 furcate, 2

from f, 7 to termen, 11 from middle. Hindwings |, elongate-trapezoidal,

cilia IJ ; 2 remote, 3 and 4 approximated at base, 5-7 somewhat approxi-

mated towards base.

A remarkable form, perhaps nearest Dolicheniis, but very distinct.

Thambotricha vates n, sp.
r

^ . 14 mm. Head pale ochreous, side tufts bronzy. Palpi bronzy-

fuscous. Antennal ciliations 8. Thorax purple-bronzy-ochreous. Abdomen
whitish-ochreous. Forewings elongate, narrowed towards base, costa sinuate,

apex pointed, termen faintly sinuate, oblique
;

pale yellow overlaid with

purple- bronzy-ochreousj costal edge pale yellow from | to f ; discal stigmata

remote, rather dark fuscous, an additional dot beneath and rather before

second, these two partially surrounded with pale-yellowish ; a slender

terminal streak of purple-fuscous suffusion : cilia whitish-yellowish, on costa

suffused purple-ochreous, darkest above apex, on dorsum pale ochreous

tinged purple, cilia extending to before middle of dorsum. Hindwings

and cilia ochreous-wbitish.

Wellington, in March, one specimen swept from forest growth by a

young collector, Edward C. Clarke, aged fourteen, and kindly forwarded

by Mr. Hudson. It is permissible to hope that the discoverer of this

very interesting species may be thus early inaugurating a distinguished

entomological career.

Protosynaema quaestuosa n, sp.

J ?. 12 13 mm. Head and thorax dark indigo-fuscous. Palpi greyish,

terminal joint suffused dark bluish - fuscous anteriorly. Antennae grey,

basal f moderately thickened with dark -grey scales. Forewings rather

narrow, apex obtuse, termen nearly straight, rather oblique, outUne of

terminal cilia rounded ; dark purplish-fuscous ; in one specimen a rather

thick light-brownish streak along anterior half of fold ;
markings iridescent

violet-golden-metallic, more or less broadly edged with brown suffusion ;

a slender oblique streak from costa near base to fold ; a hardly curved

slender transverse median streak, sometimes interrupted ; a dot in disc

at J, nearly touched by an erect streak from tornus ; a dot on costa near

Apex ; a narrow streak along termen, at and near lower extremity pre-

ceded by two black dots : cilia bronzy-grey, tips paler and submetallic,

at apex sometimes whitish. Hindwings rather dark grey ;
cilia grey.

Mount Aurum, bred from larvae on native grasses in January (Hudson)

;

five specimens. Gosely related to sferopmha, but distinguished by the

grey naked apical portion of antennae (in steropmJuz white) and rounded

outline of terminal cilia of forewings (in steropmha always perceptibly

sinuate). The scale-thickening of antennae is less strong and less extensive

than in steropucha, but varies in that species, as also do the metallic mark-

ings of forewings.

Orthenches chartularia n. sp.

J . 16 mm. Head and thorax whitish. Palpi dark grey, tips of second

and terminal joints white. Forewings elongate, apex obtuse - pointed,
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termen slightly rounded, rather strongly oblique ; whitish, irregularly
strewn with dark-fuscous strigulae partially mixed with grey suffusion •

lour small dark-fuscous soots on rosta frnm T^of^M.^ rr^;AA^^ +„ s ^^^ j
'

fuscous
i to I; four dark-

luscous aots on posterior half of dorsum : cilia whitish, a grey basal shade
at apex a grey bar. Hiudwings grey-whitish

; cilia whitish
Mount Ruapehu, 4,000 ft., in Jannarxr riTiirlQnn\ • ««^ c^„„,-

Astrogenes chrysograpta Meyr.

(?$. 12-14 mm. Three fin*

TiNEIDAE.

Mount Ruapehu. 2,800
(Hudson)

;
these have the last three metalhc dots of costa wholly absent

or very shghtly indicated, but after very careful examination I am satisfied
that they are the same species. l,h, Hudson states, " Taken amongst
Cordyhne, very local." •

^

Tinea cymodoce n. sp.

(? . 11mm, Head
ralpi white second Jomt sprinkled fuscous. Thorax rather dark fuscous,
edges of patagia white Forewings elongate, apex obtuse-pointed, termen
very obliquely rounded; bronzy-fuscous; some whitish suffusion towards
costa anteriorly a very fine white longitudinal stria from base beneath

?rL 1 ,
^^\,^.^^"^ ^f« *« middle several very fine short whitish

Striae: a sif^ndpr nhlimio TtrV».^« «4.^««u t . , *

i

rZXV^iu -ri'iuAXHxutea siigntiy smuate from costa about middle
reaching half across wing, two approximated shorter and little oblique
at i two separate nearly direct beyond these, and two verv short white

llrTIf ""'^ ^^''?
i^P'^'.i

^^'^' somewhat oblique slender whitish

S^e l!lT
dorsum at i, middle, and

f, not reaching half across wing,

TtTJtJ''TZl^l^^^^^^^^ ^ ^ «h.-t slightly oblique whitl

a dot of silvery

beneath apex : cilia

of termen, all these becoming suffused and silvery upwards
suffusion in disc at I ; a small silvery-whitish mark bene

nt 1 wfnT'^'^i!^ ""'^r t"""^^'
""^'^ ^^'' °° markings, a biacK oasai iine.

mZ? a ."? ^""'/J^'F'^. '
""* g^«^' d^^k^^ towards base.

an fZnl ^'*^^' '^'60? 2-' ^^ January (Hudson) ; Mr. Hudson has also
an example from Mount Ruapehu. Near aslraea.

Endophthora tylogramma n. sp.

whifli, iT''-
^^^ad o^^^eous-whitish. Palpi dark fuscous. Thorax grey-

7utt: Pf^S'^^^^ ^ ^o^^fl stripe suffusedly mixed blackish. Forewings

bl.S ." ^^"""^^^*"'
'.

P^^Pl^ suffused hght grey, and irregularly mixed
blackish

,
a narrow irregular white dorsal streak from near base, forming

middle, and |, dorsal area above these'suffli^da -iro-.. fi„^ I,-. *;• T
"""'^ iiicoc Buuuseu oiacKisn, oeyona rnese

grey

S^' l"'.»l ^!r?.' : TP'.f'r. '--» «r-"'" (Hudson); one
specimen.
hut if flrrr^oo 1 - i , ^ ^^ Qetermme the neuration accurately,

' t pfrnS e / ^ T^^^^^l '^ Endophthora, and some variation wouldoe permissible
; superficiallv the snor^ips. ;« o ,.«.,. .4:„^;„„^ „„_perficially
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Not-e^ and Descripliom of New Zealand Leptdoptera.

By Alfred Philpott, F.E.S., Assistant Entomologist, Cawtliron Institute,

Nelson.

[Read before the Nelson Institute, 14th July and ISih OcU>b€r, 1022 ; received by Editor,

21st October, 1922 ; issued separately, 6th June, 2924.]

NOCTUIDAE.
Ichneutica dives n. sp.

cJ 2. 39-46 ape

of terminal joint of palpi grey-whitish. Antennae oclireous, in $ whitish,

ferruginous beneath, pectinations in (J J.
Thorax ferruginous, thickly

irrorated with grey, collar grey-whitish. Abdomen fuscous-grey. Legs

ferruginous sprinkled with grey, all tarsi annulated with grey-whitish.

wing
oblique; ferrugimm, irroraled with white and grey; an irregular white

basal hne, interruptedly margined with black anteriorly; first line irre-

gular, bent inwardly beneath costa, broadly excurved at niiddle, white,

posteriorly black-margined ; claviform pale-centred, black-n^argined, touch-

ing first line ; orbicular round, pale-centred, black-margined, half-way

between first hne and reniform ; reniform pale -centred, black-mar^ned

laterally ; a white dot on costa above reniform ; second hne irregularly

curved on upper |, incurved beneath, white, black-margined

subterminal Hne parallel with termen, obscure, grey-whitish :

interruptedly margined with blackish anteriorly; terminal area paler: cilia

ferruginous, obscurely barred with whitish. Hindwings fuscous-grey ;^
a

dark line round termen : ciha fuscous-grey mth faint dark basal line, tii>s

more or less whitish. Female in all respects much paler than male-

anteriorly
;

6 species

ground-colour.
500 ft. Five males and

be pe

pe (?), and paratypes in coll. Cawthron Institute

Persectan

(J ?. 38-40 mm. Head and palpi rpddish-brown sprinkled with white.

Antennae reddish-brown, basally white, in male with short ciUa. Thorax

with sUght blunt anterior crest, greyish-white ; a white frontal bar,

margined beneath with blackish-brown and above w^th reddish-brown

;

patagia margined with reddish-brown. Abdomen in <J brown, in ? grey.

Legs reddish-brown, tarsi mixed with white. Forewings narrow, costa

almost straight, apex blunt-pointed, termen rounded, obhque ;
bright reddish-

brown irroraled with whitish; basal area above middle for about i in cJ

clearer white, in ? less marked and extending farther along costa ;
a fine

blackish median streak from base to ^, margined beneath with dark

reddish-brown ; a broad streak along dorsum suffused with whitish ; first

Imp Rtronfflv dentate, white, wsteriorly brown-margined, hardly traceable

li line in disc above middle ; secondon upper half ; an indistinct blacl

line hardly distinguishable, blackish-margined, strongly dentate, apex ot

teeth marked by black dots ; subterminal very strongly and irregularly

dentate, dentations filled with whitish, anteriorly interruptedly blackish-

margined ; stigmata almost obsolete, in female orbicular and reniform
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represented by obscure pinkish blotches : ciha reJJish-brown, tips more
or less whitish. Hindwings dark fuscous, in malo reddish-tinged : cilia
in 3 grey, in $ basal half white, with interrupted dark basal line'. Under-
sides fuscous-grey, pink-tinged, in $ paler.

In general appearance very like P. ewingii (Westw.) but narrower-
winged and without the peculiar reniform of that species.

Gouland Downs. One of each sex taken in February. Ilolotype i^)
and allotype (?) in coll. Cawthron Institute.

c • Pyraustidae.
bcoparia pura n. sp,

S ?. 21-22 mm. Head grey mixed with fuscous. MaxilHary palpi
grey, labial fuscous. Antennae fuscous, in ^ shortly ciliated. Thorax
dark greyish-fuscous. Abdomen grey, anal tuft ochreous. Legs grey,
anterior tarsi infuscated. Forewings moderately dilated, costa arched at
base, thence straight, apex rounded, termen straight, obUque

;
grey,

strongly suffused with white on basal area and beneath costa to second hne
;

an interrupted blackish Hne at base
; first line indicated hy thick hroimish-

hlach posterior margining, outwardly oblique on upper half, inwardly angled
at middle; orbicular dot-like, detached, black; reniform X-shapcd, black;
second hne irregular, indented beneath costa, incurved on lower § and
dentate above dorsum, white, strongly black-margined anteriorly ; a niar-
ginal series of black dots, preceded by an obscure white shade: cilia

fuscous-grey with a darker basal line. Hindwings greyish -fuscous, darker
apically : cilia as in forewungs. Female paler in all respects.

Near S. nomeutis Meyr., but structurally distinct in the much shorter
antennal cihations

; the angled first line is also a good distinguishing
character.

Common on the tableland of Mount Arthur at 4,000 ft. to 5,000 ft. in
January. Holotype {^), allotype (?), and a series of paratypes in coll.

Cawthron Institute,

Scoparia falsa n. sp.

3 ?. 21-24 mm. Head grey. Palpi brown, mixed with white on upper
surface and white basally beneath. Antennae brown, very shortly cihatcd
m both sexes. Thorax grey mixed with blackish. Abdomen ochreous -grey.

with ochreous.
tibiae

wings
termen faintly sinuate, oblique

;
pale brown, densely irroratcd with white

,

and with scattered blackish -brown scales; an indistinct short blackish-
brown Une from middle of base ; first hne obscure, evenly curved, white,
margined on costa with brown

; a thick brownlsh-hlach discal streak from
first hne to reniform, margined beneath with brown; claviform irregular,
blackish, touching discal streak ; reniform tliick X-shaped, brownish-black,
connecting with basal streak ; second line obscure, white, anteriorly mar-
gined by a senes of blackish dots, moderately indented beneath costa

;

veins interruptedly marked with blackish ; ciha pale brownish mixed with
white. Hindwings ochreous-grey, in $ fuscous tinucd : cilia grey-whitish.

Belongs to rotuella group, but is not closely allied to any species.
A male and two females taken at Gouland Downs in February, and a

male bred from moss taken from the Dun Mountains at about 2.000 ft.

;

pe (?)
r specimen
paratype i

r. noiotvne (rT . anotYPe i^^
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Scoparia gracilis n. sp.

(J?. 16-19 mm. Head fuscous mixed with white- Palpi fnscous,
\vliite beneath basally and partially white above. Antennae fuscous'
ciliations in (J J. Thorax blackish-fuscous with a white anterior median
spot and margins of patagia whitish. Abdomen dark greyish-fuscous.
Legs gTe}7sh-fuscous, tarsi annulated \sith whitish. Forewings narrow,
costa almost straight, apex rounded, termen slightly rounded, oblique

;

pale-hivwnish, irroraled with black and while; linos white ; a very irregular
white-nmrgined black band at base

; first line curved, a Utile oblique with a
dight indentation at middle, posteriorly broadly margined on upper half
with black ; claviform rather large, detached, black ; an outwardly-obhque
broad white fascia from costa at middle, not reaching half across wing

;

reniform obscurely 8-shaped, lower half white, black above; second hne
broadly indented beneath costa, weakly cim'cd to just above dort^um

;

subterminal broad, suffused, interrupted at middle ; a thin terminal line :

ciha greyish-fuscous with darker basal hne. Hindwings greyish-fuscous :

cilia as in forewings.

Near S. critica Meyr., but the form of the lines is different and there are
no yellow markings.

Mount Arthur Tableland, 4,000 ft. to 5,000 ft. Fairly common in De-
cember, and one specimen taken in the middle of January. Holotype
allotype ($), and a series of male i^aratype

Pterophoridae.

150

Since describing the above species from the unique $ taken at the
Mount Arthur Tableland the male has been added to the collection of the
Cawthron Institute, a single specimen of that sex having been secured by
Dr. Tillyard at Goulaiid Downs early in February. It agrees exactly in
colour and markings with the holotyi>e, but is smaller, haWng a wing-
expanse of only 18 mm., as against 21 mm. in the female.

ToRTRTciDAE. (See also p. 212.)

Cnephasia latomana (Meyr.), Trans. N.Z. InsL, vol. 17, p. 145.

I found this species fairly common on the Mount Arthur Tableland in

December, at elevations from 4,000 ft. to 4,500 ft. The type specimen was
a female, and, though Mr. G. V. Hudson took both sexes on Gordon's Pyramid
in 1889, the male, as far as I am aware, has not been described. In
appearance the sexes differ considerably, and it may be aseful to briefly
indicate the differences. While the ground-colour of the female is almost
pure-white, that of the male is densely irrorated with fuscous and ferruginous.
The area is also much reduced, so that the space is often almost w^holly
taken up by the markings. In the female the markings are ochreous-tin^ed,
but in the male they are bright ferruginous. The hindwings of the male
are dark fuscous, In strong contrast to the wliitish ones of the female. The
general effect is to produce a whitish female and a reddish male.

Tortrix argentosa n. sp.

(J $. 16 17mnu Head, palpi, and thorax grepsh-white. Antennae
grey, ciliations in'o" |. Abdomen ochreous-grey-whitish, anal tuft ochreous-
white. Legs ochreous-white, anterior pair and spurs infuscated. Forewin^^s
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elongate, costa strongly arched, apex pointed, termen rounded, very

obUque : silvery white; extreme edge of costa, from base to a varying point,

blackish ; a black dot in disc at |, frequently absent :
cilia greyish-white.

Hindwings and ciha pale greyish-white.
i v , « •

Near T. indigestana Meyr., but whiter and without any reddish sufiusion

"' D^ Mountain, at 3,000 ft. Eight males and one female taken flying

in the evening among low shrubs and herbage. Holotype (<?), allotype (?),

and a series of c? paratypes in coll. Cawthron Institute.

Oecophoridae.

Borkhausenia pallidula n. sp.

<5. 13-14 mm. Head pale whitish-ochreous. Palpi whitish-ochreous,

outwardly infuscated. Antennae whitish-ochreous, annulated with fuscous,

ciliation in c? 1 . Thorax white mixed with pale fuscous. Abdomen ochreous-

whitish, basal segments white, anal tuft brighter ochreous. Legs whitish-

ochreous, more or less infuscated. Forewings rather elongated, costa ev»"iv

blunt
•ated

pale fuscous; many blackish-fuscous scales, ttnd'uig lo form

spot in disc at | and a series of terminal dots : cilia grey-whitish, fuscous-

tinged apically, with a fuscous basal line. Hindwin^ grey-wliitisn.

fusco

line.

'with

An obscure but quite distinct foriu.

Gouland Downs, in February. A series of eight males beaten from

undergrowth

Institute.

type

Glyphipterygidae. (See also p. 213.)

Glyphipteryx octonaria n. sp.

(J. 11-13 mm. Head and thorax bronzy-fuscous. Palpi fuscous-

black with five white bands. Antennae fuscous, clothed
_

with grey

pubescence. Abdomen fuscous. Legs greyish -fuscous, tarsi annulatea

with whitish. Forewings broad, posteriorly dilated, costa evenly archea,

apex rounded, termen sinuate-indented, oblique
;

golden bronze, more

fuscous at base and on area before tomus ; eight violet-white
^^'Ij^l ,

costal strigae, all more or less dark-margined ; first, second, and thir

before middle, outwardly obUque, not reaching centre of wing; .io^"J|

beyond middle, oblique below costa, thence excurved to tornus, pink o

lower f ; remaining strigae more distinctly whitish on costa and pint o

lower portions ; fifth outwardly oblique, joining sixth, which is transverse,

and extending half across wing ; seventh and eighth inwardly obliq

short ; a violet-pink raetalUc patch on termen beneath costa and a lar^e^

one above tornus : cilia whitish, round apex bronzy-black but white oppos

costal strigae. Hindwings dark fuscous, bronzy on apical half :
cilia

fuscous. J

Near G. codonias Meyr., but a smaller species with differently arrange

strigae.
]y

Gouland Downs. Three males found on low forest herbage ean>

in February. Holotype {S) and two paratypes in coll. Cawthron

stitute.
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_ , , . .,, Plutellidae.
Orthenches similis n. sp.

cj ?- 14-16 mm. Head wliite, tinged with fuacuus, Palju fuscous,

second joint with apical ring white, terminal joint mixed with wJiite.

Antennae alternately ringed with blackish-fuscous, and white interrrupud

with fuscous scales. Thorax grejdsh-fuficous with purpli5<h-violet shrm.
Abdomen greyish-fuscous, anal tuft paler. Legs white, anterior pair

infuscated and all tarsi annulated with fuscous. Forewings elongate, costa

evenly arched, apex rounded, termon rounded, obhque ; w^hite, thickly

irrorated with brown ; markings dark brown ; outer margin of basal patch

very strongly oblique ; an outwardly-oblique thick fascia from before middle

reaching half across wing, enclosing a white spot in apical portion ; tomal
and terminal area dark brown, interrupted by upright white fascia from
tomus which unites with white apical area of costa ; tw^o or three brown
spots on costa above white tomal fascia ; sometimes a series of wliite terminal

dots : cilia greyish-fuscous with dark basal line, on costa mixed with white

and sometimes with subapical and tomal whit^ spots. Hindwings grejash-

fuscous, darker, apically : ciha greyish-fuscous with a dark basal Une.

Very similar in appearance to 0. semifasciata Philp., but the hght and
dark areas in that species are more i)ronoxmced, the ground-colour being

less irrorated with brown.

Common at Nelson from November to January in Nothofagus forest

to 2,000 ft. Generally beaten froui a species of GauUheria. Ilulotype (o),

allotype (?), and a long series of paratypes in coll. Cawthron Institute,

Nymphalidae.

Danaida chrysippus petilia StolL, Suppl. Cramer^s PapiUons Exotiques,

132, pi. 28, f. 3.

An example of this butterfly was captured in January at Nelson by
Mr. W. Wastney. Mr. G. V. Hudson {Trans. N.Z. Inst, vol. 40, p. 104,

1908) pubUshed the first record of the species for New Zealand, a specimen

ha\dng been brought to Mr. E. C. Sherlock, who states that he saw another

at the same locahty, a few miles from the Thames. Air. Hudson gives a

description and a figure. The Nelson specimen, which Mr. Wastney has

kindly presented to the Caw'thron Institute, is evidently the Austrahan

subspecies petilia, and from Mr. Hudson's figure it would appear that the

Thames specimen also belongs to that form. Both specimens are females.

Plusiadae.

spectans

A specimen of this common Australian species was captured by

W» Wastney at Nelson in February

the Commonwealth. ppended

Expanse of wnng, 88 mm. Head, thorax, and abdomen dark chocolate-

brown, Forewings dark chocolate-brown, slightly ochreous-tinged on
basal area and with violet metallic sheen in disc and towards dorsum

;

three or four irregular dark-brown fasciae near base ; a double dark-brown

fascia before middle ;
be\

terminal and terminal

upper half to encircle a large black-ringed eye-spot ; sub-

w^aved dark-browii lines. Hindwinffs dark chocolate-

with a median pale-marginc

ing two bluish-white spote.
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bornewhat similar m appearance to Dasypodia selenophora Gn., but easily
distinguished, apart from the generic characters, by the violet sheen, the
difference in the transverse fasciae, and the absence of the terminal series
of white dots.

Crambus abditus n. sp.

Crambidae,

c?. 27 mm. Head ochreous-white. Labial palpi 4, ochreous-white.
Maxilliary palpi white. Antemiae ochreous-white. TJjorax brassy-yellow.
Abdomen and legs whitish-ochreous. Forewings moderate, costa evenly
arched, apex acute, termen almost straight, very oblique ; brassy-yellow

;

costa margined throughout with white; a straight well-defined white median
longitudinal stripe, margined with fuscous above except near base, and more
narrowly beneath on basal half ; some obscure white terminal streaks above
median streak : cilia white. Hindwings white, faintly tinged with ochreous

:

cilia white.

In the acute apex of the forewings this species recalls the much larger
C. ar>gvstipennis ZelL, but the markings are altogether different.

Bred by Mr. C. Lindsay from a larva found at Otarama, Canterbury, in
October. Holotype {^) in coll. Canterbury Museum.

Tortrix scruposa n. sp.

TOKTRICIDAE.

Ai ^I
°"''-

. ^^^^ greyish-white. Palpi grey, terminal segment short
and blunt ypomted. Antennae grey, ciliation 1. Thorax grey, patagia
brown. Abdomen (missing). Legs grey, anterior pair infuscated. Fore-
wings strong y arched at base, thence straight to apex, apex rounded,
termen rounded, oblique; whit€ ; markings bronzy -hroum ; basal patch

second
5 «. .X.......V. , tM,„ curved fasciae

median fascia directed towards

f ; four or five interrupted
irregular fasciae between median fascia and apex: cilia greyish-white,
darker round apex. Hindwings fuscous grey: cilia grey with a darker
basal line.

Not readily comparable with any other Tortrix.
Mount Kuapehu, m January. One male taken by Mr. C. C. Feiiwick,

who retains the type.

Tortrix subdola n. sp.

o. 15-16 mm. Head greyish-white, face darker. Pa pli greyish-white,
darker apically, second segment thickened with scales, apex truncate,
terminal segment very short, hardly projecting. Antennae annulated
alternately with fuscous and whitish, ciliations in 3 |. Thorax fuscous-
grey. Abdomen whitish-grey, anal tuft ochreous-white.' Legs whitish-
grey, anterior pair strongly infuscated. Forewings, costa strongly arched,

pjffJ'''''
J" ' /""'" '•ouuded, very oblique

; silvery-white tinged with grey

;

extreme edge of costa, for short distance basally, fuscous ; median costa

TrnlTf? ? ^;
''^'

' "" 'P'<=^'i^^f/> consi^ing of groups of one to four black

dart; £'7 r'' ^PT'."'^nt black discaldot f cilia whitish-grey with
dader basal hne. Hmdwings and cilia grevish-white.
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Very similar in appearance to T. argevtosn Philj>., but the black speckling
is absent in that species. From T. ivdigestmm Meyr. the structure of the

palpi is a good distinguishing character.

Taken by Messrs. C. C. Fenwick and Morris N. Watt at Ruapehu in

December and January. Five males were forwarded for cxaminaliou.
Holotype (c?) and paratypes in colL C. C. Fenwick.

^, , . . Elachistidae.
Elachista watti n, sp,

cJ. 7-8J mm. Head white, slightly mixed with pale fuscous. Palpi

white. Antennae fuscous - grey. Thorax white mixed with fuscous.

Abdomen greyish-fuscous, anal tuft ochreous-white. Legs ochreous-white,

anterior pair infuscated. Forewings lanceolate ; metallic while, more or

less infuscated, particularly on basal J of costa ; a linear spot of fuscous

below fold at "I ; a median fuscous streak from | to near apex ; both these

markings usually obscure or absent : cilia pale fuscous, round apex clear

white. Hindwings and cilia grepsh-fuscous.

Near E. exaula Meyr., but the conspicuous black markings of that

species are absent.

Taken by Messrs. Fenwick and Watt at Waimarino, in January. Five
males were sent for examination. Holotype {S) in coll. C, C. Fenwick.

Glyphipterygidae,

Simaethis albifasciata n. sp.

cJ ?. 11-12 mm. Head and thorax bronzy-brown densely sprinkled

with white. Palpi ringed with bronzy-brown and white alternately,

second segment slightly tufted beneath. Antennae bronzy-brown annu-
lated with white, dilations in <J 4. Abdomen bronzy-brown, segmental
divisions white. Legs pale brown mixed with white, anterior tarsi annu-
lated with white. Forewings, costa slightly arched, apex rounded, termcn
straight, oblique ; bronzy-brown mixed with blackish ; a patch of white

scales at base above middle ; a broad irregular band of while scales at ^ ;

a small white spot on costa beyond middle giving rise to a very irregular

line composed of violet and blue metallic scales mixed with whit« ; this

line is strongly excurved at middle and is there preceded by a similar

but short line in disc ; a broad white subterminal band of white scales,

followed on the median portion by a line of metallic scales ; a terminal

line of white scales more or less interrupted at middle : cilia bronzy-brown
with a thick black basal line and white tips at middle and tornus. In

female there is a greater admixture of white. Hindwings pale bronzy-

brown ; a straight white fascia from termen before tornus directed towards

f of costa, and reaching half-way across wing ; a fragmentary white

fascia between this and termen : cilia as in forewings but paler and white
tips inconspicuous.

Structurally only comparable with S. marmarra MejT,, but the pro-

minent white subterminal band is sufficient to distinguish it, and there are

several other differences.

A male and female taken in forest on the Mount Arthur Tableland
track in December at an elevation of 4,000 ft. ; and a female secured at

Gouland Downs in February. Mr. C. C. Fenwick has a specimen
captured on Mount Ruapehu in January. Holotype {^) and allotype (?)
in coll. Cawthron Institute.
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TiNEIDAE.

Lindera tessallatella Blanch., Hist, fis. y pol d Chile, Zool, vol. 7,

p. 105, 1852,

This well-known Australian species has now to be recorded from New
Zealand- Five specimens have been taken in Nelson on dates ranging

from December to June. In the Dominion Museum collection is an

example which came from the collection of the late Mr. Norris, but it

has no label, and no data are available. Mr. J, G. Myers has reared the

species from a larva found in old sacking and rubbish at Aramoho, the

moth emerging on 26th October.

In general appearance this species is very similar to the Oecophorid

BorJcJiausenia pseudospretella Stt., and no doubt specimens have been

frequently passed over for that species. As the publication in which

Blanchard's description appeared is not easy of access to New Zealand

students I here give a short description of the species.

cJ $. 16-34 mm. Head, palpi, and thorax ochreous. Antennae ochre-

ous, obscurely annulated with fuscous. Abdomen and legs pale ochreous.

Forewings, costa moderately and evenly arched, apex broadly rounded,

termen very oblique
;

pale ochreous, densely covered with fuscous dots

and strigulae ; round apical half of costa and on dorsum the dots are

larger ; a prominent large spot on fold at | : cilia ochreous mixed with

fuscous- Hindwings and cilia dull fuscous.

Mallobathra strigulata n. sp.

(J,
15-17 mm. Head dark brown, sometimes ochreous-tinged. An-

tennae ochreous, blotclied with fuscous, ciliations in <J 2|. Thorax dark

bronzy-brown. Abdomen dark brown. Legs brown, anterior tarsi annu-

lated with ochreous. Forewings, costa evenly arched, apex rounded,

termen obliquely rounded, dark hronzy-hrown with numerous transverse

waved ochreous bands, inseparable on apical half of wing; near base,

especially on dorsal part of wing, some violet metallic scales
;
on dorsum

at middle the bronzy-brown colouring forms a dark semicircular spot

margined before and behind by a clearer area of ochreous : cilia bronzy-

brown mixed with ochreous. Hindwings and cilia dark fuscous.

In general appearance near M. crataea Meyr., but nearly twice as large

and with clearer markings.

Nelson, in forest at 2,500 ft. Not uncommon in December. Holotype {S)

and a series of paratypes in coll. Cawthron Institute,

Mallobathra fenwicki n. sp.

(J. 14 mm. Head dark brown, ochreous - tinged. Antennae dark

brown, obscurely annulated with ochreous, ciliations in $ 3. Thorax

dark purpHsh-brown. Abdomen rich dark brown. Legs brown, tarsi

annulated with ochreous. Forewings, costa evenly arched, apex broadly

rounded, termen oblique ; dark shining purplish - brown with slight

ochreous admixture ; an obscure ochreous mark on termen before

and a more prominent triangular ochreous patch before tornus :
cilia con-

colorous with wing. Hindwings and cilia dark purplish-fuscous but less

bright than forewings.

Close to M. homolapa Meyr., but differing chiefly in the pronounced

purplish sheen.

Mount Kuapehu, in January. Two or three examples taken by

Messrs. Fenwick and Watt. Fenwick
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The Tibial Strigil of the Lepidoptera.

By Alfred Philpott, F.E.S., Assistant Entomologist, Cawthron Institute,

Nelson.

October.

iparately, t

Plate 18.

nn
bearing dentate or pectinate processes, stand in need of some method by
which they can be kept free from dust, particles of food, and other matter,

wi

of their functions. Few insects have entirely naked legs ; in almost aU
with

wings

tures

of the body. For the treatment of the antennae, however, special struc-

have been evolved in several groups. In the ants, for instance, the

apical spur of the anterior tibia and the base of the opposing first tarsal

segment are armed with a row of spines, the antennae being drawn through

them ; in the honey-bee the first tarsal segment has, near its base, 'a trans-

verse rounded notch which fulfils the same purpose. In the Coleoptera the

members of the Carabidae have the anterior tarsi armed beneath with a

complicated series of combs and brushes. But in the Lepidoptera alone

does an antenna-cleaning apparatus appear as an ordinal character-

In the literature at my disposal I have been unable to discover any

detailed description of the lepidopterous strigil. Meyrick {Handbook of

British Lepidoptera, p. 4) says, " The anterior tibia [in Lepidoptera] is

ms
further hridg

vol. 6, p. 314) states that '' the front tibia [in the Lepidoptera] usually

possesses on its inner aspect a peculiar movable ^^ad ; this seems in some

cases to be a combing-organ ; it also often acts as a cover to peculiar

scales." J. B. Smith (Revision of the Deltoid Moths, Bulletin of the United

Muse gth the very peculiar

modifications of the legs in that group of Lepidoptera, but I have not had

an opportunity of examining any species dealt with by him.

Though in this paper I treat these structures as strigils or combs for

the antennae, it must be remembered that their actual use in such a

use

antennae and the tibial structure seem to be correlated that I adopt this

provisional view of the function of the latter. It will be found that, in

general, those species with the most " plumose " antennae have the most

highly developed strigils ; further, when the male has strongly pectinated

antennae and the female simple ones, or nearly so, the former will be found
structure

barely half the size. It may also be observed that the position and shape

of the organ, together with the modification of the tibia, are such as would
be suitable for the function indicated.

Except in certain instances, to be referred to, it does not appear that

the study of the tibial strigil will prove of much value to the systematist.

Since the above was written the act of passing the antennae through the strigils

has several times been observed. It is not uncommon to see moths which have been
put in the cyanide killing-bottle, as soon as the effects of the fumes begin to be felt,

rnmnifince to comb their antennae rapidly with the strieils.
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Throughout the Heteroneura, with such excej)tions as the deltoid group
and a few others, the strigil remains very much the same, varying only in

being a Httle broader or narrower, more flattened or more rounded, curved
or straight. Between the strigil of the Heteroneura and that of the Homo-
neura, however, the difference is considerable, while the difference between
the families of the Homoneura is as great as that between the suborders.

In order to ascertain if any homologous structure was present in related
orders, the Trichoptera and Mecoptera were examined. In the Trichoptera,
species of the genera RhyacopJnla, Psilochorema, Hydrohiosis, Hydropsyche,
Polyplectropus, Triplectides, Notanatolica, Oecetis, PMlanisus, Philorheithrus,
PycHocentna, Olinga, and Oeconesiis ; and, in the Mecoptera, Clioristella.

Nannachorista, Harpohittacus, TaeniocJwrista, Bittacus, CJioristella, and
Metope

, have all yielded negative results, and it seems therefore reasonably
certain that^ the tibial strigil in the Lepidoptera is peculiar to that order.

'

The families of the Lepidoptera, as far as I have been able to examine
them, will now be considered in order, and the modifications of the cleaning-
apparatus described.

Suborder HOMONEURA.

MiCKOPTERYGTDAE.

Of this, the most primitive family of the Lepidoptera, I have examined
Sahatinca and Micropteryx only. The strigil in these genera (fig. 1) is a
simple leaf-shaped structure, lying, both transversely and longitudinally,
convexly to the tibia (fig. 2). It is covered with hair on both surfaces,
but that on the inner surface is longer, and directed chiefly towards the

fissure, forming At its attachment to the
tibia the stngil is much narrowed, and connects to a circular base by means
of a thm membrane which allows of free movement (fig. 3). This method
of basal connection seems to point strongly to the strigil being a modified
spur. Presumably, after development into a strigil, the structure moved
basad or distad in sympathy with the tibial modification or other condi-
tions as the different forms evolved. The base of the strigil is about the
middle of the tibia, and its apex rather less than a quarter from the tibial
apex Except for being somewhat swollen round the base of tlie strigil,
the tibia itself is not modified ; there is not the flattening beneath, nor the
formation of a groove, as occurs in the higher groups.

Mnesarchaeidae.

Mnesarch

with
fifths as long as the tibia is broad (fig. 4). It is clothed „.„„ ....... ..
to those on the tibia itself, and no hair is present. The reduction of the

v^^^'^i?/
S^^^s IS apparently correlated with the tvpe of antenna, this

being filiform and scaled, with a few minute hairs. In Sahatinca the better-
developed strigil IS accompanied by submoniliform antennae which are
thickly covered with hair.

Hefialidae.

with the structure so far
described

;
it is an outgrowth from the tibial wall instead of a modified

spur. The Hepiahdae are without tibial spurs, and it seems probable that
they were never provided with the strigil as it exists in other Lepidoptera,
but evolved a different organ to carry out the same function. At or near
the base of and beneath the tibia there is a flap-like structure, covering

]T
^^."^^^^"^f^ce and extending usually about half-way along the segment

(hg. 5). Ihere is no indication of a hinge at the base, the strigil passing
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Fig.

Fig.

Fia.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

5

8

1.

2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Sabatinca q^adrijaga Meyr. Strigil removed from tibia
.

Sabatinca chrymrgijra Meyr. Portion of tibia with fitngil attached ; view

from outer side. .,..., j ^ v • i-i

Sabatinca quadrijnga Meyr. Tibia with strigil removed to show nng like

point of attachment.

Mnesarchaca hanmdelpka Meyr. Portion of tibia with strigil Some scales

are shown and the bases of others indicated.

5, Charagra virescem Dbld. Portion of tibia with flap-like strigU,

^,—Poruia Hlgnuta Walk. Tibia : view of back of strigil.

7^ Onropera mMocera Turn. Portion of tibia, showing reduced spine-like strigil.

s[—Frau.i sp. Portion of tibia, showing vestigial strigil with spines and scales.
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into the tibia without any modification. The origin of the organ, in this

nil

into a fold, and thence into a flap, after which, in some instances, it

narrowed into a spur-hke form. The walls of the strigil are not fused, and
can be separated without difficulty. In Porina the strigil is strongly con-
cave to the tibia, forming a rounded channel for the reception of the
antenna (Plate IS, fig. 3). The outer sinus is not usually produced far

back towards the base ; in many instances the outer apical margin
is broadly excurved, and joins the tibia forward of the apical point
(fig. 6), Porina dinodes Meyr. differs from most of the other members
of the genus in having the strigil lying closer to the tibia, thus form-

smus the
structure. Perissectis is similar to Porina ; Charagia and TrictetHi have
very simple strigils, merely flaps standing out very slightly from the
tibia and quite hidden in the long hair of the limb. The huge Hepialid,
Leto staceyi, is one of the few species of moth in which I have failed to
find a strigil of any sort. The antennae of this species arc very short
and but slightly hairy, and both tibia dnd tarsi bear thick spreading tufts
of hair on each side

; probably these brush-like devices have superseded
the strigil as a cleaning-apparatus. In Fraus croceus Luc. the strigil has

spur

nn Oncow
this narrowing is carried to an extreme point, the strigil being reduced to
flip fnrm nf a a+/Mi+ or^Tr^^ T'l,;„ i • i • i ^^ • i.„the form of a stout spine,

hairs, springs

(fig. 7)._ An
showing

with
four

In the male the organ
is of the usual generic type, though rather small, while in the female it is

reduced to a mere vestige (fig. 8). The tibia, beneath the strigil, is

with curved
the dinumshed female organ. It seems probable that these hooks form
the essential part of the cleaning-apparatus, that the strigil is now more
or less functionless, and is undergoing reduction accordingly.

Suborder HGTERONEURA.
In the Heteroneura the typical strigil is a rather flat organ, something

like a longitudinally folded leaf. In the lower groups this fold is not
central, leaving a considerable portion of the inner part single, but in the
higher groups the folding is often complete, and the strigil tends to become
irregularly tubular. The structure is more or less convex to the limb, and
IS clothed on the inner side with short dense hair. It is situated on the

course
in most species it occupies the central third of the limb, but may arise

;l°°^.-^^^'"
-^^^ ^^^^ ^""^ ^""^^^^ ^"^ ^^^ apex

; in the Pterophoridae, where
tne tibia IS much elongated, the strigil has moved distad to an apical
position. The tibia itself is usually flattened beneath, and the hair on
tnat part of its surface covered by the strigil is frequently lengthened and .

airected obhquely outwards so as to be opposed to the antenna when it

IS being drawn through. On tho outer side of the tibia there is usually a
more or less dense brush of hair; this covers the outer fissure of the
stngiJ, and apparently acts as part of the cleaning-apparatus. Beneath
the strigil the tibia is often hollowed out so as to form a groove for the
reception of the antenna.
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TINEOIDEA, TORTRICOIDEA, axd PYRALOIDEA.

These three superfamilies require little comment. The strigU is of

the type described under the heading of the suborder,?aud is remarkably

uniform (figs. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13).

9

II

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig,

Fig.

Fig.

9,

—

XysmcUodoma naxosa

10.

—

Xysmatodoma saxosa

11,

—

Crosidoaema plebeian

12.

—

Cranibus crenaew M
13.-

Strigil in male.

Stri^ in female.

>T Strigil folded back to show concavity beneath.

Alnc^ta monospuaiis wklk. Tibia, viewed from outer fis3ure of stngil.

14.—Synemon hesperoides Feld.

\o.—Entomeia Jervius Walk.

CASTNIOIDEA.

Castxidae.

In this family only two or three species of SyHemon have been available

for examination. In these the strigil is folded completely round and fused

forming a hollow spur. The structure has the appearance of a much reduced

organ, and it is probable that the smoothly jointed and closely scaled antennae

are not difficult to keep clean (fig. U).
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ZYGAEXOIDEA.

Zygaenidae.

In the small moths of the genus Pollanisus, the only species investigated,

no strigil is present.

LiMACODIDAE.

Neither sex possesses a strigil. The antennae are comparatively short,

but are usually bipectinated in the male, frequently only on the basal

portion. All the tibiae, and also the first tarsal segments, are thickly fringed

with long hair-scales ; on the anterior pair of legs these scale-brushes may
carry out the functions of the strigil.

LASIOCAMPOIDEA.
J

Lasiocampidae.

The genera Entometa and Porela have' a strong strigil springing from a

little below the base of the tibia and extending almost to the apex. It

is slightly flattened, curved, and spur-Hke (fig. 15),

NOCTUOIDEA.

Liparidae.

The Liparidae have the strigil rising above the middle of the tibia.

Frequently it springs from just below the base, as in Laelia, Notoloupus,

and Porthesia. In some genera^for instance, Argina and Asota—it is rather

short and broad (fig. 16), but in Porthesia and its allies the organ is as long

as the tibia itself. The sexual diflterence in this group is also very striking.

In the females of Laelia and Porthesia the strigil is reduced to an apparently

functionless vestige, a weak and thin appendage covered with fine hairs

(figs. 17, 18). In Notoloupus australis Walk, the female is apterous and has

lost all trace of the strigil. It need hardly be said that these sexual

differences in the strigil are correlated with the condition of the antennae,

those of the males being strongly pectinated, while those of the females

are shortly pectinated or simple. The male of Laelia obsoleta Fabr. has the

longest antennal pectinations of any species of the family which I have

examined, and the strigil is proportionately longer than in any other.

NOCTUIDAE.

In the Hypeninae and Plusiinae the strigil is usually rather short and
broad, the organ springing from a little below the base of the tibia (fig- 19)-

The antennae in these groups are generally of the simple type, but in the

somewhat aberrant Rhapsa scotosialis Walk, the antennae of the male
are strongly bipectinated, a condition accompanied by a corresponding
development of the strigil, which is almost as long as the tibia. In the group
of small forms represented by Euhlemma, Araeoptcra, and other genera

the strigil is of normal shape and size, but in Tarache nivipicfa But!, the

organ has moved distad to the middle of the tibia and is broader than usual,

the tibia being also broadened and flattened to accommodate it (fig. 20).

In the Melanchrinae a different tvpe of antennal armature is met with.

The segments are frequently subdentate, or serrate, and are almost always
either ciliated or bear short stiff pectinations. Apparently in order to

meet these modifications, the strigil in this group has assumed a special

form. The outer margin, instead of being free from base to apex, is attached
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16

€^

Argum cribraria Clorck.

Laelia ohf^ohta Fabr. Strigil in male.

Laelia obsoleta Fabr. Strigil in female.

Calpe enmrghata Fabr.

Taraclie nivvpkfa Butl.

Melavchra agorasiis Meyr.

Persectania etvingii Westw.
Irhneutica ceraunicus Mejrr.

Schistophhps alhida Walk.

Ardices curvala Don.
Metacrias erichrym Meyr.

To show {a) attaching momhrane.

Deta »».-
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by a membrane for a third or more of its upper portion to the tibia

(figs. 21, 22). The lower part is armed with the usual fringe of hairs, but near

its centre it is broadly and deeply convex. The tibia is somewhat flattened,

and bears an oblique groove which passes beneath the comb, forming with

the convexity of the latter a covered channel through which the antenna
can be drawn. Fitting into the convexity of the strigil is a dense bunch of

hairSj the whole forming a cleaning-apparatus with comb above and brush
below. That this type of strigil is correlated with the usual type of

antennal armature in the Melanchrinae seems still more probable when the

genus Ichneutica is examined (fig. 23). Here the antennal segments are

more regular, and the armature consists of strong bipectination. Not only
is the strigil greatly enlarged, being about four-fifths of the length of the

tibia, but its outer margin is free right to the base, and there is no concavity
similar to that generally found in the grou|).

Arctiidae.

In the Arctiidae the antermae are usually small, and have little armature

•

The strigil, which is usually not highly developed, shows in some forms, as

Schistophleps (fig. 24), the same extension of the attaching membrane as

in the Melanchrinae. Comarchis and Celama also exhibit this character,
though in a less degree. Ardices possesses an unusual type of strigil for this

family, it being long, free throughout the entire length of the lower fissure,

and covered outwardly with dense hair-scales (fig. 25). Metacrias also

displays a peculiar strigil. The tibia in this genus is very short ; it is also

somewhat curved and hollowed out beneath. In this convexity, its base
being deeply sunk in the limb, lies a broad naked strigil (fig. 26).

Syntomidae,

The Syntomidae offer no unusual
rather small, centrally folded, and broj
of hairs on the outer margin.

with

NOTODONTOIDEA.

NOTODONTIDAE.

Walk
the tibia and follows a somewhat spiral course. In Epicoma tristis Lewin
the organ is also concave, but has no spiral twist (fig. 27). In the females
of both these species the strigil is absent, as it is also in the very peculiar
Ochrogaster contraria Walk.

Sphingidae.

^
The hawkmoths have a well-developed strigil occupying the middle

third or more of the tibia. It is concave to the limb, centrally folded, and
bears a fringe of stiff spines on the margin of its inner fold (Plate 18, fig. 2).

Though the edges meet, they are not fused except towards the apex. The
organ is deeply set in the tibia at the base, and is almost entirely exposed
(fig. 28). In Mela

curvedw^ — --^ ^T -w M^ -%^^ ^^ ^^ m^ J 1^ ^^ j^m |4 II v~# 1 f 11 liV I 7^ lllr 111 lill r~^ I J I I II ^fl» I ^1 A 1 1 1 V r^l m I \W \J^ A ^ T

the lengthened upper part of it acting apparently as a spring to keep
nressure an thp afT^rril o«/4 4.1.^ i l t • _ j_j .i «^T fotrigil

receive the antenna (Plate 18, fig. 1).
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GEOMETROIDEA.

Throughout this superfainily the strigil shows little variatiou. It

usually occupies from one-half to one-third of the tibia apically. It is

generally only partially folded, so that the lower fringed part can be seen

^

Fig.

Fig,

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

27.

28
29
30

31.

32.

33.

34.

Epicouui trhiis Lewin.
Cephanodes janus Misken. Portion of tibia with strigil removed

Vennsia undosata Feld.

Talosoma lestevaia Walk. Portion of tibia with strigil removed

to show dense tuft of hair beneath.

Declana juiiciilinea Walk. Strigil in male.

Dedana jitnctilinea Walk. Strigil in female.

Papilio tnacleayanus Leach.

Signeta fammeata Bntl.

projecting (fig. 29), The brush on the tibia is long and dense (fig. 30).

Many of the species provide excellent examples of the correlation between

antennal armature and strigilar development. In those forms in which

the antennae of the male are bipectinated while those of the female are
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simple the stngil is mvanaDly touna to oe mucn reaucea in ine laiier sex.

For instance, in the male of Vemtsia nndosata Felcl. (see fig. 29), which has

strongly bipectinatecl antennae, the strigil is more than half the length of

the tibia ; but in the female of the species, the antennae of which are

simple, the organ is only one-quarter the length. The same sexual difierence

in antennae and strigil occurs in Xanthorhoe, Notoreas, and Selidosema,

but in Dasyuris, where the antennae are simple in both sexes, there is

practically no difference in the size or condition of the strigil. In Declana

most of the species have strongly pectinated antennae in the male and less

strongly pectinated or simple antennae in the female. Figures of the tibiae

in both sexes of Declaim junctilinea Walk, under equal magnification are

given, in order to show not only the difference in size, but the strong bend

or angle of the apical portion in the male (figs. 31, 32).

UEANIOIDEA.

Uraniidae.

The striking day-fljang North Australian moth Nyctalemon orontes

Linn., so like a butterfly superficially, has a strigil resembling that of Papilio,

but less folded and shorter in proportion.

PAPILIONOIDEA.

In the butterflies many of the families have more or less reduced anterior

legs, and in such famiUes the strigil has disappeared. In those families

in which the forelegs are normally developed, however, a strigil is present.

It is usually rather long and narrow, folded completely round, and partially

fused (fig. 33). In the Hesperidae the strigil is almost hidden in a tuft of

hair-scales. It is folded almost into a tube, though the edges are not fused.

It lies strongly convex to the limb, and if viewed from the right angle an

aperture may be observed between the two,
directed towards the middle line (fig. 34).

with

In conclusion, it may be pointed out that many of the families of the

Lepidoptera have not been examined, but it does not seem probable that

the investigation of these will materially affect the conclusions arrived at,

which may be summarized as follows : In the Lepidoptera, with com-

paratively few exceptions, a strigil or comb for cleaning the antennae is

found on the anterior tibiae. This strigil is a modified spur which has

become flattened and covered with hair beneath. In some of the most

specialized forms this flat leaf-like organ has been completely folded round,

the margins meeting and becoming fused so as again to take the form of

a hollow spur. In one group, the Hepialidae, the strigil does not seem to

have been derived from a spur, but to have originated as an outgrowth

of the tibial wall. Almost invariably the development of the strigil is

found to be correlated with the condition and armature of the antennae,

whether such condition be sexual or systematic. ,

I desire to express my thanks to Dr. R. J. Tillyard, Chief of the

Biological Department, Cawthron Institute, for reading the text, and for

much encouragement and advice during the carrying-out of the investigation ,

also to Mr. W. C. Da\'ies. Curator nf i.liP TTisflfiite. for the excellent

photographic plate.
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Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

1. -Portion of tibia of ^retamh^^a8 auslralaslae Don. with strigil in hUu,

Apical portion of the strigil of Spliinx convohnli L., to show

Tibia of Porina Jocoaa MejT. with stngil tii situ.

fringe of spines.

Face p. 224.]
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New
from the New Zealand Coast, with Notes

By W. M. Bale, F.R.M.S.

Comnmnicated by Dr. Chas. Cliilton

1

[Read before the Philosopliical Institute of Canterbury, 2nd August, 1922 ; received by
Editor, 31d Deceviber, 1922 ; issued separately, 12th June, 1924.]

1. Introduction.

The Hydroida dealt with in the present paper are, for the mOvSt part,

included in a collection forwarded by Professor Chilton from the Canter-

bury College, Christchurch, to Mr. E. A. Briggs, of the Australian

Museum, Sydney, for examination and report.* Mr. Briggs commenced
the work, but, finding that stress of official duties was likely to prolong

it unduly, he suggested that I should undertake the task, which I have
accordingly done, I have also included descriptions of several other

New Zealand species hitherto imperfectly known, or not identifiable from
the original accounts.

I have to thank Professor W. B. Benham, of the University Museum,
Dunedin, for valuable assistance in sending me portions of type specimens

of some of Button's and Coughtrey*s species, preserved in the Museimi,

which enable me to identify some of those species previously unrecognized.

My thanks are also due to the Trustees of the British Museum for

examples of some of Allman's New Zealand species, as \\cll as for one of

Gray's not hitherto identified since its description in 1843. This species,

as well as several of Allman's which have been wrongly associated with

other forms, will now, I trust, be rendered identifiable. I have specially

to thank Captain Totton, of the British Museum, for much trouble taken

by him in furnishing me with information regarding the New Zealand

species in the Museum, and forwarding specimens.

2. Literature of the New Zealand Hydroida.

The first published hst of New Zealand Hydroida was that by Dr.

J. E. Gray, in Dieffenbach's New Zealand, 1843, in which were described

four species collected by Dr. Sinclair and one by Sir Joseph Banks.

Captain Hutton's paper in Trans. N.Z. Inst, for 1872 included several

new species, with a number of those previously kno\\Ti ; in some of the

latter, however, the identifications have proved mistaken.

Dr. Millen Coughtrey, in his papers in Trans. N.Z. Inst, for 1874 and
1875, and one in the Annals and Magazine of Natnral History for 1876,
added considerably to what was already known regarding the New Zea-
land species, and included some new ones, also furnishing, for the first

time, figures of the forms described. Of the few Plumularians mentioned,

*The collection has been deposited in the Canterbury Museum, Christchurch, New
Zealand.—C. C.

^

8—Trans.
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liowever, the figures and descriptions have not proved sufficient to enable

observers to discriminate between nearly allied forms.

For the next twenty years no special account of New Zealand species

appeared, either in the colony or elsewhere, but a number of new species

were included in Allman's papers in the Joimml of the Linnean Society

of 1876 and 1885, and in the " Challenger " Reports ; also in the works
of Kirchenpauer, Thompson, von Lendenfeld, Marktanner-Turneretscher,

and others.

All these are enumerated in Farquhar's " List of New Zealand

Hydroida," which was pubhshed in Trans. N,Z. Inst., vol. 28, p. 459,

1896, and which is the only complete list of New Zealand species up to

that date. More recent pubhcations are Hilgendorf's "On the Hydroids
of the Neighbourhood of Dtmedin," in Trans. N.Z. hist., 1897, and a

report on a collection of New Zealand hydroids in the Zoologischen

Jahrhuchern, 1901, by Dr. CL Hartlaub,

3. Nomenclature.

Since the publication of Farquhar's fist there have been many changes
of nomenclature, especially as a result of Levinsen's researches among
the Sertularians. which were formerly regardedFor example, species ^

as typical Thuiariae are now referred to Serliilarella, others which were
ranked under Sertuluria have been relegated to Thuiaria, and so on.

Species which for these and other reasons have had their names changed
are comprised in the following Hst, in which Farquhar's names appear in

the first column, and the names to which the various species are assigned
in the present paper in the second.

Names in Farquhar's List.

Tubularia attemwides Coughtrey
Coryne tenella Farquhar
Campanularia caliculata Hincks
Campanularia caliculata var, mahrogona

V. Lendenfeld
Campannlaria bilabiata Coughtrey
Hebella scandeiis (Bale)
Halecium delicatula Coughtrey .

,

Halecium parvulum Bale
Sertularia elovgata Lamourous .

.

Sertnlaria crinis Allman
Sertularia ramulosa Coughtrey .

.

Sertularia huttoni Marktanner-Turneretsclier

Sertularella capillaris Allman
Seriularella polyzonias (Linne) .

SertulareUa episcopus Allman
Thuiaria zdandica Gray.
Thuiaria monilifera Hutton
Thuiaria subarticulaia Coughtrey
Thuiaria ctuadridens Bale • •

• •
Desmoscyphu8 buskii Allman
Hydrallmania bicalycula Coughtrey
Syutli^ecium ramosum Allman
Synthecium campylocarpam All
Plumularia campamtla Busk
PluTmilaria fvryida Bale
Plumularia nt^uUinoda Allman
Aglaophenia bayiksii (Gray)
Agloophenia formoaa (Busk)
Aglaophenia pennatula F Coughtrey

•

• •

Names in this Paper.

Ttibularia attenuoidcs Coughtrey.
Syncf/ryne ietieUa (Farquhar).
Orihopyxis cahcnlata (Hincks).

Orihopyxis tnacrogona {v. Lend.).

Silicularia bilahiaUi (Coughtrey).
Hebella calrnrata (L. Agassiz).

Halecium deUcah'him Coughtrey.
Haleciv 771 flexile Allman.
Stereotheca eloagaia (Lamouroux).
Sertularin fasciculota (Kirchenpauer).
Sertularia fasciculota (Kirchenpauer).
Stereotheca huttoni (Marktanner-Turner

etscher).

Seriularella johnstoni ^Gray).
SertulareUa simplex (Hutton).
Sertnlaria episcopus (Allman).
Stereotheca zelandlca (Gray).

SeJaginopsis monilifera (Hutton).

SertulareUa subarticulaia (Coughtrey).

Seriularella qvadridens (Bale).

Thuiaria buski (Allman).
Thuiaria bicalycula (C'oughtrey).

Synthecium elegant Allman.
Synthecivm orthogoniuvi (Busk).

Schizoiricha campanula (Busk).

Plumularia seiacea (Ellis).

Plumularia setacea (Ellis).

Hemicarpus hanksi (Gray).

Thecocarpus formosus (Busk).

Aglaophenia huttoni Kirchenpauer.
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4. Additions to the Species since Fakquhar's List.

In Hilgendorf's paper of 1897 are included six species said to be new
to New Zealand. They are as follows :

—

Tuhiclava fruticosa Allman. (The identification with Allman's
species is doubtful, and the form does not appear different from
T. rubra Farquhar.)

Honitheca intermedia n. sp.

Obelia nigrocaiilus n. sp.

Calycella parkeri n. sp, (This is not at all like a Calycella, but is

a typical Gonothyraea, very probably G. hyalina Hincks.— Vide

G, Parheri.)

Hypanihea asymmetrica n. sp. (The same as Eucopella campamdaria
V. Lendenfeld, now referred to Silicvlarta,)

AglaopJienia flicula Allman. (Identification very doubtful.)

Hartlaub, in his paper of 1901, adds the following:

—

Syncoryne sp.

Perigonimus sp.

Clytia johnstoni (Alder).

Eucopella crenata n. sp. (Previously figured, but not named, by
Coughtrey. See OrtJwpyxis crenata.)

Thyroscyphus tridentatus (Bale). (= T. simplex (Lamouroux).)
Serluhrella tenella (Alder). (One of the forms included by Coughtrey

under S. simplex, but afterwards named by him S. rohusta, q.v.

Not S. tenella ?)

Sertularella solidula Bale. (Not S, solidula; see S. crassiuscula.)

Sertularella fusiformis Hincks var. nana. (Is S. simplex Hutton.)

In a paper in Trans. N.Z. Inst,, vol. 47, p. 146, 1915, Professor

H. B. Kirk describes a new genus and species, Ascidioclava parasitica.

The hydroids which in the present paper are recorded as new to the

New Zealand region are the following :

Syncoryne sp. Bale.

Syncoryne eximia Allman.

Obelia nodosa n. sp,

Obelia cougJitreyi n. sp.

Campanulina humilis n. sp.

Thuiaria farquJiari n, sp.

Sertularella columnaria Biisrsrs,

Sertularella cra^siuscula n. sp.

Sertularella edentula n. sp.

Plumularia selacea (Ellis) var. opima
n. var.

Plumularia waitsi Bale.

Thecocaulus Jieterogona n. sp.

AglaopJienia plumosa Bale.

Thecocarpu^ chiltoni n. sp.

Halicornaria rostrata n. sp.

The references prefixed to the various descriptions are not exhaustive.

In a number of cases, where no change has occurred in the nomenclature,

I have commenced with a reference to Farquhar's list, whore the earlier

synonymy will be found. In other cases I have referred for the synonymy
to more recent publications, where they are easily procurable, like the
*' Endeavour " Reports, &c.

5. Descriptions of the Species,

Fam. Atractylidae.

Perigonimus sp. Hartlaub.

Hartlaub, 1901, p. 36S.

Hartlaub mentions a fragment of a Perigonimus fror

but the material was insufficient for a complete diagnosis.

8*
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Fam. BOUGAINVILLIDAE
1

Hemitheca intermedia Hilgendorf

Hilgendorf, 1897, p. 202.

Fam. Clavidae.

Tubiclava rubra Farquhar.

Farquhar, 1895, p. 209 ; 1896, p. 459.

A fragment from Suimaer, containing two hydranths, much shrunken

and blackened, may belong to tbe above species. I think it probable that

be the same as Farquhar's species.

Ascidioclava parasitica Kirk.

fruticosa

Kirk, 1915, p. 146.

Fam. TUBULARIIDAE.

Tubularia attenuoides Couglitrey.

Tubularia aiiewrwides Cousrhtrey. 1875, p. 302 : Farquliar, 1896, p. 459 :
Hilgen-

dorf, 1897, p. 202.

Types of tliis species are in tlie Dunedin Museum. Professor Benham

points out that the correct spelling of the name is
*' aUenwyides, not

" attennoides " as hitherto printed.

Fam. CORYNTDAE.

Syncoryne tenella (Farquhar).

C^yryne kneila Farquhar, 1895, p. 208 ; 1896, p. 459,

A cotype of this species, among Professor Chilton's material, <^^^^i^^^

of three shoots, very slender, and not more than 8 mm. in height. 1^®

hydranths, which are hadly preserved, are smaller than Farquhar s figur^i

the largest not being more than 1 mm. in length, with about 27 tentacles.

The gonosome is not present.

Specimens from Taylor's Mistake are more robust, reaching nearly 1 hi.

in height, and more freely branched. Stems very dark at base, becoming

gradually paler upwards, and, while proximal portions are very slender,

diameter increases slightly above. Stem and branches strongly but irre-

gularly annulated at base ; there are often a few annulations on stem jiipt

above origin of branches. Terminal portions of hydrocaulus smootn,

occasionally with a few faint corrugations. They do not form basal cups

for hydranths. *

Hydranths reach up to about 1-6 mm. in length, as figured by Farquhar,

and are cylindrical, with very little tendency towards clavate form. -^^ .

none with more than 23 tentacles, and only a few with so many- -rir^

verticil, with i or 5, is distinct, but there is not much regularity about t e

arrangement of the others. Capitula packed with numerous nematocysts,

mostly from about 0-005 mm. to 0-0075 mm. in length, a few still larger.

Medusae borne on short peduncles, difficult to see when crowded ^'^^^.^»

tentacles. At first oval, they become more cylindrical ut maturity, ^i

a perfectly semiglobular base, and sometimea a little expanding at niou

Margin raised into four broad convex lobes, each with a distinct ocel
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in middle, but these are not produced into tentacles. The structure thus

corresponds with that of several of the species described by Allman, and

it is probable that, as in those species, the medusa does not become free.

Manubrium shorter than umbrella, but very stout, occupying great part

of cavity. Medusae, apparently mature, averaged about 0-35 mm. in length

by about 0-25 mm. in width.

Though not more than 23 tentacles were present on any of these

specimens, while C. ienella is said to have from 25 to 30, I do not think

the difference sufficient to invalidate their reference to Farquhar's species.

Xoc— Wellington (Farquhar) : Taylor's Mistake (Chilton).

Syncoryne sp.

A small Syncoryne, represented only by four or five specimens not

exceeding 6 mm. in height, agrees pretty closely with S. ienella in habit,

and in the character of the hydra nths and the medusae, but differs

in the peculiar nature of the armature. Capitula of tentacles furnished

with numerous small nematocysts, very delicate, and so faintly outlined

that they may be overlooked on casual examination. But besides these

there are present larger ones (about 0-008 mm. in length), elliptic, and
so highly refractive as to be strikingly conspicuous. Their number varies

from 1 to about 15, and a few capitula may be without them.

In the stream of coenosarc are found a few of these nematocysts,

with a great number of others about half their length, and still more
numerous smaller oblong bodies which may possibly be yet another form

of nematocyst. All these bodies have the same highly refractive character

as the large nematocysts. Perhaps this may be only a peculiar condition

of S. teneJIa.

Syncoryne sp. Hartlaub.

Hartlaub, 1901, p. 363.

Hartlaub mentions a species of Syrworyne from French Pass, but the

description is incomplete, and the species cannot be identified with certainty.

S3rncoryTie eximia Allman.

Hincks, 1868, p. 50: Allman, 1871, p. 282.

The form which I refer, with little doubt, to the above species is

represented in Professor Chilton's collection by a single mounted fragment,

and I possess a similar mount, evidently the same gathering, for which I

have to thank Mr. C. B. Morris, of Oamaru, the original collector.

Stems strongly annulated at base, as well as at points where branches

originate, and the latter exhibit the characteristic tendency to a unilateral

arrangement, while the polypiferous ramuli arc mostly more or less loosely

ringed throughout, and are prolonged into membranous cups of extreme

tenuity (sometimes indistinct), surrounding bases of hydranths. The
latter are somewhat clavate, with about 20 tentacles, the first 4 forming

a regular verticil, the others scattered. Medusae ovate and pedunculate,

becoming more nearly globular at maturity and assuming the typical Sarsia

form : they are numerous and often crowded on the lower half or two-thirds

of body. Hydranths reach about 1-4 mm. in length.

Lac,—Oamaru rocks (Mr. C. B. Morris).
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Fam. Campanularidae.
Obelia geniculata (Lin.).

Farquhar, 1896^ p. 460 : Hilgendorf, 1897, p. 204 : Hartlaub,

1901, p. 362.

This cosmopolitan species has received numerous synonyms, which

may be found in Nutting's work on the American Campanularidae, where

the references to it occupy two and a half folio pages. Hartlaub records

it from Rangitoto Island. Professor Chilton's specimen is from Oamaru
rocks (Mr. C. B. Morris).

Obelia nigrocauius Hilgendorf.

Hilgendorf, 1897, p. 203. (Dunedin.)

Obelia nodosa n. sp. (Fig. 1.)

Shoots nearly 1 in. in height, monosiphonic or slightly fascicled at

base, nearly straight below, flexuous above ; internodes with a few distinct

rings at lower end, at top supporting a hydrotheca with ringed peduncle

;

a branch or gonangium, or both, springing from axil.

Hydrothecae campanulate, distal

portion generally less expanding than
lower, extreme margin usually everted,
im sometimes subregularly.

often simply ragged ; diaphragm
usually oblique.

Gonothecae on short annulated
peduncles, with about three inflations

more or less distinct ; mouth tubular,
not very wide.

Loc.—Waitakerei, Auckland (Chil-

ton).

Many of the shoots are mono-
siphonic, but some become fascicled

by the formation of stolons which
originate from apertures formed at
the sides of the apophyses near base,
from which hydrothecae have fallen. Generally only one or two of the

lowest apophyses give rise to these stolons, which run down to the hydro-

rhiza and are continued over it. Most of the hydrothecae have margins

irregular, showing very slight traces of undulations, which are very shallow,

but some show them more distinctly.

The most characteristic feature is the form of the gonangia, which

have three inflations increasing in size upwards. These vary in degree,

being more pronounced in some cases than in others. The tubular neck

is well developed.

Fig. 1. nodosa X40.

Obelia coughtreyi n. sp. (Fig. 2.)

Shoots about 1 in. in height, monosiphonic (?), slightly flexuous below,

very strongly above ; internodes with a few distinct rings at lower end,

at the top supporting a hydrotheca with ringed peduncle; a branch or

gonotheca, or both, springing from axil.
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Hjdrothecae campanulate, margin regularly undulated, but in older
hydrothecae with undulations obscure, margin appearing simply ragged

;

diaphragm often appearing somewhat oblique.

Gonothecae on short annulated
peduncles, large, wide, mouth only
very little elevated.

Xoc.^ Taylor's Mistake (Chilton).

A more robust species than the

last, the gonangia especially being
much larger. They are widest at the

top, and noticeable for the shallow

scarcely tubular lip. There is a series

of nimierous annular undulations, so

slight that they might easily pass

unnoticed but for the fact that the

minute diatoms which invest the

gonangia in great numbers have in

parts followed their course.

The hvdrothecae are larsrer on
average than in

larger

0. nodosa.

,

—Obelia X 40.

the

usually more widened upwards ; there

is no doubt as to the marginal struc-

ture, which exhibits about 10-14
undulations, or shallow rounded lobes, best seen in the newer hydro-
thecae, as, apparently owing to their extreme delicacy, they soon become
irregular and ragged.

Obelia australis v. Lendenfeld.

Farquhar, 1896, p. 460 : Hartlaub, 1901, p. 367.

Hartlaub records this species from French Pass.

Gonothyraea parkeri (Hilgendorf).

Calycella parJcen Hilgendorf, 1897, p. 205 (= 0. hyalina Hincka, 1868, p. 184 ?).

Among the specimens received from Professor Benham is a slide labelled
" Type Calycella parkeri Hilgendorf." The species does not resemble a
Calycella^ but is a Gonothyraea, possibly G. hyalina Hincks. But the
specimen is not in good condition ; all the hydrothecae are more or less

crumpled and collapsed, especially towards the aperture, so that it is

impossible to say with certainty what the form of the margin has been.
Hilgendorf says that the thecostome may be either " entire,

regularly serrated with small even teeth."

wavy,

simila:

or

those of Obelia, but seem more slender than we are accustomed to find

them in that genus. They are all retracted into the hydrothecae, with the
tentacles straight up, surrounding the proboscis : in this §tate the tentacles

just about reach the margin of the hydrotheca, or a little above it, while
the proboscis is considerably shorter. This is not in accordance with
Hilgendorf's statement that " when in a state of retraction it projects
above the retracted tentacles."

The gonangia mostly contain three or four gonopliores, or have them
borne out^iide the capsule and attached to the blastostyle in a cluster.

The gonophores themselves are too shrunken and too deeply stained to

allow their structure to be seen clearly, but the characteristic tentacles
can be traced on some of them.
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In G. hyalina Hincks says that the hydrothocae have " the rim cut

out into numerous shallow denticles of castellated form, slightly indented

at the top," and in one or two of the hydrothccae of G. parJceri I find

fragments of the rim which seem to present a similar aspect ; I thinks

therefore, that the two forms are probably identical. The gonosome also

appears to agree with that of G. hyalina.

Clytia johnstoni (Alder).

Hincks, 1868, p. 143 : Hartlaub, 1901, p. 364.

Some specimens from French Pass, which Hartlaub examined, are said

by him to be undoubtedly a Clytia^ and are, with somewhat less certamty,

referred to this well-known and widely distributed species.

Orthopyxis caliculata (Hincks).

Campanularia caliculata Hincks. 1868, p. 1G4 : Farf^uhar, 189G, p. 459 (as var,

makrogona),

Ortho2)yxis caliculata Bale, 1914a, p. 74 (synoraymy).

The species which Coughtrey first described as C. infnjra and after-

wards as C. caliculata is placed by Farquhar under C caliculata var,

mahrogona v. Lendenfeld {Orthopyxis macroqona Bale, 1914a, p. 77).
"^^^The

reason for this is not apparent : it seems equally probable, or more so,

that it may have been a true 0. caliculata ; indeed, Coughtrey's description

of the gonangium does not apply very well to either form. Hartlaub

crenata).

Orthopyxis crenata (Hartlaub). (Fig. 3.)

thofy

Campanularia allied to C. caliculata Coughtrey, 1876, p. 25, note,
Eucopella crenata Hartlaub, 1901, p. 364 : Billard, 1905, p. 332 ; 1906, p. Vl-

N^nf Fjiirfiripllnrn^iiriift ? TTQ..+lrt nk 1 nAK « kco . T>:ii ] ioatA -r^ 170_

Not Orthopyxis crenata Nutting, 1915, p. 67.

1907ft, p. 170.

Hydrorhiza broad, flattened, forming an irregular network; pedicels

very variable in length, more or less undulated, often with one or more

constrictions
; drotheca.

^r with 2-4J v,^«.v -.MTo-^^j W1-/VX1.J.V, nail 01llUV^l;Ul \JL V»iHi ^-r—I wvi. v*-^

tions; in the wider aspect very thick, the thickening mostly extendmg
from base up to just below rim, in the narrow aspect not much
thickened except at base ; border rising just above top of thickening, very

thin, everted horizontally, furnished with shallow teeth, about 15 (or

according to Hartlaub 12-14), often difficult to see.

Gonothecae large, strongly compressed, broadly truncate above, thick-

walled with undulated surface, with short smooth stalk, enclosing two

medusae (Hartlaub).

ioc.^French Pass (Hartlaub) : Sumuer (Chilton) : west coast of Africa ;

Gambler Islands (Billard).

Hartlaub refers to thick-walled and thin-walled hydrothecae growing

on the same hydrorhiza : these are similar hydrothecae seen in different

aspects, as is usual in the genus. 0. rnacrogona (v. Lendenfeld) is not, as

Hartlaub suggests, the same species, as it has a perfectly smooth border,

and differs otherwise. Whether Hartlaub is right in referring to 0. cr^'noW

the hydroid which Coughtrey considered allied to Campanulana integra i='

impossible to determine.
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The hydrothecae of 0. crenata vary greatly in form. Some are smooth

and with the wall about equally thick from base up to just below margin

;

others have the outline wavy, and in such cases the undulations of outside

and inside surfaces do not always correspond. The thickening of perisarc

(as seen in the broad aspect) is more pronounced than in most species,

recalling 0. compressa. This thickening ends abruptly just below rim,

which, being very thin and usually turned out horizontally, causes the teeth

to be very commonly indistinguishable in the ordinary side. view. Hydro-

thecae larger than those of any other species I have seen.

Fig. 3.

—

Orihopyxis crenala (Hartlaub). X 40-

F

Pedicels may be scarcely longer than hydrothecae, or many times as

long ; their undulations may be very pronounced or only slightly indicated,

and thickness of perisarc varies considerably.

I saw no gonangia, and quote Hartlaub's description.

(The form figured by Nutting Is that which Hartlaub referred doubt-

fully to E, crenala, but which he afterwards recognized as distinct, and

which Jaderholm calls Campanularia lennoxensis .)

Silicularia bilabiata (Coughtrey), (Fig. 4.)

Campanularia bilabicUa Coughtrey, 1874, p. 291; 1875, p. 299; 1876, p. 25:

Farquhar, 1896, p. 460.

Hypanthea bilabiata Hilgendorf, 1897, p. 213 : Bale, 1914a, p. 89.

This species may readily be identified by Coughtrey's figure of the

hydrotheca, which is much larger and of longer proportions than that of

S, campanularia; among them, however, are a few with much shorter

hydrothecae, these being mostly such as have very short pedicels. The

ordinary pedicels attain the height of about 6 mm. or 7 mm., and are very

thick, with much-thickened walls, which are narrowed in at base so that

diameter at point of attachment is little more than that of interior of tube

;

in this respect they resemble those of S. campanularia. Hilgendort

specially mentions this character, but his figure represents a very thin-

walled pedicel. Both Coughtrey and Hilgendorf note that hydrothecae

are set on pedicels at %n angle of 45° ; this character is not constant, but

I find it in most of the hvdrothecae, and when it occurs it is alwavs the
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lower lip which is bent downward. The condition, however, is equally

common in S. campanularia.

The gonangia are large and pear-shaped, but apt to be very irregular

in outline
;

un shorter

ones were more or less truncate, which is presumably a matter of develop-

ment. They taper down to a very narrow base, smaller than that of the

hydrotheca-stalks, and those which I saw were mostly erect, while those of

S. carnpmiidaria are more often decumbent.

Specimens from Professor Chilton were very perfectly preserved, the

perisarc not having suffered the slightest contraction ; one of Coughtrey's

specimens, from the Dunedin Museum, had been dried, and, as always

happens in such circumstances, the thick perisarc of the hydrothecae was

much shrivelled and distorted. hydrotheca

than in Professor Chilton's specimens, but this may be more or less

Fig, 4.

—

Silicularia bilabiata (Coughtrey), X 40.

«

the efEect of the general shrinkage. The gonangia were on Coughtrey s

specimen, and probably some of the irregularity which characterizes them

is due to their having been dried, though they appear to have suffered less

than the hyHrothecae and their pedicels. The latter seem to have been

originally thin-walled, a condition accentuated no doubt by shrinkage due

to drying.

Hilgendorf has classed EucopeUa campamdaria as a synomym of

C. bilabiata, but this is erroneous, and there is scarcely a doubt that

his Hypanthea asymmetrica is really the same as E. campanulana:
Loc.—Timam fCoucrbtrfiV^ ToTnabawt "^ " '"^'' 1

--/•».

(Chilton) :

Dunedin Sumner

orns

campanularia

Eucopella campanularia y. Lendenfeld, 1883, p, 497 (in part) : Bale, 1884, p. 60 f

1888, p. 751 : Mulder and Trebilcock, 1914, p. 9.
Ilypanthea asymmetrica Hilgendorf, 1897, p. 212 : Hartlaub, 1901, p. 366.
Sihcvlaria campanularia Bale, 1914a, p. 84.
1 EucopeUa reticulata Hartlaub, 1905, p. 569.

Hilgendorf's account of Hypanthea asymmetrica and //. bilabiata is

unsatisfactory; so far as features of specific importance are concerned
m
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there is nothing in the account of either species which would not apply

to the other, except the description of the pedicels, which are said to be

smooth in H, hilabiata, but to have occasional sharp constrictions in

H, asymmelrica. In reality H. hilabiata is equally subject to these irregu-

larities, which simply indicate the points at which regeneration has

occurred. The distinction between these two species, at least so far as

the trophosome is concerned, seems to depend almost entirely on size of

hydrothecae and hydranths. The former, in H. bilabialay often attain

1 mm. in length ; in S, campanula ria, which I consider identical with

H. asymmetrica, I do not find the largest to exceed about 0-67 mm.,

either in Australian specimens or in Professor Chilton's. "The hydro-

thecae of S, hilabiata are, as a rule, longer in proportion to their width

than those of the other species, and the gonangia are longer and more
erect.

. Hartlaub mentions that he found his specimens intermixed with

his Eiwopella crenata^ so that at first it appeared that the two forms of

hydrothecae belonged to the same hydroid ; on further examination, how-

ever, he traced them to two different hydrorhizas growing together. No
doubt it was a similar association which led von Lendenfeld to describe

the hydrothecae of S. campamdaria and an Orthojyyxis (perhaps 0. com-

pressa) as forms of one species. In the present collection 0. crenata and

S. campanvlaria are found, but not in company.

Loc.—Kuri Beach (Hilgendorf) : French Pass (Hartlaub) : Lytt^Iton

Harbour (Chilton) : Port Phillip ; Port Jackson ; ? Falkland Islands

(Hartlaub).

Fam. Lafoeidae.

Hebella calcarata (L. Agassiz).

Lafoea acandens Bale, 1888, p. 758.

Hebella scandem Farquhar, 1896, p. 4G0 : Bale, 1913, p. 117,

Hebella calcarata Bale, 1915. p. 251 (synonymy).

Fam. Haleciidae.

Haleclum delicatulum Coughtrey.

Halecium delicatida Coughtrey, 1875, p. 299; 1876, p. 26: Farquhar, 1896,

p. 461.

Halecium delkatidujn Ridley, 1881, p. 103 : Hartlaub, 1901, p, 368 ; 1905, p. 613 :

Stechow, 1913, p. 79. V
Recorded by Hartlaub from French Pass, and by Ridley from Punta

Arenas. Ridley describes the gonangia.

Halecium parvulum Bale.

H. parvidum and H. gracile are now commonly regarded as synonyms
of H. flexile AUman. (See Bale, 1915, p. 246.)

Fam. Campanulinidae.

Campanulina humilis n. sp. (Fig. 5.)

Hydrorhiza filiform, delicate, giving rise to numerous slender closely-

undulated pedicels, each supporting a single hydrotheca
;

pedicel expanding

gradually to base of hydrotheca.
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Hydrotliecae slender, upper one-third with several folds or irregular

converging segments ; a distinct diaphragm at base.

Gonosome ?

Log.— ' Hull of ' Terra Nova '

" (D. G. Lillie).

27-0

and hydrothecae range from about 0-20 mm, to 0-30 mm. There is much

variation in undulation of pedicels, some being smoother than others;

generally undulations are fainter in distal portions. Abrupt divisions may

Fig, 5.

—

Campanulina Minilis n. sp. X 40.

be seen occasionally, indicating where regenerations have occurred. No con-

striction between hydrothecae and pedicels, which slightly enlarge and jom

hydrothecae without interruption, so it would be impossible to say where

hydrothecae begin if it were not for diaphragm. The latter is extremely

thin, and the perisarc throughout is of the thinnest.

In the only specimen all the hydranths were retracted, so I could not

ascertain whether the tentacles were webbed, as is usual in the genus.

Thyroscyphus simplex (Lamouroux),

Laonedea simplex Lamouroux, 181G, p. 20G.
Campanularia iridentata Bale, 1893, p. 98.
Seriularella trideniaiaKQ.vilix,\xh, 1900, p. 46.
Thyroscyphus iridentaius Hartlaub, 1901, p. 36f».

Parascyphus simplex Ritchie, 1911, p. 160.
Thyroscyphns simplex Bale, 1915, p. 245 (sjTionjTiiy).

Recorded by Hartlaub from French Pass, and by Ritchie from the

British coast and the South Atlantic.

Fam. Sertulariidae.

larella

appear

(Jo not, however,

insufficient to

warrant its separation from Sertularia. Levinscn himself, though classing

S. minima as an Odoniolheca (1913, p. 308), states on p. 264 of the same

work that it is a true Sertularia. All the other Sertuhriae mentioned m
the present paper would come under the Odontotheca of Levinsen. .

The species with six or more teeth on thecostome, and, so far as is

known, w'ithout operculum, are referred to the genus Stercotheca, under

Synthecidae

.
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Thuiaria buski (Alhnan).

DesnioscypJms bushii Alliuau, 1876, p. 265 : Farquhar, 1896, p. 465.

The untenable genus Desmoscyphus embraced Sertularians in which the
opposite hydrothecae are in contact with each other in front, and it

included forms some of which belong to the genus Sertularia, and others

to Thuiaria, as now understood. D. buski, as Captain Totton iiilurms nie,

is extremely closely allied to the Thuiaria hicalycula of Coughtrey, and it

is undoubtedly to be referred to the same genus.

Selaginopsis monilifera (Hutton).

Seriularia monilifera Hutton, 1872, p. 257: Coughtrey, 1874, p. 282; 1875,

p. 301 ; 187t>, p. 30.

Thuiaria cerastiv7n AUm^n, 1876, p, 271.

Thuiaria monilifera Tliuinpson, 1879, p. Ill : Farquliar, 1896, p. 465.
DictyocUtditfm dichotomnm Allman, 1888, p. 77 ; Levinsen, 1913, p. 277.
Sdaginopsis dkhoioma BiUard, 1910, p. 16 : Bale, 1915, p. 266.

I have a fragment of S. monilijera from the collection of Hutton^s
types in Dunedin Museum, and specimens of Allman's types of T, cerastium

and D. dicliotomum from British Museum. The Dictyodadium is more robust,

with hydrothecae more distant ; otherwise it docs not differ essentially

from the other specimens. Hydrothecae very variable in the oxtent to

which distal portion is prolonged. It is singular that AUmaii, when
describing Dictyoclodium, should have overlooked his earlier account of

T. cerastitan. As I have elsewhen

verv inexact—that of T. cerasliuin

i9
figure is

and this

is notably the case with the gonangia, which are figured correctly as

springing from one of the branches just above the axil, instead of from
the axil itself as in the " Challenger " figure,

I have to thank Captain Totton for pointing out to me the identity of

these forms.

Sertularella edentula n. sp, (Fig. 6.)

Hydrocaulus branched, fascicled in older portions, each internode of

rachis bearing a single hydrotheca on one side, and a pinna between two
hydrothecae on the other

;
piimae alternate, not close, long, straight,

narrow at origin, with nodes few or absent.

Hydrothecae alternate, the two series sometimes more widely separated

behind than in front, very stout, tubular, slightly narrowed upward, adnate

in their whole length, somewhat contracted at aperture, which is at an angle

of about 45" with axis of pinna, border circular, quite smooth, operculum
of three valves,

Gonangia springing from rachis, very large and stout, in back or front

view obovate, in side view with back more convex than front, a wide shallow

longitudinal depression running whole length of dorsum and over summit

;

aperture on ventral side, nearly reaching top, circular, margin not thickened.

Loc.—Cape Maria van Diemen, ten miles north-west, 50 fathoms
(Chilton).

This is one of that group of species which, from the immersed
hydrothecae, as well as from their biserial and unpaired arrangement,

were formerly regarded as typical Thuiariae. It somewhat resembles

S, lata, but is a more robust species, with the hydrothecae larger and
more fully divided off from the hydrocaulus. The pinnae, which may
reach over 1 in. in length, may be wholly unjointed, or there may be
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a node near tlie end. The hydrothecae are less close in the distal than
in the proximal portions of the pinnae, and where a node occurs the

highest hydrotheca on the lower internode has its border nearly hori-

zontal.

The form of the hydrotheca-margin is characteristic, having .no trace

the genus,

no indication of

of the three or but beingfour emarginations usual m
perfectly round and smooth, and in general showing

In this group the operculum is readily detached, yetthe um
lata

attached to the hydrotheca-margin (though it is only in well-preserved
specimens that the four valves are distinct), but in the species before
us the operculum generally comes clean away, leaving no trace. Only

Fig. 6.—a, SeHularella edenlula n. sp. ; X 25. 6, Sertularella
edentula: gonangium ; X about 10.

here and there can a remnant be found, and usua
form

10 corresponding divisions

hydrothecae is found a

lining

distance

hydroth
-—_ „^^^ ^ iiicmurane iimng tne nyarotneca ; it is pierceu *^j

a circular central orifice of very variable size (in some cases, however, I

Pv^\,T !r *^.'? <^P«^5ng). It is evidently a temporary structure, as
even where the orifice is distinct it is frequently so small that the hydranth

Tr^L P^.f^'y pass through it Ilartlaub (1900, p. 11) mentions

«nf.i!!
^ ^^^^' structure, which he calls the " velum," in an American
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The gonangia are very large (about -l-Snim, in length and l-tS juin. in

diameter), and tlieir form is very distinctive. Looking at them from the

back or the front the longitudinal depression is not noticeable, except
perhaps on the top, but seen sidewise it gives the ijupression of two longi-

tudinal ridges. The aperture, before opening, can only be distinguished

by an extremely fine suture.

The only specimen was about 8 in. high, with two lateral branches near

the base, where the stem was about 2 mm. in thickness.

Sertularella johnstoni (Gray).

Sertularia johiisiom Gray, 18^3, p. 294 : Hutton, 1872, p. 256 : Coughtrey,
1874, p. 281 : Hilgendorf, 1897, p. 207.

Sertularia subpliuiala Hutton, 1872, p. 266.

Sertularia delicaiula Hutton, 1872, p. 256.

Serlidardlajohmloni Coughtrey, 1875, p. 299 ; 1876, p. 26 : Allmau, 1876, p. 261
Thompson, 1879, p. 101 : Bale. 1886, p. 21 : Farquhar, 1896, p. 463
Hartlaub, 1900, pp. 22, 30, kc, ; 1905, p. mS : Bilkrd, 1910, p. 13 (in part)
Bale, 19146, p. 25 : Jaderholm, 1916-17, p. 10.

Sertularella capillaris Allman, 1885, p. 133.

Sertularella purpurea Kirchenpauer, 1884, p. 49 : Bale, 1886, p. 36.

Symplecioscyphus australis Jlarktanner-Turneretscher, 1890, p. 226.
Not S. johnstoni Bale, 1884, p. 109 ; 1893, p. 102 ; which I have later referred to

8. divaricata.

Hartlaub (1900) considered S, capillarisy S, purpurea^ S. australis, along
with S. pygmaea Bale^ as synonyms of S. johnstoni. I had in 1886 referred

S. purpurea to that species, but I think that S, pygmaea is nearer to

S. divaricaia. Billard agrees with Hartlaub, after examining Allman's speci-

mens of S. johnstoni and >S. capillariSy the latter of which he says has
three teeth on the hydrotheca, not four as Allman states. Billard also

considered S. divaricata as synonymous, but I have given reasons for dis-

senting from this view (19i4a), with which opinion Jaderholm concurs

(1916-17).

Type specimens of Button's S. subpinnata were received from the

Dunedin Museum, and Professor Chilton sends typical specimens of S. john-

stoni from Island Bay.

Sertularella columnaria Bri

Briggs, 1914, p. 293.

Hitherto this species is only recorded from near Cape Pillar, Tasmania.

A single fragment occurs in Professor Chilton's collection^ but the part of

New Zealand from which it came is uncertain.

The species seems to bear the same relationship to the johnstoni group
that S. gigantea does to the rugosa group ; its gonosome, however, is

unknown.

Sertularella pygmaea Bale.

Bale, 1881, p. 25; 1884, p, 108; 19146, p. 25: Farquhar, 1896,

p. 464 : Hartlaub, 1900, pp. 30-32 (under S. johnstoni).

Considered by Hartlaub to be a form of S, johnstoni. (Vide Bale,

19U&.)
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Sertularella simplex (Hutton). (Fig. 7.)

Sertularia simplex Hutton, 1872, p. 257 : Coughtrey, 1874, p. 283 (in part).

Sertularella simplex Coughtrey, 1875, p. 300 (in part) ; 1876, p. 27.

Sertularella fasiformis Hincks var. vana Hartlaub, 1901, p. 372.

Hydrocaulus simple (or rarely branched—Hutton), twisted at base,

about 8 mm. in height, divided by narrow twisted joints into internodes,

each bearing a hydrotheca on upper part.

Hydrothecae adnate a little less than half their height, divergent and

directed somewhat forward, smooth, narrowed upwards and contracted

near aperture, margin slightly everted, with four teeth ; three internal

compressed vertical teeth, two of which are within the two upper emar-

ginations of border, and the third below inferior marginal tooth.

Gonangia about 3J-4 times length of hydrothecae, borne on lower

portion of hydrocaulus, ovate, with a few distinct coarse rugae on upper

part, and tubular neck ; summit with about four conical teeth.

Log.—Lyall Bay (Hutton) ; Sumner (Hartlaub).

I have formerly ranked S. simplex as a synonym of S. polyzonias, as

also has Farquhar, but examination of one of Hutton's specimens from the

Dunedin Museum shows this to be erroneous. They agree with Coughtrey's

figure of the type (1874, fig. 8) ; the internal teeth, however, are not

shown. Fig. 10 is no doubt a diiSerent species, and probably fig. 9 also.

though Hartlaub includes it with the type.

The species is analogous to the Australian S, indivisa^ but the hydro-

thecae are smooth and have four emarginations of the border instead of

three ; they are also larger, and have the lip rather more everted. The

gonangia are of the same type, but larger, with neck more pronounced

and the circular rugae fewer and less sharp.

Hartlaub's reference of this form to S, fusiformis Hincks seems to me
doubtful.

Sertularella robusta Coughtrey.

Sertularia simplex Coughtrey (in part), 1874, p. 283.
Sertularella simplex Coughtrey (in part), 1875, p. 300; 1876, p. 27.

SertalareUa robusta Coughtrey, 1875, p. 300 ; 1876, p. 27 : Farquhar, 1896, p. 464.

? Sertularella sp. Thompson, 1879, p. 101.
Sertularella tenella Hartlaub, 1901, p. 370.

This form, originally described by Coughtrey as one of the varieties

of >S. simplex Hutton, was figured by him in 1874 (pi. xx, fig. 10), but

afterwards described as a distinct species. Hartlaub refers it, along with

several other species, to the S, tenella of Alder (Hincks, 1868, p. 242). He
only cites Coughtrey's original description, and seems to have overlooked

the later references (1875 and 1876), in which Coughtrey named the form

S, robusta.

I cannot agree with Hartlaub's reference of the present species, with

S. microgona von Lendenfeld and S. angnhsa Bale, to aS. tenella, as these

forms all possess three divstinct internal teeth in the hydrothecae, which in

S. tenella are wanting.

Hartlaub's specimens were from French Pass.

Sertularella crassiuscula n. sp. (Fig. 8.)

Sertularella aolidula Hartlaub, 1900, p. 71 ; 1901, p. 371.
Not *S. solidula Bale, 1881, p. 24 ; 1884, p. 106.

Hydrocaulus simple, twisted at base, about 10-12 mm. in height, di\ncled

by twisted joints into internodes, each bearing a hydrotheca on upper part.
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Hydrothecae adnate about half their height, divergent, very stout,

Inostly thick-walled, smooth, usually with extreme distal part bent outward
;

border with four marginal teeth or shallow emarginations ; three internal

compressed vertical teeth, two of which are within the two upper

emarginations of border, and the third below inferior marginal tooth.

Gonangia large, about 3-3| times the length of hydrothecae, obovato,

with a few transverse rugae and no distinct neck, flattened at top, without

distinct teeth.

Loc.—French Pass (Ilartlaub) : Akaroa (Chilton): *' New Zealand''

(Hincks collection, British Museum).
Notwithstanding that this species has the mouth of the hydrotheca

distinctly four-sided, Hartlaub has referred it to 5. solidula, which has the

aperture three-sided, on the ground that several species of SeriuIareUa

vary in this respect. 1 have not met with such ; in any case, among the

Fig. 7-

—

SeriuIareUa simplex (Hutton). X 40.

Fig. 8.

—

Sertulardla crassiuscula n. sp- X 40,

many forms of S. indivisa (of which species S. soli^nla is a variety) T

have never seen a four-sided specimen, and, on the other hand, in the

j)olyzonias group the four-sided condition seems iJivariable, It is even

proposed by Stechow, in a recent paper, to establish distinct genera for

the three-sided and the four-sided species.

Undoubtedly, however, a strong similarity exists between the present

species and the form described as S. solidvla by me, a similarity which
depends mainly on the very stout hydrothecae, the thick solid-looking

pcrisarc, and the relative shortness of the internodes, which are swollen,

and abbreviated below. In all these points the species differs from
S. simplex.

The hydrothecae are larger than those of 5, solidula, and have alwavs
four emarginations of the border, which are very shallow, especially in
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those near summit of slioot, where border often appears almost flat and

very thin The hydrotheca is commonly somewhat constricted on outer

side iust below border, and the internal teeth are strongly developed.

Gonangia considerably larger than those of S. solidula, but otherwise

much resemble them. They differ from those of S. simplex in absence

of conical teetb on summit. ^ . . , „ i

Specimens from the Hincks collection m the British Museum have

somewhat shorter hydrothecae than those received from Professor Chilton.

S-ertuIarella polyzonias (Lin.).

Farquhar, 1896, p. 463.

S polyzonias was included in Farquhar's list in the belief that it was

the same as S. simplex (Hutton), which is not the case. I do not think

that the true S. polyzonias has been recorded either from New Zealand

or from Australia, the form from Bass Strait which I formerly assigned

mediten

Sertularella

Sertularella integra Allman, 187G, p. 262 : Farquhar, 1896, p. 464 :
Hartlaub,

1900

I have received a fragment of the type specimen from British Museum.

The species is readily identifiable by AUman's figure—the rugose condition

of the upper sides of the hydrothecae is even more pronounced than m
the figure ; the outline at this part is quite deeply crenate.

The mouth portions of the hydrothecae are much broken, but I am

convinced that Allman's statement, "The perfectly even rim of
^

the

hydrotheca, destitute of all trace of teeth, is an obvious feature, is

incorrect. There seem to have been three or four (probably four) shallow

emarginations of the border, as usual in the genus. The internal

" conical process " referred to by Allman is one of the internal teeth now

known to exist in so many species. All three are present, one being on

the apocaulinc side, the other two, as usual, equidistant from it and from

each other. They are here very large, but being thin and hyaline they

are inconspicuous, especially in Canada balsam.

Sertularella

Thuiaria subarticulala Farquhar, 1896, p. 465 : HilgeuJorf, 1897, p. 210.

Sertula/rella

Type specimens were received from the Duuedin Museum. Former

accounts, which described the hydrothecae as having two or four teetn,

are erroneous ; the species is undoubtedly tridentate, but the superior

tooth, seen laterally, often appears spHt. The hydrothecae are extremely

brittle.

Sertularella quadridens (Bale).

Thuiaria quadridens Bale, 1884, p. 119; 19146, p. 12: v. Lendenfeld, 1884,

p. 915 : Weltner, 1900, pp. 585-86 : Farquhar, 1890, p- 4«5.

SeHularella quadridens Ritchie, 1910c, p. 818: Billard, 1910, p. H :
i-e\iiio

,

1913. D. 279 : Jadenholm, 191G. p. 6.

Thuiaria vi)icta Allman, 1888, p. 68.

BillarJ s
Allman

with
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Thuiaria bicalycula (Coughtrey). (Fig. 9.)

Hydrallmania (?) bicalycula Coughtrey, 1875, p. 301 ; 1876, p. 29.

Hydrallmania bicalycula Farquhar, 1896, p. 465.
i

Hydrocaulus monosiphonic, rarely branched, pinnate. Stem thick,

fistulous, divided into internodes of variable length, each bearing from

1 to 6 pairs of hydrothecae. Pinnae rather irregular, alternate to sub-

alternate, rarely opposite, stout, divergent nearly at right angles, borne

on rather short thick apophyses
;

proximal internodes very long, bearing

up to 16-18 pairs of hydrothecae, one or two distal internodes with few

pairs sometimes present
;

pinnae in some cases without nodes.

Hydrothecae in pairs, opposite, adnate in front, most of their length

vertical, upper portion turned outward and narrowed ; aperture vertical,

widened laterally, with two lateral lobes, facing outward and forward
;

a large smooth wide tooth inside lower margin.

Fig. 9.

—

Thuiaria bicalycula (Coughtrey): stem and pinna. X 40.

Gonothecae abundant on the pinnae, large, length 0-13 in., width 0-8 in.,

urceolate, mouth small, round, entire, on a short simple neck ; on the

widest part of the capsule, about one-fourth of its length from mouth, is

a faint rim ; capsule subpedicellate. (Coughtrey.)

There is little doubt that this is the same as Coughtrey's species, though
the original specimen seems to have been more robust. Coughtrey says

that the stem, close to its origin, gives off from 8 to 20 shoots, which,

within an inch, bifurcate into long flexuous branchlets Tin. long. In our
specimen several shoots rise from a common point of the hydrorhi;^a, and
are unbranched ; in one instance only I observed a secondary branch. The
pinnae are mostly alternate, and in parts they are regularly arranged, one
being given off below every pair of hydrothecae on the rachis ; but, while
this arrangement preponderates to such an extent as to be fairly considered
typical, irregularities are frequent, and in a few cases the pinnae are
opposite.

The species is nearly allied to T. tuba (Bale), but the stems and pinnae
are very much stouter, hydrothecae are much larger and generally face
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more forward, and the internal tooth is characteristic. The stems and
pinnae are so thick that the tips of hydrothecae often project only slightly,

or not at all, beyond them, and they are mostly not constricted between
the pairs of hydrothecae. The pinnae do not generally run out into tendrils

and anastomose, as in T. tuba, but I have seen instances.

Still closer to the present species is T. huslci, which was the type of

Allman's proposed genus Desmoscyphns. In this group the Dcsmoscyphis
character is found in its most pronounced form, hydrothecae being seated
more on the front of hydrocaulus than on its sides. As noted by Allman
in regard to D. hnshi, the greatest diameter of the hydrothecae is in view
when they are seen in a position midway between the front and the side

aspects. The main difference between these two species is that in T. buski
the pairs of hydrothecae on the pinnae are almost in contact with those
above and below them, while in T. bicalyci'h they are widely separated.

" have not seen the gonangia ; if Coughtrey's figure is correct they are
inore_ pyriform than those of the allied forms, in all of which the widest
part is near the middle.

noticed in one shoot an interesting abnormality in the arrangement
of the hydrothecae on the stem : a gradual transition occurred from the
opposite to a perfectly regular alternate condition, which after a short
space returned gradually to the normal arrangement. Where the alternate
order prevailed the hydrocaulus was somewhat narrower than elsewhere.

The species does not seenj to have been observed hitherto since
Coughtrey described it.

I

I

ioc—Wickliff Bay, Bluff Harb
Diemen, ten miles north, 50 fathoms (Chilton).

our (Coughtrey) : Cape Maria van

Fio. 10.

—

Thutaria farqvhari n. sp. X 40.

Thuiaria farquhari n. sp. (Fig. 10.)
amim iiiqunari n. sp. (l<ig. 10.)

Hydrocaulus short, monosiphonic, pinnate, divided into short internodes,

bearing 1-3 (mostly 2) pairs of hydrothecae. Pinnae quite irregular, on
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extremely short apophyses, internodes bearing usually 1-2 pairs of hydro-

thecae, and occasionally a secondary ramule.

Hydrothecae in pairs, opposite, adnate in front, upper half curving

outward and forward and becoming narrower ; aperture vertical, facing

outward and forward, with two large angular lateral lobes, thinned away
to margin.

Gonangia ovate, widest near the middle, with faint annular undu-

lations, most distinct in upper half ; aperture circular, margin not thickened,.

a circlet of thick perisarcal processes projecting into the neck.

ioc—Lyttelton (Chilton).

The largest specimen is about f in. long ; it has one pinna on right

side, then two on left, then five on right, so that no definite order can

be traced. Stem and branches do not appreciably differ, either in size

or form, and hydrothecae have the same arrangement throughout. In.

striking contrast to the last species, hydrocaulus is much constricted

between pairs of hydrothecae, and especially between internodes, where

joints are of oblique type, sloping backward and upward, so that inter-

node, which is very wide at base of hydrothecae, narrows rapidly down-

ward to a point in front, while part above hydrothecae is narrower

throughout. Between the pairs on an internode, though the joint is

wanting, the constriction is still marked. Upper part of hydrothecae is

turned so much forward that in front view anterior lateral tooth is scarcely

noticeable, being so much foreshortened.

The gonangia are similar to those of the allied species, T. tuba and

T, husli.

Sertularia episcopus (Allman).

Sertularia fusiform is Hutton, 1872, p. 257; Coughtrey, 1874, p. 285: Ridley,.

1881, p. 105 ? : Pfeffer, 1892, p. 568.

Sertularia longicosta Coughtrey, 1875, p. 300 ; 1876, p. 28.

SertulareUa episcopus Allman," 1876, p. 263: Farquhar, lfclii6, p. 4(i-4 : Hartlaub,

1905, p. G58.

This species, having the character formerly considered typical of

Sertularella, and the name fusiformis having been preoccupied in that

genus, Allman named it S, episcopus and Coughtrey S. hngicosta. The

species described in Allman's paper of 1876 were mentioned in a preliminary

note in Nature in 1874, with short descriptions to ensure priority; hence the

adoption of the name S. episcopus in preference to to S. loncjicostn.

It is not easy to ascertain the true form of the gonangia, as they

ary so much, and have the appearance* of having shrunk considerably

in drying. Those which appear the best preserved are of an elongated

somewhat fusiform shape, with a deep narrow doraal channel running from

end to end, formed by an inflection of the perisarc : this channel being

narrow and abrupt, its edges form two longitudinal ridges, which are

approximated, or sometimes quite close together, perhaps by shrinkage.

At the summit are generally two blunt angles, terminating these ridges,

and the aperture, which is subterminal, is just in front ; it has no definite

border, and looks as if simply broken through.

V

with

The hydrotheca-apertures are, in the form of their two lateral lobes,

macrocarpa Bale [Odordotheca macrocarpa Levinsen).
T.) has the same type of aperture, and also agrees

the very unusual character of having each

me

hydrotheca on a separate internode. No opercula could be distinguished
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on the dried specimen^ whicli was one of Hutton's types, irom the Dunedin
Museum. The lateral lobes are very large and deep, and have the border

thickened.

Ridley (1881) mentions some specimens from south-west Chile under

the name of " Sertularia fusifonnis Hutton ? {non Hincks)," and says,
""' This is certainly not the species assigned to Hutton's species by Allman
under the name of S, episcopus.^^ Hartlaub (1905) says that he has no

doubt of the identity of S. fusifonnis with >S, episcopus, neither does he

doubt that Ridley had the same species before him. Ridley says, " The
growth is very strong, and the calicles large (425 mm. in diameter

at their middle), but they should be described as quadridentate, though

the interior and exterior teeth are very short. The crest, described by
•Coughtrey on the upper side of the gonangium, is here, at any rate, a

tube which opens in the side of the gonangium." In Hutton's specimens

1 find no trace of the two small teeth referred to by Ridley. The middle

diameter of the hydrothecae ranges from about 0*33 mm. to 04 mm.
Pfeffer records the species from the Straits of Magellan.

Sertularia operculata Lin.

ywiy)
Odontotheca oj[)erculaia Levinsen, 1913, pp. 309, 317.

Of the numerous synonyms mentioned by me in the above-cited paper,

Dynamena fasciculata Kirchenpauer and Sertularia crinis Allman are now
associated, along with S, ramulosa Coughtrey, as a separate species, under

Kirchenpauer's specific name. Dynamena pulchella D'Orbigny may be the

same form.

Sertularia fasciculata (Kirchenpauer).

Dynamena faaciculata Kirchenpauer, 1864, p. 12.

.
Sertularia ramulosa Coughtrej% 1874, p. 283; 1875, p. 300; 1876, p. 28:

Farquhar, 1896, p. 462.
Sertularia operculata (?) Thompson, 1879, p. 106 (in part).
Sertularia crinis Allman, 1885, p. 139: Farquhar, 1896, p. 462: Bale. 1915,

p. 276.

? Dymmena pulchella D'Orbigny, 1839-46, p. 26 : Hartlaub, 1905,' p. 667 :

Nutting. 1904, p. 55 (in part).

Among Coughtrey's types from tlie Dunedin Museum is a specimen
of Ms S. ramulosa, wliich I find to be identical with S. crinis Allman, and
I have now no doubt that Kirchenpauer's D. fasciculata is also the same.

Hitherto the latter has usually been ranked as a synonym of S. operculata,

to which species Billard has also referred S. crinis.

The difference between S. operculata and the present form (whether

it be admitted as specific or not) is very obvious. In >S. operculata

all the ramules resulting from the iniiurnerable dichotomous divisions

are alike, so that there is no distinction of stem and branches. In

S. fasciculata the main stem and its principal branches, extending right to

the distal extremities of the polypidom, are very conspicuous, differing

from the smaller branches in their greater thickness, far longer internodes,

and much more distant hydrothecae. These internodes commonly reach

about 3 mm. in length, often more, but support only a single pair of

hydrothecae, which are close to top. Many of them also give off lateral

branchlets, which di\ade dichotomously into somewhat flabelliform fascicles.

The first two or three internodes are long (though still much shorter than
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those of stem), and where bifurcations occur in fascicles one of the divisions

usual

are generally subalternate.

operculaia

nearly equal; in many cases quite equal, as figured by AUman; while

Coughtrey describes one as much larger than the other—a description not

borne out by his specimens. No doubt considerable variation occurs.

The mode of branching is, as in allied species, strictly dichotomous,

though, where the fascicles branch off, one division (that which conti

the rachis) is much thicker than the other. There is, as usual, a hydro-

theca at each side of every axil,

Stem-internodes much stouter than hydrothecae situated upon them,

and the latter often inconspicuoas ; it is probably partly on this accoimt,

and partly from their being frequently broken off from older portions, that

Kirchenpaucr has described stem as being without cells.

The gonangia, which are not present in specimens before me, are

described as similar to those of S. operculata. not to those of S. bispinosa.

Thompson^ under the name "*S. opercidata (?) " includes D. fasciculata K.

and D. bispinosa Gray, and, though not having seen specimens exactly

corresponding to S. trispinosa Coughtrey, has " little doubt that it is in

reality a mere variety ot tne present species. He says, " Sertularia opercu-

latd (?) is of very common occurrence in New Zealand and Australia.

There are two very distinct varieties, as indeed is, I think, the case with

our British specimens. The first is brown in colour, and forms dense

short tufts, 2 or 3 inches in height. The second variety is of a yellowish

hue, and occurs in long, trailing, dichotomously-branching shoots, often 2

(according to Kircheupauer 3 or 4) feet in height. This is not merely a

difference in age." , Coughtrey says of S. ramulosa that there are two-

varieties, coarse and delicate.

Kirchenpauer says that the thread-Hke stems are densely crowded on

a Laminaria, forming clusters 3 ft. or 4 ft. long, and that the individual

stems reach 2 ft. in length. His specimens were from Sydney and New
Zealand.

Thompson's statement that the species is of very common occurrence

in AustraUa and New Zealand can, I think, only be accounted for by

his ha\dnf^ mixed up several species. I have specimens of S. opercuJata.

S. bispinosa^ and S. trispinosa from both countries, but I have never seen

a specimen of S . fasciculata other than that from the Dunedin Museum,

Thompson remarks that S, furcala Trask is indistinguishable from the

present species, so far as the fonn of gonangia and hydrothecae is concerned.

On the Pacific coast of United States >S. furcala is still regarded by some

observers as identical with D. puhhelkt D'Orbigny, a species allied to

S. operculata and the species before as, and very possibly identical with

one of them. I have referred to this subject in another place (1915,

p. 276) but I may here summarize the distinctions between the two forms.

S, furcala is a dwarf form, under 1 in. in height, usually unbranched, and
\dth one or two gonangia borne at base of shoot ; it is of the Desmoscyphus-

type^that is to say, hydrothecae .forming a pair are in contact or closely

approximate in front of hydrocaulus, at least in upper portion. D. put-

chella is a large species, 9 in. in height, abimdantly branched, with
over branches, and is not of the Desmo-um

pe, hydrothecae being wide

of S. operculata.
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Sertularia bispinosa (Gray).

Serhilaria bispinosa Farquhar, 1896, p. 462: Hilgendorf, 1897, p. 206: Jader-
holm, 1903, p. 284 : Hartlaub, 1901, p. 373 : Nutting, 1904, p. 56 : Bartlett,

1907, p. 61 : Billard, 1910, p. 18 : Mulder and Trebilcock, 1914, p. 6 :

Briggs, 1918, p. 37 : Jaderholm, 1916-17, p. 15.

Sertularia operculata Hartlaub, 1905, p. 664 (in part).
Odontotheca bispinosa Levinsen, 1913, p. 308.

A specimen from Sumner is in Professor Chilton's collection. Hydro-
thecae of this species difier from those of S. operculata in having upper
portion free and abruptly contracted on inner side

;
gonangia are com-

pressed, with a shoulder at each side often produced upwards into an erect

process.

Sertularia unilateralis AUman*
Sertularia unilateralis AUman, 1885, p. 139 : Farquhar, 1896, p. 463.
Sertularia bispinosa Billard, 1910, p. 18 (in part).

All
specimens. The primary shoots give origin by repeated bifurcations to a
number of secondary shoots, all on the same side, which are again sub-
divided, the primary shoot thus assuming to "some extent the character
of a stem

; its structure, however, only diilering from that of the smaller
branches by the somewhat more robust internodes and hydrothecae. On
.the small branches also the two members of a bifurcation are sometimes

The average length of the internodes and hydrothecaeune
is decidedly less than in the ordinary forms of S. bispinosa, of which species
it may rank as a variety.

.Sertularia trispinosa Coughtrey.

Sertularia trispinosa Coughtrey, 1874, p. 284; 1875* p. 300; 1876, p. 28:
Ridley, 1881, p. 104: Bale, 1884, p. 69; 1886, p. 92: Farquhar, 1896,
p. 462: Hilgendorf, 1897, p. 207: Hartlaub, 1905, p. 668: Bartlett, 1907,

Jaderhohn
Odontotheca trispinosa Levinsen, 1913, pp. 309, 318.

Muse
^hat more lax and delicate than others I have seen. Though a member
^f the operculata group, the species is sharply distinguished from all the
rest by third tooth on hydrotheca-margin. Levinsen 's figure of hydro-
theca^^is the best. Hilgendorf erroneously describes gonangia (which he
^alls gonophores ") as having two large teeth on each side of orifice,

-Sertularia unguiculata Busk.

Sertulariuungniculata Farquhar, 1896, p. 4G3 : Bale, 19146, pp. 16, 11; 1915.

I have given the full s}monymy in 19146, p. 16. Thuiaria ambigua
ihompson is the large form of the species ; Sertularia australis (Kirchen-
pauer), descnbed by Thomson in the same paper, is the dwarf form.
A specimen of the latter, from Lyttelton, is in Professor Chilton's collection.

-Sertularia minima Thompson.
Sertularia minima Fa.rciuh^r, 1896, p. 4(52: Hilgenrlorf, 1897, p. 209: Jiulerholiu.

1905. p 24: Thomely, 1908, p. 83: ^.na.u. ,.u^u. p. .... ..
Jaderholm 1910, p. 3: Hilgendorf, 1911, p. 541: Ritchie, 1911
Mulder and Trebilcock, 1914, p. 39 : Bale, 1915, p. 2G9 (synonymy)

Odontotheca minima Levinsen, 1913, p. 308.

846
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Dunedin
most variable species. If differs somewhat from his figures, having more

compact internodes, with hydrothecae less divergent at base and more

so above. Specimens from Port Phillip agree more perfectly with the

figures. These forms have rarely more than 10 or 11 pairs of hydrothecae,

and do not exceed about 3 mm. in height. The hydrorhiza forms a net-

work running over fronds of algae ; it is flat and ribbon-Hke, and at short

intervals along each side are little perisarcal loops running inward from

margin ; these are wanting in some of the varieties. The nodes are

obUque, but this feature is sometimes scarcely noticeable, especially in

lower part of the colony. The shoots are borne on slender peduncles,

mostly consisting of an apophysis and a very short fusiform internode.

The nodes at this part are very oblique, and are sometimes referred to

inaccurately as " twisted joints."

The variations depend on the respective sizes of the colonies and of their

several parts, degree of distinctness and obliquity of nodes, compact-

ness or otherwise of internodes, degree of divergence of hydrothecae, and

especially the character of hydrorhiza. The largest variety which I have

seen is the form which I originally described as S. pumihifles, from Port

Phillip, reaching about 6 mm. in height, and consisting of about 12-16

internodes. Its hydrothecae are larger than those of typical forms, and

its gonangia exceed in siz;e those of any other variety, being about 1-5 mm.

by 1-0 mm., while the pints are more markedly oblique. The hydrorhiza

is reticulated, dehcate, and in parts scalloped alternately on sides, so

as to present a zigzag appearance ; marginal loops of pensarc are not

present. Another specimen from the same locality has nodes transverse,

with hydrothecae more divergent ; its hydrorhiza is stout, filiform, dark

in colour and not reticulated, being the most conspicuous part of the

colony ; and it has no trace of marginal loops. The peduncles of shoots

in this 'form are more robust, and have two, somerimes three, fusiform

internodes following apophysis. A very similar form from Akaroa is

from the Busk collection in British Museum, and another, vnth up to 20

internodes, is from " New Zealand." On one or two of these vaneties I

noticed instances where a joint was quite wanting, so that an internode

of 4 hydrothecae was formed.

Mulder and Trebilcock also mention ha\nng observed several varietal

forms, some with the characteristic markings of the hydrorhiza, and others

without them. These observers have called attenrion to the existence

in this species and its alUes of minute apertures near the bases of some

of the internodes, often surrounded by dehcate tubular processes.

Hilgendorf has noticed that the shoots spring from jwints of the hydro-

rhiza at which branching occurs ; this character is not, however, constant,

as he supposed.

Jaderhohu

Idia pristis Lamouroux.

Idin pristis Farquhar, 1896, p. 467 : Campeuhausen, 1897, p. 311 :

1003, p. 288: Billard, 1907fl. p. 351 ; 1910, p. 16: Ritchie, lOlOa, p. 820;

19106, p. 11 : Stechow. 19n. p. 141 : Levinsen, 1913, p. 31.">.

Jdidla pristis Stechow, ]919r?, p. 106; 19196, p. 19.

Jaderholm and Campenhausen considered the form described by Allman

was a distinct species ; Billard, after examining Allman's types, does not

concur.
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Fam. Synthecidae.

Synthecium orthogonium (Busk).

Scrtularia orthogoiiia Busk, 1852, p. 390 : Bale, 1884, p. 38.
Synthecmm orthogonia Bale, 1888, p. 767.
Synthecium orthogonium Jaderholm, 1903, p. 289; 1916, p. 6: Billard 1910

p. 23 : Bale, 19146, p, 6.

Synthecium carnpylocarpum AUman, 1888, p. 78; Marktaiiner-Turneretscher,
1890, p, 248 : Campenhausen, 1897, p. 310 : Farquhar, 1897, p. 466 : Billard,
1910, p. 26 : Jaderholm, 1916, p. 6.

? Synthecium campylocarpum Inaba, 1890-92, figs. 52-54 : Stechow, 1913, p. 127 :

Jaderholm, 1919, p. 14.
'

' i'

I unite Allman's S. campylocarpum with Busk's species, as I am quite
unable to find any diiference between them. Allman's species, of which
I have received a specimen from British Museum, is identical with the
form which I figured in 1888 (from the same locality, near Port Jackson)
as S. orthoyonium. I have pointed out in a former paper (19146) that
Campenhausen and Marktanner-Turneretscher both state that the forms
which they referred to Allman's species resembled S. oHhofjoiiium, but

• T^j ? °^ *^^°^ ^^^'^ ^^^ reason for not assigning them to that species.
Jaderholm (1916) mentions the occurrence of both forms near Cape Jaubert,
north-west Australia, and records them as distinct species, without any
T-Pnnori.^ oo f. .1,.;, affiuitics Bilkrd, again, in his revision of the British
remarks

droida

typ
as to their relationship. He mentions, however, that Busk's i^ype exmuna
the right-angled outward prolongation of hydrotheca as shown in his sketch,
copied m my Catalogue.

curve
Hydrotheca and its horizontal continuation as characteristic of S. odlio-

iT^T^';i
The distinction fails, however, owing to the great variability of

the hydrothecae m this particular. On the same branch one often finds
hydrothecae bent out abruptly, as in Busk's figure, while in others the
curvature is quite gradual. Even in the fragment of Allman's species sent
to me one or two hydrothecae are quite similar in this respect to Busk's
tigure. 1 have not seen hydrothecae prolonged horizontally quite so far
as Busk has shown them, but this prolongation is, in all cases where I have
Observed it, the result of repeated regenerations. The original aperture
18 slightly oblique, but when regeneration occurs the new thecostome is
advanced shghtly more above than below, so that the aperture soon becomes
vertical, and thft TiwUr^fV,..^., :„ xi.__ .• i . k.hydrotheca

aperture
at right angles instead of more nearly vertical, and especially in showing
hydrotaecae as occupying little more than half the height of internode,
whereas they really occupy nearly the .whole of it (see Bilfard's figure).

1 have mentioned m 1893 that, besides the large gonangia described by
iuiman, i tound on one specimen (from the same gathering) small gonangia,
something hke those described by Allman as occurring fn S. eleyans, but

WfT, f
f^a^kinp more irregular. They are not more than one-third the

length 01 the ordinary ones, and of about the same width. Whether th^se
are the male form or are abnormal is at present doubtful.

ihe Japanese form figured by Inaba, Stechow, and Jaderholm does

S VL^"",
"^^ *° ^^^''''^ ^ ^^^ species, but rather to S. patidum or to

^^.subventncosum. Goto, in his account of Inaba's species, mentions the
subalternate arrangement of the hydrothecae on the proximal portions of
the pinnae a very characteristic feature of the latter species, but also
occurring
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Xoc.—Torres Strait (Buskj : near Port Jackson (Bale, Allman) : Tahiti

(Jaderholm) : Auckland (Marktanner-Turueretsclier) : Ternate (Campcn-

hausen) : ? Japan (Inaba, Stecliow, Jaderliolm).

ans

Syntkecmm degaas Allman, 1872, p. 229 ; 1876, p. 266 : Coughtrey, 1874, p. 285 t

Farquhar, 1896, p. 465 : Hilgendorf, 1897, p. 211 ; 1911, p. 541 : Hartiaub^

1901, p. 368; Billard, 1910, p. 25.

Sertularia elegant Coughtrey, 1875, p. 301 ; 1876, p. 29.

Synihecium ramosum Allman, 1885, p. 137 : Billard, 1907a, p. 359.

A single specimen from Professor Chilton differs from Allman's figure

in having at least the first pair of hydrothecae on the pinnae subalternate

instead of exactly opposite ; also in having apertures of hydrothecae not

quite at right angles, but slightly approaching the vertical.

The ^locality is unknown ; Hartlaub's specimens were from French

Pass, Hilgendorf's from Dunedin.

Hilgendorf's remark anent *' the close approximation of the opposite

hydrothecae which gave the genus its name " is based on a misunder-

standing, as the generic name applies solely to the fact that peduncles of

gonangia spring from within the cavity of some of the hydrothecae ; more-

over, opposite hydrothecae in Syntliecium are not closely approximate,

Allman considered that the peculiarity on which he founded the genus

was without parallel in any other group of hydroids, but it is now known

to occur as an occasional feature in various hydroids

—

e.g., Obelia geni'culata,

Sertularella polyzonias, &c.

Stereotheca zelandica (Gray),

• Thuiaria zelandica Farquhar, 1S96, p. 464 : Billard, 1010, p. 15 (synonymy).

Thuiaria dolichocarpa Allman, 1876, p. 270.

^Thuiaria Inppidetjana .oilman, 1885, p. 146.

Allman's magnified figure of T. dolichocarpa is quite sufficient for

identification, but hydrothecae are shown too rounded ;
they are tubular,

more square at base, with sinus on adcauline side shorter and more abrupt.

Hydrotheca has seven teeth, one on apocauline margin and three on each

side ; in no case were more than seven present, and the only variation I

observed was that the two teeth nearest hydrocaulus were in some cases

very much reduced, so that there appeared to be only five. A very fine

line surrounds hydrotheca a little below margin, and parallel with it.

The specimen sent to me from British Museum consists of a single pinna

with a gonangium. So far as I can judge therefrom, the species seems

to share with S, acanthostofua the very rare character of having both sides

of polypidom exactly alike ; hydrothecae being no nearer to those opposite

them on one side than jn the other, and teeth also being symmetrical on

the two sides.

If there is an operculum I am unable to trace it in this specimen
;

probably, as in the other species with numerous teeth, it is inopnrculate,

and therefore to be referred to Slercoiheca.

The pinnae are not, as stated, without nodes ; in this instance there

is one long internode and two or three short ones.

The addition of T. kippisleyana to sjmonyms recorded by Farquhar

was made by Billard, who, however, did not see the type of that species.

According to the figures, the two species are very different, and the speci-

men of T. dolichocarpa sent to me from British Museum shows none of

the peculiar features said to characterize T, hijipisleyana.
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Stereotheca huttoni (Marktanner-Turneretscher).

Sertularia huttoni Marktanner-Turneretscher, 1890, p. 233 : Farquhar, 189(5,

p. 463.

? = Sertularia iiisignis Thompson, 1879, p. 109,

Ttough I Lave little doubt that S. Jmttoni is only a synonym of the older

S. insignis, yet as there are certain sliglit discrepancies in the accounts ot

the two species, and Thompson's figure does not agree very well with his

-description, while the gonosome of Marktanner's species is unknown, I

content myself at present with noting the similarity of the two forms.

S, insignis is recorded from George Town, Tasmania ; S. huttoni from *' New
Zealand."

Stereotheca elongata (Lamouroux).

Sertularia elongata Farquhar, 1896, p. 461 : Bale, 1915, pp. 277, 262 (synonymy).

I^ have given a pretty full list of references m the above-cited paper.

Specimens from Lyttelton, in Professor Chilton's collection, do not difier

in any respect from the small form abundant on the southern Australian
coast,

Fam. Plumulariidae.

The genera of the Plumulariidae included in this paper are in accordance
with Bedot's classification {vide " Notes systematiques sur les Plumularides,"
Revue Suisse de Zoologie, 1921).

Thecocaulus, proposed by me in, 191 5 as the name of a section of the
genus Plunmlaria, comprising the species in which the rachis, as well as

is adoiitftfl l)v TJpHof, as a J7enus. Hehydrothecae
excludes from it, however, those species in which the hydrocladia produce
secondary ramules, also bearing hydrothecae ; these he refers to the g*enus

Schizotricha, modified from Allman's genus of that name.

Plumularia setacea (Ellis). (Fig, 11.)

Sea-bristles, ElIL, 1755, p. 19.
Corallina setacea Ellis, 1755, pi. xxxviii, p. 19.
Sertularia setacea Liime, 1758, p. 813 : PallaB, 1768, p. 148.
Aglaophenia setacea Lamouroux, 1816, p. 171,
Aglaophenia gayitiardi Lamouroux, 1824, p. 611.
Plumularia setacea Lamarck, 1816, p. 129 : Johnston, 1847, p. 97 : Hiucks, 1868,

p. 296; Bale, 1888, pp. 747, 778; 1919, pp. 348, 349: Farquhar, 1896,

p. 466 : Hilgendorf, 1897, p. 214 : Schneider, 1897, p. 486 : Jaderholm,
1896, p. 16; 1909, p. 107; 1919, p. 20: Calkins, 1899, p. 362: Nutting,
1900, p. 56 : Hartlaub, 1901, p. 374 ; 1905, p. 680 : Torrey, 1902, p. 79

:

BiUard, 1904, p. 206 ; 19076, p. 209 ; 19096, p. 325 ; 1913, p. 32 : Ritchie,
1909, p 89; 19106, p. 834 ; 1911, p. 851 : Eraser, 1911, p. 84 ; 1914, p. 209 :

Hilgendorf, 1911, p. 541 : Stechow, 1912, p. 362 ; 1913, p. 89 : Bedot, 1914,

p. 86 : Broch, 1918, p. 55..

Plumularia multinoda Allman, 1885, p. 157.
Plumularia tripartita v. Lendenfeld,' 1884, p. 477.
Plumularia turgida Bale, 1888, p. 779.
numuUria pnlmeri Nutting, 1900, p. 65 : Eraser, 1911, p. 84.
flumulana corrugala Nutting, 1900, p. 64 : Eraser, 1911, p. 82 ; 1914, p. 205.

It would serve no useful purpose to cite all the numerous references
and the many synonyms applied to this species by the earlv observers ;

I

may pomt out, however, that while Bedot and other authors refer to the
species as "P. sekicea Linne," others, including IHncks, quote Ellis as the
author of the specific name. Though Ellis, in his text, calls the hydroid
sea-bnstles," he also names it " Corallina setacea:' which seems to be

the hrst use of the specific name.
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Billard is the autliority for ranking Aglaophenia gaymardi Lamouroux
as a synonym, I pointed out in 1888 that P. tripartita v. Lendenfield

was also a synonym. Torrey (1902) added P, palmeri Nutting, in which
Stechow and Bedot concurred (Bedot 1914).

Bedot, in the above - cited paper, urges that P. hgenifera Alhnan
(P. californica Marktanner-Turneretscher) and P. corrugata Nutting are in

no way different from P. setacea, and supports this view by figures of several

forms of that species observed by him at Roscoff, which, he claims, exhibit

the characters which have been ascribed to P, lagenifera, &c., such as length,

relative and absolute, of hydrocladial internodes, thickness of perisarc, and
especially greater or less development of septal ridges. I fully agree that

these characters are of little importance. But as regards P, lagenifera the

specific status does not depend upon any of these points, but on the form

a e

Fig. 11. ^, Plnmularia setacea (Ellis); 6, P. setacea var. = P. iurgida Bale;

c, P. setacea var. opima n. var. x 80.

hydrotheca
wide

widest

The hydrothoca, seen in side view,

indeed, the front is often

t middle. In P. setaceu.

hydroth

if.

setacea

developed).

I hesitate, therefore,

setacea umted with P. lagenif

(1919), though undoubtedly intermediate, seems to me now to be more
setacea

latter species which I have since obtained. if

mesial sarcotlieca borne on a much more pronounced swelling of the inter-

node than any which I have seen in P. setacea. None of the figures

given by Bedot have hydrothecae at all like those of P. lagenifera.
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Allnian describes both P. lagenifera and P. muUinoda as having hydro-

thecal internodes separated by several short ones instead of by a single

one. if<

only, and it occurs equally n P. setacea and P. caliculata. The descrip-

tion of P. miiltinoda as having usually five short internodes between two

hydrothecal ones is obviously an error. The specimen is one with septal

ridges strongly marked, and divisions shown in figure are the two actual

nodes, the two ridges always found near ends of the short internode, and the

two near ends of hydrothecal internodes. These ridges, encircling interior

of internodes, have been mistaken for real nodes. P. mtiltinoda is, there-

fore, only P. setacea with well-marked septal ridges.

Here and there, however, in all these species the intermediate internode

may be divided by real nodes into two or more shorter ones, and in P. setacea

I have seen as many as four of these together, only one of them bearing a

sarcotheca.

Several examples of P. setacea are in this collection , mostly from

Lyttelton ; one from Sumner had hydrothecae sUghtly larger than the

others. Also recorded from Timaru by Hilgendorf, from , Sumner by

Quail

form

which is of somewhat larger propor

corresponds exactly with that whicl

anion ff von Lenden
feld's types in the Australian Museum, labelled "P. aglaophenoides^^ ; it

came from Lyttelton.

Plumularia setacea var. opima n. var. (Fig. 11, c.)

This form resembles P. setacea in its general characters, but is of

larger proportions throughout than typical forms, Hydrothecal inter-

nodes are swollen out more abruptly below hydrotliecae, as in P. lagenifera^

but the latter are not, as in that species, as wide at base as at summit.

Internodes of hydrocladia are very stout in proportion to length, the

intermediate ones especially being often nearly or quite as wide as long,

but they are rounded off at ends to a small diameter, so that nodes are

very deeply constricted, a feature which gives the variety a characteristic

appearance,

Gonangia large, and borne profusely at bases of hydrocladia through-
out greater part of the colony. The only complete specimen was about

40mm. in length; It was collected at Tomahawk Beach, Diinedin, by Mr^

C. B. Morris. Specimens, also from Dunedin, are in Professor Chilton's-

collection.

Plumularia wattsi Bale, (Fig. 12.)

Plumularia watUii Bale, 1886, p. 95.

P. wattsi h-as not been recorded since I described it in 1886 from Port

PhiUip, and another specimen given to me by the late Dr. MacGillivray
was probably from the same locality. In Professor Chilton's collection

fragments

specimen was t

aving been torn
growth. The slender monoMphonic stem is divided into internodes of from
0-7 mm. to 1-5 mm. in length, with an average thickness of about 0-25 mm.,
the longer and shorter ones interspersed irregularly, and each internode
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-supporting a small branch close to the top. These branches are arranged
in an irregular spiral, are mostly under 1 in. in length, and sometimes
give origin to one or two secondary branches. The structure of each
individual branch corresponds closely v/ith that of a complete shoot of
P. setacea, the hydrothecae and sarcothecae, with
the general arrangement of the hydrocladia, being
quite similar in the two species. The gonangia
^Iso resembles those of P. setacea, though the .

andiew wliich I observed were rather smaller,

very thin and dehcate. The perisarc of main
^tem is very thick, equalHng about one-fourth
of diameter. The branches mostly have the
first long internode borne directly on the

apophysis, but soinetimes there is a short inter-

without a hydrocladium. In
older portions, however, the first two or three

intemodes of branches may be very irregular, the

result apparently of repeated regenerations.

Professor Chilton's specimens were very small

not including more than Jin. of stem.pieces.

The stem-internodes
1-0 mm. in length, ai

varied from 0-7 mm. to

I averasred about 0-2 mm.
in diameter, with thinner perisarc than my

On each wore four sarco-

side of branch (these two

original specimen.

thecae, one at each
-conversinfir towards i

in line, one about one -fifth and the other about
three-fifths of the length of internode from base.

In the original specimen I had not observed
these sarcothecae, but on a close search I foimd
two or three remaining,

indicating where others had
judging from the thick

also scvc ral scars

fallen off. This

pensarc, was an old
^specimen, and it appears that when sarcothecae
were lost they were not replaced (as were the
branches), and that the channels communicati

filled up ^dth perisar

Fio. 12.

Plumularia ivaitsi Bale,

X 80.

with them had been

Dr. MacGillivray's specimens closely resemble those from New Zea-
land, the only difference I noticed being that the stem-inteniodes in some
cases supported three sarcothecae in line instead of two.

Thecocaulus (Fig. 13.)

growm
imbranched

and a hydrotheca on each internode. Hydrocladia alternate, both series
«pnnging from the front, joints obhque, internodes short, a hydrotheca
on each except the first two.

about 45"", large, campanulat

one on

the back, free part somewhat concave, margin entire.

Sarcothecae bithalamic, canaliculate, more or less movable
-each side of hydrotheca (except, the cauline ones), one in front, curved
forward, one on second intornode of each hydrocladium, two abreast abo
-each cauline hydrotheca.
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Gonangia, female, very large, ovate, tapering below, membranous,
borne on stem at side of bydrothecae, with a pedicel of about two short

joints ; several large sarcotbecae around base : male, very small, ovate,

borne on bydrocladia at sides of internoJes just below bydrotliecae, not
provided with sarcothecae.

Log.

(Chilton.)

Cape Maria van Diemen, ten miles north-west, 50 fathoms.

From its general habit this species might at first sight be taken for

P. huski, from which species, however, it differs widely in many of its

structural details. The cauhne hydrothecae are borne on very stout
processes of stem, and from sides of these processes spring the bydro-
cladia, which commence by an extremely short int^rnode, followed by a

Fig. 13.

—

Thecocauhis heterogona n. sp. x 80.

be
bearing termediate

surrounding each hydrotheca.

just above hydrotheca.
part of back is sllirhtk

mtemode
pecies

have a faint transverse constriction

like those of P. buski, but the fre^

. P, concava Billard. In the condi-

species
general rule m Thecocmdus . Instead of the stout, rigifl, curved process
usually seen, we have here a narrow-based fonn, not very diSerent froDi
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laterals, though still apparently somewhat less freely movable. Inter-

nodes are considerahly expanded laterally at back of hydrothecae, enlarge-

ments so formed taking the place of the more definite peduncles found sup-
porting the paired sarcothecae in most species. The pairs of sarcothecae

on rachis are not attached to hydrothecae, but situated a little distance

above them, and the regular supracalycine pair are wanting.
Male and female gonangia may be found on same shoot. The former

are remarkably small, being but little longer than hydrothecae, and only
about half their diameter. They differ from those of most allied species

in the total absence of sarcothecae. The female gonangia, on the other

hand, are extremely large (about 2-5 mm. by 0-8 mm.), and excessively

thin and dehcate, shriveUing up at once if placed suddenly into a dense

medium. In the two specimens which I observed I could just trace a
faint circular suture at the tops, but no thickened border. One had four

large sarcothecae round base ; on the other I found only two, but possibly

others had become detached.

Aglaophenia plumosa Bale.

Aglaophenia plumosa Bale, 1881, p. 37 ; 1884, p. 153: Bedot, 1921a, p. 337.

Not A, plumosa Pennington, 1885, p. 129.

Quail Island (Chilton). Not previously recorded from New Zealand.

Aglaophenia filicula Hilgendorf.

Aglaophenia filicula Hilgendorf, 1897, p. 215.

Hilgendorf refers this form to A. filicula Allman, which is classed by
Bedot as a synon}Tn of A. tuhulifera Hincks. The species is indeter-

minable ; Hilgendorf's description would apply equally to many other

species, and the figures are not sufficient to ser\^e for identification.

Aglaophenia incisa Coughtrey.

Plumularia incisa Coughtrey, 1874, p. 290.
Aglaophenia incisa Coughtrey, 1876, p. 31 : Farquhar, 1896, p. 467.

This is an indeterminable species from Lyall Bay. It may possibly be

the same as Halioornaria rostrala n. sp., as it has the front of hydrothecae

produced into a pointed rostrum, as in that species.

Aglaophenia huttoni Coughtrey.

Plumularia banksii Hutton (not Gray), 1872, p. 259.
Plumularia huttoni Coughtrey, 1874, p. 290.

Aglaophenia huttoni Coughtrey, 1876, p. 31 : Farquhar, 1896, p. 467.

Another indeterminable species from Lyall Bay. It is, according to

Hutton, irregularly branched, polysiphonic, with alternate pinnae leaning

to one side : jts hydrothecae have a pointed rostrum, as in A. incisa.

It is said to have the aperture "sinuous and wide, with an obtuse tooth

on each side/' but Coughtrey's figure shows several crcnations on each

side of hydrotheca. Evidently the " obtuse tooth " refers to lateral

sarcotheca. From the inadequate figure it might be supposed the same
as Thecocarpiis formosus ; its polysiphonic and branching habit, however,

seem to forbid the association.

Aglaophenia huttoni Kirchenpauer.

Plumularia pennof>f^a Hutton (not Ellis and Solander), 1872, p. 258 : Coughtrey,
1874, p. 289,

Aglaophenia pennatula ? Coughtrey, 1876, p. 31.

Aglaophenia huttoni KirchenpaTier, 1876, p. 24 : Farquhar, 1896, p. 467 (note).

Another species from Lyall Bay, also indeterminable. The hydrothecae,

with their long slender sarcothecae, resemble those of Halicornaria

9—Trans.
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longirostris Kirchenpauer, but the gonosome is said to include a corbula.

I do not know any corbula-bearing species with hydrothecae of this

type.

Investigation at Lyall Bay miglit probably result in the discovery of

specimens of these insufficiently-described forms, especially the present

speciesj which is said to be con^mon. If identified with reasonable pro-

babihty it should be renamed, as the specific name hdioni was first used

by Coughtrey for the preceding species (unless the two species should

prove to belong to different genera).«

Aglaophenia acanthocarpa Allnian. (Fig. 14.)

Aglaopheyiia acanthocarpa Alliuan, 1876, p. "274 : Farquh
Aglaophenia laxa Hilgendorf, 1911, p. 541,
P Aglaophenia divaricaia var. acaniluKxirpa ? Jaderholm, ]

Not A. divaricata var. acanthocarpa ? Bale, 1915, p. 313.
Not A. laxa Allman, 1876, p. 276.

40-45

Hydrophyton slender, ix)lysiphonic, branched, branches springing from

the supplementary tubes. Hydrocladia close, cilU^niate, on** on each inter-

node, rising at an angle of
'" '^"

" - - .
-.

. t „.j«.

obhque.

Hydrothecae urceolate, deep, set at angle of about 10 45°, a rudi-

inentary ridge a Uttle below middle of adcauline side, with a fold from

it nearly surrounding hydrotheca ; border with four teeth on each side,

the first wide, second and third triangular, fourth minute or obsolete,

only the second everted ; a median anterior tooth with erect crest

;

back adnate. Hydrothecal intemode with strong transverse septal ridge

near middle, and obhque one near base of lateral sarcothecae. Hydropore
very large.

Mesial sarcotheca a httle longer than hydrotheca, adnate to it as far

as margin, and then projecting outward, free part forming a tube nearly

equal in diameter from lateral aperture to end, and bent forward, with

distinct terminal and lateral apertures, and an orifice opening into hydro-

theca. Lateral sarcothecae adnate with a short

be
of hydrocladia

; terminal and lateral apertures distinct. Cauline sarco-

thecae wider than laterals, two on rachis at base of each Lydrocladium.
Gonangial pinna replacing a hydrocladium, the first intemode bearing

a hydrotheca. Corbula open, with about 15-20 strongly-arched pinnules

on each side, each springing from a separate intemode of raclus, and

furnished with two latpral s^^t^po n( ir^^^rr ^i;,,),+k^ r.„7.T...,i tui^iilar RaTrothecae

,

rrespond
mg ones on the other side, and the first one often bifid, and with a
secondary one; nodes between pairs of sarcothecae usually indistmeu
Two sarcothecae on rachis at base of each pinnule.

Specimens from British Museum enable me to identify this species

with the form from Kermadec Islands collected by 3Ir. W. R. B. Oliver

and described by Hilgendorf as A. laxa (specimens of which were given

to me by Mr. Briggs). They also indicate that the form described by me
as A. divancafa var. acanfhocarvn is not the same as AUman's species.

Aglaophenia zdandica. But in the very possible event of the two species

poses

huiioni mav stand
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The foliowin species from A. divaricata.

In the latter the base of hydrotheca is broadly rounded and deeply

immersed, while the lower part of hydrotheca, from intrathecal ridge to

base, is quite continuous with cavity of internocie, the usual partition

In A. acavthocarpa the base of hydrotheca is narrower,

not "so deeply immersed, and the partition between hydrotheca and
being absent.

temode
of a borderi

intrathecal ridge, the two sides, and base of hydrotheca. The mesial

sarcotheca in A. divaricata, as seen in side view, tapers towards end

(though in front view it becomes wider) ; m A. acantkocarpa that part

of the sarcotheca in which the lateral aperture is situated stands off from

the hydrotheca almost at a right angle, but above the aperture the

sarcotheca is tubular, not compressed nor widened, bent forward, and

nearly or quite uniform in diameter to end, exactly as in Allman's figure

of A, laxa. The first pair of lateral teeth of hydrotheca are very broad

and obtuse, and in profile they usually overlap anterior tooth, which has

Fio, 14. mia acanthocarpa Alliuan (from a Kermadec
Island specimen). X 80.

an erect keel or crest like that of A. nwcoyi. Last pair of lateral teeth

very small, and not generally apparent in profile view. The orifice between

mesial sarcotheca and hydrotheca is rather large, easily seen in side view.

Intrathecal ridge reduced to narrowest dimensions ; two septal ridges

are as shown by AUman. Lateral sarcothecae become much larger

towards ends of hydrocladia (a character seen even more conspicuously

in some forms of -4. divaricata). Hydrothecae, like the whole polypary,

oro c:iv..iU..r atirl mnr^ dplirnt^ than those of A, divaricuta and its varieties.

This is especially the case with Kermadec specimens, Allman, like

Jaderholm, gives no indication of erect crest on anterior tooth, which is

well developed ;

point

first

pects his figure

9*
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AUman's figure of corbula is rather misleading as to its general aspect.

The ribs are very strongly curved, so that in a direct profile view only

the middle part of them can be seen distinctly, not only on account of

difference in focus, but of extreme foreshortening of upper and lower

portions. The figure is more hke what the corbula would be if it were

compressed till the curvature of the ribs should be very nearly straightened

out. figu

The only corbula seen by me in the Kermadec Island specimen was,

Hil

proximal portions of corbula-ribs are gula

Sarcothecae on
first

two internodes ha\dng them on distal side only. In this, as in other

with

Aglaophenia laxa (Fig. 15.)

Aglaophenia laxa AUman, 187G, p. 275 : Farquhar, 1896, p. 467.

Not A. laxa Hilgendorf, 1911, p. 641.

Not A, laxa Stechow, 1907, p. 199 ; 1909, p. 93.

Not Thecocarpus laxus Billard, 1913, p. 98.

: this species, which is closely allied to A. acanthocarpay I

received specimens . from British Museum. It is described as a smaller

form than A. acanthocarpa, and of more open habit, the drocladia

\

)

(i

Fio. \5.—Aglaophenia laxa Allman (from one of

Allman's specimens). X 80.

being somewhat less close,

shorter, as shown in Alln

The internodes and hydrothecae are not

on the contrary, 6 completefigure

;

internodes of A. laxa are about equal in length to 7 of those of
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A. acanlJiocarpa. This is due partly to the actual length of hydrothecae
and partly to their forming a lower angle with internode. The first
lateral tooth is not so wide as in A. amnthocarpa, and the anterior tooth
has a small semicircular crest instead of the longer one of tJie other
species. The mesial sarcothecae of both species are just as Allman has
figured them in A. laxa, except that they are sometimes shorter; in many
•cases, especially in proximal portions of hydrocladia of A. laxa, they are
cut down close to lateral aperture. The first two septal ridges are as in
A. mantlwcarpa, the forward one being usually more oblique than Allman
shows It

;
the third one, opposite base of hydrothecae, is genr-rally much

less pronounced. The orifice between mesial sarcotheca and hydrotheca
IS very small, and not noticeable in side view. The opening between
hydrotheca and internode is much as in A. acanthocarpa, but the sholf-
like border is slightly narrower.

The Thecocarpus laxus of Billard is readily distinguishable from this
species, even in the absence of corbula. In T. laxus intrathecal and
septal ridges are much nearer base of hydrotheca, and therefore farther
from ridge at base of lateral sarcothecae, 'and the extreme base of hydro-
theca does not dip so deeply into internode as the part farther forward,
the condition being the opposite in A . laxa. The third ridge is not present
in T. laxus. In A. laxa, as in all the divaricata group, the second lateral
tooth of hydrotheca is notably everted, and the others not at all ; in
Billard's species the third is widely everted, and the second but little
everted, or even incurved.

Hilgendorf's " A. laxa " is, as mentioned elsewhere, A. acanthocarpa.
Specimens referred to A. laxa bv Stechow. whinh hnH nnlv fwn Qliallr>w

him as A. wJiitdeygei.

hydrotheca

The gonosome of A. laxa is not yet known, but the close affiuity between
the species and A. acanthocarpa and A. divaricata renders it highly
probable that it will prove to be of the same character as in those species.

Thecocarpus formosus (Busk).

Plamularia formosa Busk, 1851, p. 118.
Aglaophenia formosa Allman, 1871, p. 157 : Kirchenpauer, 1872, p. 26 : Bale,

1884, p. 168: MarkUrmer-Turnerctscher, 189(», p. 264: Farouhar 1896*
p. 467.

H
.

,

Thecocarpus formosus Billard, 1907a, pp. 378, 385: Stechow, 1912, p 370-
1919a, p. 143 : Bedot, 1921a, pp. 333, 322.

Not Aglaophenia formosa Bonnevie.

It is perhaps doubtful whether all the above-cited references are to
the same species. That described by Billard has a closed corbula, but
Kirchenpauer, as mentioned by Billard, has figured the corbula as open.
Possibly, as in several cases now known, this may be a difference of sex,
otherwise it would seem that these observers have seen two different
species.

^
Busk's reference to the corbulae as costate capsules seems most

appropriate to the closed form.
Allman referred to the species as being known to him from Australia,

New Zealand, and South Africa, and Billard adds Madagascar and Ceylon.
I have never met with the species in collections from Australia or New
Zealand.

Thecocarpus chiltoni n. sp. (Fig. 16.)

Hydrophyton polysiphonic, pinnately branched, branches in one plane,
alternate, subregular, rising at an angle of about 45"^ from the primary
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stem, each taking tlie place of a hydrocladium. Hydrocladia close, alter-

nate, at about 45°, one on each internode, both series directed a little

forward.

Hydrothecae at an angle of about lO^, deep, widened upward from

base ; a very narrow intrathecal ridge near base on adcauline side, with

a fold from it crossing hydrotheca and curving slightly forward ; aperture

with short anterior tooth, above which the front is produced into a

somewhat longer point ; lateral teeth 4 on each side, the first and fourth

very minute, often obsolete, second and third nearly triangular, shallow

:

back adnate. Internode with short septal ridges opposite the intrathecal

ridge and the bases of the lateral sarcothecae.

Mesial sarcotheca a little shorter than calycle, and mainly rising from
it, tapering, canaliculate. Lateral sarcothecae tubular, adnate to hydro-

theca nearly to margin and then bent forward, canaliculate. Cauline

sarcothecae canaliculate, two at base of each hydrocladium,\the lower

projecting forward, the either larger, projecting outward.

Fia. lQ,~Th€AtocaYjnis chiltoni n. sp. x 80.

Gonangial pmna replacing a hydrocladium, with the first two inter-

Corbula curved, rather short, consisting of

pairs of alternate ribs, originating as narrow pinnules but
expandmg above into broad leaflets, which unite to form corbula ;

nodes bearing hydrothecae.
about 8

margin of each leaflet bordered with about 5-7 tubular, closely-set sarco-
tliecae

;

xiiecae, a stout spur springing from distal side of each leaflet, just above

^^5i: t

"*^^ P^^^^cd or with alternate sarcothecae, and bearing a small
modified hydrotheca with lateral sarcothecae.

//^i
^^^~^*P® ^^^^^ ^^" I>iemen, ten miles north-west, 50 fathoms

(Umlton).

The specimen has two main stems, reaching about 8 in. in length, and
about^ 8 mm. m diameter at base, clothed almost down to base with

alternate, thebranches which reach about Sin. in length, and are aiteructu^, --
average distance between successive branches on the same side being about

Being all m one plane, the colony somewhat resembles that ofi
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Lytocarpiis phoeniceiis, except that the branches are alternate instead of

opposite. Secondary branches sometimes occur.

The two hydrothecae on gonocladium do not difTer appreciably from

the others, but those on corbnla are smaller, more cylindrical, with

intrathecal fold more oblique, marginal teeth smaller, and. anterior one

without superior point. Only male corbulae present.

Hemicarpus banksi (Gray), (Fig. 17, a.)

Plumulnria banksii Gray, 1843, p. 294 : CougLtrey, 1874, p. 2^^9.

Aglaophenia banUii Bale, 1886, p. 103 : Farquhar, 1896, p. 4o7.

Ever since Gray's time tliis has remained an unidentifiable species,

Hutton's reference to it of a hydroid found by him at Lyall Bay being

pronounced by Coughtrey to be erroneous. By the aid of a fragment

of Gray's specimen received from British Museum I am enabled to give

Fig, 17.—a, Hemicarpus banksi (Gray), from Sir Joseph Banks's specimen ;

6, Lyiocarpus secundus Alhuan, from one of Alhnan's specimens.

X 80.

its gonosome is not present, its close similarity to

possi Tliough

secundus

(AglaopJi ndus

unites

afl5nit^

the Sertularia pennaria of Linne, leaves no doubt as

even specifically distinct.

Gray mentions that the stem is compound and branched ; his description

of branchlets as opposite is, however, not in accordance with the specimens,

which, Captain Totton informs me, have the branches alternate, pinnately

arranged, pinnae being at distances of from 5 mm. to 8 mm. apart, and

both series directed strongly to front (Gray describes them as unilateral).

The specimens, w^hich are fragmentary, measure about 38 mm. and 35 mm.
respectively.

I.--'
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The slide sent to me contained half a dozen hydrothecae, very well

preserved. They are notably small for Statoplea, subconical, rather

narrowed-in between mesial sarcotheca and margin, with a rudimentary

ridge on adcauline side near base, from which originates a very small

sharply-defined fold of hydrotheca-wall, curved or sigmoid ; sides are

more prominent than front and back, and margin has small undulations

or crenations which are quite irregular, even those on the two sides not

corresponding. So far as I can judge from the side view, the back

appears adnate. In front is a strong thick conspicuous median toothy

incurved

idusabruptly.

gradually into median tooth, as shown by Allnian.)

Anterior sarcotheca a httle shorter than hydrotheca, but more pro-

jecting, and adnate to hydrotheca rather more than half the length of

the latter ; the free part is widely open in front, and each side forms a

wide angular lobe. There is a small orifice connecting ca\4ty of hydrotheca

with that of sarcotheca. Lateral sarcothecae short and very wide, with

the whole front margin free. Opj[X)site intrathecal ridge is a very narrow
thickening in internode, which shows sufficient ^variability to warrant the

ann
In a shde of portions of the ''Challenger*' specimen of H, secnndus,

sent for comparison, are a considerable mmiber of hydrothecae, which

The most noticeable pointsvery

of difference are that in H. banksi there is a distinct bulging inward of

the front of hydrotheca un
H. secuiidus, and that mesial sarcotheca in the
projecting.

Whether the flifFprpni?P« aro onflR^i\^»^+lTr ^^*^o4^on

not seen m
rmer

material is available.
be determined until further

Halicornaria rostrata n. sp. (Fig. 18.)

Hydrocaulus nionosiphonic, unbranchcd j hydrocladia alternate, not

close, one on each internode, at an angle of about 45°, both scries directed

forward
; nodes oblique.

upward, a narrow rudimentary intrathecal ridge on adcauline side near

base, hydropore on adcauline side at base, with several chitinous points

on distal margin (over ridge) ; front of hydrotheca produced into a large

hollow pointed rostrum with entire apex, extending much beyond aperture ;

margin vnth incurved anterior tooth, and three triangular teeth on each

side, the first and third everted, the second incurved, and two mmute
angiilar lobes behind lateral sarcothecae ; back entire, adnate. Internode
with a thickened ridge opposite distal edse of hydropore, sometimes
extending partly round.

Mesial sarcotheca alwut as long as body of hydrotheca, mainly rising

trom It and adnate more than half its length ; free part canaliculate,
shghtly recurved towards end. Lateral sarcothecae stout, saccate, canali-

culate, adnate up to margin of hydrotheca, and directed strongly outward.
Cauline sarcothecae canaliculate, two at base of each hydrocladium m
front and one behind each axil.

Gonosome ?
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w

Loc.—Cape Maria van Diemen, ten miles north-west, 50 fathoms

icornarta

(Chilton).

This species is referred to Ha
tabit, the presence of a cauline sarcotheca at back of each axil

little points bordering hydropore

not found combined in any species known to belong to other genera.

speci

Fig. 18.

—

Halicornaria rostraia n. ep. X 80,

The peculiar character of the prolongation of front of hydrotheca into

a rostrum much exceeding mesial sarcotheca in length is found both in

P, huttoni and P, incisa, figured by Coughtrey. The former is a poly-

siphonic species, but P. ificisa is monosiphonic, and may quite possibly be

identical with the present species.
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Some New Zealand Amphipoda: No. 4.*

By Chas. Chilton, M.A., D.Sc, LL.D., &c., Professor of Biology, Canter-

bury College, N.Z.

[Read before the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury^ 6th December, 1922 ; received by

EditoTj 31st December, 1922 ; issued separately, ISth June, 1924,]

Seba typica (Chilton),

Seha typica Chilton, 1906, p. 572; 1921, p. 56. S. saundersii

Stebbing, 1906, p. 163 (part).

Specimens which I have referred to this species were taken by the

F.I.S. '' Endeavour " ofi the east coast of Flinders Island, Bass Strait.

The largest of these were about 4-5 mm. long, and were apparently fully

developed males. In them the palm of the second gnathopod was dis-

tinctly obhque, and the basal aivi meral joints of the. fifth peraeopod widely

expanded posteriorly. Smaller specimens have the palm transverse and

the meral joint only shghtly expanded. Although there was no female

bearing eggs in the collection, there were specimens in which the first

pod impinges

portion

be

females, or very young males not yet differing in structure from females.

Other specimens showed transitional forms between the chelate limb and

hopod with obhque palm ; some of them had the palmgna
qmte transverse.

In February, 1922, I collected from seaweed exposed at low tide at

Kaikoura three small specimens about 3 mm. long. One of these proved

to be a female bearing two large eggs in tho brood-pouch ; it had the first

gnathopod chelate, as described in my original account, and the joints of

the fifth peraeopod not expanded. The other two bore no eggs, but were

rwise

,ery probable that all the forms of Seba described under different

names really belong to one species. Walker, however, describes the males

of S. antarctica as dimorphic, one form being like the females, the other

gnathopod

peraeopod
Walke

of male is, I think, only an immature stage of the second form ; while the

latter, if fully mature, differs from the Australian specimens in still having

the first gnathopod chelate. It is possible, however, that it is not fully

developed, and has not yet attained the oblique palm of the male, though

it has the joints of the peraeopod expanded. The largest male—i.e., the

one of which Walker gives a full figure—was 7 mm. long, and therefore

specimens

Antarctic specimens

specimen may not be

but the

3e found

rhis supposition appears to be confirmed by the fact ths

xamined by Walker is 5 mm. long, but has the per;

xpanded than in Australian specimens, which are shgh

* Previous numbers of thL* series have appeared in Trans, N.Z, Inst, as follow :

No. 1, vol. 52, p. 1 ; No. 2, vol. 53, p. 220 ; No. 3, vol. 54, p. 240.
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Stenothoe valida Dana.

Stenothoe valid^s Dana, 1853-55, p, 924, pL 63, fig. 1, a-o,

;S. valida Stebbing, 1906, p. 194 ; Walker, 1910, p. 621 ; Kunkel,

1910, p. 16; Chevrenx, 1913, p. 3. S. valida (part) Delia

Valle, 1893, p. 566, pi. 58, figs, 74-78 ; Chilton, 1923, p. 95.

S. adhaerens Chilton, 1892, p. 259 (? not Stebbing, 1888, p. 1999).

1908

M
Montag

Montaguana miersii Chilton, 1883, p. 79. Probolium miersii

Chilton, 1885, p. 1043. Stenothoe miersii Stebbing, 1906, p. 200.

? Stenothoe dollfusi Chevreux, 1887, p. 327 ; 1891, p. 260
Stebbing, 1906, p. 196.

• This species is common on the New Zealand coasts, and I have series

of specimens from several locahties. There are great differences in the

length

gnathopod In the more mature males the

nn
of the peduncle, and the second gnathopod becomes very large and
assumes the form shown in Chevreux's figure of S, assimilis. In addition
to this form and the variations in it which are presumably due to age, there
is another in which the teeth at the distal end of the palm of the second
gnathopod project more or less at right angles to the palm, instead of

being a continuation of it as in the first form. This second form appears
to be identical with the one described by Chevreux under the name of

Stenothoe dollfusi, and it is apparently this form that Kunkel had before
him when recording Stenothoe valida from the Bermudas. As I have found
the two forms Stenothoe valida and S, dollfusi together on two separate

occasions in Cook Strait, and as both forms also occur together in Port
Jackson, New South Wales, and apparently elsewhere, I have little doubt
that they both belong to one species, and that we have here another
example of a species with dimorphic males.

In the older males the mouth-parts appear to become degenerate.
I have, however, discussed this question more fully, and also the reasons
for referring the specie^ to the one originally described by Dana, in

the Records of the Australian Museum, vol. 14, p. 95.

I have recently received specimens from the Hawaiian Islands
appear to belong to this species.

Localities,—Lyttelton ; Dunedin Harbour ; Cook Strait.

Distribution,—Austraha ; North and South Atlantic Oceans ; Hawaiian
Islands.

Bovallia monoculoides (Haswell).

Bovallia monoculoides Chilton, 1909, p. 622; 1912, p. 494; 1921,

p. 66. Eusiroides monoculoides Chevreux, 1908, p. 478 ; Stebbing,

1910, p 595 ; Barnard, 1916, p. 174. Eusiroides caesaris Walker,
1904, p. 264.

^

In 1909 I referred to this species specimens from the Auckland Islands ;

but it has not hitherto been recorded from the coasts of the main islands of

New Zealand. I have now, however, in my collection numerous specimens
from different locahties extending from the Three Kings to Otago Harbour.

These are all much smaller than the specimens from the Auckland
Islands, none of them measuring more than about 8 mm. in length, but they

which
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agree closely with specimens of similar size from Port Jackson, New South

Wales segme

duced into definite dorsal teeth, but all have the posterior margin of tlie

third pleon segments serrate, as described by Stebbing for Ensiroides caesariy

though in one or two instances the teeth are rather indistinct, thus

approaching the condition found in E, crassi.

The species has been recorded from South Africa by Barnard, from

Ceylon by Walker, and from the Gambler Archipelago by Chcvreux. Of

the two specimens from the latter locality, one was a female bearing

young, though only 4 mm. in length. Of them Chevreux says, " Chez

ces exemplaires, le bord posterieur des i)laques epimerales du dernier

segment du metasome, moins convexe que chez le type, ne presente que

des crenelures peu distincts."

If Bovallia gigardea Pfeffer is considered as belonging to the same siiecies,

corresponding to the form described by Stebbing under the name Ensiroides

crassi, then the range of the species is extended to the subantarctic and

antarctic seas to the south of South America.

I have been able to compare my New Zealand specimens with examples

of Ensiroides della-vallei Chevreux from Banyuls-sur-mer, on the south

coast of France, and can find little difference between the two.

Localities.—OS Three Kings, 60-65 fathoms (Chilton) ; Cook Strait

cable, off Oterangi Bay (H, B. Kirk); Cook Strait cable (Captain J. W,

Grey) ; north-west of Cape Maria van Diemen, 50 fathoms (Chilton)
;

Moeraki, east coast Otago (Chilton) ; Otago Harbour, surface (G. M. Thom-

son) ; Lyttelton Eeef (E. M. Laing) ; Lyall Bay (R. M. Laing).

mihiwaka

Chiltonia mihiivalca Stebbing, 1906, p. 555 : Chilton, 1909a, p. 644;

1909b, p. 57.

This species was described from specimens obtained in streams on
i. Tvi: u :— u« *^ ^rt ^ T>^^T.4- Pli Q 1 rt^f^To a f h PI ffli t^ 11 x) to about 1 .000 ft.

above sea-level. Later on mil

localities on Mount Maungatua and other hills in the neighbourhood of

Dunedin. During the expedition of the Philosophical Institute of Canter-

bury to "the Subantarctic Islands of New Zealand in 1907, specimens were

taken in fresh-water pools and streams on Enderby Island, Auckland

Island, and Campbell Island, at places not far above sea-leveL These

specimens differed from the type in having thq palm of the second

gnathopod in the male oblique instead of transverse, and prove to be

the same as C. suhtenuis Sayce, a species found in New South Wales,

Victoria, and Western Australia.

In December, 1922, I found two specimens, male and female, in coitu,

in a small fresh-water stream at Riverton, Southland, just about high-

water mark. It was low tide at the time, and the water in which the

animals were living was q^iite fresh, but the sea-water would reach the place

at high tide. Both specimens were deeply pigmented of a dark-grey colour,

while the Port Chalmers specimens are usually much light(*r, some being

almost white. The Riverton specimens resemble those from Mount Mihi-

waka so much that they must be considered as belonging to the same

species, but there are some slight differences. The second gnathopod of

the male (fig. 1)* has the palm quite transverse, and the dactyl has a rounded

The illustrations for this paper were drawn for me by Miss Beryl Parlane, one of

my students.
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lobe on the concave margin towards its base wliicb is not found in the

type. In the male specimen the first or upper antennae are distinctly

shorter than the second, while in the type they were of equal length. In

the Enderby and Auckland Islands specimens the first antennae are con-

siderably longer than the second. The relative lengths of the antennae

in a few of the specimens in my collection are shown in the diagram given

beloWj the first being represented by unbroken lines^ the second by dotted

cimen Relative ien^ths o\ Antennae

6 Ml rtihlwaka

rf Enderby Island

* Auckland Islands

? m Mihiwaka

<^ Riverlon

? Rivepton

Ant I
{

Ant. 2.

Ant.l

Anl.il

Anl.i

Ant.;L

Anl. 1

j

Ant;^

Ant I

Ant.ii

Ant.l

AnlAf — .

A

i

A

Table showing relative lengths of the antennae in different specimens of Chiltonia
mihiwaha.

lines. It will be seen that the antennae vary in length on the two sides,

and in specimens from different localities. The generic diagnosis given by
»Stebbing (1906, p. 555), which says '' ^Antennae 1 and 2 equal in length,"
must be altered to '' Antennae 1 and 2 nearly equal in length."

Fig. 1.

—

ChiUonia mihiwaka Chilton.

gn\ second gnath
yw-*, }>aln

magnifiecL

The genus was established by Stebbing for the species now under con-
-sideration, which had been described under Hyalella. Two fresh-water
species from AustraUa described by Savce belong to ChiUonia. and other
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species have been described by Geoffrey Smith. Several fresh-water

species of Hyalella are known from South America, and one that I

have examples of {H. ivarminxjii Stebbing) presents many resemblances

to CMltonia, but has a small palp on the first maxilla and a fringed

lobe on the carpus of the second gnathopod in the male. In Ckiltonia

miUwaka the third uropod is represented by a single small joint, and this

character has been incorporated in Stebbing's generic diagnosis. In the

Australia species, C. australis, the uropod is two-jointed, as in Hyalella,

so that the characters of the genus require further modification.

From brackish water at Cape Town, South Africa, Barnard has described

Chiltonia capensis, which has no palp on the first maxilla and has the

third uropod single-jointed, but differs in having the two gnathopods alike

in both sexes—thus requiring another modification of the characters of

the genus.
, i i

• i

The presence of very similar species in fresh and brackish waters m
New Zealand, Australia, South America, and South Africa is important

from a zoogeographical standpoint, and it is desirable that a careful

comparison of the species in question should be made.

Genus Paraleptamphopus.

This genus was estabUshed in 1899 by Stebbing for the subterranean

species described under the name Calliopius suhterramus and the one

found by >lr. G. M. Thomson in a httle stream on top of the Old Man

Range in Otago and named Pherusa caerulevs. In 1893 Delia Valle had

placed the first species under Acanthonostoma, and had stated that the

second species
with the first.

I gave some details as to the distribution of the two species m 1909

numerous
examination

species are undoubtedly closely related, and that forms exist that are

to a large extent intermediate both as regards structure and mode of

life It will be best to give the facts under each " species " separately.

Paraleptamphopus caeruleus (G. M. Thomson). -

Paraleptamphopus caeruleus Chilton, 1909b, p. 54 (with synonyms).

This species is now known to be widely spread over the southern

portions of Otago and Southland, It has been recorded from Swampy

Hill (near Dunedin), from the Old Man Range, from the neighbourhood

of Invercargffl, from Ruapuke Island, and I have recently collected it in

abundance from several localities at Drummond and Otautau in Southland.

In these places it lives in ditches and small streams on the various weeds

that grow in the water, in much the same way as the ordinary fresh-water

Paracalliope fiuvialilis does, though this species was not found by me in the

same ditches. With P. caeruleus there was, however, the other species,

P. suhterraneus , but it was usually found a little deeper .down, either on the

surface of the mud or actually in the mud. P. caeruleus is slightly smaller

than P. suhterraneus, and can readily be distinguished by its dark-blue

colour. Most of the sj^ecimens are so darkly coloured that they appear

black, but some are paler, especially on the appendages.

The differences in structure from some of the forms of P. suhterraneus are

few and unimportant. The one that seems most constant is in the telson,
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wHcli is evenly rounded posteriorly and free from setules ; its upper

surface is slightly convex ; the third uropods have the branches not much
longer than the peduncle (fig. 2, ur'p^) and, when seen in side view, slightly

urp 3

t

Fig. 2, ParaleplampTiopus caeruleus : female specimen, from Drummond. gyi^, first

gnathopod; y?i^*, extremity of same, more highly magnified; gn\ second
gnathopod; gn^*, extremity of same, more highly magnified; nrp^, third
uropod ; t, telson.

curved upwards
; the gnathopoda are rather more slender than in P. sub-

terraneus, with the armature of the palm somewhat different, the propod
bearing crenulate markings at the point where the finger impinges, and
the finger having numerous setules towards the extremity (see figs. 2,

gn^*).
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Paraleptamphopus subterraneus (Chilton).

ParaleptampJiopus subterraneus Stebbing, 1 906, p. 294 ; Chilton,

I9O9B5 p. 54 (*\dth synon}Tais).

This species is very widely distributed in New Zealand. It was first

obtained in wells at Eyreton not far from the Eiver Wainiakariri ; it

has since been found in wells in Christchurch, Lincoln, Leeston, Ashburton,

and Winchester. Later on I collected it in surface streams issuing from

river-terraces near the River Porter, a tributary of the Waimakariri, and

it is common in streams and ditches near Drummond and Otautau,

Southland, where it is found associated with P. caemletis, as already

mentioned. Messrs. Lucas and Hodgldn took it in Lake Wakatipu, and

in 1908 I found it in a small stream at Duck Cove, Doubtful Sound, in

places where the stream was almost covered and shut out from the hght

by the overhanging rocks and trees. In the North Island it was taken

by Lucas and Hodgldn in Lake Taupo at a depth of 700 ft., and in 1911

Mr. W. F. Hewlett sent me numerous specimens from a well at Eketahuna.

All these specimens are pale and colourless, with eyes imperfect or

completely absent, and, though they show considerable difiFerences in the

exact shape of the telson, the third uropoda, and the gnathopoda, there

is no difficulty in considering them as all belonging to the same species.

In 1914, however, Mr. T. Hall sent me specimens which he had

collected at '' Chppings," on the range of mountains known as the

Remarkables, near Lake Wakatipu, and from Mount Dick, in the same

neighbourhood, the animals in the latter case being found at a height of

3,000 ft. above sea-level. These specimens were rather stouter in body

than the forms obtained from wells, the third uropods wore shorter and

similar to those of P. caeruleus, and they showed the dark-blue colour

characteristic of the latter species, though it was not quite so intense,

and some of the specimens were much Hghter than others ; the telson,

too, proved to differ distinctly from that of the type. At first I was

inclined to consider them as a new species, but a careful comparison of

the forms of P. suUerraneus from the different localities mentioned has

shown that numerous transitional forms exist as regards the individual

characters, and that if a new name were given to the forms from
'' Chppings " and Mount Dick several new names would have to be

established for the others. Though largely intermediate between the two

species, the " Clipi:)ings " and Mount Dick specimens approach more

nearly to P. subterraneus in the telson, and I therefore look upon them

as a variety of that species.

The structure of P. suUerraneus was somewhat fully dealt with by

me in 1894 so far as the underground forms were concerned. It will

only be necessary to mention now a few of the points in which differences

occur in specimens from other localities. In all specimens the gnathopoda

are of similar shape, the first stouter than the second ; in the Eyreton
specimens the palm of the first is minutely crenulate, but it is even in these

from surface waters in Southland. The appearance of the third uropod
varies when seen from the side or from above. Fig. 4 shows those of a
specimen from Eketahuna, fig. urp^ being one of the i)air seen from above,
fig, urp^"^ the other from the side ; the branches are not much longer than
the base, on the latter there is usually a small tuft of setules at the
upper distal angle, and two or three separately placed on each upper
margin. In specimens from Southland streams the tuft at the distal
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Fig. 3. amphopua subierraneus : male 8]

immature, ^i*, first gnathopod
ipod
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angle may be larger, and there is sometimes a smaller but distinct tuft

about the middle of the upper outer margin (see fig. 6).
'^'' '-'— "The telson is

with

rounded usually bearin

AUposterior margin slightly concave. — -,.,'. ^r-

the last, are subject to modification even in individuals from the same

locality ; thus one from wells at Ashburton has the post^^rior mar^ixm much

comer wi

urp3^

Fig. 4. Paraleptavivhopus mbierranei^ : female specimen from Eketahuna

(in wells). urp\ third uropod, from above; wp^*, the same,

side view ; t, telson.

urp

Fig. 5. Paraieptamphopus suhicrramus : female specimen, from surface

stream, Castle HilL urp^, third uropod ; I, telson.

In the *' Chppings and Mount Dick the telson differsspecimens

markedly from the more typical forms. The lateral margins are distinctly

convex, the telson itself shorter and broader, the posterior margin deeply

concave, and there are three or four setules at each corner and two or

three more anteriorly placed on the lateral margin (see figs. 8 and 9).

In 1894 I described from the Eyreton wells a form larger than the

usual one, and differing very considerably in having the antennae stouter

and plentifully suppUed with calceoli, and the gnathopoda very large and
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differently formed. The ordinary form is undoubtedly a female, being

often found with eggs or yomag in the brood-pouch, and I looked upon
the form with the large pecuhar gnathopoda as the male. It differs so

much, however, that it is not surprising that Stebbing sa}^ (1906, p. 295),

urp urp

t

Fig. 6. ParaleptampJiopus snbterravens : female specimen, from surface stream,
Dnammond. nrp^, first uropod ; nrp^, second uropcxi ; urp^, third
uropod ; t, telson.

urn^p

Fig.^7.

X

Parakplamp7topiis suhUrmvevs : speoimen from a well at Ashburton
urp^, third uroood i i. t,«>lsnn.

Ihe supposed male is uncertain in respect to sex and to identity with
the species.' Unfortunately I have seen very few specimens of the
supposed male, and have now records of four only One was dissected
tor use m drawing up the description I gave in 'l894 and I have now
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only its gnathopoda ; another sf)ee]men was similar hi size and structure,

and I have all its aj)pendages mounted as micro-slides ; a third specimen

which appears qtiite the same is in my collection, undissected ; and the

fourth, which was rather smaller, I have recently dissected and mounted
in the hope that it M^ould perhaps show intermediate characters in the

3

Fig. 8,

—

Paraleptamphopus subterraneus : specimen from surface stream,

" Clippings/' The Remarkables. urp^y third uropod ; t, telson.

urp

Fio. 9.

—

Paralrplamphopus subterraneus : female specimen from Mount Did
urp^, first uropod ; tirp^j second uropod ; urp^^ third uropod ; f, telson.

gnathopods between those of the female and the fully developed male.
Unfortunately this was not the case, for its gnathopoda, though smaller
and less bountifully supplied with spinules (fig. 3, gyi^ and gn^)y are
essentially the same as those figured in 1894.

I still feel convinced that the specimens in question are really males
of P. suUerraneus, for they are closely similar in all the characters except
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those that may be looked upon as secondary male characters ; none of
them bears eggs, and it seems unlikely that there should be two species
Hving in the underground waters drawn upon by the one well, that many
dozens of specimens of one species, all females, have been obtained, but
of the other only less than half a dozen and these all males. It must be
mentioned, however, that among the numerous specimens of P. suhterraneus
examined from other locahties I have seen no similar males ; it is, of
course, possible that some may have been overlooked, for the gnathopoda
are more or less concealed by the deep side-plates.

I give figures of the telson and uropoda of P. suhterraneus from
difPerent locahties. It will be seen that there is considerable variation,
just as there m in the subterranean forms of NipJiargus in Europe, and
that in consequence there is room for much difference of opinion as to
the number of " species " into which they should be divided. In New
Zealand the subterranean species is also found in surface waters, most of
these specimens being still colourless and apparently blind ; though some
—VIZ., those from "Clippings" and Mount Dick are found at great
heights above sea-level, and in colour and other characters show distinct
transitions leading to the true surface form, P. caeruleus, from which the
subterranean forms may be presumed to have been descended.
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Material for a Monograph on the Diptera Fauna of New Zealand:

Part 2 J Family Syrphidae, Supplement A. *

By David Miller, Government Entomologist.

[Bead before the Wellington Philosophical Society, 24th October, 1922 ; received by Editor,

31st December^ 1922 ; issued separately, 18th June, 1924.]

Genus Paragus Latreille (1805).

P. myersii n. sp.

c?. Head large and globular, wider than thorax, shining greenish-black

with pniinose reflection. Eyes bare, completely holoptic, occupying pos-

terior half of head only, their anterior orbits forming an almost straight

line across top ; in profile, lower eye-angle well above oral margin ; facial

orbits almost perpendicular and slightly concave. Face, cheeks, crown
of head in front of eyes, and antennae black in ground-colour, but greyish

pruinose, except for a black area extending from lower part of facial orbits

to anterior oral margin. Sides of face, cheeks, and crown hairy, hairs on
sides of face and crown black, erect and dense, so that when seen from
above head is tufted in front of eyes ; hairs of cheeks grey ; a distant groove

originating in a distinct depression below eyes runs diagonally to base of

antennae. Middle of face bare, not depressed but rather rounded below

antennae ; a moderate central tubercle, black on centre, below which oral

margin slightly projects. Proboscis blackish-brown, palpi paler, linear and
swollen at end. Occiput black, depressed, orbits somewhat swollen, greyish-

pruinose, wider and clothed below with short pale hair, narrower and
clothed with longer hairs above, the hair extending over the rather large

ocellar triangle. Top of head comparatively horizontal, antennae situated

high up, separated basally, greyish-yellow pruinose, comparatively short,

3rd joint oval, short ; arista stout and very short-haired.

Thorax and scutellum shiny blue-black, clothed with long delicate

greyish hair. Wings clear, stigma faintly marked ; halteres greyish-black.

Legs blue-black, femora with long delicate greyish hair ; tarsi rather

grejdsh - yellow owing to short closely - set vestiture
; posterior protarsi

somewhat swollen ; anterior tarsi flat, their protarsi broad with anterior

inner angle produced, remaining joints broad but shortening and narrow-
ing to onychotarsi.

Abdomen clothed with delicate greyish hair, linear, sides parallel

;

five visible segments ; dull blue-black in colour, a pale opal-white triangular

spot at anterior angles of 3rd, 4th, and 5th segments. Genitalia brownish-
black.

$. Eyes broadly dichoptic, their facial orbits convex ; vestiture of head
shorter than in (J ; a deep sinuated transverse groove across front from
eye to eye. Thorax shorter-haired ; anterior protarsi not produced at inner
angle. Abdomen rectangular, shiny greenish-black; a pair of indistinct
spots, seen only in some lights, on 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th segments.

(J. Length, 11 mm. 9. Length, 10 mm.
Holotype : Xo. 1261, D. M.
Habitat,—Tav^Tuas, 4,300 ft. ; captured by J. G. Myers on flowers of

Banunculus geranifalius.

Part 2, Trans, N.Z. Imt., vol. 53, pp. 289-333, 1921.
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Genus Cheilosia Panz. (1809).

C. fulvipes n. sp.

2. Eyes bare, dichoptic
; front brilliant purple, sparsely clothed with

black hair, a transverse median depression connected by a distinct lonei-
tudinal

with tennae with a silvery pubescence; lunular
area black. Antennae situated well up on head, separated at base, 1st
and 2nd joints black

; 3rd joint of type and of all other specimens lost.
±ace shmmg purple, a patch of silvery tomentum and not excavated beneath
antennae

;
distinct central knob black ; sides of face sparsely clothed with

short hau-; facial orbits narrowly silvery pubescent; oral mardn pro-
jecting somewhat

; cheeks black and clothed with short silvery hair.
Proboscis blackish-brown, palpi paler. Occiput purplish-black, depressed,
posterior orbits narrnwTir cilir^^^r

J. i
1

J rposterior orbits narrowly silvery.

Thorax and scutellum brilliant cupreous, indistinctly clothed with
very short hair. Wmgs somewhat translucent, stigma clouded with tawny

;

ce Lu, very broad owing to veins 1st A and Cu curving into anal angle and
c^n M respectively

;
on one wing cross-vein r-m is forked, thus meeting

JT 7'^-' '"^ JT P^^^*""' halteres rather tawny. Legs purplish-black,

^rnf«^.V^^''r-\ 'T'^'
^'^'^'' ^^'' «^ ^" P^°tarsi, and apex cf posterior

tibt. .iXl T *^7^^- .,4°t^"or ta^si somewhat broadened; posterior
tibiae slightly and middle tibiae distinctly broadened.

Abdomen rather ovate, shiny purplish-black,

t 1,^^' toloptic for a short distance
; frfront black with some erect

^ ^MiinV \.J J ^ -V ^ oistance
; iront black with some erect

oTLtTl w, ^ Tr^ tomentum extending into short- white hair below

nounceS! btk."
"' ^^''^- ^''' g-enish-black, central knob pro-

tini^^nd^w? ''"*f^^
^^t^^ dull black, with a coppery and purplish

cenfral irl
"""'^

f'^^''^
^^"- ^'^' ^^ ^^ ? ^^^ ^^biae with distinct

^reatlv hZt ^'1
' ^''^'T ^^^ ^^^^"^ ^biae, particularly the latter,

fl'htlv fCt A T'P* ^'' ""''y ^^"°^ ^^'^^ P^^tion
;

posterior tibiae

b>oadJned soSat*'"^
^"*^"' "^'^"^^

'
^'^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^''^^

glau'tounnot.^'r^''
'^"^7^^^ '^^y^ almost black with pair of large

brownTsh
^ '"^ '^'^ '^^' °^ 2nd, 3rd, and 4th segments. GenitaHabrownish.

$^
Length, 6 mm. ^. Length, 7 mm.

Holotype
: ?, No. 1259, D. M

AllotvDft : ^, No 1259a, D. M
(J. ^"*Cam7b%'^

^^' '^ ^''™'^'
'

^^^'^^^ Rolleston and Arthur's Pass

C. captalis n. sp.

delicate wHtpr.-'
^^^.?P*^«

'
^^^^^ broad, greenish-black, clothed with

?pos ranten 'J ' Vf''^ ^''^ '^ ^^''' ««^^ i" ««^e ^l^t^, on each orbit

g^eS tomen^l'- '^?-T '''^''^ ^^^^« ^^^^le of liead, black with

Set rsUveT; njf rfr'^- ^-^« convex, shiny black, central knob"«iiui.t, a suvery patch of tnmprif„Tv, K^i x •'_
. i- .• .^ i. ^a silvprv + u t

^- a^^<^ vuuvcx, siiiny
,

on face from l^IJ . ^

tomentum below antennae ; a distinct furrow

Occiput black TnT^^ 1
'^^''' ^ye-margin. Proboscis and palpi black,

Xrax and sr^^rfl'
"^^

"'^f
'^""'^"^ ^'^^ ^l^^^t silvery hair.

with short sflvly haL w" '" ^"'^ ^''"^^ "' ^^^"^^ ^^''^' '^''^"^
auvery nair, Winers rather fT^n«Tn^..,.f «+;. ^.„.^,.. T^aUprPshalteres
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brownish. Legs greenish-black with short greyish vestiture on tibiae and
tarsi

; posterior protarsi swollen
;
joints of anterior tarsi broadened and flat*

Abdomen shiny greenish-blacky sparsely clothed with short greyish

hair ; rather ovate, broadest across posterior margin of 2nd segment.

$. Length, 6 mm.
Holotype : No. 1260, D. M.
Habitat.—Otira (J. R. Harris).

Gemis Helophtlus Meigan (1822).

H. taruensis n, sp,

$. Eyes bare ; front brownish-black, clothed with delicate blackish-

brown hair ; a rather broad somewhat tawny band across front. Antennae

blackish-brown with a rather greyish tomentum. Face lemon-yellow, &
shiny stripe down middle and sparsely clothed with lemon-yellow hair.

Oral margin broadly bordered with brownish-black ; cheeks greyish-black

and clothed with yellow hair. Proboscis and palpi blackish-brown. Occi-

put rather yellowish, clothed with short yellow hair ; the narrow orbits pale

greyish-yellow below, but blackish-brown above to vertex.

Thorax blackish-brown, pleurae dull, with a greyish-yellow tomentum,

the whole clothed with yellowish to golden hair denser on pleurae and

margin of dorsum; the shiny dorsum with a pair of broad greyish-yellow

stripes and bordered on each side with this colour. Legs blue-black,

sparsely clothed with greyish hair
;

posterior femora broadened, a tooth-

like process present below and some short black spines distally ; a tawny
spot near apex ; onychotarsi tawny

;
pulvilli and base of claws white,

apex of latter black. Wings slightly tinged with brown, veins brown and

stigma dark brown ; squamae fringed with long branched reddish hair, the

alulae with very short hair ; cross-vein r-m slightly beyond middle of cell

1st M-2 ; halteres tawny.

Abdomen ovate, somewhat shiny blue-black ; 1st segment dull grey

except for dark spot on each side at posterior margin ; large very indistinct

paler areas on each side of 2nd, 3rd, and 4th segments ; the whole clothed

with very short yellowish hair, longer along sides ; black rather bristle-

like hairs across posterior margin and at angles of 3rd and 4th segments.

$. Length, 12 mm.
Holotype : Ko. 1262, D. M.
Habitat,—TsLmrnaLa, 2,600 ft. (J. G. Myers).

A specimen of what appears to be the male of this species was fomid
by Mr. J. G. Myers at sea-level, Auckland. Colour and vestiture as in

female, though vestiture of abdomen and legs is longer and more golden.

Eyes dichoptic, angulated on front ; a concave transverse groove at

this point, above which orbits are parallel and below divergent. First

abdominal segment gre^dsh only on middle ; indistinct paler areas on
abdomen a^ in female. Length, 10 mm.

H. hectori n. sp,

?. Front dull black with greyish tomentum, clothed with blackish hair.
Antennae black but with reddish tint and greyish reflection. Face black,
the central convexity and a broad area at oral margin widening to orbits
clothed with cinereous tomontum

; sides of face with a few long and delicate
cinereous hairs ; facial orbits and cheeks cinereous, the latter haired and
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with a black spot at lower eye-margin. Proboscis and palpi blackish-brown.

Occiput depressed, greydsh-black, clothed with very delicate greyish hair

;

posterior orbits broad with short grey hairs below, but a single row,

becoming double on vertex, of erect black hairs above.

Thorax clothed with greyish to yellow hair with some erect black ones

on dorsum
;

pleurae cinereous to greyish-black. Dorsum velvet-black,

a pair of cinereous rather narrow stripes tapering to a point before reach-

ing scutellum ; humeri and sides of dorsum cinereous ; cinereous area

posterior to humeri and extending over alar region, Scutellum clothed

with brownish to golden hair, shiny blackish-brown, apex rather tawny.

Legs blackish-brown, sparsely clothed with short whitish hairs, which are

rather bristle-like and blackish on posterior femora ; the latter distinctly

thickened, without a distinct inforior tooth-like process but with stout

spines and a reddish-yellow spot below distally ; lower side of tarsi, particu-

larly protarsi, with a fevv' short stout spines. Wings slightly tinged with

brown, stigma tawny ; cross-vein r-m at middle of cell 1st M2 ; squamae
fringed with tawny branched hair; halteres tawny.

Abdomen shiny bronze-black, extreme apex tawny ; the whole sparsely

clothed with short grey hair, longer on sides.

$, Length, 9 mm.
Holotype : No. 1263, D. M.
Hahitat~lAo\m\ Hector, 5,000 ft. (J. G. Myers).

Genus Ocyptamus Macq. (1834),

0. doralis n. sp.

S' Eyes bare, dichoptic, though more approximated at vertex ; vertex
and upper part of front shiny blackish-brown ; anterior margin of this

area, which ends a little in front of ocellar triangle, has a median triangular
notch of yellow, the apex of which ends just in front of anterior ocellus

;

remainder of front yellow, the whole sparsely clothed with short blackish
to yellowish hair; ocellar triangle bluish-black and elongate. Antennae
short, inserted just above middle line of head

;
yellow except brown outer

'

edge of 3rd joint, which is orbicular ; arista dark brown. Face, cheeks,
oral margin, and mouth-parts yellow ; face descending almost vertically,

without tubercle, though rounded at oral margin, which is not projecting.

^
Pleurae, halteres, and legs yellow; onychotarsi dark-brown and upper

side of femora a rather darker yellow. Dorsum shiny bluish-green, mar-
gmed with yellow, clothed with fine short hair giving a punctured appear-
ance; scutellum bluish-green at base but otherwise brownish. Wings
mdescent, clouded at stigma and apex above vein R 4-^5 J

vena spuria
developed vein-like ; halteres yellowish.

Abdomen narrow, linear, 2nd segment slightlv constricted ; shiny blue-
black, sides of 1st segment yellow ; a pair of tawny spots on 2nd, 3rd, 4tb,
and 5th segments, the last pair darker. Genitalia prominent and tawny.

cJ. Length, 6 mm.
Holotype

: No. 1264, D. M.
/^a6iia«.—Wellington (J. W. Camnbein.

I
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)/ Neiv Zealand Trichoptera, or Caddis-Jl

tions of New Genera and Spec

No. 2, Descrip-

n

ft

By R. J. TiLLYARD, M.A., Sc.D. (Cantab.), D.Sc. (Sydney), C.M.Z.S

F.L.S., F.E.vS.; Entomologist and Chief of the Biological Department,

Cawthron Institute, Nelson, N.Z,

iRead before the NeUon InMUute, 18th October, 1922; received by Editor, 9th November,

1922 ; issued separately, ISth June, 1924,}

Plate 19.

Ik No. 1 of these studies {Trans, N,Z. InsL, vol. b6, pp. ^w-dkj) i ue^cxiu.u

a new genus and species belonging to the family Sericostomatidac Suc-

<5eeding parts were planned -to take each of the more important famihes

one by one, revising them thoroughly and adding the new genera and

species proper to each. This plan has, however, been modified, as it is

important that the new species should be published as soon as possible,

while the revisions of the families may be left to later parts. In the

present paper the family Rhyacophilidae is fully revised, with a key to

all the known New Zealand genera ; but there are also described some new

genera and species belonging to other families, and the Calamoceratidae

are for the first time shown to be represented m New Zealand.

At the present time twenty-seven species and sixteen genera of caddis-

flies are known from New Zealand. To these arc now added seventeen

now species and seven new genera, bringing the New Zealand totals up to

forty-four species and twenty-three genera, or considerably more than

are known for the whole of Australia. The new genera and species are

distributed as follows :

—

Family.

Previously
described.

Genera.

Added in this

Paper.
Total

Genera. Species Genera. Species

Khyacophilidae

JlydroptiUdae
Bydropsychidae
Polycentropidae

Calamoceratidae

Leptoceridae .

.

"Sericostomatidae

Total Trichoptera

* ft 2 5 5 7

1

1

7

• t 1 1 1 1 2

a t 1 4 1
1

Y

1

m 4

1

1 1 1

• 1 1 1 1

1 4 6 1 4
^ ^

1

« » 6

16

9 1

7

6 7

a 27 17 23

12

2

5

1

2

7

15

44

Note.—The gpnus and species recorded in the first column under the

family Calamoceratidae have been previously placed in the Sericosto-

matidae, but are here removed to their proper family, and constitute the

first record of the occurrence of that family in New Zealand.

I wish here to thank all those entomologists in New Zealand through

whose help specimens have been received for study or collected in the
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field
• the individual records are given under eacli species. I also desire

to thank Mr. W. C. Davies, Curator of the Cawthrou Institute, for the

photograph from which Plate 19 has been prepared.

Family RHYACOPHILIDAE.

Up to the present only two genera of this family have been found m
New Zealand—viz., Hydrohiosis McL. and Fsihchorema McL. The former

of these is also recorded from Queensland, but the latter is peculiar to

New Zealand.* Five new genera are here proposed to be added for the

reception of seven new species. The family is a difficult one to study,

and in order to facilitate such study I give herewith figures of the wing-

venation and a dichotomic key to the seven New Zealand genera :

Key to the New Zealand Gbneea of the Family RuYACorniLiDAE

1, Fore^ying with the branches of M normally developed ,

.

Forewing with Ma and M;, fused hasally for some distance, so that an
2

• «apparent apical fork is formed distally between them
Genus Neuuochokema n. g., 6 6.

2. Forewing with the radial cell present, closed distally by a cross-vein ;

not symmetrically pointed at apex .

.

.

.

• • , •

"

Forewinor with the radial cell absent, and the apex symmetrically pointed

Genus Tiphobiosis n. g-

3. Radial cell of forewing not followed distad by a second small closed cell ._.
^

Radial cell of forewing with a second small closed cell attached to it

distad, enclosing the wing-spot .

.

4. Forewing with both Af i and Af 2 sessile on the radial cell -

.

- • ^
- Forewing with either Aij or Af 2 or both stalked from the radial cell . - "

5. Cu2 in forewing ends at about level of beginning of pterostigma, well

beyond lA ; 2A long; fork of Cu^ not dichotomic, attached basally

to Cu2 by a cross-vein .

,

.

.

. . Genus Hydbochoeema n. g-

Cu2 in forewing ends by a strong curve at same point as lA, half-way along

the wing; 2A very short; fork of Cui dichotomic, very long, not

connected with Cug .

.

.

.

.

.

. . Genus Hydkobiosella n. g.

6. Forewing with Af 1 sessile on the radial cell, Af 2 stalked Genus Hydrobiosis MCii.

Forewing with Af ^ stalked, Af ^ sessile on the radial cell -

.

• •
^

Genus Neurochorema n. g., * ^ •

7. The small cell distad from the radial cell in forewing is closed distally by
fusion of R4 and Rg ; veins of the distal part of the forewing

neither close together nor parallel .

.

. . Genus SvnchOBKMA n. g.

The small cell distad from radial cell in forewing is closed distally by a

cross-vein ; veins of the distal part of the forewing close together

andparaUel Genus Psilochorema 3.ci..

Genus Hydrobiosis McL. (Text-fig. 1.)

McLachlan, Journ. Linn. Soc. London, 1871, x, p. 206.

withThis genus can at once be recognized by the large pterostigma, wi

R^ and sometimes even Rg running through it; the presence o£ a
^^^^^^

radial cell in the forewing only, with Af , sessile upon it but Af 2 well stalkea

,

tlie absence of the median cell in both wings ; the long Af ^ in the hina-

winer. with short, sfnlV anA fho xn^r-yr L.»^rY oa ;n ^ha fnrpwinfir. Text-tig.forewing
shows these characters clearly.

^
1

A peculiar character of the genus, not previously noticed, is that the

labial palpi appear to be four-seffmontod. owinsr to the nicntum being very

* Ps. (?) acuhatum Blanchard is a ChiUan insect doubtfuDy referred to this genus.
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strongly bifid. The same character is to be found iu TipJiohiosis n. g.,

and is possibly present in other related genera also.

Genotype. frater

our

(New Zealand.)

fraterVIZ.,

j)ennis McL., H, ingenua Hare, and //. sh(jma Ulmer ; the first three of

these occur in New Zealand only, the fourth in Queensland. The descrip-

tion of H. ingenua given by Hare mentions n^^ither the venation nor the

form of the male appendages, so that the species is quite unrecognizable

Text-fig. 1.

—

Hydrobiosis umbripennis McL., d". Wing-venation

(For lettering see p. 314.)

examination bype. I have seen specimens in Mr. G. V.

Hudson's"" collection determined by Mr. Hare as Ilydrohiosis occulta Hare

(a species which he described at the same time as H, ingenua), and they

undoubtedly belong to the g Hydropsyche ; so I omit the species

occulta Hare from the list of known species of Hydrobiosis, and remove

it to Hydropsyche. Whether H. ingenua
""

liosis or not I am unable to say.

Genus Psilochorema ^IgL. (Text-fig. 2.)

McLachlan, Trans. Entonu Soc. London, 1866, ser. 3, v, p. 273.

A very remarkable genus, recognizable at once by the closely parallel

arrangement of the veins in the distal part of the forewing ; by the

peculiar shape of the forewing, which has the costal and posterior margins

parallel for the basal half, but the apical half of the wing is dilated by

the outward cur\'ing of the posterior margin from the end of lA to the

apex; by the

presence of an extra small closed cell placed distally from the radial cell

in the forewing, between R4 and R^, and closed distally by a short cross-

vein. These characters are clearly shown in text-fig. 2.

It should be noted that McLachlan, in his diagnosis of this genua,

states that five apical forks are present in both the forewing and the hind-

This is an error, Af^ being absent in the hindwing, as is all known
Trichoptera.

very

wmg
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Genotype.—PsihcJiorema mimicum McL.

Only two species are kuowu, Ps, mimicum McL. and Ps. confusum McL.,

both confined to New Zealand.

lA Oxx Cuii,

Text-fig. 2,~-Psilochonma confusum. Mi L., ? . Wing-venation. (For lettering

see p. 314.) A small hyaline area is enclosed by the dotted lines in fore\\ing.

Genus Hydrobiosella n. g. (Text-fig. 3.)

Allied to Hydrohiosis McL., but easily distinguished from it by the

following characters :

and Af^ sessile upon

with Af

forewing

Text-fig 3.—//ydro6io^eZZa atenocerca n, g. and 8p.; ^. Wing -venation,
(i? or lettering see p. 3U.) The dotted lines In forewing indicate the
positioas of small hvaline areas

r

hj an oblique veiulet situated nearly half-way along Sc. Meman i;--

absent m both wings
; Af , and Af , ii forewing, and Af 3 in hindwing, aU

short forks with very long stalks. The cubital fork, Af «, long and strongly

Median ceD

all
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formed in both wings, and of normal dichotomic shape in forewing and

not connected with C\x.^ by a cross-vein. Anal veins in forewing looped

up into the typical short double Y-vein found in so many Trichoptera,

2A not being lengthened as in Hydrobiosis, Pterostigma short in both

wings

family.

Tibial spurs 2, 4, 4, as also in all the New Zealand genera of this

Genotype.—Hydrobiosella stenocerca n. sp. (New Zealand.)

Hydrobiosella stenocerca n. sp. (Plate 19, figs. 1, 2, and text-figs. 3, 4.)

Total lengthy 4-5-5 mm. ; forewing, 7-9 ram. ; expanse. 15-19 mm.
Head.^^Ejes greyish-black. Vertex with a strong tuft of yellowish

hairs extending between bases of antennae. Antennae somewhat shorter

than forewing, yellowish-brown, strongly annulated with dark brown

;

the basal segment with a tuft of dark hairs above it. Maxillary palpi

brownish, with the bases of segment 3-4 yellowish-brown. Labial palpi

long and very slender, dull-brownish.

Thorax fuscous, marked with brown ;
pronotum with stiff, dark hairs,

and sometimes also with some yellowish hairs like those on the vertex.

Legs testaceous, the tarsi slightly darkened basally.

a

Text-fig. 4^.—Hydrobiosella stenocerca n. g. and sp., J . Appendage { x 40).

o, lateral view ; 6, dorsal view. Note the long, narrow, two-segmented

gonapophyses. (10 per cent. KOH preparation.)

Wings
«

Forewing irregularly mottled with medium fuscous and

yeUowish-brown, showing several more or less conspicuous blotches of

the darker colour, notably one across Cu^ somewhat before middle of

wing, and a larger oblique and somewhat curved one arising about middle

of posterior margin and running upwards and outwards over base of

cubital fork on to M^^^. Costal and apical margins always more or less

spotted with alternate fuscous and yellowish-brown patches, and ptero-

stigma irregularly marked with both these colours. All the markings
very variable ; some specimens, usually those of larger size, being very
boldly and beautifully marked, while others, usually of smaller size, have
the markings more or less obliterated, and appear much less variegated
in colour. Hindwing semi-hyaline, pale fuscous, slightly darker distally

than basally, somewhat iridescent along main veins, and sometimes with
slight mottling like that of forewing around apical margin.

10—Trans.
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Abdomen dark fuscous, including appendages of male, of which a pre-

paration in 10 per cent. KOH solution is shown in text-fig. 4 ; they are

remarkable for their elongate, narrow form. In the dried insect the two
gonapophyses often appear closely contiguous, almost as if fused together

in the middle line. In the female the last segments of the abdomen are

drawn out into a slender ovipositor about 2 mm. long, carrying at its

extremity two minute ear-like appendages.

Types,—Holotype male (expanse 17-5 mm.) from Gouland Downs (7th

February, 1922, R. J. T.) ; allotype female (expanse 15-5 mm.) from Nelson

(29th December, 1920, A. Philpott) ; and scries of males from Nelson,

Dun Mountain, Mount Arthur, and Gouland Downs : all in Cawthron
Institute collection. The holotype male is selected for the boldness of

its markings, and is shown in Plate 19, fig. 1.

Habitat,—Fast-running streams throughout the Nelson district as far

as Collingwood and Gouland Downs ; also around Wellington, though
apparently not so common ; and occasionally in Canterbury. This species

is readily attracted to light, and is a very rapid runner, dashing about
wildly when captured.

Genus Neurochorema n. g. (Text-figs. 5, 6.)

A very distinct genus, differing from all the other New Zealand repre-

sentatives of the family by the great dissimilarity in the venation of the

wings in the two sexes, and also by the absence of the first apical fork, and

i

lA Cu, Cuib

Text-fig. 5.^Xeurochorema decv.s.tatum
of female (above) and male (below)
fusion of Ma and M3 basally in
Imes indicate enclosed liyaHne areas.

T\. g. and sp.

(For lettering

the male. In

Venation of forewing

see p. 311.) Note the

the male the dotted

the incompleteness of R, basally, in the hindwing. Wings considerably
broader m male than in female : in the latter, Sc, at about holf-way m
f)oth wmgs, approaches very close to the costal border, and runs in contact

with It from there on to its termination. Pterostigma of forewing very
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large, with R^ running through it. In both sexes, forewing has all five

apical forks present, but lundwnng has only Af^, Afg, and Afg< The correct

naming of the veins in the male is only possible by comparison with tho.se

of the female, when it will at once be seen that, in the forowing, ^l^ and M3
have partially coalesced in the male, so as to produce an apparent fork

between them distally, whereas the true apical forks, Afg and Af^, lie one
above and one below this apparent fork ro5?|)ectively. Tlie branches of the

cubitus and the end of lA are also abnormally developed in the male, and
lA takes much the same position distally that Cu^ does in the female, as

can be seen from text-fig. 5. In the hindwing the male shows very high

Text-fig. 6.

—

NeurocJiorema decussainvi n. g, and sp. Venation of hindwing
of female (above) and male (below). (For lettering see p. 314.) Note the

closed cell in the radial area of the male, with the incomplete stem of

Ri attached to it above, also the basal fusion of M2 with. M3-t-4. aod the

peculiar structure of the cubitus and lA.

specializations, a wide closed cell being formed below the distal end of Sc
;

this cell is bounded by R^^+a basally. Hi -3 above, R^+g below, and by
a cross-vein distally. M^ has become fused basallv with M3+4 in the

same manner as with M in forewing. Cu^ has become bent and fused

for a short distance with lA, which is also bent, and there is a strong cross-

vein connecting Cu^ with the fork of Cu^. Text-fig. 6 shows how much
more highly specialized the hindwing of the male has become in comparison

with that of the female. Tibial spurs, 2, 4, 4. Abdomen of female not
produced into an elongated ovipositor.

Genotype.—Neurochorema decussatum n. sp. (New Zealand.)

Neurochorema decussatum n. sp. (Plate 10, figs. 3, 4 ; text-figs. 5-7.)

Total length, <J 5 mm., $ 5*5 mm. ; forewing, ^ 8 mm., $ 8-5 mm.

;

expanse, J 17 mm., $ 18 ram.

Head dark brown, with pale hairs ; eyes brown ; antennae brown, tbe

basal segment swollen
;

palpi fuscous.

Thorax very dark brown, with, pale hairs on prothorax. Legs pale

testaceous.

10*
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Wing tmitransDarent vellowish

pterostigma ; male with a clearly marked whitish band crossing wmg
nil

junction of lA and 2A, and most strongly visible in cubital region, where

veins are bent to run alongside with a less clearly marked pale

zigzag fascia descending from distal end of pterostigma across wing to end

of Cu^ ; these markings are present in female also, but much less con-

spicuously. In male, the costa carries a series of black hairs, especially

noticeable towards pterostigma, but these are absent in female. In both

sexes there is a strongly marked patch of dark hairs at junction of 3

A

with 2A. I um on wing, those in

distal half being very pale, those on basal half being pale also in female,

Text-fig. 7.

—

Nenrochorema decussaium n. g.
a, lateral view; 6, dorsal view. Note
cent. KOH preparation.)

and
the

3p,, c? .

crossed

Appendages ( X 50).

pre-anals. (10 per

but pale mixed with dark hairs in male, especially along Cu and its

branches, where there are numerous dark hairs. Hindwing hyaline, iride-

scent, with pale yellowish-brown hairs distally, and pale fringe of same

colour

Types.—lloloij^ male (Nelson, 5th October, 1920, A. Philpott), allotype

female (20tli October, 1920, A. Philpott), and series of five paratype males,

taken October to November, 1920, by Mr. Pliilpott, at Nelson :
all m

Cawthron Institute collection.

Faftifaf.—South Island of New Zealand, especially around Nelson.

ury

-anals

bably widely distributed.

Ahdoynen blackish ; appendages of male yellowish-brown, pre-a^

crossed as shown in text-fig. 7 ; in the dried insect they sometimes appear

evenly more strongly crossed.

Genus Hydrochorema n. g. (Text-fig. 8.)

Allied to both Hydrohiosis and Hydrobiosella, but differing from both

of them in the absence of Af, in the hindwing, R^+j being a simple vein

without a terminal fork. It resembles Hydrobiosella in having both At^

and Af^ of forewing sessile upon the closed radial cell, whereas Hydro-
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biosis has Af^ sessile but Af^, stalked. It also resemble Hydrohiosis in the

form of the two median forks, Af ^ being a very long fork with short stalk,

Af 3 a somwhat shorter fork with stalk about as long as the fork itself

;

in Flydiohiosella these two forks are both short terminal forks with very

long stalks. The structure of the cubitus in the forewing is very similar

to that in Hydrohiosis—t.c, considerably more specialized than in Hydro-

bioi^ella, where the large fork of Cu^ is free and of primitive dichotomic

form. Anal area of forewing with both 2A and 3A well developed, the

former joining lA at the bend of Cu^ just below point where Cu^ forks,

and the latter extending a little boyond half-way from base to this point.

Pterostigma of forewing well developed, with R^ running through it as a
loop. So running alongside or fused with Ej^ in forewing, separate fron)^

It in hindwing, but very short, ending up before half-way along costa,

Hindwing with Afg apparently forked, but position of wing-spot, placed

apparently in angle between R •i-t-3 and R 4 + 5 at their origins, would

Text-fig, 8.

—

Hydrochorema crassk^udulum n. g. and sp., <f

.

{For lettering see p. 314.)

Wing-venation.

appear to indicate that there has been a suppression of the extra cell to

be described in next genus ; in this case the genus Hydrochorevia would
show a more highly evolved state of the radial sector in hindwing than does

Synchorenia^ though the same region remains more primitive in forewing.

General shape of wings rather long and slender, the forewing gradually

widening from base outwards to end of pterostigma, and then narrowing
quickly to form a bluntly-pointed apex on R^. Hindwing with apex at

Rg, but practically in line with costa. Tibial spurs, 2, 4, 4. Male with

long, forcipate gonapophyses.

Genotype.—HydrocJiorema crcLssicaudalum n. sp, (New Zealand.)

Hydrochorema crassicaudatum n. sp. (Plate 19, "fig. 5; text-figs. 8, 9 6,

10 a.)

(f. Total length, 4 mm. ; forewing, 6-7 mm ; expanse, 14 mm.
Head brown, very hairy ; eyes dark brown ; antennae nearly as long

as forewing, medium brown, with tuft of dark hairs below bases ; colour

of antennae darkening towards tip, and all segments very lightly annulated
with darker brown ; maxillary and labial palpi dull-brownish.
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darlc brown. Legs—femora medium testaceous ;
fore and

hind tibiae dark brown, middle tibiae somewbat paler, very hairy
;

spurs

testaceous ; tarsi rather dark brown anuulated with paler brown.

Wings.—Forewing a medium fuscous, with numerous raised

hairs, some dark, some yellowish - brown ; a strong fringe of blackish

hairs along termen, longest at tornus
;

pterostigma 1-2 mm. long, strongly

marked, dark fuscous ; termen with row of pale golden-brown spots just

indicated along margin, and similar row parallel to it from end of ptero-

stigma to behind tornus ; veins brown. Hindwing subhyaline, with

brownish veins ; membrane slightly infuscated apically ; fringe of delicate

brownish hairs.

Abdomen blackish, tenth tergite and pre-anal appendages dark, gona-

yellowish Sternites 8 and 9,

with conspicuously projecting mid-ventral spines. Text-figs. 9 6, 10 a, show

a preparation of the appendages in 10 per cent. KOH solution, seen from

EXT-FiG. 9.—Dorsal views of male genital appendages in the genud Hydro-

chorema n, g. a, in H. tenuicaudatum n. sp. ; 6, in Z/. crassu

caudatum n. sp. The large forceps in each case is formed by the

two gonapophyses, ( x 40.) (10 per cent. KOH preparation.)

above and laterally. In the dried specimen the very long, thickene

forceps formed by the gonapophyses is the distinguishing mark of tnis

species, and has suggested the specific name.
$. Unknown.
Type.?.—Holotype male, Nelson (15th December, 1921, A. Philpott)j

two other males, of larger size and more brownish coloration, expandm-,

about 19~20mm., one from Takaka (6th February, 1921, R. J- T.), and one

from Rotorua, North Island (18th November, 1919, R. J. T.) ; this last speci-

men is rather rubbed and old, and has been used for the preparation o

the appendages drawn in text-figs. 9 6, 10 a. All the above in Cawthron

Institute collection.
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Hydrochorema tenuicaudatum n. sp. (Plate 19, fig. 6; text-figs, 9 a,

. 10 6.)

$. Total length, 6 mm.; forewing, 10-5 mm. ; expanse, 22 mm.
Heady thorax^ and abdomen blackish - brown ; eyes dull - blackish

;

antennae about as long as forewing, brown, annulated with dnrker brown
on every segment. Logs entirely pale testaceous.

'Wings,—Forewing blackish-fuscous, w^ith few very short upstanding

yellowish-brown hairs
;

pterostigma not very distinct ; termeu with very

•distinct row of golden-brown spots and very short fringe of brownish hairs
;

a suggestion of parallel row of spots from end of stigma down to behind

tornus, but due only to small groups of golden-brown hairs. Hindwing
fiubhyalinCj iridescent, with dark-brown veins and ^ihort fringe of brown
hairs.

Text-fio. 10,—Lateral views of male genital appendages in the genus
Hydrochorema n. g. <*, in U, crassicaudalum n. sp. ; fc, in //. tenui-

cavdatum n. sp. Note the upturned process of the tenth tcrgite

^bove, the slender pre-anals, and the long gonapophy.ses. (10 per
cent. KOH preparation.) (X 40.)

^, Differs from female in being of somewhat smaller size and with some-
what narrower wings, the forewings very dark, almost black. Appendages
as shown in text-figs, 9 a, 10 6

;
gonapophyses forming an elongated slender

forceps, which is diagnostic of the species in the dried specimen. Only
sternite 8 with a projecting spine.
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Types,—Holotjpe female and allotype male, Mount Arthur, 4,000 ft.

(28tli February, 1921), taken by Mr. A. Pliilpott ; both in Cawthron

Institute collection. Both specimens were in perfect condition, but the

male has since been badly damaged by an accident, so the female has been

made the holotype. The appendages of male have been cut off and treated

with 10 per cent. KOH for preparation of text-figs. 9 a, 10 6,

Habitat,—Mount Arthur, Nelson Province, is the only locality for this

insect, so far as known.
A female taken by myself on Ben Lomond, Queenstown (15th December,

1921), may possibly belong to this species, but is considerably smaller than

the holotype, and with narrower wings.

Genus Syis'Chorema n. g. (Text-fig. 11.)

HydrocJiorem

win
and the general form of median and cubital apical forks, but differing

Text-fig. U.—Syv.chorema zygoneura n. g. and sp., ^ . Wing-venation, (For lettering

see p. 314.) Note the formation of the extra small cell enclosing the wing-spot^
owing to a partial fusion of R, and R.. The dotted lines in forewing indicate the

positions of small hyaline areas.

from it in the following important points : Hindwing with main stem of

Kj atrophied, but with Sc well developed, and running close to costa for

three-fourths of its TpnorfTi Tt> 1.^+1. ^a^^^ Kt ^,.^«o^o f/^ Via stalked;three-fourths of its length. wings Aig appears to be stalk™^. .^^..^^ ^, ,^3 lengin. in Dotn wings M^ appears to oe t>Li*ix>^--'

but there is a small cell present, attached distally to radial cell in fore-

and K- at their origins mwin

hindwing and inside thTs ceU can be 'seen the wing-spot. This snows
clearly that in hotb wings R, and R, have become secondarily fused

together for a considerable distance, thus shortening the fork Af^ and
making it appear stalked, but leaving the wine-sDot. which always occurs
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in angle between R^ and R^, in secondary cell formed by this fusion.
This formation is unique, so far as I know, in the order, but may
profitably be compared with that found in forewing of orema
(text-fig. 2), where a secondary cell has been formed by development of
an extra cross-vein, so as to enclose within it the wing-spot as shown.
In this latter case it will be noted that no fusion of R^ with R^ has t^ken
place. Tibial spurs 2, 4, 4. Appendages of male very short.

6enotype.^Sy)ichorewa zyyonevra n. sp. (New Zealand.)

Sytichorema zygoneura n. sp. (Plate 19, fig. 7 ; text-figs. 11, 12.)

cJ. Total length, 4 nun. : forewing, 6-7 mm. ; expanse, 14 mm.
Head, thorax^ and abdomen brownish ; eyes black ; antennae and legs

pale testaceous.

Wings,—Forewing semitransparent subfulvous, with numerous short
upright golden-grown hairs

;
pterostigma darker, brownish ; venation

brownish : frimre of nale-brownish hairs of moderate lengt.h. Hindwing
with

around termen and posterior margin ; venation brown.
set

a
Text-fig. 12.

—

Synckorema zygomura n. g. and sp., i . Appendages (x 65)
a, lateral view ; 6, dorsal view. (10 per cent. KOH preparation.)

dried
they are sometimes scarcely to be discerned, except for the two slender
and slightly clubbed pre-anal appendages.

Female closely resembling male, but larger (expanse, 16-5 mm.), and
with forewings

Types. 500
A. Philpott). Allotype female, Arthur's Pass, 2,800 ft. (19th January,
1920, R. J. T.). Also other males from Nolson (6th Januar}^ 1921, A.
Philpott), Gouland Downs (7th February, 1922, R, J. T.), and females from
Arthur's Pass (19th January, 1920, R. J. T.) and Queenstown (14th
December, 1919, R. J. T.) : all in Cawthron Institute collection. The
Nelson specimen has been used for the 10 per cent. KOH preparation
from which text-fig. 12 has been drawn. The Gouland Downs male and
Queenstown female are slightly less subfulvous than the others, showincr
a distinct tinge of greyish.

Habitat, Zeal rare.
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This species closely resembles liydrocJtoroua crassicaudatum n. insp.

more fulvous
fore\vdngs, its peculiar venation, and the very short anal appendages of the
male.

size and shape, but can be distinguished from it by its

Wings

Genus Tiphobiosis n. g. (Text-fig. 13.)

wing
with

symmetrically pointed and lying between Eg and M^
pointed, apex just below R^. Forewing
hindwing with only 1, 2, and 5. Pterostigma strongly developed^in fore-
wing. No closed cells present in either wing, except only thyridial cell

of forewing. Sc well developed in both wings, R^ and basalpart of M
obsolescent in hindwing. Forewing with fork of Cu^ of specialized form,
very narrow; 2A meets lA close to its end, and 3A meets 2A about
half-way along its length. Tibial spurs 2, 4, 4, those of fore tibiae greatly

Text-fig. 13. Details of structure in the genus Tiphobiosis n. g. wing-venation
?fi!tiZT:r'T'''.^-' ' '' <l-taT halfVfo;:^;ing o1 T /.7;rn. sp., ?.

goXoltserT,\f ^^'^^t^ ^J
"^""'^"'^ " «P- «hoXg the two small, ear-like

?he sLaftyaliL areL ^^r w/'"''^/"^*^'
in forewing ir^dicate the position of

u ii^aune areas, (for lettering of a and 6 see p. 31 1.)

Inn'^'i ^fi^ '?\^ '^'* gonapopliyses but long pre-anal appendages
and outgrow h of tenth tergite. Fen.ale with end segments of abdomen

lUrly ''T'''^'
^'^'"'^'^^ ^^ elongated ovipositor with the two minute

ear-1 ke gonapophyses at its extremitv f fPvt-fi« 1 1 .n
ear-Ike gonapophyses at its extremity (text-fi^ 13 J)

Ge^lyp.~Tip,o^osis mo.tana n. 'sp^. (New ZeJL.)
to H,llT ^f"^ ''

T^'^
^^^'*"^^*' ^'^^ is probably related fairly closely

mliaftll 'T"'
^•"^'^ ^^'''^' '^- '^'^''^ i« ^^tie shape' of wings, absence of

Ob olesc.nn''' rr'""' iPr''^"" «^ ^f
1 a^^^ afe^*^^ ce of Af 3 in hindwing,

obsolescence of R, and basal portion of M in same wing! reduction of
lore tibiae, remarkable form of male genitalia, and elongated
of female. It is renrp«*.nf..^ T.,, ^^^ ,. J- \;„„* „,.«.;p« of

spurs in

ovipositor of female.'

part of the South Island.

It is represented by two very distinct species of

to
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Tiphobiosis montana n. sp. (Piute 19, fig. 13; text-figs. 13, 14.)

(J. Total length, 3*5 mm. ; forewing, 5-2 mm. ; expanse, 11 mm.
Head^ thorax, and abdomen dull-blackish ; eyes black ; vortex covered

with pale-greyish hairs ; antennae nearly as long as forewing, dark brown,

basal segment swollen, two and a half times as lon^ as second segment
and narrower than second ; last segment(text-fig. 13 c), the third Ion

of maxillary palpi a httle longer than fourth. Legs coxae and femora
dark-brownish, tibiae and tarsi medium testaceous.

t- u

Text-fig. 14.

—

Tiphobiosis montatia n. g. and sp., j.
Appendages ( X 50). a, dorsal view ; 6, ventral
view ; and r, lateral view. Note the long process
of the tenth tergite, and the lengthening of the
ninth sternite. (10 per cent, KOH preparation.)

*

Wings.—Forewing pale testaceous, with numerous upstanding hairs

of a pale-golden colour, giving the wing a slight tinge of yellowish ; costal

and posti^rior margins a little darker than rest
;

ptcrostigma 1 mm. long,

darkened. From fork of Rs a cross-vein descends on to M exactly above
thyridial cross-vein; a pale subhyalinc space encloses these cross-veins,

and another similar space occurs a little distad from from it. Hindwing
subhyaline, slightly infuscated, with two cross-veins corresponding with

the two mentioned above for forewing, but not quite in line with one
another. Ninth sternite greatly elongated. Appendages of very remarkable
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form, as shown in text-fig, M; the process of tenth tergite and prc-ana)

appendages long and slander, penis shorter, with bifid apex, gonapophysis

short.
. 1 T T 1 T 7

?. Very similar to male, but differing from it m the slightly darker,

more fuscous forewings, and in ha\ing the abdomen produced into a

semitransparent brownish ovipositor, 1-5 mm. long, carrying a number

of stifi bristles directed both forward and backwards ;
gonapophyses ear-

like, minute, 0-07 mm. long.
.

'

Types.— Kolotji^e male, Ben Lomond, Queenstown, 4,000 ft. (loth

December, 1919, R. J. T.), also several paratype males taken at the same

time; allotype female, Gouland Downs, 2,000ft., Nelson Province (7th

February, 1922, R. J. T.) : all in Cawthron Institute collection.

HaUtaL—Swampy areas in subalpine localities, South Island.

Tiphobiosis fulva n. sp. (Text-fig. 13 6.)

$. Forewing, 8 mm. ; expanse, 17 mm.
This species differs from the previous one in its much greater size, and

also in having head clothed with rich brown hairs, furcwings^ a deep

fulvous, with few upstanding hairs of a dark colour, and venation very

distinct by the much greater length of apical forks, nnd the non-alignment

of cross-veins, as shown in text-fig. 13 6; also shape of apical portion ot

forewing is different, both margins being convex as they approach apex,

whereas in T, montana n. sp. they are both straight. The unique type is

somewhat damaged and the abdomen is missing ; w^hen captured, however,

it was noted that the abdomen terminated in a very long, slender ovipositor,

similar to that described for the previous species, but considerably longer.

Type,—Rolotjipe female, unique, captured by Mr. G. V. Hudson, near

a waterfall on the Humboldt Range, Wakatipu, 3,600 ft. (2nd March,

1903); in Cawthron Institute collection, presented by Mr. Hudson.

Family HYDROPTILIDAE.

Zelandoptila n. g. (Text-fig. 15.)

Wing;

sumewiiai longer than width of wing itself. Sc short in forewing, long

and close to costa in hindwing. R^ thickened in both wings, but termi-

nating about half-way along hindwing by turning down to join R^^^-

A long, narrow triangular pterostigma strongly developed in forewing-

Forewing with apical forks 2, 3, 4, and 6 present, liindwing with 2, 3,

and 5 ; no closed cells in either wing, and no cross-veins except a faint

indication of one below stigma in forewing and one between Cug and lA

in hindwing. Anal - ... - , . _t._.:„^ ,^l.prf^wherexix xxiXAvj. » iiig , jTLxiiXL aicct very narrow, mucn reaucea in xui"^av>aii^, "-

Cug ends well before half-way, lA at about one-fifth, 2A half-way along

lA, and 3A appears to be absent. Tibial spurs apparently 1, 2, L Female

with end of abdomen extended into a long and very slender ovipositor.

Genotype.—Zelandoj>tila moselyi n. sp, (New Zealand.)
As far as I know, this remarkable genus has no near relatives in any"

part of the world, and must be considered as a very primitive Hydroptilict

type. It would appear to have originated by reduction from an alreadj

reduced Rhyacophilid type allied to Tiphohimi% thus strongly supporting

the view now generally held that the Hydroptilidae as a whole are &

reduced offshoot of the more primitive Rhyacophilidae,
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Zelandoptila moselyi n. sp. (Text-fig, 16.)

$, Total length, 4-5 mm., inclusive of the very slender ovipositor,

1-5 mm. long; forewing, 4*8 mm. ; expanse 10-5 mm.
Head dark brown, with pale hairs ; eyes greyish-black ; antennae

fourths as long as forewin

with palpi testaceous, darker basally.

testaceousThorax dark brown. Legs

Wings,—Forewing a medium fuscous, with abundant soft horizontal

hairs of dark colour, and also numerous upright pale-goldcn hairs. Base

of pterostigma dark, but distal two-thirds pale, with pale hairs above it

along costa. Fringe inclined to pale golden along termen; but dull-

coloured elsewhere. Hindwing somewhat infuscatod, with fuscotis veins

and fringe.

Cux , C\y^ Cuia, M5+4

Text-fio. 16, Zelandoptila niaselyi n. g. and sp. Wing-renation
(For lettering see p. 31 J.)

Ahdotnen blackish-brown ; ovipositor semitransparent testaceous, carry-

ing a few stiff hairs, and with the two elongate oval gonapophyses at

extreme end, exceedingly niinute.

Type.—Holotype female, unique, Tokaanu, Lake Taupo, North Island

(24th November, 1919, R, J. T.); in Cawthron Institute collection.

This species is dedicated to Mr. Martin H. Mosely, F.E.S., the well-

known British authority on the Hydroptilidae.

Family HYDROPSYCHIDAE,

Genus Hydropsyche Pictet.

Pictet, Bech, Phrygan., 1834, p. 199.

Four species of this genus are known from New Zealand
H, fimbriata McL., //. colonica McL., H, aarico))ia Hare, and H.
(Hare), the last having been described by mistake as belonging to the
genus Uydrohiosis. A fifth species is here added,

Hydropsyche philpotti n, sp. (Plate 19, fig. 8 ; text-fig. 16.)

VIZ.,

occulta

^- 18 mm.Total length, 5 mm.; forewing, 8'3 mm. ; expanse,
Head, thorax, and abdomen entirely dull-blackish ; eyfes black ; antennae

dull black, not quite as long as forewing. Appendages black with excep-
tion of the very prominent penis, which is semitransparent yellowish-

brow^n* Legs dull-brownish.
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Wings.—Yore-wing black in life, fading to deep fuscous in the dried

specimen ; scattered over wing, but especially on apical lialf, are numerous

small rounded spots of a slightly paler colour, not at all prominently

marked, and a more conspicuous pale -yellowish patch on posterior margin

at end of Cug and lA. Cu^ a stout vein, strongly marked in black.

Hindwing dull fuscous, j)artially transparent, with darker venation.

Text-fig. 16.

—

Hydropsyche philpoiti n. sp., <^ , Appendages ( X 45).

Note the vertically upstanding gonapophyses and the remarkable
penis. (10 per cent. KOH preparation.)

lext-iig. 16 shows the very characteristic genital appendages of this

species, in which the gonapophyses are held vertically upright, while the

remarkably shaped penis projects outwards horizontally, carrying a strong

terminal lobe from which projects a slender bifid spine.
?. Unknown. ^

ry;?e5.—Holotype male and three paratype males, Dun Mountain,
Nelson, 3,000 ft. (8th January, 1922, A. Philpott) ; all in Cawthron
Institute collection.

r

Evidently allied to H. occulta (Hare), but easily distinguished by its

black coloration and the form of its appendages,
'

Family CALAMOCERATIDAE.

Zealand, though in Australia several species of the genus

cmi

known, one of which extends as far south as Tasmania
I am now able to show that thp vprv rpmnrVnlJ^ itpi us
Hare belongs to this family. This genus was proposed by Hare in 1910
for Hudson ^8 species " ? a^z7i5," placed by that author in the family

cursory
gcuera rseuaoeconesus ana uunga. Even a

;ct would show that the maxillary

graented
It out of the family Sericostomatidae. Hare, in the diagnosis of his new
genus, correctly states the structure of thp maxillary palpi ; but he does
not attempt to place the insect in any family, nor are his generic characters
selected m such a way that it is possible to do so without a complete
re-study of the insect itself.

The characters on which the genus PhilorlLcithruB finds its place in

tne tamily talamoceratidae are as fojlows : Maxillary palpi five-segmented
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in both sexes (suborder Aequipalpia), the last segment not flexible or
annulated, not longer than the preceding one. Ocelli absent. Median
cell present in forewing. All five apical forks present in forewing.

Antennae with first segment enlarged. Genital appendages of the male
with strongly developed pre-anals.

Genus Philorheititrus Hare, nomen ewcndaturn. (Text-figs. 17, 18.)

PhilorJieithous Hare, Trans, N,Z. InsL, vol. 42, p. 32, 1910.

Hare gives the derivation from pet^pur = a stream, from which it

would appear that PhilorJieithous is a lapsus calainiy or misprint for

Phihrheithrus.

The genus needs to be redefined as follows :

Head subrectangular, broader than long, very hairy ; antennae with

the first segment stout, cyhndrical, as long as the next three taken

together ; total length of antenna about as long as that of forewing,

Text-fig. 17. Philorheithrus agilis (Hudson), c?

.

(For lettering see p, 314.)

Wing-venation,

sometimes longer, sometimes shorter. From beneath the antennae there

projects, in the male only, a pair of very hairy processes, about half as

long as the first antennal segment (text -fig. 18 a-c) ; they appear to

be homologous with the ' pilifers " of Lcpidoptera. Maxillar}^ palpi with

the first segment short, swollen distally on the inner side into a small

knob (text-fig. 18 d) ; the succeeding three segments elongated, cylindrical,

each a very little longer than the one succeeding it ; distal segment
distinctly narrower than rest. Labial palpi with first segment little more
than half as long as second ; second and third about equal.

^^
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Win
with.

enlargemeut of breadth towards apex, sometimes broadening considerab y

towards apex, which may be either somewhat rounded, or rather sharply

pointed, or right-angled, with ternien cut ofi squarely and distal part^ of

costa strongly arched above it. Hind^ings also very variable m size

shape, and breadth. Venation characterized by the presence of closed

radial, median, and thyridial cells in forewing, and closed radial cell m
hindwing ; at the level marked by ends of these cells in forewing there

Text-fig, \%,—Philorheiihnis agilis (Hudson), <?. Detailn of structure

of the head, a, lateral view of head, showing eye (e), antenna (afd),

maxillary palpi (mxp), and labial palp {Ip) ; the hairy processes are

seen projecting upwards and outwards below the base of the antenna.

b, view of head from above, with first two segments of antennae only,

and the processes {pr) partially visible beneath them, c, the two

hairy processes, or pilifers, dissected out to show their relationship

with the small triangular labrum, situated between them, d, tirst two

segments of maxillary palp, showing the swollen knob on segment 1

distally. (All figures X 22.)

is developed, by means of additional cross-veins, a com^hie transvene

cord or anastomosis of the veins, such as is frequently met with in the

family Limnephilidae. Anal area of forewing excessively narrowed, vein

lA very strongly formed, and greatly thickened at base. Hindwing witn

apical forks 1, 2, and 5; Sc more or less fused with Rj, anal area somc-

-what expanded.
Tibial spurs 2, 4, 4. ppend

pre-anal appendages and short gonapophyses. without

lobes

terminal abdominal segment
; gonapophyses well developed
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Genotype,—Philorhcithrus agilis (Hudson). (New Zealand.)

Two species of this gonxxs are known from New Zealand, one of which

is here described for the first time. There are also to ho found in eastern

Australia and Tasmania closely similar insects, none of which have so

far been described.

Philorheithrus agilis (Hudson). (Plate 19, fig. 9; text-figs, 17-19.)

In female

specimens in the Cawthron Institute collection vary from 21 mm. to

37 mm. in expanse, and the male is almost as variable. The shape of the

wings and the distinctness of the colour-pattern are also very variable.

Plate 19, fig. 9, is taken from a strongly-marked and rather broad-winged

form. Text-fig. 18 shows the interesting structure of the head and

mouth-parts ; text-fig. 19 two \iews of the male genitalia after treat-

with 10 per

ppear and text fig. 17 shows the

venation of the male, that of the female being practially the same.

Text-fig. 19.

—

Philorheithrus agilis (Hudson), <f . Appendages (x 30). o, dorsal

view; 6, lateral view. Note the strongly developed pre-anals. (10 per cent.

KOH preparation.)

Type in Mr. G. V. Hudson's 'collection (sex not stated; probably a

male )

.

Habitat.—Provinces of WeUington, Nelson, and Canterbury ; local, but

abundant in places ; found on fast-running mountain -streams.

Philorheithrus lacustris n. sp. (Plate 19, fig. 10.)

<J, Total length, 8 mm.; fore%\^ng, 14 mm.; expanse, 29 mm.
Morphologically very close to Ph. agilis (Huds.), from which it may

at once be distinguished by pointed apex and evenly-rounded termen of

forewing, much more elongated hindwing with narrowed apex, stronger

arching of costa of forewing near base, absence of any definite colour-

pattern on wing, forewings being a dull medium fuscous, darker towards
apices, with a shghtly paler mark on pterostigma, hindwings semitrans-

parent gre}dsh, tinged yellowish-pink along costal margin. Appendages
rather similar those of Ph. agilis, pre-anals fonning a stout forceps, but
gonapophyses not projecting at all as in that species, and excessively short.

9. Unknown.
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Types. W
(13th December, 1919, R. J. T.) ; both in Cawtliron Institute collection.

Habitat,—Shores of Lake Wakatipu ; very rare. The cases and larvae

were found attached to rocks near the shore, showing that the larval

habitat of this species difiers greatly from that of its relative Ph. agilis^

There is a species closely resembhng this, but not yet described, which is

very abundant around the shores of the three lakes of the Cradle Mountain

massif, in north-west Tasmania.

Family LEPTOCERIDAE.

Genus Triplectides Kolenati,

Kolenati, Gen. et Spec. Trichopteronim, vol. 2, p. 247, 1859.

Genotype.—T. gracilis (Burm.), Brazil.

This genus is very closely allied to NofanrrtoUca McLach., from which it

difiers only in having the tibial spurs 2, 2, 4, instead of 2, 2, 2, or 0, 2, 2.

Triplectides oreolimnetes* n. sp. (Plate 19, figs. 11, 12 ; text-fig. 20.)

(?. Total length 6 mm. ; forcwing, 10 mm. ; expanse, 21 mm.
Head, fuscous, vrith pale-grcy hairs ; eyes medium greyish ;

antennae

fuscous, 22 mm. long, very slender, but basal segment swollen and carrj'ing

pale-grey hairs
;

palpi fuscous.
'

•

Text-fig. 20.~Triplectide.<! oreolimnetes n. sp., j . Appendages ( X 50). a, tto^^*'

view 6, lateral view. (10 per cent. KOH preparation.)

Thorax and abdoinen fuscous shading to brownish. Legs—forekg?
dark fuscous, with short, dark tibial spurs ; middle and hind legs Pj[|-'

testaceous, mcluding spurs. Genital appendages as shown in t^xt-fig- ^^'

the pre-anals very short, the p;onapophyses hmg, with a strong bifid claw-

like process developed from middle of ventral surface ; beneath gonapophyscb
there are deyeloix^d two straight, cylindrical ventral processes about two-

thirds their length.

* Greek Spoy, a mountain ; Xi/ivrt, a lake.
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Wings,—Forewing medium fuscous, somewhat trnnsparent in places,

and more or less strongly mottled with whitish or greyish, Pt^rostignia

with whitish or greyish patch; R^, Cu^, and lA strongly mottled with

whitish. Distal third of wing mottled with patches of grcyish-wliite hairs

"which tend to become arranged in three transverse rows across wing.

Hind^x-ing subhyahne, somewhat infuscated distally ; venation fuscous.

Types.—Holotype male, allotype female, and series of seven paratypc

males, all from Gouland Downs, Nelson Province (7th February, 1922,

R. J. T,), 2,000 ft. Also a single male, slightly larger, from Mount Arthur
Tableland (20th February, 1921, A. Pliilpott), 4,500 ft. All the above in

Cawthron Institute collection,

9- Very similar to male, but with shorter antennae and wings

;

expanse only 18 mm, ; abdomen stouter than in male ; hindwings less

transparent.

This species is fairly closely related to T. ohsolcta McL., from which

it is distinguished at once by its very much smaller size, duller color-

ation, and difierently-shaped male genitalia. It appears to be confined to

elevated localities in the South Island, where it is to be found sitting on

the reeds or bushes frin^ng small mountain-tarns. The larva has the very

characteristic habit of forming its case out of small particles of micaceous

matter selected from the bottom of the tarns ; the case itself is very

narrow subcyUndrical in shape, and can generally be detected only by the

glint of the sun on the micaceous particles when the larva moves.

Family SERICOSTO^^LVTIDAE.

This family is in many respects the most highly evolved in the whole

order, being marked by numerous specializations in the wing-venation,

the form of the antennae, and more especially in the structure of thei

maxillary palpi of the male, these being reduced to four, three, or even
only two segments, and specialized so as to be of quite different form
from those of the female. Tlie family is well represented in New Zea-

land, no less than ten species being known, belonging to seven genera.

Six new species are here added, and one new genus is proposed for the

reception of four of them.

Genus Pycnocextrodes n. g. (Text-fig. 21.)

Alhed to Pyoiocentria McL., from which it differs by the absence of

the longitudinal fold in forewings of male, and the consequent normal
structure of the radial sector in both sexes. The radial cell is present,

and is of a somewhat narrowed, elongate form, basal portion being
particularly narrowed. In some cases the stem of R-^+a may be
weakened or obsolescent, so tliat the radial cell is incomplete above (aa

in P. oU/tgoides n. sp.), but venation is always very distinct from that
of Pycnocentria (text-fig. 22), where all the branches of Rs, M, and CUj
come off direct from longitudinal fold. Stem of R2+3 in hindwing of
male also weakened or obsolete, leaving radial cell open above. Apical
forks of forewing all present, as in Pycnocentria ; in hindwing, only 1, 2,

and 5 present, as also in Pycnocentria. No longitudinal fold in hindwin <'

of male. Tibial spurs 2, 2, 4. Maxillary palpi of male short and hairy,
not projecting beyond end of first antennal segment.

Genotype.^Pycnocentrodcs chiltoni n. sp. (New Zealand.)
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The differences between the venations of males of Pycnocentria and

the new genus can be seen at once by comparing text-figs. 21 and 22,

The females resemble one another very closely both in venation and in

other characters.
t Ri R i>

Cui Cuj^ Cuu Wau

Text-fig. 21. Pycnocentrodes chiltoni n. g. and sp., <?

(For lettering see p. 314.)

Wing-venation.

Cut dan, <^^u.

Text-fig. 22.~Pycnocentria emcta, McL., i. Wing-venation, for comparison
with text-fig. 21. Note the longitudinal groove in the forewiug. (For
lettering see p. 3U.)

Four new species belonging to this genus may be
the following key :

—

1. SmaUer species, the males expanding about 12 mm. to 14 mm. .

.

Larger speciea, the males expanding about 19 mm. to 22 mm.,
and havmg a general superficial resemblance to Olh^ga
feredayi McL. .. ,. _ _ "^

2. Forewing a medium brownish-testaceous, with an area of pa'le
goiclen-yellow hairs forming a faint fascia below pteroatigma
and descending as far aa Cu lb ..

"^^^>»g nearly black in life, dark fuscous in the dried insect,
with bnght golden patches near base and also in the wcdge-
shaped area between Cu^, Cu,h, and lA .

.

J. Mairs of forewing uniformly fulvous
; penis of male deeply bifid

Hairs of forewmg almost entirely fuscous
; penis of niale not

distinguii

2

3

P. chiltoni n. sp.

P. pulchella n. 8p-

P. olingoides n. sp-

P. hamilloni n. sp.
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Pycnocentrodes chiltoni n. sp. (Plate 19, fig. 14; text-figs. 21, 23.)

309

cJ. Total leiigtli, 4-5-5 mm. ; forewing, 7-8 mm. ; expanse, 13-5-16 mm.
This insect shows a strong superficial resemblance to Pycnocentria

the same. It may be distin<niished

form

In
both sexes the antennae are pale testaceous, strongly annulatcd with
fuscous on all segments, and the pale-golden scaling of tlie forewing does
not extend all over tlie wing, but is confined to the subcosta, the cubi to-
anal area, and a fascia extending across the wing from the pteroistigma
to Cuji,; in fresh specimens there is an irregular area sliglitly darker
than the rest of the wing, just basad from this fascia, and sometimes
cur\dng round it in the form of the letter C. The male can at once be

rewing
srmshed further by the absence of the darkly shaded longitudinal

which is characteristic of the genus Pycfiocentria^
The female expands 16-18 mm., and is thus considerably larger than the
male, but not so large as the female qf Pycnocentria evecla. It resembles
the male fairly closely, but the wings are of a paler colour, with a la^-^---

area covered with uale-ffolden hairs.

Text-fig. 23.

—

Pycnocentrodes chilloni n. g. and sp., ^

,

Appendages ( x 55). T.ateral view. Note the bilubed
gonapophysis and the soft membranous penis with
chitinous lateral processes. (10 per cent. KOH pre-
paration.)

Text-fig. 23 shows a lateral view of the male appendages after
per cent, ivun somtion. Ihe sort, everted penis, \^-itJ»

lateral chitmous processes, is not visible in the dried insect. The
gonapophyses are bilobed.

Ty;)e5.— Holotype male and series of three paratype males, Cass
Canterbury (6th January, 1920, R. J. T.) ; allotype female, and series of
three paratype females and one male, Nelson (allotype, 2yth November
1920, A. Philpott) : all in Cawtliron Institute collection.

HabifaL—An parts of the South Island ; not imcommon. I have
specimens also from Dunedin ; the females of the latter are of a pale-
testaceous colour, but this may be due to their having been taken lat(-m the season The resemblance of this insect to P. evecla has probably
caused It to be overlooked, as has been the case with P. aurf^ln nU^
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This insect is dedicated to my friend Dr. C. Chilton, Professor of

Biology, Canterbury College, Christchnrch, through whose kindness I was

enabled to visit the Cass Biological Station, near which this insect was

first discovered.

Pycnocentrodes pulchella n. sp. (Plate 19, fig. 15 ; text-fig. 24.)

cJ. Total length, 3-5-4: mm. ; forewing, 6-7 mm.; expanse, 13-15 mm.
Easily recognized by its dark-fuscous wings (almost black in life),

forewing having a patch of bright golden hairs at base and another

extending outwards so as to fill wedge-shaped area between Cu^, Cu^bj

and lA, The antennae have the large basal segment fuscous, the rest

rich pale brown annulated with darker brown. The epicranium carries

a number of long golden hairs. Thorax and abdomen black; append-

ages brownish, shaped as in text-fig. 24.

Text-fig. 24,~Pycnocentrodes pulchella n. sp., ^ , Appendages ( X 55).

a, lateral view; 6, dorsal view. Compare text-fig. 23. (10 percent.
KOH preparation.)

Types.—Uolotyi^e and three paratvpe males, Lumsden, Southland,

<13th December, 1919, R. J. T.) ; alfin Cawthron Listitute collection.

The msect was discovered sitting on the rushes and reeds fringing a tiny

streamlet near the railway-station; no females were seen. Mr. W. G.

Howes, of Dunedin, was present with me when they were taken. -No

other locahty is yet known for this very beautiful little caddis-fly.

Pycnocentrodes olingoides n. sp. (Plate 19, fig. 16 ; text-fig. 25 a.)

(?. Total length, 5 mm.; forewing, 10 mm.; expanse, 21-5 mm.
Head, thorax, and abdomen brown ; the epicranium with rich golden

hairs
; antennae three-fourths as long as forewing, fulvous annulated

with darker brown
; mouth-parts entirely fulvous. Legs entirely fulvous.

Tfin^rs.—Forewing covered with short fulvous hairs ; veins rich brown.

HmdvMng subhyaline, slightly infuscated, with rich brown venation, and

Sc along

posterior border pale-gre>nsh. Anal appendages of the dried insect as m
text-fig. 25 a, pre-anals rather broadly foUate, with narrow bases ;

penis

deeply bifid, and carrj^ng a long proiectins bristle nearly twice as long
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as each lobe of the bifurcation
;

gonapophyses rather short, forcipate.
St€rnite 8 vdth a broad process extending from it.

$. Closely resembling the male both in size and colour, but at once
distinguished from it by the slender, five-segmented maxillary paljn and
absence of the complicated genital appendages ; forewings also are slightly
narrower at base.

a
Text-fig. 25.— Male genital appendages, dorsal view, of a, Pycnocentrodes

olingoides n. sp. ; 6, Pycnocexlrodes hamilioni n, sp. Drawn from the
dried insect- (x 45.)

Types, pe
Province (7th February, 1922, R. T. J.) ; both in Cawthron Institute col-

lection ; also a paratype male from same locality.

Both sexes of this in;sect very closely resemble female of Olinga feredayi
McL.

; hence the specific name given. They are best distinguished from
.scous

:enus

into the form of narrow scales.

Pycnocentrodes hamiltoni n. sp. (Plate 19, fig. 17; text-fig. 25 6.)

Closely similar in size and shape- to the preceding species, but the male
can at once be distinguished by the colour of wings, wliich are semi-
transparent brownish-fuscous, with numerous short brown hairs and a

win

;ti ot golden hairs occupying the cubito-anal space of forewinw.
's also show some pinkish-brown iridescence. The antennae are

pale yellowish-brown, with medium brown annulations ; the abdomen is

pale olive-green
; legs yellowish-brown ; appendages dark brown, shaped

as shown in text-fig. 25 h
;

penis not bilobed, but with a short bristle
projecting from near its end, and a pair of large sharp spines standing out
on either side of it ; the pre-nnals less broadly foliaceous than in preced-
ing siMjcies ; gona|)opbyses forcipate, somewhat stouter than in preceding
species. The eighth sternite carries a process. Female very closely
similar to that of preceding species, but ha\-ing tcrmen of forewing slightly
more arched, and radius more strongly curved within pterostigma

; also
abdomen shows a tinge of greenish. From female of Olivga feredayi it
can at once be distinguished by the difference of venation : radius in
Olinga runs straight through pterostigma, and curvature of branches ofM and Cu is different.

Ty;}C5.—Holotype male and allotype female, Pouto River, between
Tokaanu and Lake Roto-Aira, North Island (27th November, 1919)

;

both in Cawthron Institutp. mllpftinTi
' ''
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This species is dedicated to my friend Mr. Harold Hamilton, Zoologist

to the Dominion Museum, Wellington, who was present with me when the

insects were taken.

Genus Helicopsyche Hagen.

Hagen, Entom. MontJily Magazine^ vol. 2, p. 252, 1866.

This very widespread genus is remarkable for the peculiar formation

of the branches of the media in both wings. In the forewing, Mg and

M3 are fused together for some distance basally, thus forming an apparent

apical fork between them when they diverge distally, much in the same

way as has been described above for males of the genus Neurochorema. In

the hindwing, where M^ is absent, this same fusion takes place between

Mg and Mg^^ basally, and results in the apparent presence of three veins,

Mi+2, M3, and M^, though these are actually M^, M^, and M3+4 respec-

tively. This transference of vein M^ on to a common stalk with M3+4

in this wing led Ulmer to state that Af^ was present in the hinduing of

this genus and of the allied Austrahan genus Saetotricha. As a matter of

fact, Af^ is never present in the hindwing of any Trichopteron, since M^

.never exists as a separate vein.

The larval characteristics of the genus are well known, the generic name

having been given from the helicoid form of the case, which is composed

-of grains of sand, and is so beautifully modelled as to appear almost exactly

hke a small snail-shell. To accommodate itself to its pecuUar home the

jarva has become greatly elongated.

Genotype,—Helicopsyche horealis Hagen. (North America.)

Only a single species has so far been recorded from New 2^aland—viz.,

JI, zelandica Hudson (Plate 19, fig. 18)—more fuUy described by Hare m
1910, Hudson's original description being very scanty. Two more species

are here added, making three for the Dominion. They may be distinguished

by the following key

:

1. Wings dark fuscous or blackish
Wings very pale greyish .

.

.2. Smaller species, expanding 9-10 mm., the wings unicolorous
whitish-grey, without any markings

; process of tenth tergite
of male narrower at apex than at base, the tip triangularly
excavated

* « • • • * H, zelandica Huds.

2

H. albescens n, sp

Larger species, expanding 11-12 mm,, the wings pale-greyish,
with slight indications of some paler markings on forewing ;

process of tenth tergite of male as broad at apex as at base,
the tip strongly truncated H. Iiowesi n. sp,

"Helicopsyche albescens n. sp. (Plate 19, fig. 19 ; text-fig. 26.)

(?. Total length, 3 mm.; forewing, 4-5 mm. ; expanse, 9-5 mm.
The whole of the liead, thorax, and abdomen dull brownish-testaceous,

except eyes, which are blackish, and antennae, which are testaceous ;
legs

pale greyish-testaceous,

Wing's semitransi)arent whitish, with very pale greyish hairs and fringe;

venation pale-greyish. Appendages of very characteristic form, as may
be seen from text-fig. 26

;
process of tenth tergite wider at base than

at apex, and the latter triangularly incised and carries four short stilt

bristles
; pre-anals short and slender

;
gonapophyses very large, two-

branched, and exceedingly hairy.
Ty;>e5.—Holotype male, allotype female, and series of paratype males.

Turau Creek, Lyttelton Harbour (3rd January, 1920, R. J. T.) ;
all m

^Cawthron Institute collection.
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HahilaL — South Island : Canterbury and Nelson Provinces. Tlie

species occurs commonly around Nelson, but I have iakcii only males

so far.

Text-fig. ^6.—Helic-op^ycJie albe^c^iis n. sp., i*

a, dorsal, view; 6, lateral view. Note the

in i. (10 per cent. KOH preparation).

Appendages ( x 84).

bilobed gonapophysia

Helicopsyche howesi n. sp. (Plate 19, fig. 20 ; text-fig. 27.)

S* Total length, 3-5 mm.; forewing, 5-5 mm.; expanse, 11-5 mm.
Head, thorax^ and abdomen dull brownish-testaceous ; antennae tes-

taceous, with basal segment darker, fuscous ; epicranium with long fuscous

hairs. Legs yqtj pale testaceous.

Wings pale-greyish, with shghtly-indicated paler whitish patches on

forewing at one-third from base, near costa, and at two-thirds from base,

below pterostigma, also a Uttle before pterostigma and distally between

fringe greyish, with sUght tinge of brown.M and Cuj. Hairs and

Appendages of dried insect as shown in text-fig. 27 ; the process of tenth

terete as broad at apex as at base, the tip strongly truncated
;

pre-anals

short, subtriangular, angulated externally not far from bases
;
gonapophyses

much larger, appearing strongly forcipated when viewed from above.

Text-fig. ^.—Helicopsyche howesi n.

dorsal view, for comparison with
dried insect.

sp., <r

.

text-fig.

Appendages (x 8^),

26. Drawn from the

$. Unknown.
Type.—Holotype male, unique, Dunedin (1st January, 1920) ; in Caw-

thron Institute collection. The larvae were plentiful in the streams, and
their cases are larger and composed of coarser sand-grains than those of

the other two species. Mr. W. G, Howes has, I believe, succeeded in

rearing this species several times.
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This species is dedicated to my friend Mr. W. Gr. Howes, whose guest

I was at tlie time the insect was taken, and whose keen work on aquatic

and other insects is well known to all entomologists in the Dominion.

EXPLVNATION OF THE CoMSTO JK-N*EEDHAM NOTATION USED IN THE TexI-

FIGURES ILLUSTRATING WlNQ-VENATION.

The numerals 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 indicate the five apical forks of the wing, usually

designated in the text as Af^, Afo, M^, Af^, and M^ respectively,

lA, 2A, 3A, the three anal veins ; in the forewings of Trichoptera they become
looped up to form a double Y-vein,

Cu, cubitus. Cui, first cubitus, branchmg into Cu^a and Cuib? between which is

enclosed the fifth apical fork, Af5.

hm, humeral veinlet. im, inter-median cross-vein, ir, inter-radial cross-vein.

j7, jugal lobe (in Rhyacophilidae).

M, media. In forewing it has four branches, M^, Mg, M3, M4 respectively, of which

the first two enclose the third apical fork, Ai^, while the third and fourth enclose the

fourth apical fork, Af^. In the hindwing it has only three branches, Mj, M2, and Ma-,-^

respectively, and hence Af^ is never present in that wing.
m-cUy medio-cubital cross-vein, mc, median cell, closed distally by the cross-

vem im, pt, pterostigma.

R, radius. Rj, its main stem. Rs, radial sector, with its four branches Ro, R3>

R4, Rr, respectively; of these, R2 and R3 together enclose the first apical fork, Af,,

while R^ and R5 together enclose the second apical fork, Af 2 ; the wing-spot is found
in the angle of this latter fork.

r-vi, radio-median cross-vein, re, radial cell, closed distally by the inter-radial

cross-vein iV,

Sc, subcosta. fc, thyridial cell, closed distally by the medio-cubital cross-vein m-m.

Explanation of Plate 19.

Fio. \,—Hydrobiosdla stenocerca n. g. and sp. Holotype male.
Fig. 2.~Hydrobiosdla stevocerca n. g.'and sp. Allotype female.
Fig. 3,—NeurocIiorema decussatum n. g. and sp. Holotype male.
Fig. ^.—Xeurochorema decussation n. g. and sp. Allotype female.
Fig. 5.—Hydrockorema crassicaudatnm n. g. and sp. Holotype male.
Fig. 6.~Hydrochorema tenuicavdahnn n. sp. Holotype female.
Fig. l.—Synchorenia zygoneura n. g. and sp. Holotype male.
Fig. S.—Hydropsyrhe philpotti n. sp. Holotype male. ,

*I6. 9,—Philorheithrus agilis (Hudson). Rather broad-winged and well-marked male

from Gouland Downs.
Fig. lO.—Phllorheith-us Imustris n. sp. Holotype male.
Fig. U,—Tripleciide.3 oreoUynnetes n. sp. Holotype male.
liG. 12.—Tnpledides oreoUmnetes n, sp, AUotvpe female.
Fig. IZ.—Tiphohiosts montava n. g. et sp. Holotype male.
^IG. U.—Pycnocenirodea ckiltoni n. g. and sp. Holotype male.
liG, 15,—Fycnocevtrodespi(kheUa n. sp. Holotype male.
kiG, IG.—Pycnocenirodes olingoides n. sp. Holotype male.
liG. VL—Pycnocevtrodes hamiltoni n. sp. Holotype male. ^^FIG. IS.—Hehcopsyche zelandka Hudson. Specimen from Karori, Wellington (^ov. .5U,

1919, R. J. T.).
"^

i^^'
1^-—^//Z^cop^c/te albescens n, sp. Specimen from Nelson (Jan. 1, 1921, A. Philpott).

i?iG. 2{),—Helicopsyche howesi n. sp. Holotype male.

All the figures in the plate are magnified 1-3 diameters.
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The New Zealand Playit-Jiopjyers of the Family Cixiidae (Homoptera) .

By J. G. Myers, B.Sc, F.E.S., Biology Laboratory, Department of

Agriculture.

[ Head before the WeUivgton Philosophical Society, 2.5th October, 1922 ; received by Editor^

31st December, 1922 ; issued sepnratehj, 18th June, 1924.]

Plates 20-24.

In that large division the Fiilgoroidea, the most largely represented family

in New Zealand, both in species and in individuals, is the Cixiidae. At

the present time the Fulgoroids of New Zealand are contained in seven

famihes, eighteen genera, and twenty-nine species. Of tliis total the

Cixiidae claims eight genera and seventeen species, so that even with our

present extremely rudimentary knowledge of the New Zealand Homoptera

it is safe to say that the Cixiids are the dominant Fulgoroids of this

The object of this paper is to give an up-to-date revision of the family,

and to describe new genera and species. Such a revision can l>e only

provisional, as the number of new forms yet undescnbed is very probably

I O 7*OTA

I wish to express my deep gratitude to Mr. Frederick Muir, of Honolulu,

who has helped me with keys to genera and with much other assistance

from his wide homopterological experience. He has also compared my

species with Walker's types in the British Museum, and has thus enabled

this paper to be more thoroughly revisional than it could possibly have

been without such a comparison. For aU the photographs I am indebted

to Mr. W. D. Reid, of this Laboratory, who spared no pams to produce

the very best results that my dissections and mounts would allow. The

three drawings of the face in the genera Koroana, Cixius, and Huttia,

showing points for which my draughtsmanship was qmte inadequate,

were executed by Mr. E. H. Atkinson, who is also one among the many

collectors who have sent me Homoptera from all parts of the Dominion

The genitalia were dissected and mounted in the manner recommended

by Giffard and Muir.* The card mounts, made with the help of two cover-

sUps, and kept on the same pin with the insect, were found extremely

convenient, and served every purpose when drawing was done with a

camera lucida. When, however, the genitaha were microphotographed it

was found that ordinary glass slide mounts, besides being easier to handle,

gave much better results.

The Cixiidae are easily collected by beating bushes and by sweeping

herbage. More specimens from out-of-the-way localities and from islands

are urgently desired. They should be killed with cyanide or laurel, and

stored dry, without pinning, and may be kept indefinitely, or sent through

the post in pill-boxes with a little soft paper. Like all small or medium-
sized Auchenorrhyncha, they should be gummed transversely on small

card triangles for the collection.

The biology of the New Zealand species is almost unknown. Mr. G. V.

Hudson reared Oliarus opposifus (Walk.) from a cottony-tailed nymph

* Walter M. Giffard, The Systematic Value of the Male Genitalia of Delphacidae
(Homoptera), Annals Ent. Soc. Am., 14, No. 2, June, 1921, 135-40.
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found under a log. I have found nymphs of the same species, in company

with those of Koroana arihuria n. sp., very numerous under stones, in

some cases with small ants {Monomorium sp.) in the boulder-strewn river-

bed at Arthur's Pass {2,300 ft. elevation). There is a fruitful subject of

study here not only in regard to the nymphs themselves, but in their

relationships with the ants. Swezey* has written an account of the life-

history of the Hawaiian Oliarus Jcoanoa Kirkuldy. This species spends

the nymphal instars " among the decaying leaf-bases and fibrous matter

of tree-fern trunks, in cavities or tunnels lined with a white fibrous

material which resembled mould, or spider's web, and which is an excretion

from the terminal abdominal segments of the nymphs. The njrmphs

probably feed upon the fern-roots in the fibrous mass of the outside of the

fern-trunks, or on juices of the decaying material." In North America,

according to Osborn, Myndus radicis lives in similar crevices lined by the

fibrous material of the abdominal tufts. Swezey also quotes Townsend
to the effect that Oecleus decens lays its eggs in punctures in the leaves of

Yucca, each puncture being covered by white fibrous matter.
The Cixiidae are moderately-sized plant-hoppers occurring often in con-

siderable numbers on herbage and bushes, from the mangrove swamps,
through forest and tussock, up to the subalpine scrub. The tegmina are

folded in a roof-like manner, or in some cases almost approaching the

horizontal position over the back. In addition to flying readily by means
of the usually ample tegmina and wings, these plant-hoppers use their

long and strong metathoracic legs in agile leaping. A leap, in fact, is their

usual method of launching into the air. The tendency to brachyptery, so

frequent in other families—as, for, example, the Delphacidae—is in the

Cixiidae but httle marked. The peculiar genus Aka has the shortest teg-

mina among the New Zealand forms, but its wings, although fairly short,

are broad and ample.
The principal characters of the family may be summed up as follows :

Width of head, including eyes, distinctly less than width of pronotum.
Ocelli three, median one sometimes practically obsolete, but usually quite

well developed- In a few foreign forms the median eye is absent. Pro-

notum very short, strongly subangularly notched behind (Edwards).

Tegmina usually large, more or less transparent. Veins strong, macro-
trichia conspicuous in many cases. Apical parts of tegmen not reticulate.

Subcosta and radius with common stem. In some foreign forms Sc, R>
and M are all separate, and in some others all three form a common
stalk. Anal area of wing not reticulate except in Meenoplinae. First

jomt of hmd tarsus elongate. Female of many genera bears a tuft of

cottony or waxy fibrous material at the end of the abdomen, secreted by
the more or less vertical plate-like area, the pygophor, between anal

segment and ovipositor.

^
The first Cixiids from New Zealand were described by Francis Walker

m 1850 and 1858. He placed in the genus Cixius the seven species known
to him, of which two were removed by Buchanan White in 1879 to

Oliarus, and a third was made the typp of a new genus, Aka. Of

the remammg four of Walker's species Buchanan White knew nothing,
but on another new Cixiid from New Zealand he erected the genus
bemo.

i

*0. H. SwEZKi-^ Observations on the Life-historv of Oliarm hoanoa Kirkaldy,
uwannn EnL Soc., \, pt. 3. t,p. 83-84
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After numerous attempts by Mr. Muir and myself to accomnio(3ate all

the New Zealand species in these and other known genera, it wa.-, di-cided

that, rather than stretch unduly the limits of genera already inconveniontly

crowded, it would be best to erect four new genera by means of which the

relationships of our new forms might be better expressed. To differentiate

these new genera Mr. Muir drew up the following key, winch for a

considerable time I have tested on large series of specimens. The genera

iave been further differentiated, and the suggested classification shown to

be natural, by dissection of the male genitalia of all species in which males

were procurable.
, , .

AU
apex of one teginen.

New

1 (12 ) One or more spiiies on the hind tibiae, not counting apical spines.

2*. (?!) Fire mesonotai carinae, the intermediate two sometimes famt.

S. (6.) Face with a median longitudinal carina.
rr. x

4 (5 ) Carinae at apex of vertex and base of face distinct. Two trans-

verse carinae on vertex, one dividing face from vertex and one

basad of this, the latter straight and transverse, curved, or

forming an angle and touching the anterior transverse carina Oltnrrt.^.

5. (4.) Carina at apex of vertex and base of face obscure or mLssin.c?

;

median frontal carina forked about rniddle of face .

.

-
^f^fpfic-

6 (3.) Face without a median longitudinal carina .

.

. - . • IluUta.

7 (2 ) Three mesonotai carinae. the middle one somerimea obscure.

S, (9.) No median longitudinal carina on face ;
fronto-clypeal suture

arcuate ; clypeus swollen or rounded .

.

.

.

- • ^e'«<^-

9. (8.) A distinct longitudinal median carina on face.

0. (11.) A median longitudinal carina on vertex ; clypeus fairiy flat with

a distinct median carina « • • Cixius,

11 (10 )'No median longitudinal carina on vertex ; clypeus fairiy rounded

^without median longitudinal carina, Cui joimng M3+4 tor

a short distance • • • - Koroava.

12 (1 ) No spines on hind tibiae, except apical ones.

13 (14 ) Vertex with a longitudinal carina forked at apex, median carina

on face forked or thickened on basal half .

.

• - • • ^*^-

14. (13.) Longitudinal carina on vertex very short, not forked; median

frontal carina not forked .

.

• • ' •
• Tiritmna

Genus 1. Cixius Latreille.

Type : C. nervosus (Linn.) ^ - . , ^ • j • ^v.

This almost cosmopolitan genus is sufficiently characterized in the

above key. The male genitalia of the New Zealand forms are comparatively

:simple. with backwardly-directed hooks

Cixius punctimargo Walker. (Plate 20, figs. 1-4.)

Walker List Homopt. Insects in Brit. Mas. Suppl, p. 81, 1858.

Buchanan White, Ent. Mo. Mag., vol. 15, p. 216, 1879. Hutton,

Trans N.Z. Inst., vol. 30, p. 186. 1898 ;
Index Faunae Nov.

Zeal, p. 224, 1904. Kirkaldy, Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 41, p. 28,

1909.'

cJ. Length, 3 mm. ; tegmen, 4 mm. Very pale olive, the veins and

tegmina malachite-green. Eyes brownish. Below brown ;
clypeus darker

;

-fronto-clypeal suture black. Tegmiua hyaline. Veins green, black and

thickened at tips. Apical cross-veins black and thick. Stigma hyaUne

or whitish. Medio-ventral projection of pygophor short and sharp. Anal

segment large. Anal style jet-black. Genital styles with stem rather
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suddenly bent, apex triangular. Aedeagus straight with two backwardly-

directed hooks and a membranous appendage.

?. Length, 4 mm. ; tegmcn, 5 mm. Pale brown, eyes dark. Carinae

and angles whitish. Tegmina hyaline with whitish veins ; tips of veins and

apical cross-veins black. Two blackish smudges at nearly half-way, just

cephalad of claval suture. Ovipositor stout.

Kedescribed from thirteen males and nineteen females. Tarawera

(R. J. Tillyard), Heme Bay (W. G. Howes), Auckland (I. H. Myers),

Rangitoto Island (I. H. and J. G. Myers)—all in Auckland Province.

Mr. Muir compared my specimens with the type in the British Museum.

He writes, " This agrees with the type, which is a male ; there is another

male and three females in the type series."

Cixius interior Walker. (Plate 20, figs. 5, 6.)

Walker, List Homopt. Insects in Brit. Mus. Suppl, p. 82, 1858.

Buchanan White, Ent. Mo. Mag., vol. 15, p. 216, 1879. Hutton,

Tratis. N.Z. Inst., vol. 30, p. 185, 1898 ; Index Faunae Nov.

Zeal, p. 224, 1904. Kirkaldy, Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 41, p. 28,

1909.

Cixius aspilus Walker, List Homopt. Insects in Brit. Mus. Supply

p. 83, 1858. Buchanan White, Ent. Mo. Mag., vol. 15, p. 216,

1879. Hutton, Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 30, p! 186, 1898; Index

Faunae- Nov. Zeal, p. 225, 1901. Kirkaldy, Trans. N.Z. Inst.,

vol. 41, p. 28, 1909.
.

(J. Length, 4 mm. ; tegmen, 5 mm. Pale - greenish ; veins, carmae,

and angles greener. Eyes dark brown. Tegmina hyaline, veins slightly

darker and thicker towarks tips. Stigma hyaline or whitish. At least

two apical cross-veins blackish. A blackish streak on wing-margin at

apex of clavus. Frons green, clypeus yellowish-brown. Medio-ventral pro-

jection of pygophor prominent. Genital styles somewhat as in preceding

species, but not bent so abruptly. Aedeagus more complex, long and

straight, with three backward hooks and a membranous appendage iiH

grouped near distal end,

?, Length, 4 mm. ; tegmen, 5 mm. Resembles male generally. Ovi-

positor very dark and stout.

Redescribed from eight males and six females. Rangitoto Island and

Waitakerei Hills, Auckland (1. 11. and J. G. Myers). Specimens have

since been seen from Wanganui (J. G. M.) and Tauraarunui (T. R. Harris).

It is with some doubt that Walker's name is given to this species.

Mr. Muir, after examining the types, writes :
" The type of C. interior

is a female and the type of aspilus^is a male, and they appear to be the

same species. They are unicolorous, reddish-yellow, with clear tegiuina

bearing black macrochetae. This colour may have been originally green

and have turned yellowish-red. If so, they appear to be your No. 249.

It is interesting to note in this connection that several of my specimens,

none of which are more than sixteen months old, are already turning

yellowish. Walker's character, "transverse veinlets forming two bnes,

the interior one incomplete," is seen in the photograph (Plate 20, fig- ^r
Walker gives the colour as " testaceous " or " pale testaceous." Thi»

beautiful green species is one of our finest Cixiids, As its colour would lead

one to expect, it is more essentially a dweller among the green foliage ol

shrubs and small trees than are the other species. In habitus, and to a

less extent in the appearance of the male genitalia, it affords a transition

from Cixius to Koroana.
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ti

Cixius rufifrons Walker.

Walker, List Homopt. Insects in Brit, Mus. SuppL^ p. 83, 1858.

Buchanan White, Enf. Mo. Mag., vol. 15, p. 216, 1879. Hutton,
Trans, N.Z. InsL, vol. 30, p. 186, 1898 ; Index Faunae Nov, Zeal,

p. 225, 1904. Kirkaldy, Trans, N,Z. InsL, vol. 41, p. 28, 1909.

Tawny. Head testaceous ; vertex narrow, concave ; front and face

with a distinct keel, their borders slightly elevated ; face and disc of the

front red. Prothorax very short, much arched. Mesotliorax with tliree

keels. Abdomen somewhat luteous. Wings \Ttreous ; veins testaceous,

with black points towards the tips ; stigma pale testaceous ; with a blackish

dot. Length of the body, 2 lines ; of the wings, 6 lines, (a.) New
Zealand. Presented by Colonel Bolton."

—

(Walker.)

This sj)ecies is totally unknovv^n to me. From the description I should

iave expected it to be synonymous with C, aspilus {C. interior)^ but Mr.
Muir writes as follows; " C rifffrons Walker type is a male very close to

aspilus, but the genital styles are broader and the anal segment light

(in aspilus and interior it is fuscous)."

Cixius kermadecensis n. sp.

?. Length, 4-4 mm. ; tegmen, 5-5 mm. Pale-brownish, darker on eyes
and angles of pronotum and abdomen. Ventral surface pale. Abdomen
darker, with whitish edges to segments. Ovipositor strongly curved ; ex-

tending slightly beyond tip of abdomen. Frons and clypeus unicolorous,

pale drab, edges of face raised. Tegmina hyaline, veins pale brown,
macrotrichia darker and very conspicuous. A broad brown transverse

smudge at one-third of tegmen, and a smaller one at apex of clavus.

Stigma with brownish centre edged ^\ith white. Hind-border of vertex

less roundly notched than in most other Cixiids, also line bounding vertex

cephalad, more angulate.

Described from one female. Sunday Island, Kermadec Islands, 1908

{W. L, Wallace, No. 4); on kawakawa (Macropiper excehum).

Holotype in Dominion Museum, Wt llington. I am indebted to the

Dominion Museum authorities for the opportunity of describing this insular

species.

Genus 2. Koroaxa nov.

Type : K. Iielena n, sp.

carma
carma

Male genitalia complex ; three very twasted hooks at base of membranous
distal part of aedeagus. Tegmina long and narrow, subparallel-sided.

Sc and R joined until half the length, of the tegmen ; their bases joined

to M near base of tegmen. Forking of C about two-thirds along clavus.

Claval veins joining margin considerably before apex of clavus, forking
about middle. Cu usually touching M for some distance.

In other respects resembles Cixius, The venation exhibits considerable
variation, as shown by the illustrations (Plate 21, figs. 1-5; Plate 22,
figs. 1-3). Of the two species, one is apparently confined to the North
Island and the other to the South.

Koroana helena n. sp. (Plate 21, figs. 1-8.)

cJ. Length, 4 mm.; tegmen, 5 mm. Eeddish, relieved with black.
Vertex brownish, eyes dark. Pronotum pale-yellowish. Mesonotum henna-
colour, the lateral carinae black, the median greenish. Apex of scutellum
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greenish, metanotum black. Basal two or three abdominal segments black
;

remainder pale-reddish. Frons yellowish, with an area on each side of

median ridge and whole of clypeus reddish—distinctly delimited. Tibiae
usually with black proximal and distal bands. Tegmina hyaline. Veins-

brownish, darker at tips, with distinct black macrotrichia. An interrupted,

more or less double and very variable brownish fascia obliquely transverse
at a little past a third (sometimes practically obsolete). Stigma fuscous,

margined with whitish. Genitalia fuscous. Medio-ventral projection of

pygophor prominent. Genital styles with the blade bent sharply at right

angles to stalk. Apex of peculiar shape, as shown in Plate 21, figs. 7, 8.

Aedeagus with three hooks at base of membranous portion, two of the
hooks twisted together in a characteristic manner (Plate 21, figs. 7, 8).

?. Length, 4-8 mm ; tegmen, 5-4 mm. Less brightly coloured than
male. Disc of mesonotum between lateral carinae entirely greenish. Distal

half of abdomen with indications of a median black longitudinal mark.
Ovipositor pale-brownish, long and slender.

Described from fifty-three males and thirty-nine females. Apparently
throughout North Island.

Holotype and allotype: Myers collection. Department of Agriculture.
This is essentially a bush-, shrub-, and tree-frequenting species.

Koroana arthuria n. sp. (Plate 22, figs. 1-4.)

c?. Length, 4 mm. ; tegmen, 4-6 mm. Close to the preceding species,
but distmguished by the stouter and more depressed form, shorter tegmina.

colour

semicirc
by the following characters: Tegmen with a „ ,. „. .„. ^--
on fore-border between one-third and half-way. This is always present,
e\-en m the paler forms, and furnishes a means of distinction at first glance.

Hooks of aedeagus less twisted, and other genital difierences as shown in

Plate 22, fig. 4.

?. -Length, 4-5 mm. ; tegmen, 4-9 mm. Colour paler than that of

male. Ventral surface of abdomen black.
Described from twenty-two males and fifteen females. Trio Islands,

n? T i^^* ^^- ^- 'Ti^y^'^^l)
;

^fount Arthur (A. Philpott) ;
Arthur's Pasa

(K. J. Tillyard, J. W. Campbell, W. G. Howes, I. H. and J. G. Myers)
Waitati, Otago (C. E. Clarke)

; Queenstown (W. G. Howes).
ihese are all South Island localities. The Trio Islands form is con-

sistently smaller and lighter in colour than the type (Arthur's Pass), but

1 can find no structural differences.
Holotype and allotype: Myers collection, Department of Agriculture.
ihis species was reared in large numbers from nymphs beneath stone*

at Arthur's Pass. Small ants were also present, but myrmecophily wa*
not defimtely established.

Genus 3. Semo Buchanan White.

Type
:
S. clypeatus Buchanan White.

^
Buchanan White's description is good, except that the L„-

ing eyes, is not as wide as pronotum. There is, therefore, no

:lud-

features

T^ V 1 ^ .

^^"^'''^ ^^y- The male genitalia approac
iNew Zealand species of Cixius, but are very much less armed.
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Fig.
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Fig.
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Fio.

l.^Cixius puiiclimnrgo Walker : right tegmen.
2.~Cixius punclhnargo Walker : face.

3.

—

Cixiua punciimnrqn Walker : male genitalia, lateral view.
4.

—

Cixius imnriimargo Walker : male genitalia, semi-Tatcral view,
5.

—

Cixius interior Walker : right tegnien.

6.

—

Cixius interior Walker : male genitalia, lateral \'iew.

Face p. 320.]
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FxGs. 1-5.

[W. />. Held, phofo, and E, H, Atkimotu 9Mch,

from various localiti-Koroaim helena n. sp. : ric^^ht tegmen of Hppc\
showing vermtional variation.

^^' ^^—^^'^^^^^^ Mena : face.
Fms. 7, 8.—Koroana helena: male genitalia, views" from different aspects of two different

epoclmens.
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iW, D. Reid, phofo, and E. II, Atkinson, sketch.

Fi .3. J, 2.—Koroamt arthuna n. sp. : right tegmen of two specimons of tvpical form
from Arthur's Pass.

Fra. 3.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

Fia. 7.

Koroana artkuria : right tegmen of form from Trio Island.
Koroana ariJiuria : male genitalia, lateral view; typical form from Arthur^

Pass (the Trio Islands form does not differ in genitalia).
Semo dypmiuH Buchanan AVhite : right tegmen.
Semo rJypentv.H Buchanan White : male genitalia, lateral view.
Iluttla nignfrons n. geu. et sp. : face (flagella of antennae broken).
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Semo clypeatus Buchanan White. (Plate 22, figs. 5, 6.)

Buchanan White, Ent. Mo. Mag., vol. 15, p. 217, 1879; Hutton.
Tra7is. N.Z. Inst., vol. 30, p. 187, 1898 ; Index Faunae Nov.
Zeal, p. 225, 1904. Kirkaldy,* Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 41, p. 29,
1909.

c?. Length, 3-5 mm. ; tegmen, 4 mm. " Pale ochreous-brown. Head
(except the keels of the vertex, side of the frons and antennae), scutellum
(except the side margins), apex of tarsi and abdomen (except genitalia)

more or less piceous or piceous-black" [Buchanan White). To this may
be added the following description of genitalia : Pale-brownish. Medio-
ventral projection of pygophor prominent but wide and rounded. Genital
styles with very short stalks and long blades with broad roundish base
and narrower apex. Aedeagus straight and almost unarmed.

$. Length, 4 mm. ; tegmen, 4-5 mm. Colour shghtly paler. Ovipositor
brownish, ^tout, but sharply pointed. Normally a heavy mass of waxy
material between anal segment and ovipositor.

Twenty-five males and thirty-five females. Mount Egmont (Miss J.

Anson) Myers) ; Mount Arthur
(T. Cockcroft) ; Arthur's Pass, 2,600-2,800 ft. (L H. and J. G. Myers)

;

Wakatipu, 3,600 ft. (G. V. Hudson). Hutton gives the range as " Otago."
This short squat species is apparently confined to the subalpine scrub

and to the undergro"wth of the forest at its upper limit, in which places it

often occurs in vast numbers. The South Island specimens liave tegmina
slightly more variegated—some of the veins being more conspicuously
picked out in whitish than in the North Island specimens--but this differ-

ence is not constant.

Genus 4. Huttia nov.

Type : H. nigrijrons n. sp.

Body short and squat. Tegmina long and hyaline. Vertex with a

median longitudinal ridge. Face with no median longitudinal carina.

Pronotum very narrow, flattish, with a median longitudinal keel and two
lateral ones, none very prominent. Mesonotum rounded, with five keels.

Hind tibiae spined. Tegmina long, narrow and parallel-sided. Sc and R
joined for rather less than one-third; their bases joined to M for about

one-eighth of clavus. Cu forked about middle of clavus ; claval veins

joining margin near apex, forked about middle. A cross-vein from first

claval to Cug at about one-fifth along clavus.

Huttia nigrifrons n. sp. (Plate 22, fig. 7.)

$. Length, 5 mm.; tegmen, 6-5 mm. OHvaceous marked with blackish.

Disc of vertex and of pronotum blackish. Inner two keels of mesonotum
curved so that their ends almost touch median keel ; all three very dis-

tinct, the keels olivaceous and intervening spaces blackish. Tegmina
glassy-clear, including the veins, except where the latter, at intervals, are

marked with black. A few fuscous marks along the inner border of clavus.

Abdomen rounded. Anal segment and ovipositor almost same length,

both black and slender. Legs long. Frons almost entirely shining-black

;

a wide transverse band of white at fronto-clypeal suture, followed by a
transverse nearly semicircular band of shining-black ; rest of clypeus pale-

brownish.

* I do not understand why Kirkaldy placed this, together with Aha and the
Achilid Agandecca, in his Poekillopteridae.

11—Trans.
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One female. Pakuratahi, Upper Hutt, WelHiigtoii (T. Cockcroft).

1 am deeply indebted to Mr. T. Cockcroft for his sole specimen of this

interesting species.
. » » • 14.

Holotype, female : Myers collection, Department of Agriculture.

Huttia harrisi n. sp.

9 Length, 5 mm.; tegmen, 5-5 mm. OUvaceous, pronotum green.

Inner two keels of mesonotum only faintly indicated. Keels paler m colour

than disc. Tegmina hyaline, veins fuscous ; stigma whitish. Four fuscous

marks on fore-border of tegmen; apical cells tipped with fuscous; a

blackish smudge just beyond apex of clavus. Ovipositor brownish, shorter

in proportion to its width than in previous species. Frons greemsh, passing

One female. West
'^yp

I have much

pleasure in dedicating this fine species to the discoverer.

Holotype : Myers collection, Department of Agriculture.

The localities from which the two species of HuUia have come, one m

North Island and one in South, are both heavily forested.

Genus 5. Malpha nov.

Type : M. muiri n. sp.
i. f rl

Body short and stout and somewhat depressed. Tegmina short ana

oblong. Division of Sc and R before half-way from base to stigma, their

bases joined to M only up to less than a quarter of clavus. Forking ot

Cu a little more than half-way from base of clavus. Claval veins joining

margin well before apex ; forking beyond middle. Carina at ^P^^
^

vertex and base of face obscure or missing ; median frontal carina
^^^^^.

about middle of face (in this character approaches Aka). Vertex sUgh Y

wider than long ; widest at base, which is emarginate in a broadly weag

shaped manner ; lateral carinae well developed, continuing unbroken

to the face. Clypeus with median carina fairly distinct; lateral ^^^^^

(raised edges) less so. Antennae fairly long; first segment ^'^^X ^^^^

^

second longer than wide. Prothorax short ; hind-margin excavated b)
^

right angle ; a median longitudinal carina. Mesonotum with five
^^j'^^^^J

distinctly flattened between carinae ; hind-margin forming an equilater

triangle. Female with ovipositor short. Hind tibiae spined.

Malpha muiri n. sp. (Plate 23, figs. 1, 2.)

^. Length, 4 mm. ; tegmen, 4-3 mm. Olivaceous marked with ^^^^^^^^_

brown. Lateral margin of pronotum, sides of mesonotum, part ot

notuni, and base of abdomen rich chocolate-brown. Frons wiae

two-thirds from base, where the sides are strongly raised, basal P*^^,
^|

pale-greenish, followed by a wide band of shining-piceous, next a ^^^
^

yellowish, along the middle of which the fronto-clypeal suture sl^ws
^^^

fine reddish hair-line ; apical half of clypeus shining-piceous,
Vove

middle tibiae with a proximal and a distal ring of brownish ;
rest o h^

pale. Tegmina clouded with yellowish-white ; veins fuscous at
^^p^^-^j^^

except on apical half where they are continuously dark. Stigma 7^^*%
^J

three or four indistinct marks along costa, and another at distal ^ -^^

claval vein. Wings milky, veins black. Genital styles small, apical po

of blade narrowed into a small, finger-like process. Aedeagus comp
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9. Length, 4 mm. ; tegmen, 4-3 mm. Colours and markings more
obscure. Ovipositor very short and stout but projecting beyond anal
segment ; between them a small wax-secreting area.

One male and one female. Mount Alpha, 3,600 ft., Tararua Range

;

on undergrowth of shrubby Senecio and Olearia in Nolhofaqus forest
(J. G. Myers). •

^
Holotyp Agricultur

Mr

Malpha iris n. sp.

?. Length, 4 mm.; tegmen, 4-6 mm. In dorsal view, second joint of
antennae projecting well beyond eyes. Pale-brownish ; the tegmina folded
almost horizontally

; glassy-clear with veins fuscous, in parts white. Stigma
whitish

; apically somewhat thickened and blackish. A black spot at the
lateral corners of mesouotum. Basal portion of frons whitish; borders
shining yellowish-brown

; apical part shining-piceous except to within a
short distance ofclypeus. Median ocellus black (at least there is a black
dot in this position. I am not sure whether it is a functional ocellus),
aypeus long and narrow, whitish. Tliere is a distinctly ynarked line of
colour from the lose of Uie tegmen on one side to that on the other, passing
across face just cephalad of the fronto-clypeal suture : all cephalad of th is

line, except the basal part of the frons, is shining-black ; all caudad of the line
is duU-whUe—a. most striking demarcation. O\apositor short and stout.

One female. York Bay, Wellington ; mixed Nothofagus and rain forest
(L H. Myers). I dedicate this species to the discoverer, my wife.

Holotype, female : Myers collection. Department of Agriculture.

Malpha duniajia n. sp. (Plate 23, fig. 3.)

cJ. Length, 4 mm. ; tegmen, 4-1 mm. Olivaceous marked with fuscous.
Abdomen blackish. Frons ohvaceous spotted with fuscous ; fronto-clvpeal
suture strongly depressed, marked with greenish-white. Mesonotum'with
the two inner keels somewhat obscure. Bases of wings and of tegmina
milky- u-hite marked with black. Tegmina hyaUne with a fuscous area near
the base covering more than half of clavus; a brownish splash including
the distal portion of stigma and extending obliquely on to the disc ; another
at apex of hind (inner) margin of tegmen. Veins blackish and white alter-
nately; extreme tips blackish and thickened. Three or four blackish
marks along costa. Wings short and broad. Genital styles large and spatu-
late. Aedeagus complex, resembling that of M. muiri. Fore and middle

mesonotiun

distal band of brownish
?. Lengt.h, 5 mm.; tegm

almost obsolete. Abdomen dark. Ovipositor somewhat larger than that of
M. tnuiri and M. iris.

One male and two females. Dun Mountain, Nelson, 3,000 ft (R J
Tillyard and A. Philpott). ^ ' '

Holotype: Myers collection, Department of Agriculture. Allotype:
Cawthron Institute.

In the structure of the face and in the shape of the genital styles this
species approaches Aka more than do the other species of the genus.

Malpha cockcrofti n. sp.

?. Length, 4-5 mm.
; tegmen, 5 mm. Uniform reddish - ochraceous,

deepening on the face, under-parts, and mesonotum to a shiuing-tawny.

11*
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Eyes dark. median

very distinct ; fronto-clypeal suture almost straight. Face concolorous.

Mesonotum concolorous, the inner carinae pale. Tegmina hyaline suffused

with orange, veins alternately fuscous and white. Ovipositor not quite so

short and stout as in the three preceding species. A large mass of waxy

material between o\4positor and anal segment.

One female. Otira, South Island ; subalpine (T. Cockcroft).

Holotype : Myers collection, Department of Agriculture.

I have much pleasure in naming this species after its discoverer, to

whom I am indebted for much valuable material.

Genus 6^ Oliarus Stal.

Type : 0. walleri (Stal.).

This cosmopolitan genus [is sufficiently differentiated by the characters

included in the foregoing generic key. The five mesonotal carinae are

lly very strongly marked. The male genitalia of the New Zealand

forms show peculiar battle-axe-shaped genital styles and a complex aedeagus

with some of the sharp processes projecting almost directly caudad instead

of being recurved.

usu

Oliarus oppositus (Walker). (Plate 23, figs. 4-7.)

Mies

345-46

Oliarics oppositus (Walker) Buchanan White, Ent. Mo. Mag., vol. 15,

p. 217, 1879. Hutton, Trans, N.Z. hist., vol., 30, p. 186, 1898

;

Index Faunae Nov. Zeal, p. 225, 1904. Kirkaldy, Trans. N.Z.

Inst., vol. 41, p. 29, 1909.

Cixius marginalis Walker, ibid., SuppL, p. 82, 1909.

Oliarus marginalis (Walker) Buchanan White, Ent. Mo. Mag., vol. 15,

p. 216, 1879. Hutton, Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 30, p. 186, 1898;

Index Faunae Nov. Zeal., p. 225, 1904. Kirkaldy, Trans. N.Z.

Inst., vol. 41, p. 29, 1909. Hudson, Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 51,

p. 343, 1923.

cJ. Length, 3-5 mm. ; tegmen, 4-7 mm. Jet-black, with parts of eyes,

the edges of pronotum, of tegulae, and of vertex, carinae of face, proximal

half of labium, joints of legs, and a very narrow edging to abdominal

segments tawny. Carinae of mesonotimi black and concolorous with disc.

Tegmina hyaline faintly suffused with greyish-yellow. Veins yellowish

;

black at tips ; apical cross-veins black. Macrotrichia black and conspicuous.

Stigma whitish, edged behind and distally with blackish. Genital styles

with a conspicuous notch in the stem ; apical portion halberd-shaped.

Aedeagus very complex.

?- Length, 3-5 mm. ; tegmen, 4"7mm. Ovipositor extremely short.

A large mass of waxy material between it and anal segment. Possibly the

average size of the female is slightly larger than that of the male. My
largest specimen is a female, and my smallest a male.

Redescribed from thirty-five males and fifty-four females. Widespread
over both Islands, and to an elevation of at least 4,500 ft. [Tararua Range
(J. G. Myers)]. This species frequents grass and ground herbage. The size

Walke
larger specimens.

Dr. R. J. TiUyard

described from rather

length.

Trio Islands in Cook Strait. This is consistently smaller than the mainland
form
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Fio. 1.

—

Mafpha muiri n. gen, et sp. : right legmen.

Fia. 2.

—

Malpha wuirl n. gen. et sp. : male genitalin, lateral view.

Fio. 3.— Malpha duniana n. sp. : male genitalia, lateral view.

Figs. 4, 5.^0Uarus oppnsltus (Walker) : male s^nitalin.^ l-ueral view; two typical

specimeiii*, from Aramoho and \\'hangarci respectively.

Fio. G,—OIiarns oppo^tifns (Walker): male genitalia, lateral view; Stephen Island

specimens.

Fig. l,—0Haru9 opposifus (Walker): male genitalia, lateral view; Arthur's Pass

specimen.

Face p, 324,]
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Ftos. 1, 2,~0Uams aiUnsoni n. sp. : male genitalia; views of two specimens. .In fig* 1

one genital style has been broken off.

Tintm darheian n. gen. et sp. : left teamen. (IJrawing, J. G. M.)
Aka finiiima (Walker): right tegmen.
Aka fnifimn (Walker): male genitnlia, lateral view.

Fm. 3.

Fig. 4.

Fio. 5.
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There is a very dark form at Arthur's Pass (subalpime to

which the veins and stigma are almost entirely black. I can
differences in structure. This form was reared from nvmnhs bene

Oliarus atkinsoni n. sp. (Plate 24, figs. 1, 2.)

c?. Length, 5 mm,; tegmen, 6-3 mm. Close to the preceding species,

but differing in its very much greater size and in the following particulars

:

Whole body dusted with pruinose material so that to the naked eye it

appears greyish. Tcgmina colourless but clouded with whitish. Macro-
trichia inconspicuous. Stigma white proximally, black distally. Genit^La
differing as shown in the illustration (Plate 24, figs. 1, 2). The stem of the

genitalia-styles is more deeply notched and the blade larger in proportion.

$. Length, 5-8 mm. ; tegmen, 7-5 mm. A mass of flocculcut, fibrous,

waxy material, often as large as abdomen, projecting a considerable way
behind anal segment and ovipositor, which latter resembles that of the

preceding species.

Described from fourteen males and twenty-six females. Waikanae (E. H.
Atkinson) ; AVellington (J, G. Myers). In considerable numbers on the

under-sides of the leaves of New Zealand flax {Phormium tenax).

This large and sluggish species has gone a step further than Oliarus

opposifas in its preference for ground herbage as distinct from bushes, and
is found only in flax-swamps, apparently attached to the flax itself, where
it may be found sitting singly or in copula on tho shaded side of the leaf.

It is with much pleasure that I dedicate this species to the discoverer

Mr. E. H. Atkinson.

Genus 7. Ttriteana nov.

Type : T. clarkei m sp,

Tegmina comparatively narrow, parallel-sided, rounded at apex. Marguia

with distinct border all round, widening out at stigma. Sc and R joined to

about half length of tegmen ; their bases joined to M for only a very short

distance from base. Forking of Cu just basad of separation of >Sc and R.
Claval vein joining margin before apex, forking rather distad of half length

of clavus.

Longitudinal carina of vertex very short, not forked ; median frontal

carina nor forked. Hind-margin of vertex very broadly and roundly

emarginate. Second joint of antennae nearly twice as long as thick. Base

of face about half width of apex. Pronotum very short, with median
longitudinal keel. Mesonotum long and narrow, tricarinate, somewhat
flattened between carinae ; hind-margin forming acute angle. Posterior

tibiae unarmed. Ovipositor rather short and stout. Flocculent waxy
material secreted caudally.

+

Tiriteana clarkei n. sp. (Plate 24, fig. 3.)

$. Length, 3-8 mm. ; tegmen, 4-9 mm. Dark chocolate-brown; vertex

and pronotum paler. Frons widest at about two-thirds from base, where

the sides are strongly elevated ; shining dark-brown. Clypeus whitish.

Under-surface and legs whitish, except abdomen, claws, and distal coronets

of tibiae, which are all dark. Antennae long and dead-black. Eyes dark.

Pronotum posteriorly broadly angiilarly emarginate. Mesonotal carinae

narrow but very distinct. Tegmina hyaline suffused intermittently with

yellowish. A smoky cloud extending from apex of fore-b6rder to apex of

clavus obliquely ; clavus mostly yellowish ; a fuscous cloud at base of
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corium. Veins brownish ; macrotricliia darker. Wings hyaline, smoky

;

veins fuscous. Ovipositor stout. Flocculent material in form of long silky

fibres.

Two females. Mamaku (C. E, Clarke); Tiritea, Palmerston North

(R. J. Tillyard). Dr. Tillyard's specimen was taken in undergrowth of rain

forest.

I have much pleasure in dedicating this, the type of a curious endemic

genus, to its discoverer, Mr. C. E. Clarke, to whom I am already indebted

for much interesting material.

Genus 8. Aka Buchanan White,

Type: ^.^mf?ma (Walker).

This very distinct genus is sufficiently difierentiated by the characters

given in the generic key. The tegmina are short and curved to fit the

body. The hind legs are extremely long. The male genitaUa of the

eenotvne are described below.

Aka finitima Walker. (Plate 24, figs. 4, 5.)

Cixius finitimus Walker, List Homopt. Insects in Brit. Mi
p. 81, 1858.

AJca finitima (Walker) : Buchanan White, Ent. Mo, Mag
p. 216, 1879. Hutton, Trans. N.Z. InsL
Index Faunae Nov. Zeal., n. 99.^. 1904.

three

Inst., vol. 41, p. 29, 1909.

cJ. Length, 4 mm. ; tegmen, 3*5 e

I blotched with fuscous; a forked r

:eels and one median longitudinal

Kirkaldy, Trans. N.Z.

spotted

finely

versely striate ; outermost carinae bow-shaped, their concavity towards the

centre. Teemma
six fuscous clouded
on centre of disc, and near apex ; a distinct fuscous spot just beyond

apex of clavus—in some specimens this fuscous spot is enlarged to form a

great dark splash across apex of tegmen. Wings hyahne ; veins almost

colourless. Abdomen almost black. Genitalia fuscous. Genital styles

straight-stalked, large-bladed, spatulate. Aedeagus complex, stout ;
three

much-curved hooks at base of membranous
?. Length Ovipositor large and sabre-shaped,

extending well beyond abdomen. Anal segment small. No pruinosity
Frequents

scrub from
r»a1 nattprU

thirty-four

lowland rain-forest, but is particularly numerous ii

3,500 ft. to 4,000 ft. Tararua Range (J. G. Myers),
is extremely variable. In July a freshly-emerged adult was^found in leaf-

mould, showing that the nymphal stadia are probably passed in a cryptozoic

habitat.

Wellington district (G. V. Hudson, T. Cockcroft, J. G. Myers) ; Tararua
Range (J. G. Myers); Canterbury (Hutton): Leith, Dunedin (W. G-
Howes)

.

Mr. G. V. Hudson has given me a large handsomely marked female
with the following dimensions : length, 6-3 mm. ; tegmen, 5-9 mm. This is

gigantic; but intermediates are not lacking, and I am loth to separate
It specifically until males are discovered and dissected.
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The Leaf-mining Insects of New Zeahnvl : Part ^— Charixena
inMoxa Meyr., Apatetris raelanombra Mcyr., Philocr}7)tica poly-
podii Wall (Lepidoptera).

By MoKRis N. Watt, F.E.S.

[Read before the Wanganui Philosophiml Society, 28ih Oct<>ber, 1921 ; received by the
Editor, 3Isi December, 2922 ; issued separately, 8lh July, 1924.]

Plates 25-31.

(24.) Charixena iridoxa Meyr. (The Astelia-moth). (Plates 25, 26, and
Plate 31, figs. 1-3.)

Philpottia iridoxa Meyr,, Trans. N.Z. InsL, vol, 48, p. 117, 1916.
Genus Charixena Meyr., Trans, N,Z. InsL, vol. 53, p. 335, 192L

This, one of the most beautifid and striking of the endemic moths, has
an extremely interesting life-history, and amongst leaf-mining insects its
mine is the largest, the most conspicuous, and most interesting of all. Owing
to its being subalpine I have had no opportunity for a continuous study of
its habits, the present paper being the result of some five or six short visits
to Mounts Egmont and Ruapehu, spread over the same number of years.
Although the follo^nng notes are therefore far from complete, their nublica-

native habitat.
wishing to study this

mm
until recently that

insect established.

The curious large zigzag tracks on the leaves of the Astelia first attracted
my attention in 1914, but it was not till Christmas, 1918, that I was able
to give them further attention in the same locality. Mount Egmont. The
zigzag markings on the leaves widened as they descended, and eventually
disappeared into the heart of the plant ; and on digging up a plant and

disco
like

^ered. A number of larvae were found, but, my hohday
coming to an end, my observations had to be left at this stage. Again

curious cocoons
containing pupae, which I later took home to Wanganui, and managed
to keep them alive for several months, until I tried forcing them by means
of gentle artificial warmth, when all dried up and died.

In January, 1922, on Mount Ruapehu, some thirty or forty plants
containing the immature stages of the insect were secured, taken to
Wanganui, and replanted. Hanng to go to Dunedin in Murch, I dug up
some of the plants and took them with me. careful] v nnttini

before

In June

down
wfien I returned. The plants all stood this repeated digging up and
replanting. One day in early August, considering it time -to place a cover

^^rr^f^
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over the plants, I o]3ened one of the cocoons, and what I found made me
hastily open the rest : the worst had happened—all had recently emerged

and flown. Less than an hour later I visited Mr. Clarke, and on our

inspecting the plants I had given him, there, resting on one of the leaves

just above its cocoon, was a splendid specimen of G. iridoxa. The other

three in Mr. Clarke's care emerged during the next few days. What was

considered to he a rare moth proves to be plentiful and widespread, its

emergence in the very early spring being the secret of its supposed scarcity,

since almost all alpine collecting in New Zealand has been done in mid-

summer.

The Imago,

A most beautiful moth, metallic purple-bronze with pale lemon-yellow

markings.

Meyrick's Original Description.—See Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 48, p. 417,

1916.

Distrihulion.

First taken on Mount Burns, Hunter Mountains, 3,250 ft,, on 29th

December, 1914, by Mr. Philpott. I think the imago was- not again seen

till Mr. Clarke and myself reared it as noted above. The moth is, however,
a common one, its mines being very numerous on Mounts Egmont and
Ruapehu ; Mr. Clarke has found them plentiful on many of the mountains
of Otago

; Mr. Philpott records them as common on the Mount Arthur
track at 4.000 ft. : and Mr. Fenwick has sent me swcimens and records them

Milford

Food-plant.

Astelia montana (alpine bush-flax).

Nothing known.
The Ovum and Egg-laying.

The Larva. (Plate 26, fig. 1.)

full

shaped, its greatest diameter about 3 mm. at tlie tliird abdominal segment,
thence much attenuated towards either end. To the naked eye it is

without
. .

. ^ . c .,
, and it is very sluggish

m its movements when exposed. The segments are shallowly incised,

excepting the seventh and eighth abdominals. Spiracles small, brown,

our
parent shiny white. Tubercles and setae minute and very inconspicuous.
Owing to the want of material of known age, no setal charts and head-
structure are given at present. The larva throughout its whole life mines
within the bulb of the plant below the ground-surface. The duration of

the larval existence, the number of moults and their respective periods,
are unknown, though from the length of the mines and age of the leaves
containing them one may conclude that the larval stage occupies two, if

not more, seasons.

The Mine. (Plate 25.)

about
Commencing in the region of the tip of the leaf, the gallery, at first

^mm. m width, gradually assumes its markedly zigzag character,
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Full-grown larva of C. Iridoxu exposed, just prior to last nionlt
before constructing cocoon. (Enlar<red about If ; the dotted
line indicates the track of the larva.)

'-ocoon of C. irtdoxa. (Slightly eiilarged, showing transverse line.)
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Fio. I.—Leav

Fig. 2

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

*s of Pciypodhnn serpens, one with tlic upper cuticle in part removetl Uy
fUsclose the cocoon of P. polypodit ; .showing dchisceiue. (^\bout natural
size.

)

Mine of ,4. mehinombm in leaf of Cdmisia ; jjhiilu by direct contact with
negative and transmitted liuht. X == po^Jition of first mnult ; x X = posi-

tion of second niuult ; the third urruw point's to the cocoon. (About
natural size.)

Trap-door of cocoon uf J. melanoiubni in a Cdmisia leaf, (x about 10.)
The same, with portion of tlie cuticle of the leaf and roof of cocoon removed,

showing larva and cocoon. Mote the frass attached to the sides of the
cocoon. ( x about 10.)
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proceeding downwards between the midrib and the outer margin of the

leaf ; it never crosses the former barrier. As the mine descends, the angles

of the zigzag increase in size. All mining is carried* on in the bulb of the

plant at or just below the surface of the ground : and as the leaves grow

the gallery is stretched and elongated, and mostly loses resemblance to a

typical mine, since the extremely thin outer cuticle is torn and in most

places lost, excepting in the most recent portion of the gallery. The

zigzag formation of the mine is necessitated by the situation of the larva

in flip bnlb. and its extent is dependent on the rate of leaf-growth :
during

cause

the transverse portions of the gallery to be almost parallel to one another.

Occasionally one will find a length of mine fairly straight for an inch or

so, parallel to the long axis of the leaf and most usually close agamst the

midrib; the reason for this may be found on careful search of this

portion' of the gallery—a cast skin adhering to the wall shows that a moult

has taken place here, and while the larva was laying up for the purpose

the leaf grew sufficiently to allow it later to mine normally parallel to

the lon<T*axis till again arrested in the bulb and forced once more to

zigzag.

Frequently in old leaves the mines may be found to terminate abruptly,

or several inches may be missing; examination of the plant will reveal

mine, or tne missin

fujther

change had been in close apposition to one another in the bulb, the

larva having mined from one into the other, and perhaps later back

again One may find not a mine, but only a very faint and sUght impression

of one on the surface of an otherwise sound leaf ;
this is due to the pressure

caused by the larva mining in the leaf next against it while m the bulb.

Never more than one larva will be found to be mimng m one half of a

leaf but both halves of the same leaf may be mined by separate larvae.

In such cases there is, as one would expect, a direct paralleUsm in the

course of the mines. Occasionally very short blind branches or ends may
mil

however, preventing farther progress in that direction.

The mine is usually on the under-side of the leaf, and is there very

conspicuous; when appearing on the upper surface it is, as a rule, not so

marked. The colour varies, with age, from green to dark brown. Frass

is almost negUgible ; it is deposited in a fluid or semifluid state at intervals

in smaU amounts, and tends to stain the leaf-substance browmsh.

In the next to last larval stadium the larva, practicaUy mature, ceases

li-2

;uous leaves begin to separate ; here,

Ivini with the head uppermost and parallel to the axis of the leaf, it

Zests" awhile ; it^ body becomes much distended with clear flmd and

within it can be seen the next stadium larva about two-thirds the lei

of the old distended skin. When ready it bites a hole m the side of tne

old skin and emerges from it, the cast skin being flattened against the

surface of the leaf, to which it may adhere for many months. The larva

is now in its final stadium, the whole of which is occupied in the prepara-

tion of the cocoon, and lasts eight to fourteen days. Total length of

+he mine, nossiblv 3-4 ft.

'
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The Cocoon. (Plate 26, fig. 2.)

This is constructed in rather a peculiar way. The larva, having

moulted as above between two applied leaves, makes a transverse cut of

about 3-4 mm. in the outer (under) cuticle of the inner leaf, and, working

upwards, insinuates itself under the cuticle ; then, turning, it repeats

the performance downwards, forming a shallow somewhat elliptical-shaped

cavity between the cuticle and remainder of the leaf. The transverse

cut extending across its middle is now repaired with silk on the inside,

and in the completed cocoon is difficult to find. The thin outer cuticle

receives a liberal strengthening of silk on the inside, but the remainder

of the cocoon-cavity receives little or none. As the leaf grows in length

• it carries the cocoon up with it, and in a few months it is some little

distance above the ground, and so offers no difficulty to the emerging imago.

The exposed cocoon is by no means conspicuous ; externally, it is usually

covered by the larval skin cast prior to the last stadium. It is shallow,

elliptical, its ends somewhat pointed and depressed into the leaf ; its long

axis is parallel to that of the leaf ; average size about 15 mm. by 3 mm.
Owing to pressure by the laiva while the leaves are still closely applied

to one another, the leaf on the outside of the cocoon receives a hollow

depression. The pupal stage lasts six to seven months, from February
till mid-August.

The Pupa, (Plate 31, figs. 1-3.)

mn
t lies in the cocoon in an upright position, its ventral surface

Colour at first pale creamy white, becoming later light brown,
darker on dorsum, to black with pale markings on wings prior to emergence.

It is somewhat compressed dorso-ventrally, the ventral surface being more
or less keeled or prominent along the mid-line, so that a transverse section

about the fourth abdominal segment would be broadly triangular in shape.

The shape of the pupa is frequently influenced and even slightly deformed
by external pressure caused while the cocoon is still in the bulb.

Male. The head as seen in profile from before or behind is square-

shaped, due to the lateral prominence of the basis of the antennae ; viewed
from the side it is bluntly rounded. Ventral view : Front broad, roughened ;

fronto-clypeal suture represented by a shallow transverse depression

;

labrum small, on either side of it a small rounded area possibly representing
the mandible

; eyes relatively large, soon become dark brown to black,

the eye-cap, that portion of the antenna covering the hinder part of the

eye, rather prominent and roughened with small transverse rugae; labial

palpi ill-developed, short, constricted at J, slightly bulbous caudad, only
about two-thirds the length of maxillae ; maxillae short and broad, do not

quite reach antennae laterad, they meet in the mid-line below labial palpi

;

coxae have a narrow origin above between maxilla and antenna and first

e about one-fourth as broad as long ; the first legs meet in mid-

f lower third ; the second legs together with antennae extend
to aoout mxd-point of pupa; appearing from beneath the former are the

third legs, more or less covered laterad, especially above, by a portion of

hindwings, which here appear from beneath anterior margins of forewings ;

all three structures terminate about the level of junction of segments 4
and 5. Dorsal view : The vertex is narrow in its mid-third, being some-
what expanded laterad against antennae; the front is broad and head
devoid of cuttmg-plate or other speciahzed structure of like nature ; the
prothorax is much expanded against antennae, but in its mid-third is very

irwii
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narrow mesothorax is prominent and large ; metathorax about half as

longitudinal sutural line

;

level of spiracle

gments and vertex possess a media

hindwingi

abd Abdominal of

length from 1 to 7 inclusive, 4 and 5 being if an}iihin

larger, in width they become successively smaller from 5 to 10, this latter

he\n<r small and bluntly rounded ; on dorsmn of each segment 2-8 inclusive

are two pairs of shallow depressions ; there are no tubercles or setae, no

tubercular scars, spines, or cremaster;- there is apparently no movement.

The spiracles on segments 2-8 inclusive are small, circular, dark brown,

and are conspicuously situated on large flattened slightly-raised eminences.

The genital aperture is prominent ventrad between 9 and 10. The entire

body is slightly roughened with fine transverse rugae, these being some-

what coarser on the thoracic segments and appendages.

Average Measur?:me>T8 of PtrpA,

MeasnrcTnont at
Length from
Extreme Front.

Transverse
Diameter.

Ventro-dofhal
Diameter.

Bottom
Bottom
Bottom
Bottom
Bottom
Bottom
Bottom
Bottom
Extreme

of labrum
of labial palpi

of maxillae

of first legs

of second legs

of antennae
of wings •

.

of third legs

length .

.

:\im. Mm.
0-59 1-62

0-93 1-70

117 200
349 2-55

4-49 2 50
4-55 2-45

5-38 245
5-51 2-35

9-34 • •

Mm.
113
1-20

1-24

1-39

1-39

1-35

1-28

1-24

Dehiscence.

cocoon the pupa not being extruded. The

moth forces itvS way through the upper end, the outer covering of the cocoon

here being oiJy lightly bound around its edge. In the pupa splitting takes

l)lace transversely along the epicranial suture, and vertically downwards

on either side behind antennae from epicranial suture above for a short

distance between antenna ventrad, and vertex, prothorax, and a small

portion of forewing dorsad. There appears to be no further splitting, and

there is no detachment of any of appendages.

<25.) Apatetris melanombra Meyr. (The Ateake - moth). (Plate 27,

figs. 2-4 Plate 29, figs. 1-8 ; Plate 30, figs. 1-4.)

Apatetris vidanomhra Meyr., Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 54, p. 165, 1923.

Ejnphthora mdanomhra Meyr,, Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 47, p. 206,

1915 ; vol. 20, p. 77, 1888 : Fereday, Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 30,
'

p. 363, 1898 : Hutton, Index Faunae Novae Zealandiae, p. 118.

Gdechia sparsa Philp., Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 50, p. 128, 1918.

The Imago. (Plate 29, fig. 1.)

Meyrick's Original Description.—See Trans. N,Z. Inst., vol. 20, p. 77,

1888.

Type in Mr. Meyrick's collection.
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A mucli paler form occurs in Dunedin ; it was described by Mr. Pliilpott
as Gelechia s'parsa, poor specimens accounting for the mistake in tlie genus.
I have been able to observe and rear a long series of both forms ; the pale
variety does not appear to occur in the North Island, whereas in Dunedin
both forms have been reared from the same food-plants, the lighter variety
being by far the commoner. Mr. Philpott's description appears in Trans.
N.Z. Inst., vol. 50, p. 128, 1918.

To his description may be added that the costal half of the forewing is

far more densely irrorated with brown than the dorsal half. The size of
the moth varies considerably according to the amount of food available.
Examining all the stages and characteristics in the life-history of these

rms
the pale form is only a southern variation of the dark species. I imder-
stand Mr. Meyrick has come to the same conclusion without any reference
to the early stages. •

Distribution.

The first specimens discovered were reared at Christchurch in November
(1886?), by Mr. R. W. Fereday, from mines in Olearia avicenniaefolia,
and were reported common. The moth appears to be well distributed
through New Zealand, having been found on Mount Egmont at 3,500 ft.

(North House), common, 20th December, 1917 ; AVanganui, common, larvae
Well

ber, many pupae in December, the 'imagos, J ^^— ^ -^v.v.cun7ci, me miagos emerging early m January;
Grovernor s Bay, exceedingly common ; Dunedin, so common as to have
become almost a pest in some localities. There are probably two, if not
three generations

; larvae, pupae, and imagines may be found through-

purposes is towards the end of November.
mines

Food-jddnts.

Olearia furfurcwea, 0. Traversii (akeake), 0. arborescens, 0. dimvicata,
U ma^rodonta, 0. Colensoi (tupare), 0. avicenniaefolia, 0. lacunosa,a Cunmnghanm (akeake, heketara), Cehnisia verbascifolia (mountain-
daisy), Celmuia Dalhi.

'' ^

The Ovum.

Class, flat Colour pale yellow, empty shells grey. Shape, as seen from
above slightly elongated oval, sides sUghtly flattened, micropylar end
slightly flattened and wider than its nadir, which is bluntly rounded,
bculpture none. Shell roughened, shiny, very strong. After the larva
IS hatched the empty shell becomes filled with frass granules, and may
remain attached to the leaf for many weeks.

Average dimensions
: Length, 0-40 mm".

; greatest width, 0-24 mm. ;

mi

Egg
E(jg-layivg.

i—^rn '^^^^^^ ^:':z^':z:' ^' ss^
on sore^rvi^ 1"?^ ^^ '^' ^'^^•^^ "^y^- Numbers of ova mav be foundon some leaves, but are presumably not all deposited by the one parent

;
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arvfte

will not reach maturity. On Latching, the larva burrows directly through

the shell into the leaf-substance, the empty shell becoming filled with frass

and firmly retaining its position.

The Mine. (Plate 27, fig. 2 ; Plate 29, fig. 2.)

The chief characteristics of the mine are : Firstly, the preliminary 6 or 7

millimetres of the gallery are closely convoluted, vermiform, or spirally

wound round the point of entrance; secondly, a narrow gallery of 2 in. to

3 in. length ; thirdly, an irregular expanded blotch of varying size, usu^illy

about I square inch in area. Hatching is revealed by the dark discoloration

of the leaf-substance under the ovum. The mine throughout its length is

close beneath the upper cuticle of the leaf, and is very conspicuous ;
there is

very little sign of it on the under-surface. In the second part of the mine

the gallery increases evenly in width ; its borders are more or less even,

depending chiefly, however, on the nature of the leaf, as also does the general

course of the mine. In the North Island akeake (0. Cunninghamii) the

coarse network of veins causes the direction of the gallery to become

tortuous, and the margins very irregular, whereas in Cehnisia verbascifolia,

with its almost parallel veins, the gallery is in almost all cases comparatively

straight, occasionally looped back upon itself either on the same or the other

side of the rib that it is following ; here, too, the margins of the gallery are

uniform and even. There is rarely any tendency to the formation of blind

branches. The midrib, except in its terminal part, forms an effectual

barrier to the young larva. pands

irregularly shaped blotch. Where several larvae are mining in the same

leaf

leaf substances become scarce; in such cases one may find

severaflTrvae working in a common blotch produced by the coalescence of

the several galleries. The cuticle over the mine when fresh is sufficiently

transparent for the grey frass to be seen within the mine, but it rapidly dies

and dries, becoming dark brown and very conspicuous, the more so since the

leaf-substance in close proximity to the gallery becomes at first paler in

colour ; later all the leaf-substance that has been cut off from its direct sap-

supply' by the mine dies and becomes almost indistinguishable from the

mine itself, exaggerating the size of the mine. Mined leaves usually die and

fall shortly after the emergence of the imagines. Frass is finely granular,

and more or less fills the gallery.

Habits of the Larva.

first

second—that is to say, after the first moult the larva mines n a more set

direction. The duration of the first stadium is subject to much variation

owing to climatic conditions, and may be any time from a fortnight or

even less in summer to several months in winter. The second moult

occurs about 25-30 mm. beyond the first ; the inctease in the width of

the gallery becomes more marked from this point on. The position of

the moult is generally disclosed by a short diverticulum on the lateral

^«^«;r. r.r +},o frallprv witliin wMch will be found the cast larval head-

piece
causes
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m

to mine to one side of it. Duration of the second stadiuni, about three
weeks.^ The positions of the moults can easily be found in old mines by
removing the leaf-cuticle under a dissecting microscope and searching for
the easily-found cast head-capsules. The larva ceases feeding for two or
three days prior to each moult. The third and final moult takes place
within the cocoon at the time of pupation. Duration of third stadium,
about four weeks. The transition from gallery to blotch in the third
stadium is quite gradual, not abrupt, the blotch being only the expanded
terminal part of the gallery. This is best seen in mines in the leaves of

the Celmisia, for in Olearia the coarse network of veins causes the blotch
to be composed of incorporated portions of the earlier gallery.

Average length of larva at end of first stadium, 3 mm.'; at end of
second stadium, 5 mm. ; when fully grown, 8 mm. The final act of the
Ia,rva is to construct the cocoon within the blotch. Larvae appear to
hibernate during their first instar, or else within the cocoon before
pupating. Larvae are most plentiful in January, August, and November.

surfac

The Larva. (Plate 29, figs. 3-8.)

Full-grown, 8-12 mm. Cylindrical, slightly flattened dorso-ventrally,
greatest transverse diameter at prothorax, abdominal segments gradually
tapering caudad. Head retractile, very dark grey to black. Prothorax
possesses a black dorsal shield only lightly chitinized along mid-line; it

also possesses a pair of small black ventral plates. Abdominal segments
full and rounded, last segment possessing four small black areas around
venter. True legs and prolegs absent and replaced by fleshy protrusible
sweUmgs at dorso-lateral and ventro-lateral margins of all thoracic seg-
ments and abdominal segments 1 to 7 inclusive; on thoracic segments
the ventral swellings possess each a small incomplete chitinous ring within
which are situated three minute setae. Colour grey with darker mid-
dorsal stripe

;
before pupating the larva becomes much lighter in colour

;

m all stages the ground-colour is darker on dorsal and ven
Spiracles small, circular, inconspicuous. Skin covered with min
chitinous plates, these are largest on dorsal and ventral surfaces, and are
absent over a]lices of segmental protuberances; on doraum of each seg-
ment the skin between these plates is more chitinized than elsewhere,
apparently in minute ridges radiating out from the plates ; this extra
thickemng occupies a definite saddle - shaped area on dorsum directly
between protuberances, behind which there is a narrow extension down-
wards. Setae microscopic.

The head-capsule and its structure are shown in the figures ; all are
camera-lucida sketches.

The chaetotaxy is very difficult to determine, owing to the minuteness
of the setae

; in the figure these are greatly exaggerated. Alpha is placed
below beta m prothorax, but in all other segments beta appears to have
been pushed directly ventrad to alpha by the fleshy protrusion before
mentioned; epsilon is above rho on the prothorax, mesothorax, and
metathorax, below it but still above the spiracle in the abdominal seg-
ments absent m 9 ; eta is closely associated with kappa on all segments
exceptmg 9

;
nu is placed at a distance from pi in the thoracic segments

pi 18 normal
;

tau is a minute seta in front of the leg-sweUing on the
tnoracic seementa nnrl QV>ri^>„;«„i„ i n. • • ° , .,

"
_segments Sigma is normal ; there are a

number of minute subsidiary setae as shown in the figure, but the
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mportance of these cannot be estimated till other species of this and

iloselv allied srenera have been observed.

The Cocoon. (Plate 27, figs. 3, 4.)

An oval structure of white silk constructed within blotch-mine. It is

attached to buth roof and floor of mine, over which surfaces the silk is

not so thickly deposited as elsewhere. Circumference is usually thickly

covered with frass-granules. Average length, 7 mm. ; width, 3 mm. The

final act of the larva prior to pupating is to prepare a small circular

trap-door for the time of emergence ; this is generally in floor of cocoon,

but may sometimes be in roof towards anterior end ; occasionally there

are two trap-doors, one at either end. The trap-door is kept shut by

several strands of silk, its average diameter being 1*5 mm. Construction

of the cocoon occupies three to four days.

The Pupa. (Plate 30, figs. 1-4.)

Cylindrical in shape, slightly flattened laterad, extremities un

rounded. H^^ad possesses no specialized structures and is devoid of

sculpture ; labrum well up between eyes ; mandibular areas small

;

maxillary palpi apparently absent ; labial palpi either not shown or

only a minute portion to be seen directly caudad to labrum in a slight

V between maxillae ; maxillae broad above, but much constricted in

caudal half, extending as far as mid-point of pupa slightly beyond first

legs ; have a slight transverse wrinkling ; antennae narrow, meet in

mid-line at about their middle and extend to about lower level of seventh

abdominal segment in female, and as long as forewings in male ; show no

distinct segmentation. First legs occupy all space between antenna and

maxillae below eye and extend not quite so far caudad as maxillae, slight

transverse wrinkling ; second legs occupy short interval between antennae

and first legs, they do not extend so far caudad as the latter ;
slight

transverse wrinkling; forewdngs firmly soldered down to ventral wall and

occupy about half ventral aspect of pupa, they meet in mid-line below

antennae and extend as far as lower extremity of eighth segment in female

and caudal extremity of pupa in male, are sculptured with rather coarse

transverse rugae ; third legs not seen ; only a very short strip of hind-

wings to be seen dorso-latorally as far as second segment. Prothorax
im

it bears two pairs of short setae— one dorsal, one lateral. Mesothorax

forms a prominent hump in dorsal profile, possesses a slight medio-dorsal

ridge, and is sculptured with fine transverse rugae
;

possesses four minute

setae on either side. Metathorax small, it also has four minute setae on

either side of caudal extension of mesothorax. Pupal skin covered with

minute thickenings of cuticle as in larva. Abdominal segments possess

minute setae, segments 4-8 inclusive ha\nng one dorsal to spiracle on

either side and two closely approximated and ventral close against dorsal

wing-margin ; segments 1, 2, and 3 all possess dorsal setae, but wing

covers ventral pair except in 3 where one of the setae is free ; 9 and 10

possess no setae. On dorsum of all abdominal segments excepting last

two is slight transverse ridge caudad. Apparently no movement once

pupal skin has hardened. Spiracles small, circular, dark brown, slightly

elevated, those of segment 1 margins. No
cremaster. Colour of pupa golden brown. Average duration of pupal

stage about thirty days.
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Average Measurements of Pupa.

Aieasurement at Length from
Extreme Front.

Trans Vtiiae

Diameter.

Bottom of

Bottom of

Bottom of

Bottom of

Bottom of

eyes .

,

first legs

second legs

maxillae
antennae

Extreme length

Mm.
0-53

2-12

2-59

4-47

4-53

Mm.
100
1-24

1-24

1-24

0-53

Dehiscence.

Ventrodorsal
Diameter.

Mm.
100
1-47

1-47

1-47

0-55

• »

Pupa not extruded from cocoon. Transverse splitting occurs along
epicranial suture. Maxillae, eye-pieces, labrum, mandibles, clypeus,

aain in one piece, are detached above but remain fixed to pupa

and

caudad.

margins
be

above. Medio-dorsal splitting through prothorax and mesothorax.
Further transverse splitting occurs br-tween prothorax and vertex, vertex
thus becoming wholly detached; it, however, generally has one or two
slips of integument holdinjf it to Duparium.

(26.) Philocrypt Watt (The Polypodi (Plate 27,
fig. 1 ;

Plate 28; Plate 30, figs. 5-8; Plate 31, figs. 4-11.)

Harmohga polypodii Watt, N.Z. Jour. Sd. & Tech., vol. 4, p. 257,
1921. Philocryptica polypodii Meyr., Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 54,

p. 164, 1922.

The Imago.

A pretty httle moth having an average expanse of 14 mm. Forewingsm female light brown in ground-colour, with a conspicuous dull-reddish
outwardly-obhque band near apex, and inner third of costa clothed with
dark -bluish scales, the remainder of wing with small darker -brown
markings prmcipaUy along dorsum, with a diffuse area of dark-bluish, black,
and brown scales at tornus

; hindwings brown. Male differs in that fore-
wings are almost entirely dull-bluish excepting for small apical area beyond
oblique bar which is almost black ; average expanse, 12 mm.

I he original description appears in N.Z. Jour. Sci. & Tech. above quoted.

General Notes.

This moth was first discovered in 1919, when reared from mines obtainedm the liotamcal Gardens, Wellington. Its coloration and markings give
it excellent protection when resting amongst the dead or dving leaves of its
looa-plant, and it is possibly due to its inconspicuousness that it has not
oeen taken before, since its mines are common in a locality worked very

fnlT.l . ^. ^ ^""P*"'^ entomologists. In the resting position the wings are

ptchedTntT ""^Vl"'
^2."^^' ^""^ ^^^ ^Pi^^« 1^^^*^ «'« appearance of being

nnent 1^1^ I'"'-
^ ^'" disturbed the moth runs about actively with fre-

I have novo? "^ T''''
""'^ ^^^" '^^ *^« ^^"g A^g^t is rapid and erratic.

takei two thifr. ' '"""^V^
'^^ ^'^^^ ^^* Mr. Hudson tells me he hastaken two this last season. No parasites have as vet been obtained.
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Mines of P, pohjpndli in leaves of Polypofivnn serpen^. (Exact tracingj^, natural size.)

Face p. 336,]
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Fig. 3.

/£?

"Wing-venation of .4. melnnomhrfK
Mnies of ^. wdnnombra in leaf of Wearm Cnnnirinhamii. (Reduced to
about half.)

^ ^

Head-capsule of adult larva of A, mehntouthra. (A camera-lnoida sketch from
a Cleared and mounted «^pecimcn. The lahruui has been removed. The
ouuea unes indicate the structure of the ventral mirface and its setae, and
the internal skeleton.)

los.

^-^'-f''^^^^^^^^
larva: Arranucment of the eves (4), labruin (5), man-

clible (6), and antenna (7).
. w»

'm^^v^)
*'^ '''^''^^ ^^'^^ ""^ ^'*- u.danouibra. (This also applies to the second

Fig. 8.
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Fio. 1.—Pupa of A. mdanombta (female), ventral aspect: »», maxilla;
fj, first leg ; ?2» second If^g ; a, antenna.

Figs. 2-4.—The same: lateral aspect (2); lateral aspect uf laat abdominal
segments of male pupa (3); dorsal aspect (4),

Fig. 5.—Pupa of P. polypodiL ventral aspect r rnp^ maxillary palp ;

Ip, labial palp ; /», maxilla ; fi^, femur, first leg ; /j, first leg ;

/a, second leg ; a, antemia ; to? coxa of second leg ; /y, third

leg.

Figs. 6, 7,—The same, dorsal and lateral aspects.

Fig. 8.—Winu-venation of i\ jiohjpodii.
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II « ni

Fius.

FlG9.

^~^'~^-' iridora pupa: Ventral aspect (1), domal a-^peot (2), lateral aspect of

head (3).
i

y
n

.

^-\\,~p pohjpoiUi adult larva: Labrum (4); antonna (5); maiRUble and
eyes (6); setal map (7); tenth abdominal segment spread dorsally (8);
terminal claw of thoraeic leg (9); head-eapnule, dorsal aspect (10); l^^nd-
capsule, ventral aspect (11),
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Disiiihution.

First found as noted in the Botanical Gardens, Wellington. Tlio larvae
were obtained on 8th August, 1919, and commenced pu2>ating during the
first week of October, the imagines enuTging from 20th October till Ist
December, 1919. A plentiful number of mines and full-grown larvae were
found at AVunganui on 26th September, 1921, and again at Wollington
during the same week, I have received one doubtful specimen of the mine
from Mr. Philpott at Nelson, 29th December, 1921,

Food'plant.

Polypodium serpens (Cydojihorus serpens), a small thick fleshy-leaved
tree-climbing fern, common throughout New Zealand.

The Ovum and Egy-laj/ing.

Nothing at present known.

Mine. (Plate 28.)

imne

drib. From this
gallery a varying number of blind branch galleries of varying lengths are
given off, frequently having a common origin and presenting a stellate
appearance. These radiating galleries rarely give off secondary branches.
and in earlier stages of larva seldom reach outer margin (

being relatively small and the larva voracious, the mii

The leaves

with
occupies major portion of leaf

:allery

width

leaf and enters a fresh one, the mine
grows

up to about 1-5-2 mm. In many cases a larva may forsake a
leaf after having mined but a very short distance, and in consequence a
number of leaves may be attacked by a single larva. In later stages the

blotch which may occupy entire leaf.

finally

me mme irom Dcgmmng to end is

close against upper cuticle of leaf, and there is little or no Evidence of it to
be found on under-surface. The galleries cross each other in all directions,
and the cuticle covering them very soon becomes light brown in colour,
that over the final blotch becoming dark brown to black ; frequently the
surrounding leaf-substance dies and blackens, and masks the actual size of
the blotch. Margins of galleries are even and parallel Central portion
of leaf is always the most mined, and the midrib offers no barrier whatso-
ever. It is rare to find more than one larva in a leaf. Frass is coarsely
granular, dark green or brown to black in colour according to age, and is

irreffularlv distributed thronsrhout mine.

The Larva. (Plate 31, figs. 4-11.)

Length when full-grown about 12-14 mm. Cylindrical; ground-colour
bright green, head and prothoracic shield dark grey-brown ; skin trans-
parent, disclosing a bright -green alimentary canal and dorsal vessel.
Tubercles small, green ; setae light grey. Skin covered with minute pile
except in vicinity of tubercles. Thoracic legs normally developed

; prolegs
on segments 3-6 inclusive and 10 ; ventral prolegs possess complete circles
of 16-18 crochets each, the anal prolegs possess only a semicircle of 10-12
crochets each. Spiracles small, circular.
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shown in the figure ; arrangement of

arp rp.nrorlnnfid in Plate 31. fies. 4-6,

and need no further comment.

Alpha at on all segments except 9 ; beta is larger

and placed caudad to and below alpha except on the prothorax where

it is nearest the meson, and on the mesothorax and metathorax it is

included in the same tubercular area as alpha but situated almost

directly ventral to it ; on segment 9 tubercular areas of beta are con-

tinuous across dorsum. In prothorax cephalic row on shield contams

alpha, gamma, and epsilon, caudal row containing beta, delta just below

it, and rho which is caudad to and between gamma and epsilon and above

and cephalad to spiracle ; on mesothorax and metathorax rho and epsilon

nun
in front of rho, whereas in abdominal segments it is below rho, and both

are above and somewhat in front of spiracle excepting in 8 where they

are entirely in front ; on 9 epsilon again rises above rho. The kappa group

contains eta and kappa botli in the common tubercular area situated

below spiracle and well in front on prothorax where the -minute seta eta

is directly cephalad of kappa, on remaining thoracic segments it is

somewhat below and on abdominal segments is shghtly above kappa

;

the group on abdominal segments being immediately beneath spiracle.

Theta appears in mesothorax and metathorax as a minute isolated seta

n and caudad to kapDa and rho irrouDs. Mu is absent. Pi occursbetwe
gments, it is closelv associated with the minute

thorax, the two occupying a common tubercular area above and slightly

behind base of leg ; on mesothorax and metathorax nu is far cephalad,

and is absent on abdominals. Tau contains two setae in front of base of

leg on thoracic segments, two minute setae on segments 1, 2, 7, and 8,

three on segments 3-6, and is absent on 9, Sigma is present on all

segments. The chaetotaxy of segment 10 has not been attempted, but

the map of the setae is ^ven in Plate 31, fig. 7.

Habits of Larva,

The nomadic existence of the larva has already been noted. The

exit from mine may be either through upper or lower cuticle—there

would appear to be no special choice ; but the entrance into a fresh leaf

is always through lower cuticle. In any exceptions to the above it will

be found that the upper surface has been closely covered by another leaf.

As a preliminary to commencing a fresh mine in a new leaf the larva will

spin a sKght canopy of silk under which it may gain a certain amount of

protection and support. Twelve hours will see the larva totally within

the leaf, and in order to get under cover as soon as possible it can contract

into a remarkably short length—from 1 cm, to 4 mm. Moulting takes

withi

known. When disturbed the larva exudes a black fluid from the

will

fine

The Cocoon. (Plate 27, fig. 1.)

within

mine_- Usually in central portion of mine, and f^^^^
anterior end to outer margin of leaf there extends a slightly-curved silken
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tunnel. At margin of leaf a narrow slit is prepared hy larva prior to

pupating. This slit is 2-3 mm. long and is usually slightly on under-surface

of leaf. Tunnel is about 1 cm. in length and 3-4 mm, in diameter; the

slit at its termination is not protected by silk but remains naturally

closed. Frequently the leaves containing the cocoons wither and fall to

the ground. The cocoon proper is about 1 cm. in length and externally

is closely invested with frass-granules ; a shght curtnin of silk separates

anterior end from tunnel. In dead leaves containing cocoons, these and

their tunnels can readily be detected from the exterior on both aspects

of, the leaf since the surrounding cuticle becomes shrunken and so loaves

them in relief.

TJie Pupa. (Plate 30, figs. 5^7.)

Pupa small but stoutly built, bluntly rounded cephalad, abdominal

segments becoming attenuated caudad and terminating in a bluntly-pointed

cremaster. Lateral wing-margins relatively straight and parallel, ventral

profile of thoracic appendages well rounded, most prominent at level of

second abdominal segment.

Head—front situated more dorsad than ventrad, possessing a pair of

short dorsal setae; vertex not very distinctly defined; clypeus possessing

three pairs of minute setae as shown in Plate 30, fig. 5 ; labrum with a slight

tendency to be bilobular; eye but little covered by antenna; mandibular

area relatively large and clearly defined; maxillary palpi short, situated

caudad to eye and occupying short interspace above first leg between antenna

and maxilla ; labial palpi short and narrow ; maxillae broad above but

constricted caudad, about twice as long as labial palpi ; antennae of about

equal width throughout, not markedly segmented, do not extend beyond

second legs in either sex, and are slightly longer in male than in female
;

first legs short and stout and about half length of second, their caudal

extremities separated by second coxae ; between maxillae and first lejis,

but not extending beyond the latter, lie the femora of first le^ ; second

legs have a narrow strip above, are widest in mid-third, and, meeting in

mid-line, lie closely adjacent in their caudal third, terminating about

central point of pupa ; forewings extend as far caudad as fifth abdominal

segment, below second legs they are separated in mid-line by a small

strip of hindwings, appearing from beneath which are the caudal extremities

of third legs, which extend just slightly beyond forewings ; a narrow slip

of hindwing appears caudad to forewings. Prothorax narrow, restricted

in mid-dorsal region, and somewhat expanded laterad ; mesothorax with

distinct mid-dorsal suture which extends also into metathorax. Beyond

a slight microscopical roughness or pitting there is no sculpturing. Spiracles

smaU, circular, and slightly elevated, those of first abdominal segment

covered by hindwings. Abdominal segments 2-8 inclusive possess two

transverse rows of dorsal spines, antiirior row being slightly waved and

possessing a single line of small stout spines, posterior row straighter,

extends slightly farther laterad than anterior, and its spines are more
minute and more numerous ; in second segment anterior row is very poorly

developed, whereas posterior row is most poorly developed in segment 8 ;

dorsal row is present on segment 9 in male only and is poorly developed.

Cremaster flattened dorso-ventrally and bluntly rounded at apex, bears

a small series of 6-8 slender booklets, mostly situated ventrad. Genital

aperture apparently situated on segment 8 in female and on segment 9 in

\'

male, well developed ; anal aperture well marked on segment 10.
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Head-setae have already been mentioned, abdominal segments possess

minute setae on same j)lan as larva ; alpha and beta are both present on

the mesothorax and metathorax, beta being closer to the dorso-meson

;

in the abdominal segments alpha is nearest dorso-meson, is the only seta

on segment 1 ; segment 2 bears alpha and beta only ; rho appears in

front of and dorsal to the spiracle in 3 ; kappa, eta, and mu appear in 4,

and in segments 5-9 inclusive setae are the same as in larva ; 10 has no

setae
;
proleg-scars are absent. Limited movement can take place between

segments 2-3, 6-7 ; free movement between 3-4, 4-5, 5-6. Colour at

abdominal segments

darker on the dorsum ; d

wings black mottled with

brown and black.

gments

Pupa to be found during October and early November. Length

abo

Average Measurements of Pupa.

Measurement at
Length from

Extrumo Prunt,

Labrum
Bottom of labial palpi

Bottom of maxillae

Bottom of first legs

Bottom of second legn

Bottom of third legs

Extreme length .

.

* «

« •

• •

« «

Mm.
045
100
1-73

2-24

3-45

4 00
600

Transverse
Diameter.

3Iui.

1-20

1-73

1-86

1-86

1-73

1-40

Ventro-dorsal
Diameter.

Mm.
1-00

1-52

1-73

1-86

1'73

1-40

Dehiscence.
m

The pupa forces its way along tunnel and is extruded from exit at mar^n

of leaf as far as caudal extremities of forewings. Splitting occurs mid-

dorsally through the whole length of mesothorax, prothorax, and dorsal

head-piece. Transversely along epicranial suture, extending along entire

hinder margins of antennae. Transverse splitting also occurs laterally

between prothorax and mesothorax, and prothorax and dorsal head-pi^ce,

but these do not become wholly detached. The front, antennae, eye-

pieces, and other head-structures all remain in one piece, but may become

wholly detached from rest of puparium. Leg appendages on either side

together with lower portions of eye-pieces are separated by mid-verticai

splitting, and, becoming free from antennae laterad, fomi two plates entirely

free below and only precariously attached above. Third legs remam

attached to wing-cases and are not included in above.
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Illustrated Life-histories of New Zealayid Insects : No. 2.

received

By G. V. Hudson, F.E.S., F.N.ZJiist.

[Read before the Wellington Philosophiad Society/, 30th September, 1921 ;

Editor, 13th October, 1921 ; issued separately 8th July, 1924,]

Plate 32.

I DID not originally intend to include the Coleoptera within the scope of

these notes, but, having had the good fortune to breed four species during

the past season, I am tempted to publish the results, more especially as

tnil stages little is

known. On this occasion I also include an account of the life -history

and habits of a member of the order Homiptera (suborder Homoptera).

Order COLEOPTERA.

Family Tkogositidae.

Leperina sobrina. (Plate 32, fig. 8.)

Lejperina sohrina White, Manual N,Z, Coleoptera, 1, 178.

This interesting beetle is fairly common in the neighbourhood of Wel-

lington. Its larva is found in burrows in the solid timber of various trees,

the specimen actually reared having been discovered in the stem of a dead

nikau-palm {Rhopahstylus sapida). The length of the full-grown larva is

about I in. It is very stout, with a horny blackish-brown head ; a semi-

circular horny plate on the back of the second segment and two smaller

plates on the dorsum of each of the third and fourth segments. The hind-

body is very soft and fat, ochreous-grey ; the terminal segment is black

and very horny, armed above with two strong projecting processes. (See

Plate 32, fig. 9.) The pupa state is spent in the burrow inhabited by the

larva, and the perfect beetle remains hidden in this retreat for many days

colours

integument

Family Cucu.tidae.

Cryptamorpha brevicornls. (Plate 32, fig. 5.)

Cryptamorpha hrevieornis White, Manual N.Z. Coleoptera, 1. 221.

This very active beetle is often abundant under the loose bark of felled

hinau-trees {Eleocarpus denfatns)^ especially when saturated with moisture.

The larva (Plate 32, fig. 6), which is even more active, is found in similar

situations. Its length when full-grown is about \ in. The antennae are

about three times the length of the head, the body elongate narrow and
much flattened, dull greenish-brown with a pair of pale spots on segments
5-11 inclusive and a darker dorsal streak throughout. The armature
on the terminal segment consists of a long forked process, rising almost
vertically from the dorsum, and when seen from above very much fore-

shortened. This larva is almost certainly carnivorous. The pupa (Plate 32,

fig. 7) is secreted in a crevice on the inner side of the bark, its terminal
segments remaining enclosed in the old larval skin. The beetles enierged

in December.
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Family Tenebrionidae.

Paraphylax varius. (Plate 32, fig. 1.)

Paraphylax varius Broun, Manual N.Z. Coleoptera, 1, 355.

This very remarkable beetle was discovered by Major Broun at

Whangarei. It has occurred occasionally in the Wellington District, but

is, generally speaking, a rare insect. The larva (Plate 32, fig. 2) inhabits

the large shelf-hke fungi (Fomes) which grow on the trunks of large

forest-trees, apparently preferring those which have become detached and

are in a partially decayed condition. Its length, when mature, is

about ^in. It is a cylindrical, bright ochreous-yellow grub, wdth a hard

integument, furnished with six strong walking-legs and a v^'"''
^^^"^

yellow head ; the second segment is rather large, covered

short reddish bristles; the remaining segments are somewhat uniform

iTi ai^o iTT^fli a r^pnsp row of rftfldish briRtles around the middle of each ;

wi

gment is furnished with
extremity

larva drills tunnels through the very

fungus on which it feeds. About a dozen specimens were found in

September, almost full-grown, and the beetles emerged in February. In

the natural state the beetle has been found from August until April.

Single specimens have usually been discovered adhering to the under-

surfaces of logs, but on one occasion I found over sixty specimens on a

large detached fungus, from which evidently they had recently emerged.

Family Melandryidae.

Mecorchesia brevicornis. (Plate 32, fig. 3.)

Mecorchesia brevicornis Broun, Bull. N.Z. Inst,^ 1, ii, 116.

This species is rather a rare beetle around Wellington. The larva

(Plate 32, fig. 4), which was found under the bark of a recently felled

rimu {Dacrydium cupressinum), is a rather elongate cylindrical grub,

wholly ochreous, smooth, and shining ; segments 5 to 9 inclusive are

furnished with very prominent dorsal humps bearing on their summits

numerous minute booklets ; the anal armature consists of two rather sliort,

slightly recurved, homy processes. As only a single larva was found and

reared, it is desirable that, when possible, the life-history be verified oy

the rearing of additional specimens.

This species was temporarily named Hylohia nigricans in 1890, but

no description has been published under that name.. Subsequently 3.

description, which appears to refer to the same insect, was published oy

Major Broim, in 1914, xmder the name of Mecorchesia brevicornis, and

have adopted this name accordingly. . .

In connection with the special armatures present on the teraim^

segment in each of the beetle-larvae referred to above, it may re ^

interest to state that similar armatures are very frequently foimd on

beetle-larvae which spend their lives in burrows in solid wood,

object of these remarkable structures is, I believe, to protect the larv

from enemies approaching from behind. In many cases the burrow is

narrow that the larva cannot easily turn and bring its jaws into ope ratio ,

and the need for some special means of defence from a rear attack \^

therefore obvious.
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—

Paraphylat van us Broun,
2.—T^rva of P. varhis.
3-

—

Mecorche^ia brevicornis Broun.
4,—Larva of M, breviconus,
5,

—

Gryptaynorpha brevicornis Wliite,
6.—T-^rva of O, bremcorvis.

Fig.
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Fig.

Fig.

7,— Pux>a of C brevicornis,

8.

—

Leperina sobriua Wliilc.

9.—Larva of L, sohrima,

10.

—

Oliarus opposilus Walker
IL—Nymph of O. oppositus.

Face p. 342,]
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Order HEMIPTERA.

Suborder Homoptera.

Family Cixiidae.

Oliarus oppositus (Plate 32, fig. 10.)

Oliarus oppositus Walker = 0. margiyialis Walker ; Hutton, Trans.

N.Z. Inst., 30, 186.

The nympli of this little frog-hopper may be fomid commonly, for

most of the year, mider logs and stones, and is of exceptional interest.

(See Plate 32, fig. 11.) Its length when full-grown, excluding the

woolly secretion attached to the three terminal segments of the body, is

about ^in. ; the rostrum, which reaches to the hind coxae, is thin but

well developed ; the antennae are inserted in ooncaiaties beneath the eyes,

and apparently consist of two large and almost globular joints, a small

cylindrical penultimate and a small setiform terminal joint. The nymjih
inhabits small cavities or tunnels under logs or stones wliich have been

excavated by earthworms, ants, or other subterranean dwellers. The
woolly substance attached to the posterior segments of the abdomen is

extremely delicate and is very easily detached, so that loose fragments

of it are sometimes found in the burrows frequented by the nymphs.
These nymphs are often, though not by any means invariably, found
closely associated with a large ant [Ponera castanea ? ?) On one occasion

I observed an individual ant whose head had become involved in a mass
of the fluffy secretion. The ant was making the most strenuous efforts

to rid itself of the obstruction, using its forelegs with great vigour to

that end. This incident suggested to me that the probable object of the

fluffy secretion was to protect its owner from enemies. The nymph is

fairly active, and the fluffy wool projects a considerable distance beyond
the end of its body. Any predaceous insect or other enemy would thus

be likely to seize hold of the fluff, and before it could get rid of this

substance the nymph itself would have ample time to make its escape.

The white colour of the fluff would also make it fairly conspicuous even

in a very dim light, and would thus invite an enemy to seize hold of it.

Nymphs when much handled soon lose the fluffy secretion, but I have

found that it is completely renewed within the space of three days.

Specimens are sometimes found having the ^* broad fluffy tail " con-

siderably longer than it is shown in the figure. The perfect insect is

found amongst grass and other vegetation throughout the summer.
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Maori Plaited Basketry and Plaitwork : 2, Belts and Bands, Fire-

fans and Fly-flaps, Sandals and Sails,

By Te Eangi Hiroa (P. H. Buck), D.S.O., M.D.

[Read before (he Auckland Institute, 14th December, 1922; received by Editor, 31st

December, 1922 ; issued separately, 8th July, 1924.]

Plates 33^0

INTRODUCTION.

Part 1 of tliis article (4) was confined to the technique of plaiting mats
baskets, and burden-carriers as it exists amoner the Whansamii tribes

In this second pa:

from other tribes.

available information

4. BELTS AND BANDS.

Plaited bands are divided into two kinds—those used on the person, and
those used in connection with the cooking of food. The bands used on the

person as articles of dress or ornamentation are again divided into (a) fillets

for the head, and (b) belts for the waist.

(a.) Fillets.

Narrow plaited bands of white wefts are used as ornamental fillets for

the head. They are called tipare or Jcopare. Feathers used to decorate
the hair are known as pare, as are also any bands or wreaths for the hair.

The tipare forms a convenient support for the feather pare. Williams (1

)

also gives hotaha as " Part of a chief's head-dress, consisting of a fillet in

which feathers are stuck." These fillets are usually plaited with four

wefts, and when completed form a narrow band with serrated edges.

The ends of the band are joined together to form a circlet which fits

over the head above the brows. The technique is admirably shown in

figs. 1-9, prepared by Mr. J. McDonald. Two sets of two wefts con-
nected by a portion of undivided butt are interlaced to form a check
as shown in fig. 1. In the figures the parts with parallel lines denote
one surface of the weft, and the dotted part denotes the opposite surface.

It will be seen that the edges are sharply defined by folding the under-
weft diagonally over the outer margin of the weft above it. In this

bending or folding over, the other surface of the folding weft is exposed.

will
under the figu

European straw hats.
^ mm

similar

says it was probably introduced. The Maori say it is an old plait, and
the Ngati-Porou Tribe of the East Coast call the plait itself tnekameJca.

As Europeans in New Zealand were not in the habit of plaiting straw, it

is difficult to see in what way they could have imparted such knowledge
to the Maori. The Maori may have dissected an old straw hat and thus

obtained the technique of the plait, but it seems to be definitely pre-

European. (See Plate 33.)

Fillets of coloured flax-fibre woven after the manner of the taniko, or

ornamented borders of cloaks, are very popular, but do not belong to

this article.
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3

4 5

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7,

Fig. 8,

Fig. 9.

-Turn weft

-Turn weft
Turn weft

1

1 4.

Wefts in position ; two dextral, two sinistral.

Turn weft 4 to the left, and under weft 1.

4 diagonally to right, and under weft 2.

horizontally to right, and under weft 3.

diagonally to left, over weft 3 and under weft
horizontally to left, and under weft 2.

Turn weft 3 diagonally to right, and under weft 1,

Turn weft 2 horizontally to right, and under weft 4.

Turn weft 2 diagonally to left, over weft 4 and under weft 3.

the cycle by bringing the numbered wefts back to the positi, ,^ ^.
in fig. 1. Carry on as from fig. 2, and continue until the required length
is reached.

This completes
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(6.) Belts.

Most of the Maori garments used as jupes or kilts had their own
strings for tying round the waist. The waist-mat of the piupiu class, and
the smaller aprons, or rmro, were fastened on in this manner. Best (3) states
that some of the maro were drawn between the logs and fastened behind
to a belt. On ordinary occasions old woven cloaks were worn round the
waist as a rapaki, or kilt, and such needed a supporting band or belt.

kawe
was

The
roun

techniquthe waist. A ^ _ __ _

bands of the kawe, was also used as a belt. (See Plate 35, % 1.)
In addition to these, however, special belts were made. All belts

come under the generic term tatua. The term tu was also applied to
the belts used by warriors in battle. In old incantations referring to the
preparations for combat the word tu is applied to the warrior's belt, and
also to the special incantation recited when girding it on. Such a one is

the following

:

Homai taku tu,

Homai taku maro,
Kia hurua,

Kia rawea^
Kia harapaki niaua ko ie riri,

Kia harapaki maua ko ie 7iguha,
He maro riri te maro.
He maro nguiia ie maro.
He maro kai iana.

Give me my belt.

Give me my maro.
That they may be girded on.
That they may be fastened.
That I may be joined with Wrath,
That I may be united with Fury.
The nkuro is the maro of battle,
The maro is the maro of fierce anger,
It is the maro that destroys war-parties.

Men's Belts : Tatua whara.

These are plaited into a flat band, with white and dyed wefts of
about i in. m width. They usually have coloured designs worked in them.
Un the east coast of the North Island they are also caUed tatua pupara,
whiM on the west coast they are called tatua hotara.

u
P^„^^*^^8 IS commenced in the same manner as the beginning of

the best floor-mats of the porera class (4). The white and black wefts
are usually in sets of six or more, united by an undivided portion of the
butt end of the leaf. The undivided portions help to lock the wefts when
the plaiting is commenced. It is usual to have aU the black wefts running
the one way, and the white the other. The beginning-edge is carried on
for a length of from 36 in. to 38 in. In Plate 34, fig. 1, it will be seen
that all the sinistral wefts are black and the dextral whitff. The un-
divided butt ends show ends

In the belt figured
much longer than the white. The plaiting is carried on in the usual way
WltJl a twilled afrr^Ur^ T*^ 4-1 1. 7^ ' T^i T ^ . /» ^ ., r _. i-l^^

34, fig. 2, there are. from the

alternate
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The first row is composed of white twilled twos, then follow black

twilled twill

twilled twos. In the row of black twilled threes, as the name implies, each

black weft crosses over three whites, and in the twilled fours each crosses

over four. Thus variety is added to the design by making the black

bands wider than the white. These horizontal bands are termed pa^ by

the Whanganui people. Further variety is now introduced by '* changing

the stroke " in each succeeding weft of the same colour. Thus in the

succeeding set of black wefts each alternate black crosses one weft whilst

the others cross two, and check and twill strokes are combined in the

same row to change the pattern. The next set of white wefts continues

twill

twilled

up ^vith black threes and ones. The result is a regular series of small

set in a black background, bounded above and below byoTircs

white bands. This design is called kowhiti on the east coast of the North

Island, and inawhiti in the west. Amongst the Ngati-Porou the term

kowhiti is appHed to the plait in which check and twill strokes alternate

as it does in the kowhiti design above. The technique is carried on to form

three double rows of the kowhiti motive, separated by black bands of

twilled fours. As a convenient width has now been reached, the upper

portion of the plaiting is finished off in horizontal bands of alternate

black and white.

The side-edges are formed by turning the wefts back into the body

of the plaiting without reversing the surface as in floor-mats. Thus it

will be noticed that on the left of Plate 34, fig. 1, after the black sinistral

wefts which go to the left have passed the left marginal dextral weft

going to the right, the black sinistrals have no further white dextrals to

interlace with. But from below up, as each black sinistral comes to the

left side-edge of the plaiting, it is turned back at right angles into the

body and functions as a dextral weft. Hence both sinistrals and dextrals

to the left- of the left marginal white weft are black, and the plaiting of

the triangular portion bounded by the left border, the upper border, and

the left marginal white weft is completely black. For the same reason

the triangular portion to the right of the right marginal black weft is

completely white. These triangles of one colour can occur only when all

the wefts of one colour go in the same direction at the beginning-edge.

The width of the completed plaiting is about 6 in., and the result is a

strip of floor-matting 38 in. by 6 in.

On the upper border the wefts are left long without fixing or cutting.

The upper and lower borders are folded back so as to conceal the ends

of the wefts. It is usual to fold down the four corners a little more than

the rest of the border. The band is now folded or doubled on itself, and

the ends of the wefts kept tucked away out of sight between the two

layers. about 2 1 in. The free edges

drawn
they are usually sewn together with needle and thread.

In these days

The cords for tying are generally attached by passing a length of

prepared fibre of the requisite thickness through holes piercing both
thicknesses of the band at either end. The fibre is drawn through to the

length

pwards

ord with a three-ply plait, and finished off

knot. In length the cords are 18 in. and
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The belt is worn with the sewn edge uppermost. At times the edges

are not sewn together, and the belt is then used as a pocket for containing

various articles. Best quotes the tradition of Taukata having brought

the hao, or cooked and dried humara^ to New Zealand in such a belt.

The Aotea tradition states that Rongorongo, the wife of Turi, brought the

eed of the humara in her belt from Hawaiki, From this historical

incident arises the sajang applied to the humara in the Taranaki district,

Te tatua o Rongorongo (The belt of Eongorongo). The width of the belt

may be more than 2\ in., some saying that it was made much wider so as

to protect the abdomen from hostile thrusts on the battlefield. The uncut

ends of the wefts tucked between the folds of the belt further thicken it

and give additional protection.

Best (3) mentions that similar belts about 4 in. wide were used by women,
and that in them the whakakokikoki, or zigzag design, was a favourite one.

I have described the kowhiti design above in detail, as it also seems a favourite

one in old belts. Various other designs were used. Other variations were

secured by using alternate dextrals and sinistrals of one colour. The

pingao {Scirptis frondosxis) was used in coloured designs because of its

yellow colour. Thus the colours used were, as in floor-mats and baskets,

white, black, and yellow. In modem times European dyes are freely used.

AA^omen's Belts : lu.

rmatio

These consist of several plaited strands, as against tlie single wide

band in the men's belts. The available inf.

Elsdon Best (3) from the Tuhoe Tribe. He was fortunately able to get

samples made for the Dominion and Auckland Museums, and thus save

this class of belt from being irretrievably lost. The strands are plaited

after the manner of cords {whiri), and are quite distinct from the plaited

bands of the tatua whara class, which is true plaiting, or raranga. The ta

are worn by women only. Best distinguishes three varieties, from the

material used—viz., karetu {Hierochloe tidolens), maurea {Carex lucida and

0. comans), and muka or prepared flax-fibre.

(1.) Tw-^are/?/.—These consists of a number of plaited strands {kawekawe
or kawai), which have a tan, or plaited cord of dressed flax-fibre, attached
to each end for tying round the waist. The strands are plaited with wefts

ff +^ 9 ff in U-nafh. The
mi

i

dried, and thus breaks easily. The wefts are about ^in. in width. The
length of the many-stranded part of the belt varies. In those obtained by
Mr. Best for the Auckland Museum they are 29^ in., 34|in., and 49|in.

respectively. The number of strands varies, being usually about ten. In

the three belts raentionrd they are eleven, ten, and five.

The karetu wefts are plaited into a continuous braid, the length of which

depends on the length of the belt and the number of strands required. Thus

mded belt a])ove the nlaited karetu braid is 28 ft. 9 in. in length.

number

will

id about I in. wide. Fresh wefts are

aaaea aunng tlie course of the plaiting. The requisite length having been

attained, the cord is looped backwards and forwards so that when the ends

of the loops are stretched apart the total length of the braid is divided up

into a number of strands of the required length for the belt.
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The tau, or flax-fibre cord, is attached in the following manner : The

length of flax-fibre sufficient for plaiting the cord is doubled on itself. The

loop or bight so formed is passed through one of the loops formed by the

doubling-back of the karetu strands, and the two ends of the fibre passed

through the bight, as in t}dng a single lark's-head knot. The bight is

drawn tight round the loop of strands, and thus the flax-fibre is fixed, and

one end of the belt sharply defined. The two ends of fibre are di\ided

into three equal portions and plaited into a three-ply braid. It is usually

about 2 ft. in length. As it thins out towards the end the three-ply braid

may be changed into a two-ply twist and finished off with an overhand

knot. The same process is repeated at the other end of the belt. When the

belt has an uneven number of strands an end of the continuous karetu

cord will be at each end of the belt. They are usually incorporated in one

of the di^dsions of the tau, and plaited in with it for an inch or so to fix them.

With an even number of strands both ends of the karetu braid will be at

one extremity' of the belt. They are then usually knotted together with a

reef-knot. The lau are usually of black-dyed fibre. Red-dyed fibre is some-

times used in addition to the black, in which case a length of one colour

is looped round all the strands, whilst the other is looped round some of the

.1

Fig. 10.

—

Tu, Fastening of iav.

strands, and usually crossed over the first loop. The plaiting of the tau

is then of the rauru pattern. The black or red-and-black tying-cords lend

wi

belt. The kuretu has a sweet-smelling odour, which recommended it to the

women. (See Plate 35, fig. 2.)

(2.) Tu-maurea,—This belt was sought after by women on account

of the reddish-yellow colour of the maiirea leaves when dry. It is made in

exactly the same manner as the tu-karetu. The wefts are much narrower
and more brittle, ^ .- ^^„
addition of some flax-fibre. The fnaurea

strengthened

The specimen in the Auckland Museum is 34 in. long, with black flax-

fibre cords of 20 in. each, and it has eleven strands.

(3.) Tu-muka.—This is made altogether of muku (dressed flax-fibre). The
one in the Auckland Museum has twelve strands, an equal number being red,
black,^ and white. The strands are composed of round, thick cords about
^in, in diameter, and form a heavier, stronger, and better-looking belt
than the previous two. The strands are prepared in a peculiar manner
and, though not really coming under the heading of plaiting. Best's (3)
description of the technique is included for the sake of completeness. The
strands are composed of two cords, each of which has been prepared from
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two threads twisted together by the miro process on the bare thigh. These

two cords are then twisted together in a similar manner for a short section.

" The operator then holds tightly the end of one of these cords and jjushes

the other back until, instead of enveloping the held cord in a long spiral,

it appears to be seized round it at right angles." The same result would

be achieved if one cord were stretched tight and the other twisted round

and round it to make a close continuous whipping, but of course the Maori

method is much quicker and simpler. The operation is carried on in

sections- A section is twisted on the thigh {miro)^ and then pushed down
{Jconeke or pahuku) ; the next section is then twisted and pushed down, and
so on until the required length is obtained. At the fiiiish the pushed-

down cord is knotted round the held cord. Each strand is prepared

separately. The length of each strand is about 42 in. At either end of the

seized strand there is a continuation of the two constituent cords. All

those at one end are united by simply plaiting them on in a square plait

to form the tau^ or tying-cord. In the belt described the white cords are

concealed under the red and black cords so that only the latter two colours

show in the tau. Each tau is 26 in. long. As the tau thins out, the square

plait is changed into a flat rauru plait, and the last 4 in. is finished ofi with

a two-ply twist ending in an overhand knot. (See Plate 35, fig. 3.)

The many-stranded belt of the tu variety must be an old type, as it is

found in Polynesia. The Niuean Jcafa is a belt composed of many strands

of fine braid plaited from human hair. One in my possession contains

sixty-nine strands, and is 35| in. long. The hair-braid is continuous, and
looped at either end of the belt to take .the tying-cords. Percy Smith (5)

mentions some as containing over a hundred strands. Similar belts are

described from Tahiti.

Cooking-bands,

Bands used in connection with cooking are termed paepae umu (oven-

bands) in regions on the west coast of the North Island. In other parts

they are also termed kopae, koropae, kopaepae, koropaepae, konae, and
koronae. They are used to place round the circumference of the umu, or

hangi (earth-oven), to act as a raised rim, preventing the food heaped up on
the heated stones from falling out. When the pieces of unburnt wood
have been removed and the heated stones levelled, the paepae is placed

in position, the food heaped in and covered with the tapora mats and a layer

of earth to keep in the steam generated from the water that is sprinkled

over the food. These bands may be divided into two kinds.
F

Paepae raranga : Plaited Band.

This a band 4 in. to 6 in. wide, made from green flax. The method

bending
bend

food basket. Each weft is thus a haK-blade, and the wefts are in pairs

connected by a portion of undivided butt. One pair of wefts is interlaced

with a check stroke through the other three pairs, as shown in fig. H- The

upper left marginal weft, 1, is bent over at right angles to its course and

interlaced through the others crossing it. The alternate wefts are separated

into two layers to allow the crossing-weft 1 to pass between and continue

the check pattern. The others, 2, 3, and 4, follow in order, the bending'
over defining the upper border of the band. The lower border is com-
menced by the left lower marginal weft, 7, being bent upwards at right
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angles and passing between the layers of alternate wefts. Weft 8 follows,

and so the lower edge is defined. This process is continued, alternafply

working from the upper and lower borders, until the requisite length of

5 ft. or 6 ft. is reached. Fresh wefts are easily added by laying a fn'sh

one over the shortening weft as it is bent back from the border and

passed between the tw^o layers separated for its reception, the butt end

of the new weft being placed level with the border from whicli a shortening

weft was bent back. The continuation of the plaiting locks the new weft

in position. A simpler w^ay is to push the butt end of the new weft back

along the course of the shortening weft for the width of the band.

ends of the wefts are cut short, and can be

under The two ends

be

13

Figs. 11-13.—Details of paepae raran/ja (plaited band).

raranga

nmu.
oven-band).

It is set on edge, and is also called a paepae whakatu (upright

brink and beco

twice

ones made at no cost and little labour.

There is another variation of the plaited paepae umu made by the Ngati-

Porou of the east coast. usual,

connected

at the middle by the undivided butt portion. Six or more blades are

used. Fig. 12 represents six blades laid down in the order of the numbers

against them. They are crossed at their butt-junction in such a manner

as to be alternately or, rn other words, so as to con-

tinue a check plait. The plaiting is commenced with the six elements on
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ilie left by defining the lower border of the band. Weft 2 is bent at

right angles to its course by a half-turn backwards and passed under 4

and over 6. A half-turn forwards is just as good, but in the figure back-

turns are shown. This weft must go under 4 and over 6 to continue the

check plait. Weft 4 is now turned and passed under 6 (see fig, 13). The

half-turns made define the lower border of the band. As there are no

crossing-wefts for 6 to engage, some elements must be brought in from

the upper set. The right one of the upper three, weft 5, commences the

upper border just as the right one of the lower three, commenced the

lower border. Number 5 is given a half-turn forward and passed over

3 and under 1 as in fig. 13. Wefts 3 and 1 follow in a similar way, so that

both borders and the width of the band are defined. The check plait

is continued and the width of the band maintained as in the previous

type described. Wefts reach the end in a point with an even number of

wefts on either side : these are tied together to prevent the band becoming

undone. The other half of the band is commenced by plaiting the six

wefts on the right in a similar way. These wefts, it must be remembered,

are the other halves of the flax-blades already used. Fig. 13 shows them

in position, on the reader's right, ready for the start. Commencing at the

lower border, it must be remembered that we are going in the opposite

direction, and diagramatically the processes are reversed. Weft 1 takes a

half-turn forward and passes in front of 3 and behind 5. Weft 3 follows

suit and passes in front of 5. Weft 6 above takes a half-turn backward

and passes behind 4 and in front of 2. This has to be done to keep up

the same stroke. I have described it theoretically so as to follow the

diagram and interest the reader with a plaiting problem. What really

does happen on commencing the second side is that the plaiter simply

turns the work over, when the wefts lie in the same direction as in ti^

previous half of the work, and the work is done in exactly the same way.

Thus, turn fig. 12 over mentally, maintaining the same upper and lower

borders : the wefts to be plaited now lie to the left, and weft 1 wiU

correspond to weft 2 in the previous half. It will take a half-turn back-

ward and pass behind the first croanng-weft, which will be 3, and i^

front of the next, which will be 5. When the second half is completed

the ends are tied together to correspond with the circumference of tne

earth-oven. Eeference to fig. 12 will show that the plaiting was worked

from right to left, whereas the other direction is that usually adopted.

The woman I watched plaiting a fae umii, as it is usually termed in the

east coast, plaited it in this way, and my notes and rough diagram

naturally followed it. •

. ii

This method aims at getting a longer weft and so avoid joining fresn

wefts in, as in the usual west-coast method. The joining is done at the

beginning, as it were. (See Plate 36, figs. 1, 2.)

A better class of band is plaited with narrower wefts which have been

lightly scraped. The stroke used is often the howhiti, where twilled twos

and a check alternate. According to the plaiters, this thickens the ban

and assists it in standing on its edge. The twisted or braided band whic

follows was not used by the Ngati-Porou.

Paepae whirl : Twisted Band.

^
This variety is made from bundles of narrow wefts of flax, and plaited

with a three-ply braid into a thick band of varying width. The wet s

are of unprepared flax, and are narrower than the usual wefts for baskets.
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Tijtare (fillet for the head) worn by Rihipeti, the plaiting expert of

Operiki, Wanganui Kiver.

Face p. 352.]
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3

Fig, 1.

Fro. 2.

Fio. 3.

Paepae raratiga (oveii-band). The completed
•The band holding the food in position.

Paepae whiri, the twisted oven-Dand.

band.
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•t

2

Fig. l,—Piupiu ah! {fire-fan), Fig. 2.

—

Patutigaro (fly-flap).
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Fig, 1.

Farufrae (.sandals). inrface

Fig. 2.

Figs, 3,

Check stroke, /ai:,.ia/u- ; Janng-strands turned back to «huw detail of heel;
upper elements of double weft^ twisted over knottetl strand back on to

upper surface of heel-part ; lower dements show cut-uti ends projecting
beyond heel-margin.

4 'tSI'^'' t^''^''' iV ^«^i"g-^tnuids in position and tied,
i.—tfnder-surface of figs. 1, 2.
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Rn, or ynamaru (sail) ; from 3Iiiseum BnlUiin No, 2
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The butt ends are not specially scraped, though they show a tuft of fibre

from the tahirikiri process of tearing the strips off the butt end of tL(» leaf.

The strips are allowed to dry a little, so as to avoid subsequent shrinkage.

The whole bundle of strips is divided into two equal parts. The strips

composing one part are knotted together at their thin ends, corresponding

to the narrower tip end of the leaf, with an overhand knot. The strij[^

are then separated into three equal parts, and, conunencing from the knot,

are j)laited in three-ply braid. As the strips increase in width the band

naturally thickens and widens. The plaiting is continued for about 11 in.,

when the three equally divided parts of the otlier half of the strips are

added, one to each ply. The strips are reversed, the wider butt ends

of the added strips being plaited in first. The added strips materially

increase the thickness of the band, until the butt ends of the first set are

reached, when the band gradually tapers off until the tip ends of the

second end are reached and finished off with an overhand knot. The total

length of the band I am describing is 46 in. Its width in the middle is

in. and thickness l^in.' The part of the band between the tapering

11 in. at either end maintained the fairly even width of 2| in., and there-

fore the business part of the band is roughly 2 ft. in length. It was thus

necessary to have two or three bands to encircle the oven, the tapering

ends, beine: too low, being overlapped by

2

bouring bands. (See Plate 36, fig. 3.)

the wider parts of the neigh-

These braided jpaepae lasted a long time, and were hung up in the

cooking-houses after use. They make a strong serviceable band, but owing

to their narrower width the food is more likely to flow over than with

the wider-plaited bands. On the other hand, they save the trouble of

seeking out fresh flax before cooking each meal.

6. riRE-FANS: PIVPIU AHL
Poljm

were soon forgotten and discarded in the colder climate of New Zealand.

So far as one can gather, there were no fans used for directing a current

of air towards the heated face. The sole representative of the well-made

gul

ilaited fl^

repeated

To avoid

•ted its immediate work w^ere covered

over with ashes so as to keep them alive. To restart the fire the ashes

were parted, and the coals, which had smouldered slowly, were fanned into

a glow as the kindling-wood vras added. The bauking-up of fires was an

ancient and important method of preserving a light, and is illustrated in

r ;nr>irlanf. C^y^f^ nf mv tribnl aucestors. who had been reducedfoliowin
owing to the imtim

brothers and their w^arriors, was subjected

neighbouring sub-tribe. This was done in order that he might be con-

strained to leave the district without an actual declaration of active

hostilities. When he went inland, his pre\ious day*s catch of fish, hanging

up to preserve, were surreptitiously removed. When he went afishing, his

stacks of fern-root, drying in the sun, were similarly appropriated. The

limit of forbearance was reached w^hen the live coals of his banked-up fixe

were abstracted. The coals were not put out with water, as active signs

of interference would have been noticed ; but, like the fish and the fern-

root, they simply disappeared—they faded aw^ay. The sole sur\avor of

12—Trans.
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powerful family, realizing his impotence, spake bitterly and said, " Ko
te moko ta Jcau i au ; meJie ko te moko i a Rangi-nui-te-Aoy e mana ana te

kohatu, e mana ana te tukituki " (" Alas ! tlic tattooing of my face was in

vain ; were it but the tattooing on the face of Rangi-nui-te-Ao, then the

stone club and the stone pounder would be backed by the authority of

power "), Rangi-nui-te-Ao was the eldest of the seven brothers. This

saying reached the ears of Tukutahi and Rehetaia, the powerful kinsmen
of the helpless one. Inquiries and explanations led to the advent of a

war-party, which effectively^—but that is another story.

The ahi-ka-roa, the fire that has been alight for a long period, is a well-

known term in estabhshing claims to land. It takes its origin from the

custom or necessity of not allowing the fire to become extinct.

Apart from the method of rekindling a cooking-fire, charcoal fires were

the ordinary means of heating the wliarepuni, or dwelling-houses. The
lack of ventilation prohibited the use of wood, owing to the nuisance

created by smoke. The charcoal as it burnt down was covered by a deposit

of ash, which was usually gf^ntly waved off with the fire-fan ere a fresh

supply of charcoal was added.

The necessity for a fire-fan was further occasioned by the general

\^ a fire with the breath. This took its

origin from the prohibitions imposed by the law of lajm. If a chief blew

on an ordinary fire, the breath, coming as it did from his sacred or tapu

head, impregnated the fire with lapu and prohibited its use for cooking
purposes. Food is noa, or common, and at the opposite extreme to tafu,

and food could not be cooked on such a fire. If cooked inadvertently, the

tapu afiected those who partook of it, and the act thus transgressed the

chief's tapu. The act of cooking food on such a fire was also a direct

insult to the chief, and it is probable that the abstaining from cooking was

due not only to fear of the supernormal guardians of the chief's tapu, but

also to fear of active human reprisals. Thus the principle of blowmg a

fire with the human breath was dangerous, and was avoided by using a

mechanical contrivance, the fire-fan. In these degenerate socialistic days

the fear of tapu has vanished to a great degree, and the fire-fan has lost

its monopoly. Two generations ago, however, every old woman had her

fire

under . ^

The fire-fan is generically known as piupiu ahL The many words used

to express fanning a fire were also used for the fan. Such are towhiriw^if^f

kowhiuwhiu, powaiwai, and powhirL The techni(iue of the fire-fan is quite

simple. Ordinary wefts of green flax are plaited, usually with a twilled-

two stroke, in the manner of a miniature floor-mat of the taka variety. Th®

one figured in Plate 37, fig. 1, is 8Jin. long by 5 in. wide. The beginning-

edge may be done by plaiting the butt wefts with a three-ply braid as in the

taka mat. The kopetipeti finish is often used with the hiki plait as well.

In the fan figured

finishing

kopeJipet

a braid to form a loop by which the fan may be hung up ; though,
mentioned, it is usually kept under the edge of a floor-mat.

as

6. FLYFLAPS: PATUNOARO,
The fly-flap, or fly-whisk, of Polynesia again finds a mod

tentative m New Zealand. The fuifui lago of Nine and/ue of
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sinnet )"•

free ends left unplaitcd. Thoy resemble the horse-hair fly-whisks us^d in

Egypt. lu many of the Pacific islands, Niue especially, swarms of flies similar

to the house-fly frequent the highways and byways, and swarm round unde-

fended human beings in myriads. In Niue it is rare to see Natives walking

about in the daytime without leafy branches constantly in motion to

prevent these pests from alighting on them. To a man with any fooling

of pride in himself the fly-whisk is an indispensable part of his everyday

equipment. In New Zealand the protection of the living from flies was

unnecessary, and the fly-whisk of Polynesia disappeared. T have hoard

ouri

sacred

t had alighted

stated that tc

such calamity attendants were careful to prevent flios from alighting on

such chiefs. The immunity of the Hving Maori, however, was not shared

by the dead. In olden times one of the weaknesses of the Maori was

that of keeping their dead above ground for as long as possible : a too-

hurried burial was looked upon as a disrespect to the dead. Grief must be

allowed a considerable time to demonstrate its intensity. Even in these more

enlightened days, owing to the desire of distant relatives or mourners to

view the corpse, a good deal of trouble is sometimes experienced by the

Department of Health in obtaining speedy burial in cases of death froni

infectious diseases. By-laws have had to be enacted under the Maori

Councils Act to ensure burial in four days in the winter, three days in

the summer, and twenty-four hours in the case of infectious disease. It

can be understood, therefore, that in ancient times a corpse before being

finally disposed of attracted more than the usual number of flies. To

meet this the fly-flap, that had been dic^carded for the livinrr, was retained

or reinvented for the dead. Sinnet and horsehair not being available,

and dressed flax-fibre causing more trouble than seemed necessary, the

Maori form of fly-flap underwent a complete change. It has no connection

with the fly-whisk of Polynesia except in part of its function.

The object was to attach to a handle a flat surface of sufficient area

to ensure swatting a fly that had alighted on a corpse. As the appliance

was only for the one corpse, and was not kept afterwards, no great care was

taken in material selected or art displayed in the making. A thin rod 2 ft. to

,h of manvlca or other wood, formed the handle. A short piece

am
with three2|

the fourth long limb forming the handle.. A strip of lightly scraped flax

about I in. wide was then used to form the flat striking-surface of the flap.

It was crossed over the middle of the front piece of wood, and then, working

from this centre outwards, was wrapped in succession

four limbs of the cross. Reference to fig. 14 will show that the flaxen strip

is crossed over the anterior surface of the limb, wrapped completely round

it, and crossed over itself on its way to the next limb. Thus the stroke used

is a wrapped stroke identical with that used in the decorative panels of

houses (6). As each turn of the strip follows the shortest distance between

ficrure

ihaped. This stroke

continued

of the cross, when the end was tied. As each turn between the limbs was

edge of the pre\ious

12*
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so presented a close surface. The completed figure maintained its lozenge-

sliaped appearance from the long axis of the handle passing diagonally

through opposite corners of the sq^uare. It is interesting to note that the

name of the fly-flap, j>atu ngaro, is given to some of the lozenge motives

in the decorative lattice-work of house-panels. The Ngati-Porou of the

east coast called a fire-flap a hauhau rango. Occasionally^ a strip of flax

dyed black was alternated with the white to give a decorative effect.

Occasionally, too, there might be two cross-pieces instead of one, this

producing a six-sided figure. (See Plate 37, fig- 2,)

Though practically confined to use in connection with corpses, the fly-

flap has on occasions been used for the destruction of flies in a living-room.

Some years ago, when Maori political prisoners from Taranaki were confined

in the Wellington gaol, the number of flies disturbed their slumbers in the

summer mornings. Thirty men of the Ati Awa Tribe made fly-flaps and

successfully conducted a campaign of extermination. The news of their

Fig. 14.—Fly-flap : front. Fio. 15.~Fly-flap : back.

F^. 15 shows that the flax strip crosses the posterior surface of the anna of the

horizontally or vertically, whereas on the anterior surface it crosses diagonally.

conducted with

to the Ati Awa.

ouring

armed, obeyed
and conducted the attack so vigorously that in a short space the Ngati-

Ruanui tribal prison-cells were ntterlv cleared of the enemy. Ceremonial

bted prison)

war-party. It was one
fly-flap above described.

with due obi

uccessful veterans

Thus the temporary incarceration of my own

tribe has resulted in the recording of an etiuiological item of some siu

interest.

Flat

(mm) 01 a canoe. They were also called patu ngaro, from the origm "^

the motive. The same motive is also used in some fish-traps, such as the

fufnl^ They were used as bait-rests, a strand of flax or fibreUm

passed over the bait and round the uroiectinsr arms
to

secure it in position. The Whanau Apanui Tribe, of the Bay
term the bait-rest of the torehe trap a pouraka.
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7. SANDALS: PARAERAK.

Cordijl

Tliey 8ccm to have becu quite common in the South Island. Skinner (7)
mentions that on the Poutini coast they were also mtulo of mountain-
grass, and that in expeditions from five to tvvt'nty pairs were carried by
each individual. They were quickly worn out in rough stony country
or in swamps, and when a halt was made more w^re manufactured from
whatever material was available. In the North Island tho use wa*? not so

\k\n\n and East Coast people know^ notliing of them,universal. Whan

^cc| \>artj .

18

Figs, 16-18,—Diagrammatic representation of sandal : 16, the sole ; 17, half the

heel ; 18, the lacing.

and regard theui w'ith scepticism. In Taranaki, however, they were worn
until fairly recently by old men at Parihaka. They say they were used

to protect the feet from the frost as well as the rough stones on the beaches.

They were also used in the Taupo and Moaw^hango districts, where they were

termed parekerehe. .Best (3) states that in the Tuhoe country special ones

were plaited from the liunaiakuyu shrub {Aciphjlla sqvxirrosa) for crossing

the Huiarau Range, A rough kind of combined sandal and legging is named
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tumatakum after the plant Aciphylla. In the South Llund the name /Mmo?«-
kuru 18 apphed to the wild-irishman {Discana toumatou—'' matagowry ")the name for the various species of Spaniard (Aciphf/JIa) being taratma.
In Tuhoeland, according to Best (3, p. 653), AcipkylU sqnarrosa is tumata-
kum, A Colensoi being taramea. Shortland (11, pp. 209-10) when journey-mg up the coast of Canterbury in January, ]sil, used sandals, which he
said were ^ade of leaves of flax or ti {Cordyline australis), the latter being
t]ie tougher, ihe ordinary sandals were paraerae ; a double-soled kind,
caUed toma were used on the stony beach, and lasted several days.
Ihey no doubt, writes Shortland, - owed th^ir invention to the necessity

of protecting the feet from the snow, and the sharp prickles of the smaU
shrub tumatakuru {Discaria toumalou Raoul), which is very common
on the plains, and often Ues so much hidden in the grass, that you first
become aware of its presence by your feet being wounded by it." In Ue

M°'^ S'/^^^'x *^' P^^"* '' ^ ^'^^ 1 ^ ft- 0^ ^^ove in height.
"

TT, rP: ??'^f
^"g^t f«""f^ t^o P^irs of these sandals in a cave in the

f.^r' w '

^,*f
g^'/^t^ "ther material proving that they were of old nianu-

7M ,H^i;^^ t"'^ fip^e\t^»em in vol. 29 of the Tra,^<MUinns of the New

fn whol no T^'""^'^
'^' ^^^"^^^^'^ °f Mr. F. V. Knapp, of Nelson,

art^t iC'i?"" ^'^"^.""Z
"'^' ^ ^^''^ ^««^ «We to figure thorn for this

ufed as n.^XZ ^Z^''''^rl''
"°^ '^' ^^^'^ ^"^^ «^<1« of the blades are

had not w! f, T"'^l"- u ^r P"^'' P^"^*^ ^'ith a check stroke, tah-tahi,

wound ro^3 T ' '''/,'^'
^f^'" ^*"P^ ^^^ t^'^g them on the feet were

r^T acrosftW Z^''^'^',
^^^ ^"'"^^ '^' i^t^P- They were 11 in. long,

3 in acrosTth. h r' T*^
.^."""""^ ^^^^ *« ^^^- ^<^^o^ the instep and

refe;ence to Pl-^r ^« i?' - ' ^fg^^^^^iatic representation of one, hut

,, .-
, ^ ,

." rounded
the shape of the foot. The7 T . M Five longdoublp ^trm= ar. J T ;

*" J^"- ^ sin- in width. J^ive long

wefts Thef.?r '

^""^u ^^x'f '
^^ *^^^"g ^^"t in the middle, form ten

atte U^l^rr^I t"^'-^' by referring to fig. 16. Commencing.
first strip is twisted

wefts form
paasedlooD of tliP fire+ =4. • —i^

^i
'
^' ^^^ '^^•^ P^"' V, passed tlirougn me

Unctions at t] f fi f^'^ ^^'^V ^ "^^ ^'^''' ^ It goes to the left and

S rthranis^^V "'"f'"^
^'^'- '^^' "^'^'^ P^rt, C. is twisted forward

dextrii Th^th ^//"^'"?' P^'""^^ ^^^th A and B to act as the third

over 1 fh.«' .
'*"P\^' ^^' ^"^ P^rt. W, passed over C, under B, and

The other Lrfn'''"^ ?• '^.'^^ '^'^^^*^ ^^'^ ^^ting as the second sinistral,

parallel withT; /
''
^^l'^

^^'^'^'^ ^t right Ingles to ^^ and runs

in a sLi a? t ^^^ the fourth dextral. The fourth strip, 4, is treated

continues th.Th^'l.?'
^'^- P"'*^""' ^' ^'^' ^ the third^ sinistral, and

rS portion V ^^
^"T/"^

"^"^^^ ^ ^^d B ^'^d "'^de'- ^ and A. The

wfube oWph' .w' r'^"'^
^"^'^ ^ ^^d completes the five dextrals. It

TWs is duo to ,i!^^i
''^'".^"^ ^^^' fi^« d^^^trals and only three sinistrals,

lius IS due to the fir«f, «fn,. 1 u...:..^ , , . . , -^

^ ^^ ^j^^^ both

The fifth strip,

first, only in the opposite

twisted

^7 •^^ *iV T

direction.

over E C Rn^ I ^'"t''''^' ^' ^*^^^^^« ^^ as the fourth sinistral by passing

into the body of the article.
E

portion, Z, must be twisted back

twisttnl back to run underC and A or,^
«-|^i^ic. ic is tUereiore twisttnl back to run unaei

^' ^'^'^ °^^^ I^ and B, and to lie parallel with its first Umb as
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tlie fifth sinistral. Thus is the tale coiiipli^tod. The strips 1 and 5^ by being

doubled round, lock the wefts in position on being tightened. They not
only mark the ends of the toe-border, but commence the two side borders.

Thus, on the left side, the first weft to project beyond the side edge

commenced by A is the first sinistral weft, V. This is now twisted back
into the work at V^ to function as a dextral. To continno the check strok*^

it must pass above the first crossing-weft that it meets—namely. W. The
rest follows automatically. The next left-hand weft to emergo beyond
the border thus defined is W, and it is twistod back at W*. On the right-

hand border the first weft to emerge beyond the defining weft Z is the last

dextral, E. This is twisted back at right angles at E^, passes under the

crossing-weft D to continue the check, and carries on as the sinistral. So
the plaiting proceeds, wefts being turned back as they reach the side

borders. Thus V, which started as a sinistral weft, by the turn at V^
becomes a dextral, and at V^ on the opposite side becomes a sinistral again.

It will be noticed that the turns at the edges are made with a backward

on the left and with a forward turn on the rieht. It is immaterialturn

each

for the sake of appearance. As the plaiting continues the wefts are drawn
together more tightly, so as to narrow the sandal towards the instep and the

heel. After eight turns at either border the sandal is long enough. Without

any further twists at the side, the crossing-wefts are interlaced to continue

the check stroke, and the plaiting ends at the point made by the crossing

of the two marginal wefts, C and X. Five wefts arc left on either side.

The sole being completed, the fastenings are attached in the following

manner : Two strong strips of flax are knotted together at the butt ends

with an overhand knot. The knot is laid upon the apex where C and X
cross in fig. 16. The two strips arc diverged

The wftfta that entered into the constructionwefts, C and X (fig. 16)

throughout

other. In the following procedure the u])i)er elements alone are used, the

lower elements being disregarded for the time being. The left marginal

crossed over the riffht strip of flax and brought round

surface

with

The right

strip of flax. This fixes the point of the heel. Note that no haU-hitches

used. Eollowing down the five proiectmg
seriesW, V, and A are treated in the same way as X. B, the last of the

simply tied to the strip with an overhand knot as in fig. 17. Referring to

fig. 16, the wefts D, E, and Z on the right are treated in the same manner

as C ; and Y, being the last of the series, is tied to the right strip with

knot defined, and the wefts fixed

The lower elements of the ten wefts are simply cut o5 close to where they

emerge from the last crossing - weft. Fig. 17 is purely diagrammatical.

Plate 38, fig. 1, shows the weft-ends close together and projecting in over

the heel-area for about 2 in. This side, done last, naturally forms the

upper layer.

To complete the heel part, two or three strips of flax are tied to the

two flaxen strips at about 1 in. above the knots at B and Y. They are

with simple overhand knots

tiedlength. The ends of the cross-stnps are

heel-band to secure the heel part by passing across the tendo Achillis above

the point of the heel. (See fig. 18.)
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The lacing arrangements over the foot were admirably shown in the

second pair of sandals in Mr. Knapp's collection. In these the twill stroke,

toTua^ had been used, and they had been worn, as is proved by the condition

of the under-surface of the sole. The lacing-strips were in actual position,

with the ends tied. Plate 39 shows one of the sandals in position on

the foot. The foot, being small, Tvas slipped in without disarranging or

untying the lacing-strips. Fig. 18 shows the technique. It will be seen

that the two long flaxen strips which helped to fix the upper layer of heel-

wefts, and to w^hich the heel-band was attached, are carried down on either

side-border in three loops formed by passing the strips through these weft-

turns at the edges, the third loop being the strip next to the toe-border,

The strips are now simply interlaced through the loop on either side, and

tied together in front of the ankle as show^n in fig. 18 and Plate 39. At

times a short strip of flax is passed through the middle of the toe-border

at T and tied round the two lacing-strips where they cross to the third

loop at S. The loop and lacing-strips being continuous, the former can be

adjusted to any size of foot.

Besides paraerae and parekereke, Williams gives parahirahi as a sandal

made of flax. Hamilton (8) states that there were three kinds of sandals

made in the South Island. One kind was mr^de of a single layer of plaited

flax-leaves, and was called paraerae Jiou, or kiuzra^ or parekereke. Both

paraerae and parekereke are North Island names for sandals in general,

whether made of flax or ti {Cordyline). Paraerae hou seems to me to mean
sandals made from fresh leaves, whether of flax or ti. His second kind,

named takitaki, seems to be a misprint for takitahi. Takitahi is the North

Island term for the check stroke, and is applied to a sandal to indicate the

technique employed. His third kind, form, is also used in the North to

indicate the stroke used—viz., a twiUed two ; but according to Shortland,

quoted above, it may have been the name in the South for the sandal \nth

double sole.

Best mentions that combined leggings and sandals were made. Besides

tumatakuru, the names rohe and papari are given by him for this article.

He also mentions toe-caps, called paenaena, and leggings, called pareifUj<^'

renga. Of their technique I have no knowledge.
Sandals and shoes made of narrower white wefts and of dressed fihre

ginating
:garded

8. SAILS: RA, OR MAMARU.
Though plaited sails were used in pre-European times, and are described

by Forster in vol. i of " Cook's Voyages," there are no specimens in N^^
Zealand to enable us to describe the technique. Brigham, in his paper '^"on

Matmat and basket weaving, quoting from Mr. Stokes's essay on the
Sails of the Pacific," gives a httle detail of the sails made in Micronesia.

The Marshall-Islanders made them of pandanus-leaf. A lap-board of bread-

fruit wood was used. Long strips of sail-mat were plaited, and then

strips were placed together with the edges overlapping. These were sewn

together with coconut-fibre. The strip figured by him is 4-7 in. wide, and

the width of the wefts from ^ in. to ^ in. The sail was twice as heavy

as an ordinary mat and a little heavier than canvas. A fow strands ot

dyed hibiscus-fibre were worked in by overlaid plaiting to run diagonaUy
across the strip of matting. The picture in Brigham's paper shows that a

twiUed-two stroke was used. Stokes records that the Hawaiian sail was
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made in strips, but that of Tahiti seems to have been composed of several

large mats sewn together.

Fortunately a Maori sail survives in the British Museum, and has been

figured by Hamilton. (See Plate 40.) It is triangular, witli the base

upwards, and has loops for the mast and sprit. From the posterior edge

near the top a flag-like appendage juts out. The edges of thi;^ .uid of the

top of the sail are decorated with tufts of feathers. Double zigzag coloured

lines run vertically down the sail. Hamilton says that the material is

either flax or kiekie. From the narrow width of the wefts as shown in the

photograph (Plat** 40), it is evident that the material is one uf the two

mentioned by Hamilton. Edge-Partington figures the same sail in his

Eihnoloijical Album, 3rd series, p. 162, and gives the dimensions as follows:

Length, 14 ft. ; width at top, 6 ft. 4 in. ; width at bottom, 12 in, ; length of

play, 3ft. Gin. ; width of play. Sin. The width at the top, 6ft. 4 in., is

wider than the usual section of a floor-mat, and it is probable that in the

upper part there is a join. The line running down the middle looks like a

crease due to folding. Close-up photographs of the sail should be obtained

from the British Museum and replicas plaited for our own museums. This

could be done quite easily. Sails have been so long out of date that the

possibility of obtaining such a copy of an authentic old-time sail should not

be neglected. The only authentic copies that our museums possess of the

kofaha (throwing-stick) were made and carved by Anaha, of Rotorua, from

measurements and casts kindly supplied by Edge-Partington from those in

the British Museum. The one vestige of information concerning anything

approaching the old-time sail that I could obtain was an incident narrated

to me by Paratene Ngata, of Waiapu. During the Hauhau war on the

east coast in 1865 the friendly Maori captured seven canoes at Tokomaru.

Using ordinary rectangular floor-mats of tlie porera class, they rigged them

up like main-sails, but with a Maori diagonal sprit, or Hloko, instead of the

pakeha lower boom. A rope was tied to the lower posterior corner. With

mats hoisted, this curious fleet successfully sailed to Tuparoa,
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information. To many women of my own race in the east and the west I

owe thanks for their unfailing patience and readiness to supply information

and demonstrate techniqe. The women of my own tribe were at first loth

to encourage me in what they considered was not man's work.

In conclusion, this and the former article make no pretension to

having exhausted the art of plaiting. There are tribal differences in

commencing, joining, and finishing floor-mats, and quite a number of

different varieties of baskets and minor articles yet to be described.

They will receive attention as opportimity occurs. I hope, however,

that sufficient of the Maori technique of plaiting has been recorded to

form a basis for comparison with the same art in Polynesia and along the

route the Polynesians travelled in the past.

ERRATUM.

I

a

In the article on " Maori Plaited Basketry and Plaitwork," Trans, N.Z.

nsf., vol. 54, p. 714, under fig. 1, instead of '^Commencement of wea\-ing

laka mat," read, ** Commencement of plaiting a laJca mat , . . •"
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The Passing of the Maori.

By Te Rangi Hiroa (P. H. Buck), D.S.O., M.D.

[Read before the Auckland Institute, 16th October, 1922 ; received by Editor, 31s( December
2922 ; issued separately, 8th July, 1924.]

" The passing of the Maori."

Introductory.

und

with
hawaica

to

"a race that's

speeding sadly onward to oblivion." Such seems to have been the attitude
ot most wnters in the past.

In 1881 Dr. Newman (I, p. 477) stated :
" Taking all things into con-

siaeration, the disappearance of the race is scarcely subject for much
regret. Ihey are dymg out in a quick, easy way, and are b.^'rig supplanted
by a superio

to be as

executed.

us to
our hands

In 1884 Sir Walter BuUer (2), in si^aking before the WeUington
Philosophical Society, said that it was a " fact that the Maori race was
dying out very rapidly ; that, in aU probability, five and twenty years

hence there would only be a remnant left." He quotes Dr. FeatheKton
as saying in 1856, " The Maoris are dying out, and nothing can save them-
uur plain duty, as good, compassionate colonists, is to smooth down their

dying pillow. Then historv will havp ru.fhin.r f« ^..r..an\. ii« with."

1902 (4)

aiier ably summing up the exterminatin
sounded our requiem in a

pessimistic note by enu

ion might be retarded.

1907. Archdeacon Wal

sounded our requiem in a more soothing and sjaiipathetic manner, in

keepmg w, h his cloth. He said :
" The Maon has lost heart and abandoned

It ithe race] is sick unto death, and is already potentially dead.

Maoris
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look forward with a fatal resignation to the destiny of the final extmction

of the'ir race. They themselves say, 'As clover killed tbr fern, nnd the

European dog the Maori dog, as the Maori rat was destroyed by the pakeha

rat, so our people also will be jjradually supplanted and. exterminated by

the Europeans.'
"

From Featherston in 1856 to Walsh in ]0*>7 is half a century. The

cumulative experience and study of half a century led tlie writers rpu.ted

above to see the Maori race facing nothing but rapid extinction. In view

of the fact that these writers gathered the procnrabje data of their day

and subjected them to careful analysis, their conclusions must be trcalcd

with respect. The Maori race should show more active signs of becoming

extinct
;
yet in spite of the hopeless outlook expressed to von lIochstett«r

by the victims of the Taranaki ^\'a^, the present generation refuses to

comply with the picturesque but illogical simile of following the way of

the vanished Maori rat and the extinct Maori dog. They do not appar

to belong to the same class of mammal. The native fern does not seeni

to be tamely giving way to the European clover. In tins respect the Maori

i,„„ ^^T.^ ;
n"

/-^ ni nin n with thft flora than with the fauna.

The quick and easy death prescribed by I

,i^^A r^( OQ he lorl us +« Ax^npct. Sir Walter

been

grace expired in 1909. The race that Archdeacon Walsh said was already

potentially dead in 1907 should be literally so in 1922. ,,.,.. ,

Of the five papers quoted above, four have been pubhshod i" the

Transactions of this Institute, whilst the fifth was read before the Wel-

lington Philosophical Society. Since the last address was delivered hft*;cn

years have elapsed. It is therefore fitting that the present condition of

the Maori race should be reviewed, to see how far the sad prognosis of the

borne

Population.

100.000. As

been only a very rough guess

formed from the coastal tnbes that he saw.
, w *i To.«

The west coast of the North Island he never explored. Northern Tara-

nald from the evidence afforded by the denseness of the texraced hills,

must have supported a very large population. Whakatane the Waimana

Vallev and the Tauranga district show innumerable signs of close occupa-

tion
'

'in the Oruru Valley, in the north, the forts were so close together

forts

bv one call). Consider the huge garrisons that must have been required

to man the crater-forts near Pakaraka and Ohaeawai, in the Bay of Islands,

forts

Maoon Mount Eden, and One Tree Hill. If the present .

Orakei and the villages about Onehunga and Mangere were gathered to

man the reconstructed parapets of Maunga-kiekie, how many terraces

would they occupy ? And yet there were other forts m this same distnct

occupied at the same time. Furthermore, the population was not confined

to the coast-line and its immediate vicinity. Occupation depended on

food-supplies, and, incidentally, of course, on the abihty to hold the tern-

tory producing them. The larger rivers and inland lakes produced fish m
abundance in their due seasons. This supply was not confined to eels, but

smaller fish, not considered by Europeans, made up for their lack of sue

by their quantity.
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Lakes Kotorua and Taupo have no eels, yet the fresh-water fish

furnished supplies throughout the year, sufficient being preserved to last

between the seasons. with
their seasons. Hence there were large tribes settled along the courses of

Waikato, Waipa, Whaneanui, Waitara
Waika

moana supported large numbers upon their shores. As the forest is being
signs

parts concerning which traditional records are meagre or non-existent.
Though many of these sites may have been temporary abiding-places for
fishing and hunting purposes, and others again have not been continuously

Signs
the existence of a large population in pre-European days.

Some rough idea may be formed by comparing these past traces of

occupation with the actual villages occupied in a district at the present
time. Compare the numbers living at Orakei and ilaugore with the
number required to man either Maunga-kiekie (One Tree Hill) or Maunga-
whau (Mount Eden). This having been done, remember that there are
none left to man some of the other forts that were occupied at the same
time. The fighting Ngati-Tama, who maimed and held the many strong-
holds of that stormy strip of Taranaki coast between the Mokau River
and the White CHfEs, the " gateway of the west," have dwindled down to
a single scattered village of barely fifty souls; yet in their day they not
only withstood the ceaseless onslaughts of the great Maniapoto and Waikato
tnbes, but conducted victorious campaigns to the north and to the south,
home of them hve in conquerec^

. . . .

people whom they dispossessed ? „_ ^^^.^ ^^^ „^,^ „^o. ....
sad comparisons hold. There are stretched of "cra7t\ITtb"many magnificent
pa, girt with fosses and rising strong and impressive with tier on tier of
terraces, but with no modern viUages nestling at their bases, and no living
descendants of the old-time military engineers to recite the history of
ancestral achievement. What " " - - - ^

ntry

cast

Wenumbers of the men of the past to tlie men of the present 1
four times as many ? They were at least that. Were they ten times as
many i it does not seem fniprobable. With a present basis of 50,000 this
would mean a pre-European population of from 200,000 to 500,000. We
shall never know.

Whether the expressed view of some European writers that the diminu-
tion of the population had commenced before the advent of their own
recent ancestors is in the nature of an excuse or not, we certainly kno^v
tnat the diminution was considerably accelerated after their arrival. The
introduction of firearms by civilized traders altered the whole aspect of
Maon warfare. What might almost be termed a manly physfcal exercise
degenerated into killing expeditions to avenge old defeati and to acquire
new terntory. There were never such numbers slain of old as occurred
alter the acquisition of guns in the first quarter of the nineteenth century.

Archdeacon Walsh estimafes that in th^ ramn«JcTn« of Konm Hika,
Te Wherowhero, Te Waha
population were killed. Th
M^ *^ ^M X. L. I -4 ^

misuse
.emic

?.? ]r''
P""'* '"^ *^^ decimation of the race. Influenced by the above

causes, there was an added infant mortality. To aggravate the introduced
wastage of Maori hfp. w^r« fKo „ "i:. ^^ , .i. _ .« f...t,v«

"
Europe forties
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and " sixties." Tlie wonder is that extinction was still being argued about

in 1907.

In tbe following table tbe figures for the earlier years are estimates.

drop in 1896.

appears to have be

TaUe L—Popuhdon.

Authority. Year Population.
Tncreiuse ur

Decrease.

Captain Cook « * * •

Nicholas

Rev, W. Williams (estimate)

Estimate ,

.

Governor Grey

Mr. McLean
Judge Fenton
Estimate

55

«

« V

Colonial Government

>)

9>

99

Colonial Government (proper census)

>>

>»

;>

99

>»

)»

1769-71

1814

1835

1840
184-9

1853

1858

1867
1871

1874

1891

1896

1901

1906

1911

1916

1921

1 o() ,cm
(400,0(X))

150,000

2m), 000

( 1 20 , 0(X))

ni,o(t(j

120,000

60,000

55,970
38,540
37,520

45 , 4 70

41,993

39 , 854

43,101

47,731
;

In. 4,630

49,844 ,

In. 2,113

49,776 Dec. 68

52,751 ;
In. 2,975

Walter Buller, when he made liis prognosis

uup^c....^ ^. .^. 30,000. Twenty-five years later what should

have been a remnant had reached the healthy figures of over 48,000. Arch-

deacon AValsh held that no reliance could be placed in the figures until the

census of 1906. Here proper house-to-house visits were made by properly

qualified enumerators, and the assistance of intelligent and trustworthy

Maori with local knowledge was obtained. He considered that pre\nous

_: :^ ,.^T^,Oof;/^Tl TP«rA rliiP fn inaccuracv of returns. He was so sure

1906 census that he further stated, in 1907
popul

tion, instead of increasing, has been diminishing all the time, and that if

the present rate of declension continues it must soon reach the vanishing-

point." The next census, in 191 1, taken by the same system which gained

the Archdeacon's confidence, showed an increase of 2,113. The census of

1916 showed a falling-o£E of 68 ; but when it is remembered that hundreds

of Maori troops were out on war service it will be seen that the decrease

was not real. The next census, in 1921, showed an increase of 2,975. This

increase is the more meritorious when it is remembered that, dunng the

period it covered, the influenza epidemic of 1918 carried off over 1,000

victims. Thus, since Archdeacon Walsh said sixteen years ago that finality

had been reached, there has been an actual increase of 5,020 ;
and his

is concerned.

hope
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Increased Percentage of the Youxg.
We are apt to think that, as the older type of Maori passes away, so

the race is decreasing, and the census increase is not real. There can be
no doubt that large villages, i>opulous within the memory of people of fifty
years of age, have diminished in size and population. Whilst the decrease
has in some cases continued up to the present time, in a majority of cases
the increase in the last twenty years has been real. Through individualiza-
tion of land the communistic village life is being broken up, and settlements
have a scattered and sparse appearance as compared with the past. It
is only when the tribes rally to the village meeting-house for some tribal
object that a real idea can be formed of the numbers that are scattered on
individual holdings. The increase in the number of children is shown by
the increased problem of accommodation in Native schools. The following
table shows the steady increase that

'

of children in the whole population :

pe

Tahh 2.~MaoH Population under Fifteen Years.

Year. Population. ^ Percentage of

Total PopuJation
.. U,251 3411891

1896

1901

1906

1911

1916

1921

«

•

11,248 35-7

16,082 37-3

1?,417 38-6

19,902 40-0

20,536 41-3

21,071 40-0

The Staying of Extinction.
In the confusion that followed the clash of two cultures, the Maori of

evil in the two systems.
distinguish

^j — ^^ ^

Ch^l ^^''P^^'Jg European weapons, food, and clothing, and becoming
Lhnstianized he himself voluntarily commenced the disintegration of his
own system of culture. No neolithic people could in one or two geiieratioDS

w«?t?^
assimilate European culture in its bo.t features. The Maori

was further retarded by the fact that the culture introduced by many of

w\ !r 7 ^ '"^

Vi.""^.
"".^^^^"^ ^^«««^« ^^'«^ ^" «ay th« least of it, not of a

lli r J 1 A «
iiifluence of so many escaped convicts from Australia

n r?. f .? M '^^'\' °^ ^^^" '^'^y "Missionaries. AVith so much to contend
against, the Maon had to pay a heavy toll of hfe, and it is no wonder that
tne senous reduction in the number of the population should have made
people think that the extinction of the race was close at hand.me present increase of the race is due to the gradual elimination of
the factors that caused decay. The first great change was the cessation
ot intertnbal warfare with European weapons. The main cause of this
cessation was the acceptance of Christianity. Defeated tribes who had

lrPPnrrA^.^'''^u-'''^
^"''' ^''"^ ^^^« organizing for the day of vengeance

acceptecl the teaching of i)eace and good will and Wu\ a.,irlp thplr arms and
thoughts of revenue.
peace

gret

fW "f,^^,•„ " 1 .,— .,
:"r^"^^^^ ueuween tne paKena ana me lua

mcific wA! A r^'^
''^'''''" *^^«^8^^ l^^k of full appreciation of

pacific ways of deahng with the wariike Maori. More hves were lost
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progress received such a shock that in some districts the evil effectg still

linger.
arly jwriod,lUgh the guns and tomahawks were laid asido at a fairly

the effects of other evils continued for a longer time. Venereal disfas«»B

that were introduced by the crews of the early traders and wh:il.>r8 had

their dying fires revived by the soldiers of the " sixties." T liave leariK-d

on reputable authority that seventeen Maori women captured by white

troops at the fall of one of the Waikato forts, on thoir liberation spread the

disease amougst their people. The disease died out after working its havoc

on the fertility of the race. Any serious recrudescence that might have

occurred as the effect of helping to share the " white man's burden " during

tbp Oreat War has. owing to modern methods and treatment, been arrested.

J^piaemic oiseases inai uiaimci.

to go unchecked. The preventioE

DAnaTtmpnt of Health has been

pecial

Maori
the Europeans, in the benetits ot sucn measures ine

to a material degree. The reorganization of Maori Health Councils, the

appointment of Native Health Nurses and Sanitary Inspectors, and the

setting-up of a Division of Maori Hygiene in the Department of Health

have all had their effect in lowering the hea\^' mortahty due to epidemic

diseases. When
tang

tangi in lamentation of the dead, spread the scourge irom vmage u) viiiage.

Medical Officers of Health and Hospital Boards keep a wary eye ui>on their

districts, and the Maori people as a whole no longer accept disease and

death with fatal resignation. In the last year or so, in distncts where

typhoid has occurred, over 2,000 inoculations against the disease have been

made The TokotoJco ravgi (" Spear from heaven that sweeps away food

and man "), that the ancient poet Turaukawa lamented over, no longer

thrusts

Sanitation has made great advances. us

tenth heaven, copied by succeeding generations m the hill-forts of old, and

abandoned with so much of good in the old culture, is being restored in

its modern form in a modern environment. Water-supplies are protected

and modem systems installed. Ventilation, which as applied to communal

meeting-houses was bitterly opposed twenty years ago. is now treated

as a matter of course. Model by-laws are admimstered by \dlage Com-

authoritv of Maori Health Councils, lavgi,
imttees

rules
'•""'> ""~ CJ <-"

disasters of the past. ^ v aa a
Maori communal life is disintregating. Each generation has added

something of European culture, and the old order changes giving place

to new The thatched house with earthen floor is now, because of its

rarity, a thing of ethnological interest. No longer is a group of small huts

clustered round a meeting-house typical of a Maori %^llage. Indmdual-

ization of laud and European needs are dispersing the famihes to their

separate holdings. In many places the tribal meeting-house stanc^ alone,

or flanked bv a solitary cooking-house, patiently waiting until a death or

some object' of great moment shall for a brief period draw its people

together beneath its sheltering roof. Visiting ethnologists have asked me

to take them to some typical Maori viUage where they would see something

of the old Maori life, but I am unable to comply. The time was when I
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could send a message to the chief of the \411age to assemble his people in
the daytime—but not now : they arc too busy attentfing to their farms
or labouring to obtain a livelihood, and cannot afford to waste a day.
Meetings must be held at night, and sufficient notice must be given to inform
the scattered households. Then, when the discussion is over, instead of
rechning in their rugs and telling tales of ancient days till dewj

day has its duties. This is as it should be.

' morn,

coming

Many people express the opinion that it is a pity that the old Maori
haJca (war-dances) and poi dances are being lost. In the same breath they
sav that the Maori must wnrV liia lanrl o^A iJ^rr. in^« Tr,,^^,^^o«c tIi^ f^r,The twosay that the Maori must work his land and live hke Europeans. ^^^ ....

are incompatible. The hala and the various dances were the amusements
of a people Hvincr '^ - ,. - -

meeting-house.
mmunal

circumstances
The dirge of the lament and the rhythm of the
!,« • ±1 J r 1 . .1 • 1 !•/_

f

to a changed environment.
dance will disappear with ^^^^^^,
It is a pity from the point of view of s , „„„ „ ^„„
not provide for man's material welfare.

In the changes that have been taking place, the misunderstandings about
food and clothmg also have gradually been dispersed. Many of the old
Maon foods, that were once a necessity, are now prepared only as a
luxury on special occasions. European foods, in the orthodox combina-
tions and methods of preparation, are now the ordinary fare of every house-
hold, ihe once umversal earth-oven is used only on special occasions,
iliven at some of the large gatherings, steam generated by traction-engines
IS used mstead of the heated stones of the past. European clothing is now
misunderstood by the Maori no more than by the average European.

10 see old Maon men of the present day changing into pyjamas ere
ensconcing themselves between clean sheets is to reaUze the significance
ot the change they have undergone on their not long, if arduous, road of
modern progress. All down the changing years the things that appeared
impossible to one protesting generation of Maori were advanced a step
nearer by tHe very ones who protested, and made possible for the generadon
loiiowina. ihe Maon who fought unsuccessfully n gainst European troops

of the sixties " saw his hopes blighted and his visions of a

bout him. He told von Hochstetter that

in the wars of the " sixties " saw his

the Maon would become extinct like the New Zealand fauna. Hochstetter
and others believed him. The Maori of the present day, who fought side
by side with the descendants of his former enemies on the fields of GalUFl^'
J^rance, and Belgium, fought for the honour of a common liome and the
saving of the new culture which he has adopted as his own. His horizon
nas expanded and he realizes even more than a goodly number of the
people of England what the British Empire really means. The nightmare
visions of the past have been thrown off like a frayed flaxen cloak, and the
unfettered Mann n( i-^.A^^ ™^i.i, _.if t , / „, ., ,'^-l :«+n

the future.
with self-reliance looks nto

ih.t
^^l^^^theTHton, von Hochstetter, Newman, and Buller wrote

they were probably justified in their doleful outlook. Hill enumerated
various proposals, most of which have come to be adopted. The cumulative

are now. Walsh in 1907„ .,^^j „^i_^^ ii^j^, a^J oovious to waisn in itnji **«' >" .-

in T^nnnlaf r "^^"-^ tendency in the past to attribute the Maori decrease

con?Xw-;r- T^""
-""P^^'^ ^'-"^ t^** ^" dark-skinned races die out after

contact ^v.th ci^lization. The Maori was regarded as inheriting extinction
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because

which he belonged. Marett (6) points out that evolution is influenced by

race, environment, and culture. lie says :
" Life evolves—that is to say,

changes—by being handed on from certain forms to certain other forins,

and a partial rigidity marks the process together with a partial plasticity.

There is a stiffening, so to speak, that keeps the life-force, up to a point,

true to its old direction, though short of that limit it is free to take a new

line of its own. Race, then, stands for the stifiening in the evolutionary

process. Just up to what point it goes in any given case \\\t probably

can never quite tell." It was this stiffnning or partial rigidity in the evolu-

tionary process, termed " race," that was to doom the Maori to extinction.

The element of partial plasticity in the evolutionary process has not had

sufficient weight attached to it as an avenue of escape for the Maori. It

is this " superadded measure of plasticity, which has to be. treated as

something apart from the racial factor," that responds to the effects of

environment and culture. As the environment has been changing, so

the Maori, whilst maintaining his race, has been changing with it. To

compare him with the present-day Polynesian of the tropics is unfair to the

Polynesian.
. , i • r

Though the Maori is still of the same race, the plastic part of him has

been subjected for over five centuries to a changed environment. Five

centuries in a temperate climate toughened his constitution, sharpened

his mentality, and altered his material culture. The islanders, with their

open houses, scanty tapa clothing, and food without labour, were left far

behind the Maori. The sea-roads to Hawaiki were closed down for ever.

Warmer houses were built, weaving was invented, the cultivation of the

kumara and the taro demanded more onerous care. The working of

large forest-trees for buildings and canoes, the excavation of fossed and

paUsaded forts, and the numerous changed condirions induced by a more

vigorous climate, caused him to shed the indolence of the tropics.

^'a more \ifrorous and virile people was bred, and when condition.s were

rudely changed with the nineteenth century the Maori was in a better

condition to survive extinction than his more easy-going kinsman m
As his material environment has changed m New Zealand,

Polynesia
lentury

but generation by generation the measure of plasticity has reacted little

survivors

In like manner the introduced culture has gradually been assimilated through

necessity, association, and the teaching of schools. Better housing, regular

work, a settled source of income, with regular meals, are resulting m an

improved material environment for the family, which in turn provides a

better prenatal environment for succeeding generations.

Dr. Rivers (7), in discussing the depopulation of Melanesia, assign.s the

greatest factor in the nearing extinction of some of these people to a

psychological cause in the lack of the incentive to live. We know that

the Polynesian can resign himself to die for no organic cause. The Maori

in the past has been no exception,

fenerations, after the failure of military and rehgious attempts to restore

the mana and power of the old-time regime, have prophesied early

extinction, and had no hope in Ufe. Fortunately, they produced offsprmg,

and the healing hand of time has eSaccd such destructive pessimism. The

Maori has a happy disposition, and his sense of humour has saved him

from undue depression. In these days he has his amusements and manly

We
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games, his hopes and aspirations, and every desire to prolong life. It was
his sense of humour and his happy disposition that made him such a good
soldier. He reacted less to the depressing conditions of European warfare
than most of his white comrades, and there could be no greater test.

Proportion of Sexks.

When the number of males exceeds the number of females to an extensive
degree it is looked upon as a very important factor leading to the disappear-
ance of a race. Newman pointed out the great preponderance of males
in the Maori population, and quoted Judge Fenton's figures for 1859, and
those of the census of 1881. I have reduced these figures to females ner
1,000 males, and added the European fieures. in the followii

Year.

Tahle 3.—Females per 1,000 Males

1859 (Fenton)

1881

1891

1901

1906

1911

1916 (war-time census)
1921

Maori

766
809

832

866
869
882

919
800

European,

• •

883
903

887

896

993

959

It will be seen that since Newman's figur.
increase m the proportion of females. The 1916 census musx oe aisregaiucu,
as there were so many males out of the country on war-service.

^rom the data compiled with the kind assistance of Native-school

census

; nas oeen a sieau^

must be disregarded

Number of Native schools

arrived

with
Females per 1,000 males

9 •

* •

102

4,549

921

generation, it will

and the menace <

steadily
ipeedy

in 1921, and 921 amongst the

890

importance.

,000 in 1859, to i5W

lat is of4he greatest

4

Absorption of the Race.
Though we have pointed out that the theory of rapid extinction has

Deen disproved by the increasing population shown by the latest census
returns it does not follow that the Maori will continue to exist as a
^stinct race for an indefinite period. The anthropological study of races
teaches us that where a people survive extinction and at the same time
are not able to maintain a certain amount of isolation they become
merged m the general population. Dr. E. B. Tyler, in speaking of the
unity of mankind, says, " All human races, no matter form or colour,

timp/,v^TV *
^'^i-^rmarrying and forming crossed races." In historic

In no Tni ? .5;
'^'% f ^^" ^'^^' ^'^^^t ^^«al purity is the exception.

in no part of the wnrM Tioo +i>„ ^l i • , ^ .^-^ , . , „ .'^ .,«In no part of the world has .

certain physical features, such
anthropological method

stature, been used to disentangle the confusio
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success as in Great Britain and France. The ancestors of the white N»w-

Zealanders were the result of the blending in Britain of a number of etlimc

waves, commencing with the long-headed cave-dwellers, whoso implemPTit«

have been found in the river-drift of the late glacial epoch, and ending

with the last of the Teutonic series in the recent Norman Conquest. The

ancestry of the brown New-Zealanders is still exciting inquiry, })ut w«

entered

contributed

slightly during the colonization of the Pacific. Another intermixture

should not matter much to either side, since each was long ago deprived

of any pretensions to purity of race.
, i i i

We have not sufficient data to show completely what has taken place

respectfully

mpUfied

Density of the Maori Population.

By its own natural increase the larger European population (1,218,913,

ainst

of the Maori population less and less in the total population of the country.

followin

been ste^dUy increasing in spite of the fact that the Maori population

has also been increasing :—
r

Table 4,—Ratio of Maori lo European.

Year.

1891

1896

1901

1906

1911

1916

1921

Number of Europeans

to One Maori.

14-9

17-6

17-9

18-6

20-2

220
23-6

ery

100
The density of the Maori population in particular districts, however,

varies considerably. This is clearly shown in the accompanjong map. The

population of Maoris and Europeans was taken for each hospital district,

and the number of Maoris to 100 Europeans shown for each area. The

boundaries mav not be quite accurate in every particular, but they serve

to convey a general idea. The outstanding feature is that there are two

areas of dense population, one in the north and one m the east. In the

black area of Hokianga, on the west side of the northern area, there are

more Maoris than Europeans. To the north and north-east of it lie

Mangonui and Whangaroa, with 71 and 74 respectively to the 100 Europeans.

To the east lies the Bay of Islands with G4. Though these parts have

probably always carried a large Maori population owing to the chmate

suiting the cultivation of the kumara, its present high ratio w-as further

assistSi by lesser European settlement. Though containing the oldest

European settlements, the area contained so much poor gum-lands

unsuitable for closer settlement that European settlors went elsewhere.

The ilaoris naturally hold the fertile valleys ; and except for timber,

sum and trading there was not so much inducement for white occupation.

With the opening-up of some of the land, and better travellmg facilities,
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the European population is increasing, and in the future we may see the
shading of this area becoming Ughter. This density of population has in
the past been protected by the isolation the area enjoyed on account of
bad roads and comparatively poor country. Passing south, we encounter
larger towns at Whangarei and Dargaville, with larger white populations,
thus further reducing the Maori density to 8 and 12-4 respectively. In
the Auckland district, in spite of a fairly large Maori population of 1,733,
the huge white population reduces the density to less than 1. Owing to
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Waikat
• •

9 9*^1 Ma^^;« x.
'^

-'^^.^^^.xv.^uo, uiit3 vvaiKaio district, tnougn containinfi

large area '
'*^ ''^""'^ *^ ^^'^ ^^^" «P^^^d over its verj

eaiTdariou'L 'J u' ^'.^*- ^^^^^ ^ ^^^ ^oads, land-buyers of the

o^ Llation th? N . r '" -''' ^'''''^^^" P^"^^^- During those days

L are worW 1^'*"?"'^
T"^«' ^^ ^aiapu, learned sheep-farming,

landa the7no?rp?r' l^""^'
themselves. Knowing how to utilize theirlanas, they nov^ refuse to provide the opportunity for excessive European
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penetration. Their material prosperity is no doubt having its effect in

increasing the population, which for Waiapu is 3,643. East of Waiapu

we have the Bay of Plenty, with a fairly dense population owing to conditions

being congenial to the Maori, and lack of roads retarding European

settlement. Tauranga, farther east, owing to oia Jiuropean sewemem,

shades ofi to 27. Below Waiapu we have the comparatively large town

of Gisborne reducing the density of the Cook County to 9-7, but farther

on Wairoa rises to 64. Wairoa has in the past suffered a certain amount

of isolation from bad roads and an uncertain port, whilst the Maori in

the district have always been strong. From now on we roach country

easily accessible and early acquirable, and so we pass through Hawke's

Bay, Waipawa, and Wairarapa, with densities of 3-6, 2-7, and 2-4

respectively. On the west coast from Taranaki to Wellington the same

conditions hold, owing to early settlement, early acquisition of Maori land,

roads and railways, large towns, and the continuous decrease in the density

of the Maori population of the area. If smaller parts of the areas were taken,

such as the Wanganui River and Lake Taupo, a slightly different arrange-

ment of shading would be shown in those particular parts.

For the South Island, Picton and Wairau, with 6 and 1-6 respectively,

are the only districts with a density not below 1. For the whole of the

Smith Island there are 4 Maoris to 1,000 Europeans. In two Hospital

000

none at all.

When the density falls very low, the opportunities for assimilation by

intermarriage are increased.

Miscegenation.

Intermixture between the two races bas been going on irom ixie eameht

days of colonization. Newman held that half-castes were a feeble race,

tendincr rapidly to extinction, and with no improved fertility. He produced

no data to support his statement. I doubt its applicability at the present

time but hope to acquire further data on the subject. In the United States

Boas' found that in half-breed women the fertility was considerably larger

than among full-blooded women. At the present time there is, in the

accredited Maori population, a larger percentage with mixed blood than

we are apt to think. In the census returns half-castes living as Maoris are

counted with the Maori population, and those living as Europeans are

correspondingly counted with the European. It would be interestmg
_
to

know what are the exact boundaries of the two modes of living. In lieu

of the 1921 census, if we take the 1916 census and add the European half-

castes to it and then work out the percentage of the total half-castes to

the full Maori population, we get 6,7-50 half-castes, or 12-7 per cent. Thus

we know definitely that 12-7 per cent, of the 1916 population had European

blood in their veins. But this is not the full measure of intermixture, for

the children of half-castes with Maori and other combinations are counted

as Maori in the census. It would be interesting to know what percentage of

the 52,751 in the last census had white blood. Of 814 men of tlie Maori

Battalion examined by me in 1919, 48 per cent, had white blood. Of 4,039

pupils from 94 Native schools the following results were obtained :

Race. Number. Percentage.

Full Maori 2,016 49-9

blood .. .. 2,023 50-1

4,039 100-0
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These results would indicate that a considerable aiiiount of miscegena-

and improved material welfare and education making both sexes more
attractive, miscegenation is likely to increase. Every person of mixed
blood marrying a full-blooded Maori adds further to the process of gradual
assimilation or absorption. The full Maoris are constantly having their
ranks depleted by marriages, not only with full Europeans but with
Maoris of mixed blood. The question is whether the full Maoris are
reproducing enough to make up for the wastage from their ranks by death

f,?1? Mr-^^.'i, ' ,

^''P
l^

^^''' ^""^^^^« ^^^y ^^^«t' of course, marry

Wn^ll T^'^'u .^^'T ^ ^"^^^ ^'^« ^^^^^"e« ^^v one not of

In r'f "t "S^.^^^^^^t-^ stepped outride the narrowing

full

andlf i. tT
^

A *^f fl ^f ^""" ^^ ^^^"^ decreasing in this manner,

m the cent "^T
^^'^

a'^
*^' ^'°" population that is causing the increasein the census returns. A very significant fact was brought to li^ht by the

o "xes aSd^t r \ *'if
Native-school teachers, 'in the proportion

mixS Woodt- Q? f T

''^^"^ ^"' "^^^ *'^ ^^^l^'-^" °^ f^^ ^^d

S^he same ,eXl "^^h ^f ^'^^ ™^^*^«- ^^^^^^^ f^^ 1.159 children

vartus feet onT-f
'''' •

'''^'^^^ ^ "'^^" '"' '"'^ '^^'' ^'°"^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ *" *^^various fractions of mixed blood. From them I give the foUo^ving :-

Race.

Full Maori
.

Mixed blood

Number of
Males. Femalea. Females per

1,000 Males.
318 238 748
313 290 926

them^' iHn^ the Ym
'''

T'"' >' '^' ^'^' '^ «° i-PO^ant that I give

^o.lZ Z^Zir^^. t !!!!
^^-^ pop^ation>e

mixed-blood element, whilst with the fuU
figures 748 per 1,000

more quicWv th«n w^ (*« per 1,000, then the full Maori will disappear

We The onlV .11' r'^1'^*. ^iov^^v^r, there is need of research work

^possible to inw ."" \ *".'P^^^ '' *" «"^J^^^ ^« ^^^3^ settlements

sLrdTe traced bao^f^"^ ^^ ?^ genealogical method. Every family

sides Thl the nl ^rf""^'^"^ ^*^^ ^^" ^^««^ i« ^"ived at on both

amount of ^^^7^ hf / sHowmg the proportion of sexes and the

censrre?urSrh.. K 'T'^^'*.
^^'^ P^P^^^- Available data from the

the pendulum L,k! 1 *^^ nineteenth century has ceased, and that

TheW T.rP T^
^'''' ^"^ '™f ^° *^^ ^t^^*^^^ ^^ection.

ied race butfCT^^ population wiU never be regained by the fuU-juea race, but the steadv increas« nf fi,^ u^* 4.„ j.° i^.^ .v.
blooded

is somethinp in tC Z Tk 7^^^^«« oi tne last twenty years shows t

sprkrfrom^the Saor f<^ f^\ ^T''^'
" ^'« ^'^ ^^^^^ ^e lost, for

Mfscernation h? f'^^J'^'^^
^^^ «own from Rangiatca."

rende tiras ^ilatl 'P^^
'""^ ^\ '' ^^' ^^ down the ages, and wiUuer ine assimilation of culture and r^h^r^\n.^ *..+.,,„„ .i.„ _1..'„:..„ .*..,-.features

best features o the MaoH
™^'^''

•?/
^'"""^^^^^^^^^^ ^" "^^^^

the Maori race will be perpetuated for ever.
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The Food Values of New Zealand Fish : Parts 3 and 4.

By J. Malcolm, M.D., and T. B. Hamilton, M,A., B.Sc.

[Bead before the Otago Institute, 12th December, 1922 ; received by Editor, 31st December^

1922 ; ismied Aeparaiely, 8th July, 1924.]

PART 3 : SOME CALORIMETRIC ESTIMATIONS.

This paper continues the series begun by Mrs. D. E. Johnson {Trans.

N.Z. Inst., vol. 52, 1920, pp. 20-26, and vol. 53, 1921, pp. 472-83),

and many of the estimations were made on dried-fish powders that had

been prepared and analysed by her.

Methods.

The form of calorimeter employed was the Berthelot - Mahler. The

combustion was done in compressed oxygen (25 atmospheres), and the

rise in temperature was taken with a Beckmann thermometer graduated

in 1/100° C. and read with a lens to 1/500°. The quantity of water used,

including the water-equivalent of the bomb, &c., was 2,500 grammes,

and our results with substances of known caloric value indicated an

experimental error of less than 1 per cent.

Since it was necessary to extract the " fat " with solvents that are

themselves combustible, we considered it advisable to test our methods

in this way : in several powders we determined the caloric value of

the whole, and then the caloric values of the extracted fat and of the

residue separately. By comparison we found that no appreciable change,

such as absorption of the solvent by the fat or residue, had occurred

during the manipulations.

Example: In a dried-fish powder (groper 5—see Table I) we found by
analysis 19-50 per cent, fat (= ether-soluble substance), 6-52 per cent,

extractives, and a residue, chiefly protein and salts = 74-0 per cent. The
caloric value of the fat was found to be 8-6 calories per gramme, of the

extractives 5-3, and of the residue 5-6. On calculating the caloric value

of the powder from these data we get the figure 6-159 calories per gramme,

while the direct estimation of the caloric value of the powder gave 6' 165.
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Fat.

The ethereal extract of the dry-fish powder was used, since that is

usually reckoned as fat in the analysis of foodstuffs. The following values
were obtained :—

•

Table I.

Fish. Xo Caloric Value of Fat
per Gramme. Remarks

Kiiigfish (h a k u ;

Seriola JaJandii)

1

Kingfish

8-796 calories.

.

8-822
Fat extracted from dried-fish powder.

8-805 (average)

Groper (hapuku

;

OUgorus gigas)

Groper

Groper

2

5

8-857

X

Y

8-670

8-678

8-G74 (average)

Same.

Same.

9-059

9 045

9-052 (average)

9-84:

Fat extracted from alcohol-dried fish, low
temperature ; old.

Same, but fresh.

in
dr}ang

greater degree during its 8torage)-exposed
certain amount of air

to to a^ „„ the light and
some oxidation occurs, sufficient to reduce theo^\r.y\r^ ,ro7,.« t A o . ^TI ^ti'^"^^^^ wuurs, sumcicnt to reduce tne

n^r^™- r^" fi" ^;\ ^* ^°^^ ^^ interesting to find out how

Tw fisXTf
'"''

'I't ^"t^^^^^
"^^^^« i° t^^ <^ooking of fish, andhow fish-fats compare with other fats in this respect.

UNSAPO^^IFIABLE MaTTER,

a c^ain Jn^nnl^Tl !f
'"'* '^. ?^^ '' «^P°^ed with alcohohc potash.

This consi^ nf
\' ^f% "^'^r^^'

^^^"^^« i° ether, remains unattacked.

tL unsaiShi! \7' ^^y' ''"'°^ *° ^elie^e timt little, if Ly, of

tmct andTw T

*''/' ^^^'^^ °^ "-^'"^'^^^ i" tl^^ human alimentary

subtracted in orH ^.^
"^"^^^ '^^ *^^^ P"^ ^^ the fat should therefore be

Xeal extrtt T *f/^"^'^
^t the true or utilizable fuel-value of the

vate yfhriL. *^\r<^^^e^ of groper-fat X in Table I the caloric

miantitv it amnlfTf'^^J
^"'"""^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ to be 104 calories. InS fS^l iLTnf If .\^^"^^ ^^ P^^ ^^'^t- ^f the fat, so that while the

These twlrn'^*^'
>' ''"^^'^^ ^"^°"^« the true value was only 8-01.

and the nrrer nt' ''^fl~T-','^'P^'^^^*^^ ^^^^^ °^ heating and dryir

both tend to 't \f^^'r^l ^^'^^ ^^^"'^t of unsaponifiable matter

ml '^.,;!5 ll^Tl }^' standard figure (9-1) for caloric value of f.When applied to fish-fats our
8-0 calones per gramme.

Extractives.

per gramme. The figure usually given

obtained a

for caloric
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value of meat-extract is 3-15. That the higher value in our case was

due to substances soluble in ether, and presumnbly also dissolved out by

the alcohol, is shown by the fact that on extracting with ether the caloric

value was 3-52. We have not investigated the matter further, but we

think it likely that an extract of fish prepared in the same way as

commercial extracts of meat would probably have a higher caloric value.

Protein.

A few estimations of the caloric value of the proteins of fish gave an

average figure of 5-43—calculated for the water—and ash-free substance.

This corresponds closely to the figure for mammalian protein.

AcKNOWLEIX4MENTS.

We again beg to acknowledge the grant of money from the Government,

through °the New Zealand Institute, which made tliis research possible

;

also tbe hospitality of the University of Otago in granting us working-

space, gas, Hght, water, &c.

Summary.

In calculating the fuel-values of fish fats and oils the ease of oxidation

before ingestion and the presence of considerable amounts of unsaponifiable

matter should be taken into account. Instead of the standard figure,

9-1 calories per gramme, the observations here recorded would indicate

figur

PART 4 : COMPOSITION OF THE PAUA (HALIOTIS IRIS).

This paper gives an account of some analyses of the shellfish paua

(in this case Haliotis iris), which was used as food by the Maori and is

also frequently used by Europeans.

The chemistry of molluscs in general has already attracted some

attention, but our knowledge of the biochemical processes occurring in

them, and especially in the marine forms, is still very meagre. The

HnUotis has been shown to contain substances rarely met with m the

composition of ordinary foodstuffs, or met with in smaUer concentration.

These comprise taurine (although there are no bile-salts), chlorophyll,

haemocyanin, and, among the inorganic constituents, zinc. At the very

outset we were impressed with the need for care m applying standard

methods of diet-analysis to such material. One reason for this is that

the part of the shell-fish used as food includes the alimentary canal and

its contents, the glands, heart, and sexual organs ; whereas in vertebrate

animals used as food only the muscles and certain organs are eaten. The

results are that in shell-fish we have a more heterogeneous mixture of

materials, the non- protein nitrogen is high, the substances soluble in

ether are by no means all fat, and the percentage of unclassified material

("extractives") is considerable.

Our investigations were chiefly directed to the determination of the

relative amounts of protein, carbohydrate, fat, and ash.

The pana were obtained from the shore at Pounawea. They were alive

when received in the laboratory, and were kindly identified for us by

Professor Benham as Haliotis iris.
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For the purposes of analysis some were divided into a " visceral

"

part and a " muscle " part, before being dried in an oven at about 55° C.
Others were dried similarly without separation into parts, and some were
used fresh for glycogen estimation.

Protein.

The usual method of estimating protein in food is to multiply the
mtrogen by the factor 6-25 or 6-37. This method is based on the
assumptions that most of the nitrogen is in the form of proteins, and
that the protems contain an average of about 16 per cent, nitrogen. Of
these assumptions the first, at any rate, cannot be held without reservem the case of these sheU-fish, as the following figures show •—

In one sample of dried paua, " visceral " part, the total nitrogen was
lound to be 9-0 per cent.

; in another sample of the same powder the
mtrogen present m an extract made with repeated quantities of strong
alcohol foDowed by a small amount of watery trichloracetic acid was
2-9o per cent.

;
while that of the residue was 6-35 per cent. The figure

-•ys IS due to substances of non-protein nature. If we were to proceedm the orthodox way to calculate the protein percentage from the total

tl^'T- i*'?^
^^\^^'^ (9-3 X 6-25), or about 15 per cent, of the

fresh matenal If on the other hand, we were to take only the nitrogen
that IS msoluble when treated as described above we should get 39-7 per
cent protein (6-35 X 6-25), or about 10 per cent, of the fresh " viscera."
± lift imp tirmT-A Uacs ai^*%-*^Y,.l r i ,t _ _ ^

v.:^^^^^^ t i.\, , . : ^^^r.^^ix uxiccsc cAi/remes, lor some or tne
mtrogen of the extract may be due to amino acids split off from proteinby autolytic chanws m tip, a^rViav «fa.v^o r.f ;i«,„- „ _„j ^___r • ^ -t.autolyti

cannot be regarded as entirely valuSs!
:m*es

la fr;yT^y. i.^ 4.-L "u 1
"„ '" — >x^^v.ra." A somewhat similar result

Znf ?^ .1 y^
muscle' part, where the total nitrogen was 12-2 per

Ito np! \ '^l\
^?^ ^^'' '^^'^'*^^ ^^ 7-54 per cent, insoluble and

JJ. I rf*-.f^^^^^^
^^ «t^^^g alcohol In each case 30 to 40 per cent.

tLrl^T f? ^^'
T^*

'"^ ^^^' P^^^^i^ f^™^ a^d in such cases it is
therefore mcorrect to use the factor 6-25.

Carbohydrate.

fi^tirlt'^li fif^'^f
""^^ '''^*^''*^ ^^ estimation, we obtained the following

figures for the glycogen percentage of freshly treated Haliotis iris .

II

Table IT.

Sample
Part.

I..

Weight in
Grammes.

Amount used
(Grammes).

Percentage of

Glycogen.

Muscle
Viscera

Muscle
Viscera

t 9

* •

* «

156
104

160
135

100 1-20

104 0-54

100 2-01

125 0-50

An
of gliipnoa .r. 4.1, J.

.
,

^"''"'^" '^ ^i«a,i wai;ery extract lor estimanon

ent bit in «^l?. ^'^^' ^^^ .'^' *°*4 P^^^^^^g^ -^ carbohydrate
vanous

the matPr^nl K^„ 7 j
•"^^"uo ue vices ine nitration provematenal began to decompose and had to be abandoned. cause
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the slow filtration was undoubtedly the large amount of slimy mucus that

was present. Glucose could easily be detected in the crude extract.

The glycogen from paiia " muscle " gave the usual qualitative tests,

and on hydrolysis yielded glucose—at least, so far as we could judge from

the fermentation and phenyl-hydrazine tests—but the glycogen from the
" viscera *' did not react in a typical way. The result of its hydrolysis did

not reduce so readily as glucose solutions do, and in one test it failed to

ferment with yeast. Unfortunately the time at our disposal did not allow

of further investigation while the material was fresh. The origin of the

glycogen found in marine shell-fish is worth investigating ; for, unlike the

terrestrial plants which contain starch, the seaweeds on which the paua, &c,,

feed contain chiefly pentosanes, methyl pentoses, and pentoses ; and the

transformation of these into glycogen does not occur readily, if at all, in

the vertebrates.

In carrying out Pflu<*ger*8 method for glycogen (heating for several

hours with 30 per cent. KOH) it was found that the glycogen, when pre-

cipitated with alcohol, carried down with it a certain amount of greasy

material which retarded the filtration. This was almost certainly some of

the unsa2)omfiable fatty matter which had withstood the action of the

alkali.

Fat.

In the usual method of analysing foods, the weight of the ethereal

extract is returned as " fat." Although it is well known that ether does not

extract all the fat, and that it extracts substances that are not fat, yet the

method is convenient and suitable when dealing mth vertebrate material.

In the paua, and presumably in molluscs generally, the faults of the method
are more obvious, as can be seen from the following data : The dried

visceral portion of paua 3 was extracted with hot alcohol, and then with

ether ; the alcohol was driven off and its residue extracted with ether

;

the combined ethereal extract gave, we may presume, all the ether-soluble

material as usually estimated. It had a green colour, due to chlorophyll,

and amounted to 7*04 per cent, of the solids. This was saponifiecj, and the

fatty acids separated, washed, and ultimately weighed. The fatty acid in

the ethereal extract was about 73 per cent., whereas in ordinary fats it is

about 9U per cent.

In the case of the muscle portion the amount dissolved out by the

alcohol and subsequently extracted with ether was between 80 and 90 per

cent, of the total fat, whereas in a fish-powder (groper) treated in the same
way only 70 per cent, of the fat was extracted by the alcohol.

These observations indicate that the ethereal extract does not represent

the true fat-value.

Ash.

The paua is comparatively rich in inorganic salts. The muscle part

gave 6-17 per cent, and the whole paua 7-5 per cent., indicating an ash
content in the fresh material of from 1-5 to nearly 2 per cent. A qualita-

tive examination of a small quantity of the ash was kindly made for us in

the Chemistry Department by Mr. Penseler, under Professor Inglis's direc-

tions. The usual elements were found, but in addition Mr. Penseler noted

a strong suspicion of the presence of zinc, although he was unaware
that that element has been shown to be fairly common in marine shell-

fish.
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Unidentified Material.

In Table III we give a summary of the analyses of one paua, so far as
our analyses were carried. The results show a deficit which is very large
in the case of the visceral part. Some of this is no doubt due to the glucose
and to remains of vegetable food in the alimentary tract, but these cannot
accoimt for more than a small part of the large deficit. The large per-
centage of material soluble in alcohol in the following sample also indicates
the unusual nature of this food : Paua 4 solids Of the
sohds, 8-U per cent. = fat, 7-5 per cent. = ash, and approximately 28 per
cent, was soluble in 96 per cent, alcohol, but insoluble in ether.

Table III.

•

» •

(1.) Fresh weight of edible portion
(2.) Water percentage

(3.) Solids by difference

Percentage comjyosition of the solids

(4.) Total nitrogen

(5.) Non-protein nitrogen

(6.) Nitrogen insoluble in alcohol
(7.) Protein [maximal = (4) x 6-25]
(8.) Protein [minimal = (6) x 6-25] ! [

(9.) Glycogen by calculation from Tabte IT
(10.) Fat (ethereal extract)

fMinimal deficit

Maximal deficit

100 -[(8) + (9) + (10) + (II)]

• •

* •

(12.)

•

Visceral
Part.

Grammes.
91-00

75-70
24-30

Miiscle
Part.

Grammes.

104-00

74-20
25-80

« 9-30

2 95
6-35

5810
39-70

(2-36)

7-04

circa 7-00

• *

25-50

43-90

12-24

4-70

7-54

76-30

4700
(5-95)

6-57

617

3-50

.34-30

Remarks.
The foregoing observations indicate that the paua has a considerable

value as a food. An adult specimen weighing, say, 200 grm. is probably
as much as one would care to eat at a time. It would yield about 2-5 grm.
glycogen,, 5 grm. fat, 4 grm. to 5 grm. inorganic matter, and, say, 28 grm.
protem. ihe remamder, about 10 grm. solids, consists mostly of sub-
stances of uncertam value as food. What has been s«id abnv« in reeard

fish

unreliabil

and, although

Httl

sight It might appear that the investigation of such material is of

rmg

account ^ _^^ oxxx«.u ain^ji

lower forms of marine life

hsh lives are deposited under the skin with

mple, it is known
minute crustaceans

iTi nl. ' ^ -L
v*^^v^v^x ucvA L111U.C1 Liie nKxn Willi iiiue 01 no cnaxigt?

nf Tff\ ''r''^'^'i ^^^ *^^^^ ^s no doubt that the simultaneous analysis

waters would yield important inform
fish.

forms

r«rr^-nr !r' '''^^^^ ^ *^^^^ t^« university of Otago for facilities in
carrj^ng on this work, and to acknowledge again the financial assistance
of the research grant from the New Zealand Institute which made it possible.

P. G. Allrecht,
1920, p, 395.
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Food-supply and Deterioration of Trout in the Thermal Lakes District^

North Island^ New Zealand,

By W. J. Phillipps, F.L.S., F.R.G.S.

received

iparately.

Introduction.

The following paper comprises a section of the results of an investigation

on trout food-supply and trout-deterioration^ together with a brief notice

of other works on these subjects published in various parts of the world.

Food-supply for trout is largely dependent on local conditions, and it is

only by a study of all interdependent associations, organic or inorganic,

which bear on the question that the economic zoologist will be able to

decide on an efEective manner of increasing the food-supply of a given

locality. Owing to continuous destruction of trout food by the Maori, and

the presence of various aquatic birds, the study of this subject may become

considerably involved. The birds may prey either on the enemies of the

trout or the trout themselves, or may in various ways lessen the available

food-supply. Accordingly a general survey of the habits of the birds

becomes necessary, and also a consideration of the relative depredations

of each species.

I have been able to conduct an investigation over a limited period

only, and realize that the results so obtained cannot be regarded as fully

conclusive. Generally speaking, large lake trout were found to be feed-

ing on fishes, while stream and many inshore trout were found to prefer

insects, crayfish, plants, &c. Microscopical slides of stomach-contents

were taken immediately after capture of the trout, for as a rule the

digestive fluid acts quickly on unicellular organisms, and renders their

outline indistinguishable. Except where otherwise signified, all trout dealt

with belonged to the rainbow series, and were over two years of age.

I wish to thank Messrs. W. R. B. Oliver and H. Hamilton for

their co-operation in determining certain of the species in the table.

Mr, Oliver assisted by identifying a number of the plants, while Mr.

Hamilton examined the insects. I have also to acknowledge my indebted-

ness to Professor H. B. Kirk, Victoria University C!ollege, WelUngton,
for his interest and kindly criticisms. Further, my thanks are due to

those gentlemen in the Rotorua district w^ho assisted me in securing trout

for examination.

Summary of Analysis of Trout Stomach-contents.

Alto the contents of which
may be summarized as follows : 56 contained fish or fish-remains

; 32
contained insects or insect-larvae; 17 contained molluscs; 11 contained
crayfish ; 31 contained plants ; 44 contained microscopical organisms

;

33 had stones, sand, or gravel in stomach or intestine ; 8 contained the
parasitic worm Histrichus sp.
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proportions
of stomachs to be—Fishes, 60 per cent. ; insects, 18 per cent. ; crayfish,
per cent.

; molluscs, 2-5 per cent.
; plants, 12-5 per

Gatoxias.—The average length of 16 Galaxias sp. from the stomachs of
Rotorua and Rotoiti trout was 56 mm. I believe most to be GaUxim^
hrevip

digested specimens. In all, 23 trout had eaten 132 Galaxias, an average
of 5J per trout.

*

Gobiomorphm.—The conmion bully, Gohiomorphus goUoides, was found
to be the most common fish-food. In order to ascertain the number of
this species m a given portion of Lake Taupo close to the beach, I
enclosed an area of 30 square yards without disturbing the fish ; and,
after an hour s observation, was satisfied that there were over 160 examples
of the species in the enclosure, together with a few Galaxias sp. In the
lakes the bully prefers a rocky or pumice bottom and shallow water.
1 have_ taken several hundreds during a few minutes' dredging in Western

W^l^ ' P'-. T^f .^«tal length of the adult is generally 123 mm.,

h^L 19''''
^^"tu'^'^'i

^^^ trout-stomachs, the average size of 16 young
being 42 mm. Altogether 32 trout had eat^n a f^fnl ^f oi« .* .i..i fl^if

one

average of ^ per trout.

'^W T^rTT.''^
*^^ stomachs examined, one from Lake Rotoiti and

/ir.':!.^ J^!;; T' ^^^ remains of a young trout.

mined
fish. It was noticeable that

bin dunW 21 /,«^^7^,^^«ect food is probably poorer in the lakes

not^arfvtT""?'. '''i;^^'
"' ^"^^^ [Paraneplrops pUnifrons), was

fot^lil'LTi^l^l?^!!-^^^^ P-nl O^ctobir. 1^18, I
stomachs

per trout.

In

^ZS::Zlh.rf^ ^^^^opyrgus .spp. of which there are

iton
being

per

molluscs without the shell.

Seventeen trout had eaten 188 Potamo-
t. Allowing for bones and cartilage, I
laxias 50 mm. Inna pmiala iri wmolif. Rd

Plants.

Novembe
40 per

ad'nJif'l m !l
^^ stomachs containing plants, 9 contained

:t7!r±',Zt2 "''
^frt^«--^^--^- Twenty

1 1 m va^^ous lakes during September, October,

T+ 11 1
^^^ ^^ *^®^^ ^^ contained an average of

It will be seen that the proportion of plant food

Microscopical Omanisms"
""^^"^ ^^ruary

38

Rotifera, Paramoecium. Amoeba
Other

flagellates such a /p/!",,

—

•
-"^"/^^«. faramoeciurn. Amoeba, and

^Srr ^' ^^^"'•^^^^^."^ «P- in an encysted condition.

from wt^aldV^rr'" "^™ "^^ ^^^'^^ ^^^^ - «t<>--t« of trout

Stones
"

in rr '„S i,''l/""'"'-r'' r"-^ "'"''y tl"^* mo^ sand or giavel

pumii beirttl TJ'!" J'r.??'"^«y. ri* "tl"" food. In the cL of
possi
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Trout Food-supply. .

Stomaclis of the koura [Payanephops planiftons), the tadpole of

the Aiistrahau frog {Hyla aurea), the toitoi {GihiomorpTius gohioides),

the gudgeon {Galaxias hrevipinnis), and the koaro [Galaxias huttoni)

were examined microscopically, and each found to contain enormous
numbers of Diatoms, Algae, and Protozoa. Insect-remains were rarely

• found.

In the years 1918 and 1919 I had the opportunity of examining the

stomachs of a number of trout taken in the streams after the close of the

spawning season. The stomachs of many were found to be quite empty
;

some contained stones, and some the eggs of others which had just spawned.
Practically all tlie larger and healthier fish return to the bed of the lake

immediately after spawning. Accordingly, stomach -contents of trout

taken in streams in the latter part of September and during October and
November cannot be regarded as typical. These fish are for the most
part females which, owing to weakness or disease, have been unable to

deposit their ova at an earher date. An attempt was made to fertilize

ova of such fish artificially, the result being that over 90 per cent, proved
sterile.

The tabulated results of analysis of stomach - contents cannot be
regarded as forming a true estimate of the general food of thermal
trout throughout the year, but will give some idea of the relation
and proportion of foods eaten during February, For comparative pur-
poses I submit the results of analysis of trout food-supply by various
authors.

I

Kendall and Goldsborough (1908, p. 47) have found the rainbow trout
in the Connecticut lakes to subsist largely on worms and insect-larvae.
Note is also made of the great harm done through this predatory species
eating the eggs of salmon.

Pearse (1918, p. 274) gives the food-example of S. irideus as follows :

Insects and insect larvae and pupae, 43 per cent. ; amphipods, 42 ])er cent.

;

milhpeds, 10 per cent. ; snails, 5 per cent. Eighteen specimens of Salvelinm
fontinalis were examined, the average results being—Insects and insect
larvae and pupae, 57-9 per cent. ; millipeds, 0-4 per cent. ; mites, 0-4

per cent.
; amphipods, 35-5 per cent. ; aquatic isopods, 0-5 per cent.

;

terrestrial isopods, 0-8 per cent.; snails, 1-4 per cent.; plant-seeds, 00
per cent.

(1904

insect
trout in New Zealand rivers. His results show the large extent to which
insect food is utilized, but these results cannot be fully recognized as
comparable with the existing conditions in the environment of trout in the
land-locked lakes of the thermal district. The trout were examined by
Hudson during the years 1899-1902, and all were from coastal rivers and
streams. The average trout of the Kotorua and Taupo districts is a lake
fish associated with shoals of smaller indigenous fishes which persist in
much larger numbers than in any New Zealand river which I have
examined.

Needham (1902, p. 205) has given a table of the stomach-contents of 25
brook-trout in New York State. The results show an almost complete
absence of food other than insects. On p. 206 he states :

" I am inclined
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to regard only the three first named in the table {ChironomuSy Gorethra,

and Trichopter larvae and pupae) as of any considerable importance

to the trout. To my mind the chief value of this table is that it clearly

indicates one species of economic importance to trout-culture—the

Chironomid, of whose larvae and pupae' an average of 116 specimens had

been eaten by the trout. The largest number eaten by a single trout was

351, while three trout had eaten none at all." Needham carried out an

interesting experiment by feeding a dragon-fly nymph, Libellulu piilchella,

on CoretJira. On p. 210 he states :
" Placed in the nymph's mouth they

were eaten with avidity ; but placed thickly in the water with it, and

swimming around within easy reach, none were captured, or even reached

after, by the nymph. It was probably unable to see them, for it quickly

seized water-boatman {Corisa) when substituted for the Corethra larvae."

If aquatic insects are to be introduced into New Zealand as trout-food,

it would be well first to have as exact a knowledge as possible of how far

the aquatic forms will prey on indigenous species, and also whether the

adults acclimatize successfully when mature.

In regard to the suitability of insect food as opposed to fish food for trout,

Atkins (1910, pp. 841-51) has shown the potency of the larvae of flies in

promoting growth. Experiments carried out by him showed that the fry

of salmon fed with insect-larvae exceeded in growth by 27 per cent, those fed

on chopped meat. Whether adult trout fed on insect-larvae would thrive

to a greater extent than those fed on small fishes remains yet to be proved.

The enormous number of insect-larvae which would be required to equal,

say, six small fishes 4 in. long may easily make the task of increasing the

supply of insects over the large areas of New Zealand lakes much more

difficult than the increase in the numbers of small fishes and other forms

suitable as food. The small fishes {Galaxias spp.) have invariably a large

amount of fatty tissue, and in every stomach in which I found one or more

of these fish oil-globules were numerous.

Embody (1918, pp. 26-33) has given a record of a number of experiments

performed at the experimental hatching-station, Cornell University, the aim

being to ascertain a substitute for the fresh-meat food used to feed trout

for commercial purposes. An interesting note in regard to the mortality

during experimentation is as follows :
" In general fingerlings were more

susceptible than yearlings and older trout, and rainbow trout were less

resistant than brook and brown trout. In nearly all cases this high

mortality could be checked in the course of two weeks by changing to a

diet of some fresh meat.'^

Kendall (1918, p. 534) states that the general food-supply upon which

the adult fish depends may be divided into two classes—fishes and insects.

Further, he adds that in all waters there is a seasonal supply of insect-

larvae which varies with the season and locality ; but where food in the form

of fishes is available the insect food appears to be more or less neglected,

particularly by the larger fish.

This statement is interesting when Salmonidae are considered in the

light of evolution. It is now recognized that the family as it exists to-day

is derived from an ancestral form w^hicli existed about the Cretaceous

period, and whose natural habitat was the ocean. It will be seen that many

of the same types of food may have been utilized by the ancestral form,

with the exception of insects. Accordingly insects and insect-larvae have

gradually entered into the category of food-supply as Salmonidae have

taken to rivers and streams.
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Deterioration.

din

with

Dahl (1919, p. 28) notes as follows :

West. East.

Food

Lakes

Spanners . -

Ova

Mostly insects and small organisms

Often deep, and therefore little

productive

Small and young, therefore vigorous
reproduction

Small, with small growth-capacity

Mostly large animals, fresli-water

shrimps, snails, and Lepidiints,

Often shallow, and therefore more
productive.

Larger and older, therefore slower

reproduction.

Large, with better growth-capacity.

DahFs researches are of great interest and importance ; but much further

-ms

be accepted in their entirety.

Armistead (1920, p. 58) states as follows :
" A stock of mountain-trout

subjected to a favourable environment may grow and improve for some
years. After a time a recoil takes place and the improvement is replaced
by a deterioration, apart, as far as I can tell, from the question of food.
It is as though the vitality accumulated originally through generations of

hardship was exhausted in the process of growth."
Dahl (1919, p. 33) states that " growth depends on the qualities of the

fish

ovum M

available at the stage when feeding commences, the whole future history
of the trout depends (1) on the amount of nutriment available for the embryo
in the yolk-sac, (2) on what may be termed the inherent constitutional
vigour imparted by the parents to their progeny.

There can be no doubt that decreasing food-supply has a direct bearing
on the question in the thermal lakes, but I am of the opinion that this is

not the solution of the whole problem.
In regard to Dahl's tabulated 'observations, it would be interesting to

ascertain whether outside fry or young trout were introduced into any of
the lakes to augment the parent stock; also whether the trout of the
eastern lakes of Norway had greater natural facilities for sexual inter-
mixing than was afiorded the trout on the western side. Further, it may
be J;hat^certain inorganic constituents of the separate waters have been

'•r the predominance of two different types of plankton and
In the thermal-lakes district I have examined the yolk-sacbenthos

ovum

in
younger and older trout. The rainbow trout of these lakes reach their

In my opinion it isabout
these large trout (which at the age of six years weigh anything up to 9 lb.)
that more than others will be likely to produce a strong and healthy
progeny, and thus aid in maintaining the basic standard of the race.

Progeny derived from the same parents may not impress upon their
progeny a strong constitutional vigour. Milne (1917, p. 37) writes : " ^"It

a mmor tributary in a large watershed, and some of the progeny are

an^ tnnlf'^^
^^<i G^gg (1922) have given considerable data on the relations cand inorganic geochemistrj^ to fish life.
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planted in the parent stream, the run falls ofi and may eventually dis-

appear." These remarks refer to the salmon on the Pacific coast of North

America. In the state of nature many of the eggs of the adult fish do not

arrive at maturity, and the mortahty among young fish is generally high
;

but in the artificial condition of the hatchery the loss is small. The fact

described

falhng ofi.

being

points

At the present time (1923) the phenomenal increase in weight and size

of thermal-lake trout is everywhere recognized. It is quite possible from

facts to hand in regard to present condition of trout, which in certain lakes

average 9 lb. in weight, that these fish have recovered from what may be

regarded as a degeneration cycle. Land-locked Salmonidae throughout the

world have been known to deteriorate at intervals of several years. Many
regard decreasing food-supply as the key to this problem ; but this is

certainly not the case in the thermal region, where the relative abundance

of plankton has not altered since 1918, while the weights of fish have

gradually increased since 1919.

Of all aquatic animals able to exist in temperate zones, Salmonidae are

perhaps the most susceptible to change of environment, and respond almost

immediately to altered conditions of any kind. Apart from human
agencies, the geology of the surrounding country, its flora and fauna,

altitude, latitude, and cUmatic conditions must all be considered when
standpoint
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Second Siq^plement to the Uredinales of Netv Zeahfid.

By G. H. CuxNiNGHAM, Mycologist, Department of Agriculture, Wellington,

[Eead before the Wellingfon Philosophical Society, 24lh October, 1923 ; received by Editor,

31st December, 1923 ; issued separately, 30th July, 1021.]

Since Parts 1 and 2 of " The Uredinales, or Rust-fungi, of New Zealand
"

were published {Trans. N,Z, InsL, vol 54, pp. 619-704 ; ibid., vol. 55,

pp. 1-58, 1924) the following additional species and hosts have come

to hand :

—

1. Uromyces Edwardsiae n. sp.* (Fig. 128,) Leguminosae.

0. Spermogones unknown.

III. Teleutosori on pods which have become converted into distorted,

rugulose, inflated, piriform galls, attaining a size of 40 X 18 mm.f ; chocolate,

pulverulent, covering the entire surface, naked. Teleutospores broadly

elliptical, less commonly obovate, 30-40 X 22-26 mmm. ; apex rounded

or bluntly acuminate, slightly (3-4 mmm.) thickened, base attenuate or

rounded ; epispore 2-3 mmm. thicL conspicuously longitudinally reticulate,

with, in addition, a few coarse warts near the apex^ pallid chestnut-brown ;

pedicel deciduous, hyaline, up to 15 X 6 mmm.
; germ-pore apical, con-

spicuous, frequently crowned with a tinted papilla.

Host : Edwardsia tetraptera (J. Miller) Oliver (= Sophora tetraptera

J. Miller). On pods. Herb. No.-1234. III. Tahakopa, Catlins (Southland),

70 m., C. M. Smith ! March, 1923. (Type.)

The host is indigenous and widespread ; it occurs also in Lord Howe
Island, Easter Island, Juan Fernandez, and Chile (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 123).

The fungus attacks the pods shortly after flowering, causing them to

become distorted and much inflated. In place of the normal pod, 5-20 cm.
long, a short piriform gall is formed in its stead. The surface of the gall is

much wrinkled and covered with the masses of chocolate-coloured sori. The
epispore of the teleutospore is covered with distinct reticulations, arranged
in parallel rows which converge at the polos This character separates tliis

from every other species occurring on the genera Edwardsia and Sophora,
No less than six species of Uromyces, and two of the form-genus

Aecidium, have been recorded as occurring on these two genera, as under

:

n, III. Uromyces hyalinus Peck. America. Leaves and stems.
II, III. U, shikohianus Kus. Japan. Leaves.

III. U. cladrastidis Kus. Japan. Leaves.
HI. U, truncicola P. Henn. et Shirai, Japan. Stems.

II, III. U. Sophorae-japonicae Diet. Japan. Leaves.
II, III. U, Sophorae-jlavescentis Kus. Japan. Leaves.

I. Aecidium Sophorae Kus. Japan. Leaves.
I. A. howhai G. H. Cunn. New Zealand. Stt

The majority of these species of Uromyces possess verruculose teleuto-
spores, but none have the peculiar reticulations so noticeable in our species ;

the gall-forming habit, and habitat on pods, aro also characteristic features.
Particulars as to the Japanese species have been obtained from a recent

paper by Ito (1922).

« Latin diai^noses

T in thia article the contraction "mmm." is used for micromiUimetres.
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surface as discoloured areas ; on stems scattered over irregular

orange.

2. Puccinia heketara n, sp. (Fig. 129.) Compositae,

0. Spermogones unknown.

1. Aecidia hypophyllous and caulicolous ; on leaves aggregated into

irregular closely-packed groups on distorted spots, visible on the upper

inflated

areas which may attain a length of 25 mm., bright orange. Peridia

embedded or slightly erumpent, cupulate, 0-5 mm. diam., margin lacerate,

shghtly reflcxed, standing above the leaf-surface about 0-25 mm. Spores

elliptical or obovate, 25-35 X 18-22 mnim. ; epispore moderately and finely

verrucose, 2 mnim. thick, hyaline ; cell-contents orange, vacuolate.

III. Teleutosori hypophyllous, seated on niinute spots which may or

may not be visible on the upper surface, chocolate-brown, circular or

irregular in outline, up to 1 mm. diam., frequently less, erumpent. pul-

verulent. Teleutospores elliptical, 45-55 X 20-26 mmm. ; appx rounded

Fig, -128.

^iG. 129.

Fig. 130.

Uromyces Edwardsiae n.

Puccinia heketara n. sp.

Uredo Forsterae n. sp.

sp.

or bluntly acuminate, not or slightly (3mmm.) thickened, base attenuate,

lower cell slightly longer and narrower than the upper ; constricted at the

septum ; epispore smooth, 1-5-2 mmm. thick, pallid chestnut-brown, cell-

contents vacuolate ;
pedicel deciduous, hyaline, stout, up to 25 X 8 mmm. ;

germ-pore of the upper cell apical, basal pore between one-third and

two-thirds below septum, both conspicuous and papillate.

;8-40

Host : Olear

Herb. No. 1241.

(Type.)

))ghair< Oil leaves, petioles, and stems.

gt

The host is endemic, and abundant throvighont the North Island

and lowland forests of Marlborough and Nelson (Cheesenmn, 1906,

p. 286).

This rust closely resembles Puccinia Atkinsonii G. H. Cuuu. (on Oleana

excoHicata Buch.), but differs in many minor characters, especially in the

non-retuse apex, thinner epispore, and smaller size of the teleutospores.
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3. Uredo Forsterae n. sp. (Fig. 130.)
'

Candolleaceae.

II. Uredosori hypophyllous, on irregular yellow spots, scattered, ellip-

tical, 1-2 mm. long, dark chestnut-brown, bullate,. pulverulent, surrounded

by the ruptured epidermis. Uredospores globose to obovate, 24-31 X
18-25 mnim. ; epispore finely bluntly and moderately echinulate, chestnut-

browu; 1-5-2 mnim. thick, with 2-3 obscure equatorial germ-pores.

Host : Forstera BidwilUi Hook. f. On leaves. Herb. No, 1272»

^ nont (Taranaki), 1,000 m., E. H, Atkinson / 2 Feb., 1923.

The host is endemic, and distributed through the mountain-ranges of

both Islands (Cheeseman, 1906, p, 393).

These three species bring the total of species collected in New Zealand

to 124, this number being distributed in the following genera : UromyeeSy_

14 ; Vromydadium^ 4 ; Puccinia, 68 ; Gymnocorvia, 1 ; Phragmidium^ 5 ;

Hamasjpora^ 1 ; Coleosponum, 1 ; Melampsora, 2 ; Melampsoridiumy 1 ;

Pacciniastrufn , 1 ; Milesina, 1 ; Aecidium, 11 ; Uredo, 14.

ADDITIONAL HOSTS

These hosts have come to hand since the pubUcation of the tw^o pre\aous

papers

Gramixeae.

Puccinia graminis Pers. {Trans, N.Z, Inst,, vol. 54, p. 644, 1923).

Agropyron scahrnm (Lab.) Beauv, On culms. Herb. No. 1273.

III. Queenstown (Otago), 500 m., W. D. Reidf 5 June, 1923.

Poa aquatica L. On leaves. Herb. No. 740. II, III. Araraki
(Hawkers Bay), 35 m., G, E. C. 22 Feb., 1922,

The former host is indigenous and widespread, and occurs also in

Australia (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 923). The latter host is an introduced
species

Cyperaceae.

Puccinia Caricis Schroet. (/.c, p. 649).

Carex appressa E. Br. On leaves. Herb. No. 367. III. Blufi

(Southland), sea-level, W. D. Reid f 26 May, 1922.

The host is endemic, and confined to the South, Stewart, and several

of the outlying islands (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 814).

Puccinia Unciniarum Diet. et. Neg. {Ic, p. 650).

Undnia australis Pers. On leaves. Herb. No. 597. II, III. Pencarrow
(Wellington), sea-coast, E, H, Atkinsmi ! 21 Jan., 1923.

indigenous
areas; it is said to occur in the Sandwich Islands (Cheeseman, 1906,

p. 802).
^

POLYGONACEAE,

Puccinia tiritea G. H. Cunn. {^c, p. 654).

Muehlenbeckia axillaris (Hook, f.) Walp. On leaves. Herb. No. 1274.

300m.,(?. H. G. 24 March, 1923.

Australia (Cheeseman, 1906
occurs Tasmania and
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Onagraceae.

Puccinia pulverulenta Grev. (?.c., p. 665).

Epilohium junceum Sol. On leaves. Herb. No. 593. II, III, Shore

of Lake Taupe (Auckland), 400 m., E. IL Atkimonf 9 March, 1922.

Epilohium pictum Petrie. On leaves. Herb. No.' 508. II, HI. Cass

800 19 Jan., 1922.

Epilobium puhens A. Rich. Herb. No. 1275. II, 111. Wakatipu

(Otago), 400 m., W. D. Reid! 5 June, 1923.

E, junceum is indigenous and abundant throughout both Islands, and

occurs also in Australia ; E. pictum is endemic and confined to the

mountain regions of the South Island ; E. pttbens is indigenous and

abundant throughout, and occurs also in Australia (Cheeseman, 1906,

174-76)

COMPOSITAE.

Puccinia fodiens G. H. Cmm. (I.e., p. 682).

Cehnisia spectabilis Hook. f. Herb. No. 750. II. Mount Waiopehu

(Wellington), 1,700 m., G, H. C, 26 Oct., 1919. Sugarloaf, Ca<*3

(Canterbury), 1,000 m., W. D. Reid / N. R. Foy ! 20 Jan., 1922,

1922.

000 m., E, H. AtJcinson ! 13 March,

Puccinia novae-zelandiae G. H. Cunn. (Lc, p. 686).

Olearia arhorescens (Forst. f.) Cockayne and Laing (= Olearia nitida

Hook. f.). On leaves. Herb. No. 790. I. Mount Egmont (Tara-

,000

?foli

(W

4 Feb., 1923.

600. I, III. Franz

28 June. 1922.

bei

?folia bein

1906, pp. 285^ 291).

CORPvECTIOX.

Miss E. M. Wakefield in a recent letter has pointed out that Puccinia

Hoheriae, described as new on page 661, Trans, N.Z. Inst., vol. 64, has

already been published by her in the Kew Bulletin, the species being named

from material forwarded to Kew in 1917 by A. H. Cockayne, This species

should therefore be cited

/
Syn. P. Hoheriae G. H. Cunn., Trans, N.Z, Inst,y vol. 54,

p. 661, 1923.

I am indebted to Miss Wakefield for drawing my attention to this matter.

LATIN DIAGNOSES.

Uromyces Edwardsiae sp. nov. (Fig. 128.)

0. Tncognitis.

III. Soris teleutosporiferis in sufflatis, rugosis siliquae sedere ; ad 40 X
18 mm., brunneo-nigris, pulverulentibns, nndis. Teleutosporis late ellipticis

V. obovatis, 30-40 X 22-26 mmm. ; apice rotundato v. acuminato, leniter

3-4 mmm. incrassato, basi attenuate v. rotundato ; episporio reticulato,

2-3 mmm. crasso, castaneo
;

pedicello deciduo, hyalino, ad 15 X 6 mmm.
;

foramine germinis apicale, conspicuo, saepe papillato.
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Hab. : In siliquae Edwardsiae tetrapterae (J. Miller) Oliver. Tahakopa,

Southland, New Zealand, 70 ra. C. M. Smith.

Puccinia heketara sp. nov. (Fig. 128.)

0. Incognitis.

1. Aecidiis hypophyllis et caulicolisque, in magnis catervis in inaculis

detorsis quae desuper cerni possunt solide confertis. ad 25 mm. longis, irre-

gularibus, luteis. Peridiis immersis v. leviter erumpentibus, cupulatis,

ad 0*5 mm. diam., marginibus laciniatis, leniter incurvatis. Aecidiosporis

ellipticis v. obovatis, 25-35 X 18-22 mmm. ; episporio minute verrucoso,

2 mmm. crasso, liyalino.

III. Soris teleutosporiferis hypophyllis, in maculis minutis nigro-brunneis,

brunneo-atris, rotundis v. irregularibus, ad 1 mm. diam., erumpentibus,

pulvcrulentis. Teleutosporis ellipticis, ad 45-55 X 20-2G mmm. ; a'pice

rotundato v. acuminato, non v. leniter (3 mmm.) crassato, basi attenuato,

ad septum constricto ; episporio leve, l'5-2 mmm. crasso, castazieo, contentu

vacuolato
;

pedicello deciduo, hyaline, ad 25x8 mmm. ; foramine germinis

cellulare superioris apicale, foramine basili ad ^-| infra septum, coaspicuo

papillato.

X. Mesosporis raris, obovatis, ad 29-40 X 16-23 mnmu
Hab. ; In foliis vivis Oleariae Cimninghamii Hook. f. I-III. York Bay,

Wellington, New Zealand, 100 m. E. H. Atkinson.
m

Uredo Forsterae forma sp. nov, (Fig. 130.)

II. Uredosoris hypophyllis, in irregularibus maculis flavis, raris, ellip-

ticis, ad 1-2 mm. longis, castaneis, bullatis, pulverulehtis, epidermide
rupta cinctis. Uredosporis globosis v. obovatis, ad 24-31 X 18-25 mmm.

;

episporio subtiliter echinulato, castaueo, 1-5-2 mmm. crasso, cum 2-3

foraminibis germinis in circulo aequinoctialis, indistinctis.

Hab. : In foliis vivis Forsterae Bidivillii Hook. f. II. Mount Eojmont,

.000 E, H. Atkinson.

AN

Puccinia Caricis Schroet.

Puccinia fodiena G. H. Camu
Puccinia graniinis Pern,

Puccinia heketara G, H, Cnmu
Puccinia Hoheriae WakeJ,
Pnccivia Hoheriae G. H. Cunn.

Agropyron scabrum (Lab.) Beaiiv.
Carex appressa /?. J5r.

Celmisia spectalnlis HooL /.

Edwafdsia tetraptera (./. Miller) Oliver,
Epilobium junceum SoL
Epilobium pictum Petrie.

Epilobium pubens A, Rirh,
Foratera Bidwillii Hook./.
Muehlenbeckia axillaris [Hook, f.) W alp.

Spfxies.

Puccinia novae-zelaudiae G, H, Cunn,
Puccinia pulverulenta Grev,

Puccinia tiritea G. H. Cunn,
Puccinia Unciniarum Diet, et Xeg.

i Uredo Forsterae C H. Cunn,
Uromvces Edwardsiae G. U, Cunn.

Hosts.

Olearia arborescens {Forst. /.) Cockayne and
La in

(J,

Olearia avicenniaefolia {Raortl) Hook. J.

Olearia Cuuninghamii Hook. /.

Olearia nitida Hook. f.

Poa aquatica L.
Sophora tetraptera J. Miller.

Uncinia australis Pers.

LITERATURE CITED,

??rf Q^^^Q9o \f' ^^^- ?^^"^^^ ^/ ^^^ ^'««^ ^^""^^'^d Flora. Wellington.
iTO.b., 1922. Uromyces of Japan. Coll, Agr. Hokkaido Imp, Umv.,vol ll.pp.231'35
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The Usdlagineae, or ''Smuts,'' of New Zealand.

By G. H. Cunningham, Mycologist, Department of Agriculture, Wellington,
'

N.Z. -

\Rmd before the Wdlhigton Philosophical Society, 24th October, 1923 ; received by Editor,

31st December, 1923 ; issued separately, 30lh July, 1924.]

Plates 44-47.

This group of fungi is characterized by the production of masses of dark-

coloured spores in or on the leaves, stems, or inflorescences of Phanerogams.

On account of the dark colour and usually powdery nature of the spore-

masses, members of this suborder are populariy termed " snmts." Many

are of considerable economic importance, for, where preventive methods

are not practised, certain species cause a heavy annual loss to those engaged

in the culture of cereals and grasses. On this account they have for

the past half-century been the subject of eonsiderable investigation by

mvcologists, with the result that in most cases their structure and hfe-

history are well known.

The spore-mass, or sorus, consists of numerous spores w^hich at maturity

may be free and one-celled, or may be aggregated into spore-balls ; in

certain genera many of the spore-balls are surroimded completely or in part

by sterile cells. Various names have been applied to the spores by dif-

ferent workers {e.g., '^ chlamydosi^ores," ^' teleutospores," "brand-spores,"

*' pseudosporcs," " resting-spores "), but in tliis paper they will be termed

simply " spores." The spore, on germination, usually produces a structure

bearing lateral or terminal conidia. This body has been variously named

{e.g.,
" promycelium," "germinal tube," " hemibasidium," " probasidmm,"

"basidium"), but in accordance with its significance in classification it

should more properiy be termed a " basidiuni." Unfortunately, its behaviour

is so varied in difEerent genera and species as to make it impracticable

to apply this term (see under Ustilago) ; to avoid confusion the term

" probasidiuni "
is used in this paper, for this implies that it is the fore-

runner of the basidium, an opinion held by many modern taxonomists. In

the majority of cases the probasidium gives rise to hyaline continuous

spores (variously termed " sporidia," " sporidiola," " promycelial spores,"

" conidia "), to which in this paper the term " conidia '' will be applied.

A conidium, on germination, produces a hypha (infection hypha) which

penetrates the host-tissues, where under favourable conditions it gives rise

to a mycelimn, from which eventually the spores develop.

All species undergo this cycle, but, as might be expected, the details

vary considerably in difEerent genera, and even in difEerent species in the

same genus. These differences, in so far as they concern New Zealand

species, are dealt Anth under the respective species in which they occur.

Members of the Ustilagineae are Usually considered to be obligate

parasites. Strictly this is nor the case, for kniep (1921) has successfully

grown Urocystis Anemones \Vint. on culture media, the full cycle being

completed thereon. Many species may be grown on media, where they

produce abundant mycelium, but this is the first recorded instance in

which spore-formation occurred. Then, too, at one stage in the cycle

every species is saprophytic, producing probasidia and conidia (when

these occur in the cycle) in the soil.
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MORPHOLOGY.

Mycelium.

When a conidium germinates it produces a small infection hypha,
LCli, If conditions are favourable, nenetrates f.hp f;JfisnP<= nf +1,^ v,^cf

mycelium
There

their necessary food substances from the host-cells. The hyphae ramify
between and send mto the host-cells minute botrvoidal or irrpa„l/r
haustoria

;

cells.

tryoidal or irregular

found to Denfttxatft into flip

Infection may occur when the host is in the seedling stage (as in UMago
iZl^- .ttl- Jf!^!." ^"''k^\!^ «-. "f flo-/ng! through th'e
stigma (Dstilago Tritici)

Anemones),

The mycehum ib difficult to detect in the host, partly owing to the

T^JT .•
,^/P^^'/"^ P"^^>' ^^°g ^ t^« f^«t that at the time

iTlJ^'TT \^ ^^^}^^ commonly undergo gelatinization
; but they

. '^,fr ^ ^ ""^'"'^'^ '^ *^^ ^^^"^ty ^f the developing son. They
are usually much septate, narrow, being only 2 or 3 micromillimetres thick.

tn\^rZrT"^T"'T\ '\''\ ^^'^^''^ ^'^- Tte mycelium often persist

2tl^^Tl\^T 1 '^ ^"'*?n^^^
^^ '^' «P"^g Sroy^' i^to and infects

o eie±rfiif •

^""^ '^"°*- ^^ ^yP^^^ may "stimulate the host-colls

formedfn .1^ ''^/ consequently, with certain species, large galls areformed in the vicimty of the sorus (e.g., Ustilago Zlae Vmr )
^ ^

SpOPvES.

ItlYo:et:Lt'^ar.f:„';?S"ri ^^^^y -rr»y p-^-^
within+T>a +Tco.,..« r.f 4.1, 1 ^ V

">^c^, uut may also De lormed witnin

certain wr?lf "" and stems. From the yegetative mycelium, in

off hi /p'lf T'' '^''"^ '^°^* ^^P^^« ^'^ P^^<^«ced which are cut

rounded^andT
*^\^«g«t^,?^«, n^jcelium

; they then become somewhat

XnntWl w^ll • ?^^'
walls become partly gdatinized. Within these

by a ^oU^^rA ^r\' 1 protoplasm, which later becomes surVounded

LLra thevT

l

• ^! ^''^^' °^ deyelopment difier in the different

ft matuHfv ' T' r*"^^^
^'^^^ ^^^^ "^der each genus. The spore

* ^^orLrri^iJ'Aj^..^-;^^>'-d .-«- hyaHnl rather delirate

enclosing the protoplasm.coloured

numerous

roa:rve™S: oTSaJ'^ ^^''^"^ ™^ ^' ^" ^^'^ "

Germixatiox.— ^- — -^ ^ q ^

tmctod "J^Si^'f
""'^

^'rrf^^
^' ^^^*"^^' ^^ ^^y ^e^^re a more or lesstmcted penod of rest. The methnd nt rr.^i^^li^^j-.ix :j„-„v.i,r

in dJfFprpnf „^r,« J
'^^i-^uu ui gernunanon aitters consideraoij

miese d fferefr '
'''"' in. difierent species in the same genus

spSL In Z Tl.™"'
conveniently discussed under each genus anaE theL" r"i ''rr^a*:!^^r r'f -f «"^;',";f

=
"' "'

L'^r.^™.^.,^.P^^<l^<^^d; on it are borne ^UhL l.f.r.l .r.A f^muna!ome either lateral and terminal

terminal conidia, which, ifnumeron<? nrn o^^ J •
,

"^ many lerminaj comma, wnicn, unumerous, axe arranged m a whorl (Tilletiaceae). Exceptions occur, such
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as when a probasidium is produced wMch develops directly into an infection

hypha, conidia being absent. In such a case the species is placed in one or

other family on account of the possession of certain other characters.

(See under " Taxonomy,")
In water the conidia produce short infection hyphae, seldom secondary

conidia, but in nutrient solution they often give rise to secondary or

tertiary conidia by a process of budding.

CYTOLOGY.

The vegetative myceUum (prior to the formation of spores) is invariably

binucleate until shortly after gelatinization of the walls of the sporogenous

hyphae, when the two nuclei fuse, the mature spore being uninucleate.

When the spore germinates the protoplasm passes into the probasidmm,

i,„f +y,c TiiiPlmis nsiiallv remains within the spore and there di\dde8, the

urn

Vstilago this probasidial nucleus

divide, and all then migrate into the probasidium, where each takes up

such a position that when the probasidium becomes septate each cell

contains un-

mi In

those members of this family in which conidia are produced the conidia

often conjugate, a short conjugation-tube passing from a conidium to one

nrlia.r.Pnt. with which it fuses. or both may produce tiibes which meet

and fuse. nucleus

fuse with its fellow. When this

binucleate conidium germinates it produces an infection hypha, the cells

of which are binucleate owing to simultaneous division of the two nuclei.

This binucleate condition persists until spore-formation.

Tilletia the probasidium is at first

with

ui L^x^.^... ™ r- ' "^^" ^^'^^^^ *^^^ P^^^' ^^ Tilletia conjugation

occ'i^rwhilsTThr conidia are still attached to the probasidium. Here a
iced

oduced : this fuses

mi As

produce an aerial mycelium

which secondary conidia arise, it follows that this mycelium, together w ith

the secondary conidia, is binucleate.

In those species of either genus in which no conidia are produced

conjugation is effected between neighbouring hyphae derived from the

probasidium. Short lateral outgrowths are produced; these fuse, and

the nucleus of one migrates into the cell of the other. In this manner

the mycelium becomes binucleate. Exceptions occur, however, .for

Eawitscher (1912) has shown that with Vstilago Maydis Cda. (= U. Zeae

Ung.) the conidia do not conjugate, the mycelium remaimng uninucleate

throughout its vegetative existence until the period of spore-formation,

when during the formation of the sporiferous hyphae the ends of adjacent

cells come in contact, their walls break down, and two nuclei come

together in the swollen terminal region so produced. These nuclei fuse

almost immediately, so that the developiiig spores are uninucleate as in

normal plants. '

i i r i

This matter cannot here be discussed at greater length; further

particulars may be obtained from the papers of Dangeard (1894), Harper

^^Rm\ T.ntman fl9in. Rawitscher (19U), Kniep (1921).
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EEMEDIAL TREATMENT.

win
1,^ _l^

, ^ - , O ^ •/ O »*» T WA AX^ 4AU

parts of the world have carried out considerable work on tlieir control.
According to the methods of infection, this remedial treatment may be
classed under the two heads— (i) Destruction of seed-borne spores by
steeping in some fungicide

;
(ii) destruction of perennating mycelium in

the seed.

(i.) Many species are perpetuated by spores carried on the seed ; these
germinate and infect the host in the seedling stage {e.g., Ustilago Avenae,
U. levis, U. bromivora, U. Jensenii, Tilletia levis, and T. Tritici) ; in fact, the
majority of the species of economic importance are included in this group.

The treatment recommended is to steep the seed in some fungicide
wi

the seed. Of the many solutions tried, formalin .and copper-sulphate
have been most widely used ; unfortunately, both, though effective as
fungicides, impair the germinating-vitality of the seed.

Successful trials have recently been made with other fungicides, one of
the most promismg being powdered copper-carbonate, first recommended
by Darnell-Smith (1917; 1921). For particulars as to the methods of
treatment, and a resume of the effect of these three substances on the
germination of wheat, see NeiU (1923), who also gives a bibliography of
recent experimental work in this connection.

German cheniists have since 1914 been experimenting with considerable
SUCCPSR With vannno /^T-fra.n'n „^A I :. _ n • .. -.i

mercury
phenol derivatives sold under the trade names of " Uspulun," " Germisan,"
&c. bamples of some of these compounds are now available, and will be
tned out m this laboratory mth a view to ascertaining whether they are
apphcable under New Zealand conditions.

^
(ii.) Other species are perpetuated by means of hibernating myceliumm the ovule (e.g., Ustilago striaeformis , U. Tritici). This mycelium

remains quiescent until the seed germinates, when it grows with the
growing - point of the host until the formation of the inflorescence,
eventually replacing the ovule by a mass of spores. Needless to say,
external treatment with a fungicide is useless as a control in this case, since
It cannot reach and destroy the internal mvcelium.

Jensen (1888
;

1889a) demonstrated by numerous experiments that if
the seed were soaked for a few hours in cold water, then for a few
minutes m hot water (53° C), infection by Ustilago Avenae and " U. nnda"

)re\^ted. Freeman and Johns(5n (1909) found by experimenting
muii Jensen s modified hot-water treatment that "

Ustilaxio nuda " and
U.lntici could be entirely held in check. Their methods are summarized

with

below

wo
7'''' \^^^^^' ^°^^ ^'^ "^"^^ ^^t^^ for five hours ; foUow by soaking in hot

water at a temperature of 52=^ C. for fifteen minutes. For wheat, soak

r^n2^ '%.^'Z^^''!'! ¥^- H -^king in hot water at 54° C. for
minutes

detriment. Germi
fully carried out

witl

effir?rr.J\^^n^
^as shown that the hot-water treatment is also an

In ThT1.! 1 !?* v^
^'^*^«^^ striaeformis. It could also be used for
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A third method o? coinbatmg these diseases is that of the production

of resistant strains of the hosts. Unfortunately, little work in this con-

nection has as yet been attempted on an extensive scale. That such

strains do exist is readily demonstrable. For example, Mr. S. Hill, of

Auckland, has selected a strain of Bromus unioloides (a plant that in New

Zealand is invariably infected with Ustilago hromivom) which, although

constantly grown side by side with infected plants, yet remains free from

smut. I understand Mr. Hill intends to place seed from this smut-

resistant strain on the markt't.

TAXONOMY.

The earlier systematists of last century had apparently vague ideas

as to the position this suborder should occupy, for they usually included

it as a subgenus of the genus Uredo. This close association with the rusts

continued until the appearance of a paper by the brothers Tulasne {1847).

In this paper, as a result of germination experiments, they separated the

family Tilletiaceae from the Ustilaginaceae. They also discussed the

position that they believed the suborder should occupy, comparing and

contrasting it with the rusts. In a later work (1854) L. R. Tulasne

sketched out the position he believed these two groups should occupy,

suggesting their affinities ; it is interesting to note that this work has

largely been confirmed by modern workers.

Brefeld (1883) placed the suborder in the Hemibasidii, for he considered

its members to be intermediate in position between the Basidiomycetes

and the Phycomycetes, ha\dng arisen from the latter. He considered

the probasidia to be of the nature of a basidium, and considered that the

presence of this structure showed the group to be more closely related

to the Basidiomycetes. He believed those Basidiomycetes with septate

basidia to have arisen from the Ustilaginaceae, those with simple basidia

to have arisen from the Tilletiaceae, for he believed the former to

possess septate, the latter continuous basidia. As will be shown below,

species and genera placed by him in the Tilletiaceae also possess septate

probasidia.

Moeller (1895) erected for the Ustilagineae the order Prot^basidiomycetes ;

this he divided into six families, all with septate basidia. He considered

TiUetia to be the progenitor of those families possessing cruciate basidia,

and Ustilago to have given rise to those with transversely septate basidia.

•Patoulliard (1900) has arranged the classification of the Basidiomycetes

in such a manner as to show the affinities of each order ; his arrangement

is such a convenient one that it will in part be followed in this paper in

so far as the position of the Ustilagineae is concerned.

He divides the Basidiomycetes into two subclasses, Homobasidiae and

Heterobasidiae, the latter being characterized by the septate or simple

basidia, spores on germination producing conidia which form a mycelium

reproducing the fructification. The Heterobasidiae he divides into four

orders—Auriculariales, Tremellales, Tulasnellales, and Calocerales ; in the

first (characterized by the transversely-septate basidia) are included five

suborders, of which the Ustilagineae is one. It is characterized by the

probasidia being multiseptate, and the cells pleurosporous.

The suborder is usually di\ided into the two following families ;

UsTlLAOTXACEAE . . Probasiclium usually with lateral and terminal coni

TiLLKTiACEAE . . Probasidium usually with terminal conidia.

\
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;ermination set out above are considered

rtrarrant the maintenance of two families.

logically, a tliird family must be erected to contain those species (occur-

ring in both the Ustilaginaceae and Tilletiaceae) the spores of which on

germination give rise directly to an infection mycelium, a true probasidium

being absent. This has not been done, however, and when these species

have been encountered by workers they have been placed in one or other

family on account of the possession of certain other characters. For
example, it is often claimed—first by Brefeld (1883)—that the probasidia

of the Ustilaginaceae are invariably transversely septate, those of the

family

Tilletiaceae being continuous ; but careful examin
of members of the Tilletiaci

also are transversely septate.

A third method of differentation considered to be of value is that of

spore -formation, for it is claimed that it is intercalary in the Ustilaginaceae,

acrogenous in the Tilletiaceae. This character holds in so far as Ustilago

and Tilletia are concerned, but when the development of the spores of those

genera in which spore-balls occur is considered, as in Sorosporium and
Urocystis, it is seen that in essentials the method of development is identical

in each.

It is thus obvious to the systematist that the characters upon which
the two families have been erected are not sufificiently distinct to warrant
their retention ; consequently the two should be merged in one, the

Ustilaginaceae (the older name). This merging of the two families is by no
means a n^w idea, for it has already been effected by several writers,

among whom may be mentioned van Tie^hem (1893), and Tubeuf and
Smith (1897).

The suborder is poorly represented in New Zealand, for only twenty-
three species are here recorded, included in seven genera. This is in

marked contrast to the rusts, of which some 124 species have been collected
and recorded. It is probable that many additional species vAW. be added
to the New Zealand records in the future; as specimens come to hand
they will be dealt with in subsequent papers.

The writer beheves that the object of any taxonoinic papr is to present
in such a manner as to enable any one to determine with a reasonable
degree of accuracy the species discussed therein ; consequently in this

paper only species possessing

grounds being relegated
to the waste-paper basket of synonymy. For if biologic races are con
sidered as species (necessitating gennination experiments, cultural exiJeri-

ments, &c., to prove their identity), then the work entailed in their

•nil

AU imless otherwise stated are drawn
up froni material in the herbarium of the writer. All drawings have been
made with the aid of a camera lucida, from spores mounted in 50
lactic-acid solution. Onlv mature Kum dra

notepaper.
specimen

W. D, Reid
Le

pecimens
Laboratory, for the preparation of all photographs used herein : Mr. C. C.

^nttkbank Plant Pathologist, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne;
iJr. Jiug. Mayor, Switzerland; members of the Mycological Exchange
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Bureau of Plant Lidustry, Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.,

U.S.A., for contributions of specimens in exchange : and Dr. E. J. Butler

(Director) and Mr. E. W. Mason, Bureau of Mycology, Kew, England, for

literature, references, &c.

USTILAGINACEAE.

Endophytic fungi parasitic upon Phanerogams. Mycelium either local-

ized or widely dispersed, of hyaline septate hyphae. Spores arising in

compacted masses of sporiferous hyphae, modified from the vegetative

mycelium. Son evident, forming compact or pulverulent spore-masses in

definite areas on the host, or more rarely permanently embedded within

the host-tissues. usly sculptured

ring singly or aggregated into spore-balls, the latter often partially or

within mm
of a probasidium on which are usually produced lateral or terminal conidia.

In the family Ustilaginaceae (including the Tilletiaceae) are included

twenty-one genera, seven of which have been collected in New Zealand^

Amon^ the various mycologists who have worked with the suborder,

opinions are divided as to the number of genera that should be retained.

For example, Clinton (1906) includes under the Ustilaginaceae (excl.

Tilletiaceae) the following eleven genera : (1) Vstihgo, (2) Sphacehtheca,

(3) Melanopsichium, (4) Cintractia, (5) Schizonella, (6) Mykosyrinx,

(7) Sorosporium, (8) Thecaphora, (9) Tolysporelh, (10) Tolyposporium,

and (11) Testicularia. Under the Tilletiaceae he includes (1) liUelia,

(2) Neovossia, (3) Tuburcinia, (4) Urocystis, (5) Entyloma, (6) Burrillia,

(7) Doassansia, and (8) Tracya, Of these, Dietel (1900) includes Cintraetia

and Sphacelotheca under Ustilago, and lists in addition the two genera

A nthracoidea Bref. and Poikilosporium Dietel. Anthracoidea is now con-

sidered to be a synonym (and in this paper Hsted as such) of Cintractia

;

the second, according to Clinton, is a synonym of Thecaphora, To those

listed by Clinton may be added Melanotaenium De By. and Elateromyces

Bubak,'the latter of recent origin. Of those other genera that have been

Li f,./^.>. f^Tiio fn fimp 1?hnm/i)hn<?7)ora'D. D. Cunn. is ulaced bv CUnton

under Entyh

Doassansia

;

(1901

Tracya ; Graphiola Foit. is no longer consiaerea to oeiong u) inis suooraer
;

and Cerehella Ces. is considered by Saccardo (1886) to be an Hyi)homycete.

Key to Genbra,
Spores single, not in balls.

Son pulverulent at maturity.

Sori naked at maturity.

Elaters absent from the sori. ^

Probasidia usually with lateral conidia

Sori

lateral conidia -

.

1. UsiUago*

Probasidia usually with terminal conidia .

.

5. Tilldla*

Elaters present in the sori -

.

-

.

. * 2. Elateromyces,

enclosed within a definite fungous membrane .

.

4. Sphacelotheca

Sori compact.
Central columella of host-tissue present in the sorus . . 3. Cintractia.

Central columella absent

Spores aggregated into balls.

Sterile cells present

Sterile cells absent

• •

« • • *

5. Tilletia*

7. Urocysiis.

6. Sorosporium.

* There is really no satisfactory key character upon which to separate these two

genera ; for the characters upon which separation is based, see under the respective

genera
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1. UsTiLAGO (Persoon) Roassel.

RoussL, flora Calvados, ed. 2, p. 47, 1806.

£e!<r. P%5. J/orjjA. Orj?., vol. 5, p. 7, 1895.
• 1- '

Son forming dark-coloured pulverulent spore-masses in various parts
of the host, usually in the inflorescences.

Spores single, globose or angular ; epispore coloured, smooth or variously
sculptured; germinating by a short septate probasidium, which either
produces couidia laterally and terminally, or develops directly into an
mfection hypha. ''

Distribution : World-wide.

• , ^7 f^'^'^f^
^P^""'"' "^''®' ^^ ^^i^^' ^l^^e« are indigenous and six

introduced. The genus is a large one, and contains more species than any
other genus m the suborder, for Clinton (1906) records seventy-two for
North America. McAIpmc (1910) lists nineteen for Australia.

ll>e pulverulent naked sori and single spores serve to separate this

ITl T I °'f"''
''''^^ ^^^ exception of Tilletia. The production of

probasidia beanng lateral conidia serves to separate those species of Ustilago

Cm-n''"f
'
f^'^'^r ^'T ^^'""'^ °f '^'^^^< ^lii^h prSuce probasidia

whlh fh "\T /°f
'^'''-

•

^^^ "' ^^^^ g^"^^^ occur certain species in

i^P L> "7 A
'^

,g^^."^^«f
^o" differs in that no conidia are produced,

sn^cr. ™ developmg directly into an infection Iiypha. With such
species

ilayidium
unless

clar,rt 'w ^ '"™« t» separate tLe two ge„„a are six>re-siz<., i

',^.rll"i ..^uT«' "' '^"'^-."^ -latively larger than 'tl
Ustilaq

t being

those of

UstiUan Tt "^'^'^.f
"«"^^b; bezng placed in metia; if intercalary, in

eroctJ'tn ."• .f ^'T^^
^' ^"^^l^^^fi^^ if the genus r^./.'^/^/.o/iere

woud „l '""'f"\
^h^'^^ f°™^ i" wl^icli no conidfa arc present; but this

rrnl^ tn'w ' "T*^"' -^^ "^"^^^""^ consistency, the erection of another

fenlation t'"" ? '^'-T'^.f
^'^''^"^^ ^^on^^'t^o'-a, where the method of

germination departs considerably from the normal

the ar«n.;i f r?'
,^^cmbers of this genus have been fomid only on

IdditiZIff'-.
"'

'^T'^'''
^^'^ ^'^^^ ^^*^" ^^corded on the foUowing

aaclitional families: Cvneraf^Pa^ T.;i,-o^„„„ t>„i -r. _...i „

Can-onhv l/^^r n
'- ,^^P^^^ceae, Liliaceae,' Polvgonaceae, Portulaceae,

l.ar}ophylIaceae, Oxahdaceae, and Onagraceae.
'

-formation
WaldheimriRfiQ\ w^n .1 • ^ «.

""ift-eu uui, oy jpiscner von waianeiiu

Kie comi"''^ ', ^^^^^^^'"ti^tion, gelatini nation of the sporiferous

obhterated wher';rf "T^'T ^'^^ ^^^ ^'^"^«» ^^ *^^ch hypha is almost

tilecW^^
*^' ^^/*"" ^^^°^^« compacted together and the gela-

iUs d ffic,, r T' "''

'^T ^ "°^^^P^^^-^ gelatinous mass is formed in which

by transvel
^''"'1 "^^'^^«^I ''^Pl^^e. These hyphae become divided

the to 0? rnn^ '" ?
short-colled lengths, and in'the cells thus formed

mass W Z ."''"\ '''"'' development, those noar the periphery of themass tirst attainmg to matur t,v Th^ „.]„*:. ^} A Lj^ t-X...

spore lope

IS rrnnsinirnous Untilat mafnrif,--;*^ i x- , ,.'
o^'*"»'^ny oecomes less conspicuousat maturit) it has entirely disappeared.

^

hao AvenTfV^''
the genus three methods may be observed: in Usti-

^senunZoul%TT'^'T ^'^"'"^^ transversely septate, and from it
ansa numerous lateral and one terminal conidia; in U. hromivora the
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protasidiuni is short and usually continuous— although it sometimes

becomes two-celled--and on this structure is produced a teruunal coukIiuui

i7, comhurenji.

6. l\ bromxvora,

9. t7. Readeri.

which on oermination (in nutrient solution) agam produces a probasidiuui,

which in turn gives rise to a conidimn ; in U. Tritid and U. striaejormis

the probasidium gives rise directly to an infection hypha, conidui being

absent.
Key to Species of Ustilago.

Spores smooth.
Spores under 6 mmm.* long

Spores over 6 mmm. o r' r

Sori compact, covered with a membrane -

.

• i- f^- Jenseiiiu

Sori pulverulent, without a membrane . • • - - t- lens.

Spores rough ;
granular, verruculose, or verrucose.

Spores somewhat coarsely verrucose.
^ j- , e

Sori principally in the leaves 5. I . stnaejonm...

Sori principally in inflorescences. - j-
t, u ,

Sori semi-compact .- •• •• •• i.l^-Ouuuta.

Sori pulverulent

Spores minutely verruculose.

Spores over 10 mmm.
Spores under 10 mmm. . .

Sori destro\ing entire inflorescences .. •• * t lutici.

Sori semi-compact, only partially destroying spikelets 1. I. Arenae.

1 Ustilago Avenae Jensen. (Text-fig. 2, and Plate 41, fig. 2.)

Gramineae.
Jens., Charb. CereaJes, p. 4, 1889.

U perennans Rostr., Overs. K. Daii.she Vid. Selsk. Fork. 1S90, p. 15, 1890.

Cintradla Aienae EU. et Tr., Jour. Myc, vol. «, p.
"", 1890.

Sori in spikelets, seldom in the leaves, usually completely destroy-

ing the floral parts, forming a pulverulent, olivaceous spore-mass, which

eventually falls away, lea^ang only the bare axis of the inflorcsccnco.

Spores globose or subglobose, 5-9 mmm. diam. ;
epispore distinctly

but finely verruculose, pallid olive, more Ughtly coloured on one side,

0-5-0 -75 mmm. thick.
t • a u^r-u

Host: Arrhenathemm eluiius (L.) Beauv. In inflorescences. Herb.

No 1247 Phmmerton (Wellington), sea-coast, E. Bruce Levy! 22 Dec,

1920 E H Atkinson! 1 Dec, 1921. Ashburton (Canterbury-), 70m

// // Allan! 15 Dec. 1921. Crookston; Dunrobin (Otago), J. C. NeilU

G.H.C. 7 Feb., 1924.1

Distribution : World-wide.

The form on ArrJienatheruni elatius was separated as a

account of the presence of perennating myceUum in the perennial parts of

the host • it is identical morphologically \nth the form on the oat, so that

pecies

.t cax^xxu. be considered as more than a biologic race.

Germination.—In water the spores commence to germinate in from

twelve hours (fre.sh material) to three days (old material). A long and

slender probasidium (occasionally two) is produced ;
into this the proto-

plasm of the spore penetrates, and after the probasidium has attained

a length several times that of the diameter of the spore several (3-5)

transverse septa appear. On or near these septa several elhptical, hyaline,

minute continuous conidia appear. When detached these may in turn

germinate infection hyphae. In nutrient

solution, according to Brefeld (1883), the conidia do not produce hyphae,

but produce secondary or tertiary conidia by a process of budding.

In this article the contraction " mmm." is used for micromillimetres.

t A few localities obtained between the dates of reading the imper and publication

have been inserted.
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immune

Infection.—T\as was first studied by Brefeld, who found infection
occurred only in the seedling stage of the host. He sprayed budding
conidia on to the seedhng leaves at different stages of growth

; those
plants which had ^attained a development of the leaf beyond the sheathing-

j: J ^_ X.. rpj^^
conidia germinated and produced

an liiit'LLiuu ny^aia. wmcn penetrated the cuticle and entered the parenchyma
where it produced numerous colourless branched hyphae. As the plant
increased in size he found the hyphae increasingly difficult to trace imtil
at matunty he was able to locate them only in the nodes, where they
appeared to be fragmentary and much broken up. Apparently only those
hyphae situated in, or near the growing-point are able to infect the ovulesm tne developing inflorescence.

Thus the fungus is transmitted by spores lodged on the seed, between
the glume and the pale. When the seed is sown the spores germinate
and infect the emerging cotyledon, as described above

Von Liebenberg (1879) has shown that the spores, if kept under dry
conditions, may remain viable for seven years; so that seed stored for
several years if soxvm without preventive treatment, may bear spores
capable of infecting the yomig plants as they emerge. A second method
of infection is known--that of infection from spores remaining in the soil
from a pre^aously infected crop. This source is scarcely likely to be
troublesome here, for, judging from the readiness .vith which spores
germinate m water, it is probable that with our rainfaU such spores
would have germinated long ere the seed-bed was prepared for a second
crop.

found

stign
.^ug pxuudMuia wmcn in turn produced abundant conidia. When the
comdja germinated they produced infection hyphae which gave rise to a
rnycehum in the penpheral parenchj^ia of the glumes, the embryo
emaimng unaffected. He believes this mycelium, and the secondary
comdia produced from the hyphae on the inner surface of the glumes, to

r d tr?. Xr'lTL ^?^.^- «^ .-^-t-.-- « t^s regulany occurs,

sowing
as a controllant, for the solution used would be unable to penetrate into the

fS' ^^'^T^'^J
t^^ Perennating mycelium therein. lA such a case the

400)

2. Ustilago levis Magnus. (Text-fig. 1, and Plate 41, fig. 1.)

Magn. Ahh. Bat. Ver, Prov. Brand., vol. .S7 n fio 1}

i venae

1890.

Sori in spikeletfi, destroyiiig the inner
semi

more ^ia^tr^l''^'''^'
^^ °^^-

' "i^^^P°^« «™°«^h. ^^'^ chestnut-brown,more Lghtly coloured on one side, 0-75 mmm. thick

WeraroI\wri'''f''L^- JS"
inflorescences. Herb. Nos. 195, 304.

(AuSd^lon^'""^;; ^V^-'J' ^'^^ ^'"^y^ 12 Jan., 1920. Ruakura

burvf ^i ^^w'l' i' ?; ^^^«^'^«-' 27 Jan., 1921. Lincoln (Canter-
Durvl 30m., F. E. Ward! IS Feb., 1921.

Am^fa and Europ^e"''''^
"''^'""'^' ^"' '^'^''^^ ^"^^ ^^^"^ ^^'^^^
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Text
Text
Tkxt
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

FIG,

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIO,

FIG.

FIG.

1.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

TJstilago levis Magn., from Aveva saliva L.

U, Avenue Jen^.y from Arrhenatherum daiius (L.) Beauv.

U. Tritici Jens., from Triticnm vvlgare VilL

U, comburens Ludw., from Danihonia Buchanani Hook. f.

V. Jensenii Rostr.> from Hordeum vulgare L.

U.buUata Berk., from AgropyroJi scabrum Beauv.
£/. striaeformis (Weatnd.) NiessI, from Holcvs lanaius L.

U. bromivora (Tul.) Fisch. t. Waldh., from Bromus unioloides H.

All X 1,000.

B.K
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This species is abundant tlirougliout New Zealand. It is separated

from the preceding on account of the smooth epispores of the spores. The

sori also differ somewhat in their being more compact-

Germination, life-history, and control are the same as in TJ. Avenae,

3. Ustilago Jensenii Rostrup. (Text-fig. 5, and Plate 42, fig. 2.)

Rostr., Overs, K. Danshe Vid. SelsL Fork. 1890, p. 12, 1890.

Uredo Hordei var. terja Jens., Chart. Cereales, p. 4, 1889. Ustilago Hordei Kell.

et Svv,, Ann. Rep, Kamas Ayr. Exp, Stn.^ 2nd Rep,, p. 268, 1890.

Son in spikelets, forming a semi-compact black mass, long covered

by the transparent basal parts of the glumes.

Spores globose to shortly elliptical, 7-11 X 5-8 mmm. ; epispore smooth,

olivaceous or sepia-brown, more lightly coloured on one side, 0-75-1 mmnu
thick.

Host: Hoi'deum valgare L, In inflorescences. Herb, Nos. 298, 1253.

Ruakura (Auckland), 120 m., A, H, Cockayne f 25 Jan., 1921. Blenheim

(Marlborough), 50 m., J, Scolt! 28 Feb., 192L Winton (Otago), J. C.

Neill! 14 Feb., 1924.

Distribution : Australia ; North America ; Europe.

This is known as the ^' covered smut of barley," on account of the

manner in which the sori are covered by the basal portions of the glumes.

It is common on this host throughout New Zealand.

This species, together \\\\\i JJ , Avenue, U, levis, and U, Tritici, were

at one time included under the collective species TJ. se{]etumJ)\iivci, Jensen

(1889a), as the result of numerous infection experiments, split U . segetii

into three races, as follows : 0-) U, segetum var. Avenae ; (2) U, segetum

var. Tritici ; (3) JJ. segetum var. Hordei. The variety Hordei he fiirther

divided into the two forms : U. segetum var. Hordei forma nvda

;

JJ. segetum var. Hordei forma tecta.

Brefeld (1888) considered the forms on barley and on wheat to be

distinct, for he found the probasidium did not produce conidia, but gave

rise directly to an infection hypha. He found also that these races would

not infect oats ; consequently he considered them to be distinct from the

form on oats, and included them under the name of JJ . Hordei Bref. In

m

his species are included JJ, segetum var. Tritici Jens, and V . segetum var.

Hordei Jens, (including the two forms nuda and tecta).

Kellerman and Swingle (1890) raised to specific rnnk the two forms

on barley

—

nuda and tecta—naming them respectively V. nvda (Jens.)

Kell. et Sw., and V. Hordei (Pers.) Kell. et Sw, Thus Brefeld's U. Hordei

was spht by them into three species— (1) V. Tritici (Jens.) Kell. et Sw.

;

(2) U. Hordei (Pers.) Kell. et Sw.
; (3) JJ. nuda (Jens.) Kell. et Sw.

Now, as the name Hordei was previously used by Brefeld, it cannot

again be appUed to a species ; as TJ. Hordei of Kellerman and Swingle

was named JJ, Jensenii by Rostrup the same year, this name should be

used for this species. Tbe matter is further complicated in that although

the forms tecta and nuda are morphologically separable, and may therefore

be considered as distinct species, the form nuda (JJ. nuda Kell. et Sw.) is

identical morphologically with JJ. Tritici Jens., for both possess pulverulent

sori, echinulate spores of the same size and colour, and the same method
of germination. After extended and critical examination of these two
so-called species I am unable to indicate a single morphological character

by which they may be separated. True, in certain collections the spore-

mass is sHghtly darker in colour on wheat than on barley, but this

character is not distinct in all collections.
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*• *• •* •«

» •

« *

f7. Aveiuie Jens.

U. Levis >ragn.

U. Jtnstnii Rostr.

I am of the opinion, therefore, that Z7. Tritici Jens, aiul U, nicda KelJ.

et Sw. must be reunited under one name. As to the selection of this

name : U, segetum cannot, of course, be used, nor can U. Hordei Bref.,

for this included the recognized species V. Jensenii Rostr. and the one
imder discussion, JJ, Tritici Jens, was by Kellernian and Swirigle described

on page 262 ; U, nuda Kell. et Svv. on page 277 : since tlie former lias

page priority, it is the one to be used.

Chnton (1906) gives the citation of this species as U. Tritici (Pers.)

Rostr,, but the specific naine used by Rostrup is taken from Uredo seyetum

var. Tritici Persoon, in Tent. Disp. Fung., p. 57, 1797, a pubUcation whicli

antedates the starting-point of modern nomenclature.

The four species under discussion may then be separated by the fol-

lowing characters :

—

Probasidium producing conidia.

Sori pulverulent.

Spores ecliinulate

Spores sraooth .

.

Sori compact
Probasidium producing an infection hypha, conidia Ijeiug absent U. Tritici Jens.

Germination and infection (of U, Jensenii) are similar to the preceding

tw^o species.

4. Ustilago Tritici Jensen. (Text-fig. 3, and Plate 42, fig. 1.)

Jens, : Kell. et Sw., in Ann Rep. Kansas Agr. Exp. Sta.,

27fd Rep., p. 622, 1890.

Ustilago segelum var. Tritici Jens., Om, Korns. Brandp,^ p. 61, 1888. t/. segetinn

var. Hordei forma wudfl Jens., Jour. Roy. Agr. Soc.^ vol. 24, p. 4, 1889.

U. Hordei var, nudn Jens., Chart, Cerecdes, p. 4, 1880. U, nnda (Jens.) Keif,

et Sw., Ann, Rep. Kansas Exp. Sin., 2iid Rep., p. 277, 1890. U, Tritici

(Pers.) Rostr., Overs. K. Dan.^ke Vid. Selsk. Fork. 1890, p. 15, 1890.

TJ. Hordei Rostr., Lc, p. 10. U. Tritici forma foliicoln P. Henn., Zeitschr.

Pflanzenkr., vol. 4, p. 13U, 1894. Vstilngidium Hordei Herzb., in Zopf,

Beitr. Phy'i. Morph, Org,, vol. 5, p. 7, 1895. V^ Tritici Herzb., I.e.

Sori in spikelets, destroying ovaries and glumes, forming olivaceous or

almost black spore-masses, finally falling away and loa\'ing the bare axis

of the inflorescence.

Spores globose to shortly elliptical,' 5-8 X 4-5 mmm. ; epispore minutely

but distinctly verruculose, pallid to dark olive, with a lighter-coloured

zone on one side, 0-5-0-75niinm. thick.

Hosts :—
Triticnm vidgare VilL In inflorescences. Herb, No. 407. Lincoln,

Canterbury, 30 ni., F. E. Ward! 5 March, 192L
Hordeum vnlgare L. In inflorescences. Herb. No. 46. Weraroa,

(Wellington), 120 m., 6?. H. C. 11 Nov., 1919.

Distribution : World-wide.

The form on wheat is commonly known as " naked smut on wheat."

that on barley as '' naked smut of barley." As has been pointed out (under

V. Jensenii), the two forms differ only in that each is confined to its host,

but as they are identical in morphological characters they must be con-

sidered as the same species.

The two species on barley may be separated on account of the following

differences :

Sori compact ; spores smooth , - .

.

. , L'. Jensenii,
Sori pulverulent ; spores verruculose .

,

,. U. Tritici.

Germination,—In water a probasidium is produced which gives rise

directly to an infection hypha ; this may branch and form a mycelium,
but does not at any time produce conidia.
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Infection,—With the race on barley it was first suggested by Jensen
{1889b), and later independently confirmed by Hecke (1905), that infection
occurs through the flower. With the race on wheat Maddox (1897) first

demonstrated that infection occurred through the flower ; his work was
later confirmed by Brefeld (1903). The spores ar* wind

germinate
a probasidium, which develops immediately into an infection hypha ; this

penetrates the style and enters the cells of the developing ovary, where a
mycelium is formed. As the embryo c^ mm^
into it and form a resting mycehum. which remains latent until such time
as the grains germinate. When germination commences these hyphae grow
out with the cotyledon, keeping pace with the growing-point until the
formation of the inflorescence, when they penetrate to the developing
ovaries. These they convert—together with the developing ovules—into a
mass of mycelium, which later produces the spores.

The significance of this life-history, from the viewpoint of the farmer, is

that the resting mycelium is embedded in the tissues of the grain, where
it cannot be reached by fungicides ; consequently the disease cannot be
controlled by the usual steeping methods. Freeman and Johnson (1909)
claim to have successfully combated this smut by means of Jensen's
modified hot-water treatment (see p. 400).

5. Ustilago striaeformis (Westendorp) NiessL (Text-fig. 7, and Plate 46,
fig. 2.)

Niessl, Heiw., vol. 15, p. 1, 1876.

Acad,

ormis C
Branden

Tilhtm De Baryana Fisch. v. Waldh., in Rabh. Fungi Eur
T. Miln Fcl., Symb. Jlyc, vol. 1, p. 40, 1869. T. striae
Ztg., vol. 36, p. 440, 1878. T. alopecurivora Vie, Bot. Ve.. . ,„.. .

Imrg, vol. 25, p. 214, 1884. T. Brizae Ule, I.e. Ustilago Poanm McAlp.,
Froc. Roy. Sac. Vic, n.s., vol. 7, p. 220, 1894. V. washingtomana Ell. et Ev.,
Bun. Torrey CI, vol. 22, p. 57, 1895. Tilldia Airae-caespitosae Lindr..
i>oc. pro Fau)ia el Flora Fennica, vol. 26, p. 15, 1904.^

Sori rarely in the inflorescences, commonly in the leaves and leaf-
sheaths, forming long striae often many centimetres in length, frequently
converging to form irregular black areas, at first covered by the epidermis,
becoming exposed and pulverulent, finally in old specimens the leaves
becoming shredded

; in inflorescences the sori are frequently hidden within
the glumes, but eventually become pulverulent and partially exposed.

Spores globose to shortly elliptical, often somewhat angular, 10-17 X
8-12 mmm.

;
epispore moderately and somewhat coarsely verrucose, olive-

brown, 1-1-5 mmm. thick.

Hosts :

—

Dactylis glomerata L. In leaves and sheaths. Herb. No. 265.
Cluny, Turakina (WeUington), 210 m., G. H. C. 2 Jan., 1921.

Holeus lanatns L. In leaves. Herb. No. 1276. Ettrick (Otago),
300 m., H. B. Tennentf 10 Feb., 1921. Karon (Wellington),
200m., R. Waters/ 6 Dec. 1923.

World
s species

become Infected
plants are usually stunted, and not infrequently killed outright.

(rermmattm.~08nei (1916) has well illustrated the method of ger-
mination. A short probasidium is produced, and this grows directly into
an infection hypha : no conidia are Drndnrpd
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Text-fig. 9.

Text-fig. 10.

Text-fig. 11.

Text-fig- 12.

Text-fig. 13.

Usiilago Readeri Syd., from Danihonla pilosa R. Br.

Sphacelothecn Hydropiperis (Schum.) De Bar\% from Polygonum sp.

ElaieromyceB niger G. H. Cunn., from Carex dlpaacta Berggr,

E, olivacevs (DC.) Bubak, from Care^ virgaio Sol.

Cintractia sclerotiformis (C. & 31.) G. H. Cuim., from Uncinia riparia

R.Br.
Text-fig. 14.—C Caricis (Pers.) Magn., from Carex lernaria Forst. f.

All X l,rMX>.
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Infection.—According to Osner, healthy plants become infected through
the flowers, as is the case with wheat or barley infected with U. Tritici.

Following infection the hyphae remain quiescent in the seed until they
germinate, when they grow out with the developing leaves and stems.
These hyphae give rise to the linear sori ; those that grow with the growing-
point of shoots producing inflorescences infect the ovaries as they are
formed. The mycelium also hibernates in the roots of perennial plants,
and infects developing shoots as they emerge in the spring. Osner points
out that the disease may be combated by means of the modified hot-water
treatment (p. 400), but this would prevent only young plants (seedlings)
from becoming infected, for, since he has shown the mycelium to be
perennial in jjeronnial plants, it follows that once such a plant has become
infected nothing in the way of remedial treatment can be attempted.

The species is placed by the majority of systenia tists in the genus
Tilletia, largely on account of the work of Fischer von Waldheim (1869),
who claimed the method of spore-formation was that of this genus. Osner,
however, has shown that spore-formation is intercalary in the spore-forming
hyphae, and that this "adds weight to the contention that the organism
18 a species of Ustihgo rather than of Tillelia.'' He mentions the
appearance of transverse septa in the probasidium a& another character
m support of placing the species in V.^tilago. This, however, is of little

significance, since these septa also appear in the probasidia of Tillcfia.

6. Ustilago bromivora (Tulasne) Fischer von Waldheim. (Text-fig. 8,
and Plate 43, fig. 1.)

v &

F. V. Waldh., Bull. Soc. Nat. Mosc, vol. 40, p. 252, 1867.
Us'.ilagu Carlo Y^T. vulgaris d. bromivora TuL, Ann. Sci. XaL, ser. 3, vol. 7, p. 81,

1847. Lmtractia jjatagonica Cke. et Mass., Grev.. vol. 18, p. 34, 1889.
Son in spikelets, often hidden within the glumes, sometimes destroying

them at the base, at first bullate and somewhat compacted, becoming
pulverulent, black.

_

Spores globose to shortly elliptical, often polygonal, 8 11 X 7-10mmm ;

epispore minutely but densely verrucose, olivaceous or dark reddish-brown,
1 mmm. thick.

Hosts

:

Bromus hordcaceus L. In panicles. Herb. No.
'

442. Bh-nheim
(Marlborough), 30 m., F. Sisson! 12 Nov., 1920.

Bromus unioloifles H. B. K. Herb. No. 47. Weraroa (Wellington),
120 m., G. H. C. 11 Dec, 1919. Omahu, Thames Valley (Auck-
land), W. G. Goodinn! 22 Nov., 1921. Blenheim (Marlborough),
30 in., R. Waters! 27 Nov., 1923. Lincoln (Canterburv), 30m.,
F.E. Ward! 3 Dec, 1923.

Distribution
: World-wide.

The species is fairly abundant on prairie-grass throughout New Zealand.m many cases only occasional spikelets may be infected, but as a rule all
on a panicle are attacked.

Germination.—In water the spores readily germinate, producing a small
probasKlmm, on the apex of which is produced a single elliptical conidium.
in nutrient solution, according to Brefeld (1883), a two-celled probasidium
IS formed; this uroduces cnnidia ^h\n\. ,-^ JL a i... „ L..v„„;,i;„ni
again producing conidia.

probasidium

^i»/emon occurs in a manner similar to V. Aveme. McAlpine (1910)

controls th-

"^ ^^""^ ^'^^^ formalin or copper-sulphate effectively
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7. Ustilago bullata Berkeley. (Text-fig. 6, and Plate 42, fig. 3.)

Berk., Fl NZt, vol. 2, p. 196, 1855.

Sori in inflorescences, at first enclosed in a lead-coloured membrane,
when senii-comj^act, becoming exposed, when 2)ulverulent, black.

Spores globose to shortly elliptical, 8-12 X 7-8 mmm. ; epispore closely

and finely verrucose, olivaceous, I mmm. thick.

Host : Agropyron scahrum (Lab.) Beauv, In inflorescences. North
Island, W. Colenso. 1849, (Type in Herb. Kew.)

Distribution : Australia.

The host is indigenous and widesi)read ; it occurs also in Australia

(Cheeseman, 1906, p. 923).

This species was described by Berkeley from material forwarded by
Colenso to Kew. I have no New Zealand material in the herbarium, the

above description being drawn up from Australian material kindly for-

warded by Mr. C. C. Brittlebank, Plant Pathologist, Department of Agri-

culture, Melbourne.

Gerynination.—McAlpine (1910, p. 152) has successfully germinated the

spores of this species. He found that in water the probasidium became
three-celled, the proximal cell eventually developing into a well-developed

infection hypha ; no conidia were produced, but in nutrient solution a

probasidium was produced, which gave rise to numerous conidia.

8. Ustilago comburens Ludwig. (Text-fig. 4, and Plate 41, fig. 3.)

Ludw., Zeitschr, PJlanzenkr., voL 3, p. 139, 1893.

Vstilayo luicrospora Mass. et Rodw., Kew Bull,, p. 160, 1001, £7, exlgua SyJ.,

Ann, Myc, vol. 1, p. 177, 1903.

Sori in spikelets and stems, at first compact, bullate, and covered with

a lead-coloured membrane, later destroying the entire panicle and becoming

exposed on the rachis as a dense bronze pulverulent mass, eventually

falling away, leaving the naked axis.

Spores globose to shortly elliptical, 3-5 X 2-3 mmm. ; epispore smooth,

tinted olive, 0-5 mmm. or less in thickness.

Host : DanlJionia Buchanaiii Hook. f. In panicles. Herb. No. 497.

Dunstan Mountains (Otago), 350 m., W. D, Reid I 6 Dec, 1921.

Distribution : Australia.

The host is endemic, and is confined to the mountain regions of the

South Island (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 891).

The species is characterized by the exceedingly minute size of the spores.

It was first recorded on a species of Sti/pa, but ^McAlpine (1910, p. 154),

who has examined portion of the type ]naterial. states that the host in

question is a species of Da)Ukonia.

I have been unable to germinate the spores.

9. Ustilago Readeri Sydow. (Text-figs. 9, 27, and Plate 43, figs. 2, 3.)

Syd. in letter; JVIcAlp., Shiuts. Atislr.y p. 159, 1910.

XJ^lUago Agropyri McAlp., Ag. Oaz, X,SAV,, vol. 7, p. 154, 1806.

Sori in spikelets, stems, and leaves, commonly destroying the entire

inflorescence. On stems and leaves forming conspicuous striae ; in in-

florescences, at first enclosed within the leaf-sheath, becoming exposed and
appearing in the form of semi-compact masses covered with the remnants
of the glumes, when greyish in colour, at length naked, pulverulent, black,

finally falling away leaving the bare axis.
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minu
Spores globose to shortly elKptical, 11-14 x 8-12 mmm. ; epispore

Hosts :

thonia pilosa R. Br. In panicles, stems, and leaves. Herb.
Nos. 782, 1267. Mount Hector, Tararaa Mountains (Wellington),
1,600m., E. H. Atkinson! 21 Dec, 1919. Plimmerton (Wel-
lington), sea-shore, E. H. Atkinson/ 1 Dec, 1921. Kelburn
(Wellington), 120 m., G. H. 0. 23 Nov., 1922 ; 4 Dec, 1923.

Danthoma semiannularis R. Br. Herb. No. 200. Whitianga (Hawke's
Bay), Shelford-Bidivell ! 18 Dec, 1920. Otane (Auckland), H. F.
Nunnf 3 Mar., 1922. Botanical Gardens (Wellington) 80 m
G.H.O. 19 Jan., 1921. J. C. Neill/ G. H. C. 4 Dec,'1923.

'

Ant/wxanthum odoratum L. Herb. No. 1248. WaUaceville (Wel-
Imgton), 30m., F. E. Ward! 5 Dec, 1920.

Distribution : Australia.

Both species of Danthonia are indigenous and abundant throughout;
they occur also m Australia (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 890). This smut has
Jitherto been recorded only on DmUTionia, Anthoxanthum being an addi-
tional host. ®

• AT^ % *^® '?''^* abundant of all species of the Ustilagiuaceae occurringm ^ew Zealand and appears season after season in the same locaUty.
U. Agropyn McAlp. was based on a mixture of material of Agropyron and
Uanthonm, which was afterwards separated out.

Germination~Tn water germination occurs within twentv-four hours,
probasidia bearing abundant conidia being produced; frequently the
comdia are borne on short sterigmata. In nutrient solution the conidia
produce

2. Elateromyces Bubak.
Bubak, Archiv. pro Prirodovedeclcy VyzJcum Cech, dil. 15, C. 3, p. 32, 1912
Sori semi-compact, dark-coloured, usually confined to the 'inflorescenc

with
numerous coloured filaments (elaters) formed of numerous hyphae arrange,m parallel fashion; germination by means of an elUptical probasidiuni,
which becomes detached as a conidimn.

Distribution: World-w4de.
Of the three New Zealand species, two are endemic, and the third is

indigenous, being widely distributed elsewhere.
This genus was erected by Bubak on account of the presence in the

peculiar

coloured
manner. The hyphae are septate, and are is mmm. in thickness : the

than this bemg on an average 8^10 mm. long ; in thickness they vary from

W:V .'
"3™- or even more. They are so characteristic that I have no

hesitation in foUowmg Bubak and placing those New Zealand species
possessing these structures in this genus. Their function is unknown, but
they are supposed to assist in spore-distribution.

ihe method of germination is discussed under E. otivacevs and E. niger.

hpJnt L ^^!- ^ealand species are confined to the Cyperaceae, two

.11 P-
^'i*!'

^'^ ^«"^' *^« t^'^^ on <?«^nia. Bubak records another
species in addition to B. olivaceus~E. Treuhii (Solms.) Bubak (= UstOago
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Text-pig. 15.

Text-fxg. 16,

Text-fig. 17,

Text-fig. 18.

Text-fig, 19.

Text-fig. 20.

Ciniractia Spinificis (Ludw.) McAlp., from Spinifez hirsiftvs Lab
Tilhtia Hold (Westnd.) Rostr., from Holcus lanatus L.

T. decipiens (Pera.) Koem, from Agro^i"! vvlgaris With.
T, TrUici Wini., from TrUicum mdgare ViU.

T» hvis Kuehn, from TrUicum mdgare ViU,

Vrocystis Anemones Wint., from Ranunculus insigiiis Hook, f.

All X 1,000.
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Treubii Solms.), on Polygonum cinense from Java ; but his combinatiou
cannot be accepted, for U, Treubii is a synonym of U. emodensis Berk.,

according to Massee (1.899). I cannot say whether it should be placed in

Elateromyces^ for I have not examined specimens.

Key to Species.
Sori olivaceoiis ,

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

3. £?. olivaceus.
Sori black, or nearly so.

On Gahnia .

.

.

.

.

.

.. I, E, endoirichus.
On Carex .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2. £. niger,

w

1. Elateromyces endotrichus (Berkeley) n. comb.
Ustilago eiulotriclia Berk., Fl. N.Z., vol, 2, p. 196, 1855.

Sori in inflorescences, elliptical, black, pulverulent, intermixed with
numerous long coloured elaters.

Spores globose,^ 5-7 mmm. diam., epispore minutely and closely verru-
culose, blackish olive.

Host
: Gahnia sp. In inflorescences. North Island, Sinclair. (Type in

Herb. Kew.)

Distribution : New Zealand.

Only the single collection now at Kew (as Ustilago) has been made of

this species. It is closely related to the following, which may possibly turn
out to be the same ; I have separated E. niger principally on account of

the larger spores, and especially the very nmiierous black elaters.
E. eiidotrichus has been recorded from Ceylon, but Fetch (1912)—to

whose paper I am indebted for the description of the spores, given above
—states the Ceylon species is E. {Ustilago) olivaceus.

nu

f

2. Elateromyces niger n. sp. (Text-figs. 11, 28, and Plate 44, fig. 1.)

_
Sori in occasional ovaries, at first compact and partially concealed

within the perigynium, becoming exposed when semi-pulverulent, black,
elliptical, and up to 6 mm. in length ; intermixed with very numerous
conspicuous elaters, black in mass, blackish-olive individually, which may
attain a length of 15 mm. but are commonly less, averaging 10 mm.

and moderately verruculose, dark olive, 0-75 mmm, thick.
Host: Carex dipsacea Berggr. In panicles. Herb. No. 311. Pen-

carrow (Welhngton), sea-coast, E. H. Atkinson! 10 Feb., 1921. (Type,)

occurrincr
of both Islands (Cheeseman, 1906, p, 822).

This is separated from the following species on account of the smaller
and more_ regular spores, black colour of the sori, elaters, and spores, and
the conspicuous elaters. These latter are so numerous as to give the sori

a woolly appearance, as if a small tuft of hair had been caught and held
m the position occupied by the sorus.

Germination. — In water, after three days, a few spores germinated
after the material had been kept in the herbarium for twenty-one months,
ihe method of germination is similar to E. olivaceus, a small probasidium
being produced. This is elUptical in shape, and about the same length as
the spore. Shortly after its formation it becomes detached and functions
as a conidium. The spores did not germinate when placed in nutrient
solution (soil extract).
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[Latin diagnosis.]

Elateromyces niger sp. nov.

Soris ad ovaiia destruentibus, semi-pulverulentis, atris, ellipticis, ad

6 mm. longis. Fibra intermixto, copioso, atro, 8-15 mm. longo.

Sporis globosulis v. breviter ellipticis, 6-9 X 5-7 mmm. ; episporio

subtilissime verruculoso, olivaceo, 0-75 mmm. crasso.

Hab. : In ovariis Garicis dipsaceae Berggr. Pencarrow (Wellington,

N.Z.), sea-coast, E, H. Atkinson!

3. Elateromyces olivaceus (De Candolle) Bubak. (Text-fig. 29, and

Plate 47, fig. 2.)

Bubak, Archiv pro Prirod. Vyzk, CecJi, dil. 15, C. 3, p. 33, 1912.

Vredo olivacea DC, FL Fr„ vol. 6, p. 78, 1815. Ustilago olivacm (DC) TuL,

Ann. Scu Nat., ser. 3, vol. 7, p. 88, 1847. U. caricicola Tracy and Earle,

Bull Torrey Cl.y vol. 26, p. 493, 1899. V. caienata Ludw,, Zeitschr.

Pfianzenkr,, vol. 3, p. 139, 1893.

Sori in occasional ovaries, at first compact and partially concealed

within the perigynitim wn
yellowish

erasrine: 5-8

Spo
4-7 mmm. ; epispore

5-1 mm
Hosts ;

Carex virgata Sol. In inflorescences. Herb. Nos. 499, 1249. Pen-

carrow (Wellington), sea-coast, E. H, Atkinson! 10 Feb., 1921.

Carex dipsacea Berggr. In inflorescences. Herb. No. 1250. Tapuwai,

Hokianga (Auckland), 12 m., E. H. Atkinson I 18 Dec, 1923.

Distribution : World-wide
widely

o

, 1906, pp. 814-822).

r of the sori, and especially the straw colour of the

th the larger and more irregular spores, separate this

from the two preceding species. The markings on the epispore are also

characteristic, for they are more of the nature of warts, appearing flattened

and closely crowded together.

XJstilago catenata Ludw. was based on a specimen of a host supposed to

be a species of Cyperus, but McAlpine (1910, p. 158) states that he had

portion of the type examined by Mr. L. Rodway, Government Botanist,

Hobart, who pronounced it to be Carex pseudo-cyperus L.

Germination.—In water tWs commences within a few hours, a fine

probasidium being produced. This elongates but does not become septate,

and is then detached as a conidium. In the case of the larger spores a

Rpnond conidium may be produced, defending on the quantity of the

•e. In nutrient solution, accordingwithin

to Brefeld (1883), budding occurs to a slight extent. When
with such a species as Ustilag

fini

mun rathe r should

considered

about

14—Trans.
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3. CiJ^TRACTiA Cornu.

Cornu, Ann. Sci. Nat., ser 4, vol. 15, p. 279, 1883.
F

Anthracoidea Bref., Unters. Gesmmt. MyL, vol. 12, p. 144, 1895.

Sori in tlie form of a firmly compacted black spore-mass, usually

surrounding a central columella of host-tissue, situated in various parts

of the host, usually in the inflorescence.

Spores single, globose or more commonly angular, epispore coloured,

smooth or verruculose, germination as in TJslilago or slightly modified.

Distribution : World-wdde.

Of the three species that have been collected in New Zealand, one is

endemic, the others indigenous. Eleven species are recorded by McAlpme

(1906) for Australia, and thirteen for North America by Clinton (1906).

Members of the genus occur on the families Gramineae, Cyperaceae,

and Juncaceae.

The genus is characterized by the (usually) compact sori, central

columella of host-tissue, and centripetal manner of spore-formation.

Germination occurs as in Ustilago, but in one species, C Caricts, the

apical cell of the probasidium becomes longitudinally septate, each cell

producing a conidium. On this character Brefeld erected the genus

Anthracoidea,

Spore-formation has been studied by Comu (I.e., p. 269). In the

position of the future sorus the mycelium penetrates into and becomes

aggregated aroimd a central columella of host-tissue ; in this the mycehum

persists. On the periphery of this columella the sporiferous hyphae develop

;

they soon become gelatinized, when the whole mass appears as a gelatmous

cylinder applied to the central columella. These hyphae become septate,

and the spores commence their development within tbe lumen oi the

cells thxis formed. Development proceeds from the periphery of the mass

inwards, so that mature spores appear first at the periphery. A section

through a sorus shows mature spores on the outside, and increasingly

immature spores as the columella is approached, until near this axis the

spores are seen to be httle more than gelatinous masses. As the spores

near maturity the hyaline envelopes surrounding them become absorbed

;

the spores become exposed and assume a dark colour, but remain firmly

agglutinated together, probably adhering by remnants of the gelatinous

hyphae, for when placed in water the sori readily break up. In several

species all the sporogenous hyphae do not develop spores, but many

remain sterile, and may be seen projecting between rows of the spores.

Key to the Species.

Spores minute, under 6 mmm. long .

.

. . 1. C Spinificis.

Spores large, over 10 mmm.
On Carex.

.

On Vricinia
• *

• • • • • •

2. C. Caricis.

3. C. aclerotiformis

1. Cintractia Spinificis (Ludwig) McAlpine. (Text-fig. 15, and Plate 45

fig. 1.)

McAlp., Smuts Austr., p. 174, 1910.

spore

Vstilago Spinificis Ludw., Zeilschr. Pfiaiizenlr., vol. 3, \>. 138, 1893.

Sori in spikelets, frequently concealed witlnu the glumes, destroying

f^aries and forming in their stead a compact cylindrical olive-blacK
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Text-fiq. 21.

T£XT-Fia, 22

Sorosporium solidum (Berk.) McAlp., from Schoenus Caraei Cheesem
S. Neillii G. H. Cunn., from Scirpus nodoeus Rottb.

X 1.000.

14»
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Spores globose to shortly elliptical, 3-5 X 2-3 mmm. ; epispore very

delicately but distinctly verruculose, pallid olive, with a lighter-coloured

zone on one side, 0-5 mmm. thick.

Host : Spinifex hirsuHis Lab. In male and female spikelets. Herb.

Nos. 309, 1259. Pencarrow (Wellington), sea-coast, E. H. Atkinson!

10 Feb., 1921.

Distribution : Australia.

The host is indigenous and widely distributed along the coast ; it occurs

also in Australia and New Caledonia (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 850).

Osbom (1922) has recorded the pathological changes this species effects

in the host. The inflorescences, both male and female, become considerably

modified, the anthers become sterile, and the filaments do not elongate,

and the various organs are modified in number, structure, and position.

Germination, according to McAlpine (Z.a, p- 174), does not occur in water,

but takes place readily in nutrient solution. A four-celled probasidiimi

is produced, and on this are borne the conidia. These multiply by budding,

but before the solution is exhausted the conidia may produce hyphae which,

if they reach the air, form abundant aerial conidia.

I have failed to germinate the spores either in water or nutrient solution,

but the material was probably too old, for it has been kept in the herbarium

for twenty-one months.

2. Cintractia Caricis (Persoon) Magnus. (Text-fig. 14, and Plate 44,

fig. 2.)

Magn., Ahh. Bot. Ver. Prov. Brand,, vol. 37, p. 79, *1896.

Vredo Caricis Pars., Syn, Fung., p. 225, 1801. Vstilago Caricis Ung., Einf.
Bodens, p. 211, 1836. U. urceolorum Tul., Ann. Sci, Nat., ser. 3, vol. 7, p. 86,

1847. V. Scirpi Kuehn. Hedw., vol. 12, p. 150, 1873. Avfhracoidea Caricis

Bref., Unters. Gesammt. Myh, vol. 12, p. 144, 1895.

Sori in occasional ovaries, at first partially concealed within the peri-

gynium, becoming exposed when subglobose or elliptical, 3-7 mm. long, at

first covered by an evanescent white membrane of semi-gelatinized hyphae
which later falls away, exposing the black, firmly agglutinated spore -mass.

Spores irregular, subglobose or more frecjuently polygonal, 16-27 X
9-15 mmm. ; epispore minutely and dt^nsely verruculose, frequently

Hosts
5-2

Carex GaudicJiaudiayia Kunth. In inflorescences. Herb. No. 1261.

Wakatipu (Otago), 340 m., X. Cockayn
Mala Boott. Herb. No. 1263. Lake

i. Cockayne! 1909

! 1909

Carex ternaria Forst. f. Herb. Nos. 295, 1260, 1262, 1264. Peel

Forest (Canterbury), 120 m., H. H. Allan! 5 April, 1919. Tasman
(Nelson), 10 m., G. H. C. 4 Feb., 1920. Seatoun (WelUngton),

sea-shore, E. H. Atkinson ! G. H. G. 25 Jan., 1921. J. G. NeilU
G. //. 0. 6 Dec, 1923.

Carex sp. Herb. No. 45. Southern Alps, Canterbury, T. Kirk!
1883.

Distribution : World-wide.
Of the hosts, two of the named species are endemic ; the third,

C. Gaxidichaudiana, is indigenous, occurring also in AustraUa (Cheeseman,
1906. pp. 818-201.

^
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In certain si>ecimens the son project beyond tlie perigynium for several

millimetres, gi^^ng to infected plants a very conspicuous appearance. Son
may be confined to occasional ovaries, or every ovary in the inflorescence

may be infected.

Germination.—In water a probasidium is produced which becomes
septate in the normal manner save that in addition the terminal cell becomes
longitudinally septate. From each of the two cells thus formed a conidium
is produced, as well as numerous lateral conidia. The conidia produce
infection hyphae in the normal manner. It is claimed that germination
does not occur until the spores are twelve months old.

3. Cintractia sclerotiformis (Cooke and Massee) n. comb. (Text-fig. 13,

and Plate 47, fig. L)

JJstikigo sclerotiformis Cke, et Mass., Grei\, vol. 17, p. 8, 1888.

Sori in occasional ovaries, sometimes in all, at first partially concealed

within the perigynium, becoming exposed when compact, black, elliptical,

up to 6 mm. long.

Spores subglobose to elliptical, commonly polygonal, 16-22 X 11-18 mmm.

;

epispore closely and minutely verruculose, dark brown, 1-5 mmm. thick.

Hosts :

Uncinia caespitosa Boott, In inflorescences. Taheraiti, T. Kirk.

(Type in Herb. Kew.)
Uncinia leptostachya Kaoul. Herb, No, 20. Peel Forest (Canterbury),

120 m., H, H, Allan / Feb., 1920.

Uncinia riparia R. Br. Herb. No. 1257. Peel Forest (Canterbury),

120m., H. H, Allan/ 5 April, 1919. Mount Peel (Canterbury),

700 m., H. H. Allan ! 6 Mar., 1921. Botanical Gardens, Welling-

ton, 80 m., E. H. Atkinson I Q. H. C. 19 Jan., 1921. J. C. NeiU f

G, H. C. 4 Dec, 1923.

Distribution : New Zealand.

The first two hosts are endemic, the third occurs also in Australia
;

all are widely distributed throughout New Zealand (Cheeseman, 1906,

pp. 801-3).

This is a true Cinlractia, for a - transverse section shows that it

possesses all the characters of this genus. The species is closely related

to the preceding, but is separated by the comparatively broader and
smaller spores, more conspicuous markings, and thinner nature of the

epispore,

I have been unable to germinate the spores.

4, Sphacelotheca de Bary.

De By., Verg. MorpL Biol Pilze, p. 187, 1884.

E^idoihlaspis Sor., Rev. Myc.j vol. 12, p. 4, 1890.

Sori in the form of a pulverulent spore-mass, surrounding a central

columella of host and fungous tissues, enclosed within a more or less per-

manent false membrane of fungous tissue, becoming exposed either by
apical or irregular rupture of this membrane.

Spores single, epispore coloured, smooth or variously sculptured

;

germination as in Ustilago,

Distribution : World-wide.
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Spores aERMiXAXiNG i^^ Water : Showing the different Methods,
Text-pig. 23,— Vstilago levis Magn. : a, conidium producing secondan^ conidia by

Text-fig. 24.

Text-fig. 25.

Text-fig. 26.

Text-fig. 27.
Text-fig. 28.-

Text-fig. 29.

budding.
V. Tritici Jens. : a, infection hyphae produced from cells of the
probasidium

; 6, conjugating hyphae.
U stnaeformis (Westnd.) Niessl (modified from Osner).
(/. bromwora (TuL) F. v. Waldh. Two-celled probasidia producing
oomdia. '^

V. Readeri Syd.
Elaleromyces nlger G. H. Cunn. Spores producing conidia, probasidia
being absent.

^ r o

E, olivarens (DC.) Bubak. Spores producing conidia.
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Only a single indigenous speci

land. In North America Clinton pecies

one exception, confined to the Gramineae ; the exception occurs on the

Polygonaceae.

The method of development, structure, and nature of the columella

and enclosing membrane—structures on which the genus is separated from
Ustilago—are dealt with under the species.

Spore-fonnation.—This is similar to Ustilayo save that the process is

confined to a definite region of the sporiferous hyphae ; the columella and
receptacle, although formed from potentially sporogenous tissue, remaining

sterile.

The genus is separated from Vsfilayo on account of the presence of a

definite false membrane of fungous tissue surrounding the sorus. This

membrane is somewhat urn-shaped, and encloses a cavity in which are

situated the pulverulent mass of spores arranged around a central columella

of combined host and fungous tissue.

L Sphacelotheca Hydropiperis (Schumacher) de Bary. (Text-fig. 10.)

Polygonaceae.

Uredo Hydropiperis Schum., Enutn. PL Saell,, vol. 2, p. 234, 1803. Ustilago

Candollei Tnl., Ann. Set. Xaf., ser. 3, vol. 7, p. 93, 1847. U, hr/dropiperi^

Scliroet., Beitr. BioL P/-, vol. 2, p. 355, 1877.

Sori in the ovaries, up to 5 mm. long, consisting of an outer urn-shaped

receptacle composed of fungous cells, opening at the apex by a reflexed

margin, enclosing the dark-purple spore -mass, which in turn surrounds

the more or less evident columella

10-17 X 11-13 mmm. ; epispore

minu
Hosts :

Polygonum serrulatum Lag. (= P. prosUalum A. Rich.). In in-

florescences. North Island, W, Colenso.

Polygonmn sp. Herb. No. 1272. Kaitaia, North Auckland, E. H.

Atkinson? 16 Dec, 1923.

Distribution : World-wide-

The former host is indigenous and widespread ; it occurs also in

Australia, Europe, Asia

The species was fii

from specimens collecte

Catidollei var. a Tul.

Zeala

species

Infection occurs in- the seedling stage, according to De Bary (1887),

the hyphae growing with the growing-point until the ovaries are formed.

When the ovule is formed the hyphae pass into it throxigh the funiculus,

completely replacing it and forming in its stead a compact hyphal mass.

This mass later becomes differentiated into an outer sterile layer enclosing

a central columella ; between these two structures the spores are formed.

The whole of this tissue is at first enclosed within the ovary-wall, but,

owing to continuous development of these structures by formation of fresh

hyphae at their base, the spore-receptacle with its enclosed structures soon

outgrows and ruptures the ovary, which may sometimes fall away.

Germination is effected by the production of a probasidium, which

produces lateral conidia, as does Ustilago Avenae,
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5. TiLLETiA Tulaane.

Tul., Ann. ScL Nat, ser. 3, vol. 7, p. 112, 1847.

Son in the form of a black spore-mass in various parts of the host, usually

in the ovaries, frequently fetid, pulverulent or not.

Spores single, epispore coloured, smooth or variously sculptured

;

germination by means of a short probasidium producing a terminal whorl

of elongate conidia, which often give rise to secondary conidia on germination.

Distribution : World-wide.

The four species that have been collected in New Zealand are all intro-

duced. McAlpine (1906) records five species for Australia ; Clinton (1906)

twenty-two for North America.

The genus is separated from Ustilago mainly on account of the methods
of germination and spore-formation. When these characters are unknown
the species may be placed in either genus, but the large-spored forms are

usually considered to belong to Tilletia.

Spore-formation,—According to Fischer von Waldheim (1869), prior to

spore-formation the sporogenous hyphae produce in succession numerous
lateral pyriform branches. These increase in diameter at their apices,

finally appearing as globular bodies surrounded by a gelatinous membrane
and attached to the main hyphae by slender stalks. Within the gelatinous
walls the spores develop, and as they approach maturity the gelatinous
membrane gradually becomes absorbed. Thus in this genus spore-formation
is acrogenous, differing in this respect from Ustilago, in which the method
of spore-formation is intercalary.

The genus is confined to the Gramineae, although it has been recorded
(doubtfully) as occurring on Sphagmim (Musci).

Spores smooth
Spores reticulate.

On Agrostis

On Holcits

On Trhicum

Key to Species.

* * . . 2. jP. UviB,

* * «

• •

* • •

1. T. decipiens.

4. T. Holci.

3. T. Triiici.

1. Tilletia decipiens (Persoon) Koernicke. (Text-fig. 17.) Gramineae.

Koern., in Wint. Die Pike, vol. 1, p. 110, 1884.
Uredo aegetum var. decipiens Pers., Syn. Fung., p. 225, 1801. Tilletia sphaero

^
cocca F, V. Waldh., Butt. 8oc. Nat. Mosc, vol. 1, p. 14, 1867.

Sori in ovaries, concealed within the glumes, black, compact, fetid.
Spores globose or subglobose, 24-30 x 22-26 mmm. ; epispore covered

with a network of raised reticulations 2-5 mmm. high, surrounding polygonal
depressions 3-5 mmm. wide, pallid brown.

Host: Agrostis vulgaris With. In inflorescences. Herb. No. 176.
yndh
gton), 200

Kha
n., E. Bruce Levy ! 5 April, 1922. Tapanui (Otago), J. C. Neill f

G. H. 0. 2 Feb., 1924. ^
^ i v

.
;,

Distribution : Europe.
The host is an introduced species, abundant throughout. The fungus

exerts a stunting effect on the host ; its presence may be noted on this
account

the normal. Fresh specimens are slightly fetid when crushed.
The mycelium perennates in the perennial parts of the host.
(rermtnatwn.~ln nutrient solution a probasidium bearing a terminal

whorl of fusiform septate conidia is produced. The conidia may produce
sickle-shaped secondary conidia whilst still nttapliP,^ fr. +1,a T^mhaf^idium.
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2. Tilletia levls Kuehn. (Text-figs. 19, 30.)

Kuehn, Hcdw., vol. 12, p. 152, 1873.

Ustilago fodens Berk, et Curt., (?ret\, vol. 3, p. 59, 1874. Tilletia foetens (B. & C.)

TreL, Para.siL Fung. Wis., p. 35, 1884.

witliin the eluines, ovate or ellii>tical, 5-8

long, dark brown, fetid.

Spores globose to shortly elliptical, 17-25 X 15-17 ramm.

;

epispore

smooth, pallid brown, 1-5-2 mmm. thick.

Host: Triticum vulgare Yill. In inflorescences. Herb. Nos. 401, 1266.

Ashburton (Canterbury), 30m., H. H. Allan! 21 March, 1921. Lincoln

(Canterbury), 80 m., F, E. Ward! 27 Jan., 1922.

Distribution : World-wide.

Text-fig. 30.

—

Tilletia levis Kuehn. a, septate probasidium with a terminal

of conidia ; h, conjugating conidia, producing secondarj^ conidia, c.

This, together with the following species, is known as " stinking-smut

"

of wheat, on account of the fetid smell the spore-mass emits when crushed.

The stinking-smuts are the two most important smuts attacking this

host, for not only do they destroy the inflorescences, but their presence, even

in small quantities, renders the grain unfit for milling, partly on account of

the musty smell such grain possesses, partly because the flour is supposed to

have a toxic effect when consumed. It is further claimed that if such

grain be fed to poultry disastrous results may follow. For example,

McAlpine (1910, p. 81) records the effect upon the egg-laying propensities

of 650 fowls fed with smutted w^heat : the egg-yield dropped from a daily

average of 100 to 16. Other authors record detrimental effects to stock,

such as staggering, inflammation, and even occasional abortion.
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On tte other hand, some workers consider that these reports are much

exaggerated, and record experiments in which no detrimental results

followed. Baudys (1921) experimented with animals, and also upon him-

self, without any ill efiects. Poultry, mice, and rabbits were fed on

smutted grain (T. Tritici) and actually mcreased in weight ;
he himself

was not affected iu any way.

When threshed the infected grains, which are hard and compact, may

pass through the machine and be distributed in this manner, when they

are usually termed " smut-balls." It has been shown by von Liebenberg

(1879) that the spores may retain their viability up to eight years, if kept

in a dry place.

Ustilago Avenue. Germi

nation has been worked out and figured by numerous authors, being first

recorded by Berkeley (1847).

In water a probasidium is produced, and on the end of this is borne a^

whorl of slender sickle-shaped conidia. The conidia may in turn produce

either stout allantoid secondary conidia, or else directly produce infection

hyphae.

This and the following species are readily controlled by steeping the

grain prior to sowing in some suitable fungicide. For this purpose copper-

sulphate solution, formalin, and, as a dry treatment, copper-carbonate,

are usually recommended.

3. Tilletia Tritici Winter. (Text-fig. 18.)

Wint., in Rabh. Kryjn. Fl, vol. 1, p. 110, 188L

Uredo Caries DC, Fl Fr., vol. 6, p. 78, 1815. Tilletia Caries Tul„ Ann. Sa\

Nat., sen 3, vol. 7, p. 113, 1847. T, Secalis (Cda.) Kuehn, in F. v. Waldh.,

Apercu SysL UsL, p. 50, 1877.

Sori in ovaries, concealed within the glumes, shortly elliptical, 4-6 mm.
long, dark brown, fetid.

Spores globose or subglobose, 16-24 mmm. diam. ; epispore with a

network of raised reticulations about 1 mmm. high, surrounding polygonal

depressions 2-4 mmm. wide, pallid brown.
Host : Triticum vulgare Vill. In inflorescences. Herb. No. 599.

Lincoln (Canterbury), 80m., F. E. Ward! 27 Jan., 1922.

Distribution : World-wide.

This is separated from the preceding species on account of the reticulate

spores. Both species occur on the same host, frequently in the same spike.

Gaines and Stevenson (1923) give as a synonym Tilletia Secalis Kuehn.,
for they have shown the form on rye to be identical with the above,

differing only in that it is found on a different host.
Potter and Coons (1918) claim that this species may be separated from

the preceding in the field on account of the following differences :

Tilletia Tritici. Tilletia levis.

Considerably stunts the host.
j
Has little stunting effect.

, ^Causes infected grains to become much Has little effect upon the shape of tHe

inflated

length-
grain, merely ca using it to sihrivel

^
*^"g^^-

i

slightly.
fepore mass more powdery, friable, or even

[ Spore-m^s inclined to be unctuous.
cranular.

Germination and method of infection are similar to the preceding
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4. Tilletia Hold (Westendorp) Kostrup. (Text-fip. 16.)

Rostr., UsL Daniae^ p. 156, 1890.

Polycydia Uolci Westnd., Bull Acad. Belg., «er, 2, vol. 11. p. 060, 1860. Tilklla

Rauwenhoffil F. v. Waldh., Apercu SysL Ust., p. 60, 1877.

Sori in ovaries, partially concealed within the glumes, elli]»tical, 1-2 njni.

long, compact, black, slightly fetid.

Spores globose or subglobose, 22-32 X 24-28 mnim.; epispore covered

with a network of raised reticulations 3"4*5 mnim. high, surroujiding

polygonal depressions 4-7 mmm. wide, chestnut-brown.

Host; Holcus hnuttHfi L. In inflorescences. Herb. No. 500. Ettrick

(Otago), 300 m., K B. Tmnml! 10 Feb., 1921.

Distribution : Europe ; North America.

I have a collection of Holcus lanatus L. with this species in the ovaries

and Ustilago slriaeformis in the leaves.

The three species possessing reticulate spores may readily be separated

if the following differences are noted :

—

Spores under 25 mmm. . - . • .

.

.

.

.

.

T. TriiicL •

Spores over 25 mmm.
Reticulations 2-2'5 mmm. high .

.

.

.

.

,

T* decipiens.

Reticulations 3-4-5 mmm. high .

.

. - " * ^* ^olcL

Furthermore, the reticulations of T. Hold are coarse, and separated

by large polygonal interspaces ; those of T. decipiens are closely compacted,

being separated by much smaller areas ; whilst those of T, Trilici are

intermediate in size.

I have been unable to germinate the spores of T, HolcL

6. SoROSPORiUM Rudolphi,

Rud., Linnaea, vol. 4, p. 116, 1829.

Sori in the form of dark-coloured pulverulent spore-masses in various

parts of the host, chiefly in the inflorescences, formed of numerous spore-

balls, consisting of few or many spores, at first somewhat loosely united, but

at maturity completely separating ; sterile cells absent.

verrucidose ;
germination sin

Distribution : World-wide.

brown, globose to angul

logo.

New Zealand species two—one endemic, the other indigenous ; both

are confined to the Cyperaceae. Members of the genus have elsewhere

been recorded on the following families; Gramineae, Cyperaceae, Juncaceae,

Portulaceae, and Caryophyllaceae. McAlpine (1910) records thirteen species

for Australia.

nature

TJstilago

es cann
remain

what firmly united, when they are liable to be confused with the allied

genera Thecaphora and Tolyposporium, The former may be separated

by the pallid colour of the spore-balls, and the fact that the spores are

variously marked on their free, but smooth on their united surfaces (seen

w^hen the spores are separated), the latter by the individual spores being

firmly united in the ball by ridged folds of their epispores.

-fonnation

wiariae Rud, The mycelium in the infected region
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changes somewhat rapidly to sporiferous hyphae, which soon become
At various 1)017118 several of these hvnhae become twistedgelatinized.

miz They then

become enclosed by other h}^hae from the adjoining mycelium. These

h}^hae also become gelatinized, and in consequence their outlines are

indistinct. In the centre of these masses spore-differentiation commences

:

nun
At this stage they are few in number and immature. They then divide

until the number of the mature ball is arrived at, the gelatinous outer zone

of hyphae gradually disappearing imtil at maturity practically no trace

remains.

Key to Species,

Spore-balls of 2-6 spores .

.

.

.

. . 1. S. NeiUii.
Spore -balls of 15-50 spores ,

.

,

.

. . 2. iS. solidvm

1. Sorosporium Neillii n. sp. (Text-fig. 22, and Plate 46, fig. 1.)

Cyperaceae.

Sori in occasional ovaries, frequently in all, at first enclosed within the
perigynium, becoming exposed when black, compact, globose or elliptical,

3-4 nam. long. Spore-balls of 2-6 spores, irregularly elliptical, dark
chestnut-brown, up to 50mmm. long, readily breaking up at maturity.

igul flattened
on one side, 12-20 X 9-15 mmm. ; epispore coarsely and densely verrucose,
chestnut-brown, 1-5-2 mmm. thick.

Host: Scirpusnodosus B.otth, In inflorescences. Herb. Nos. 1279, 1285.
Bluff (Southland), seashore, W. D. Reid ! 26 May, 1922. Seatoun (Wel-
lington), seashore, J. C, Neill! G, H. G. 6 Dec, 1923.

Distribution : Australia,

The^ host is indigenous and abundant throughout ; it occurs also in

South Africa, and South America (Cheeseman. 1906
Germination.—In a short

and slender probasidium is produced, and on this, both laterally and
termmally, conidia are produced. In certain specimens the terminal
conidium is tormed before the probasidium becomes septate, but as a rule

septation precedes the production of conidia.
This species differs from S. filulijormis (Berk.) McAlp., on Sdrpus

proh/er Eottb., in that the spore-balls are less than half the size, are
lighter m colour, and break up readily ; the spores are larger, and possess

epiapores

\Lidin diagnosis^
Sorosporium Neillii.

Soris ad ovaria pauca destruentibus ; atris, compactis, globosis vel
eUipticis, 3-4 mm. longis. Spororum pilis sporis 2-6

; inaequaliter ellipticis,
atro^castaneis, ad 50 mmm. longis ; facile disruptis maturitate.

Spons mae^iuaUter angulatis, subglobosis vel ellipticis, 12-20 X
y ID mmm.; epispono crasse denseque verruculoso, castaneo, 1-5-2 mmm.
crasso

w ^n\ J? V^"^'^
^''^' '"^^^' ^ottb. Blu£E (Southland, N.Z-),

n. 1). Reid/ Seatoun aVf.llm.HT.n vy\ t n \t..:ii t
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2. Sorosporium solidum (Berkeley) McAlpine. (Text-fig. 21.)

McAlp., Smuts Austr., p. 183, 1910.

Vatilago solida Berk., Fl. Ta.s., vol. 2, p. 270, 1860. Urocystis solida F. v. Waldh.,

Apercu Syst. UsL, p. 38, 1877.

Sori in occasional spikelets, partly enclosed within the glumes, at first

compact, becoming pulverulent, black, elUptical, 3-4 mm. long. Spore -balls

subglobose to elUptical, often irregular, comjwsed of from 15 to 50 or more

similarly coloured spores somewhat firmly united, attaining a size of

115X50 mmm., although commonly much less, averaging about 50 mmm.

Spores subglobose or somewhat angular, 12-18x10-15 mmm. ;
epispore

smooth, dark chestnut-brown, 1 mmm. thick.

Host: Schoenus Carsei Cheesem. In spikelets. Herb. JNo. 4iJJ.

Auckland, T. Patterson! Oct., 1921.

Disti-ibution : Australia.
. , , , , rr i

•

The host is confined to the swamps of the Auckland and Taranaki

Provinces (Cheeseman, 1906, p. 781).
^ , m ai •

The New Zealand form differs from the description given by McAlpme

pores slightly smaller (McAlp

spore

unable to germinate the spores

7. Urocystis Rabenhorst.

Rabenh., Klotsch, in Herb. Viv. Myc, ed. 2, Nc

Polycystls Lev., Ann. Sci. Nat, ser. 3, vol. 5, p. 269, 1846.

Sori
spore

us

Spore-'balls compact, permanent, of one or many lertue cens, enclosed

within an envelope of few or many tinted stenle cells.
.

Spores dark-coloured, irregular in shape ;
epispore smooth or vanously

sciUptured: germination by means of a short probasidium, producing

terminally one or a whorl of eUiptical conidia. which on germmation pro-

duce either secondary conidia or infection hyphae.

Distribution : World-wide.
, -i 4. v

The following species is the sole representative of the genus tliat has

Zealand

Members of the genus have been found on the following host famih

Cyperaceae, Juncaceae, LiUaceae, AmarylUdaceae, Ranuncu

laceae, Eosaceae, and Violaceae.
' " ' ' permanent spore

envelope

formation

ured spores surromid

The phyllogenous habit, and tendency to gall-

-formation has been

been

worked out by De Bary (1887). His work

uiw »mcc ^^» o^PK ty numerous other workers. The sponferous

hyphae branch, become gelatinized, somewhat swollen, then twined into

an indLstinguishable serai-gelatinous mass. In the central portions of this

m^s the s^res become differentiated ; the outer layer of the mass consists

of slender branches derived from the gelatinous mass of hyphae. Ihese

become
persist as the sterile envelope

become absorbed as the spores
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Anemones Winter. (Text-fig. 20, and Plate 45, fig. 2.)

Ranunculaceae,

Wint

first

petioles

when appearing as a pulverulent black mass. Si)ore-ba]ls irregular, from
15 to SOmmm. in length, composed of from one to five spores, partially
surrounded by more numerous and smaller sterile cells.

Spores subglobose to polygonal, 10-15 X 8-14 mmm. ; epispore smooth,
or sometimes delicately verruculose, dark bro\vn, 1 mmm. thick ; sterile
cells subglobose to polygonal, pallid brown, smooth, often reduced or
wanting.

Host
:

Rammculus msignis Hook, f . On leaves and petioles. Herb.
No. 503. Mount Dennan Taranin
Atkinson! 7 Jan., 1922.

Mountains ("Wellingto

The
World-A

mdemic
1906

the mountain-ranges of both

Injection experiments were carried out by Plowright (1889, p. 94). He
applied conidia to the fohage of Ranunculus repens, and two months later,m the vicmity of the points of inoculation, he observed signs of the forma-
tion of the spore-beds. He found the mycelium to be localized, infection
occurrmg wherever the infection hyphae penetrated.

Germtmtion has been observed and figured by numerous workers. In
water, after forty-eight hours, a probasidium is produced, on the apex of
which a whorl of three or four conidia is formed

months rest^m damp earth; but Kniep (1921) found that forms from
different hosts differed, m that some required this period of rest, whilst
others gemmated as soon as they were mature. Ho Snsidered the species
to be in reahty an aggregate one, thus explaining the differences in
germination as recorded by various workers.
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COMBINED HOST AND FUNGUS INDEX.

AU
ordinary typ

synonvms

descriptions of species, genera, or families, or hosts of these species, are in

italics. An asterisk preceding a page number indicates that an illustration

of the species in question will be found on that page.
This index gives only those synonyms that have been used in recent

literature, or are some guide to the species in question.

Agropyrou
scabrum (Lab.) Beauv.

Agrostis

vulgaris With,

Anthoxanthum
odoratum L. .

.

Anthracoidea Bref.

Caricis Bret .

.

Arrhenatherum
elatius (i.) Beativ,

Avena
sativa L,

Bromus
hordaceus L. .

.

unioloides H,B, K,

Pages

413

• «

• •

424

414
418
420

405

« 406

m # .. 412
401, 412

Carex • «

dipsacea Berggr.

Gaudichaudiana Kunih.
pseudo-cyperus L.
subdola BooiL

414,

41fS,

temaria ForaU /.

virgata Sol, .

,

Caryophyllaceae
Cintractia Comu

9 * • •

420
417
420
417
420
420
417
427
418

.• 405
*411, 418, 420

-- 412

404,

403,
Avenae Ell. et Tr.

Caricis (Pers,) Magn. ..

patagonica Cke. et Mass,
sclerotiformis (Cke. et Mass.) G, H
^ 9^2'' *411,418,
bpinificis {Ludw.) McAlp, *4lo

CypEaACEAE 404, 414, 418, 427^

Dactylia

glomerata A. .

.

Danthonia
Buchanani Hook. f.
pilosa B. Br. .. .

.

*

"

«emiannulari8 B. Br. ..

421

41S
429

4J0

413
414
414

403, 414

416
*422

Elateromycea Bubak
endotrichus {Berk.) O. H. Cunn. .

niger O. 11. Cunn. *4 11 , 416

olivaceua {DC.) Bubak 411, 417, *422

Treubii (Solms. ) Bubak
Endothlaapi^ Sor.

Gahnia.

.

• •sp.

Gramtneae

414

421

414

416

404, 418, 423, 424, 427, 429

Holcus
lanatus L,

Hordeum
vulgare L,

LiLIACEAE

« V • • 410, 427

.. 409
• m

Onaqraceae
Oxaltdaceae

« «

POLYGONACEAE . .

Polygonum
cinense

pro^tratum A, Rich
serrulatum Lug.
sp, .

.

POKTULACEAE . .

404, 429

.. 404

.. 404

404, 423

410
423
423

423
427

Ranunculaceae
Ranunculus

insignis Hook, /.

repens L,

Schoenus
Carsei Cheesem.

Scirpus

nodosus Roitb.

429, 430

.. 430

. 430

429

428
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Sorosporium Rud,

Neiim (?. H. Cumu
pilulifonnis (Berh) ilcAlp.

Saponariae Rud.
solidum {Berh) McAlp,

Sphacelotheea De Bary

Pages
403, 427
*419, 428
,, 428
.. 427

*419, 429

403, 421

Hydropiperis [Schum.) De Bary
*411, 423

Spinifex
hirsutus Lab, I • « • 420
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.

.

.
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.

.

.
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Tritici Wini,
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400.

398, 401

409, 425, 42(j• •

« «

« >

397,

Uncinia
caespitosa Boott,

leptostachya Raoul
riparia R, Br,

Urocystis Rabenh,

Anemones WinL
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Hord^i Herzb.
Tritici Herzb.

USTILAGIKACBAB
USTILAOrXEAE
UstUago (Pers.) Ronss. . .
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* «
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421
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409
.. 409

398, 401 , ^3
397, 401
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.. 413
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Descriptions of New Native Flowering-plants

.

By D. Petrie, M.A., Ph.D., F.N.Z.Inst.

[Read before the Aucklaiid Instihife, 27th November, 1923 ; received by Editor, 3ht December,

1923 ; issued separately, 30th July, 192J.]

1- Senecio Spedeni sp. nov.

Species S, Monroi Hk. f. similis ; difEert habitu humili, foHis angustioribus,

sessilibus, integris, obtusis v. subacutis ; aclieniis tenulbus, apice i dila-

tatis, glaberrimis.

A compactly-branched densely leafy depressed shrub, about 18 in.

(45 cm.) high and some 24 in. (60 cm.) across. Main branches from base,

the lower S2)reading close to ground, the others suberect and ending in

corymbosely-arranged one-headed branchlcts. Leaves closely placed, more
or less imbricating, narrow obovate-oblong, | in. (15 mm.) long, \ in. (6 mm.)
broad, obtuse or subacute, coriaceous, entire, strongly viscid, gradually
narrowed to sessile base, above glabrous and closely punctulate, below
clothed with closely appressed whitish tomentum, midrib and slightly

Flowering branchlets about 8, closely placed in

their tips, ± 2 in. (5 cm.) long, slender, smoothly
tomentose, each bearing a single flower-head ; bracts rather distant, like

the leaves but

diverging veins obscure,

corymbose fashion ne

narrower. Heads ± turbinate, + (9 mm.) wide
involucra] bracts 10-12, linear, acute, tomentose ; ray florets 8-10, yellow ;

achenes linear, slender, grooved, glabrous, somewhat dilated at the tips.

//at.—Richardson Range, Lake County, near Minor Peak (on the track
to Lake Luna), circa 4,000 ft. ; J. Speden

Mr. Speden has had this jjlant in cultivation for several years. I have
seen cultivated specimens only. Its dwarf compact habit, shining foliage,

and abundant flowers make it a charming garden-plant.

2. Senecio Matthewsii sp. nov.

Species >S. lajddoso Cheesem. affinis ; differt habitu altiore, ramis confertis
numerosis tenuibus, suberectis v, ascendentibus ; foliis multo minoribus,
tenmoribus, integris, subacutis, ± longi-petiolatis, a latere superiore baud
V. vix tomentosis

; bracteis majoribus
; achoniis brevibus, linoaribus, glaber-

nmis, ± sulcatis.

A low much-branched shrub,
1J ft. (4-5 dcm.) high or more. Stems short,

giving off from base numerous suberect or ascending mueh-subdi\aded
branches, leafy chiefly at and near tips, forming compact rounded head;
bark loose, thm, brownish

; ultimate twigs clothed more or less with sUky
pubescence. Leaves closely placed, spathulate or subspathulate (petiolar part
as long as or shorter than blades), Hi ni. (15-21 mm.) long and about half
as broad, thin, subacute, entire, in age almost glabrous above (± tomentose
when young), below closely clothed with appressed whitish subtomentose
pubescence, veins obscure, midrib evident on both surfaces. Flowering
branchlets several, closely placed, slender, 2-3 in. (5 7-5 cm.) long; bracts
rattier distant, becoming shorter and narrower upwards. Heads solitary,
termmal, turbmate, about

I in. (6 mm.) across ; involucral scales linear
oblong, acute, tomentose

; ray florets
eroded at tips, conspicuously nerved.
glabrous, narrowed at the base.

12-15, oblonff. obtuse less
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Hub.—Slopes of Mount Diana, Lake County, Otago, in damp rather

open stations at the edge of forest : W. A. Thomson !

Mr. Thomson has sent me all the specimens examined. These he grew

in his garden at Half-way Bush, Dunedin. He has also su})plied a photo-

graph of the wild plant in situ. The species is named in honour of

Henry J. Matthews, whose investigations shed so much light on the flora

of western Otago.

3. Senecio remotifolius sp. nov.

Species S. elaeagnifoUo Hk. f . afl&nis ; difEert habitu late patontc robusto,

ramis elongatis, foliis latioribus ac tenuioribus, petiolis longis gracilibus,

Inflorescentia laterali laxa.

wi

or less subdivided branches. 4-5

2|-3 in. wide, subacute, firm

ite in UDoer half, midrib j

surfaces, dull green above with scattered patches of white tomentum

chiefly along midrib and veins, below clothed with pale-yellow or greyish-

yellow appressed tomentum ;
petioles about as long as blades, grooved

above, clothed with grepsh tomentum. Inflorescence axillary towards

ends of branches, subpaniculate, 5-6 in. long ; rhachis zigzag, giving off

below several alternate short more or less divaricating few-flowered branches

subtended by small foliaceous bracts, upper portion linear, simple, the

whole inflorescence clothed with greyish-white tomentum. Heads on short

pedicels, discoid, ^ in. in diameter ; involucral bracts about 8, linear,

tomentose. Florets about 12, limb of corolla narrow funnel-shaped, rather

deeply 5-toothed, segments revolute. Achene linear, shortly pilose.

Hab.—North Island. Open rocky places near mouth of Mokau River

;

not common : W. A. Thomson !
^ ^

The only specimen seen came from a plant grown in Mr. Thomsons

garden at Half-way Bush, Dunedin. He has had it in cultivation for

several years.

4. Dracophyllum Adamsii sp. nov.

Frutex conferte ramosus, 10 dcm. (40 in.) altus v. ultra; ramis tenui

biLS, apices versus multo divisis, ramulos pertenues laterales plerumque

paucifohatos inflorescentiam brevem t^rminalem gerentes edentibus. Foliis

tenuibus, conferte imbricatis, complanatis v. ^ concavis, lineari-acuminatis,

sensim ad apices longe acuminatos subpungentes angustatis ; laniinis ±
7-5 cm. (3 in.) longis, basi 2-3 mm. latis, plane v. vix auriculatis ; basi

vaginante expanso ; racemis spiciformibus, hand pedunculatis, ancrustis, +
2h cm. (1 in.) longis, paucifloris ; floribus (ad 10) parvis,

^

dispositis, ± 5 mm. longis ; sepalis ovato-lanceolatis, acutis, a marginibus

sessilibus

ciliatis h

patentibus v. ± reflexis ; staminibus corollae tubum aequantibus ; capsula

niatura calyce ^ brcA'iore.

A much-branched bushy shrub, 3 ft. high or more. Main branches

rather slender, much subdivided above; bark greyish-brown; branchlets

short, very slender, spreading or ascending, most closely ringed by scars of

fallen leaves, leafy at tips ; flowering twigs 4 in long, generally bearing few

leaves ; terminal shoots densely clothed for most of their length with larger

and broader leaves. Leaves closely imbricating, ascending or spreading,

3 in. lonfT, " 2-3 mm. wide at base, narrow linear-acuminate, tapering
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imiformly to acicular subpungent tips,
*

thin, glabrous, finely striate,

flattened or sligttly concave above, edges very delicately serrate at and

near tips ; sheathing bases twice as wide as basal part of blades, somewhat

ciliate at edges, narrowed upwards or more or less auricled. Inflorescence

a spike-like raceme terminating lateral branchlets, not peduncled, ± 1 i^-

* long ; flowers 10 or fewer, sessile, ± 5 mm. long ; bracts several, ovate

from broad base, shortly mucronate, strongly ciliate along edges ; sepals

one-third shorter than corolla, ovate-lanceolate, acute, ciliate at edges

;

corolla-tube rather narrow, lobes ovate subacute spreading or more or less

reflexed ; stamens as long as corolla-tube ; mature capsules one-third

shorter than sepals.

Hah,—Koadside near mouth of Awatere River, East Cape district

:

James Adams and D. P. Edge of forest near Peria (Mongonui) : H. Carse !

Various stations in North Cape district : T. F. Cheeseman !

The species is named in honour of James Adams, whose investigation

of the flora of the Coromandel Peninsula is a fine piece of work, and who
was my companion on a visit of some length to Mount Hikurangi, the East

Cape district, and Tokomaru Bay.
The leaves of this species are very characteristic, their blades having a

very narrow triangular form, tapering uniformly from the base to the tips.

D. strictum Hk. f . has leaves of a similar shape, but these are much broader

and more coriaceous. Its alliance is probably with some of the congeries

of forms united in Cheeseman's Manual (first edition) under the collective

name Z). Urvillei A. Rich.

Veronica

Frutex erectus, 21 dcm. altus v. ultra. Folia decussata, anguste lanceo-

lata, 17-25 mm. longa, a medio 7-9 mm. lata, Integra, glabra, ± com-
planata, leviter carinata, in basim sessilem sublatum attenuata et in aplcem
subacuminatum aequaliter producta, nervis duobus obscuris prope margines

percursa axillis

gusti, multiflori, pedunculati (pedunculis quam folia ter longioribus,

puberulis); rhachide pedicellisquc firme pubescentibus ; bracteis pedicellos

aequantibus, ovato-lanceolatis, acutis. Flores majusculi, roseo-cacsii; calyx

4-partitus, lobis lanceolatis acutis ciliolatis ; coroUae tubo sublato, calycis

lobos pauUo excedente; limbo + 9 mm. lato, lobis ovatis acutis multi-

nervus

pressa, calyce subduplo longior.

An erect brannhinor ahmK 1

±

branches slender, terete.

glabrous,^ brown, closely ringed by scars of fallen leaves. Leaves decussate

overlapping, spreading, narrow lanceolate, contracted towards rather broad
sessile base and produced into subacuminate tips, |-1 in. long, ^ i^^-

broad at' middle, entire, orlahrons mnro nr Ipftc flaff^^orl r^^+lipr thin, slififhtlv

keeled

otherwise ner^^eless. Racemes in 2-3

obscure

of uppermost leaves, up to 2f in. long including peduncles, rather narrow,
closely many-flowered

; peduncles about as long as leaves slender puberu-
lous

; rhachis and pedicels strongly pubescent ; bracts equalling pedicels,

about 2 mm. long, ovate-lanceolate, acute. Flowers rather large, " rosy
Iliac " (Darton)

; calyx 4-partite, lobes lanceolate, acute, ciliolate, corolla-

tube rather broad, slightly exceeding calyx, limb ± §in, across; lobes

ovate, acute, many-nerved, scarcely longer than tube. Capsules glabrous.
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Hob.—Firewood Rocky

banks of Clutha River near Roxburgh bridge : Brian Jt'ffery ! H. L. Bar-

ton ! Queenstown Hill (Lake Wakatipu) : J. W. Mclutyre.

This plant is named in honour of Mr. H. L. Darton, of the Lawrence

Hi«Th School, who, in conjunction with Mr. H. Hart, has done so much to

create ruT:>lic interest in the varied forms of this genus. The Firewood Creek

specimen was collected in 1911 ; the additional plants were discovered

only two or three years ago. Mr, Darton mentions that it is a most

beautiful object when in flower, and very floriferous.

6, Veronica trifida sp. nov.

Species F. Birleyi (N. E. Brown) affinis; differt habitu prostrate v.

deoumbente late difiuso ; ramis ramulisque elongatis (ad 90 cm. longis \\

ultra) ; ramulis demum ab apicibus ± suberectis ;
foliis subalte 2-4 dentatis,

politis, pro parte maxima glabris ; racemorum pedunculis longioribus

(9 mm', longis), pedicellis 1-5-3 mm. longis.
_

A prostrate or decumbent slender tmggy plant, forming extensive

sheets or patches on wet ground, mostly alongside melting snow-dnfts

;

branches slender, more or less matted, laxly subdivided, tips ascending or

suberect, rooting for much of their length, more or less clothed by remains

of decayed leaves, up to 3 ft. in length. Leaves closely imbricating,

appressed or somewhat spreading, sessile by a broad base, roughly obovate

in general outUne, 7-8 mm. long and about half as wide, obtuse, polished

above and below, slightly incurved at edges, more or less concave above,

coriaceous, not keeled, glabrous but for scattered hairs on edges and near

base usually shortly trifid near apex with broad tenmnal lobe and two

pron^nent acute teeth a little below, but sometimes with two pairs of

'^. .-, . ^1. -T .„:jji., ;», xr/^iir.rrnT- cfatf-s frftniipntlv cutire. Racemes
similar M;t-tu auuvc uii^^v^iv., »^ j^—j,-- -- x .

1-3 in axils of upper leaves, few-flowered, pedunculate, peduncles densely

glandular - pubescent, ± 9 mm. long, pedicels 1-5-3 mm. long clothed

Uke the peduncles as are also bracts and calyx; bracts a single pair a

little below flowers, lanceolate, thin, subacute ; calyx 4-partite, lobes thin

acute: "corolla pure white, ^-^m. across, segments rounded, tube long

(Darton); capsule almost equaUing sepals, subcuneately obcordate, much

compressed. 4-5 mm. long, 3 mm. wade, glabrous.
o .1,1 ^

Eab —Titan Ridge, near the Blue Lake, Garble Mountains, Southland,

circa 4,500 ft. : J. Speden 1 H. L. Darton I

, . . r. .^. .f
The leaves of this plant show a wide range of variation. Its mode of

growth may be gathered from the foUowing extract from, a letter to me

from Mr Speden :
" It is a plant found or seen only below the edges of

snow-drifts or where these have been. It has rather lax growth, the small

stems being flattened down on the ground with the weight of the snow

and the leaves rotting off. As the snow melts in the late spring or eariy

summer it makes fresh erect growth rapidly up to 6 in. or 9 in
,
but gene-

rally 3 in. or 4 in. only. On one trip I noticed a band of white about 1 yard

wide and 40 or more vards long below a snow-drift, and on examining it

found below the white band taller plants past flower and in seed-pod for

3 or 4 yards lower down. Higher up it was just coming into flower, and in

ail intermediate stages to the edge of the snow."
• j •

As I have not seen the plant growing, I feel that the foregoing descrip-

tion must be in many respects inadequate.
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The Vegetation of Banks Peninsula: Supplement 1,

By Egbert M. Laing, M.A., B.Sc, F.N.Z.Inst., and A. Wall, M.A.,

'

Professor of English, Canterbury College, Christchurch.

[Read before the Philosophical InstiUHe of Canterbury, 7th November, 1923; received by
Editor, 16th November, 1923 ; issued separately, 30th July, 1924.]

This paper contains (1) an account of the forest in Price's Valley, perhaps
the only remnant of any importance of the lowland forests of the peninsula

;

(2) a list of such plants (about thirty) as have been found for the first time
on Banks Pemnsula since the original paper was pubhshed, together with
the names of those that have to be removed from the species inquirendae
or species exdudendae and added to the list of still existing species

;

(6) a hst of such new habitats discovered by us as seem worthy to be put
on record The hst does not include such habitats as have been recorded
by other observers smce the original paper was written. Few dicotyledons
have been added, showing that the original list of these was nearly complete.

Ihe abbreviations of collectors' names is as before :—
A. W. .

.

Professor A. Wall
W. M. .

.

Mr. William Martin
R. M. L. .

.

Mr. R. M. Laing.
L. C.

.

.

Dr. L. Cockayne, F.R.S.
€

I. THE FOREST, PRICE'S VALLEY.
Price's Valley lies between Kaitmia Valley and Little River, and contains

one of the few remnants of lowland forest still existing in a state of good
preservation and probably the best stand of black ^nd white pine now
to be found on the peninsula. Since publication of the previous paper*
opportunity has been fomid of examining more closely than heretofore
the vegetation of this va ley. We are thus enabled to form a better picture
of the ongmal lowland forest of Banks Peninsula

..J TX ^^S"'-'''^^
Botanical Subdistrict might be defined in many

vvays. Thus a sufficient discrimination of it would be a district in which

fh^'JZ 1 T ^?^ ^tr f'^^^f^^sima occur together ; but, though
tbs would separate 1 probably from all other forest areas of New Zealand,

otCn' T ^""^ disappearing species. One might rely, howevTr, on

foSnwinder
°' ' separation

.
It is doubtful, for Example, whether the

lollowma SDecies conlH h*. foiir.^1 «^ i.. x. :, , ,* ' ^ ,found

iflthrZiP,XT n ?fy'""'' ^'^^<iopanax ferox~as they can be in

nsula St t^^^^ ^f"^''^ .^^' ^"^1 Little River. Again, Banks Pen-

norttrn^ ^ ;i1
"' ^'°^ characterized by the presence of certain

^V':^.:^^'^.^^^^^ i ^^^-- j'- the' following species
might be
ternata

occur and do not: Cordyline Banlsii, Melicope

that nn +1,^ TT -1
•'—^"- '^^^^^'^ absence separates the foreat here from

nresenc^ of f >, i T '""fK
^'^"^^ '^ "^°«t nearly resembles ;

and the

clad cWrii f! ^r^"" '?^
^i'

nikau-pahn distinguishes it from the tree-
clad distnct^ farther south. From these and from other similar considers-

* Tram. N.Z. In^L, vol. 51, p. 365, 1919.
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tions it becomes clear that tlie forest of Banks Peninsula is sufficientlj

characteristic to be regarded as a separate sub-area. It is so considered
by CockajTie in his Vegetation of New Zealand (p. 138).

At present, however, o^ving to the almost complete destruction of thu

original plant covering by fire, and in other ways, it is difficult to find meanjs

for reconstructing in imagination the original plant associations. For-

tunately, in Price's Valley there is still a remnant of the primitive forest

left on the valley-floor, through which neither fire nor sawmill has been,

though, unfortunately, stock have run in it ; and there is also a portion of

the same forest at the head of the valley at an altitude of l,50('ft. and
upwards. We know of no other 2^1^^^ on the peninsula where fr; ^
of the lowland and upland forest are left in a state of such good preservation

in the same vallev. This enables us to confirm more definitely certain

conclusions regarding the forest, arrived at tentatively before.

From this area it appears that the large trees on the valley-floors of the

peninsula were chiefly black and white pine with a comparatively small

admixture of totara. As the valley narrowed the Mack and white pines

were replaced by totara, which constituted the chief timber-tree of the

hillsides. Above ],500ft. Podocarpus totara became rarer, and plants of

P. Hallii appeared, and soon predominated. At the same altitude occasional

plants of Libocedrus were to be found. In the valley referred to there is

a great break, however, in the forest between about 200 ft. and IpWit,,
where now nothing but second growth occurs, so that the changes cannot

be followed in detail.

In the lower forest there is a great variety of shrubs, including such

plants already mentioned as are e^ewhere rare in company

—

Teucridium,

Pseudopanax ferox, Nothopanax anomalum^ Melicytus micranthus. Several

specimens of Olearia fragrantissima were observed at a somewhat higher

altitude. Pseudopanax ferox is replaced by F. crassifolium below 1,000 ft.,

and Ruhus atistralis becomes much more abiuidant, while the huge lianes

of J?, cissoides are no longer to be seen. The point where the kahikatea

originally passed out of the forest cannot no-^ be determined, but probably

it was below 1.000 ft. Above this the forest takes on the characteristics

paper

PLANTS

Ferns (Filices).

dem
rbert

above L500 ft : R. M. L. Head

TricJionmnes humile Forst.

Edge of stream, Paua Bay : E. M. 1

AhopJnla Colensoi Hook, f.

Price *s Valley, common in the bush

of Stony Bay : W. M.

Hypohpis distayis Hook,
Near Akaroa : W, M.

Blechnum BanJcsii Hook, f.

Akaroa Lighthouse : A. W, ; L. C. Stony Bay : W. M.

Blechnum vifhaniciim Kuhn.
Grehan Valley, Akaroa : W. M, Mount Pleasant, Lyttelton : A. W.
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Pteris tremula R. Br.

Reserve, Little Tikao Bay : W
huTbifi

Waikerikikeri

Polystichiim capense J. Sm,
Wainui, common in Grelian Valley : W, M.

!

NepTirodium velutinum Raoul.
Akaroa, Wainui, Price's Valley : R. M, L,

Polypodium Cunningliamii Hook,
Near the stream. Paua Bay : E. M. L. I was pleased to get this,

hing
southern limit on Banks Peninsula,

For other species of Filices said to have been gathered by Mr. D. G.
Riches on Banks Peninsula, see Martin, Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 52, p. 315.
As Riches is known to have received many species from the North Island,
the evidence of his herbarium is to be accepted with reservation.

Family Gramjneae.
AgrosUs parviflora R. Br.

Bush and base of rocks, Mount Herbert

:

Deyeuxia Petriei Hack.
High grassland, Mount Herbert : A. W,

Deyeuxm avenoides Buch.
Mount Herbert

:
A. W, The type and var. brachmntha are both

abundant.

Danthonia niida Hook.
Mount Herbert, 1,^00 ft. and upwards: A. W.

thmia semiannularis R. Br. var. setifolia Hook. 1

Rocks above Purau, east side, 2,000 ft. : A. W

Koeleria Kurtzii Hack.

s a. Jir. var. nigricans
ilopes of Mount Herber A. W

,000

Poa
A. W.

Hill, RedclifPs Spur : A. W
Poa Kirikii Buch.

W
Poa

Herbert, near the summit : A. W
xiuiet,sor nan nas grown this at Fendalton, and at this low level

It maintains its characteristics, and shows no tendency to revert to
r". caesmtosa. ^P. caespitosa,

Fcstuca rubra Linn.

1;=.
^^

il
"^"^ ^^<^^t species should have been inclut

f\J ^^-««t uncommon -in pastures, and perhaps

occurssouth and west faces of Mount Herbert near the summit
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Carex Solandri Boott.

Family Cyperaceae.

Bush, Mount Herbert : A. "\V.

Carex teslacea Sol. ex Boott.

EedclifEs Gully : A. W. Akaroa : E. M. L

Family Juncaceae.

Juncus prismatocarpus R. Br.

Ditch by the side of the road, Kaituna Valley. Motuoka Valley is

the southernmost locality given by Cheesemau, but it occurs at least

as far south as Peel Forest : R, M. L.

Family Liliaceae.
*

Balbinelh Hookeri Benth. & Hook.
Summit Road at head of Le Bon*s Bay : W. M.

Dianella intermedia Endl.

I was surprised to find a few drought-stricken specimens of this

plant in a cleft on the rocks on the northern face of Marley's Hill (May,

1922) : R. M. L. On rocks, Charteris Bay : Orton Bradley.

Family Polygoxaceae.

Miiehlenhechia ephedrioides Hook. f.

It is perhaps worth while putting this on record ; though not strictly

a Banks Peninsula plant, .yet it occurs close to the foot of the hills.

Outlet to Lake Fors^^h : W. M. ; R. M. L.

Family Ranunculaceae.

Clematis mar'ata Armstr
Amongst manuka scrub, Charteris Bay : Orton Bradley

!

nu

ifloruiii Smith
Rocks on the south side of Mount Herbert, near the summit : A. W

our

Family Violarieae.

Melicytus micrantkus Hook. f. var. microphyllus Cheesman,
Price's Valley, on the flat ; one plant onlr seen : R. M. L

Family Rubiaceae.

Nertera setulosa Hook. f.

Mount Herbert, 2,500 ft. : A. W.
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Family Compositar,

Gnaphalium Traversii Hook, f.

Hill. This is now to be added to the list

of subalpine species : E. M. L.

Senecio Lyallii Hook, f.

Mount Herbert, south side, about 2,800 ft. : A. W. An unexpected
subalpine plant.

Taraxacum magellaniciim Comm.
Mount Herbert, near summit, both sides : A. W.

CRITICAL SPECIES.

Myosotis australis R. Bf, var
(Text-figs. 1-3.)

Wall) var. nov.

Ramis decumbentibus vel prostratis, crassioribus, rachide multo-breviore
quam in forma typica

; stylo filiform! gracili, aequanti corollae tube in
longitudme, nucellis maturis mgris nitentibus, leviter ochratis vel fulvis,
non subierrugmeis.

In the previous list was mentioned among the critical species a form
01 M, austmhft with fTiP "haKi'f o>.;r ^^+ i _. i^ ^i^^ n . • txM. ForsterL It
seems sufficiently distinct and local to require a varietal name. The follow-
ing IS a somewhat fuller description :

Plant biennial. Stems branched from root, decumbent or prostrate
or ascending at tips, stout and scarcely flaccid, 6-18 in. long, hispid with
straight or more or less appressed hairs, lower leaves on rather stout
petioles 2-0 m long, petiole 1-2 in. long, sheathing at base; blade 1-2 in.
long, oblong to spathulate, obtuse or apiculate, rather membranous,
margins and midnb hispid, and both surfaces hispidulous. Racemes some-
what elongated, pedicels y, in. long, rather stout, many-flowered. Flowers

«n.w^
'"^

l''^^\
becoming campanulate in fruit, hispid with spreading

W.?r' ^J'^"'^
^^'^' five-lobed to beyond middle, lobes linear to

mear-lanceolate acuminate. Corolla-tube funnel-shaped and nearly twice

nrb if Jf
3^-^'

^^^^«f
^itii five scales

; lobes shortV rounded. Anthers

thl til
'

1
'P'

^v'^^
equalling corolla-scales. Style much longer

^^^1. ^^7'^ ^"^^ equalling corolla-scales. Nutlets ovoid not orbicular,

bTaS-norpVe^r'wm
'^^^'''' "'^" ^^^^ shining-yellowish or gre

M. Fosteri than to M
uTohZ!

^fenor appearance
; but in the details of its structure it comes

rSnl/r ^ ?.' ^^"'\ }^ "^^''^ ^^^™ ^- ^^^'iralu in being decumbent

somewW 1 'w
^^'^^"^"ch less elongated rachis, in the long stvle, and in

somewhat lighter colour of fh^ t,»+i^*. 8 - >somewhat lighter colour of the nutlets.
J rom iHf

"

down, in the elongated

anDar!;t V i'
^'^"^ '^- 1^'

r^^'^''
^"^^ perhaps also in their colour. It

XT hll '•"''"' 1^^''^^^^ resemblance to M. australis var. conspi^ua,

W '^
' ^^ ™kno^vn to us

tiab.-am above Lyttelton, Governor's Bay, and Sumner Road.
Amsotoym Enysii (T. Kirk) Laing.

DlanT' Tf!"V^'f Y .^'^'^^^^ differences between this and the Castl

and L. !
'"^' Peninsula form the bracts a«and more acute, and nearly connate

narrower
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ERRATA.

The following species were admitted into the pre\-ious pape
and the names should therefore be deleted from the list.

Cyathea Cunnvnghamii Hook. f.

Kn However,
I have reintroduced the species for a plant from Peraki Reserve, on the
authonty of Dr. Holloway. This has the complete indusium of Cyathea.—i\. M. Jj.

Festuca muliinodis Petrie.

No form of Festuca in this neighbourhood is anytiiing like Petrie 's

plant, which is very distinct. Very few individuals of F. novae-
zelandiae have even three nodes.—A. W.

Scirpus antarcticus Linn.
Is recorded in error for S. aucUandims Boeck, by which it should

be replaced.

'ex fli

Rock ; but I find on examining my
herbanum again that there is possibly a mistake in the locality. The

pending confirniati
of the locahty.~R. M. L.

Libertia grardifiora Sweet.
This is probably only a form, thoi

Plantago spathuhta Hook. f.

This is an erroneous identification of P. RaouUi Decaisne.

'ation of

Be

[Read before the^ago Institute,^ 12th DecerrAer, 1922 ; received by Editor. iU
yparatehj,

very complex

volatile. The

been usedbv vflTin„= ..1 ^ "iuuimating-power, and have long i>een wku.

(density Sfim'"^^
compames for this purpose. In New Zealand, kerosene

Sr and «t i?'
'''' '''^'^'^^' y^'^^« ^^^^ a ga«. which is known as Pintsch

on comnreli '^T ^T^ ^ ^^""^^^^ «* ^^"7 matter, and the gas itself

1
"^ ^*^^^ an^J a considerable amount nf a ^r„^n ^aht o I whichmav bo Ir^ZTr:- .1 t

considerable amount of a crude light oil which

meYciallv ?mn??*^^^
designated Pintsch oil. At present the only com-

only t^trw^e^he^^l^r.1 l^ A niuminating-ga., the

illuminating-power 7n^ 7 r i,
^^^ ^^'"^^ '" carburel

crystalliJnf f^^ '
•
^ \ ^^'^^^ ^^*«n* '^ preventing

aa abourfsZ^ l^'' ^P^^* ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ is practi?

comm^rta i^orfatTto^fi^nd""''^"^ ^T^^"^ '"ipurtance to lind some use for it.

lluminating-gas, the

carburetting gases of low

from

of
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The oil at present is unfit for commercial use because of its stench, its

extreme volatility and inflammability, and especially its property of

depositing a gummy layer on all vessels in which it is kept. If it were

not for this last objection the oil would make an excellent motor-spirit.

Armstrong and Miller have published a paper {J.C.S., 1886, vol. 49,

T., 74) on " The Pyrogenesis of Hydrocarbons," in which an oil similar

to' Pintsch oil is described. In their oil they showed the presence of

paraffins, naphthenes. olefines, pseudacetylenes, and aromatic hydro-

carbons, 'ethylene, butadiene, and benzene being the chief constituents.

The Pintsch oil itself is hght-yellowish and very mobile, possessing a

nauseous, persistent smell, similar to crude acetylene. It contains large

amounts of dissolved gases which are expelled on warming, the hquid

beginning to boil at 35° C. and distiUing irregularly up to about 112 t.,

at least half of the oil being benzene, and another quarter toluene. Ml

the fractions, more especially the lower ones, are highly unsaturated.

Above 112° C. the residue rapidly darkens, and decomposes spontaneously

with evolution of pungent-smeUing white fumes.

Oxidation with permanganate of a fraction boiUng between 60 and

90O jnc acids, tnus maicating ine

in asreement with Armstrong

Miller's conclusions
mmi

hydrocarbons present, experi

with

the action. The action of sodium wire at 60^ C, in a sealed tube, was tried

on the original oil, and on a fraction consisting mostly of butadiene obtained

vapour
with t

There

rubber

solubilities from true rubber. It was probably a polymer which had not

reached the rubber stage.
,. i m t a ^^

Ttr^«^ ^f fT>. wnrV Hnne on the chemistry of the oil was performed on
fT-onfi'/^nQ Tn nbtAin these withoutvarious

mm
be cautious and slow (hquid bromine is too vigorous ;

dropping

bromine through a layer of bromine wat-er was tned, but the best results

were obtained bv the gradual mixing of the vapours from Pintsch oil

and bromine), and the reaction-flask be constantly cooled by a stream

of water. The method adopted was to pass the vapour obtained by

warming a large quantity of Pintsch oil into ammoniacal silver-nitrate

solution, then into the absori)tion-flask (containing a layer of liquid Br 2),

then through another small quantity of Br^ to catch any escaping

unsaturated gas, then through a bubbler of NaOH solution, and finally

into a cyUnder where the residual paraffinoid gas was collected by down-

ward displacement. Even with all precautions to guard against over-

heating, each shaking of the absorption- flask caused a torrent of HBr fumes

to rush over (the reason for the formation of this substance is not apparent)

;

the bromides in the absorption-flask, though at first clear, gradually turned

dark brown, and much decomposition occurred. The chlorides and iodides,

which were also prepared in small amount, showed the usual gradation

of properties, the order of decreasing stability being chloride, bromide,

iodide. The iodides decomposed at once, producing a carbonaceous residue

and methyl iodide.
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mi

When the absorption-:

solidified. The liquid br
funnel, and the solid bromide, after rccrystallization twice from alcohol,
was obtained as a pure-white, powdery mass, appearing under the micro-
scope as very irregular tables with a few short and thin prisms (M.P.
113° C.

;
Br percentage, by Stepanow's method. 85-9). This is in good

agreement with the data obtained hy Armstrong and Miller for their sohd
butadiene tetrabromide, so that the more volatile parts of Pintsch oil consist
largely of butadiene. This solid bromide is extremely stable to most
reagents. Alcoholic potash, zinc-copper couple in boiling alcohol, and
boding concentrated nitric acid have alike verv little action on it. The
vapours of both the hquid and solid bromides have an extremely irritating
eltect on the eyes.

Large quantities of the liquid bromides were prepanj and fractionally
dimmed at atmospheric and at reduced pressure. Purificadon proved
diftcu^t, but repeated distillations at length yielded 40 c.c. of a clear
colourless fraction (B.P. 58-66° at 23 mm.; density, 1-825 at 13° C.)
which remained stable on keeping. The substance was very refractory in
combustion the values finally obtained being-C, 2M per cent. ; H, 3-5per
cent. Analysis* (Canus method) gave 75-9 i,er cent, bromine, so that

speci

per
(Ca culated percentages--C, 22-2 i,er cent. : H, 3-7 per cent. : Br, 74 ^.
bn?l!;l / .'

butylene is present in considerable amount in the lower

^.::'::! h'^i^jl'l'lt^^' - *^^t the Hquld dibromldcs that Arm-
fire

coppe

IZlT'., 1 fi l^T
'*''' f^ "^^''^ °^ t^^ tjutylene ilomers this substance

The ] ^f^^^^^f"Jf^' ^"^ probability points to the normal olefine.

rent L.r ^ S^T^^' ^^''*,'
'I

"^'^^^ "^reactive, KOH (alcoholic and 30 per

z nc coTr'^' T^'' Ti ^^^ ^^^^"g ^^^y li^t'^ ^ff^^^t. Zinc-dust or

disso ve^withH r
^'^^^.^'/^^^ces it, SbCl, liberates bromine, PCI,

th ch is tie t ^'%T .
^^^3^drous AICl, has" a rather peculiar action.

S HBr .re 1- ' T^^ .'^'/T ^^^™'^*^ «^ ^^8 benzene solution. Clouds

FurtCf 'J-
'

^r"^ f
dark-brown oil.f insoluble in benzene, is formed.

beti^n\^o rfS' ^^ *^^Pi"tsch oil were brominated, and one boiling

in Tareempnt 1 T^^ ''^^'"'' °^ ^^^ P^^^^^*^*^ ^f amylene and hexylene,

was^ foutd ST^*'^''
""^ ^^.' ^'°™^^« ^y t^^ method already detailed it

vapour from th.pTT°T"^ silver-nitrate solution, through which the

cSs nre^i^t ^f''\^'^ ^^^ P^^^^^' ^^Pi^Iy turned black, while a

S'drt!:!lir!i J?^^^
--

\-. ^-^ opposition to the results

indicates that true acetylenes are

Pintscb oil. The gas that passed

ittent SXLs'ltSu^ 7^^^^^ ''r
P^-i^tried. gave results which, th^

Armstrong and Miller

method
the qXiantity of eodhim\„nr ""'7%'^ resuiia could be obtained on y by using double

strongly fluorescenrS^eS? ^iJu*^'"'
^^^'^^"g » light-yeUow oil with fragrant odour

the pure oil di«;,r,r^;l „_ 1' ^'^o'i«l' or acetone solution. The violet fluorescence ol

alumin It contains no bromide^r aiumimum. This sio^-h^r.
•

—^ ^^^^iii» m vne com. It contains no oroniiuc

Craft reaction, which h^TJlJ^"^ remarkable, simulating as it does the Friedel and
.

'
however, is supposed to be restricted to aromatic substances.
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through all the absorption-solutions and finally collected in the storing-

cylinder was very small in amount, and consisted mostly of air driven out

of the apparatus, indicating that paraffins or other saturated constituents

are present in the volatile fractions in only very slight amount.

A considerable amount of work was done to determine the possibility

of a commercial use for the oil, but in the following brief summary all

details are omitted, and only the main results indicated. The chief objec-

tions to the oil are its smell", and its tendency to form a gum on standing,

and so clog the engine-valves ; both these effects are possibly due to^the

higher unsaturated fractions. Distillation of the dry oil up to 100° C.

gave a 60 per cent, fraction which apparently did not gum after standing

for some months, but which still made a poor motor-fuel (as tried in a

motor-cycle). The best efiects were obtained with equal parts of petrol

and Pintsch oil, but extf-nsive trials are needed, in this direction.

The efiect of various catalysts and other reagents in reducing the

unsaturation (and therefore, presumably, the gumming, &c.) was tried but

with discouraging results : boihng under reflux condenser with alcoholic

" ag to the catal>^ic action of freshly reduced

temperatures up to 340° C, producing little

efect7 Aluminium chloride, a reagent that has frequentlv been used for

.unc

treating unsaturated oils, had a decided action (increasing with the boiling-

point of the fraction used), producing a viscid, pitch-like polymerization

product, soluble in organic solvents, containing no aluminium, and with

no taste. In spite of this action, however, the distillate of volatile oil was

still highly unsaturated, and its bad properties had not been markedly

Since benzene forms the largest constituent of the oil, it was thought

that immersion of the oil in a freezing mixture might induce separation of

crude benzene crystals. No such effect was, however, observed, nor could

solid benzene be obtained even by similarly treating fractions in the neigh-

bourhood of 80° C, though crystals of pum benzene were repeatedly intro-

duced while the temperature was -20° C. ; in fact, the crystals readily

dissolved up. If the oil is previously treated with concentrated sulphunc

acid to absorb the unsaturated constituents, fractions in the neighbourhood

of 80° C readily yield soUd benzene on freezing, but there is apparently

no hope of obtaining it e^asily from the original oil

wnter wis

advice during the investigation.
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Three Fossil Annelids new to New Zealand.

By H. J- FiNLAY, M.Sc, Edmond Fellow of Otago University.

[Read before the Otago InMitute, 10th Jnly, 1923 ; received by Editor^ 31st December^ 1923 ;

issued separately, 30th July, 1924.]

Some specimens of Annelid tubes frotn the Moeraki boulders were lately

brought to me by Professor Park for examination, and description should

they prove new. The discovery is interesting, as hitherto these beds have
jdelded no fossils beyond a fragment of avian or reptilian bone. Professor

Park informs me, however, that in places the outer crust of the boulders

contains numbers of these Annelid tubes. All the specimens are very poor,

and, as the matrix is hard, even good fragments are difficult to obtain. It

is thus impossible to state either the length or' amount of curvature of

perfect tubes, but, so far as can be seen, the test, though irregular in its

course, is fairly straight. definitely

or posterior end have been seen, so that it is not known whether any
constriction in the tube or thinning of the walls occurs. Mr. F. Chapman,
A.L.S., Palaeontologist to the National Museum, Melbourne, who also saw
the specimens, informs me that the species is " more solid and apparently
longer than Ditrupa cornea var. wormhetiensis McCoy, of the Janjukian of

Victoria."

{

r
i

ui

Ditrupa park! n. sp. (Fig. 1, a, h.)

Tube of moderate length, slender, and apparently slowly tapering ;

walls very solid, often nearly as thick as internal diameter of tube. Surface
with distinct growth-lines, and 2 or 3 very indistinct, almost obsolete, broad,
longitudinal ridgings. In one example is a single collar-like swelling.

.
Length of type (largest, but still

very imperfect example), 7-5 mm.
Exterior diameter of a large fragment,
1-75 mm. ; interior diameter, 0-65 mm!

Type in author's collection.

The age of the locality is uncertain.
Marshall {Trans. N.Z. InsL, vol. 49,
1917, p. 463) in his account of the •

Hampden beds makes the following '*

statement
:
" The fossiliferous [Hamp- "fa)

den] beds rest directly on the strata
that contain the well-known Moeraki
concretions. These pass downward
mto the concretionary but more sandy Fig. I,—Ditrupa parhi n. sp.
Karfim k^„ ^i,:„i. :_ . .

j^ CTOSS -scction of paratype

I

/

m.
(d)

Z

beds, which in turn
the Shag Point conglomerates that
contain the coal Above the fossil-
bearing beds there are the volcanic

called the Waiareka

a, type;

Fig. 2.

—

Ditrupa chapman i n. sp. «, type;

b, paratype ; c, ead view of aperture

of type; d, cross - section througb

paratype

pdtuffs; these in turn lie bel
beds are thus below the Wai , „_ . _„_ _
they are closely related to the Waihao ^^Ten^and'Teds 'arMcCullough's
Jirifige, which m turn are at a higher horizon than the " Island sandstone

'
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or Bortonian beds at Black Point and ivakahu. The Shag Point beds have
been doubtfully referred to the Piripauan by Thomson {Trans. N,Z. Inst.,

vol. 52, 1920, p. 385), and the only stage at present distinguislied between
Bortonian and Piripauan is the Kaitangatan. The Kartlgi and Moeraki
beds therefore presumably represent tlie Kaitangatan and Bortonian stages,

so that the *' boulders " are probably of low Eocene, age ; in the absence of

fossils, further speculation is useless.

Ditrupa chapmani n. sp. (Fig. 2, a, 6, c, rf.)

Tube rather long and very slender, gently tapering; perfect juvenile

specimens have very much the appearance of Cadulus delirafidu-s^ being of

about the same proportions but slightly less curved and of different texture.

The curvature is distinct but not great, more pronounced posteriorly. No
swelling at the anterior end, but the test reaches greatest width a short

distance from aperture and thence markedly contracts to thin and sharply-

edged circular orifice. Surface appears smooth, but under the glass presents

a coarse texture and minutely-corrugated appearance due to very numerous
and rather regular growth-lines, forming rings that are always fine and
never resemble collars. The outlines are almost always perfectly regular,

but in one or two cases there are a few gentle swellings near posterior end of

juvenile shells, but never, in adults, at the anterior end. Colour of shell

pale brown with rings and bands of greyish. The cross-sections of broken
specimens show that the internal orifice is always circular, but maybe central

or distinctly excentric ; there is an inner narrow whitish ring, then a thick

brownish crystalline layer with a radiating appfNi ranee, then finally a very

narrow surface-layer.

Dimensions of type : Length, 12-5 mm.
;

greatest width (just behind
aperture), 1-25 mm. ; width of posterior (broken) end, 0*8 mm. ; diameter

of orifice, 0-85 mm.
Type, from Clifden, Southland (band 6c—Ototaran ?), in author's collec-

tion. Most plentiful and of best preservation in this band, but occurring

also in several other bands at that locality.

Of much more elegant appearance, greater tenuity, and more gradual

taper than D. cornea var. wormbelioms McCoy, typical examples of thac

species being considerably shorter, yet much wider than the new species.

The absence of anterior nodosities separates it at once from the var. constricta

Chapman. Named after Mr. Chapman, of the National Museum, Melbourne,

who has alw^ays readily given his as^^istance on this and other occasions.

Serpula ouyenensis Chapman.

Described from the Kalimnan (?) and Janjukian of the Mallee Bores,

Victoria {Proc. Roy. Soc, Vict., vol 26, n.s., p. 182, pi 18, figs. 24, 25
;
pi 19,

fig. 42 ; 1913). Mr. Chapman identified as this species specimens of a
Serpula from the road-cutting at Pukeuri (Awamoan) ; the shell is quite

common at that locality, but the specimens are exceedingly fragile, and
only small pieces can be obtained. Specimens that seem also referable

to this species are commonly found in several of the bands at Clifden,

Southland, but more especially band 6o. This horizon is considr^rably

lower than Awamoan, and may well be Lower Miocene or even Oligocene,

so that the species would seem to have an earlier occurrence in New Zealand

than in Austi^alia, and, if the Australian records are included, a considerable

range. This, however, is of frequent occurrence in the Annelids.

15—Trans.
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Neiv Shells from New Zealand Tertiary Beds,

By H. J. FiNLAY, M.Sc, Edmond Fellow of Otago University.

[Read before the Otaqo Institute, 8th August, 1922 : received by Editor, 31st December,

1923 ; ismed separately, 30th July, 1924.]

Plates 48-51.

The following forms are described from the new material in the author s

collection ; many of them are related to Austrahan species, and others

described species are also given.

Zealand fauna. Notes on some already-

Natica notocenica n. sp. (Plate 49, figs. 2a, 2&, 2c, 2d.)

N. zelandica Suter (ia many lists of fossils from Miocene localities), not of

Q. * G.

Shell small but soUd, smooth and polished, exceedingly glossy when

well preserved, globosely ovate, witli strong funicle in umbilicus. Surface

almost quite smooth, growth-hnes inconspicuous, curving away from suture ,

faint spiral scratches occasionally noticeable. Spire low, regularly conicalj

bluntly pointed. Protoconch paucispiral, depressed, hardly differing from

later whorls. Whorls 4|-5, base regularly convex. Suture slightly canali-

culate only for two apical whorls, thence inconspicuous, whorls tightly

clasping those above without sutural flattening, so that sides of spire are

perfectly straight. Aperture semilunar, oblique. Outer lip loop-shape ,

very thin and sharp, but rapidly becoming thicker internally, ascenoiBg

somewhat on penultimate whorl before joining inner lip. Columella obuqiie,

almost straight, shghtly excavated posteriorly. Inner hp spreading ony

sHghtly as rectangular lip over parietal wall, and as very thick semicircuia

funicle into moderate umbiUcus, oft^n almost filling it, though a deep

chink is always left above funicle. Outer edge of umbihcus very bluntiy

carinate and separated by deep groove from funicle, surface of whicn i

corrugated by strong folds inside, and ends in a wide, concave flattemng-

Operculum unknown.
Height, 7-5 mm. ; diameter, 7 mm. (type). Height, 11 mm. ;

diameter,

10-5 mm, (largest specimen, from Target Gully). ^ ,,

Type, from Awamoa (blue clays on banks of stream), in author's ^^^^

tion. Common at Ardgowan, Target Gully, and Pukeuri ; specimens ais

from Pareora, Rifle Butts, Kakanui tuffs, Waikaia, and McCuUough's Bridge,

Waihao—i.e., throughout the Oamaruian. n K t it
This species has always been identified as N. zelandica Q. & G.,

|>

is totally different in its constantly smaller size, heavier umbilical ^^^^^
^^

(though this varies in strength in both species), and especially in ^
^^^^i

spire, which in 2V. zelandica is slightly scalar, due to the infrasu

flattening, but in N, notocenica is perfectly conical, except in some ®^ .

examples where the whorls bulge out a httle. At most Oamaru ^^^^^\^^
this species is accompanied by the following one, but has a ^^^^VP^fLn
range in earlier horizons. No difference at all can be picked betw

Waihao and Pukeuri specimens.
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Natica consortis n. sp, (Plate 49, figs, la, 16, Ic)

Shell small, moderately solid, smooth and polished, somewhat vertically
compressed, with moderate umbilical fuuicle. Sculpture and protoconch
as in N. notocenica. Spire low, subscalar, flattened at apex. Whorls 4^,
base flatly convex. Suture as in preceding species for first two whorls,
but thence quite different, whorls being abruptly turned inwards near
suture, forming round it a perfectly flat rather wide platform, so that spire
appears staged; this platform widens considerably as growth proceeds.
Aperture pear-shaped, narrower above and wider below than in N. mlocenim.
Outer lip forming a wider loop than in that species, tliiu and sharp, not

penultim
before ioinins^ innpr lit Columella obUque, not nearly so straight as in
N. notocenica, considerably excavated below before meeting outer lip.

both
in the previous species. Funicle cord-like, not strong, marked off by
groove below, and leaving wide opening above, much less corrugated
than in iV. notocenica^ and ending in a slight convex lump. Operculum
unknown.

+

Height, 8-5 mm. ; diameter, 8-5 mm. (type). Height, 10-5 mm. ; dia-
meter, 9-5 mm. (largest specimen from Ardgowan).

Type Common
specimens

beach-boulders)

iV. mao)

umbilicus i

it. From its accompanying but commoner relative iV. notocenica Finlay it is

sundered by its weaker and different funicle, less ovate shape, and especially
by its flatly bordered Sutures. This last feature and the weak funicle

separate it also from N. zelandica Q. & G., which has the whorls much more
flattened into the sutures than in N. notocenica, but much less so than in
N. consortis. specimens of both
are always weathered and have lost their gloss ; the sutures generally remain
unweathered in N, notocenica, but in N, concords are generally weathered
to a canalicidate form. Unlike N. notocenica, this species does not extend

ancestral) form.

bein

Natica praeconsors n. sp.

This in most details is so similar to the preceding species that a full

diagnosis is unnecessary, and only points of difference need be mentioned.
The only three examples seen are of smaller size, much thinner, with whorls
a little more globose, and base more rounded. Columella very weak,
strongly curved, more excavated and S-shai)ed than in N. consortis.

Umbilicuii about same size, but appearing larger owing to extremely slight

development of funicle, wliich is merely a very thin, subtriangular cord,
hardly at all blocking oi>ening, and widely removed from outer edge of pit.

Sutures bordered by a flattened space, but not nearly so prominently
as in N. consortis, outer edge of platform being rounded off into whorl.

Height, 7 mm. ; diameter, 6 mm. (type).

Type, from greensands at McCullough's Bridge, Waihao, in Mr. R. S.

Allan's collection.
+

15*
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Natica inexpectata n. sp.

This also is so close to N. consortis that it is best described by comparison

with that species ; the type is at present unique,* and further examples

may show that it is worth only varietal rank. Early whorls are as in

N. consortis, but sutural platform not quite so prominent. There are

nearly 5 whorls, and on last platform tends to become obsolete, infrasutural

outhnes approaching those of N. zelandica Q. & G., to which species it is

brought into nearer resemblance by the relatively large size of shell. Whorls

much narrower, however, than in N. zelandica, but shape of these and of

aperture is in accord with iV. consortis, Funicle much stronger than in the

latter species, three-parts filling the pit, and ending in a lightly convex

flattening ; very similar to that of N. zelandica.

Height, 15 mm. ; diameter, 14 mm.
Type, from Clifden, Southland (band 7, Hutchinsonian), in author's

collection.

Polinices pseudovitreus n. sp. (Plate 49, figs. 3a, 36, 3c, 3rf.)

Polinices awphialns Wats. : Suter (in lists of fossiln from Awamoan localities),

not of Watson.

Shell small, porcellanous and slightly shining, rather thick, globosely

conspicuous gro

traces of very fine and close spirals. Spire rather high, varying from one-

half to three-quarters height of aperture, strongly scalar, due to rectangular

shape of whorls. Protoconch large, depressed and globose. Whorls Sj-Sf)

the last very large and elongated, curving out almost horizontally i^oni

suture, then subvertical, finally rapidly contracted to convex and steeply-

sloping base. The sudden change of direction from vertical to horizontal

is marked by a rounded but bulging shoulder which throws spire-whorls

into unusual prominence. Suture strong, often deeply grooved, a little

sloping. Aperture pyriform, a little obhque, scarcely pointed above, usually

less than two-thirds total height. Outer Up sharp and strong, i)atulous

below. Columella straight. Inner lip expanded as a very definite a^d

rather thick pad over parietal wall, w4th sometimes a slight tubercle just

below outer lip ; anteriorly the pad is flattened down over the narrow

umbilicus, leaving only a small chink open. Front of columella very

sUghtly flattened back on indistinct circumumbilical ridge.

Height, 8 mm. ; diameter, 6-75 mm. (type). Height, 9 mm. ;
diameter,

7 mm. (largest specimen).
,

Type and seven others, from Rifle Butts, nonr Oamaru, in authors

collection.

Closely related to P. vitreus (Hutt.) (= P. mnphialus Wats.), but larger

though of fewer whorls, sutures more deeply incised, much more exser

spire, and more prominently convex whorls. No specimens of this species

be

specime At Pukeuri,

w species of

Polinices, quite distinct from P. pseudovitreus
flattened shoulder.

* Since the above was written the author has visited Otiake and there ^^^^^^^^.

iiuiuerous specimens referable to this species, though mostly i

show that the heat features for differentiation from A', consortis
rounder sutural platform and the larger funicle, and also the m
of the base, due to the more rapid descent of the last whorl

These
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Austrotriton maorium ii. sp. (Plate 48, figs. 1, ?,, 3; Plate 51, fig, 4.)

Ciimntmm minimum (Hutt.) : Suter fin many lists of fossils from Awamoan and
other horizons), not of Hutton.

Shell of moderate size, of irregular growth, spire stagi^d, canal long.
Protoconch of 3^ convex whorls, depressedly conic aii<l very synunetrical,
last half turn with 3 or 4 faint spiral keels, terminating abruptly in small
yarix and groove. Adult shells with 6 further whorls, later ones of very
irregular growth, considerably swollen directly after a vaiix but contracU^d
for short distance before one; spire-whorls carinate at about middle,
shoulder of varying width (due to irregular growth), sloping at 45*", thence
perpendicular to suture below ; body-whorl subangulate, vertical space
between sharp sutural and basal slopes being very short. Axial sculpture
most prominent on this vertical part ; usually 7 sHght axial ribs between
varices on early whorls, raised into prominent sharp tubercles on carina

;

on lower whorls are typically 5 strong, elongated, peripheral swelUngs between
varices (which occur at about every three-fifths of a whorl), continued as
iaint ribs over shoulder and base, vanishing on canal. Swellings narrow,
high, and blunt, but often tubercular at each extremity ; last swelling con-
siderably weaker than others, and on higher level, so that a distinct drop
is apparent after each varix. On body-whorl are 4 main spiral cords, two
marking peripheral angles and two below these, lowest in line with last

denticle on outer Up ; below these, strong and weak smooth cords alternate
on canal. 3-6

o with

a varix. Spire shorter than aperture with canal. Aperture suboval, a
little oblique, channelled above, produced below into a canal equal in length
to aperture and bent backwards to left. Outer lip sharp, with strong thick
varix behind, also thickened internally and wth 5 tubercles, the lowest
at top of canal. Inner Up a little spreading, often with 2 or 3 small plaits

on parietal wall. Columella strongly curved, with a few plaits at base,

two much stronger than the others. A distinct umbihcal chink generally
present.

Height, 38 mm.; diameter, 21 nmi. ; height of aperture and canal,

22 mm. (type). Height, 25 mm. ; diameter, 13 mm. ; height of aperture
and canal, 13-5 mm. (largest paratype).

Type, several half-grown, and many juvenile specimens, from Target
Otdly, in author's collecrion; also specimens from the following horizons
and locahties: Awamoan (Pukeuri, Rifle Butts, Mount Harris); Hutchin-
sonian (Otiake) ; Ototaran ? (CHfden, bands 4, 6, and 7) ; Waiarekan ?

(Chatton).

This is the common " Cymatium " of Oamaru localities. Juvenile
shells are met ^^-ith at most of the collecting-groimd^ there, but the full-

grown shell is apparently rare, the type and three more from Clifden being
the only ones seen. It is of fairly constant appearance when large, but
the canal varies considerably in length, especially in juveniles, which also
differ in appearance from adult shell in their finer sculpture and more
regular growth. The species has no resemblance to 0. minimutn (Hutt.),

and its previous identification with Huttons species must be attributed
to the loss of his holotype. It is, however, very closely allied to the
Recent A. farkinsonianum (Perry), the general style of shell and sculpture
being the same in both. Perry's shell also has the narrow keel, elongated
granules, and the 4 main cords, but differs in its shorter canal, almost
complete absence of deiiticles on outer lip and columella, much finer and
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closer spiral sculpture (main cords are less prouiinent and secondary cords

are, though wider, lower and separated only by grooves), and_ coarser

axial sculpture (all the early whorls have only 5 intervariceal ribs, and

these decrease to 4, and then on the body-whorl only 3, very stout and

distant nodules ; these show the same abrupt change in size and level as

in A, maorium). There can be little doubt as to the relationship of this

shell to the Recent form on the one hand, and on the other to such

AustraUan Tertiary forms as C. radiale (Tate), for which Cossmann pro-

posed the genus Austrotfiton . Kesteven {Proc. Linn. Soc, N.S.W.., vol. 27,

1902, p. 454) has commented on the similarity between C. parkinsonianum

and this Austrahan group, and Iredale has on this account referred the

Eecent shell to Austrotriton [Trans, N.Z, InsL, vol. 47, p. 459) ; the new

species provides an interesting Unk between the two extri' nu's in both its

appearance and its geological age. The AustraUan ally of this shell seems

to be A. tortirostre (Tate), but this is difficult to judge from figures alone.

As in manv other eenera of the Cvmatiidae, however, the limits of this

forms

with

maonum neozelan

would be better placed in Charonia.

Var. insignitum n. var. (Plate 51, fig, 5.)

Difiers from the species in having one sharp peripheral keel vAth a

rounded base below, and much finer axial sculpture. Early whorls as m
the species, but later ones with 9 axial ribs between varices, forming, and

often reduced to, sharp nodules on keel. The difference in appearance

results mainly from lack of nodules on second main cord. The change m
size and level of nodules after a varix is much less marked in the variety,

but the specimens are not adult. Several denticles on columella. The

variety has a much neater appearance than the species.

Height, 22 mm.; diameter, 12-5 mm. ; height of aperture, 11-5 niuu

(type).

Type and one paratype, from Target Gully, in author's collection. ^^^

yet found elsewhere.

L

Austrotriton (?) minimum (Hutt.). (Plate 48, fig. 5.)

The unique holotype of this species, previously supposed to be lost, has

been discovered by Mr. Marwick, who kindly lent it to the author for

examination. As Hutton's description is so slight, and so many ^vrong

identifications have been made by subsequent workers, opportunity is here

taken to rede^cribe the species. Holotype is in bad condition, lacks canal,

protoconch, and much of the shell, and has aperture filled with matrix.

Shell not large, attenuated, aperture small in proportion to ^P"*^;

About 5 whorls remain ; the earlier ones are distinctly but bluntly angled

slightly above middle ; shoulder sloping at about 45°, thence much more

steeply sloping inwards to suture below ; on body-whorl this angle is

almost obsolete, the whorl being subquadrately convex. Five or six inter-

nodules

stronger and higher

;

blunt

but on early whorls are often elongated almost into backwardly-slop^^S

axial ribs. The very faint lower keel on base bears only traces of nodules.

Spiral cords cross whole surface, are quite prominent, flatly convex, an

generally wider than interstices, but both vary considerably and irregularly-
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On base an occasional cord seems to be stronger ; on account of poor pre-
servation the arrangement of these cannot be accurately described, but
seems to be somewhat similar to that of A. nuwrium. No axial threads
can be seen, and spirals are apparently not granulated. Five varices
remain, about two-thirds of a whorl apart, rather narrow, hardly stouter
than nodules, not prominent, and slightly sloping forwards. Sutures
undulating, hardly discernible, but margined by a cord stouter than the
others. Spire very high (l|-2 times height of aperture without canal),

subturreted, giving shell a slender appearance, which in conjunction with
its rather regular growth readily distinguishes it from any other New
Zealand member of this genus. Aperture (filled with matrix) certainly
small ; outer lip reflected inwards past varix to form a sharp edge. Canal
hidden and broken, but from small size of fracture-area it is evident that
the amount lost is very slight, so that complete canal is probably short.

Height, 33 mm.; diameter, 16 mm.; height of aperture, 14 mm.
Type, from Broken River, Trelissick Basin (lower beds, Ototaran), in

<;ollection of Now Zealand Geological Survey. No other specimens at
present known.

The species seems to be characterized chiefly by its high spire ; strong,

regular, and smooth spiral threads ; and rounded tubercles, some of which
on early whorls are elongated slantwise, giving shell a Penssoptera-like
appearance. Hutton at one time thought the species was identical with
C. tortirostre (Tate), but Tate repudiated this identity {Trans. Roy, Soc.

S, Aust,, vol. 10, p. 124), and did not compare it with any other species.

In attenuated shape it resembles C. protensum (Tate), and if canal is long
would be very like this species. It is also somewhat like A. woodsi (Tate),

and this species also has a long canal. On the strength of this last

resemblance Button's species is here placed in Aitstrotritony but with much
doubt, since the resemblance to the genotype, A. radiale (Tate), is but
slight, though there do not seem to be essential generic differences. This
is one of tte " difficult '' forms referred to in the remarks on A. maorium.
It is in some respects like a Charonia, but the character of the varices

seems to forbid placing it in that genus.
T _

Austrotriton cyphoides n. sp. (Plate 51, figs. 3a, 36.)

Shell small, shortly fusiform, \dth prominent peripheral carina and
nodules. Protoconch globular, slightly asymmetrical, of about 4 smooth
convex whorls, but tip is lost. Four whorls succeed this, strongly carinated

below middle ; shoulder straight, slope almost about 40"^, thence slanting

slightly in below carina to suture below ; base rapidly contracted into

broad, slightly twisted beak ; varices at a little less than every three-

quarters of a whorl, very low and inconspicuous, broadly convex towards
aperture, but angled and concave away from it. Five strong peripheral

nodules between varices, sharp along keel but blunt vertically ; they
extend to suture below on spire-whorls but hardly at all on shoidder

;

on body-whorl they vanish just below periphery, their termination being
indicated by a spiral cord slightly more prominent than the others ; no
anterior keel apart from this. A^Tiole surface bears slightly undulating,
narrow, flattish spiral cords, interstices much wider on shoulder and base
but narrower on keel ; rarely one interstitial riblet on base. Extremely
dense and fine axial threads (not \dsible except mider good lens) run over
whole surface, producing slightly roughened effect- Aperture broken, but
evidently lirate-dentate within, inner lip spread thinly over columella,
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bearing distinct parietal plait, but only very indistiuct traces of tubr^rcles

below.

Height, 17 mm. ; diameter, 10 mm.
Holotype (unique), from Kakanui Beach (tuffs below the limestone),

in author's collection.
-

• j • u
This belongs to a group of gibbous, carinate species, typified in the

Australian Tertiaries by such forma as A. ra^iale (Tate), A. (jihbum (Tate),

and A. textile (Tate). It is closest to A. cyplium (Tate), the two bemg

very nearly related. The new shell seems to differ only in its blunter,

less vertically compressed nodules and slightly different spirals. In^ the

absence of authentic specimens of the AustraUan species for comparison,

the author prefers to consider it and the New Zealand shell as nearly related

' rather than identical.

Cymatium revolutum n. sp, (Plate 51, figs. 2a, 2/>.)

Shell rather small, ovate ; spire very Uttle distorted by varices, which

occur at intervals of less than three-quarters of a whorl. Whorls regularly

rounded, no prominent carinae or nodules. Apex, canal, and outer lip

missing in all specimens. About 14 narrowly convex spiral cords on body-

whorl, 5 or 6 on penultimate, interstices 2-3 times their widtli, with 1-4

very fine interstitial riblets ; less prominent vertical axial ribs (12 -lt>

between varices) cancellate the spirals, rai.sed at intersections into small

sharp tubercles. Extremely fine and close secondary axial sculpture reticu-

lates interstitial spiral riblets. Varices not very nmch wider or more pro-

• minent than axial ribs, but less tubercnlose, and slant in different direction.

17 mm

Height (estimated), 16 mm. ; diameter, 9 mm. (type—juvenile).

The largest paratype. of which only three anterior whorls remain, i^

Types (two) and paratypes (two), from Kakanui Beach (tuffs below the

limestone), in author's collection.

The species shows some analogy \nth C. gemmidatxfm (Tate) from Muddy

Creek, from which it difftTs in its less turriculate spirc^ secondary sculpture,

and relatively fewer varices. Another close ally seems to be Ficus transennv^^

Sut. This is not a Ficus, but very i)robably a Cymalium, of the '' rewlulum

group; if so, it differs from that spociea in much lower spire and stronger

axials in comparison with the spirals. It is also from a higher horizon, for

it may be noted that the " TutIh} ntarshfiUi fauna " of the Kakanui tuffs is

identical with that from the true Waiarokan tuffs—a significant fact, wlucli

will be discussed on another occasion.

Cymatium marwicki n. sp. (Plate 51, figs, la, 16.)

fusiform ^(i bv varices, wiulu ^^v^^-

3i post-embryonic whorls,

convex outlines. Protoconch
volution with 4 faint ridge

zh. apparently lurge/initial whorls missing. ^r\Al

- - -.- -^..?, the uj)per'aud lower much more prominent, a

distinct break (but no varix) marks it oE from true sculpture. Thi.s consists

on early whorls of 6 low, subequidistaut, spiral keels, the lowest <;lose tx),

the uppermost margining the suture. On later whorls the throe upper cora

always remain much weaker than the others, of which peripheral on*^ ^^^^x^
strongest, those below on bwly-whorl gradually falling away in streugtli-^

Six cords below peripheral one present on bfxlv-whori down to end of outer-

lip varix, below this are about 10 more on'neck oi canal, stronger an

weaker alternating. Interstices between the three main cords occupie
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with
coras or ooay-wnori central tnreacl is more pronuneiit, with oue or two others
between it and the strong cords ; these secondary spirals are often minutely
catenate, A^xial sculpture represented on early whorls by 9 flexuous ribs
between varices; they are considerably narrower than their interstices,

with On

wi

later whorls axials become irregular, and break up or become obsolete on
reaching main spiral cord. Nodules, however, become strojiger, so that
all the spiral cords on body-whorl (but more especially the three peripheral

' h bluntly-conical warts. There are more of
these on the second peripheral cord than on the main one, and still more
on third and tliose below. Traces of axial ribbing remain even near canal.
Secondary spiral threads not nodulous but finely reticulated by secondary
axial threads subequal to spirals and vdth linear interstices. Whole of
sculirture except nodules extends over varices, which form regular, fairly
high, convex ridges, running almost parallel to axials. Outer lip with sharp
raised edge inside varix, strongly dentate by 9 teeth within. Columella
straight, with 5 plaits on lower part and a few rugosities above these.
Parietal wall shows basal sculpture plainly, and bears strong plait near
outer lip. Canal about half length of aperture, bent to left and slightly
backwards. Spire a little less in height than aperture with canal. Sutures
not strong, almost straight.

Height, 25 mm. ; diameter, 13 mm. ; height of aperture with canal,
15 mm.

Type (unique), from .McCullough's Bridge, Waihao (Waiarekan), in
collection of New Zealand Geological Survey, kindly lent for examination
and descrij^tion through Mr. Marwick.

Closely related to the preceding species, differing in its varices (which
are not so flattened, more prominent, slightly wider apart, and without
antecurrent lip at suture) and in degree of sculpture, axials being less nuxne-
rous, the nodules a little blimter but much stroncrpr. and iifrinhpral rJKc

much more prominent than the others. Secondary sculpture, too, is a little

different, both axials and spirals being much wider than their interstices

in the Waihao shell, but much narrower in C. rerolufum. The next species
is another all v.

Cymatium kaiparaense n. sp.^ (Plate 48, fig. 8.)

This is so e\idently descended from the previous species and so like it

in most respects that a full description is unnecessary, the general stvle of
sheU and sculpture being the same in both. It differs in having carinate, not
convex, whorls, even at an early stage, due to stronger peripheral and weaker
shoulder spirals.

^
In this it is intermediate between C. marwicki and the

species next described. Secondary sculpture more hke that of C. revoliUum
being The

most striking difference, how^ever, is that varices are only a little over half a
whorl apart instead of three-quarters whorl— i.e., on successive whorls the
varices are nearly in line, while in C nmrnicki and the next species varices
occur nearly in line only on alternate whorls. Although there are the same
number of nodules in both species, they do not appear any closer on
C. kaiparaense, but rather the reverse, due to the fact that they are less
elongated and more prickly and are not appreciably more numerous on
spiral below periphery.

Satisfactory dimensions cannot be given, on account of the fractured
state of the type.
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Type (unique), from Pakaurangi Point, Kaipara Harl)our (Ototaran

or Hutchinsonian), in author's coUcction. The peculiarly close varices

make the species somewhat resemble an Argohuccinum, but it is so evidently

congeneric with the species described immediately before and after it that

it is best referable to Cymatiuyn.

Cymatium sculpturatum n. sp. (Phite 48, fig. 7.)

Shell of moderate size, turriculate, with several keels and irregular warty

tubercles, Protoconch of 3 globose whorls. Four whorls follow, descending

rather rapidly, so that spire is considerably elevated (about 1| times aper-

ture without canal). Whorls quadrately convex, medially keeled, shoulder

sloping at about 45°, thence descending vertically to lower suture, between

which and peripheral keel is another strong keel. Below these two mam
keels there is, on body-whorl, a third keel, and below this about 4 strong

spiral cords, all more or less prominently nodulose, the shell appearing to

bear rather irregularly-dispersed and bluntly-pointed knobs. This irregular

appearance is due to two factors—the increase in size of tubercles on pen-

pheral keel as a varix is approached, and siniultancous decrease in size of

tubercles on all other ribs, and to the progressive increase in number of

tubercles on lower keels. On body-whorl of type, between the last varices,

there are 7 nodules on peripheral keel (6 on some of the paratypes), then

in succession 9, 11, and 13 on keels below it ; increase most rapid near

aperture. Irregularly - rounded undulating axial ribs extend from suture

towards perij)heral nodules, but they are not contiguous with them, and slant

in various directions. These ribs render nodulose two weaker spirals inter-

calated at even distances between peripheral keel and suture above. Besides

this characteristic primary sculpture of tuberculate keels there is an even

more characteristic secondary sculpture. Interstices between the keels

contain about 6 flattish and not prominent spiral riblets, distinctly and

beautifully catenate, and alternately stronger and weaker, interstices linear.

Crossing these in turn are numerous hair-like axlals varying considerably

in direction. This secondary sculpture becomes distorted and largely

erased on nodules. Outer Up and most of canal missing on all specimens.

Varices at a little less than three-quarters of a whorl, Epitoniform, convex,

rather high and compressed, cros.-^od by all the spiral and axial sculpture,

but without nodules. Columella vertical, with two or throe Marginellifonn

plaits ; a few close, strong, elevated plaits on parietal wall. Outer lip

evidently strongly lirate-tuberculate inside.

Height (mthout canal), 25 mm.; diameter, 17 mm. ; height of aperture,

11 mm. (holotype). Height (without canal), 37 mm. (?) ; diameter, 19 mm.

;

height of aperture, 16 mm. (?) (largest paratype).
Holotype and seven paratypes, from Kakanui Beach (tuffs below the

limestone), in author's collection.

The last four species and C. transennum (Sut.) form a rather com-

pact group, distinguished by regular growth, prominent and prickly (or

tubercular) spiral sculpture of two stronger peripheral ribs and two weaker

ones above them on shoulder with regularly diminishing spirals on base, ana

reticulate secondary sculpture, the spiral part of which is often catenate.

The last species represents the extreme development of the warty prickles,

and these give it a superficial resemblance to Austrolriton maoriamj from

which, however, it differs markedly in all details. The Australian repre-

sentative of this group and of this species, and C. kaiparaense especially,

seems to be C. intercostale (Tate). It has the same regular, staged, and

prickly aspect as C. scidpturaliim, and it may be noted that Tate
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comments on the short distance the varices are apart, as has already been
done here in the case of C. kaiparacnse. Tate also notes the " obliquely

last described.

C. revolutinn and C, Iransennum bear a resemblance to PlesiohUon
dennanfi Tate, the type of the genus Semkrilon Cossnaann, but as none of

are not here referred to that genus.
species

Cymatium octoserratum n. sp. (Plate 48, figs. 6a, 66.)

Shell very small, fusiform, whorls slightly askew but growth otherwise
regular, canal short. Protoconch as in Avstrotriton maorium, of about
4 regularly-convex whorls, conical and symmetrical, with 3 faint equi-

distant keels indicated at extremity, the true sculpture beginning abruptly
and with a varix. Four adult whorls, lightly carinate below middle, but
hardly interrupting the straight spire-outlines. Spire higher than aperture
with canal. Spire-whorls with regular spiral cords, 5 on shoulder, 4 stronger
ones below, strongest being on keel. On body-whorl every third cord
below keel is much stronger, but after fourth strong cord (including

peripheral one) spirals alternately strong and weak extend over canal.

All spirals finely granular, the granules being distant, blunt, and rounded.
Eight axial ribs between every pair of varices, thin on shoulder, rapidly

swelling out to greatest prominence on keel, where they form small but fairly

sharp tubercles, strong between first and second main cords, almost at

once dying away below this, but their continuation marked by sharp prickles

that serrate all main cords. Extremely dense and fine hair-like axial threads

form the only secondary sculpture. Varices at about throe-fifths of a whorl,

not high, inconspicuous in front, deeply incised and rather abrupt behind,

crossed by all sculpture except nodules, parallel to axial ribs. Aperture

subrhomboidal, small, produced into a very short canal (about one-third

of apf^rture in length) turned strongly to left and backwards. Outer lip

with sharp edge past varix, thickened and with 5 strong teeth within.

Columella lightly concave, with 2 denticles anteriorly. Inner lip spread-

ing out to thin sharp edge jiast columella aud on parietal wall, with narrow
plait some distance from outer lip. A tiny triangular umbilical chink

between strong fasciole and inner lip.

Height, 13 mm. ; diameter, 7 mm. ; height of aperture with canal,

6 mm. (type).

Type and eight others, from Target Gully, in author's collection. Also
from Ardgowan and Awamoa (beach-boulders).

This species is separable from juveniles of A. maorium, occurring at

the same locality, by its much shorter canal, higher spire, less gibbous
growth, and much finer axial sculpture. It does not seem closely related

to any other New Zealand species, but seems to be without doubt a member
of the Australian '' quoyi '* group, being apparently closest to that species

itself and C. oligostirum (Tate). One of the paratypes has 10 intervariceal

costae,. and this brings it still closer to the Australian shells.

t

\

Cymatium n. sp.

wr
Clifden, Southland (band 8a—Awamoan ?). It seems to be related to

C. spengleri (Chemnitz) and also to C scidpturatum n. sp., but since the

surface of the shell is everywhere abraded, so that the details of sculpture

are obscured, it is best left undescribed.
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Cymatium decagonium n. sp. (Plate 48, fig. 4.)

Shell small, of somewliat squat appearance, with prominent spiral

cords and distant axial ribs. Apex worn. Spire subequal in height to

aperture with canal. About 3 post-embryonic whorls, obtusely angled

submedially, each with 2 strong spiral cords on lower half and 2 much weaker

ones on wide and sloping infrasutural space. Interstices much wider than

cords, bearing 1-3 very fine and distant spiral threads. On body-whorl

this sculpture is continued to canal, there being 3 main peripheral cords

(the lowest emerging from suture) and 4 slightly weaker ones down to end

of outer-lip varix, all equidistant, and below them further cords, alternately

fairly strong and weak. Seven intervariceal axial ribs on the average^

but only 6 on body-whorl (almost pbsolete below third carina) and 9 on

antepenultimate whorl Ribs almost straight, a little sharp and very thin,

interstices being many times their width and bearing rather prominent

growth-striae ; secondary axial sculpture only faintly indicated. Axial

ribs bear at points of intersection with the 3 main cords regular and sharp

but hardly tubercular serrations, so that an apical view of the shell shows

the logarithmic spiral of the whorls neatly ^vided into about 10 angles

per whorl ; otherwise spirals and axials have a smooth appearance. Varices

at a little less than three-quarters of a whorl, almost parallel to axial ribs,

rather high, narrowly convex, and excavated behind between cords. Outer

lip with sharp raised edge past varix, thickened and with 7 strong and

subequidistant teeth within. Columella lightly concave, with 4 small plaits

anteriorly. Tubercle on parietal wall very weak, but basal sculpture plainly

shown. Canal very short (but seems to be broken and worn), turned

slightly to left and backwards.

Height, 21 mm. ; diameter, 13 mm. ; height of aperture with canal,

12 mm.
Type (unique), from Waihao Downs, in Mr. R. S. Allan's collection.

Tliis'puzzling form does not compare well with any other New Zealand

fossil species. It does not seem to be an Austrotriton ; the 2 strong keels

on spire-whorls are not shown by A, maoriiim or other New Zealand species

of this genus, but are more reminiscent of the C. sadptnratmn group. From
these, however, it is at once sundered by the absence of prickly knobs, the

appearance of the serrations being distinctive. In many respects it resembles

the Recent C, exaratum (Reeve), axial and 'spiral ribs being nearly the

same in number, appearance, and arrangement, except that main cord,

and therefore peripheral keel, on C. exaratum is considerably higher up,

so that the spire is much more staged. There is the same number of internal

teeth on outer lip, and plaits on columella, and the same very weak parietal

plait. Whether this resemblance is superficial or ancestral cannot be

determined without study of intermediate forms. Neither 0. exaratinn nor

any allied form has yet been found fossil in New Zealand.

Charonia clifdenensis n. sp. (Plate 48, figs. 9a, 96, 9c,)

Shell small for the genus, fusiform, of rather distorted growth, thick

and solid. Protoconch of 3 very convex, smooth whorls, the apical ones

rather depressed so that shape is not so regular and conic as in Austrotriton

maorium, &c. ; separated from adult sculpture by slight varix. Adult

whorls 7, the earlier ones faintly shouldered at lower third by a row of

vertically- elongated nodules, 5 or 6 between varices; on lower whorls

3 or 4 nodules past each varix become very strong and sometimes make
penultimate whorl biangulate just above suture, but the other nodules
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almost disappear so that anterior half of intervariceal areas is lightly convex

and smooth except for spiral sculpture. This forms regular, distant, fine

and granulate cords over the whole surface, a stronger cord being generally

followed by 1-3 weaker threadlets ; the number of main cords is difficult

to estimate, but there are about 10 on shoulder and below periphery on

body-whorl, and 5 or 6 stronger, thicker, and closer ones on neck of canal

;

spirals are more crowded on upper half of whorl, and are faintly studded with

minute blunt and low tubercles, much more than their own width apart.

Secondary sculpture characteristic, most prominent near periphery, sur-

face being elaborately cut up by wire-nettingdike grooves into a shagreened

aspect like a reptilian skin. Apart from more or less distinct growth-lines,

greater part of whorl has no axial sculpture, nodules being confined to

periphery. Varices not quite in line on alternate whorls, lower ones being

somewhat behind upper ; they are thick, low, and wide, pressed close to

whorl, very gently sloping behind, descending more steeply in front to

curved, sharp edge, hardly separated from level of whorl. Where surface

of shell is best preserved the combined forms of sculpture give it a satin-

like texture and gloss ; outer and especially inner lip highly polished. Spire

considerably higher than aperture with canal. Suture impressed, very

uneven. Aperture relatively rather small, with very thick walls, slightly

oblique, ovate, channelled above, produced below into short narrow, but
strong recurved canal. Outer lip expanded, especially below, 7 or 8 heavy
denticles within, lowest two adjacent ; columella much excavated, with

about 7 thick ridges extending over most of its length in juvenile shells,

bnt with 4 or 5 thick, low, and close elongate tubercles at base in adults.

Inner lip extending some distance past columella with definite boundary,

but forming no false umbilicus ; very heavy parietal tubercle at junction

with outer lip, but otherwise no plaits or wrinkles.

Height, 54 mm. ; diameter, 25 mm. ; height of aperture with canal,

25 mm. (type). Corresponding dimensions of a paratype, 53 mm., 23 mm.j
23 mm.

Type, and one adult and two juvenile paratypes, from Clifden, South-

land (band 6a—Ototaran ?), in author's collection.

Closely related to C neozelanica (SL & M.) from Target Gully, but easily

distinguished by its more slender shape (diameter less than half height

instead of more), relatively much smaller aperture, and, judging from the

figure, finer spirals and granules. Except for these points the diagnosis of

A, neozelanica given by Marshall and Murdoch exactly fits A, difde^iesis^

so that the Target Gully shell is evidently a descendant of the new species.

That these shells belong to Charonia and not to Austrotriton is shown best

by their low and wide adpressed varices and characteristic columellar plica-

tion when juvenile, the numerous horizontal plaits over almost all the

columella being well shown by juveniles of C lampas (L.). Distorted

growth and granulation of the spirals are characters not restricted to

Austrotriton, and, though it is almost impossible to draw the fine of separa-

tion between various genera of this difficult family, the two shells here treated

are far more in accord with Charonia than with Cymatium (s. str.) or Austro-

tritan. C. ovoidea (Tate), the Australian Tertiary member of this genus,

has little reseml)lance to the New Zealand species.

Two other fossil species of Cymatium have been described from New
Zealand, and, to complete this account of the family, notes on these and on
some Recent species are appended, and, finally, a key to all our species is

given.

/
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Cymatium suteri M. & M. ^

The author is of opinion that this species is a Xyrnene, and so should

not be included in the Cymatiidae.

Cymatium pahiense M. & M.

This is a peculiar species^ and, as noted by the authors, is unsatis-

factorily placed in Cymatium, If it belongs to this family at all, the

strong posterior notch would seem to bring it nearer to the Bursidae, but

the general appearance of the shell is somewhat like that of a Cassid. At

nrp^pnt its iiosition must be regarded as Quite uncertain.

Charonia lampas (L.).

Septa rubicunda Perry : Suter, J/an. N.Z, MolL, p. 303.
m

Charonia lampas var. euclia Hedley.

C. nodlfera var, euclia Hodley, BloL Res. " Endeavour,'" vol. 2, 1914, p. 65.

Iredale [Trans. N.Z. InsL, vol. 47, p. 458, 1915) has united the species

nihicunda, nodifera, and sauliae^ and gives the oldest name as C. lampas (L.).

The author has obtained (by trawding outside Otago Heads in 22 fathoms)

one fine adult shell that agrees almost exactly with Hedley's figure and

description of the var. euclia. AU the Australian specimens were dredged

in very much deeper water.

Argobuccinum tumidum (Dkr.).

A. argus (Gmel.) : Suter, Man. N,Z, MolL, p. 309. (See Hedley, Proc. Linn,

Soc. N.S.W., vol. 38, p. 297, 1913.)

Mayena australasia (Perry).

Argdmccinum australasia Suter, Man, N,Z. MolL, p. 310.
J

Iredale (Proc. Mai Soc, vol. 12, p. 324, 1917) has proposed the generic

name Mayena for this species and gemmifera (Euthynie). In the same place,

however, he noted that Bartsch had classed the South African species in

Eiigyrina Dall. Hedley {Proc. Roy. Soc, N.S.W., vol. 51, p. 66) has reduced

Mayena to a synonym of Eugyrina ; but May {Checlc-list of the Mollusca of

Tasmania, pp. 64-65, 1921) has employed both genera, retaining Mayena for

australasia, a course which is adopted here. Suter {Alph. List N.Z. Tert,

Moll., 1918) records only this species and C. spengleri of our Recent species

as fossil in the New Zealand Tertiary.

Priene retiolum Hedley [Biol Res. " Endeavour,'' vol. 2, p. 73, 1914).

This rare deep-water species should be admitted to the New Zealand

Recent fauna, one broken specimen having been found by the author at

Taieri Beach, South Island, washed up on the rocks. It presents an

appearance so dissimilar to Argobuccinum tumidum (Dkr.), the genotype of

Argobuccinum, that Priene is here given generic rank.

Cymatium parthenopeum (von Sabs).

Septa, costaia (Born) : Suter, Man, N.Z. MolL, p. 305.

Iredale [Trans. N/l. Inst., vol. 47, p. 459, 1915) has advised use of the

above name for this shell, and has placed it under Cymatium in the sub-

genus Monoplex, referring C. exaralum (Reeve) and C spengleri (Perry)
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to the subgenus Cabestana, There does not, however, seem to be any

similarity between the two latter shells, but C exarattim, apart from its

much smaller size, seems quite close in all details to C. parthenopeum, and

is here grouped with it. C, spengleri does not closely resemble other New
Zealand species. No sectional names are used in this resume of the family

;

jnera admitted, Cymatium and Austrotriton both need sub-

division, but it is so difficult to place many Tritons in even a smtable

genus, and the relationships of some of the New Zealand species are so

obscure, that no sectional di\ision has here been attempted. One cannot

help recalling Kesteven's argument {Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S,W., vol. 27,

pp. 443-83, 1902) that no satisfactory grouping of the Tritons can

be made. In the key appended, the species Austrotriton maoriuvi var.

insignitum and Cymatium decagonirtm are out of place, but the others are

grouped, according to their relationships, into ten more or less distinct

groups.
Key to the New Zealand Cymathdae.

Shell with 3 varices in 2 whorls.

Shell of distorted growth, due to flattening before a varis and
gibbous inflation after it (often inconspicuous in

juveniles),

(a.) Shell usually rather squat; keel sharp or blunt,

tending to prominence with age ; of very distorted

and gibbous appearance when adult ; varices

narrow, high, and prominent, even on early whorls,

steeply descending on either side; canal usually

long
(b,) Shell more slender and tapering; keel tending to

disappear with age ; of less distorted, more graceful

appearance ; varices broad, low, and often incon-

spicuous on early whorls, of much gentler incline on

either side, especially behind ; canal short

(B.) Shell of almost regular growth, the sculpture being hardly

interrupted by the vaiices, which are like those of

Austrotriton

(A.)

• • • * AuPTEOTBnOK (a)

Charonia (b)

* • Cymatium (c)

(C.)

(n.)

Q, ,, ^.

,

Shell with 4 varices in 2 vl^orh.

{d.) Shape fusiform; whorls shouldered, with a strongly

nodose carina ; varices elevated

(c.) Shape oval; whorls convex, spirally subnodulosely

striated ; varices flattened

Shell with irregular varices, .?, 7, or none to a whorl

Shell thin, ovately fusiform ; whorls convex, surface neatly

reticulated by thin and subequal spirals and axials

;

varices convex but low •

.

,

.

Mayexa (d).

Argoiujccixum (e)

Pbiene (f)

(a.) (Group I.) Periphery of body-whorl angled.

(i.) No other keels below this; 5 intervariceal

nodules

(ii.) Three weaker keels below this ; 9 intervariceal

nodules

(Group 2.) Periphery of body-whorl subquadrate.

(i.) Shell slender ; spire much higher than aperture

and canal

(iL) Shell squat; spire subequal to aperture and
canal.

1. Aperture almost smooth within ; 3
podules between last two varices

2. Aperture strongly denticulate on colu-

mella and inner lip ; 5 nodules be-

tween last two varices

A. cyphoides,

A. insignitum

^. (?) raimmum

A, parkinsonianum

A, mnorixim.
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ib.) (Group 3.)

(i.) Adult shell very large, with whole of columella

and iiiiier lip covered with stroug irregular

plaits and wrinkles, except for a short dis-

tance near outer lip, which is thin and with-

out prominent teeth ; early whorls with
4 strong and eq[uidistant tuberculate cords . - C tritonis.

(ii.) Adult shell very large, with the long and
narrow parietal plait separated by a smooth
space from the columellar plaits, and dis-

tant from the outer lip, which is thick, with
an internal groove behind it ; early whorls
with two rows of nodules on the lower half.

X*** >• •« •• «*

2. Shell larger, more slender, and with
smaller, closer, and more prominent
nodiUes ,

.

(iii.) Adult shell small, with the thick parietal

tubercle separated by a considerable smooth
area from the columellar plaits and joined
to the outer lip, which is thickened, without
an internal groove, early whorls with one
row of nodules above the suture.

1- Aperture large, width more than half the
height ,

.

2. Aperture smaller, width less than half
the height

{€.) (Group 4.) Shell very small (under 15 mm.), with a
peripheral keel and 3 more below it;
8-10 short and prickly axial ribs between
varices

C. lampas.

m

var. eudia.

C, neozdaiiica,

C. difdeTiensia,

C. Qctoserratum.
(Group 5.) Shell with only 2 varices ; the upper whorls

disc-like (owing to the flat shoulder) and
with 2 strong keels ; body-whorl with 6
strong cords,

(i.) Shell small ; 4 strong axial ribs between varices C. exaratunu
(ii.) Shell large ; no distinct axial ribs, but about 10

swellines on keels between varices
(Group C.) Shell large; sculpture crossed by prominent

axial cordlets ; aperture large and ex-
panded ; outer lip frilled and with a wide
sunken, internal groove, crossed by
strong, paired ribs ..

(Group 7.) Shell small ; spire-whorls with 2 stronger
ribs below, 2 weaker ones above.

(5.) Whorls convex.
1. Surface reticulated by thin and sub-

equal spirals and axials.

(i.) Spire low, axials and spirals sub-
equal

(ii.) Spire higher, axials weaker than
spirals .

.

2. Main spirals with about 9 strong, prickly
tubercles between varices -

.

(ii.) Whorls angled.

1. Varices almost in line on successive
whorls ; main cords and tubercles not
verj' strong

2. Varices in line on alternate whorls

;

main cords and tubercles very strong
;

sculpture warty .

.

3. Varices nowhere in line; main cords
strong, but Tv-ithout prickles ; distant
narrow axial ribs .

.

C, partkenopeum

C spenyhri.

C. transennum.

C. revohtlum,

C, marwickL

C. Jcaipnramse.

C, sculpturatum,

(e.)

(A) . ..

(/nc. sed^s) ,

,

• *

» «

* * •

C. decagoyiiurn,

M. atisiraldsia.

A. luiniduTn,

P. retiolum.

C pahleyise*
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Figs, la, 16.

—

Austrolrllon maonuni n. sp. Holotype, Tarf^et (Jully.

Figs. 2a, 26, 2c,—Anstrotriton maoriuni n, sp. Parat}T)cs^r/) Target Gully; {h) OtiaUe ;

(c) Glifden : juvenile.

Figs. .>*i, 36.

—

Austroiriton ntaorium n. sp. Paratypos, Clifden : adult.
Fig. 4.

—

Cyniathim decagonium. Holotype.
Fig. 5.

—

Austroiriion (?) minimum (Hutt.). Holotype.
Figs. 6a, 66.

—

CymAxiium octoserratiim n. sp. Holotype.
Fig, 7.

—

Cymalium sculpluratum n. sp. Holotype.
Fig. 8.

—

Ojpytath.tm haiparaense n. sp. Holot3*pe.

Figs- 9a, 96, 9c,

—

Charonia difdenensis n. sp. (a) Holotype
; (6) and {<:) paratypes

:

adult and juvenile.

Figs. 10a, 106.

—

Conns triangularis n. sp. Holotype.

Face p. 464,]
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+

Figs, la, 16, lc.~Xatka conmdls n. sp. (a) Holotvpf*, Pukeuri : (6) paratvpe, PuUeuri

;

(c) paratype, Rifle Butts.
i- v

/ .
i

^ . V M .1

FIGS. 2a, 26, 2c,2d,—]!^alica noioceniai n. sp. (a) Holotvpe, Awamaa : (6), (c), and (d)
paratypes, Pukeuri.

f v ; . i , » \ /. \
/»

Figs. 3a, 36, 3c, ^.—Pollnices pseudovitreus n. sp. (a) Holotype ; (6), (c), and (d)

^IGS. 4a, 46.—rngrono>*^r«a wailmaevsis n. sp. Holotype.
IIG. 5.—Tri(jovostoma clriatiei n. sp. Holotvpe.
^c.%.

Jya, %,—.Typhis francescae n. sp. Holotype.
i^iG. l.~Lyria zelandica n. sp. Holotype.
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Figs
Figs
Figs,

Figs
Figs
Figs
Figs,

Figs
Fig.

Fig.

la, Ihf Ic.—Chione crassite-'ifa n. sp. Holot>-]>e.

2a, 26.

—

ConomUrn inconspicita (Hutt.). Topotypc.
-Conomilra ulkoniuna n. ^p. Holotype.
-Mitra [CnnciUa) armorica Sut. Otiake spec

-Milra elatior n. sp. Holotype.
-TJromiira eiremoides n. sp. Holotype.

Ic.— Baryidlina anomalodonta n. sp. Typea.
-Sohciirtits hensoH) n. sp. Holotype.

9.

—

SoJecuHvs ei'ohffv^ n. sp. Holotype.
10,

—

Solecurtii-s chaffonensh n. sp. Holotvpe.

3a, 36.

4^,46.-

oa, 56.-

6a, G6.

7a, 76,

8a, 86.-
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Figs, la, Ib.^Cytmtium marwicki n. sp. Holotvpe.
Rgs. 2a, 2h.-^rjjmritium revolutum n. sp. Holutype.
Figs. 3a, Zb,~~AustrolrUo)i cy}>hoidesr\. sp. Holotvpe.
Fig. i.—Austrotnlon maorium n. ap. Paratype, Target Gully.
lio. 5,—Austrotnton maorium var. inslr/nitum n. van Holotype.
^TGS. 6rf, 66. (sc—Mamtrm robmi n. ^p. (a) Holotvpe

; (b) and (r) paratypea.
liGS. /rt, /6, lc.~A(nxocenthium pyramldale ti. sp." (a) Holotype; (6) and (c) paratypea.
i^iGS. 8<7, m, 8c, 8cZ.~.4/axcx;€ra^m/H 7iodicirjgulatum n. sp. (a) Holotype: (6), (c)' and

(a) paratypei=i.
^ ^ .rt- > \ /* \

/»

Figs. 9a, 96 —.4frtxoc€r/fAra/^i .iruie/-*' Marwick. Petane specimens.
^Gs. 10a, 106, I0c,—Vro7nitra etremoides n. .sp. Paratypes.
nos. 11a, 116, Uc.~Mitra emvlcata n. sp. («) Holotvpe; (6) and (c) paratype.
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Of the above twenty-four New Zealand members* of this family, ten

are Recent species, and all these occur also in Australia. Of them only

two are recorded as fossil in New Zealand, and these only from the upper-

most Pliocene; one of them {Mayena australasui) appar(M»tly docs not

occur fossil in Australia, but the other {Cymnfinm spemjleri) is recorded

from the later Pliocene (Limestone Creek, Glenelg River). Of the remain-

m^ fourteen species and varieties, only two {Cymalium sculpiumlum and

Austrolriton cyphoidr.'^) appear to have really close allies in Australian early

Tertiary beds, though four others {A, maorinm, A. minimxim, C. remUhnn,

and C. octoserraiuw) seem to have more or less distant relatives. It seems

apparent that, though the general facies of the New Zealand species,

resembles that of the Australian fossils, specific differences are considerable,

and this suggests that the two sets of forms must have been early segregated

from a parent stock that gave rise to both. The fact that none of our

Tertiary species occur in Australia is all the more significant since all our

Recent' species occur there. It is not conceivable that the Cyuiatlidae

could cross the present gulf but not one that existed in the Tertiary ; the

only explanation is that very different conditions were brought about for

a short time aft^r the close 'of the Wanganuian, and allowed the passage

of characteristic Australian forms into our waters. Of whatever character

occurred during the Tertiary.

pronounced

Typhis francescae n, sp. (Plate 49, figs. 6a, 66.)

Shell of moderate size, rather thick and stout, of rhombuidal outline.

Apex worn, 6 adult whorls left. A carinate shoulder a little below middle

on spire-whorls, on periphery in body-whorl. Five varices per whorl con-

tiguous but not in vertical line on successive whorls, forming spirally back-

wardly-revolving sharp ridges from apex to body-whorl. Front side of

each varix grooved and spinously ridged, a thicker and 'stronger ridge on

shoulder, 7 narrow but strong ridges below, down to base of aperture, each

with 2-3 raised foliations; below this varices suddenly diminish and

become smooth ; above shoulder they are also much diminished

4-5 almost obsolete small ridges. On hinder side varices are smooth except

for a little crinkling in centre. At intersection of varix and shoulder is

occasionally a small, thick spine, but otherwise the varices are not spinose.

At about third of distance between every two varices, nearer posterior one,

is a prominent thick and backwardly-projecting hollow tube, considerably

higher than varices, situated on shoulder but more above than below it.

Tube and rest of shell quite smooth except for growth-lines. Spire regu-

larly staged, somewhat shorter than aperture and canal. Suture linear,

inconspicuous, rising to each varix. Aperture small, oval, defined by a

stron^rly-projecting thin and continuous rim, narrower below than above-

Tubular perforation situated far within. Canal completely hidden, flatly

compressed. Umbilicus slight, fasciole raised and strongly foliar.

Height, 34 nma. ; diameter, 23 mm. ; height of last whorl, 21-5 mm.
;

height of aperture, 10 mm.
Type (unique), from Clifden, Southland (band 6a—Ototaran ?), in

author's collection.

maccoyi T.-Woods
relatively a little wider and of stouter build, but differing mostly in

o.hnrnrtf^ nf varico*^. which in Tenison-Woods's soecies are auite smooth
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anteriorly and bear several recurved spines. Not related to any other

Australian species. The single fine spwimen was collected for the writer
Australian species.

>^v Mifts Frances Miln

Trigonostoma waikaiaensis n. sp. (Plate 49, figs. 4a, 46.)

Shell moderately large, subscalar. Thirteen axial ribs on body-whorl,

rounded, rather low and sloping backwards, not obsolete on upper whorls,

interstices about twice their width; they extend over the whole whorl,

finer and narrower but still strong on base. Axials crossed by rather

flattened spiral cords arranged in regular order ; stronger and weaker cords

alternate, and on periphery a still finer riblet is interposed between a strong

and a weak rib ; on shoulder spirals are irregular, gradually becommg

finer on approaching suture ; about 15 of the strong ribs^ on body-whorl

from shoulder to umbilicus, 5 on penultimate whorl. Spire subscalar, a

little lower than aperture. Protoconch lost ; whorls at least 5, dispropor-

tionately increasing, sloping from suture to a rather strong shoulder at

upper three-quarters, thence almost perpendicular to suture below ;
emerg-

ir.<T frATYi ftiifnrp. on base is a blunt angulation, below which body-whorl

rapidly contracts. Suture wavy, impressed. Aperture oblong - ovate,

squarely rounded above and with a slight notch on shoulder-edge ;
outer

lip effuse below, then narrowed in to form with basal lip a short, narrow,

and notched canal, strongly bent to the right. Columella slightly curved,

inflected to the right. Inner lip strongly callous, thick anteriorly, but

thinning and spreading above parietal wall ; interior filled with hard

matrix, but extremities of three oblique plaits can be seen, the upper two

much stronger. Siphonal fasciole prominent, crenulated by axial ribs,

strongly curved, leaving a decided umbilical chink between it and inner lip.

Height, 32 mm. ; diameter, 20-5 mm. ; height of aperture, 18 mm.
The holotype and two other fragmentary shells, from Waikaia, in

author's collection:

The inflection of columella and aperture to right indicates a member

of Trigonostominae, and for the present the species may be left in the

typical genus, though the umbilicus is much smaller than usual in Trigono-

stoma s. str., and the two upper plaits are the stronger, though a third

is distinctly present. Possibly the section Venlrilia would be a better

location. The subfamily Trigonostominae has not previously boon recorded

from New Zealand. The Australian shell most like this species is Menca

wannonensis (Tate), which differs generically in having columella bent to

left, and otherwise in its regularly rounded outline below shoulder, the

fewer, narrower, higher, and more curved axial ribs, slightly different spiral

sculpture, weaker umbilicus and fasciole, and much lower spire, the ratio

aperture : spire in the New Zealand shell being 1-3 and in the Australian

shell 1-9.

Trigonostoma christiei n. sp. (Plate 49, fig. 5.)

Similar in essential details to previous species, but larger, more staged,

and with much more numerous axial ribs. Protoconch of 2 slightly bulbous

whorls, almost equal in size, but mamillate tip very small ; then a brephic

stage of I whorl with only spiral cords ; then 6 whorls with adult sculpture.

Eighteen axial ribs per whorl, of similar character to those of last species,

but narrower ; interstices 1-2 times the width of ribs. Spirals rather

stronger than in T, waiJcaiaensis , but otherwise similar in number, character.
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and arrangement, except that a small space close to suture is marked only
by waved scratches, and there are 5 or 6 spirals on edge of shoulder sepa-
rated only by linear interstices. Spire markedly scalar, about same height
as aperture and canal. Keel on whorls is level with suture, so that shoulder
is quite horizontal. Base and suture as in previous species. Aperture
imperfect, outer lip being broken away, but from previous rest-marks it
is clear that notch on shoulder-edge was practically absent. Columella
lightly curved and bent to right, bearing 3 plaits and a few indistinct ridges
outside these

; plaits progressively more sloping, the two upper ones strong,
but the lowest very weak and almost vertical. Inner lip reflected as thin
glaze over parietal wall, and as sharp free edge below fasciole, which forms
a broad, rounded, and but slightly roughened ridge enclosing a chink-like
but distinct umbilicus. Anterior notch evidently weak, much slighter and
less reflected than in previous species*

Height, 40 mm. ; diameter, 22-5 mm. ; height of aperture, 20 mm.
Type and one much broken larger specimen, from Chatton, near Gore

(Waiarekan ?), in author's collection. Named after the collector, Mr. E. ^\,

Christie, M.Sc, of Gore High School.

Closely related to and congeneric with the previous species, but differing
from it mainly in the horizontal shoulder, much weaker anterior and
posterior notehes, and much finer axial sculpture.

Conomitra othoniana n. sp. (Plate 50, figs. 3rt, 36.)

1917. Mitra armorica Sut. : MarshaU, Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 49, p. -IGl (not of
Suter).

"1018. Mitra armorica Sut. : Park, N.Z. Geol. Surv. Bull. No. 20, p. 102.
1921. Mitra armorica Sut. ; Suter, N.Z. Oeol. Surv. Pal. Bull. No. 8, p. 82.

Shell small, biconic, pointed at both end3, more sharply posteriorly,
finely tuberculate spiral sculpture, Protoconcli small and smooth'

apex blunt, the two globose turns being very asymmetrically disposed;
pullus rapidly swells, first volution very prominent and askew, decidedly
overhanging the lower turn, and half-covering it on one side, the other side
being disproportionately exposed ; second volution normallv in place with
spire-whorls, gi\nng place rather abruptly to their characteristic sculpture.
Five to seven lowly convex spiral cords on spire-whorls, interstices a little
narrower, on body-whorl ribs remain of this character for a short space
below the suture, but periphery bears 4-6 similar but much closer nbs,
on remaining half of whorl quite a dif!erent sculpture is developed, there
being about 11 prominent sharp ribs with wide concave interstices na'rrower
near periphery and canal. Axial sculpture in the form of blunt vertical
nblets similar in ajipearance to spirals, as strong as or stroncer than spi-al
sculpture on earlier whorls; interstices are raised as square granule's
producmg a cancellate Anachis-like appearance. Axial ribs tend to die
out on body-whori, their place bein;? taken by sinuous irre^mlarly rai^^pd
growth-lines, but sharp basal ridges continue prickly. Spire°about three-
quarters height of aperture, pointed, outlines almost straight (angle about
45°)

;
whoris 7 (including apex), very flatly convex, body-whorl gently

rounded, rather suddenly contracted to beak; suture distinct slightly
incised. Aperture oblique, bluntly angled above (suture tends to' be morf'
incised with age, thus rounding off aperture ])osterioriv), truncate below
swelled mediaUy, due to strong curve of outer lip, thin and sharp. Columella
sl.ghtly oblique, twisted below, with 4 thin but strong oblique plaits
anterior pair much closer and feebler

; canal short, open, and lightly notched'
fasciole rather prominent. Inner lip drawn out to a fine point below

with
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Height, 14 mm. ; diameter, 6 mm. ; height of aperture. 8 mm. Height,

11 mm. ; diameter, 4 mm. ; height of aperture, 6 mm.
Type and many paratypes, from Target Gully, in author's collection.

Not yet found elsewhere.

Has "been wrongly identified by Suter as M, annonca, from wliich it is

separable at sight. The diagnosis and figure of M. armonca Sut. (JV.Z. GeoL

Surv, Pal. Bnli. No. 5, p. 27, pi 12, fig. 4) do not agree with this shell, even

though many important details are omitted in the description. Actual speci-

mens of M. annorica Sut. from Ofciake (here figured, Plate 50, figs. 4a, 46)

show that this is a much smoother, more elongate shell, with a distinct

/

polish, absent in (7. olhoniana. Canal is much longer and altogether different

;

protoconch also different, being larger, blunter, and more globose. An almost

smooth peripheral space is present, as in the new species, but sculpture below

and above is the same. Moreover, M. armorica Sut. is placed in Cancilla,

while the new species is a Conmnitra,

Suter remarks on the resemblance of M, armorica Sut. to M. (Caimlla)

atractoidcd Tate, and this is certainly justified, the New Zealand shell

differing mainly in details of sculpture. An even closer resemblance to an
Australian fossil is shown by the new shell, which resembles C. othone

T.-Woods so closely as to render its separation a matter of doubt. Authentic
Australian shells have not been seen, but judging from the figures [Trans.

Roy, Soc. South Australia, vol. 11, pi. 4, fig. 10) the body-whorl of the new
species is sooner contracted, aperture more dilated, and spiral sculpture

not so regular. A more distantly related species is (7. dennanti Tate.

Conomitra inconspicua (Hutt.). (Plate 50, figs. 2a, 26.)

1885. Miira inconspicua Hutton, Trmis. N,Z. Inst, vol. 17, p. 326.
1887. Mitra inconspicua Hutton, P.L.S, N.S.W. (2), vol. 1, p. 212.
1915. Milra inconspicua Hutton: Suter, N.Z, Geol Surv. Pal Bull No, 3. p. 20-

This common Waihao species is very closely related to the Australian
Conomitra convplanata (Tate), differing mainly in its longer be^^^- «^^ tiiprpfnre

relatively lower spire,

Mitra eusulcata n. sp. (Plate 51, figs. 11a, 116, He.)

Shell narrowly biconic, rather thin, protoconch of 3^ smooth turns,

high, regularly coiled, bluntly pointed, and not di&tinctly marked off from
brephic stage. First whorl with 3, following whorls with 4, subequal spirals,

increasing, through groo\^ng of main ribs, to 8 unequal ribs on penultimate
whorl ; body-whorl with about 24 unequal spirals, a few of which are

grooved medially. The ribs are low and flattish, with much narrower

ear beak. No axial sculpture
;
punctures

in interstices seem also to bo absent, but as both shells are slightly worn
this cannot be determined for certain. Spire acutely conical, lower than
aperture,

^
outhnes straight, very slightly scalar. Whorls about 9, flat,

regularly increasing, body-whorl bluntly angled at periphery, thence tapering
*

'
'

*;, slightly oblique; whorls worn in its

rhtlv subcanaliculate : it is also uncertain

wi

quickly to beak. Suture
neighbourhood so that it seems, sli

whether it is margined. Aperture
channelled above, with short one Outer lip

convex, acute, smooth within. Columella subvertical, slightly twisted
below, with 3 plaits in young shell, 4 in larger specimen

;
plaits rapidly

decrease in strength anteriorly, the last being very weak, they are truncated
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by edge of inner lip, which also stops the spiral sculpture. Fascicle fairly

distinct.

Heights respectively 16-5 mm., 11 mm. : diameters, 6 mm., 4 mm. ;.

heights of aperture, 9 mm., 6 mm.
Types (two shells), from Target Gully, in autlior's collection. Not yet

found elsewhere.

Has near allies in the Australian M. nnjltUulcata Harris,* and especially

M. aloldza T.-Woods. Details of sculpture and aperture are practically

identical, except for the apparent absence of punctures in the New Zealand-

shell. The Australian shell, however, seems to differ in its smaller protoconch

("two small, narrow, rounded turns") and in its dimensions, being much
more elongate and having a spire higher than aperture. Harris {Cat. TerL

MolL Brit, Mas., pt. 1, p. 120) gives the dimensions of an Australian

specimen as— height, 66 mm. ; diameter, 16mm.; height of aperture.e

28 mm. periph

Mitra elatior n. sp. (Plate 50, figs. 5a, 56.)

Shell in form and sculpture so close to the previous species that it is

best described by comparison with it. Protoconch narrower and higher

and apparently has an extra turn. First whorl with 5 spirals, increasing

later to 6 and then 7 on penultimate w^horl ; body-whorl with about 20

unequal spirals. Interstices vary from one-half to one-third of ribs in width

on periphery, but almost as wide as ribs on base; ribs as in previous species.

The shells are not worn, and interstices are finely punctate, due to presence

of axial threads which do not appear on ribs ; thus it is probable that well-

preserved specimens of M. emulcala would show punctation also. Shell is-

noticeably narrower than in that species and more elongate, shape being

narrowly" fusiform rather then biconic. Whorls are also much more loosely

coiled, the tightly-wrapped appearance of M, ciimlcatu being absent.

Body-whorl has no blunt angulation, but is very lowly convex and then

contracted to beak much lower down than in the other species. The presence

of the j^^rfectly straight supra-peripheral area in M, etwdcaia makes the

spire-area almost a plane surface, hardly interrupted by sutures, but in

M. elatior convexity of whorls makes sutures appear distinctly incised,

althouf^h outlines of spire remain straight. Spire is also considerably higher

than aperture. Internally, columella bears 5 plaits instead of 4, the upper-

most being much the strongest and somewhat removed from the others.

Very young shells bear 4 narrow but high plaits (the highest remaining

farther away) instead of 3 stout ones. Outer lip quite different inside,

being strongly lirate with about 9 very narrf)W but rather high ridges, many
times their width apart.

Height, 19 mm. ; diameter, 6 mm. ; height of aperture, 9 n\m.

Type and several paratypes, from Clifden, Southland (band 6c

Ototaran?). in author's collection.

Uromitra etremoides n. sp. (Plate 50, figs. Ba, 66 : Plate 51,^ figs. 10a,

106, 10c.)
F

Shell small, elongate-fusiform, with strong discontinuous axial ridges and

fine close spirals, Protoconch pupiform, of 3 almost symmetrical smooth

whorls, bluntly pointed, distinctly marked off from brephic stage. Sj)iral

ribs very obscure on earlier whorls, 4 on first, 5 on second, and 6 on the^

Dennant and Kitaon (Rec. GeoL Sun\ Vict,, vol, 1, p. 101) reduce this species to

a variety of J/, alokiza T.- Woods. ^
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rest, sometimes 7 on peniiltimate, 16 spirals on body-whorl ; spirals lowly

<^onvex, interstices varying in width, seldom linear, usually subequal to

ribs, widening near beak. Axial ribs numerous and irregular in brephic

^tage, but soon following each other regularly, 7-9 per whorl
; generally

they are in line with those on contiguous whorls, but slope a little backwards,
vanishing on lower half of body-whorl ; interstices usually slightly wider.

Axial ribs very much stouter and more prominent than spirals, which cross

them without forming nodules. Growth-lines rather conspicuous, . spire

narrowly conic, outlines straight, in young shells one and a third times
height of aperture, in adult shells more than one and a half times. Whorls
10, body-whorl subangulated below periphery, then suddenly contracted
towards beak. Sutiire impressed, undulating, submargined by narrow band.
Aperture narrowly ovate ; high, acutely subangled above, produced below
into a short oblique canal with straightened base. Outer Dp convex, thin
^nd sharp. Columella straight, vertical, with 3 oblique, strong plaits,

decreasing in size anteriorly.

Height, 14 mm.; diameter, 4 mm.; height of aperture, 5| mm.
Type and ten paratypes, from Target Gully, in author's collection.

This Vexillurn bears comparison with no New Zealand or Australian
Tertiary shells

; its characteristic sculpture is reminiscent of the Turrid
genera Etrema, and especially Psendoraphitoma. Young shells are probably
confused in existing collections with Vexillum fenestratum Sut., to which
they bear a deceptive resemblance, but they can at once be distinguished
by the different protoconch and strong columellar plaits.

Lyria zelandica n. sp. (Plate 49, fig. 7.)

Shell of moderate size, ovately biconic, thick, and solid. Apex broken
oS, remaining adult whcrls 6, very lightly convex and a little contracted at

body

midw
on body-whorl. Outer lip swollen by prominent low and wide varix.
Sixteen vertical axial ribs per whorl, continuous over all whorls, extending
from suture to suture on spire, and almost down to fasciole on body-whorl

;

ribs prominent, narrowly rounded, but not jutting, smoothed off into flattish
or concave interstices which are about twice width of ribs. Axial ribs
reduced in size on base and curving round from vertical to horizontal
direction on fasciole, projecting slightly at upper suture on all whoris
-as very low blunt points. No spiral or other sculpture except for
|rowth-hnes. Suture impressed, slightly sloping, and rapidly undulating.
Spire conic, of almost straight outUnes, half height of aperture. Aperture
oblique, long and rather narrow, widest medially, the two sides approxi-
mately parallel, bluntly pointed and with very slight notch above, thickened
below, and forming a broad, shallow, slightly emarginate canal, bordered
at base by sharp edge. Outer Up tliick and solid, with flattish edge, sKghtly
rismg on penultimate M'hori. Inner lip restricted and with definite boundary,
expanded most medially, thence forming raised blunt edge descending
vertically to meet columellar margin in a point at base of canal and pro-
eeedmg round canal as a sharp margin ; on parietal wall inner lip thickens
into strong callus at junction with outer Hp. Columella practically straight,
but oblique in same direction as aperture, rather massive, with three strong
plaits on lower half and numerous fine ridges above these. Plaits not very
obhque, tending to become quite horizontal or even cur\dng upwards on

^
emergence on inner Hp ; centre plait a little the strongest.
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Height, 41mm.; .diameter, 22-5 mm. ; height of aperture, 28 mm.
Type {uni(iue), from Clifden, Southland (band 6c—Ototaran ?), in author's

collection.

Although several New Zealand Volutes have previously been placed

in this genus, they cannot remain there, and up to the present there has been

no undoubted record of Lyria from this country. The above species is a

fairly typical member of the genus, and cannot be confused with any

previously described species. It is not nearly related to any Australian

shell, but has a distant likeness to L, harpularia Tate, also to the European

species L. maga (Edw.) and L. harpula (Lamk.).

Solecurtus bensoni n. sp. (Plate 50, figs. 8a, 86.)

Shell thin and fragile, shining, transversely elongate-oblong, gaping-

considerably at both ends and dorsally, moderately tumid, considerably

depressed ventro-medially ; inequilateral, posterior end much longer,

anterior side not narrower than posterior, but flexed to left in both valves.

Anterior dorsal margin perceptibly sloping and faintly curved; posterior

dorsal margin straight, but suddenly rising a little to beak ; ventral

margin with very slight incurvation medially, corrt\sponding in position

to depression in tumidity of shell, curving up more abruptly before than

behind. Posterior end almost semicircular in outline, anterior squarely

rounded. Umbos small, approximate, a little tumid and pointed, inter-

rupting the regular outline of hinge and marked off by a slight shallow

groove on either side, projecting sUghtly but distinctly beyond dorsal

margin. Previous outlines of shell thrown into prominence here and there

by Ught and dark bands. Radial ornamentation of very faint and dense

scratches, radiating from umbo on each side of a perpendicular dropped

from beaks, much more rapidly slanting and diverging on posterior part

and producing there distinct faint raying, especially about the blunt posterior

ridge limiting median depression in shell. Anterior division divided approxi-

mately into halves by another very low and blunt angulation running from

umbo to antero-ventral corner ; in front of this radial hues form the only

ornamentation, but they are not seen without lens ; behind this and over

the rest of shell surface is cut into many shallow steps, descending

posteriorly, by sinuated engraved lines running to ventral margin from a

line drawn from umbo to middle of posterior end. On anterior part of

shell the slope of the lines is parallel to that of the limiting low angulation ;

Unes posterior to tliis gradually swing out till on posterior end they slope

in reverse direction, though less strongly ; on posterior line from umbo they
bend back and run at first subparallel to dorsal margin, but the bending-
angle becomes more acute the farther it is from beak till at posterior end
Hnes meet the rounding margin almost vertically. Interior poUshed,
especially muscle-scars and paUial line. Anterior muscle-scar slightly

larger, subpyriform, posterior rounded trigonal. Pallial line sloping in.

downward curve from anterior scar, ending abruptly at considerable distance
below posterior scar. Pallial sinus hnguiform, very deep, reaching half-
way between anterior scar and the vertical from beaks. Left valve with a
long sharp upturned cardinal tooth just anterior to imibo, and a sloping-

low and bifid tooth posterior to it. Interior of right valve not seen.
Length, 2'85 mm. ; height, 11 mm.; thickness (two valves), 6-5 mm.
Type and several more or less broken paratypes, from Clifden, Southland

(band 6a—Ototaran ?), in author's collection. Although the shell is fairlv

common at this locality, j>erfect specimens are not easy to obtain, owinl*
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to its fragility. The type is the only perfect and double-valved specimen
so far obtained.

Genus and species new to fauna, though it is a very widely spread genus,
and three fossil members have already been described from Australia. Of
these, S. legyandi Tate is very close to the new species, presenting the same
tyije of grooving and differing in only a few details. Tate gives its dimen-
sions as " Height, 40 mm. ; width, 17-5 mm."—a ratio of 2-29 : 1 ; but his
figure measures 40-5 X 16-75—a ratio of 2-42 : 1. The ratio in S. hensoni
IS 2-95 : 1, so that this species is relatively longer than S. legrandi., which
seems to differ also in the absence of ventral incurvation, less prominent
umbos, inconstant height (greater posteriorly), recurved posterior dorsal
margin, and slightly different slope of sculpture-lines, which dorsally are
not initially subparallel to margin, and ventrally do not reverse in direction
on posterior end. From S. dennanti Tate and S. cllipficuH Tate the new
species is easily distinguished by the character of grooves. This elegant
New Zealand species is with much pleasure dedicated to Dr. W. N. Benson,
friend and former teacher of the \TOter,

9

Solecurtus evolutus n. sp. (Plate 50, fig. 9.)

Evidently a direct descendant of the previous one, occurring at the
same locality m beds geologically a little younger. It agrees with it in all
mam features, but is slightly more sohd, decidedly shorter (especially the
posterior end), and higher, with slightly less numerous but stronger and
more conspicuous grooves. On anterior end grooves cease with one or
two much shorter but not closer grooves, instead of, as in S. bensoni, several
long grooves close together. The species seems also less flattened medially.

Ihe best-preserved specimen, chosen as holotype, is still considerably
iractured, so that its dimensions are somewhat hypothetical : its greatest
length IS 31-5 mm., greatest height 15-5 mm., and greatest width (one valve)
4-0 mm. If one measures from the largest perfectly intact growth-line the
dimensions are 22 mm., 10 mm., 2-5 mm.

Type, a right valve, from Awamoa beach- boulders (Awamoan), in
author s collection Other small fragments were obtained here, at Pukeuri,
anrt at larget Gully Also some larger fragments from Clifden (band 7c
-Hutchinsoman ?) which differ from S. hensoni of a lower band in the same
respects as does the type. That this genus has not been recorded previously
IS due probably more to the fragihty of the shell than to its raritv ; the
sculpture, however, is distinct and characteristic on even tiny fragments.
The present species has the ratio length : height a little over 2-2 : 1, and
this brings It even closer than the previous species to S. legrandi Tate. The
author s thanks are due to IVIr. Chapman, of the National Museum. Mel-
bourne for comparing a photograph of the type and some fragments of
the shell with the type of Tate's species

; he agrees with the author that
the two forms are distinct, though very closely related.

Solecurtus chattonensis n. sp. (Plate 50, fig. 10.)
At once distinguished from the two preceding species by its proportions

!
"1

T
^ ''^' f.^^^a^t^'^ «f grooves. Anterior side relatively much

n?l? t .iT' *^''"^^f
"*"'' ^^^ ^^""^^ «^ r<>storior side, while it is

eit^ iri; -'I/.f '
o' ^*^.'' "P^^"^"'- ^^' ^^'^" i« ^^o still shorter in3 LI °i «'! '^v

'''^'-'^"'- ^^' g^*^°^^« ^'^ only half as numerous

fn the tTl*Ji;?''<?^^''^'^^^""=
^^''' ''' °°Jy 17 grooves altogether

in the type, while S. bensom of similar size has about 35 and adult shells
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have at least 50

;

stage

tonensis Las 26, There are no shorter or closer grooves at first, the

transition from the smooth anterior area to strong equidistant grooves

being abrupt. Grooves oblique in same direction as initially over most

of surface, instead of rapidly swinging round to reverse direction, and

the bendiug-angle above posterior ridge is very slight, the lines remaining

always steeply inchned to dorsal margin. AH the grooves are stronger, and

do not get closer posteriorly, but indeed considerably wider apart, and do

not become weaker. Shell is much flatter, especially anteriorly: medial

depression not so marked, but valve more flatly depressed postero-dorsally.

Growth-lines and rest-period? are much fainter.

Length, 16 mm.: height, 7-5 mm. ; width (one valve), 1-5 nim.

Type (unique), from Charton, near Gore (Waiarekan ?), in authors

collection.

Although the single specimen is juvenile and incomplete, it differs

strikingly from the other two species. The ratio of length to height is

only 243 : 1. The ratio of anterior to posterior side in the three species

described may be tabulated as follow.^ :

Aateiiur Posterior
^P^^'^"*- Side. Side.

Rat io.

S, himsoni .

.

. . 10 mm. 18-5 mm, 1-85 : I

S. evohUus .

.

. . 8'5 mm, 13'5 mm. 1'6 : 1

S. chaltonensis -. 7 mm. 9 mm. 1*3 : 1

Barytellina anomalodonta n. sp. (Plate 50, figs, la, 76, 7c.)

Shell rather small but very tliick and solid, in shape like an obliquely

truncated ellipse, no anterior lateral teeth, right valve with a large posterior

cardinal tooth. Beaks contiguous, sharp, but not prominent, dorsally

flattened, directed slightly backwards. Anterior end slightly longer

;

starting from beaks a regular elliptical curve is described until nearing

posterior end, when ventral border shows a slight sinuation due to external

posterior fold. Posterior end straight, making an angle of about 120^

with antcro-dorsal edge ; it meets upcurved ventral border at angle of

about 80°, apox being narrow^ly rounded off ; is flexed to left in right valve,

and vice versa. External surface appears at first sight smooth and polished,

but under lens shows roughening due to extremely fine and dense growth-

lines there are also very inconsjncuous narrow and flattish radial riblets

with interstices of quit« variable width ; these riblets are so little raised

as to appear more like rays on surface, and, combined with shape of shell,

give it a superficial resemblance to Leptornya 'percc»njum Iredale, There

is a strong posterior fold in each valve ; this grades gently on anterior side

into a wide and shallow sinuation which occupies most of posterior end

in right valve but is narrow and subobsolete in the more convex left valve;

on posterior side it is bounded by a much narrower, cord-like secondary

fold from which there is a vertical drop to the straight dorsal margin.

A flat lanceolate area is thus formed when the two valves are in conjunction,

bearing a strong resemblance to the escutcheon of a Nucular^a. In left

valve an additional slight fold traverses tliis area close to ligament, which

is fairly deep-seated, the well-developed nymphs easily visible from exterior-

Interior very uneven, suddenly thickened below pallial line, also in places

near hinge. Adductor - scars deeply impressed, especially the posterior,

which is subrhomboidal ; the anterior elongated, p}Tiform. Pallial sinus
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linguifomi, reaching anterior scar and occupying more than half of body-
cavity. Margins smooth, sharp. Right valve with two cardinals, the
antenor a thin lamina subparallel to dorsal margin ; the posterior a larae
elevated trigonal mass, projecting far above hinge-level and into interio"
obsoletely grooved on top

; it has the appearance of a Mactrid resiliiirn!
Posterior lateral also very large and prominent for the genus, forming a
short stout ridge, far removed from cardinal teeth. No anterior lateral
tooth in this valve, hinge forming a plain bevelled surface, overhung by
dorsal margin; left valve with two cardinals, the anterior moderately
strong elevated, posterior weaker, a trigonal lamina. Posterior lateral
very large, trigonally raised, in shape reminiscent of laterals of Lasaea.
Iraces of an anterior lateral are indicated by a verv slight ridging of the
dorsal margin. ^ o o &

Length 26 mm. ; height, 21 mm. ; width (one valve). 6 mm. Length,
24 mm.

; height, 20 mm. ; width (one valve), 5 mm.
Types (two vales), from Kissington, Hawke's Bay (Pliocene), in author's

collection - collected by Dr. Benson. Also paratypes from Glengaree.
Napier. ^ j tf o »

New Zealand, and,
unl

on account of its dental peculiarities (very large posterior cardinal and
lateral of right valve, and absence of anterior lateral), Mr. Marwick
nas created for it and a related species the new genus, Barytellina, with

p 25
19247''"^'' ^'•"•^^^^^^^s Marw. as type [Proc. Mai. Soc., vol. 16,

Macoma (Plate 51, figs. 6a, 66, 6c.)

Shell trigonally oval, thin, inequilateral, much compressed, with fine
sharp concentric sculpture Beaks behind middle, raised and ^ery sharp,pomtmg mwards and backwards. Anterior end longer, semi - elliptical,
dorsal margin very lowly convex and slowly descending

; posterior end
attenuated, trigonal, dorsal margin slightly concave and obliquely a little

Sr^afn r-""!?.! ^^i«^^^^«*"}g
the broadly and regularly rounded ventralmargm, sbghtly flexed to right in right valve and vice versa, the right

valve most mflated anteriorly, left posteriorly. Sculpture consisting of
fine close sharp concentric ribs, about 5 per millimetre at 20 mm. from

wr;T. .''^Ptw T'^ ^'*''''^*' "^' appearing linear, but examination with

Wlfr/.'^^ i IV ^''^* variation in their width, some being compara-
rively flattish with sublmear interstices, but all having a sharp dorsal edge.

..frn .
'^ ^ 'f^''

'^'^^' ^^'^^ ""'^^ ^ «^^^o^ separating groove very
*

on «lf?>, ™^v
''''"^ "^"'^^^

'
^^^^ ^^^^« ^^^ 2 similar but narrower folds ;

t\Xl , r^ 1 ^i'^^^^*^^^,
"^lets are strongly raised and quite irregular,

frnfn 7.
2 cardmals, posterior bifid, a strong lateral rather distant

TZT '^^- '^''^''.^^ ^^^ ^ ^"^^^^ ^^« ^elo^^ ^y^ph
;

left valve with

Tir^.
^ntenor cardmal and rudimentary posterior one, laterals obsolete.

Ligament fairly long, strong, Interior filled with matrix.
Height, 25 mm.

; length, 39 mm. ; width (two valves), 6 mm.
collp/tfn/'' n u .^ff^^f'

^^"""^ ^*^^^^ (Hutchinsonian), in the author's

specTer ^ ^"' ^' ^' ^"^^' ^^*^^^ "^"^^ is attached to the

but f},^«t t
^^"^^ resemblance in shape to TdUna gaymardi Iredale,

rektivi t^ ^ri' '^i
'^°'*"^ ^^^ ^ «^^^«°*^ appearance The nearest

its relationT. \l\^<^'^^^.
^^ri Iredale, and it is on account of

Its relationship with this species, especially in hinge, that it is placed in
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Macoma rather than in Tellina, It differs, however, from the Recent

species in its finely ridged appearance, less inflation and elongation, and

unstraightened basal margin. It has also some resemblance to the Aus-

tralian T. albinelloides Tate.

Genus Ataxocerithium.

Ataxocerithium pyramidale n. sp. (Plate 51, figs, 7a, 76, 7c.)

Shell small, regularly conical, with nodulous cancel late sculpture and

sharply angled periphery. Protoconch of about 3 smooth but apparently

worn conical whorls (nucleus lost), marked off from brephic stage by a

slight varix; the following 1^ whorls have only gradually strengthening

concave axial riblets, about their own width apart ; from this point spiral

sculpture begins and rapidly gains prominence. Three main spirals on all

whorls (interstices variable but generally much wider), but sooner or later

weaker interstitial ribs arise between lower or both pairs of main ribs, and

a very faint rib may develop just below suture. Just below periphery on

body-whorl an additional rib arises out of suture, and immediately below

this there is another rib (exceptionally two faint ribs) ; both these crenu-

lated. About two-thirds across base a small smooth rib encircles columella,

interstices between all basal ribs concave. Axial ribs continue concave

and blunt for short distance, but soon become straight and sharply angled,

interstices thus appearing wider. They are not quite continuous over^ the

whorls, number about 23 on last whorl, and at "intersections with spirals

form sharp nodules; they cease just below periphery. Spire about 1|

times aperture with canal, angle about 40"", outlines quite straight. Whorls,

apart from protoconch, about 6, regxilarly increasing, flat, body -whorl

sharply angled at periphery, base flattish. Suture canaliculate. Aperture

subrhomboidal, interrupted below by a narrow small canal, bent backwards

and strongly to left. Outer lip broken. Columella vertical with strong

fold margining canal and weaker subparallel one a short distance above it.

Inner lip"^ highly callous, spreading over parietal wall and a short distance

beyond columella, sharply limited.

Height, 6-5 mm. ; diameter, 4 mm.

collection. Also

paratyp
Awamoa Beach ; Clifden,

Southland (band 6c—Ototaran ?) ; and Pourakino, Riverton.

Subspecies robustum n. subsp.

Differs in its rather wider spire (angle' about 45°) and less cancellate

appearance, due to weaker spirals but stronger axials. These are slightly

blunter and fewer (about 18 on body-whorl), so that interstices are wider.

Otherwise there is no difference.

Height (estimated), 7 mm. ; width, 4-5 mm.
Holotype (upper whorls lost and columella damaged), from Taradale

Bridge (Hawke's Bay—Pliocene), in the author's collection,

Ataxocerithium nodicingulatum n. sp. (Plate 51, figs. 8a, 86, 8c, 8d.)

Shell moderately small, irregularly conical, with nodulous cancellate

sculpture and rounded periphery. Protoconch, obliterated in most speci-

mens, of a few conoidal turns, several whorls follow, ornamented only with

flexuous axial ribs. At initiation of cancellate sculpture are 2 bold spirals,

quickly increasing by intercalation on later whorls to 3, 4, and up to 9 or
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11 subequal spirals on body-whorl and extending over base ; interstices
wide while the ribs are few but narrower when they are many ; towa/ds
canal ribs become fainter and sjnoother. Axial sculpture consists on the
upper whorls of rather bluntly rounded ribs (about 20 per whorl) with
considerably wider interstices, intersections with spirals raised into verti-
cally compressed nodules, but on body-whorl axials quickly diminish in size
and prominence and crowd together, becoming of same strength and width
apart as spirals so that a much finer cancellation is produced. At same
time whorls become slightly discontinuous, body-whorl appearing greatly
narrowed, so that shell presents a characteristic appearance near aperture.
Spire more

_

than twice height of aperture, sharply pointed ; angle about
35°, but this is variable, spire being slightly concave above, then swelling
out, then contracting on body-whorl, and suddenly diminished on base ; the
difierent changes in outline and direction impart a somewhat Eulimelloid
appearance to shell. Whorls (apart from protoconch) about 8 or 9, early
ones flat, later ones convex, body-whorl regularly rounded to convex base.
Suture deeply incised, often canaHculate. Aperture subovate, angled and
channelled above, produced below into a short deep canal, twisted back-
wards and to left. Outer lip regularly and strongly convex. Columella
vertical with strong plait margining canal and generally another strong
one medially, not parallel to lower one, and sometimes almost obsolete,
btrong plait on parietal wall near outer lip, which bears a series of teeth
some distance withm aperture; these, however, are not well developed
unless outer hp is thickemcd. Inner lip spreading as a well-defined callus
over parietal wall, part of base, and beyond columella, forming there a
distinct cavity but no umbilicus.

Height, 7-5 mm. ; diameter, 3 mm. (holotype). Height, 11 mm. ;

diameter, 4 mm. (paratype).
"

Type and many paratypes, from Target Gully, in author's collection.
AJso from Pukeuri, Ardgowan, and Awamoa Beach.

In sculpture this shell is almost the same as A. pyramidcde, and there is
the possibility that it is only the gerontic form of this species. This might
explain such difierences as rounded periphery, change of ornament near
aperture &c.

; but the inconstant spire-angle and direction, more slender
Shell, and different implanting of upper columellar plait seem to remove
It Irom the other species. Moreover, the two forms, though occurring
together in the same localities, are so readily distinguish nble in all stages
by shape of periphery that it seems best 'to
distinct species.

'

Ataxocerithium auAHririno-niafurrn ,-. «^

treat them at ])resont as

Shell fairly small, with nodulous cancellate sculpture and bluntly angled
periphery. Apical whorls and outer lip lost. Four narrow and blunt
spirals per whorl, interstices wider ; another rib emerges on base from
suture and two more at equal distances below this, finer riblets appear
on neck of canal and between each pair of main ribs there is near aperture

t^^^
interstitial riblet. Narrow and rather sharp axial ribs (about 25 on

Dody-whorl) cross spirals and are raised at intersections into blunt tubercles.^niy the four mam nblets on body-whorl are prominently tuberculate, the
next one is much less strongly nodulous, and remainder almost smooth.
Angle of spire apparently about 35°. Suture incised. A strong columellar
plait margins canal, which is long and twisted.

Height, ? ; width, 5 mm.
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Type, from Petane, in collection of New Zealaiul Geological Survey.

This shell was included hy Suter amongst specimens of A, suleri JIarwick

and labelled '' Nexvioniella n. sp." It has strong affinity with A, nodi'

cingidatmn, from which it is probably descended, just as A. pyramidale subsp.

rohusium may be the successor to A. fyramuiale. It is distinguishable,

however, by its less prickly nodules, unchanged body - whorl sculpture,

diflerently shaped canal, and apparent absence of an upper columellar

plait. It also has analogy with A. hulloni Cossm.j though this has different

spiral sculpture.

Besides the four new species or varieties of Ataxoceriihium described above,

four others have been named from the New Zealand Tertiary. These are

A. huttoni Cossm., A. perplexum M. & M., A. suteri Marwick, and

A, tricingulatum Marwick.

A. huttoni Cossm. is readily distinguished by its low and convex spirals

with narrow interstices, the spirals being practically confined to base and

spaces between axial ribs. Axials numerous, sloping forward, sharply

convex, and without nodules, interstices a httle wider. There are 5 spirals

per whorl and about 7 more on base ; axials number about 30 on body-

whorl. Shell is fairly large and relatively wide, angle of spire about 45°.

Locality, Castlecliff. The type, which was stated by Suter to be apparently

lost, has been rediscovered amongst the Geological Survey material, and is

now in that collection. The writer agrees with a manuscript remark by

Mr. Marwick regarding this species :
'' The locality, Hampden, given by

Hutton and Suter should be deleted, as Dr. Marshall's extensive collections

have given a better idea of that fauna." The Hampden record is possibly

based on a fragment of the somewhat similar Alectrion socialis (Hutt.),

which does occur there.

A, perplexum M. & M., described by Marshall and Murdoch* from

Nukumaru, is really a Cerithidea, very close to C. bicarinata Gray, and is

possibly only this species with the keels rubbed ofE. Many specimens of

A. perplexum M. & M. have been found during the last year, but all are highly

polished and worn, and until the discovery of better-preserved specimens

Marshall and Murdoch's species should stand, as Cerithidea perplexa M. & M.

A. 5uten Marwick : This species is described on page 195 of this volume. It

1063),

and also from Petane, and is a very distinct form. Its exceptionally

tall spire (angle about 20°) characterizes it at once : ^ there are 3 coarsely-

nodulous cinguli per whorl, and 3 more on base, nodules are in line on

successive spirals, and roughly indicate axial ribs as strong as spirals,

interstices between spirals and axials are sublinear. A figure of this species

(Plate 51, figs. 9a, 96) is given in order that its characteristic sculpture may
with

tridngulat

imi
J ^

—
f 2

It is very similar to the previous

species in sculpture, but axial ribs are more distinct and numerous, nodules

siiialler and finer, and the three basal ribs almost smooth. It is at once

distinguished by its shape, the spire being much less acute (angle about 35°)

and suture much more deeply incised. Besides the type, only two specimens

from Nukumaru (in author's collection) are known.

N.Z. Inst, vol. 51, r- 254, 1919.

Fossil
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Key to the New Zealand Species of ATAXocERrrHiirM.

bhell acicular, spire more than three times height of aperture .

.

Shell not so elongate, spire not more than twice height of aperture.
(1.) Axial ribs smooth, much more prominent than spiral

ribs which are confined to base and interstices .

.

(2.) Axial ribs nodulous.
(A.) Periphery sharply angled.

Spirals equally nodulous.
Axials rather weak and narrow
Axials strong and wide

(B.) Periphery convex.
(AA.) Four or more spirals per \shorl.

(a.) Periphery regularly rounded,
rather finely cancellate ap-
pearance

(6.) Periphery subangled,
coarsely cancellate
ance

(BB.) Tliree spirals per whorl

A, svterL

A. Mittoni.

A, pyramidale.
A. pyramidale subsp,

rofnistitm.

rather

appear-

A. nodicingulatum.

A. quadricingulaium

A. tricingjtluWm.

Chione (s. str.) crassitesta n. sp. (Plate 50, figs, la, lb, Ic.)

Shell trigonally ovate, extremely swollen and solid, radial and concentric
ornament prominent. Beaks very

,
prominent, inflated, situate at anterior

third of length. Anterior end shorter, angularly ovate, dorsal margin
tmce strongly smuated. Posterior end subaugled in two places, obtusely
dorsally and relatively much more acutely ventrally

; basal margin flatly
rounded. Lnnnlp hf.aT-f-oV.n^„^ t„- i„ j-1- x i •'. , .

*, .,-'
wide

^0 escutcheon. Strong squarely rounded radial ribs cross the whole sur-
face, becoming subobsolete posteriorly (about 30 can be counted on the
type; m C. stuchhiryi (Gray) they reach 40 or more). Very prominent
foliaceous concentnc ribs decussate the radial sculpture, are rather narrow
(interstices two to three times their ^^•idth), and are most strongly developed
antero-medially. (In C. stuchhuryi (Gray) concentric ribs are much finer,
sharper and more numerous.) Margins finely crenulate except posterioriv,
crenulations regular, but indications of development of coarser ridges on
postenor ventral part

;
this has taken place in C. Stuchhuryi (Gray). Hinge

very sohd and strong
; similar to that of 0. stuchhuryi (Gray) except tliat

anterior cardinals in each valve are more neariy vertical, other cardinals

f.tn ttr^ Ti,
' ""f

°'^'' ^''^^y ^^^^^' and' hinge-line projects farther

Poll aT""!^
'""'^'^^ *°°*^- ^>'^"P^« ^«^y strong and prominent.

M n ^^^'}P^^;;-'^^^ «l'ghtly larger, but the anterfor more sunken.
PalhaJ^distmct, distant from margin, sinus short and acutely trigonal.

C. crassUesta nov. h-e«/^-2/*- (Gray)>-^'«^*tr/'
^^"^^

Length
Height

Normal Form.
Auckland Islands.

Width (two valves)

47 mm.
43 mm.
43 mm.

47 mm.
40 mm.
20 mm.

65 mm.
50 mm.
36 mm.

![!l^yP^|T/ ^^P^ Kidnappers (Pliocene), in author's

of Mine, collecti^^^^
'^ ''''^ Paratypes in Otago University School

collection
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The nearest Recent relative to this shell is 'the massive variety of Chione
stuchhuryi (Gray) found at the Auckland Islands. From this it is easily

distinguished by its different dimensions, lunule, sculpture, and pallial

sinus. Mr. Marwiek has collected, in the Hawke's Bay District, great

numbers of a form which in thickness is intermediate between (7. stuchhuryi

(Gray) and the present species, but otherwise is nearer the Recent shell.

Since typical forms of C. stuchhuryi are found fossil in the Greta beds, which
are older than those at Clifden, C, crassilesta is probably not ancestral but
an offshoot from the C. stuchhuryi line.

Conus (Lithoconus) triangularis n, sp. (Plate 48, figs. 10a, lOh,)

Shell small, apparently rather thin and fragile. Protoconch lo^t in both
specimens seen, but apparently projecting above perfectly flat spire. Whorls
at least 6, with linear sutures hardly distinguishable from sculpture-lines,

horizontal above, but acutely keeled at periphery of body-whorl, forming
an almost perfect angle of 65°, then rapidly sloping to canal, but slightly

indented iu two places^'ust below keel and a little above canal. Spiie-

whorls, and that part of body-whorl above keel, bear 4 strong spiral cords,

of which inner and outer are wider and flatter than middle pair ; the rest

of body-whorl covered over whole surface with rather strong and closely-sst

spiral cords, low and rotmded, a little less than their own width apart.

Aperture filled with hard matrix, but evidently very narrow ; columella

twisted in front. Posterior sinus, as indicated by lines of growth, is

apparently extremely shallow, and removed from suture.

Height, 16 mm. ; width, 15 mm. The paratype has the corresponding
dimensions 17 X 16| mm.

Type and one paratype, from Kakanui (on the beach near the quarry,

from tuffs below the limestone), in author's collection.

This is the second representative of Lithoconus that has been found in

New Zealand. Conus {Lithoconus) abruptus ^Marshall occurs at Pakaurangi
Point, but the Kakanui shell is not related to it except subgenerically,

differing in its squat shape, much more acute keel, and totally different

(Lithoconii

Harris

sculpture.

dennanti Tate, of Balcombian and Janjuk:

closely allied. The crown of (7. dennanti

New Zealand shell almost perfectly plane. ^

p. 33) comments on the sharpness of the keel of C dennanti; that of our
shell is sharper still and the angle somewhat smaller. The Australian shell

is rather elongate (33 X 20 mm.), approaching more the shape of C. dmiptus
Marshall (20x11 mm.), the ratios of height to w4dth being

—

Conus abruptus
Marshall = 1-82

; Conus dennanti Tate = 1-65 ; Conus triangularis Finlay
n. sp. = 1-07. The sculpture, keel, and spire of 0. dennanti Tate, however,
remo\e it from the vicinity of C, abruptus Marshall, but indicate its very
close relationship to C. triangularis Finlay n. sp., the differences being in
degree alone.
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New Zealand Tertian/ Rissoids,

By H. J. FixLAY, M.Sc, Edmond FeDow of Otago University.

[Bead before the Otago Institute, 12th December, 1022 ; received by Editor, 31st December,

1923 ; issued separately, 30th July, 1024.]

RissoiDS are not usually plentiful as fossils in New Zealand, In tlie latest

list of our Tertiary Mollusca (Suter, 1918) nine species of Rissoa and

Rissoina are recorded ; five of these are also E«cent species, and only one

of the other four is from the Miocene. In the present paper the number

of Rissoids recorded as fossil from Xew Zealand is raised to twenty-five,

fifteen of these being described as new, most of them being from Miocene

beds.

Hutton (1873, 1885, 1893) was the first to describe members of tliis

family from the New Zealand Tertiary ; five of the nine species above

mentioned were originally described from the Phocene beds of Petanc or

CastlechS, one from Awamoa (Miocene), and the remaining three were

discovered fossil subsequent to their description as Recent species. The

only addition made to this mmiber in recent years is Rissoina (?)

ohliquecostata M. & M., described by Marshall and Murdoch (1920a) from

Hampden.
Although these small shells are termed Rissoids, Iredale (1915) has shown

that the type name, Rissoa, should not be applied to any Neozelanic shells,

and has provided a series of generic names to cover austral forms. His

scheme marks a decided advance in their treatment, and by it New Zealand

Recent Rissoids can be reduced to some semblance of order. Strong

support for his action is given by the ease with which practically all the fossil

Rissoids so far discovered fall into his groups. Iredale might, however,

have been more generally explicit in defining his genera. It may be legally

correct to define a new genus

—

e.g,, Merelina—by " proposing it for shells

grouped around Rissoa cheilostoma Ten.-Woods," but this is extremely

unsatisfactory for workers who have not access to large suites^ of actual

specimens, and have to rely mostly on hterature. To ensure immediate

appreciation and acceptance of new genera a resume of diagnostic characters

is imperative. From Iredale *s treatment of the Rissoids it was almost

inevitable that when his names did come into use some of them should be

misapplied, and this has already occurred. The genus Eslea, in particular,

the writer has seen one of the spirally lirate

noha; and, further, Marshall and Murdoch
seems

species aetermineu as a oubonoba

;

(1920b) have listed Rissoa semisculcata Hutt. as a Lironoba, to which genus

it bears little resemblance. As far as the writer can see, the foUo^sing

diagnostic notes (compiled after study of New Zealand Recent and fossn

species) represont Iredale's ideas fairly correctly ; he would, however,

have saved Neozelanic workers much trouble had he given a similar table

when his genera were proposed.
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(A.) " RissoA " Group.

Aperture generally suboval and entire ; basal lip hardly channelled or effuse.

1. Shell thin ; axial sculpture prominent (broad low ribs, interstices rather

wide and either smooth or with slight spiral sculpture) ; protoconch
smooth, globose, whorls convex ; aperture rotund and aubvertioal,

peristome continuous, Haurakia, Type, H. hamilfmii (Sut.),

2. Shell moderately sohd, clathrate (distant fine spiral ribs, crossing and
rendering nodulous the axial ribs, which are also rather distant, wide
but with a sharp edge, base generally with a few ^smooth spirals) ; proto-

conch papillate, spirally striate ; whorls convex ; aperture oval, oblique,

heavily variced, peristome continuous, internally duplicated.

Merditfa. Type, M. clieilosioma (Ten.-Wooihi),

3. Shell similar to Merdina; protoconch smooth and glossy, dome-shaped;
aperture thin-edged, rather simple, with or without varix behind, rim
not duplicated. Linemera n. gen. Type, L. interrupta Finlay.

(nom. no v. for M. gradala Hutt., preoco,),

4. Shell thin, semitransparent ; fine and weak axial and spiral sculpture

visible through the aperture ; protoconch smooth, dome-shaped ; whorls

Ughtly convex ; aperture ovate-pyriform, the peristome discontinuous,

thin and sharp, Onoba. Type, 0. striata (Montague)*

5. Shell thin, translucent ; cut up into weak spirals by grooves, no axials

;

protoconch smooth, papillate, whorls shghtly convex ; aperture sub-
vertical, ovato-pyriform, peristome continuous, thin and sharp.

Suboiwba. Type, S. fumala (Sut.),

6. Shell very solid ; very heavily Hrately sculptured (spiral ribs much raised

and flatly rounded, continuing over the whole surface, interstices deep
and broad) ; protoconch smooth (or spirally Urate ?) ; whorls convex ;

aperture oval, heavily thickened, peristome continuous, internally

duphcated, Lironoba. Type, L. suteri (Hedlcy).

7. Shell soUd ; strong spiral keels, the intervening spaces with dense axial

fohations ; protoconch spirally striate ; whorls strongly shouldered

;

aperture rounded ; peristome continuous, thick and blmit.

Anabnthron. Type, A. contabuiatum Frfld.

8. Shell solid ; sculpture not prominent, and when present generally confined

to the lower whorls. (The whole surface may be smooth, or traces of

spiral grooves may be present ; there may be flattish oblique axials

on the lower whorls ; there may be a subobsolet^ sculpture of axial

ribs crossed by spiral cords ; or there may be a few spiral cords only.

Both axial aud spiral ribs, when present, are low and flatly rounded, and
often almost obsolete.) Protoconch small, conical, smooth ; whorls
almost flat ; aperture highly distinctive, perpendicular, subcircular, with
a narrow, rather sharp, and often reflected edge, but much thickened
internally, no exterior varix ; peristome generally continuous, often
reflected all round, Estea, Type, E. zosterophila (Webster).

9- Shell thin ; sculpture generally absent (when present confined to micro-
scopic spiral grooves) ; protoconch small, globose, smooth ; whorls
convex, suture often margined below ; aperture subcircular, peristome
generally discontinuous, thin and sharp.

Notosetia, Tj'pe, N. nmzdanica (Sut.).

10, Shell moderately thick, pupoidal; sculpture inconspicuous (smooth, spirally

hrate, or ridged) ; protoconch large and globose ; whorls slightly convex,
elongate ; aperture semilunar, extended beyond the body-whorl, peristome
duplicated, the inner lip produced forward with a sunken space behind it.

Amphiihdlmnus . Type, A, indusa Carp.

11. Shell rather thin, tall and cyhndrical; sculpture obsolete (but strong
growth-lines often present) ; protoconch large and globose, often pro-
tuberant, whorls shghtly convex, very elongate ; aperture similar to
that of Amphithalamus but narrower and more appressed.

Epignis, Type, B. ischna (Tate).

16—Trans.
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semilunar, anteriorly effvise or channelled

12 Shell soUd elongate, with strong sculpture (generally strong axial nblets

oro'S'bTfi^^^ spirals, but the latter may be absent) ;
protoconch

small! doSe-siaped; whorls convex ; aperture obliquely oval, channeUed

below and above, peristome continuous, th^okened^^^^,^^^^
^^^^ ^ .^^ ^^^^^

.bin, white and highly poL
fineverv mconspicuouB ivtsiv ^^im oiJi^^x ^^^^^^^ —j, --

whole surface, sometimes only a few prominent grooves on the ba^e)

,

protoconch minute, flattened; whorls nearly flat; aP^^^^^^P?^

shaped, often truncated below, peristome continuous, outer hp moderately

thin, blunt, but reinforced by an external vanx.
Nozeba. Type:

14 SheU thin or solid ; smooth (rarely with microscopic spiral grooves)

;

Tirotoconch minute, globose: whorls flattened to convex; aperture

pyrif<
Dardannla. Type, D. ohvacea

(C.) Skenella.

Shell depressed, orbicular, umbilicated.

15. Shell depressed, umbiUcated ; smooth ;
protoconch flatly convex, rather

large ; whorls convex ; aperture large, subcircular. ' « - pfr^
Skenella. Tyipe, S. georgianaFlv

Of tbe above genera, Merelina, Onoha, Subomha, Anahathron, Amj>h;i'

thalamus, and Skenella are as yet unrepresented in the New Zealand

Tertiaiy, while Haurahia, Lironoha, Notosetia, and Epigrus are berc

recorded for the first time. The best-represented genus is Estea, wth

five species ; then Linemera^ with four.

Descriptions of the new species are appended, also not^s on the otHer

recorded species ; to facihtate identification a key to the fossil genera ana

species is also appended. The thanks of the author are due to ^-
^'

Marwick, of the New Zealand Geological Survey, for the drawing of the

figure for Estea folysuhata.

Haurakia mixta n. sp. (Fig. 1.)

Shell minute, ovate, axially costate. Protoconch blunt, of about

\\ smooth conical whorls ; -shell-whorls 2, flattish ; body-whorl subanglert

at periphery, base rounded. About 19 flatly rounded axial ribs on last

whorl, interstices generally narrower; ribs pass from suture to suture on

spire-whorls but suddenly diminish on reaching periphery of body-wbor

and rapidly die out just below it, A strong spiral groove crosses ribs l^s

below suture, but otherwise there is

interstices or on base.

ure

.pertur outhnes

almost straight. Suture inconspicuous. Aperture squarely ovate, suoangic

above, flattened below. Peristome nearly continuous, sharp. ColumeUa

vertical, subtruncate at base. Imperforate.

Height, 1-2 mm. ; diameter, 0-7 mm. ; height of aperture, 0-5 mm.
Type, from Castleclifl, in the author's collection.

• a f '\

The species has analogy with H. hamiltoni (Sut.) and H. huttoni (Sut h

being in some respects intermediate between them. It is probably juvem >

but is distinctly characterized by its flattish whorls, squat form, and miru-

sutural groove.
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Haurakia oamarutica n, sp. (Fig. 2.)

Shell small, oval, imperforate, axially costate. Protoconch of IJ smoo
globose whorls, pullus large. Shell-whorls about 3, convex, body-wh<
regularly rounded. Narrow unequally-spaced axial ribs cross whorls, abo

body ig out on base ; interstices generally a little wider
fine spiral striae. A varix marks outer Uu. Both

spirals and axials often quite worn ofi. perture
lines almost straight. Suture well impressed. Aperture ovate, angled

above. Peristome continuous, slightly thickened, basal lip somewhat
expanded. Columella arcuate, hardly expanded. Umbilical area

small narrow impression.
with

Type : Height, 1-4: mm. ; diameter, 0-8 mm. ; height of aperture,
0'5 mm.

Largest paratype : Height, 1-9 mm. ; diameter, 1-1 mm. ; height of

aperture, 0-7 mm.
Gully

Very close to H. huttoni (Sut.), but separable by its thinner and
irregular ribs with spirally-striate interstices, and its constantly much
smaller size. The figure shows the shell in a sloping position, hence the
spire is somewhat foreshortened.

L:'nemera n. gen»

Shell superficially similar to Merelina—i.e., with clathrate sculpture

but protoconch adpressed, smooth, glossy, and dome-shaped, with incon-

spicuoxis sutures, instead of being projecting, spirally grooved, dull, and
paucispiral, with deep sutures, as in Merelina. Apertnre with thin edge,

sometimes thickened behind with simple varix, without a second projecting

rim inside, rather effuse at base. Chink-like umbilicus generally present.

Type, Z. interrupta nom. nov. {Rissoa gradata Hutt. ; PhiUppi's usage

of the game name for an Italian fossil has many years' priority).

Iredale has already indicated the presence of this group in Australian

waters (1915, p. 448) ; here undoubtedly belong Rissoa filocincta Hedley
and Petterd, Merelina sculptilis May, and perhaps Alvania thouinensis

and A. suprascnlpta, both of May. The axial sculpture is often

reminiscent of Haurakia, and a common feature is a slight indentation

and a stronger spiral rib near the upper suture. True Merelina occurs

only in the Recent fajma of New Zealand, and, though like Linemera in

sculpture, is probably more closely allied to ^ Anahathron and Attemiata,

which have similar lirate embryos. Rissoa pingue Webster is the only
Recent representative of Linemera in New Zealand.

Linemera minuta n. sp. (Fig- 3.)

Shell minute, oval, clathrate, imperforate. Protoconch of 2
glossy whorls, nucleus minute, rapidly enlarging. Shell-w^horls about
2, indistinctly shouldered just below suture, then flatly convex ; body-
whorl bluntly angled, base almost flat. Axial sculpture commencing first,

consisting of strong bluntly-rounded ribs, sloping forwards and reaching
from suture to suture, interstices narrower ; they number about 19, and
cease just below line of suture on body-whorl. Axials crossed by much
weaker spirals, indistinct on early whorls, 4 on penultimate whorl, broad

globose

rounded

16*
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laterally-elongate tubercles. A fifth spiral emerges from suture-line on

to base and is slightly crenulated by ends of axials ; below this are 2

smooth and much fainter ribs, the rest of base smooth. Spire a little higher

than aperture. Suture much impressed. Aperture slightly oblique, sub-

ovate, angled above, efiuse below. Peristome discontinuous. Outer lip

thin, but does not appear to be finished. Columella slightly oblique,

arcuate

.

Height, 1-5 mm. ; diameter, 0-9 mm. ; height of aperture, 0-7 mm.
Type and two paratypes, from Pukeuri, in the author's collection.

Very .close to L. pingue (Webster). No specimens of this species have

Webster
frure

seem to have weaker axials and a rounder body-whorl than the fossil shells.

The specimens are not adult, but, in view of the slight differences noted,

it is probable that actual comparison of adult shells of the two species

wider divergence ; till then the fossil species is best treated

as distinct.

Linemera interrupta (Finlay).

Rissoa gradata Hutt. (not of Phil.).

This species has also considerable analogy with L. pingue (Webster),

but is characterized by its irregularly-placed spiral ribs, these being crowded

anteriorly, but almost absent posteriorly, so that spire-whorls have only

two distinct ribs close to suture below. There are, however, traces of

faint flattish ribs with linear interstices between these and suture above,

and a distinct groove crosses ribs just below suture. L. filocincta (H. & P-)

is a very similar shell, but has more regular spiral ribs.

Linemera pukeuriensis n. sp. (Fig. 4.)

Shell moderately large for the genus, elongated, clathrately sculptured,

rather thin, imperforate. Protoconch of 2 smooth and shining lowly-

J

the sculptured whorls.

minute
gula

and gently roundod. Four thin spirals per whorl, interstices many times

, -^ _-^ , „ wider concave space between

first one and suture above. Another strong spiral emerges on base from

suture-line, and 4 weaker but similar spirals cross remainder of base, the

lowest often obsolete. Axials begin at same time as spirals and are narrow,

sharp, and distant, interstices variable but about two to .three times their

width ; axials about 18 on body-whorl, very soon dying out below fiith

spiral, so that remaining basal spirals are much less crenulated than the

others
; points of intersection on higher spirals slightly raised into elongated

and rather sharp tubercles. Spire about twice height of aperture, outhnes

nearly straight, but body-whorl turns slightly upwards near aperture

which is thus thrown forward basallv and axis of shell seems curved.

with
just Columella slightly oblique, arcuate

Inner lip projects prominently as a sharp edge, producing a shallow

blunt
Height, 2-5 mm. ; diameter, 1-2 mm. ; height of aperture, 0*8 mm
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Type and many paratypes, from Pukeuri, in the author's collection.
Also from Mount Harris.

This shell has only superficial analogy with the Recent J/, cheilostoma
(Ten.-Woods), though resembling it in appearance.

Linemera awamoaensis n. sp. (Fig. 5.)

Shell small, elongated, finely clathrately .sculptured, rather tliin, imper-
forate. Protoconch as in L. pukeuriensis , Shell-whorls nearly 3, lowly
<?onvex, body-whorl regularly rounded. Six very fine spirals per whorl

;

uppermost relatively distant from suture above, leaving a concave shoulder
between

;
lowest nearly masked by suture below ; interstices several times

their width. Four more similar and equally-si)aced spirals on base, and
sometimes traces of a fifth, Axials commence at same time as spirals,
are very fine^ and numerous, bluntly convex, interstices subequal to them
or a little wider. Axials number about 36 on body-whorl, but are less
numerous on earliest whorls; they die out just below suture-line on base.
Axials stronger than spirals and but little nodulous at points of inter-
«ection. Spire about \\ times height of aperture, outfincs faintly convex,
body-whorl turning up as in Z. 'pukeuriensis. Suture well impressed.
Aperture ovate, a little oblique, projecting basally, larger than in
L, pukeuriensis, and the continuous peristome not so much thickened
inside the sharp edge, though an apertural varix is distinct. Columella
slightly oblique, arcuate. 'eunensts

Height, 2-1 mm.
; diameter, M mm. ; height of aperture, 0-8 nlm.

paratype
Easily distinguished from it

spire and much finer sculpture.

M

Lironoba pol3rvincta u. sp. (Fig. 6.)

Shell small, conical, imperforate, solid, staged. Protoconch of 2 finely
but strongly lirate lowly-convex whorls, interstices between lirae linear.
Shell-whorls 3, not shouldered, lightly convex, body-whorl regularly
rounded. The shell proper, which is abruptly marked ofi from embryonic
whorls, has 5 narrowly-rounded strongly-projecting spiral ribs per whori,
lowest two subequal and strongest, next two weaker, and uppermost one
inconspicuous, inargining suture above. On later whorls a faint rib margins
lower suture, this emerges on base as a rib as strong as upper ones ; 3 more
equidistant and gradually weakening ribs extend over rest of base. Inter-
stices between ribs about three times their width but become a little
narrower on base; they are crossed by regular fine growth-lines, but no
dense axial foliations are present. Spire gradate, about li times
of aperture, outlines straight,

and above.
rgined below

polygonal, peristome con-
nnuous, much tiuckened by a strong exterior varix, internally duplicated
by small raised rim. Columella arcuate, inner lip raised, but no umbilical
<jhink, encircled by a slight basal ridge.

Height, 2-3 mm.; diameter, 1-2 mm.; height of aperture, 0-9 mm.-
Type and several paratypes, from Pukeuri, in the author^s coUectiou.

Also from Target Gully.

The genus is new as a fossil in New Zealand. It has much narrower
and more numerous ribs than the Recent L. suteri (Hedley) ; though the
protoconch is spirally Hrate, it is here referred to Lironoba rather than to
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Anahathron, as there is no trace of dense axial foliation, the whorls are

not strongly keeled, and the peristome is duplicated in the same manner

as in L. suteri (Hedley). Target Gully specimens are smaller, slightly

more compressed vertically, and the two lowest spirals are more strongly

marked on emergence from the protoconch than in Pukeuri shells ; but

as there are only two examples from Target Gully in the author's collec-

thei creation of even a variety.

be

Lironoba charassa n. sp. (Fig. 7.)

Shell small, conical, imperforate, sohd, staged. Only a small portion

of protoconch remains ; it has strong spiral ribs with hneur interstices,

and is sharply marked off from shell proper. Shell-whorls 3, not shouldered,

hghtly convex, body-whorl regularly rounded. Three moderately-\Aade

flattened strongly-projecting spiral ribs per whorl, lower two subequal

and stronger, upper one still fairly strong and margining suture above.

On lat^r whorls a fauit rib margins lower suture and emerges on base as

a rib weaker than other three ; four more equidistant and subequal ribs

extend over rest of base. Interstices between ribs about twice their widths

bat narrower on base ; they are crossed by regular fine growtli-hnes. Spire

gradate, about 1^ times height of aperture, outlines straight. Suture

well impressed, margined above, and, later, below. Aperture very little

obHque, more pyriform than polygonal, peristome continuous, much
thickened by -a strong external varix, internally duplicated by a small

raised rim. Columella arcuate, inner hp raised and thickened, distinctly

marked off from body-sculpture by a narrow groove, the encircling basal

ridge very faint.

Height, 2-5 mm. ; diameter, 1-2 mm, ; height of aperture, 1 mm.
Holotype (unique), from Nukumaru, in the author's collection.

Very close to preceding species'; probably an evolutionary product.-

From its ancestor it is distinguished by its fewer but thicker ribs, while

the Recent L, suteri (Hedley) has still fewer. In its aperture, basal

sculpture, and apex L. charassa is much nearer the Miocene species.

In addition to these last two species, the Australian L. ivilsonensis-

G. & G. and a few other forms have spirally-lirate apices ; but these shells

correspond so closely to other forms with smooth embryos that, though the

difference may eventually prove radical, it would seem unwise on present

knowledge to make any separation.

Estea polysulcata n. sp. (Fig. 8.)

sulci. Protoconch dome-shaped
perf«

SheU

whorls about 4^, almost flat, base regularly roimded. Early whorls

apparently quite smooth, indications of spiral ribs seen on third whorl,

and on following whorls low and flat spiral sulci well developed. On

penultimate whorl, between suture and periphery, are about 7 spirals, but

the downward turn taken by body-whorl causes about 2 more to be exposed

below periphery. About 11 ribs visible on body-whori, but anteriorly

base is smooth. Upjx^rmost spiral margins suture above, and is followed

by a wide flat space, then 4 spirals with hnear interstices, next 2 spirals

separated from each other and from adjacent spirals by shallow grooves

as wide as ribs ; spaces between the remaining basal spirals hnear. I»
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ea
each whorl clasps the one above rather closely but leaves margining sutural
cord prominent

; these two fact^ render the suture subcanaliculatc. Spire
high, about twice height of aperture, outhnes pupiform. Aperture ovate,
laterally compressed, decidedly obhque. Outer lip broken, but apparently
thin and sharp

;
peristome nearly continuous. Columella very obKque.

Inner lip very slightly reflected, spread as a callus over columella and
parietal wall.

-^

Height, 3-7^mm. ^^diameter, 1-4 mm. ; height of aperture, 1-2 nun.

bove junction
[aruroro River, Geol. Surv. loc. 1102 ; horizon Nukumaruian), in the

-collection of the New Zealand Geolosical Surv^v Hnllftnt/^d W
Manvick. Also one paratype
conect€d by Mr. R. S. Allan.

Mr

Paratype

unduly accentuated, forming almost a blxmt
and faint traces of longitudinal ribs are present, me species is reiatca to
-&. semisulcata (Ilutt.), but has far more numerous and more persistent
spirals, and a taller and thinner shell ; it is still closer to the following
species, which, from Mutton's description, seems to be well distinguished
by its stronger axial ribs, relatively greater width, and lack of spiral
ornament on base.

Estea rugosa (Hutt.).

Only one juvenile specimen of this species has been available for
examination, so that it is not generically placed with absolute confidence,
but the figure and description seem fairly definitely to indicate this genus.
The species combines the types of sculpture shown by E. impessa (Hutt.)
and E, polysulcata Finlay.

Locality : Petane, Nukumaru.

Estea impressa (Hutt.).

Characterized by the stout sloping axial riblet^j on the lower whorls,
the infrasutural groove, and the minute size of the shell. Related to such
Australian forms as E, kerskaivi Ten.-Woods.

LocaUties : CastlecUff, Petane, Waikopiro, Xukumaru.
The Recent E. minor (Sut.)—which Suter reduced to a variety of

E. zosterophila (Webster), but which is certainly worthy of specific rani
is a totally imsculptured relative of this species.

Estea semisulcata (Hutt.).

Distinguished by having about 4 spiral cords, with Hnear
the last 1 1 whorls only ; otherwise very similar to E, zosterophila (W<
to which it bears somewhat the same relation as E. impressa does to E.

Localities : Ca^tlechff, Nukumaru.

Estea zosterophila (Webster).

Locahty: Castlechff {fide Suter, Man, Moll, p. 211).
This record needs confirniation ; it probably is based on a worn

E, impressa (Hutt.).
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Notosetia prisca n. sp. (Fig. 9,)

Shell minute, ovate, body-wliorl large in xnoportion to rest of shell.

Sculpture of faint growth-lines ; at somewhat regular distances some appear

more prominent, but are not raised ; a faint furrow emerges from suture

on body-whorl and marks periphery. Spire very little higher than aperture.

Protoconch of 1| smooth and polished whorls, marked off by a groove from

whorls proper, of which there are 3, lightly convex, body-whorl very slightly

subangled for a short distance in front of suture, which is deep and

channelled. Aperture oval, oblique, angled above. Peristome discon-

tinuous, outer lip with prominent varix behind, but sharp edge ; slightly

efiuse basally, and angulated medially. Columella short, arcuate, rounded.

Inner lip distinctly callous but not covering the narrow elongated umbilical

chink.

Height, 1-5 mm. ; diameter, 0-9 mm. ; height of aperture, 0-7 mm.
Type and several paratypes, from Pourakino, Riverton (Awamoan ?),

in the author's collection.

Very close to N. vulgaris (Webster) ; separable only by its consistently

smaller size and more tightly clasping spire-whorls. The Recent species

has not been found fossil, and it is curious to find a form so closely sinxilar

in beds of at least Awamoan age. The outer lip of tKe holotype is rather

more rounded than in the other specimens, most of which have a prominent

angulation at about the middle. The holotype, too, on account of its fine

preservation, is almost the only specimen that shows the axial markings

and median furrow,

Subsp. paroeca n. subsp.

Differs from the species only in slightly higher spire and more regularly

curved outer lip, which slants downwards from suture without any medial

angulation. Both adult specimens show these differences, but otherwise

are so like N. prisca that full specific rank does not seem justified.

Height, 14 mm.; diameter, 0*8 mm. ; height of aperture, 0-6 mm.
Type and two paratypes, from Clifden, Southland (bands 6a and 6c

Ototaran ?), in the author's collection.

Notosetia sp.

In the author's collection is a single worn specimen of a species from

the Kakanui tuflEs which somewhat resembles N. micans (Webster). iVpart

from the foregoing species, it is the only one of this genus yet known from

pre-Pliocene beds m New Zealand ; it is certainly new, but description i»

withheld till better specimens are obtained.

Notosetia sp. cf. subflavescens Iredale.

Rissoa atomus Suter ; not of Smith (Iredale, 1915).

Specimens of a shell very close to, if not identical with, this species are

not uncommon at CastlechfE ; they are rather variable, the body-whorl
being often subangled with traces of microscopic spirals on some specimens.

They agree with the diagnosis in every point except that of translucent

test
; opacity may be due to fossilizatiou, but in the absence of authentic

specimens of the Recent form identification is deferred. Notosetia is the

most difficult and unsatisfactory genus in the New Zealand Rissoidae.

Sut' preoccupied by R. hihrica Verrill, 1885.
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Epigrus fossilis n. sp. (Fig. 10.)

lost.'' m:x';;:^iiTi,™r'L""'
j»''*''j-

. .

Ai-^ -".'I fi«' «-bori

except fine flexuous anH rafTi^,. r.^r,«.^;„ i ., , "
.

sciupture

^ni. evidently cons^er^y,g::^^"^;Z:^^J^^J^^
Aperture obhque, ovato-semiJunar, extended beyond body-whorl amrseptrated from it by a rather narrow white sunken caUosity^ Peristome verythick and rounded. CoIumcUa short.

«"t>Lome very

Height, at least 1-8 mm
; diameter, 0-75 mm.; height of aperture 0-7 mmHolytype, from Pukeuri, in the author's collection

ihe material consists of a single fragmentary specimen, but as the species

yfjfTK T' r^ '\' ^'T ^^' ^°* previously been r;cordS fromS
Ji. veiconi6 (late) of Austraha seem to be related forms.

Rissoina perplexa n. sp. (Fig. 11.)

shi 'n^^^ "^^^^:fS.^^f'!!-?? !!^-^°-^^' «m-, but slightly

K-^f ; 1. !,
^°^

"
^^^^y'^^^c convex whorls, base regularly roundedDistant broadly-convex axial ribs cross whorls from suture to suture 11 on

thevM' 1
' T' '*

r''''"^'^'''
^^' gradually sweUing at middle of whorbthey rapidly dimmish m strength near periphery and are absent on base'wh ch 18 quite smooth

; interstices are 2-3 tiies width of ribs sSsculpture absent except for faint swelling margining suture above .ndair y strong, blunt angulation at upper thL-qu!rterf of wTorls; betweenthese IS a small concave shoulder. Spire bluntly conical, about U timesheight of aperture, outlines lightly convex. Suture impressed, submlrgS
to b.;k^ ""T- """^r^l'

^^^^'l^'' ^«*^ f™™ ^'^ ^« ''^Sh^ ^^<J from f outto back proje^cting farthest anteriorly. Peristome complete, sharp butconsiderably thickened on upper part of outer lip, though not muchelsewhere. A strong basal channel, marked by a semicirclilar curve nperistome
;

also a distinct posterior notch in outer lip. Imier lip not muchthickened, encircled by a tiny umbilical chink
^

Height, 2-1 mm.
:
diameter, 1mm.; height of aperture, 0-8 mm

thelth-r^^aXi
'^^" ''''-''' '^^*^'^^"^ ^^"™ ^' ^^ ^-^*). -

otherwise t has considerable superficiriTsemSL Te THallTr^much.smaUer than any of the Recent species, and the aper ur too s

bu 'the WTT^' ^f-'r^T ^^^^ ^^^ '^^' '^ ^ chath^:!; (Huttbut the basal channel is less lateral ; however, a somewh«>, "

-^'^"'''''

wn by Nozeba
iunilar type

Desh from tl.^ P • -D • V" .""' v^'*'""'/' »"" especially it. wi^eraiJesn fro u the Pans Basm Bartonian and Cuisian respectivelv^ bav^considerable likeness to the new species, but it cannot be safd frmu Ltls
Irexiale s Gordian-knot solution " of abandoning almost all northern Inprlm^favour of new austral ones will not rather hinSer than hei; wtn Te'l";

n 77 sr ni^^'
*^logy and Mineral Resource

Jiidl. No. 23 (n.s.), p. 52, 1921.
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species are under consideration. The convenient cxciise that the particular

forms that conchologicaUy agree are known, in the few cases that anima

or opercular features have been studied, to disagree is unfortunately not

avaHable for the palaeontologist, and it wiU not be the easiest of matters

to decide at what stage of the Tertiary the line of separation should be

drawn

.

Rissoina chathamensis (Hutt.)-

R. rugulosa (Hutt.) (see Ir

Locality : Castleclifi.

Rissoina (?) obliquecostata M. & M.

our
figu

lark, " very difierent from any ottier

It does not look adult, though tlus

hisui tiixo family at all. The "narrow subperforation at the side of the

columeUa, bounded by a small funicular ridge which curves round to the

basal lip," is not reminiscent of any Rissoid.

Locality ; Hampden.

Nozeba Candida n. sp. (Fig. 12.)

Rissoina emarginata (Hutt.) : Suter, N,Z. Geol. Surv. Pal. Bull. No. 8,

p. 82 (not of Hutt.).

Shell small, trapezoidal, imperforate, polished, milk-white, loosely

truncate, wi minute

shining, subhelicoid, nucleus globular. Shell-whorls 5, flatly convex, very

glossy, the last large, occupying about three-quarters total height, sbghtly

flattened below suture. Shell at first sight smooth, but close examination

show\s traces of linear spiral grooves on whorls, more distinct on upper

ones just below suture ; one or sometimes two on periphery, rather moie

prominent, those on base much more prominent; these vary in numoe

from 4 to about 7, fairly equally spaced, but those near coluinella closer

and fainter. A very shallow sulcus runs parallel with suture just below i

^
giving it an indistinctly margined appearance. Suture distinct but no

impressed, also very faintly submargined above. Spire conical, not niuc^

higher than aperture. Aperture subvertical, subtriangular, the almost tia

basal margin extending nearly whole width of aperture, outer lip descen
-

curve

wide

bluntly-rounded edge. Peristome continuous, of irregular shape, ^^^
calloused along parietal wall ; a narrow posterior channel in .^P^. TI
basal Up somewhat effuse and hollowed out, forming a very wide mcu

tinct canal. Columella oblique, covered by the well-marked caUus

inner lip, meeting basal lip in a bluntly rounded acute angle.

Height, 2-7 mm. ; diameter, 1-4 mm. ; height of aperture, 1-2 mm.

Type and many paratypes, from Pukeuri, in the author's collecti

Also found at Ardgowan and Target Gully. ,.
•

viously

'tssoina

species

distinguished from this Recent

regular close grooves and tn
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i!r/'« ^ ''^T\ T'v "'• \ '^' prominence of tlie basal grooves andalmost smooth whorls it resembles N. coulthardi (Webster), bSt differs ints aperture. It is perhaps ancestral to these two Recent species. In the

si^ecimens.

figu

Var. effusa n. var.

aperture
lacks the strong angulation at junction

( VVebster),_ but the aperture remains a little truncate below, basal hn mppfln.
species

pe

Dardanula olivacea (Hutt.).

A rather solid, totally smooth shell, with flattish whorls.
Locahties : Castlecliff, Nukumaru.

Dardanula rivertonensis n. sp. (Fig. 13.)

SheU minute, elongate oval, smooth. Protoconch obtusely marked offblunt of about 2 smooth flatly-convex whorls. Whorls about 5 flat'penphery blunt y angled. Surface quite smooth. Suture rather weUimpressed especially m later whorls ; body-whorl takes a downward curvenear aperture, and becomes a little separated from penultimate whorl sothat suture becomes much deeper anteriorly. Spire conical, n^

ubcircular
not quite continuous, but ends united
arcuate, callous.

cai, nearly twice
ove. Peristome
Columella short.

Height, 2 mm ; diameter, 1 mm. ; height of aperture, 0-7 mm
,...V>;m''^^^ *?

"'^""^v
paratypes, from Pourakino, Riverton (horizonprobably near Awamoan), in the author's coUection.

. Olivacea

with
»d fro. fcont to back, a.d r^^^f^^^ > TU. L the" nTyTPliocene Dardanula. It .s mteresting that a form so close to the Recent

lould be abundant in a Irwnali'f^r «f +i.;« « ™i-.^ __

been
specimens

Eecent shell
'^''''''''^"^^^^^ "'^^^ prominent on the periphery

Rissoa vana Hutt.

pJ!^'
""^"^^

?T* n ^^"'^ ^'^^ ^^'""'^ ^«te> as it is a synonymPotmnopyrgus hadta Gould. The 8Denim..n« r>l.Ji,. .o^. ^JJllspecimens

these.
r-gravels overlying
coatin

i

d parts of the beds, and, as Mehnopsis, Tsidora, Lymmea, Sphae

found
are, in a subfossil condition in the surface soils. The occurrence withhem of numerous small land-shells is further proof of this ori^ also allthese specimens are m a different state of preservation from the to; Mocene
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Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Havrakia mixta n, sp. X 30.
Haurakia oamarutica n. sp. X 30.
Linervera viinvfa n. sp. X 18.

Lineiuem pukeurieiisis n. sp. X 14.

Linemeraatvawonen.n.9 n. sp. x 20.
Llronoba polyviiicia u. sp. x 12.

Lironoba charaj^m n. sp. y 1 2,

Fig.

Fig.

Fig,

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

8,

—

Esiea polysiUcala n. sp.

9.

—

XotoAttia prisca n. *«p.

10.

—

Epif/rus fossilis n. sp. ^
11.

—

Rissoina perpJexa n. sp.

12.

—

Nozeba cnndidn n. sp. X
\^.^-Don}nil via rivertoHcnSiS

X 8.

X 20.

10.

X 19.

12.

n. sp.

X 14.
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species, and frequently retain their colour-bands. One or two juvenile

shells in the author's collection, which had been doubtfully named " R, vana
Hutt,/' proved to have exactly the same protoconch as specimens of

P. hadia gathered both living from the stream itself and subfossil from
the silt. Suspicion of the identity of the two species was confirmed by
examination of the tyjje (kindly lent, through Mr. Marwick, by Miss
Mestayer), so that the name R. vana Hutt. must be dismissed from faunal
lists, Potamopyrgus speleus (Frauenfeld) has been found by the author
in exactly similar circumstances, occurring with Pliocene fossils from
Castleclifi.

Key to Genera,

Aperture suboval, edge thin, often roflected, much thickened internally,

no exterior varix .

.

.

.

.

.

Aperture with the edge either thin or thickened by means of an external
varix.

(1.) Very strong spiral cords .

,

(2.) Clathrate sculpture.

(A.) Protoconch spirally lii'ate, dull

(B.) Protoconch smooth, glossy .

.

(3.) Axial ribs most prominent.

(A.) Aperture rotund, simple ; spirals rarely present

4 *

(4.)

(B.) Aperture obliquely

generally' present

Surface almost smooth.

ovate, channelled below, spirals

• • • • •

Estea.

Lironoba,

Merelina.

Linoiiera.

Haurakia.

Eissoina,

(A.) Shell white, highly pohshed, aperture channelled below . . Nozeba.

(B.) Shell white, smooth, tall and cylindrical, aperture sepa-

rated from the body-whorl by a groove

(C.) Shell smooth or faintly spirally hrate, whorls convex,

aperture simple, rotund

(D.) Shell smooth, whorls flattish or convex, aperture ovato-

pyriform, shghtly channelled below.

.

Noiosetia,

Dardanula

Key to Species,

Genus Haurakia.

1. About 20 axial ribs per whorl, with an infrasutural groove,
whorls flattish *

.

2. About 30 axial ribs per whorl, with faint spirals between,
whorls convex .

,

• • • »

H, mixta Pinlay.

H, oamarutica Finlay

1.

Genus Linemera,

Two distinct spiral ribs close to the lower suture, with a
smooth band between, also an infrasutural groove L. interrupta Finlay.

2. Four weak and broad spirals per whorl, interstices Unear L. minuta Finlay,

3. Four distinct but thin spirals per whorl, interstices much
wider ; axials about 18 per whorl -

.

4. Six very fine spirals per whorl, interstices much wider

;

axials about 36 per whorl

if. pukeuriensis Finlay.
*

i. awamoaeriMS Finlay

Genus Lironoba,

1. Five spiral ribs per whorl, \^ith 4 more on the base, inter

stices about three times their width

2, Three spiral ribs per whorl, with 5 more on base, inter

fitices about twice their width

L, polyvincla Finlay.

L, charassa Finlav.
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G^niis Esiea,

1. Shell without sculpture

2. Shell with spiral sculpture only-

(a.) Five spiral cords with linear interstices on the
last 1^ whorls

(6.) Seven spiral cords on the last 2 whorls, about
1 1 on base

3. Shell with axial riblets, about 20 f^r whorl, interstices
narrower, and an infrasutural groove

4. Shell with subobsolete axials, about 22 per whorl, and
5 spirals on the spire-whorls, 3 more on base

E, zosterophila (Webster).

E. semisnlcata (Hutt.).

E. polys ulcala Fialay.
m

E. impressa (Hutt/).
+

E. nigosa (Hutt.).

Genus Notosetia,

1. Aperturepear-shaped, spire noticeably higher than aperture N. of. subflavescens Ire

dale.

2- Aperture subcircular, spire almost equal to aperture

3. Aperture subrhomboidal, spire subequal to aperture but
rather immersed, last whorl verj' large

N, paroeca Finlay.

N, prisca Finlay.

Gfenus Eptgms,

1. Shell with elongate spire and regularly flatly convex whorls
and deeply channelled suture .

.

.

.

Gfenus Rissoina,

1. Shell elongate, about 16 axials per whorl
2. Shell oval, about 30 axials per whorl .

.

3- Shell minute, short, about 11 axials per whorl .

.

* •

Genu
1, Spiral grooves present over the whole surface, aperture

pyriform, truncated

2, A few prominent spiral grooves on base only, aperture
truncated « •

3. Ditto, but aperture effuse and produced

Genus

1. Height of shell about 1-i times the width, shell reaching a
height of 3 mm. « « • •

2. Height of shell about twice the width, shell reaching a
height of 2 mm.

E, Jossilis Finlay.

i?. chalharnp-nsis (Hutt.).

/?. obliquecostaia M. & M.

B. perplexa Finlay.

emar

N. Candida Finlay.

iV, Candida var. effusa

Finlay.

•

D. olivacea (Hutt.).

i?. rivuionensis Finlay.
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The Molluscan Fauna of Target Gully: Part 1.

By H. J. FiNLAY, M.Sc, Edmond Fellow of Otago University.
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Zealand

pe

be Five visits have

been paid to Oamaru localities, and some forty to fifty thousand specimens

have been obtained. Examination of these has shown that the existing

list of fossil shells from this locahty (13a)* is far from complete, and needs

much revision in its nomenclature. The present paper is a preKminary

attempt to deal with this : it consists of lists of new records from four

Oamaru locaUties, and a series of notes on the necessary nomenclatTiral

changes. A complete hst of the Mollusca from Target Gully will be

presented on a future occasion.

The following species, not previously obtained from tliis locahty, may

now be added to the list. Where a name has be(^n corrected, the old

name is placed in square brackets after it. To facihtate reference the

lists are in alphabetical order. An asterisk denotes a Recent species

-

Probably it will prove, when actual specimens have been compared, that

the " Recent " species in these and other lists are not in all cases con-

specific with now-li\ing forms, but for the present these names are in

usage
r

Aethocoh spinifera Finlay and McDo
Alectrion latecosiaia Sut.

Bela tenuilirata (Sut.). [Plychalmdu

Cadulus delicaluhis Sut. (Recorded

Pakaurangi Point.)

Callanaitis speighti Sut. [CJiioHe,]

Chlamys chailiameyms (Hutt.). [Ped

Cominella

cancellaia (T.-Woods). (New as a fossil.)

CttcuUaea

C^tculluea attenuata Hutt.

Galeodea seiiex (Hutt.).

^Hexaphx octoaonus var. umhilicatus (T.-Woods). [M
^Hexaplex [Murex

* Numbers in brackets refer to the bibUography at the end of the paper.
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^Lepidopkurus iredalei Ashby, [L. inquinatus.] (New to the

zelandicus Q
first

"^Nuculana hellula (A. Ad.). [Leda.]
Ostrea wiiellerstorfi Zitt. (A juvenile sliell, but apparf^itly refer-

able to this species,)

Pecten beethami Hutt.
Pecten hutchinsoni Hutt.

*Pleurodon maorianus Heclley. (PrevioiTsly recorded fossil only from
Pukeuri.)

*Saxicava arctwa (L.). (New for the Miocene.)
Sinum niiocaenicum (Sut.).

Struthiolaria suhspinosa Marwick.
Stmthiolaria tuherculata Hutt.
Typhis maccoyi T.-Woods.
Vexillum fenestmlum Sut. (Also at the Rifle Butts.)
Vexillum linctum (Hutt.).

In addition, various authors have recorded the following species from
Target Gully :— ^ ^

Admete suteri Marsh. & Murd (86, p. 132).
Admete maorium Marsh. & Murd. (8c, p. 82).
AetJiocola spinifera Finlay and McDowall (3, p. 113).
Austrotriton neozelanica Marsh. & Murd. (8^/,' p. 122).
Calliostoma suteri Finlay (2a, p. 101).

fragile

concmna
Drillia laevis Hutt. (8a, p. 249).
Eulima aoteaensis Marsh. & Murd. (8c, p. 84).
Euthria subcallimorpha Marsh. & Murd. (8c, p. 83).
Ficus suUnmsennus Marsh. & Murd. (8a, p! 249).
Ficus imperfectus Marsh. & Murd. (8a, p! 255).
Melina zelandica Suter (8c, p. 77).

" Odostomia pseudorvgata Marsh. & Murd. (8c, p. 83^.
Venericaidia bollomi Suter (8a, p. 219).
Vermicularia ophiodes Marsh. & Murd. (8c, p. 80).

Notes on ^(^mete, Austrotriton, Euthria, and Odostom

a ^'l l"" ^l''"^
^P^i'^'"- ^^^ '"^cord of Melina zelandica

hrmed (though the name should be Isoanotnon zelandicum

found

Melina Retzius. 1788

—

Solandcr, 1786, having two years ^. ^.^, .,x^^^,«*
see 66, p. 303) ;

but the identification oi Drillia IcZkm^rArvroh^hly
erroneous. The name Ficus suhtransennus is possibly a lapsus calami for
/'. transenmis Sut. ; if not. it is a nomp.n n„A.,^ oo „^ ..,„if „i,„ii r.oo T..«n
described or figured.

Of the remaining species, Admete suteri and A. nuwrium are two of the

• ^T'^*^. ^^^.^*^« "• SPP-" by Suter in the Ust of 1916 : Calliostorna

his

icular

luwscoman. sp.," and its variety /ro^ife is his
" Basilissa

aoteaensis is his " Eulima n. sp." ; Odostomia pseudoruyata
Udostomia, 2 n. sp."

; and Vermicularia ophiodes is his

Merica
rostris (Hutt.). species is un

rljTjlJMlf. „^»"'L"" rt.l' 5»^» - defined by Cos^ann.
true v»^^^^^»^i'iueu; species

Gully. Suter> " ^yeZ/ia n. sp. Vexillum
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As

species, and perhaps
bel

- . i^«is was the species Suter referred to ; but in the
conection of the Otago School of Mines is another shell which is so
labeUed m Suter's wnting, and which is only a much-twisted left valve ofAnomm trigonopsis Hutt., with the scars and ornamentation quite distinct

An examination of specimens from Target Gullv of Modiolus australis
(bray) and Momdonta coracina (Troschel) is desirable, as these records
are very-doubtful. I have already shown (2a) that the record of TrocJius
tiarcUus Q. & G. is almost certainly erroneous.

As regards the nomenclature of the recorded species, many chang«^R are
necessary, for the work of Iredale, Hedley, and others has shown that the
old common names are often wrongly usod. Most of the corrections to
be made m the present hst are contained in the " Commentary " pubhshed
"by Iredale in 1915 (6a). Others are contained in papers contributed by
the same author to the Proc. Mai. Sac. (6 b, c, d) ; several changes have
been made by Hedley in various pubHcations (4 a, h) ; some corrections
were suggested in these Transactions by Cossmann (1); and I have
advocated various nomenclatural changes (26). The foUowing are the
necessary changes as regards names of Target Gully shells :—

Calyptraea maculata (Q. & G.) should be C. novae-zelandiae (Lesson) {6a).
Chamostraea and Cytherea should respectively be Cleidothaerus (1) ana

Anfigona (6a).

Circulus kelicoides (Hutt.) and C. poUtus Sut. are congeneric with the
Eecent C. subtatei Sut. of New Zealand and C. tatei (Angas) of Austraha,
which IS the type of Iredale 's genus Elacliorhis (60), so that here Circulus

.
anust give place to his genus-name. Circulus cimjnhius Bartrum (7), from
Kaawa Creek, is another member of this genus.

Leda should be Nuculana (6a), and Lissospira exigua Sut., which is
congeneric with L. micra (T.-Woods), should be classed with it
Lissolesta (6a).

as a

Of the three Pectens listed, two belong to the genus ChUinys {6a)—
" -';- burnetti Zitt. and radiatus Hutt.
The name Cychstrema must disappear from the list. There are many
...^ •._ i-

_ Target Gully that fall very well into the genera of
idae (6a), but Cyclostrema, as Iredale has shown, is

species

V Liot

Cossmann, after examining specimens of Cylichnella soror Sut. and
enysi Hutt., pronounced them both to belong to Bullinella (1). The
le author states that Leplothyra fluctuata (Hutt.) is a Tiburnus iw but.

species
^,

«...^oo .. xo .,..u»xi uuat Liie iwo are laenticai, tins is tlie genus-name it will
bear. Iredale mentions (6a) that Leptothyra laeta Montrouzor L pictn
Pease, and Pseudoliotia imperforata Sut. are congeneric, and adopts the
name Leptothyra (6a) for all ; but later (6^/) he has shown that Leptoil <t,awas proposed for a different kind of shell, and has introduced the name
Colhmsta for these species, with C picta (Pease) as type. CoHonista
imperforata Sut. has not yet been found fossil

Macom
be

Murexarjgasi Crosse falls into the genus Pteronotus (6a). while M
Q. & G is placed by Iredale in Perry's genus Hexaplei (6a). TrocJnil

chathamensis (Hutt.) is the type of Thorisflla Iredale (6a), but the shell
tinguishable by its umbilical charactors

specimen AU
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Trophons are members of Iredale's genus Xyynene (6a), being congeneric
witii X. plebejus (Hutt.), the type of this genus.

Odostomia has been divided genericaUy by Iredale {Ga): 0. pudica
but. remams m Odostomia, but 0. rugata Hutt. should be Pyrgulina rugata
(Hutt.), and 0. pseudorugata M. & M. should accompany it here.

Surcula, Tornatina, Tritonidea, and Volvulella should respectively be
Turncula (6c), Retusa (66), Pollia (6a), and Rhizorus (66).

Suter's usage of the name Hemiconus ornatus (Hutt.) being illegal (26),
Its place must be taken by H. trailli (Hutt.).*

Vmericardia pseutes Sut. should be F. awamoaensis Harris (26), and the
record of V difficths (Desh.) should be expunged, being based on juveniles
of the shell hsted as F. subintermedia Sut. n. var.

tenebrosus

sanguineus

minable
;

^Z \ ^ ^^^^"* (Hutt.) IS Jost, and the species indeter-

/oAx Ti .. , i^^7
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ *^^^ »*"ie should be C. radiata (Hutt.)

a x"T^i
''^ P^to€o^5w? rotZmfw*. The forms recorded as C. costata

(bow.) belong m some cases to C. radiata (Hutt.), in others to a species
easily separable from the Recent C. costata (Sow.), and this name should
be oimtted. C. incurva Zitt. (wHch is not identical with 0. gregaria Sow.)
is preoccupied and has been renamed C. ivihkensi Finlay (26)ihe xecoTd oi Xymenequirindus Iredale (Suter's Trophon hanleyi Ang.)

1^1 '
^^""^"f

oiX.lepidus (Sut.), which is plentifid at Target Gully,

ron.tInr\ ^rr^"'^^^^ '? ''^'' '^^P'' «^<i ornament, though it is fairly
constant at Ardgowan. T Tioxr^ t ,i _. _ _ • *' ^. °. . , . .i*'

uirindiis in the

^rT; . nil *^r f'^'^M^^
*^^^'^ ^^^^^t ^P^^i^« l^^d better be omittedfrom Target GuUy bsts until auth^^ntin «T.oni^.... n.. t^..^ji t^ ™.,. i..It may be

mentioned here that Oymatom suteri M. & M. (8c, p. 80) is evidently a
Xymene, qmte close to X 7^t».V7o/o tQ.,.+ \ „„,i _xi.._ ' ^ . ' J.

Limopsis catenate

he juvenile form
Mitra armnrorn I

species

flipro ri;« ^;>, 1 ji 7 TT.
""^"-"^ **^ J-arget wuJly, tJie torm louna

there dific-rmg markedly from Otiake and Blue Cliffs specimens.

for tirr '^^«^^*^«f«
(Hutt.) is included in the list, being given as new

TarltVIir'TV T^'!-fr''^.^
^^''^ «^ ^ «^«11 '^ot very common at

loclutv .ri^' M P^t';^^^^^^* I'^keuri. Good specimens from the latter
locaity are easily obtamed, and show that the ..npn.;., f.T..n,.], r.1n«filv^:^I ^NZble^^^^k (Hutttl^^

the species,
.
though closely

characters intenneS^Tt? betlln ^ ^^ 1^! L?„f.'^""^^ .^'''^'^'^,^; presenting

iJS'te'id'
^'"'^'^^ *'^ ^^^"^^*^^1 '^^ -- -^-^ tnese Kecen.

TarlfMvf'n^fnf^Tf""^
^'^''^''' "^^'"^^^ (^- ^d.) is not a member of thelarget Gully fauna, the species occurring there bein - - - - ^ -

Sfoc^uLence'o?^' T ^,*''«^^ ^^^^^^ ^« ^ «^^«r«*^^es ot i^'. .^^m....ine occmrence of F. chmacotus Sut. is doubtful

(Hutt ) Tt ap.r^o ^w^>: ki .u ^^ ^^*^^ t^*^ nanie Profocardia patula

Cotvpes^n nw onC^ ' ^^'' ^^otocarc^ta .em Hutt. is also a synonym ;

.^^r.?!lw S? i°F.".''^^^
^^^^^ indistinguishable from P. vatula^ At all

Awamoan localities here discussed.
admitted

is also P^Sccuplld^bv^A^'Arf^wP^*^
I have discovered that the name Conus trailU

the New Zealand Terfiarv ^^' [^T' ^'"^r,^"^- J^^^' P- 121). I now propose for
.i;« ,. ,, . ™A7 species the name CewA.«Wrr, hi^^.t^4 ^ miu- «u^iidisagrees The shell
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The record of Cyinaiium minimum (Hutl,) should be erased from all

Awamoan lists, and probably from most others, the type of that species
(which has been found by Mr. Marwick, and whicli, through his courtesy,
I have examined) having a tall, slender spire, and in sculpture and
appearance differing altogether from the form which is common at most
Awamoan horizons, and which really represents a new s^icues of AuMro-
triton, very closely related to the Recent A. parkinso/nanum (Perry), The

neo
mca

placed in C^aroma ; a new species I have from Clifden, Southland, is

undoubtedly

sands

Titdis (Hutt.) are characteristic Waia
is yet known, only in the Waihao i

record
should be expunged. The existing records of Borsohia from the Awamoan
(and often other horizons) are mostly based on fractured examples of
Suter's Ptychatractus pukeuriensis or allied species (which are discussed
later). I have not yet seen any example of a true Borsonia from the
Awamoan.

Corbula canalicuhfa Hutt, and C humerosa Hutt. are listed as separate
species, but are really opposite valves of the same species. All the
specimens of C. canaliculata that I have, from many Oamaru localities, are
right valves, and all of C. humerosa are left valves ; all my double-valved
shells are humerosa on one side and canaliculata on the other. The two
forms always occur together. Suter, when examining the type of C hume-
rosa, mistook the ligament process for a cardinal tooth, and the dental
socket for a resiliary pit ; he accordingly described it as a right valve, but

figu The type

)m White
Rock River ; these horizons are both Awamoan and approximately coeval,

so that when the above remarks are borne in view anv doubt as to their

species disappears. The specific

Bda
be used to cover all these forms

unsatisfactorily placed in several cases, but their true jx)sition is very
difficult to determine. Ptychatractm tenuiliralus Sut., Bela ivfelix Sut.,

.

and B, canaliculata Sut., whatever their true locMion may be, are
imdoubtedly congeneric, agreeing in details of general shape and ornament,
conoidal, many-whorled protoconch, columellar plications, and distinct
roimded sinus close to the suture. Cossmann has referred B, canalicuhia
Sut. to Ptychatractu^ (1) in the family Fusidae, but the sinus shows that
these shells are Turrids : possibly the shell Cossmann studied was wrongly
labelled. Suter's location in Bela auct.—for which, by the way. Tredale
has advocated the substitute Ooiopota (6a)—is also unhappy, as this genus
has a different protoconch, and no columellar folds. Tate (14) has

compared
ginata D<

seems to De an essen

Zeal
Waihao greensands. Tate's species agrees very well

lUre

More recently, May (10) has figured Daplwella coUmMloides T.-Woods,
which he places in Buchozia, and this shell seems still closer to the
Neozelanic P. tenuiliratus Sut. Evidently a homogeneous group of species
is represented by these shells, and their peculiar nature will -probably
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demand the creation of a new genus. This will hp attended to in a

revision of the New Zealand Turridae ; in the meantime they may be left

temporarily in Bela. In connection with this note it may be mentioned

that Daphnella varicostata M. & M., recently described from the beds at

Awamoa, is a synonym of B. canaliculata Sut. The figure docs not show

the important columellar plaits, and the sutures are more sloping than usual,

but both these difierences (as also those mentioned regarding sculpture,

protoconch, and suture) can be matched by specimens in my collection

from Pukeuri and Target Gully. It is very unusual for the plaits to be

obsolete, but two of my senile specimens have an almost smooth pillar.

Probably if the specimens used by Marshall and Murdoch were examined

they would show this generic feature ; it is to be noted that the diagnosis

contains the words " columella . . . with small oblif^ue threadlets

corresponding with the adjacent spirals," so that these are probably not

restricted to the parietal wall as in the figure. In all other respects their

shell is a typical senile B. canaliculata.

On the other hand, Suter's remaining species of Ptychatmctxis—namely,

P. nodosoliratus and P. 'pukeuriensis—are certainly not congeneric.

Cossmann places theiormer in Bela (Buchozia) (1), but it is very doubtful

if the shells he examined were really P. nodosoliratus Sut, The parcels

sent to this eminent authority seem to have been somewhat carelessly

packed, as there are several cases where confusion of species seems to be

the only explanation that will account for the remarks made on them
e,g.^ Limopsis aurita, Bela canaliculata, and the species at present under

consideration. It seems very probable that the last two species were

interchanged, for Cossmann's generic reference in each case seems to apply

better to the other species, though even then still apparently incorrect.

P. nodosoliratus is really a Turrid, and it and other congeneric species

(including Borsonia hracJiyspira Sut. and Antimitra vexilliformis M. & M.

will be dealt with in an account of this family ; at present it may be left

in Ptychatraclvs

.

P. pukeuriensis Sut., however, has little in common with either Fusidae

or Turridae, and shows far more analogy with some sections of the

Cancellaridae. So far as ran be judged from figures and descriptions, it

is congeneric with the Australian shells placed by Harris in Narona,

which, however, has a much longer aperture and a canal. The

characteristically curved columella of BonelUtia is completely absent, and

the shells bear no resemblance to true New Zealand members of this genus,

such as 5. hampdenensis M. & M. Cossmann mentions a deep sinus at the

extremity of the anterior canal as an attribute of Narona; this is not

present in P. puTceuriensis Sut., but some of the Australian species show
no sinus ; in general aspect, detail of ornamentation, columeUar plaits,

shape of aperture and canal, lirate outer lip, and bluntly conical protoconch,

slightly askew posteriorly, and with longitudinal plications anteriorly,

P. pukeuriensis agrees exactly with the Australian Narona group, more
especially N, etheridgei (Johnston), and to a less extent iV. caperata (Tate).

Cossmann, in the Essais, vol. 3, has referred the former of these doubtfully

to Brocchina, and, apart from this genus, the only other to which these

shells bear much resemblance is Svellella, As regards the Australian species

of this family, both the classification given by Tate in the " Census

"

(Joe. dt) and that of Cossmann above referred to seem unsatisfactory and
inconsistent, but it wou!d be a difficult task to draw up a correct one;
the New Zealand species, too, arc not easy to i)lace, and the correct generic

position of P. pukeuriensis Sut. and other species must be left in doubt
till the fainily can be revised. In the meantime, however, since PlycJiatractus
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is qiiite inadmissif)le, Cossmann's choice of Brocchina seems to bo the least

discordant, and the name Brocchina pukeuriensis (Sut.) mny be u^<m1 till

some more suitable alternative is found. Admcfr anoniala M. & M. from

Humpdon is possibly another congeneric species, wliile " Borsonia " civcta

(Hutt.) certainly is, and is doubtfully separable specific.illy. Tt has

already been mentioned that members of tliis group are responsible for

most of Suter's records of Borsonia spp. It may also be mentioned that

Adiixete suteri M. & M. is evidently the Neozelanic representative of such

Australian Tertiary forms as Cancellaria pfychotropis Tate and C. grndata

Tate, which have been variously placed in Bivetia and Aneurysioma, but

both these locations seem unhappy ; Ple^siocerifhiuyn seems nearer, but

the Neozelanic shell had better remain in Admete until the family is

revised. Bivetia (?) brevirostris jpresentative

of C. modcstina Tate, but the relation is not very close. Adawfe maorinm

M. & M. is possibly a Svelirlla, but may be left in Admele at present.

Of the other New Zealand members of this family, Admete anibigua

Hutt. is probably an Actaeon ^ and A. lacufiosa Hutt. is a BondUtia,

A summary, therefore, of the Target Gully members of this family reads,

—

Adniete (?) maorium M. & M.

Adniete (?) suteri (M. & M.).

Bivetia (?) brevirostris (Hutt.).

Brocchina pukeuriensis (Sut.).

The name Siphonalia cannot be retained. Iredale has proposed the

name Vercondla (6«) for the forms with large embryos, strong spiral

sculpture, and generally rounded whorls, while he puts S. nodosa (Murtyn)

in the subgenus Aethocola, There are many fossil species in our Tertiary

that must be placed with S. nodosa (Martyn), and in Mr. Marwick's opinion

Aethocola, which has a deep sinus at the extremity of the anterior canal,

must be treated as a full genus and removed to the family Buccinidae, while

Siphonalia (which is a Japanese genui and has no representative in New
Zealand) and Verconella belong to the family Chrysodomidae. Of the list

species, S. costata (Hutt.), S. conoidea (Zitt.), and S, nodosa zitteli Sut. belong

to Aethocola, while S, caudafa (Q. & G.), S, dilata (Q. & G.), S. excelsa Sut,,

and S, subrejlexa (Sow.) fall under Verconella.

Extensive alterations are necessary in the specific names, as follows :

Hf^dley (4*7) has shown that the shell called Megalatractm maxiinus (Tyron)

is almost certainly the true Verconella dilatata of Quoy and Gaimard, while

the species usually called Siphonaliu dilatata must bear the name Vei-comlla

adusto (Phil.). The matter does not end here ; for neither of the Recent

species V. dilalala (Q. & G.) and F. adusta (Phil.) really occur in Awamoan
horizons, the records referring to new species of Verconella, so that these

two names must be expunged from Oamaru lists.

Again, 7. caudata (Q. & G.) does not occur at Target Gully, nor in

the Awamoan at all, the record in this case apparently referring to

extremes of the variable s])ecies Suter has named Tritonidea compacta.

suhrefiexa (Sow.) is wrongly recorded, Suter having probably

mistaken examples of one of the

the South A]

abo

The species of Aethocola are in no better state, Suter's S, nodosa zitteli

is well worthy of specific rank, but the Target Gully shells so named are

verv different from both the type from White ChfEs and the described

pecific with the type. Th (

Target Gully shell is a new species, and it was als

that Suter's record of S. conoidea (Zitt.) was based

and S. conoidea (Zitt.) should disappear from these lists.
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Gully are

species

aduda

Verconella excelsa (Sut.).
Q

Aethocola

Of the five species

conoidea

_ of Turntella listed, not one is correct ; they sliould
be replaced by T. cavershamensis Harris, T. ahscisa Sut., and two or
three new species. Similarly, nearly aU the Turrit^llas given in the lists
from Ardgowan, Pukeuri, and Awamoa are wrongly named and must be
omitted. AU the species of Fulgoraria a

'

Miomelon
not synonymous with M. corru^ata (Hutt.). The name AlcitJioe (the
genotype of which is F. arabica Mart.), which Su1

Fuh
uses

true Fulgoraria having a different apex
the generic name for

on (jiycymens (96) has shown that G. subglobosa

, w Gully, being restricted to the lower Waiarekan
;

that (x. globosa (Hutt.) is preoccupied by Sowerby and is renamed
bully shell difters a"am andMarw

IS named (^ robusta Marwick. Again, in a revision of our species of
htrutUoUria he has separated the Oamaru forms from S. cincla Hutt.
and b. tuherculata Hutt., with which they have previously been confused,
and named them S. suhspinosa Mar^^ick. This is the common Slruthio-
^/.u ..c^uiung ar uamaru localities, the only other six^cies being S. cf. obesa
±lutt. (Awamoa beach bouldeip), S. calcar Hutt. (Ardgowan-neotype),
^>. spinosa Hect. (Ardgowan), and S. tuberculafa Hutt., one perfect and
typical specimen of which I have found at Target Gully.

Of the four species of Ancilla, only one, A. hebera (Hutt.), should be
retained. Mr. Marwiek has shown (9a) that A. papillata Tate has been
wrongly recorded, and he has renamed the large Awamoan species to
which that name had been applied by Suter A. [Baryspira) ro&W5to Marwick.

Although not mentioned in the Target Gullv hsts, SurcuU oamarutica
6ut. IS given by Suter as occurring here, and is noted in the list of shells
trom Ardgowan. This species was described from a stray specimen in
buters CO ection and several specimens which had been collected at
larget Gully by Professor J. Park, and has not been recorded from any
but these two localities. It might thas be regarded as a typical fossil

^ this deposit were it not for the fact that it is probably identical ^ith
Tnrricula {= Surmla) fusiformis (Hutt.), a conmon fossH at Oamaru

that 1^' *^** diagnoses are carefully compared, it will be seen

oafmrutica, shell of 11 whorls
; 10 in fusiformis, sheU of 8-10 whorls) Ind

the greater height of the spire in oamarutica. Both these characters
unrehable in such a senus as Turricula, and

e respects. The only

ca]]7ZA rr t:""T"^ ^^ '^^^g^t ^^uUy is fusiformts (Hutt.) : I have

numW J '^*''''^^»"^
S^'

'^^"^*'^ ^"^ f^^^'i ^o «ther, much less " a

fusifi

specimens
hundredTarrr^f p»ii

"
i . -T "^""'*""^B ^^t;^ u iiunarca specimens iroiu

Awfmoa t^r^/ ^"^
^-S^^"^'""

^^'^ ^^^^ I'^^euri, and several from

irLr\i?wi' ^fF'
Rifle Butts, and Mount Harris, and after com-

fcannot find^
^
^^f

""^
^; /«^i/l>rmz-. (Hutt.) in the Otago Museum,

it rbablfthiV^"''"'''
differences between the species,%nd thinkprobable that T. oamaruHca (Sut.) is merely a gerontic form of
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T.fisiformis (Hutt.), Since, Lowever, I have sliowu (2&) that this name

is preoccupied, the alternative term T. oamaruiica (Sut.) should be med
to cover all these shells. I have a strong suspicion that S, hultoni Sut.

wnll also prove inseparable from T. oauiarutica (Sut.), but, not having

seen the holotype, I cannot yet express a definite opinion. In the present

list all these forms are included under T. oamarutica (Sut.).

Similar confusion prevails in regard to the shells named by Suter

Leucosyrinx alta subsp. transemia {N.Z. Geol. Surv. Pal, Bull No, 5, p. 44)

and Bathytoma antecoslala {he. cit., p. 53). Marshall and Murdoch

{8d, p. 126) have referred the subsp. transemia also to Bathytoma, and it

may be left there for the present, though not really related to that gentis.

It seems to grade easily into J5. antecostata Sut. at Target Gully, and it

is doubtful whether the latter species should be retained. Sutcr's records

of jB. alhula (Hutt.) from Oamaru localities are based on these forms ; the

docs not occur in the Awamoan. Of the two remaining

species oi Bathytoma admitted by Suter, B, perlatu Sut., though not typical,

may stand for the present, but B. sulcata (Hutt.) is a Pseudotoyna^ and

on accoxmt of the preoccupation of Button's name has been renamed

P. huttoni Finlay (26).*

Suter has described as distinct species Tritonidea comjpacta Sut. and

Tritonidea elalior Sut., and these two are quite difEerent from the only

species

other New Zealand speci

Gully), but very similar

in allotting the dozen s

with over a hundred sp

to each other. Two years ago I found difficulty

pecimens I then had to these two species. Now,

the only conclusion possible is that the two forms must be united,

T. elatior Sut. being only a slender juvenile form of T, conipa<:la Sut. On

comparison of the diagnoses the points of separation seem at first to be

faiily numerous—viz., solidity of shell, number of axials per whorl, heiglit

and angle of spire, protoconch, and tubercles on the inner lip. Taking

finds

rwisewith the types of the two species that

—

(1.) quells otii

quite indifierently thin or solid. (2.) The spire varies from a httle less

than the height of aperture and canal to considerably more than this

height, its angle consequently varying greatly. (3.) The axial ribs vary

from 9 to 16 per whorl, but are generally 11 or 12 ; they may be very

sharp and prominent on the body-whorl, or low and flat, and they usually

become obsolete on approcaching the aperture ; sometimes they are

restricted to the upper whorls, the body and penultimate whorls being

smooth except for spiral sctdpture. (L) The spirals may be sharp and

distant or flattish and close together, the interstices varying from two-

thirds to four times their width. (5.) The tubercles on the inner lip

mostly 1

imber between 8 and none at all : they are quite irregularly

i may be strong or weak. (6.) The protoconch is also variable,

whorls, sometimes set obhqely to the shell-axis, the nucleus

prominent or inconspicuous. These facts show how extremely incon-

stant this species is. Another variant seems to be the form described

by Marshall and Murdoch (8c, p. 83) as Euthria subcalliiuorpha. This

species is widely different from Euthria callwiorpha Sut., which belongs

un figure is compared wi

Tritonidea elatior Sut. it will at once be seen that the shells

In this change I have heen anticipated. I notice that in the Revue Critique de

PaUozoologie (received since the reading of the paper), vol. 20, No. 1, January. 1916.

p. 9, Co5=^n\ana has noted the preoccupation of this name, and has supplied a

substitute ; the correct name is therefore Pseudotoma suteri (Cossmaun).
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-and, in my opinion, also conspecific. E subcallimorpha haa only 8 ribs

on the body-whorl ; this seems to be due to the wide spacing and
obsolescence near the aperture, for the figure shows more ribs on the
-spire-whorls ; in any case, this feature is very variable. The only

ms
calUmorpha is said to consist of " fine, close, incised Hues, forming lightly
raised threadlets on the upper spire -whorls." But it is also mentioned
that the only example is rubbed ; wearing of the spiral ridges in this
shell produces a groove down the centre, so that a shell in which the ribs
are originally close seenis to have a sculpture of still closer linear grooves
when worn. Although no specimen in my collection exactly matches
E. subcallimorpha M. & M., every point mentioned can be

shells. As
matched on

prevailing at Target Gully seem to have induced excessive' variation, but
for all these forms only one species can be admitted. So many different
forms occur that it is impossible to find valid distinctions, no one difierence
bemg constant. Tritonidea comjpacta Sut. has priority of place, and, as it

was mentioned earUer in this paper that the generic name Pollia must
displace Tritonidea, the species T. compacta Sut., T. elatior Sut., and Euthria
s^lli^norpha M. & M. should be united under the name Pollia compacta
<but.). Even this, however, is only provisional, for these shells are
congenenc with the Pliocene Euthria striata (Ilutt.) (whieh again differs
from the Recent shell so caUed). Iredale {2d) has separated our Recent
Jiuthnas from the true European forms under the genus-name EiUhrena,
and H. striata (Hutt.) does not seem congeneric with E. vittata Q. & G.,
the type of this genus

; it may, however, be possible to place it in Evame,
type of which IS E. linea Mart., but I have not enough Recent material

to judge at present.

labour. While this
group will

the records oi Verconella caudaia (Q. & G.) from Target Gully are baaed
on examples of P. compacta (Sut.) which have lost the outer lip and have
no denticles on the columella

Q Doubt has
u.^n tniuwii oy otner wnters (7) on Sut^r's accuracy in identifying the
small fossil Naticas, so plentiful in Awamoan horizons, with the Pliocene

Recent form
ipecimens

•
hows that Suter erred. CastleclifT forms, allowing for individu!d varia-

tion, are identical ^ith the Recent shell, but I have so far failed to find
iv

.

zeiandica y . & G. in any Awamoan horizon, the nearest approach to
It being specimens of a new species from White Rock River, which,
though decidedly distmct, is in some ways intermediate between N. zeiandica
VJ. * G and the common Natica of Awamoan localities. This latter
form, which has been generally taken for N. zeiandica Q. & G., differs
from It m many respects, notably its consistently smaller size and totally

n^lTK 'P'""; J^ ''
^f"^ P^'^*^^^^ ^* Target Gully and Pukeuri, and

t' ;i pT ^'TT I""'^^'^'- ^ ^^'^ «P^^i^«' occurring at Pukeuri,
larget GuUy, and Ardgowan, though much less frequently than its
companion, is more nearly allied to the White Rock species, and. like
It, beaK a superficial resemblance to N. zeiandica Q & G .,^....,

^ZentTd fn^T '^^^^^"^-.I^r-u^S) )
and Polinices vUreus (Hutt.') are also

Sr.^f.. "^ Awamoan beds by distinct species. These new species.

Natica

with many others, will be
zeiandica Q
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(Hutt.) must be oinitteJ from the Target Gully, Pukouri, Ardgowan, and
Awamoa lists, and from all other Awamoan lists,

Li the Veneridae more confusion seems to exist than anywhere else.

By far the commonest Veuerid at Target Gully is the shell Hutton
dciicribed (5) as Chione vellimfa, of whicli species the later Cythereo
chariessa Sut., from Otiake, is undoubtedly a synonym. In the collection
of the Otago School of Mines, si)ecimens of this shell are indiscrimi-
nately labelled Chiotie meridionalis (Sow.), Cyiherea ohlonga (Hanley), nnd
(7. suhsulcata (Sut.). Since the list-names are apparently based on such
records as there, it is unquestionable that several of the names must bc^

dropped, as the species to which they refer do not really occur at Target
Gully. Instances of this are Cytherea sulcata (Hutt.) and C. suhsulcata
(Sut.). As a result of weathering, the sculpture of Target Gully shells

is not normal—the ribs appear too far apart ; it is only on Pukeuri and
Otiake specimens that the true sculpture of fine, close, erect lamellae is

seen. Cossmann has stated that the C. ohlonga (Hanley) of Target Gully
differs from Pliocene forms, and has proposed the name C subohJonga (1),

As there is no published figure or description of this shell, Cossmann's
name is a nomen nudum; but there is at Target Gully a species heavier
than C, vellicata Hutt., and with diSerent hinge, and this is probably the
species referred to by Cossmann.* C. yatei Gray (which, by the way, is

the type of Iredale's genus Gallanaitis (6c), and should bear this genus-name)-
does apparently occur at Target Gully, one shell having been found which
is inseparable from Eecent examples. Callanaitis speighti (Sut.) is listed

from Awamoa ; I have found one fragment of this species at Target
Gully. Not so rare, but still rather uncommon, is the shell Suter identi-

fied as Chione mesodesina (Q. & G.), but which Cos*iiann considers dis-

tinct from this Recent species and names C. marshalli (1)—another noracu

nudum. Study of a dozen or so specimens shows quite clearly that the

shell is easily separable from C. mesodesma (Q. & G.) by its thinner,

smaller, and more elongate shell, and its much finer sculpture, the ribs

being narrower and almost twice as dense as in the Recent shell.

There is room for doubt as to the correctness of the identification in

the follo^\'ing cases : Crassatellite^ ohesns (A. Ad.), Placunanomia zelandica

(Gray), Sfeptochetus n. sp., Turhonilla prisca But., Sinum carinatum (Hutt.),

and Heliacus imperfectu^ Sut. Notes on these are given as follows :

Crassatellites ohesus (A. Ad.) has been stated by Murdoch (in 7) to
differ from the Recent form. Study of the very plentiful Target Gully
material shows the shell to be very variable in shape and dimensions :

also. Target Gully forms are generally almost smooth except for a small
concentrically-sculptured area below the beaks, while forms from other
localities are generally strongly ribbed all over. Much material from
other localities must be studied before it can be decided whether these
and other difierences are specific, varietal, or merely local. It may be
noted that young shells of the nearly alhed Wharokuri species C svhohesm
M. & M. are practically indistinguishable from C. ohestfs (A. Ad.) : elongation
occurs in a disproportionately rapid manner with age.

Placmianomia zelandica (Gray) : There is considerable difficulty in
correctly identifying fossil specimens of this genus and the related genus

Mr. Mar^vick has complete a thorough revision of the New Zealand member*^'
of this family, and in his manuscript, which I hare been privileged to see, has placed
C. auboblonga m the section Vevtricx>la of Aniigo7ia, and C. vellicata in the section
I enir%coh)idea of the same genus. He also rejects the records of Dosinia areyi Zitt
and Macrocallista myltistriata fSow.\ fmm Awnmnnn ir^oaKf^/w
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f^
where P. zelandica (Gray) should accompany it. Suter (136) recorded
M. furcata (Sut.) from the Hutchinsonian of Mount Brown, and gave
his opinion that the correct name for the common fossil Ano}7iia was
A. trigonopsis Hutt., of which A. walteri Hect. should be regarded as a

synonym. Thus at present the Tertiary species are in a very unsatisfactory

state
; as regards Monia, only one Miocene species—viz., M. incisura

(Hutt.)—^should be recognized in the meantime.
Streptochetus n. sp. is probably a Voluia species or its cast. There is

no such label in the Otago School of Mines collection, and Mr. Marwick
informs me that there are no Target Gully specimens so named in the

Geological Survey collection, while sheik from Black Point and Kakahu
so named by Suter are only Volutoid casts. The name should be
dismissed from the Usts until better-authenicated specimens are found.

Turhonilla prisca Sut. : The identity of the specimens so named by Suter
from Target Gully with the type from Blue Cliffs has yet to be confirmed.
Cossmann has referred T. oamarutica Sut. to Acirsella (1) (misspelt Acissella
in the reference), a genus of the Epitoniidae, and this is a much better
location than Turhonilla. The apex is not heterostrophic, no fold what-
ever is visible on the columella, and the periphery is much more rounded
than is usual in Turhonilla. There is another undescribed species of

Acirsella at Target Gully and Pukeuri, and at least four true species of

Turhonilla, one of which certainly seems to be a Mormula ; but until

specimens^ of T. prisca Sut. are examined it cannot be stated whether
that species is a Mormula or an Acirsella. It may be noted, in pass-
mg, that the discontintious varices which Suter emphasizes in the case of

T. prisca Sut. are also present on most specimens of A. oamarutica (Sut.).

Smum carinatum (Hutt.) : No authentic records of this peculiar shell

from any other than the type locality, White Rock River, are known.
Suter's identifications from Target Gully and elsewhere are based on
fragments of Galyptraea. For the present it had better be omitted from
the Target GuUy list.

Hdiacus imperfectus Sut. : The holotype of this species should be in
the Otago Museum, but cannot be found, and I know of no other
specimen. The diagnosis that Suter was able to draw up is so 1)00T as
to render trustworthy identification almost impossible, and the worn
state of the lost holotype makes its generic position so doubtful that the
best thing to do under the circumstances is to drop this species altogether.

^
Fhultum pyrum (Lamk.) is recorded from the Rifle Butts and Ardgowan,

but no full-grown, or even half-grown, complete specimen of that species
has been collected from Awamoan horizons so far as I am aware : tlie

record from the two localities mentioned is based on juvenile shells alone,
feome specimens in the Otago School of Mines coUection from Awamoa
axe also labelled with this name. A comparison of these specimens and
sheUs from Ardgowan, where the form is not uncommon (though no
perfect shells have been foimd), with Recent specimens of the species
shows that there are constant differences in the apices {e.g., the spiral
stnation is much stronger and coarser, the keel of the spire-whorls is

much more prominent, due to the greater strength of it^ nodules, &c.),
and especially there are radical differences in the body-whorl, which in
tne tossil shells bears four nodulous keels, gradually decieasing in strength,
Dut m the true Gassidpn. mim ^.,,^^^\ i^ —„„x:,„n i^i *. f^m
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the one row of low nodules on the keel. The fossil shells, thoi
casual glance deceptively Uke the Recent shell, are in reahty only ^_ ^
and imperfect forms of a shell long known from the Oamaru Tertiaries

—

namely, Galeodea senex (Hutt.)- The occurrence of these ** pyrion " forms
together with^ perfect adult shells at Pukeuri and Anlgowan enables a
direct comparison to be made, and the identity of the two is certain, so
that the record of C. pym (Lamk.) from Awamoan horizons should be
replaced by that of Galeodea senex (Hutt.), The shell of Gakodea semz
(Hutt.) being fragile, and its distribution in Oamaru localities wide, it is

findin
specimenfi

possi
they may have done so in other cases. Thus specimens m collections
have quite possibly been included mider Styathiolaria (whose apex they
much resemble, esj^ccially when worn), Siphonalia, and Ficm.

This completes the rather lengthy tale of necessary alterations in the
list as it stands at present. At the same time, however, it must be borne
in mind that no European palaeontologist has yet examined any con-
siderable number of our Tertiary species ; when this is done we may
expect extensive alteration in the generic names at present adopted, and
in many cases the location of shells of which there are no New Zealand
Recent representatives must be regarded as tentative.

Some remarks on the general variation noticeable at Target Gully may
not be out of place here. As mentioned by Park (12, p. 93), the deposit
is of no great depth, though deep- and shallow-water shells are inter-

mingled, and many rolled fragments are present, showing that the shell-

bed was subject to strong disturbances while being laid down. Thi
unsettled nature of the habitat induced great variation in certain s|>ecies

which under normal conditions were fairly constant. It must have been
a period of stress and struggle and rapid change of environment. For
this reason Target Gully is not always a satisfactory collecting-ground :

though spe<;ies and specimens are very numerous, they are often ill-

preservod, and, worse still, atypical. If a species occurs there and also at
another locality, it is generally safer to take the second form as the more
typical one. The application of this really matters, however, in only a few
special cases, practically all noted previously in this paper ; the majority
of the Target Gully shells form very satisfactory and fairly constant
specimens. The Ardgowan shell-bed, which of all the Awamoan horizons
is the nearest approach to the actual Target Gully bed, is very similar
to it stratigraphically and palaeontologically ; the sandy matrix is lighter
in colour, though glauconite is more abundant, and the fossils are oftcu
much more poorly preserved and fragile' than at Target Gully, with a
characteristic whitish and often chalky appearance. There is a consider-
able difference in the common species, and the Ardgowan fauna is not so
rich as the Target Gully fauna, though the species are much more constant,
this bed being deposited probably during quieter conditions. Among the
species which are fairly constant at Ardgowan but variable at Target Gully
are Xyi^iem Upidus (Sut.), PoUia compacta (Sut.), Turricula oaniaruiica
(Sut.), reiiencardia lutea- (Hutt.). The Pukeuri beds consist of very fine
sandy material, well consolidated, and, when damp, almost of the con-
sistency of clay. Very poor results are obtained if fossils are sou^^ht in
the dry^ bank, either by scanning or by digging ; the specimens are quite

'

^ " " ~" " unless well weathered out, and are also exceedingly
the clay crumbles readilv on MiPvnna in -ir^afnT. o
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surprising amount of rich and clean material remaining. Target Gully and
Ai'dgowan shell-sand is more satisfactorily sieved in the dry state, Awamoan
day is much more difficult to work with, and crumbles only very slightU'

in water. Otiake sandv matrix crumbles oasilv in thfi

any more easily when damp.
The state of the beds at I

shells are more often found, a

ily in the dry state, but not

peaceful deposition. Perfect

a good locahty for typical specimens. Interesting minutiae also abound
here. Variable Target Gully shells wliich are fairly constant at Pukeuri
are Acirsella oamarutica (Sut.), Balhytoma transenna (Sut.), Cerithiella

fidicula Sut., Corbula pumila Hutt,, Mesalia striolata (Hutt.), and Vexillum
fenestratum Sut, Other very variable Target Gully species are the forms of

Turritdla, Ancilla, and Terehra orycta Sut.
The hsts of shells from Pukeuri, Ardgowan, and Awamoa may be

brought up to date by making the same corrections as indicated here for

records

Pi/keuri List

Alectr
Sut., and Brocchina puheuriensis (Sut.) {Plychalmcfas]^ originally described
from this locahty, but somehow omitted from the list ; also Pagodida
vegrandis, Antimitra vexilliformis, and Coluwharium maorium, described bv
Marshall and Murdoch from this locahty (8J) ; and the following forms :

Acirsella oamarutica (Sut.). [Turbonilla,]
Bela infelix Sut,

Bela tenuilirata Sut. [Ptychatradus.]
Bullinella cf. striata (Hutt.). [GylichnelU.I
^Cadulus delicatulus Sut.

Calliostoma suteri Finlay,

Calliostoma suteri var. fragile Finlay.
"^Calyptraea tenuis (Gray).

ij:

^ chathamensis (Hutt.). [Pecten,']

Crepidula monoxyla (Less.).

Cucullaea australis (VtuH \

^Dentalium ecostatum Kirk.
"^Divaricella cumingi (Ad. & Ang.).
Erato yieozelanica Sut. (Also from Devil's Bridge.)
Eulima ohliqua (Hutt.).

*Gan cf. lineolata Gray. [Psammohia.l
Lucinida lamifiata (Hutt.). [Loripes.]
""Macoma edgari Iredale. [Telliyia ghbrella.]
Mactra cf. discors Gray.
Mactra scalpellum Reeve.
Mesalia striolata Hutt.
Monia incisura (Hutt.). [Placunanomia,]

"^Murex zehndicus Q. & G.
Nuculana cf. semiteres (Hutt.). [Leda,]
Pecten huttoni Park.
Pholadomya neozelanica Hutt.

"^Philine constrkta M. & S. (Xew as a fossil.)
Pseudotoma suteri Cossm. [Bathytmia sulcata 1

""Rhizorus reflexus (Hutt.). [Volvuklla.]
Tttfigicula unipUcata Hutt.
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'^Saxicava arctica (L.).

Sinum miocaenicum Sut.

Struthiolaria suhspinosa Marwick.

^Tellina eugonia Sut.

^Tellina liliana Iredale. \T, deUoidalis,]

Terebra costata Hutt.

Trichofropis sp. near clathrata Sow.

Trivia avellanoides McCoy.
"^Turhonilla zelandica Hutt.

Typhis maccoyi T.-Woods.

Ventricoloidea vellicata (Hutt.). [Chiov^.]

Xymene lepidus (Sut.). [Troplwn.']

Ardgowan List.

Actaeon praeciirsorius Sut*

Aethocola spinifera Finlay and McDowall. [SiphonaliaJ]

^Anomia trigonopsis Hutt.

Bathytoma transevvrt Sut. [Leucosyrinx alia transenna.]

Bela tenuilirata Sut. [Plychairactus,']

Brocchina piiheuriensis (Sut.). iPtycJiatractus.l

Biillinella enysi (Hutt.). [Cyliehiellu.]

Bullinella soror (Sut.). [Cylichnella,']

'^Cadulus delicatiilus Sut.

Calliostoma cancellutum Finlay.f

Calliostoma marwicki Finlay.

Calliostoma suteri Finlay.

Calliostoma sutsri var. fragile Finlay.

Gerithiella fdicula Sut.

Chlamys {Pallium) humetti (Zitt.). [Peden.']

Chlamys cJiathaniensis (Hutt.). [Pecten.1

^Chlamys radiatus (Hutt.). [Pecten,]

Corhula pumUa Hutt.

Coufhouyia concinna M. & M. (KnowTi previously only from the

Lolotype from Target Gully.)

*Dentalium ecoslafnm Kirk.

"^Diplodofita ghhularis (Lamk.).

*Divaricella ctimhigi (Ad. & Aug.).

Dosinia magna Hutt,

Elachorhis helicoides (Hutt.). [Circulus.]

Elachorbis politus (Sut.). [Circulus.]

"^Eviarginula striatula Q. & G.

Erato neozelanica Sut.

Gakodea senex (Hutt.).

Leucosyrinx alia (Harris).

Limea transenna Tate.

J

Li^nopsis zitteli Iher.

*Lueinida concinna (Hutt.). [Loripes,]

t This name being preocrtipied by Schefman (^e*. Sibogn ExpeiL, Livr. 39, p. 60,
1908), I propose to substitute for It the name CaVioslomi temporemuti nom. nov.

J This is a very interosting discovery, as there are surprisingly few Australian fossils

that are found in our Tertiaries, and this record adds a well-known Balcombian shell to
their number. Three comj)lete valv^ have been found here, but the shell has not been
discovered elsewhere. Genus and species new to fauna.
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^Macoma edgari Iredale. [Tellina glahrella
Margmella fraudulenta Sut.
Mesalia striohta (Hutt.).

^Murex zelandicus Q. & G.
^Niccula hartvigiana

cula simplex A. Ad. [N. strangei A. Ad., which does occur here,
contrary to the statement in Bull 20.—See 12.1

Nuculana of. semiteres (Hutt.), ILed..^
^'Pleurodon maonanus Hedley.
Pallia compacta (Sut.). [Tritonidea.]

"^Protocardia pulchella (Gray).
Pseudotoma excavata (Sut.). [Bathytoma.]

""Pteronotus aiujasi (Crosse). [Miirex.]
Ringicula uniplicata Hutt.
StTUthiolaria calcar Hutt.
Struthiolaria spinosa Hector.
Struthiolaria subspinosa Marwick.
Terehra orycta Sut.
Trivia avellanoides (McCoy).
Typhis maccoyi T.-Woods.
Ventricoloidea vellicata (Hutt.). idhioneJ

"^Lenaha acindces Q. & G.

AwAMOA List.

kinds of mafri

will, if found

maTw ' \ ^""''^ separately. In tlie meantime the new records

m 4.iw\ 't ? '^ according to the matrix in which they were found

of th. L I /^'^
'^'* ^P.°^ *^^ ^^^^^

' (2) blue clays forcing the banK«

emZZJu \-^^ ""'7 ^^'^ ^""^ '^*^e'^ P«oriy fossihferous mudstones

at S S. ? ? °V^' ,^^^' '^^y^' ^"^^ ^^«PPi4 out all along the beach

1 such
"""''^ °^^^ "^ "^*«' ^^t ^° '^'^^'^-^ ^'^^^'^ ^^'i^

Geokfl!!!'^?'''"^
'°'''' '^"'^>' ^^'^^ (1)' as also did the bulk of theS colir.^

^^'^"^""^ specimens, which were not exauuned by Suter.

^^~t:^y''^? ""'' P^^^^^^^>' ^^-- "-<le from the fa'r more

praecu

ifi

Wood (3). [Mesodesma.] (New for

ber.LfS^'T'i ^\ specimen is a young shell and may
referable to the subsp. pUocemm Oliver )Anomia tngonopsis Hutt. (1)

^iyefta hremrostris (Hutt.) (1). rZa«m«.]

Corftuk hmnerosa Hutt. (2).
Crepidula monoxyla (Less.) (1).

rTcorll 'f^t'''''', Tf
^" ^2)- (Probably same as the species

PoTnU ^ ^'^ ^^^ ^ ^- ^^^'^'^ T.-Woods from Pakaurangi
Point.)

Cucullaea

CucuUaea
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Cucullaea australis (Hutt.) (1).

*Diplodonla glohuhris (Lamk.) (1).

^Divaricella^ cumingi (Ad. & Ang.) (1 & 2).

^'Emargmula striatiila Q. & G. (1).

Galeodea senex (Hutt.) (2 & 3).

Glycymeris huUoni Marwick (1). [G. glohosa (Hutt.).]

Lima hullata Born (2).

Lucinida laminala (Hutt.) (1 & 2). [Loripes.']

"^Macoma edgari Iredale (1 & 3). [Tellina ghhreJh,}
"^Mactra cf. discors Gray (3).

*Mactra scalpellum Reeve (1).

'^MalUliu australis (Q. & G.) (1, 2, & 3).

Mania incisura (Hutt.) (1 & 2). [Placununowia.]
Pecten huttoni Park (3).

*Protocardia pulchella- (Gray) (1).

^Serpulorb

pseudor

eflexus (Hutt.) (1). [VolvuJeUa.]

bmum miocaenicum Sut. (2).

"^Spisula cf. aequilateraUs (Desh.) (3). (New for the Miocene.)
Struthiolaria suhspinosa Marwick (1 & 2).

StTuthiolaria cf. dbesa Hutt. (1),

"^Tellina gaymardi Iredale (3). [T. alba Q. & G.] (Record
firmed.)

^Tellina liliana Iredale (1). [T. deltoidalis.]

Terebra orycta Sut. (3).

Teredo heaphyi Zitt. (1).

Veniricolotdea vellicata (Hutt.) (1 & 3). [Chione.]

Vexillum lind^um- (Hutt.) (2).

Vexillum rutidolomum Sut. (3).

Xymene lepidus (Sut.) (2). [Trophofi,]

^Zenatia acinaces (Q. & G.) (1)<

pecies Eulimella awamoaensis M. & M. (2) and
uwamoa^n
Daphnella varicosfata M. & M., which is a synonym of Bela canaliculata Sut.

(see ante). Besides the above, the following forms have been recorded as
occurring at Awamoa. They are not given in the list, but are mentioned

in several cases as holotypes-aces

Aethocola costala (Hutt.) (2 1). [Siphonalia.']

Bathytonia transenna (Sut.) (2). {Leucosyrinz.l

Corhula kaiparaensis Sut. (2).

*CrassateUites ohesus (A. Ad.) (I, 2, & 3).

Drillia awamoaensis (Hutt.) (2).

Lima colorata Hutt. (1, 2, & 3).

Inmopsis zealandica Hutt. (2). [Z. aurita Brocchi ; not of Brocclii.]

Rissoina vana Hutt. (2). (In another paper in tliis volume (p. 493) it

Ls shown that this name should be omitted from these lists.)

Trigonia semiundulata Jenkins, [T. suhutidulata Jenkins.] (Mr.
Marwick has shown that this record should be deleted, as it is

based on an Australian specimen.)

Turriciila huttoni (Sut.) (1 & 2). [Surcula.]

The above lists considerably reduce the number of species pecnhar to
any one of the localities, and it is very probable that more exhaustive
collecting would still further reduce them.
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connection with of

run as follows

(1.) New generic placings :

Latinis hrevirostris (Hutt.^

Circulus kelicoides (Hutt.)

Circulus politus Sut,

Circuits cinaulatus Bart.

(2.)

)t

Elacfiorhis.

Odostomia pseudorugata M. & M. PyryuUna.
Xyaiene,(Jymahum suteri 3i.

Austrotriton neozelanica M. & M. Charon ia,

Ptychatractus tenuiliratus Sut.

Ptychatractus puJceuriensis Sut.

Admete anomala M. & M.
BoTsonia dncta (Hutt.)

Admete lacunosa Hutt.
Leucosyrinx transenna Sut.

iw synonyms advocated (correc

Protocardia sera Hutt.
Corhda canaliculata Hutt.
Daphnella varicostata M. & M.
Surcula fusiformis (Hutt.)
Surcula huttoni Sut.

Tritomdea elatior Sut.

t

t
t

t

« •

Bonellitia,

Bathytoma (provisional).

name second) ;

P. paiula (Hutt.).

C hitnerosa Hutt.
Bela rmtfrlieuhfhf Sut,

Turricula oamarulica (Sut.).

Turricula oarnarutica (Sut.) (?)

Pollia compada (Sut.).
Euthria subcallimorpha M. & M. Pollia compacta (Sut.).
Cytherea chariessa Sut. vellicata

(3.) Species wrongly recorded from the Awamoa stage :

"^Thoristella clmfhnmensis (Hutt.).
"^'Trochus tiaratus Q. & G.
*Cant7iar{dus tenebrosus A. Ad.
^Venericardia difficilis (Desh.).

"^Crepidula costata (Sow.).

Mil)
qutrindiis

emarginata
*Fusinu$ spiralis (A. Ad.).
Cymatium minimum (Hutt.).
Turris regius Sut.

Borsonia (ail species).

*Verconella caudata (Q. & G.).

^Verconella dilatala (Q. & G.).

*Turritella, ^Ancilla, and ^Aldthoe
Glyeym^ens subylohosa Sut.

*

"^Bathytoma albula (Hutt.).
"^'Natica zelandica Q. & G,
*Natica maoria Finlay.
*Polinices vitreus (Hutt.).
*Antigona ohlonga (Hanley).
Chione subsulcala Sut.
^Chione mesodesma (Q. & G.).
"^Cassidea pyra (Lamk.).

t See addendum.
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ADDENDUM.

^lost of this paper was written more tlian two years ago. Since then
much new material, both Neozelanic and foreign, has come into my hands

;

also, I have much information that was not then available ; and I now
find that it will be imperative to create new groups for some of the species
discussed. It is wiser to give a difficult species a niclie of its own than
attempt time and again to force it into genera which will not satisfactorily
contain it. As it will be somo years before all tlie various genera discussed
can be treated separately, and confusion over these species will but increase
during that time, I have decided to deal with some of the more urgent
cases now, and herewith propose new genera for their reception. Incor-
poration of these in the paper would have necessitated so much alteration
of the type that my earlier remarks have been allowed to stand, and the
new names all brought together in a postscript-

Inglisella n. gen. Type, Ptychatractus pukeuriensis Sut^

Classed provisionally as a Brocchinia in the paper, this shell and its

allies differ from that genus in the thin shell, different form of growth,
discrepant sculpture, much straighter columella, and lather pronounced
posterior not<;h in the outer lip just at the keel.

The genus-name for titiese attractive little shells is with much pleasure
given in honour of Dr. J. K. H. Inglis, of Otago University, in appreciation
of his unfailing kindness and consideration.

Maoiuvetia n. gen. Type, Turbinella brevirostris Hutt.

The various previous locations of this shell in Turbindla, Peristernia,
Taron, Latirus, Aphera, Leucozonia, and, finally, Bivetiar, sufficiently attest

• 17—Trans.
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the need for a new division. The shell is very peculiar, having the very

large protoconch of Uxm (but far more asymmetrical, and with an unmersed

nucleus), the shell formation of Aphera, the strong hasal fasciole and notch

of Cancellaria. a slight umbilicus, and a straight columella. The general

appearance is that of Bivetia, but the anterior notch is more lateral the

columella plaits different, and the pillar much less bent backwards and

twisted; the apex disagrees radically. Cossmann, in mentioning this

shell, has already indicated the probable need for a new group. Menca

irannonensis (Tate) has a somewhat similar aperture, but a different form

of growth and embryo.

Oamaruta n. gen. Type, Adiiipfe suteri M. & M.

This shell and its Australian allies do not correlate well with any

sharp, spiral andureCancellarid group: the reticulate sculp . ^, '
""u u •

axial ridges; the very strong peripheral keel, and wide, smooth shoulder;

the inflated body-whorl, and rather short spire ; the mere truncation ot

the slightly developed canal; the absence of fasciole and umbilicus
;

the

straight pillar, flexed a little to the left below, and bearing two close,

transverse plaits as in Tnglisella, with a third spirally twisted, almost vertical

ridge forming the base of the columella ; and the small, one-wborled, askew

protoconch, form a characteristic and easily recognized combmation.

Nassicola n. section. Type, Neptunea costata Htitt.

In shape and appearance of canal somewhat intermediate between

Aethocola and Cominella, but the apex shows that relationship is really with

the former. The strong, keeled fasciole ; the short and rather indistinct

canal, bent strongly to the left instead of spirally downwards ;
and tne

general habit of the shell, all demand sectional recognition under Aetliocola.

Further species of both Aethocola s, str. and of Nassicola are awaiting

description.

RuGOBELA n. gen. Type, Plychafradus tenuUiraliis Sut.

This shell and its Neozelanic and Australian allies have been f"hy

discussed in the paper, and the necessity there shown for a new genus.

Parasybinx n. gen. Type, Pleuroloma dta Harris.

tjrpe of sculpture ; shorter, r

shallower, more open sinus.

depth quite reminiscent of

\cosyrwT,

nnx

and much

shape and

instead of on the keel. Characteristic of the new genus, too, is the o^^

strong peripheral keel, the typical species being otherwise quite bare
^^

ornament, though other forms have weak basal spirals. Here may be plac

L,eucosynnx subalta M. & M. and Surcula protransenna M. & i*i- ^
.

are several genera to which these shells bear resemblance: Leucosyn '

Irenosyrinx, and Steiraxis all contain forms more or less superficially sin"^^^

syrinx, but, on close inspection, uniformly of a ^"^^%
faciei ; their sinus is open and not deep, and the pillar much shorter a

obliquely truncated. Parasyrinx has a but faintly twisted, long, .s^^^a
narrowing pillar. Ancistrosyrinx and Rouanltia are likewise carmate ,

1/ J —
to species of Para
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Lut tlie former has a recurved, spiny keol, and a sutural sulcus bouiuled

be an elevated ridge, while the latter has a stout, twisted pillar, and the

sinus on the keel. Perhaps the nearest relative is CochJespira Conrad, an
Oligocene genus ; but this also has a spiny keel, and the fascicle is separat-ed

from the suture by a beaded ridge.

AusTROTOMA n. subgcu. Type, Bathytoma cxcavala Sut.

For Bela woodsi Tate, an Australian Tertiary species, Cossmann has

proposed the genus BelophoSy which he places in the Buccinidae. This

shell, however, belongs to the Turridae, being quite similar in facies to

Pseudotoma, though it may at once be separated from the typical Italian

forms by the deep basal notch, with its accompanying prominently cari-

nated fasciole. P. laevis Bell, and P. intorta Br. have only a weak
notch and a feeble fasciole, without a carina. The New Zealand species

B, excavata Sut. and its allies {B. eximia Sut., B. suteri Cossm., B. robusla

Hutt.,* Clavatida neozelanica Sut., &c.) seem to represent a later stage in

development than B. woodsi, in that the axials tend to multiply, weaken,

and ultimately vanish, and the spirals to form strong raised cords, often of

greater general prominence than the axials. B, woodsi has (like P. laevis

and P. intorta) weak and thin spirals, but strong, persistent, and far more
prominent axials, and the body-whorl is anteriorly far more contracted.

Evolution is also evident in the embryo, which in P. intorta has a planorbid

tip and bears only spiral threads ; in B, excavata Sut. the little pullus is

erect and the whorls more closely knit, and for some distance before the

terminal varix axial acceleration is shown, producing reticulation. Some
of our species have already been referred by Suter to Psrndotofna Bell.

;

in rejecting this name from the Neozelanic fauna I would point out that

Pseudotomv.s Cope, 1872 (Mammalia), has a year's priority and invalidates

Bellardi's name. As a substitut-e, Pseudotomina nom. nov. (type. P. laevis

Bell.) may be suggested as causing the least confusion. From study of

the apex it would seem that Pseudotomina descended from a form whose

forte was spiral ornament, porliaps Crypfoconus or Conorbis ; strong axial

sculpture (and, in BelopJws, a basal notch) then developed ; this became
impressed on the protoconch in later forms, and finally began to grow
obsolete again in Austrotoma^ some of the New Zealand Pliocene forms of

which have lost all but the embryonic remnants of axial ribs.

Phenatoma n. gen. Type, Pleuroioma novae-zelaiidiae Reeve.

A shell with superficial resemblance to Epideira Hedley, to which genus
its author has suggested it may be referred. There is really, however,

no close .relation between this shell and B. striata (Gray) : the differences

will at once be apparent to New Zealand workers when it is stated that

The latter genus isnod

doubtfully distinct horn Epalxis Cossmann, proposed for a few Parisian

Eocene species which differed from Bathytoma s. str. in practically the

same details as Hedley gives for Epideira ; the types of the two genera
are extremely similar shells. perhaps
retained in a sectional sense, since the austral species seem to have uniformly

* Hutton*s name dates from 1877 ; the same combination had been previously

employed by Packard {Hem. BosL Sac. Nat. Hist., p. 232, 1869). The New Zealand
shell may be renamed Betophos {Anstroio'ina) minor nom. nov.

n7»
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shorter cauals tlian the more ancient E. crenulata (Lamk.) and its allies.

P. novae-zeJandiae Reeve has a narrower and deeper sinus than both these

groups ; it is not on the peripheral nodular row (which is never strong as

in Epideira, and often quite obsolete), but just above it, in a rather smooth

space, traversed always by at least one distinct spiral thread at the middle

of the sinus. The spire is higher, the shell more slender, and the bead-

rows much less conspicuous. The apex is absolutely different, being

conic, polygyrate, and quite symmetrical, much tailor than wide ;
the

tip, though minute, not pointed but flatly depressed and slightly iiuiuersed,

not at all bulbous. And, lastly, a radical difference is the possession by

Phenatoma of a strong basal notch in the canal, giving rise to a prominent

fasciole and carina, just as in Belophos and Aiistrotoma, On account,

however, of the wide difierences in embryo and anal notch, Phenatoma does

not seem otherwise closely allied to the Pseudotominae. To Phenatoma

may also be referred Drillia cheeseniani Hutt. {Bathyfonia), and Plenrotoma

plicatella Hutt. {Drillia), Closely allied also is the group of shells centring

round Pleuroloma albula Hutt. ; these forms arp very common in the New
Zealand Tertiarles. and form an easily recognized division of Phenatoma,

as follows :

—

Cryptomella n. subgen. Type, Leiicosynnx tmnsenna Sut.

In common with the restricted forms those shells possess a basal notch

and fasciole, but both these and the carina are weaker ; the sinus and its

traversing thread are the same, as also are the details of the aperture and

the relative proportions. The species are of smaller size, and a highly

typical feature is the development of a strong peripheral keel, instead of

bead-rows and axial ribs, somewhat as in Parasyrinx ; one of these usually

sharply carinates the spire-whorls at the lower third or fourth, but thence

often becomes obsolete, leaving the body-whorl rounded. The most

important difference, however, is in the apex, which, though of the same

essential construction, has only two much larger and stouter whorls, thus

losing its polygyrate, pointed appearance,^ and becoming bluntly conical

and a trifle asymmetrical. With the genotype I would associate the

following species ; Drillia multiplex Webster, Deframia excavata Hutt.

{Genotia), Pleurotoma albula Hutt. (Bathyloma), P. subalbula Murd., and

antecoslata lodrill

This, as at present constituted, is a heterogeneous group, containing at

least three diverse elements. None of these will satisfactorily receive

P. albula ; as in the case of Phenatoma, the presence of a basal notch, fasciole,

and carina in the- New Zealand shell outweighs superficial similarity of

habit, and renders close relation improbable. F. steira Hedley is, from

the figure, very much like a Cryptomella, but from neither the' diagnosis

nor the illustration can the presence of a basal notch be deduced. Never-

theless I think it will prove to be present in that, and possibly other,

Australian species. It is worthy of note that Inquisitor metcalfei Angas
seems to be an Austrotoma, closely related to the New Zealand Drillia

optabilis M. & S.
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Additions to the Recent Molluscan Fauna of New Zealand.

By H. J. FiNLAY, M.Sc, Edmond Fellow of Otago Umvcr^ity.

[Read before the Otago ImtUull, 12th December, 1922 ; received by Effitor, Sid Decnnhn,
1923; issued separately, 30th July, 1924.]

Plate ^2.

Several new species discovered in seaweed-washings from Taieri Beach
(a few miles south of the Taieri River), and in oyster-seraj^ings from tlie

BluS, and one or two larger species from other localities, are described in

the follo\^'ing paper. Of especial interest are the records of Cas^idea stadiah's

Hedley and Charonia lampas var. euclia Hedley ; their size and appearance
render them striking additions to the famia of a laud whose mollusca are in

general not remarkable for their beauty. The writer would also like to
make the follo^^'ing new records for the localities mentioned :

(1.) Bluff (Oyster-scrapings).

Oi'hilestella hinefnoa Mestayer. Recorded only from Snares Island (50
fathoms).

(2.) Taieri Beach.

Jllasculus barhatus (Reeve). In seaweed and sponges.
RocJieforfia reniformis Sut. Recorded only from fairly deep water, but not

uncommon on the Uttoral attached to the under-side of muddy rocks.
Callunaitis yatei (Gray).

Calhchiton plutessa Gould. Two specimens of this rare shell, on stones in

a channel bare at extreme low tide.

Lorica hiurakiensis Mestayer. One valve, on the beach.
Sehismope hrevis var. laevigata Iredale, Seaweed-washings.
Ineisura lyltellonensis (Smitli). Seaweed-washings ; not uncommon.
Thoristella dunedinensis (Sut.).

Margarella decepta Iredale, Very plentiful under kelp-roots. This record
extends the southern range of the species, but is it probably still common
much farther south before its place is taken by M, antipoda H. & J.

Notosetiu micans (Webster). Seaweed-washings.
Notosetia subflavescens Iredale, Seaweed-washings.
Suhondba foveauxia^ia (Suter). Seaweed-washings.
Skenella pfeffcri Suter. Seaweed-washings ; very common. This record

extends the southern range of the species considerably.

Eialea impolita (Ilutt.). In muddy creAnces.

Priene retiolum Hedley. Recorded in an earlier paper in this volume
462)

Harbour

(Re
Rochefortia reniformisSut, Littoral {vide ante),

Erycina parva (Desh.). With Lasaea, attached to the under-side of stones,
but rare. Recorded only from fairly deep water.

Maclra ovata var. rudis Hutt.

Calhchiton empleurus (Hutt.). One example, on the littoral. Previously
known only by one or two specimens from Foveaux Strait; fairly

deep water.
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Rhyssoplax canaliculata (Q. & G.). One specimen, on the Kttoral, together

with R. aerea (Eeeve). Recorded only from deep wator.
Palelloida stella (Lesson). One living specimen.
Tvgalia hascauda Hedley. One Ii\ing specimen.
Elaohorhis suhtatei (Sut.). In 20 fathoms, outride Otago Heads.
Astraea sulcata subs, davisii Stowe. Two juveililes, crawling among sea-

weed on the shore.

Lepsiella scohina (Q. & G.). The var. alhomarf]inula Dcvsli. is very common
in the South Island, and occurs also in the North, but the species itself

is recorded only from the North. It is therefore interesting to note

specimens, and all grades bet

Allan but

were apparently restricted to a small isolated patch of roeks about

two miles from Port Chalmers. Here, however, the probable recurrence

of conditions similar to those prevailing in the North Island has induced

local reversion to the strongly sculptured form,
Atrina zehndica (Gray). The length recorded by Suter for this species is

Heads
iostoma selectum Chemnitz. Suter gives the range of this species as

from Auckland to Cook Strait. Some half-dozen verv lara:e and fine

reaching 65 X 55 mm.
Otago

CalUostoma tigris Martyn. The same remarks apply to this species ako,

except that only two shells were obtained. Suter gives the dimensions

72 X 75 mm.
abo

Charonia lampas var. euclia Hedley. Recorded eLsewhcre in this volume

(p. 462) from a si>ecimen obtained out«ide Otago Tlcads in 22 fathoms.

Cassidea stadialis Hedley. This is dealt with later in the paper.

Elachorbis diaphana n. sp. (Fig. 1.)

Shell minute, depressed-turbinate, finely spirally Urate, perforate,
translucent, protoconcli white, opaque. Whole surface covered with very

fine and inconspicuous spirals ; they are low and flattish with linear inter-

stices and diminish a little as they near umbilicus. Spire about one-fifth

hei<iht of aperture. Whorls 2^, slightly convex, bodv-whorl faintly and

bluntly subangled
; protoconch of 1 smooth whorl.' Suture distinct.

Test

situated in shallow furrow abov

Penstome not continuous, outer hp advancing past inner ; its ends are,

however, connected by thin parietal callus. Umbilicus narrow, deep.

persj^ctive, one-seventh to one-eighth of major diameter.
Ihamet^ir, 0-75 mm. ; height, about 0-4 mm.
Type in author's collection. One specimen, probably not adult; m

oyster-scrapings from Bluff.

In its regular fine spiral striation, absence of distinct infrasutural sulcus,

and mcomplete peristome, this species resembles an undescribed new

species from Waikaia, hut is amply distinimished by its mucli

smaller size, convex base, and narrower umbilicus.
I

Zaiipais parva n. sp. (Fig. 2.)

Shell very minute, disooidal, thin, smooth, perforate. Test subhyaHne
and, apart from growth-hnes, quite smooth. Colour vitreous-white.

Spire

flat.
bulbo
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but hardly elevated.

rounded. Suture nr.

Whorls 2 strongly convex, periphery and base
bottom

<5auses whorls to appear bluntly angled on upper Aperture as
in Z. ?255a (Sut.) but even less angled above, as in this species peristome

J

^
3

4

Fio-

FlG.

FlG-

FlG.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6,

7.

7

Elaclwrbis diaphana n. sp. : type, x 30.
Zalipais parva n. sp. : type, x 46.
Talopena sublaevi^ n. sp. : type, x 8.

TurboiiiUa [Pyroglampros) blanda n, sp. : type.
-LaevilHorina micra n. sp. : type, x 33.
LaevilUoriria cystophora n. sp. : type, x 34.
Laevilitorina '^ysiophora ii. sp : paratype. x 22.

6

X 10.

is continuous and sharp and outer lip is advancing, thus producing sutural
notch.^ Columella arcuate, hardly thickened. Umbilicus wide, more than
one-third major diameter.

Diameter, 0-6 mm. ; height, about 0-3 mm.
Type in author's collection. Two specimens ; from seaweed-wasliings,

Taieri Beach, together with Z. lissa (Sut.), which, however, is very much
more abundant.
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The new species differs at siglit from Z. Usm (Sut.) in its smaller size

(Z, lissa (Sut.) of a little over 2 whorls is 0-9 mm. in diameter), deeply

furrowed suture, absence of sculpture, and much wider umbilicus, which

in Z. lissa (Sut.) is not more than one-fifth major diameter.

Talopena sublaevis n. sp. (Fig. 3.)

Shell small, depressed-turbinate, perforate, thin, slightly sculptured.

Spire low, about one-half height of aperture, outhnes slightly convex.

Protoconch lost, whorls about 4, subangled at periphery, earher ones

smooth, penultimate with traces of about 6 low flattish spiral ribs with

hnear interstices ; the same sculj^ture continued over body-whorl, about

7 spirals above periphery and the same number below, less distinct on flatly

convex base and ^\ith wider interstices ; innermost one margins umbilicus

and is obsoletely crenulated but otherwise not more promiui

rest. No trace of axial sculpture. Colour rose and brown
patches, base whitish. Suture impressed. Aperture subrhomboidaJ,

httle nacreous within. Columella shghtly

with

ry

carma

7 ^

without entering ribs.

funicular, about one -ninth major diameter

with
Diameter, 3-6 mm. ; height, 2-3 mm.
Type in author's collection. One specimen, slightly worn and

the outer hp a httle broken above ; in oyster-scrapings from Bluff.

Easily distinguished from our other Recent species by its comparative

smoothness and very narrow, imribbed umbilicus. Iredale has indicated

{Proc. Mai Soc, vol. 13, p. 30 ; Trans. N.Z, InsL, vol. 47, p. 439, 1915)

that all the New Zealand species of Solariellu are congimeric, so that the

divisions employed hy Suter {MinoUa, Moniha^ &c.) should not be used;

but that, as the name Solariella was *' given to a Crag fossil, it should not

be used for Recent shells showing unUke shell characters." Accordingly

he proposed Talopena (G.-T. Monilea itweria Iredale, from the Kermadec

Islands), remarking that the Kermadec shell was typical of a well-marked

austral group, from which one may conclude that he intended tliis name to

be applied to M. egena Hutt., &c. This is too vague for picsent accept-

ance, since the Recent New Zealand species of Solariella are apparei^tly

generically inseparable from the abundant Pliocene, Miocene, Eocene, and

even Palaeocene species that occur here. Thus eitln^r all our species

should be referred to Talopena or else that name should be rejected

altogether. It is a pity that Iredale did not explain more fully what

he meant by '' unlike shell characters," but as the similarity of our forms to

M. incerta Iredale is certain, while their relation to the exotic species is

somewhat doubtful, there is is apparently no course open but the acceptance
of Talopena.

Xymene robustus n. sp. (Plate 52, figs. 4a, 4i.)

SheU small, fusiform, very sohd, whitish, with axial and spiral ribs,

ihere are strong, broadly rounded, shghtly lamellose uxiciL, 14 15 on pen-

ultimate whorl, with variablp Knf ncnolK^ .,,,1. i ,i:..1.4.1,. ..AA^r intei-

;wi

with variable but uauallv subequal
^, uut ar some dist.ince from aperture axials lose the
dop into prominent varices with sharp edge anteriorly about

4 varices; they continue over base. Axial sculpture overlaid with spi
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Fig. ].

—

Verrovpffa mar.ihnJJi Murdoch.
Fig. 2.

—

Verconella c finpla ji. sp. x 2.

FXGS. 3'f, 3i, ;^,

—

Camidta sfaffiaJis Hediey.

(6) iwiratyj[)e. nat. size.

X 2,

X ^.

{^/) Holotype, X 91 -
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cords ; the spire-whorls with 2 equally strong, close spiral cords on the

lower half, these, with another that emerges from suture, form 3 strong

peripheral cords on body-whorl ; between the lower two there is nearly

always an interstitial riblet ; 5 strong, gradually diminishing cords below

these on base -whorl, with an additional 4 on base of body-whorl, inter-

stices about equal to ribs, except on base where they are wider, rendered

lamgUose by growth-lines ; shoulder generally smooth, but may bear 2

or 3 weak riblets. Colour whitish, aperture glossy white inside. Spire

elevated, turreted, usually liigher than aperture with canal. Protoconch
small, of 2 glossy convex whorls, the first volution considerably tilted

;

5 whorls remain, first 2 or 3 whorls subangled just above suture where axials

suddenly become a little thicker, then sloping in to suture below, later

whorls subquadrate, with an almost level shoulder, base rapidly contracted
above canal. Suture indistinct. Aperture vertical, ovate, rounded above,
produced below into a moderately long very narrow canal, slightly recurved
and bent to left. Outer lip with a sharp edge but very rapidly thickening
inside till the aperture is considerably reduced in area ; 5 thick denticles
rather far inside ai:)erture, the lower 2 sometimes most prominent. Inner
lip smooth, sharply marked off from body-whorl by groove extending from
insertion of outer lip to end of canal. Columella vertical ; bent, and drawn
out to a fine edge along canal. Fasciole moderately strong, separated from
inner lip by distinct umbilical chink.

Height (type, broken), 12 mm. ; diameter, 5-5 mm. ; height of aperture,
7 mm.

Height (paratype, adult), 17 mm., diameter, 8 mm.; height of aper-
ture, 8 mm.

Type in the author's collection, dredged in 3 fathoms, Dunedin Harbour.
One slightly beach-worn specimen found by Mr. R. S. Allan at the Otago
Heads is referable to this species, and is the paratype here figured. Also
a few specimens dredged in 60 fathoms off Otago Heads.

Xote on Onithochiton subantarcticus Suter,

Suter, in the Mamialy refers to this form as a chocolate-coloured variety
of 0. neglectus (Rochebrune) (0. iindvJatus Q. & G,), and records it from
Auckland and Campbell Islands, Cook Strait, and New Brighton. Iredale
{Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 47, p. 423, 1915) remarks that " Suter's record of
his var. suhantarcticus from Cook Strait and New Brighton does not refer
to tins species, w^hich is confined to the subantarctic islands, but belongs to
a species quite distinct, but as yet unnamed." During the early part of
the year the writer gathered two specimens of an Onithochiton under kelp-
roots at Taieri Beach ; these were very like 0. neglectus (Rochebrune) in
shaj)e and sculpture, but were uniformly chocolate in colour, with indications
of white patches on the ridge. It seemed highly probable that these were
Iredale 's

'* unnamed species." To settle this point the shells were sent
to Mr. W. R. B. Ohver, who Hndly compared them with the type of
O. sifhantarcticus Sut. (from the Auckland Islands, coll. Captain Bollons)
m the Wanganui Museum, and wrote, " With regard to 0. suhantarcticus,
Suter has only one specimen in his collection, and both Mr. Murdoch and
*nyself agreed that it was like yours ; I cannot see the difference between
the New Zealand and southern shells. But Suter's specimen is small andm bad order, so it is difficult to conie to a decision : Iredale has only made
a bald statement, so that his account is unsatisfactory." Under these
<^rcumstances it does not seem to the writer wise to propose a specific name
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for the Taieri Beach shells until they have been compared with better

subantarctic specimens and their identity or difference placed beyond

doubt. Till this has been done, or till Iredale gives more satisfactory

reasons for his action, it seems better to include 0. suhantarcticus Sut. as

a j)art of the Neozelanic main-islands fauna.

Turbonilla (Pyrgolampros) blanda n. sp. (Fig. 4.)

Shell small, subulate, very tliin and fragile, subdiaphanous and sub-

perforate. About 26 slender flexuous axial ribs on penultimate whorl,

curved sHghtly outwards medially, vanishing towards aperture on base

(though not suddenly truncated), interstices slightly wider. Ribs regu-

larly convex and smooth, but interstices bear very fine and dense radial

riblets, about 15 on penultimate whorl, with Hnear interstices so that the

efEect of fine beading between the axials is produced. Similar radial

sculpture continued on an increasingly finer scale over the whole body-

whorl and base ; inside aperture riblets are distinctly visible through

translucent test, simidating the characteristic appearance of a Subonoha.

Colour pale horn. Spire acicular, much higher than aperture ;
proto-

conch heterostophe. Whorls 9, regularly increasing, lowly convex with

deeply-cut-in sutures, base flatly convex. Aperture subrcctangular, angled

above, rounded and slightly effuse below. Peristome discontinuous, tlun

and sharp. Columella slightly arcuate, glossy ; inner lip slightly reflexed,

lea\ang narrow umbihcal perforation.

Height, 3 mm. ; width, 0-7 mm.
Type in the author's collection.

Hab,—Taieri Beach, a few miles south of the Taieri River, in seaweed-

washings—a single specimen.

Remarks,—The subgenus Pyrgolatnpros is new to our Recent fauna. The

Miocene shell, T, {Pyrgiscus) oamarutica Suter, which is a much larger,

more stoutly built shell, with very much coarser sculpture, should not be

referred to this family at all, as stated elsewhere in this volume (p. 506)-

Tliere are, however, several new Miocene species of Pyrgiscus and Py^9^'

lampros to be described, and some of these are fairly close allies of the

present form.

Laevilitorina micra n. sp. (Fig. 5.)

Shell minute, turbinate, rimate, smooth, fragile. Fine curved gro^'tl;-

lines distinct, otherwise smooth. own Epi-

dermis shining. Spire conical, lower than aperture, outlines convex.

Protoconch very minute, helicoid. Whorls about 3, strongly convex, the

last large, base rounded. Suture subcanaliculate. Aperture almost ovalj

angled above. Peristome sharp, thin, continuous, part of it being the

relatively thick parietal callus. Basal lip hardly reflected. Columella

arcuate, brown. Umbihcal chink distinct, widely funicular. Operculun^

as in Melarhaphe, nucleus near centre of inner margin.
Diameter, 0-7 mm. ; height, 0-7 mm.
Type' in the author's collection.

//a6,~Taieri Beach, in seaweed-washings—four specimens.
iJmarXrs.—Somewhat alUed to L. antipodum Filhol, but differing iro^

that species in its lower spire, fewer whorls, and consequently much smallei

shell, and more globose shape.
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Laevilitorina cystophora n. sp. (Figs. 6, 7.)

Shell very small, subglobose, subperforate, smooth, thin and fragile.

Sculpture of growth-lines only. Colour fuscous, horny near aperture.

rmis

bscuring upper whorls. Spire very short, ohtuse, about

third of aperture. Protoconch minute, flat, eroded. Whorls about

disproportionately mcreasii

ftiitnre viewed from above

very large, base rounded.

spicuous. Aperture pear-shaped, not quite symmetrical, fuscous. Peri-

5tome continuous, thin and sharp, parietal callus di^stinrt. Columella

arcuate, faintly twisted, hardly callous. Umbilicus often obsolete, at

most onlv a narrow cliinlc, no carina surrounding it. Oix.'rculum normal.

Diameter, 0-9 mm. ; height, 1 mm.
Type in the author's collection.

liaJ)^—Taieri Beach, in seaweed-washings ; very commou on Cystophora

to the exclusion of ahnost all other forms, rare elsewhere. A few specimens

were also obtained in seaweed-washings from Breaker Bay, WeUington, so

that the species, though hitherto unobserved, is widely distributed.

Remarks.—A close ally of L. hamilloni E. A. Smith, from which it

differs in the coiisistently much smaller size, more pear-shaped aperture,

And absence of a basal keel round the chink-like umbilicus. From
L. micra it differs in its larger size, more globose form, much shorter

spire, flatter whorls, and absence of a distinct umbilicus.
i

Verconella compta n. sp. (Plate 52, fig. 2.)

Shell small, fusiform, elongate (especially anteriorly), with blimtly-

^houldered whorls, axially and spirally sculptured. Axial ribs prominent

on all whorls, beginning to fade out only at a short distance from aperture,

16-17 per whorl, very narrowly convex, interstices up to twice their width,

they reach lower suture on spire-whorls, but not U2>per, disappearing half-

way across shoulder, on body-whorl practically confined to periphery, base

ha^nng t)nly spiral sculpture. This consists on spire and body-whorls of

low regular rounded ribs, sul^equal interstices with a single much finer but

otherwise similar rib ; the same sculpture continues over canal. Sculpture

Alters slightly on shoulder; between suture and first regular spiral are 2

similar but more distant spirals, and spaces between these bear about 3 fine

riblets. Colour uniformly pale brown ; aperture white and glossy ; inner

lip with red-brown tinge. Spire conical, a little over height of aperture

plus canal, outlines straight. Protoconch small, of little over 2 whorls,

volutions and nucleus distinct, sUghtly askew, homy-coloured and minutely
granulate ; axial acceleration is show^n and axials develop in brephic stage

before spirab. "Whorls about 7|, disproix)rtionately increasing (body-whorl

swollen), bluntly shouldered above middle, shoulder strongly sloping and
very Uttle concave, then dropping in from vertical to lower suture ; base
liot much excavated, regularly rounded. Suture rather inconspicuous, due
to whorl below being prominently flattened upwards to clasp whorl above.
Aperture a httle oblique, quadrately p3rrifonn, angled and shghtly chan-
nelled above, with very long canal below ; this is flexed to left and slightly

backwards, narrowed medially by encroachment of inner lip but opened
out near its rounded base. Outer hp strongly swelled outwards, sub-
quadrate, sharply edged and but faintly Urate within ; it projects farthest
jiear its base, and on shoulder is considerably cut in to form a iside sinus.
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also faintly shown on earlier whorls by growth-lines. Columella consider

ably excavated and t\^dsted below, leading to the apparent formation of a

long narrow elevated plait bordering canal. Inner hp spread as a sharply

marked thin glaze beyond pillar and upon parietal wall, narrowed to a point

below. Opercuhun not seen.

Height, 38 mm.; width, 15 mm. Height of aperture ^vith canal,

25 mm. ; canal, about 12 mm.
Holotype (dredged by Mr. W, La Roche in 20 fathoms off Opotiki, Bay

of Plenty) in the author's collection.

This shell has the dimensions of F. caiidata Q. & G., but differs totally

in the shape of its whorls and canal. From F. mandarina Duclos it differs

in spiral sculpture and relatively much lower spire. Its nearest ally is

F. marshalli Murdoch, described also in this volume (p. 159), from wliich

it is separable by its sutural flattening, differently shaped whorls, different

sinus, longer canal, and shghtly difEerent protoconch. A fossil specimen of

this species, from Castlecliff, is figured for comparison with tbe new species

(Plate 52, fig. 1).

Note on Phalium labiatum (Perry) and its subsp. pyrum (Lamk.).

On page 312 of Suter's Manual of the New Zealand Mollusca our two

well-known Cassids are given the above names, but in the " Emendations

(p. 1084) a change from P. labiatum (Perry) to P. achatinum (Lamk.) is

advocated on the ground that labiatum was preoccupied by Chemnitz.

Since, however, Chemnitz did not adopt binomial nomenclature, his work

cannot affect names that were vahdly proposed later, so that P. lahiatum

(Perry) should stand.

It seems best to the writer to give the " pyrum " form specific rank-

This course is adopted by Hedley and May in Australia, and might with

advantage be adopted in New Zealand. Hedley also prefers to use the

name Cassidea generically. The shells differ considerably at sight, and,

though they are obviously nearly related, the differences of form and

occurrence seem to be of specific importance. Several of the characters

of difference given by Suter are variable, but others are constant in all

specimens seen by the. author. The height of spire in typical forms is

much less than in C lahiata (Perry) and its angle consequeiitly greater,

but this is variable and specimens with moderately high spires are some-

times seen. The shell attains a considerably larger size, is thinner, and

always more inflated. Nodulous keels are generally a strong feature of

the sculpture, and though these are occasionally absent the spire-whorls are

nearly always keeled. The basal spiral grooves may bo very distinct or

subobsolete (though never totally absent), but the grooves between pe"-

phery and suture above are always very distinct, C. lahiata (Perry) also

has often spiral groovers on the base, but fewer m number and much 1^^^

distinct ; infrasutural grooves are absent. The place of denticles on t^^^

lower part of the inner lip is taken in C. pyra by shallow and indistinct

crenulations, the ends of famt furrows following the spiral grooves of the

exterior. distinffuishin "'"^^ '" *

cliaracter of the umbilicus, whicli in C. lahiata (Perry) is narrow and

partially closed up by the very small plate formed by the inner lip, '^^^^^^

in C. pyra (Lamk.) it is wide open and the plate is very large and no*

encroaching. C. pyra (Lamk.) has a wider geographical range than

C. lahiata (Perry) ; also in New Zealand C. lahiata (Perry) has not yet been

found fossil, while a shell similar to C. pyra (Lamk.) is not uncommon m
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Pliocene beds, and the still earlier G, jihrata (M. & M.) is much closer to

C. pyra than to C. labiata. The separation of these two as species seems

therefore justified.

*Hedley {Biol. Res. " Endeavour," vol. 2, pt. 2, p. 68) has described a

species as Cassidea stadiaUs, commenting on its resemblance to C pyra

(Lamk.) and O. turgida (Reeve). Tlie writer was lately fortunate in

obtaining several fine specimens of lied ley's sj)ccic8 from off Otago Heads,

but, as in the case of Charonia etuiia Hedley, in much shallower water

than the Australian type. As Hedley's account is not easily available,

and these Cassids are such variable and similar forms, a full description

and figures of the New Zealand shells are here given :—

Cassidea stadialis Hodley. (Plate 52, figs. 3ff, 3i, 3c.)

Shell large, inflatied, thin, almost smooth. Whorls 8, always strongly

and regularly convex, never angled ; much inflated, especially near the base

;

keels obsolete (but traces are sometimes barely visible on parts of the body-

whorl). Reticulation present on upper whorls, but nodules never developed.

One or two wide shallow and distant grooves just below suture on the

lower whorls, w^ith additional fainter and linear grooves below these on

upper whorls. Base quite destitute of grooves ; the whole surface covered,

as in P. labiatuiH (Perry) and P. pyrum (Lamk.), with extremely fine and
dense spirals. One of the specimens has a strong varix marking the

position of a former outer lip, at about 240° from the mouth of the shell

;

this is abnormal for Cassidea, Colour very distinctive and striking. The
whole shell is a uniform glossy fawn-amber tint, suffused with orange or

j)ink. Bands of darker colour are practically absent, and when present

number about four and are distinct only near the outer lip ; spots are never

present. The interior is of the same colour as the exterior with a few

milky patches, very highly polished and in places opaline. Outer lip

china-white inside, the edge sometimes with 4 dark patches marking the

position of the bands. Height of spire variable, but generally well over

one-third height of aperture. Protoconch small, obtuse, not sharply

marked off. Aperture and columella normal. Outer lip thin, quite smooth,

no trace of denticles or furrows on its lower part. Umbilicus, as in

0. pyyo. (Lamk.), widely open, due to the extension of the umer lip as a thick

twisted plate some distance beyond the columella.

Diameter, 60 mm., 54 mm., 61 nam., 60 nim. ; height, 91 nmi., 88 mm,,
85 mm., 93 mm. ; height of aperture, 64 imn., 63 mm., 65 nmi., 68 mm.

Four specimens in the author's collection, one in the Otago Museum,
trawded in about 20 fathoms between Otago Heads and Waikouaiti.

This large and beautiful shell is a noteworthy addition to our fauna.

The five specimens were presented to the author by the fisherman w^ho

obtained them in the living state, and the following account was given of

their capture: Several years ago, while the trawl-boats were at work,
the nets were brought up laden with these shells, the sea-bottom being
evidently thick with them. The men rightly deemed this strange, as they
had never seen them before, and specimens w^ere taken home as curios.

Most of these have by this time probably been lost or dispersed, and the
author was fortunate in securing the last remnant of the considerable number
once possessed by the donor. The species was never found again, possibly
because the remainder retreated to the deep water which, in Australia,
seems to be the natural habitat of the species. The sudden swarm in
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shallower water, with the subsequent disappearance, may be due to pursuit

of food, or perchance a new danger that assailed them. Whatever the

. cause, the shell is probably very rare in New Zealand, though the writer

has seen a specimen from the collection of Mr. A. W. B. Powell, of Aucklandj

dredged in 25-30 fathoms in the Bay of Plenty, where the shell may perhaps

be less rare. The species is easily distinguished from C. labiata (Perry),

which it resembles in smoothness, by its widely open umbilicus ; much
larger, more inflated, and thinner test ; total absence of keels and nodules,

and presence of deep infrasutural spiral grooves ; and total absence of

denticles on the outer lip. From C. pyra (Lamk.), to which it is more

nearly allied, it differs in its rather greater size and thinner shell ; its

regularly convex whorls, without nodules, its simpler spiral sculpture and

total absence of basal grooves and crenulations of the outer lip ; the higher

spire (ratio height of spire to height of aperture in the four shells measured

is '31, -37, -39, 42, while the maximum ratio observed in C. pyra is

under |) ; characteristic colour, and the disposition of the canal, which is

not cut back nearly so far nor so much recurved, is wider, and has its

termination squarish instead of rounded.

*

Iredale, in the

the Genus I

Part L

By H, J. FiNLAY, M.Sc., Edmond Fellow of Otago University.

[Sead before the Otago histitute, 12th December, 1922 ; received by Editor, 31st December,
1923 ; issued separately, 30th July, 1924,]

Plate 53,

The shell recorded by Suter as Lissospim corulum (Hutt.) is a rather
common fossil in the CastlecUff beds, and was originally described by
Button (1884) as a Pliocene fossil from that locality under the name of

Scalaria corulum (Hutt.). Subsequently it was discovered to be a still-living

form, and was placed, together with another Recent minute shell, in the
genus Lissospira (Suter, 1913), after a temporary classification in Cyclostrema
(Sut«r, 1910). Iredale (1915) rejected these genera as inapplicable to

otype jB

corulum

:enus

the
elevated spire and somewhat smooth base are abnormal. Iredale (1915)
has ako proposed the genus Liotella to contain such forms as Suter's Liotia
folyfUura Hedley, X. rotula Suter, and (1) Cychstremelh neozelamm Suter,
and the exact difEerence between Liotella and Broohula is not very clear.
Ihe author at first hesitated to refer all the fol]o^^^ng species to BrooJcula,

with Mr. W
being

^v,x..i^x^ii ^.xuocum, uiitb course was aaopted it
should be restricted to subdiscoidal forms.

'

Apart from B. corulum (Hutt.) no others of the gonus have up till now
been recorded from our Tertiary beds ; six new species are here proposed,
bpecimens are often by no means micommon in washings and sieving? ;
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the most prolific localities found were Castlecliff, and especially Pukc^uri,

where four species occur.

Brookula fossilis n. sp. (Plate 53, figs. 4a, 46, 4c.)

Description of Holotype.—Sliell very small, turbinate, perforate, trans-

lucent, shining. Whorls 3^, convex, peripherj' regularly rounded, ornamented
with rather prominent and blunt axial ribs, a httle unevenly spread and
numbering 25 on body-whorl ; they remain of same \sadth over the whole

whorl, but about half-way across rounded base begin to taper and gradually

thin out into umbilicus, which they enter with uniform curve. Interstices

only slightly wider than ribs, and show faint traces of spiral striation.

Spire very slightly higher than aperture; outlines faintly convex, angle

approximately 90°. Protoconch of 1 small globose whorl, distinctly separated

from sculptured whorls. Suture deep. Aperture subcircular, very faintly

angled above, peristome continuous, columella arcuate. Umbilicus not'

deep, about one-third width of aperture, only slightly encroached on by
columella.

Height, 1 mm. ; diameter, 1 mm.
Holotype and five paratypes, from Castlecliff, in author's collection.

Examples seen are very constant, but axials vary from 22 to 25, generally

about 24, and interstices are sometimes \\ider than on holotype, exceptionally

reaching 2J times width of ribs. As far as can be seen from figure, the

shell fpund in a dredging from 15' S. of Big King Island, in 98 fathoms, and
listed by Miss Mestayer (1916) as " Broohila sp.," is very close to, if not
identical with, this species. This is not surprising, as so many of the Castle-

cliff shells also occur Recent. More and better specimens of the Recent
shell may turn up some day and allow of actual comparison ; till then it

seems better to regard this species as also of Recent occurrence. *

The only Castlechff form with which this shell can be confiLsed is a shell

described later in this paper as Brookuki funiculata n. sp. At first sight they
are nmch alike, but careful scrutiny shows that B. fossilis has a higher spire

with lower and more numerous, ribs, which are not so evanescent on apical

whorls, which in turn are not so discoidal and have a more globose protoconch.
The faint circumumbilical keel and sudden change in ribs at this point,

characteristic of B. funiculata, is wanting in B. fossilis,

B. fossilis is readily distinguished from the new species of Brookula
from Pukeuri (described later) in being much smaller, and possessing mucl
blunter less-prominent axials, and only faint traces of spirals.

Of Recent Neozelanic shells the nearest species is B, corulum (Hutt.),

which diilers in its more turbinate form, its spire being 1^ or more times
height of aperture, angle about 50°

; in its aperture being more oval, with
inner Up encroaching much more on small chink-like umbihcus ; and in

its more inconspicuous sculpture, axials being much fainter and flatter,

prominent only above periphery, after which they suddenly diminish and
are so httle prominent on base that it seems at first quite smooth ; interstices
vary from about half to a little more than \\ddth of ribs, and are crossed
by fairly fine spirals, which, however, are much more prominent than in
B, fossilis, and hence easily seen,

Brookula iredalei n. sp. (Plate 53, figs. 2a, 26, 2c.)

Descrijyfion of Holotype,Shell minute, but fairly large for the genus,
elevated turbinate, perforate, translucent, shining. Whorls 4, convex'^
periphery regulariy rounded, ornamented with fine sharp and prominent

I
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axial ribs, slightly sinuated, generally in three places, and retrocurrent

towards umbilicus ; there are 24 per whorl on holotype, 27, 25, 26 on others,

Interstices 2-3 times their width, dehcately spirally striate, threads linear,

with wide interstices ; neither spirals nor axials decrease in prominence

on base (as in B, comlum Hutt.), but fade gradually into umbihcus. Spire

about same height as aperture, outUne straight (angle about 70''), whorls 4

(IJ of which form the smooth, globose protoconch), convex, perij)liery

and base regulariy roimded. Suture deep. Aperture roundly ovate,

bluntly angled above. Peristome and columella as in B, corulum (Hutt.).

Umbihcus distinct, about one-sixth of minor diameter, chink-hke, partly

hidden by inner hp.

Height, 1-6 mm. ; width, 1-5 mm.
Holotype and six paratypes, from Pukeuri, in the author's collection.

In spiral and axial sculpture no difference can be seen between this shell

and B. puJceuriensis n. sp. (described below), but it is readily separated

from it by its non-subdiscoidal upper whorls [i.e., its spire-angle is constant

gular) and by its umbilicus, which is not round

corulum
with

lightly convex spire (angle about 45°), has much lower blunter and more

inconspicuous axiais, very

wider than ribs : its snira
'^

narrower and less prominent.

Brookula tenuilirata n. sp. (Plate 53, figs, la, 16, Ic.)

Shell minute but rather large for the genus, elevated-turbinate, thin,

perforate, translucent, shining. Axials 42 on the last whorl, the last 12

getting more and more crowded. Two other adult examples have respectively

43, ^ith the last 15 crowded, and 41, with the last 12 crowded. Axials thin

and sharp, very similar to those in B, iredalei n. sp. (v.s.), but lower, more

crowded together, and generally less conspicuous. Exceedingly fine sharp

linear spirals, with wide interstices crossing gaps between axials, which are

considerably less prominent on base and taper, off gradually to vanish m
umbihcus ; spire conical, almost twice height of aperture, outhnes almost

'e about 50°. Protoconch of a httle over 1 whorl—its nuclear

volutions, however, are very obscure—smooth, globose, and fairly prominent,

moderately well marked off from embryonic whorls. Whorls lowly convex,

peripherj^ and base rounded. Suture moderately impressed. Aperture

almost circular, faintly angled above, peristome continuous, columella

arcuate, very Uttle expanded. Perforation a moderately deep chink, less

than half the size of that in J5. iredalei n. sp., considerably encroached on

and hidden by the columella.

Height, 2 mm. ; diameter, 1-5 mm.
Holotype and four paratypes, from Pukeuri, in the author's collection.

This shell differs from B. iredalei mainly in its taller spire, less convex
outline of whorls, and greater number of axials. In some respects— e.flf.,

shape, convexity of whorls, prominence of sculpture, and size and shape
of umbilicus—it stands between B. iredalei and B, conihm (Hutt.);
especially reminiscent of the latter is the obsolescence of the axial

sculpture on base. The spiral threads are rather more prominent than
in B. iredalei, especially on base ; they are also closer together on whoris,
but wider apart on base than in B. iredalei.
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Figs la, 16, lc.~BroohtJa ienuilimin n. sp.
Figs 2a. 26, 'Ic^Bmohulu freduki n. sp.
Figs. 3fi, 36, 3c.

—

Brrxjlt/hr 2^"l'^*fffe}J'ti<t

n, sp.

Fros
Figs
Fins
Fios

4<r, 46, ic,—Broolnhi fossilU n. pp.
5a, 56, 5r.

—

BrooknJn pinkidaia n. sp.
Ha, Gb,—BrouLula coniltun Hutt.
7ff, 76, lc.~Brr)n1:}ihi p-ndndonfa n. .sp<

Fflce p, .j:?5.1

Ail H*rs. X about 12.
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Brookula funiculata n. sp. (Plate 53, figs. 5a, bh, 5c.)

Shell minute, thin but not very fragile, depressed-turbinate (same

general outlined as Liotella polypleura (Hedley) ), perforate, 20 axials on

last whorl, the last five being much more crowded ; they are thick and
prominent, almost straight but sloping slightly backwards, a little sinuat'ed

on base ; interstices of variable width, usually 1^2 times width of ribs.

They contain exceedingly fine and generally very faint spirals, low and
rounded, only a small fraction of axials in width, interstices linear. The
axials continue very prominent on base till about two-thirds across, when
they suddenly diminish in width and height and turn in towards umbilicus,

thus marking ofi the edge of a funicle surrounding umbilicus, and this

edge, though often very indistinct, is never wholly wanting ; it is most
prominent on juvenile shells. The funicle is about one-third the major

diameter, and at its bottom lies umbihcal perforation, which is moderately

deep and rather irregular in outline, markedly encroached on by inner

lip ; it is about one-quarter the width of funicle, and is distinctly lateral,

there being a much longer funicular slope towards aperture than elsewhere.

After about 1^ whorls from aperture axials very rapidly become obsolete,

so that protoconch (1| smooth globular whorls) is only indistinctly marked
off from following whorl. Spire approximately the same height as aper-

ture, lightly convex, angle about 90° or more. Whorls 3^, regularly

increasing, not tightly woimd, but not so loose as in Liotella polypleura

(Hedley), body-whorl and base narrowly convex; upper whorls being raised,

a view from above showing a strongly turbinate shape. Suture deep.

Aperture almost free, subcircular, ^vith faint roimded angulation above,

peristome continuous, columella arcuate, not reflexed.

Holotype : Height, 0-8 mm. ; length, 1 mm. Largest specimen : Height,

0-95 mm. ; length, 1-2 mm.
Holotype and about forty paratypes, from Castlecliff, in the author's

collection.

Axial ribs generally number 20, but sometimes fall to 17 or 18, due to

non-development of crowded anterior ribs. Sometimes axials are thinner,

so that interstices may be up to three times their width. This shell has

much resemblance to some species of Liotella ; it difiers from L, polypleura

(Hedley) in details of aperture, axial ribs, interstices, and umbilicus, and

from i. rotula (Suter) in turbinate shape and different umbilicus. Also

related to shell next described. The record of L. polypleura (Hedley) from

Castlecliff beds possibly refers to this species. The author has examined

a considerable number of Wanganui minutiae, and, though this Broohda

is common (though only in occasional patches, especially in the matrix

round corals), no specimens of true Liotella or Liotina have yet been found,

Brookula pukeuriensis n. sp. (Plate 53, figs. 3a, 36, 3c.)

Shell minute, very thin and fragile, turbinate, perforate, 23 axials on

last whorl in each of the three shells examined, prominent but thin

and sharp, curved forward on periphery, slightly sinuate on base ; inter-

stices 3-4 times their width, with very fine and linear spirals, interstices

a<yain about 3-4 times their width. The spiral sculpture is much more

conspicuous than in B, funiculata. Axials not obsolete on upper whorls

but distinct and sharp (firectly after protoconch ; they pass over base and

thin out quite regularly on nearing umbilicus. Perforation semi-perspec-

tive, without surrounding funicle ; its circular outline hardly interriipted

by inner lip, central, and about one-quarter of major diameter. Spire

about the same height as aperture, its angle a little less than 90°. Whorls 4,
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(protooonch 1|, distinctly marked off); upper whorls rather discoidal, the

shell appearing wheel-like from above. Suture deep. Aperture almost

free, subcircular, peristome continuous, columella arcuate, not reflexed.

Height, 1-1 mm. ; length, 1-35 mm.
. Holotype and about thirty paratypes, from Pukeuri, in the author's

collection. Also found at Ardgowan and Target Gully, but not nearly so

plentiful.

In its depressed form this shell resembles B. funicxilata, but is amply

distinguished by its altogether more delicate appearance, absence of

umbilical keel, and several other details. It may be noted that its

whorls descend much more rapidly than in the Pliocene shell, so that

although its protoconch is less raised above the encircling whorj tue

penultimate whorl is much more prominent than in B, funiculata. In

this it closely accords with the type of the genus, B. stibarochila Iredale,

and except for its much more delicate facies and more depressed form it is

extremely like this species.

I

Brookula endodonta n, sp. (Plate 53, figs. 7a, 76, 7c.)

Shell minute, thin, depressed-turbinate, perforate. About 30 rounded

axial ribs on last whorl, a little more crowded on earlier whorls, interstices

equal to or slightly greater than ribs. Spirals exceedingly fine, subequal

to interstices, more distinct than in B, funiculala but less so than in

B. ptikeuriensis. Axials ribs flattened down a little on base, and this,

together with their greater number, gives base of this species a much
smoother appearance than in B. piikmriensis ; but in other shell details—

e.g., umbilicus, aperture, suture—there is practically no difference between

the two species. The spire is, however, rather lower, body-whorl more

regularly rounded, and protoconch {1^ whoris) slightly smaller.
Height, 0-7 mm. ; length, 0-9 mm. Height, 0*9 mm. ; length, 1-2 mm.
Types (two almost perfect juvenile shells) and six patatypes, from Target

Gully, in the author's collection; also one specimen from Pukeuri. One

fragment also from Clifden, Southland (horizon 6 of Park, 1921).
None of the adult shells are complete, but some of the juveniles are

neariy perfect
; practically all possess 30 axial ribs per whorl. The species

is very close to 5. puJceuriensis, differing mainly in its more depressed shape

and greater number of axials, resulting in much closer and finer ribbing.

Of the species of Brookula, three (£. fossilis, B, corulum, and 5. >?^^'-

culata) seem to be restricted to the Pliocene, while of the four Miocene

species only two have so far been found at more than one locality ;
the

range of species seems therefore to be small, and they should prove of con-

siderable *3e. The author regrets that he has had no opiX)rtunity of

exanumng much sheU-sand from horizons between the Awamoan and
CaatlecTiffian ! rirnhaWv ooiTnT-ol >.^ t _ ii i _ found ^^ «iicU

beds, as there is rather a wide evolutionary gap between the Pliocene
Miocene forms here flftsprih^rJ

typicioal

Broofailas than the three PUocene forms. Althou/h the name Brookula is

used for all these species, they are easily divisible into two groups, one
being typified by an elevated-turbinate shell with regular whorl-growth,
constant spire-angle, and usually narrow umbiUcus, and the other by
a depressed-turbmate shell with subdiscoidal early whorls, leading to a

pr^^ent n^^.s'^
^^^^^'^^^^^ ^^^^ «--^^^ -^ ^ -^^- ^'^^ ^^'
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haroch

belon W
seated tlie author with an authentic specimen of the type species, and an
examination of this shows that, of the shells mentioned in this paper, tlio

nearest to the type is B, puketmensis, Thi5!, however, is easily dis-

tinguished by its more fragile test, much more delicate and more numerous
ribs, and more depressed shape. B. sllharochUa Iredale has a variable
number of coarse, prominent, rounded ribs (15 on the last whorl of the

OUver (1914) remarks that '* speci
mens vary considerably in the number of ribs ; the type has them wide
apart "), but its base is regularly convex, the ribs thiiming down gradually
into the deep, narrowly circular perforation. The author here proposes
the new subgeneric name Aequispirella to cover the forms of the first

OToun. naming as tvne Scalaria corulum Ttutt

Subgenus Aequispirella n. subgcn.

Shell minute, similar to Brookula s. str. except that early whorls are
not depressed—i.e., protoconch is prominent and raised instead of incon-
spicuous and discoidal. This imparts to spire the shape of a cone instead
of a dome, and leads to much more regular whorl-growth than in Brookula
s. str. ; shell generally more elevated. Umbilicus generally much narrower
and less prominent than in the strict forms, being often chink-like, anrl

the axial sculpture sometimes becomes obsolete on base.
Type : Scalaria corulum Hutt. (Plate 53, figs. 6a, 6b.)

Key to Species.

Shell depressed-turbinate {Broohda s. str.).

Shell fairly strong, with a subobsolete umbilical keel,

20 axials per whorl .

.

.

.

.

.

. . B".fun kidala.
Shell fragile, with no umbilical keel.

About 23 thin and sharp axials on last w hod, inter-
stices 3-4 times their width -

,

.

.

. . B, j^^d^eurtenuis
About 30 rounded axiuls on last whorl. suLeaual

to their interstices .

.

.

.

.

.

. , B. endodovta.
Shell eJevated-turbinate {Aeqvispirellu).

Axial ribs considerably diminished in nromhience on ba^e.
Over 40 axials on last whorl .

,

.

.

.

,

B. tenmliraia.
Under 30 axials on last whorl .

.

.

.

.

,

B, coruhun.
Axial ribs not diminished in prominence on base.

Axials thin and sharp, spirals generally distinct .

.

B. ireJaleL
Axials rather blunt ; spirals very faint .

.

.

.

B. fossiU-s,
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Two New Species of Magadina.

By H. J. FixLAY, M.Sc, Edmond Fellow of Otago University.

[Read before the Otago Institute, 11th December, 1D23 ; r&^elved by Editor, 31sl December,

1923; issued sej^nmtely, 30th July, 1924,\

The two species here described are close relatives of M. browni Thomson

{Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 47, pp. 399, 402, 1915), but in general shape and

inflation somewhat intermediate between that species and such Austrahaii

forms as M. compta (Sow.) and M. cmnimji (Davidson). They both occur

at the same locality, but in beds of slightly different age ;
these beds are,

however, probably of approximately the same age as those from which

the only two other New Zealand species have been obtained—viz., M. hrowm

Thomson and M. waiparaensis Thomson—but the locality is much farther

south. Thomson {he. cit, vol. 52, p. 369, 1920) has indicated the existence

of a third species, and this may possibly belong to one of the present forms,

Magadina clifdenensis n, sp. (Fig. 1.)

Shell small, sub-shield-shaped, longer than wide, greatest breadth just

below hinge-line ; sides at first gently curved, but curve rapidly increasmg

anteriorly and then diminishing quickly, giving rise to a marked taper;

hinge-line still straighter than in M. browni ; dorsal valve very lightly

convex, with a long, narrow, and increasingly pronounced anterior sinus,

having the ajjpearance of a shallow trough traversing half the shell ;
ventral

valve highly raised, very strongly but bluntly carinate, the ridge being of

regular prominence from inception at beaks to termination at valve-margui;

and not noticeably widening over its whole extent ; commissures with very

strong, narrow, and sudden fold, dorsal valve being much bent inwards

in a narrow tongue ; beaks short, not in-

curved, truncated almost horizontally by
rather small, elongate-oval foramen, whose
rim is not rounded and slightly thickened
as in M. hrmvni, but thin and sharp, forming
with beak-ridges distinct telae ; beak-ridges
sharp, forming a false area, most of which
(more than in M. brovmi) is occupied by
a lightly concave pseudo-deltidium. In-
ternally valves agree with M. browni, except
for the following differences : In dorsal valve
socket-ridges are much smaller, relatively less solid, and much closer

together, especially posteriorly, where they slant towards each other ;
they

do not end in sharp point, and notch between them, viewed posteriorly, is

much narrower ; hinge-trough is narrower and deeper, and cardinal process

much smaller than in M. browni, a fact probably indicative of greater

antiquity of present species. Another factor that would support this is that

the two branches of loop are more closely cemented to median septum
than in iVi. browni—i.e., junction of ascending and descending branches is

merged in septum, instead of forming a continuation ridge as in the Waipara
.^ ^i,„^ ^ feroM^fti would seem to have a slightly more advanced

Outline of loops, too.

Fig. 1.

Type. Magadina clijdevensis n. sp-

species

type of Magadimform loop than has M. clifdenensis. wuuiiic u. xv.^^., - -

IS less circular, and muscular impressions more restricted to upper part of

shell. In ventral valve hinge-teeth are much closer and even more strongly
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bifid. Surface of both valves unsculptured except for growth-lines, but the

shell-substance is everywhere elegantly and fairly finely punctate. Thomson
own

bserve

most specimens ; the punctation

Easily distinguished also from M
much deeper siniiation, and especi;

convex and very strongly carinate ventral valve.

M. clifJi

Holotype—Length, 8 mm. ; breadth, 7-2 mm. ; thickness, 3-3 mm.
Paratype—Length, 7 mm. ; breadth, 6*6 mm. ; thickness, 3 mm.
Type and many paratypes, from Ciifden, Southland—bands 7xV (type)

and 7b (Hutchinsonian ?)—in author's collection.
4

Magadina thomsoni n, sp. (Fig. 2.)

As in the case of M, waipamcnsis Thomson (loc, city vol. 47, p. 403,

1915), this species is best described by comparison with one nearly related

in this case the previous new species. From this it differs at sight especially

in its much smaller size and even flatter dorsal valve, which posteriorly

is almost perfectly flat and anteriorly lightly concave. This fact is due to-

the earlier inception of the median sinus, which noticeably begins to flatten

the valve at the upper third of the shell and very rapidly deepens, though

remaining only about half the width of that in M. clifdetiensis. At the

anterior end of sinus the valve is sharply bent in as in that species, but

tongue is narrower, more pointed, and usually

not so long. Beaks are much lower, and

margins forming them distinctly concave

instead of straight as in the three other

New Zealand species ; this impression is

YiQ 2 heightened by greater rounding of margins

Ty^e, Magadina thomsoni n. sp.
^^^r hinge, gi\ang the shell a subcircular

outhne^ pointed at both ends. Ventral valve

very similar to that of preceding species, but more pointed and less raised

anteriorly, with a similar very strong and blunt but shghtly narrower
carination. Remaining external details, pseudo-deltidium, punctation, &c.,.

approximately the samt^ in the two species. Internally the species are

also much alike, but septum dies almost entirely away before reaching

socket-ridges, and cardinal process is minute— even smaller than in

M. clifdenensis. In ventral valve teeth are a Httle smaller and closer, and
anterior median ridge separating muscular impressions is slightly lower.

Holotype—Length, 5-3 mm. ; breadth, 4-9 mm. ; thickness, 1-6 mm.
Paratype—Length, 5-5 mm. ; breadth, 4-7 mm. ; thickness, 1-7 mm.
Type and several paratypes, from Chfden, Southland— band 6a

(Ototaran ?)—in the author's collection. Separate valves are fairly common.
but only three perfect specimens have so far been obtained ; of these the
best preserved is taken as the type, though the ventral valve, as the figure
shows, is bent back a little at margin ; this is due to accident, and normal,
specimens have a regularly convex valve as in M. diffJemnsis.

The species is named in honour of Dr. Thomson, Director of the Dominion
Museum, in acknowledgment of much freely-given advice and assistance.
Apart from its occurrence in older beds, M. thomsoni shows, in its
less-developed beaks, its earlier-developed dorsal sinuation, and its more
primitive cardinal process, features that stamp it as ancestral to its near
relative, M. clifJenens'is.
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Preliminary Note on the Clifden Beds.

By H. J. FiNLAY, M.Sc, Edmond Fellow of Otago University, and
F. H. McDowALL, M.Sc, A.I.C.

IRead before the Otago Institute, 11th December, 1923 ; received by Editor, 31st December,
1923 ; issued separately, 30th July, 1924.]

account
in Southland. The most important of these so far known is at Clifden,

where the Tertiary beds extend for noarly half a mile along the right bank
of the Waiau River. Park states that " a rich harvest awaits the collector

at Chfden," but also that " no attempt was made to make collections of

fossils anywhere." Accordingly a visit was made to this locality in the
hope that it might prove of interest, and the results have already far

exceeded expectations.

The beds are sometimes a httle difficult of access, but the fossil forms
obtainable are so new and magnificent, and their preservation so fine, that
the labour is well spent. Some four himdred species are now in hand, the
majority of which have proved exceptionally interesting. Preliminary
study of these forms shows that, though the beds from which they come
are younger than the Waiarekan, they are as certainly older than the
Awamoan. The very rich fauna and the exceptional preservation make
comparison easy, and there is no doubt that the Clifden fauna is a i)eculiar
•one, and represents a facies not previously kno-wn in New Zealand.

Park has grouped the basal concretionary plant-beds in the Waiarekan ;

the hmestone and overlying glauconitic sandstone in the Ototaran ; the
four following highly fossilferous sand beds in the Hutchinsonian ; and
the two highest bands in the Awamoan. No reasons are given for this
classification, and it is possible that the fossiliferous beds should be placed
in a lower horizon. Much confusion has already resulted in New Zea-
land from the misuse of palaeontological evidence, and the rehance on
lithology alone, and we consider that the only safe guide to the age of
many New Zealand beds is the accurate interpretation of their i^ilaeon-
tology. The Qifden beds are certainly puzzling, but the problem of their
age seems to admit of only two solutions—i.e., the fossiliferous sands
jnust apparently be treated as either Hutchinsonian or Ototaran—and
the hypothesis which seems most reasonable, and demands the fewest
-assumptions, is the one that must be accepted. If the uppermost Clifden
beds be considered as Awamoan, and the intermediate beds as Hutchin-
rsoman, then these honzons apparently contain different faunas in Southland
from those they would contain in Oamaru. (It must be mentioned,
however, that strong faimal resemblances exist-the genera are nearly all
the same, though most of the species are different ; but this is usual in New
.Zealand where there are very few sharp distinctions in the faunas of
adjacj^nt lionzons. Though reasons may be invented to support such a
wssibil

cence in correlating

.B«K.*.v;.''A7".S PP^^S^'^''"'
"^"""^^ °' '''^''^"^ «""^^1--^. ^^^•2- ^^'- ^-''-
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geographically distant bods,* and it seems to us preferable to consider

that, where the Hthological conditions are not totally at variance, difEercnt

faunas indicate different horizons.

Thus it seems probable that the Awamoan stage—in the strict i>ense^

is not represented at all at Clifden. The topmost bed (Xo. 8 of Park) ha,s,

as might bo expected, most analogy with the Awamoan, and may possibly

be referable to a basal Awamoan stage, sucli as is represented by the Target

Gully and Ardgowan shell-beds, though a definite statement cannot yet be

made. It seems, however, almost certain that some of the lower, richly

fossiliferous beds should be placed below the Hutchinsonian, the contained

fauna being unHke that of beds at present referred to the Hutchinsonianf

—e.g., Otiake, Blue Cliffs, Mount Brown, &c.

The importance of this is obvious, no satisfactory store of fossils having

pre\aouply been discovered in beds of tliis horizon. The separation

between Ototaran and Hutchinsonian at Chfden is not yet clear, though

there does not seem to be any reason to doubt the Ototaran age of the

hmestone itself ; in common with the other Ototaran limestones of New

Zealand, its moUuscan fauna (Pecten JiuUoni Park, Epitonium lyratum Zitt.,.

Chlamys cf. burnetii Zitt.) is of such a nature as to be useless for age-deter-

mination, but the brachiopods seem to be Ototaran. It cannot possibly

be Atiuan. For the determination of the true ages of all the Chfden beds-

much \\\\\ depend on the brachiopods ; we have collected specimens from

several of the horizons, and have to thank Dr. Thomson for identif}4ngr

many of them. Some curious correlations are suggested by the brachiopod

evidence, but there are several apparently anomalous facts, and consider-

ation of these is withheld till a more complete account can be given.

Unfortunately the beds beneath the limestone seem to be unfossiliferous

except for plant-remains, which, in the present state of palaeobotany in

New Zealand, are not of great use. On the east coast, at Wangaloa, is a

Palaeocene fauna ; between this and Clifden, at Ghatton, occur shells which

1.Q iri^ \\ao,Ti iiviiminorl h\- nnp of lis. and which show that the beds there are

Wharekuri greensan

littoral character) ; at Waikaia are beds f

* Dr. Marshall liain used this plea when investigating the Pakaurangi Point fauna^

and has correlated that loeaUty first with Target Gully {Trmis. N.Z, InsL, vol. 49, p. 276^

1917), then with the Oamaru limestone {foe. cit, vol. 50, p. 275, 1918), and finally with

the All Day Bay beds
—

" that is, next above the Oamaru limestone " (toe. ciL, vol. 50,

p. 276, 1918). Subsequent writers have often assumed these beds to be Awamoan^
Their true age cannot be regarded as yet settled, but they are undoubtedly not Awamoan^
if by '' Awamoan " is meant the horizon of the beds at Awamoa Creek and Pukeuri.

The fossils of the Pakaurangi Point beds do not seem like those of Target Gully or Otiake^

but have many points in common with those in our Clifden collections, as will be seea

from the shorts liat at the end of this pai)er. There are also a few significant relations

with species from the Kakanui tuffs. The Clifden beds provide a nearer approach to

the Pakaurangi fauna than does any other horizon at present known, and it seems

advisable to treat the Kaipara beds as part of the great Ototaran-Hutchinsonian sequence ;

it is even possible that they may be older than all the fossiliferous bands at Clifden,

and represent part of the stage developed there as limestone or unfossiliferous sands.

t If the name " Hutchinsonian " is to be restricted to a greensand horizon definable

by its brachiopods, then a new t«rm will be necessary for beds such as those mentioned,
which contain an abundant molluscan fatina. This fauna is of an older type than that

found at Target Gully, so that the name " Awamoan " should not be used ; there ib

alread}' too much laxity in the use of that term. Morgan {Pal, Bull, No, 8, p. 103)

would merge the Hutchinsonian with the Ototaran, but a name is needed fur the stage-

represented at Otiake, and in the meantime it seems preferable to employ one already

in use. One of us has in preparation a detailed occount of fetages separable from
the Hutchinsonian and Ototaran, and this matter will then be more fuUv dealt with.
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older than the Chatton sands ; and at Pomahaka, not far above the

coal-measures, are tuffs containing a very peculiar and ai^parently bracldsh-

water fauna of about a dozen species, which give no indications of their

geological age. Apart from these occurrences, Lower Tertiary beds have

not been discovered in Southland ; no trace has yet been found of the

Bortonian or of the other stages present at Waihao.

Long and tedious work will be necessary before the Clifden faunas can

be thoroughly elaborated, and till this is completed only tentative con-

clusions can be drawn as to their age. If, however, the suggestions here

put forward prove correct, it is evident that a rich luolluscan fauna already

flourished in New Zealand before the Awamoan, and, if one may judge by

generic similarities, evidently gave rise to the Awunioan faunas. The

range of many genera and some species will be prolonged into Hutchin-

sonian and perhaps Ototaran times, and this will considerably weaken the

theory that a connection with some land-mass at about the Awamoan

stage must be postulated to account for the sudden increase in fauna.

Writers have commented on the richness of the Awamoan fauna, but even

the preliminary collections from Clifden show that the fauna there is

equally rich.

There is still, however, the tantahzinp; stretch of limestone even at

CHfden, during whose deposition much faunal change must have occurred.

From the thickness of the Clifden section it is evident that the deposition

of the Ototaran-Hutchinsonian in the Oamaru district must have occupied

a. very long period of time. Park gives the maximum thickness of

the Oamaru stone as 110 ft., and of the Clifden limestone as 160 it.,

bands 2-6 occupy another 100 ft., and band 7 is 175 ft. thick. Now, the

evolutionary differences shown between successive bands of the fossiliferous

beds seem to be quite as great as, for instance, between the Hutchinsonian

and basal Awamoan, or Awamoan and ilokauian, so that, the rates of

evolution being assumed equal, either these stages represented quite short

time-periods, or the Ototaran-Hutchinsonian period, as at present under-

stood, was of considerable duration.

The unfossiliferous nature of the Oamaru stone has been the source of

much palaeontological confusion as regards faunas above and below it,

ajid has prevented the clear reading of the evolutionary sequence between

our early and middle Tertiary faunas. Although the upper beds at CUfden

will materially help in this respect, the thick basal limestone again prevents

the complete solution of the problem, and at present we are still left vnth

the apparently sudden appearance above the limestone of a rich and varied

fauna, which in some respects is very like, and in others very unlike, that

found in pre-Ototaran beds. It can only be said here that a careful com-
parison of material from Wharekuii, Clifden, and Otiake leaves the impres-

sion that the evolution of our fauna proceeded equably throughout the

limestone regime, and that if a new fauna did enter by means of a shallow-

water connection at that period it scarcely disturbed the hardy pioneers

already in possession.

The arrival of a new fauna is generally supposed to imply increased
competition, often resulting in extinction of all but the hardiest members
of the prior colonists. The weaker members of the invading troop would
also often find the changed conditions unfavourable, and would probably
perish. This may possibly account for the failure of a large number of
apparently newly established species and genera to survive beyond the
Awamoan

:
e.gr., Pollia acuticingulata (Suter), Merica hrevirostris (Hutt,),

Hinmtes trmlh Hutt., Erato neozeUnka Suter, &c. At the same time,
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there are certain genera, such as Natica, Turritella^ Venericardia^ Leuco-

syrinx, Pseudoioma^ Divaricella, Crepididay CalyptraeUy and many others,

which extend in an unbroken evolutionary line of slowly changing species

almost throughout our Tertiaries. It is the presence of members of such

genera—generally more plentiful than the restricted forms—that gives to

successive Tertiary faunas in New Zealand an appearance so strikingly

(and deceptively) similar. To tliis also is due the statement repeatedly made
by Marshall* that the ancestral counterpart of any fauna can be found

in the one preceding it. This is true for such genera as mentioned above^

but unless it is true for all the genera Marshall's argument does not seem
to be logical. It is only to be expected that the hardy members of our

original fauna would, under conditions of comparative isolation, persist

with but little change for a long time ; there is no need to insist on
absolute isolation. Further, this fraction of our various faunas, thouglx

superficially often overwhelming, is the least important ; what one must
consider most is the residue of short-li\ang species and newly appearing

forms. There seems to be no doubt that the ancestors of many forms

cannot be traced in earlier horizons, and it is not reasonable to suppose

that this is always due to imperfect collecting. As our knowledge stands

at present it is impossible to assume that the Clifden fauna was wholly

derived from that found in the Waiarekan greensands at McCullough's Bridge,

or that that in turn was entirely descended from the Palaeocene fauna of

the Wangaloan, though in each ease evolution is no doubt responsible for

a certain part. The real problem to be solved is the origin of the

remainder.

Dr. Marshall has so consistently urged the continual isolation of Xew
Zealand, and the evolution of every fauna from its predecessor, that the

time has come when we may expect the pendulum to swing in the opposite

direction. Without, however, committing ourselves on the subject, we
beUeve that the molluscan evidence is at present too imi^erfect to allow

of the postulation of definite land connections. Four tiling must be done

before this can be attempted : (1) Revision of the palaeoiitological work
begun by Suter (this will involve the recasting of most of the published

lists)
; (2) very much further collecting and accurate comparison and deter-

mination of species
; (3) search for missing stages below the Ototaran,

and for a fossiliferous facies of the part of that stage known only as

"limestone"; (4) more thorough comparison with Australian and South
American Tertiary faunas.

In order that our conclusions as to the am of the Chfden beds mav be
more readily followed, w^e append a brief list of some of the characteristic

forms from band 6. Positive identifications are as yet made in only the
few cases where no doubt can exist :

" cf." indicates that the shell is very
close to the species mentioned, judging from literature, but may be new

;

" aff." indicates that the species is certainly new, but has its nearest relative

in the species mentioned.

We would also like to mention that wherever comparisons with various
faunas have been mentioned our conclusions have been drawn from a study
of actual specimens ; we have at no time relied on lists of fossils from the
localities concerned.

* See, for instance, Trau^, XZ In^L, vol. 50, p. 277, 1918 ; vol. 51, p. 244, 1919 •

vol. 52, p. 126, 1920; and vol. 53, p. 90, 1921. From the la^jt reference the following
words may be quoted :

'* We have, then, been forced to the conclusion that from the
time the Wangaloa and Hampden beds were deposited until the present day the marme
moilusca of New Zealand have shown a gradual development, without any important
additions at any time from other fauna regions."
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Shells from Band 6.

Erato aff. n. spp. from Kakanui Baihytoma ^S, haasti (Kntt.),

tuSs Pseudotoma

Cypraea aff. trelissicJcensis Suter. Pseudotoma excavata (Suter).

Heliacus afi. aucMandicits Marshall. Borsonia afF. rtidis (Hutt.).

Galeodea cf. muricata (Hect.)- Leptocomis cf. armoricus Suter

;

Hpitonium cf . tridnctum Marshall. and several other species.

Niso cf. neozelanica Suter. Scaphander afE. n. sp, from Chatton.

Fusinus several species, a£E, kai- Anomia cf . pocuUfera Marshall.

paraensis Suter, solidus Suter, Glycinieris aff. subglobosa Suter.

and further n. spp. from Waihao. Glycimeris aff. trelissichensis Mar-

Fusinus aS. elimacotus Suter. wick,

Jei/iocola afE./exuosa Marshall. ^Glycimeris aff. n. sp, from Otiake

Cominella afi. carinata (Hutt.). {laticostata group).

Typhis n. sp. Chama n. spp.

Pecten aff. n. so. from Wharckuii.^c
Scaphella " aff. elegantissimn Suter.

Lyria n. sp. Propeamusium cf. 2Vf/e?e' (Hutt.).

Ancilla cf . spinigera Marshall. Venericardia suhinfermedia Suter.*

Marginella n. sp. (also from ProfocanJia patnia (Hutt.).

Chatton). MacrocaUista sculpfrirata Marshall.

Gemmida cf . bimarginata Suter. Corhda niicns Marshall.
Tnrrimla aff. latescens (Hutt.). TelUyia cf. inconspicua Marshall.

_ ^—
J

bands, as follows

:

gnificant

From Bands 7 and 8.

AmptilUna cf, n. sp., from the Vent
Waihoa Chione cf. n. sp., from Chatton.

Otiake). Chama Jiutfoni

Fusinus aff. maorkm M. & M. OUvella cf. neozelanica Hutt.

From Band 4.

Mitrella cf. inconspicua Marsliall. TnrrimJa aff. warghnlis Marsliall.f

Borsonia n. sp.

The present paper must be regarded as entirely preliminary ; for the

moment the vaiious lines of evidence as to the age of these beds conflict so

much that a satisfactory solution seems difficult. One fact seems to be

clear-that the Awamoan, Hutchinsonian, and possibly Ototaran stages

as at present constituted are too comprehensive, and urgently need sub-

division before the work of correlation can be carried out ])roperly.

^ * The sheU described by Dr. Marshall {Trans. N.Z. Imt, vol. 50. p. 272, 1918) as
i. aramm[Glans) kaiparmnsis from Pakaurangi Point is, from the figure and description
a. juvemle of the shell described by Suter from the same locality as Venericardia sub-
tntermedia It is certainly a Venericardia, Suter's original naming of Marshall's speci-
men being Cardita {Glans}, not Cardium, and it appears so in the Ust in Pffl Bull. No. 8,

p. ^, and in MarshaU's own hst {he. cit., p. 274). There are one or t^vo other discre-
pancies in this hst—e.jf., EpiUmium tricinctum Marshall appears as EpiUndam trilineatum
n.'^-p.

; and there are a number of misspellings. DentaUum pareorense in quoted as of

iBenng (m vol. 51, p. 23.5, it is referred to Suter), Cardium pulcheUum Gray appears

/?*£„
'^ of /roocarrfia pukhena (Gray), and Epitonium brovmi Zitt. is given a place,

ri q7 lofoT
"* ^^^^rrxm, described from this locahtv {Trav.<,. N.Z. Inst., vol. oh

p. J7, 1919), ,s apparently a Lucinida, close to L. laminnta (Hutt.). One of us {Proc.

Tk.t'^"Jf ' ^^^V ^^ proposed the name CMami/s kalparaeuds Finlay in place
of Ptctenmibconvexiis MarshaU, prwccupied.
.. ,. '^^'^ .''P«^i«8 belongs to the croun containing lorlicoaMa, niaryinali", yratWa,

i group characteristic of early Tertiary

V 7. f,.^f T,^i n9 T, 114. 1920.)
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Lahillia and some other Fossils from the Upper Senonian of Neiv

Zealand.

Ey Otto Wilckens, Ph.D., of Bonn University.

Communicated by P. G. Morgan.

[Read before the WelUii/jton Pkilosophiral Society^ 13th June^ 7923; received by Editor,
22nd December, 1D23 ; pxiblished separately, 16th August, 1924.]

Plate 54.

Some time ago I received for examination from Mr. P. G. Morgan, Director
of the Geological Survey, througli ilr. J. Marwick, Palaeontologist, soiiie

fossils from several locahties in the South Island of Xew Zealand. I am
much indebted to Mr. ^Morgan for the transmission of this interesting
material, which was collected at the following localities : 13 (Amuri Bluff,

McKay, 1873 and 1876) ; 22 (Green Island, near Dunedin, McKay, 1873) ;

Rapi

beach near coal-mine ar

Point, Hector, 1865).

and 320 (Shag

The conclasion reached after an examination of these fossils is that all

ed are of Upper Senonian \

DESCRIPTION OF THE FOSSILS.

LAMELLIBRANCHIATA.

Lahillia Cossm.

Lahillia cf. luisa 0. Wilck. sp. (Plate 54, figs. 1, 2, 3, 4.)

Outhne of vshell oval. Umbones very prominent, curving strongly
inward and very slightly forward, and situated a little behind middle of

dorsal margin. Shell inflated, anterior portion somewhat flatter than
posterior and somewhat produced. Anterior margin considerably convex,
passing gradually into shghtly convex ventral margin. Posterior margin
less rounded than anterior and somewhat truncated. Antero-dorsal and
postero-dorsal margins concave. Lunulo flat. Ornamentation consists of

rather coarse concentric ridges at wide intervals, and of thin gro^\i;h-Iines

in interspaces, well preserved on ventral portion of shell, while the coarser
ribs are less conspicuous in this region. Muscular impressions not \dsible.

One specimen shows portion of ligamental groove (Plate 54, fig. 4).

Hinge of right valve (Plate 54, fig. 3) partly preserved in specimen from
Amuri Bluff. As specimen is a rather young individual, hinge is still

delicate. Posterior cardinal tooth of rounded-triangular shape and directed
do^vTiward and forward. Grooves on both sides of this tooth, destined
for cardinal teeth of left valve, are more or less well preserved, but lateral
teeth are destroyed.

Specimen from locality 589 shows portion of liinge of left valve (Plate 54.
fig.^ 4).

^
In this specimen the considerable thickness of the shell is visible,

wliich is a character of the genus. (It is a consequence of this thick-
ness that moibones of casts are more prominent than those of shells.)
Ventral margin of hinge-plate well preserved, but teeth more or less
damaged. Most conspicuous is the large groove of triangular outline
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destined for posterior cardinal tootli of right valve. Before this large

groove is a second but flat one, the posterior two-tliirds of which is really

base of destroyed anterior cardinal tooth. Behind central groove there

ought to be the posterior tooth, but this is no longer present, the weathering

of the shell having produced two facets separated by a sharp horizontal

edge.

Measurements (in millimetres) :

—

. {a.) (6.) (c.)

..65 70^ 56Length
Height » • » • • 60 63 45

Diameter of both valves .

.

.

.

. . 36 . . 36

(a.) Internal cast from locality 592 (Plate 54, fig. 1).

(6.) Internal cast from the same locality (P)ate 54, fig. 2). Height is

that of left valve, of which only dorsal portion is visible in figure.

(c.) Internal cast of a young specimen. In young individuals shell is

more inflated than in older ones. Dhnensions of (c) agree well \vith those

of a specimen of LahilUa luisa 0. Wilck. sp. from South Patagonia (1).

Specimens (a) and (h) being damaged, their length may be somewhat

greater than stated.

Localities,—{a) Shag Point, loc. 592; (h) Amuri Bluff, loo, 13; (c) Mal-

vern Hills, loc. 589.

Affinities.—Undoubtedly the fossils here in question belong to the genus

LahiUia Cossm. (antea Amathima E. A. Pliilippi). Other Cretaceous species

of this genus are—Z. veneriformis Hupe (2) sp., from the Quiriquina beds

of Chile ; L. luisa 0. Wilck. sp., from the Louisa beds of South Patagonia

and of the Upper Senonian of Graham Land (Antarctica). These two species

nearly related. The chief differences between them are (i) the form of

the hinge-teeth and (ii) the margin of the hinge-plate. The specimens from

New Zealand agree best with LahiUia luisa, I have not given this name to

them without any restriction, because the material is not sufficiently complete.

Furthermore, the posterior cardinal tooth of the New Zealand pelecypod is

directed obliquely forward and in the Patagonian one obliquely backward.

The occurrence of nearly related species of LahiUia in the Upper Senonian

of New Zealand, Quiriquina, South Patagonia, and Graham Land is another

demonstration of the close relations which existed in Upper Senonian times

between these regions bordering the present southern Pacific Ocean.
Historical Remarls.~\n view of the palaeontological stratigraphical, and

palaeogeographical importance of LahiUia, it may be advisable to give

readers in New Zealand an account of the historical development of our

knowledge of this genus.

The first description of a LahiUia was that which in 1854 Hupe gave of

L. veneriformis from the Upper Senonian of the island of Qiuriquina, near

Concepcion, Chile. Hup^ caUed it Crassatella. In 1887 R. A. Philippi gave

various specific names to this pelecypod, and placed it in the germs Mactra :

M. tumda, M.ferrieri, M. d'orUgnyi, M. jntu/uis (3). Moericke (4) described

a specimen from Quiriquina under the name Madra tumida. In 1904 I

showed (5) that all these species belonged to the genus Amathusia R. A.

Phil., and that all the species named are to be united under the name of

Amathusia veneriforwds Hupe sp. In 1907 the Upper Senonian of South

Patagonia furjiished the neariy related species A. luisa 0. Wilck (6).

The genus Amathusia was established by Philippi for two species from
the Chilian Tertiary (7) ; von Ihering (8) and Ortmann (9) described it fro2n

the Tertiary of Patagonia. The name Amaihusia being j)reoocupied, Coss-

mann mtroduced the name Iheringia for the genus, and, as this name was
also preoccupied, LahiUia (10).
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Figs. 1-4.

—

LahiUia cf. luisa 0. Wilck. sp.

Fig. 3.—Hinge of right valve.

Fio. 4.—rortion of hinge of left valve.

Fig. 5.

—

Neriiopsia? ap.

Fig. 6.—Ga^tropodum geii. et spec, iridet.

Fig. 7.—^Ringiculidamm gen. et spec, indet.

Figs. Sa snni^b.—Tubnlosinoa cf. (ll^roldfum Stol

Face p. 5i0,]
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In 1910 Lahillia luisa was described from the Antarctic Upper

Senonian (11), and L. larseni Sharm. & Newt. sp. from the Antarctic

Tertiary (12). Woods (13) in 1917 described a Lahillia from the Upper

Senonian of New Zealand under the name Mactra? This determination

was rectified bv me in 1920 (14).

In 1907 V." Ihering (15) wrote, " The genus Lahillia, which is well

developed in the Upper Cretaceous and Palaeogene faunas of Patagonia and

Chile, has not been found in New Zealand," and " Lahillia seems not to have

reached New Zealand." One sees that his cautious manner of speaking

was justifiable.

GASTROPODA.

Arrhoges Gabb.

Arrhoges haastianus 0. Wilck,

1922. Arrhoges haastianus 0, Wilckens, The Upper Cretaceous Gastropods of

New Zealand, N.Z, GeoL Surv. Pal Bull. No, 9, p. 9, pi. 2, figs. 5-7.

An internal cast with strongly weathered surface. The determination

woidd scarcely be possible were the shell not well preserved at the margin

of the outer lip, so that the outline of the wing can be seen.

Locality,—Shag Point, loc. 592.

Perissopteka Tate,

ioptera waiparaensis (Hector) 0- Wilck.

1922 Perissoptera waiparaensis (Hector sp.) 0. Wilekeiis, The Upp. Cret. Gastrop.

of N.Z., N,Z. GeoL Surv. Pal Bull. No, 9, p. 11, pi. 2, figs. 8, 9.

3-4

of the outer lip.

-

Locality,—Sheig Point, loc. 592.

Peotodolium 0. Wilck.

Protodolium speighti (Trechmann sp.).

1917. Nerltopsis speighti C. T. Trechmann, Cret. Moil, from N.Z., GeoL Mag,, n.s.,

dec. 6, vol. 4, p. 300, pi. 19, figs. 12-15.

1922 Protodolium speighti Trechm. sp. : 0. Wilckena, Upp. Cret. Gastrop.

N.Z„ N,Z, GeoL Surv. Pal. Bull No. 9, p. 18, pi. 4, figs. S-S.

Three sculptured casts. Only to one of these are attached some small

remnants of the shell.

The normal internal cast of Protodolium possesses smooth whorls. Such

sculptured internal casts as occur at the locality 592 (see above, Lahillia .^

may have been formed in the following manner : The shell was equally

dissolved on the whole surface, so that finally the ornamentation was
transferred to the cast when the innermost lavers of the shell were dissolved.

Locality,—Shag Point, loc. 592. Three specimens.

Pleurotoma Lam.

Pleurotoma otagoensis 0. AVilck.

1922. Pleurotoma otagoensis O. Wilckens, Upper Cret. Gastrop. N.Z., N,Z, GeoL
Surv, PaL Ball. No. 9, p. 35, pi. 5, figs. 18, 19.

The specimens are badly preserved sculptured casts, and exhibit nothing
that can increase our knowledge of this species.

Locality,—Shag Point, loc. 592. Six specimens.
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Neritofsis Grateloup.

Neritopsis ? sp. (Plate 54, fig. 5.)

An
small portion of penultimate one. Ornamentation is cancellate. There

ribs. At crossing-points ribs form slight tubercles. Aperture and Ups

not preserved.
i i i ii, f

Specimen was labelled '^ Neritopsis " and it was stated on the label tnat

tHs fossil also occurs at locaUty 83, Waimarama, coast south of tape

Kidnappers, Hawke's Bay (16).

There is a certain similarity

Stol. (17) from the Utatur group of Southern India. determina

tion is impossible on account of the poor preservation of the specimen.

Zoca%.—Shag Point, loc. 592. One specimen.

Gastropodum (Plate 54, fig. 6.)

An internal sculptured cast, consisting of two whorls.^ Ihe last

preserved whorl possesses a sharp median carina. -Above this the \yhor

is declivous, below it is slightly convex. In upper portion of^ whorl are

three rounded sinral ribs, in lower are four of the same kind. It is probably

reservation

that upper ribs are shghter than lower. In figure lower ribs are drawn

a little too sharn. In the other whorl median carina is situated at a tlurd

suture

Genus and species are indeterminable.

ZocaZiiy.—Shag Point, loc. 592. One specimen.

RiNGlcULiDARUM genus et species indet^ (Plat« 54, fig. 7.)

Shell globular, spire inconspicuous. Number of whorls 2J--3.
Urna-

mentation of whorls consists of spiral Urae. There is no pimctation o

these hrae, but probably this is due to bad preservation of ^culptu^

for all specimens are only sculptured casts. Body-whorl much inllatea

and ornamented with more than 30 spiral lines. Aperture large, ovate,

angled above, rounded below, and oblique to axis of shell. Outer Up

not preserved, but one can see that spiral sculpture ends at an axial groo -

It is neither possible to state if outer hp possesses denticulations nor

there are folds on inner lip, so the genus cannot be determined. ^

The specimens were labelled " GilheHia carta Marsh." This species has

been described by P. Marshall from Wangaloa, South Otago (18).

attains only half the height of the specimens here examined. The diversi y

or the identity cannot be asserted.

Meas\ireme7its (in milhmetres)

—

(a.) (6.) (^•)

.. k^-5 18-0 16-5Height

Diamete t 1 17-5 17-5 150
Locality.—Shag Point, loc. 592. Eight sculptured internal casts.

'Remarlcs.—1\m gasteropod undoubtedly belongs to the family oi tlie

Ringiculidae. This is represent.-d in the Pacific Upper Senonian by Cinma,^

Eriptycha, and others. A Ringioulid of perhaps similar dimensions as the

fossils here in question is mentioned (19) from loc. 761 (Saurian beds, Midfil^

Waipara).
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Dentalium L.

Dentalium cf. morganianum 0, Wilck,

The material contains a Dentalium from locality 22 (Green Island, near

Dmiedin, greensands). It is a fragment, height of which is 41nmi. and

diameter 1I'5 mm, at larger and 9-5 mm. at smaller end. It lies in an

mm. long. Shell 2 mm. thick. The fossil agrees well with

morga Shape and growth-lines are the

W8

induced

of Dentalium morganianum still in my hands. I could perceive also in

these a very few extremely slight furrows ; but there is no real axial

sculpture, as I have already pointed out in the description of the species.

Locality.—Green Island, near Duno^iin (not an island !). One specimen.

ANNELIDA.

TuBULOSTiuM Stohczka.

Tubulostium cf, discoideum Stol. (Plate 54, figs. 8rt, 86.)

The discoid shell is spirally enrolled. One side seems somewhat more
concave than the other. Centre of shell not preserved, but only the last

two whorls. The last is quadrangular in outer section. On outer

periphery it is somewhat concave, and bounded on both sides by a thin

sharp keel. On both sides the whorl has a spiral marginal arch near outer

keel, bordered interiorly by a spiral furrow, and a second spiral arch.

On last third of last whorl are three radial ribs situated at nearly equal

distances, the middle one slighter than the others. The first and tliird

Are present also on periphery of shell, but it is only the last which continues

to its other side.

The shell was labelled " Discohelix sp.," but undoubtedly tliis is no

DfscoJielix, and no gasteropod at all, but an annelid. Tliis can be stated

from the form of the whorls and the irregular surface of the shell.

Dimensions,—^Height, 2-5 mm. ; diameter, 13 mm.
Locality,—Shag Point, loc. 592. One specimen.

Affinities.—Tiihuhstium ornatum (Hect. MS. sp.) 0. Wilck. from the

Upper Senonian of New Zealand (21) is quite different, but Tubulostitim

discoideum StoL (22) from the Utatur of S. India is related to or even

identical with the New 2Jealand form. The Indian species shows a sudden
contraction near the aperture. This is missing in our shell. But it is not

impossible that in our specimen this contraction was present and has been
broken off.

GENERAL RESULTS.

1 . The genus Lahillia, a pelecypod genus occurrinsi in the Upper
Senonian of Quiriquina (Chile), South Patagonia, and Graham Land (Ant-
arctica), is represented in the Upper Senonian of New Zealand by a species

nearly related to or identical with Lahillia luisa 0. Wilck, sp. In New
Zealand Lahillia has been collected at the following localities : Amuri
Bluff (loc. 13) ; Middle Waipara (loc. 761) ; Selwyn River, Malvern Hills

(loc. 589); Shag Point (loc. 592).
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2. The fauna of Shag Point (loc. 592) is of Upper Senonian age, and

Wl

Wilck

Wilck

Perissoptera waiparaensis (Hect. sp.) 0. Wilck.

Protodolium speighti Trechm. sp.

Pleurotoma otagoensis 0, Wilck.

Neritopsis sp.

Gastrop. gen. et sp. indet.

Ringiculidarum gen. et sp, indet.

Tubulostium cf. discoideum Stol,

3. The locahty Shag Point 320 is albo of Upper Senonian age. This

was left in uncertainty before (23).

4. Dentalium cf. morganianum 0. Wilck. indicates an Upper Senonian

age of the locality 22 (Green Island, near Dunedin).
5. The material examined has jdelded three species, which are new for

the Upper Senonian of New Zealand ; Neritopsis ? ; a gasteropod, genus and

species indeterminable ; and Tubulostium cf. discoideum Stol. Perhaps

the described ringiculid gasteropod is also a new species. It is noteworthy

that Conchothyra parasitica, which is common at all localities of Upper

Senonian age in the South Island of New Zealand, docs not occur at Shag

Point.
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I. Faiiiilv NATICIDAE.

A SATISFACTORY classification of the Naticidae is, for the following reasons,

difficult to carry out: (1) The importance that has been attributed

by most authors to the calcareous or horny nature of the operculum
;

(2) the use of the funicle in classification
; (3) the absence of sculpture

;

(4) the great variability in shape within many of the species.

1. Cossmann (1919, p. 385) criticizes the system of generic division

according to the nature of the operculum, and cites Natica dillwynni Payr.

as the possessor of an operculum partly horny and partly calcareous.

2. The umbilical funicle is by no means a constant, and when coalescent

with the parietal callus loses its indi\'iduality. In some cases

—

e.g., N, ina-oria

—it becomes quite obsolete.

3. The only sculpture is of simple spiral grooves and cords. On Sinum
and its allies this is well developed, but is of a very uniform nature through-

out. In the other groups weak spirals are often present, particularly in some
of the large Uber spp., but here they do not have even specific significance,

4. Dall (1892, p. 362) says, " The males, as usual, are apt to be smaller,

and, not having to carry the enormous egg-sac of the females, have the
' shoulder ' of the shell, or that part of the whorl just in front of the suture,

less inflated, gi\^ng the whole shell a more evenly conical and less scalar

spire. These difEcrcnces are more marked in the group ha\4ng a corneous

operculum, but are perceptible in the others, especially those with an elevated

spire. Apart from sexual differences, there is a certain variability about the

coil of the shell, some specimens having a decidedly wider umbilicus than

others of the same species ; and the grooves arjd spiral ribs of the interior

of the umbilicus vary within certain limits between individuals, and also have
a certain range of fluctuation in the same individual at different times.'*

The system of nomenclature followed below is based mainly on Dall's

two papers (1892, 1909), but a departure is made in giving Amauropsella
generic rank. It has also been found necessary to set up two new genera
and two new subgenera. Sulconacca is proposed for some of the shells

classed under AmpulUna {Megatyhlu^) by Suter and mider Lunatia by
Hutton ; Globisinum for the globose shells with spiral sculpture classed

sometimes as Sinum and sometimes as AmpulUna ; Magnaiica and
Carinacca for Naticoid groups, the latter of which was placed under Lunatia
by Hutton and AmpulUna by Suter, the former under Polinices by Suter.

The table of generic'and subgeneric ranges reveals no important additions
to the New Zealand fauna since Bortonian times. (The one exception,
Eunaticina cinctay as stated below, is based on a single specimen of
doubtful authenticity.) At first sight this might seem to point to an
isolation of the area during that time, preventing the arrival of new
forms. Judging from our limited knowledge, however, the generic con-
stitution of neighbouring areas does not seem to have been very different
from our own. Thus new arrivals might not be noticed,

18—Trans.
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The family seems to have had its maximum development as regards

differentiatiou early in the Tertiary, so that few new generic divisions have
been evolved since the Oligocene. A noticeable feature shown by Table 1 is the

appearance of five new genera or subgenera after the Wangaloan, perhaps
indicating an ingression of a northern fauna, for Natica s. str. appears

Cretaceous
The time divisions used in Tables 1 and 2 below are approximations

only, and tlie terms are used in a very wide sense ; also, some changes
have been made in Thomson's classification (1916, p. 28 et seq.). The
Ngaparan has been omitted, since it is based on non-marine sediments.
The Bortonian (Park, 1916, p. 34) has been separated from the Waiarekan.
and includes, besides the type locality, the Waihao greensands and
"Island sandstone," the Kakahu greensands, and the Hampden beds.
The stage as thus constituted still represents a long period of time, and
should be further divided. The Waiarekan has been reduced to embrace
only the tuffs below the Ototaran stone, and with it have been placed,
tentatively, the Chatton Creek beds. Of the Ototaran molluscan fauna
little is known, for it has not yet been demonstrated what littoral beds of

fossiliferous sandstones form the lateral equivalent of the limestone. The
Hutchinsonian has been omitted because only its Brachiopod fauna is,

as yet, accurately known. The Pakaurangi Point, Clifden, and Otiake
beds have been included in the Awamoan largely because the faunal
resemblances are with that stage rather than with the Waiarekan, and
because of the uncertainty as to the equivalents of the Ototaran and
Hutchmsoman. According to information from Mr. IL J. Finlay, a
considerable thickness of the fossilferous Clifden beds corresponds to

these stages.
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Tablk 2.

—

Appkoxibiatb Specific Tim£ R ES.
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Tablk 3.

—

Approximate SPEcmc Time Ranges—continued.
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XiOUGH KEY TO GenERA AKD SlTBGENERA.

Slus^thkT'L'^^^^^ ^^"'*^"g' *>"* sometimes tangential; parietal

Bhe%,
thin, separated from a prominent funicle in the umbilicus ; operculum

yrinacca)x Ovat«
; sutures tangential; umbilicus widely open,

^^^l^r.r^^A \. \- : ^^^^^» tangential; umbilicus wiaeiy u±^;;»
Dounried by a limb without an accompanying sulcus ; funicle rudi-
mentary ; nariftfAl naUi^a oi,«»* i,..^ *_• i

* ,. .' . ^ *

with

2. Sulconacca :

apertural wall, also a weak circum-umbilical limb.
sutures channelled; umbilicus open, bounded by a

low ridcTA Jut * 8^^^**^
', ^ui^urvs cnanneiieu ; umbilicus <

aThin gTaze
^'^^^""^^^^^d sulcus outride it ; no funicle ; "parietal
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4. Uber: Ovate ; sutures generally tangential ; umbilicus open or closed by the parietal
callus, which is thick and coalescing with the funicle ; operculum horn^^

(a.) (Evspira): Globose - ovate ; sutures abutting, sometimes appressed ;

apertural callus moderate ; no funicle ; operculum horny.
(b.) (Neverita): Ovate; sutures tangential, appressed ; apertural callus

thick, coalescing with a huge funicle, which fills the umbilicus;
aperture greatly inclined.

4. Sinum : Auriform, extremely flattened, with strong spiral sculpture; aperture
distended ; oolumella without callus, concave,

(a.) (EuiuUicina) : Oval; body-whorl compressed, strong spiral sculpture;
aperture distended ; columella without callus, slightly sinuous.

-5. Globtdinum : Globoee ; strong spiral sculpture; inner aperturar margin without
callus and shaped as a shallow reversed S.

6. Amanropsella : Shell ovate ; spire raised ; aperture slightly effuse below ; umbilicus
with a sharp spiral ridge descending to the anterior end of the inner lip
parietal callus thin.

Scopol

bose

aperture semilunar, outer lip straight, often retracted to suture, inclined
20*^-30° from vertical, inner margin w^th moderate callus on parietal wall
generally not invading umbilicus A\'hich is open and contains a funicle
spiralling up apertural wall.

Type : N, vitellus Linn^

Key to Species.

^eianaica : ian:iy large, globose ; sutures abutting ; funicle large, close to anterior and
outer umbihcal walls, separated from the parietal callus by a notch about half as
wide as the funicle.

inexpeciata : fairly large, globose ; sutures abutting strongly ; funicle moderate.
ywU>cemca : small, ovate ; sutures tangential ; funicle comparatively larger than that

of zdandica.
lacca : very small, broadly ovate ; sutures tangential ; funicle rather narrow but long.
jplanisuturahs : moderate size, broadly ovate; sutui-es tangential; funicle moderate,

about half its own width from the umbilical walls.
Jiaweraemia

: moderate size, broadly ovate ; sutures tangential ; funicle narrow,
separated its own width from umbilical walls.

consortia: small, globose; spire rather low; sutures abutting; funicle very small
anteriorly placed.

'

suhlata : smaU, ovate ; spire high, gradate ; sutures abutting with a flat space below •

fumcle very small, anteriorly placed.
'

jyraecon^ors
: small, globose ; spire low ; sutures abutting j umbilicus with two weak

funicle ridges.

harrUemis : small, flattened
; sutures abutting ; umbilicus with a ridge verv far

forward ; two denticles on the parietal callus,
matsta: smaU, spiie low, body subcylindrical ; suture impressed; umbilicus verv

narrow. .
^

maoria: small, globose ; sutures abutting ; umbihcus variable, sometimes widely open
and without trace of a funicle, sometimes restricted and almost closed by a narrow
funicle coalescing with the parietal callus.

dentkulifera : small, ovato-globose
; spire high ; sutures abutting ; umbilicus without

a funicle
; parietal callus ^vith one or two denticles.

Natica zelandica Quoy and Gaimard, 1832. (Plate 55, figs. 8, 12.)
For synonymy see Suter's Manual (1913, p. 289).

Localities.—R^c^ni (type) ; CastleclifE, Wanganui ; Kai I\^'i.

This species has been recorded from many Tertiary horizons, from
the Hampden beds upwards

; but the identifications do not bear critical
exammation. As here restricted, N. zelandica has a very short ranee—
t.^., Castlecliffian to Kecent,
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Natica notocenica Finlay. (Plate 55, fig. 4.)

1924. JSatica notocenica Einlay, Trans. N,Z. Inst,, vol. 55, p. 450, pi. 49,

figs. 2a, 26, 2c, 2d.

Localities,— Awamoa (type) ; Pukeuri ; Rifle Butts ;
Ardgowan ;

Pareora; uppermost Mount Brown beds, Weka Pass, large specimen

[=Ar, australis (in part) of Suter, 1921, p. 43]; 1 Waikaia (umbilicus is

concealed by matrix) ; ? McCuUough's Bridge, Waibao.

One good specimen from tbe last locality has outer lip strongly retractea

to suture and funicle smaller and more separated from umbilical walls.

Two smaller imperfect specimens are not so distinct from iiotocemca,

iim

juvstified.

Natica inexpectata Finlay. (Plate 55, fig. 13.)

1924. Natica inexpectata Finlay, Trans. X.Z, Inst,, vol. 55, p. 452.

Type in tbe collection of Mr. H. J. Finlay.

Height, 16 mm. ; diameter, 15 mm.
Locality,—7a, Clifden, Southland.

Distinguished from N, zelandica by its different shape, more convex

and wider whorls, and smaller umbilical funicle. iV. consortis and iV
.

siw-

lata are only about half the size, and have much smaller funicles.

Natica bacca n. sp. (Plate 55, fig. 14.)

Shell small, oval ; spire low, suture' tangential ; aperture large, semi-

lunar ; outer lip gently retracted to suture for considerable distance ;
inner

lip with thin callus on parietal wall and somewhat narrow but large

funicle which about half fills umbilicus; notch separating funicle from

parietal callus very shallow.

Type in collection of New Zealand Geological Survey. Kindly pre-

sented by Dr. P. Marshall.

Height, 5 mm. ; length, 5 mm.
Locality.—Hampden.
This species is probably the N. zelandica of former lists. The ver\

shallow notch between the parietal callus and the funicle, and also tie

narrowness of the latter, distinguish the species from N, notocenica^ ^'W*^

it resembles in shape.

Natica planisuturalis n. sp. (Plate. 55, figs. 10, 11.)

Shell small, broadly ovate; spire moderately raised, less than hal

the height of aperture ; whorls 5, flattened above ; suture tangential

,

outer lip slightly concave, inclined at about 30° from the vertical, slightly

retracted to suture ; umbilicus wide with an almost central funicle about

width
with deep narrow notch separating it from funicle.

Holotype in collection of New Zealand Geological Survey.
Height, 11 mm. ; diameter, 11 mm.
Localities.—IQSd , blue clays and sands, Okauawa Creek, soutli side

Ngaruroro River (type); 1063, shell-bed, Okawa Creek, north side

Ngaruroro River ; 1096, clays below limestone, Petane.
_^ii
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Nalica haweraensis n. sp. (Plate 55, figs. 6, 7.)

Shell small, broadly ovate ; spire low ; wliorls somewhat flattened,

suture tangential ; outer lip slightly concave, inclined at about 40° from
vertical, slightly retracted to suture ; umbilicus very wide with large

funicle which is its own width distant from umbilical walls all round;
parietal callus thin, not invading umbilicus, and so separated from funicle

by deep and wide notch.

Holotype in collection of New Zealand Geological Rurvey,

Heightj 10 mm. ; diameter, 10 mm.
Localities^—1173, beach at mouth of Waihi Stream, Hawera ; 1101,

Waipipi Beach, north of Wairoa Stream, Waverley (= N. zdaridica of

Marshall and Murdoch, 1920, p. 125) ; 126, Awatere Valley {:= P. ovafm?
of Suter, 1921, p. 30) (poor specimen; may be N. phwif^udiralis).

An imperfect specimen from Waipipi Beach is 20 mm. high.

Natica consortis Finlay. (Plate 55, fig. 2.)

1924. Xatica consortis Finlaj-, Trans, N,Z. hisL, vol, 55, p. 451, pi, 49,

figs, la, 16, Ic.

Localities.—Pukeuri (type) ; Target Gully, Oamaru ; Parson's Creek,

Oamaru ; Ardgowan ; Rifle Butts ; Pakaurangi Point.

Natica sublata n, sp. (Plate 55, fig. 3.)

Shell small, ovate ; spire raised, gradate ; whorls 5-6, convex on spire,

flattened immediately below suture, which is well marked and abutting
;

grow^th-lines very strongly marked on subsutural space, surface otherwise

smooth ; aperture ovate ; outer lip straight or slightly concave, retracted

to suture, inclined about 25° from vertical ; inner lip thin ; umbilicus

small, with small anteriorly placed funicle separated from parietal glaze

by notch of equal width.

Holotype in collection of New Zealand Geological Survey.

Height, 8 mm. ; diameter, 7 mm.
Locality.—165, White Rock Hiver, Pareora.

This species is closely related to N. consortis, having the same umbilical

development with a characteristically small funicle ; it is easily distinguished

by its narrower diameter, raised spire, and flattened subsutural space with
strong growth-lines. {= N. zdandica and N. australis of Suter, 1921,

p. 590

Natica praeconsors Finlay. (Plate 55, fig. 1.)

1924. Nailcu praeconsors Finlay, Trans, N.Z, Inst,, vol. 56, p. 451.

The funicle is very small, and there is another snualler umbilical ridge

placed well forward, like the ridge in AniaaropseUa. Perhaps the shell

is worth sectional distinction from Naika s. str., but only one specimen
was seen by the writer.

Locality.—^McCullough^s Bridge, Waihao.

Natica harrisensis n. sp. (Plate 55, fig. 5.)

Shell small, oval ; spire almost flat ; whorls 4, convex on spire,

body-whorl \\ide increasing rapidly in size ; suture well marked, abutting,
with indistinct flattening of whorl below ; aperture semilunar ; outer lip
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from vertical ; umbilicus

rwise , . ,

encroached on by

apertural

witbin

placed funicle

es round to

base.

Holotype in collection of New Zealand Geological Survey.

Height, 6 mm. ; length, 6 mm.
Loca^.—Mount Harris, South Canterbury, (= P. amjphialus of Suter,

1921, p. 64.)
^

A fairly large shell of a similar nature occurs in bed 6b at Chfden,

Southland, but the available specimens were not complete enough to show

whether they were adults of the Mount Harris shell or a diSerent species.

Natica maoria Finlay. (Plate 55, figs. 16, 18.)

1878. Lunatia audralis Huttoii, Jourti, J. Conch., vol. 26, p. 23.

1893. Natica australis Hutton, Macleay Mem. Vol, p. 54, pi. 7, fig. 38 (not ot

d'Orbigny).

1924. Natica maoria Finlay, Proc. Maktc, Soc., vol. 16, p. 101.

Lectotype in Otago Museum.
Height, 6 mm. ; diameter, 6 mm.
Localities.—Recent (type from Auckland) ; Castlecliff ; Kai Iwi ;

1063,

Okawa Creek, Ngaruroro River ; 1096, Esk Bridge, Petane; 1040, Twaites

Cutting, five miles south of Martiul>orough.

Each of Huttou's three syntypes has a fairly open umbilicus and

obsolete funicle. Other specimens from Auckland in Suter collection and

in Dominion Museum have a very narrow umbilicus almost filled by the

rather narrow funicle. It may be that we are dealing with two species,

for the shell in the Petane beds commonly classed as N. austrcdis has a

very wide umbilicus and a thinner inner lip than the typical specimens, and

no examples with a narrow opening were seen. At Castlecliff and Ivai I^T-

both forms are present, so it seems advisable for the present to recogmze

only one species.

In the widely umbilicated spociraoas the fmuclo is absent ;
sometimes,

but not always, there is a slight furrow to mark its lowor extrenuty.

Such shells as the Petane ones, if considered on their own merits, would

be classed as Etispira, but they are certainly closely related to if ^ot

specifically identical with N. maoria, which has a shelly operculum.

denticulifera n. sp. (Plate 55, fig. 9.)

horUbhell small, ovate ; spire raised, over half height of aperture ;
whori^

5, convex, often slightly depressed below suture
;

protoconch smooth,

nucleus moderate ; whorls polished, with irregular microscopic spirals

;

growth - lines well marked, stronger near suture, which is abutti ng

;

aperture semilunar; outer lip very slightly sinused above and scarcely

retracted to suture, inclined 25° horn vertical, inner margin straight with

light parietal callus, lower border of which half-covers umbilicus ;
louver

outside corner of callus marks apex of a triangular shallow depression
with a small denticle on each side; umbilical funicle is absent unless

lower part of apertural callus represents it.

Holotype in collection of New Zealand Geolo^rical Survey.
Height, 9 mm. ; diameter, 8 mm.

°
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Natica praecon?orsFinla,y : hototype, X 3.

Fig. 2,—Naiica consoriis Fiiilay : liolotype. X 3.

Fig. 3-
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Natica sublaia n. sp. : holotype. X 3.

Fig. 4:.~Natka notocenica Fiulay : holotype. x 3.

Fig. 5.
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Natica Tiarriseiisis n. sp. : holotype. X 4.

Figs, fi, 7.

—

Natica haivemenvs n. sp. : holotj'pe.

Figs. 8, 12.

—

Natica i,dandica Q. & G., Kai Iwi.

Fio. ^,—^Natica denticulifera n. sp. : holotj'pe, X 3.

Figs. 10, 11.

—

Natica plani»uturalis n. sp, : holotype.

—Naiica inexpectala Finlay ; holotype. X 1.

—Natica bacca n. sp. : holotype. X 3.

—PoUnices (Euspira) fMirrieretu^i^ n. sp. : holotype.
—Naficu maoria Finlay, Auckland, Recent, x 3.

—Natica mae-'^ta n. sp. : holotype. X 3.

—Natica maoria Finlay : lectotype. X 4.

-Vber (Euspira) ritreus (Hutton): lectotype. X 3.

— Uber (Euspira) pukeuriensis n. sp. : holotype. X 4.

-Uber (Euspira) p.^cndovitreus (Finlay) : holotype. X 3.
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Natica piagnatica) sntherlamU n. sp. : holotype.
Operculum of .V. sitUn, Trig. Z, Otekaike. x 1.

X 1.

miticu (ZlagnatKa) nppmnmatn (Suter) : topotype.
^atlca (Carinarr^) allanl n. sp. : holotvpe. x U-NaUca (J^agnatica) auteri n. mut., Kek'enodoii beds.

V •'^ (^""(IJiotica) snleri n. mut., Trijr. Z., Otekaike.

-V, <ca fCaruutcca; hna.ti n. sp. : holotvpe. x 3.
•A auca (Magnahca ) nuda n. .sp : holotvpe. x 2.

X 1.

X 1.

X 1
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Localities. unknown

Waitara

Castleclifi, Wanganui ; 1163, Kai Iwi, Wanganui (type); 1096, clay below
limestone, Petane ; 1145, mouth of Onairo Stream,
trict; 1146, mouth of Waiau Stream, Waitara Sun _^

It is possible that tliis shell is a Uber (Empira), for it closely
resembles P. vitreus. It ia insf, as WW thp nr^pnlTr umbilicated

maona

Natica maesta n. sp. (Plate 55, fig. 17.)

Shell small, suboval ; spire depressed ; whorls convex, body-whorl
subcylindrical

; suture deeply impressed; aperture semilunar; outer lip
shghtly concave in middle, antecurrent to suture, inclined about 20°
from vertical

; inner lip with moderate parietal pad of callus coalescing
with so as to mask funicle ; umbiKcus very narrow, almost closed.

Type in collection of New Zealand Geological Survey.
Height, 7 mm. ; diameter, 7 mm.
Ucalitie8.—l\2% Whitecliffs, TaranaH (type) ; TukituM, Waiapu, East

Cape district.

This species is somewhat like some Recent forms of N, maoria with
an almost closed umbilicus, but it differs from them in its deeply impressed
suture. The Waiapu specimen is more effuse at anterior comer of aperture,
and more specimens might justify their separation as a distinct species.

Carinacca

Shell of 1 widely
suture sometimes slightly impressed but generally tangential; aperture

retracted

innerinclined 25° to 30°
^ ^

thick parietal callus ; umbilicus with an obsolete Ifunicle on
^
its 'long

apertural margin (sometimes absent altogether), and bounded by broad
strong ndge formed by a prominent thickening of apertural mardn at
interior corner.

Ampullina
Suter classed the type under Ampullina because of the strong basal

genus
rudimentary umbilical funicle, and also in the disposition of the basal limb'In Ampi^mu this is a step, but in A. waiJiaoensis it is a well-definedndge There is considerable similarity to Nalica hurdigalensis Mayor and
related species (Aquitainian), although none of them has such a well-
developed basal hmb. Natica macrotretna Ad. & Reeve from the ]ivinafauna of Borneo (Tryon, 1886, pi. 22, fig. 27) also appears to be related

^

6. Subgenus Magnatica n. sub^.

taneeMl/^'?' f''^''''' 'i'^^"*^ '
'^'^ ^^^' ^^^^^ ^l^ost flat, suture

bounded
Type

:

ices
Natica
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Key to Species.

Carinacca.

{a.) Suture impressed, not tangeutiaL
haasti : very small ; no funicle, huge basal limb.

(6.) Suture tangential.

waihaoensis : moderate size, broadly ovate ; large basal limb, very wide umbilicus^

slight funicle coalescing with parietal callus.

allani : moderate size, ovat« ; large basal limb, large umbilicus, slight coalescing

funicle.

Magnatica.

sutherlandi : fairly large, broadly ovate ; weak basal limb, moderate umbilicus,

fnnicular ridge separated from callus.

approximata : fairly large ; obsolete basal limb, rather small but open umbilicus,

funicular ridge present but weak, a groove from umbilicus across callus.

suteri : large, broadly ovate to oval ; obsolete basal limb ; umbilicus variable,

never very large ; traces of funicular ridge.
mida : small, broadly ovate ; obsolete basal limb ; umbilicus fairly large, funicular

ridge obsolete.

Natica (Carinacca) waihaoensis (Suter). (Plate 56, fig. 7.)

1917. Ampullina waihaoensis Suter, N.Z. Geol. Sitrv. Pal. Bull. 5, V- H; pl- ^''

fig. 10.

As Suter' s type specimen was imperfect, he did not note the slight thick-

ening of the umbilical wall on the apertural side. In some specimens this

feature is quite well marked, and evidently corresponds to the funicle of

Natica s. str.

Locality. Waihao

Natica (Carinacca) haasti n. sp. (Plate 56, fig. 8.)

Shell small, broadly oval ; spire low, about one-third height of aperture

:

whorls 4 ; protoconch with moderate nucleus
;. surface with fine growth-

lines, suture impressed not channelled ; aperture broadly semilunar

;

outer lip straight, slightly retracted to suture, inclined about 30° from
vertical

; inner lip with thin parietal callus not invading umbilicus, which
18 relatively large and bounded by very strong broad limb which forms
prominent thickening at anterior corner of aperture.

Type in collection of Mr. R. S. Allan.
Height, 7 mm. ; diameter, 8 mm.
Zomltfies.—McCullough's Bridge, Waihao ; Hampden (one specimen is

13 mm. m height ^ Ampullina siituralis of Marshall. 1923, p. 117).

allani (Plate 56, fig. 4.)

Shell small ovate
; spire less than one-third height of aperture, ^itb

almost straight outlines
; protoconch of three and a half smooth whorls with

ZT}1 T '
svitures slightly impressed but almost tangential, whorls

depressed somewhat below it ; aperture semilunar ; outer lip straight,

wZl^nrT fS'^^.b^-^'^'ir'
''''^'''^ ^^^^t 25° from vertical inner^lip

funtW th oS^ '"^^f-
"" P^^^^^^l ^-^11' coalescing below with slight

funicular thickemng
; umbilicus widely open, bounded by high wide arm

caused by a pronament thicken n^r nf o>.f -
^^^^ uy ui^u vvivx

Type in collection of Mr. RS^Man'""
''"'^' '^ 'P'''"'"' "'''^

.
Height, 19 mm. ; diameter, 16-5 mm
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Localities,—Greensand, Waihao Downs; IGl, Greensanrl above coal-

beds, Kakahu, South Canterl)nry {=P. ovafus and P. hufioni of Suter, 1921,

p. 53) ; 176, sandstone above coal-beds, Black Point, Waitaki Valley

(= P. ovafus of Suter, 1921, p. 72) ; Hampden (= Ampullina waihaoensis

of Marshall, 1923, p. 117).

Distinguished from N, waihaoensis by narrower shape and more restricted

umbilicus.

Natica (Magnatica) Sutherland! n. sp. (Piute 56, fig. 1.)

Shell large, broadly ovate ; spire low and with almost straight outlines

;

whorls 6, slightly depressed in front of suture
;
protoconch nucleus very small

;

suture tangential ; surface with sinuous growtb-lines, stronger above

;

aperture semilunar ; outer lip concave, strongly retracted to suture, inclined

about 30° from vertical ; inner lip with moderate callus on parietal wall ;

umbilicus well open, with well-marked funicular ridge and circum-uinbilical

limb which forms a prominent angle where it meets anterior margin.

Type in collection of Mr. R. A. Sutherland, Wanganui.
Height, 32 mm. ; diameter, 32 mm.
Localities,—Chatton Creek, Gore ; ? Trig. M, Totara, small specimen

(^ P. amphialus of Suter, 1921, p. 88).

Natica (Magnatica) approximata (Suter), (Plate 56, fig. 3.)

1917. Turbo (Marmomstofna) approximntvs Suter, N.Z, GeoL Snrv, Pal, Bull. S,

p. 6, pi. 2, fig. 5.

The type of Turbo approximatus is in an extremely poor state of pre-

servation, squeezed out of shape, and with the front half of the shell missing.

It should never have been described. Fortunatelv, in the same collection

is a fairly well-preserved shell, squeezed in the same manner and undoubtedly

of the same species. This was identified by Suter as Polinices huttoni (1921,

p. 68). Close relationship exists with P. planispirus Suter (now N. suieri),

but there is always a groove running from the umbilicus across the callus

towards aperture and slightly upwards. There is a low funicular ridge

in the umbilicus, which is moderately open, and bounded by an obsolete

arm not definitely marked ofi.

Localities,—486, Wharekuri grcensand ; Kakanui tuffs (H. J. Finlay).

Natica (Magnatica) suteri nom. mut. (Plate 56, figs. 2, 5, 6.)

1917. Polinices planispirus Suter, N,Z, GeoL Surv, PaL Bull, 5, p. 10, pi. 3,

figs. 1, 2 (not N. planispira of Phillips).

Suter generally identified this species as Polinices huttoni^ especially

the specimens from the Waitaki Valley. It will be shown below that

P. huttoni ----^ P. gibbosus, and is not an openly umbilicated shell like this one.

In the original description no mention is made of the low funicular ridge in

the umbilicus, but Suter's fig. 1 shows it. The specimens from locality 476,

at least, are of variable shape ; some have an almost flat summit like the

type, others have a fairly high spire (see Plate 56, fig. 5). The size of the

•umbilical opening and the strength of the funicular and circum-umbilical

ridges also are inconstant, so that more specific divisions may be required.

At Trig. Z, Otekaike, where these shells are common, occur many large

calcareous Naticid opercula which must belong to them, for there is no other

shell to which they can be attributed. According to our present system
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of classification, the species cannot, therefore, be placed under Polinices

(= Uber), which has a horny operculum. The change to Nalica necessitates

an alteration of the specific name, for there is a prior Natica 'planis'pira

PhilUps {lllust. Geol. Yorkshire, pt. 2, 1836, p. 224, pi. 14, fig. 30).

Localities.—2>\\\t Clifis, South Canterbury, immediately above lime-

stone (type) ; 476, " Kekenodon beds," Wharekuri ; 526, Okoko ; 477,

"Otekaike Umestone," Station Peak, Waitaki Valley; 733, Orbitolite

limestone, Hokianga South Head; Trig. Z, Otiake beds above Otekaike

limestone (G. H. Uttley) ; 1160, Awamoa Creek (J. Marvvick).

Natica (Magnatica) nuda n. sp. (Plate^ 56, fig. 9.)

Shell small, strong ; spire low with almost straight outlines, one-quarter

of height of aperture ; whorls 4, convex, flattened or even concave

below tangential suture, which is descending on body-whorl ; surface with

fine growth-lines only ; aperture semilunar ; outer lip straight, strongly

retracted above to suture, inclined 32"^ from vertical ; inner lip calloused

on parietal wall, and thickened again below where basal limb abuts

;

umbilicus wide, bounded by an obsolete rounded ridge.

Holotype in collection of New Zealand Geological Survey.

Length, 13 mm. ; diameter, 13 mm.
Localities,—1134, coast quarter-mile north of Papatiki Stream, North

Taranaki ; 1117, coast 3 chains north of Maungapuketea Steam, Miini

Survey District, North Taranaki (L. I. Grange).

2. Genus Sulconacca n. gen.

Shell moderate to small in size, smooth, uinbilicated ; spire low,

gradate
;

protoconch with minute nucleus ; suture deeply channelled

;

aperture semilunar ; outer lip straight or slightly concave, sometimes

gently retacted to suture, inclined 20° from vertical ; inner margin straight,

with thin enamel on parietal wall ; umbilicus always open, bounded by

low ridge outside which is a broad sulcus caused by an angular thickemng

of anterior apertural margin, on exterior of which is a notch.

Type : Sulconacca vanghani Marwick.

Suter classed all the shells embraced by this genus as Ampullina

{Megatylotus) siUuralis (Hutton). M&jatylotus is founded on a huge shell,

N, aassatina Lamk., which has a wide basal callosity covering the um-
bilicus, and with a folded outer margin ; there is an umbilical chink in

the yoxmg but there is no basal sulcus.

The sulcus also distinguishes Sulconacca from Ampullina, in which the

basal limb has the nature of a collar or a step. The ridge bounding
the inside of the sulcus of Sulconacca is not unlike that in the Eocene

of I^atica. In Chelot's subgenus, too^ the suture is canaliculate.

nus

pull
is presented by the groups of shells here classed under the new subgenera
CarinoAxa and Magnafica.. The small N. haasti, with its impressed suture
and no funicle, could easily be mistaken for a Sulconacca, but a careful

examination shows that it has the same basal Umb aa A waihaoensis,
which has a weak funicle, and is related through N. sutlierhoidi to
N. approximata and N. stUeri, a shellv-oi)HnnlatA o,.«,>;L
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Key to Spbcies.

suturalis : globose; sutural channe! about 0-75 mm. vide; outer lip retracted tu

suture.

prisca : slightly compressed ; ehannol about 1 mm. wide ; outer lip concave, noticeably
retracted to suture.

eomprtasa : compresiied ; channel about 0-75 mm. wide; outer lip slightly retracted

to suture.

vaughxni : often large and strongs globose; spire elevated; sutural chamiel about
0-5 mm. wide, sometimes less ; outer lip not noticeably retractrnl t<i suture,

Sulconacca suturalis (Hutton). (Plate 57, fig. 1.)

1877. Lnnatia suturalis Hutton, Trans. N.Z. Inst,, vol. 9, p. 597, pi. 16, fig. 11.

1915. Ampullina {Megatyloius) suturalis (Hutton) Suter, N,Z, GeoL Surv. Pal.
Bull 3, p. 10.

Shell rather small, globose ; spire gradate, a little over half the height

of aperture ; whorls 5, convex ; suture fairly deeply and widely chan-
nelled (0-75 mm. wide in a shell of 10 mm.) ; whorls smooth and polLshed,

with some obsolete microscopic spirals, crossed by very fine growth-lines

:

aperture semilunar, effuse below ; outer lip with a shallow sinus in middle
and slightly retracted to suture on upper part of whorl, incUned 20"^ from
vertical ; inner lip thin ; umbilicus fairly wide but varpng somewhat,
bounded by a shallow furrow.

Neotype in collection of Mr. R. S. Allan, Dunedin.
Height, 12 mm. ; diameter, 10 mm.
Locality.—Greensand, McCidlough's Bridge, Waihao River.

Mutton's type, which was stated to be from Waihao {i.e., the greensands),

ias been lost (Suter, 1915, p. 10). Since several similar species occur at

this and other localities (all previously classed A. suturalis), it is therefore

important to choose a suitable neotypo. Ob\4ously, if there were no
impediment, the specimen used by Suter for his description should be taken,

but unfortunately the locality is doubtful. The tablet is labelled '* Waihao,"
but the form and preservation of the shell, and the matrix within it, were

noticed by Mr. Allan to be different from such as are found in the

greensand there. Similar shells and matrix occur above the Umestone of

the Pareora River, at Blue Cliffs and Mount Horrible, so it seems likely

that the specimen was from one of these localities and had become mixed
mth a Waihao collection. Perhaps it is really from the Waihao Valley, but
from a horizon above the limestone. Hutton distinctly says his Waihao
shells were from the greensand. so unless his actual type can be produced

the neotype should be chosen from that bed. His figure is of a globose

shell with a low spire, and of large dimensions, and does not look very like

a Waihao shell. Indeed, it is more like Suter's specimen, so the error of

locality may have crept in before Hutton handled the specimen, and Suter

may have actually used the type for his description without knowing it.

Since there are no means of finding out which Is the correct solution,

and since Hutton gave the locaUty as "Waihao greensand/' it seems advis-

able to select a neotype from the several species that occur in that bed.

Therefore the specimen from Mr. Allan's collection, figured on Plate 57,

fig. 1 , is here chosen. We know that Hutton had some specimens from
McCullough's Bridge, because he speaks of a small shell with a very
strong umbilical ridge. This can be none other than N. haa.sti.

Sulconacca prisca n. sp. (Plate 57, fig. 2.)

Shell rather small, subglobose, with somewhat flattened sides ; spire

gradate, about one-half the height of aperture ; whorls 5 or 6, with some
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microscopic spirals crossed by fine growth-lines ; suture deeply and widely

channelled (about 1 mm. wide in a shell of 10 mm. diam.) ; aperture

semilunar, narrower above ; outer lip slightly concave, retracted to suture

above ; inner lip with thin enamel on parietal wall ; umbilicus widely

open, bounded by low ridge outside which is broad sulcus caused by notch

in anterior margin of aperture ; on umbilical side of this notch is a thickening

of margin which gives rise to ridge.

Holotype in collection of Mr. R. S. Allan.

Height, 11 mm. ; diameter, 10 mm.
Localities.—Greensand, Waihao Downs (type) ; 164, greensand above

coal-beds, Kakahu.

Sulconacca compressa n, sp. (Plate 57, fig. 3.)

Shell rather small, ovate, with compressed sides ; spire gradate, about

one-half the height of aperture ; whorls 5, with microscopic spirals crossed

by fine growth-lines ; suture channelled (about 0-75 mm. in a shell of

10 mm. diameter) ; aperture ovate ; outer lip slightly concave and gently

retracted to suture, inner lip with thin enamel on parietal wall ; umbilicus

narrow, bounded by low ridge and shallow furrow.
Holotype in collecticin of Mr. H. J. Finlay.
Height, 11 mm. ; diameter, 9 mm.
Locality.—7c, CUfden.
This species is distinguished from S, prisca by its more compressed shape,

slightly narrower channel, ovate aperture, narrow umbilicus, and weak
circum-umbilical sulcus.

an sp. (Plate 57, fig. 4.)

Shell of moderate size, globose, robust ; spire gradate, from one-half

convex
birds the height of aperture ; whorls 6

;
protoconch of two smooth

whorls wath minute nucleus and with impressed suture which

changes suddenly to a channelled one at commencement of the neanic

shell
; sutural channel when shell is 10 mm. in diameter is from 0-3 mm.

to 0-5 mm. wide and about half this in depth; whorls smooth and
polished, with some fine spirals crossed by inconspicuous growth-lines;
aperture semilunar; outer lip straight, not retracted to suture except
from bottom of channel, inclined about 20° from vertical ; inner lip with

relatively thick callus on parietal wall, thin and sharp on umbilical wall, then
thickened again below ; umbilicus moderate, bounded bv furrow of variable
depth which meets anterior margin of aperture at a shallow notch ;

on

furrow
Holotype m collection of New Zealand Geological Survey.
Height, 14-5 mm. ; diameter, 12 mm.
Localities.— \Ul, Pakaurangi Point (type); 166, Mount Horrible,

Pareora Kiver
;

Otiake beds, Trig. Z, Otekaike ; 1172, Pukeuri, Oamaru

;

uppermost Mount Brown beds, Weka Pass [= N. australis (in part) of

V if"' ilu
P" ^} '

^^^' ^^^^y claystone above limestone, Waitomo

l^r^nL r-o^^'^'^^^f''?^
sandstone, head of Waimata Eiver ;

upper-

Pass (J. A. Thomson) ; Target Gully,

m 1 V } s A 1-
"-' -^^amoa; 4b, 6a, 6c, CUfden, Southland

T^'/'tWr^ ' ,> ^ ^"iT!S ' ^^^*' ^^^^« ^^^^' 0"e mile west of Pehu

River ^TgI^c)"' "" ^'"''^'^ '^ ^'"^^'^ ^^'^^"^ '"^ ^'^*'''

Distinguished from suturalis by its large size, slightly narrower sutural
channel, and straight outer lip not retracted to sutufe except from bottom

Weka
Oamaru
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of channel. In S. suturaUs and S. pri^^ the lip is noticeably though
gently retracted for a considerable distance.

It is possible that another specific division can be made for those
shells with a narrower sutural channel than the type. This narrowing is

greatest in shells trom the Waitara beds, which are also stratigraphically

the youngest, but more material than is at the writer's disposal is required.

The species is named in honour of Dr. T. Wayland Vaughan, of the
United States Geological Survey, who collected at Pakaurangi and many
other Tertiary localities in 1923.

tees3. Genus Uber Humphreys, 1797*
(

Shell ovate to subcylindrical ; sutures tangential ; aperture with a
thick parietal callus coalescing with the funicle and invading the umbilicus,
which is sometimes completely filled, sometimes left widely open ; oper-
culum corneous.

Type : Neritu mammilla Linne.

Key to Species.

hullo tii : very large, sometimes ovate, generally subcylindrical with a low spire,
nmbilicuR closed or shallow, never iK'netrating.

sageniis : moderate size, roundly oval, flattened; umbilicus wide, variable; aperture
greatly inclined.

mncronaitis : moderate size, longitudinally oval, apex mucronate, umbilicus closed,
callus very thick.

ijUracras8U8 : large, subcylindrical, summit flat ; callus enormous, filling suture and
umbilicus.

lobaius : moderate size, ovate ; umbilicus closed ;' callus fairly thick with two con-
verging grooves, interspace lobed.

unisulcalus : moderate size, ovate ; umbilicus closed ; callus with only one groove at
base, close and parallel to apertural margin.

waipaensis : small, ovate ; umbilicus closed ; callus like unisulcalus ; nucleus of
protoconch minute.

chaikmensia : large, ovate ; umbilicus open below ; callus joined to parietal waU for
full length, no groove.

propeavcUus: large, broadly ovate; umbilicus open below; callus projecting in a
prominent angle over funicle, junction marked by deep groove.

waipipiefisis : large, broadly ovate ; umbilicus with large opening left between parietal
wall and callus.

ptUeciensis : IskTge , broadly ovate; umbilicus widely open, funicle narrow; callus not
advancing far do\^Ti and ending in a lobe.

ovuloides : large, ovate ; umbilicus almost closed by callus and wide funicle, leaving
only narrow slit.

finlayi: fairly large, ovate; callus rather narrow, but often filHng umbilicus, which
is narrow ; inner margin of aperture strongly sinuous.

aeniscultis : very small, ovate ; callus with parietal side straight ; umbilicus generally
a shallow groove.

kanivaensis : very small, broadly ovate ; callus with parietal side concave ; umbilicus
generally quite filled.

esdaiUi : small, broadly ovate ; umbilicus a narrow slit, not penetrating ; callus with
single transverse groove.

iiicerlus : small, ovate; umbilicus closed; callus with single groove, above which it
projects on to parietal wall,

modestus: small, ovate; lunbilicus cloeed ; callus broadly rounded off Wow, grooves
inconspicuous.

^

obatntctua : moderate size, ovate ; umbilicus generally closed or with a narrow chink ;
callus narrow with two transverse almost parallel grooves.

scalptus : moderate to small, broadly ovate ; transverse grooves low down ; aperture
greatlj- inclined,

See Hedliiy, C., Some Naticoids from Queensland, Rec. Aust, Mus,, vol. 14,
No. 3, 1924, an article which the author has been enabled to see since the reading of
this paper.
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The last eight species form a distinct group. They are smaller^ and

have a more restrained apertural callus than the others. The umbilicus

is restricted and generally quite filled hy the narrow funicle and callus,

on which there are two almost parallel grooves (sometimes one or both

obsolete). The arrangement of the umbilical callus is rather like that

in the subgenus Mammilla, which, however, has a more distended aperture.

It is possible that the relationship is closer to it than to Uher s. str.

Uber huttoni (von Ihering), (Plate 58, fig. 10.)

1873. Natica solida Sowerby : Hntton, Cat. Tert. Mali,, p. 9 (not of Sowb.).

1886. Natica solida Hector, Outline of N,Z. Geol,, p. 51, fig. 9, No. 19.

1886. Natica (Neverita) gibbosa Hutton, Trafis, N.Z. Inst., vol. 18, p. 334 (not of

Lea).

1907. Polynices huttoni v. Ihering, Ann, d. Museo Nac, de Bvenos Aires, serie 3,

tomo 7, p. 154, pi. 5, fig. 10.

1915. Polinices gibbostis (Hutton): Suter, A'.Z. Oex)l, Surv. Pal. Bull. 3, p. 9,

pi. 5, figs. 1, 2,

Type in Museo Nacional, Buenos Aires.

Height, 68 mm. ; diameter, 64 m. (taken from ITutton's plesiotype of

N, solida Sowb. = N, darwini Hutt.).

Localities. (type); 165, White
River, Pareora ; Target Gully shell-bed, Oamani ; Tangarakau River,

two miles below large waterfall (Mokau beds) ; MaungamatukutukUj
Tutamoe (Tawhiti sandstone) ; Taumatamaire Hill (Mahoenui beds)

;

44, Conus beds. Brewery Creek, Mokihinui River ; Chatton, Soutliland,

sharp-spired form (R. A. Sutherland) ; Waikaia, sharp-spired form ; 6b,

6c, 6d, 7b, 7c, 8a, Clifden, Southland.

Hutton recorded the species as occurring in the Pliocene at Matapiro,

but his specimen, if correctly identified, was probably from some other

locality. This type of Uber was extinct in New Zealand long before the

deposition of the Matapiro beds (= Nukumaruian).
Suter generally applied the specific name huttoni to shells with a widely

open umbilicus not invaded by callus, such as those (iV. suteri) from

locality 476, Kekenodon beds, Waitaki Valley. The shell figured by

von Ihering, however, is from Broken River, Trelis«ick Basin, and has

the heavy callus and cylindrical shape of Hutton's gibhosns. The two

occu

by Lea for a North American Eocene fossil when Hutton proposed it,

von Ihering's U. huttoni must be used.

Round^ U. huttoni are grouped a large number of variable forms, for

which satisfactory specific di\nsions have not yet been found. Among
the material available no absolute line could be drawn between such

extreme forms as U. unisulcatiis and t7. intracrassus (= N. callosa Hutt.).

At Chatton there is a large shell with a high, sharp spire ; at Waikaia

and in several horizons at Clifden are somewhat similar though smaller

ones apparently grading into a much broader type with a low spir«-

Perhaps some of the differences are due to sex, 'but there is variation

m shells from different localities. Both forms are represented at Target

GuUy with slight differences in outline. The shells of White Rock Riv^r,

uniform
a low spire, and reaching a very large size (like the typical Broken iviy

specimens). There is considerable variation, however, in the comparati
length and callositv, a nroceaa rarripd fn AvfrAmA in f.hft TJ. intracrass
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Sulco/iacca suluralis (Hutton) : neotype. X 2.

SulcoiKicca prisca n. sp. : bolotype. X 2.

Sulconacca compressa n. sp. : holotype. X 2,

Sulconacca vauijluuii n. sp. : holotype, X 2,

Tiber kanyxienjiis n. sp. : holotype. X 4.

Uber sp/niscidus n. sp. : holotype. X 3.

Tiber modesius n. sp. : holotype. X 1.

Uber finhyi n. sp. : paratypo. X 1.

: holotype. X 1.

: holotype. X 1.

: holotype. X 1.

holot}^. X 1.

paratype. X 1.

TJher obstrncl)ts n. sp. : holotype. X 1.

10, 17.

—

Uber (Neverita) ponti'^ n. sp. : holotype

Uber esdallei n. sp.

Uber incertut n. sp.

Uber 6culpttis n, sp.

Uber finlayi n. sp, :

Uber finlayi n. sp. :

X 3,
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Fia. 1.

Fm. 2.

Fig, 3.

Fig. 4.

Fros. 5,

Fig. (j.

Fta 7.

FiG«. 9,

Fig. 10.

TJber watimensis n. sp, : holotype. X 1.

Uber lobatuH n. sp. : holotype/ X 1,

Uber chaiomnsis n. sp. : holotype. x 1.

Vherunimdrraus n. sp, : holotype. X 1-

S,~Vber sarjenus (Suter) ; holot3^pe. X 1.

TJher sofjenu^ (Suter) : topotype." X 1.

Uber hiucromiius n. ap. ; holotype. X L
\\.—Uber intrncrii <iis (Finluy) : lectotype.
Uber hulioni (v, Ihering), White Rock River.

X 1.

X 1.
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Fjo. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fio. 4.

Fio. 5.

Fio. 6.

Fto. 7.

Figs. 8,

Fio. 10.

Fia. 11.

Vber propeov(Uus n. s\). : holotype. x 1.

Uber (Euspira) firmus n. sp., loo. 480, Waihao.
Lbtr (Euspira) Jlnnus n. sp. I holotype. X 1.

Vber (Eiispira) lafeaperttis n. sp. : holotj-pe. x
T^'" r (En.^pim) htieajMrtiii n. sp. : paratype. X
Uber (Euspira ) latedperhis n. sp. : paratype. X
Uber orvloifJe.9 n, sp, : holotype, X 1.

9.— Uber (Eiisplru) Jyfe.i n, sp. ; holotype X I

Ubtr pcUe€ien^is n. sp, : holotype. x 1.

Uber waipiplemis n. sp. : holotype- X 1

X 1

1.

1.
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Fio.

Fig.

Pig.

Fig.

11.

Fig.

Fig.

Fro.

1, 2, 3.—Micreschara (Macrnrnplndbm ) huttoni n. mut. : holotype.
4, 9.—>%n/?n/oni;rafuj/A Suter. : holotype. x 1.

5, 6.~Micreschara (Macromphaliiia ) anrifonms n. sp. : holotype.
7, 8,~Simim injirmum n. sp. • hulotvpe/ X 4.
10.—GlobIsinum venustum (Siiter) : holotype. X 1.

-Ghbisinum drewi (Murdoch) : holotype. X 1.

12, 16.—Smu?/i (Eunaikina) cinchim (Hutton) : holotvpe. X 1.

-Globisinum miocaenicum (Suter), Pai>,oti*s Creek, 'x 1.

-Glohlsinuin uitdulnfum (Hutton). Wanganui (? Landeuard BUiff).

-Globimnum dreun (Murdoch), juv. Kai Iwi. X 1.

^

-Ohbinnum ,spirale (MaitHh^ill) X holotvpe. x 1.

-Globhmum elegans (Hnter) : holotype. X 2.

-Amauropsdla ^^ta/or (Mar:ihall) : holotvpe, X 2.
-Aiuauropfietta feres n, sp. : holotvpe. 'x 2.

X5.

X 5,

13,

14.

15,

17.

IS.

10.

20.

xi-
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of Lower Waipara Gorge, where greatly elongated specimens are swn
grading into typical intracrassus.

At many localities along the east coast of the North Island, in beds

somewhat younger than the Awamoan, occur rather smaller shells, generally

with a mucronate apex (U. mn^yronalus). Some are of an elongate-oval

shape, while others are more like the typical Z7. kulloni. On the west

coast (North Island) those of typical shape do not rise any higher than

the Mokau beds, but in the Onairo fauna appears an acuminate-spired

ovate shell (U. unisulcaius) only a little more slender than some of those

from Waikaia and Clifden.

The forms which have been given specific rank are :

(1.) U. huttonL

(2.) U. intracrassus. The shell on which the name is founded is

of such extreme development as to merit specific separation.

There is no evidence that intermediate forms occur at the

type locality ;
perhaps the Waipara Gorge is intermediate

in age between Broken River and Castle Point. In any
case, even when the shape is the same as that of 17. huttoni,

the apertural callus is noticeably thicker.

(3.) U. unisulcaius. This is only slightly more slender than ovate

specimens of TJ. huttoni from Waikaia. At the lower horizon,

however, there is an intergradation with broader forms, but

at the higher these are absent.

(4.) U. mucronatus. Although depressed adult forms are equalled

by high forms of young TJ . huttmi% the callus on the former

is considerably thicker than that on the latter.

Tate (1893, p. 320, pL 6, fig. 4) records Natica gihhosa Hutton from a
"' locality not actually known, but reported a well-sinking in the Murray
Desert." The disposition of the apertural callus is not the same as in

the New Zealand species, for it is much wider over the umbilicus than on

the parietal wall, where it is relatively narrow. It is most likely that a

critical examination of the actual specimen would show other important

ilifferences, and that it should be classed as a distinct species,

Uber intracrassus (Finlay). (Plate 68, figs. 9, 11.)

1873. Nalica (?) callusa Hutton, Cai, Tert. MolL, p. 9 (not of Sowerhy).

1914. Polinices rallosiis (Mutton) : Suter, X.Z, Geol. Surv. PaL BitlL 2, p. 4.

1924. Polinices intracrassus Finlay, Proc, Malar, Soc., vol. 10, p. 101.

Shell large, subcylindrical, summit flatly convex ; spire concealed by
body-whorl, which has the left-to-right diameter nmch greater than that

from back to front ; apertural callus enormous, completely filling the

umbilicus and for last half of body-whorl occupying suture and extending
across flat summit to apex.

Holotype in collection of New Zealand Geological Survey.
Height, 37 mm. (estimated) ; diameter, front to back 29 mm., left to

right 39 mm.
Localities.—Castle Point, "Wellington (?) (type) ; County Council quarry,

Maungapakeha Stream, six miles west-south-west of Tinui, Castle Point
County ; Lower Waipara,

The name N. callosa is preoccupied by Sowerby ; therefore Finlay
rightly changed Button's name to intractassus. Hutton was uncertain
about the locality of his types, but Castle Point is probably correct in a
broad sense. The richly fossiliferous beds at Castle Point itself (Geol.
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Surv loc. 81) have a Wanganuian fauna; this type of Uher belonas
to a lower horizon, and probably came from the " Taipo " beds m the

ourm

Uber mucronatus n. sp. (Plate 58, fig. 7.)

Shell of moderate size, oval ; spire short, acute or often mucronate

:

outer hp not greatly mclmed
; apertural callus large, sealing umbilicus,

lower end o callus lobed and bounded by very dee? groove on apertural

tX\ '"^.^*™'^ ^'¥^ *\«. f""« i« not fully developed there remains
shght umbilical opening which resembles that of V. moveovaius.Typ

Height, 29 mm. ; diameter, 23 mm
s^ni^ri '^ .^^^' ^""IT ?"'^' ^^^'^^' ^^y (type)

; 882, argillaceous

WWrvi^-*''^^^ ^^n^'
^'^^ °^ Waimata River, Gisb^rneS 1121,

Mouth t? ^^""' ^''' ^'P' '
^"^^^ C^««^' Arowhana

; 1156, Awater^

E^ver '^ P T ' "?Pcf' S''^ °'^'^'^' ^°^th cliff, north branch of DeeKiver (= P. gibbosus of Suter, 1921, p. 82).

«

Uber unisulcatus n. sp. (Plate 58, fig. 4.)

mufrouite''^ TZ^?^^^^ 'T' 'H'l^^^^''
"^^^^

>
'y'^'^ ^igh, conic, slightly

Xt narro'w£r 'f"f, ^'F
developed, filling umbilicus with a somJ-

bner marZ of
^^^^^^^ ^y. ^^'^^P broad groove%hich lies very close to

Xctr? ^utuT
*^"' '"* '^ "^* ^-^^ P--"el to it

;
outer ifp slightly

HeSlt^T!l'''''^'^ ^7 ^'"'""^ Geological Survey,
-^eigiit, 31 mm. ; diameter, 23 mm.
Localities.

WaitaraSurvey District (tvve) /Tioo P .-i
0/'^""^°"*' ^*^^»"^' ^PP^'" ^^'*^'^

Eapan'ui M::V'^^1'J^^^^ Tongaporutu River; 1113,

Uber waipaensis n. sp. (Plate 58, fig. 1.)

prot'otLTt";;^^^^^^^^^ '!Z1:\-''\^Z''''' ' ^''' ^-^^^^^
' ^P^^'^ ''"'' '

above to suture iZlil 1^ '\''^'''^^ ^* 30° from vertical, retracted

covering umb li'cus llT '*'"^^*
'' "^"'^^^ ^^"^ '^^'^'^' ^«^Pl^^^'>'

Hdah^ I'f
''''"''

!* ^'^ ^^'"'^"^ Geological Survey,ileight, 15 mm.
; diameter, 13 mm ^

AlexaX'1u7verC'rirV"'l"^^^^ °^ limestone-crushing plant,

The dispoS of tl?
'/ourakmo, Riverton (H. J. Finlay).

is much smaller ThSYs .1' '^^'^'^'^'^ ^« well as the whole shell

which, however hullJ ^^/^^nsiderable resemblance to U. tmicromtus,ver, IS larger and has a more nearly vertical outer lip.

Uber lobatus n. sp. (Plate 58, fig. 2.)
Shell of moderate size plnnrmt-^ ^ . 1

callus comparatively narrow w' V^^ ' 'P^'^ acuminate
;

apertural

below by deep grooVe whlrh\r''^^'"° ""^bilicus by a lobe bounded

somewhat hi4er there .» ''
T^'"'^ ^^ ^^°"t ^5° to apertural margin;

o mere is a wider and shallower groove at right angles
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to apertural margin where it meets lower groove, space between tlie two

being occupied by lobe of callxis ; the inner margin of aperture notice-

ably sinused about top of funicle.

Type in collection of New Zealand Geological Survey.

Height, 30 mm.; diameter, 22 mm.
Localities.—\%f). White Eock River, Pareora (type) ; Tiirget Gully,

Oamaru ; 1075, argillaceous sandstone, 12 chains north-north-west of

Rangiriri Trig., Piopiotea West Survey District (Muhakatiuu base) ; 649,

Paparoa Rapids, Wanganui River ; 475, Mount Harris, South Canterbury

(= P. gibhosus and P. ovalus of Sutor, 1921, p. 64) ; 958, Rifle Butts,

Oamaru, bed A, overling Oamaru stone (= P. gihhosua of Suter, 1921,

p. 86) ; 458, Pareora (^ P. gibbosus of Suter, 1921, p. 58) ; Awamoa (H. J.

Finlay) ; Wharekuri ? horizon (H. J. Finlay),

Uber sagenus (Suter). (Plate 58, figs. 5, 6, 8.)

1917. Polinices (Neverita) sagenus Suter, N.Z, GeoL Surv, Pal, Bull. 5, p. 10,

pi. 3, fig. 3.

The holotype has a widely open umbilicus which reaches up to apex of

shell, but no other specimen has been seen which agrees exactly with this

shell. The large species, so common in the Lower Wanganuian beds at

Waipipi, Hawera^ Waingongoro, &c., and identified by Suter (1921, p. 25),

also by Marshall and Murdoch (1920, p. 125; 1921, p. 87), as P. sagenus/is

in this paper named U. waipipiensis ; for, while it resembles sagenus in

umbilical development, its shape is quite different. The most important

difference, however, is in the inclination of the outer lip. In U. waipipiensis

it is inclined at about 26° from the vertical, while in U. sagenus the angle

is 37^
The specimen figured on Plate 58, fig. 6, is a topotypc of U. sagenus, and,

as may be seen, has the same outline and same, disposition of callus. The

inclination of outer lip is also about 37° from the vertical. There can

therefore be little doubt that the two shells are conspecific. One important

difference exists, however : in the type specimen the umbilicus is wide and

deep, extending almost to the spire ; in the other it is quite shallow, and

when the shell was a quarter of a whorl younger must have been completely

dosed. The only other specimen seen which agrees with these two in

outline, aperture, and callus is from Trelissick Basin. In this specimen

the umbilicus is for the most part shallow, as in the second Pareora specimen,

nk at top penetrating upwards perhap;

Despite these differences the apertural callus

is similar in all cases, and ^vith the great inclination of outer Hp justifies

specific recognition.

Localities.—165, White Rock River, Pareora ; 226, Porter and Thomas
Rivers, Trelissick Basin.

Uber chattonensis n. sp. (Plate 58, fig. 3.)

wt
perture

(including callus) ; whorls 5, rapidly inc]

sutTU*e tangential ; aperture semilunar ; outer lip sinuous, slightly concave

middle inner lip with thick parietal callus

nearly covering umbilicus (which, however, is penetrating), and cemented

to parietal wall along its whole outer side ; umbilicus with funicle coalescing

with callus, line of junction not marked by distinct groove.
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Type in collection of Mr. H. J. Finlay.
Height, 32 mm. ; diameter, 27 mm.
Locality.—Chatton^ near Gore.

This species is very like U. propeovatus and U. ovuloides. It is
distinguished from the former by the absence of deep groove at jimction
of funicle and callus, also by rather narrower umbilicujs : from the latter
by the disposition of callus, which is cemented to parietal wall along its
whole length.

Uber propeovatus n. sp. (Pkte 59, fig. 1.)

Shell large, ovate
; spire short, pointed ; spire- whorls slightly convex,

body-whorl very large
; suture tangential ; aperture semilunar ; outer

hp almost straight
; umbilicus of moderate width but shallow, and nearly

closed by large funicle and apertural callus which projects across and down
on to parietal wall

; lowest lobe of callus bounded below, where it crosses
funicle by deep groove.

Type in collection of New Zealand Geological Survey.
Height, 43 mm. ; di.ameter, 35 mm.
Localities.—llSb, Tirangi Stream, Ngatimaru Survey District, Taranaki

(type)
;

895, Rapanui River mouth, and many other localities in the tonga-
porutu and Onairo areas; 679, Waihou, Bay of Plenty; ? 996, Kaawa Creek,
south of Waikato River

; Marshall's Road, Mangaehu Creek, Wainiata
River (Tawhiti beds)

; ? Target Gully (one broken specimen).

Uber waipipiensis n. sp. (Plate 59, fig. H.)
Shell large, ovate

; spire short and broad but pointed ; whorls on spire
iightly convex, body-whorl very large

; suture tangential ; aperture semi-
lunar; outer hp slightly sinuous; umbilicus widely open and deep,
extending directly up towards spire ; funicle large but not extending more
than half-way across umbilicus

; apertural callus overlapping funicle above
on to parietal wall but not below.

Type in collection of New Zealand Geological Survey.
Height, 49 mm. ; diameter, 47 mm.

^f«^^^»^^---1101,
Waipipi Beach, north of Wairoa Stream, Waverley

<type); b75, 1172, mouth of Waingongoro River, Taranaki; 876, 1173,
Waihi btream Hawera Beach; 126 (? Thomson coll.), Awatere Valley,
decorticated and fragmentary (= A. sutumlis of Suter, 192], p. 30) ; New

«W t Yfl -P' ^^^^^"' ?Motunau beds, Weka Pass, B3 ;
857,

above waterfall, Starborough Creek, Awatere (= P. huttmi of Suter, 1921,

S fl' ^fj'^^o^;^ waterfall, Starborough Creek, Awatere (= P. h'ttoni
ot Suter, 1921, p. 31).

^

Uber pateaensis n. sp. (Plate 59, fig. 10.)

i;„i,?i^''"
^^^^^'

T'^!"" * ^^^^^ ^^""^ ^"d ^road but pointed ; whorls on spire
ghtly convex bodv-whorl very large ; suture tangential ; aperture senv>

nlrrn^ Tt ^P
'''^^^^>' ''""^"«

' umbilicus wide but shallow ;
funicle

lluTv A
Oldening suddenly above ; apertural callus moderate,

extuKhng down over top of funicle as short rounded lobe bounded belo«'
oy deep groove,

HoiTJ"
'^"'*^^^^"

^!
New Zealand Geological Survey.

Height, 50 mm.
; diameter, 45 mm.

^

Locality.—nil, Patea.
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Tiber ovuloides n, sp. (Plate 59, fig. 7.)

1873. Natic-a {Majnilla) ovafa Hutt^n, Cat. Tert. 3fofI., p. 9, in pnrt (not of
Klipstein),

1886. Natir^f ovata Hector, Outline S,Z. GeoL, p. 5, fig. 9, Nu. 15.

1893. Natica (MamiUa) ovata Hutton, Macleay Mem, VoL, p. 55, pi. 7, fig. 40.

Shell large, ovate; spire acuminate; umbilicus with large funicle
;

apertural callus thick, projecting slightly over funicle but not reaching

across umbilical depression, thus leaving a diagonal umbilical slit ; a groove

in callus above lower part of funicle meets apertural margin at angle of 45°.

Type in collection of New Zealand Geological Survey.

Height, 50 mm.; diameter, 38 mm.
Localities.—1171, Patea ; 1172, Waingongoro Mouth.

Great confusion has arisen over this species through the non-designation

of a definit-e holotjrpe. Hutton's original description gave as localities

" Shakesi>eare Cliff ; Callaghan's Creek ; Motunau (L) ; Kanieri ; Brokon
River (U and L) ; Weka Pass (M) ; Oamaru ; Awamoa ; Lyndon,'* and
the specimen preserved in the collection illustrating the Catalogue is labelled

Shakespeare Cliff." This shell was figured by Suter and designat^vl by
him " holotype." Although Thomson (preface to Pai. Bull. 2) thought it

possible that Hutton selected holotypes for his species, the writer cannot

agree with this. In addition to the contrary evidence cited by Thomson^
the following points are also important : No mention is ever made by Hutton
of the word " type "

; in many cases a number of specimens were preserved
;

the illustrating specimen often does not agree with the dimensions quoted^

It would thus be better to consider the types revised by Suter as lectotypes.

except where only one locality and one specimen are represented. The use

of '^ Shakespeare Cliff " in this instance is in a very wide sense, because

the large Uber spp. do not reach any higher in the stratigraphical column
than the Waitotara series, and Hutton's specimens probably came from

Patea. In any case, Suter's type was wrongly attributed by him to the

AVanganui district ; a microscopic examination of the matrix shows that

it is from locality 227, Kanieri, Westland. Moreover, it is specifically dis-

tinct from any of the Waitotaran Uber, and in the collection from 227
there are about fifty specimens agreeing in all essentials with this one. The
dimensions given by Hutton are 1-45 in. X 1-25 in. (— 37 mm. x 32 mm.),
but those of Suter's type are 36 mm. X 28 mm. The form that has-

generally been considered as the typical P. ovafus is the one from Patea
which has the umbilicus almost filled by a large funicle and apertural callus,,

leaving always a narrow, slightly inclined penetrating slit. Both Hector^s

and Hutton's figures show tMs type of shell, so that on these grounds alone

Suter's choice of a type could have been upset. The position is, however,
simplified by the fact that Naiica ovata is preoccupied by Klipstein {Beitrage

zur geologischen Kentniss der o-stlichen Alpen^ 1843), so that we can start

again with fresh specific names.

Uber finlayi n. sp. (Plate 57, figs. 8, 12, 13-)

Shell fairly large, ovate ; spire sharp but not high ; whorls about 6,.

slightly convex in spire ; surface with numerous growth-lines ; suture
tangential, aperture semilunar ; outer lip lightly sinuous, retracted to-

suture, inclined about SS"" from vertical ; inner lip sinuous with fairly thick
callus coalescing with and little wider than funicle, which almost or quite
fills the rather narrow umbilicus.
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Type in collection of Mr. H. J. Finlay.

Heiglit, 37 mm. ; diameter, 34 mm.
Localities.-—Boulder Hill, near Dimedin (type) ; Wangaloa.
This species presents such a variety of form that it is difficult to give

an adequate description embracing the whole. In youth the shape is very
broadly ovate or oval and funicle relatively narrow, being merely a thick-
ening of the whole front part of inner margin ; the parietal callus is wider
and contracts suddenly to funicle (see Plate 57, fig. 8). This stage is repre-
sented at a higher horizon by U. incertus of Target Gully. The umbilicus
is a shallow scarcely-penetrating groove. Later the shell becomes more
ovate, and the sharp angle showing junction between parietal callus and
umbilicus disappears, and a condition not unlike TJ. modestus is jiroduced
where umbiKcus is quite filled. A continuation of this stage to the adult
is represented by the holotype, but in many cases the funicle narrows with
growth so that an umbilical groove is again formed. The top of this groove
IS sometimes penetrating. This form (Plate 57, fig. 13) is extremely like

TJ. ohstmctus. Suter classed the species under P. gihbosus, presumably
because umbilicus was sealed ; but the disposition and manner of gro^^h
of callus and funicle are quite different. The well-marked sinus at posterior
end of inner margin is also distinctive of the older species.

The great inclination of outer lip separates U. finlayi from TJ. ohstmctus
and v. incertus ; also absence of grooves across callus.

Uber senisculus n. sp. (Plate 57, fig. 6.)

Shell very small, ovate, solid ; spire one-half height of aperture ; whorls
5, slightly convex on spire, suture tangential ; aperture semilunar to ovate ;

outer lip straight or slightly concave, gently retracted to suture ;
inner

hp with moderate callus, coalescing below with large funicle; umbilical
opening a rather shallow groove bounding funicle, but penetrating above.

lyp in collection of Mr. H. J. Finlay.
Height, 6 mm. ; diameter, 5 mm.
iocrttot/.—Boulder Hill.

This shell looks like a miniature U. finlayi, but is certainly not the young
of that species, for it has too many whorls ; also, the young of U. finhyi
are more globose and do not have such a wide funicle or umbilical
opemng.

Uber kaawaensis n. sp. (Plate 57, fig. 5.)

Shell vexy small, broadly ovate
; spire less than half the height of

aperture
;

whorls 4^, slightly convex on spire
; suture tangential ; apertufp

semilunar
;

outer hp almost straight, antecurrent to suture ; inner lip with
lairly thick callus, which has a convex parietal boundary and is much wider
m^r umbilicus, where it coalesces with funicle and generally completely
nils the opening. °

Type in collection of New Zealand Geological Survey.
Height, 6 mm. ; diameter, 5-5 mm
W%.-996, Kaawa Creek, Waikato (Dr. J. Henderson).
ibis species strongly resembles U. senisculus, but the umbilicus is

typically much more calloused; also the parietal boundary of the callus is

convex, not straight as in Boulder Hill species. It is the P. awphialus
and probably the N. australis of Bartrum (1919, p 105)
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Uber esdailei n. sp. (Plate 57, fig. 9.)

Shell small, broadly ovate ; spire moderate ; Rpire-whorls convex,

somewhat depressed below suture which is almost tangential ; out^r lip

much inclined ; apertural callus relatively narrow ; umbilicus almost

filled by funicle, but there is a narrow shallow depression ; a deep groove

crosses calliis about top of funicle, and above this tin* apertural margin

inclines well forward.

Type in collection of New 2^al

mm
Lo€(difies.—llOOj conglomerate band in Waiarekan tuffs, quarter-mile

west of Lome, North Otago (probably the same as Geol. Surv. loc. 831,

collected from by T. Esdaile) ; Trig. M, Totara (Suter, 1951, p. 88,

P. gibbonus),

Remuths,—Distinguished from others of the group by the well-inclined

aperture, and single transverse groove on callus.

Uber incertus n. sp. (Plate 57, fig. 10.)

Shell of only moderate size, ovate ; spire short, acuminate ; sutuje

tangential ; apertuxe semilunar ; outer lip inclined ; apertural callus

moderate, extending down and covering umbilicus, bounded below by a

groove traversing a very narrow funicle, and projecting above this groove

over to outer wall of umbilicus.

Tyi)e in collection of New Zealand Geological Survey.

Height, 22 mm. ; diameter, 18 mm.
Localities,—Target Gully (type) ; 1161, Pakaurangi Point.

The Polinices ovatus of Suter (1921, p. 51) from "tuffs interbeddcd

with chalk marls, Trelissick Basin," is related to this species, but is too

imperfect for definite identification.

Uber modestus n, sp. (Plate 57, fig. 7.)

Shell somewhat small; ovate, sometimes elongate ; spire acuminate ;

outer lip much inclined except near suture, which it meets almost at right

angles ; apertural callus moderate ; umbilicus completely filled by funicle

and apertural callus ; the outer margin of this callus slightly concave along

most of its length, and anterior end somewhat suddenly rounded off, but

not forming prominent lobe ; there are sometimes two faint transverse

grooves converging midway along callus.

Type in collection of New Zealand Greological Survey.

Height- 18 mm. ; diameter, 13-5 mm.
Localitiefi,—Target Gully (type) ; Awamoa ; Pukeuri ; 1150, Mokau

beds, Tongaporutu River, near junction with Papakino River; 919, Mahoe-
nui bedSj Awakino Valley (= P, gibbosus of Suter) ; 476, Kekenodon l>eds,

AVaitaki River {= P. gibbosus of Suter) ; 483, *' Hutchinson Quarry
7J

beds, Wharekuri {= P, gibbosus and P. oratus of Suter) ; 1065, grit band,
Kururau Road, Taumarunui ; 7c (? 6b, ? 8a), Clifden, Southland (H. J.

Finlay) ; All Day Bay, Kakanui (H. J. Finlay).

Uber obstructus n. sp* (Plate 57, fig. 14.)

1873. Natica (Mamilla) ovcUa Hutton, Cat, Tert, MolL, p. 9, in part (not of
Klipstein).

1914, Polinicta {Mamma) ovcUus (Hutton) : Suter, N,Z, OeoL Surv. Pal Bull, 2^
p. 2], pi, 17, fig. 1 a, b.

Shell of moderate size, ovate ; spire acuminate ; outer lip well in-

clined but bending above to meet suture ; umbilicus narrow, almost or
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completely filled by funicle ; apertural callus narrow, restricted, posterior

end separated by marked channel from outer lip ; two well-marked almost
parallel grooves cross callus, the lower about middle of funicle, the other
-a wide shallow one about top of funicle, and generally coincident with a
short spur of callus projecting on to parietal wall.

Holotype in collection of New Zealand Geological Survey.
Height, 36 mm. ; diameter^ 28 mm.
Localities.—221, Kanieri (type) ; 6b, 7c, 8a, Clifden, Southland ; 1090,

Tawhiti beds," one mile north-west of Kahukura, Block V, Waiapu
Survey District; 1157, mouth of Awatere River, East Cape Survey Dis-
trict; 1158, coast, 30-80 chains east of mouth of Awatere River, East
€ape Survey District ; Otiake (H. J. Finlay).

The holotype is the specimen wrongly stated by Suter to be the type
of Natica ovata Hutton and to be from " Shakespeare Cliff " (see remarks
under TJ. ovuloides). The umbilicus is sometimes completely filled by the
funicle, but in others—e.^r., the type specimen—there is a narrow chink
left.^ The species is closely related to f7, modestns, and some border-line
specimens are difficult to classify. TJ . obstruclus is a larger shell, and the
callus tapers off gradually below and is not contracted quickly as in
U. modestus. Also, even when the umbilicus is sealed, there is a deeper
depression in that region.

Uber scalptus n. sp. (Plate 57, fig. 11.)

Shell of moderate size, broadly ovate ; spire rather low but pointed
;

nucleus of protoconoch minute; whorls 5-6. slightly convex on spire,
somewhat flattened above ; suture tangential ; surface with growth-lines
getting much stronger as they approach suture ; aperture semilunar ; outer
hp lightly smuous, strongly retracted to suture which it meets at right
^ngle, mchned about 40° from vertical ; inner margin slightly concave

;

parietal callus moderate, widening over umbilicus and coalescing with
funicle, crossed by two grooves and often by other numerous short irregular
ones, the two main grooves situated fairlv low down, conversins ; umbilicus
<:ompIetely closed.

' ® ®

Type in collection of New Zealand Geological Survey
Height (when complete), 20 mm. ; diameter, 17 mm.
Localities.—\U^

, Mangare Road, Upper Waitara (type) ; 1123, mouth
^f iongaporutu River

; Rapanui Mouth, north Taranaki ; Tongaporutu,m chains south of post-office (L. I. Grange).
Distinguished from V. obstruclus by the greater inclination of the

aperture, greater retraction of the outer lip to the suture, and lower
situation of the transverse grooves, and from U. lobatus by shape, thinner
«aUus, and want of a prominent lobe between the grooves.

a. Subgenus Euspira Agassiz, 1842 (= Limatia Gray, 1847).

SheU globose
; spire moderate ; whorls convex, surface smooth except

ior tine growth-lmes; aperture semilunar; outer lip straight, slightly
retracted to suture, inclined about 30° from vertical ; inner margin with
Ught callus on parietal wall ; umbilicus open and without any funicle

;

operculum horny.
Type

:
N. labdlata Lanik. (Eocene).

Dall (1909, p. 87) says, " It seems that we shall have to give up Lunatia
<^ray m favour of Euspira, which has five years' priorityT and of which
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both species mentioned when the name was first proposed appear to be
Lunatias ; though species belonging to Amjndlina seem to have been included

later/'

Key to Species.

fyfei : large (38 mm. high), oval ; low spire, sinuous inner margin,

Jirmus : moderate size (about 20 mm. high), ovate ; umbilicus slightly overlain by
inner lip.

latea'pertus : moderate size (about 20mm. high), globose; suture impressed or chan-

nelled, umbilicus very wide,

vitreuH : spire moderate, outhnes regular; umbilicus small, circular, almost closed in

young ; lip retracted to suture.

j^seudovitretts : spire variable, generally high, spire -whorls strongly convex; lip not

retracted to suture.

pul'eu?'ieH3is : suture impressed.

barrierensis : flattened shape, low.spire, very wide umbilicus.

Uber (Euspira) fyfei n. sp. (Plate 59, figs. 8, 9.)

Shell large, oval ; spire low, gradate ; whorls 6, convex on spire, body-

whorl increasing rapidly, extended somewhat anteriorly ; surface with

growth-lines ; suture deeply impressed ; aperture large, ovate, channelled

posteriorly ; outer lip ahuost straight, with slight posterior sinus ante-

current to suture ; inner lip sinuous
;

parietal wall with thin enamel layer

not straightening contour of inner lip ; umbilicus open, of moderate size,

without funic] e or bounding-limb.

Type in collection of Mr. H. J. Finlay.

Height, 38 mm. ; diameter, 35 mm.
Localities.—Boulder Hill ; Wangaloa ; ? Hampden (a crushed specimen

in which the outer lip is slightly retracted to the suture and which may
be a distinct species).

Because of its low spire, this shell somewhat resembles .V. suteri, but
several important characters show that it is but distantly related thereto-

These are the sinuous inner margin of the aperture, impressed suture,

absence of any trace of a funicle or circum-umbilical limb, and strongly

antecurrent outer lip. The salient characters are reminiscent of Hedley's

genus Friginatica, members of which are all very small, and with rather

elevated spires, but with a sunken suture, and " without an umbilical

funicle or a callus pad at the insertion of the right lip."

Uber (Euspira) firmus n. sp. {Plate 59, figs. 2, 3.)

Shell of moderate size, globose-ovate, solid ; spire one-half the height

of aperture or less ; whorls about 5, convex on spire, body-whorl globular ;

suture abutting, sometimes t8!igentlal; aperture semilunar; outer lip

straight, retracted to suture, inclined about 35° from vertical ; inner lip

slightly concave, with thin parietal callus contracting suddenly to inner
margm

; without
Type in collection of Mr. H. J, Finlay.

Height, 24 mm. ; diameter, 21 mm.
Loculities.—Boulder Hill (type) ; 887a, Wangaloa (= P. amphialis of

Suter, 1921, p. 97) ; 480, '' Island sandstone," overlying coal-beds, Wailiao
River (= P. huttoni and P. amj)7iialis of Suter, 1921, p. 65).

Uber (Euspira) lateapertus n. sp. (Plate 59, figs. 4, 5, 6,)

^
Shell of moderate size, globose ; spire gradate, about one-third the

height of aperture ; whorls 5, convex on spire ; suture deeply impressed.
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channelled m young
; aperture ovate ; outer lip slightly sinuous, retracted

to suture for very short distance ; inner lip thin, almost straight with very
thin callus on panetal wall ; umbilicus very large, widely open, the earher
wJiorls visible, apertural wall of umbilicus closely spirally Grooved

Type in collection of Mr. H. J. Finlay.
Height, 18 mm. ; diameter, 17 mm.
Zoco%.—Boulder Hill.

Uber (Euspira) pukeuriensis n. sp. (Plate 55, fig. 20.)

3i : suture

current to suture, inclined at about 25° from vertical ; inner Up'thin, not
retlexed

; umbilicus widelv nnen wiflimif fn^iVU ^^a r^^ f^^.v, „r^^^+,iroi

callus.
funicle

Holotype in collection of Mr. H. J. Finlay.
Height, 6 mm. ; diameter, 5-5 mm.
Xoca?te.—Pukeuri, Oamaru (type) ; shell-bed. Target Gully, Oamaru.
Kemarks.—Nearest to U. harrierensis, but differs in having an impressed

suture.

Uber (Euspira) ps^udovitreus (Finlay). (Plate 55, fig. 21.)
1924. ^''^''^'^IV'^^^^rms Finlay. Tram. N.Z. Inst, vol. .55. p. 462, pi. 49.

Type in collection of Mr. H. J. Finlay
Height, 8 mm. ; diameter, 7 mm.

^n!nT-'~f'^^ ^"t' ^""^^^^
^^>-P^) ' 1160, Awamoa Creek.

W^..-Typically this shell has a high, rather clumsy spire
le cases it is low. Th^ ^;r.^i^ a„,«„,__® _, • ^ . ^ \some cases it is low.

sj)ired

but in

specimen belongs to the low-

Uber (Euspira) vitreus (Hutton). (Plate 55, fig. 19.)

\fm' Sl^:^^^^^ p. 21.

fig. 1.
Mamutl

1915. Polinicea vitreu, Hutton : Iredale, Tram. N.Z. Inst., vol. 47. p. 456.
Lectotype in Dominion Museum.
Height, 8 lum.

; diameter, 7 mm.
Zoca^.-Stewart Island (Recent).

one foS?tednVnT' 't
^' ^ ^"^"^y ^'^"^"^^^^ «t^ll i^ I^^cent times, not

ficatiorof^?oSr.nr ^^^^^««^ during this revision. Suter's identi-

iinrSle ' "^ '^'^ ^^'^^^t' '^P^^ies are quite inconsistent and

U. am%?£^?Watson?\!^''^^J
lii« species was the same as the later

identification IredaL kirtf
^*^^^^^^Watson nor Iredale agreed vnth this

and that Suter's use of7/ K''"]^'''^
""^^ ^'^^^ ^- ^^^^^^^ is ^^^ older name,

p. 438) says of his spedes
"

''^ "tf-

^^' ^^'''^''''' ^^°"g- Watson (1886,

prominent pointed base and sn.T •
""^ ^ ?^**'^^^^^^ g^«^^^« ^^^"^ '''^^ *

peculiar-so much so, indeed thL'^r'?
'^^^^' ^P''' ^" ^ ^'^^ *^"* '' If^

description does not suit t^ V
"^""^^ ^*^^^"« ^^ Amphihoh." This

regarded as distinct.
"

^^^''^^ ^^ all, so the two species must be
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The striking feature of U. vifreus is the circular section of the umbilicus

when viewed from the base. The inner margin of the aperture docs not

cut the circle as in other small shells which have been mistaken for this

species. Also, the outer lip is retracted to the suture,

Hutton's type material consists of two specimens, the larger of which

has been selected as lectotype (see Plate 55, fig. 19). As is often the

case, Hutton's measurements (0-35 in. X 0-34 in.) are larger than those of

either of his "types.'' Specimens up to 11 mm. in height are in the

Dominion Museum.

Uber (Euspira) barrierensis n. sp. (Plate 55, fig. 15.)

Shell very small, broadly oval, vitreous ; spire low ; whorls 3|- ;
proto-

wi

and fine growth-lines; suture abutting; aperture ovate; out<;r Up almost

straight, antecurrent to suture, inclined about 30° from vertical ; inner

margin thin, sHghtly reflexed on parietal wall ; umbilicus widely open,

fnnicle and not invaded bv callus, traversed on auertural wallwithout
operc

um,

Height, 5 mm. ; diameter, 5 mm.
Locality.—Off Great Barrier Island (110 fathoms).

Remarls.—T\\i^ shell is referred to by Suter (1913, p. 289) in his remarks

on N. auslralis. The identification label was afterwards altered by him

to '' PoUnwes amphialus'' Of the four specimens none shows any colour,

so the specimens with " radiate brown bands " must have been removed.

U. harrierensis differs from U. vitreus in its depressed shape and very

wide umbilicus.

6. Subgenus Neverita Risso* 1826.

Shell of moderate size, depressed ; aperture semilunar ; outer Up greatly

inclined from vertical (40° -45°); umbilicus with an enormous funicle

often quite filling it, and coalescing with the parietal callus.

Type : N, josepJiinia Risso.

Distinguished from Uher by the much greater obliquity of the aperture

combined with the large size of the funicle.

Uber (Neverita) pontis n. sp. (Plate 57, figs. 15, 16, 17.)

Shell small ; spire relatively high ; whorls convex, body-whorl depressed

near suture ; outer lip very much inclined to axis of shell ; umbilicus

almost filled by large funicle which is overlapped by parietal callus, leaving,

however, a imall umbilical opening. The callus is wider at anterior end
and tapers posteriorly, but expands somewhat again just before it joias

outer lip.

Holotype in Dominion Museum, Wellington.

Height, 10 mm. ; diameter, 10 mm.
Locality.—Grcensands, McCullough's Bridge, Waihao River (J. A.

Thomson).

In typical Neverita the umbilicus iii completely filled by funicle and
callus, but although there is a small umbilical opening in this shell the great
obliquity of the outer lip and the general appearance indicate close relation-
ship to this subgenus. This is the only specimen of Neverita seen in the
Xew Zealand material examined.
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L Genus SixuM Bolten, 1798,

a. Subgenus Sinum s. str. (= Sigareius Lamarck, 1799).

'' Shell depressed, auriform, spirally striated or furrowed. Spire very

low with rapidly widening whorls. Aperture greatly distended ; operculum

horny."—(Zittel)
Type : Helix haliotoidea Linne.

h

Sinum fornicatum Suter. (Plate 60, figs. 4, 9.)

1917. Sinum fornicatum Suter, N.Z. Geol Surv. Pal. Bull. 5, p. H, ph 3, fig. 5.

Localities,—Maerewhenua River, right bank (Uttley, 1920, p. 150)

;

480, " Island sandstone," Waihao River ; ? 176, Black Point, Waitaki

Valley.

This shell is more elevated than the typical Sinunt with its extreinely

flattened body-whorl and greatly inclined convex outer lip. The umbincus

also is fairly open, only one side being covered by the reflexed inner lip

;

but it is nearer to Sinum s. str. than to Ennaticina. The Black Pomt
ft

specimen is more inflated than the others, and may be a separate species.

Occurrences of this genus are very rare in New Zealand, the three localities

mentioned being represented each, as far as the writer knows, by only one

specimen. The uniformly low horizon is noteworthy : in all cases these

fossils occur in the basal marine sandstones just above the coal-measures.

I

Sinum infirmum n. sp. (Plate 60, figs. 7, 8.)

Shell very small, fragile, depressed auriform, of about three and a hall

whorls, of which the smooth protoconch occupies over two and a halt;

spire flat ; surface of body-whorl with fine slightly undulating spiral

grooves crossed by convex growth-lines ; aperture oval, oblique, greatly

dilated ; outer lip strongly convex ; inner lip broken away ;
umbincus

ope

Holotype in collection of Mr. H. J. Fii

Height, 2 mm. ; diameter, 3-5 mm.
Localities,—Ardgowan (type) ; Pukeuri.
The type is a juvenile ; a fragment f Ar shell

that was about 10 mm. in diameter when complete.
*S, infirmum can be distinguished from *S. fomicat

smaller size, but also by its much flatter spire.

K Subgenus Eunaticina Fischer, 1885.

Shell longitudinally oval, spirally striated, umbilicated ;
body-whorl

flattened ; aperture distended ; outer lip convex, moderately inclined

;

columella with a bulge opposite the umbilicus.
Type : N. papilla Gmelin.

Sinum (Eunaticina) cinctum (Hutton). (Plate 60, figs. 12, 16.)

1885. Sigareius (Naliclna) cinctus Hntton. Trans. S.Z, Inst., vol. 17, p- •^^^•

pi. 18, fig. 12.

1893. Sigaretus cinctua Hutton, MacUay Mew. Vol, p. 55. ^ „ «
l91o. Polinijces (Euspira) cincius (Hutton) : Suter, X.Z. Geo/. Surv, Pal Bull J,

p. 9, pi. 4, fig. 5,

1918. Sinum cinctum (Hutton) : Suter, Alph. List X.Z. Tcri, Moll, p. 25.

Although this specific name appears in many lists of New Zealand
Mollusca, none of the specimens examined by the writer was correctly
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identified. Hutton sa)

been sent down by Mr

Wanganiii/' having

^llections Lave been

d another specimen.

Mr
never seen a similar shell in all their material. Tlie reddish-brown

staining on the type is not quite the same as that of any specimens the

writer has seen from AVanganui.

The shell is a typical Eunaticbm, and as this is the only New

land specimen of the subgenus which has been seen it should not be

unreservedly admitted as a member of our fauna. Tlicre is no direct

proof that the shell is a foreign one which became mixed with Xew

Zea

ppen

per
species

5. Genus Globisinum n. gen.

Shell large, globose, thin ; spire low ; whorls convex, spirally striated ;

protoconch of two and a half whorls sharply defined from the neanic shell,

smooth and polished except for the last quart«r-tuni where the spirals

are foreshadowed ; suture abutting ; aperture large, ovate ;
outer lip

thin, straight or slightly convex, scarcely retracted to suture, inclined at

about 25° from the vertical ; inner lip strongly sinuous with thin varnish

on parietal wall; umbilicus variable, sometimes absent^ when present

])artly overlain by thin inner lip ; in the genotype there is no umbilicus.

Type : Sigaretus drewi Murdoch.

Difiers from Sinum 8. str. in its globular shape, sinuous columella,

aud much less inclined lip. The shape is also different from Eimaticina

which is longitudinally oval and has a flattened body, a more distended

aperture, and a different curve to the innei; lip.

Sigaretotrema Sacco, 1890, approaches Globisinum in shape, though

-the body-whorl is still slightly flattened, the outer lip is more inchned,

and the inner lip is almost straight.
_

TTn^PT tTifi aenus Sinum Bolton, Suter (1917, p. 88) lists the following

species : Sinum carinatum (Hutton), S. fornicatum Suter, S. {Mnatictna)

cinctum (Hutton), S. {Eunaticina) drewi (Murdoch), S. {Eunaticina) ekgans

Suter, S. (Eunaticina) mwcaenicum (Suter), S. {Exinaticina) undidatum

<Hutton). S. mrinalum is a peculiar keeled shell here located under

Micreschara (Macromphcdina) ; S. fornicatum is a Simim, and S. cinctum

is a typical Eunaticina. The other species, however, do not agree with

Eun<Uicina, and form a well-defined group, to which should be added

Awpullina spiralis Marshall from the Wangaloa beds.

The generic position of these shells has been a source of considerable

trouble. Hutton at first attributed them to Sigaretus Lamarck {= Sinum
Bolten), but later to AmpuUina. Sigaretus was also used by 3Iurdoch

(1899, p. 320). In a footnote to the lattcr's specific description, the

editor of the Proceedings of the Malacological Society says, " In attributing

this shell to the genus Sigaretus the author has e%-idently followed Hutton,

and, owing to the impossibility of communicating with him in time for

publication, wc have left it so, merely adding a ' ? '

; but it is evidently

nearer to AmpuUina."
The generic position under AmpuUina was therefore used by Suter

(1913, 1914, 1915) and by Marshall (1917), but was changed back to Sinum
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{= Sigaretus), apparently on Cossmann's rccommcnrlation (Suter, 1917,

p. 88), because there was uo umbilical limb. Neither gonus is, however,

satisfactory for these shells. They differ from Ampnllina, as was pointed

out by Cossmann, in having no basal limb, and in being conspicuously

spirally striated ; while they are equally far apart from Sinum because

of their totally different shape, not having the greatly flattened body, as

is shown by their being mistaken for Ampullina. The subgenus Ematmna

(type, N. papilla Gmelin), in which Suter placed them, has a sinuous inner

lip, but there is a bulge over the umbilicus which is not present m
Globisinum ; the shape also is quite different. In his review of New

Zealand Geological Survey Palaeontological Bulletin 5, concerning Sinnm

{Eunaticina) elegans, Cossmann (1918, p. 24) says, "La determmation

generique me parait bien douteuse."

Taking all these things into consideration, it is clear that a new generic

division is required; the name Globisinum is therefore proposed, with

Sigaretus drewi Murdoch as type. The Wangaloan species has a restricted

umbilicus, while in 6?. elegans from Waihao greensand the shell is more

loosely coiled, so that the umbilicus is wider In the Awamoan species

there is a tightening of the coil and a consequent lestriction of the

umbilicus ; this process is carried still further in the Wanganuian

G. undulatum and G. drewiy for here the basal perforation is obliterated.

Apart from this umbilical variation there is little difference between the

earliest and the latest species, and the simple globular shape indicates a

more primitive type of shell than Sinnm or Eunaticina. Globisimim has

since

and seems to have been represented in Australia by Nalica arata Tate, from

the Lower Tertiary of River Murray cliffs. The genus may, i^^^^^'

extend back to the Cretaceous, for the small Nalica ingrata Wilckens (192-.,

p. 7) perhaps belongs to that period. It has the same shape, and some

specimens show spirals on the base (see Trechmann, 1917, pi. 19, fig- "^i-

Ampvllina striata Gabb (1869 p, 161, pi. 27. fig. 40) from the Martinez

beds appears to be an imperforate species of the genus. There is a con-

siderable resemblance in form between these shells and Vanilcoro Q- & ^''

but, the animal and operculum being unknown, they had best be retained

ami

Key to Speciks.

apirale : umbilicus very narrow, aperture rather small, spire relatively high.

elegans : umbilicus large ; sculpture fine, coarser on lower half.

miocaenicum : umbilicus rather small, partly covered by reflexed inner lip.

drewi : very large, no umbilicus ; spire moderate, columella almost straight.

undulatum : moderate size, no umbilicus ; spir© low, columella concave, apertuie

somewhat dilated.

venustum : very large, no umbilicus ; spire rather high, columella concave.

Globisinum elegans (Suter). (Plate 60, j&g. 18,)

1917. Sinum (Eunaticina) elegans Suter, N.Z. Geol Surv, Pal. Bull. 5, P-
^^'

pi. 3, fig. 4.

Suter gives as locality of the type, " 630, Teaneraki (= Enfield), ucar

Oamani, North Otago, T. Eadaile." This collection is an unreliable one,

containing Hawke's Bay and Mount Harris specimens, and is wrongly

attributed to Mr. Esdaile. Most of the specimens, including the type ol

G. elegans, are probably from McCuUougt's Bridge, Waihao River, where

the species is not iTncommon. The aperture of the type is broken away
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for a considerable distance, and the line of the suture can be followed to the

middle of the whorl on Suter's figure, which therefore gives an impression

of too great height in comparison with the width. The spirals are generally,

but not always, much stronger on the lower part of the whorl than on the

upper.

Globisinum spxrale (Marshall). (Plate 60, fig. 17.)

1917. AmpuUina spiralis Marshall, Trans, N,Z, Inst,, vol. 49, p. 452, pi. 34, fig. 17

Localities.—Wangaloa (type) ; Boulder Hill.

This is the '' EudoUum ? '' of Suter (1921, p. 96).

Globisinum miocaenicum (Suter). (Plate 60, fig. 13.)

1873- Sigaretus snbglobosn.^ Sowerby : Hutfcon, Cat. Tert. MolL, p. 9 (not of

Sowb.).

1914. AmpuUina miocaetiica Suter, N,Z. OeoL Surv, Pal. Bull. 2, p. 21, pi. 2, fig. 2.

1918. StJium miocaenicum (Suter), Alph. List N.Z. Tert, MolLf p. 25.

Localities.—Awamoa (type) ; Pukeuri, near Oamaru ; 166, 458, Pareora
;

475, Mount Harris, South Canterbury ; 950, Parson's Creek, Oamaru
(= Sinum cinctum of Suter, 1921, p. 80) ; 125, Fox River, Brighton

{— Sinum chiclum of Suter, 1921, p. 40) ; Trig. 2, Ot^kaike, Otiake beds

above limestone.

Of the specimens identified as G. miocaenicnm from '* tuffs interbedded

with chalk marls, Coleridge Creek, Trelissick Basin" (Suter, 1921, p. 51),

only one is in a good condition. It is certainly very like G, miocaenicum

j

but differs slightly in several ways. The body-whorl is even more globose

than that of G. miocaenicum, so that the distance from the umbilicus to

the base of the shell is very short, thus causing the spirals to abut on the

lower part of the inner lip at a high angle. The umbilicus is slightly wider

than in the Awamoan species. More specimens, however, are required to

show whether these differences are constant and worth specific recogni-

tion. It is possible that the relationship is closer to G. spirale, which

has a higher spire and shorter anterior development than G. miocaenicxim.

Globisinum undulatum (Hutton). (Plate 60, fig. 14.)

1885, Sigardiis undulaius Hutton, Trans. N.Z. InsL, vol. 17, p. 318, pi. 18, fig. 11.

1885- NcUica {AmpuUina) laevis Hutton, Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 17, p, 317,
pi. 18, fig. 10.

1803. Sigaretvs undulaius Hutton, Macleay Mem. Vol.^ p. 55, pi. 7, fig. 41.
1893. Natica laevis Hutton, Macleay Mem. Vol., p, 54, pi. 7, fig. 39.
1913. AmpuUina undulata (Hutton) : Sut«r, Man.. N.Z. Moll., p. 291, pi. 15, fig. 17.

1915. Ampullina urululata (Hutton) : Suter, N.Z, Oeol. Surv. Pah Bull. 3, p. 11.

1915. Polinices laevis (Hutton) : Suter, N.Z. Oeol. Surv. Pal, Bull. 3, p. 10,

1917. Sinum uiidulaium (Hutton) : Suter, N.Z. Geol. Surv. Pal. Bull. 5, p. 88.

The type of this species is a Wanganiii fossil (precise horizon unknown),
and the only record of its Recent occurrence is by Webster (1905, p. 280),
who collected a specimen at Cape Maria van Diemen. It is possible that
his shell was a G. venustum. Hutton's two syntypes of Natica laevis
are identical in every respect with G. undulatum
ornamentation is lacking. A careful scrutiny of the surface shows that
it is much pitted, and that there are traces of the spirals in protected areas.
It is therefore practically certain that the sculpture has been worn off by
attrition in the shell-bed from which the specimens came.
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Type from Wanganui, but horizon un

Localities.—Uecent (only one record)

;

Wan
Nukumaru (fde MarshaU and Murdoch) ; Petane ; 1063, shell-bed below

Petane limestone, Okawa Creek, Ngaruroro River.

Globisinum drew! (Murdoch). (Plate 60, figs. 11, 15.)

1899. Sigaretus (?) drewi ^lurdoch, Proc, Maine. Soc., vol. 3, P- 32|J, pi. 16, fig. 1.

1915. AmpuUina drewi (Murdoch) : Suter, Alph. HanxUisi N.Z TeH.MolL, p. 6.

1917. Simim {Euimticina) drewi (Murdoch) : Sutcr, N.Z, GeoL 8urv. FaL nuiL o.

p. 88.

A careful examination of the anterior part of the body-whorl of the

f.-no «TinwQ fqir^f inHip.atinns of low sDiral ridi/es such as exist on the type

of G. venustum
Wangan

Height, 38 mm. ; diameter, 37 mm.
Locality.—Coast north-west of

^'anganui

Iwi

Globisinum venustum (Suter). (Plate 60, fig. 10.)

1907. Euspira venusta Suter, Proc. Mai. 8oc., vol. 7, No. 4. pi. 18, fig. 13.

1913. AmpuUina venusta (Suter), Manual N.Z. MolL, p. 292, pi. 15, fig. !«•

Suter's figure is misleading, for it gives far too great prominence to the

spiral ribs on the lower part of the shell. These are so inconspicuous that

they make practically no difierence to the profile, and even when the ngnt

is in a favourable position thay can hardly be seen. A topotype in tae

possession of Miss M. K. Mestayer does not show the ribs at all, and has

much the appearance of G. drewi. These are the only two specimens ot

the species which have been found ; and, since complete adult specimens

of both G. undulatum and G. drewi are rare, the material available is not

sufficient to give a proper idea of the relative values of the three species

named. They may not all be worth recognition.

Holotype in the Suter collectioji, Wanganui Museum.
Height, 40 mm. ; diameter, 37 mm.
Locality,—Near Cape Farewell. (Recent.)

6. Genus Amouropsella Chelot, 1885.

" Shell thin, scalariform, with elevated spire, sharp at the top ;

whorls

numerous, generally rendered gradate by a spiral plane, sometimes eve

keeled ; aperture scarcely more than half the total height, effuse in front

,

umbilicus rather small, from the depths of which issues a narrow and ^^^^
ridge which quickly joins the keeled margin of the effuse portion ot t

aperture, lip little inclined, straight, a little antecurrent opposite tne

flattened plane, columella scarcely excavated, outer margin little callouse

and reflected on the umbilicus."—(Cossmann.)
Genotype : Natica spirata Lamk. (Eocene.)

Cossmann (1919, p. 454) places Amauropsella Chelot, 1885, as a section

of Crommium Cossmann, 1888, an interpretation of the law of pnorit}^

which is not generally favoured. The New Zealand species differ in having

a channelled sutuxe, and A. major in having spiral grooves. AmaurofsW<^

has a channelled suture, but the umbilical ridge is not so well marke

and is farther forward. Amauropsella ranges from Palaeoccne to Aquitanian

in Europe.
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Amauropsella major (Marshall). (Plate 60, fig. 19.)

1917. Nudeopsia major Marshall, Trans, N.Z. Inst, vo!. 49, p. 458, pi. 36, fig. 38.
w

Shell rather small, ovate ; spire gradate, two-thirds the height of

aperture ; whorls 6, convex on spire and narrowly shouldered where they

bend to the well-channelled suture ; surface with numerous spiral threads

separated by narrow grooves, about ten on the penultimate and thirty on

the body, the upper ones rather broad and often divided by a secondary

groove ; aperture ovate, efEuse below ; outer lip slightly concave and

gently retracted to the suture in large specimens (but these features are not

clear in the type), inclined about 15^ from vertical ; inner lip nearly straight,

with a thin enamel on parietal wall ; umbilicus narrow, with sharp spiral

ridge descending to meet anterior part of inner margin where it starts to

become effuse.

Type in Otago Museum.
Height, 10 mm. ; diameter, 6-5 mm.
Localities,—Wangaloa ; Boulder Hill.

The original description does not mention the umbilical ridge, nor is it

shown in the figure. It is, however, quite well developed. The inclined

aperture, the ridged umbilicus, and the smooth columella show that the

shell is not one of the Acteonidae.

The strong spiral sculpture is an unusual character for the group, but

that it is not of generic importance is indicated by the presence of a smooth
shell with the same essential features in the same beds.

Amauropsis martinezensis Dickerson (1914, p. 142, p. 13, figs. 4 a, 6)

has a * surface marked by fine but well-markt^ revolving lines.'*

Amauropsella teres n. sp. (Plate 60, fig. 20.)

Shell rather small, ovate ; spire gradate, two-thirds the height of

aperture ; whorls 6, convex on spire and narrowly shoiddered where they

bend over to the well-channelled suture, surface with growth-lines only

;

aperture ovate, effuse below ; outer lip very slightly concave and almost

imperceptibly retracted to suture ; inner lip straight, with only thin enamel
on parietal wall ; umbilicus rather small, but not invaded by callus, with

sharp spiral ridge which abuts against a projection at anterior end of inner

margin.

Type in collection of Mr. H. J. Finlay.

Height, 14 mm. ; diameter, 11mm.
Locality,—Boulder Hill.

II. Family NARICIDAE.

Genus Micreschara Cossmann, 1881.
F

Section Macrompalina Cossmann, 1888.

"Shell auriform, very widely umbilicated, feebly trelissed, apert
obliquely spread out and very depressed, walls of umbilicus ornamen
with radial and lamellar folds from peripheral keel.

" Type : Sigaretus problematicvf^ Desh. (Eocene.)

This section—which is separated from Micreschara s. str. by its

Eoce
shape is not confined to the

Miocene of

19—Trans.
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the South-west, but it is also represented in the Tortonian of Hungary."

(Cossmann.)

The appearance of this rare nus

that in Europe.

New Zealand is of great

responds approximately to

Key to Species.

auriformis : circum-umbilical keel set in from the rounded periphery.

huttoni : circum-umbilical keel forming the periphery.

Micreschara (Macromphalina) auriformis n. sp. (Plate 60, figs. 5, 6.)

Shell small, auriform, depressed ; spire very low ; whorls 3 or 4

rapidly increasing ; surface smooth ; suture plain, tangential at first,

but abutting near aperture, which is oval, distended, and much incUned

;

outer lip convex, retracted to suture ; inner lip concave, straightened

below, slightly reflexed ; umbilicus very wide, joining base of body-whorl

at sharp angle some distance in from rounded periphery.

Type in collection of Mr. H. J. Finlay.

Height, 3'5 mm. ; diameter, 5 mm.
Locality,—Boulder Hill (Palaeoceno).

Micreschara (Macromphalina) huttoni n. mut, (Plate 60, figs. 1. % 3.)

1877* Sigaretus cariyiatus Hutton, Trans. N.Z. InsL^Tol 9, p. 597 (notofMuenster

nor Goldfusa).

1914. Ampullina carinata (Hutton) : Suter, N.Z. Oeol Surv. Pal Bull 2, p. 1^.

pi. 8, figs. 2 a, 6, c.

1918. Sinum cartnatum (Hutton) : Suter, N,Z, Get
w

Localities.—White Rock River, Pareora (type) Oamaru

:

{Jide F. Marshall). (Lower Miocene or Upper Oligocene.)

M, problematica Desh. and M, decussata Cossm. from the Eocene oi

the Paris Basin are closely similar to the New Zealand species.

The combination Sigaretus carinaius was preoccupied when Hutton

proposed i1>-by A. Goldfuss, 1837 (AhhUd. u. Beschr. d. Petrefakten Deutch'

lands, &€., iii, 13, t. 168, f. 16), and by Muenster, 1842 {Beitrage zvr^

Petrefakten-Kunde, iv, 93, t. 9, f. 16) : therefore the specific name hutmi

is proposed.

SYNOPSIS OF CHANGES IN NOilENCLATURE AND CLASSIFICATION

Suter's Classification,

Natica australis (Hutton) .

zelandica Q. & G,
Polinices amhiguus Suter .

amphialus (Watson) « 4

« ft
callosus (Hutton)
gibhosus (Hutton)

{Neverita) huttoni Ihering
laevis (Hutton)
{Euspira) ovaim (Hutton)
planispirus Sute—— (Neverita) sagenus Suter

Sinum carinatiim (Hutton)

Re^ised Classification.

ica maonn

(Not seen).*

Q

Uber [Euspira) vitreus (Hutton)

(Finl

huttoni

Globisinum undtdatum (Hutton)

Uber orifloides n. sp.

atxca

sagenus Suter. -

schara (Macromphalina) tiutwm

n. mut.

The type could not be found in Canterbury Museum.
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Suter's Classification. Revised Classifioation.

Sinum {Eunaticina) cinctum (Hutton) Sinimi{Eu)mticina)cinctt(m{li\xtton)

(? New Zealand),

{Eunaticina) drewi (Murdoch) . . Glohisinum drewi (Murdoch).

{Eunaticina elegans Suter

fornicatum Suter

elegans (Sut<»r).

Sinnm fornicatum Suter.

(Eunaticina) miocaenicum Suter Glohisinum miocaenicum (Sut«r).

{Eunaticina) undulatum (Hutton)

Ampullina {Megatylotus) sufuralis

(Hutton)

waihaoensis Suter

venusta Suter

Nucleopsis major Marshall..

Turbo apjrroximatiis (Suter)

tmdulatum (Hutton).

Sulconacca sulufulis (Hutton).

Nafica {Carinacca) waihaoensis

(Suter).

Glohisinum ventistum (Suter).

Amauwpsella major (Marshall).

Natica {Magnatuxi) approxiniata

(Suter).

1.3-4.
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The Post-Tertiary History of New Zealand.

By J. Henderson, M.A., D.Sc, B.Sc. in Eng. (Metullurgy).

[Bead, mth the permission of the Diredor of the Xew Zealand Geological Survey, before

the Wellington PhiU^ophkal Society, 10th October, 1923; received by Editor, 22nd

December, 1923; issued separately, 28th August^ 1924.]

Throughout the geological literature of New Zealand are numerous refer-

ences to changes in the height of the land in respect to sea-Ievel within

Recent and post-Tertiary times. At many points on the coast features

definitely associated with the sea or its edge are inland and above the

strand ; at other and perhaps adjacent points there is equally definite

evidence of considerable depression. The object of this paper is to bring

together, and as far as possible- to correlate, the known pertinent facts,

and to endeavour to outline the sequence of the oscillations. The evidence

suggests that New Zealand has changed its level in respect to the sea as

a unit, either on account of the retreat of the ocean or by uplift of the

whole archipelago. There may have been some local tiltings and difEerential

warpings, but these appear to have been unimportant if compared with the

widespread epeirogenic oscillations that hat^e affected the Islands.

In New Zealand the Tertiary closed with a long-continued series of

movements by which groups of earth-blocks were uplifted to form moun-

tain-ranges, while adjacent blocks were relatively depressed in trough-hke

basins. The mountains have since been much carved by ice and water,

and the great tectonic valleys in part filled in by the rivers and the sea,

but the broad outlines of New Zealand as it now is were created at this

period. The land was at one time 1,000 ft, or more higher than it now

is, but later was depressed till the old strand-line was submerged to 1,000 ft.

or more below its present level. The deposits formed prior to and during

this depression are here considered of early Pleistocene, and those of the

succeeding elevation of younger Pleistocene age. The former deposits are

represented by volcanic accumulations and by beds of glacial, fluviatile,

estuarine, and littoral origin. The younger Pleistocene beds are chiefly

high-level terraces bordering river- vallejrs, and littoral deposits fonnmg

coastal platforms or veneering wave-out benches. The general elevatory

movement was continued till the land was several hundred feet higher than

at present. It was succeeded by depression that raised the strand-hne

about 120 ft. above that of to-day. The last considerable movement has

been one of uplift to the present position. The deposits of the last-

mentioned depression and subsequent elevation form the bulk of the Kecent

deposits of New Zealand.

This paper deals chiefly with the evidences of uplift and subsidence

that have been observed in coastal districts. No account is given of the

plains and river-valleys of New Zealand, though these have been profoundly

modified and in part created by the movements. The effects of glaciation

are not discussed, nor do the deposits of early and middle Pleistocene age

receive more than mention.

General Considerations.

be
-ffirt

consists
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entirely.

will be
modified

bet

be'

The under-water slope of a prograded shore is likf^ly to bo continued
above sea-level by slope, fan, or deltaic depopits with little or no change of

grade. After elevation, unless tliere is considerable difference in the nature
of the terrestrial and marine depfwts, the old strand-line will probably soon
be obliterated. The summit and basal edges of sea-cliffs cut by the waves
during a period of comparative rest are much more decided linos of demar-
cation. The summit edges, except on coasts where tho rnntrolling condi-
tions are far more uniform than in New Zealand, are not likely to be
horizontal even if the uplift is horizontal. The base of an old sea-cliff

—

that is, the inner edge of a coastal .terrace— will probably furnish much
more reliable information as to the nature and amount of movement of

the strand-line ; but, as explained by Darwin in the second chapter of his

Geologieal Ohserration ov South America, it by no means follows that the

inner edge of a coastal bench on a horizontally uplifted shore is horizontal.
" With respect to the basal or lower edges of the escarpments, from
picturing in one's mind ancient hsLjs enlirely surrounded at successive

periods by cliff-formed shores, one's first impression is that they at least

necessarily must be horizontal, if the elevation has been horizontal. But
here is a fallacy : for after the sea has, during a cessation of the elevation,

worn cliffs all round the shores of a bay, when the movement recommences,
and especially if it recommences slowly, it might well happen that, at the

exposed mouth of the bay, the waves might continue for some time wearing
into the land, whilst in the protected and upper parts successive beach-lines

might be accumulating in a sloping surface or terrace at the foot of the

cliffs which had been lately reached : hence, supposing the whole line of

escarpment to be finally uplifted above the reach of the sea, its basal line

or foot near the mouth will run at a lower level than in the upper or
protected parts of the bay ; consequently this basal line ^ill not be
horizontal." This explanation has evidently a wider application than
Darwin gave it. The base of any sea-cliff that, during gradual horizontal
uplift, is unequally cut back by the waves, either by reason of unequal
hardness of tho rock or unequal protection from wave-attack afforded by
promontories or coastal drift, will not be horizontal. And the New Zealand
coast is formed of rocks so differing in hardness within short distances, and
is so irregular in outline, that caution is necessary in interpreting the
evidence afforded by the inner edge of a coastal terrace. Moreover, the

alluvial, and dune deposits.

peculiarly liable to be

dge
of raised shore-})latforms furnish the most reliable information regarding
land-uplift, and, provided observations are sufficiently widespread to elimi-
nate local i^culiarities. the-evidence may be confidently accepted.

Darwin in the work already quoted discussed tho nature of the uplift
between the periods of comparative rest or slight depression when the sea-
cliffs were formed. He concluded from the uniformity in size of the pebbles
over the whole surface of platforms miles in width, and from the fact that
the shells strewing the benches were all of littoral species, that the uplift
had been by small sudden starts such as those accompanying recent earth-
quakes, or, more probably, by such starts conjointly with a gradual upward
movement, and had not been due to great and sudden upheavals. In New
Zealand the irregular coast-line causes the beach deposits to vary greatly
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in short distances, and shells are rarely found ou the coastal terraces. But

the series of low raised beaches at Miramar (61, p. 316), Gisborne (52, p. 23,

and 80, p. 533), and Tolaga Bay (52, p. 23), together with the fairly uniform

distribution of blacksand on the raised beaches of the west coast of the

South Island, suggest the uplift in New Zealand took place in a manner

similar to that of South America.

If the elevation of the land is fairly uniform, though interrupted by

periods of rest or slight depression, there will be places, on a coast so

diversified as that of New Zealand, where the emerging wave-formed shelf

will be (1) prograded, (2) unaltered, (3) partially destroyed, and (4) wholly

destroyed. In the first case the surface of the coastal terrace will be fairly

a grade flatter than that of the foreshore ; in the second

case the grade will be the same throughout ; in the third case the raised

platform will be cut into a series of steps which may occur as decided

breaks, or be so small that the whole surface may approximate a slo])ing

plane with a grade steeper than that of the under-water surface ;
in the

fourth case the attack of the waves may be strong enough to advance the

strand landward past the old shore-line. All these types of shore may bf

represented on a short stretch of coast, each tyi)e grading into that adjacent

to it. Again, because one part of the coast was prograded at one par-

ticular contour it does not follow that it was prograded at another contour,

for elevation may bring to the surface of the sea promontories and islands

of hard rock which may protect and cause to be prograded parts of the

coast that at other contours were retrograded. Again, a slight depression

may cause a stream to change its course owing to alluviation, and its

discharge by another outlet may alter locally the distribution of the coastal

drift. Hence, though the whole coast may have been uniformly subjected

to a series of oscillations, the full history of the oscillations may not be

decipherable in any one area, and different chapters of the history must

be read in different districts.

Evidence of Elevation.

North Auckla)id Peninsula.

The evidences of elevation Will first be considered, and, in order that the

facts may be conveniently presented, the coast of each Island is divided

into four portions. S. Percy Smith (72, pp. 403-10: see also 33, p- 157;

35, p. 11; 40, p. 4; and 43, p. 30) noted the occurrence of raised beaches

about 15 ft. above sea-level at many points on the east and west coasts of

the North Auckland Peninsula. McKay (25, p. 77) observed beaches and

mud-flats at a similar height in the extreme north of North Zealand, and

Hochstetter (111, p. 266) and Hutton (63, p. 161) remarked on the slight

elevation that has taken place at Manukau North Head. Smith (72,

p. 409), without mentioning precise locaUties, has stated that a bench about

100

Whangarei
the Town of Whangarei, at the head of the harbour, is built in part on a

10^15

inland along the continuing valley.

Other base levels of erosion have not been definitely recognized in North

Auckland, but several facts of physiography noted by various writers have

significance if considered in this connection. Thus McKay (25, P-
^^^

wrote : " AVhangape Harbour is bounded on the south and west oy

heights .000 ft. to 1 ,500
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gradually to half that height on the coast-line." And again :
'' Towards

the east [of Parengarenga Harbour] there is a tendency to form tablelands
400 ft. to 600 ft. above sea-level." Bell and Clarke (87, p. 614) suggest
that a tableland about 1,000 ft. high that occupies a relatively consider-

able area in the extreme north of New Zealand is the remnant of a pene-
plain. Lignitic bands occur in the cliflfs of Pleistocene sands that back the
low raised beaches along the west coast between Kaipara Harbour and
Maunganui Bluff (79, p, 565). These are evidence of elevation, but of what
amount is unknown.

AucklaTid

403
various points in the Hauraki Gulf and Bay of Plenty. Hutton (6, p. 23)
w^as the first to note this strand-line at Thames. According to Cussen
(78, p. 404), an old beach 17 ft. above sea-level occurs at Maukoro, in the
Hauraki Plain, about eighteen miles from the sea. Other raised beaches
up to 100 ft. high have been recorded at several points between Auckland
and East Cape. Beaches 25 ft. high occur near Thames (45, p. 29) and
Tauranga (114, p. 212); at Cabbage Bay, 80 ft. (28, p. 70); north of

Cabbage Bay, up to 70 ft. (42, p. 61); at Waihi Beach and Orokawa, near
Waihi, up to 50 ft. (48, p. 30) ; and at Te Kaha Point, 50-60 ft. (17, p. 199),

At Opotiki is a tableland 100 ft. above the sea, and according to Smith
remnants of beaches from 80 ft. to 100 ft. high occur at intervals from
East Cape to Tauranga and along the east side of Hauraki Peninsula
(72. pp. 406-8).

Another group of raised beaches is represented by the terrace at the
back of the Town of Thames, 150-175 ft. (28, p. 38), at the mouth of

Kauaeranga River, and for several miles along the east side of Hauraki
Plain. Beach-remnants 200 ft. high occur between Hastings (Tapu) and
Kirita Bay (28, p. 70). The ridges of the lowlands west and south of

Tauranga Harbour, which are formed of soft Pleistocene deposits, rise

regularly inland to about 250 ft.

West of Tauranga, and farther south-east in the Te Puke district, these
beds slope gently upward to a plateau which rises regularly to more than
1,000 ft. Towards the sea this surface is deenlv incised bv the streams and
dissected Many years ago Hutton noted the
gently-undulating high-level plateau near Thames, which he considered to
have been formed when the land was about 1,600 ft. lower than at present

(6, p. 23). At Hicks Bay fossiliferous sands and muds form wide terraces

above the sea. Between Te Araroa
wave-cut benches from 870 ft. to 1.000

650

East Cape to Wellhiglon.

The slight uplift, the effects of which farther north have been men-
tioned, also raised the coast from East Cape to Wellington. Marine
terraces up to 20 ft. above the sea occur at Tuparoa and at Waipiro, Toko-
maru, and Tolaga bays (52, p. 23). They have been recorded at various
places in the Gisborne district (7, p. xvi, and 8, p. 120), at Mahia
(17, p. 198), Wairoa, Herbertville (34, p. 103), and Palliser Bay (11, p. 85).
Crawford observed a series of beaches near Wellington respectively 4 ft.,

9 ft., and 15 ft. (61, p. 316) above the sea, and wave-formed caves at
Miramar lifted 15 ft. (65, p. 396). Benches somewhat higher, but belonging
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to the same group of marine terraces/ occur at many points along the

northern part of this portion of the coast. They are 50-90 ft, high near

the mouth of the Waiapu Eiver, 40-50 ft. at Tokomaru Bay, 90 ft. near

Tolaga Bay (52, p. 24), 40 ft. at Makarori Point, and 60-70 ft. near Wairoa.

There is a wave-cut bench rising to about 50 ft. near Cape Turnagain, and

another at Cape Turakirae up to 95 ft. (90, p. 209). A marine terrace

at Mukamuka is 50 ft. above sea-level, and one at Lake Onoke 70 ft.

(30, p. 29).

A prominent beach from 240 ft. to 260 ft. above sea-level occurs at

Taijuwae Rocks, ten miles north-east of Gisborne (52, p. 23), and terraces

at similar heights, though much dissected by streams, near Tolaga Bay, at

Tawhiti Hill, and near Port Awanui. Marine terraces belonging to this

group also occur near Gisborne, on Mahia Peninsula (17, p. 199), east of

Wairoa, and at several points about Palliser Bay (11, p. 85). A gravel-

strewn terrace from 200 ft. to 300 ft. above the river extends for ten miles

up-stream from the mouth of the Mohaka (69, p. 574).

In this portion of the coast the higher groups of marine terraces are

well represented near Wellington. A rock platform, the inland edge of

which is from 450 ft. to 500 ft. (104, pp. 136-37) above the sea extends

from Baring Head to Orongorongo. Wave-cut benches at this height have

not been definitely observed in the soft Tertiary strata that front the sea

along the greater portion of the east coast of the North Island, but m
the Herbertville and Gisborne districts (52, p. 25) dissected plateau-like

uplands rising gradually from about 600 ft. were probably formed when

the sea was some 500 ft. or 600 ft. higher. Inland along the Waiapu and

Waipaoa Valleys (44, p. 32) are extensive terraces from 400 ft. to 600 ft.

above the beds of these maturely graded rivers.

Terraces and gravels in these valleys at a still higher level suggest that

at one time the land was even lower. In the Waiapu Valley there is an

extensive terrace 900 ft. and more above the adjacent stream-bed, and the

even crests and flat tops of the ridges of the uplands between the Waiapu

and the coast indicate erosion from an extensive high-level plateau 1;000 ft.

or more above sea-level. The top of Cape Kidnappers is a sloping flat,

possibly wave-cut, 700 ft. high. Near Wellington a wave-cut bench 950 ft.

high occurs at Orongorongo (104, p. 137), and other terraces of unknown

but probably of similar height are to be seen on the eastern shore of

Palliser Bay (61, p. 316).

on to Ancklatid (West Coai>t)

ur at numerous

Wellington and

Auckland. Crawford (65, p. 396) has described those near Wellington, and

Adkin those at Porirua Inlet (106, pp. 148-53). They also occur near.

Foxton, Wanganui, Hawera, New Plymouth, Waitara, Mokau (54, p. 13)»

Kawhia, Raglan, and ilanukau (107, pp. 101-2). The railway near

Paekakariki is on a gently-shelving slope formed during the last period of

ki a sloping

30 ft. hicrh.

uplift. In north

cliffs in places less

to a narrow strip, which continues along the shore as far as Awakmo.

This gravel-covered bench was first noted by Hector (1, pp. 3-4). It^ '^

backed throughout by an ancient sea-cliS, and except where covered witu

dunes is rarely more than 120 ft. high (54, p. 13). Small remnants oi

terraces up to 100 ft. above the sea occur at many points between Awakino

and Raglan Harbour. Between Raglan and Waikato mouth there are a
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few remnants of marine terraces belonging to tliis period, and the mud-

to 70 ft. or 80 ft.

slope

The 200^300 ft. group of coastal terraces is well represented near
Wellmgton by the Tongue Point platform, which is 240 ft. above the sea
(92, p. 255). The low hills west of Evans and Lyall Bays are probably
carved from a shelf of this period. Dissected littoral deposits occur near
Pukerua Station (267 ft.), north of Plimmerton ; and, according to Adkin
raised beaches from 200 ft. to 240 ft. above the sea occur near Levin
(89, p. 507). From Marton to Mangaweka the Wellington-Auckland Railway
IS built on an ancient flood-plain of the Rangitikci River, which stream is
now entrenched from 200 ft. to 250 ft. below. In north Taranaki and west
Auckland marine terraces of this cycle have been obser\^ed at several
points. Small remnants 200-260 ft. high occur some miles north of Awakino
(54, p. 13)

j
the flat-topped isthmus of tlie peninusla between Kawhia

aiid Aetea inlets, which is 200 ft. above sfta-lfvpl fnT.«i«fs r>* ^r.n- oor,,i„

;imilar to the banks now forminff mil
of Kaglan a bench 190-230 ft. high, about 4 chains wide, and backed by
an ancient sea-cliff, extends for half a mile along the coast.

At Tongue Point there is a terrace-remnant about 450 ft. above the sea
(92, p. 256) ;

the flat-topped Mana Island slopes gently up to 440 ft.
;and the gravels at Johnsonville and those at Brooklyn and Kelburn

probably accumulated when the land was some 400-600 ft. lower. According
to Cotton there is a base level of erosion in the Wellington district 800-900 ft
above the present one (92, p. 248). Adkin mentions a 530 ft. beach near
Levm, and states that this beach rises to 770 ft. inland from Palmerston
North (101, p. 108). -- -- -

500
.ay (24, p. 2) noted flat-topped spurs formed of soft
ft. to 800 ft. Iiigh, south of Shannon. Marshall

states that gravels cap hills 600 ft. high near Wanganui (118, p. 47), and
Morgan is of opinion that the land in this area was formerly at least 500 ft
lower than at present (103, p. 63). A little north of Urenui a well-dissected

Awakino (54, p. 13).

500-700 ft., and an m

800 ft. Wave
nailes alons t

rtainly

a point seven miles north of Marakopa (60, p. 183). Mount Karioi, south-
west of Raglan, has a sloping plain 450-550 ft. on three sides. Between
Raglan and Waikato the sea-cHffs are formed of or capped with dissected

i 7

above tide-mark.

200 ft. to 1.400

broad sloping surfaces 400-600
nked on th^ wp«f hv a froi.f

oi tne littoral deposits of this district cap hills up to 1,000
miles south of the mouth of the Waikato.

Cape Farewell to Kaikoura.

100
high occur at many points. A gently-sloping surface rises from the western

?i tu .1^^",?^'^ **" ^ ^^^^^^ ^* ^^*- ^^ ^f*- ^lo^g the base of
the hills (55, p. 14). Collingwood, Takaka, Motueka, Richmond, Nelson
and Blenheim are built on the slightly uplifted deltas of various rivers'
According to McKay, Pelorus and Queen Charlotte Sounds were once con-
nected by way of Mahakipawa Arm, which ends in a flat 25-30 ft. above
the sea (12, p. 97) ; the terrace on which Havelock, at the head of Pelorus
bound, IS built; and the flats at Cullensville, suggest elevation to the extent
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of 40 ft. (21, p. 40). Cotton has remarked on the narrow strand-plain

along the east coast of Marlborough (94, p. 293), and Morgan on sea-worn

caves 10 ft, to 12 ft. high at Kaikoura (37, p. 20). Here also are wave-cut

benches 60 ft. and 100 ft. above the sea. The flats at Kekerangu, accord-

ing to. Cotton, suggest an elevation of about 120 ft. (94, p. 290; see

also 16, p. 125).

The 200-300 ft. group of terraces are also represented in this part of

New Zealand. A raised beach about 250 ft. high extends across Kaikoura

Peninsula ; and Cape Campbell is a flat-topped promontory about 200 ft,

above the sea (36, p. 19). According to McKay, gold-bearing gravels occur

in the Mahakipawa Valley 200-400 ft. above stream-level (21, pp. 41-42),

and there are gravel terraces of similar height in the Pelonis and Waka-
marina Valleys, a few miles from the head of Pelorus Sound. Marine

terraces of this period extend for miles along the south shore of Golden

Bay, and rise in gentle slopes to heights of 180-270 ft. along the foot of

the hills.

In this locality also are remnants of terraces 400-500 ft. high, and near

the tops of the hills are deposits of well - rounded granite boulders and

pebbles, 1,000-1,200 ft. above the sea, that could only have been carried

to their present position by shore drift. On the southern side of the Riwaka
Valley, facing the sea, is an elevated shelf of about the same height. Near

the shores of Blind Bay there is no record of the presence of high-level

benches. In the Sounds districts, a few miles up the Wakamarina Valley,

there are fluviatile gravels about 700 ft. above stream-level (56, p. 12).

Downs 600-700 ft. high, formed of gravels, occur south of the Wairau Plain

near Blenheim (23, p. 179). The high-level terraces of the Awatere Valley

(800 ft. and more above the stream) (94, p. 288), and the ancient delta of

the Clarence, 500-600 ft. high (94, p. 291, and 16, p. 125), probably reached

their present position by uplift. Near Kaikoura are wave-cut benches

450 ft. or more above the sea (37, p, 20), and the so-called Kaikoura Plain,

formed by the coalescing of several shingle-fans, rises on the flanks of the

Kaikoura Range to more than 600 ft.

Kaikoura to Dunedin.

^
The low strand-plain of Marlborough occurs at many points for some

miles south of Kaikoura. Near the mouth of Conway River are beaches

40-50 ft. (38, p. 24), and at Gore Bay 12 ft. and 80 ft. above the sea

(58, p. 174, and 59, p. 26). Speight records recent uplift near the mouth
of Waipara River as having produced a plain sloping gently upward to a

cliff the top of which rises from 50 ft. to 150 ft. at Amberley (91, p. 222).

This latter terrace is probably the same as that recognized by Hutton

(9; p. 54-55) near Motunau, some miles to the north-east (80-150 ft.). Haast

many years ago recorded the occurrence of raised beaches, up to 20 ft.,

between Kaiapoi and the sea, at Sumner, and on the south side of Banks

miles north and
width, and at O

Waitaki
south along the coast as a low strand-plain of varpng

maru rock-cut benches 12 ft. and 42 ft. high are veneered

with pebbles, sand, and broken shells (51, p. 112 and 15, p. 65). The

flats at the mouth of Shag River are uplifted estuarine beds, and south of

this river are marine terraces about 100 ft. high (112, p. 78, and 18, p- 234).

The isthmus of Otago Peninsula is formed of raised littoral deposits, and

the flats round the shores of the many coastal indentations of this district

are of a similar nature.
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According to Hutton (9, p
h occur between Kaikoura
ich 300 ft. hitrli south of t'

55) coastal terraces from 200 ft. to 300 ft.

and Conway River. There is a rock-cut
;e latter locality. Morgan (38, p. 24) has

noted the presence of platforms about 200 ft. above the sea at Amuri,
Conway, and Claverlcy, A gravel-veneered rock-bench from 220 ft. to 250 ft.

high (58, p. 174) occurs at Port Robinson, and a terrace from 200 ft. to

300 ft. above the sea extends for about seven miles between Stoney-
hurst and Motunau (13, p. 76). Near Oaniaru the strand-plain is backed
by old sea-cliffs from 150 ft. to 200 ft. high, from the top of which an
extensive plain extends inland along the Waitaki Valley, rising from 230 ft,

to over 650 ft, near Papakaio (100, p. 118). Park (51, p. HI) considers
that this high-level plain was produced by an uplift of the land of about
200 ft. There are several marine terraces near Seachfi between 200 ft.

300 Marshall (115, p. 386) mentions a well-defined bench
Dunedin, 250 ft. above sea-level.

500 ft. terrace at Amuri BlufE

400
600 Wild

(99, p. 80) a platform 500 ft. high occurs between the Blyth Rive
Napenape Cliff. The plateau-like uplands above Port Robinson, north
of the Hurunui River, were probably once an extension of this latter

terrace. Beach-remnants 450 ft. above the sea occur at Lyttelton Heads
(85, p. 32), but between this point and Dunedin the only definite record
that the sea was once higher is furnished by the plateau, 1,100-1,200 ft.

above the sea, on the eastern side of the Malvern HiUs (9, p. 57). At High-
cliffe, near Dunedin, Hutton long ago noted several rock-benches up to

900ft. above sea-level ni2. n. 78).

Dunedin to Jachson's Bay.

A 10 ft. beach occurs at the mouth of Kaikorai Stream, a little south
of Dunedin, and Grange (105, p. 161) considers that the topography of this

district suggests an uplift of about 100 ft. There are several low coastal
terraces near the mouth of Taieri River. The extensive flats at Inch-
Clutha are from 10 ft. to 20 ft. above tidal river-channels. North of Port
Molyneux a sand-veneered wave-cut bench which rises gently from cliffs

30-60 ft. high to about 120 ft. at the inner margin of the platform continues
along the coast for at least seven miles. Raised beaches up to 20 ft. above
the sea have been worked for gold for some miles eastward from Waipapa
Point. From Invercargill to Riverton the swampy silt-plains have ob-
viously been recently raised above high-water mark. Petrie (71, pp. 323-24),
writes of Stewart Island, " At no remote date a strait here [between Paterson
Inlet and 3Iason Bay] ran across Stewart Island, separating the high land
in the north • . . from the southern portion ... a depression of

50 ft. or 60 ft. would suffice to restore this strait, and part Stewart Island
once more into two." According to Hutton (112. p. 80) one of the Green
Islets rises from a platform 40 ft. high, at which level is an arch evidently
formed by sea erosion. Hector (109, p. 453) many years ago noticed sea-
worn caves on Steep-to Island, Preser\^ation Inlet, 10-20 ft. high. An
old channel between Chalky and Preservation Inlets is now represented
by a flat-bottomed gap 50 ft. above the sea in the separating mountainous
peninsula (27, p. 33). At Gulches Head, in Preservation Inlet, there are,

according to McKay (27, p. 45), gravels 130 140 ft. above tide-mark. Lake
McKerrow, north of Milford Sound, which is separated from the sea by a
low gravel spit, has terraces from 10 ft. to 60 ft. high (3, p. 43),
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Near Dunedin the 200-300 ft. group of terraces is represented by

the gently undulating surface above the cliffs fringing the coast south of

the town. East of Kaitangata are beach-remnants 260-300 ft. high, and

similar terraces formed of buff-coloured gravels and sands occur at Orepuki,

where Park (53, p. 54) states they reach a height of 230 ft. Hutton (112,

p. 79) wrote in 1875 that " the chain of .small islands between Paterson's

Inlet and Ruapuke are quite flat-topped, the result evidently of marine

/l^nnrlQfinT, Tlif^v are between 140 ft. and 200 ft. high." According to

Park (20, p. 130) there is a coastal terrace between Barn Bay and Martm

Bay from 100 ft. to 300 ft. above sea-level ; and Hector (109, pp. 455, 467)

noted terraces near Lake McKerrow, 270 ft. high, and the wooded tableland

of Coal Island (200-300 ft.).

The higher group of terraces is not well represented on the east coast

of Otago, or at least there is no reference to its presence except by Hutton

(112, p. 171), who noted that gravels occur up to a height of 400 ft. on the

sea face of the coast range opposite Otakaia. This range extends south

to Kaitangata, where its even flat-topped crests appear to have been carved

from a plain (600700 ft. high) sloping gently seaward. A little west of

Orenuki are terrace-remnants 400-450 ft. high. In Stewart Island, McKay
500

700

Puysegur Point was a terraced bench from fave to ten miles wiae nsmg irum

200 ft. to 1,200 ft. (27, p. 32). Marshall states that raised beaches occur

in this part of New Zealand up to 1,000 ft. high (119, p. 200). McKay

(27, p. 37) noted the presence in this locality of gravel terraces 800 ft. high,

and considered that the sea was once 750 ft. higher than now. Hutton

(112, p. 80) in 1875 mentioned a series of wave-cut benches up to 800 ft. at

the entrance of Doubtful Sound, and stated his belief that Otago had been

elevated both on the east and west coasts 500 ft. or more (112, p. 83).

Hector (3, p. 43) noted the gently sloping plateau at Cascade Point, that in

seven miles rises from 300 ft. to 700 ft.

Jackson Bay to Cape Farewell.

Blacksand beaches up to 60 ft. above the sea have been worked for gold

at innumerable points on the narrow strand-plain that extends along the

coast for most of the distance between Jackson Bay and Cape Farewell.

The towns of Okarito, Hokitika, Greymouth, and Westport, as well as the

railways from Ross to Greymouth and from Westport to Mokihinui, are

built on this plain. Between Greymouth and Westport the strand-plam

occurs at many points. Haast (108, p. 112) observed raised beaches 12 ft.

above the sea between the Wanganui and Karamea Rivers, and Cox

(14, p. 73) similar beaches 5-20 ft. high between Big River and Westhaven

Inlet, Higher terraces belonging to this group are represented by the

gravel-bench north of Hokitika (120 ft. on the seaward edge) and the wave-

cut platforms at Perpendicular Point (about 90 ft.) and Seal Island (60 ft.)

north of Greymouth (50, p. 43).
. _,

According to Hector (3, p. 47) the coast south of Paringa River is forme^i

of flat-topped cliffs from 150 ft. to 200 ft. high, of which the upper 50 ft. is

gravel. Hacket (5, p. 9) observed similar cliffs in the Okarito district,

where they are from 200 ft. to 300 ft. high, formed chiefly of morainic

material ; north of Okarito is a gravel cliff 100 ft. high (5, p. 10). ^'^^^^'^^

beach leads occur in North Westland in successive terraces up to
'--'Y

or more above the sea (2, p. 30 ; 46, p. 33 ; 66, p. 296). At Point BI^i;

beth, north of Greymouth, Darkie's Terrace is over 200 ft. (26, p-
-^-^

'
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46, p, 44), and still farther north the Barrytown load and Welshman's
Terrace is about 220 ft, above tide-mark (50, p. 43). Bartrum (95, p. 259)

has described sloping plains between Charleston and Westport that rise to

about 250 ft. at the foot of an old sea-clifF. Near Westport there are beach

leads between 200 ft. and 300 ft., and at Gentle Annie Point marine gravels

occur about 200 ft, above the sea (49, p. 94). Still farther north, in the

Patnrau district, there are raised boaches up to 200 ft. high (32, p. 25).

The only reference suggesting that the land in South Westland was
once more than 200 ft. or 300 ft, lower than at present is by Ilacket

(5, p. 10), who observed that the plateau between tlie Oinoeroa and Waiho
Rivers, two or three miles from the sea, is about 700 ft. high. Between
Greymouth and Westport there is abundant evidence of uplift. North of

Point Elizabeth, near Nine-mile Bluff, an extensive marine terrace occurs

at a height of over 400 ft. Gold-bearing beach-gravels have been work^^d

at between 500 ft. and 750 ft., near the • mouth of Punakaiki River

(50, p. 43). Some of the high-level blacksand leads of the Charleston district

occur 500 ft. and more above sea-level, and there is, according to Bartruni,

a wave-cut bench at 759 ft. (95, p. 258 ; see also 67, p. 445). Marine

terraces belonging to this group are also present in the Westport district

(49, p. 94), and platforms 1,000 ft. or more face the coast near Kahurangi
Point.

Summary of Evidences of Elevation.

The coastal terraces of New Zealand may evidently be grouped into

several sets. Two sets, one comprising raised beaches up to 120 ft. above
the sea and the other the terraces from 200 ft. to 300 ft. high, are well

marked, and probably were formed during times of comparative slower
"

elevation, rest, or depression occurring in the general elevatory movements
of the younger Pleistocene and Recent periods. There is also a prominent

set of benches between the 400 ft. and 600 ft. contours. Terraces at a

higher elevation are widely scattered and fragmentary or greatly denuded.

As Hector (64, p. 269) observed many years ago, raised beaches up to

25 ft. above sea-level occur at innumerable points round the coast of New
Zealand. There are also widely distributed remnants of platforms up to

120 ft., and in sheltered embayments are sloping wave-built terraces rising

from sea-level, the landward edges of which, for reasons already given, vary
considerably in height. Infilled estuaries show these surfaces (entrenched

by streams owing to the latest elevations) most clearly ; but in these the

distinction between fluviatile and littoral deposits is difficult to make, and
the height of the strand, when the period of standstill or depression ended,

cannot be determined. On exposed portions of the coast, where, however,

owing to the cutting-back of the land by the waves, the complete bench
is nowhere preserved, the old strand-line is most definitely marked. The
best example of this terrace known to the writer is at Colac Bay, whence
it extends westward to the Waiau River. Another bench cut during the

120 ft. standstill in hard early Tertiary rocks, extends for at least seven
miles along the coast north of the Molyneux River. In the North Island

a narrow strip of a platform cut in beds of Middle Tertiary age extends
south from Awakino River for twenty-five miles to Urenui, where it merges
in the Taranaki Plain. In these localities the old strand-line of what may
be termed the Awakino cycle is about 120 ft. above sea-level. The general
occurrence at about this height of remnants of wave-formed* terraces round
the coast of New Zealand, as described in preceding pages, suggests that
the Islands were uniformly uplifted to this height.
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been
from old sea-clifis, along the landward edge of the remnants of this plat-
form, together with the occurrence of a decided break at or some little

lowlands
topography

nfilled estuaries, and locali-

ties where delta-plains are being extended seaward, suggest that a decided
pause in elevation of the land,^ or even depression, is represented. Haast

with
nncction with

the Manawatu lowlands ; both, however,
explain it as being probably due to differences in the supply of waste
brought to the sea by rivers.

The 200-300 ft. group of benches, except in Xorth Auckland, is well
represented at many points round the Xew Zealand coast. Where ^wave-
attack has been the rule only remnants occur, but in sheltered localities
the sloping surfaces are more extensive. As far as the writer knows, sea-
chffs everywhere back the wave-cut platforms, but where the terrace is

chiefly wave-built no definite break in the land profile has been observed.
The bench is particularly well preserved at Tongue Point, near WelHngton

;

at Tapuwae Rocks, ten miles north-east of Gisborne ; and near Crayfish
Point, thirteen miles north of Raglan. In the South Island it is well shown
on Golden Bay, between Collingwood and Takaka, between Westport and
Charleston, at many points in North Westland, and, according to McKay,
between Stoneyhurst and Motunau. The terraces belonging to this group
are decidedly dissected by streams, and their inner edges are concealedm most localities by later debris, but seemingly the stillstand or slight
depression of the land they mark occurred at about the 260 ft. contour.
Ihe coastal terraces of this period may be considered to belong to the
longue Point cycle, a term first used by Cotton (92, p. 250) in connectioD
with the physiography of the Wellington district.

The terraces higher than those of the Awakino and Tongue Point cycles
may be divided into two groups—namely, those between 350 ft. and 600 ft.

and those stiU higher. The lower group is represented by remnants decidedly
better preserved than the benches of the higher group ; but these in turn
are much more dissected than those of the Awakino and Tongue Point
cycles, although both the higher groups of platforms, on the evidence of
extensive dissected upland surfaces, represent decidedly longer periods of
comparative standstill, ,

j & r

350-600 ft. group occur

best
««uw.a nortn oi Kaglan and agam at Hicks Bay (formed of Pleistocene
^nd), north of Awakino (carved from Tertiary rocks), between Palliser
Bay and Wellington Harbour (carved from greywacke), near Charleston,
at Cascade Point in South Westland, and at the mouth of the Clarence
River, where they represent the uplifted delta of that stream. There seems
to have been a considerable pause between 400 ft. knd 450 ft., for wide
terraces at that height are preserved at most of the localities mentioned

;

but no considerable topographic break occurs from the 350 ft. to the 600 ft.

contour. Between Charleston and Westport the inner edge of this terrace

Th;?T^ ^T^v. ^^""^ ^^^^"'^
^^'^'^P Mkides, presumably old sea-chfEs.

It aboufthP .m /.
" ^'^°^^ P^"^^ °^^^-d in^he elevat^ory movements

Marini ti^Jro^l 1 XT.
,^^"- «^^"P of terraces belongs,

mo^ deenlv1 ^"^f^^^ land-features formed when New Zealand was
more deeply depressed than 600 ft. below present sea-level are represented
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by widely scattered remnants. Definite benches are beat preserved near

Te Araroa, at Orongorongo, near Collingwood, and in the south-west corner

of Otago. The cycle to which they belong has been termed by Potton

the " Kaukau cycle ''
(92, p. 249).

The above facts support the suggestion that New Zealand has moved
in respect to sea-Ievel during later Pleistocene and Recent times as a

whole. Any differential movements between adjacent earth-blocks that may
have taken place during these periods must have been small, if compared

to the plateau-forming movements by which New Zealand has been uj^lifted

as a unit.

Evidences of Depression.

The numerous embayments and branching indentations on both sides

of North Auckland Peninsula definitely prove the depression of this part

of New Zealand. A bore on the flats at the northern end of Kaipara

Harbour penetrated 212 ft, of river silts and estuarine beds (83, p. 458)

without reaching solid rock, but beyond this record there seems to be no

evidence as to the amount of the depression. Ramifying inlets occur also

along the west coast as far south as Kawhia. Hochstctter (111, p. 273)

long ago pointed out that the Waikato has completely filled in a similar

inlet. This at one time extended inland as far as Huntly, over thirty miles

from the sea. Here a band of marine shells in unconsolidated estuarine

beds 67 ft. below sea-level (39, p. 31) was passed through by a bore.

A slight depression would create an extensive inlet about Waikato mouth

;

on the other hand, a slight elevation would convert the greater part of the

harbours from Manukau to Kawhia into dry land. Although the straight

cliffed coast between Raglan and Waikato Heads has been cut back by the

sea, all, save the smallest streams, are tidal at their mouths, and flow

through swampy flats produced by the recent slight uplift of their infilled

estuaries.

Some of the valleys drowned to form the Aotea and Kawhia inlets have

been cut in a marine terrace up to 220 ft, high, and have since been partly

filled with sands and muds to the present 105 ft. contour. Evidently, after

the 200-300 ft. coastal bench had been formed the land was considerably

elevated, and the valleys thereby produced partly filled in during a later

depression when the land was 100 ft. or more lower than at present. The
coast between Kawhia and Waitara is similar to that between Raglan and
Waikato Heads ; and the rivers, which are tidal at their mouths, enter the

sea through infilled estuaries. The Mokau, the largest river, is tidal for

twenty-four miles, and near its mouth there are extensive mud-flats bare

at low water. Its estuary, therefore, is not yet completely filled (54, p. 13).

Submerged forests with peat and lignitic beds are exposed on the coast

of Taranaki a mile and a half east and two miles west of the Waitara (47,

p. 26), and near the mouths of the Patea and Waitotara Rivers (19, p. 59 :

62, p. 158 ; 98, p. 416). The carbonaceous material is overlain by clays,

sands, and gravels, usually stained with iron oxide from the oxidation of

ironsand derived from the volcanic rocks of Taranaki. According to Park

(19, p. 60) the lignitic beds nowhere are found more than a mile or two
from the present coast. They probably represent the vegetation of the old

land-surface smothered by littoral deposits during the depression that ceased

when the 120 ft. coastal terrace was formed.

Wanganui is built for the most part on the raised estuarine flats of the

river. At the town, bores have shown that the infilling beds extend ai

least 172 ft. (77, p. 348), and near Aramoho, three miles up-stream, about
100 ft. below sea-level (82, p. 452). At Longburn (81, p. 552), near Palmers-

ton North, beds of sand and shingle occur to a depth of nearly 300 ft. below
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sea-level. Porinia and Wellin^

southern end of the Island. According to Cotton, the depression on the

eastern side of Wellington Harbour is about 200 ft. (104, p. 140). PaUiser

Bay, like Wellington Harbour, occupies part of a tectonic depression, and
Wairarapa

occur

wide

lying plains and the sprawling spurs that project into them.

The streams flowing to the eastern coast of Wellington are an smau.

The Akitio and Waimii (34. p. 103), and probably others also, near the sea,

flow slightly entrenched in raised estuarine deposits. Hill has shown that

the extensive Heretaunga Plain is an old extension of Haw'ke Bay filled

witli detritus brought down by the Tukituki, Ngaruroro, and Tutaekuri

Rivers (74, p. 288 ; 76, p. 431). The silts, sands, and gravels of the plain

reach 369 ft. below sea-level at Havelock (84, p. 444). The lower valleys of

the Wairoa, Waipaoa, Uaw^a, and Waiapu Rivers are all obviously infilled

estuaries (52, p. 22). The loose deposits in the Waipaoa Valley at Makauri,

on the flats four miles from the sea, extend to 200 ft. below sea-level

(86, p. 434).

harbours

Hauraki I

a 200-300
At Tauranga

filled. The submerged forest at Opotiki (50 ft.), and the swamps at Coro-

mandel (150 ft.) (29, p. 12), and near Thames (30 ft.) (116, p. 244), probably

belong to a late period of oscillation. Hauraki Gulf, like Palliser Bay, is

the drowned portion of a structural depression. The numerous peat- beds

passed through by bores on the lowlands south of the inlet prove a

depression of this portion of New Zealand of at least 400 ft. (117, p. 6).

At Horotiu, in a tectonic trough adjacent to the Hauraki depression,

peaty beds occur at a depth of 550 ft. below sea-level (96, p. 614).
The coast round Golden and Tasman Bays has obviously been depressed.

On the shores of the former Parapara, Onekaka, and Onehau inlets are

partly filled drowned valleys carved in a raised terrace of the 200-300 ft.

standstill. Croixelles Harbour and the sounds are definite proof of the

depression of the Marlborough Peninsula. The pattern of the valleys now
forming the inlets indicates that they were excavated along a system of

parallel faults. Thus the valley-floors of relatively snmll streams became
maturely graded in relatively short periods, so that, when depression

occurred, the sea penetrated unusually long distances. The Pelorus River

has filled in several miles of its old narrow estuary, and has produced

miles below the present head of the sound.

drainage area of Q
occurred

discussed the amount of depression of this area, and considers it to have

500 Wairau
infilled estuary. This low-lying area is primarily of tectonic

origin, but the choking with debris of minor valleys excavated in Pleistocene

structural

m Wairau

nnected

»

but the only definite recorded evidence that the land was once lower than

now is furnished by the submerged forests at Grassmere (68, p. 97) and

near the mouth of Conway River (4, p. 40). The embayments, however, in

the rock-platform surrounding Kaikoura Peninsula and the lower valley of

Kahutara Stream suggest depression. Farther south the drowned valleys
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of Banks Peninsula and the peat-beds 600 ft. below sea-level, penetrated by
bores in the Christchurch area (85, p. 29 ; 88, p. 427 ; 97, p. 385), definitely

prove depression. Some of these bores, before reaching the peat and shingle

deposits of terrestrial origin, passed through sandy beds containing shells

to a depth of about 80 ft. (88, p. 428). This suggests a depression of at

least 80 ft. after the land had been built up above the sea. In the Chcrtsey

oil-bore gravel occurs to a depth of 1,500 ft., and oxidized sands (88, p, 423)

and clays to 1,800 ft. below sea-level (41, p. 12), According to Speight,

a submerged forest occurs near the mouth of Pareora River, and valleys

near Timaru have been depressed below sea-level. All the larger streams

entering the sea between Oamaru and Dunedin have infilled estuaries at

their mouths. The drowned valleys of Otago Harbour and the numerous
inlets of this neighbourhood furnish undoubted evidence of depression.

The sea once penetrated through the lower Taieri Gorge into an inlet which

is now occupied by the Taieri Plain, and of which Waihola Lake is a portion

not yet filled to sea-level. Similarly, Lakes Kaitangata and Tuakitoto are

infilled portions of an arm of a drowned valley. Between Nugget and

Waipapa Points are numerous inlets and estuaries, of which Newhaven and

Waikawa are the chief. The depression of Stewart Island is obvious, and

on the north side of Foxeaux Strait are BlufF, New River, and Aparima
inlets. Waiau River has cut a valley, three miles wide at present sea-

level, through the deposits laid down during the 200-300 ft. standstill.

This it has since filled with gravel, the terraces bordering its flood-plain

being up to 30 ft. high.

The West Coast fiords are drowned glacial valleys which are all decidedly

shallower at or near their mouths than farther inland. The entrance of

Sutherland Sound is almost completely blocked with sand and gravel, and

tidal waters enter only the lower end of Lake McKerrow, which is also a

depressed glacial valley, with a floor, at its upper end, 450 ft, below sea-

level (3, p. 44). With the exception of Preservation Inlet, which nowhere

appears to be more than about 300 ft, deep, the floors of the fiords are

from 800 ft. to more than 1,700 ft. below the surface of the sea. That the

glaciers overdeepened their valleys to this extent is unlikely, and the bulk

of the excavation was probably done when the land was about 1,500 ft.

above its present level. The submarine bars have been explained as

moraines deposited as the ice retreated, but they may have accumulated as

coastal drift during ancient periods of standstill, or they may be formed of

both deposits. There is no mention in the literature of moraine at the

sea ends of Lake McKerrow and Sutherland Sound, which are thought to

have been choked during the present period of inconsiderable movement.
The immense amount of gravel carried to the sea by the Westland

rivers and distributed northward along the shore by the coastal drift has

filled in the estuaries that at one time no doubt existed along the shore,

Ross Flat occupies an embayment, and beneath it gravels, apparently of

fluviatile origin, have been penetrated by a shaft to a depth of 265 ft.

below sea-level (31, p. 24), and worked for gold to 191 ft. Blacksand beach
leads occurring below sea-level have been sluiced and elevated or dredged at

several points in the Okarito, Hokitika, Greymouth, Barrytown, and West-
port districts, and bores near the mouth of Waimangaroa River penetrated
gravel and sand to a depth of 80 ft, without reaching solid rock (49, p, 187).

Haast (108, p. 112), noted a submerged forest a few miles west of Westport.
Small coves in granitic rocks near Charleston appear to be drowned valleys,

as Westhaven Inlet, at the northern end of the Island, is undoubtedly.
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Waiau

part drowned or infilled, were excavated, when the land was at a higher

level than now, in the deposits and coastal terraces formed during the

200-300 ft standstiU. At Kawhia the valleys are filled with sands and silts

to a height of over 100 ft., so that there has been a later depression of that

amount. This was ahnost certainly the same depression and pause durmg

which the 120 ft. coastal terraces were formed. At the other localities

mentioned no precise observations as to the amount of infilling have been

The buried forests and old land-surfaces at Thames, Coromandel,

Opotiki, and Gisborne, and those of the Hamilton (70, p. 36 ; 73, p. 459;

75 p 410), Taranaki, and Christchurch districts, probably belong to this

period of oscillation. The submerged forests of other parts of New Zealand,

most of which occur at sea-level on the coast, may have been formed during

shght movements of still more recent date. This especially applies to the

scrub - covered land - surfaces occurring a Httle below high -tide mark in

Manukau, Raglan, Aotea, and Kawhia inlets.

The inlets last mentioned, together with those of Kaipara and lauranga,

are formed by the drowning of valleys in part carved in Pleistocene deposits ;

Tauranga is entirely in these beds. They correspond in size among them-

selves, and also to o'ther inlets round the coast of New Zealand formed

by the drowning of stream-valleys. This suggests that all these features

were produced by the same movement of depression, which occurred

between the Tongue Point and Awakino erosion cycles. There are, however,

no data by which the depths of these drowned valleys can be compared,

since all, except the Marlborough Sounds, are largely infilled. Cotton con-

cluded that these last-mentioned inlets had been produced by a subsidence

of the land of between 250 ft. and 500 ft., and such bores as penetrated the

beds deposited in the drowned valleys do not contradict this conclusion.

The layers of vegetable material and the other terrestrial beds that

are penetrated by the deeper bores at Christchurch and Chertsey probably

belong to the Middle Pleistocene period. Progradation of this portion ot

New Zealand was continuous throughout Pleistocene times. At Chertsey

gravels and sands more or less oxidized extend to 1,500 ft. below sea-level,

at which depth they pass into sands and clays probably of marine origin.

It should be noted that the bottoms of several of the fi ords of western Utago

are at a similar depth below sea-level. In the North Island the greatest

known denth at which surface

550 ft. below This

bore when abandoned was still in unconsolidated deposits which had
_

accumulated in a tectonic depression. At Thames, in an ^'^J^^,*^*^* ^fj^f'
tural trough, loose sands and silts are known to occur to a depth of 1,100 t •,

but those beds dp not furnish proof that the land in this area was ever

elevated to this extent.

Post-Tertiary Volcanic Rocks.

The post-Tertiary volcanic rocks of New Zealand are confined to the

North Island. They consist of the three following groups: (1) ^^^^^
rocks that occur at manv points near the west coast from Kawma

Auckland and in North Auckland Peninsula
; (2) rhyolitic flows, breccias,

and tufts that cover large areas in the Taupo-Rotorua zone,
^J" ^*^Ji ^

near Waihi and probablv other parts of Hauraki Peninsula ;
and [6) ^

Whit
Ruapeh
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Basaltic Rocks.

rocks

times. The first eruptions appear to have been closely associated with

the great fault-movements that separate the Tertiary from the Quaternary.

The large cones of Pirongia and Karioi occur at crossing-points of important

fracture-systems. The former fills part of the trough the drowned western

end of which fonas Kawhia Harbour. The building of these mountains

and the cones associated with them was certainly completed after move-

ment along the great fracture-zones of this part of New Zealand had ceased

;

the volcanic rocks of this group rest for the most part on land surfaces
;

and the youngest Tertiary rocks of the district (the late Pliocene Kaawa
beds) contain no trace of basaltic material. On the other hand, the high*

,200-1.400

from

the younger Pleistocene. For these reasons Pirongia, Karioi, Kakep

Te Kawa, and various lava-flows and dykes between Raglan Harbour

Waikato Heads are considered to be of early Pleistocene age.

certainly

occur

vated during the last considerable elevation. They are connected

rocks

Auckland. But the eruptions at Auckland were later, since the cones still

have well-preserved craters and the scoria is unweathered, whereas the

Waikato

weathered rock.

Recent times.

The basaltic rocks of North Auckland, which chemically and mineralogic-

ally resemble those of Pirongia and Tuakau, are divided by Clarke into two

groups. They probably range through the Pleistocene to

RhyoUtic Rocks.

Large amounts of rhyoUtic material were erupted during late Pliocene

times, but probably the bulk of the acid rocks in the Taupo-Rotorua

zone is of Pleistocene age. Although flow rocks are abundant near the

centres of vulcanism, fragmental material is much more widespread, and

occurs in greater mass. Thick layers of rhyolitic tufE and breccia of sub-

aerial deposition cover large areas in the centre of the North Island and

completely smother the underlying rocks. On surrounding districts ex-

tending to the east and west coasts finer material, in many parts weathered

to a characteristic sandy loam, caps the hills and upland surfaces. Sub-

aqueous tufE and breccia are interbedded with subaerial, and, in low-lying

replaces it. Beds

edge

of this description occur in vast amount in the Waikato
•essions, near Tauranga, and eastward in the Bay of

Plenty, and in less amount in the Waipaoa and Wairoa Valleys. In the

Waikato district the subaqueous rhyolitic tuffs contain water-worn frag-

ments of basalt, and wrap round and overlap the bases of several of the

basaltic cones. Clearly the earliest basalts are older than this rhyolitic

material.

A^idesitic Rocks.

The great volcanoes of the centre of the North Island, Ruapehu and
lerariro. toeether with the small adjacent cones, are formed of andesitic

;ks Waihi

district massive andesitic dykes penetrate the later rhyolitic fragmental

rocks (48a, p 75).
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The active volcanoes, Ngaunihoe, White Island, and Tarawera, all

discharge andesitic material. The ash produced by the explosive eruption

lin

rocks throuffh

position. Probably the large amount of rhyolitic sand brought down
during Recent times by the Waikato and other rivers flowing from the
Taupo region was similarly produced from older acidic rocks by the
explosions of andesitic volcanoes. The loose pumiceous sands and gravels
about Lake Taupo, and the unweathered rhyolitic ash found over the
country eastward, were probably blown out at the same time.

The andesitic cone of Mount Egmont rises from a volcanic pile of

decidedly older rocks of similar composition. Its relation to the rhyo-
litic rocks is nowhere shown. But on phyisographic grounds it is clearly
of Recent origin

; and, since its rocks are of similar composition to those
of the central volcanoes, this mountain is considered to be of about the same
age. The Taranaki Plain surrounding Mount Egmont is covered with tuff

derived from it. In the Mokau district, about fifty miles north-east of the
peak, the 120 ft. coastal terrace, which is in direct continuity with the
Taranaki Plain, is formed of or veneered with similar material more or less

sorted by wave-action. On the other hand, the higher coastal terraces
of this district are covered with siliceous sands containing pebbles of grey-
wacke, but no trace of andesitic material. The coastal drift is northward,
and bad Egmont been active while the higher marine shelves were being
cut the detritus on them could scarcely have failed to contain some trace
of volcanic material. Probably, then, the last eruption of the Taranaki
volcanic centre, which presumably produced the peak of Egmont, was
associated with the Recent land oscillations that produced the 120 ft. coastal
terraces.

Conclusion.

Pleistocen
greater economic importance than those of all other ages. The plains,
nver-valleys, and lowlands generally were formed or profoundly modified,
and the soils that cover them were produced during these periods. During
the same time, too, practically all the detrital gold won from the gravels of

the South Island was liberated from a hard matrix and concentrated into
workable deposits. New Zealand boasts of its abundant water-power, which
18 derived from streams that have not yet, owing to the recency of land
uplift, cut their valleys to grade. And in this connection the vast mass of

rhyolitic material which, ejected by Pleistocene volcanoes in the centre of
the North Island, acts as a porous sponge and regulates the flow of rivers
is of special interest. On the other hand, land-depression has pro%aded
harbours and valnahlA nrfpoi'nn kocJ^c, ;^ ..,„.... A ,* ^^. . t-» :„:««

Literature,

occur
through various publications. A central Geological Survey was esta

• . ' — *-j^wvvv^ vx \jLx^ uiiiutJi^ were issueu wiuii luvxo v*
less regulanty up to 1894 independently of other pubUcations. After that
aate they appeared as pariiamentary papers, and were bound with the
volume of reports, records, &c., issued yeariy by the Mines Department,
ihe (breologica Survey was reorganized in 1905, since which year, in addition
to the annual report printed as a pariiamentary paper, bulletins deaUng

1
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with areas exaiuiued in detail have been published as prepared. The

New Zealand Journal of Sciowe and Technology, founded in 1918, provides

a more accessible and popular record for official reports than parliamentary

papers, and manv special reports prepared by officers of the Geological

Survey are published therein. The Transactions and Proceedin/js of the

New Zealand LislUide contain much information on the geology and

phyisography of Xew Zealand, as also do other publications of winch the

full

been

abbreviated.
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Evidences of Pleistocene Glaciation at Abbotsford, near Dantdin.

By Professor James Park. F.G.S., F.N.Z.Inst., Dean of the Faculty of

Mining at Otago University.

\Read before the Otago InMitute, 13th November, 1923 ; received by Editor, 3rd December,

1923 ; issued separately, 28th A ugvst, 1924.]

In an excellent thesis* on " The General and Economic Geology of Green

Island Coalfield." .Air. L. I. Grange, M.Sc, A.O.S.M., briefly discusses the

origin of certain clayey boulder-beds at Abbotsford, a few miles south of

Dimedin. Referring to the published \aews of different observers, including

my own.t he says, " The presence at Abbotsford of well-rounded boulders

consisting of dolerite, basalt, trachydolerite, and rarely phonolite rocks at

the base, all of local origin, is very damaging to the idea of classing the

deposit as a boulder-clay^ Had the beds a glacial origin boulders of schist

would naturally occur, since that rock outcrops at no great distance from

the clav."
. ^ a j i e

The aforesaid boulder-day formation occupies the floor and slopes ot

the Abbotsford basin. From about 100 ft. above the sea it rises gently

northward to a height of 475 ft. Generally it ranges from a few feet to

40
und

The character of the deposit changes with astonishing rapidity from blue

clay with boulders to a yellowish-brown clay and rock-rubble.

The base of the d^'posit is eenerallv a stiff blue clay that contains widely

scattered boulders* ntercalated

* Trans. N,Z. Inst,, vol. 53, pp. 157-74.

fThe Great Ice Age of New Zealand, Trana. .Y.Z- Inst., vol. 42, pp. 580 012.
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black x^eaty layers in which, notably at the new Silverstreani dam. occur

a few prostrate tree-trunks of the genus Nothofagus. In the peaty clay

near Abbotsford Railway-station and at the new dam occur decomposed

moa-bones.

In reference to Mr. Grange's remarks, I wish to say that few or none of

the boulders I have seen in this deposit occur in the condition usually

described as " well-rounded." The majority are rounded, a considerable

proportion semi-rounded, and many slabby and angular. All the rocks are

volcanic, and the rounded forms are, to my mind, the result of decom-

position and exfoliation, a common occurrence with all igneous rocks.

Even with residual clay still in place the ui:idecomposed cores of rock are

usually rounded or spheroidal as a result of slow undergroimd decom-

position.

The blue clay passing upward becomes yellowish-brown by oxidation,

and resembles an ordinary, residual brick-clay. It contains scattered

boulders, some of which are 4 ft. or more in diameter. Many varieties of

volcanic rock are, however, represented among the boulders ; and this,

together with the peaty matter and tree-trunks, precludes the possibiUty of

the boulder-clay being a residual clay, of which, be it said, there are many
fine examples in situ on the Maori Hill ridge above Dunedin.

As \iewed under the microscope the silt that occurs as pockets in the

blue clay is seen to consist of fresh rock-flour. The blue clay itself occurs

in sporadic pockets at different altitudes, and I can only conclude that it

accumxdated in hollows where the glacial waters were ponded by ice-dams.

The reference by Mr. Grange to the local origin of the boulders was

evidently made under a misapprehension. I have examined boulder-clays

on the northern foothills of the European Alps and Yosges Mountains, in

Aberdeenshire and Morayshire, in the lake country of England, in north

Wales, on the foothills of th6 Canadian Eockies, and on the shores of Puget

Sound. In common with many other observers, I found that where the

regional glaciation had been free of the influence of the northern ice-sheet

the constituent boulders were of purely local origin ; and, of course, in New
Zealand it could hardly have been otherwise.

Mr. Grange further remarks that, had the beds in question a glacial

origin, boulders of schist would naturally occur in them. This also would

appear to be the result of a misunderstanding. The Abbotsford basin is

ringed on three sides by high hills crow^ned by volcanic rocks, while the

schist occupies only the lower ridges near Ferntown, to the south.

If the flow of the ice had been from south to north one would certainly

expect to find boulders of mica-schist in the boulder-clay formation ; but

there is nothing whatever to show that this was the case. On the con-

trary, it seems more reasonable to believe that the ice flowed southward
from the relatively higher Flagstaff gathering ground towards the Fern-

town schist, than to conceive that the flow was northward and up-grade

against the superior weight of the ice descending from the Flagstaff volcanic

area. In my paper on *' The Great Ice Age of New Zealand " I stated my
belief that the flow was towards the south—that is, towards the schist

area. I may here add that I know of no agency other than ice capable

of forming such a heterogeneous deposit as the Abbotsford boulder-clay.

Mr. Grange does not help us with any constructive suggestion as to its

origin.

A recent re-examination of the deposit in question more fully than ever

confirms me in my view of 1910.
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A New Fossil Gasleropod from New Zealand.
m

By A, E. Truemax, D.Sc., F.G.S., Uuiversity College of Swansea.

Communicated by J. Marwick.

[Bead before the Wellhigton Philosophical Scciety^ lOlli October^ 1023 ; received by Editor^

23rd November, J923 ; issued .separately, 28th August, 1924,]

Through the kindness of Mr. John Marwick the writer has been able to

study a small series of fossil gasteropods collected recently by 'Mr. M. Ongley,

of the New Zealand Geological Survey, The foBsils were collected from
some limestones in the Mangarua Creek, in the Tapuwaeroa Valley of the

East Cape District, North Island, Mr, Marwick informs me that " no
work has been done on the fauna of the beds from which the specimens

come, so the age cannot be stated. It has generally been considered as

Cretaceous (probably Lower), because of the frequent occurrence of large

Inoceramus ; several of the Molluvsca seem to have Jurassic aflinities, so the

horizon is an open question."

The material submitted to the writer included about thirty more or less

fragmentary gasteropods, most of which were embedded in a peculiarly

hard pale-blue limestone. With the gasteropods were fragments of several

lamellibranchs, including Inoceramus,

The writer believes that the gasteropods are distinct from any species

that have hitherto been described ; they are here called Katosira oblique'

striata n. sp. No one specimen exhibits all the characters, but as the

specimens vary considerably among themselves it will be advantageous
first to describe the holotype in detail.

Katosira obliquestriata n. sp.

Dimensions of holotype : Length of shell (estimated), 35 mm. ; width
of shell, 66 per (

apical angle, 24°.

per cent. ; spiral angle, 106

The holotype (fig. a) is a fairly complete specimen, but the uppermost
whorls are missing, as in all other large specimens that have been extracted
from the matrix. Whorls are rather flat, the widest part being near anterior

end ; sutures are shallow, and there is a tendency for last whorl to be
moulded on preceding whorl.

Shell practically smooth ; ornament consists of very fine axial striae

and a few faint spirals. Axial striae regularly spaced, and after curv-ing

slightly to right from posterior border they swing very sharply to left and
cross whorl with a marked obliquity. Spirals are few in number, and

:ceedingly

pe. These show a slight change in whorl-
shape during development, earlier whorls being somewhat flatter than
later. Except for the strengthening of spirals near sutures in later whorls,
there is no change in character of ornamentation in whorls that are pre-

served. Anteriur part of last whorl (the underside or base of shell) bears
axial striatiuns crossed by extremely faint spirals.

The shell is unusually thick.

Holotype : The holotype is in the N.Z. Geological Survey collection.

A topotype has also been pre Natural
History.
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Several additional features are better shown by other fragments. On
two the form of the aperture can be made out, though it is not quite
complete in any specimen. It is oval in shape, and appears to be quite
holostome, with no trace of a sinuosity (fig. d).

Several specimens have been sectioned, and these show that the
columella is solid, and oblique to the axis of the shell, although the degree
of obliquity varies somewhat in different individuals (fig, c).

a

e X4-

Laiosira obhqueslnaia n. sp. a, holotype ; 6, a specimen showing embracing
whorls; c, section of a sheU to show the columella; d, a specimen
showing form of aperture (slightly restored) ; e, /, diagram of ornament-
ation on upper whorls (/, a paratj-pe).

une specmien, represented only by a single whorl, indicates that the

species attained a much larger size than is shown by the holot}T)e ;
its

been
Some smaller fragments show the earlier whorls. shown

/ type The protoconch

number
crossed by a

IS not preserved, and the earliest whorl is perhaprthe third.* This is

ornamented by about eight fine regularly-placed spirals, ..^.-.- ..
of strong axial costae, which are most pronounced near posterior

border, and which are sharply inclined across whorl. On succeeding whorl

ornamentation is of the same character, but costae are not quite as strong

tv ^fonT?^ ^"^^^y ^P^'^^^' ^^ile spirals are more numerous. On a

later (ffafth) whorl costae are replaced by low folds or snbcostae. and
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ultimately disappear completely, sixth whorl being ornamented only hy
spiral lines and oblique growth-lines. On this whorl the sj^irals are very
fine and numerous, those near sutures being somewhat stronger than those

on middle of whorl. It may be suggested that this corresponds with the

earliest whorl shown imperfectly in holotype.

The ontoffenv of K.
follows :

obliquestnata may therefore be summarized as

Ornamentation.

Protoconch

? Third whorl

Fourth whorl

Fifth whorl

Sixth whorl

« *

• «

Unknown
Axial costae and spirals

Feebler costae and spirals

Spirals and subcostae

Growth-lines and spirals

• *

• •

Whorl-shape.

Unknown.
Round.
Round.
Round,
Flatter.

Seventh to tenth Growth-lines and spirals near

whorl sutures

Eleventh whorl . . Growth-lines and spirals near

Flat.

sutures • « More tumid ; whork
embracing.

Variations.—As remarked, there is considerable variation among the

specimens, even in one piece of matrix. This is chiefly due to the accelera-

tion or retardation of those progressive characters that are summarized in

the above table. Thus in some specimens the whorl-shape at any given

stage is more or less advanced than indicated^ in the table. As the accele-

ration of ornament takes place independently of the changes in whorl-

shape, a great number of variants may be recognized. In some specimens

the whorls remain flat throughout, and there appears to be no tendency

for the whorls to be moulded on the preceding onea ; in other specimens

this stage is attained by the sixth or seventh whorl.

The variation in acceleration of ornamentation is equally distinct. For
instance, fig. e illustrates the early whorls of a specimen in which the costate

stage is lost by the fourth whorl ; in several specimens the stage with

spirals is retained until the seventh or eighth whorl.

These differences are in several cases so pronouncfd as to suggest that

more than one species is present. Indeed, at one stage in the investiga-

tion, before the more complete material had been received, the writer was
disposed to refer the fragments to at least two species of difF^nMit genera.

As they occur together, however, and as the variation in each character

appears to be continuous, it is more satisfactory to regard them as members
of one gens or species-group. The writer believes that members of the same
species-group collected at one horizon not infrequently show such differences,

due to differential acceleration of progressive characters. Such differences

in isochronous members of one " lineage " have been noted in several

divisions of the Mollusca.

It may be admitted that there is a possibility that the specimens dealt

with are not strictly isochronous ; the limestone may contain fossils of

slightly different dates ; but, as thf^ specimens are identical in preservation

and appearance, it is safer to consider them as contemporaneous until

evidence to the contrary is found.

Generic Position.—Mesozolc turriculate gasteropods with predominant
axial ornament were formerly placed in Chemnitzia or in Pseudomdania.
Pseudomelania is taken to include smooth shells with growth-lines almost
straight, while smooth or costate shells in which the axials showed a
sinuosity were placed in Chemnitzia,

case
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It is apparent that the shells now under consideration must be grouped

with Chemnitziq s.l.^—that is, with the family of Loxonematidae—since the

growth-striae are far from straight, and since they show costae at one

stage of growth. This conclusion is further supported by the obhquity of

the columella, and by the tendency of the later whorls to mould themselves

on the preceding whorls, a frequent feature of the Loxonematidae.

The genera of this family have been summarized by Dr. A. E. M.

Cossmann (1). Miss McDonald and the writer consider that some of the

genera are artificial, and, provisionally, are incUned to use the following for

Mesozoic gasteropods (2)
:

—

Zygopleura : Whorls convex, sinuous axials, no spirals.

Katosira : As above, but with spirals.

Hypsipleura : Whorls flat, axial ribs straight.

While it is admitted that these genera are far too comprehensive, it is

clear that the species from New Zealand must be grouped with Katosira,

and, indeed, K, ohliquestriata resembles broadly many catagenetic species of

Katosira found in the Jurassic rocks of Europe. It differs from all those

known to the author in the greater obliquity of its growth-lines. In

particular, K. oUiq^iestriata resembles some of the species placed by
Cossmann in the genus Anoptychia^ and it may possibly be a derivative of

some of these.

The writer therefore regards Katosira ohliquestriata as a very advanced
member of the Loxonematidae, which apparently is rapidly progressing to a

non-costate shell. It is not unUkely that Pseudomelania (or at least many
Jurassic and Cretaceous species referred to that genus) evolved in this

way, perhaps at different times, from Loxonematids. But Katosira ohlique-

striata can scarcely have led to a shell with the growth-lines of Pseudo-

melania, and it may perhaps be considered as a parallel development.' The
Scalidae arose at about the same time as a development of the Loxo-
nematidae (3), but these are characterized by the strengthening of the

axial ribs, and the New Zealand specimens must not be regarded as in

any ^ay related to such early members of the Scalidae as Proscala (4),

which is anageneric, progressing from smooth to costate.
Age,—It is to be regretted that these gasteropods afford no reliable

evidence of the age of the rocks where they were obtained. Cleariy, they

resemble Jurassic rather than Cretaceous gasteropods, yet members of the

Loxonematidae are not unknown from Cretaceous rocks. Unfortunately,
Cretaceous gasteropods are often so badly preserved that their relations

cannot properiy be made out. Cretaceous shells which should apparently
be referred to the Loxonemaridae have been described by Stanton (5) and

Stohczka (6), among others, but these shells are costate throughout and
are without the oblique growth-lines that characterize K, ohliquestriata.

The discovery of gasteropods with such distinctly Jurassic affinities in

rocks that may be of Cretaceous age is interesting in view of the sug-

gestion, recently disputed by Dr. Trechmann (7), that New Zealand faunas

often show archaic features.

Eeferences.
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Otoliths of Fishes from the Tertiary Formations of New Zealand.

By G. Allan Frost, F.L.S., F.G.S., F.Z.S.

Communicated by Professor W. N. Benson.*

[Read before the Otago Institute, 13th November, 1923 ; received by Editor, 3rd December,

1923 ; tamed separately, 28th August, 1924.]

Plates 61, 62.

The material for the following paper, which I received through the

kindness of Professor W. N. Benson, of the University of Otago, Dunedin,

consisted of fifty-six specimens of otoliths, the property of the Geological

Survey of New Zealand, and seventy-one otoliths collected by Mr. H. J.

Finlay, M.Sc, of the University of Otago, to whom I am also indebted for

a list of the formations, in their proper sequence, from which they were

obtained. I wish also to acknowledge the great assistance I have received

from Professor Benson in his letters, and from the literature he has so

kindly sent me on the present nomenclature and correlation of the various

systems of New Zealand,
' The list of the localities and probable age of the beds from which the

otoliths have been obtained are as follows

Oamaru Series

1. Waikaia (Lower Miocene or Oligocene).

2. Wharekuri (Lower Miocene or Oligocene).

3. Clifden (Lower Miocene or Oligocene).

4. Target (jully (Miocene).

5. Ardgowan (Miocene).

6. White Rock River (Miocene).

7. Awamoa (Miocene),

8. Pukeuri (Miocene).

Mokau Series

9. Tuhua, North Island (Upper Miocene).

Wanganui Series^

10. Castlecliff (Upper Pliocene).

r

* 111 the valuable paper which follows the author refrains from deducing from the

evidence of the fish-remains themselves any conclusions as to the age of the formations

in which they occur. It is interesting to recall in this connection that Windhausen
(Anier. Jour, Sci, vol. 46, p. 46, 1918) quotes with approval von Ihering*8 view, based
on Patagonian experience, of " the slight value of fish-remains for the decision of

stratigraphic problems." Australian geologists have had similar experience in con-
nection'with the fish-fauna in the Triassic Hawkesbury System, near Sydney. Presumably
the evidence of otoUths only would be still less conclusive, and this, Mr. Frost states

in a private communication, is his opinion on the matter. The evidence afforded of

fauna I relationships is, however, very interseting.—W. N. B»
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Mr, Fialay informs me that Nos. 4 and 5 are practically the same
horizon, that No. 6 is very near to these, while No. 3 is certainly older

than No. 4 but younger than No. 2, and that 7 and 8 are possibly identical

horizons and slightly younger than 4 and 5. The occurrence of the

different species is quite in accord with his observations. The only

species submitted from No. 9 occurs in all other formations up to

Target Gully, and that from No. 10, which is very much younger than

all the others, is found as low as the Waikaia and in several intervening

horizons.

In spite of the small amount of material submitted to me, it is evident

that the formations from which it was taken are closely connected strati-

graphically.

The amount of material from Pukeuri sent me was much in excess of

that from any of the other localities, but of the fifteen species deter-

mined from Pukeuri there are examples of five from Ardgowan and

River.

White

(Scopelus)

formations from Pukeuri to Target Gully, also in the Mokau series at

Tuhua, North Island; Otolithus (Macrurus) loulai Schubert (Plate 61,

fig. 4) occurs at Pukeuri, Awamoa, Ardgowan, and Target Gully ; while

(Ophidiidarum)

Waikaia
examples, and upwards to the Upper Pliocene of Castlecliff, North Island,

from which there is one example.
ranus) noetUngi Koken (Plate 62
also Otolithus (Dentex) subnohilis

(S,

Gully and at Pukeuri. Waikaia
(Sparidarum) ehngatus

examplea of

Otolithus (Sparidarum) gregarius Koken (Plate 62, fig. 17) and Otolithus

(Ophidiidarum) pantanelli (Plate 61, fig. 8). Two species are found at both
Waikaia and at Pukeuri—0. (Ophidiidarum) pantanelli and 0. (Dentex)
subnohilis.

Of the twenty-two species determined, fifteen have been recorded from
the Tertiary of Europe, the remaining seven being new species. The otoliths

of shore-fishes predominate, with seventeen species, compared with five

of the deep sea, the latter being fairly numerous, with twenty-one
examples of Scopelidae and fourteen of the Macruridae, though only one
of Citharus.

Tropical species are represented by Fierasfer, Slops, and Citharus, while

others represent a subtropical or temperate fauna.
The genera and number of species determined are as foUews

Scopelus

Macrurus
Physiculus

Raniceps

Merluccius

Gadus
Ophidium
Ophidiidarum
Trachinus

Fierasfer

2

2

« m

» •

» •

t 9

Pieuronectidorum

Serranus

Parapercis

Flops

Percidarum

Sparidarum
Dentex
Citharus .

.

Inc. sedis

• •

« • # •

1

3

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

Total • • 22
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The i33cidence of their occurrence is as follows :

Stratigrafhical Arrangement, showing Occurrence of Species.

Fig.
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Otolithus (Scopelus) sulcatus Bassoli. (Plate 61, fig- 1.)

DimenMons.—5 X 4 mm.
Description, — Shape ovate ; outer side flat, imier side slightly con-

vex ; rostnim obtuse, slight notch below antirostrum. Dorsal, ventral,

and posterior rims rounded. Sulcus wide and straight ; ostium longer

than Cauda.

Occurrence.—Tuhnai, North Island, 1 example ; Pukeuri, 7 ; Awamoa, 9

;

White Rock River, 1; Ardgowan, 3; Target Gully, 1. Received from

Geological Survey of New Zealand and Mr. H, J. Pinlay,

Observatiom.—This species was described by Bassoli in 1906 as Otolithus

(Beryddarum) sulcatus, following a similar error by Prochazka in 1893

with regard to 0. (Scopelus) pulcher. Priem pointed out the misdescription

in 1911 (4), the sulcus being distinctly scopeloid and in no way resembling

that of the Berycidae. 0. (Scopdus) pulcher has a more prominent rostrum

and a more distinct notch ttan the species now described, which agrees

with 0. (Scopelus) sulcatus described by Bassoli (1) from the Pliocene of

Monte Gibio, near Modena, Italy.

Age.—Tertiary (Miocene) : Oamaru series.
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Otolithus (Scopelus) circularis n. sp. (Plate 61, fig. 2.)

Dimensions,—2J x 2 mm.
Description.—Circular ; outer side domed with radiating lines, inner side

flat ; notch in ostimn ; lower line of sulcns with angle between ostium and
eauda.

Occurrence.—A single example from Target Gully, received from Mr.

H. J. Findlay (type specimen, colL H. J. Finlay.)

Observation's.—This differs in outline and in shape of sulcus from
preceding species^ also in having radiating furrows on outer side. Priem
described in 1911 (4, p. 39) a circular otohth with a distinctly scopeloid

sulcus as 0. (Solea) cottreaui from the Miocene of France, but this had a

straighter sulcus than the species now described, which has an outer side

unlike any otolith of the Soleidae.

This is mthout doubt a new species, which T have named Otolithus

(Scopelus) circularis.

Age.—Tertiary (Mocene) : Oamaru series.

acrurus (Plate 61, fig. 3.)

Dimensions.—3 X 3 mm.
Description.—Shape roughly circular ; outer side with

with radiating
A deep semicircular depression above sulcus ; no rostrum or antirostrum

;

slight notch above ostimn ; cauda narrow and depressed.
Occurrence. ~A single example from Pukeuri, received from Geological

Survey of New Zealand.

Observations.—"1}^^ species was described by Schubert in 1905 (9, p. 513)

from the Tertiaries of Austria-Hungary, and by Bassoli in 1906 (1) from
the Phocene of Monte Gibio, near Modena, Italy.

J^'e.—Tertiary (Miocene) : Oamaru series.

acrurus

Dimensions.—7 X 5A

(Plate 61, fig* 4.)

inner

Description.~^]x'A^% triangular; outer side with longitudinal em
with radiating furrows extending to rim, forming a serrated edge ;

side convex, smooth. Sulcus extends the length of otolith but does not

cut rim. Ostium constricted ; cauda narrow with upturned termination.

Occurrence.—Vvk^wn^ 8 examples ; Awamoa, 1 ; Ardgowan, 2 ;
Target

Gully, 2 Received from Geological Survey of New Zealand and Mr.

H. J. Finlay.

Observations.—D^&cnh^A. by Schubert from the Tertiaries of Austria-

Hungary in 1905, and by Bassoli in 1906 from the PUocene of Monte Gibio,

The example figured is a mature specimen, and ratherModena

pomted
forming—J "w.^ »>^w.^v> ^vyiuiaj* tKA \jj jjdoouu, lue uuii verging luiiv^"*^

a heart-shaped form on the antero-dorsal rim.
Age.~ Tertiary (Miocene) : Oamaru series,

Otolithus (Physiculus) bicaudatus n. sp. -(Plate 61, fig. 5.)
w

Dimensions.—^ x 3 mm.
Descri/rfwm.—Shape angular ; outer side umbonated and furrowed, mQ^r

side flat with depression on dorsal part. There is a prominent dorsal
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process anteriorly, with a backward inclination ; frontal rim curved with
two indentations, ventral rim curved. Sulcus consists of an oval ostium
with colliculum, and a duplicated cauda.

Occurrence.—Three examples from Pukeuri, received from Geological
Survey of New Zealand. (Type specimen, colL Geol. Surv. N.Z.)

Observations.—This fossil otolith resembles in a remarkable way the
otolith of the living New Zealand species Physiculus hacchus. In no other
species that has passed through my hands is a double cauda to be seen.
The two grooves are equally developed, and both open on the posterior
rim, rear of otolith being identical in ]i\nng and fossil species. Anteriorly
they are somewhat difEerent, the oval ostium not being discernible in
Physiculus hacchus in specimens in my collection, but with further material
this may be more apparent. Also, the otolith of living species has an
anterior projection which is absent in fossil In both there is a dorsal
horn-Uke projection, inclined forward in Physiculus bacchuSy but with a
backward inclination in the species now described. The resemblance is

unmistakable, and I have therefore called this species Otolithus (Physiculus)
bicaudatus.

Age.—Tertiary (Miocene) : Oamaru series.

Otolithus (Raniceps) planus Koken n. var. novae-zeelandiae. (Plate 61,
fig. 6.)

Dimensio7is.—i X 3 mm.
Description.—Shape ovate ; outer side with radiating furrows,, inner

side flat ; serrated above and below. Sulcus extends across otolith

;

ostium wide and open ; cauda narrow with two constrictions.

Occurrence.—A single example from Pukeuri, received from Geological

Survey of New Zealand. (Type specimen, coll. Geol. Surv. N.Z.)

Obse^-vations.^Outei side almost exactly as in 0. (Raniceps) planus
Koken (3, pi. 4) from the Upper Oligocene of Sternberger Gestein ; inner
side corresponding also with the exception of ostium, which in 0. (Raniceps)
planus is narrow and closed up in front, while in variety now described
ostium is wide, and open in front. I have therefore called this Otolithus

(Raniceps) planus Koken var. novae-zeelandiae.

Aye.—Tertiary (Miocene) : Oamaru scries.

Otolithus (Merluccius) pukeuriensis n. sp. (Plate 61, fig. 7.)

Dimensions.—7 X 3J mm.
Description.—Shape long-ovate ; outer side concave, inner side convex

;

serrations on edges. Ostium and cauda equal ; constriction in middle
of sulcus.

Occurrence—Single example from Pukeuri, received from Mr. H. J.

Finlay. (Type specimen, coll. H. J. Finlay.)

Observations

obtusus
(Merluccius)

has angle on frontal rim higher, Jhe cauda also approaches nearer posterior
rim than in obtu^us. The front of otoUth slopes as in many of the living
(Jadidae, but in Merluccius vulgaris is more rounded, with ai

The sulcus is unmistakably that of Merluccius, and I have therefc

this example to a new species Otolithus (Merluccius) pukeuriensi
Age.—Tertiary (Miocene) : Oamaru series.

20—Trans.
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' M

Otolithus (Gadus) elegans Koken var. scuplta. (Plate 61, fig. 7a.)
* -

Dimeiismis,—5| X 3 mm. '

Descnption.—Shiape ovate ; outer side convex with median ridge and
umbo, rim serrated ; inner side convex, plain with serrations on edge.

Sulcus straight, traverses otolith but does not cut the front or rear

edges.

Occurrence.—Single example Irom Pukeuri, received from Mr. H. J.

Finlay.

Ohservatiom.—Described by Koken (3, pi. 4) from the Oligocene of

Sternberger Gestein.

^^e.—Tertiary (Miocene) : Oamaru series.

pantanelli (Plate 61, fig. 8.)

Dimensions.—6 X 4 mm.
' Description.—Shape ovate ; outer side convex, smooth with serrations
on anterior ventral rim ; inner side convex, smooth. Dorsal rim rounded,
with fold on posterior angle; ventral rim deep with serrations below the
ostium. Sulcus straight ; Cauda terminates some distance from posterior
nm.

Occurrenc€.~~~Castledifi, 1 example ; Pukeuri, 4 ; Ardgowan, 2 ; Target
Gully, 1 ; Clifden, 1 ; Waikaia, 5. The Pukeuri specimens were received
froju Geological Survey of New Zealand, and the others from Mr. H. J,

Finlay. (Example figured, coll. H, J. Finlay.)

Observations. 1906
from the Pliocene of Monte Gibio and the Miocene of Pantano, Italy. It

shape and m the formation of the sulcus, and appears
Uppe

Waik
sisting throughout those Tertiary formations of New Zealand

submitted

Age.—Tertiary (Pliocene and Pliocene) : Oamaru and Wanganui series.'

Otolithus (Trachinus) mutabilis Koken. (Phte 61, fig. 9.)

Dimensions.—i x 2\ mm.
Description.—Shape ovate; outer side concave, inner side convex,

front pointed
; no rostrum or antirostrum. Sulcus straight ; cauda in-

chned slightly upward.
Occurrence.—One example from Pukeuri, received from Geological

Survey of New Zealand ; one from Ardgowan, from Mr. H. J. Finlay.
Observations.—The shape of otolith and upward tilt of cauda indicate

that this example should be referred to the Trachinidae. The sulcus differs

shghtly from Otolithus (Trachinus) mutabilis described by Koken (2) in

Mioc

specimens of this species

be seen. Priem (8, p. 274) in 19U
«vovxi»cvi ^iA^uuueus oi lais species from the Burdigalien of Martillac, in

south-west France, and in one of these the sulcus is nearer that of example
now .described. I have therefore referred this example to the species
descnbed by Koken as Otolithus (Trachinus) mutabiUs.

^^e.—Tertiary (Miocene) : Oamaru series.
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Otolithus (Fierasfer) nuntius Koken. (Plate 61, fig. 10.)

Dimensions.—3| X 2 mm.
Description.—^Xm^Q ovate ; outer side convex, umbonated ; inner side

flat. Sulcus oval in cenire of otolitli occupied by coUiculum.

Occurrence.—Two examples from Waikaia, received from ilr. H. J.

Finlay.

Observations,—This species, which compares well with otolitlis of the

li\dng Fierasfar unibratilisy has been described by Koken (3) from the Oligo-

cene of SoeUingen as Otolithus (Fierasfer) nuntius Kob^n.

Age.—Tertiary (Oligocene or Miocene) ; Oamaru series.

Otolithus (Ophidiidarum) elongatus n. sp. (Plate 61, fig. 11.)

Dimensions.—3 X 2 mm.
Description.—^\x^^ ovate with pointed ends, both sides convex. Sulcus

short, oblique.

Occurrence.—Single example from Target Gully, received from Mr. H. J.

Finlay. (Type specimen, coll. H. J. Finlay.)

Observations,—This species is very similar in outline to that desci bed

by Priem (7, p. 157) as Otolithus (Ophidiidarum) aff. kokeni from the

Lutetien of Le Bois-Gouet, Brittany, but the sulcus is different, confornung

Otolithus (Opl

in Plate 61, fig. 8. I have therefore called tl

elongatus.

Age.—^Tertiary (Miocene) : Oamaru series.

(Oph idiidarum)

Otolithus (Pleuronectidarum) acuminatus Koken. (Plate 62, fig. 12.)

Dimensions,—3 X 1 mm,
Descrijytions.—Shape long with pointed ends, biconvex. Sulcus small,

oval.

Occurrence,—Awamoa and Ardgowan, four examples, received from
Mr. H. J. Finlay.

Observations,—This species was described by Koken (3) from the middle

Oligocene of Waldboeckelheim. and also by Bassoli (1) from the Pliocene

of Monte Gibio, Italy.

^^e.—Tertiary (Miocene) : Oamaru series.

Otolithus (Serranus) noftlingi Koken. (Plate 62. fig. 13.)

Dimensions.—5 X 3 mm.
Description,—Shape ovate; upper rim sloping to rear; outer side

concave, inner side convex ; ventral rim carinate. Rostrum blunt, anti-

rostrum slight. Ostium wide ; cauda longer than ostium, straight, with

slight curve downwards at terminations which does not reach posterior

rim of otolith.

Occurrence,—^Pukeuri and Ardgowan, numerous examples, received from
Geological Survey of New Zealand and Mr. H. J. Finlay.

Observations,—The general form and shape of the sulcus are as in the

specimens described by Koken (3) from the Upper Oligocene of Sternberger

Gestein. Similar otoliths are described by Priom (8) from the Burdigalien

of Leognau, France, and referred by him to the above-named species.

Age,—Tertiary (Miocene) : Oamaru series.

20*
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Otolithus (Elops) miocaenicus n. sp. (Plate 62, fig. U.)

Dimensions,—4 X 2| mm.
Description.—Shdi^e ovate; outer side concave, inner side convex;,

crest of dorsal rim slightly behind middle of otolith ; ventral rim carinate

with forward projection. Rostrum large, no antirostrum. Sulcus straight,

oblique, terminating close to ventral rim but well away from rear of

otolith. 1-1
Occurrence.—Single example from Pukeuri, received from Geological

Survey of New Zealand. (Type specimen, coll. Geol. Surv. N.Z.)

Observatio}is.—This otolith is reproduced in those of the living species

Elops hawaiensis, the specimens with which I have compared it commg

from the Dutch East Indies. It has not been described before, and I have

named it Otolithus (Elops) miocaenicus.

Age.—Tertiary (Miocene) : Oamaru series.

Otolithus (Percidarum) rectus Priem. (Plate 62, fig. 15.)

Dimensions.—6 X 4 mm.
Description.-Shaipe ovate ; outer side concave, showing rings of growth ;

inner side convex . Sulcus long, with downward curve terminating on

posterior rim of otolith. Ostium very smaU ; cauda long.
'

Occurrence.—Single example from Pukeuri, received from Geological

Survey of New Zealand.

Observations.—In looking at the outer side of this otolith one is much

inclined to place it among those of the flat fishes : the nearly flat oval form

showing the annual rings is the same as in the otoliths of the Pleuronectidae.

The sulcus, however, is distinctly of the percoid type ; and, although the

flat fishes are probably derived from the Percoids, the only species with

s. similar sulcus is psetlodes, the other members of the order Heterosomata

having a very minute cauda compared with the ostium, w^hile in the species

described the cauda is by far the greater. Priem (7, p. 156) has described

a similar form of otolith from the Lutetien of Le Bois-Gouet, in Brittany,

as Otolithus (Percidarum) rectus, and in referring the present example to

this species it is worth noting that it apparently forms a link between the

otoliths of the Percoids and those of the Heterosomata.

Age.—Tertiary (Miocene) : Oamaru series.

Otolithus (Sparidarum) elongatus Priem. (Plat^ 62, fig- 16.)

Dimensions.—4 X 3 mm. . .

Description.—Shape elliptical ; outer side concave, with radiations

on lower part ; inner side convex ; rostrum blunt, no antirostrum.

Ostium wide ; cauda curving down and terminating some distance trora

posterior rim. . i

Occurrence.—Two examples, from Pukeuri and Target Gully, receive

from Geological Survey of New Zealand and Mr. H. J. Finlay.

Observations.—This species is longer in proportion to the height tn

Otolithus (Sparidarum) gregarius; otherwise the general appearance

somewhat similar. Described by Priem (6) in 1913 from the Lutetien

of Le Bois-Gouet, France.
Age.—Tertiary (Miocene) : Oamaru series.
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Otolithus (Sparidarum) gregarius Koken. (Plate 62, figs. 17, 21.)

Dif/tensions.—4J X
Description .—Shap with

rim

Rostrum blunt, no antirostrum. Ostium wide ; cauda narrow and curvod

downward.
OccHrr€iice,—TlxTee examples from Waikaia and Clifdon, received from

Mr. H. J. Finlav,

Observations—DescTihed by Koken (3) from the Upper Ohgocene of

Sternberger Gestein ; also by Priem (8) from the Burdigalion of south-west

France.

j^ye,—Tertiary (Oligocene or Lower Miocene) : Oamaru series.

Otolithus (Dentex) aff. subnobilis Schubert. (Plate 62, fig. 18.)
i

Dimensions,—3j X 2J mm.
Description.—Sha^e elliptical ; outer side concave with radiating furrows

to ventral rim, and oblique groove on anterior part of dorsal rim; inner

side flat. Sulcus straight, ostium wide, upward inclination. Cauda wide

with open termination ; does not extend to posterior rim.

Oecurrence,—Three examples, from Waikaia, Ardgowan, and Pukeuri,

received from Geological Survey of New Zealand and Mr. H. J. Finlav.

Observations.—Desciihed by Schubert in 1906 (10) from the Tertia"'""

of Austria-Hungary, and by Priem (8 p. 264) in 1914 from the BurdigalieB

of Leognau, south-west France.

jige,—Tertiary (Miocene) : Oamaru series.

Otolithus (inc. sedis) umbonatus Koken. (Plate 62, fig. 19.)

Dimensions.—2 X 1 mm.
Description.Sha,^e ovate, biconvex; outer side umbonated. Sulcus

narrow, oblique with ostium on dorsal rim.

Occurrence.—Two examples, from Waikaia and White Rock River,

received from Mr. H. J. Finlay.

Observatimis.-Be&Qjihed by Koken (2) from the Oligocene of Lattorf,

Sollingen, Antwerp, and other places.

j^ge.—Tertiary (Miocene) : Oamaru series.

Otolithus (Parapercis) finlayi n. sp. (Plate 62, fig. 20.)

Dimensions.—2 X 1 mm.
Description.—Outer side convex, umbonated ; inner side flat ; dorsal

riiu serrated, and sloping equally to front and rear of otolith ; ventral

rim crescentic. Sulcus obHque ; ostium and cauda of equal length. Cauda

distance

•ence Single example from Wharekuri, received

Finlav. (Type specimen, coll. H, J. Finlay.)

Observations.—This solitary and minute example is of a distinctive

percoid type. I find that it most resembles the otoliths of the so-called

*'blue cod" of New Zealand (Parapercis colias), and have therefore named

it Otolithus (Parapercis) finlayi, after Mr. H. J. Finlay, to whom I am
indebted for sending the specimen.

i4(/€.—Tertiary (Oligocene) : Oamaru series.
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Otolithus (Percidarum) cottreaui Priem. (Plate 62, fig. 22.)

Dimensions.—15 x 4 mm.
Description.—Shape circular ; outer side flat, inner side convex ; in-

dentation in posterior rim. Sulcus broad ; ostium depressed, wide. Cauda
wide, curved downward, termination close to posterior rim.

Occurrence.—Single example from Pukeuri, received from Mr. H. J.

Finlay.

Observations.—This was described by Priem in 1912 (5, p. 247) from

the Eocene of Le Bois-Gouet, of south-west France. The example from

Pukeuri differs in having the notch on posterior rim, but otherwise the

resemblance is sufficient for identification. ,

Age.—Tertiary (Miocene) : Oamaru series.

Otolithus (Citharus) latisulcatus n. sp. (Plate 62, fig. 23.)

Dimensions.—2^ X 2 mm.
Description.—Shape ovate ; outer side convex, inner side slightly

convex ; dorsal and ventral rims rounded ; angle between dorsal and

posterior rim. Eostrum pointed, no antirostrum or notch. Sulcus very

wide ; cauda opening widely on posterior rim.

Occurrence.—A single example from Pukeuri, received from Mr. H. J.

Finlay. (Type specimen, coll. H. J. Finlay.)

Observations.—^On comi)aring this specimen with the otoliths of the

living Oithanis linguatula Bassoli (1)

describes a fossil Citharus otolith from the Pliocene of Monte Gibio

—

Otolithus (Citharus) schuberti; but in this species the cauda is narrower

and does not widen out on the posterior rim as in the example now
described. The outline also is different. We have here a new species,

which I have named Otolithus (Citharus) latisuhaitis.

Age.—Tertiary (Mioceno) : Awamoa series.
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Two Fossil Cej)Jiahj}ods from North Canterbury.
-p

By R AIarshall, M.A., D.Sc., F.G.S., F.N.Z.Inst., Hutton and Hector
Medallist.

[Read before the Philosophical Instiiute of CaaUihury, 5th Decettiber^ 1923 ; rteeived hj
Editor, 24ih December, 1923 ; issued separately^ 28th A'liguM, 1924.}

Plates 63, 64. *

Professor E. Speight has been good enough to give me two fo.ssil

specimens, recently found in the Hurunui country, for identification

and description. One of them was found in the Hurunui River bed near
Ethelton, and its origin is unknown so far as exact site is concerned.

This specimen is an ammonite quite different from any species that
has prex-iously been found in New Zealand. A description of it is given
below.

Dalmasiceras Djanelidze, 1922.

A full description of this genus is given by its author (256-62, BuJL
G.S. de France^ ser. 4, vol. 21, 1923). The following is an abridged

statement :

—

Whorls in adult form very flattened, but innermost whorls wider than
high. There are usually umbilical tubercles except in very young or

very old forms. In some forms ribs may be fasciculated from umbilical

tubercles. Usually there are primary ribs which originate on umbilical iilupe

or on tubercles. About half-way along flank secondary ribs arise, two or

three in number, between each pair of primary ribs, Suture-Une is speci-

ally characterized by the short siphonal lobe, by a suspensive (umbilical)

lobe formed from the summit of the second lateral saddle with its secondary
lobe and the auxiliary lobes. First lateral lobe very large and unsjrm-

metrical ; of its two lateral branches the external is the larger. The lobes

and saddles are long and straight. The summit of the principal saddles

is sjnnmetrically divided by a secondary lobe. The antisiphuncular lobe

is straight, deep, and impaired. The genus is apparently restricted to

the Upper Tithonian.

Daknasiceras speighti n. sp. (Plate 63, figs. 2, 3; Plate 64, figs. 1, 2.)

The shell is of moderate size, but is too imperfect for exact measure-
ment at a greater diameter than 51 mm. Its dimensions (in millimetres)

r

f

A.

Diameter ..51 100 85
Height ..23 45

Width .. 13-5 26

35 41

17 20
Umbilicus ..17 33 26 31

thus

tinctly

larger size of the latter specimen. The involution is about one-half, whorls

•
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with

umbilic-

inclined

Ornamentation : Strong rounded primary ribs begin at bottom of

umbilicus

flanks I

curved
with

i curve near siphuncle. These ribs sometimes fork at about a third

of their length from umbilicus. On border of periphery one or two

secondary ribs are inserted between each pair of primary tibs. There

constrictions

suture

I.e., fig. 3, p, 267)—in particular, the short external lobe and the long and

wide important first lateral lobe, which is not symmetrical. The other

lobes also are very similar. The saddles are nearly equally divided by a

secondary lobe, and show much the same state of diA^sion as those of Dal.

dalmasi. The internal lobe, however, is rather different. The large anti-

siphuncular saddle has not quite the same importance as in Dal. dalmasiy

and the umbilical or suspensive lobe is not (j^mte so deep.

It is interesting to record such an ammonite as this from New Zealand,

as, judging from European equivalents, the horizon at which this species

is the Upper Tithqnian. It is to be hoped tliat before long the

locality from which the specimen came will be found, when it is possible

that other members of the fauna of the period may also be collected.

occurs

Nautilus Linne.

The second specimen, Professor Speight tells me, was found at the

Kaiwara Creek in a calcareous gritty greensand which here forms the base

of the series of Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks ; these, as usual, rest with

a high unconformity on middle or older Mesozoic rocks. This specimen,

though somewhat crushed, can be identified with certainty as a species

of Nautilus.

Nautilus sp. aff. suciensis Whiteaves. (Plate 63, fig. 1.)

The specimen is 120 nmi. in diameter and 80 mm. wide. Ventral siu-

face is broadly rounded, and umbilicus appears to be completely covered.

Surface ornamented with a series of large ribs continuous from umbihcus

to periphery. At umbihcus ribs are nearly radial ; they soon bend for-

wards, but at shoulder bend in a gentle curve strongly backwards and pass

over periphery with backward loop. The condition of the specimen does

not allow the position of the siphuncle to be seen. . ,

These broadly-ribbed species of Nautilus do not appear to have existed

after the Cretaceous period. The species N. smienHs Whiteaves, to whicli

the present specimen is clearly closely allied, comes from Skidegate Inl^i^'

in British Columbia, in rocks of Senonian age. No species of this group

of Nautilus has pre\aously been recorded from Now Zealand.
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The '' Hydraulic, Limestones'^ of North Auckland.^

By P. Marshall, M.A., D.Sc., F.G.S., F.N.Z.Inst., Button and Hector
Medallist.

sopkical Iristitide of Canterbury, 5th Deceffibcr, 1923 ; receit

December, 1923 ; issued separatdy^ 28th August^ 1024.]

A CONSIDERABLE amouiit of discussion has taken place in regard to the

age of this formation. It is not intended in this paper to review the

opinions that have been expressed in regard to this que^^tion, and it will

stated that the officers of the Geological Survey regard it as of

Cretaceous age, whilst in various papers the present author has ascribed

to it a LoAver Tertiary age. At the present time it is merely intended to

mention some facts not previously adduced which favour the author's

contention.

The '' hydraulic limestone " is, generally speaking, a foraminiferal lime-

stone which covers large areas of the North Auckland Peninsula between

Hokianga and Waipu, thence extending south-westward to the Kaipara

Harbour. Although usually composed largely of the tests of Foraminifera,

siliceous skeletons

remains of organisms

Raxiiolaria are includec

these. The limestone often contains a good deal of glauconite, and some-

times a number of grains of silica. Although relatively hard, it is traversed

by a great number of crevices and joints, and slides readily, even on country

with gently sloping relief. It has been subject to considerable earth

-

pressure, and is usuallv intensely folded, and sometimes also faulted. Up
recorded

from it. Cucullaea

Wilson ihese specimens,

be lost. Some
stratigraphical relations have lately been noted and require a definite

statement.

nd.

hydraulic limestone is

nlear on the shore-lin^

Whakapirau and Jackm

the rocks dip about 30"* to the south-west and strike to the north-west.

(2.) On the hill between Pahi Township and the Arapaoa arm of the

Kaipara Harbour it is found that all the eastern and higher parts of the

hill are formed of limestone, while greensands crop out at the bottom of

the western and southern sides. On the west side and on the south the

greensands have a generally easterly dip. The obvious conclusion is that

the greensands dip under the hydraulic limestone. Although the slope of

the hill near the base is covered \vith detritus, the dip of the rocks shows

that their relation is properly represented by the diagram fig. 1—the same
iv.1ofir^Ti ao af Jankman's. mentioned nreviouslv. which is about one mile

distant.

line

about one mile, a syncline is found exposed on the foreshore of the harbour

see
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and cliff that bounds it, as shown in fig. 2, At the south-east side of this

syncHne there has been a small amount of differential rock-movement,
and the limestone has moved slightly over the greensand. There has been

no movement of this kind at the north-west side, and there the limestone

shows gradations to the greensand.

At a third point, between Mr, Blackwell's house and Tokatapu, opposite

Colbeck's Landing, on the west side of the Pahi arm, the hydraulic lime-

stone is again seen to rest on a highly arenaceous greensand, which is pro-

bably a local equivalent of the Pahi greensand. Again at Portland, near

Whangarei, about fifty miles distant, on the downthrow side of a fault

which shows clearly in a cutting on the railway-line, the greensand has

been lowered so as to be brought Into contact with the limestone. In

these four localities it is clear that the hydraulic limestone is a higher

horizon than the greensand.

v/ c

Fig. 1.

Hy^YtiLU

limestone

Palaeontological evidence of the age of the limestone is very scanty.
The greensand which Ues below it at Pahi contains a considerable variety
of fossil Mollusca, including an ^«wna, and is probably the equivalent of

the European Eocene—certainly not Cretaceous. It follows that the
hydraulic limestone in this locality at least is not older than the Upper
Eocene.

N W
a^»»^fItalian •bscuv*

Orct-hVan^^•tm»)
&.E

Fig. 2.—Syncline on foreshore north -wost of Arapaoa arm.

w
a shark s tooth obtained from the hydraulic limestone near Batley, about
six miles from Pahi. Wood of the History

"^TM?^
^^tis^ Museum, kindly examined it for me, and wrote as follows

:

The green tooth of Carcharodon from Batley *has the irregular serrations
which characterize our Eocene and perhaps Danian species. To me it

suggests Eocene age.
-"'-•-

- -
-J

specifically." Miss RI
same locality. Dr. Smi

—.^N^v^-^v^ u*uvL ^^i-ijcfcyo j^aiiiaii fcjjjcv-ico. -i-v »*-^-'

The base being absent, it cannot be determined

oda Linton also found a larere vertebra near the

Woodw The vertebra belongs

that

e Lammd shark, perhaps Carcharodon.
d is also in the Auckland Museum a string of six similar vertebrae

J hydraulic limestone at Portland, and, like the previous one, these

/ represent Carcharodon.
rhis palaeontological and stratigraphical evidence seems to me to prove

^
the hydraulic limestone at Portland, Pahi, and Batley is certainly of

This

Eocene
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TJie Benmore Coal Area of the Malvern HilU.

By R. Speight, x\l.A,, M.Sc, F.G.S., F.N.Z.Iiist., Curator of the
Canterbury Museum,

[Read before the Ph'^lnmphkal Institule of Cavtprhvry, 7th November, 1923 ; receival bv
Editor, 24ih December, 1923; issued separately, 28th August, 1924.]

Thk Beuiuore outlier of the Malvern Cretaceous series was described in
some detail by Haast iRej)od of the Geol Explor. durimj 1871-72, pp. 41-46,
1872), special attention being given to it, since it was looked on as a possible
source of coal. Some development work was carried out, but it was soon
discontinued, chiefly on account of the inaccessibility of the area, the poor
character of the coal, and the probable amount available not warranting
any further exploitation. Recent examinations of the area by the present
author have revealed geological features of some interest, notably in their
bearing on the origin of the present topography of the Malvern Hills and
of the Southern Alps, and hence this brief account.

The extent of country covered by this outlier is about a mile in length,
with a width varpng from nothing at its two ends up to about half a mile
in its widest part, which occurs near the middle of the area. The height
above sea-level varies from about 2,000 ft. to just over 3,000 ft., so that it
is one of the highest occurrences of coal-measures in the alpine region of
the South Island. Some few are certainly higher, but they are by no
means so extensive. It is located in the valley of Macfarlane Stream,
which is a tributary of the Kowai River, and lies immediately south of
Porter Pass (see map), in that gap which divides the Big Ben and ^rount
Torlesse Ranges, on a kind of shelf on the north side of Benmore, the
highest point of the former range. This shelf has a general N.E.-S.W.
trend, but it is divided from the valley of Macfarlane Stream for the north-
eastern half of its length by a barrier of greywacke, the difference in eleva-
tion of the outlier above the bed of the stream at this ^^nH Kmnfr oKr.i,f

800 beds
level, nearly all the drainage of the area converging to a point about
half-way along its northern side. From the shelf just referred to the
slopes of Benmore rise steeply for another 1,500 ft., the change in surface-
features on passing from coal-measures to greywacke being most marked.
The coal-measures rest unconformably on the greywackes, the slope of the
basement beds being continued to the north-west as a well-preserved
stripped surface, whereas on the south-east side the area is bounded bv a
fault whose features will be detailed later.

The chief tributaries of Macfariane Stream rise in the northern slopes
of Benmore, and run in approximately north-western directions in sub-
parallel channels incised in their lower reaches into the easily eroded coal-
measures. As these channels enable a clear insight to be obtained into
the structure of the area, a description of the b

"

be given.

The extreme north-eastern end of the area consists of clays, sandy clays,
and thin beds of lignite most of which is of low grade. This part is much
disturbed by slip and covered with surface debris, so that it is impossible
to obtain a definite idea of the relations of the various beds. The first

'ds
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clear section is obtained in the bed of the creek farthest north-east. This

rises in Benmore and cuts the coal-measures—the upper portion almost on

Sketch Ma p of
Malvern H ills snomne Ma\h Fault Lines

the line of strike, and the lower part more in the direction of the dip.

Haast enumerates in detaU the beds occurring in the lower part of the
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series, and the following is a summary of his record (see Section 1, although

this is intended for the creek farther west) :

—

1. Shales and porphyry conglomerate .

.

. . 60 ft. to 80 ft.

2. Bluish sandy clays

3. Brown coal

4. Ferruginous and white quartzose sands alter-

m -9 * *

15 ft.

11 in.

natmg » # lift.

5. Clays, shales, sandy clays, and brown coal in

small seams » • • * 7 ft.

6. Brown coal, main seam .

.

.

.

.. 4 ft. 7 in.

7. Shales, clays, and sands, with occasional layers

of brown coal * « « > * •

8. Oyster-beds with intercalated clay .

.

. . 6 ft.

9. Sands and shales interstratified, the former

110 ft. (approx.)

yellowish -green or greyish weathering pink

and brown, with smell of H^S, and crystals

of gypsum 60 ft.

The uppermost beds exposed in this creek strike N. 10° W., and dip

south-west at angles approximating 20°, but the lower beds swing round

till they strike more to the north-west. At the top of the exposure the

beds are much disturbed, slickensided, crushed, and apparently overturned

along a line of fault, as if the greywackes had been thrust against them
from the south-east. The two important beds in the aeries are the

porphyry conglomerate, about which more will be said later, and the

oyster-bed, which contains Ostrea dichotoina like that in the Glentunnel

area of the Malvern Hills, and definitely correlates the two occurrences as

being of the same age.

The bed called by Haast a " porphyry conglomerate *' is a conglomerate

with a fine-grained matrix in which are pebbles of a rhyolite similar to that

occurring on the ridge extending from Mount Misery, through the Rockwood
Range, to Rakaia Gorge. The pebbles are small, the largest seen measuring

about 2 in. in length, very well rounded, flattish, with characteristic shingle

shape sugge^ing long w^ear on a beach. Allowing for the smaller size of

the pebbles, the conglomerate is similar to that which occurs elsewhere in

the Malvern Hills at the base of the Cretaceous series, notably at Rakaia

Gorge, White Cliffs, and on the south-eastern slope of Mount Misery; and
its occurrence at Benmore is somewhat remarkable, since the nearest rhyolites

in position are in the neighbourhood of High Peak, on the Upper Selwyn,

nine miles away in a straight line, whereas Mount Misery is twelve miles

distant. A similar conglomerate occurs in the basin of the Kowai at the

bridge over the river, where there is a small exposure of coal-measures,

this being the nearest recorded occurrence of a bed similar to that occurring

at Benmore. It should be noted, however, that Hutton mentions the

occurrence of a pebble of rhyolite in a conglomerate in the coal-measures

at Craigieburn, near Lake Pearson ('' The Geology of the Trelissick or Broken
River Basin, Selwyn County," Trans. N,Z. InsL, vol. 19, pp. 398-99, 1887),

and discusses its bearing on the form of the land when the beds werti laid

down. This pebble is in a collection at the Canterbury Museum, and
Mutton's determination can be confirmed.

A few chains to the north-west of this creek is another coming in from
the slopes of Benmore, but in this the sequence cannot be seen as clearly

(see Section 1). The rhyolite conglomerate occurs at the base, resting on
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the greywacke, and this is succeeded by shales and sands with coal. After

some intermission where the outcrops are quite hidden by surface accumu-
lations, there are exposures on the western side of the gully which the

stream has worn, consisting of concretionary sands, well bedded, with

layers of harder and softer material interstratified with sandy shales ; some
of the harder layers contain numerous sharks' teeth. These beds strike

N. 10° W., and dip to the west at angles of 15°. They are succeeded by

BENIVrORE COAL AREA
Dire-ctlon,'- S.Er.toN.W. Length- about ^M Mih

Seci'xon I

Alon^ Cr^ek near N,E. c-nd of Are.si

S.E. 6. CL, N.W.

Section 2
Across midd/e of Area.

S.£.
C.6. A/M

L^reywtickeEXoal-IVIeasur

H/iyo txrke eoii^To//^ f'r-rrf^

act

C'.

se^ctm^ wt^A. Cl€tys & Sccruls

a .

Endgx^iio<xiiiio, uuiiLaiiiiug ruunaea concretions and hard concretionary layers
of greensand, and these pass up into grey quartzose sands, light-green sands,
«.™ .,....,„^ ««*^x*o, Tiriiiv,!! i;iu»u uue sequence here. The topmost ueua iit^

faulted against the greywacke, which has been pushed over the sands from
thp «nnfl..aaaf The fault-plauo hadcs at an angle of 40°, and apparently

nd south-west. The surface of the sand is indurated and
much shckensided. It is impossible to determine the amount of the throw
from the exposures.

runs
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On the western side of this gully three basic dykes occur. Tlio most
easterly of these is exposed in a face mnsistiiig of hard and soft sandstones.

It is about 5 ft. wide, and strikes N. 5° E. A narrow band of altered

material lies alongside the dyke. This appears to be the one referred to

by Haast {loc. city p. 45). Two other dykes also occur on the crest of the

ridge dividing the basin of this creek from tlie next on(* lyiiig to the west.

These dykes may be part of one main intrusion, but as they appear on
the surface they are quite distinct, and sands are exposed on the ground
between them. One forms a small wall for a short distance, which rum
N. 15*^ E., but the other is not defined where exposed, although the slopco

to the westward are covered with detached blocks over a considerable area.

They have both been intruded into sands.

The rock of which these dykes are formed is a very basic basalt. In

a groundmass composed of feldspar laths, augite granules, and rather long

individuals of magnetite with the skeletal outline of ilmeuite, there are

many phenocrysts of olivine and augite, the former predominatin^r in number.
Some of these show^ signs of serpentinization, but they are usually fresh

and colourless, or with cracks stained with oxide of iron. They, as well

as the augite, frequently form aggregations. The rock does not show any
close relation to the teschenitic varieties which occur at High Peak and
at Rakaia Gorge, but is more closely connected with the basic rocks of the

other areas of the Malvern Hills.

The next creek to the west is the main source of Macfarlane Stream

(see Section 2). On the north-west boundary of the outlier clays and

shales with coal he on the greywacke, but the country is much shpped.

These beds are succeeded by sands and greensands, well exposed in a gully

coming in from the north, and also in a tributary coming in from Benmore
on the south. The hne of the former has been determined by a basaltic

intrusion. On its south-east side shales at times carbonaceous, sandy

shales with g}'psum crystals and greensands, and sands with concretionary

bands are exposed, striking north-east and dipping south-east at angles

of from 35^ to 40*^. In the tributary from Benmore there are sands of

var}ang colour—grey, brown with oxdized iron, green with glauconite,

and yellowish-wliite passing into white—all dipping south-east at an angle

of 30°, the whole thickness of the coal-measures in this part of the area

being approximately 1,500 ft. These sedimentarles are intruded by a massive

basalt sill. Where exposed in ilacfarlane Stream it is 50 ft. thick, but it

thins out when traced along the gully to the north, and does not appear
on the surface on the north-west bomidary of the area. It can be traced

across country to the west of the main creek, and appears in a creek coming
from a saddle in the extreme south-west corner of the basin. Although
Haast looked on this occurrence of igneous rock as a surface flow, there is

little doubt that it is an intrusion in the form of a sill. The following

points are of importance in this connection : (1.) The contacts of both the

upper and lower surfaces are intrusive contacts, the beds both above and
below the mass being affected by its heat. (2.) It is not parallel to the

stratification, but crosses it at a small angle.

Haast evidently thought that all these igneous occurrences belonged
to one great sheet, but the evidence clearly points to their discontinuity

on the surface.

Where the tributary creek from Benmore crosses the boundary of the

coal-measures there is decided evidence of faulting on a large scale.

No actual contacts can be seen, owing to debris slopes coming from the
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greywacke. but on the line of the fault the greywacke is exposed some

250 ft. to 300 ft. vertically above the line to which the coal-measures

Teach in the bed of the creek, and the fault-plane is in consequence almost

vertical, if not actually in a reversed position.

The chief tributary of Macfarlane Stream farther west follows the strike

approximately, but in the gullies coming in from the flanks of Benmore

the upper sand and greensand beds are exposed in places, and the position

of the south-east boundary suggests the continuance of the fault-line to

the south-west. The width of the coal-measures narrows gradually on

tracing them south-west, but they extend almost to the crest of the saddle

at the head of the creek. In this creek the sill mentioned previously occurs

about 250 yards above the junction, strikes nearly due east, and dips south

at an angle of 40°. It underlies light-green sands. Immediately up-stream

posed

with

and greyish sands, which are brownish and yellowish near the fault-Une.

These beds dip south-east 50°.

No decided conclusion can be come to as to whether the area was

glaciated or not. invad

leads

Rakaia Valley, especially as there is undoubted proof of the presence of

glacier-ice lower down the Rakaia Valley having crossed ridges at a higher

elevation than this saddle, and some of the features in the upper part of

the basin can be attributed to ice-action. In the middle of the basin

there are numerous large blocks of greywacke scattered over the surface,

which suggest from their size and position that they have been carried by

ice ; but there is a possibihty—perhaps a remote one—that they have been

shed from the slopes of Benmore at a time antecedent to the dissection

of the weak Cretaceous beds on which they now lie, and it is just possible,-

though not probable, that they have been transported by agencies other

than ice.

The two special features of the area which have an interest not limited

to the area iteelf are the occurrence of rhyolite conglomerate and also the

positive evidence of faulting. With regard to the former, Hutton noted a

difficulty, especially in the occurrence of the rhyolite pebbles at Craigieburn,

and attributed its wide distribution to the action of a hypothetical river

runnm
be

the same as that at present existing. If, however, we take a more modern

interpretation of the origin of the alpine region of Canterbury, with a stage

during the middle Cretaceous after Jurassic folding, when it was reduced

to a peneplain, then the features present no difficulty. The rhyoUte pebbles

have in that case travelled up a shore-hne from their place of origin in the

neighbourhood of the Misery-Rockwood ridge, or perhaps from farther out

in the plains from an area of rhyolite now buried under Tertiary and

Quaternary deposits.

When this peneplain, with its cover of sediments, was raised at the

close of the Tertiary era the elevation was attended with faulting, and

it is probable that this faulting continued down to a comparatively

late recent date. In any case, this faulting is responsible for the major

surface features of the Malvern Hills as they stand at present. From a

study of the he of the remnants of the Cretaceous coal-bearing beds

which are preserved in the valleVTS in the heart of the Malvern Hills a
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well-defined series of subparallel faults may ho inferred, Tliese are as
follow (see maps) :

—

(1.) The faulted area where occfirs the Cordy Flat Coalfield, now being
worked at Steventx^n. The fault-line runs along the northern flank of the
Cairn Range, and continues in a south-west direction along the northern
side of Mount Miseiy.

(2.) The area about Rockwood Station, whose position is determined by a

branch

be

Ro
Peak, and the form of the saddle suggests a fltructural origin.

(3.) The Upper Sehvyn basin, which is faulted down along the north
side of the Flagpole Range on a line running past High Peak. A splinter
of this fault probably occurs a little to the north-west, and this continues
to the north-east into the basin of the Hawkins River behind Dalethorpe,
where the well-marked stripped surface indicates a former extension of the
coal-measures into the upper basin of that stream, the only vnsible sur-
viving remnant being a small patch on a tributary coming in from the north
just west of the trig, marked 2725. The stripped surface of the Hawkins

Sel

bet

may at one time have flowed into the Hawkins.

)/ the Kowai west of Springfield, where the fault-line runs
along the base of the Russell Range, the fault-line or fault-line scarp being
strongly indicated by the series of faceted spura fronting the Kowai River.
The line of fault runs in close to the small patch of exposed coal-measures
near the Kowai Bridge, which are crushed and much disturbed stratigraphic-

ally, while the hill slopes opposite on the lower spurs of Mount Torlcsse

are a stripped surface, which continues across the Waimakariri on to the

downs behind the Woodstock Station, the greensands and undeil}nng beds
containing Conchothyra and Trigonia, and other shells exposed in the bed
of the river near Otarama being a part of the beds which have been faulted
down.

gravels

been covered up by the aggrad-

An
of this fault-line probably follows after a slight turn along the south-eastern
flank of the Benmore Range. The marked break in the topography all

along the range, and the similarity in the form of successive ridges as they
abut against the sides of Benmore, are to be explained in this wav,
although there hardly appears to be sufficient evidence on which to base^a
positive statement of the existence of a fault. Its direction is neariy
parallel with what may be regarded as definite fault-lines occurring in other
parts of the area.

This suggested fault would necessitate a change of throw from the
north-west to the south-east side of the fault, a reversal of displacement
amounting to hundreds, if not to thousands, of feet. Such a change would
be remarkable in a short distance. For these reasons the continuance of
the Kowai fault along the south-eastern flank of the Benmore Range is

somewhat doubtful.

(5.) The Benwore area, described pre\dousIy, If the suggested exi)lana-
tion of the origin of this area be correct, it is probable that the gap between
the Big Ben Range and ]\Iount Toricsse, through which passes the West
Coast Road over Porter Pass, has been determined by faulting, and also
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that this fault-line, or a closely related one, may cross the Rakaia River
above the junction of the Acheron, and account for the i>osition of the
RedcUfE hmestone-beds, with their underlying sands, these limestone-beds
representing a deeper-water deposit as the sea transgressed over the area
during mid-Tertiary times after the coal-measures had been laid down.
In my paper on Rcdchff Gully {Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 45, pp. 340-41, 1913)
I had considered the possibihty of the beds occurring there being con-
nected with the limestones in the Broken River basin, and had decided
against it. I do think, however, that they may be connected with the
coal-measures of the Benniore area, and both mav be remnants of a more
widely distributed covering-sheet of tertiary sediments.

The lines of fault indicated above are, with the exception of No. 2,

thoroughly well authenticated, and No. 2 is probably correct. Their
dowTithrow side lies to the north-west, but there is not sufficient evidence
to show whether the faults are normal or reversed. The Benmore fault
IS certaiidy overthrust to the north-west, but faulting occurs at Rakaia
Gorge where the overthrusting is to the south-east. Judging from the
inclination of the beds and the separation of the outcrops of similar beds,

chang

amounts to thousands
of the covering beds
ations of din aurJ tW^t Possible

absolA variation in the amount of vertical displacement along the line must also
be exjjected.

Hills
and the country behind them having a surface characterized l)y sub-
parallel ndges which have a general N.E.-S.W. trend, parallel to the
niam hnes of fault. Some faults, such as No. 4, depart somewhat from

slope

w.s.w
associated

scarp-like but on the south-east they are more gonfle even where the
covering beds have been stripped away. The maturity of the sculpture
on these slopes varies considerably

; in some cases the dissection of the
surfaces has proceeded beyond the infancy stage, suggesting that either the
original surface—z.e., the Cretaceous peneplain—was quite uneven when
tje covering beds were laid down, or that after having been stripped

stripped
period. In other

tent, and suggest a recent uncovering. It should be mentioned also that
the stream-directions are in many cases determined primarily by the fault-
lines, for their dominant trend is between north-east and east-north-east
—that 18, parallel to the faults, and also at the same time paraUel to the
stnke of the weaker Cretaceous sedimentaries which have occupied the

blocks
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The so-called '' Railnxid^' at Rakaia Gorge,

By A. Dudley Dobson, M.N.Z.Soc.C.E., and K. Sikight, M.A., M.Sc,
F.G.S., F.N.ZJnst.

[Read before the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, Mi April, 1923; rwBtved by
Editor, 14th April, 1923 : issued separaldy, 28th August, 1924.]

Plates Co, ij\S.

On pages 388-90 of Haast's Geology of Caiitcrhury and Westluiul (with plate),

(Christchurch, 1879), there is a description of a peculiar landscape feature

near Rakaia Gorge, locally known as the " Railroad." Haast describes

this in some detail, and ascribes itfe formation to glacier-action, an explana-

tion which presents serious difficulties—^soine of which Haast, no doubt,

clearly recognized—so that the joint authors of this paper have thought
that the problem might very w^ell be restated. The conclusions they have
arrived at are the result of observations made separately on various

occasions, and jointly during three recent visits to the locality.

The feature referred to may be briefly described as resembling a broad
railway-cutting, hence its name (see Plates 65 and 66). It is three miles

long, about five chains wide at its upper end, six chains in its middle portion,

and between six and seven—perhaps more—at its termination. It runs in

a south-easterly direction from the top of the high bank of the Rakaia near

the Bajrfield Homestead, where the river has excavated its bed to a depth
of some 600 ft. in gravels and old lake-silts, to the northern slopes of

Bryant's Hill, a rhyolite roche tnoxdonnee near the lower end of the gorge.

In this distance it climbs four old river-terraces, but ends at a sUghtly lower

level as compared with that at which it starts. The first terrace is only

about eight chains wide, but the features of the " Railroad " are not marked
at this point. They begin to be distinct on the top of the next terrace,

where the depression may really be said to commence (see Plate 66), and
from this to the end the ground falls about 40 ft. according to aneroid
readings ; but it must be remembered that as each successive terrace is

encountered there is a marked rise in the bed (Plate 65, fig. 2), and this is

also the case near the end as Bryant's Hill is approached, in the vicinity

of which the terraces disappear.

The depth of the depression below the level of the adjoining land-
surface varies from about 20 ft. at a maximum on the top of the third terrace

it is 15 ft. on the top of the second terrace—to nothing on Bryant's HpU
;

but it must not be assumed that the decrease is regular, since in one section
the difference in level may be pronounced, while in any adjacent section it

may be slight or absent. In general, the greatest depth appears to be just
on the edge of a terrace, with a progressive diminution in depth as the
depression is followed to the bottom of the next terrace, where its bound-
aries may become quite indistinct. This peculiarity should be noted in
connection with the features attributable to wind-action. Also, the depth
on opposite sides of the same section is not uniform. In general, it is

greater on the side where the neighbouring land is at a shghter hit^her

level than it is on the other side of the " Raiboad." Thus there is no marked
difference on the top of the second terrace, w^hich is somewhat flat, and which
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is met by the Kne of the depression nearly at right angles ; but in the case

of the next terrace the circumstances are entirely different (see Plate 65,

fig. 2). Here the angle between the line of the depression and that of

the edge of the terrace is considerably less than a right angle, and on the

north-eastern side the bank is much higher than on the south-western side

;

whereas on the ridge leading up to Bryant's Hill, where the slope of the

ground is to the north-east, the bank is decidely higher on the south-

western side. A distinctive feature is the presence of a raised bank on

either side, somewhat like a natural or artifical river levee, with a height

above the level of neighbouring land-surface ranging usually from to 4 ft.,

but occasionally as much as 6 ft. Where it could be examined it proved

to be formed of w4nd-blown material similar to the soil covering large areas

of the Canterbury Plains. The accumulation of loose material is most

marked at the upper end nearest the river, whence plentiful supphes are

derived, partly from the present river-bed, and partly from the glacial

silts of the old Rakaia lake, w^hich occupied a depression behind the rock

bar nefifr the gorge immediately after the retreat of the ice. The fine

material is swept from this area by the powerful north-west winds which

are a notable meteorological feature of the district (note such names as

Windwhistle Point " and " Windwhistle House "), In none of the loose

material did we see any angular blocks, although Haast says that they

do occur sparingly. There is no doubt whatsoever that the formation of

the levee must be credited ahnost wholly to wind-action.
The floor of the depression is covered with rounded and subangular

blocks with an admixture of soil similar to that composing the bank.

The soil is in places somewhat scanty, but occasionally it forms rough

irregular moimds. These were considered bv Haast to be morainic heaps,

((

but those examined by us w^ere rather of the nature of dunes, such as occur

now in places near the edge of the high terraces. There are similar banks

of wind-blown material off the line of the " Eailroad " to the west, where

there is a considerable area of land from which the soil has been swept

and deposited in irregular heaps at the bottom of an adjacent terrace. At

this spot, too, as well as near the tops of gulHes reaching up from the

river-bed, there are long trailing mounds of loose material formed parallel

to the direction of the wind, as well as irregular mounds lying across its

path. The irregular ridges lying on the first terrace practically opposite

the end of the depression may quite well be attributed to this cause, their

alignment with the edges of the depression being perhaps a coincidence.

However, in \dew of the widespread occurrence of morainic blocks in

the neighbourhood, it is quite possible that some of the heaps in the floor

of the depression may be morainic or may have a core of morainic material.

In places, usually along the base of a terrace, the floor of the depression is

swampy, the water which accumulates being due either to the formation of

pond-like hollows in the dune-complex, or to the presence of a small stream

which has followed along the bottom of an old river-terrace, where the

ground is, as a rule, somewhat lower.

^
Perhaps the most remarkable feature of the " Railroad " is the way it

climbs the old river-terraces, and specially the third terrace, about three-

quarters of a mile below the Bayfield Homestead. The terrace is here

^ It, and the hue of the " Railroad '' turns ofi at an angle

of 15"", ascends the rise obliquely, and then reverts to its former direction

(see Plate 65, fig. 2). \\Tiatever the cause of this landscape feature, it is

certainly of a date posterior to the formation of this terrace and the others
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Fig. 1 —View looking jiorth-west up the Rakaia Valley, taken from

third terraee, showinsr £re?ieral features of the '' KaihoaH."

tlie top of the

Fat-ctcd bloiti*

of Mount Hutt on the left.

Fig, 2, View h>okiog south-east from the l>ase of the ^l^inl terraee showm^^^^^^

*' Railroad"' risin- over the terraee, M'ith hidu-r bank on the left
,
a patch

of dunes almost in alignment with this bank.

^"C« p. <5:?5.1
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which it cro;:>:ie8. The rise from the river over the fir^t terrace uoUKi by

Haast is, in our opiiiiuu, somewhat delusive, and is due to the accidental

formation of dunes in an approximate line with the edges of the depression.

Finally, there is a jxjint which must be noted

viz., the presence of a number of contractions due to reductions arranged

in rectangular steps. These are excellently shown whore the line of the

depression edgPN away on climbing the terrace just referred to.

The possible explanations of the oripin of this landscape feature which

should be conddered are as follows :

1. It is an old stream-bed. This is ruled out of consideration on account

of the rising grade on meeting old river-terraoea (see Plate 65, fig. 2), and

also on reachiner the slopes of Bryant's Hil].

2. It is the bed of a glacier. If this is so the phenomenon is unique ; but

there arc insuperable objections against this explanation. The side leveea

are, according to Haast, old lateral moraines, but they are comi>osed almost

formed

ccording

constituting morame. Tlien, again

thod bv which a glacier eroded sucl

climb

.. .„.^ .._ formed, and finally occupied the c^«^•^t of a ridge leading

up to Bryant's Hill. The most decided piece of evidence against a glacier

origin is based on the fact that the phenomenon dates from a tinn^ }>osterior

to the formation of the whole terrace-system of the locality. Theae terraces

oTVk forr»iofl \\\' cfT-Aam-Qrfinn in an Arpa from which the ice had disappcart^d :

the ice-front as it retreated up the valley. Had they been

lasmng

great

glacier which passed over the ground between ^^lount Hutt and the Rock-

wood Range, where the ice must have been from 1,000 ft. to 1,500 ft. deep

(note the height of the faceted slopes of Mount Hutt in Plate 65, fig. 1).

It is certain however, that there were at least two, probably several, periods

of glacier advance and retreat, but these have not yet been definitely

determined, and, in any ease, the objections made to the glacier explanation

will hold good even if the advance was of minor importance. If, then, the

terraces are post-glacial, the phenomena must be post-glacial and cannot

be credited to ice-action. ,

3. It is due to wind-action. While admitting that wind is responsible

certain

length

represent

and perhaps out of underl}ing rhyolite. Although this rock is not visible

in the floor, yet it certainly lies at a shallow depth, judging from the

neighbouring exposures, and it may be covered by a thin veneer of loose

material in the track of the excavation.

4. It is due to faulting. According to this explanation it may
an earthquake-rent, such as can be seen near Glen Wye, on the upper Waiau

River (see McKay, Report of Geological Explorations for 1890-91. p. 16).

If this explanation is correct, the depression can be attributed to trough-

faulting. This will explain the long subparallel margins, and the rectangular

modifications of width can be regarded as due to fault splinters of the main

fault-line. Althoutth we think this explanation the most satisfactory, we
arrived at it larselv bv the method

Evidence of dislocation wasIS positive evidence of faulting along ttie line.

looked for where the upper end terminates on a high clifF-like bank
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the river, but the absence of any distinct bed which could be used as a
reference level made investigation unsatisfactory. The only bed which
promised

bank
!*ubangular boulders near

channel now buried up by fine wind-blown material. There was, however,
no sign of any dislocation in this layer, nor in the bands of finer material
interstratified in the coarser gravels; but the conditions attending the
deposit of gravel and silt in such positions render them extremely unre-
liable in matters of this kind, and especially so where the exposures are
not clear and where the slumping of incoherent beds from a high river-
terrace is reasonably certain to have occurred. A local difierence in level
of the bed of large boulders just referred to may be attributed to river-
scour when the bed was being laid down ; it is also slightly ofi the line of
the depression, which makes a turn of about 10° at its upper end, and as a
result no clear exposure on its line occurs. The possibility of any supposed
dislocation petering out must also be considered. The raised banks nearly
on a line with the depression are perhaps due to trails of wind-blown
material which has come up a gully leading from the river-bed, and their
alignment as they reach the level of the next terrace has been determined
by the position of the margins of the depression, an agreement in line or
arrangement which is well shown on the wind-scoured terrace to the west-
ward, and which is connected in some way with the wind-eddios there formed.

There is some faulting in the vicinitv, for the rhyolite rocks. in the
gorge are extensively sHckensIded (in one place they have been pushed
over undoubted glacial deposits); but this implies a movement with a
N.E.-S.W. onentation. Tliere is strong evidence that the Rakaia Vallev
is pnmanly of tectonic origin (see E. Dobson in his report for the year
1865 on " The Possibility of constructing a Road tlirough the Otira Gorge "

;

and Speight on "The Orientation of the River-valleys of Canterbury,"
Trans, N.Z, Inst., vol. 48, pp. 142-43, 1915). If this is so, then the axis
of the deformation is oriented in a X.W.-S.E. direction, parallel to the
general direction of the " Railroad."

It is thus possible that the movements may Ijave continued down to
a very late geological time. There are definite occurrences of recent dis-
location on this line—e.^., that recorded from the Waipara Valley by
bpeight and Wild {Tram. N.Z. Inst., vol. 50, pp. 76-77, 1918), as well as
of dislocations on other lines—so it is not improbable that the phenomena
may indicate such a movement.

It 18 possible that the levees mav have been formed as a result of lateral
squeezing, but judging from the loose nature of the material of which they
are composed they must be almost entirely attributed to wind-acrion. The
Jme of the depression lies right in the direction of powerful winds which
would sweep through it with considerable violence, bearing the fine material
ttorn the up-stream river-bed, and depositing a proportion of it on the
maxgins where the force of the wind was less and friction £?reater ; and the
%ugorous tussocks growing in the loamy soil would aid mate^rially, when once
tHey were established, in building up the levees by interceptin<' an increased
amount of the wmd-blown material swept through them.

^
The greater

Aeight of the levees on the edge of a terrace, and it tailing away somewhat
down-stream, so to speak, would easily be accounted for, as the action would
be more pronounced just on the edge of the terrace, where local eddies
would cause a droppmg of the material more readily
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Some New Zealand Amphipoda: No. 5.

By Chas. Chiltox, M.A., D.Sc, LL.D., &c.. Professor of Biolngv, Canter-

bur}- College, New Zealand.

[Read before the Philosophical Liditnit oj Canterbury, 5th December^ 1923: received by
Editor^ 2Stk December^ 102'i ; issued separately, 2Sth Augu^i^. l'J24.]

Tetradeion crassum (Chilton). (Figs. 1 to 20.)

Cyp'oidia? crassa Chilton, 1883, Trans. N,Z. Inst.y vol. 15, ]>. 80,

pi. 3, fig. 1- Tetradeion sp. typ. Stebbing, 1399, Ann. Ma/j.

Nat. Hist,, ser, 7, vol. 4, p. 207. Tetradeion crassum Stebbing,

1906, ^^ Das Tierreich'^ Amphipoda, p. 157.

The original description of this species, drawn up in 1883, was based

on two specimens only, the smaller of which, probably immature, was
dissected. Since then numerous other specimens have been obtained

from L}'ttelton and other localities, and a fuller description is desirable,

since the original account, though accurate enough as far as it goes, was
defective in that it contained no reference to the mouth-parts and an
important character—viz., the reduced condition of the fifth peraeopod

was overlooked.

The species was provisionally placed under the genus Cyproidia

Haswell, though it was pointed out at the time that it dilSered very

considerably in the character of the side-plates. In this respect the

species approaches closely to Steyacephahis and allied genera, but descrip-

tions and figures of these were not available in Now Zealand at the time.

In 1899 Stebbing estabhshed the genus Tetradeion for the species, and gave

the following diagnosis based on the original description:

—

*' Body short and stout, pleon shorter than peraeon. Head small,

rostrum obsolete. Side-plates 1 to 4 together forming a continuous shield,

the confronted margins of the contiguous side-plates neatly fitting, fourth

much broader than first to third combined, fifth much broader than deep,

fitting hind emargination of fourth, sixth and seventh concealed. Eyes
well develoj>ed. Antennae 1 and 2 small. Antenna 1 the stouter, ^\-ithout

accessory flagellum. Antenna 2, penultimate joint of peduncle shorter

than antepenultimate. Mouth - parts unknown, Gnathopods 1 and 2
equal, similar, imperfectly subchelate, fourth and fifth joints slightly

produced. Peraeopods 1-5 slender, character of second joint unknown,
but expansion rendered needless by the great extent of side-plate 4.

Uropod 1, rami shorter than peduncle, subequal. Uropod 2 reaching as
far back as uropod 1, rami a little unequal. Uropod 3 not reaching so far

back as the other pairs, stouter, rami decidedly unequal, Telson entire,

oval, short."

To this must be added a note on the mouth-parts, which prove to be
very similar to those of Phippsia gibf)osa (Sars), and to the fact that the

Previous numbers of this series have appeared in Truns. X.Z. Inst, as follows:
No. 1, vol. 52, p. 1 ; No. 2, vol. 53, p. 220; No. 3, vol. 54, p. 240; No. 4, vol. 55, p. 269!
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fifth peraeopod is small, entirely concealed by the greatly expanded side-
plate of the fourth segment and consists of a small oval plate representing
the basis followed by a minute joint which is all that remains of the rest
of the Umb.

The following amended diagnosis of the genus may therefore be given

:

Tetradeion Stebbing, 1899.

Body short and stout, smooth, head small. Side-plates 1-4 together
forming a continuous shield, the contiguous margins neatly fitting, fourth
larger than first to third combined, fifth small, fitting into emargination
of the fourth, sixth and seventh obsolete. Antennae 1 and 2 small. Mouth-

mil Gnathopod
chelate, merus and carpus shghtly produced, propod aninll. Peraeopoda 1
to 4 slender, basal joints not expanded, 5 greatly reduced, consisting of
a small plate representing the basal joint. Uropoda short. Telson oval,
short, entire.

Fig. \.—Tetradeion cra^sum Chilton: side view of whole animal.

Tetradeio
/.v^o , /nl-ij. X

/ '
.

I'icocui, me omy one Known, is j-unenmum (Chilton) (see references above), the diagnosis of which is incm that of the. afnna °
genus

Colour dark slate, sometimes with hghter patches on some parts of
body
Length

2 mm.; depth, 1-5 mm.
' '

' ^' '

Realities
: Lyttelton Harbour. Oamaru, and Hawke's Bay.

Remarks.-from the detailed description given below it will be seen
tiiat this species presents many similarities in the general shape of the
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body, the luouth-parts, and other appendages to Phij>psia fphbosa, but
in that species the fourth and fifth peraeopoda are not covered by the

fourth side-plate, and the fifth j^eraeopod, though smaller than the fourth.

has all the joints perfect.

It is evident that the genus Telradeion must be placed in the family

Stegocephalidae, coming close to Phippsia Stebbing {— Affpidophurus Sars),

It represents a further development along the same line, but has the fourth

side-plate still more largely developed and concealing the sixth and seventh,

and in consequence peraepod 5 is very greatly reduced.

Detailed Description.—Body smooth, broad, and greatly swollen, side-

plates of the first four segments much deeper than their respective

segments and strongly convex, so that the appendages of the head and
peraeon and the whole of the pleon can be concealed from view when
the animal is coiled up—the outhne of the whole body then being ellipsoid.

(Fig. 1.)

2
\

\

I 5

Teiradei07i crassum Cliilton.

Fig. 2.

Fro. 3.

Fio. 4.

First antenna-
Second antenna.
Mandible,

Fig. 5. Lower lip, with extremity
more highly magnified.

First side-plate subtriangular in outline, its posterior

convex
very

wide
as deep

;

margin
second strongly curved, narrow, only about one-fifth as

third similar but less curved ; fourth enormously expanded,
forming a large convex shield with anterior margin nearly straight and
the rounded posterior margin extending as far as the hinder end of third

pleon segment ; fifth side-plate small, forming a small plate fitting into

an emargination on upper margin of fourth ; sixth and seventh not
developed, the whole of the corresponding appendages being covered by
fourth side-plate. Head shorter than first peraeon segment ; segments

of pleon longer thanof peraeon subequal in length ; first segment
second, third much shorter than second, lower gins of all three convex
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and only slightly produced ; fourth, fifth, and sixth pleon segments very
small. (Fig. 1.)

Eyes of moderate size, rounded, black.

First antenna short and rather broad ; first joint of peduncle not
much longer than broad, second about three-fourths as long as first and
about two-thirds as broad, produced at upper anterior angle into a subacute
tooth or lobe, third joint small, about half as long as second

;
urn

about two-thirds length of peduncle, about jointed, first joint
nearly as long as the next three and probably formed by coalescence of

third or fourth joints ; all joints of flagellum bearing tufts of long hairs on
posterior or inner margins, (Fig. 2.)

Second antenna slender and longer than first, shari)ly bent backwards
at end of first visible joint, which probably represents the third pedimcular
joint and is longer than the next two together, penultimate joint curved
at base, about three-fourths as long as last joint of peduncle; flagellum
six-jointed, about as long as last two joints of pedimcle. (Fig. 3.)

8

Teirad^ion cras^um Chilton.

Fig. 6.—First maxilla ; outer lobe
seen in profile.

Fig. 7.—Second maxilla.

Fig. 8.—Maxilliped.

The mouth-parts prove to be very similar to those of Phippsia gihbosa
and m both genera have probably been modified in correlation with the
enormous development of the side-plates and the habits of the animal

connection
Mandible slender, elongated,

about six or seven short teeth inner cutting-edg(
+ v 1 V °^''^" ^""'1- teeui ; inner cutring-eUge, si)ine row, iuw^»^
tubercle, and palp entirely absent unless a long seta on the outer surface
represents the palp. (Fig. 4.)
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Lower lip slender, without inner lobes, outer lobes covered with
numerous fine hairs, narrowing towards the extreinitv, which is produced
on inner side into three or four teeth, the end one of which is much longer

than the others. (Fig. 5.)

In^the first maxilla the palp consists of two subet^ual ohloug joints,

the terminal one bearing a tuft of six or seven setules ; outer lobe not

well seen and represented in side view in fig. 6, but appanntly ending
as usual in several stout setules and bearing fine hairs along margins

;

inner lobe very large, inner margin convex and fringed with a row of

about fifteen to twenty setules with fine hairs between them. (Fig. 6.)

The second maxilla with inner lobe broad, obHquely truncate at ex-

tremity, which bears about twenty long setules and a tuft of fine hairs on
outer margin near distal end ; outer lobe very slender and aj)parently jointed

to a process extending outwards from base of inner lobe ; it is free from
setae except at the extremity, which bears six very long setules, the ends of

which appear to be hooked or barbed. This outer lobe probably forms a

brush for sweeping food-particles from the maxillipeds and other mouth-
parts towards the mandibles. (Fig. 7.)

Tetradeion cr<xsmim Cliiltoa.

Fig. 9.—First gnathopod.
I

Fig. 10.—Second gnathopod

oblong,

with palp small and lobes very lobe

end truncate and bearing several stout setules and hooks, distal

with

broad, nearly semicircular in shape
turned inwards and fringed with a

surface near inner distal angle bearing

lobe

palp
formed of three subequal joints, the second produced on inner side into an

lobe
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4

Teiradeion crassum Chilt

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig,

Fig.

Fig,

11.

12.

13.

14.

16.

16,

First peraeopod.
Second peraeopod,
-Third peraeopod,
-Fourth peraeopofl.
Fifth peraeopod.
-First uropod.

on.

Fig.

Fig,

Fig.

Fig.

17.—Second uropod.
18,—Third uropod.
19.—Telson and third uropod,

seen from the side.

20.-Tel.son detached from the

bo<lv and seen from below.
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terminal joint narrow, curved, its extremity acute and probably repre

senting the minute dactyl almost fused to the end of the propod. (Fig. 8.)

First gnathopod with basal joint very long and narrow, much longer than

rest of limb, its margins with a few short setules and some long ones towards

postero-distal angle, merus produced into a narrow lobe fringed with setules,

carpus about as long as merus and with a similar but broader lobe, terminal

joint probably representing fused propod and dactyl, curved towards the

acute apex, inner margin with a row of setules, outer margin with three

setules or small tufts. (Fig. 9.)

Second gnathopod similar to first but with lobe of merus broader and

dactyl distinct from propod. (Fig. 10.)

First peraeopod normal, its basal joint much shorter than rest of limb
;

merus longer than either carpus or propod, its antero-distal angle produced

into a small subacute lobe ; carpus and propod subequal, dactyl strong,

curved, nearly half as long as propod ; setules on different joints few and
short., (Fig. 11.)

Second peraeopod similar to first. (Fig. 12.) ,

Third peraeopod with basal joint elongated, narrow, its posterior margin

bearing a row of long hairs towards distal end, remaining joints similar to

those of preceding peraeopoda. (Fig. 13.)

Fourth peraeopod similar to third but with basal joint shorter and
broader and bearing a row of long hairs extending along nearly the whole

of posterior margin. (Fig, 14.)

Fifth peraeopod greatly reduced and forming a suboval plate which

probably represents the basal joint
;
posterior margin of this plate irregularly

serrate towards distal end, surface bearing a row of short setules running

longitudinally down middle of joint ; at end of the plate is a short oblong

joint with two or three setules at apex. (Fig. 15.)

First uropod has basal joint greatly elongated, about twice as long as

rami, which are equal in length and lanceolate in shap ; a row of short

setules on upper margin of basal joint and on outer ramus. (Fig. 16.)

Second uropod similar but shorter, basal joint being one and a half times

as long as outer ramus which is a little longer than inner. (Fig. 17.)

Third uropod with basal joint stout and longer than outer ramus, inner

ramus about two-thirds as long as outer, whole uropod almost or quite free

from setules. (Fig. 18.)

The telson as seen in side view is triangular and projects dorsally ; when
detached and viewed from beluw the area of attachment appears oval in

outline, narrowing posteriorly, and the projecting portion as a plate narrow-

ing somewhat to the broadly rounded extremity. (Figs. 19 and 20.)
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The Recorded CalUphoridae of New Zealand (Dipfera).

Bv J. R. Malloch, Washington, D.C.

Communicated by Morris N. Watt, F.E.S.

[Read before '^^jy^na^nui Philosophical Society, 2Sth October. 1021 ; received by Editor,

AugvM
r

The following keys include all tlie genera and species of Calliplioridae that
are known to me to occur in New Zealand and adjacent islands. The
purpose in publishing the paper is to make available to New Zealand

«np7. % .1?'^ ^^ ^ '"'"T ^^ ^^''^ ^"^"^y "^^y b^ •^"at)led to identify the
species of this group, no keys being available for this purpose except those

d^tP L .1 ""'^^r/'^?
^^^ ^^' ?' ^^^' ^^^P*^"^ H^"ou, wliich are not up to

date in the matter of generic characters.

on n/'iir'^J T^f"^ 'Pf"^^'^ ^^""^ ^^^^ ^ ^'^^tical series of strong bristles

2.Zt^^ Y Vpopleura below the mesopleural spiracle, the arista

b Xh nV.
"' A ""''

*?• ^^\ '' ^^ "^^^^^^- The body-iolour is generallybimsh or greemsh, sometimes brassy or bronzy

rolnlr'J^lf^M
^'' yP^f^t^ ^'' "^'^'^ "^^^^^ '^^^^^^^l to this group, but the

abdo^.en t \ Zealand species of the former is invariably gre^sh, the

TheT,?nL ? K l^''"^ ^^f^
^""^ ^'y' ^^d ^^' thorax blfckS-ittate.

and hZ.r] «' ""^ .*^'
f"'^

^'^^^^« the presutural dorsocentrals

notoT^irri b ''^?
'"^ Sarcophagidae is either two or three, exclusive of the

the stoTpf >: ,r'' J^ M
'"' '^^^"iphondae there are generally five ; if less,

tne species is bnl hantlv hlnp-^^i^f^ii;^ i i
o j i ^

, „ ,. .
Key to Ce^eka.

I. Eyes distinctly hairy
Eyes bare

•' Calllphora Linn6 (part)

2

pira and lower mar
margi\— V "'"' '^^o-'H'" t»i luesonotuni. whiph

!« more or less densely haired ; eves of Se much°iore narrowly separated than thcie of feZalV r •;• t- ^

T ^J^y^l^^^.
^^^"^ *^>««^ 9^ female .

.

.

.

- p ,, .. . J,, .calypt

^bas^ above; no-j^a^S^^^ ^:-:^^^from scuteUum as described above ^ ^
^-^^ending

short fine hairs above and behind thrl a
abdomen brillant blue; loL calvtlra^ «^^^^^
onentire8iirfa,.»«K^,.„' ^"^ caljptra with hairs

Basal part of radial vein without such hairs - - ^

n.

of female; lower calvt^fi-a Y -^"^T .,'"*" ^'^ose

basal half/bare ona"-l half'^""^-'^^"^
-b-^^-

Calliphora Linn* (part>
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Lucilia Linne.

Only one species, caesarJAim^y Las been reported, so far as I know.

Pollenla Robiueau-Desvoidy,

Sepimenlum Hutton can not be held distinct from Pollenia. Structurally

and in chaetotaxy the genotypes of the two, which I have carefully examined,
cannot be separated except in such details as are only specific and not generic.

I would therefore sink Sepimentum as a synonym of Pollenia, and after

examining the type specimens of Hutton's two species 1 have arrived at

the decision that demissnm must be considered as a synonym oi fumnsum.
The species will thus stand as below :

Pollenia fumosum (Hutton).

Seplmenttim fumosum Hutton; Sepiunentum demijitunt Hutton.

The species is evidently common in New Zealand, as I have seen many
specimens from Messrs. Watt and Fenwick.

Chrysomyia Robineau-Desvoidy.

I have seen only one species from New Zealand, rvffacies Macquart.
The two species which occur in Australia, and wluch may yet occur in

New Zealand, may be separated as below :—

-

Antennae and face rufous ; calyptrae whitish, hiud-
margin of upper one and posterior half of lower
dark brown or fuscous ; hairs and bristles of fourth

abdominal tergite pale except at base of tergite dux Eschsoholz.
Third antennal segment fuscous, face yellowish-red

in front below ; calyptrae entirely whitish ; all

setulose hairs of fourth tergite black .

.

. . rvfifacie-s Macquart.

Xenocalliphora n. gen.

Generic Characters.—Differs from Calliphora in ha\ing the eyes separated

by fully one-third of the head-width in both sexes, e^ch orbit with two
strong forwardly-directed supra-orbital bristl^^s, and the lower calyptra

haired on its entire upper surface,

Grenotype : Calliphora eiidypti Hutton.
There are two species known to me from islands oif the coast of New

Zealand, and one from New Zealand. They may be separated by means of

the key given below :

1. Thorax with two strong intra-alar bristles on each
side ; fore tibia with one strong posterior me<lia

n

bristle ; legs black ; abdomen metallic blue-

green, with very slight whitish pruinescence . . horfoym Walker.*
Thorax with but one intra-alar bristle on each side ;

fore tibia with tw o rather closely placed posterior

median bristles .

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

2
Apices of femora and entire tibiae and tarsi rufous

yellow ; abdomen black, with a violet tinge and
slight greyish pruinescence on dorsum . . eudypti Hutton.

Legs entirely black, sometimes the extreme apices
of femora and the tibiap more or less brownish

;

abdomen metallic blue-green, with slight greyish
pruinescence on dorsum .

.

.

.

. . antipodei Huttoa.

I have examined only the type series of the last two, but have seen
many specimens of the other from New Zealand, sent me by ilr. M, X. Watt.

* Major Patton has examined the types of Walker^s two species tV^/a and horioTia

and finds them to be the same species-
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Calliphora Linne,

This genus has been subdivided by some authors, but the genera Neo-

pollenia, Paracalliphora, and Neocalliphora are hardly entitled to subgeneric

rank, certainly not to generic rank, if one applies the same criteria to the

group as to others in the same family. The segregate with hairy eyes, Neo-

calliphora Brauer and Bergenstamm, is the most distinct, but structurally it

is very similar to Calliphora ; and I am not inclined to favour a subdivision

on a character which is not even of specific value in some allied groups.

There are two segregates in New Zealand which have apparently escaped

separation, and which are probably quite likely to receive attention at

.^ome future date. I cannot see that the erection of a new genus to receive

the hairy-eyed species would benefit science, nor do I believe that such a

course is ad\dsable or permissible, so leave the genus with four species from

this region.

Key to Si>ecies.

1, Eyes hairy-

Eves bare
* * « « » «

«

2
3

2. Palpi and a small raised spot on pleura in front of wing-
base orange-yellow ; hind-tibia with a rather close

fringe of short aetulae and brifltles on entire length
of anterodorsal surface.

.

.

.

.

.

. . quadrimaculalas Swederua,

Palpi fuscous, no orange spot on pleura at base of wings
;

hind-tibia with 4 or o short anterodorsal bristles . . atireovotafa Macquart.
3. Legs entirely black ; venter of thorax and abdomen

without conspicuous golden-yellow hairs ; abdomen
metallic blue, with greyish or whitish pruinescence
forming iridescent spots or checkerings ; lower
calyptra fuscous, with white posterior border

;

bristles black .

.

.

.

.

.

. . eryihrocephaUi Linne.

Legs fulvous, tarsi fuscous ; pleura, venter of thorax
and of abdomen with golden-yellow hairs ; abdo-
men olivaceous, with brassy pruinescence forming
checkerings ; both calyptrae fulvous ; bristles of

legs in part fulvous .

.

.

.

,

.

, . vUlosa Rob.-Desv.

Calliphora quadrimaculatus Swederus.

pecies cockaynet Hnrron. I have

examined the type specimen of the latter and find that it is identical with

specimens which are undoubtedly quadrimaoflattfs, and that Ilutton was id

error in describing the colour of the abdomen as different from that of the

latter.

aureonotata

specimen of this species, from Wanganui (Watt)

Calliphora erythrocephala Linne.

I have seen this common species, from Wanganui (Watt).

Calliphora villosa Robineau-Desvoidy.

This is the species recorded by Hutton as laemica White. It is the

genotype of NeopoUenia, but in my opinion is not separable from CalUp^^*^^^'

Common in New Zealand.

N.B.—Button's Calliphora anteyinatis does not belong fami

dae
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Studies on the Crane-flies of New Zealand: Purl l~Order Diplera,

Swperfamily Tiprdoidea.

By Charles P. Alexander, Department of Entomology, Massachusetts
Agricultural College, Amherst, ^lassachusetts, U.S.A.

Communicated by J. W. Campbell.

[Read before the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, 5th Decetnher, 1923; received hp
Editor, 15th December, 2923 ; issued separately, 28th August, 1924.}

IXTBODUCTIOX.

The crane-flies, or Tipuloidean flies, are well known to all entomological
students and collectors in New Zealand, passing often under the vernacular
name of " daddies '' or " daddy-long-legs." The designation of the southern
Maori for these insects would seem to be ie-tatau-O'te-whare-n'Mam,
or, translated, " the door of the house of Maui," a derivation which is

not readily explainable (Beattie, Trans. N.Z. IvsL, vol. 52, pp. 53-77,
1920). The general appearance of many of the groups and species in the
Dominion is very striking—as, for example, the magnificent orange-and-
black species of Macromastix, the green species of the same genus, the
abundant species of Gynoplistia, the large and showy Cerozodiae with
flabellate antennae in the male sex, and the relative abundance of species
of TanydemSy a very primitive genus which elsewhere has proven exces-
sively uncommon. Our knowledge of the Tipuloidea of New Zealand
received its greatest impetus upon the publication in the last volume of
these Transactions of Edwards's reWsion of the species, in which all of the
species and data available at the time of writing the paper (1921) are most
capably presented.

The great increase in our knowledge of these flies during the past few
years has rendered it advisable to publish a series of papers upon this general

revise

species

fly fauna of the two Islands critically compared, and similar data presented.
In the present article the writer wishes to outline the stages in the historical
development of our knowledge of the crane-flies of the Dominion, and to
append a bibliography of the papers relating to these flies that have been
pubhshed to date. Moreover, since a great number of the species that
have been described have been based upon a single sex, or even upon a
single specimen, it now seems desirable to diagnose the opposite sex of certain
of these species and to designate an allotypic specimen. These allotypes
are discussed in the concluding portion of this j)aper.

4

Chroxological Development of our Knowledge of the Crane-fly
Fauna op New Zealand.

Never has the knowledge of the crane-fly fauna of a country been developed

half
during

aozen years, itiis is due largely to disinterested collecting „. „..„„..«
all of the entomological students of the country. At the end of 1918 the
entire known Tipuloidean fauna of New Zealand consisted of but fifty-seven
species

;
the total number now known to the writer is more than 350, and

additions are constantly being made.

21—Trans.
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G. V. Hudson, veteran student of the insects of the Dominion, and himself

the authority for several species of New Zealand crane-flies (1892, 1895,

1913c, 1920c),* supplied the greater part of the material for th^ first serious

efforts to make this fauna known. A small part of this material, together

with additional specimens collected by Helms and Hutton in the South

Island^ became the property of Osten - Sacken, but were, unfortunately,

largely undescribed by this pioneer student of crane-flies, the only species

that he made known from this abundant material being Tanyderus forcipatns

(1880), Cerozodia phmosa (1887), and Di^cobola dohnn and Z>. venusta (1894).

The next Hudson collection was turned over to -Captain F, W. Hutton,

and made the subject of the first comprehensive report on these flies (1900).

The total number of species recognized by Hutton at this time was forty-

four, of which twenty-five are described as new in this paper. Other

crane-flies described from New Zealand before the beginning of the twentieth

century are few in number. The entomological collections of the voyage
of the *' Astrolabe " included no Tipulidae and very few Diptera. most of

which are wrongly determined in the report. A few scatten'd species were

described by Walker (1848, 1856), based largely on the collections made
by Dr. Andrew Sinclair near Auckland in 1845, Schiner (1868) capably

discussed the collections made by the entomologists of the expedition of

the Austrian frigate ** Novara." Xowicki (1875) described his Macromudix
holochlora, collected by Edwards, and long sunk as a synonym of 37. viridis

(Walker) but now known to be distinct. Butler (1875) added the description

of Dicranomyia fumipennis, based on a manuscript description by. Whit«.

Hutton (1881) described Macromastix wlpina, while in the same year

Westwood characterized Gynoplistia wakefieUL In 1882 Mik published an

excellent account of the Diptera collected in the Auckland Islands in 1879

by Krone. Kirby (1884) described several additional species collected by
Sinclair.

In 1902 Hutton characterized four additional Tipuloidea, increasing his

list to forty-eight. Lamb (1909) described the crane-flies from the sub-

antarctic islands collected by Hudson (1909). Alexander (1920) reported

upon the Osten -Sacken collection of crane-flies kindly submitted by Dr.

Walther Horn and now in the BerHn-Dahlem Musonm. At about this

same time Hudson sent to the British Museum a large portion of the duplicates

of his fine collection of these flies, which were reported upon by Edwards
(1923a) in a paper that the present writer would characterize as being the

most valuable review of this group of flies that has ever appeared. In this

paper Edwards recognizes a total of 159 sj^cies, of which ninety-two are

described as new. Seven additional species were supplied by Hudson and

described by Edwards later the same year (1923b).
Subsequent collecting in the Dominion has demonstrated that Hudson's

collections, as studied by Edwards, were exceptionally rich in large and

medium-sized species, but that the small and obscure forms were not so

weU represented. Thus the genus Molophilus, of which only five species

were known to Edwards, now includes more than fifty species, and bids fair

ecome one of the largest genera in the Islands. The great increase in

our

Harris, in the North Island, and Mr
Campbell, in the South Island, and others, became
these flies.

* Dates in parentheses refer to the bibliography.
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Dkscription of Allotypic Specimens of New Zealand Crane-flies.

A considerable number of the crane-flies described by Hudson, llutton,
Edwards, ^llexander, and others were represented by one sez only, some-
times by a single specimen. It h very desirable that the opposite sex
be made known, especially in the numerous cases where the descriptions
were based upon the female. In the present paper the writer describes
the unknown sex of certain of these species, many of which have now
been found to be widely distributed in the Dominion. For the type of
this opposite sex the writer uses Muttkowski's term "allotype" {Bull
Pub, Mm. Milwaukee, vol. 1, p. 10, 1910). Certain Americam entomolo-

ted

pe
original series of specimens, either co-types or paratypes. Muttkowski's
original descriprion states, " If the protolog describes only a holotype male,
the first female subsequently described is to be called the allotype." The
following year Muttkowski {Ann. Ent. Soc. Amer., vol 4, p. 207, 1911) restated
his opinion of an allotype, and made it clear that this type may be based
upon material collected at any subsequent date to that of the type. Since
this definition exactly fits the conditions met in the present paper, the
writer can see no need for the term " neallotype," proposed as a substitute
term by the above-mentioned entomologists.

In the following descriptions the Tillyard modification (Proc, Linn.
Soc.N.S.W,, vol. U, pp. 533-718, 1919) of the Comstock-Needham system
of wing-venation is used. The terminology of the parts of the male hypo-
pygium is that of Crampton {Trans. Ent. Soc. ^

1923). The figures of hypopygia are made fri

mounted on shdea. Allotypes described in the
j

in the writer's collection.

mer

mens

Tribe LiMNOBiiNL

Dicranomyia fasciata Hutton,

1900. Dicranomyia fasciata Hutton, Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 32, p. 34.
1923. Dicranomyia fasciata Hutton: Edwards, iMd., vol. 54, p. 277.*

Hutton's type, a female, was from ChriBtchurch : Edwards had no
additional material. The species is widely distributed in the South
Island (Canterbury, Westland, Otago, Southland), rarer in the North
Island (Ohakune, Wellington).

Allotype.—^ . Length, 6 mm. ; wing, 9 mm.
Rostrum and palpi dark brown. Antennae black throughout ; flagellar

segments oval, terminal segnient more elongate. Head brown, grey-
pruinose, especially anteriorly. Mesonotal praescutum grey with three
brown stripes more or less confluent, anterior ends of lateral stripes bent
laterad to margin of sclerite, restricting ground-colour to humeral triangles
and a small lateral spot before suture; scutelhim dark, caudal margin
greenish-testaceous. Piuera brown, grey-pruinose. Halteres brown, base
of stem broadly greenish-testaceous. Legs dark brown, the coxae sparsely
pruinose, trochanters more greenish, tibiae and tarsi passing into black.

21
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Wings greyish subhyaline with extensive pale-brown markings, the more

conspicuous being at origin of Rs, completely traversing cell R; at

stigma ; along cord and outer end of cell 1st Ma ; slightly paler clouds at

ends of longitudinal veins, most extensive in anal cells. Venation: Sc^

ending a short distance beyond origin of Rs, this distance shghtly variable,

Scg just before this origin ; m-cu shortly before the fork of M. Abdomen
dark brown, posterior margins of outer sternites indistinctly pale ; hypo-

pygium dark. Male hypopygium (fig. 1) with basistyles cylindrical, each

with squat hemispherical lobe on mesal face at base, this lobe terminating

in small tubercle set with a pencil of setae ; mesal face of basistyle pro-

vided with numerous very long powerful setae. Ventral dististyle simple,

a fleshy lobe unprovided with a rostrum ; dorsal dististyle a very strongly

curved chitinized hook. Gonapophyses with mesal apical angle a shghtly

rod

Allotype, $
{C, C, Fenwick),

,200 ft, ; 4th January, 1923

Dicranomyia aegrotans Edwards,

1923, Dicranomyia aegrotans Edwards, Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 54,

pp. 280-81, pL 27, fig. 22 (wing).

Edwards's type was based on the female specimen mentioned, but not

described, by Walker {List Dipt. Brit. Mus., vol 1, p. 45, 1848). The
type-locahty is unknown. Widely distributed in both Islands.

Allotype,—^ , Length, 6-5 mm. ; \^'ing, 8-3 mm.
Similar to female, differing as follows : Basal flagellar segments pyri-

form, outermost passing into oval. Mesonotal praescutum with very

broad and distinct medium brown stripe, lateral stripes paler and ill-defined,

confluent internally with median stripe ; scutal lobes with dark centres.

Pleura hea\dly Ught grey. Legs with femora rather uniformly dark brown,

tibiae and basitarsi a little paler. Wings as described for female ;
base

of cell 2nd A strongly infuscated, coloration following distad along vein Cu.

Venation : Sc^ ending just beyond origin of Rs, Sc^ some distance from
its tip and very short, Sc^ alone about equal to m-cu] Rs nearly three

times basal deflection of R^+g
; cell 1st M^ normallv open by atrophy

of m. Abdomen dark brown, including the hypopygium. Male hypo
pygium (fig. 2) characteristic of the species. Basistyles with the mesal

apical angle produced caudad into slender finger-hke lobe that terminates in

two large setae and one or two smaller ones ; meaal face of basistyle very

densely setiferous. Dististyle single, simple, base enlarged, mesal face at

apex produced into conspicuous, chitinized, slightly curved rostrum bearing

two long spines just before mid-length, these spines directed strongly basad.

Gonapopyses pale, mesal apical angle produced caudad into short black

curved spine.

Allotype, ^ , Ohakune, Wellington, altitude 2,060 ft. ; 15th October,

1921 {T. R, Harris).

Dicranomyia repanda Edwards.

1923. Dicranomyia repanda Edwards, Trans. N.Z. Inst, vol 54>

p. 278, pi. 27, fig. 17 (wing).

type two taken by Hudson near

WelUngton, the third by Dr. Andrew Sinclair and mentioned but not
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described by Walker {List Dipt. Brit. Mm,, vol. 1, p. 57, 1848). This
vfery distinct and handsome crane-fly is widely distributed in both Islands.

AUofi/pe,—?. Length, 10-5 mm. ; wing, 13-4 mm.
Differs from male only in the following respects : Basal segment of

scape concolorous with remainder of antenna. Mesonotai praescutum
almost covered by four nearly confluent black stripes, interspaces faintly
pruinose ; lateral margins of praescutum reddish-brown. Pleura heavily
covered with microscopic light-grey pubescence that appears like a bloom.
Halteres ochreous, knobs dark brown. Legs with the brown femoral ring
gubequal In extent to the orange apex beyond it. Abdominal tergites

dark brown, jjaler sublaterally near base of segments. Ovipositor with
genital segment obscure orange ; tergal valves relatively small but straight,

sternal valves ending near mid-length of tergal valves.

(T. R. Harris),

060 ft. ; 1st October, 1921

Dicranomyia nigrescens Hutton.

1900. Dicranomyia nigrescens Hutton, Trans, N.Z, In^t,, vol. 32, p. 34
1923. Dicranomyia nigrescens Hutton: Edwards, ibid,, vol. 54,

pp. 281-82.

Hutton's type, a female, was from Wellington. Common in parts of

inxn

Canterbury and Otago.

Allotype.— ^ .

Agreeing closely with Button's brief description, differing chiefly in

sexual characters,

Median area of scutum a little paler than remainder of mesonotum.
Femoral bases narrowly and indistinctly paler. Stigma scarcely darker
than remainder of wing. Sc^ ending opposite origin of Rs, Sc^ alone shorter

than m-cu ; Rs arcuated at origin, about twice the basal deflection of

^4 + 5 ; cell 1st ilg short-rectangular, shorter than any of veins issuing

from it ; m-cu at or close to fork of M. Abdomen brownish-black, includ-

ing hypopygium, Male hypopygium (fig. 3) with ninth tergite distinctly

bilobed, median area near caudal margin with abundant setae. Basistyles

small, mesal face of each nroduced

with
produced

Ventral

Dorsal disti-

style a gently curved spine that narrows gradually into an acute point.
Gonapophyses with mesal apical angle produced caudad into a gently
curved lobe.

Allotype, ^, Glenorchy, Otago, altitude 1,200 ft.; 4th January, 1923
(C C Fenwick),

Discobola gibbera Edwards.

1923. Discobola gibbera Edwards, Trans. N,Z. Inst., vol. 54, p. 286,
pL 28, fig. 29 (wing).

Edwards's type, a female, was from Tisbury, Southland, collected in
1915 by Philpott. The fly has since been taken in the Provinces of
Wellington, AVestland, Canterbury, and Southland.

Allotype.—<J. Length, 8-5 mm. ; wing, 9-5 mm.
Generally similar to female, differing as follows : Median area of prae-

scutum broadly dark brown, widening behind and suffusing posterior
sclerites of mesonotum. ilesopleura almost entirely shiny black. Abdo-
minal tergites brownish-black, caudal margin di.stinctly, median area more
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b b

d

Male Hypopygia of Species
rig.

1. Dicranomyia Jadciata Hutton.
2- Z). aegroiam Edwards.

Discobola yibbera Edwards. -

Molophilns crucijerm Alexander.
M. pulchenimus Edwards.
M. parinUus Alexander.
M. philpotti Alexander.
ArnphineuruH hami Edwards.
Oonomyia nigrohalterala Edwards.

y
FOES

3.

4.

6.

6.

8.

9.

10.

Pfg.

11. Amphinennis subjatuus Alexander.

12. x4./afwii^ (Hutton).
13. Aphrophila neozelnvdica (Edwards).

14. Polyynioria nigrocincla (Edwards).

15. Lim-nophihlla seroihm (Alexander).

16. Gynoplistia pedestrU Edwards.
17. G, arthuriana Edwards.
18. Alarba viridicolor Alexander.
19. i4.^?/oarn/> Alexander.
20. Elephaniomyia zmhuidka Edwards-

<7, aedeagus.
b, basistvle.

d, dististyle.

f, mterbasal process.

EXPLAN-ATION OF SYMBOLS.

».</., inner distiatyle.

f/, gonapophysie.
*

?.6., left basiatyle.
/.d!., left dististvle.

o.d., outer dististyle.

r.f., right hasistyle.

r.r/., risht dististyle.

.' 9th tergit^.
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diffusely obscure yellow ; steriiites similar, but dark areas more coanum

to sides of sclerites. Male hypopygium (fig. 4) withmnth tergite feebly

emarginate caudally , median area without setae Basistyles about as loitg

as ventral dististyle, mesal face produced caudad into cyhndncal lobe that

narrows gradually to apex, which is slender and attenuated. Ventral

dististyle moderately fleshy, rostrum bearing two chitimzed projections,

apical one more spine-like but bearing two tiny setae, the other projection

subapical, feebly expanded at apex ; what may represent dorsal dististyle

is a small, almost straight rod at base of outer face of ventral style.

Gonapophyses slender, apical angle produeed into a long, feebly sinuous

point, the two apophyses together appearing lynfonu.
^ , ^^ ,

Allotype, 3, Governor's Bay, Christchurch, Canterbury; 27th November.

1922 (J. F. Tapley).

Tribe Eeiopterixi.

Molophilus multicinctus Edwards.

1923. Molophilus multicinctus Edwards, Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 54,

p. 295.

Edwards's types, males without exact data, collected by Wakefield m

1880. The fly is one of the coifimonest and moat widely distributed species

of the genus in the Islands, -having been taken in Wellington, Westland,

Canterbury, and Otago.

Allotype.—^. Length, about 4 ram. ; wing, 4 mm.
Differs from male only in sexual characters. Antennae browmsh-blacK

with shorter flagellar verticils. Mesonotum dark brown, sides of pronotum

pale yellow. Femoral annuli yellowish-white, other rings pure-white;

basitarsal ring occupying little more than half length of segment-

Ovipositor with tergal valves elongate, acicular, rather strongly upcurved,

tips acute ; sternal valves straight.

Allotype, $. Coal Creek Track, Greymouth, Westland ;
13th February,

1923 (T. R. Harris).

Molophilus cruciferus Alexander.

1922. Molophilus cruciferus Ah-xander, Ann. M<t>j. Nat. Uist. {%

vol. 9, p. 147.

The type, a female, taken by Miller in Thermal Springs region,

Auckland. The fly is now known to occur in parts of Auckland an

Wellington. This species, as weU as the three following, belong *»
f I^[p

and difficult aggregation of New Zealand crane-flies that I have called t

plagiatus group. The members are separated chiefly upon combinatio^^^

of size and coloration, venation, and the details of structure of the m
^^

hypopygium, especially the shape of the basal dististyle, although tjie o

^^^
dististyle, apical spine of the basistyle, and the aedeagus furnish additio

details.

Allotype.—<J. Length, about 3-6 mm. ; wing, 4 mm. ^^

Differs from female chiefly in sexual characters. Pleural ^^^^gi^^^f
'broad

in the unique type, very conspicuous, dorsal pleurites covered by
^^^^

brownish - black longitudinal stripe, ventral pleurites and
*^^®^f ^^^^p;

yellowish, silvery pruinose. Male hypopygium (fig. 5) as in pUu^iatus S^
J^'j.

apical beak of basistyle a moderately elongate chininized spine.
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dististyle relatively slender, apex bifid, lateral arm dilated into a blade,
meaal arm a gently curved obtusely rounded lobe. Basal dististyle con-
spicuous, appearing as a broad flattened blade, apex feebly expanded into
spear-shaped structure, lateral margin of head thus formed with a series
of about a dozen acute and slightly recurved teeth ; this ,jippendage is

darkened, though not blackened, except on basal third which is pale.
Aedeagus relatively short and stout, apex suddenly narrowed.

Allotype, (J, Ohakune, Wellington, altitude 2,060 ft.; 10th October.
1921 (T. R. Harris),

Molophilus pulcherrimus Edwards.

1923. Molophilus pulcherrimus Edwards, Trans, N.Z, InM,, vol. 54,

p. 295, pi. 28, fig. 45 (wing).

Edwards's type, a female, taken at Wellington in December by Hudson.
This beautiful little crane-fly is now known to be widely distributed in
both Islands (Auckland, Wellington, Nelson, Westland, Canterbury, Otago).

Allotype,—(J. Length, 3-2 mm. ; wing, 4 mm.
Generally similar to description of female, difiering as follows : Scutal

lobes with dark centres; scut^llum shiny brownish-black. Fore femora
dark, except at extreme base, densely covered with appressed black setae

so fore femora appear black in contrast with other legs. Abdomen dark
brown, hypopygium brownish-ochreous. Male hypopygium (fig. 6) with
basistyles relatively stout, each terminating in chitinized beak that bears a
small shoulder before apex. Outer dististyle chitiiiized, deeply bifid, outer

branch weakly toothed at apex. Basal dististyle a stout, almost straight,

chitinized rod that terminates in a powerful spine directed laterad, mesal
face before this spine with abundant appressed spinulae ; a small spine

on lateral face of style near two-thirds length. Aedeagus long and slender,

almost straight, gradually narrowed to acute apex.

Allotype, (J, Mount Ruapehu, WeUington, altitude 4,500 ft. ; 27th
February, 1922 (T. R. Harris).

Molophilus parvulus Alexander.

1922. Molophilus parvulus Alexander, Ann. Mag. Nai. Hist. (9),

vol. 9, p. 146.

The types, females, were from Ohakune, taken in November, 1920, by
Harris. I have not seen this species except from this locality.

Allotype.—S' Length, about 2-8 mm. ; ¥ang, 3-4 mm.
Base of R2+3 very faint to atrophied. Male hypopygium (fig. 7) with

apex of basistyle produced into long slender chitinized spine, surrounding
base of which are numerous small setae which pass into larger setae on
face of style. Outer dististyle relatively short and stout, bifid at apex,
lateral arm a conspicuous flattened blade, apex dilated and truncate,
extreme outer angle weakly toothed ; mesal or inner arm an acute curved
spine, apex acute ; basal half of this style pale. Basal dististyle pale,
only apical third blackened, tapering gradually to acute gently curved tip,

before apex with sparse appressed denticles.

Allotopotype, (J, Ohakune, altitude 2,060 ft.; Ist December, 1922 (T. R.
Harris).
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Molophilus philpotti Alexander.

1922. Molophilus philpotti Alexander, Ann, Mag. Nat. Hist. (9),

vol. 9, pp. 145-46.

The typeis, females, were taken in the Province of Nelson by Philpott.

The species occurs in both Islands.

Allotype,—^. Length, about 3-7 mm, ; wing, 4-4 mm.
Very similar to female, differing chiefly in sexual characters. Antennae

short, flagellum dark broxm. Abdomen more uniformly brownish-yellow

than in type. Male hypopygium (fig. 8) \\\\\\ apical spine of basistyle

relatively short and only feebly chitinized, not "blackened. Outer disti-

style very much as in M, cruciferus, the stem stouter. Basal dististyle

npale, only extreme tip darkened, apex suddenly narrowed and provided

with sparse appressed denticles that pass into small setae basally. Aedeagus

long and slender, straight.

Allotype, <J, Mount Ruapehu, Wellington, altitude 3,700 ft. ; 6th

January, 1922 (M. N. WaU).

Amphineurus (Nothormosia) horni Edwards.

ards

win

Edwards
occurring in both Islands

rown brown

bury, Otago).

Allotype.— (J. Length, about 2-8 mm. ; wing, 5 mm.
Differs from female chiefly in sexual characters. Head dark grey.

Antennae elongate, longer than body, dark brown, scapal segments^ a

little paler ; flagellar segments fusiform, near mid-length of each with

numerous elongate erect verticils, Mesojiotum grejdsh-brown, sides of

praescutum somewhat darker
; pseudosutural foveae elongate, shiny black.

Halteres dark brown, base of stem conspicuously ochreous. Legs
coxae and trochanters testaceous;
genital segment brighter brown. Male hypopygium (fig. 9) with ninth

tergite heavily chitinized, appearing as two divergent chitiliized horns-

Basistyles relatively stout, outer apical angle produced caudad into slender

digitiform setiferous lobe nearly as long as longest dististyle. Wh^*
appears to be a basal dististyle, but may be an interbasal process, is a

long, sinuous, heavily-chitinized rod, directed caudad, apex acute. Outer

dististyle complex, lo:

enlarged base whose j

curved chitinized app ^_, „^__ „_^ ,,,,^ ,.,

blade, outer margin with acute spine (thumb), Aedeagus pale basaUy*

urface appears squamose, at its base with

ndage, apex expanded into truncate hatche

>aU

apex, subtend<

hich terminateiiKe gonapopnyses wmcn terminate m a slender black spme ;
vi^.--

dorsally or ventrally, apical third of each gonapophysc more blackened

than base and bent strongly mcsad so tips are nearly contiguous on

median line.

.Ulotype, <J, Ohakune, Wellington, altitude 2,060 ft. ; 3rd November;

1921 [T. i?. Harris).
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Amphineurus (Nesormosia) subfatuus Alexander.

1922. Amphineurm subfatuus Alexander, Amf. Mag. Nat Hkt (9)
vol 10, pp. 87-88.

The type, a female, was taken at Oliakune, Wellington Province, by
Harris. The fly is known only from this province.

Allotype.—cj. Length, about 5 mm. ; winp. 7 mm.
pe in sexual charactera.

Male hypopygium (fig. 11) with ninth tergite (/) squarely
split medially by a narrow incision, surface nnd margins of lobes finely
spiculose, lateral shoulders more spinous. Basistyles with asymmetrical
dististyles, as in subgenus. Riglit basistyle (^-.6.) produced apically into
long curved black spine arising from an enlarged setiferous base ; the single
dististyle of this side {rA.) an irregular darkened blade, the surface with
small scattered setiferous punctures and bearing a small glabrous wing-
like projection. Left basistyle (Z.6.) is produced apically into a very
strongly clavate fleshy lobe not unlike that found u\ A. fatmiff, but is
extended into a weak spine, Dististyles of left side two in number, the
outermost (oj,) a chitinized rod, apical half slender, strongly curved and
bearing a hyaline setiferous membrane in its concavity ; second or inner

base, apex very feebly dilated. Gronapophyse {g)
graduallv narrows to apex

^
fat

peciall}

Aedeagus (a) nearly

In A. {N.) fatuus (Hutton) (fig. 12) the asymmetry is h:>s marked,
apical lobes of basistyles (h) being nearly alike on the two sides ; dististyle
of right side (r.d.) is bifid, the two arms closely appressed, the obtuse
arm with tiny setiferous punctures. The two dististyles of left side very
dissimilar in shape, the outermost {o.d.) heavily chitinized, narrowed into

beak that is bent strongly upon itself and acutely pointed ; face of
this style with a series of comb-like teeth or pegs; s<^cond or inner style
{L(L) an acicular rod profoundly bifid, the two arms unequal. What
Edwards describes as the aedeagus seems rather to be a gonapophj'se (^),
-the other being much reduced,

that found in subfatuus. Ninth

a

lobes

lobes

similar

Allotopotype, cj, Ohakune, Wellington, alritude 2,060 ft. ; 22nd Novem-
ber, 1922 {T. R. Harris).

The degree of asymmetry in male hypopygium of the two species of
Nesormosia is very surprising, being somewhat more marked in subfatmis
than in fatuus because, of the conspicuous difference in apical lobes of
basistyles. From specimens of subfatuus received from Mr. Hudson and
collected at the time and place of capture of the type of A. {N.) niveinervis
Edwards, I am strongly of the opinion that the latter name must be

hfalu

Gonomyia (Lipophleps) nigrohalterata Edwards.

IpopJilep.

28, fiff. 38

Edwards's tyi>e, a female, was taken at Auckland in September, 1906,
by AVcftche. The fly is not uncommon in the central and norther ii

portions of the North Island.
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Allotype.—<J. Length, about 4-5 mm. ; wing, 5-5 mm. "
Agrees closely with, female. Rostrum scarcely brightened. Scutellum

bright yellow
;
postnotum darkened on posterior half. Pleural stripe narrow ^

but conspicuous, extending from cer\dcal sclerites to postnotum. Abdominal
tergites dark brown, sternites and h}'popygium obscure yellow. Male

hypopygium (fig. 10) with basistyles relatively small, apex of each pro-

duced caudad in blunt, setiferous lobe. Dististyles two—one a blunt, fleshy,

setiferous lobe that terminates in a powerful fasciculate seta, the other

more chitinized, with a short acute black spine near mid-length, this spine

shorter than the apex of style beyond it. Gonapophyses slightly asym-

metrical, long and slender. Dististyles of one side broken, and it cannot

be stated whether or not the hypopygium is asymmetrical as in the related

6r. (L.) lon^jispma Alexander.

Allotype, S, Taumarunui, Auckland; 24th December, 1922 {T. R.

Harris).

Astelobia tufa (Hudson).

1895. Tipula rufa Hudson, Travs. N.Z. InsL, vol. 27, p. 294.

1900. GnopJwniyia rnfa Hutton, ibid,, vol. 32, p. 39-40, pi. 4,

fig. 13 (wing),

1920. Gnophomyia rvfa Hutton : Hudson, ibid., vol. 52, pp. 32-33^

pi. (col.) 1, figs. 7-9 (larva, pupa, adult).

1923. Gnophomyia {Astelobia) rufa Edwards, ibid., vol. 54, p. 298,

pL 28, fig. 48 (wing).

Hudson's types, males, were" taken in dry forest near Wellington.

Although Edwards discussed the female sex, he did not designate a specimen

as allotype.

Allotype.^^. Length, 28 mm.; wing, 19-3 mm.
Characters as in male, differing only in sexual characters. Tergal

valves of ovipositor long and slender, acutely pointed, strongly upcurved

beyond mid-length.

Allotype, ?, Wilton s Bush, Wellington ; 15th November, 1908 {G. F.

Hudson).

Described from a perfect specimen in my collection, received through

the kindness of Mr. Hudson.

Aphrophila neozelandlca (Edwards).

1923. Gnophomyia (Aphrophila) neozelandica Edwards, Trans, NZ.
hisL, vol. 54, p. 298, pi. 28, fig. 17 (wing).

Edwards's type is a female, taken at Otira Gorge by Hudson. The

species is widely distributed in both Islands, being known from Wellington,

Nelson, Westland, Canterbury, and Otago.
Allotype.—tS. Length, 6-5 mm. ; wing, 11-5 mm.
Agrpes closely with female. Flagellar segn\ents cylindrical. Femora

paler basally. Abdomen purplish-black, extreme caudal margins of seg-

ments indistinctly paler, this better marked on subterminal segments.

Male hypopygium with basistyles relatively stout. Single dististyle (fig- 13)

is a broad, flattened blade, apex terminating in two acute teeth aixi a

more obtuse lobe
; caudal or outer margin on basal third is densely provided

with coarse black setae directed strongly basad ; surface of blade likewise

provided with setae and microscopic setulae. Base of aedeagus densely

set with conical spinulae.

Allotype, 3, Glenorchy, Otago, altitude 1,200 ft.; 4th January, 1^23

(C. C Fenwick),
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Tribe Hexatomim.

Nothophila fuscana (Edwards).

1923. Vloinorplia fuscana Edwards. Trans. N.Z. InsL, vol. 54, p. 3^5,
. pi. 29, fig. 54 (wing).

Edwards's type, a male, was taken near Wellington in April. The
species occurs in both Islands, flying late in the season.

Allotype.—?. Length, 11 mm. ; wing, 11*3 mm.
Very close to male, differing chiefly in sexual characters. Head greyish-

brown, Praescutal stripes confluent. All tergites margined caudally with
bu£E. Wings fully developed, as in male. Ovipositor with long, slender,

gently upcurved tergal valves.

Allotype, 9, Wellington; April, 1922 {G. F. Hudson).

Nothophila nebulosa (Edwards).

1923. UlomorpJm nebulosa Edwards. Trans, N.Z. Inst., vol. 54,

pp. 304-5, pi. 29, fig. 53 (wingj
;
pi, 33, fig. 143 (hypopygium).

Edwards's types, males, were from near Wellington, taken in April by
Hudson. Like the preceding species, the fly is a characteristic late-snmmer
or fall species, but so far has not been taken except in the neslr vicinity of

the City of Wellington.

Allotype.—?. Length, about 12 mm. ; wing, 12-7 mm.
Generally similar to the male, differing as follows : Wings fully developed,

as in male. Ovipositor with tergal valves as in preceding species ; sternal

valves stouter than tergal valves, short and nearly straight.

Allotype, 9, Wilton^s Bush, Wellington; 20th April, 1922 {G. V.

Hudson).

Polymoria nigrocincta (Edwards).

1923. LimnophUa nigrocincta Edwards, Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 54,

pp. 312-313, pi. 29, fig. 59 (wing).

Edwards's type, a female, was taken at Wainuiomata, Wellington, in

December, 1920, by Hudson. The fly is widely distributed in both Islands

(Wellington, Nelson, Canterbury, Otago. Southland).

Allotype.—?. Length, 10 mm. ; wing, 11 mm.
Generally similar to female, differing chiefly in sexual characters.

Antennae relatively short, about as long as thorax alone, scape and basal

segment of flagellum ochreous, flagellum brownish-black. Scutal lobes

conspicuously dark brown. Abdomen dark brown, the hypopygium obscure
yellow, lobes of ninth tergite brownish-black. Male hypopygium (fig. 14)
with ninth tergite produced medially, emarginate posteriorly, lateral lobes

triangular, hairy. Basistyles relatively stout ; dististyles two, both small

;

outer dististyle a small flattened blade that terminates in curv^ed blackened
spine, margin of blade setiferous ; inner style much longer than outer, base
enlarged and provided with coarse setae, distal portion slender, apex obtusely
rounded, surface with microscopic setulae. Interbasal process chitlnizod,

boomerang-shaped, narrow outer end subacute at apex. Aedeagus long
and narrow, basal two-thirds with lateral wing, slender apical third gently
curved. Gonapophyses appearing as very large flattened blades, almost
transparent in mounts, outer apical angle produced caudad into more slender

lobe that is obliquely truncated at apex.

Allot}^e, <J, Ohakune, Wellington, altitude 2,0G0 ft. ; 12th November,
1921 (T. R. Harris).
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Litnnophilella

1922. Limnophila serotina Alexander, Insec. Insdt. Menst vol 10
pp. 202-3.

' '

type, a female, was taken in the Riccarton (Deans) Bush, Christ-
church, Canterbury in April. 1922, by Gourlay. The fly is known only

The

Westland
Allotype.—^. Length, 11 mm. ; wing, 12-4 mm.
Generally similar to female, but of more delicate, ethereal build, not

unlike L. delicatula (Hutton), which I consider to be closely allied.

Antennae
length, about as long as combined head and thorax ; scapal segments
ochreous flagellum dark brown, basal segments a trifle paler. Abdomen
reddish-brown with dark-brown subterminal ring that includes segments 7

sparse relatively short setae
; dististyles two, united at extreme base ; outer

style dilated mto a wing on basal half, surface with microscopic setulae.
apical half more narrowed and terminating in setiferous beak, Before apex

^L^!rT'^'!:,^'^^..^ broad flattened glabrous tooth
; inner stylo a little

Duse. Gonapophyses
shorte

- X r o
apex bifid.

a Aedeagus

Allotype, ^, Punakaipe, Westland
; 27th February, 1923 (T. E. Harris).

r

Cerozodia paradisea Edwards.

1923. Cerozodia paradisea Edwards, Trans. N.Z. InsL, vol. 54,
p. 328, pi. 30, fig. 93 (wing of J). .

Th^ffJt't' *^^''t T^''' r'" ^'^^^^ ^^" ^^^i^^ty of Lake Wakatipu. Otago.ine fly is known onlv from Ofuan aryA .Q^,,^i.i.„Y ^ ' *=*

Allotype.—$. "Wing
Characters as m male, differing as foUows : Antennae 26-seginented

^gments closely united
segment

iiKmi+ r.r^rr\. u 1 ° Ii— -^6*'^-"^^ ^-^^^ witii uisunct Drancncs, tne iongesi>

nrot^,bPr.t? T^"' t*" f^'"'^^^ *^^* ^^^^ th«"i
;

flagellar segment 14

Lev n3L p""'' ^''? ^^* ^°^ *^*^^^^«« produced. Head yellowish-

SuUum and nn^rT^^'f- f"^''
*^^^«' '^g^^t yellow, interspaces brown;

??i„ J^'S.
^""^ P0«t"?tum light grey. Halteres o^hreous. knobs dark brown.

with coxae light-grey pruinose ; lees with
d,uu tarsi paier brown, terminal t
mentary, light brown, costal mai
brown. Venation distorted. Qvip

near
Wings rudi-

r^ddX:gS;'X'^^^^
""""«'• ^"«^' ™'- <" -'?-*»' '""^

Hunter
4,000 ft.

,
Ist to 7th January, 1923 {S. Lindsay).

*

Gynoplistia pedestris Edwards.

1923. Gynoplistia pedestris Edwards, Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 54,
p. ol7.

by WaTefiekl *£t'
^ ^""^^^^/^^^ed exact data, but, since it was collectedDy Wakefaeld, was presumably from Canterbu^y^ The discovery of this

fly m large numbers by Campbell and Gourlay .?thin the SiX o7the City
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M

of Christchurch, as discussed in the appended account, indicates that the
type-locality is very probable. The fly has not been taken elsewhere.

Allotype,—cJ. Length, 14 mm, ; wing, 2-5 mm.
Characters as in female, differing as follows: Antennae 16-8egmpiit^,

formula being 2 + 2 + 8 + 4 ; basal pectinate segments in spiral align-
ment

;
pectinations short, the longest about three times length of segment

that bears it. Head light grey, centre of vertex suffused with dark brown.
Mesonotal praescutum pale brow^n, anterior end of median stripe and
posterior ends of lateral stripes better indicated, brown, the latter passing
on to scutal lobes ; median area of remainder of mesonotum light grey.
Pleura dusted with grey. Wings rudimentary, yellowish, more infuscated
outwardly, without distinct pattern. Abdomen reddish-brown, tergites

with slightly darker median stripe and w^th dark-grey sublateral margin ;

sternites largely dark grey. Hypopygium reddish. Male hypopygium
(fig. 16) with basistyle simple, stout, mesal face with abundant setae ; mesal
face at base with smooth hemiovate black lobe. Outer dististyle a flattened
blade, broadest at base, apex on outer margin produced into conspicuous
black spine, remainder of apex squarely truncated, not projecting beyond
spine, margin weakly serrulate; outer dististyle without setae; inner
dististyle slender, inner or mesal face near mid-length bulging and provided
with setae, apex beyond this base slightly bent, provided with numerous
setigerous punctures and with a short stout spinous seta on inner margin.
Gonapophyses slender, before mid-length bent strongly upon themselves,

tips weakly expanded. Aedeagus slender, straight, base dilated, apex bifid.

Allotype, <J, Christchurch, Canterbury, altitude 30 ft.; 18th October,
1921 {E. 5. Goiirlay),

This is the only species of Gynoplislia so far described in which both
sexes are nearly apterous. I am greatly indebted to Mr, Gourlay for the

accompanying discussion of the conditions under which these flies were found.
" This little lot is the result of one half-hour's collecting at the locality

indicated on the labels in the bottles. The flies are fairly plentiful on a
hot day, and are not only like harvest-spiders (Phalangiidae) in appearance,
but are also similar in their movements, each having the same peculiar
springy gait. They delight in hanging on tall grass-blades without a move-
ment, basking in the sun. Associated with this species to-day were two
other Tipulidae, the relative abimdance of the three being indicated by the
following figures: Gynoplistia pedestris, 50 per cent.; Limnophila skitsei.

35 per cent. ; Holorusia novarae grounds
slimy. The

river (Avon) flows through the centre of the city and the locality is about
five minutes' walk from the Square. This is the only locality from which
I have collected this species [to which was later added Johnson's Fish-pond,
Opawa, Christchurch---a single male on 12th February, 1922], and this
particular stretch is about 100 yards long by 2-5 yards in width at its broadest
pomt, so they seem to have a limited range. I have not observed particularly
whether they are to be found in other similar places along the river, but no
doubt this will be the case.'*

—

{E. S. Gourlay).

Gynoplistia sackeni Alexander.

1920. Gynoplislia sackeni

pp. 125-26.
Menst

Well

W
The fly appears to be a characteristic winter and early-spring species.
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very

Allotype.—?. Length, 14 mm. ; wing, 4 mm.
Female difiers from male chiefly in sexual characters. Antennae

16-segmented, basal eight flagellar segments with short branches, the
longest not exceeding segment that bears it; lower face of ninth flagellar

segment slightly produced. Basal segment of scape sparsely pruinose;
second segment pale brown ; flagellum black throughout. Mesonotal prae-

scutum buffy, the colour largely concealed by three slightly darker stripes

;

remaining sclerites of mesonotum more pruinose. Wings greatly atrophied,
as indicated by above measurements, being long and slender, strap-like, dark
brown with base more yellow^ish. Venation distorted but recognizable.
Tips of femora and tibiae narrowly infuscated ; tarsi largely brown.
Abdomen more or less pruinose, caudal margins of segments brighter
brown. Ovipositor with valves

upcurved tergal valves.

Allotype, 9, Ohakune, Wellington, altitude 2,060 ft. : 30th September,
1921 {T. R. Harris).

^

Gynoplistia fuscoplumbea Edwards.

1923. Gynoplistia fiiscophotibea Edwards, Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 54,

p. 318, pi. 35, fig. 165 (hypopTgium).

Edwards's type, a male, was from Wellington, collected by Hudson.
The fly is well distributed in the Province of Wellin

Alhtype.—^. Length 15 mm. ; wing, 11 mm.
Generally similar to male, differing as follows : Antennae 17 -segmented,

basal nine^ flagellar segments with short branches, the longest scarcely
exceeding in length segments that bear them ; basal segment of scape
heavily pniinose

; second segment ochreous at apex ; flagellum with
branches black. Eostrum and head grey, vertex infuscated on either

side of pale median line. Praescutal stripes fairly well defined. Femoral
subterminal pale rings faint to nearly obsolete. Wings fully developed,
more yellowish than in male; wing-tip scarcely infuscated. Ovipositor
with valves very long and slender, tergal valves gentlv upcurved.

^»type, ?, Ohakune, Wellington, altitude 2,060 ft.'; 2nd December, 1922
[T. R. Harris). Taken in copula with male and pinned together.

Gynoplistia incisa Edwards.

1923. Gynoplistia incisa Edwards, Trans. N.Z. Inat., vol. 54,

pp. 318-19, pi. 3.5, fig. 166 (hypopygium).
Edwards's type, a male, was from Wellington, CoUcctcd by Hudson.

1 he species occurs in both Islands.
Allotype.—^. Length, 16 mm. ; wing, 12 mm.
Generally similar to male. Antennae 1 7-segmented, basal ten flagellar

segments with relatively elongate branches, the longest being about one-

half longer than segment that bears it; terminal five segments simple-

Kostram brownish-ochreous. Scapal segments of antennae ochreous ;
basal

two flagellar segments pale basaUy, apex and branches brownish-black.

!t 1
^^'^^' ^^'^^^ ^"^^^^^ antennal bases. Mesonotal praescutuni

with lateral stnpes very distinct but median stripe barely indicated,
as in male, faintly divided by median dark ^^tta. Subterminal orange

annulus of femur paler and less conspicuous. Wings fully developed;
apex not so heavily infuscated m in male. Ovipositor with tergal valves

Jong and slender, especially the gently upcur\'ed tergal valves.
Allotype, ?, Rosa, Westland

; 19th February, 1923 {T. R. Harris).
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Gjrnoplistia arthuriana Edwards.

1923. Gynoplistia arthuriana Edwards, Trans. N.Z. In^t,, vol, 54
p. 319, pL 30, fig, 75 (wing).

Edwards's type was from Arthur's Pass, Canterbury, at 3,000 ft., col-

lected by Hudson. The species is known only from this general region.

Allotype.—9- Length, 11-5 mm. ; wing, 10 mm.
Characters as in female, differing as follows : Antennae 17-segmented,

the formula being 2+2+8+5, basal pectinate branches being in spiral

alignment ; longest branches between three and four times the length of

segments that bear them. Head grey, vertex suffused with rich brown.
Mesonotal praescutum with median stripe almost concolorous with ground-
colour, margined laterally with brown ; lateral stripes distinct. Abdomen
dark brown, basal lateral region of individual tergites lighter brown. Male
hypopygium (fig. 17) with caudal margin of ninth tergite very feebly

concave medially. Basistyles relatively short and stout, simple, mesa]
face grooved, adjoining margins and apex on mesal face densely provided
with long coarse setae that become small to obsolete on outer face at base
of sclerite ; a small pale unarmed tubercle on mesal face of sclerite at base.

Outer dististyle a flattened blade ; some distance before apex on out^r
face with a small black tooth ; apex gently serrulate to crenulate ; inner

dististyle shorter, just beyond mid-length gradually narrowed to slender

feebly setiferous apex. Gonapophyses closely subtending small curved
aedeagus, each apophyse trifid at apex.

Allotype, cJ, Otira Gorge, Westland ; 10th January, 1920 {J. W, Campbell).

Atarba (Atarba) viridicolor Alexander.

1922. Atarba {Atarba) viridicolor Alexander, Anyi. Mag. Nat. Hist.

(9), vol. 9, p. 308.

The type, a female, was taken by Harris at Ohakune in October, 1921.

The fly is at present known only from this general region.

Allotype.— <J. Length, about 5-8 mm. ; wing, 7-3 mm. ; antennae, about
11 mm.

Generally similar to female, differing chiefly in sexual characters.

Antennae very long, nearly twice length of body, elongate-cylindrical

flagellar segments with numerous delicate erect setae distributed throughout
their length. Green coloration of body is faded into a fawn-yellow, coxae
remaining green. Abdominal tergites brown, sternites paler ; a subterminal
dark-brown ring. Male hypopygium (fig. 18) with basistyles very long and
slender, surface setiferous, especially mesal face ; immediately before apex
on mesal face with low setiferous tubercle. A single dististyle, this very
remarkable and suggestive of the origin of the double dististyli of most
Tipulidae ; style is a pale, curved blade, apex obtuse, just beyond mid-
length on outer face with a slightly shorter densely spinous lobe ; the
appearance thus presented is much as though the two styli were originally
a unit and were now in process of division. Interbasal process small,
pale, apex truncate. Gonapophyses appearing as slender strongly curved
horns, directed cephalad, thence mesad, caudad, and finally laterad in almost
a circle. Aedeagus relatively short, twisted at base, apex obtuse.

The more widely distributed Atarba {Alarha) filicornis Alexander
exhibits a very different type of hypopygium (fig. 19), Ninth tergite
deeply emarginate posteriorly, the relatively slender lateral lobes thus
formed being provided with long coarse setae. Basistyles shorter and stouter,
suhapical tubercle more slender ; interbasal process very small. Dististyle
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deeply splits outer arm a slender chitinized rod, apex acute, margin smooth
or nearly so, except at base where is borne a very powerful bifid spine, with

a tiny double spinule in its axil ; inner arm of dististyle subequal in length,

slender, pale, with sparse tiny setae, Aedeagus long, gently curved upward,
'with row of papillae along its face, Gonapophysea of either side bifid, tip

of each arm densely tufted with golden spinous setae. ^|
Allotopotype, (J, Ohakune. Wellinston, altitude 2,060 ft. ; 13th November,

1921 {T,R. Harris).

Elephantomyia zealandica Edwards.

1923. ElephanUymyia zealandica Edwards, Trans, N.Z. Inst., vol. 54,

p. 288, pi. 28, fig. 35 (wing).

Edwards's type, a female, was from Lake Wakatipu, Otago, collected
in 1906 by Hudson. The fly is now known to be wid
both Islands.

Allotype.—3. Length, excluding rostrum, 5-5 mm. ; wing, 6-5 mm.

;

rostrum alone, about 4 mm.
Similar to female, differing only in sexual characters. Median praescutal

stripe very distinct on anterior half of sclerite, becoming obliterated behmd.
Abdomen with subterminal dark-brown ring, including segments 7 and 8.

Male hypopygium (fig. 20) with basistyles stout, setiferous, more densely
so on mesal face. Dististyles two, small, outer style a straight slender
heavily chitinized rod slightly narrowed toward apex, which is weakly
toothed

; inner style a little longer and stouter, fleshy, npox slightly curved,
surface setiferous. Gonapophyses almost transparent in balsam mounts,
curved near mid-length, apex obtuse ; besides this pair of apophyses are

"coiled.

Allotype, c

(W.G.Hmves).

aedeagus. Aedeagus

000 ft.; 5th December, 1921

Tribe Tipulixi.

Dolichopeza (Dolichopeza) atropos (Hudson).

1895. Tipula atropos Hudson, Trans. N.Z. Ittsf., vol. 27, p. 295.
1900. Dolichopeza atropo

(wing).

1923. Dolichope 331
iludson s unique type, a male, was taken at Terawhiti, near Wellington,

while hovermg about a cave (a gold-mining shaft, according to Edwards).
Hutton redescnbed the unique type. Edwards had not seen a specimen.

Allotype.—^. Lengtli, 15 mm. ; wing, 15 mm.
Female agrees well with male, differing chiefly in sexual characters.

Antennae nearly as long as thorax ; basal segment of scape pale brownish-
testaceous

;
second segment of scape light yellow; flagellum black;

flagellar segments each with slight basal swelling provided with short
verticds Vertical tubercle conspicuous, entire, pale-fulvous, contrasting
markedly with remamdcr of body. Mesonotal praescutum with a slightly
paler stripe on either side of darker median line; short lateral stripes
likewise paler than ground-colour. Ovipositor with short stnnt valves,
tergal valves straight.

Fenwick)'
Allotype, ?, Quoenstown

species " ^>'* apinia thus
fa^ A^^ u J rri , 1 — " ^«;«*ittmi apecies oi rne geiiuo "•"-
far described.. The fulvous vertical tubercle was not mentioned in either

*ii
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Hutton's or Hudson's descriptions. In ord^T to be certain of tho identity,

specimens were submitted to Mr. Hudson, who very kindly compared them
with his type and reports them identical.

Macromastix submontana Edwards.

1923. Macromastix suhmoutana Edwards, Trans. N.Z, Jnsl., vol. 54,

p. 316.

Edwards's type, a female, was from Mount Cleughearn, in the Hunter
Mountains, Southland, collected in 1916 by Philpott. An additional

series from the same general locality was taken in January, 1923, by Stuart
Lindsay.

Allotype,—^. Length, 16 mm. ; wing, 20 mm.
Agreeing closely with type female. Antennae short, black throughout,

only 11-segmented
;

penultimate and antepenultimate segments small,

terminal segment larger and nearly twice the length of preceding segment.
The type female, which is in writer's collection through the kindness of

Mr. Philpott, likewise has 11-segmented antennae as given by Edw^ards.

Thoracic setae creamy-white. Basal half of abdominal tergite 2-deep
fulvous-orange, narrowly divided medially by a black longitudinal vitta.

Male hypopygium blackj including dististyles. Ninth tergit-e with caudal
margin emarginate.

Allotype, cJ, Hunter Range, near Lake ]Manapouri, Southland, altitude

4,000 ft. ; 1st to 7th January, 1923 {S. Lindsay).
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Descriptions of New Zealand Lepidopfcra.

By E. Meyrick, B.A., F.R.S.

Commumcated by G. V. Hudson, F.E.S... F.N.Z.Inst.

[Read before the Wellinytou PhUoduphkal Society, 26lh September, 1923; received by

Editor, lOfh October, r.iJ3 ; issued 8ej>arut»Jy, 28th August, I92J.]

The following species were received throngh the kindness of my friend

Mr. G. V. Hudson, amonpst other material generously sent for study.

TORTRICIDAE.
Tortrix orthocopa n. sp.

cj ?. 18-21 mm. Head, palpi, thorax whitish-oclireous. Forewings suh-

oblong, costa in ^ with moderate fold from base to f, termen sinuate,

hardly' oblique ;
pale ochreous, sometimes tinged brownish

;
markings

*
variably tinged lilac and edged with dark-brown streaks ;

edge of basal

natch verv obliaue, on costal half obsolete ;
edges of central fascia nearly

^„_^ ._ry oblique, anterior from J of costa to f of dorsum, posterior

from*beyond middle of costa to termen above tornus, sonietimea a lighter

spot edged posteriorly with one or two dark strlgulae occupying anterior

part of central fascia on costa ; costal spot very faint, edged anteriorly by

a very oblique brown striga, sometimes faintly continued sinuate to middle

of termen: cilia pale ochreous, two brownish lines more or less marked.

Hingwings, S whitish-grey, ? ochreous-grey-whitish, a very few small cloudy

greyish flecks ; cilia concolorous. ,

Wellington, in January: four specimens. Between tigns and toro-

gramma, but distinct from both.

Ochetarcha n, g.

Palpi rather slender, curved, ascending, with appressed scales, tenninal

joint extremely short. Thorax with posterior crest. Forewings, 2 from

before |, 3 from angle, 7 to termen. Hindwings without cubital pecten ;

3 and 4 connate, 5 approximated, 6 and 7 short-stalked.

Type, miracuhsa Meyr. Having received a second example of this, I

find that veins 6 and 7 of hindwings have a well-developed common stalk
;

this stalk is really present also in the first specimen, but so extremely short

that I overlooked it. Hence the species cannot be referred to OUtidia,

and requires a new genus.

Ochetarcha miraculosa Meyr.

rched

of forewing abseut, so that the arch is represented by two fasciate streaks

from dorsum rather converging, the anterior reaching I across wing, the

posterior J.
"OECOrHORIDAE.

Borkhausenia idiogama n. sp.

<J$. 15-16 mm. Head and thorax bronzy-grey, orbits in 3 pale-

yellowish. Palpi grev, in .^ suffused pale-yellowish towards base, apex of

second joint whitish.
' Antennal cilation of ^ 1. Abdomen dark grey, in S

anal tuft and exserted genitalia whitish-ochreous, in ? a short whitish-

ochreous scale-tuft beneath from praeanal segment, ovipositor exserted,
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filiform. gula rly

Hindwings

whitish or hght yellow-ochreous, especially posteriorly, a few scattered dark-
grey scales

;
plical stignia blackish-grey, beneath it in ? an oblique spot of

whitish suffusion; an inwardly-oblique streak of dark-fuscous suffusion
from tornus, its apex' indicating second discal stigma : cilia pale f^rey,
suffusedly mixed or mostly suffused pale ochreous-yellowish.

""

dark grey ; cilia grey.

Mount Egmont, in January ; three specimens,

Atomotricha prospiciens n. sp.

<S. 20 mm. Head and thorax oclireous-whitish, shoulders more ochreous.
Palpi ochreous-whitish, towards base irrorated dark fuscous. Forewiiigs
elongate termen very obliquely rounded ; ochreous-whitish partially suf-
fused pale yellow-ochreous and sprinkled fuscous, dorsal area more whitish

;

a thick streak of dark-fuscous suffusion from base of costa alone fold to
near middle of wing, with a blackish dot at its apex and one on its lower

i discal
stigmata represented by circles of brown suffusion of which upper half is

curved
a blotch of white suffusion, above and before second some fuscous suffusion

gulated
near costa at |

ot brownish suffusion
;
some brownish suffusion along upper part of termen :

ciha whitish-ochreous, base wliite. Hindwings and cilia ochreous-whitish.
^

Dunedin, in December (taken by C. E. Clarke) ; one specimen. Next

TiNEIDAE.

Rhathamictis n. g.

Head loosely rough-haired
; ocelli posterior ; tongue absent. Antennae lmo moderately ciliated, basal joint short, with slight pecten. Labial

palpi moderate, porrected, second joint rough-scaled beneath, terminal

•JnS^' 1
""f

' \^^^^^y scaled, obtuse. Maxillary palpi short, slender, S-jointed.
folded lateraUy Postenor tibiae rough-scaled above. Forewings 2 from hJ _from angle, 7 to termen, ^10 approximated, 11 from before middle.

§

La

Rhathamictis perspersa n. sp.

roufdpd i?, .
' ^^1?-' ^"^^ ^^""^^-^ g'^y- Forewings elongate, apex

wZfsW^! ''
aT"'' .^^^H^t ^"^"^^^

'
dark purple^grey

;
Scattered

co^i sX.
'

1 A^
'""^ «tngnlae-viz., about 7 tinsverse strigulae from

dorii arel T ' \^^^ ^' ^^'''' ^"^ ^^«^* ^^ small irregular dots in

WemZ'J-^
purphsh-coppery. Hindwings dark purple ; cilia grey.

Wellington, m March ; one specimen. . ^ ^ '

Nepticula progama n. sp.
^epticulidae,-

irrorated 'Z^cJ^t^^ Z^^'' "^''t^^^
^^''' yellowish. Thorax white, dorsallyX td black ,\ ^'T ^T'^''^^'

^^^'^
; ^^«^1 fourth irrorated

ratTd bkcHsh bevn'nr'?' r ^^^''^''y ^°^^^ *«d ^^'^^ Notches irro-

irrorated blacki^/t^
''^'^^"' "^^"^^"^ ^° ^^'^

' ^" ^pi^-«l greyish blotch

One specimen, " locali^^ unclat'' tt ap";^.?.:^' disSn^'

fJ

^r^

\^
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Notes and Descriptions of New Zeala^hd Lepidopfera.

By Alfred Piulpott, Assistant Entomologist, Cawtliron Institute.

[Read before llie Xelson Philoaophieal Socieiyy 10th (fcfohfr, 7tm ; recdrerf by Effifor,

mh Ocfnb^r, 1923 ; issued stparaldy, 28th August, 1924,]

As
advisable to figure not only the male genital strm"tur<vs of the new sppries,

but arso those of some closely related forms. The characters of the h'pi-

doDterous flrenitalia have not been previously used to any extent in the

of species in New Zealand ; it may be useful, therefore, todiscrimination

give a brief account of the methods of procedure.

Owing to the fact that the genital armature is usually more or les$

withdrawn within the preceding segments, and, where protruding, is fre-

quently hidden beneath a covering of scales, it is of httle use attempting

the examination of dry material. It is necessary to remove the whole, or

the apical portion, of the abdomen, and to soften and clear the parts.

This is a very simple process and takes but little time. If the abdomen

be gently levered upwards with a pin or dissecting-needle it will usually

break off readily at its junction with the thorax. If it is desired to remove

the apical portion only, the severance can be effected with a pair of very

fine scissors, those with the blades curved round being the most suitable.

In order to avoid the danger of the severed piece iivang off and being lost,

it is advisable to moisten the abdomen with spirit When the desired

part is secured it is placed in a small porcelain crucible with some UVper-

cent. solution of caustic potash and boiled for a minute or two. This

dissolves the fatty parts, muscles, &c., and leaves the chitinous organs

clearly displayed. For examination the object is removed to a watch-

glass and immersed in glycerine. It can be studied at once, but where

drawings are desired it is better to allow it to soak in tho glycerine for a

day or so. A lateral view of the genitalia in situ and an inside view of

one of the valvae are usually all that is necessary for descriptive purposes,

but it is sometimes advisable to secure a dorsal view of the ninth tergit«

(upper part of the tegumen) ; the most desirable aspects will vary with

the eenus or familv to which the species under consideration belongs.

NOCTUIDAE.

Melanchra furtiva n. sp. (Fig. I, B.)

<J $. 36-40 mm. Head whitish mixed with ferruginous. Palpi ferru-

ginous sprinkled with white, terminal segment ochreous. Antennae, stalk

pinkish-white, bipectinations moderate, slightly longer than in M. niulavs

(Walk.), dark fuscous. Thorax with moderate anterior crest, whitish,

densely mixed with pink ; a /\-shaped anterior line dark ferruginous

margined" behind with white ; tegulae margined outwardly with deep

ferruginous. Abdomen greyish-ochreous, pinkish laterally and posteriorly.

Legs and under-parts ochreous- white densely mixed with pinkish. Fore-

wings moderately dilated, costa almost straight, apex obtuse, tenuen

obliquely rounded; pale pinkish-brown; markings blackish-ferruginous;

veins strewn with white and dark scales; a submedian basal streak, slightly
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sinuate and pointetl, reaching about half-way to claviform ; stigmata not

prominent, obscurely pale-margined within, shape normal but orbicular

rather large; traces of transverse lines, in the form of double dark

strigulae, on costa at base, \, and middle; an obscure waved pale sub-

terminal line, irregularly dark -margined anteriorly, above tornus the

Tnarmninor Kpincr produced into a nrominent streak : veins in subterminal

area clearly dark-marked

;

\ of coita ; a thin

dark terminal' line; fringes pink mixed with ochreous and white. Hind-

wings fuscous-grey, ochreous-tinged ; fringes ochreous mixed with ferru-

ginous and white, except on basal line.

The female differs in having the ground-colour white with only a trace

of pink suffusion.

-with M. miitans (Walk

and, as far as markings go, there is little to separate the two. But the

ground-colour is constantly different and the antennal pectinations are

longer in the first species- Reference to the figxires will show that the

valvae of the two forms exhibit good differentiating characters.

The species appears to occur in mountainous localities from 1,000 ft.

to 4,000 ft. A good series was taken on the Mount Arthur tableland in

December, and in the Wakatipu district exaniph's have been secured at

Ben Lomond, Elfin Bay, Lake Luna, and Lake JIcKenzIe in the months

of November and December. Holotype (J), allotype (+), and a series of

paratypes in coll. Cawthron Institute.

TOKTHICIDAE.

intractana (Walk

During
light.

This Australian species must now be placed on the New Zealand list.

(owing

to light) it is hardly likely to have been passed over if it had previously

occurred in any numbers. In Australia C. iniraclumi is widely distributed,

being found in Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria, and South Aus-

tralia. A short description is appended, which may assist New Zealand

lepidopterists to recognize the species.

<J, ll-L3mm. ; 2, 14-17 mm. Forewings rather broad, costa strongly

arched ochreous
ally in female; costal patch in male small, ochreous, confined to costal

half and frequently obsolete ; in female dark brown, margin obliquely

outwards to above middle, thence angled sharply inwards ; following this

is an ochreous fascia, dilated dorsally, usually absent in male ; a sub-

terminal ochreous fascia, triangularly dilated, on upper half. The markings

are often indistinct and frequently absent. Hindwings fuscous-grey with

paler mottling.

Epichorista abdita n. sp. (Fig. 2, D and E.)

J. 11^13 nam. Head, palpi, and thorax bright reddish - ochreous-

Antennae in male ciliated, 1|. Abdomen dark fuscous. Legs ochreous-

whitish, tarsal segment^s annulated with fuscous. Forewings, costa strongly

arched at base, apex rectangular, termen very slightly oblique, roundou

beneath ; bright oc.hreous-reddish ; markings very obscure ; five or six

fuscous dots on basal half of costa ; traces of some leaden-white fasciae

at I ; apical half of wing with numerous obscure waved leaden-white
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under ndicated

clear reddish area on costa at middle : fringes ochreous-reddish, tips paler.

Hindwings dark fuscous: fringes greyish-fuscous, with basal band and

the tips round termen tinged with ochreous.

In one example the markings are quite obsolete and the ground-colour

is much paler.

1

2

^\ \\\\\

Fig. L—a.
B.

Fig. 2.—a.

Mdanchra muians (Walk.). Inner view of valva.

Melanchra furfira n. sp. Inner view of valva.

Epickorista emphanes (Meyr.)- Lateral view of tegiimen. B. Inner view

of valva. C. Ventral view of tegumen.

Epkhorista ahffita n. sp. Lateral view of teguiuen. E. Inner view of

val

Superficial!} evr

and duller species ; the longer antennal ciliations form a good distinguish-

ins structural character.

during

500

paratypes in coll. Cawthron Institute.

in March. Five males

Holotype (3) and three

Gelechiidae.
Gelechia neglecta n. sp.

(J. 10-13 mm. Head and thorax ochreous - white. Palpi ochreous-

whitish, more or less infuscated. Antennae bronzy-fuscous. Abdomen
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-ochreous - wMtish, brassy - yellow on anterior
ochreous, anterior and middle pairs

segments.

infuscated.

Legs whitish-

Forewings lanceolate;
ochreous-whitish

; a ferruginous suffusion along fold, sometimes extended
to before apex, sometimes absent; area beneath fold usually clearer
white

:
fringes greyish-ochreous. Hindwings and fringes pale fuscous-grey.

An obscure species, but not easily confused with any other ; it is the
smallest yet described.

Cobb Valley, in December. Five males among rough herbage. Holo-
wt

Stomopteryx simplicella (Walk.), Tin,, 1024; Meyiick, Proc. Linn, Soc.w (Fig. 3, A, B, and C.)

Tins common Australian species is now established in New Zealand.
Several specimens have been taken at Nelson, the dates varying from
February to April. Mr. Meyrick, to wliom I am indebted for the
identification, informs me that the species is common throughout the
1

southern half of Australia and also in Tasmania,
description.

1 give below a brief

3 4
Fig. 3

Fig. 4.

A, Stomopteryx simplicella (Walt.),
sternite; y*

removed.

Lateral view of genitalia: 8* = eighth
eighth tergite. B. Lateral view of gentalia, eighth segment

0. Inner view of valva.
Mn^sarchaea sindlis n. sp, : Inner view of genitalia (drawn under cover slip).

<J$. 9-1 1 mm.
terminal segment blackish outwardly
Thorax shining grey, Abdomen shini
whitish-ochreous, more

Pnlpi ochreous-wliitC)Head shining pearly-grey.

Antennae dark greyish-fuscous.

anal tuft oclireous. Legs
or less infuscated.

grey, anal tuft oclireous.

lanceolate,. , , , Forewings .„_ , „ .

T^rL A^T' ^,!P^f
i^jjy ^^ apical half ; usually an irregula

whitish spot on costa at
absent : fringes

grey

r

3sta at I ; plical stigma elongate, dark fuscous, sometimes

un-.a« «n>i,
' grepsh-fuscous sprinkled with blackish-fuscous. Hind-

fT^nSp, Wf^^'f
produced, tenuen rounded beneath

;
pale greyish-fuscous

:

innges uniformly fuscous-grey.

Simaethls tillyardi n. sp.
Glyphipterygidae,

?. n Head and thorax white mixed with pale fuscous

segment white mixed with black.
Abdomen

Palpi,

beneath, white mixed \vith fuscous, terminal

Antennae black annulated with white.

Legs whitish
with bronzy-fuscous, apices of tibiae an4 tarsi annulated"^^^th white
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Forewings moderate, costa hardly archod, apex pointed, term^n markedly

sinuate, oblique ;
pale bronzy-fuscous mixed with dark fuscous ; markings

snow-white ; a small basal patch ; a broad band before middle, projecting

outwardly in disc and touching following band; an outwardly -oblique

fascia from costa beyond middle, coalescing in disc with broad band at ^
and terminating on tornus ; a terminal band, dilated at apx ; in the dark-

i
fringes on termon pale bronzy - fuscous with three white lin^, on cc»sta

darker fuscous with median white line. Hindwings greyish-fuscous ; apical

^ suffusedly white : fringes fuscous ; a broad median band and tlj)s wIiiLe.

Very distinct; from the breadth of the white band the general effect

is that of a white species with narrow fuscous fasciae.

A single female taken in March by Dr. R. J. Tillyard on Mount Cook

at an altitude of 2,000 ft. Tvpe in coll. Cawthron Institute,

Mnesarchaftdae.

Mnesarchaea similis n. sp» (Fig. 4.)
M

<J. 11 mm. Head wliite. Palpi white with a few brown scales on

second segment. Antennae dull ochreous. Thorax pale ochreous, mixed

with fuscous anteriorly. Abdomen fuscous-grey. Legs greyish-fuscous,

tarsi annulated with ochreous-white. Forewings lanceolate, costa moderately

arched, apex acute, tcrmen straight, very oblique ;
ochreous-whitish, densely

irrorated with bronzy and dark fuscous on apical half ; a broad stripe of

bronzy-fuscous along basal half of costa, its ajjex angled obliquely down-

wards towards tornus and extending across wing; a large subtriangular

blotch of white or ochreous-white on costa following apex of costal stripe ;

an ochreous stripe along dorsum enclosing a dark-fuscous blotch at f ;

a white striga from costa at about *, margined post^'riorly with black;

a narrow white line between this and apx ; a black band along termen,

interrupted with white scales: fringes pale bronzy; a black spot opposite

apex followed by white tips and some white tips about middle of termen.

Hindwings fuscous with purplish reflections: fringes bronzy-fuscous.

,_, _ idelph __^

slightly larger and darker insect ; the genitalia offer very distinct characters.

^Mount Arthur tableland (4,500 ft.), in December ; Cobb Valley (2,800ft.),

also in December; and Flora River (3,250ft.), in January. A few male

specimens from each locality. Holotype (<J) and paratypes in coll,

Cawthron Institute.

MiCROPTERYGIDAE.

Sabatinca aemula n. sp. (Fig. 5, C and D.)

(j$. 11-12 mm. Head and thorax reddish-ochreous. Palpi ochreous.

Antennae dark fuscous, basal fifth (in ? basal third) ochreous. Abdomen
grejnsh-fuscous. T.ogs ochreous, last tarsal segment fuscous. Forewings

ovate-lanceolate, costa strongly arched basally, aj^jex acute, termen very

oblique, slightly sinuate ; shining ochreous, darker on apical half and above

dorsum at base ; a silvery-white fascia from costa at middle ; irregular

• and variable in shape, sometimes spot-like, sometimes reaching middle of

wing where it touches an irregular black spot ; a similar but usually

broader fascia at f, also connecting with a black (generally transverse) spot

;

sometimes a silvery-white dot or dots between second fascia and apex; a

series of silvery-white spot^ round termen : fringes reddish-ochreous with
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a very obscure dark basal line. Hindwings fuscous-violet : fringes, fuscous

on basal half of dorsum, ochreous with a fuscous basal line on remainder
of wing.

This and the following species are superficially very similar to S. chrysar-

gyra (Meyr.). The present form is a rather larger insect and has less

whitish suffusion. Good structural differences are to be found in the

genitalia.

Cobb Valley, in December. Common among rough herbage and under-
growth at a damp spot on the edge of the forest. A single specimen taken
also on the Mount Arthur tableland at an elevation of about 4,000 ft.

Holotype (cJ), allotype (9), and a series of paratypes in coll. Cawthron
Institute.

5

Fig. 5.—a.

C.

E.

halfSabatinca chrysargyra (Meyr.). Dorsal view of ninth tergite (upper
of tegumen). B. Inner view of valva.

Sabatinca aemula n. sp. Dorsal view of ninth tenrite. D. Lmer view of

valva.
^

Sabalinca aumntiaca n, sp. Dorsal view of ninth tergite. F. Inner view
of valva.

:inca aurantiaca

fuscous,

ochreous

(Fig. 5, E and F.)

10J-12|mm. Head, palpi, and thorax ochreous. Antennae
1
& J) ochreous fuscous Legs

Forewings ovate-lanceolate, costa

apex
siigfttly smuate

; reddish-ochreous
; a silvery-white irregular fascia from

I, sometimes reaching across wing
; a similar fascia at |into a blotch on costa

;

ape f
between I and apex, forming
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prominent spots on costa, termen, and dorsum : fringes reddish-ochreous.

Hindwings fuscous-\iolet : fringes fuscous, mixed with ochreous round apex
aem

dark apical strigae and the general darkiT colouring ; the genitalia of the

male show sufficiently definite differentiating characters.

Dun Mountain, Nelson. Five specimens taken in November and

December in forest at elevations of from rrMM)ft. to 2,500 ft. Holo-

typ

A Method of Injecting the TracJieae of Insects.

By H. B. Kirk, M.A,, F.N.Z.Iubt., Professor of Biology, Victoria

Universitv CoUeffe. Wellinffton.

issued

recet

The following method -of injecting the tracheae of insects is so simple and

obvious that I find it hard to suppose that it is new. I cannot, however,

find any mention of it, nor can I find any one that is acquainted with it.

Prepare metagelatine in the usual way, by adding ammonia to a gelatine

solution and keeping the solution melted for some hours until, on cooling,

it does not set. Add a solution of carmine, and pass the mixture through

a thin filter-paper. Place the nuxture in a small beaker or other vessel,

and put the insect (killed by chloroform to which amyl-nitrite has been

added) in the mixture, submerging it by means of a disc of perforated zinc

or othermse. Set the beaker in a desiccator fitted with an exhaust-tube.

It is desirable that it should also have a stop-cock. Exhaust by means

of a suction-pump. When the desiccator is as completely exhausted as

possible, stop the pump and reopen the stop-cock a very little, allowing the

ail to enter slowly. The pressure of the air, of course, forces the mixture

into the exhausted tracheae. The advantage of the stop-cock is that the

pressure is not restored all at once, and thus the mixture has time to reach

the finer tracheae.

Remove the insect, and at once make a slit in the body-wall to permit

the access of liquid to the peri-visceral spaces. Place the insect in acid

alcohol of 70 or 75 per cent, in order to set the gelatine and precipitate the

carmine. Dissection may be made in twenty-four hours. If the operation

has been successful, not only will the main tracheae and the air-sacs be

filled Unless much time has been lost

acid

diffused

case
inflo

of the gelatine mixture.

Among other applications of the method is the filling of

air-breathing vertebrate? in case it is desired tx) obtain a cast

cavity

.
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New Zealand Hydroptilidae (Order Trichoptera)

.

r

By Martin E. JIosely, F.E.S.

Communicated by R. J. Tillyard, M.A., D.Sc.
I

[Read before the Nelson Institute, 19th December, 1923 : received by Editor. 31st December.
iyJ3 ; issued separately, 28th August. 1024.]

New Zealand Hydroptilidae have attracted little attention, and only one
species, Oxyethira albiceps McL., has been described. Even for this species

beL ubiished
'' '"'"''^P^^*''' ^' ""^ drawings of tlu; genitalia have hitherto

A year or two ago Mr. Jack Henderson sent home a dozen or so of
these little insects, and it was at once apparent that 0. albiceps was by no
means the only representative of New Zealand Hydroptilidae ; and in asmaU CO ection sent me from the Cawthron Institute, Nelson, by Dr.

fiVf T -l?!'
J^th the request that I should describe any new material'

rL J"'^
find included in it, I found that there was, besides 0. albiceps,

at least one species distinct fro.n those which Mr. Henderson had sent
Ihree species form a group by themselves, and; although they have
^in characters resemblincr fhnsA nf n,.„^j,:^„ ,,„4. ^t .... j-.a^ • ._. .li..

certain
in ^+T,^« i.

-— ~--"o. -"""v^ VI '^i,ifc<,niiu, yet tuev aiTTer consistennv

follots:-'''^' ''
' ""^^'"^^ ^^' ^ '^"^ ^'^""«' ^^''''^'^ ^'

+

Paroxyethira n. g,

uJ^'aII
^' '^' *•

^''f '
P'^^^"*- ^^^^ furnished posteriorly with two

sofcie PJ • '^^''-
)?''T' ''' ^ ^''^' '52 to 41 joints, according to

acumTn^t/ S'
"' ^^Oxyethira. Wings long and slender, apices very

In hT^ 1 f ^'""T"^'
^"^^^'^^'^ ''''^' ^^^^« «f ^^hite and also black hairs.

nom^nlT ?' T. Pf*'''^' ^^^^S" the, sector (according to MacLaehlan's
nomenclature) is forked twice and upper branch of cubitus once, as shown

S hi KvitvIT ?'""*,'«
T''>' '0 ''"^^ "' «8'"e"t.. exposing the

either brnarl o«^ 1 T ,
^^' '^"'^'^ Ventral segment anses a process

Ab^domen of ^'^'::zJ:^:;^^^^
^^^^"^"^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^*'-

Paroxyethira tillyardi n. sp. (Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5.)

Length of anterior wing, <J, 3-5 mm.

^n.^^^"Zlen^^^^ ? ^ '
*^'^^ ^°^-l -g--t excised as above ;

Et finSkftoSt^^^^
'™'? "' extremities each with a short

in bal^rprepa,atif^^^ ^" ^^^^ ««^i<^y *^^ be seen,

are ^TupeHrj^^^^^^^^ T '^ '^'".^«^-^' ^\nt\u,^^A hooks, most of v.hichre grouped on right side of cavity with blackened apices directed towards
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I

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

1.

—

Wings of Paroryethira tilhjnrd\^ S .

2.—P. iilhjariit i t dorsal. Portion

of penis removed between A and B.

3.—P. lillyardif S , ventral.

4.

—

P. iillyardi, i , from the side.

Fio. 5.--P.
Fig. 6.--P.
Fig. 7.--P.
Fig. 8.--P.

iUhjnrdl^ ? , ventral

henderaoiii , J , dorsal.

hendersoni, <r , ventral.

heiidersonip i , from the side
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15

12

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

9.

10.

11.

12,

P. hendersoni, ? , ventral.
P. mUmi, i , dorsal.
P. eaUmi, j , ventral.
P. eatnni, 3 , from the side.

Fig. 1.1

Fro. 14.

Ftg. 15.

Ozyelhira albiceps, S, dorsaL

0. albiceps, j , ventral.

O. albireps, j , from the side.
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left
;

penis in all examples before me luucli exs*»rted, and bearing a strong

blackened tooth towards apex
;

process of seventh ventral ;:>cgment sliort

and broad ; tooth on sixth ventral segment long and slender.

In 9 the al)domen is stout, tlie last ventral sejimeiit deeply excised.

There is a short tooth on penultimate somnent.

^rf6{to/.—Tarawera, North Island, N^w Zealand ; 12th November. 1919.

Cawthron Institute coUcctiun.

Paroxyethlra hendersoni n. sp, (Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9.)

Length of anterior wing, (S, 3 inin.

Antennae about -il-jointed iii cj. -L*ast dorsal segment excised as above ;

superior appendages long, broad, and concave ; lower edges armed with

Tr^worrls thoir bnses are two slender hooks CUrved overnumerous teeth.
pernspenis-sneatns, wnicu are tsLiojigij u^jul iiuwunanaa m- 1^*^, ^j^.^..^,

long and slender, with a small hook some distance below apex; ventral

process of seventh segment very long and spatula-shap.'d, with })lunt

rounded apex.

In ? the abdomen is stout and at base of seventh ventral segment are

two stronglv chitinized platen bent over and directed towards each other.

Hahilats.—KiveT Tekapo, Mackenzie County, South Island, New Zea-

land; 24th January -3rd February, 1922: in my collection. Spreydou,

South Island, New Zealand ; October, 1919 : Cawthron Institute collection.

Arthur's Pass, South Island, New Zealand ; 16th January, 1920 : Cawthron

Institute collection.

Paroxyethira eatoni n. sp. (Figs. 10, 11, 12.)

Length of anterior wings, <J, 3 mm.
Antennae about 33-jointed in J. Last dorsal segment excised as above ;

superior appendages concave, long and slender ; uj^per margin^ gradually

dilated below apices and curving inward ; lower margins armed with teeth

and strong hairs; penis long and slender, with small hook some distance

below apex ;
penis-sheaths long and strongly chitinized, extending nearly-

whole length of penis
;
process of seventh ventral segment as in P, hcnder-

soni; tooth on sixth ventral segment short.

Female unknown.
r. , r i i x- rj

Habitat.—TCivr^T Tekapo, Mackenzie County, South Island, ^ew Zea-

land ; 24th January -3rd February, 1022. In my collection.

Oxyethira albiceps McL. (Figs. 13, 14, 15.)

As no figure of the genitalia has hitherto been i>ublished, I include

amongst these descriptions drawings from the single i that I have before

me. satisfied

t ranspa mewhat

obscure. The lateral aspect is a freehand sketch.

^,^5/^,;^_Spreydon, South Island, Xcw Zealand. Bred by G. V. Hudson.

Cawthron Institute collection.

In conclusion, I must express my thanks to Mr. Kenneth J. Morton,

who kindlv read through and verified the above descriptions.

22—Trans.
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The Leaf-mining Insects of New Zealand : Part 5 — The Genus

Xepticula (Le/pidoptera) , and the Agromijzidae (Dipteraj con-

tinned, and Gracilaria selenitis Meyr, (Lepidoptera)

.

By Morris N. Watt, F.E.S.

[Read before the Wanganui Philosophical Socidy, 5th November, 1923 ; received by Editor

31st December^ 1923 ; issued separately, 28th AuguM, 1924.1

. Plates 67, 68.

(27.) Nepticula lucida Philp. (The Beech-nepticulid),

Nepticula lucida Philp., Trans, N,Z. Inst., vol. 51, p. 225, 1919

;

vol. 53, p. 197, 1921.

1919.

The Imago.

Ipotfs Original Description.—See Tr

Type in Mr. C. Clark's collection, Dunedin.
General Notes.—There is very little variation in this moth. During the

past season a series of several hundred was reared. The white band at f is

formed by junction of apices of two triangular areas—one on dorsum
(the larger), one on costa ; dorsal area together with its fellow on opposite

wing form a well-marked diamond saddle on back when moth is in resting

position. In a few specimens the dorsal and costal spots were not united,

and in one both were wanting. Anterior three-fifths of forewing is shining

dark grey with bronzy reflections viewed in bright light ; apical two-fifths

densely irrorated with black scales, and there is a distinct black cilial

line. Head light yellowish-brown, basal joint of antenna and eyecap white.

Thorax dark grey. Ventral surface of abdomen, and legs silver-grey.

Wing-shape similar, though smaller, to N. perissopa, and venation the

same as in species already described. Flight erratic and fast, and if a

will

Distribution.

So far this beautiful Nepticulid has been found in onlv one very restricted

x^v^^xii,^. uu i/uc tjaiir^i:) kji Tiuiiitu oirfam, aoouT nve miles from Waitati

(Dunedin). Considering the wide distribution of the food-plant, the moth
should be found in other localities, and careful searching at the right time

will no doubt bring it to light. Originally found by Mr. Clark on 7th

December, 1919, by beating imagines from birch-trees. The locality was

visited on 13th November, 1920, but neither mines nor imagines were

found. On 20th August, 1921, large numbers of mines, larvae, and pupae

were obtained
; on some branches about 6 ft. from ground almost every

leaf was infected. A large number of actively-mining larvae were secured

and placed in breeding-jars
; most had spun their cocoons and pupated

by 30th August, 1921 ; first imagines emerged 22nd September, and others

continued emerging till 26th October^ the greatest number emerging during

faret week of October. A visit to the locality on 23rd October revealed

only a few active larvae.
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Food'plw^t.

The silver southern-beech. Nothofagns Mepzir^ii (tawhi, tawai), known
variously as " brown-birch." '' red-birch/' " whit^-birch," and " silver-

birch," a tall evergreen forest-tree with small tough serrate leaves, occurring

usually in subalpine belt throughout South Wand, and as far north ba South

Auckland district in the North Island. b*^ing found on Mount Euajxhu
but not on Mount Egmont.

Ovum aiid Egg-htyiug.

Ova laid singly and well attached, persisting more <»r luas undjiinaged

long after lava has vacated mine. Egg occupies an almost invariabh* position

on upper surface of leaf, close to or alongside midrib, rarely more than | in.

from junction of stem and leaf. Fresh ova have not yet been seen, and
the following description is taken from empty shells : Class flat (?) ; shai>e

t >

Fig. 1. Typical mines of X. itfrlria in leaves of Sothojagus Menzksii.

line in tlie expanded terminal portion indicates the course* t,

larva in formation of the blotch. (Camera-liicida sketches.)

The

oval well rounded above, wafer-like, a slight fringe round outer margin

of base ; no decided sculpturing beyond a slight roughening of shell ; shell

strong, transparent, shiny, white, becoming more or less filled with frass-

granuJes as soon as larva commences mining ; average dimensions^, 0*36 mm,
by 0-26 mm.

The Mim. (Fig. 1.)

A small narrow more or less tortuous gallery. In its first part it is carried

close against lower cuticle, reaching upper only here and there within leaf-

cells, this part of mine therefore ap]>earing on upper surface of leaf as a

line of minute irregular pale -coloured spots, very much the same as in the

case of iV. fulva. Remainder of mine close against upper cuticle, and entire

course of gallery is plainly discernible on both surfaces of leaf. Colour

dark grey to brown, but not con?»picuous, chiefly owing to small size. From

. 22*
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ogg-attaehment larva miurs directly into leaf and courses outwards towards
circumference in more or less indirect manner in region between two of the

coarser veins ; hax-ing reached outer margin, mine follows approximately
the serrated edge of leaf towards tip of midrib, and, crossing this, continues

along margin for some distance, finally turning inwards towards centre

of leaf ; about this time larva is full-grown, and emerges from mine by
cutting small slit in roof of gallery near termination. Latter third of mine
generally somewhat vermiform, and may be so coiled upun itself as to form
small blotch.

T

\

IAS 2-7

O^/"

r

I A «

3
2-7

Fig. 2. Setal map of adult larva of N. lucidn, X, ogygia,
N. ererhtitif.9, and .V. perissopa.

FiG; 3,—Setal map of adult larva of S, fulm.

Three distinct parts of the miuc can be distinguishod ; at or near the

junction of these parts the two moults take j>lac.", the tliird (final) moult
occurring within cocoon, the cast skin remaining round caudal extremity.
In almost every case the expanded portion of mine is in that half of leaf

opposite the one on which igg is laid. There is no tendency to the

form gran
m gallery completely blockino; it exc.^,. ... .,-x.,u,uu o uuu. , ux^^^.^^'--,
in expanded mme frass will leave a narrow clear area along cither side.

Colour of mme depends u|)on age, but as a rule the earlier part is dark
grey to black and expanded ^xirtion brown. Rarelv more than one mine
to a leaf. Average length of gallery about 25min. Character of mine
can most readdy be studied by transmitted light.

The Larva. (Text-figs. 2, 4, 11, and Plat« 67, fis. 1.)

L-'iigth when full-grown, 3-5-4 mm. Ground-colour pale grevish -green,
with the greenish-brown alimentary canal showing clearly through trans-
parent dorsal wall. Dorsum of tvnth abdominal segment with strong
blaek chitmous rod on either sid.. (fia. H) and a third in mid-Une. Body
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Li'tif-^iiinini) lust^rfs of Xctr Zeuhtnd. G77

cylindrical, slightly atteiuint^Ml caiulad, sogtnonts well rounrird but not

deeply incised
;

prolegs on II, TIT, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, wntliout liooklets.

Head flatt<^n(Ml, retrartilo, black. ProtliDracic shield black. Cephalic

ganglia reddish-brown ; vontral chain of gan^ilia very distinct, reddish-

brown, the ganglia connected by double cords. Alines dorsum up|K'nnoflt.

Skin thickly covered with a co.iis*' i>il*\ (Plat»» 67, fig. 1.)

4

7

Fig.

Fig.

Frc.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

FlG-

Fio.

Fig
Fig
Fig

4.

5.

7-

8.

9.

lu.

11.

12.

Fig. 1.3.

14.

15.

10,

Ldult larval liead-piece of A. iur\(i(u

Wult larval head-pieoe of .V. Jnlca.

^dult larval heatl-piete of S. ogycjin.

Adult kr^al heatl-piece of A\ erechtitus,

Uiult larval head-piece of A", ptrlssopa.

.'entral view of a cleared Xepticiilid larval liead-piece, showing

the nature of the internal skeleton,

Vntenna of a Xepticulid larva.

Setal plan of tenth abdominal segment of S. lucida.

Setal plan of tenth abdominal segment of .V. Jalva.

-Setal plan of tenth alxlominal segment of A\ ogytpa.

Jetal plan of tenth abdominal segment of A', erechtltns.

ietal plan of tenth alxlominal s^menL of A*, perissojm,

Setal map of adult larva of O. sf^hnifi-^.

The larval chaetotaxy of the five ?pccie.s so far dealt with may here

compared. Only larvae in their third (final) instar have been examined.
as to

be

gince the setae

make their charting extremely difficult. The setal i)lan of adult Nepti-

cuiid larva is shown in the figures. The plans of N, Iticiffa, N, perissopa,

N. oqwia, and N. erechOfm (excluding the tenth abdominal segment^ were
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found to be identical, whereas that of N.fulva differed in pi of the prothorax

being placed far caudad of the tau group, and rho in the abdominal seg-

ments taking up a position behind and below epsiion, beliind and level

with the top of the spiracle. In all species beta is absent in the abdominal
segments, and an extra minute seta appears above epsiion in the nieta-

thorax. In searching for good specific characteristics the chaetotaxy
of the tenth abdominal segment was foimd to offer a slight clue (see

figs. ll-15)j but the most marked specific characteristics were foimd in the

clothing of the larval skin ; these are shown and described in Plate 67.

The presence of a minute sensory organ or puncture on the prothoracic

shield (marked X in figs. 2 and 3) was found in all specimens.
Camera-lucida sketches of the head-pieces were made, and appear in

figs. 4-8
; size and shape appear to be the best specific characteristics

;

all in common have front narrowed caudad, lobes of epicranium extend-
ing caudad to a considerable distance behind meeting-point of front and
vertical triangle, and the single ocellus on either side.

The Cocoon,

2-5 mm, by 1*5 mm. A small ovoid structure of fine white silk.

UnUke the silk of the four species already dealt with, it does not change
to brown on exposure to moisture. Cocoon constructed outside mine
amidst foliage of food-plant, either in crevices in bark, in angles of branches,
or between two leaves. Closely woven and surromided by a fair amoimt
of loose flossy silk, by which it is attached to its support. At anterior
end is a prepared transverse sht, which is' kept closed by the loose silk.

Construction occupies about three days.
"

The PujKt. (Fig. 23.)

Female. Ventral aspect : Body roughly oval in outline, flattened dorso-
ventrally, about twice as long as broad, front bluntly rounded. Maxillary
palp stretching from antenna to labrum ; labial palpi short, slightly divergent
caudad and slightly longer than maxillae. First legs stoiit, reaching to
caudal extremities of second coxae ; only a very slight slip of first femur
to be seen between leg and maxilla ; second legs extend to about half-way
between caudal extremities of first and third ; a short length of tibae of

3 extends caudad from beneath extremity of 2, while tibia of 2 extends
slightly caudad of extremity of 1 ; third legs appear from beneath caudal
extremities of antennae and second legs, and, meeting in mid-line, extend
as far as segment 10, farther in the male. Antennae segmented, extend
to just beyond second legs, but in male nearly to caudal extremities of third
legs. twice as long as broad ; they
entirely cover ventral abdominal wall beneath. ! Forewings extend caudad
beyond third legs ; no sign of hindwings on ventral aspect.

Dorsal aspect : Prothorax extremely narrow, almost obliterated in mid-
dorsal line; spiracles on prominent elevations on segments 1-8- Indica-
tions of slight mid-dorsal ridge on abdominal segments. Segments 3-7
inclusive in female, and 3-8 inclusive in male, bear anteriorly a single row
of about seven small spines directed caudad. A pair of small upturned
hooks on segment 9 in female and segment 10 in male. Movement can
take place between all abdominal segments excepting last three. Colour
at first pale green, a black V-shaped area directed cephalad on dorsum of
segment 6.
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Ateeage Measurembxts of Pupa.

MeasuTCTTfient at

*

Length from Transverse Veatro-dorsal
Extreme Front. Diameter, Diameter.

Mm, Mm. Mm.
Upper border of maxilla rv palpi . • 0-25 0-62 om
Bottom of labial palpi , . . • 0'52 0-70 0-60

Bottom of first legs 100 0-76 0-62

Bottom of second legs 1-50 0-70 0-70

Bottom of third le^s 2-00 0-28 0-35

Extreme length 2-06 4 • • •

Dehiscence. i

Pupa is normally extruded from cocoon to about level of second legs

;

vertical and transverse splitting occurs as in other Nepticulids already

dealt with. In many cases, where the imagines were reared from larvae,

dehiscence took place entirely within cocoon.

Comparative Table of Main CHARAcrERisxics.

N. fulva

The Larva,

Food-
plant.

Skin.
Ventral Chain
of Gansrlia.

The Mine. The Cocoou.

Class.
Average
Size,

Position. Colour.

The Pupa.

Dorsal
Abdominal

Spinefi.

W. erechtitus

N.lucida ..

y. penssopa

Olearia

Olearia

Erechtites

Beech ,.

Kangiora

Pile exces-
sively mi-
nute

Piie niiunte,
sparse

Pile minute,
plentiful

Pile very
coari^e

Minute chf-

tinous
plates

Not noticeable Blotch .. 2-3 sq. cm ' Outside Brox\*n
£

mine

Very distinct Gallery ., 4-6 cm. Outside Browu
- mine

Not noticeable Gallery . / 3-4 in. Out<»ide Brown
1

mine
1

Very distinct Gallery .. 25 mm.
1

Outside Whit«
t

nuue
Not noticeable Gallery + Gallery Within Wliite

1

- blotch

i

1

i

4-6 in.

Blotch J
sq. in.

luiue

Sinaie row,

Single row.

More than
one row.

Single row.

More than
one row.

(28.) Gracilaria selenitis Meyr. (The Beech-gracilaria).

Gracilaria selenitis Meyr., Trans. N.Z. Inst.y vol. 41, 'p. 15, 1909

;

vol. 47, p, 228, 1915; Genera Insectorum, vol. 20, fasc. 128,

p. 28, 1912.

The Imago.

Meyrick's Oriqinal Description.—See Trans. N,Z. Inst., vol. 41, p'. 15,

1909.

, .
Wing-venation is as shown in fig. 24, Note cross-vein below retinaculum

(either M^ or basal portion of Mj_4 fusing with Cu^), and Cu^i^ arising close

to base of cell ; both these preculiarities were present in the five specimens
examined. Male slightly smaller than female, and lighter-coloured, more
reddish. There appears to be little or no range of variation.

Type in ^Ir. Meyrick's collection.

Distribution.

Apparently to be found in any of the silver southern-beech forests. Has
been taken plentifully in bush on banks of Waitati Stream, Dunedin ; imagos
^eing caught September to December. Mr. Clark has taken it also
at Tuatapere, The Hump (Southland), and at Longwood, in December.
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\

\

18

19

'i
20

Fig. 17

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

18.

19.

20.

21

22
23.

Head-capsule of adult larva of G. selemtis. Camera -lucida sketch from a

cleared specimen. The dotted lines indicate the internal skeleton. View

from above.

Ventral view of head-capsule.

Maudilble of adult larva of G. sehnitis.

The arrangement of the eyes in adult larva, G, selenih's.

Pupa of G. selenitis, ventral aspect.

Pupa of 6. seleiv'tis, dorsal aspect.

Pupa of N. lucida, ventral aspect : /, front ; /, labrum ; e, eye ; rtqi, maxillarjr

palp ; m, maxilla : /i, femur of first leg ; Ip, labial palp ; li. first leg : c, first

coxa; C2, second coxa; «, antenna; tl2* tibia of second leg; C3, third

xa ; ^2' second leg ; w, fore\ring ; tl^, tibia third leg ; l^. third leu;.
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Fio. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig, 4.

Flo. 5.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

-Skin of adult larva, N, hicida ; X 290 ; unstained- Note character of pile

and compare length with that of seta shown.
Skin of adult larva, X. falva ; X 290; eosiue. Note minuteness of boJy-pile.
Skin of adult larva, N, ogygia ; X 290 ; al. carmine. Note comparative
sparseness of pile.

Skin of adult larva. N, erechtltus ; X 290 ; al. carmine.
Skin of adult larva, N. 2>^rissopa ; X 200 ; eosine. Note entire absence of

pile, its place being taken by minute plates or thickenings of skin.
'^kin of adult larva, P, pofypodii ; X 290; unstained. Note absence of pile

around root of seta.
-Skin of adult larva, G. selenitic; X 290; al. carmine. Note pile consisting

of minute triangular ptiints.

Skin of adult larva, .4, melarwrnbra ; >' 290; al. carmine. Note absence of
pile, but thickened nlateletd of chit in : portion of denser dorsal saddle shown.

Face p. 6S0.]
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Sv * fJ 7.^ p.^**^^ --j-^^^ F ^-^_ ^^TTr»^i^^^

Fig. 1.

Fio.

Fig.

2.

3.

Fig.

Fig.

4.

5.

•Terminal leaves of iV". Menziesii bound together by larvae of G, stUnitis ; xery

slightly enlarged.

The same, showing dehiscence ; X about 4.
zr 7 •#*

•The same ; one of the leaves having been removed to show cocoon of G. selentm

and contained pupa. Note frass collected to one side of cocoon. X about 4.

Mine of H. choiopodii in leaf of common chickweed. Tracing, natural size.

Mine of ^4. urticae in leaf of nettle. Tracing, natural size.
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,000

22ncl January, 1907 (the first discovery of the species) ; Mount Eamslaw,

Mount Arthur, 3,500 ft., 7th January, 1919,
,000

and 18th January, 1920. Mr. Philpott has found it plentiful in all the Otago

Nothofagus forests he has collected in, from 2,500 ft. to 3,000 ft., iii December

and January, mentioning particularly The Hump, Billow Mountains, Hunter

Mountains, Wakatipu generally, Takitimu Mountain, Manapouri region;

very sparingly on the Dun Mountain, Nelson. Imagines best caught by

beating in vicinity of food-plant, but may quite easily be reared from

cocooifs. Cocoons were collected on 20th August, 1921, and imagines

emerged from 0th to 30th September, the greatest number emerging on 18th.

Food-plant.

The silver soiithern-beecli; Nothojagits Menziesii (tawhi, tawai).

Nothing at present known.
Egg-lmjing.

The Mine.

telv known
lets holding cocoons were many containing empty narrow galleries on

underside of leaves ; there is no
"^

sign whatever of these galleries on upper

surface ; minos shallow, and dry cuticle over them had a silvery appear-

ance ; it would appear that larva mines more than one leaf. In other

2A*iA
^-ih

Ciiia
A/j Mz M*

2A* /A

Fig. 24.—Wing venation of G. sehnitia.

leaves part or all of leaf-substance had been removed, leaving only the

two dried cuticles much wrinkled, the under one contracted so as to cause

leaf to curl, and in it was the hole by which larva left ;
hollow within leaf

contained a small amount of fine black granular frass. It would seem safe

to assume that the larva does not confine itself to one leaf, that the mine

is at first a narrow gallerv on underside of leaf, and finally the larva

blotches entire leaf and possibly more than one. Mines should be lookorl

for during August and November,

The Larva. (Text-figs. 16-20, and Plate 67, fig. 7.)

Full-grown larva, prior to pupating, about 1 cm. in length ;
pale cream

to white, with a narrow pale-green dorsal streak ;
head pale grey, sutures

darker brown, tubercles and setae colourless.

Head with setae shown in figures, which were taken from a specimen

cleared in potash and mounted without pressure. Mandible and eyes are

shown in figs. 19 and 20.
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Larva cylindrical segmental incisions shallow; thoracic legs well

developed ; ventral prolegs on segments 3, 4, 5, these and anal prolegs

peneUipse

uniordinal mi

points, except in tubercular areas, which are bare save for setae.

' Alpha is a smaller seta than beta, and is situated above and in front

of the latter in all segments excepting 9, where it is below ;
on mesothorax

and metathorax and segment 9 it occupies a common tubercular area with

beta, rho also being included in this area in the latter segment ;
rho is

•

placed below epsilon on the thoracic segments, epsilon being absent in 9 ;

eta is directly above kappa in prothorax, but below and in front in remain-

ing thoracic segments, where kappa is closely associated with theta caudad

;

pi is normal ; tau is a varying group as shown ; sigma is normal Several

minute subsidiary setae appear as shown in fig. 16,

The Cocoon, (Plate 68, figs. 1-3,)

Two (occasionally three) leaves are cemented together with silk around

their outer margins, two opposing leaves, one on either side of branchlet,

being chosen ; their bases close to stems are first connected and gradually

drawn together with silk, then the opposing margins. Should the leaves

be more than usually difficult to draw together, the stem of one will be

partly cut. In most cases leaves at ends of branchlets were chosen (see

Plate 68, fig. 1). A. fine thin cylindrical cocoon is constructed, slung like a

hammock across the interior between the leaves, usually in the direction

of the long axis (Plate 68, fig. 3). The silk is exceedingly fine and strong;

is at first white but becomes Jater pale brown. Length, 6-7 mm. ;

diameter, l'5-2 mm. Anterior end attached to surface of one of the leaves

near, but never at, the attached margin ; here, just prior to pupating,

larva prepares a small circular exit, the leaf being eaten away till only

the thin transparent outer cuticle remains. Besides the cocoon the space

between the leaves contains a variable amount of dry frass-granules, mostly

collected to one side of cocoon and more or less adherent to it. Cast larval

skin remains within cocoon.

The Pupa. (Figs. 21, 22.)

Cylindrical extremities bluntly rounded ; abdomen vslightly attenuated

caudad from fifth segment ; free movement in male between 4-5, 5-6, 6-7,

in female between 4-5, 5-6.

Ventral aspect: Head— cutting-plate small and non-serrate; eye only

slightly overlapped by antenna ; a small area representing maxillary palp

separates lower margin of eye from cephalic extremities of first and second

legs ; a small seta on either side of cl}^eus near caudo-lateral angle ;

mandibular area well defined ; labial palpi narrow ; maxillae broad above,

meeting in mid-line below labial palpi, fhey pass beneath the first legs and
reappear lower beyond caudal extremities of these latter, terminating just

beyond second legs ; femora of first legs encroach upon lateral margins of

upper third of maxillae ; first legs extending from maxillary palpi above

to about level of junction between fourth and fifth abdominal segments,

meeting in mid-line in their lower fourth they here overlap maxillae ;

second legs odcupy interval between antennae and first legs, extending
from maxillary palpi above as far as or slightly farther than caudal

extremities of maxillae ; third legs occupy mid-line from caudal extremities

of maxillae and second legs to junction of seventh and eighth abdominal
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segments, occasionally as long as or slightly longer than tody; antennae
narrow, segmented, extending beyond abdomen ; forewings occupy only

about one-fourth of ventral aspect of pupa, and extend to junction of fifth

and sixth segments.

Dorsal aspect : Front possesses two well-developed setae, one on either

side of and behind prominence .of cutting-plate
;
prothorax widest against

antennae, narrow across dorsum but shghtly produced cephalad in mid-
line ; mesothorax possesses a pair of small lateral setae in U2)per part

;

metathorax of about same length as upper abdominal segments, hindwings
extending only as far as second abdominal segment, a pair of small setae

cephalad ; indications of a slight median ridge on thoracic segments.

Abdominal segments—spiracles small, circular, slightly elevated, those on
first segment covered by wings, absent in 9 and 10, those on 8 smaller and
situated more ventrad than the rest ; a pair of dorsal setae on every
segment excepting last four, a long slender dorso-lateral seta on each
segment below and behind spiracle, and a smaller lateral one below and
in front of the spiracle in segments 2-6 inclusive ; on upper part of

dorsum of segments 2-8 inclusive is a narrow belt of two or three irregular

Series of short stout bristles directed caudad, and over remainder of dorsum
of these segments, excepting 8, are irregularly scattered a number of very
minute spines, most marked in 2 and least developed in 7 ; segment 10
bears two pairs of very minute tubercles—one pair ventro-lateral, the other
dorsal.

Average Measurements of Pupa,

Measurement at
Length from

Extreme Front,
Transverse
Diameter.

Ventro-dorsal
Diameter,

Bottom of

Bottom of

Bottom of

Bottom of

Bottom of

Bottom of

Bottom of

Bottom of

Bottom of

eyes

labial palpi

first legs

maxillae
Becond leg-s

forewings
third legs

ant-eiiiiae

tenth segment

# *

4 ft

* m

% •

Mm.
0*70

093
0-93

0-93

0-93

0-86

0-42

s

Dehiscence. (Plate 68, fig. 2.)

Pupa extruded as far as seventh or eighth abdominal segment. Vertical

mid
thorax, but not extending into metathorax. The front, \rith antennae,

portion of eyecaps. mandibles, maxillae, and labial palpi, becomes almost

mi
Thoracic appendages become more or less freed, but retain their connection

caudad.

(29.) Haplomyza chenopodii n. sp. (The Beet-fly),

The Imayo.

-Female. Frons, antennae, proboscis, palpi, and genae lemon-yellow ;

eyes and occiput black ; aristaocellar triangle black

;

ocelU yellow

;

black, pubescent ; each orbit with three
bristles longer than ocellar.

strong bristles
;

post-vertical
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Thorax jet-black, sliiny on dorsum
;

pleurae almost entirely lemon-

yellow ; two or three small blackish areas ventracL a larger black area

between anterior coxae ; scutellum broadly lemon-yellow with a narrow

brighter medial strij^e ; four pairs of dorso-central bristles, anterior two

pairs very weak ; two series of about four setulae each between the two

anterior pairs of dorso-centrals : apical scutellar bristles arise from yellow

area, while lateral scutellar bristles are outside yellow area.

Abdomen— dorsum black, posterior margins of tergites obscurely

yellowish ; sides yellow ; under-surface dark-greyish.

Legs—coxae, and femora yellow with a slight obscure blackening

externally ; tibiae and tarsi dark-grey.

Wings gre}dsh, veins black ; costa to end of fourth vein at tip of wing ;

liiud cross-vein absent; halteres lemon-yellow

Length, 1-3 mm. ; length of wing, 1-6 mm.
Type in author's collection ; reared from mines in silver-beet, Wanganui.

Di^trihiition.

Christch urcl

Wanga
I wi

New Zealand. Appears to be most plentiful about December.

Food-plants.

Has been reared from wjiite and silver beet, spinach, mouse-ear chick-

weed [Cerastium viilgatum), common chickweek {Stellarki media), and

fat-hen {Cheaopodiuw alhum).

Ef/fi'Iaying avd Larva.

Eggs laid singly in minute semicircular pockets forced under upper

cuticle of leaf. Average diameter of egg-pocket, 0-7 mm.
Full-grown larva cyhndrical, intestinal tract filled with dark-green

food and very conspicuous through the transparent skin. Colour whitish

anteriorly, greenish posteriorly, extreme posterior end yellow. Posterior

respiratory processes long and prominent. Average length of full-grown

larva, about 1-7 mm. Each half of mandibular sclerite with two very

prominent teeth. First moult occurs about 8 mm. along mine from egg-

pocket ; length of cast pharyngeal skeleton, 0-1 mm. Second

18 mm. from pocket ; cast pharyngeal skeleton, O-L^mm. in length.

The Mwe. (Plate 68, fig. 4.)

A simple gallery, more or less narrow, tortuous, and gradually expand-

ing. Greatest final width averages 1 nmi. ; average length, 40-60 mm. ;

width at commencement, 0-M mm. Best seen on upper surface of leaves,

but may be in part or wholly on under-surface. Colour pale green when

fresh, rapidly becoming white ; there is no discoloration of leaf other than

this. Sometimes short blind branches may bo found ; margins of gallery

are somewhat uneven under a lens. In small leaves, or when several larvae

are mining in the vicinity of one another, mines may cross and recross

and become much involved, but there is never blotch-formation. Mines

found mostly in leaves nearest the ground. Frass is black, scanty, semi-

viscid, in a thin irregular line broken into short lengths, first on one side

of gallery and then on the other. The larva escapes from terminal part
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of mine before pii])atiiig. In trying to rear these flics I have noticed

numbers of immature larvae leave their mines ; these have not again

entered a leaf, but have crawled about the jar for some hours and then

died without pupating. Numbers of immature mines are also to be found

in plants growing naturally ; I think such larvae have been the victims

of parasites and that larvae do not otherwise leave the mine before

maturity. Average duration of larval existence, fourteen days."

The Pupa.
r

Pupation occurs outside mine and generally on ground beneath food-

plant. Healthy pupa brown ; segments moderately rounded, of about

equal length ; surface very slightly roughened with minute transverse

rugae ; intersegmental areas bearing several series of very minute spines
;

anterior respiratory processes small, slightly expanded at tips, black-tipped,

only half as far apart as posterior, which are comparatively thick with

black expanded tips. Average length of pupa, 1-33 mm.
;

greatest trans-

verse diameter, 0-62 mm.
;

greatest ventro-dorsal diameter, 0-58 mm.
Average duration of pupal period, twelve days.

When pupating, larvae shun light as much as possible, seeking the

di^rlvpst rorner. but not nenetratinfif beneath the surface of the soil.

r

(30.) Agromyza urticae n. sp. (The Nettle-fly).

The Imago.

Male. Frons orange ; ocellar triangle, eyes, and antennae black ;
arista

pubescent. Each orbit with four strong " bristles ;
post-vertical bristles

longer than ocellar.

Thorax—dorsum black, sides lemon-yellow with a relatively large rect-

angular black area below and in front of wing-base, and several smaller

irregular patches below base. Halteres lemon-yellow. Scutellum broadly

lemon-yellow. Four pairs of dorso-central ])ristles with three or four senes

of setulae between anterior three pairs.

Abdominal tergites black, yellowish posteriorly.

Legs black, lower joint of femur yellowish.

Wings pale grey, veins dark grey ; costa to fourth vein at tip of wmg ;

penultimate section of fourth vein one-sixth as long as ultimate ;
and one-

fourth as long as ultimate section of fifth. Length of wing, 24 mm.

Length, about 2 mm.
Type in author's collection ; reared from mines collected by Mr. Tapley

at Governor's Bav, Christchurch.

Distribution.

First discovered by Mr. Taplev at Governor's Bay, in December, 192L

I have succeeded in rearing onlv a single specimen from numerous mines

sent me by Mr. Tapley, who also obtained for me a number of the flies

caught on the food-plant. The larvae suffer greatly from the attacks

of hymenopterous parasites. The fly would appear to be common at

Governor's Bay, but has not been recorded elsewhere.

Food-plant.

The common nettle {Urtica ferox).
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Egg-laying and Larva.

Ova deposited singly in small pockets forced beneath the uuder-cuticle

of leaf. Larva when full-grown 2-2-5 vara, in length, pale lemon-yellow,

brighter orange posteriorly, with a black spot on dorsum of terminal

three segments. Eespiratory processes short and black-tipped.

The Mine. (Plate 68, fig. 5.)

A gallery expanding in its latter half into a somewhat irregular lobed

blotch. Though visible on the under-surface of leaf, more conspicuous on
upper, lying as it does immediately under this cuticle. Earlier part of

the mine usually directed towards outer margin of leaf, which it follows

for a longer or shorter distance, whereas blotch portion is usually in middle
part of leaf against the midrib, which it does not cross. Average total

length of mine, 2-3 in,, the blotch occupying about | square inch. Colour
of mine pale green. Frass black, granular, scanty and scattered^ tending
to collect into small heaps, especially in blotch portion. When there are

several larvae mining in close proximity their mines usually coalesce, and
a large composite blotch results. Larva escapes through a cut in floor of

mine and descends to ground to pupate. There is a certain amount of dark
discoloration of the leaf on either side of first portion of gallery.

The Pupa.
L J

Pupation takes place outside the mine (occasionally inside when para-
sited) amongst rubbish on the ground. Length of pupal period, about
three weeks. The pupa itself is dark brown in colour, similar in type to

that of A. citreifemorata.

,, ,
'

. ADDENDA AND CORRIGEND\\,
Nepticula ogygia.

New localities : Catlins (W. G, Howes) ; Stewart Island (Miss Scott)

;

Mount Ruapehu (Wairaarino side), 3,700 ft., common (M. N. W.). The
larvae inhabiting the very young leaves of 0. arhorescens {= nitida) are

uniform pale yellow when full-grown,

Nepticula fulva.

New localities : Nelson (A. Philpott) ; Governor's Bay, Christchurch

(J. F, Taplev) ; Mount Ruapehu, north side, 3 700ft. (M.N. W
i

Nepticula progonopis Meyr. {Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol, 53, p. 336, 1921),

Add this to the list in beginning of Part II of this series.

Nepticula tricentra (Trans. N.Z. Inst.^ vol. 53, p. 212).

Mr. Meyrick, who has seen bred specimens of this moth, says it is not

tricentra, but a new species. I describe it below as N. erechtitus ; its life-

history is as given under the name tricentra (No. 11) in Part IL

Nepticula erechtitus n. sp,

9. 5 mm. Head and palpi pale brownish-white. Antennae, thorax,

and abdomen grey. Legs dark grey. Forewings, ground-colour pale

brownish-white, irrorated with dark-grey to black scales more or less
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condensed into three ratlier diffuse transverse bars across wing—one at base,

one at | whicli is somewhat constricted in middle, the third occupying

terminal one-fourth of wing ; the dark scales are more closely packed in

middle of each bar : cilia light grey, a black cilial line. Hindwings and
cilia hght grey. '

Food-plant : Erechtites argiita (not Senecio heUidioides, as previously

stated). Also found mining in E. prenanthoides in the same localities.

* _

Three further species of Nepttcula are under observation—one mining
in the lacebark {Hoheria popuhiea), one in the yellow kowhai {Sophma
tetraptera), and one in a small-leafed ground-plant on Mount Egmont.

Phytomyza albiceps {Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 54, 1923, p. 485),

The following note is from Dr. Martin Hering, of Berlin :
'' The fly,

mining in the sow-thistle, which you call P. albiceps Mg. does not belong

to this species, but is P. atricornis Mg. This insect is mining in Europe
also in the sow-thistle {Sonchus), and in a great number of other plants.

It is the most polyphagous leaf-miner in the world. I have compared
your specimen with ours^ and there is' no difference. P. albiceps Mg., the

Artenisia leaf-miner never pupates in the mine.^^

On the Identity of Eiirytoma oleariae MasJcelL

By A. B. Gahan, of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of

Entomologv.

Communicated by David Miller.

[Read before the Welfivglon Philosophical Society, 2fHh October^ 292S ; received by Editor,

5ih November^ 1923 ; issiied separately, 28th August, 1924.}

In January, 1922, the Bureau of Entomology of the United States De-
partment of Agriculture received from E. S. Gourlay, of the Biological

Department, Canterbury College, Christchurch, New Zealand, fifteen speci-

mens of a small hymenopteron which he had determined as Ewytmna
oleariae MaskeD. According to the correspondent, these specimens were
reared from galls on Olearia fiirfuracea, which were also inhabited by a

species of Cecidoniyid. Samples of the galls were also received. Com-
parison of the specimens and the galls with Maskell's description and
figures {Trans. N.Z. Inst., vol. 21, 1888, p. 255, pi. xi, figs. 1-16) left no
doubt that the species had been correctly identified.

This species is not an Eurytoma, however, nor even a Chalcidoid, but
belongs to the Serphoidea and to the family Platygasteridae, where it agrees

best with the genus Melaclisis Foerster of the tribe luostemini. Metadisis
is said to have the scutellum flat and the antennal club of the female

three-jointed. In the present species the scutellum ia not wholly flat, but
transversely pillow-shaped as in many species of the genus Platygaster,

while the antennal club is not very well defined but appears to be six-

jointed. One might with justice, perhaps, propose a new genusJor it, but
the relation to Metadisis is apparently close, and it is deemed best to place
it in that genus for the present.

Maskell's description is obviously inaccurate in some respects. The
following descriptive notes will aid in recognition of the species.

- \
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$. Length, 2-3 mm. Head transverse, narrower than thorax ; vertex

entirely and temple above granularly sculptured and pilose ; frons smooth

and glabrous (sometimes with a narrow orbital line faintly granular) with

a very small but distinct median tubercule in front of median ocellus
;

face, cheeks, and temples below smooth and sparsely hairy ; occi^mt

distinctly margined ; viewed from front the head is subtriangular and

broader than high ; antennae ten-jointed, weakly clavate ; scape moderately

long and somewhat curved
;

pedicel fully twice as long as thick ; third

joint as long and about as thick as pedicel ; fourth approximately two-

thirds as long as third and about as thick ; fifth not quite as long as fourth

and slightly tliicker, about as broad as long ; sixth to ninth subequal and

subquadrate or very slightly longer than thick ; tenth conical and very

slightly longer than preceding joint. Thorax ovoid, broadest before tegulae ;

pronotum rounded in front and deeply and broadly emarginate behind ;

parapsidal grooves * complete and sharply impressed ; scutellum shghtly

convex and about twice as broad as long ; axillae transverse, deeply

depressed or sunken and meeting on median line
;
pronotum, mesoscutum,

and scutellum finely granular and closely pilose
;
propodeum with a shallow

median channel bounded on each side by prominent carina, transversely

rugose between carlnae and very faintly granular and pilose laterally ;

mesopleura glabrous and polished with three of four distinct longitudinal

striae near dorsal margin ; metapleura pilose but practically smooth ; legs

moderately long and slender, posterior tibiae with two unequal spurs ;

forewings with a complete basal cell, the submarginal, basal, and median
veins distinct though more or less vestigial, the submarginal faintly

traceable for nearly half length of wing and terminating in a nearly

obsolete knob ; whole surface of wing ciliated, basal portion a little more
sparsely so than remainder ; hindwing with a non-ciliated area extending

obliquely basad from booklets to posterior margin. Abdomen as long as

head and thorax or a Kttlfe longer, as broad as thorax, broadest at apex of

second tergite, and distinctly margined laterally ; first tergite broader at

apex than long down middle and strongly longitudinally striated ; second

tergite a little more than twice as long as first, much broader at apex than

at base, with a large ovate and well-defined depressed area on each side of

middle at base, surface of tergite mostly smooth and glabrous but vrith several

elongate punctures or short striations at basal middle, the depressed areas

very finely punctured and pilose within, and lateral margins of tergite

sparsely hairy ; tergites beyond second, short, weakly punctate, and hairy ;

ovipositor concealed.

Black ; antennae black ; coxae concolorous with thorax ; legs, except

coxae, reddish-testaceous : marginal carina of abdomen reddish beneath ;

forewings faintly fuscous, the infuscation not uniform but more intense

on median portion of wing ; hindwing also faintly fuscous with hyaline

spot behind booklets.

<J. Similar in every way to female except in antennae. These are not

at all clavate, third and fourth joints are subequal and each a little longer

than pedicel, fifth a Httle longer than thick, sixth to ninth subequal and

distinctly longer than thick, tenth ovate and about one and a half times as

long as ninth ; all flagellai joints cylindrical and very shortly petiolate but

not serrate.

Described from fifteen specimens received, as already stated, from

E. S. Gourlay. The species is without much doubt parasitic upon a

Cecidomyid, possibly Cecidomyia uleariae Maskell. It seems highly probable

that more than one species of Cecidomyidae has been confused under this

name by Maskell.
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Maori Music.

By Johannes C. Andersen, F.N.ZJnst.

[Rertd before the Wellington Fhllosophical Society, 27th June, 1923 ; received by Editor,

31st December, 1023 ; issued separately, 28th Augttst, 1824.}

Plates 6D, 70.

Since publication of the paper in volume 51 more details have come to

hand regarding certain of the musical instruments of the Maori.

The accompanying illustration of the roria, or Maori jew's-harp (fig. 1),

is from a sketch sent by Mr. George Graham, of Auckland. The vibrating-

strip, made from supplejack (kareao), was, he says, called arero (tongue) :

it gave like a spring, and stood considerable use. When it showed signs

of losing its elasticity, or of cracking, it was replaced by a fresh piece.

It gave rise to a pungent proverb : He arero kareao ha whati, engari te

arero wahine kaore Jcia xchati—haere tonu ana (A supplejack tongue will

become cracked; not so the tongue of a female—it goes on for ever).

Evidently even Maori gallantry suffered lapses—but truth will prevail.

Mr. Graham says he last saw the roria in use at Kaipara about 1885.

[H, Hamilton, del

Fig. 1.—A roria, or Maori jews' -harp, as held.

The same correspondent says that in old days a crier ilcai-haranga)

called attention to the fact that an announcement was to be made on the

maracj or village square, by a blast on a pumoana, or conch-horn (Plate 69,

fig. 1). At the funeral obsequies of an old Ngati-Paoa chief of high rank,

Rawiri Puhata, the call was made bv means of a glass bottle, first drained

of its '' hard stuff,"

Hamilton {Maori Art, p. 391) notes particulars of a " calabash trumpet
*>

Hementioned by, some authors, a specimen bdng in the British Museum,

believed it to be " almost peculiar " to the Taranaki coast. It was made
from a small carefully-selected calabash {JcahaJca), in the side of which two

or three holes were punctured. It gave only a small variety of notes, and

is said to have been used to summon people to meetings. Thomas Moser,

from whose Mahoe Leaves (p. 38) Hamilton derived part of his informa-

tion, says it was called rehu, and he called the sounds it made a " most
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liorrid noise." The surface of the calabash was ornamented with incised

lines, made when the rind was soft. The specimen
Museum is about 3J in. in diameter and 7J in. in circumference.

Mention should be made of the pahu^ though this

in the British

used only for

emitting a great body of sound : as in other parts of the world, it was
used for signalling (see Hamilton, Maori Art, pp. 98, 384).

The following particulars are from a note by the late Captain Mair.

The 'paliu, paio, or wooden gong, was a single slab of totara {Podocarpiis
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Fig. 2.—a pahu, or war-gong. (From White, Ancient History of the Maori,
vol. 4, p. 128.)

totara) or matai (Porfocar^ws s^^^'m^w^-), sometimes 30 ft. in length, 2 ft. or
.3 It. m breadth, and 6 in. in thickness. ' " "

"

dg
It was suspended by two stout

the ;?a, the platform being approached by a ladder. In the centre of the
slab there was usually an eUiptical hole 2 ft. or 3 ft. in length. The slab was
struck with a heavy club made from maire {Oka Cunninghamii), and
under favourable circumstances could be heard to a distance of from sue
to ten miles. (See fig. 2.)
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*^ During the Maori AVar," writes Captaiu Mair, " my Native contingent

at early dawn surprised an Urewera village near Maungapohatu. Some

of the enemy escaped and gave the alarm by sounding a pahu situated on

a high hill above the settlement. The signal was immediately answered

from a pa about nine miles down the Waimana Valley, below Tawhana.

The deep thundering notes of the distant pahu came booming up the

valley, reverberating through tbe wooded peaks, finally dying away in a

thousand echoes among the lofty clifis."

Sometimes paku were formed out of living trees which happened to be

hollow, by cutting a tongue 20 ft. or 30 ft. in length out of the standing

trunk. The lower end was struck a few feet from the ground, and a scale

of three or four notes obtained by striking the tongue higher or lower.

Again Captain Mair writes :
" There are several celebrated specimens

of this kind of pahi, or pato, in the Urewera country, some of which have

One verv famous one, called Opato,been in use from time immemorial.
Whiiinak In

Whitm
country, the friendly Native chiefs who accompanied the force pointed

out the necessity of obtaining possession of this gong. Accordingly I was

sent some miles in advance during the night with ten picked men to seize

this spot, and next morning a successful dash was made upon the rebel

position at Harema, which was taken with many prisoners and heavy loss

to the enemy."
Another instrument of percussion, whose mention follows that of the

pahu as naturally as the mention of Venus follows that of Mars, is the

pahuvu. This instrument, too, is a perfect evidence of the Maori love of

the beautiful. rods

or 15 in., and 6 in, long. The longer rod is the principal part of the

instrument, and is made from matai, mapara (?), or kaiwhiri (= poporo-

kaiwhiri, Hedycarya aihorea). It is nearly 1 in. in diameter, flat on one side,

convex on the other : k
and from 1 in. to 2 in. deep. Sometimes it is beautifully carved, or merely

has notches {ivhakahal^a pattern) cut along the edges. This rod is held in the

left hand, and one end placed between the teeth, flat side down. It is

struck with the small rod, made from the same wood, held in the fingers

of the right hand. The striking, or tapping, is done in time to the words

of the song, and the movements of the lips, as with the jews'-harp, cause

different sounds or notes to be emitted by the longer rod. (Hamilton,

Maori Art, p. 385.)

to
being

mouth. While striking the rod so held now and aga

rod, the performer breathed the words of a song or chorus upon the wood,

causing the most pleasing vibrations or waves of sound. " I have watched

a number of skilled performers, standing in a row,"' he writes, "their

swaying bodies and little tapping mallets keeping the most perfect unisons.

Now rising shrill, or dying away in the mournful cadence of some love-

song, the effect is remarkably melodious and pleasing."

White {Ancient History of the Maori, vol. 2, p. 130) gives^ yet anotHer

slightly differing description of the pakuru and the manner in which the

Tod was held. He says it was made from matai, was about 18 in. long and
1 in. in diameter, slightly flat in the centre, and tapering a little at each

end; the ends were carved, the middle left smooth. It was suspended

jj
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on the tliuinb of the left hand by a piece of string tied to each end of it,

so that one end should be a little within the teeth when the mouth was
partially open. The performer held in his right hand^ interlaced between
the three middle fingers, another piece of matai, about 10 in. long and as

thick as a man"s middle finger, and with this he struck the suspended piece

gently while he breathed the words of the chant, producing the higher

or lower tones by closing or opening his lips. This description was given

White by the Xgati'-Hau, who also gave the words of the halxi that was
sung to the accompaniment of the pahiru by the sisters of Tinirau when
looking for Kae, the slayer of the pet whale Tutunui. Mair's description

would be from the Arawa ; there were probably local variations in make
and method. The principle is that of the suspended pahu and of the

modern xylophone.

Hamilton {Maori Art, pi. 55, fig. 1) gives an illustration of a most
artistic example of the instrument. In this the end of the long rod held

in the fingers is carved with a characteristic head, through which a hole

has J)een jjierced to admit a double cord of flax, on which are threaded
short pieces of shells of DenfaUum, a beautifully white cylindrical shell, used
in a simile when complimenting a young woman on the whiteness of her

teeth. Tlie striking-rod, pierced at its narrower end, is also attached to

this cord, which thus serves the double purpose of use and ornament.

I

3

Fig. 3.—One form oi palaint, 1, The striking-rod; 2, 3, a plain long lod.

(From White, illustrations prepared for Ancient History of the Maori,)

This rod is about 6 in. long—the principal rod is 14 in.—and is slightly

cone-shaped, the base being inlaid with a neatly-cut ring of haliotis-shell

The principal rod is carved on the rounded face, and a diagonal bandtd
pattern slightly burnt on the flat surface—the pattern looking as if it

were a spiral encircling the rod. The whole appearance of this pahmf
is extremely beautiful. Hamilton quotes a pretty jufhrni'Soug. obtained
from Captain Mair :—

Whalarongo mal laku hine,

Ki te tangi pai o taku pakurn
Taoro haere ana ki Pari-karangaranya,
Hei kawt atu i te aroht,
Rere tomairnngi i runga o te rau,
Tiorooio ana ki runga puke^
Hei tvhakoho i to woe^
E te hoa ivliakaipo e—i.

Listen now. my lady-love.
To my sweet sounding pakvrn^
Sending forth its melody,
In echoing cliffs resounding.
Breathing forth my love to you.
As soft as dew on leaves,

Sounding from hill and dale.

Arousing from ciweet sleep
She who Hits my nightly dreajud.
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A finely carved example of the puloriuo, recently (1923) acquired by

the Auckland Museum, is shown in Date 70, fig. 4. This instrument was

bought from Pora Taki, of Rapaki, Lyttelton, by J. Martin, about the

year 1873 : Pora Taki said it had belonged to his grandfather. Cajjtain

Mair writes that the instrument was sounded by the performer blowing

obliquely into the wide upper aperture, raising or lowering the pitch by

stopping the aperture at the small end with his forefinger. '' It required

a vast amount of wind to produce the loud booming or toot-tooting sound."

There are specimens without the aperture at the lower end ; the sound

of these could e\adently only be modified by the changing position of the

hand over the central aperture.

When last year's paper was written there was no genuine example of

a puforino available in the Dominion Jluseum. The instrument tried was

known to be of modern trade manufacture, so could not be relied upon,

and the cast of the double jputorino in the Museum (Plate 70, fig. 2) is of

no use for experiment. A most perfect specimen has, however, recently

been found in the Museum. It is of undoubted genuineness, as it and a

double putorim (Plate 70, figs. 1 and 3) formerly belonged to the old-

established Lord St. Oswald collection, and is believed to have formed

.
part of the collection taken from New Zealand by Captain Cook. This

pntorino measures 52-5 cm. in length, and 5 cm. across the widest part,

25 cm. from the upper end. The aperture at the upper end is oval in

shape, 2 cm. across, 1-75 cm. in deptli. The lower end tapers to a width

of less than 1-5 cm., and is i)ierced with a hole about 3 mm. in diameter.

It is not clear what purpose this hole serves ; it possibly helps to purify

the quality of the notes emitted. The mouth-opening in the middle of

the instrument is 2-75 cm. across, constricted in the centre as in Plate 70,

fig. 1, where two views, side view and full view, are shown. The binding

is of very finely-split kiekie-root : it is not tied, but the ends are drawn

under the binding as in the binding of a cricket-bat. It also seems to

have been bound over a cement, of which, too, there are traces at the

joined edges of the wood. The protruding tongue of the figure at the

top of the pntorino (see the side view of Plate 70, fig. 1) is caught in a

prong springing outwards and upwards from the body of the instrument.

On the opposite side (the back), at the lower end, is a smaller carved head.

The side view shows the outward-arcliing figure of the blower at the

sound-hole, carved in high relief. The dark-brown wood of the instnmient

is beautifully smooth and polished, like the wood of an old violin. No
attempt has* been made to carve the portions between the bindings, as

in the Auckland instrument.

A fine clear trumpet-note is produced by blowing bugle-fashion into

the upper aperture; and by closing less or more of the central mouth

with the forefinger, resting on the side edge, the note, which is F sharp,

a fourth below middle C, can be lowered to E very slightly flattened—

not so much as quarter flat. This gives a range of slightly over a tone.

The range seems much more, and the writer, after evoking a Maori

melody from the long-silent instrument, was surprised on taking the pitch

to find that the range was so small.

A renuirk by Plare Hongi on this point is significant. He had been

singing a Maori melody for Alfred Hill, who remarked that the whole

was within the compa^ss of a tone. "Surely not," said Hare Hongi.

"Yes; sing it again." He sang it again. "Yes, it is within a tone."

"Do you know," remarked Hare Hongi, " I felt that I had been ranging
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over au octave." So it is ; these minute subcli\nsions of a tone do not.

after a time, seem minute at all.

The tone of the Auckland instrument is not so clear ; its pitch i?

just on middle C, and it can be raised or lowered slightly by tightening

or loosening the lips while blowing. The instrument has a pronounced

bend at the neck.

The pitch ,of the double putorino is also F, but slightly flattened.

Neither on it nor on ,the Auckland instrument are the notes produced

so freely as on the putorino of fig. 1. Once the pitch is struck, this

instrument seems to draw the note from the blower, so that it can be

played pp as easily as ff. The other instruments appear to resist the

blower. No apparent difierences were produced in the tone of the double

putorino when the two apertures were differently covered. There are

smaller putormo in the Auckland Museum, and these are higher in pitch

than these larger and better instruments. These smaller putorino, like

the double one, are plain compared with the other two ; it may be that

greater care was lavished on these two because of their finer speakmg

qualities.

It is certain now that the hoauau and putorino could be played m
unison—one a female voice, one a male.

Fig. 4.—A flute, porutUy made of wood.
r

Captain Mair mentions a kind of flute, porutu^ generally made from

a young straight branch of kaiwhiri, hollowed out by ineans of fire. Its

length was from 1ft. to 16 in., its diameter fin., and it was elaborately

carved, as in fig. 4, from a rough drawing by ]\Iair. The name porutu is

apparently a Maori form of the word '^ flute "
; and, judging by this and

the general appearance of the instrument, it would appear to be a modifi-

cation of the flute or of the fife.

The long ordinary flute, adapted from the European flute, might on

occasion be played with the nose. I learn from Te Rangi Hiroa of a Niue

woman whom he saw using a long flute in this way. It was held with the

lower end towards the right. Between the right finger and thumb she held

a stick the length of a pencil, blocking the right nostril by pressing it witn

the end of this stick, and blowing with the left nostril. The flute was

.held with the left hand. The holes were covered by the free fingers of

both hands. This would be a kind of trick performance, but it suggests

that the nose-playing was not considered seriously. The nose-flute was,

however, commonly known through the Pacific.

Captain Mair's notes on the Tvoauau are good. He writes that it was

the most prized of all the Maori musical instruments. It was often made

from the arm-bone or thigh-bone of an enemy slain in battle, was from

5 in. to 6 in. in length, and sometimes finely carved. It was generally

carried suspended from the neck by a piece of string, a loop at one end

being passed over a toggle at the other end. This toggle, called uhi, was a

small piece of white albatross-bone. A hole was pierced on one side at the

middle, the cord passed into the hollow of the bone and knotted so as to

prevent its slipping out again. Mr. Graham, above referred to, says the

toggle was called poro ; and, the albatross being toroa, the full name was

poro-toroa when the bone of that bird was used. Human-bone and moa-
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bone were also used. He has seen one specimen of wood, beautifully

carved. It was made in the same way that the imtorino was made, the

wood being split, hollowed out, lashed together again, and carved. This

imique 'poro perished, like many another Maori treasure, in a house-fire.

It should be noted that the bone artifact shown on plate 85, fig, 6, Trans.

N,Z. InsL, vol. 54, p- 752, 1923, and recorded as " Bone koauati (?) in

British Museum," is not a koauau at all, but a bone toggle that evidently

belongs to the koauau of fig, I. Captain Mair writes that there are several

historical koauau in the Auckland Museum, the most notable one being

named " Te Murirangaranga." It is said to have been made from the

arm-bone of a tohunga named Te Murirangaranga, who was slain by
AVhakaue for an affront j)ut upon his son Tutanekai. It was upon this

instrument that Tutanekai is said to have played when he lured Hinemoa
to swim from the mainland to the island of Mokoia, A hapu of Ngati-

whakaue called Ngatitutanekai take special pride in being descended from
Tutanekai, and they are skilled in music, as he was said to be. Quoting

from the notes, " The writer has often, on a clear summer evening, sat on
Pukeroa, a hill above Ohinemutu village, and heard the clear piccolo strains

of a koauati wafted across from Mokoia Island, a distance close on four miles."

Since the above paragraph was written the writer has visited the

Auckland Museum, and has elicited music from the long-silent koauau
mentioned. It may be the historic flute of Mokoia, or it may not—this

honour is claimed for about ten different flutes—but the sounds emitted

are most sweet and pleasing ; they are mellow and flute-like, not shrill

like those of the piccolo. The bone is brownish-yellow with age, the

interior partly honeycombed, the edge on which the lip rests ragged and
sharp to touch, but the sweetness of the notes remains. The koauau is

133mm, in length; the bore, which is rough and irregular, is 16mm.
across the upper end, 12 mm. across the lower. There are three holes

pierced in the side, their centres being respectively 23 mm., 45 mm., and
91 mm. from the top. There is a raised ridge on the back, pierced with

a hole for suspension, 48 mm. from the top. There is a little incised carving

at the two ends, and the pattern, two double rings with cross-cuts and
connecting cuts front and back, is the same as that on the wooden
mouthpiece of the shell trumpet " Te awa a te atua/' The lowest note

of this koauau is high B, the three following being B a quarter (almost

half) sharp, then C a quarter sharp, and D.
There are other noteworthy specimens of the koauau in the Auckland

Museum. One, named *' Ngarangikakapiti," was made from the arm-
bone of an Urewera chief of that name who was slain by the Tuhou-
rangi in the fight at Pukekahu about the beginning of the present

(? nineteenth) century, and was given to Captain Mair in 1866 by
Tuhotoariki, a noted old Tiihourangi wizard, who was entombed for several

days under a fallen whare during the Tarawera eruption. Another was
made from the leg-bone of the notorious Peka te Makarini, the executioner

under Te Kooti, who fell in the fight at Waikorowhiti on the 7th February,
1870. An old chief from Mohaka fashioned it, and sent it to Captain Mair.

The old man was a connoisseur, saying it was the sweetest instrument he
had ever played upon.

Captain ^Mair calls the nguru a " snorer or nose-flute "
; it was made

from nmtai, sometimes stone, was from 4 in. to Sin. in length, IJin. in

diameter, tapering internally in exact ratio to the outer surface. The
small upcurved end was placed in the nostril when used, the aperture at
this end being about the diameter of a lead-pencil. The exterior was
fancifully carved, and there were three holes for the fingers of the riaht hand.
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If the vguru wore played as stated, ou what did the air impinge to

produce a sound? or what formed a reed? The only way in which the

writer is able to sound a nguru is by blowing across the wide end as if it

were a loauaw; a clear sharp whistle, almost of piccolo quality, or boats-

wain's pipe, then sounds, and covering and uncovering the holes gives notes

of var\-ing pitch and irregular intervals. The odd hole at the back of the

bend altered the pitch, which was high C sharp in an Auckland instrument,

about a semitone.

In a note on the pumoana, or shell trumpet, which he calls jMkaea

(Plate 69, fig. 1), Captain Mair writes that the wooden mouthpiece waa

bound to the shell with bark from the hoihere (houhcre), or lacebark

{Uoheria populnea), steeped in a tenacious gum made from the seeds of

Pittosporum. There is a very old specimen of this trmnpet in the Auckland

Museum. It is called " Te awa a te atua," and according to tradition was

found on the beach at Matata or Te Awaateatua by Tuwharetoa, one of

the crew of the " Arawa " canoe. After the birth of the sons of Tuwharetoa

his tribe attacked and destroyed tlio numerous prehistoric people then Ii^^ng

about Putauaki (^Momit Edgcunibe)—namely, the Kawerau, Te Maranga-

ranga, Te Raupo Ngaoheohe, Te Tinirau, Te Aruhetawiri, &c. A remnant,

known as Te Heke o Marniwi, fied to Taupo, whither they were pursued

by the sons of Tuwharetoa, who, having oxterminated the Ngati-Hotu,

another ancient tribe, finally occupied all that country and are now known

at Ngatituwharetoa Elsdon Best notes that the Maruiwi were never

located at Taupo. They migrated from the Heipipi pa at Petane, marched

up the coast, and across the ranges to Opotikl, then on to the Waimana

district, where they settled. In later times they were expelled, and returned

to Heretaunwa via Waiohau and Kaingaroa. They were attacked by the

sons of Tuwharetoa near Te ahi a nga tane, on the Napier-Taupo roua. in

pani^, they fled in darkness, and are said to have perished in a canon near

Te Pohue, a few survivors reaching Heretaunga. The trumpet " Te '^^^^
f"

te atua " used to be sounded only on the birth of a first-born male chjld.

When Te Heuheu and his tribe were overwhelmed at Te Rai)a by a land-

sHp, in 1846, the trumpet was lost, but after many years was found agam,

and in 1880 given bv the late Te Heuheu to Captain ^Nlair. The pitch

of the note sounded by " Te awa a te atua " is a shade above lower (^

sharp ; the tone is loud and clear, like that produced from a well-blown

cow's horn. .

The pufara, which Captain Mair calls puUdaia or pataterc, was, he writes,

from 5 ft. to 7 ft. in length, and was made of from two to five thin stnj»

of matai hollowed and closely fitted together and strongly bound witn

kiekie-roots. The mouthpiece was a finely carved human figure, and abou

Sin. inside the cylinder was a tongue or valve of wood called tohetone

(tonsil). In an example now in the Dominion Museum the tonsil is a

the bell end, 11 in. from the extremity (see Plate 69, fig. 2). This trumpet

is 56Hn. long, fin. in diameter at the mouth end, 4 in. at the bell.

It" is of ingenioiLs construction, the main portion consisting of two pieces

of wood (Plate 69, fig. 2, A), being the two parts of a single piece split ana

hollowed out as described by Captain Mair. To fonn the belled end, t^vo

other pieces of wood (Plate 69, fig. 2, B) have been hollowed and ntted m
betw These two pieces are 2 in. in wic

about

The rim of the bell has been cut so that it forms a zigzag pattern. (Oe

Plate 69, fig. 2.) At 11 in. from the mouth of the bell a kind of tonsu

arrangement has been cut, as shown in the plate. The simple to
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projects from one side of one of the broad pieces, the double tomil i)rojecting

from the onijosite side of the other broad piooe. The right wing of tlus

the double tonsil is connected only at its base, as is the single tonsil It

cannot be determined from inspection if the tonsils have been cut from

the original piece of wood, or if tliey have been set in grooves subsequently

to the two pieces being hoUowed out ; but it looks as though they are

actually j^art of the wood.
, , , i i

The whole trumi>et is bound with a split aka-vinc of dark-brown colour,

a rebate at the mouth end preventing any chance of the bmdmg slipping

over the end. The bell is bound with a finer unsplit vine of a much lighter

colour (Plate 69, fig. 2, C). The note the writer is able to produce is the

purpose the tonsil served. It may vibrate

+ cir.!. Mam-; nnininii as cau bc gathered
bass E.

inchnes to suppose that it made the note purer—less of a blare. It is said

the old performers could almost speak on the trumpet ;
it is certainly

recorded that through it they hurled curses at the enemy with suthcient

clearness for tlie curses to be understood and resented.

There is a fine specimen of the fiitara m the Aucklan^l Museum it

is 76 in. in length, and the chief note it gives is C sharp in the bass. Ihis

note is exceedingly vigorous and reverberant, and unless the lips are

firmly held it gambols in lively fashion both above and below t sharp-

This instrument, too, assists the blower to produce the note, and it

encourages a vocalization that may well have given the name pulara or

putatara.

It is not easy to arrive at an idea of what the Maori thinks of song ;

nor is this to bo wondered at. For one thing, it is a little late in tjic flaj

to begin questioning. Again, how many Europeans could give detiiute

or satisfactory rephes if questioned on the technique of music or song .

Writers like Helmholz, on the analysis of sound, or Plunket Greene, on t lie

analysis of song, came at a late period in the development of musicaltaste—

at a date when there is something settled and definite in men s ideas ot

music^^x. ..^ ..... u....axx.. .. ... What can be expc^cted of the Maori, who

had not yet reached to the evolution of harmony, to say nothing ot

counterpoint—who had hardly even reached the stage at which our o\mi

enharmonic primitive folk-sonii evolved ?
i v a '

If we can examine an old poem or song that has escaped the moderniz-

the full phrase occupying a full verse of eight or seven bi>ats usuauy

broken into two lines of four beats, or of four and three—the long

measure" and "common measure" of church hymns. Since music

followed the words, the four-bar and eight-bar themes in music have their

origin in the four and eight accented lines and verses of poetry.

In the old poems, most of which were songs, the lines and verses were

not so definitely regular—the regularitv finally crystallizing into the stanza

of four or eight lines, or of sixteen or thirty-two bars. In singing, tlie lines

took on the character of Gregorian chants, where there are short melodic

phrases separated by conventional breves to which an indefinite number ot

syllables mav be sung. The general trend in singing seems to have been

towards the 'evolution of phrases that could be sung in one breadth, or in

two breaths. In church music the old and the new hve side by side m
the Gregorian chants and the hymns, ancient and modern.
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Even in cliurch music, however, the melody is modern throughout in

its definiteness—in its being confined to steps of tone or semitone ;
in the

folk-songs the* melody, as the rhj^hm, and the length of the phrases, was

ad lib, throughout. The introduction of metre and harmony resulted in

the standardizing, more or less, of melody, rhythm, and phrase-length.

There is evidence of similar evolution, or trends towards similar evolu-

tion, in Maori music. There is also a vigorous sur\dval of w^hat is probably

a yet older .character—a character that has quite disappeared from modern

mxisic. In many if not all the Maori karakia, usually sung or intoned in

a rhythmical monotone, the whole is dehvered on one breath. This would,

of course, be impossible for one person, so where two take part one smgs

as long as his breath will carry the sound, the second takes up the words

on the same note just before the breath of the first is expended, so that

there is an unbroken flow of sound. When a company of people is singing

one of their monotone songs of welcome the break in the general body of

sound is quite perceptible when one or other stops to take breath. The

one particular voice ceases for a moment or two, then resumes ;
another

ceases, and resumes, and so on, the general murmur never ceasing till the

close, where there is usually a drop in the hianga through one tone to four

or more. The breath may be taken at any place—even in the middle of a

word ; and, in resuming, the singer may start again in the middle of

a word. There seems to have been an aim to make the breath last as

long as possible, and there were particular songs for practice in holdhig

the breath.

DiefEenbach writes {Travels in New Zealand, vol. 2, p. 32 : Lond,, 1843)

:

"A very common sport amongst children consists in opening and shutting

the fingers, and bending the arm in a certain manner, when the follo^vlng

words are said, the whole of which must be completed in a single breath :

* Katahi ti karua ti ka hara mai tapati tapato re ka ran ua ka rau ua ka

noho te kiwi ka poke wa taiitau to pi to pa ka Tiuia mai ka tako te rangi ka%

ana te ivetu kai ana te marama o te Tin e rere ra runga e tepe ra peke o hud

kaiiere ttirakina te arero wiwi wawa ke ke ke te inanu ki taupiri.'
^'

The division of a song or karakia into definite lines, and verses (a definite

^ggreg^te of fines), and stanzas (a more or less definite aggregate of verses,

usually two or four) is a stage of evolution to which Maori music had

not yet attained, but indications of which can clearly be seen. It is a

natural evolution to which the poetry and music of all peoples are subject,

for the same forms both in poetry and music have evolved independently

among the various peoples.

Ill Maori songs the stanzas are of all manner of lengths, fike the. old

" batches " or " tirades " in songs such as the " Romance of Roland.'

Among the Ngati Porou these stanzas are known as whiti, the divisions

within the stanza, the irregular lines, being each called te upoko : they are

heads. Every song has its principal note, oro, the melody rising and faUing

a fittle above and below this note. The little drops in fractions of a tone are

whatiinga. There are often, especially in laments and love-songs

—

waiata-

ta})gi and waiata-aroha—curious and affecting breaks, noticed more often

on the letter h; emotional breaks, introducing a grace-note. This break

is called hotu (" a heart-note "). It is very noticeable in tha songs of

Caruso, and with his emotional power behind it it always produces a

powerful effect.

The resting-place, or breathing-place, is called wJiakataanga, and there

is here often a slight drop, an incipient hianga.
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The act of starting a song is called takitaki or hapai. In a song

that is sung on one breatli the leader will carry on the dominant part or

theme, the taM, the chorus coming in before his breath is exhausted. If

the song lags, the leader urges the singers by adding volume to his voice

—that is ivJiaJcareiva. If a leader or chorus forgets a song, and the tahu

is broken, that is ha ivhati ; the break is ivhati, and is an evil omen.

Sometimes, when all is going well, the leader will raise his pitch and suig

a tenor harmony : that is hi. At Whareponga, on the east coast, a

company of wonien were singing ; the song was going briskly and without

restraint, and one of the singers raised her pitch, singing very softly a

fifth above the others. This was very effective.

There is a word, irimtuji, wliich I first heard at Palmerston North

when speaking of music to Dr. Buck (Te Eangi Hiroa). He remarked

casually that the people often thought they heard a floating voice, or

spirit-voice, singing with them ; they called it irirangi. It was a chance

remark, but I remembered it when, at Whareponga, I first heard, as it

were, a faint voice sounding above the voices of the women singing.

I asked the Hon. A. T. Ngata, who was present, if the faint voice, to which

I drew attention, was what they called irimngi ; he said, Yes
;
and soon

one of the women, who also must have heard it, raised her pitch and

sang the same note as the faint voice. Speaking to Dr. Buck again later

on, he remarked that the old people would often sing together to get the

voice, te reo irirangi, and, when they heard it, would sing the song over

and over, listening to it. In Williams's Dictionary, under irirangi, is a

quotation,* " Mehemea Tea waiata tatou ki roto i te whare, a k<i rangona Ic

waha e waiata ana i walio, he waha ivairua, he irirangi tena " {If_ we are

singing in the house and a voice is heard singing outside, a spirit-voi(^,

that is an irirangi). It was said to be an evil omen ;
but it certainly

was not alway-s so regarded. The note heard is a harmonic, and may

occasionally be heard when singing on an vg sound. At Te Araroa, Bay

of Plenty, a woman struck in "now and again a third above the others,

maintaining the soft harmony not only on the principal note, but also

on intricate embellishments. Incipient harmony is indicated, and no doiilit

all harmony had such simple beginnings ; the ear perceives the harmonics

before science teaches what they are, and the ear finds them pleasing

or otherwise before science explains why. Probably harmonics are heard

more commonly than is realized ; they'may be heard occasionally m the

notes of birds, and it is no doubt the harmonics that form the basis of

at least some of the morning choruses of the bellbird and tui.

A mellow voice is meant by the expression puwhawhanga—a. voice that

sounds as if slightly muted, with just a trace of the effect of singing

through a comb—a slightly nasal, resonant quality. The restncted i

sound
be

a to make ae : this is especially observed at the head-ends (line-ends).

The motion of the hands during singing is aroarohaki, or aroarohtpa.

There is a saying. Ka kawea e te manamanahaa ka aroarohah (The singer

was so elated bv the song that lie broke into the appropriate accompany-
srreating gestures). There lo «,. x«.....— j — ^ -. -

trouble is taken in prefecting these, certain movements seeming to the

Maori to go better with certain types of music. The hands are moved

now here, now there, now bending" at the wrists, now trembling is^th the

wrists as pivots, now held to the right, now to the left, now close to_ the

body or head, now at arm's length : the knees are bent in rhj-thmic time,

* Obtained from Elsdon Best
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the foot taps, the head is inclined, the shoulders and the hips sway, the

eves are expressive, the lips-not a portion of the body but enters into

the movements. As different songs are sung, one is astomshed at the

variety of the gestures, and the diffierence of the gestures accompanying

the different songs, at the unison of the performers. They give whole-

hearted expression to their feelings, whatever they may be and the

listener-observer is continually tempted to join in, so powerful is the

effect of the rhvthm and the movements and the expression of the music.

I have to thank Mr. George Graham, of Auckland, and Te Rangi Hiroa

for much information used in this paper : the Hon. A. T. Ngata and the

people of Ngati-Porou for details regarding singing; Mr. Elsdon Best tor

continual assistance and advice ; the Directors of the Auckland, Dunedin,

and Wellington Museums for permission to test instruments in their col-

lections ; and Mr. H. Hamilton for the extreme trouble taken m making

the illustration of the tohelohe and the roria.

The Earhj Reclamations and Harbour-works of Wellington.

By Herbeht Bailltk, Librarian, Wellington Municipal Library.

[Read before the WelUnylon Philosophical Society, I8th Septe>,d>er, 1023 ; received by

Editor, mil September, 1923 ; issued sepurately, 28th August. J924.]

Plate 71.

The story of the discoverv, rediscovery, and settlement of Port Nicholson

has been fully told by Mr. Elsdon Best and others. It is proposed here

to record what was done in the way of introducing shipping facilities and

creating the port as at present existing.
, ..

The first official mention of Port Nicholson was in a parliamentary

paper laid before the House of Commons on the 31st August, 183o, in

connection with the recovery of British subjects who had been detained

by the Maoris when the barque " Harriet " was wrecked near Cape Egmont

on the 29th April, 1834. Captain Guard, of that vessel, with part ot his

crew and some Maori friends, was allowed to leave the locality to obtain

assistance on the 20th June, arriving at Port Nicholson by way of Blimi

Bay and Queen Charlotte Sound on the 30th June. Here he foiind the

schooner "Joseph Weller," on which he secured a passage to Sydney,

where he laid his case before the Governor, Sir Richard Bourkc. lius

resulted in H.M.S. " Alligator " being sent to New Zealand to recover tlie

prisoners. Wellington, or Port Nicholson, only bears on the subject by

providing a means for Guard reaching Sydney, but the episode gave Port

Nicholson its first advertisement in the British Parliament.

Captain Hobson, later Governor of the colony, visited Cook Strait m
H.M.S. "Rattlesnake" during 1^37, but he does not even mention the

port. , ,T

Port Nicholson thus took an insignificant part in the story ot isew

Zealand until 1840 ; but with the advent of the New Zealand Company

the Cook Strait districts and the port showed promise of future
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importance. In the Company's proj^pectus it is stated (1, p. 31)
** that Cook Strait, between the two Islands, forms part of the direct

track of vessels homeward-bound from the Australian colonies ; that

many vessels go through Cook Strait, while others at present pass

New Zealand at either its southern or northern extremity, but that

all would prefer the ^ midway of Cook Strait if that channel were
properly surveyed, liglited, and furnished with pilots ; and that,

consequently, settlements in Cook Strait, at Port Hardy, in D'Urville

Island, Queen Charlotte's Sound, Cloudy Bay, and Port Nicholson would
obtain stock cattle and other supplies from New South Wales with

peculiar facility and cheapness, since homeward-bound vessels would
naturally load in part, or sometimes entirely, with stock cattle for New
Zealand (and especially on deck in favourable weather, which prevails

during nine months of the year), discharging that cargo at New Zealand
and reloading there with water and provisions for the homeward voyage,

as well as with a New Zealand cargo for Europe, of hsh-oil, flax, timber, and
other productions of the country." It was also mentioned in the pro-

spectus that New South AVales received part of its supply of flour from
the New England States in North America, which New Zealand would be
able to supply, taking in exchange British manufactured goods ; these

the Austalian merchants had obtained by the sale of their wool in

London and Liverpool.

At this time Colonel Wakefield, with a small party, was on his

way to Cook Strait on the " Tory," with specific instructions (1, p. 23)

that he was to select the location of the first colony, to purchase
lands, to acquire general information as to the country, and to

make preparations for the formation of settlements. The price paid
for the land in those days is often held up to ridicule when
compared with the present-day value of the same land ; but that

is the oft-repeated story of the present looking back on the past and
envying its bargains. It is repeated even in the story of the early

reclamations. What would be thought of land in Willis Street, opposite

the Evenimj PoM office, being sold at £6 per foot frontage ? The speculator

of those davs did not see anv bargain about it: the land—there was
only 360 ft. of it—could not be sold ; half of it had to be given away

;

and Sir George Grey did a good turn to the Wellington College when he

granted 182 ft. as an endowment to that institution.

The rivalry between Auckland and Wellington, now usually of a fairly

friendly nature, is a mystery to many people. It is generally ascribed to

the removal of the seat of Government in 1863, but it was in existence

long before that. It originated as far back as 1840, when Governor
Hobson, without visiting Wellington, selected Auckland as the capital-

All sort« and conditions of men, both here and in the Old Country, joined
*n the discussion of pros and cons. Perhaps one of the most amusing
of these was a letter to Lord Stanley from a firm of English lawyers who
had been commissioned by several settlers of Auckland to protest against

the proposed removal to Wellington (2, p. 68). They state that it would
be easy to connect Manukau Bay with the Waikato River, and at a
trifling expense, '' Taranaki is a fine^ agricultural district, but it is distant

100 miles from Port Nicholson, and is easier approached from Auckland
by means of the River Waikato and Lake Taupo and the River Wanganui
than from Wellington. As regards internal comnmnication, there is none
iit Port Nicholson, which is blocked in on all sides bv enormous and
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precipitous mountains/' There is no doubt that at the time Hobson
made his choice North Auckland was the most important part of

New Zealand,, and the Waitemata district, Muth its double harbour, was

considered a strategical position.

When Captain HoKson and the Colonial Secretary did visit Port Nichol-

son, although they were badly received, they gauged the position very

fairly, Willoughby Shortland, Colonial Secretary,' who came to Wellingr

ton to suppress a rumoured rebellion, in a report to Governor Hobson
(10th October, 1840) says (3, p. 119) :

'' A beautiful and extensive harbour,

in which there are no dangers of any consequence; the anchorage in

Lambton Harbour is extremely good, but the one off the beach of Petone
is by no means safe. A lighthouse and good pilots would in a great

measure obviate any difficulties in entering the harbour." During the next

year Governor Hobson paid his long-expected visit to Port Nicholson. He
had written to the Secretary of State for the Colonies (10th November, 1840)

(3, p. 127) :

*' The port is certainly most spacious, and is free from danger
within its heads, but its very great extent, and the tremendous violence

of the prevailing winds, generate so heavy a sea within itself as to suspend
for many days together all operations connected with the shipping. The
reports of Mr. Shortland and of other authorities rank Port Nicholson,
as a commercial port, second both to the Bay of Islands and the Waitemata
(Auckland)." After his visit to the port he reported (13th December, 1841)
to the Secretary of State (4, p. 183) :

" As to the capabilities of the port,

I am of opinion that few places can surpass it, but the entrance is

rather difficult to distinguish, and appears verv dangerous to a stranger.

A more general knowledge of the coast, however, and a lighthouse on
one of the heads, will obviate these difficulties. If any objection to- the
harbour exists, it is that the estuary is too extended, and the violent

winds which prevail occasion a most turbulent sea at the anchorage.
Owing to the approach to the shores being shallow, rather long wharves
would be necessary." Felton Matthews, Surveyor-General, who came with
Hobson, forecasted (4, p. 185) that the best situation for the Customhouse
would be between Pipitea and Te Aro, and in front of Lambton Quay,
which must be recovered from the water. There it was placed in 1862,

twenty-two years after.

The violent winds were regarded from quite a different viewpoint by
Bishop Selwyn, who in 1848 wrote (5, p. 46) :

" No one can speak of the

healthfulness of New Zealand till he has been ventilated by the restless

breezes of Port Nicholson, where malaria is no more to be feared than on
the top of Chimborazo, and where active habits of industry and enterprise
are evidently favoured by the elastic tone and perpetual motion of the

atmosphere. If I am not mistaken, no fog can ever linger long over
Wellington to deaden the intellectual faculties of its inhabitants. They
will not always reason right or be unanimous in opinion ; but there will

always be activity of thought and promptness of action in tliis battlefield

of the north-west and south-east winds."
Lieutenant Wood, late of the Indian Navy, who wrote a rather

disgruntled book on early Wellington, has notliing to say against the

harbour, but records (6) that " when a beacon is erected on the outermost
rock of Barrett's Reef and a lighthouse built upon the Heads nothing
more could be desired." He also suggested a "circular wharf abreast
the town where vessels of large tonnage might discharge." As will be
seen by the harbour-plan, a practically circular wharf, with projections,
has been built.
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con
of Wellington, Auckland, and Russell being constituted free ports in ^^.•
formity with the provision of Act 3 and 4 William IV. Perhaps this mav
account for the following Proclamation, dated 1st October 1844 (7)

•

On and after tWs day neither Ught dues, port charges, nor harbour dues
of any kind will be demanded from any vessel whatever in or near any
part of New Zealand. Taking a pilot will be optional with the master
or commander of any vessel ; if used, the charge will be 3s. per foot
into or out of any harbour. There are no duties of Customs or
public charges of any kind payable by vessels in New Zealand —Andrew
biNCLAiR, Colonial Secretarv."

On the

r

Beacons.

Heaphy in his book (8) says that "much inconvenience has been
experienced from the want of lights and beacons." Owing to wrecks in the
vicinity of the Heads, the settlers became anxious that beacons should be
erected. It may be of interest to show that even then the settlers did not
get things on the first asking. The local newspaper of the 16th January,
1841 stated that beacons were to be erected on both sides of the Heads.

+ A ^^ '^"'^ complaints were made that the work had not been

i« i!^T^
*^® ^*^ September another complaint was made. ^^ .^^,

18th December plans and estimates were called for, but nothing was
done by the Government until nearly three years later. E. J. Wakefield
mentions that in 1842 "two landmarks had "been put up at the Heads."
One, a three-sided wooden pyramid with open sides about 70 ft. high, on
I'encarrow Head, was blown down by a gale of wind soon after. This
nad been put up by pubhc subscription. Another, on the highest peak of
the western side of the entrance^ Beacon Hill, was more securely fixed,
by Colonel Wakefield's orders. It consisted of four tun butts, then three,
then one, piled above each other, filled with stones and painted white,
with a flagstaff on the top. Tendere were called by the Grovernment in
January, 1843, but again there was delay, for it was not imtil the 20th
June, 1844, that it w^as notified that a beacon had been "erected on
Pencarrow Head, at the eastern side of the entrance to the harbour,
bearing, from observations taken on board H.M. colonial brig " Victoria,"

|E. from the outer rock of Barrett's Reef
surmounted
Council's H{

February

be

lad found that the beacon was quite unsafe, the bottoms
b planking having become quite rotten. There was danger
1 on to the light-keeper's cottage during a southerly gale.

^ _ whitewashed to render it more conspicuous, and generally,
Whatever improvements are contemplated, ought to be effected directly

th TT*^^
weather is fine, and finished before the winter/' Also, in 1864

tne House of Eepresentatives set up a Committee lo consider the matter
Of erectmg beacons and lighthouses. It suggested that a beacon be erected
on the outer rock of Barrett's Eeef, with a reflector so placed, if possible,
*s to catch the light from the lighthouse on Pencarrow. While the
permanent lighthouse was being erected in 1858 it was foimd necessary
o remove the. beacon. A temporary flagstaff was raised, carrying a wliite

°^g with a red ball above it. The lighthouse was painted white, and thus
became a beacon bv dav as wpII as hv n\aht '"' "^ '^'

mention the beacon,

Albert. In Grimstone

The Wellington Alma
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sailing directions by Captain Richards, of the " Victoria/' note the white

beacon on Pencarrow and the landmark on Beacon Hill. The Cook Strait

Almanac of 1851 mentions that the Pencarrow beacon is not visible at.

a

distance of five miles, except in clear weather. The New Zealand Pilot

of 1856 mentions the barrel beacon, also the Pencarrow beacon, but not

the red flag. In the New Zealand Pilots 1856, the Government House

flagstaff is noted as a leading-mark, also the " Waterloo Inn/' a large

wliite building on tlie extreme of Kaiwarra Point.

SiGXAL-STATIOXS.

The first signal-station was erected on Mount Albert, the peak to the

south of Newtown Park, in 1844. The first signalman was Robert
Houghton, a master mariner, who was also gazetted as keeper of the

powder - magazine. The signals used in those days were the same
as now used at the Mount Victoria Signal-station, though some of

them have fallen into disuse. One that would be frequently used in the

"forties" and "fifties"—the circle, for a brig—has probably not been
used for many years. Until the days of regular steam communication
with the Home-country the square, the signal for a ship, was an important
signal to those who were expecting friends or imix)rtant cargo, and they
anxiously awaited the hoist of flags denoting the particular ship signalled.

Cases were known, however, of vessels, though signalled, being delayed
for days by adverse winds and weather. From the 13th September, 1849,
the signals from Mount Albert were repeated on the flagstaff* which had
been erected in front of the old Government House at a cost of about
£100. In February, 1863, Mr. John T. Piatt offered to repeat the signals

on a flagstaff that he had erected at the foot of Tory Street. His letter,

published in the Provincial Gazette, stated that the staff was erected on
his premises known as the *' Brick House," and that ^''

the signals woiUd
be repeated with accuracy and regularity. The signals would be of

suflBcient size and would be placed at sufficient height as to enable them
to be seen clearly by tlie greater portion of the inhabitants of Te Aro."
Apparently the service was not satisfactory, as a petition was presented
asking the Council to provide a station for Te Aro, or improve Piatt's.

The change to Mount Victoria rendered any repeating within the town
unnecessary.

While the signal-station was on Mount Albert the outside pilot-station

was in a small cove a little to the west of Palmer Head, Tarakena Bav.
On the 26th December, 1858, the Consulting Engiiieer, Mr. Carter, reported
that the signal-station was in such a bad state as to remind one of the

celebrated gim that needed a new lock, stock, and barrel. In 1866 it was
decided that the pilot service should be located within the Heads, Worser
Bay being the position selected. Land was purchased and buildings

erected, some of wliich are still in existence. A signal-station and a

dwelling for the signalman were erected on Beacon Hill, and the signal

staff was removed from Mount Albert to Mount Victoria, to which .the

signals were repeated from the outer station. Code-flags, both Com-
mercial Code and Marryatt's, had beon suj)plied, and by their means
messages could be sent from town to vessels, the pilot-station, or the Ught-
iiouse at Pencarrow, or vice versa, hv way of Mount Victoria. Later,

An illustration of the first Government House, with flagstaff before it, appears
at p. 21 of the CydopecUa of Xew ZenlnmU WelUngton Provincial District, 1897.
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Fig. 1. Signal-station on Mount Albert (from print in Alexander Tumbull
Library). No. 1 denotes a ship, 2 a barque, 3 a brig, 4 a schooner,

5 a cutter, 6 a steamer.
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Beacon Hill became what was known as a learners' station, with a Morse
telegraph-set connection with the Welhngton Telegraph Office, a cadet
being stationed there. Still later, a telephone was installed between the
pilot-station and Beacon Hill, one of the first telephone circuits in New
2fealand.

The first pilot appointed by the Government, in 1842, was D, McCarthy.
James Hebberley had been appointed by the New Zealand Company in

1840. McCarthy was succeeded by R. Calder, who retired in 1848.

He was succeeded by James Ames (father of the present City Valuer), who
filled the position temporarily. In 1849 Captain Daniel Dougherty, an
American whahng captain, was appointed, and he held the position until

his death in 1856.

It should be mentioned that Heaphy records (8) that '' E'Warri, one of

the young chiefs of Port Nicholson, had, with a boat's crew of Natives, gone
off to the " Ol}mipus," immigrant sliip, in the strait during a gale, and
piloted her with safety into the harbour, and to an anchorage, for which
service the company awarded him £5.

Time-signals were given daily from H.M. Surveying Ship " Acheron,"
Captain J. L. Stokes, while in port towards the end of 1849. On the 9th
March, 1864, a time-ball service was instituted. A mast was raised above
the Customhouse, on which a large black ball was raised daily, half-mast
at ten minutes to 12, mast-head at five minutes to 12, and dropped at noon,
Wellington mean time. The cOst of the astronomical clock ordered in

connection with the time-ball, with the other necessary apparatus and
fittings, amounted to £941 12s. 7d. The first observer was the Rev. Arthur
Stock, of St. Peter's Church.

Lighthouses.

The first mention of a proposed light was the offer of the New Zealand
Comp

500
future dues (2, p. 31). The Colonial Office referred the matter to the New
Zealand officials. Whatever the reply may have been, there was no fight-

house erected by the company. Perhaps the foIlo^^^ng extract from Wake-
field's Adventure (9) should have been the first paragraph of this section

although the Kghts referred to were hardly what is know^i aa a lighthouse :

return

boats

lights on the extremities of the reefs." The frigate was H.M.S. " Herald,"

Captain Nias, which had called at Port Nicholson on the 20th July, 1840,

gnty over the South

Waitangi. When
the beacon was erected in 1844, the question of a lighthouse was left in

un
a^ a necessity. The necessity was emphasized by the wreck, on the 23rd

July, 1851, of the barque ''Maria," Captain Plank, from Port Cooper,

which ran ashore near the mouth of the Karori Stream and became a

total wreck, twenty-nine lives being lost. The absence of a lighthouse

was held as being chiefly responsible, and a strong appeal was made to

Sir George Grey that one should be erected at once. He agreed, and
proposed that the duty on spirits should be increased by Is. 6d. per gallon

lor tne purpose of raismg the means to do
but still no lighthouse—no real lighthouse.

The proposal was carried,

Lifi

23—Trans.
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says :
'' Instead of a proper lighthouse being erected a miserable shed with

a bow-window in it was constructed, in which was placed an indifferent

lamp-light." Waira
did by walking to the old pilot-station by way of Lyall Bay and crossing

to Pencarrow in the pilot-boat. He ascended the hill on which the *' light-

house " stood (10). W
Bennett) coming up the hill with a load of drift-wood on his back which he

had collected on the beach, and looking like another ' Eobinson Crusoe.'

This Government officer or servant had his habitation—I cannot say it was a

comfortable one, many would call it a wretched place ; but, Lord bless me !

man is an animal that accommodates himself to all sorts of odd things and

contrarieties, from the peer in his jjalace to the savage in his hut. Here

was a case in point : Governor Grey lived in Government House, built on

a nice green mound ; the lighthouse-keeper also lived on top of a hill, and,

with his wife and three children, and the lighthouse apparatus, were all

stowed away in two Httle rooms each about 10 ft. square and without a

fii-eplace. The interior of this building, a lighthouse and dweUing combined,
was accessible to wind and rain on all sides, and in heavy gales it rocked

and shook so much as to frighten the keeper and his family out of it, who
in that case took refuge in a sort of cave or cabin which he had scooped out

of the side of the hill, over which he had fixed a rude thatched roof and in

which he had built a rude stone chimney. This cabin was his house of refuge

and his cooking-place/' Mr. Carter, in a note, states that Mr. Bennett was

boat
afterward, he thinks

One of the first Committees to be set up by the House of Kepresentatives
was one appointed (22nd June, 1854) to rejjort on the lighthouses and beacons

required on the coast. It reported on the 8th August, 1854. Pencarrow is

being

mislead
The Committee recommended that a permanent lighthouse be erected as

planned by Mr, Edward Roberts, of the Royal Engineer Stafi, then sta-

tioned in Wellington, the estimated cost to be £3,400. Captain Drury, of

H.M. Surveying Ship " Pandora," in giving evidence before the Committee,
recommended that the fight be placed on Point Dorset. The Provincial

Council had during its first session appointed (23rd December, 1853) a

Harbour-Hght Committee, which reported (17th February, 1854), in part, as

follows :

—

" The establishment (Pencarrow) was visited 4th February, 1854, and
all things found clean and in order, and very creditable to the person in

charge. The situation is considered the best that could be chosen for the

first harbour-fight, answering at the same time the useful purpose of assist-

ing the navigation of that part of the strait adjacent to the Heads. The
apparatus for producing the fight is not very powerful, but with some sfight

modification might be made far more effective.
" The great complaint is that towards morning the fight gets so dim and

be anses
from the inferior quality of the oil, by which the lamp gets clogged up before

morning and the quantity of fight greatly lessened ; and, secondly, from the

positi

being kept constantly full of dense smoke, the windows become
pletely blackened in a few hours, thereby producing tbat gfimmering red

appearance which all have observed a few hours after the lamps have been
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lighted. By using a "better oil a superior light would be produced and kept

up till morning ; and by removing the present conductor, which is placed far

too loWj and making two apertures ill the highest part of the ceiling, one at

each corner, to act alternatively in case of a change of wind, the smoke would

be got rid of, and the same or nearly the same brilHancy kept up till morning

which is now seen only in the early part of the night. There is no doubt

but that the conflicting testimony respecting the Hght has arisen from the

different appearances presented to individuals in those different hours of

the night in which they have had an opportunity of seeing it. The only

Committe
mieht be

and worked in the present building at a small additional expense, thereby

giving the light a distinctive character and preventing its being mistaken

fire, without diminishing its force by the intervention of any

coloured medium.
" The Commi

be

under nresent arrangements, without

"" — X— '

frequenting the harbour.
ti mv 1 _ __ ^ _.

might be so for weeks, to the great danger

house aDDears to be stronelv built but quite imfinished

:posed

winter

Well
a light is shown but it is not seen at more than two or three miles. The

ew

During the fourth session of the Provincial Council, 1856-57, it was

ided to erect a permanent light. The sum of £10,000 was voted for the

;
part of a loan to be raised. Previous to the vote being

Lperintendent wrote to the Colonial Secretary requesting a
bein

passed the

Roberts
posed

with the plans and specifications pre

i much interesting information about

fif.li Marrh_ 1857. the Sunerintendent

Roberts
.ans and specifications as prepared by him in 1853, asking him, with

imes Smith, a Wellington citizen then in England, to obtain and send

be

duplicated. The sum of £3,500 was fixed as a limit to cost. The contractor

a lightkeeper he could be appoin
received raneed from £2.435 t

person sent out was

i light. The tenders

il contractors being

Messrs. Cochrane and Co. In opening the fifth session (2nd June, 1857) the

Superintendent stated that the General Government had objected to the

Provincial Council constructing the lighthouse, as the 19th section of the

Constitution Act prohibited any Provincial Council from making any law

for the erection and maintenance of lighthouses. The Superintendent

questioned the ruhng—it only applied to Hghthouses on the coast. He
reminded the Council that they had maintained a light at Pencarrow for

several years. In any case, he had ordered the lighthouse, and he hoped

be
reasons

Corporations Act, 1842, by the Colonial

a rinrnn rations are auMiorized to erect

23*
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beacons and lighthouses, a power which properly belongs solely to the

Crown." The directors of the New Zealand Company protested against

the disallowance, and, in respect to the above objection, submitted that

wing

commum
respecting the call for which, the proper sites of their erection, and the

best means for compassing that end, the representative of the Sovereign,

dmg at a distance, must be comparatively lU-miormed.

Also out of chronological order, but very interesting and opportune,

he following extract from the Evenina Post of the 13th July, 1923 :

—

Parliament,—To-day's Proceedi:n^gs.

Legislative CounciL

In the Legislative Council to-day Sir Thomas Mackenzie asked the Attorney-

General whether the time had not arrived for the erection of an automatic light on

Barrett's Reef, at the entrance to Wellington Harbour, in order that greater safety

may be given to navigation. He said that some forty masters of steamers had peti-

tioned to have a light placed on the reef. The reef was exceedingly dangerous in foggy

•weather.

In reply. Sir Francis Bell, Attorney - General, said Barrett's Reef was within the

limits of Wellington Harbour, and the question of placing a light on the reef was a

matter for the Harbour Board to determine.

According to a return dated 15th May, 1858, the total cost up to that

date, including the salary and passage of Mr. Edward Wright, who had
been sent out to superintend the erection^ amounted to £2,554. Mr.

Wright reported on the same date that the cost of erecting the lighthouse,

if landed at Fitzroy Bay, would be £750 ; if landed inside the harbour,

two miles and three-quarters from Pencarrow, the cost would be £2,000,

exclusive of landing the material on the beach at the selected point. In

a return to the General Assembly, 1867, the total cost of Pencarrow to

date was stated to be £6,422. The light was exhibited from the 1st

January, 1859. It was described as being of the second order, catadioptric

system, with eclipses at intervals of two minutes. The cause of the change

to a fixed light from September of the same year has not been traced ;

it was probably some trouble with the mechanism. The first keeper of

the light was Mrs. Bennett, widow of the first keeper of the temporary

light, with W. Lyell as assistant. In the 1865 report of the Marine Board
Engineer, Mr. Balfour, Pencarrow is referred to :

*' While engaged in a

survey of the strait we happened to pass Pencarrow at night, and, as the

light was very poor, we landed to examine it. We found everything in

good order except the light, which, though very jvhite and clear, was

miserably low, being only l|in. from the burner to the top, whereas the

standard height is from 3| in. to 4 in." He suggested that the services of

the trained light-keeper who had been brought out by the Pro\ancial Council

of Otago should be secured in order to examine and adjust the apparatus

and instruct the keepers.. In 1867 the Engineer reported that the roof

of the keepers' cottage had been blown off during a gale. He also

suggested that a better path to the lighthouse be formed, arid that a store

be erected on the beach, also one on the hill, wliich could be used as a

workshop. During that year £298 was expended, so probably his suggestions

were agreed to. A new set of lamps were installed during the year

1869-70. The Marine Engineer, on the 18th June, 1869, reported that

the buildings were much decayed. During the following year new dwelHngs

for the keepers were erected at a cost of £764.
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In 1864-66 the Marine Act of 1863, which imposed duties on the
provinces in connection with lights and beacons, was amended. The

withdrawn
wi

who was also given authority to purchase any of the lights and beacons
from the Provincial Governments. It would probably be at this time
that the management of Pencarrow passed to the Marine Department.

In 1864 the Chamber of Commerce urged that a light be placed on
Point Gordon, but the President of the Marine Board pointed out that
Somes Island would be a better position, therefore it had been decided to
erect a lighthouse there. It was erected and maintained by the Provincial
Council until the abolition of the provinces, in 1875, when the Marine
Department took over the responsibility and expense until a few years
ago, when they were passed on to the Harbour Board. The Hght was first

shown on the 17th February, 1866. It was manufactured by Messrs
Chance Bros, and Co„ and desnribpr! as bpincr rntflrlinnfTif* nf fVip fourth

wi

western and a fixed green light on the eastern shore. Keepers' dwellings
were erected in October, 1865, at a cost of £695. Some trouble was caused
at the outset owing to the divisional lights not working satisfactorily.
Mr. W. Lyell, transferred from Pencarrow, was the first keeper, with
D. Susans as assistant.

Colza-oil was used by New Zealand lighthouses until 1872. The
Marine Department report of that year suggested a change to kerosene,
which would result in more brilliant lighting at a reduced cost. In 1876
the report gave details of the illuminating-power of kerosene. In 1877
Pencarrow and Tiritiri were the only lights using colza. In 1881 kerosene
lighting was completely installed. In 1878 Pencarrow consumed 510
gallons of colza, in 1881 734 gallons of kerosene. During the financial
year 1921-22 867 gallons were used. It may be of interest to note that
the cost of oils and wicks in 1857 was : Lamp-oil, 10s. per gallon ; sperm,
5s, lOd, per gallon ; cotton wick, 10s. per pound.

According to a return, the Government secured the freehold of the
lighthouse reserve, consisting of 69 acres, from the Maori in 1873, although
m 1841 it was notified that the Government has reserved land at Pencarrow
for public service.

The " Incoxstant.
99

Towards the end of 1849 the ship " Inconstant," 588 tons, of London,
nussed stays in entering the harbour and drifted on to the rocks at the
point near Pencarrow named after her. Fortunately, H.M. Surveying
Steamer " Acheron " was in port at the time and towed her off. Apparently
the damage was too extensive for repairs to be effected, for Messrs. BetLune
and Hunter sold the vessel to a local shipwright, who in turn sold it to
Mr. John Phmmer in 1850 for £80. Mr. Plimmer received permission from
"ir George Grey to remove the vessel from Te Aro, where she was beached,
to a short distance north of Clay Point, in front of Barrett's Hotel by
that time removed to its present site. He cut down the upper works,
shored up the hull, connected it with Lambton Quay by means of a bridge,
and constructed over part of it a large building, 68 ft. by 30 ft., comprising
two floors, while the lower part of the ship formed a basement measuring
oO ft. by 25 ft. The building was fitted as a warehouse and auction-room
for Messrs. James Smith and Co., who opened it for business on the 14th May,
1851, As usual in those days, the occasion was celebrated by a lunch.
The building was generally known as " Noah's Ark," although it was often
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called " Plimmer's Wharf." There was an open platform at each end of

the hull. The fore part of the vessel is said to have rested in 10 ft. of

water, the platform being used as a wharf. The earthquake of 1855 caused

some damage by throwing the vessel on its side, but with difficulty it

was replaced firmly and safely in its old position. After the shake

Mr. PUmmer built a retaining-wall to the north of the ''Ark" and filled

in around it. Mr. C. R. Carter, in reporting on Mr. Plimmer's claim

in 1862 for the pre-emptive right to purchase the adjacent land, stated

that Mr. Plimmer had constructed a timber breastwork 136 ft. long,

valued at £95, and had filled in 3,601 cubic feet of spoil, valued at

£450. The Provincial Council allowed Mr. Plimmer's claim to two

sections. These sections together comprised an irregularly-shaped block

with a frontage of 50 ft. to Hunter Street, 130 ft. to Customhouse

Quay, and 130 ft. to Lambton Quay. The price of the Hunter Street

corner section was to be fixed by the price obtained for the section

opposite—that is, the present Austrahan Mutual Pro\ndent Society's site.

The second section, with 70 ft. frontage to Customhouse Quay and 130 ft.

to Lambton Quay, was to be sold on the Customhouse Quay frontage

at a price per foot averaging the price received from the sections on the

opposite side. This land brought £15 per foot. He was also to be

allowed the amount stated above for the work done by him. After the 1861

reclamation was completed Mr. Plimmer constructed another wharf from
the breastwork. This wharf was generally known as Plimmer and Reeves's

Wharf. It was the last private wharf in WeUington Harbour to go, which

it did when the Te Aro reclamation was undertaken.

Harbour-lights.

The first official harbour-light was a red light shown from the end of

99

Ark
of vessels coming in to an anchorage in Lambton Harbour/' At this

time the Harbourmaster had his office at Phmmer's Wharf—" Noah's Ark
"

A white light was shown from the deep-water wharf on the 19th October,

1863, but it was placed so low that complaint was made that it was

hidden by any vessel that might be lying at the end of the cross-head.

In 1866 the Harbourmaster reported that a better light should be shown
on the wharf, one that could be seen at a distance of four miles in ordinary

weather, the present light being visible only half a mile. On the completion

of the extensions in 1867 a powerful red lamp was placed at the end of the

wharf.

The 1858 Harbour Eegulations provided that all vessels should have

buoys and buoy-ropes to their anchors to show their position ; also that

all vessels should hoist a conspicuous Hght at their peak-end from dark

to daylight. This latter regulation came into force on the 23rd December,
1858. One of the

_

picturesque and novel sight.

papers

Eeclamations axd Sea-walls,

In 1847 tenders were called by the General Government for the

construction of a timber breastwork along part of Lambton Quay.
Tenders were to be marked " Tenders for repairing Beach Road/* In

the early days of the settlement the waterside road was known as
' Thorndon Quay " from the Hutt Road to Charlotte Street, and
Lambton Quay," from thence to Section 205, where Willis Street

tc

a
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commenced. Locally, the full stretch was known as '' The Beach."
Along the quays- the water at high tides in many places covered part
of the roadway, and probably it would be to form the roadway in one
of these bad places that the breastwork was required. Even in 1850,
Carter tells us, there was not room in some parts for two carts to pass.
In 1854 Carter constructed for the Provincial Government another breast-
work, 600 ft. long. It was constructed of brick, and, he says, was built
witb the object of widening the beach to a width of 60 ft. This contract,
which also included the formation of a footpath and cross wood drains,
cost £832. Mr. Edward Roberts was instructed in 1851 to prepare a
scheme of reclamation. The Spectator proposed that it should extend from
Pipitea to Clay Point.

In 1852 the Government of New Munster, which comprised the southern
half of the North Island and the whole of the South Island, called for
tenders for reclaiming a part of Lambton Harbour. This reclamation is

generally known in legal circles as " Sir George Grey's reclamation.'* It
ran from Customhouse Street (now usuallv known as " Old nnstornhnnap.

Wilhs Street. Mr. Roberts
harbour

secured Work
menced early in April, and was completed early in October. Apparently
the land was offered for sale as it became available, for a block was
put up for sale by public auction on the 21st July, when a 50 ft. frontage
was sold to John Harding at the upset price of £6 per foot. On the Uth
September another block, of 60 ft., was sold at the same price to S. Cimino.
There was to be another sale on the 30th October. I can find no record

Maurice Smith
(Chief Draughtsman of the Survey Department), I learn
sales to the public amounted to £900. This accounts for 150 ft. ; 182 ft.,

with an area of 1 rood 25 perches, was granted by Sir George Grey as
an endowment for the Wellington College. There was a cross-street from
WilHs Street to the waterfront (now nart of Mercer Streets, of a width of.

contract.
Lge of 360 ft. as per

be £1,092, makine a
total value of £1,992 against an expenditure of £1,036, The cross-street

nown
as College Lane "—now Mercer Street. Carter records that during the
progress of the work a heavy sea carried away part of the wooden wall

;

be also records that his profit amounted to £212, although the Engineer
assured him before he signed the contract that he had underestimated the
work. During low tides the water would probably not be near the wall.

By the Public Reserves Act, 1854, the Provincial Government was
granted the right to reclaim part of the harbour below high-water mark
from^the '* reclaimed land'' to the foot of Tinakori Road. "Reclaimed
land" would, of course, refer to the 1852 reclamation. A definite scheme
of reclaiming land from the harbour was asked for, when the Committee
on the Harbour Reserves Bill reported to the Provincial Council (Ist
February, 1856), as follows :—

Your Committee has been unable to obtain sufficient information to
enable it to propose any specific plan for the management of the harbour
reserves. It therefore contents itself with recommendine that the Super-
itendent should invite, by competition, plans and specificati

claiming of the land and building retaining-walls, and havi

blocks
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such plans to be accompanied by a plan for laying off the reclaimed land

in streets, and for drainage. That in all plans a continuation of Willis

Street and a quay on the water side be made main features. That the

Superintendent should offer a premium for the plan which he may consider

the most practicable. That blocks of the land be sold unreclaimed under

a condition that the purchaser shall reclaim within a certain period,

according to the adopted plan, or the Superintendent should contract with

persons willing to do so. To reclaim any block or blocks, the contractor

receiving payment for so doing on sale of the land, the amount of the

contract being added to the purchase-money as for improvements thereon

or, if the block be sold in lots, apportioned among the purchasers

accordingly. That sufficient reserves be made for public purposes. That

all land alienated, except that hereafter referred to, be absolutely sold,

and that by public auction. That those persons who have erected wharves

along the beach, extending unto the reserved land, should have the right

of pre-emption over the allotments comprising such wharves, at the average

price of the adjoining land."

An Act was passed during that session enabling the Superintendent

to act as suggested, also gi^nng him authority to grant a lease of a section

with 80 ft, frontage to Willis Street, at such rent and on such terms as

he might consider expedient, to the Tradesmen's Club, which appears to

have been an institution of the nature of a Chamber of Commerce. It

proposed to build a public hall, and also to erect and maintain an inner

rbour appen
there being no harbour-light at the time. The suggestion to have a

quay on the water side was not adopted, thus giving purchasers the

water rights at the rear of their sections as far as the WiHis
Quay To extinguish these rights

the City Council had to grant compensation to the owners at the time

of the Te Aro reclamation. Apparently it was proposed to erect a stone

wall, for tenders were called during 1856 for the conveyance of 2,000 tons

of stone from Somes Island to where they might be required between

Bowler's Wharf and "Noah's Ark." "The stone will be jnit on a jetty

at Somes Island, alongside of which there will be a depth of 5 ft. at high

water. DeUveries to be of not less than 200 tons per week, to commence
18th December, 1856." Engineers may be interested in the subject of

Somes Island stone, though this scheme was not proceeded with. Carter

writes : " Towards the end of 1857 I succeeded in getting a contract for

building a long length of brick-in-cement sea-wall, which commenced at

the north end of the wood retaining-wall I had previously built (Chew's

Lane), and extending into water 3 ft. deep at low water to near Clay

Point at ' Noah's Ark.' My contract for this (which included 172 ft. of

brick sewer) was £3,343. In the year 1861 I obtained another contract

for continuing this sea-wall on to a point in a line with the northern side

of the block of land on which the Oddfellows' Hall is built. Both of

these contracts, though very difficult to execute, proved to me very

remunerative. The ' gossipers ' said I would have to go to the expense

of^ coffer-dams in order to lay the foundations under water. They were

niistakcn. I devised a plan of building (out of water, but over their

sites) large blocks of brickwork loosely keyed 'togethf^r, and then lowered

them into their position or site under water. I then keyed them with

large bricks, and as at low water the tops of the blocks were about 6 in.

out of water, I built upon them without much difficulty except when the

water was rough." The filling-in of this space was carried out by day
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labour at a cost for the first part of £2,237^ totalling £5,580 for that block.

The first sale of sections was advertised for the 14th May, 1858. It

covered twenty-five sections with frontages to Willis Street, Harbour

Street, Customhouse Quay, and what is now known as the Bank of New
Zealand corner. The total frontage offered wa*^ 844 ft., costing approxi-

mately £6 10s. per foot frontage. Sections in WilHs Street were priced

at an upset value of £12 per foot, Harbour Street at £4, corner sections

£8, Customhouse Quay £15, while the Bank of New Zealand corner

was fixed at £8, totalling £9,712. Nine out of the ten Willis Street sections

were sold, three out of the eight Harbour Street sections, while none

of the Customhouse Quay sections, nor the corner, were disposed of.

The unsold sections were offered again on the 1st September, 1858,

but apparently none were sold, for they were offered yet again on

the 5th March, 1862. The size of the Bank of New Zealand section

had been increased to 70 ft. or 71 ft. to Lambton Quay with 100 ft.

frontage,

Quay Q
Zealand

It should be noted that the law provided for the sale of the reclaimed

land by the Provincial Council only by auction and for cash. It should

also be noted that in the March, 1858, session of the Council Mr. Richard

Barry, a member for the City of Wellington; proposed that the land

should be leased, biit he received no support.

In February, 1866, Mr. W. Tonks, who had secured the contract to

reclaim 13 acres of land from Panama Street to the north of Waring

Taylor Street, including the construction of a sea-wall, for the sum of

£24,792, commenced' the work, which was to be completed in June, 1867.

The area of the 1857-63 reclamation to Panama Street was 7 acres 3 roods

M perches, the total cost was £15,443, and the proceeds of sales amounted

to £37.529. The area of the 1866-67 reclamation was 12 acres 3 roods

29 perches, the cost £25,028, while the proceeds were only £8,923, but

to this should be added the amount paid by the City Council for the

unsold sections.

Soil for filling in the different reclamations was obtained from the

hillside at the rear of the Quay sections, Kumutoto (Woodward Street) to

Boulcott Street, Mr. Tonks even proposed to lay a tramway by way

of Manners Street and Cuba Street to Webb Street to bring spoil from

there. Permission was granted by the Town Board, but he only used

the tramway from Wilhs and Boulcott Streets, also a tramway from

Kumutoto. The 1857-61 reclamation was filled in with spoil brought in

carts. In the original plan there was no street running parallel with

Customhouse Quay, but in July, 1864, the Council decided that such a

<J

be

In addition to the pubHc reclamations, permission was granted to the

Oddfellows to reclaim a section fronting Lambton Quay. This section

was recently sold by that body. The foundation-stone of the Odd-
TToii r^^ 4-1,^ ^^^lo;^^;! 1otC/1 Tirac lairl nn fhft 21 fit Mav. 1859. Thefellows

gran the next section to that now

occupied by the Government Fire Insurance Building, which, by the way,

stands on a section, 100 ft."by 100 ft., reclaimed by Messrs. Joseph and

€o. in 1865, at a cost to the firm of over £300. The Freemasons were

«lso granted a site for reclamation, but apparently they did not take

advantage of the grant.

In 1864 it was decided that in future all streets should be 100 ft. wide,

which accounts for the extra width of a part of Lambton Quay.
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In 1871 the Provincial Council agreed to sell all of the unsold sections

of reclaimed land to the City Council for £12,000. Needless to say, it

was a bargain for the city, and the City Councillors of that date^are

entitled to the gratitude of subsequent generations. The Councd was

and did not attempt to part with the freeholds, excepting some taken

over by the General Government.

In 1873 the Provincial Council agreed to convey to the General

Government nearly 3 acres of unreclaimed lands for the purpose of

wise

nm^

During
with

water, extending from Te Aro Flat to Lambton Harbour, comprising

70 acres or thereabouts, be granted to the City of Wellington to be

reclaimed from the sea. The resolution was approved by the Supenn-

tendent. This is the block known later as the Te Aro reclamation.

On the 5th March, 1875, the Provincial Government entered into an

agreement with the WelUngton City Council to sell to the latter body its

rights in connection with another block of land then being reclaimed under

contract with Edmund O'Malley, containing an area of 36 acres, for the

sum of £30,000 with outstanding liabilities on the block, and also cost of

work from date till taken over by the Corporation, less moneys due from

the General Government on account of land acquired from the Provincial

nt. The signatories on behalf of the City Council were Joe

Dransfield and E. T. Gillon (Councillors). This agreement was never

carried out, and apparently the General Government took over the whole

contract, and the City Council lost a bargain. For this reclamation

jarrah piles were used as a breastwork, and the spoil was brought from

the foot of the Wadestown hill, where the oil-stores are now situated.

Ballast-trains were used. The spoil for the Te Aro reclamation came

from FitzGerald Point and the Roseneath Hill. Particulars of the Te

Aro reclamation are easily obtainable, and, with those of the Kaiwarra

reclamation, now in hand, are left to the future historian.

nmi

Wharves.

General.

Wellingto

there is recorded a list of the piers or jetties, including Brown's, Ehodes s,

Moore's, and others, constructed during the early years of settlement, which

may be accepted as. substantially correct. The following notes are

supplementary to those in the Year-hooh, which were compiled by Mr.

Elsdon Best.

The Commercial Wharf, unhke the other early wharves, was constructed

by a pubUc company with a capital of £250 in £2 shares. The wharf was

completed in December, 1841. It accommodated vessels up to 30 and 40 tons.

A wharf that is not mentioned in the Year-hooh is Tod's. Tod was

a speculator who arrived from Sydney in 1839, and acquired land in the

neighbourhood of what is now Charlotte Street. Probably the jetty shown

in Brees' illustration of Barn^tt's HotRl. and nftxt. t/i tlip Commercial Wharf,

Wharf
Bowler's Wharf who had

Wilhs

This

ilKs Street to Old Customhouse Quay.
Lyttelton Wharf

Old Customhouse Street, as it is now called).
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No. 9, Waitt's Wharf, was not ofi Willis Street: it stood out from
Customhouse Street. Its present location would be through the vacant
section opposite the Pubhc Library, owned, I believe, by Bums, Philp, and
Co. This wharf (sometimes called Customhouse Wharf) was never public-

property. It was a frequently changing property, and with the change
of ownership there would usually be a change of name. Of course, in

'

those days Farish Street terminated at Customhouse Street. In 1858 the

property was advertised for sale by public auction. The frontage, as

advertised, was 147 ft. to Customhouse Street, extending to low-water
mark. Part of the frontage faced Farish Street. The wharf, of about
200 ft., extended from a platform on which were erected two iron stores.

There was a tramway laid on the wharf, with a crane, nearly new. The
price obtained was stated to be £1,500, but apparently the sale fell

through, for the property was advertised again in a few weeks. No
further sale is recorded until 1860, when Waring Taylor purchased it

for £800.

David Robertson's Wharf would probably be known earlier as *' Seager*s."

It, with Greenfield and Stewart's (if there was such a wharf), are of a much
later date, and hardly come within the name of ** old-timers."

I have found references to Mills' (Lambton Quay, 1846), Tankersley's

(Willis Street, 1847), and Turnbull's (WiUis Street, 1862).

Queen's Wharf,

Although not aerreeinsf with

first

Queen's Wharf was driven, it may be

marked a decided move forward.

pected

peop]

port

be

The first move towards something being done took place during the 1852
session of the Legislative

when the Collector of Customs
to a '* deep-water wharf." In
be near Clav Pninf bpfw^f^Ti ihf

Harbourmaster reported

body)

lengtl

?a Point ; but owing to the shallow water a wharf 800

necessary. The Queen's Wharf is now probably over 800

Two other

probable sites were in the Kaiwarra Bight : on the town side of the stream
a wharf 60 ft. or 70 ft. long would run out to 21 ft. at low water, spring

tides ; on the other side of the stream it would be necessary to construct

a wharf about 120 ft. long to secure the same advantage ; but both of these

sites were much exposed to south-easterly gales. It was rather unfortimate

that the Province of New Munster was dissolved in 1853, for this body
during 1852 had taken definite steps to reclaim land from the harbour,

construct a deep-wat^r wharf, and to erect a lighthouse at Pencarrow.
Under the Provincial Council of Welhngton the town waited five years

until another blof^V was reclaimed ; waited ten years for the wharf ; and

imtil

Early in 1857 the Pro\dncial Council appointed a Wharf Committee to

consider the *' necessity for immediately constructing a wharf in Lambton
win

pot
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the material of which it had best be constructed ; the probable cost

;

finance
;

probable income ; the cheapest and most efficient system of

management should the Council erect and retain the wharf as public

property," The Committee took evidence from seven or eight men
fKo Inrnl sliinT^iTiof trarJp f\r\(\ tlipn dpndf^d nothinof. butwith ,__ _-- - ^^ ^ ^ -'

.

presented the evidence, as it might " be useful when inquiry on the subject

shall hereafter be resumed." The answers to the set questions contain

many points of interest- The first question read, " Can you state the

average delay occasioned by high winds to vessels discharging by lighter ?
"

One man replied, " Two days in three weeks "
; two replied, '' One day

out of six "
; while another thought it would be two days out of six. Two

who should have had the most practical knowledge, the Collector of

Custom As to the average time

taken to discharge a ship of 500 tons, the general opinion was that it

would be one month, although here again the Harbourmaster kept on the

careful side :
" Depends on state of weather, nature of cargo, the discipline

of vessel." It was generally considered that a similar vessel would

discharge at a wharf in a week. On the question of site, the general

opinion favoured a spot between Clay Point and Kumutoto (Woodward
Street), The cost of landing goods by lighter w^as stated' to be about

3s. 6d. per ton, while the charges on the existing wharves amounted to

Is. per ton.

During the same session (1857) another Committee was appointed to

inquire as to the advisability of constructing a wharf between Korokoro
(Petone) and Lowry Bay. The Committee reported that there were two
suitable sites, both near Point Howard, It was also su^raested that a

5t. Nothingtramway to the Wairarapa could be

further was heard of either project.

until

site was decided. By this time the land had been reclaimed towards what
is now Panama Street. A Provincial Act w^as passed that year authorizing

the Su|>erintendent to construct a deep-water wharf. Complaints *were

also made that year that Swinburne's Wharf, which was perhaps the most
important wharf of the day, was in a bad state and should be repaired or

removed.

Tenders were called for on the 21st October, 1861, for the construction

of a wharf 35 ft. wide to extend 500 ft. from the sea-wall to a cross-head

50 ft. wide, making a total length of 550 ft. At 300 ft. from the sea-wall

tees would extend on both sides, 35 ft. wide and 75 ft. long. Totara piles

for the first 250 ft. were to be driven 9 ft. in the ground, for the remainder
of the main pier and the inner tees to the depth of 10 ft., and for the cross-

head to the depth of lift. Piles w^ere to be sheathed from 1ft. 6 in.

under the surface of the ground to 6 in. above high-water mark, the

contractors to provide the timber and labour, the Government providing

the necessary sheathing-material, copper, felt, and nails. The piles were

to be not less than 12 in. square with all sap-wood removed up to and
including the inner tees, while for the remainder and the cross-head 14 in.

piles were required. The flooring was to be 6 in. by Sin. heart of rimu,

placed 1 in. apart. Full details of the specification may be found in the

Provincial Gazelle, 26th October, 1861. The depth of water at the end
of the wharf was 18 ft., low^ water. Four tenders were received. That

and The other tenders

were—Charles Mills, £15,500; Plimmer, Wallace, and Seager, £18,500
Smith £884
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was completed. The first pile was to have been driven on the 18th

April, 1862, but owing to a mishap w^th the jpile-driver or the engine, and,

after' a wait of two hours in a cold south-easter, the ceremony was

postponed, talcing place on the 28th, when the Superintendent satisfactorily

assisted in driving the pile.
i i a -i

The contractors claimed that work was commenced on the 1st ApnI.

The totara piles were ordered from the Wairarapa district, but owing to

floods the roads and bridges to that district were damaged and heavy goods

traffic prohibited, thereby causing delay while arrangements were being

made to procure the timber elsewhere. The delay was a serious matter

for the contractors, as it landed tham in penalties amounting to £800 for

non-completion within the specified time—one year from time of signing

the contract (4th December, 1861). In 1863 the contractors apphed for

a remission of the penalties, but the Petitions Committee decided against

them. Thev petitioned again in 1865, when they were granted £65.

The first interpro\nncial steamer to berth at the wharf was the

" Airedale " (286 tons), which berthed at the inner side of the first tee on

the 11th March, 1863.
"

The local steamers " Wonga Wonga" and "Storm-

bird " had berthed previously. The contractor, John McLaggan, in his

evidence on the petition, stated that he had allowed vessels to berth from

Christmas, 1862. The firet overseas vessel to be berthed was the barque

this had not

^el with the

liiVher. No

" Queen of the Avon " (460 tons, Captain John Jonc

Wooden rails for a tramwav were laid on the wharf

been provided for in the contract. The wharf v

Quay, but judging by the wording of the contract

sheds or stores were erected on the wharf. Mr. W. Spinks was appomted

wharfinger in June, 1863.
i, _r "

For some years the wharf was known as the " deep-water wharf, or

the " Government Wharf," and probably the name " Queen's \\ harf grew

from the bonded store, which had been always known as the Q"^<^^ ^

Bond" or " Queen's W^arehouse." This was a building erected m 1862-63,

on a reclaimed site where Bannatyne and Co.'s offices stand. It was a

building, 100 ft. by 46 ft., of three floors, costing £2,700. It was opened

1st May, 1863. '
. . , .i. i >*

According to a return presented May, 1863, the eqmpment of the wharf

at that time, and the cost, was

Three 2-ton cranes, one
5-ton crane

Six trucks on oak frames
Freight and charges .

.

• 9

« •

Eight chains, 22 tons
Eight mushroom anchors, 23 tons
Eight buoys, 26 tons

• ft

• *

Less discount > •

£ '& d.

312 10

50
51 7 1

297 16 6

368 9
521 4

9

3

1,187 9

29 13
•

£ s, d.

413 17 1

Railway bars, switches, crossings, screws, naiis, tc,

complete
Freight and charges .

.

r

Charges, including lighterage, exchange, commission, &c. .

.

1,157 16

133

506 12 8
1,797 8 8

179 15 1

£2,301 10
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Complaints were soon made about the berthing regulations. Vessels

had to moor to buoys placed seaward, and at times might have 200 fathoms

of cable out. These mooring naturally interfered with the moorings of

other vessels. For a time ship-agents preferred to continue to use the

lightering service, while other vessels still u^ed the older wharves. The

wharfage charged at this time was 2s. per ton, weight or measurement;

horses, 5s. each ; sheep, 4s. per score
;

goods for transhipment. Is. per

ton. No berthage charge was made until a specified time allowance,

according to tonnage, had expired. A vessel of, sa3^, 400 tons was allowed

up to fifteen days for discharging cargo. There appears to have been no

regulation in the matter of loading cargo.

The Clerk of Works from the 1st May to the 23rd December, 1862, was

Mr. Henry Bragg ; from that time to the completion of the contract Mr.

W. H. Hales was in charge. Mr. Bragg was also in charge of the Queen's

Bond contract.

In July, 1864, the Council decided to lengthen the southern end of the

inner tee and the cross-head, and also to lengthen the main wharf and add

another cross-head. The Wharf Committee recommended that the moor-

ings and buoys should be placed not more than 10 to 15 fathoms from the

bow of a vessel ; that the wharf should be let by pubHc auction ;
and also

that the wharf should be lighted for the safety of passengers, and that the

white light at the end of the wharf should be replaced by a red light (the

standard for the same to be raised about 8 ft., as there had been complaints

that the light had been obscured by the vessel that might be moored

at the cross-head). Much technical detail is given in a report on the

management of the wharf laid before the Council on the 21st January,

1864, In accordance with the decision to extend the wharf, John

Morrison, agent for the Council in London, was requested to invite plans

and specifications for the work. Two firms of engineers—Messrs. Kennard

Bros., of Westminster, and Crumhn, Wales, and Messrs. Thomson and

Browning, London—responded. The scheme of Messrs. Kennard was

accepted, with a few alterations suggested by Mr. C. R. Carter, of this town,

who was then in England, and who had been asked by the Council to assist

in the wharf and patent-slip negotiations.

The contract with Messrs. Kennard, which was dated 25th January,

1865, provided that the wharf should be erected within two years, the

contract price to be £31,813, including cost and carriage of plant and

material, freight, labour, and all other expenses, but exclusive of Customs

duties, the tools and plant required for the construction to be admitted

free of duty. The structure was to consist of a framing of wrought-iron

plate girders, property bolted together, and resting on twenty-five cast-

ron cylinders of 4 ft. diameter each and ninety-five cast-iron screw piles

of 1 ft. diameter ; the piles and cyhnders to be sunk at least 15 ft., and

the cylinders to be filled with concrete composed of four parts clean

gravel and sand to one part of fresh Roman cement. Two lines of railway

and four turntables for the trucks were to be provided and fixed ; a 5-ton

steam:crane to be provided ; also four mooring-screws, with buoys, and

40 ft. of chain to each to be provided and fixed. All of the timber required

was to be provided by the Provincial Government to the exact dimensions

required, ready for fixing. The timber required for scaffolding, &c., was

to be provided by the contractors. The planking was to be Sin. by 4 in.

heart of totara, fixed with their edges \ in. apart.

Messrs. Thomson and Browning did not make an estimate of the total

cost, as they did not propose to erect the wharf. Mr. C. R, Carter, .who

1
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with

it would be about £40,000. Their estimate for material and freight was

600
extension

wide, and a cross-head of 300 ft. long and 50 ft. wide. There was a depth

of 26 ft. at low water at end of cross-head.

Messrs. Kennard Bros., who had secured the contract to extend the

wharf, sent a stafE for the work under Mr. J. R. George, who later became

manager of the Wellington Gas Company and the Welhngton Patent Slip

Company. There were fitters, riveters, divers, carpenters, and labourers.

The first detachment arrived in Wellington on the 13th March, 1865, and

next day two carpenters commenced work on the erection of a store on th&

reclaimed land. Arrangements were made for the material to be stored

on reclaimed land in Customhouse Quay owned by A. P. Stuart and Co.

A. P. Stuart and Co. built a store on the site during the following year,

which is still standing, being occupied by the Colonial Carrying Company.

The divers effected repairs to the existing wharf. The
_
manager was

fortunate enough to secure the contract to rebuild a bridge over the

thus

required' at the wharf. Mills's foundry

at hghtering-work.

The first pile of the staging for the main wharf-extension was driven on

the 25th October, and the first screw-pile was started on the 5th November.

On the 18th December the contractors had secured the contract to extend

the two tees of the existing wharf to the southward, the inner tee by 50 ft.

and the outer by 100 ft. Work on these extensions (the contract price of

wliich was £2,250) was commenced on the 4th January, 1866. The Pro-

vincial Council provided the timber, which had cost £1,550. The first pile

of the inner tee was driven on the 6th January, and the work completed

on the 14th March. The first pile of the outer tee was driven on the 23rd

February, and the work completed on the 1st June. Many divers were

engaged on these works ; some of the names may be famiUar to old water-

siders—GofE, Kendall, Hepworth, Poulton, Burton, Hughes, Hawkins, and

Lake. The last screw pile of the main extension was driven on the 20th

October, 1866. The extensions to the tees were designed by Mr. J. T. Stewart,

who had designed the main structure in 1861. New South Wales ironbark

sheathed with 18 oz. Muntz metal was used for the piles, which were driven

14 ft. into the ground. Mr. McLeod, recently appointed, was Provincial

Engineer of the period. Mr. W. H. Hales was Inspector of Works, The

completed work was ready to be handed over to the Government on the 10th

' January, 1867.
. . ^ _t v x.

In September one of the Panama steamers ran into the whart, winch

was damaged to the extent of £5,000. It was decided to effect repairsin

wood at a cost of £2,000, the charge against the company to be £1,000.

In 1868 the Wharf Committee reported that it was ad\asable that the

wharf and warehouse be let ; but, before doing so, recommended that the

approaches to the wharf should be widened and altered so that carts could

take goods direct to or from vessels, and that sheds should be erected for

cargo that had to be transhipped. The Committee also recommended

improved lighting. W. B. Rhodes was chairman of the Committee. /-^Act

was passed that year empowering the Superintendent to lease the wharf for

periods not exceeding three years. Power was given to the Superintndent

on the 28th June, 1871, to cause a Bill to be introduced into the General

Assemblv to authonzP him tn transfer unsold sections of the reclaimed land
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/

and Queen's Wharf and the Queen's Bond on payment of the amou]
fSl^OOO; £19,000 being the amount asked for the wharf and bond.
Bill became law during the same year, under the title " Wellingt
Reclaimed Land Act."

The
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The Chemistry of Bush Sickness, or Iron Starvation, in Ruminants

By B. C. Aston, F.I.C, F.N.Z.Inst.

[Abstract.]

In 1911 the writer published (rmws. N.Z. Inst, vol. 44, p. 288) some pre-
hminary results of his work on bush sickness, a wasting, non-transmissible
disease in rurninants, characterized by excessive anaemia, which tiltimately
proves fata] if the animal be not removed to healthy country. The disease
occurs over a large area of country in the thermal district of the North
Island. The iron-starvation theory was first published as an hypothesis by
the wnter in the August, 1912, Journal of the Department of Agriculture,

p. 124. Since then the work has been continued, the evidence becoming
stronger every year, until now it is thought that iron deficiency as a
causative agent has been fully proved, (Se
Deft, of ' ^

importar
great

acres, and probably much more, being
pumice lands, the settlement of which

aU

thereby retard*

ir-borne coarse

been sorted
pumice

sick, since nver-terraces and lake-t<irraces, unless overlain by recent aerial

deposits Topographical and soil surveys,
being carried out, may be expected to throw considerable—rc) —--*^v* wt*u, ixxttjr wt? vApt^uteu lo xnrow consiuerduit? "e^"

on the distnbution of bush sickness. The analysis of the blood of sick
ammals published in 1911 showed a great deficiency of iron, although the
grass-ash failed to show any such deficiency. Grass is, however, easily
contaminated by soil, and this pumice soil would yield about

grass unless
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special pains are taken to guard against the entry of this impurity into

tlie samples, unreliable results are obtained. Similarly, pumice soils are

entirely abnormal in mechanical composition, the particles consisting of

an easily broken solidified froth. This cannot be analysed by the standard

methods in use for determining the mechanical composition of ordinary

soil. If such methods are used they give unreliable results, the finer frac-

tions tending to become higher in quantity o\ving to the breaking-down of

the particles in the course of preparing the sample for the analysis. The

clue afforded by the analysis of blood, suggesting the deficiency of iron,

has been followed up in the work undertaken by the Department in

the Dominion Laboratory and in the field during the past fourteen years.

Areas have been leased and field experiments conducted thereon. Finally,

a demonstration farm was purchased at Mamaku, in the heart of the bush-

sick country, in an endeavour to learn a practicable method of farming

this type of land without periodically changing the stock to healthy

country, as is the practice at present. This country is more adapted to

cattle than to sheep farming, and, could a practicable remedy be discovered,

a great area would be available for dairy-farming.

The chemical part of the work, which has been under the immediate

direction of the writer, comprises the analyses of soils, fodder plants, and

animal specimens, and these have not shown the presence of any known

poison. The absence of poison is, however, indicated by certain facts.

Horses may be kept in perfect health for many years upon the same

pasture on which ruminants would die in three to nine months, sheep being

most and cattle least susceptible. Euminants, however, when given turmps

and hay made from the bush-sick pasture, can be kept healthy while still

grazing on the same pasture which as a sole ration would bring on bush

sickness. Molasses, bran, and other imported concentrated foodstuffs

added in small quantity to the natural ration enable an animal to be kept

healthy on the bush-sickness-inducing pasture which, if it contained a poison,

would undoubtedly continue to exert its deleterious effects. Again, when

been

greatly in condition.

upon which it was becomin

poo

wn

cocksfoot-grass and clovers.

possibility of poison bein
3an be no

postulates

a deficient food-ingredient. It is not to be thought that the organic

nutrients are deficient
;

grasses and clovers grow particularly weU on these

pumice
portion where one must search for the

^^^oooT-cT f/i TTi n 1 Ti tiiin animal life—calciu

pot
the relative order in which they occur in the animal's ashes. Iron is t^ only

element about which there can be any doubt as to ite presence m suflicient

quantity. Phosphorus, although often deficient m the soil, is obviously

not low enough to produce nutrition disease in the ammal. Phosphorus

is stnrpri Jn *L \^J nf tliP animal : bush-sick animals show no disease of

ms
supply in the diet. Moreover, administration

either medicinally or through the pasture, do€

permanently free from bush sickness. There

be

be
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are required in very small quantities, such as fluorine and iodine. Nothing

is known of the exact need for the former, which must be required only

in very small amounts, and the latter has been administered to a sick beast

pfFpntiTifr anv imnrovement. Bush sickness occurs in coastal dis-without

tricts where sulphur is not likely to be wanting. Thus by a process of

elimination one naturally arrives at iron as being the deficient element.

Of the igneous rocks, the rhyolites, from which the bush-sick soils are

derived, are among those rocks which contain least iron. The rhyoHtic

froth—pumice—which forms the soils, had no doubt been leached before

being redistributed by a series of explosions in geological time, long after

its formation in the volcano. This redistribution took place, according to

ZealandThomas,
probably about a thousand years ago.

The amounts of iron extracted by hydrochloric acid from these pumice

soils is of the order of 1 per cent., but the amount extracted in Dyer's 1-per-

cent, citric-acid method for '' available plant-food " gives about 0-03 to

0-07 per cent, iron, whereas on non-busb-sick pumice soils the amount rises

from 0-07 to 0-1 per cent., and on non-pumice soils it may rise to 0-3 per

cent. These amounts for iron, compared with the standard amounts

required for other constituents—phosphoric acid and potash—^in the Dyer

method, are high, but the standard for iron may need to be a high one.

Another remarkable fact is that when bush-sick pasture is top-dressed with

become
treatment. with

of plants often occurs on sandy land containing an excess of Ume.

It is when one comes to the analyses of fodder plants that the first good

evidence of iron deficiency is obtained. Pfeffer {Physiology of Plants, p. 428)

states that ordinary plants are fully supplied with iron when 0-2 per cent,

is present in the ash ; but he is no doubt looking at the matter from the

plant's point of view, and not from that of the animal which has to subsist

on the plant. Analyses of the fodder plants, grasses, and clovers from the

bush-sick country show that the iron content of the ash may sink to

0-05 per cent. Although the plant apparently continues to be healthy

with this small amount of iron, it may not be sufficient for the animal.

The analyses of clovers and grasses of the sick area show that the iron

content is very much lower than that of similar plants growing on healthy

country. Recent work by Dr. Orr, the Director of the Rowett Institute,

Aberdeen, and his associates, has. directed attention to the importance of

inorganic foods in animal nutrition. An account is given of iron starvation

occurring in pigs, when the mother was fed on a fish and vegetable diet con-

taining 1,068 milKgrams of food iron per day. It is suggested that the

position

species of animal may be indicatea oy

The faster an animal grows,

the more mineral food it requires. A young pig doubles its weight in ten

days, but a calf takes forty-seven, a colt sixty, and a human child 180 days.

Human milk and mares' milk contain one part, cows' two parts, and pigs

nine parts of iron in equal portions of milk. It is suggested by Kellner

fframsit is able to store up, Sherman lays down the dictum that 12 mill

of iron per day should be sufficient for an adult human being. Using this

data and applying the corrections necessary—i.e., (a) for the increased

* A. P. W. Thomas, Report
Wellington, 1888, p. 19.
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weight of the species, (5) for the increased amount of iron required as shown

by the iron content of the milk of the species, (c) for the allowance

suggested hy Kellner for phosphoric acid and hme (two t^ three times

the amount which is present) and assuming that the same holds good for

iron, one arrives at the conclusion that if the pasture contains only

0-0025 per cent, of iron, and a cow eats 100 lb. per day, the^ is good

reason to suppose that 1,132 milligrams of iron per day is insufficient for

the animal's requirements. A horse, which grows

iron found in sheep's milk be shown to be sufficie

iron starvation.

with iron from a pasture upon wmcn cows anu ,

pasture-plants grown in pot

portion gro

early summer is much lower than that of the portion found in autumn.

It is in the spring and early summer that bush sickness is prevalent.

Finally, numerous
1 TYiarlipinfll +,rpfl,tmp.nt.s. havc demonstrated

penments

postpone the onset of symptoms

sickness, there is only one which will bring an ammal baci. to neaiia ^n^n

badly affected, the food being unchanged. That substance is a soluble

purpose

ammon
It is to be

mi

is unknown. The conjectures which are here made as to t^e require-

ments are introduced to complete the chain of evidence and to show

port:

be impossible. The main

supplied by tlie analysis of

d with normal specimens ;

be restored to health ;
the

endered capable of growing

healthy animals ; and, lastly, by the symptoms exhibited by the sick and

dead animals to prove that bush sickness is really iron starvation

There is reason to beUeve that bush sickness e^sts in part, of the

Dominion other than in those on the pumice lands, but ^l^f3^/^^ V«^*^

of loose sandy nature, or derived from ^n acidic igneous rocl of low iron

content. In these cases, owing to the proximity of soil
^^^J^f^'^^^

, not' likely to be so serious as in those pumice lan^

ns do not Obtain. Further, in at least three widely se

dde New Zealand a nutrition disease exactly similar

J

cause is in eacli case the same—viz., iron starvation. external
is m eacn case tne same— vi;^., ii^" o^-^-^---

—

^ „i,£,rp thp

(1) In King Hand, off the ooa.t °*J-a-.^n ^ndy
-^^^^^^^

36 is known as " coast disease , {^) m ^^^ •^*^"" & Ai.tL^ nmirs
- _ . , --U „,u^m a arasiiiinp disease occurs

uritish East Atrica, on a grey voicamc a^n, ^^^^^ - ^ ,

in cattle
; (3) in N^rth Britain, in the Cheviots, and in various parts where

a disease in sheep known as
" pining," " vmquish," or daising, occurs

porphyr
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PEOGEEDINGS
OF THE

NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE

MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
BOARD OF GOVERNORS.

30th January, 1923.

The annual meeting of the Board of Governors of the ^ew^
^^^Ij^^J

Institute was held in the D '

"

January, 1923, at 10 a.m.

mm

Present

:

President, Professor H. B. Kirk (In the chair), and the following

Governors

Representing the Government—Professor Chas. Chilton, Dr. L.

Cockayn
Wellingt Professor C. A.

W

, ^.^.^ -. Marsden.

Representing the Auckland Institute—Professor H. W
Professor F. P. Worley.

Representing the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury

Hilgendorf and Mr. A. M. Wright.

Representing the Otago Institute—Hon. G. M. Thomson, M.L.t.

Representing the Nelson Institute—Dr. R. J- Tillyard.

Representing the Manawatu Philosophical Society-Mr. M. A. liliott

(Hon. Treasurer). * „ . . n t x>

Representing the Wanganui Philosophical Society-Professor P.

Marshall

.

Representing the Poverty Bay Institute

—

W
Williams

Allan

The Hon. Secretary called the roll.

Apologies were read from His Excellency the Goven

Hon. Downie Stewart (Minister of Internal Affairs), Dr. J.

(Govermnent representative), and Mr. W. G. Howes (Otago Institute

representative)

.

French WarsMp.—-Piokssov Marsden reported that he had been asked

to convey from Mr. ColUns an invitation to" visit the French warship,

" Jules Michelet," now on a visit to these shores. Ven. Archdeacon

WiUiams and Professor Marsden were appointed a deputation from tbe

Board to wait on the French Admiral and present a copy of the current

Transactions.
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Resolutions of Sympathy.—The President briefly addre;>sed the meeting

and asked the meeting to record their sorrow at the passing of those

distinguished scientific men connected with New Zealand who had died

during the past year—Professor F. D. Brown, Professor Emeritus, Auckland

University ; Mr. S, Percy Smith, late Surveyor-General of New Zealand

;

and the two honorary members in Great Britain; Dr. W. S. Bruce and Dr.

D. Sharp, F.R.S.

IncorporcUed Societies^ Reports.—Reports were received from the follow-

ing : Auckland Institute, for year ending 20th February, 1 922 ; Wanganui
Philosophical Society, for year ending 31st October, 1922 ; Philosophical

Institute of Canterbury, for year ending 31st October, 1 922 ; Otago
Institute, for year ending 30th November, 1922 ; AVellington Philosophical

Society, for year ending 30th September, 1922 ; Manawatu Philosophical

Society, for year ending December, 1922 ; Nelson Institute, for year ending
October, 1922. ;It was resolved to refer the reports to the Hon. Treasurer
to ascertain whether the conditions oi incorporation were being complied
with.

Annual Report.—The annual report was read and adopted with two
minor amendments, as follow :

Hamilton Menmrial Prize: After hearing Mr. Eliott's account of the
fund, on the motion of Dr. Tillyard, seconded by Professor Segar, it was
resolved. That the amount of the Hamilton Prize for 1923 be £4.

Investment of Hamilton Memorial Fund : On the motion of Mr. Eliott
it was resolved, That the funds of the Hamilton Memorial Fund, which
were to be invested with the Public Trustee, be transferred to Government
war bonds. The motion was seconded by Professor Marshall and carried.

On the motion of Professor Chilton, seconded by Mr. Eliott, it was
resolved, That in the Hamilton Memorial Regulations No. 2 all the words
after " invest the same '' be struck out, and in lieu thereof the words
inserted " in any securities proper for trust-moneys."

Report of the Standing Go:u3UTteb of the New Zealand Institute for the
Year ending 31st December, 1922.

Meetings,—Eight meetings of the Standing Committee have been held during the
year, the attendance being as follows :—Professor H. B. Kirk (President). 7 ; Dr. L.
Cockayne, 7; Professor E. ilarsden, 5; Professor C. A. Cotton, 3; Hon, G- M-
Thomson, 3; Dr, J. A, Thomson, 1 ; Mr- A. M. Wright, 1 ; and Mr. B. C. Aston
(Hon. Secretary), 8.

Rector Award.~The award for 1921 was made to Professor C. Coleridge Farr, D.Sc,
F.N.Z.Inst., for his researches in physical science, and more particularly for his work
in connection with the magnetic survey of New Zealand. On the occasion of the Diamond
Jubilee of the Philosophical Listitute of Canterbury, 5th April, 1922, Professor Kirk,
President of the Institute, who represented the Institute at that commemoration,
publicly presented the medal to Professor Farr.

Publications in Hand.—Transactions of the New Zealand Institute^ Volume 54:
Owing to an extra session of Parliament, with the accompanying pressure of work for
the Government Printer during the time usually devoted to the printing of the yearly
volume ot Transacliom^ Volume 54 has not yet been published.

Dixon's Bulletin of Mosses : On the 21st September the Standing Committee autho-
rized the Hon. Editor to incur the expenditure necessary to publish one plate of
illustrations for this bulletin. The proofs have been revised and corrected by the author,
resident in England, and the work will shortly be published by the Government
Printer.

Exchange List,—The Hofmuseum, Wien, and Natal Museum, Pietermaritzburg,
have been added to the exchange list.
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Tran.actions.-Y.ni.l .cts of the Transactions have been presented to the foQo^^g :

Forestry Department, Wellington ; Academic Royale des
^^^^f^^'^-.J^I^'^T [

SStetsbiblioteket. Uppsala, Sweden; Inland Stanford Jun. Lnuersxty. L.S.A.,

Iowa University, U.S.A.
i 1 1^

Sale, of PMicUhm-Tk, fart, th.t the totitute has . nmnl^t ^ «ta*

Committee, with good results.

4..«aZ Eci^or^. and Balance-sheets.-^The ammal -P^^^'^ Jfo'thftfble
foUowing incorporated societies have been received, and are no^ laid on the table .

Auckland Institute, for year ending 20th ^e^;."'"^. 1922

Wanganui Philosophical Society, for year endmg 31«t ^c^.^^'
^ff;- 1922

Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, for year en^g 31st October, lU^^.

Otago Institute, for year ending 30th November
J^ff 1922

Wellington Philosophical Society for year endmg 30th Septem^r, l^^^.

Mana.^?tu Philosophical Society, for year endmg Uth December, 19-2.

Nelson Institute, for year ending October, 192^-

^e.o...i,.-On the 20th April the appointment o^ ^^^^^;^l^ l^^Y^iu^
Marsden, P. G. Morgan, Esq., and Professor D. M. Y. bommervuie 10

of the New Zealand Listitute was gazetted
,,^i,ations for

vacancies for 1923.

filling the two
were forwarded

to the Fellows for their selection.
, n^..,. Prnf*^^<^r Seffar forwai-ded the

On the 1st September the Hon. ^^^^^"^8 Officer R^^^^^^
^^ ^j^^

results of the selection, and these were, on the 9th beptemDtr, comm

Governors of the New Zealand Institute.

Ha^niltan Pri.e.-At the last -nual general rn^trng a com^^^^^^

reconsider the rules and regulations of the Hamilton Memorial laze *una, a

committee agreed to recommend the following niles :

Wellinaton PhUosophical
1. The funds placed in the hands of the Board ,V

^Jf^^^^^^^fX late Au^stus
Society shall be called the « Hamilton Memorial ^""^'^f'^Xd and granted f?r the
Hamilton. Esq. Such fmids shall consist of the moneys ^^^s^^f^J^; ^ ^^^

purpose ^f the memorial, and all other funds .vhich may be given g

the same purpose. t ^-^ 4 Ti,^ "Rnnrd of Governors of the Institute

2. The filnd shaU be vest<^d in the Institute. The Boanl ot
"^^^^ ..^^ fo,

shall have the control thereof, and shall invest the same m anj seci i t-

trust -moneys

.

. ^ , ,, i xi,. » Hamilton Memorial Prize,"

3. The-" memorial shall be a prize to ^
«»^fJj^^^^^^Z^ cientilic research

the object of which shall be the encouragement of bcgmners pure

in New Zealand.

annual meeting, but in no case snai

deserving
in the opinion of the Governors some coukhu"-"- —— o

^ j^ 1923.
The first auard shall be made

»V^%*"''^''^ "'^^^1 scientific res^^n^h -work, carried

5. The prize shall be awarded ^o/ «"S^"^VP"^J/SrS has been pub^
out in New Zealand or in the islands of the So^'^.^.P^^f^^^JX' THnual meeting at which
within the five years preceding the 1st day of ^"1^ P™/;°^^^^^" pers, and shaU include

the award is made. Such publication may consist of^"; °^
"Jjr^ ^f^{^ eligible for the

the first investigation published by the author, ^o can^dace shau oe g ,^^

prize who prior to such period of five years has published the re.ult y

investigation. „ ., ., nrmciml of the fund amounts to

6. The prize shall consist of m^f^y-Z^^^'^J^MiP'toXe principal, and the other

£100, one-half of the interest shall be added ^^^^^^^ ^^^^edd ^rhicipal amounts
half shall be applied in paj-mcnt of the pnze

^^J^^^"^ ^J^^^f^he prize, in each
tr. *inn +v,^ Tr>,olA nf the mterest thereon shaU be appnea m P^J-""^ r.„„i™.,r« ;« iht^.

payment _.__-,,, ^^
investment and administration of t«e said tuna ana a««.^o r

Zealand

7. A candidate for the prize shall send to
t^^/^^^^i/fd^teTf the annual meeting

Institute on or before the 3Uth day of June P^%«^/^'"g *^"A^°w^^^^ with at least

at which the award is to be made an intimation of ^^.9 candidature, togetne

two copies ot eacn puuiieawuii uu. .. ..^^^ «*^ ^rr- ... o^^a nnblic manni
8.Wnever fssible tbe prize shall ^e P--jted m -- P«^^^ ^g^.
The above rules were submitted to **»«,

V^""'f;f''^„^ were sicned b
the Standing Committee of the New Zealand I?«^l^'*«r Xn PhUo3hk^
Adams and Professor H. B. Kirk, Presidents of the Wellmgton PhUosopnic

the New Zealand Institute respectively.
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On the 30th March the Standing Committee resolved to inform the Wellington
Philosophical Society that the Institute was prepared to undertake the administration
of the Hamilton Memorial Fimd, to invest it and expend it in the manner agreed upon.

On the 8th May the Wellington Philosophical Society wrote intimating that the
Council of their society had finally approved of the regulations, and that the fund would
be transferred to the New Zealand Institute. On the 10th May the societies were
circularized and asked to make known the rules to their members.

Two candidates applied for the Hamilton Prize, and the award is to be decided
at the annual meeting.

The amount of the Hamilton Fund paid over to the New Zealand Institute on
the 21st October was £48 7s. lid., and this has now been invested in Government war
bonds.

It will be seen from the foregoing rules that Rule No. 2 requires amending. The
fund has now been invested not with the Public Trustee but in war bonds, thereby
earning about If per cent, more interest, A resolution of the Board of Governors at
the annual meeting is necessary to put the matter in order,* and the consent of the
Wellington Philosophical Society obtained to this course.

Pan-Pacific Congress.—At the last annual meeting it was resolved that every
endeavour be made to hold the Pan -Pacific Congress in New Zealand in 1923. After
due consideration it was foimd impossible to take any steps to extend an invitation
to the Congress to meet in New Zealand, and the Australian representative was
accordmcrly notified to this effect.

Kapiti Island.—At a meeting of the Standing C
President, Professor Kirk, reported that the Board '

and that he and Mr. McClure, Commissioner of Crown
had been deputed to draw up a report. The Preside
as follows :

—

inu

port

(C
Kapiti Island—Report on Visit of Advisory Committee.

' In accordance with a resolution passed at the meeting of the committee on the
6th February, Messrs. G. H. M. McCIure, W. H. Field, M.P., E. PhilUps Turner, and
Professor H. B. Kirk visited the island, arriving at noon on Saturday, 18th March, and
leaving at 3 p.m. on Sunday, 19th March.

" After a fairly comprehensive inspectiom of the island it was evident that sheep were
fairly numerous in all the open portions, and to some extent were present in some of the
bush-clad portions. At the northern end, where the Crown lands abut on the Native-
owned portion of the island, and along the eastern coast and around Rangatira, the
Bheep were nearly all shorn ones ; but in the Taepiro clearing, and from there to the
southern end, they were mostly wild sheen.

rme

In all, some forty-five goats were seen, twenty of which were on the eastern coast
of the island between the Maraetakaroro Stream and Wharekohu Bay, where there is
nrnr.fi>ally uo bush, and where tauhinu and manuka scrub are now growing on what was

ly open land in danthonia -grass. A few were seen in the bush. It is not possible
to make any useful estimate of the numbers on the island from the observations of so
short a visit

; nor does that greatly matter, seeing that all are to be killed. As bearing,
however, on the efficiency of the caretaker, it should be stated that many dead goats,
or remams of dead goats, were seen. These were in very varied condition as to freshness,
from goats killed within a week or so to skeletons and other remains of goats kiUed a
year or more back. They were to be found in practically all parts visited, and often at
a considerable distance from the track taken by most of the party—in other words, in
positions such that the observation of them by members of the party could have nothing
to do with the route taken, in so far as that route was suggested by the caretaker. We
are satisfied that the caretaker has not neglected this difficult part of his work.

(M the damage done by goats and sheep there is no need that we should enlarge,
izie most ommous indication of this is that, except in the denser bush, there is never more
tnan partial regeneration, and often there is degeneration that is obviously progressive.

Many dead trees were seen, especially ratas ; but in nearly all cases these trees
were of greater height than the surrounding bush, and it is probable that their death
IS due to the very wind-swept condition of the island ; but it may be due to bacterial
or fungoid disease. It is certainly not due to the presence of stock. No trace could be
lound of mjury to the bark, and many of them are still surrounded bv bush too dense

J'ttfU^—p,
1923

—

Investment of Bamilton Memorial
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for stock to penetrate. These trees have been dead for many years. It will be
remembered that Dr. Cockayne described them in his report presented to Parliament
in 1907.

" In suitable places birds were numerous, and the volume of song great and varied.
Makomako, tui, and parakeets were abundant ; very many whiteheads Mere seen ; fan-
tails, wrens, robins, and tits were fairly numerous ; wekas were seen and heard every-
where.^ Few pigeons were seen. This is not strange, seeing that the pigeon, like the
kaka, is rather a visitor to the island than a permanent resident. Even fifty yeara ago,
although pigeons might be very numerous on the island for a month or two in each year»
they passed moat of their time on the mainland. Among the parakeets were several
of the large Antipodes Islands species, liberated on Kapiti some years ago.

" The committee is satisfied that the caretaker is doing his work well, and that
when the fence is erected and sheep are removed the island will become a bird-
sanctuary in the proper sense of the term. The completion of the work of exterminating
goats cannot be achieved in a few weeks, seeing how many places are accessible only
with great difficulty, but we think that within a year goats should be very hard to find,

even if the last has not by then been kiUed.
" We are of opinion that the caretaker should, with the consent of the owners,

visit the small islands from time to time, and should leave no chance of rabbits
remaining on them."

Professor Kirk reported on the 28th December that the fence dividing the Native
lands from the rest of the island has been erected by the Government, and the Natives
have been called upon to remove all their sheep from the Crown Lands. The Govern-
ment has proceeded actively with the killing of goats and opossums.

Destruction of Native Birds,—At a meeting of the Standing Committee held on
the 21st December it was resolved to ask Internal Affairs Department if any permission
had been granted to persons to kill native birds in order to supply the forthcoming
Exhibition in London with exhibits. On the 29th December the Hun. the ^Minister
rephed that the matter will receive due consideration, and promised to communicate
again with the Institute at a later date.

Mount Hauhangatahi and the Tongariro National Park,—The President, after con-
ferring with Mr, Field, M.P,, arranged that the Standing Committee should meet
delegates from the various bodies interested and discuss the best means to atop the
destruction of the forest now in progress at Hauhangatahi. On the 17th Tebruary
the Standing Committee met delegates from the Forestry Department, Forestry
League, Tararua Tramping Club, and Wellington Philosophical Society. Officers of the
State Forest Service were present. Mr. Field, who had drawn attention to the fact

that the forest was being milled, addressed the meeting. He stated that he and
Mr. Phillips Turner had camped at ^Mangitipopo hut and found a mill established at

Enia by the Prisons Department authorities ; and cutting was also seen in the area

denominated a national military training-ground. He referred to a fire which had
been said to have been started by a prisoner. Mr. Field reminded the meeting of a
promise of the late Dr. McNab that the boundaries of the park should be extended to

include the Hauhangatahi Bush.
After some discussion it was arranged that representatives from the New Zealand

Institute, Forestry League, Manawatu Philosophical Society, Auckland In

Wanganui Philosophical Society should accompany Captain Macintosh Ellis

on a visit of inspection.
During the meeting it was resolved to urge the following :

—

(L) That the suggested boundary of 1920 be made the boundary of the National

Park, and that milling be definitely forbidden within the area.

(2.) That certain areas of silver-pine be permanently reserved.

(3.) That a Board of Control of the Tongariro National Park be set up.

(4/) That the Board of Control contain representatives from the Te Heuheu

family, the New Zealand Institute, the Auckland Institute, the State loreafc

Service, the Tourist Department, and one representative from the Alpine

Club of New Zealand, the Ski-ing Club, and the Tararua Trampmg Club.

It was also resolved that a deputation" should wait upon the Prime Mmister.

On the 5th May Captain EUia visited the park, accompanied by Major R. A,

Wilson (who represented the New Zealand Institute), Mr. Field, M.P., Mr. H. A,

Goudie, and Mr. S. R. Crowley. , _ ^,

A second meeting of the Standing Committee and the delegates ww held on the

23rd June to consider the report of the visit to the area as presented by ilr. Field and

Major Wilson. A map was produced by the Forestry Department setting forth the

extensions which it was prepared to concede. It 'was resolved to accept these
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boundaries, and, further, that an area on the Kaimanawa Mountains and Mount
Umukarikari ought to be set aside. These boundaries did not include all that the
delegates T^ished for, but the State Forest Service was prepared to declare the remainder
permanent State forest, to be milled only under the strictest conditions of selective

logging. It was also decided to ask the co-operation of the Forestry Department, uith
a view to doing everything possible to preserve the amenities of the park, especially
along the Ohakune track. The folloi\dng resolutions were passed :

—

(1.) That the Tongariro Sports Club be added to the list of bodies that should
send a joint representative to the Board of Control.

(2.) That the Government be asked for an endowment sufficient to provide for the
maintenance of the park.

(3.) That Mr. Field be asked to organize a deputation to the Minister of Defence
with regard to the Military Reserve,

(4.) That a Bfil be promoted extending the boundaries as agreed to.
On the 14th September a deputation consisting of the Hon. G. M, Thomson,

Professor H. B. Kirk, Dr. L. Cockayne, Professor E. Marsden, and Mr. B. C. Aston
(representing the New Zealand Institute), Mr. W. H. Field, M.P., and Mr. W, A. Veitch,
M.P., together with representatives from the Wanganui and Manawatu Societies,
Forestry League, Forestry Department, Tararua Tramping Club, Sports Protection
League, and Sld-ing Club, waited upon the Prime Minister. Professor Kirk placed
before him the desire of the various bodies represented to have the park boundaries
extended to include Hauhangatahi and the military trainingground area. Also, in
addition, they asked that portion of the Hautu Block (Kaimanawa Mountains) be
mcluded. Without this portion the proposals meant an addition of about 105,750
acres. It was asked that the forest areas between the new boundaries and the
railway-line should be made premanent forests by Act of Parliament azid not merely
by Order in Council

air. Massey said the proposals met with his approval. He thought that the
Board of Control should be set up, and he hoped practical men would be selected with
the necessary Government representation.

During the session the Tongariro National Park Bill was introduced and became
It provided for many of the proposals which had been suggested, including

extension of the boundaries of the park and a Board of Control, to consist of the
Mayors of Wellington and Auckland, the paramount chief of the Maori people
responsible for the gift, the Under-Secretary of Lands, the General Manager of the
lourist Department, the Secretary of the State Forest Service, the President of the

law.

nominated

Barr On the 21.st September the Standing Committee
_^^„„.„^v. -'-^- ". ". X.. vjuver TO represent it as a corresponding member on the Great
garner Reef Committee, set up by the Royal Geographical Society of New South
Wales Un the 19th January Mr. OHver reported that since the inauguration of this
committee it has met four times, and the following business has been transacted :

Appointment of officers and representatives ; appointment of sub-committees—Coastal,
i-hysiography, Oceanography, Geology, Zoology, Botany.

Reports from these sub-committees, giving suggestions for carrying out investi-
gations on the Barrier Reef, were presented at the fourth meeting of the committee,
held 15th December, 1922. are

—

(a) the estabhshment of a marine biological station ; (b) a topographical and oceaiu-
survey of the reef; (c) a census of the entire fauna and flora of the reef; (d) an
ecological survey of both animals and plant Hfe

; (e) a report on the animals and plants
of economic importance

; (/) an investigation into the general geological structure of

i^^ t
' '^ * ^^^^ ""^ *^^ "^"^^ «f formation of atolls, and the origin and character-

istics of coral reefs in general
; {h) the compilation of a bibliography.

=fr./'f'"'"^
i?e7nora?.-At the last annual meeting the Board, having l>efore it the

Sw ^^P'tT VVt^ °^ '^^ ^°^r^ «f Science and Art and the Approval of the

T„«f1^,f^
Philosophical Society in the matt^-r of the proposed improvement of the

v5!!H?r 1
""'?.• '^"'.'}°."^«d the Standing Committee to ^ntinue negotiations with

tir^n r. If ""• '" '^^^'^ '" ^^^ *>«»«ing of the hbrary, provided the finances
permitted. At a meetinur of th^. s+o^,i;— i< °- •'.' ^ . . „ , _. :i. ,..oa

resolved,
Committe

CMmeotinn wlf). .r '"'l"'^^/* ^e found that the cost of transport and shelving in

SrS rhi\^n'ti.^T^^^^ir7«^.^^ *^^ ^^--y to Victoria'college can be^kept

provisional

Affaii?h7d iJn^
February the President reported that the Under-Secretary of Internal

ABairs had consented to assist in the removal of the hbrary to Victoria College by the
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mi

except that which was on the south wall in the hbrary.

A committee consisting of two members of the New Zealand Institute and two

members of the WeUington Philosophical Society was appointed to determine the

ownership of the books at present in the library.
. , ,,. . ^ i, n> -i

The agreement drawn up by Mr. Levi, Chairman of the Victoria CoUege Council,

was submitted to the Standing Committee on the 2l8t September, and it was resolved

to insert a clause safeguarding the present privileges of members to take out books,

to the efEect that members of the New Zealand Institute should be placed on the same

footing with regard to the books of the Institute deposited in the Victoria College

Library as the College staff are now with regard to the College Library.

On the 14th November a commencement was made with the removal of the books.

Three men were engaged from the Public Works Department, and Internal Affairs

lent its motor-van for the purpose. With the assistance of the Institute s officers, the

work took over a week to complete, and the books which are now in Victoria College

will be available to members as soon as they are arranged on the shelves.

Carter Library.—The Under-Secretary of Internal Affairs having intimated on the

nth December that the Hon. the JHnister had approved of the condition^ laid do.^ by

the annual meeting in January last, the keys of the Carter Library book-cases, with a

list of the contained volumes, were handed to Mr. Andersen on the 28th December.

Mr. Andersen and hU staff removed the volumes to the Alexander TurnbuJl Library,

and the cases are being transferred by the PubUc Works Department, the cost of

transit beine borne bv the Internal Affairs Department.

Travelling-expenses.
Committee

approach the incorporated societies to ascertain if each society would m future agree

to bear the cost of the travelhng-expenses of its representatives attending the annXial

meeting of the Board. The foUo^^-ing societies replied : Auckland Institute was not

in favour of the proposal ; Manawatu PhHosophical Society asked that expenses be

pooled and the cost to each society be apportioned according to the number of its

delegates ; Philosophical Institute of Canterbury asked that the expenses be pooled

;

WeUington Philosophical Society agreed to pay expenses of its delegates. 1J> was

discussion

lyicoTvoraied
ting

reports and balance-sheets of the incorporated societies were submitted to t^e

. Treasurer to determine whether the regulations were beuig c:omphed ^uth.
Hon.
(See

and at a meeting of the Sta

postpone consideration until

His report has since come to hand,

Committee

Publications Fund.-ln order to assist in pubhcataon expenses the Standmg Com-

mittee, at a meeting held 17th February, 1922 decided to issue a circular *« every

member of the Institute, appealing for a contTibution to the unds of the Mute
The circular was issued in March, and resulted m a sum of £160 los 4d A^ bo^

ever, it was promised in the circular to publish an acknowledgment of aU 'ion^^^n,

and by November only about one-fifth of the members had 'l«^'"^'jt*,J f
"'^

,f;"f^""i
it was thought advisable to issue a second reminder, m order that t^'^^^/^^^^'^.^J

contributing" might have an opportunity before the last date for accepting ^^M^jJ^/
the annual volume in which it was contemplated pubhshing

f,^, l^.^^^^^g/^f^^'^^^^^
mv_. . „_ J _^ ^1. _ i.x XT \.^^ ^^fV. fli^ r«anU, that a total of tl88 48- 5d. tias tieen
This
received towards the fund. this

travelling-expenses at the annual meeting. «^«„„* fn th^ cn^t
On the 20th June it was resolved to vote £100 of the above amount to the cost

of illustrations in Volume 54.

Carter Bequest.
mmittee was set up to prepare

>rt, for submission to the Board

Sf Governors at its next annual meeting, provided that legal power couia oe outaxx....

for using the money as indicated in the majority report. „„„„;«- wrote
On the 9th June Professor SommervnUe, convener of the above comm^t_^. yote

requesting the Institute te> obtain legal opinion with regard to **»« "^
'''f

^°"
^^^^^^^

residue of the Carter Bequest for the purpose of erecting an
'^^'''''j^^ZfZdeSdTd

with the recommendations of the majority report The Standing
^^^i^Tud these

t^ onn«„lt. \w«r« R.11 r.nllv. Mackenzie, and O'Leary on the matter, and tnese
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solicitors forwarded their opinion on the 6th December, 1922. This firm gave a lengthy
report, quoting similar cases and the judgments therein, and in conclusion stated, " The
fund bequeathed by Carter has already been accumulated for twenty-six years, and
the period at which it could be properly applied in fulfilment of the testator's wishes
in toto is still, extremely remote. We have taken time to consider the question submitted
for our opinion, and have concluded that the indicated intention to accumulate is void,
and that the Board is not bound to continue the accumulation. The Board, however,
is not entitled to divert the fund without directions from the Court, and in our
opinion the Court should be asked to approve the scheme outlined in the resolution
passed by the Governors on 30th January, 1908."

The resolution referred to above is as follows :
" That the Board will agree to the

expenditure of the Carter Bequest in the purchase, erection, &c., of an astronomical
telescope and accessories, as proposed by the deputation from Victoria College, and
allow the same to be under the control of the governing body of the College, on the
following conditions : (1) That the observatory and other necessary buildings be
erected out of other funds ; (2) that a Professor of Astronomy and staff be appointed
and maintained by Victoria College out of funds other than the Carter Bequest;
(3) that the Board be advised that the expenditure is legal."

Firebligkt—At the last annual meeting a resolution was passed urging the
necessity, m view of the southward spread of fireblight, of defining special orchard
areas within which the elimination of hawthorn should be carried out on fines approved
by the Mimster of Agriculture. This resolution was conveyed to the Hon. the Minister
of Agriculture, who replied on the 21st April, 1922, that further legislation for the
control of farebhght was then receiving the careful consideration of his Department,
and he assured the Institute that its views would be carefully considered in this
regard. '^

^^
HuUon Research Gran/.—Miss Mestayer reported on the 21st September as follows :

T \^^gfJ

that owmg to iU health 1 have been unable to use the balance of £5, which
1 still hold. However, I hope that next year I shall be able to use it."

Resolutions of Standing Committee not otherwise mentioned in the Report.

+1. i ^Vw ^*i^
I'ebruary it was resolved. That the nriters of all papers sent in to

the Hon Editor for pubbcation in Volume 54 of the Transactions be written to by the
Hon. l!.ditor and informed of the decisions of the Board with regard to the part cost

f It. l^^'f'"''}^^.
publications to be borne by the writer, and also to be informed

o
^ethod of calculating the cost of illustrations.

th w ^'^ *^^ 4th February it was resolved. That, in view of the enhanced income of
tne Rector *und_, the amount awarded annually be reconsidered at the annual meeting.

i. un the 1/th J^ebruary it was resolved to postpone in the meantime the issue of
the «rcular to the new exchanges proposed by the sub-committee last year.

*. un tlie Zlat beptember it was resolved. That modified circular be sent to the
proposed exchanges, but no sample volume to be sent. Further list of proposed
umversities to be referred to the annual meeting.

5. On the 30th March it was resolved. That the President should represent the

Canter£ir
celebrations of the Diamond Jubilee of the Philosophical Institute of

.. _ *:.,^" *^^. ^^^ *^?rch it was resolved. That when the next volume is distributed.

Ins

omission

mistake7 n„ ;r Qftlk w t •

^"^^ possiwe the mistake might be rectified.

of thl* 1^1 1 «• ^T
^^^ '* ""'^^ resolved. That Volume 54 should contain an account

the life of Sir James Hector, and a portrait.

ved to allocate the cost of obtaining Mr. Blair'

funds
ft On Thc^o^r^ r I •

''"'"^ ^™^^ ^^ *^e different funds.

no nrlTnt ^
'^Pte^ber it was resolved to inform the Public Trustee that there

garding provision in the will of 0. R. Carter
was

the CaX' Zu:"""'
'"" *'^ "^ ^"'^^^^ *- t^« P-^- ot building

and Sr C '/ CottonT«^,?
V'T r^^^t** *° """^"^^ ^^'^^^^^^ Kirk, :

General Council
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Library Matters,—The draft of the agreement with Victoria College as

to the housing of the Institute's library in Victoria College was adopted.

Two letters from Dr. Allan Thomson, dated 27th January, were read. The
President, Professor Kirk, supplied the following report :

—

Removal of Library.

The advantages contemplated in the housing of the Institute's library at Victoria
University College were—comparative immunity from danger of fire and more stringent

custody, better super\'ision, and better arrangement than it was possible to ensure at

the Dominion Museum in its present circumstazices. In the hope of securing these

advantages the Board gave instructions for the continuance of negotiations with the
Professorial Board, and, through it, with the College Council. These negotiations

resulted in an agreement one of whose features is that it allows very free access to

the books on the part of members of the Institute.

It was hoped that the Wellington Philosophical Society would decide that its

library should go with that of the Institute ; but the society decided against this course,

although, in common with other affiliated societies, it was in favour of the removal
of the Institute's books. Seeing that books of the Institute, of the Philosophical

Society, and of the Dominion Museum were shelved together, and that the stampg
of the three institutions had often been used at haphazard, ^^'ith the result that one
series sometimes bore all three stamps, it became necessary to determine the ownership
of books. With this object a joint committee was set up. On this committee the

Institute was represented by ilr. Aston and Dr. Cotton ; the Philosophical Society by
Mr. Hamilton and Mr, Oliver, both members of the Museum staff, and representing

its interests also. For a short time, during the absence of these two members, they
were relieved by Mr. Morgan and Mr. Phillipps. The task of the joint committee was
a very difficult one, involving a considerable amoimt of search in old records, old letter-

books, and other documents. There still remains a number of books in the galvanized-

iron building in Sydney Street, and in the Museum itself, of which the ownership is

not yet settled, and it Is possible that among those that have been removed there are

some of which the ownership should be reviewed.
The removal took place in November and December. The Board is much indebted

to Mr. Hislop, Under-Secretary for Internal Affairs, for the use of the Department's

lorries, and for permission to remove the shelving, except that on the south wall, that

being required for the books of the Museum. Acting on the representations of the

Philosophical Society, it was decided to leave half the shelving on the east wall for the

society's books.
The books recognized as the property of the Institute are now at Victoria Cx)llege,

and I am giving what time I can to sorting them. Thi^ is a very long job, and one in

which there is room for two or three volunteers. The help of the Assistant Secretary

has not yet been available, as her time has been fully occupied in the work of the

annual meeting. In any case, much of the preliminary work is too heavy for a woman.
Every effort will be made to have the library in order as soon as possible.

It has been arranged that, where serial publications abready in the College Ubrary

are incomplete, but are more nearly complete than in the Institute's library, they shall,

as far as possible, be completed from the Institute's books used for that purpose, bearing

a stamp " Lent by the New Zealand Institute "
; and that where the Institute's serials

are the more complete they shall, in like manner, be completed as far as possible from

the College shelves. There will remain a considerable number of duplicate volumes

belonging to the Institute. These the Institute cannot part Tiith, but it can accede

to the request made by the Director of the Dominion Museum, and to a similar request,

if made, by the Director of the Geological Survey Department, to house the books with

them, under the necessary precaution as to safe and efficient custody.

The Carter Library, which is the joint property of the Institute and the Govern-

ment, has been removed to the Alexander Turnbull Library, and the Libranan, Mr.

Johannes Andersen, has kindly agreed to give Mr. Elsdon Best, who is just now engaged

on important research, very full access to the books. •

I conclude this report with a hearty recognition of the immense amount of vfork

done by Mr. Aston in connection with the removal.
tt -o -ir

6th February, 1923. ^' ^' l^i^K.

^f Incorporated Societies.—T}ie Hon. Treasurer read his reports

--^ — incorporated societies, dated 11th April and 8th May, 1922. The

Poverty Bay and the Wellington Societies were the only ones which had
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not coniiplied with the conditions of incorporation. The President then

moved the following resolutions, which were seconded by Mr. M. A. Bliott,

and carried :

—

(1.) That in the assessment of the said proportion of one-third or one-

sixth, as the case may be, any incorporated society shall be entitled to

include any special levy made by the Institute to defray or to help to

defray the cost of the Transactions.

(2.) That Regulation 4 read as follows :
" In the case of any society

incorporated as aforesaid which shall in any one year have failed to expend

the proportion of revenue specified in Regulation No. 3 aforesaid in manner

provided, the Institute shall, unless it is satisfied that special circumstances

have been shown to justify a temporary delay, declare the said society

to be disincorporated, and that society shall from henceforth cease to be

incorporated with the Institute."

Bird-life DesfrMOfion.—Correspondence with the Hon. the Minister of

Internal Affairs, dated 22nd and 29th December, 1922, was read. It was

resolved to approach the Minister again on this matter.

Hectar Prize.—On the motion of Mr. Eliott, seconded by Dr. Chilton, it

was resolved, That the amount of the next Hector Prize be £45.

Hon. Treasurer's Reports : Trust Funds Management.—On the motion of

Mr, Eliott, seconded by Professor Segar, it was resolved, That half of 1 per

cent, of the capital invested on account of the Carter, Hector, Hutton, and

Hamilton Trust Funds be contributed bv these funds towards the cost of

administration.
Hon. Treasurer's Report,

The statements of receipts and expenditure and ftssets and liabilities show that

the funds of the Institute are in a much better position than they were at this tune

last year. This is mainly due to the fact that £1,750 has been received from the

Government (£750 balance due for 1921 and £1,000 due for 1922), as against only

£250 received during the previous year, and that no debit appears in the accounts for

Volume 54, TramactioTia. Voluntary contributions to the Publication Fund also helped

to swell the revenue by £188 4s. 5d. ; on the other hand, the sale of publications was

£46 less, and incorporated societies' levy £64 less, than in the previous year

The increased revenue enabled us to pay the Government Printer a considerable

portion of the amount due to him. On the 31st December, 1921, the amount owuig

was £1,740 lis, 8d. ; this has now been reduced to £304 10s., £1,450 having been paid

off during the year. ,

The work in connection with the handling of the various trust funds controlled by

the Institute takes up a good deal of the time of the Assistant Secretary, and it *PP^^,^
to me that it would be right and proper that a portion of the salary paid her should

be contributed by the various fimds^ If, say, half of 1 per cent, of the capital invested

^\ as so paid it would produce about £35 per annum, which, I consider, would be a tair

and reasonable charge to make. It would mean that the net interest earned by the

several funds would be reduced from, say, 6 per cent, to 6i per cent.

During the year, at my suggestion, the Assistant Secretary has opened a nev^^ set

of books under the double -entry system. This will enable the financial position of the

Institute to be promptly and accurately ascertained at any time, and will also prevent

mistakes remaining undiscovered, as well as greatly assisting the auditor and myself ux

checking over the balance-sheet.

Trust Accounts.

As a result of the i>olicy of the Board in deciding to invest the Carter I^*?^f^^'

Hector, Hutton, and Hamilton Memorial Funds in New Zealand Government inscribed

stock (Discharged Soldiers Settlement Loan), these trust funds ajre earning considerably

more revenue, and are in a very healthy condition.

Carter Bequest.—^This started the year with a debit balance in the revenue account

of £21 10s. 9d, The sum of £301 5s, was earned in interest during the twelve months,

£271 3s. 5d. of which was reinvested in further inaeribed stock, and the Revenue
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Account now shows a credit balance of £8 10s, lOd, The capita] invested as on the Slat

December, 1921, was £4,883 IBs. 5d. in 5^ per cent, inscribed stock, due 15th January,

1933, purchased at £91 5s., the market price to-day being £100 10s. The total capital

now stands at £5,156 Is. lOd, The rate of interest earned during the year was just

on 6 per cent. (G-02).

Hector Memorial Fund.—The revenue account shows that £67 5a. was earned in

interest during the year, £48 18s. 4d. of which was reinvested in inscribed stock. The
present debit balance of £30 2s. 7d. will be more than liquidated by the six months'

interest due this month. The capital invested as on the 31st December, 1921, was
£1,135 19s. 9d., to which must be added £48 ISs. 4d., making the total capital

£1,184 18s. Id.

Hutton Memorial Fund,—^The Revenue Account shows that £66 15s. was earned,

which, with £13 14s. 2d., balance brought forward from previous year, makes a total

of £70 9s. 2d., of which £68 6a. 7d, was reinvested. The Capital Account, including

this £68 6s. 7d., now stands at £1,014 53. Id.

Hamilton Memorial Fund.—^The capital sum of £48 7s. lid. was received during

the year, which was invested in war bonds.
M. A. Eliott, Hon, Treasurer.

—Statement of Receipts and Expenditubb for Year
ENDING 31sT December, 1922.

Receipts.

V «

• •

• •

» »

Balance as at 31st December, 1921

Statutory grant, balance, 1921 and 1922 .

.

PubUcations sold

Incorporated societies' levy
Grovernment grants for research
Grants refunded by grantees
Interest, Post Office Savings-bank
Travelling-expenses refunded to Endowment Fund
Interest on Carter Bequest
Interest on Hector Memorial JB'und

Interest on Hutton Memorial Fund
Hamilton Memorial Fund, from Wellington Philosophical Society

Interest on Hamilton Fund war bonds
Contributions to Publication Fund
Refmid law-costs from Trust Accounts
Interest reinvested inscribed stock

—

Carter Bequest
Hector Memorial Fund
Hutton Memorial Fund .

.

.

.

• « • «

Expenditure.

* 9

* *

• •

#

* •

• *

9

*

• »

Gk)vernmeut Printer
TravelUng-expenses, Governors
Petty cash, postages, &c.
Petty cash, balance in hand
Salaries

Insurance premium
Bank commission and cheque-boc__
Research grants, as per list

Hector Prize for 1921 (Mr. R. Speight)
Interest invested inscribed stock

—

Hector Memorial Fund
Carter Bequest
Hutton Memorial Fund .

.

Jrust funds transferred to separate accounts
Hamilton Memorial Fund invosted war bond
Postage on circulars. Publication Fund
Balance, as under

£ 8. (L

2,072 9 8
1,750

50 14 6
39 12 3

265
15

71 3
4 15 2

301 5
67 5
56 15

48 7 11

1 2 6
188 4 5
3 3

124 11

15 18 4
40 16

10

s.

7

t5,115 5

£ d.

1,450
60 5 10
23 16 2
6 3 10

231 5
5
1

473 13 7

45

48 18 4
271 3 6
68 6 7

207 9 2
48 11 10

6 12 2
2.168 4 6

£5,115 10 5

24—Trans.
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Balance in

Bank of New Zealand

Post Office Savings-bank
• •

•

£
424

1,743

s. d.

5 10

18 8

£2,168 4 6

Made up as follows :

Endowment Eund .

.

Government research grants

Library Fimd
Grovernment Printer

Revenue Account balances

Hector Memorial Eund overdrawn

Hamilton Memorial Eund overdrawn

Profit on year's working

Sundry debtors

Cash in Post Office Savings-bank Trust

Accounts
Petty cash in hand

Dr. Cr.

£ 8. d. £ s. d.

193 12 7

1,256 12 6

245 15

304 10 9

10 16 1

. 30 19 9 • •

3 11 tt V

* ' * 233 1 5

. 14 • A

. 24 10 4 • •

. 6 3 10 • m

£7t> 3 10 £2,244 8 4
76 3 10

£2,168 4 6

M. A, Eliott, Hon. Treasurer.

Examined and found correct,—J. H. Eowler, Deputy Controller and Auditor-General

New Institute.—Statement of Assets and Liabilities as at 31st

Decembbb, 1

Liabilities,

Carter Bequest Capital Account
Hector Memorial Capital Account .

.

Hutton Memorial Capital Account
Hamilton Memorial Capital Account
Government research grants—Balance
Endowment Eund
Library Fund
Government Printer .

.

Carter Bequest Revenue Account ,

.

Hutton Memorial Revenue Account
Hamilton Memorial Revenue Account
Balance of assets over liabilities .

.

•

•

• •

•

•
Assets^

Inscribed stock. Discharged Soldiers Sett
Post OflSce inscribed stock, £400 at 5 pe
Government war bonds, £50 at 4J per ci

Cash at Bank of New Zealand
Cash at Post Office Savings-bank .

.

Cash at Post Office Savings-bank—Trust
Petty caah in hand
Sundry debtors .

.

Hector Memorial Eund overdrawn

£7 , 650

• tt

« #

* •

•

£
5,155
1,184
1,014

48

1,256
193
245
304

8
1

1

233

g. d.

1 10

18 1

5 10

7 11

12 6

12

16

10

6

7

2

1

• •

• •

• •

* »

£
6,965

388
48
424

1,743
24
6

14

30

7

9

6

1

6

5

£9,647 2

s. <!•

17 5

8 4

11 10

6 10

18 8

16 4

3 10

19 9

£9,647 2
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Zealand

1922.

Jan»

Mar.
1.

2.

June 29.

Oct. 6.

Nov, 3.

Dec, 19.

Dec. 24.

Feb. 20.

April 11.

May 6:

May-
June
July
July
July
Aug.
Sept. 30.

Oct. 25.

Nov.

IL
27.

3.

14.

24.

6.

Nov.
7.

8.

iNMEKT Research
December, 1922.

Grants for Year ending 31st

By Balance in hand
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant

To

(Treasury)
(Treasury)

(Treasury)
(Treasury)

(refunded)

Grant (Treasury)
Mr. D. D, inUigan .

Professor Marsden
Professor Malcolm
Misti Curtis

Professor Farr
Professor Marsden
Professor Farr
Professor Malcolm
Professor Marsden
Professor Biirbidge .

Canterbury Philosophical Institute

Professor Malcolm
Mr. D. D. Milligan .

Balance

Dr.

£ B. d.

25
60 5 7

15

78 17

1 16

50
2 15

25
60
100
15

25
25

1,256 12 6

£ 8. d.

1,450 6 1

25

100
15

25
15

100

£1,730 6 1 £1,730 6 1

New Zealand Institute Trust Accounts-

Carter Bequest Revenue Account for Year ending 31st December, 1922*

To Amount overdrawn
Interest invested
Law-costs
Balance tt m

£ s. d.

21 10 9
271 3 5

1 1

8 6 6

£302 1 8

£ & d.

Bv Interest to 15th January,

1922
Interest on loth July,

1922 ..

Interest on interest invested

Interest in Post Office Sav-

ini£S-bank

147 2 6

147

7
2

Bv Balance

6

D 16 8

£302 1 8

• > £8 6 6

Hector Memorial Fund Revenue Account for Year ending 31st December, 1922.

To Amount overdrawn
Mr. R. Speight—Prize
Interest invested
Law-costs

# *

# •

To Balance

24*

I •

£ B. d.

3 9 3
45
48 18 4
1 1

• •

£98 8 7

£30 19 9

By Interest *o 15th January,

Interest to 15th July, 1922

Interest on interest invested

Interest in Post Office Sav-

inc^s-bank

Balance

£ s. d.

33
33
1 5

3
30 19

10

9

£98 8 7
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Hution Memorial Fund Revenue Accovnt Jor Year ending 31st Dece7nher, 1922.

£ s. d.

To Interest invested .. 68 6 7
Law- costs 1 1

Balance 1 7 1

£70 14 8

£ 8. d.

By Balance, 1st January, 1922 13 14 2

Interest to 15th January,
1922 27 10

Interest to loth July, 1922 27 10

Interest on interest invested 1 15

Interest in Post Office S.av-
-

ings-bank . / ' . • 5 6

*

£70 14 8

By Balance • » £1 7 1

To War bonds
Balance

£ 8, d.

48 11 10
I
By Amount from Wellington

18 7

Hamilton Meynorial Fund Revenue Account Jor Tear ending 3Ut December, 1922.

£ 3. d.

48 7 11

1 2 6

£49 10 5

£0 18 7

£49 10 5

PhilcBophical Society

Interest to 16th December,
1922

By Balance

Carter Bequest—Public Trust Office Statement for Period from 3Cth June, 1922, to

SLst December, 1922,

Balance
Receipts.

• «

RESIDUARY CAPITAL ACCOUNT,

£ 8. d.

50

RESIDUARY INCOME ACCOUNT,

Rereipts.
Public Trust Office—Interest

to 31st December, 1922, at
3 per cent.

£ 8. d.

2 5

Disbursements,
Beneficiary's Account : Go-

vernorB of New Zealand
Institute—Cash -

.

• *

£2 5

Cash as Capital Account
£
50

A. d.

£50

TAabiliiy.

Donation—Colonial Museum
(payable when compliance
with conditions in will is

effected)

£ B. d.

2 5

£ 9. d.

50

Financial Statements of the Institute, as follows—statement of receipts

and expenditure, statement of assets and liabilities, trust accounts—having
been duly audited by the Auditor-General, were adopted.

.
Travelling-expenses.—On the motion of Mr. Wright, seconded by Pro-

lessor Marsden, it was resolved, That the actual travelling-expenses of

members of the Board be paid for this meeting. On the motion of Mr.
i^liott, It was resolved, That the opinion of the incorporated societies be

taken on the question of pooUng the expenses of members of the Board
and each society paying its share. An estimate of the cost to be sent to

each society under this proposal.
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Publication Committee^s ReporL—The report of this committee was
received and adopted with the deletion of one paragraph. Mr. J. C,

Andersen attended by request of the Board and gave information regarding
the progress of the printing of Volume 54 and other matters. Professor
Marsden moved, and Dr. Cockayne seconded, That Volume 55 be not
published until 1924. The motion was lost. Dr. Cockayne, seconded by
Professor Marsden, proposed that what would be Volume 54 be now
published in two volumes as Volumes 54 and 55. The motion was lost.

Report of Publication CoMinxxiiE,

It is to be hoped that Vohirae 54 (for 1922) may be issued towards the end of

January. There are several reasons for the delay— financial difficulties, au early session
of Parliament, and an extra number of papers, many of great length. Seventy-eight
papers by fifty-five authors were submitted, forty-eight by thirty-eight authors being
accepted for publication, as against sixty-seven papers by forty-eight authors submitted
last year, of which fifty-three by thirty-seven authors were accepted. The committee
bad much difficulty, firstly in reducing the number of papers, secondly in reducing the
length of many of those accepted. Reduction was made first by the authors them-
selves, and in some cases a further reduction was made by the committee.

In spite of the fact that authors were required to pay for their illustrations, the
papers are more fully illustrated than usual. The committee observes this with pleasure,

whilst at the same time it feels that the penalizing of enthusiastic workers is neither
equitable nor desirable. A paper good enough for acceptance should be accepted as
a whole ; and the committee would suggest that papers might be limited to say thirty

pages, except for extraordinary reasons, and illustrations limited to four plates and four
pages of text-figures, or their equivalent, the author being put to no expense except
for extra copies of reprints. If, however, any author wishes to publish a longer paper
or to illustrate more fully, he should be at liberty to do so, subject, of course, to the
usual censorship, provided he is willing to pay for the additional space and illustrations.

So many new species are dealt with in the present volume that it has been felt that
its value would be enhanced by a full index, and this has been supplied ; and if such
index can be continued from year to year the necessary task of indexing the whole set

of the Transfxction-s will be a task of known magnitude, and not one whose magnitude
grows with the years.

For the next volume only some thirty papers are in hand—mostly short, a few
of moderate length—and it will probably be possible to limit that volume to two hundred
pages or less.

For the Committee. Johannes C. Andeksen, Hon. Editor,

Research Grant Committee^s ReporL—Tbis was received. On the motion

of Mr. Aston, seconded by Dr. Hilgendorf, it was resolved. That a property

list of books, apparatus, &c., bought out of the Research Grant Fund be

compiled, and circulated to members of the Board and printed in the

Trafisactions

,

On the motion of Mr. Aston, seconded by Dr. Cockayne, it was resolved

that the Research Grant Committee be asked to make a comprehensive

report on the state of all researches undertaken with the Institute's financial

aid during the last ten years. It was resolved that those applicants in

the Research Grant Report who asked for further grants be informed that

their requests are held orer until the Research Grant Committee can give

some idea of the state of this fund.

Report of the Research Grant Committee for the Ykar ending 31st December,

1922.

Dr. C. E. Adams, who in 1919 Avas granted £5r>, through tlie ITellington Philosophical

Society, for astronomical instruments, reported on the 5th January, 1923, that a prism

had been secured in England at a cost of £33 lis. lid. He states that before the prism

can be used it must be suitably mounted on the telescope with a camera, &c. The
estimated cost of mounting ia £12 and the camera £8, and he makes application for an

additional £20 for this purpose.
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Mr. G. Brittin, who in 1919 was granted £100, through the Philosophical Institute

of Canterbury, for a research on fruit-diseases, reported on 27th December that

comparative investigation of experimental plots has proved the spraying calendar as

advocated by him to be of great benefit in controlling brown-rot of the peach and other

stone-fruits. He forwarded specimens to Miss Curtis, of the Cawthron Institute, who

is investigating the fungus that causes the buds to drop and the laterals to die back.

The microtome ordered came to hand this year, but, as Mr. Brittin had already made

other arrangements. Professor Kirk took it over. Mr. Brittin delivered a lecture before

the Motueka Fruitgrowers' Association this season, and a condensed report of it was

pubhshed in the Nelson Mail and in the November issue of the Xew Zealand Fruitgrower.

Credit balance of grant, £94 10s. 6d.

Professor Burbidge, who in 1921 was granted £100, through the Auckland Institute,

for a research on the intensity of long-wave signals from Europe, reported on the

2Sth November that the apparatus required for this research had just arrived from

England, and was being assembled to start the records. As the apparatus purchased

took the whole of the grant. Professor Burbidge makes application for a further £25

to cover working-expenses.

Dr. Kathleen Curtis, who in 1920 was granted £100, through the Nelson Institute,

for research in parasitic mycology, reported on the Ibth December that work dunug

the past year had been confined to black-spot of the apple and pear. No results that

might be utilized from the practical point of vie\\' have been obtained, and it is

therefore proposed that next year this work will be discontinued, and that on brown-

rot of stone-fruits resumed. The whole of the grant has been expended in books.

Professor W. P. Evans, who in 1919 was granted a further £200, through the

Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, for an investigation of New Zealand brown coals,

reported on the 15th December that experimental work had been carried out by himself

and three assistants, as follows ; [a) Ultimate analyses of and distribution of sulphur

in twenty-nine coals from the South Island ; (6) leaching experiments on three t}-pical

coals, with special reference to the change in ash ; (c) examination of a coal-resin from

Central Otago, &c. The furnace ordered in 1921 had come to hand, and had been

fitted by itself in case of its being required elsewhere. No results had been published.

A general account cf the work done is being presented to the Australian Association for

the Advancement of Science, at Wellington, and arrangements are being made for

the publication of various portions in scientific journals. Credit balance of grant,

£125 6s. 2d.

Professor C. Coleridge Farr, Mho in 1919 was granted £100, and later a further

£9a, through the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, for a research on the porosity

of porcelain, reported on the 5th January that a paper embodying the results of this

research was published in the October/ 1922, issue of the Journal of the American

Imtiiute of Electrical Engineers in the 41st volume, on page 711. (This publication is

temporarily available to members of the Board of Governors at this meeting.) That

the work has been of interest outside of New Zealanrl as well as of importance witWn
it is shown by an extract from a letter received by Mr. BirLs from Mr. F. W. H.

Wheadon, of the Adelaide Electric Supply Company ; and, referring to an arrangement
for testing insulators for Adelaide, Mr, Wheadon says, " I am sure there are a number
of us here who are so vitally interested in this matter that we would be very glad n
such an arrangement could be made "

; and Mr. Parrv has also written to Mr. Birks

from London saying (inter alia), " The results are very important, and, what is more,

are very much more conclusive than any that have hitherto been published."
The paper which has been published is by Earr and Philpott, and is in substance

very much the same as was submitted in tjT>e to the Board of Governors last year.

An expenditure of £134 8s. Gd. has been incurred, which leaves a credit balance

of £oD lis. 6d. ,• but it is thought by the authors of the paper that the work has now
become of such a practical nature and so routine in practice that any further expenditure

upun it should be borne by the Public Works Department, and not come upon the

Research Grant Fund of the New Zealand Institute, which is essentially for investiga-

tions of an uncertain and experimental nature. It is considered that the work has now
progressed beyond that stage, and bcH;ome of a commercial character.

Mr. George Gray, who in 1920 was granted £50, through the Philosophical Institute

of Canterbury, for an investigation on the waters of Canterburv, reported on the

28th Isovember that owing to ill health no work has been done during the past year

;

and, as there seemed to be little probabilitv of its being resumed in the future, the grant

2: ^V^^^^**
"^ P^rt has been expended, is reluctantly surrendered. ,

fu All ^" L^^^as^r, to whom, with Mr. Cornes, in 1919, was granted £50, ^hroug&
the Auckland Institute, for a research on the growth of kauri, reported on the l^tn

l^ecember that during the year little progress had been made. 3Ir. Cornes had accepted
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a permanent position in Christchurch, and, as it was a diflScult matter to carry on the
research single-handed, Mr. Lancaster reluctantly relinquished the whole of the grant.

Professor Malcolm, who in 1919 was granted £250, and in 1920 a further £175,
through the Otago Institute, for a research on the food value of New Zealand fish,

reported on the 24th December that work was resumed in August, with the help of
Mr. T. B. Hamilton, M,A., B.Sc, It is hoped to publish Part 3 of the series of papers
on food values in the next volume of the Trarisacfions. He had hoped to commence
experiments on the vitamines in New Zealand fish-oils, and spent considerable time
and some money on preparatory work when, unfortunat-ely, a fire occurred in the Depart-
ment, which destroyed the tame rats he had brought from England for this purpose.
Credit balance of grant is £85.

Professor Malcolm, who in 1018 was granted £30, through the Otago Institute,

for a research on the pharmacology of New Zealand plants, reported on the 24th December
that the work was practically at the same stage as in his last report. If the Board is

agreeable he would like to have the time for the final report again extended, as he has
a considerable amount of data collected for a paper, but he wished to confirm certain
experiments before publishing, and the other research had taken all his spare time this

year. Credit balance in hand, £14.

Professor Farr, who in 1921 Avas granted £75 (of which £60 was last year transferred
to his porcelain grant), through the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, for investiga-

tions into the properties of gas-free sulphur, reported on the 5th January that the work
of this research had been going on during the year, although no expenditure had been
necessary. Some expense would be incmred, however, as it had become necessary to
design some glassware which is too complicated to be made at the Laboratory. Credit

balance of grant, £15.

Professor Marsden, who in 1922 was given a special grant of £100 for an investiga-

tion on the Taupo earthquakes, reported on the 14th October that the money had been
spent on expenses of three journeys to Taupo, and on constructing and installing three

instruments at Wairakei, later at Taupo. An assistant to take observations was also

paid for four weeks. Professor Marsden has several hundred earthquake records nearly

all worked up as regards amplitudes, periods, and time of various phases of quakes.
He has made records of subsidences north of Taupo causing the eartliquakes, and made
arrangements to follow the movements and quakes by installing seismographs at Taupo
and arranging tide-gauges to be placed round the lake.

Professor Marsden, who in 1919 was granted £125, through the Wellington Philo-

sophical Society, for a research on the effect of a particles on matter, reported on the

l6th October that a preiiniinary account of the research had been accepted for publi-

cation by the Journal of Atmospheric Electricity and Terrestrial Magvetism, A fuller

account is in progress, and will be submitted when certain comparative measurements
have been made at Apia. Credit balance of grant, £69 19s. 8d.

Mr. D. D. Milligan, who in 1920 was granted £50, through the Nelson Institute,

for a research on New Zealand orthoptera, reported on the 14th November that at the

end of February he started his investigations in the North Auckland Province, He
purposes this summer joining a camping-party from the Auckland University College

to visit the Waipona State Forest, when he trusts to have better collecting. Credit

balance in grantee's hand, £16 10s.

Mr. W. G. Morrison, who in 1919, was granted £100, through the Philosophical

Institute of Canterbviry, for a research on natural afforestation, reported on the 3rd

January that during the past year he had been unable to carry on any research work.

He finds that it will be impossible to carry on fxurther work on the lines hitherto

followed, owing to the increase of duties in connection with his work in the State Forest

Service, and he feels he caimot trespass further on the grant, the balance of which,

£26 19s. 7d., will be returned to the Institute in due course. He would like, however,
to obtain the assent of the Institute to the use of the camera for the next twelve

months, with the option of taking it over at the end of that period at the price paid

for it. Balance of grant, £56 19s. 7d.
Mr. R. Speight, who in 1919 was granted £225, through the Philosophical Institute

of Canterbtiry, for a geological examination of the Malvern Hills, reported on the 17th

November that the examination of the area had been continued as occasion offered.

Special attention had been paid to the south-Mest part of the area, and it was hoped
by the end of 1923 a definite report on the geology would be available. The investi-

gations carried on revealed no results of special commercial value, except the possibility

erf the existence of a fair amount of coal in the Glenroy area. The new mine opened a
little while ago near White Cliffs turned out much better than expected, and there is

now a considerable amomit of coal in sight, and the promise of the existence of a

valuable area of brown coal in a workable seam or seams within reasonable distance
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from rail. If working facilities could be improved the output of the mine could be

substantially increased. Credit balance of grant, £189 4s. 4d.

Mx\ L. Symes, convener of the Artesian Wells Committee, which was granted £100,

through the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, reported on the 28th December

that owing to a variety of circumstances work had been in abeyance. Dr. Hilgendorf

had now returned, however, and observations would be resumed almost at once. The

committee requests that the balance of the grant, £57 14s. 2d., should be available for

the continuation of the work,

Hon. G. M. and Mr. G. Stuart Thomson, who in 1919 were granted £50, through the

Otago Institute, for a research on the economic value of whale-feed, sent in a paper

on the 15th December bearing on this subject. The paper states that in summer large

shoals of a bright-red shrimp are met with on the sea -coast of New Zealand. This

animal is popularly known as " whale-feed," The paper describes its life-history,

occurrence, and commercial value. In an average season such enormous quantities of

these shrimps occur that at times they are thrown up on beaches in millions. Masses

of them several inches deep are thus heaped on the shore, and when collected and carted

away on to the soil form a good manure.

An attempt was made to ascertain—(1) The quantity of oil present in these

shrimps; (2) the nitrogen content; (3) the percentage of phosphoric acid. From the

analysis it is clear that it would never pay to treat whale-feed as a commercial source

of oil and manure, except occasionally, perhaps, in the immediate neighlx)urhood of a

suitably installed plant for dealing with fish-offal. The capture of the fresh material

would require the use of finer-meshed nets than are usually employed by any New
Zealand fishermen. The handling of the fresh material and the subsequent treatment

of it—drying, oil-extraction, and grinding—would probably cost, at present prices of

labour, &c., not less than £2 per ton, and this would leave a margin of only £1 8a. 7d.

per ton. It has further to be remembered that such a plant would only be available

for treatment of whale-feed when there was a scarcity of fish, a contingency not likely

to Jiappen, for when whale-feed are abundant fish are usually abundant too. The
authors point out that abeady the production of nitrogenous manure in the frozen-iueat

industry of the Dominion is greater than the demand. From all these considerations

they are of the opinion that there is very Httle commercial value in whale-feed under

present conditions.

The whole of the grant has been used. (A chemical balance is now available for

other research workers from this grant.)

Mr. A. M. Wright, who in 1921 was granted £75, through the Philosophical

Institute of Canterbury, for an investigation into the vitamine content of commercial

meat-products, reported on the 12th December that the investigation had been carried

out during the past year with a view of determining the reliability of the growth of

jreast in pure culture as a method of estunating the vitamine content of foodstufis.

The method employs yeast instead of animals as the test-organism in the determination
of Vitamine B. A number of modifications have been the subject of experimental

study, and one gives promise of yielding satisfactory results. No publication of results

has yet been made ; the earlier (1921) results have been the subject of various lectures

and demonstrations, popular accounts of which have appeared in various newspapers.
It is requested that the balance of the grant, £25, be available for a further year.

Attention should be directed to the fact that where a large credit balance is showu
in any grant, most of it Ls in the hands of the Institute, and is bearing interest in the

Post-office Savings-bank.

Regulation Committee's Report.—Thk was received, amended, and adopted.

It was resolved, on the motion of Dr. Chilton, seconded by Professor

Marsden, That the report be suitably edited by the same committee, and

printed.

Refokt of the Rkoitlations Committer.
Committee : Mr. J. C. Andersen, Dr. J. A. Thomson, and Mr. B. C. Aston.

The Institute books have been searched, and the following motions or resolutions

*u®
,^?^P^^ *^^ convenience of reference under the various heads. In the references

the foUowmg contractions are used : M.B., minute-book ; A.M., annual meeting ;
Pro^"

Proceedings of the Institute.
Authority is sought for the adoption of those portions which are italicized.

- -^, _ For the Committee.
16th January, 1923. B. C. AsTO^^
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Reg}(Iations to be gazetted.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS,

1. Members of the Board of Governors shall not hold any paid office under the

Board. (1905 M.B., p. 21.)

2. Travelling-expenses of members of the Board of Governors shall be paid.

(M.B., p. 18, 2nd A.M.)
FDBLICATIONS.

5. ((/,) Ten separate copies of papers shall be printed for the Institute in addition

to the copies supplied to the author, (1909 A.M.)

GENERAL REGULATIONS.

The President shall be ex officio a member of all committees.

The Hon. Editor shall be convener of the Publication Committee. (1905 M.S.,

p. 21.)

The seal of the old Institute bearing the date of establishment as 1867 shall be
adopted as the seal of the New Zealand Institute reconstituted by the New Zealand
Institute Act, 1903, and continued by the New Zealand Institute Act, I90S. (1910, p. 92,

Proc, iv.)

An abstract of all business transacted at each meeting of the Standing Committee
shall be prepared and communicated to all members of the Board after each meeting.

(1910 A.M.)
The quorum of the Standing Committee meetings shall be four. (1922 A.M.)

ENDOWMENT FUiND.

A fund to be called an Endowment Fund shall be set up, the interest on which for

any year may be spent for purposes of the Institute, but the capital may not be spent.

(1918 A.M.)
All interest accruing from moneys deposited in the Institute's General Account in

the Post Office Savings-bank shall be credited to the Endowment Fund, unless other-

wise allocated by the Board at the annual meeting at which the amount of the annual

interest is repoHed. (1920 and 1923 A.M.)
lelv. the Carter, Button. Hector, and Hamilton Funds—shall,Trust-moneys—na

when deposited in
trust. (1923 A.M.)

iparate accounts

REGULATIONS

8. Grants shall be given preferentially to investigations \\hich appear to have

(1) an economic bearing; purely scientific investigations to be by no means excluded.

When the research is one that leads to a direct economic advance the Government

shall reserve to itself the right of patenting the discovery and of rewarding the dis-

coverer; but it is to be understood that grants from the research-grant vote are not in

the nature of a reward or a prize, but for out-of-pocket expenses incurred by the

research worker, including salary or endowment of assistant, but not salary for the

grantee himself. Plants, books, apparatus, chemicals, &c., purchased for applicants

are to remain the property of the Institute, and eventually to form a loan collection

of apparatus in the manner now practised by the Royal Society of London.

First method of initiating researches : Applications shall be invited for grants

in aid of research to be specified by applicants.

Second method of initiating researches: The Governors of the Institute shall

suggest from time to time subjects the investigation of which is desirable, and to ask

capable investigators to undertake such researches, the Institute paying for apparatus,

material, and working-expenses, including assistance. (1917 A.M.)

2. AH applications for grants shall come through some incorporated society.

(1922 A.M., p. 807, vol. 54.)
'

^ , t,

3. In the case of a refusal to recommend a grant, the Standmg Committee shall not

give any reasons for its refusal unless such reason is stated in the minutes. (1921 A.M.,

p. 491, vol. 53.)

FELLOWSHIP REGULATIONS.
26, Add—
(a.) The consent of the candidate must be obtained in writing.

The information regarding each candidate ;.hall be condensed to one foolscap sheet

of ty-pewritten matter. (1922 A.M., p. 800, vol. 54.)
. ^ . . ,

When a candidate is proposed by more than one society H shall be sufficient to circulate

to voters the information supplied by one society.
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FELLOWSHIP ELECTION.

Subsection E shall be rescinded, and the following inserted

:

The voting-paper for the election of Fellows shall be in the following form :

Names of Candidates, in Alphabetical Order.

There are vacancies to be filled. Place a cross in the column markec

against the name of each candidate for whom you w ish to vote.

The vote will be invalid if

—

(a.) More than the required number is voted for on the paper;
(fe.) The voter signs the voting-J)aper

;

(c) The voting-paper is not returned on the date announced. (1923 A.M.)

HAMILTON MEMORIAL FUND REGULATIONS.

As amende
for year 1922.)

Committee

CARTER BEQUEST.

That the fund known as the Carter Bequest, consisting of the principal originally

placed by the Board of Governors in the hands of the Public Trustee, together with

the interest accrued thereon, be withdrawn from the Public Trustee and reinvested in

such securities as provided for by legislation covering trust-moneys, power to arrange

details and to act being given to the Hon. Secretary and the Hon, Treasurer acting

conjointly. (1922 M.B., p. 205.)

HECTOR MEMORIAL FTND.
That the fund known as the Hector Memorial Fund, consisting of the principal

originally placed by the Board of Governors in the hands of the Public Trustee,

together with the interest accrued thereon, be withdrawn from the Public Trustee and
reinvested in such securities as provided for by legislation covering trust -moneys,
power to arrange details and to act being given to the Hon. Secretary and the Hon.
Treasurer acting conjointly. (1922 M.B., p. 205.)

HUTTON MEMORLVL FUND,
That the fund known as the Button Memorial Fund, consisting of the principal

originally placed by the Board of Governors in the hands of the Public Trustee, together

with the interest accrued thereon, be withdrawn from the Public Trustee and reinvested
in »uch securities as provided for by legislation covering trust-moneys, power to arrange
details and to act being given to the Hon. Secretary and the Hon. Treasurer acting

conjointly. (1922 M.B., p. 205.)
That until the Hutton Memorial reaches the sum of £1,000 not less than 1 per cent.

on the capital invested be added each year to the principal. (190S M-B., p. 93.)

HONORARY MEWBERg,
Vacancies in the list of honorary members shall be announced at each annual

meeting of the Board of Governors, and such announcement be communicated as early

as possible to each incorporated society, and each such society shall, on or before the

Ist December, nominate one person for each vacancy as honorary member, and the

election shall take place at the next annual meeting of the Board of Governors. (1919

A.M.. D. 471. vol. 51.1
^

.
•

Resululions to he printed.

PTTBLICATIONS,

•^i.^Iu^^'^u
^^^ Transactions be printed at the Govertiiiunt Printing Office. That,

with the object of expediting the pubHcation of volumes of the Transactions, paF'^
received after the 31st December of any year be not included in the volume for that year

;

that papers l)e sent to the Editor as soon as possible after thev have been read before the

various societies. That the Publication Committee be authorized to proceed with the

publication at once, and that authors' copies be dated and issued to authors as soon as

printed. (19/1/05 M.B., p. 12.)

• ^u' n
'^^^ publication of papers in local nei^papers will militate against publication

in the Proceedings of the Institute. The PubHcation Committee be given full discrefaon
m the pubhshing of abstracts of papers pubhshed in fuU elsewhere. (1S05 M.B., p- 18-)
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3. That there is no reason for including m the Tranmmons meteoroJogicai returns

published elsewhere. ( 190(5 M.B., p. 79).
^

4. That the Pubhcation Committee do not pubhsh seismological returns in the

Transactions. (1908 M.B., p. 79.)
. ,. , ,

5. That Volume -41 be the first of a new series, and consist of two separately pubhshed

parts : Part 1 to contain the scientific papers, plates, and index. (1908 M.B„ p, 82.)

Part 2 to contain :

—

{a.) The annual address of the President of the Institute.

(fc.) Proceedings of the societies and presidential addresses.

(c.) Short abstracts of papers not printed in full.

(d.) Summaries of scientific papers appearing in other pubhcations on mutters

of interest to Xew Zealand science, prepared by speciahsts, and lists of

the scientific pubhcations issued by the Department of Agriculture,

Chemistry, &c,, during the year.

(e.) Instruction to writers of papers.

(/.) Report of the annual meeting of the institute, with balance-sheets.

{g.) The New Zealand Institute Act.

(A.) Regulations of the Hutton Memorial Fund ; annual report of the same ; report

of the Hector Memorial Fund ; report of the Carter Bequest.

(i.) Obituary notices of honorary members and members of local societies. (190S

M.B.,p. 82.)
. r .r u 3

-
7 c

'
•

6. That in future the volumes of the Transactions be pubhshed in royal Svo size

(1908, vol.41, p. 447.)
^ , i. t,

7. That extra copies of the Transactions, not to exceed 5 per cent of the number

due to the society, be sent to the Secretary of that society if he applies for them.

(1909, p. 98, Proc.)
, . ^

'

,

8. That authors be suppHed \\\ih twenty-five copies of their papers free, and that

if the Editor be notified of the author's requirements at the time the paper is sent

in further copies be supplied at cost price. (1909, p. 99, Proc. 4, and 1922 A.M.)

9. That authors be allowed to contribute towards the cost of pubhshmg such

illustrations as are approved by the Hon. Editor. (1912, vol. 25, p. 417.)

10. That the Standing Committee be authorized to dispose of the stock of Trans-

actions for those years in M'hich the number is in excess of 200 by gift to smtable

institutions, or by sale at reduced terms. (1915, vol. 48, p. 528.)
. v v

11. That the Standing Committee be authorized to increase the exchange hst.

(1915, vol. 48, p. 529.) .^ , ^ * j * *i, tt •

12. That a set of pubhcations as complete as possible be presented to the University

of Louvain (1915. p. 528, vol. 48.) ..^ ., ^ * i> • *

13. That the Standing Committee make arrangements with the Government Prmter

to distribute the copies of the Transactions. (191(5, vol 49., p. 534.)

14. That a set of bulletins published each year be forwarded to aU societies on the

exchange fist. (1916, vol. 49, p. 540.)
, „ . ,_ w. • .u u ^ * *u

15. That the matter of pubhshing future bulletins be left m the hands of the

Pubhcation and Standing Committees to deal Mith at their discretion. (1917, voL 50,

1

p. 332.)
minutes of the annual meeting

of the Board of Governors be discontinued, but that copies of an attract of minutes

be sent to each incorporated society as soon as possible- (1920, vol. o3, p. 4J7.)

17. That in future the cost of making the blocks for plates and text-figures be charged

to the authors. (1922 M.B., p. 217.)

co:ncerning the edxtok.

1. That it be an instruction to the Hon. Editor of the Traiisactionsto foUow the rules

of botanical nomenclature agreed upon at the Vienna Coagress of 1905 m the pnnting

of the Transactions (1908 M.B., p. 83.)
, , m ,- i. i

2. That all matters in connection with the printing of ^^e Tm^orho;^ managed

by the Hon. Editor direct with the Government Prmter, (1909 M.15,, p. lo^.;

3. That the Pubhcation Committee be authorized to arrange for the pubhcation

of the volumes of Tramadions and for the printing on the title-page of each paper the

dat^ of receipt by the Editor and the date of issue by the Printer. (1916, yo\. 49, p. 540.)

4. That descriptive notice of the pubhcations of the Institute be given on the outside

back cover of the Tmn^flfrfion^. (1912, p. 99.)
. ^ -.^ * u 4U

5. That it be a recommendation to the Pubhcation S^™^^^ V..^^^^, 1"^^

" Memorandum for Authors of Papers '' (see p, H, vo!. 49 or 50) by the deletion of the

words " Secretary of the society before which it was read," and the insertion therefor

of the words " Editor of the Transactions:' (1918, vol. 51, p. 471.)
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6. That it be a recommendation to authors of papers to adhere as nearly as
possible to the metric system in the statement of any weights or measures. (1918,
vol. 51, p. 471.)

7. That the Standing Committee be instructed to take steps to index Vols. 41-61
when funds permit. (1918, vol. 51, p. 465.)

8. That the Publication Committee be directed to insert a notice in the Tramactions
stating the privileges of members in relation to the Ubraries of the Institute and of the
incorporated societies, (1915, vol. 48, p. 528.)

9. That it be an instruction to the PubUeation Committee to edit the Transactions
more severely in future, particularly with regard to the length of papers ; that the
papers in hand be refereed not only from the point of view of suitableness but from the
point of view of length. (1922 M.B., p. 217.)

CONCERNING THE HON. SECRETARY.

1. That the Standing Committee should prepare for the annual meeting in each year
a list of the resolutions of importance passed by it during the year, inchiding those passed
by the Board of Governors at the last annual meeting. (1909, Proc. 4, p. 97.)

2. That the Hon. Secretary be instructed to furnish each member of the Board with
» copy of the report of the Standing Committee azid the business to be submitted at the
meeting one week previous to the meeting of the Board of Governors. (1912, A.M.)

FINANCIAL.

That the Minister of Internal AflFairs be asked to obtain a grant to enable the Board
of Governors to distribute spare volumes of Tranaactions to public libraries, secondary
and technical schools of the Dominion, branches of the Teachers' Institute ; and to
suitably bind and forward the set of Transactions to the University of Louvain. (1915,
vol. 48, p. 529.)

•'

TRUST FUNDS MANAGEMENT.
That half of 1 per cent, of the capital invested on account of the Carter, Hector,

ilutton, and Hamilton Trust Funds be contributed by these funds towards the cost of
administration. (1923 A.M. ; rescinded 1924 A.M

)

CABTER BEQUEST.

AW \' '^^^\
*J^ ^^^^- ^^^If^^ Institute will view with satisfaction vigorous steps in the

threction of developing the Carter Fund to the point at which the T^ishes of the
Denetactor can be earned into effect, {1920, vol. 20, p. 482 )

2. That permission be pivpn t.n fl^u s+o.,^;— r<„Lv-;ii_ x. l xi_ /^-_x__ t:u-„^,7
in the Turnbull Librarv if

M.B.. p. 171.)

they could make suitable arrangements

3. Conditions of transfer of Ubrary. (See

MEMOElAli

Committe
Vhi^r:Lr^:^1^7

^-aiiuuig ^ommiiiee De authorized to co-operate with the Wellington

Sn,.H?? pfn?T ^1 ?\*'r"?"l **^" *^™^ «" ^tich thfbalance of the Hamilton

vol^ p. 333 f
"* "^^'^ '" *'"'* *« *^« New Zealand Institute (1917,

l,«r./" J^^*
"^PP^i^^tions be made forthwith to the Wellington Philosophical Society to

SJlnH / rf f°"'^' i *^^ Hamilton Memorial Fund for administraiion by the New
Zealand Li^titute in conformity with the rules drawn up. (1920 M.B., p. 170.)

CONCERNING THE PEOPEBTY OE THE INSTITUTE.

th« ilJnu^ ?i!
^^^^^'"ent be urged to provide a suitable building in which to house

WtLIki 1 '^''f
'•y '^"^ ^e«o^« of the Institute, the destruction of which would be an

irreparable loss to the country. (1916, vol. 49, p. 541.)

as soon iTpJ™ f'™ ^ "^^^^ ^ ^t H°"- *^« Minister of Internal Affairs for a grant,

imbo,mH^„hnnT
'' permit, sufficient to provide for binding the large number of

unbound pubhcations now in the Ubrary of the Institute. (1918 A.M., vol 50, p. 332.)

LONDON AGENCY.

transferred to W. W. (1909M.B.,p. 163.)

^i
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INCORPORATED SOCIETIES.

1. That it is desirable that all branches of the Institute should end their financial

year on or before 31st December, so that their annual reports and balance-sheets may be
placed before the annual meeting of the Board. (1909, p. 97.)

2. That for every copy of volume 49, Trans, New Zealand Institute, received by the
incorporated societies a contribution of 2s. 6d. whall be made during the current year
by such society. (1916, vol. 49, p. 539.)

3. That for every copy of volume 54 of the Transactions received by the incorporated
societies a contribution of 5s. towards the cost of printing be made during the current

year by such society (1922 M.B., p. 217.)

4. That the affiliated societies be asked to collect the amounts due for authors'

reprints and forward same to the Hon. Secretary, NeM" Zealand Institute. (1913,

vol. 46, p. 359.)

CONCERNING VARIOUS COMMITTEES.

That all committees shall, in a formal report to the annual meeting, furnish an
account of their year's work (1908, vol. 41, p. 449.)

That the duties of the Observatory Committee shall

(1.) To take into consideration all matters concerning the foundation, development,
and maintenance of all observatories in New Zealand and Samoa devoted to astronomy
or any branch of earth physics or vulcanology.

(2,) That the Committee communicate its recommendations from time to time to

the Standing Committee, who shall, if they deem necessary, take action thereon. (1921
M.B., p. 170.)

That the Standing Committee meet at regular stated times, the first Tuesday in

every month at 2 p.m. to be the ordinary dates of meeting. All members of the Board
to be informed of any change in the regular date of meeting. (1923 A.M.)

CONCERNING SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY.

That this Institute believes that one of the first and most important steps in the

direction of encouraging the appHcation of science to industry is the formation of a

scientific and technological library in the Dominion, and urges the Government to take

immediate steps to provide such a library. That the New Zealand Institute, as the body
which for fifty years has persistently encouraged the carrying-out of scientific researchee,

offers the Government its services in the interests of national efficiency; and that a

deputation be appointed to wait upon the Acting-Premier to present to him a report as

to the relations of science and industry and to urge the necessity of definite action. (1916,

vol. 49, p. 541.)

LIFE MEMBERSHIP EXCHANGE.

That incorporated societies be recommended to adopt the following ruling : When
a life member of au incorporated society takes up his residence in another district his

name be retained on the roll of the original society, from which he should receive the

TraThsactions, and the society of the district to which he transfers should grant him full

membership privileges. (1923 A.M.)

HONORARY MEMBERSHIP.

y the nominators
December of each

year, (1923 A.M.)

Election of Fellows.—The election for the two Fellowships was then

taken, and the Ven. Archdeacon H. W. Wilhanis and Mr. J; C. Andersen

^ere duly elected.

Hector Award, 1923.—The President read the recommendation of the

Committee of Award—Professor Chilton (convener), Professor Haswell, and

Mr. T. F. Cheeseman—forwarding the name or Mr. G. V. Hudson. On the

motion of the President, it was unanimously resolved to adopt the com-

mittee's receommendation and confer the award on Mr. G. V. Hudson.
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Canterbury Collie, Christchurch, 29th January, 1923,
The President, New Zealand Institute,

Dear Sir,— Hector Merrwrial Avxird^ 1923.

The members of the committee appointed to make a recommendation for tLe
award of the Hector Memorial Medal in Zoology for 1923 have had no easy task,
mnng to the dalhculty of comparing work in different and distinct branches of zoology,

unanimoua
be awarded to Mr. G V. Hudson, F.E.S.. F.N.Z.Inst,, for his long-continued and
valuable researches m New Zealand entomology.

For the Committee,

Chas. Chilton, Convener.

dfoT 1923,~Tlie President read the recommendation of the

Cockajm

resident, it was unanimously
Allan Thomson.

Allan Thomson, On the

CoEomittee
Wellington, 13th January, 1923

Pnn^^ri^rTT i-« . .
^^ ^^^ tiuUon Memorial Medal reports that, after

l^^Zu. Sf ,Sr ' ^f'*""' °^ ^*"°"« candidates, they recommend that it be

orhk v«ln«Sl' . . ^^T'^'J; "'i
^^^^"'it of his geological work in New Zealand;

ri^iL ™2v1 T.'^r
Brachiopoda of the Australasian Antarctic Expedition,

oraccount Tf^KF ^
distribution and recent and final representation; and/ further,

a newSt 1 tl ^.^'''^^f^ ""^"^ «^ ^«««nt *nd extinct Brachiopoda, which sheds
a new light on the relations of var ons a».n«ro

^

Wm. B. Benham, Convener.

Hamilton Prize for iP23.-The President read the recommendation of

!n^ tZ^^/'^^T^^^ *^ ^^^'^ ^^ *^^ P^i^« (Dr. Chilton and Dr. TiUyard)
and lorwardmsf t.hft Tiflmo f%f M^ t n n*^., A ., . . ., ^ -i ..x

Mr

JItT'fi
iVo^W Par;fc.-The President gave an account of his attend-

e at the first mp.fttina ^f fi.^ -D^^i. t> i ? -,ir^ . . ^. _ t„.j
It was resolved

to pay the expenses of the President attending this meeting.

^^
J7a/a%«e CommUtee's Rep^t.-Thk report, received 29th January, was

Reference List of Scientific Pkkiodicals.

in(lividuab most3l.*i^i^'f'
°^ '''"^ periodicals was sent to sixty-two Kbraries and

tained thtertas been i^dV."^^'^^*^^
^''^^ ^^^ ^^'' The information con-

editing to brmade rS^. f ?u*^^''^''^'
^"^ ^"1 onlj require certain details of

rt^ellinVon PhTlosopL^at C' ^ ^"''}'\ ^^^ ^^^'^''^^ ^ithe Dominion Museum,

reorgafizatiorhave noW^t ^1- T^ *^^ ^ew Zealand Institute, being under

warded as sooA as detad. lt\ "JF^'"^
'^'^^ ^"* ^ understand that these will be for-

soon as details as to the ownership of certain periodicals have been decided.

Gilbert Archey,
Hon. Editor, Reference List of Periodicals.

ship^otigtr""^^
^^' '''''^'''^ *^ ^"'^^'^ ^^'^ vacancies for the Fellow-

Dr ^myZl ^T^^'^'^rPl^^ °^^ti°^ «f »'• Hilgendorf, seconded by

«Hp i sun^lL \ '?.'^^'^' ^^"* '^^ qualifications for honorary member-

Thp "KqIt^*^ * XI. ^ ^^'^ -uecember of each year.

» ^-'eZ°^r?r/Rl:°blf --»•«' was then hold, and resulted
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Canterbury College Jubilee.—The President and Professor Marshall were

deputed to attend this celebration as delegates from the New Zealand

Institute

.

Pan-Pacific CoTigresSy August, 1923,—On the motion of the President^

seconded by Dr. Marshall, it was resolved, Tliat Professors Chilton and
Cotton should attend the Congress as delegates from the New Zealand
Institute.

A letter from Mr. G. V. Hudson (27/12/22) was read and received.

Deaths of Honorary Members,—The deaths of the following honorary

members were announced: Dr. D. Sharp, F.R.S. ; Rev. R. H. Codrington,

D.D. ; Dr. G. S. Brady, F.R.S.

Officers for Year 1923,—The following officers for 1923 were elected :

President, Professor H. B. Kirk ; Hon. Secretary, Mr. B. C. Aston

;

Hon. Treasurer, Mr. M. A. Eliott ; Hon. Editor, Mr. J. C. Andersen ; Hon.
Librarian, Professor C. A. Cotton. Trustees of the Hector, Carter, Hutton,
and Hamilton Funds, Mr. B. C. Aston and Mr. M. A. Eliott.

Committees.—Research Committee : Mr. B. C. Aston, Professor W. P.

Evans, Mr. F. W. Furkert, Dr. J. Allan Thomson.
Publication Committee : Professor H. B. Kirk, Dr. C. A. Cotton,

Mr. J. C. Andersen, Dr. J. A. Thomson, Professor E. Marsden, and Mr.
B. C. Aston.

Regulations Committee : Mr. J. C. Andersen^ Dr. J, A. Thomson, Mr.
M. A. Eliott, Mr. B. C. Aston, and Dr. C. A. Cotton.

Library Committee : Professor D. M. Y. Sonunerville, Dr. J. Allan

Thomson, and Dr. C. A. Cotton.

Hector Award Committee: Mr. T. F. Cheeseman, Dr. L. Cockayne, and
Professor Chas. Chilton.

Hutton Awai-d Committee : Professor W, B. Benham, Dr. L. Cockayne,
Dr. J. E. HoUoway, Dr. P. Marshall, and Dr. J. A. Thomson.

Hamilton Prize Committee : Dr. Chas. Chilton, Dr. R. J. Tillyard, and
Dr. P. Marshall.

Date and Place of Next Annual Meeting.—To be held in Wellington

on last Tuesday in January, 1924.

Meetings of Standing Committee.—It was resolved, That the Standing

Committee should meet at regular stated times, the first Tuesday in every

month to be the ordinary dates of meeting, at 2 p.m. All members of

the Board to be informed of any change in the regular date of meeting.

. Reconstitution of Standing Committee.—Dr. Chilton moved, That the

Regulation 17 be rescinded, with a view to reconstruct the Standing Com-
mittee on the lines proposed, as follows: That the Standing Committee

consist of the President, the Hon. Secretary, the Hon. Treasurer, and three

other members of the Board of Governors to be elected at the annual

meeting of the Board of Governors. The motion was lost.

Minutes.—Authority was given the Standing Committee to confirm the

minutes of this meeting.

Deer on Stewart Island.—On the motion of Dr. Marshall, seconded by
Dr. Tillyard, it was resolved, That the Hon. G. M. Thomson be asked to
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report to the Standing Committee on the increase and spread of white-

tailed deer on Stewart Island, and the consequent damage to the native

flora and fauna.

f Hutton Grant Application,—Letters from Dr. Marshall, dated 6th June

and 15th January, 1923, applying for a grant of £40 from the Hutton Fund,

were read, and it was resolved, on the motion of the President, seconded

by Archdeacon WilUams, to grant the sum asked for the purpose of

enabling Dr. Marshall to continue his identification in the study of

Cretaceous fossils.

Carter Committee Report.—The report was received. On the motion of

Professor Marsden, seconded by Professor Segar, it was resolved, That
the Institute endeavour to obtain the permission of the Court to use

000 of the an
according to the committee's report.

I

Repoet or THE Carter Bequest Committee.
I regret that, owing to the absence of the Government Astronomer in Australia,

my own absence in Samoa, and the distractions consequent on the meeting of the
Australasian Association, the committee has been unable to complete the business for

which it was set up, I therefore beg leave to present an interim report, and to ask

committee
year.

The terms of reference were to prepare plans for an astronomical observatory iu

accordance with the majority report of the committee previously set up.
I have to report that the committee was favourable to the idea of providing

accommodation on a larger scale than was immediately required by the instruments
at present available, and obtained from Messrs. Cooke, York, and Sir Howard Grubb,
Buckingham, estimates for a dome to accommodate a 12 in. refracting telescope, the
dome being some 25 ft. in diameter. Cooke's estimates, which were the lower of the
two, and were favoured by the committee, amount to £720 ; this does not include any
bmlcUng, but only the steel framework and covering for the actual dome.

I am in correspondence with Mr. La Trobe with regard to plans for a building,
but there has not yet been sufficient time to prepare these.

D, M, Y. SoMMERviLLE, Conveucr.

Samoan Observatory Committee's Report.—This report was received.
The committee was re-elected.

Samoan

Report of the Samoan Observatory Board.
at

;ramme

The co-operation„. „^^ ^uca-iix ufcive aiso mei on numerous occasions. The co-operauuii
between the scientific representatives of the Institute and the representatives of

Government

Ministe
Ubservatory has been kept at a high standard. The representatives of the committee
require
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
BOARD OF GOVERNORS.

29th January, 1924.

The annual meeting of the Board of Governors was held in Victoria
Wellingt

Present

—

President; Professor H. B. Kirk (in the chair), and the following
Governors :

—

Eepreseuting the Government : Dr. Chas. Chilton, Dr. L. Cockayne,
Allan Thomson, and Mr

WelHngt
and Mr. P. G. Morgan.

Mr. G. V. Hudson

O
Representing Auckland Institute : Professors H. W. S

Worley.

Representing Philosophical Institute of Canterbury: Dr. C. Cole-
"

It, a. M. Wright.
Representing Otago Institute : Hon. G. M, Thomson and Dr. J.

Malcolm.

Representing Hawke's Bay Philosophical Institute : Mr. H. Hill.

Representing Manawatu Philosophical Society : Mr. M. A. Eliott

(Hon. Treasurer),

Wan Dr. P. Marshall.

Representing Nelson Institute ; Professor T. H, Easterfield.

Apologies for non-attendance were received from His Excellency the

Governor-General and from the Hon. the Minister of Internal Affairs.

Presidential Address,—Professor Kark then read liis presidential address.

It was unanimously resolved to print the address, and a vote of thanks
was carried by acclamati9n.

Resolution of Sympathy.—On the motion of the President, the members
stood while honour was done to the memory of those members of the

Institute who had died during the past year—namely, Professor F. D. Brown,
Mr. T, E. Cheeseman, Mr, R. Murdoch, and Mn W. P. Worley ; and Dr,
Bayley Balfour, Honorary Member of the Institute ; also Dr. Oniori, the

eminent Japanese seismologist.

Incorporated Societies' Reports.—The reports

owing societies Auckland Institute, for year

Canterbury

30th

ending 22nd February, 1923; Philosophical
year ending 31st October, 1923; Otago In

, ^

November, 1923 ; Hawke's Bay Institute, for year ending 31st December,
1923

; Manawatu Philosophical Society, for year ending 14th December,
1923

; Nelson Institute, for year ending March, 1923 ; Wellington Philo-

sophical Society (balance-sheet only), for year ending 30th September,

1923. No report was received from Wanganui Philosophical Society.

Poverty Bay Society.~A letter, dated 19th January, 1924, from the

Venerable Archdeacon Wilhams, was read, intimating that there was no
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hope of resuscitating the Poverty Bay Institute. On the motion of the

President, it was resolved, That the Poverty Bay Institute henceforth

ceases to be incorporated with the New Zealand Institute.

Standing Committee's Report.—This was received.

Refokt of the Standing Committee for tite Year ending 31st December, 1923.

Meetings.—During the year nine meetings of the Standing Committee have been

held, the attendance being as follows : Professor Kirk, 9 ; Professor Cotton, 5

;

Dr, Cockayne, 5 ; Dr. Marshall, 5 ; Dr. Marsden, 3 ; Mr. A. M. Wright, 2 ; Hon. Mr.

Thomson, 1 ; Mr. M. A, Eliott, 1 ; Mr. B. C. Aston, 9.

Hector Award.—The award for 1922 was made to Mr. G. V. Hudson, F.N.Z.Inst.,

for his long-continued and valuable researches in New Zealand entomology.

Hntton Award.—The award for 1922 was made to Dr. J. Allan Thomson, on account

of his geological work in New Zealand ; of his valuable report on the Brachiopoda of

the Australasian Antarctic Expedition, involving geographical distribution of recent

and final representation ; and, further, on account of his morphological work in Recent

and extinct Brachiopoda, which sheds a new light on the relations of various genera.

Hamillon Prbe.—This was the first year of awarding the Hamilton Memorial Prize,

and the committee of award recommended that it be given to Mr. J. G. Myers, of

Wellington.

'Preseniatioyi of Hector, Hidton, and Hamilton Awards.—At a general meeting of the

Wellington Philosophical Society held on Friday, 6th July, 1923, opportunity was taken

to present the above three awards, the recipients in each case being members of the

society. Professor Kirk, President of the New Zealand Institute, presented the Hector

Medal to Mr. G. V. Hudson, the Hntton Medal to Dr, J. Allan Thomson, and the

Hamilton Prize to Mr. J, G, Myers.

Publications,—Transactions of the New Zealand Institvte, volume 54 : There has

been a considerable delay in the publication of this volume, explained by the Hon.

Editor in his report.

Dixon's Bulletin of Mosses : This work is in the press, and should be issued shortly.

A delay occurred owing to one of the plates being mislaid in the Printing Office, and

another one having to be prepared in Enu;land.
Major Broun's Bulletin, part 8 (the final part of this bulletin), was published during

the year, and is now available for those who desire it at 3s. 6d- per copy to members
and 5s, to non-members.

Exchange I /sf.—During the year the following additions have been made to the

exchange list :

—

Deutsches Entomologisches Museum, Berlin.
Astronomical Society of the Pacific, San Francisco.
Staatlisches Forschingsenstitut fiir Volkerkunde, Leipzig.
New York State College of Agriculture,
Biological Station, Sarator, Russia.
Hungarian National Museum, Budapest.
Royal Survey of Western Australia.
Laboratorio di Zoologia Generale e Agraria, Portici.
University of Washington, U.S.A.
Ethnological Institute, Tubingen.

Sah^

Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, U.S.A.
Staats und Universitatsbibliothek, Hamburg,
Musee d'Histoire Naturelle, Geneve,

™ _.. disposed of, and the revenue of

the Carter Bequest has been increased by the sale of certain books written by tne

%

-These were subinitted

Mr. Eliott prepared a

deceased

vcorporated

vv, M.iv. iiuu. xfcaaurei, mr. r^iiott, lor his report on them. Mr. Jbiioii yiv^o.^^^

schedule showing the financial state of all the societies, excepting Poverty Bay Institute,

which did not supply a balance-sheet or reporti and suggested that a copy of tfle

schedule should be sent to each society, enabling each one to see how the other societies

were progressing, and possibly thereby create a healthy spirit of emulation, l"!^

suggestion was approved by the Standing Coramittee and carried out.
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' Reports have been received from the following societies, and are now laid on the

table :

—

Auckland Institute, for year ending 22nd February, 1923.

Wellington Philosophical Society, for year ending 30th September, 1923 (balance-

sheet only).

Canterbury, for year ending 31st October,

^ding 30th November, 1923.

Tnstit.ntp- for vear ending 31st December

Manawatu Philosophical Society, for year ending 14th December, 1923.

Nelson Institute, for year ending March, 1923.

Fellowship, New Zealand Imtime.—On the 15th February, 1923, the appointmejit

of Mr. J. C. Andersen and the Ven, Archdeacon Williams to the Fellowship of the New
Zealand Institute was gazetted.

On the 7th April the incorporated societies were asked to send in nominations for

the two vacancies in the Fellowship for 1924, and in response thirteen names were

forwarded. These were submitted on the 2nd August to the Fellows for selection, and

on the 3rd October the Hon. Returning Officer, Professor Segar, forwarded the results

of the selection, and these names were then communicated to the Governors,

Stewart Island. passed

that the Hon. G. M. Thomson be asked to report to the Standing Lommittee on tne

increase and spread of white-tailed deer on Stewart Island, and the consequent damage

to the native flora and fauna- Mr. Thomson forwarded his report, which was con-

sidered at a meeting of the Standing Committee held on the 3rd July. The report is

as follows :

—

"The Virginian or white-tailed deer {Cariacus virginianus) was introduced into

New Zealand in 1915, when two stags and seven hinds were liberated at the head of one

of the arms of Port Pegasus, Stewart Island. From time to time reports were heard

of their increase, but, as there is practically no settlement beyond a fishing-station in

the inlet, it is difficult to get information. But Mr. W. J. Thomson, of Half-moon Bay,

who has interests in the Port Pegasus station, has furnished me with some information

which is thoroughly reliable. I quote from his letter to me of the 28th February :—

" * White-tailed deer are now thoroughly established on the south portion of the

ialnnrl and if ;^ ^^.T^r a f..i^fir.n r.f titTiA wHati thftv wnll be a curse—when their numbers

exceed rwrtio

south part of the island in recent years, and have found little or no destruction to the

bush, with the exception of one shrub, the * five-leaved gum-tree' we call it [this is

Panax Coknsoil It is already doomed, as the deer are evidently very fond of it ancl

suifereat the bark, which kills the tree. 0th

fair game. The only hope for the bush is to keep the deer weU under control; once
small

shrubs. . . . Some time ago I tried, through some friends, to induce the Government

to buy Cooper's Island (Ulva), in Paterson Inlet. This island is wonderfully adapted

for a bird-sanctuary, being free of all pests, deer, &c. All the New Zealand ground-birds

liberated
bird

time

urge that the control of the animal life on the island should not be allowed to pass mto

the hands of any accUmatization society. When the time comes the deer should be

thinned out, but it is hopeless to eradicate them, as most of the island is nearly inacces-

sible on account of the thick bush. Bushfelling should also be stopped on the island,

as sawmill hands are the greatest enemies of the native avifauna.
^^

After hearing the report the Standing Committee resolved to ask Mr. Guthrie-

Smith to report on the whole matter of the preservation of the avifauna of Stewart Island.

On the 26th July Mr. Guthrie-Smith replied that his visits to Stewart Island had been

prior to the introduction of the Virginian deer; he mentioned that Ulva la at present

badly infested with rats, which proved fatal to the South Island robin when liberated

by iVIr. Traill.

Mr. Guthrie-Smith regretted that deer had been liberated in Stewart Island, as

the hills of the island were very barren and the deer were forced into the bush. JJe

urged that an endeavour should be made to conserve all islands still virgin, big or smaii,

along the coasts of New Zealand, also the Auckland or CampbeU Groups and the (snares.
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This report was received at a meeting of the Standing Committee held on the

7th August, when it was decided to thank Mr. Smith for his report, and to inform him

that after his next visit to the island the Institute would be glad if he would report

further on the matter.

At a meeting of the Standing Committee held on the 4th December, the Hon.

Secretary gave some information in regard to the present owner of Ulva, and it was

resolved'^to ask the Otago Institute to co-operate with the New Zealand Institute in

endeavouring to create bird-sanctuaries on the Stewart Island region.

Native-bird Protection,—It was reported at a meeting of the Standing Committee

held in December, 1922, that permission had been granted to certain persons to kill

native birds for the Empire Exhibition. The President, Professor Kirk, wrote to the

Hon. the Minister of Internal Affairs to ascertain the truth in regard to the report, and

suggested to him that, if necessary, specimens for a bird.exhibit could be obtained from

the various collections in the museums. On the 29th January the Hon. the Minister

replied that it was proposed to set up a national-history exhibit in the New Zealand

Section of the Exhibition, and that it was desired as far as possible that a representative

collection of New Zealand birds should be included in the e:i:hibit. He mentioned that,

with a view to ascertaining w^hat specimens would be available, the several museums

had been approaclied, and it appeared extremely doubtful that a suitable exhibit could

be supplied from existing specimens. He assured the Institute that, should it be found

necessary to take fresh specimens, authority to do so would be given only to approved

persons.

This letter was read at a meeting of the Standing Committee held on the 6th February,

when it was decided to set up a committee, consisting of the Hon. Mr, Thomson, Mr. J. C.

Andersen, Major Wilson, and Mr. J. G. Myers, to compile a list of rare birds which should

be suggested to the Hon. the Minister as deserving a special protection. And it was

further resolved to ask the Hon. the Minister to allow the Institute to concur or

dissent in any permit issued for the taking of native birds ; or, if this is not acceptable,

to refer the matter to the Board of Science and Act, The Hon. the Minister has

replied that he is considering the matter.

On the 15th November the Hon. G. M. Thomson reported that a Bill on the subject

of bird-protection had been passed in Parliament the previous session ; it was amended
and made more stringent during the past session, and the Bird Protection Society was

formed, which has broadcasted information of the subject throughout the country, so

that there was nothing more that the committee appointed by the Standing Committee
could do.

TrarelUnfj^expenses,—^At last annual meeting it was resolved that the opinion of

incorporated societies be taken on the question of pooling the expenses of members of

the Board when attending annual meetings of the Institute, and each society paying

its sharp, an f^stimatft nf th^ pnsf iinrl^r f\\\Q lxt-rvTl...^.^^ i.^;.x« a^*^* f*> a<^o\\ a^fviVtv. This

of an observatory according to the committee s majoru^

the Standing Committee held on the 7th April it was resolved

: of applying to the Supreme Court for a declaratory judgment

U1CH.-1 tu iJixy tuc cApt:uaes ul its onn representative ; Aucklana institute ai

Bay Institute do not agree to the proposal ; Poverty Bay Institute has not

Carter Beque^Hl.—At the last annual meeting it was resolved that the Institute

endeavour to obtain the permission of the Court to use £2,000 of the Carter Bequest

moneys for the erection of an observatory according to the committee's majority

report. At a meeting of
'' '"' " ^ ' " "

"

' - - - - .- i^-h

to ascertain what the cos _, _^_ _,. _„ .„^ ^„ ^^ ,,^^ w^xv ^^j. «. v*^w«-v*.^-
would be, and whether the cost ^could be met^from the Carter lunds. The Board's

legal advisers were accordingly consulted, and on the 11th June an opinion was

received from them in which they stated that they were unable to make an estimate

of the cost of an application by the Institute to the Court by reason of the uncertainty
into what direction the proceedings might develop. The Standing Committee considered

this opinion, and it was resolved that a committee, consisting of the President,

Dr. Marshall, and Mr. Aston, be appointed a committee to report.
The resolution of the annual meeting referred to above was then referred to the

solicitors, and at a meeting of the Standing Committee held on the 17th August an

opimon from them, dated 31st July, was read. It concluded with the following state-

imall

of

increase
realization of the testator's wishes.' It means the establishing of two observatones.
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when the testator, as we think, meant only one. We are of opinion the resolution of

January, 1923, should not have been passed, and that the Board of Governors should

reconsider it with a view to its rescission." It was resolved to forward copies of both

these opinions to members of the Board of Governors and to members of the Carter

Bequest Committee, and that further action be suspended until the amiual meeting.

Management of Trust Funds,—At last annual meeting a resolution was passed to

the effect that half of 1 per cent, of the capital invested on account of the Carter,

Hector, Hutton, aiid Hamilton Trust Funds be contributed by these funds towards
the cost of administration,

At a meeting of the Standing Committee held on the 6th February it was resolved

that before ^ per cent, is deducted from the trust funds the Standing Committee should
take steps to ascertain that it can legally do so. Accordingly the Board's legal

advisers were consulted, and they gave it as their opinion that the Board of Governors
can lawfully expend a reasonable amount of the income of the funds in expenses of

management. The Standing Committee resolved, however, that the resolution of the

annual meeting regarding the allocation of a portion of trust funds for management
expenses be held in abeyance until after the next aimual meeting.

Storage of Books,—^With the removal of the office and library of the Institute to

Victoria College the matter of the storage of the stocks of publications which had been
stored in the attic of the Museum became urgent. The Hon. G. M, Thomson had pre-

viously made representations to the Internal Affairs Department regarding thepossibiUty
of obtaining a suitable room in the Parliamentary Buildings for the surplus stocks, and
on the 1st February a room in the basement of the old Parliamentary Buildings was
promised to the Institute. Difficulties arose, however, in regard to securing the room,
as the Public Works Department had some claim to it. When the removal of the
office and Ubrary to Victoria College took place the Acting Director of the Museum
had the Institute's books removed to a small room in the basement of the Parliamentary
Buildings. This room is not suitable, as at present it is also used for other purposes,
and there is no space available in it to allow of sorting the Institute's publications into

any kind of order.

Hon. Treasurer's Visit to Europe.—On the 22nd March the Hon, Treasurer applied
for six months' leave of absence, as he desired to visit Europe. At a meeting of the

Standing Committee held on the 11th April the necessary leave was granted, and a
letter of introduction to scientific bodies was given to Mr. Ehott. It was resolved

that during the Hon. Treasurer's absence the President be authorized to sign cheques
conjointly with the Hon. Secretary.

Dominion Museum.—During the year the matter of the lack of suitable Museum
buildings was brought prominently before the Acting Prime Minister, Sir Francis Bell,

by a deputation of Wellin^tou members of Parliament. The question of sites was
discussed, and Mount Cook" site, Sir Francis Bell said, was looked upon most favourably

^y the Government, The immediate result is that in the meantime some of the most
valuable exhibits are to be stored in fireproof rooms in the Dominion Farmers' Institute

Buildings.

Contoured Topographical Map of New Zealand.—At the annual meeting in 1920 a

"^^^on was passed urging the necessity of a contoured topographical map. The
md Rnrvftv TiAnflH-mf^Tif >ijia tn hf^. nongrratulated on the verv fine maps which

TCSolut

Dunedin

Resolutions parsed by the Standing Committee during the Tear and not otherwise menti<mtd

in the Report.

1. On the 11th April it was resolved to pay any travelUng-expenses incurred by
the President in attending the Tongariro National Park Board.

2. On the 11th April it was resolved. That, in the case of any amendment to the

Tongariro National Park Act. the Government should be approached in the direction
of allowing the New Zealand Institute to have a representative elected by the Institute,

who would not necessarily be the President, as it is customary to bold the office of

President for only two years.
3. On the 12th June Professor Cotton intimated that he was unable to continue

to act as Hon. Librarian, and it was resolved to appoint Professor Kirk in his place.

4. On the 12th June it was resolved to bind a complete set of the Transactions of

the Institute in buckram for the library. This work is nearly completed : it was held
up owing to the binder having to order fresh supplies of buckram from England.

The report was discussed clause by clause.
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Hector MedaL—It was resolved that in future the Award Committee
of the year be asked to suggest the inscription which should be placed on

each medal ; the attention of the committee to be directed to the previous

inscriptions in volume 53.

Stewart Island Sanctuary.—On the motion of Dr. J. A. Thomson,
seconded by Dr. Cockayne, it was resolved. That the control of the animal

life on Stewart Island should be retained by the Government and should

not be allowed to pass into the hands of any acclimatization society.

Travelling-expenses.—On the motion of Mr. Wright, seconded by Dr.

J. A. Thomson, it was resolved, That the New Zealand Institute pay the

travelling-expenses of members of the Board of Governors.

Proposal to charge Expenses for managing Tnist Funds.—On the motion

of the President, seconded by Mr. Ehott, it was resolved to rescind the

resolution passed at last annual meeting empowering the Board to deduct

\ per cent, of the capital of the trust funds for management expenses,
Lr

Storage of Stock of Pvhlications.—It was resolved to leave the matter

of the storage of the immense stock of publications held by the Institute

to the Standing Committee.

Museum. Hin

it was resolved, That the New Zealand Institute urge the Government to

proceed at the earliest possible moment with the erection of a suitable

building for the Dominion Museum in Wellington.

The Standing Committee's report was amended and adopted.

Committee
/ then read the report of the

Petrie for his botanical work. The recommendation of the committee

(Drs. Chilton and Cockayne) was unanimously adopted.

Ngaio, Wellington, 5th January, 1924.

The President, New Zealand Institute.
Dear Sir,—

We, the members of the Recommendation Committee, having carefully con-

sidered the claims of those botanists we judge eligible for the Hector Medal and Prize,

unhesitatingly recommend the award to be made to Mr. Donald Petrie, M.A.,

F.N.Z.Inst., on account of his pioneer investigations of the distribution of the plants

of Otago and Stewart Island, which brought forth much information essential for New
Zealand plant-geography, together with his further botanical explorations in most

parts of the North and South Islands, carrir-^ —-^ ^ "-— ^^^'^^ ^"'^ ^
In making this recommendation we hav

distinguished colleague, Mr. T. F. Cheeseman, „^^^ . ,_ .

feel assured that he would have fully agreed with our decision.

knowledge of the flora of New Zealand

e

Leonard Cockayue, Convener.

Chas. Chtltox,

Financial Reports.—On the motion of tlie Hon. Treasurer, tie following

financial statements for the year ending Slst December, 1923, which had

been duly audited by the Auditor-General, were adopted : Statement of

Eeceipts and Expenditure ; Statement of Research Grants ;
Statement of

Assets and Liabilities
; Statement of Carter, Hector, Hutton, and Hamilton
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HONOEAKY Treasurer's Report for Year ending 31st December, 1923,

The statement of assets over liabilities shows a very satisfactory position. The
credit balance has increased from £233 Is. od. on the 31st December, 1922, to
£869 15s. 3d. on the 31st December, 1923, the surplus from the year's working lieinjr

£636 13s. lOd.
fe "^

^
With regard to the Government research grants, the total amount paid out to

various applicants, less refunds, amounts to £285 6s. lOd. ; and, as no further grants
have been received from the Treasurj% the fund has no\\ been reduced to £971 5s. 8d.

The various trust accounts are 'in a healthy state. The Carter Bequest Capital
Account has grown from £5,155 Is. lOd. to £5,455 15s., the revenue for the year,
earned from investments in Government bonds, amounting to £320 17s. 2d., which
is equal to 6-2 per cent, on the amount standing to the credit of the Capital Account
on the 31st December, 1922. This fund will continue to grow, as the interest is being
reinvested in Government bonds as it accumulates. The investments of the Hector
and Hutton Memorial Funds give a return of 5-82 per cent.

The books and accoimts have been well and accurately kept by the Assistant-
Secretary.

M. A. Eliott, Hon. Treasurer.

New Zealand Institttte. Receipts and ExPENorn:
Year ending 31st December, 1923.

Receipts.

« t

• «

Balance as at 31st December, 1922
Petty cash as at 3l8t December, 1922
Statutory grant ..

Publications sold
iiefunds by research grantees
Interest, Post Office Savings-bank .

.

Interest on Endowment Fund invested in inscribed stock
Contributions to Publication Fund .

.

» •

•

• •

A •

• «

• »

interest, Carter Legacy, £50
Interest on Carter Bequest
Interest on Hector Fund ,

.

Interest on Hutton Fund .

.

Interest on Hamilton Fund
Refund from Carter Bequest, Post Office Savings-bank Account
Rpiund from Hutton Memorial Fund

Government Printer
Petty cash (postages)
oalanes

^*^rges (bank commission, premium
-Iravelling-expenses
Adlard and Son (plates) .

.

Library removal (cartage assistance)
Hector Prize for 1922
Carter interest reinvested ,

.

Hutton Fund research ^rant
Research grants, as per list

Endowment Fund invested
HaraUton Prize ..

garter Fund—Interest to Account .

Hutton Fund—Interest to Account .

lialance as under..

Expenditure,

)

• •

9 •

• ft

» *

£ s. d.

.. 2,168 4 6
6 3 10

.. 1,000
131 17 11

41 7 10

64 1 1

6
2 10 6

2 5

318 15

68 10

58 10

1 2 6
155 5 6

9

£4,032 13 8

£ s. d.
i

449 17 3

15 15 2

258 6 8

4 13 4

39 11 4

3 6 9

22 4 9

45
300 13 2

40
326 14 8

198 19 4

4

180 5 8

27 10

.. 2,115 15 7

£4,032 13 8
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Balance in Bank of New Zealand .

Balance in Post Office Savings-bank
Petty cash in hand

Made up as follows :

• •

•

* 4

Endowment Fund Revenue Account
Government Research Grant balance
Library Fund
Hector Fund overdrawn
Hamilton Fund overdrawn

Sundry debtors
Carter Bequest Revenue Account
Hutton Memorial Fund Revenue Ac'-
count .

.

Wheldon and Wesley in credit \ \

Carter Legacy—Interest on £50
Carter Bequest—Post Office Savings'-
bank Account

Hector Memorial Fund—Post Office
Savings-bank Account

Hutton Memorial Fund
Savings-bank Acco

Hamilton Memorial
.

Savings-bank Acco
Profit on vear's work

Post Office

» • »

Post Office

• •

Dr.

£ s. d.

6 U
3

1 14

12 12

10
11

10

6
• »

* •

35 8 11

14 15 2

20 11 10

.12 8

£93 4 8

ft ft

£ 8.

62 7

2,042 19
10 8

d.

2

9

8

£2,115 15 7

Cr.

£ s. d.

G3 14 4
971 5 8
245 15

35 8 11

20 11 10

4 3
2 5

869 15 3

£2,209 3

93 4 8

£2,115 15 7

Genera?
""""^ ^''""'^ correct-J. H. Fowler, Deputy

M. A. Eliott, Hon. Treasurer.

Zealakd Institute.-Statement of Liabilities and Assets as at
31st December, 1923.

Carter Bequest Capital Account
Hector Fund Capital Account
Hutton Fund Capital Account
Hamilton Fund Capital Account
Endowment Fund Capital Account
tarter Bequest Revenue Account .

Hutton Fund Revenue Account
i^ndowraent Fund Revenue Account

*

Govemraent research grants—Balance
iJbrary Fund

^^\ Legacy—Interest, £50
Wheldon and Wesley, in credit
Balance of assets over liabilities

« ft

ft ft

Liabilities

• ft

* ft

ft ft

£ s. d.

5,455 15

1,184 18 1

1,014 5 10

48 7 11

198 19 4

35 8 11

20 11 10

63 14 4

971 5 8

245 15

2 5

4 3

869 15 3

£10,111 6 6
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« •

Assets.
Inscribed stock, Discharged Soldiers Settlement Loan, £7,65(>
Post Office inscribed stock, £800
Government war bonds, £50 . . - .

,

Hector Fund—Eevenue Account overdra\\'n
Hamilton Fund^Revenue Account overdrawn
Cash in Bank of New Zealand
Cash in Post Office Savings-bank
Cash in Post Office Savings-bank-
Cash in Post Office Savinss-bauk-

• «

m

9 9

Cash in Post Office Savings-bank
Cash in Post Office Savings-bank
Petty cash in hand
Sundry debtors .

.

Carter Account
Hector Fund Account
Hutton Fund Account
Hamilton Fund Account

• 9

m 9 9 9

9 «

•

9 *

• •

* •

B

• •

* *

£ s. d.

7,068 2 11

785 15 4
48 11 10

6 U 10
1 14 10

62 7 2

2,042 19 9
35 8 11

14 15 2

20 11 10

1 2 8
10 8 8

12 12 6

£10,111 6 5

New Zealand I^'stitute.—Government Research Grants for Year ending
31sT December, 1923.

1923.

Jan. 1

.

Mar. 1

.

April 4,

Dec. 20.

Jan, 8.

Feb, 24.

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov,

Dee.

8.

20.

8.

15.

28.

31.

By Balance
Mr. W. G. Morrison
Professor Easterfield
Dr. Adams—Refund

To Professor Easterfield
Professor Evans
Professor Farr
Dr. Hilgendorf
Dr. Marsden
Professor Malcolm
Dr. Marshall
Dr. Allan
Dr. Hilgendorf
Professor Worley
Dr. Marshall

Refund
Refund

Dr. Adams
Balance

ft

« *

• 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9

ft ft

ft

• ft

ft ft

t

* ft

*

ft ft

9 9

ft

Dr.1 Cr.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

ft ft 1,256 12 6

• * 26 19 7

ft • 8 6

* • 6 7 9
100

94 13 10

2 4 8

2 10

5 4
16 13 4
25
10

16 5 6

9 7

25

20
971 5 8

£1,298 4 £1,298 4

New Zealand iNSTixt'TE Trust AccorxTf?.

Carter Bequest Revenue Account for Tear ending 31st December, 1923,

To Interest invested in in-
scribed stock

Balance

£ s. d.

300 13 2

35 8 11

£336 2 1

By Balance
Books sold by auction

Books exchanged for

Trarisactioiu .

.

Interest on investments .

.

luterest, Post Office Sav-

ings-bank

£ 8.

8 6
4 13

d.

6

4

2 6
318 15

2 2 3

£336 2 1

By Balance £35 8 11
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Hector Memorial Fund Revenue Accow

£ s. d.

To Balance .. .. 30 19 9
Cheque, Dr. Farr (prize) . . 45

idin

life,

By

it fm

gs.

r Tear ending 31st December, 1923.

£ s. cL

Interest on investments , . 68 10
Interest, Post OflSce Savings-
bank .. ,. 14 11

Balance . . . . 6 14 10

£75 19 9 £75 19 9

To Balance ... . . £6 14 10

Hutton MefnoTial Fund Revenue Acaoui r ypnr pndhin !MAf npi^ptnhpr 70*?.?

£ s. d.
Research grant, Dr. Marshall 40
Balance .. .. 20 11 10

£60 11 10

By Balance
Interest on investment
Interest, Post Office Savings-
bank

£
1

58

8.

7

10

d.

1

• ft 14 9

£60 11 10

By Balance .. £20 II 10

Hamilton Memorial Fund Revenue Account for Year ending 31st December, 1923.

To Cheque, Mr. Myers (prize)

£ 8. d.

4

To Balance

£4

£1 U 10

By Interest on war bonds
Interest Post Office Savings-
bank

Balance

£ s. d.

2 5

2

1 14 10

£4

on Incorporated Societies fi
Hill, seconded by Mr , ..

be 5s. for the combined volume.

-On the motion oi Mr.

the levy for volume 55

Research Grant Report.—Tins report was adopted. On the motion of

Worley
meeting of the Board uiges the Government

Newreinstate an adequate research grant to be administered by the ^^^•

Zealand Institute, and that the following gentlemen form a deputation to
wait on the Government : The President and President-Elect, Hon. Mr.
G. M. Thomson, Dr. J. A. Thomson, Dr. L. Cockayne, and Professor
T. H. Easterfield.

^

Research Grant Eepobt for Year ending 31st December, 192.3.

«5
?^"

^'-Ft
^^^^^^' "^^^ ifi 1919 was granted, through the Wellington Phoilsophical

Bociety, io5 for purchasing astronomical instruments for the Astronomical Section of
the society, was during the year granted a further £20 in order to complete the mounting
ot certain instruments. Dr. Adams reported on the 11th December that this work is

progressing.

Dr. C. E. Adams, on the 11th December, refunded £6 8s. 3d., balance of a grant
for investigatmg astronomical and geophysical sites in Otago.

nf r : i: ^l^^. """S ^^^ y®*^ ^*« granted, through tlie Philosophical Institute
oi t^anterbury, £30 for a research on the selection and breeding of valuable economic
strains m rye-gra«ses and cocksfoot. On the 26th November Dr. Allan reported that

mJiZ'7-^^^ "^.^^^^^ ^^""^^ ^'^'"^ *!»« lines of persistency, abundance of herbage.

fa^l^'AV'^I'-^^^''^ '
^^'^ investigating the life-histori^ of the various growth

xurms lo De tound m both species, tbf. rnnt.Ho^oi^r^T«^„+ i^ ^.>+on +i,» ^ff^ft on both
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*»*t'
— — — ,

^namelv, broadcast and Danish system
species oi various grasses and clovers comni

yield of seed from various methods of growin;^

and the effect of seed-treatment in germination. Some seventy-five samples of seed

have been obtained from various countries, and a spring sowing has been made from each

sample. The Board of Governors and the Director of the Agricultural High School

in Feilding have allotted the required areas of ground, and provision has been made for

areas required as the work extends. So far the only expenditure has been £2 2s. 9d.

The Institute has a balance in hand of £20, and Dr. Allan the remainder.

Dr. Hilgendorf, convener of the Artesian Wells Committee, which in 1921 wm
granted, through the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, £100, reported on the 6th

December that early in the vear recorders were erected in several country wells to

obviate the interference observed in the town wells from the pumping from adjacent

wells. Also, a recorder was erected in the River Avon with the object of elucidatmg

the cause of some of its fluctuations. Observations were steadily carried out

throughout the year, and it is proposed to continue until enough accumulates to justify

publication. The apparatus required has been made free by Canterbury College and

Lincoln College, and the balance of the grant, which is in the hands of the Institute,

is £41 8s. 8d.
i . , t *** * *

Mr. Brittin, who in 1919 was granted, through the Philosophical institute ot

Canterbury, £100 for research into fruit-diseases, reportefl on the ICth December that

owing to ill health he had been unable to continue the research, and he deemed it

advisable to give up all further work in connection with the grant. The balance m
the hands of the Institute is £80. j t *•*

Professor Burbidge, \vho in 1921 was granted, through the Auckland ins^iit^^

£100 for a research on the intensity of long-wave wireless, reported on the zoin

December that apparatus had been inataUed. Signals were received, but not m proj^

intensity, and the apparatus had been redesigned. This involved puttmg m measurec!

high res^istance and small capacities (for a resistance capacity amplification), and tnese

adjustments have taken considerable time. This, combined with lack of time irom

routine work for research, has accounted for delay in getting measurements, but this

year the work should be well on the way with measurements, -^""^g the y-Mx

Professor Burbidge was granted an additional £25, as the apparatus purchased absoroea

all the £100. So far the Institute still has the £25.
t ** * x'lm fnr

Dr. Curtis, who in 1920 was granted, through the Nelson ^^^/.i^^*^^;
,^^^^^

research in parasitic mycology, reported on the 20th December that ^^^^.^^^^^^^^^^
out during the year was in preparation for the press. The .vliole of the grant waa

expended in books.
, ^, ,^ , T^ofUnfi* fiiO

Mr. W. C. Davies, who in 1921 was granted, through the^^^^^^J.^^i^i^^re
for research on soil bacteria and protozoa, reported on the 2Uth December th^tpr^je

of routine work had prevented rapid progress of the investigations, but useful r^uus

have been obtained from the experiments in connection with some of the more barren

Th

granted

soils of the Nelson District and in the partial steriUzation of hothouse soiis

of the grant has been expended. ^^ , ^ ... . „.„„
Professor Easterfield, who in 1921, through the N«kon Institute.jas b^-"—

for investigations in orchard chemistry, reported on the fOth .IM^^^'^^r t^^* ^^^^^
been systematically carried out throughout the year m '^'^^^''ZuCrSti^^^
spreading-power of sprays and studying the effect of dl*^•^''^^^,'=^,f*^''tv.^ stores,
on the keeping-quality of fruit. Observations have been f^f^^l^J^^J^l^l
using difFerent%ystems of cooling, upon the most <=«?^°^«°^y ^^^^^^^Xw^f cerUin
picked in different types of soil. Sufficient data has been ^oUect^ed to aUow^t ^rta

deductions to be draV^i. An account of the experiments and the
^^^^^^^^I^ed

published shortly. The experiments are being contmued £1UU na^
"J^"

,
^

as part salary of an orchard chemist, who has given his whole t^-^^
^;j;^^ gaiety.

Professor Easterfield, who in 1919, through the ^A eUington Philosoph^^al^b^^

)va8 granted £250 for an investigation of mineral oils,
^P^'^^^.fJ'X -nd the balance

that the research had been compTeted as far as is at
P^.^^^^^V^'fonWe bin published

?f £8 Os. 6d. has been refunded The results of tbe mvestigation h^e been pu

m Chemistry and Industry Beview, vol. 42, No. 39, p^
936 (\«."^«^'^S CantVrUy,

Professor Evans, who in 1918-21, through the Plulosophica Institut^^f tan^e^
^gth

^as granted £G0O for a research on New Zealand brown coals reponeno
,

November that owing to unfavourable conditions
"«i"^*^^%^ ^^'l^^^elv £125 68. 2d.

and he considered it best to resign the balance of the grant-name!}, ii^»

This amount is in the hands of the Institute.
pi,;in<5nnhical Institute of

^ Dr. C. C. Farr, who in 1921 was granted, through the Pbf/^^^^i^^h on the
Canterbury. £75 (£60 of which was tra^ferred to another grant) for a research

^^^
physical properties of gas-free sulphur, reported on the 11th Januarj inai
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past year work had proceeded, and, although difficulties had arisen, as always in
physical work, they were being overcome, and it is hoped shortly to be able to say
something definite as regards the interesting problems solved. The balance of the
grant is £12 ISs. 4d., which is in the hands of the Institute.

Dr. C. C, Farr, who, through the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, was during
the year granted £30 for a research on the relationship between radium-emanation and
goitre, reported on the 31th January, 1924, that experimental work in connection with
this investigation was being undertaken by Mr. Rogers, who has re-examined the
radium-emanation content of certain school wells near Christchurch and at Timaru,
with a view to comparing it with the goitre incidence in the same schools. The question
of the iodine-content of the same water is also being gone into. It is hoped to carry
the research further during the year. So far the only expenditure has been in
travelling-expenses. The grant has not yet been called on.

Mr. H. J. Finlay, through the Otago Institute, was during the year granted £10
for the purchase of books on palaeontology. On the 4th December Mr. Finlay reported
that certain of the works had been received from Paris and the remainder were being
forwarded. The grant has not yet been called on.

Mr. F. W. Foster, who during the year was granted £25 for the work of coDating
the manuscripts of the late Sir David Hutchins, reported on the 2Sth November that he
mid spent a good deal of time in sorting out the notes and placing them in some order.
He found that sections on certain important aspects of New Zealand forestry were
missmg, and some time was spent in going through the library of the deceased, and
eventually he found the missing sections and some other valuable manuscripts whose
existence was not previously suspected. He is arranging the matter under three main
heads: (1) Native forests and forest-trees of mid and southern New Zealand;
(2) exotic trees and plantations

; (3) New Zealand forest policy. Mr. Foster reports
that the work is proving far more protracted than he at first anticipated, but most of
the matter so far dealt with is of a valuable nature. No nortion ol the erant has yet
been paid over.

Mr. H. Hamilton was, through the Wellington Philosophical Society, granted £30
for a research on cave fauna of New Zealand, On the 5th December' Mr, Hamilton
reported that he has not yet undertaken the research, but he intends visiting Waitomo
Caves at an early date.

Professor Inglis, who, through the Otago Institute, was granted £25 for a research
on the essential oils of native plants, reported on the 29th November that larger
distillation apparatus had been ordered, and preliminary work on a number of plants
had already been done with his smaller apparatus. Next year the work will be carried
on with the new apparatus, and an arrangement has been made with Professor Worley,
who la working on a similar research, to avoid overlapping, and first experiments

r^l Tf
^ ^^^^ ^^^ Dacrydium cupressium, (h) Dacrydium hiforme, (c) AriphyUa,

. ^ I'Oeiuyn

Professor

further

forward
as a th^is. Professor Jack is now ordering new apparatus so that the work will he
advanced further.

Mr. E. K. Lomas, who, through the Wellington Philosophical Society, was during

lu ^^l
granted £25 for a research on the intelligence of school- children, reported on
December

i'ior t^ "^
Malcolm, who, through the Otago Institute, in "1919-21 was granted

i4zo jor a research on the food value of New Zpalnn,! fish rAT.nrfP.1 on the 22nd
rio^ T. 4.1. ^ 1

"• •"'"** ^^ N^^' Zealand fish, reported on --"-
JJecember that early m the year a paper on the chemistry of the New Zealand paua
was finished and sent for publication in the Tranmciions as Part JY of the series.
i-ater in the year a special research was begun in conjunction with Mr. C. I- Carter,

«t?f
«*^^t*»« nature of the fats and oils in the mutton-bird. This is likely to throw

wL? .

.^'P^til^lJity of the oils derived from the fish consumed by the bird. He

km e's^Sd
^^ "^''* ^^'"'' Balance of the grant, which is in hands of Institute,

for «^^f®^^°u ^'^i"^"?:
^'ho. through the Otago Institute, in 1918 was granted £30

a conSr«w
°'' ^^ ^T ?*^^'^"^ P'^"* P«i««"«. reported on the 22nd December that

nulT^ V'f"'^^ °^ observations had been made as opportunity offered on tutm,

book^ Wrina n /if^^' ^-'^ ^^'^ ^'^^ ^^ PubUshed wLcu Completed. Some useful

theS nTrr^^ T- ^ ^^^^^^ ^^'^ ^««n procured, and Dr. Rawnsley has prepared a
tnesis on convulsive noisons in^^ln^;,,™ *„+j_ -_j' -^ • !.-_. ^. ....-Lir-u *v.^o« later.
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Dr. Marshall, who, through the Wanganoi Philosophical Society, during the year
was granted £30 for a research on Upper Cretaceous fauna of New Zealand, reported
on the 23rd NoA^emher that he had made three collecting-visits to the north of

Auckland (^Vhangaroa and Kaipara), and he had collected some forty-five species of

ammonites. The whole year had been spent in identifying and claArifying these.

The extensi'.^e literature, and difficulty in preparing bpecimens and making the neces-

sarj^ drawings, had taken much time, but the research is now almost ready for

publication. Grantee has had the whole of this grant.

Mr. J. G. Myers, who, through the WelUngton Philosophical Society, was during
the year granted £10 for a research on the New Zealand Hemiptera, reported on the
27th November that, as the season for collecting was commencing, he hoped to com-
mence his research.

Professor iSpeight, who, through the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, in 1919
was granted £225 for a geological survey of the Malvern Hills, reported on the 11th

December that during the year an examination had been made of various parts of the

district, including the Rakaia Gorge, High Peak, Rockwood, nnd Benmore areas, the

lir&t two largel}^ with the help of students, who had used those areas for subjects for

M.A. and M.Sc. theses. A paper dealing with the last-named area was read by
Professor Speight before the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, and will be sent

to the TTon. Editor of the Transactions for publication. Some attention has also been
given to the more promising Glenroy and Steventon area, the latter being specially

promising, and if systematically bored would probably prove to be a fairly extensive

brown-coal field. The work in connection with these areas has reached such a stage

that it is advisable to deal with the possibilities of the clays and sands for the purposes

of earthenware, brick, and other manufactures.
Mr. Page, B.Sc, late assistant to Professor Evaiis, of Canterbury College, made a

proposition to Mr. Speight dealing with this aspect of the matter, and Mr. Speight

obtained the approval of the Standing Committee to divert portion of the grant to

carrying out investigation on the clays. The balance of the grant in hands of

Institute is £175.
Messrs. Wild and Tankersley, who, through the Philosophical Institute of Canter-

bury, were during the j^ear s^ranted £25 for soil-survey work in the Manawatu district,

reported on the 27th Noveniber that thev had arranged to get the use of the chemical

balance obtained by the Hon. Mr. G. M. Thomson for his research on whale-feed.

Some material had 'been collected and preUminarj^ work begun. Xo expenditure had
So far been incurred.

Professor Worle3% who, through the Auckland Institute, during the year was

granted £25 for a research on the essential oils of native plants, reported on the 29th

November that research had been carried out on the essential oil of Lepiospermum

scoparium, and is partly completed. Additions and alterations have been made to the

distillation apparatus, and expenditure to the amount of £9 73. incurred. Balance m
hands of Institute, £15 13s.

, ^ ^.^ ^

Mr. A. M. Wright, who, through the Canterbury Philosophical Institute, was in

1921 granted £75 for a research oti the vitamine-content of commercial meat products

reported on the 4th December that, owing to its being impossible to procure a supply

of white rats for further experimental work on the presence or otherwise of Vitaraine i.

m frozen foods, and also for the purpose of determining the effect of dietary modihca-

tions to include various canned meats, the most important work planned m connection

with this investigation had been postponed. The method of determmmg the presence

of Vitamine B by the yeast-culture method had been further investigated, but iinti

animal experiments are carried out in parallel the results obtained may be of doubttui

^alue. Three papers have been published covering the results obtained, and tUese

have been published in the Journal of the Society of Chemical hidu^lry, and in vol. 4,

Nos. 2 and 3, Neiv Zealand Journal of Science and Technology. Balance of grant in

bands of Institute is £25.

Button Fund Re><^earch Grants.

Professor Marshall, who in 1923 was granted £40 to enable him U>
^»^"*^^"fj;"^^

but it

proved
t it is now almost ready for publication.

,
Miss Mestay.T, who in'^1918 was grante<

December

owing to college lectures she was unable to pubUsh any papers «" ^?"^^* ^^'^^r;
f^he has material waiting which she hopes to describe and figure dunng 1924. mere

18 Still a balance of £5, which she hopes to use next year.
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was passed :

Work.—At the last annual meeting the following resolution
" That the Research Grant Committee be asked to make a

comprehensive report on the state of all researches undertaken with the

Institute's financial aid during the last ten years." The following report
has therefore been compiled, and a property list containing the books and
apparatus^ &c., bought out of the Research Grant Fund is appended.

Report ok the Research Wobk of thk New Zealand Institute, May, 1923.

Dr. C. E. Adams in 1919 was granted £od, as Cliairman of the Astronomical
Section of the Wellington Pliilosophical Society, for the purchase of astronomical
instruments. The British Astronomical Association purchased for him a micrometer
eye-piece, wedge photometer, antl objective prism. The last instriunent was purchased
in 1922, when Dr. Adams applied for an additional grant of £20 for mounting and cost
of camera. This application was granted on the 12th June, 192:},

Dr. C. E. Adams in 1919 was granted £150 to enable him to undertake systematic
observations in Central Otago, and such other localities as decided on by the Astro-
nomical Section, to test the seeing and other conditions of sites for an observatory.
In 1921 the Internal Affairs Department stated that, as the expenses in connection with
the testing of sites was being undertaken by the Department, the grant would not be
required. Dr. Adams had expended £20 Sa. *5d. on instruments, and he a&ked permission
to retain these for another year, which permission was granted. The balance of the
grant was surrendered.

Mr. L. Birks in 1916 was granted £10 for carrving out experiments in electrical
prevention of frosts in orchards. In 1919 Mr. Birks Vas transferred from Christchurch
to Welhngton, and he refunded the grant, of which nothing had been expended.

Mr. G. Bnttin in 1919 was granted £100 for a research in fruit-tree diseases. The
work consisted in special pruning and spraying, and noting the effects. He had
secured the loan of a microtome, and was able to prepare sections of the later stages
of some of the diseases. Dr. Curtis, of Cawthron Institute, was assisting in the
examination of the fungus causing die-back. The results of the experimental work in
regard to pruning and spraying were satisfactory, but final results have not yet been
reached. The expenses so far have been slight^, and certain orchardists have gladly
loaned their trees for the research. Mr. Brittin gave an address before the Fruit-
growers Association, and this was published in the Nehon Mail on the 7th October,
I. «fiZ*Wa

Professor P. W. Burbidge in 1921 was granted £100 for a research on the intensity
of long-w^ve signals from Europe. Tlie apparatus, which cost over £100, arrived
towards the end of 1922, and Professor Burbidge reported that it was being assembled
and a commencement being made. He applied for an additional £25 for current out-
of-pocket expenses This application was granted on the 12th June. 1923.

L»r. Lha^. Chilton in 1918 was granted £oO for an investigation of New Zealand
Hax, particularly with a view to determining the varieties that will give the fibre of
greatest economic value, and of the best conditions of cultivation for these varieties.
Mra. Jennings carried out the investigations, and made considerable progress, more
particularly in the direction of commencing observations and experiments in regard
to the diseases affecting the flax, improved methods of cultivation, &c. Early in 1919
Mrs Jennings (then Mrs. Dr. McCallum) had to leave for En<rland ; the work had to
remain incomplete, and the unexpended portion of the grant—namely, £39-was
refunded.

Dr

germ

4-k +u 1
1- '"'xv-'-vo ui jjcrti iL was louna mat varietal peculiariues, correi»'c«

with the relative su.sceptibility of the host, and of a degree sufficientlv marked for
aavantage to be taken of them by selection in breeding, were not exhibited either by
tue fungus as It penetrated the host plant, or bv the host itself as the result of that
penetration. Owing, therefore, to the absence' of sufficiently marked infectional
pecuuarit^es, this work has been concluded and attention directed instead to brown-rot

Snf: "^-
.u**"

^ ^'^^'^ °^ ^^^ g''^"* '^aa ^een expended in books, the apparatus
requirea in the research being available in the Cawthron Institute.

nrnfroc ry^ -"^^T'^^ ^^ ]^-^ """^ granted £50 for a research on soU-bacteria and

th« S'. A^\
"'?'"^ included investigation of the bacteria of several typical soils of

ha« S? "''^' P'^'-t'Jula'-ly of the loams of the Moutere and Port HUls. Work
nas also been commenced on the soils of the Nelson tomato-houses, with the object
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the wax-content of New Zealand brown coals.

of identifying the protozoa and studying the effects of several methods of partial
sterilization of the soil-life. A laboratory has been fitted up, and experimental work
in plate and pot culture has been carried out. The whole of the grant has l^een
expended in apparatus and books.

Professor T. H. Easterfield in 1918-10 wn« irrantftd f.^r^O for an investigfttfon in

h the work was
delayed owing to the war and the illness of Professor Easterfield's assistant. In 1021 a
paper embodjdng the results of this investigation was read at the Science Congress in
Palmerston North. In this paper the location of mineral oils was given, and allusion
was made to the attempts to supply mineral-oil by distillation of oil-shales at Orepuki.
The sulphur -content of the southern shales was stated to be a serious objection.
Comparison of the properties of Taranaki and Kotuku oil was given. Professor Easter-
field stated that in bis opinion the boring of new wells in Taranaki promised at present
greater success than development in any other area, but urged that as a matter of

Imperial interest systematic prospecting by bores should be carried out in a number
of areas. The grant was expended in the salaries of assistants, and the unexpended
balance, £8 Os. Gd., was refunded. Publication of the results of the research has been
deJayed, but the manuscript is ready for the press.

Professor T. H. Easterfield in' 1922 was granted £200 for a research on orchard-
fruits. A preliminary account of this research was recently given to the Fruitgrowerg*
Association, who have also contributed to the cost of the work; the account was
pubhshed in the Nd^on Evenirg Mail

Professor W. P. Evans in I91S was granted £200, in 1920 a further £200, and in

1921 a further £200, totalling £600, for a research on New Zealand brown coals. The
work covered investigation into the distillates of the various coals as regards fuels for

internal-combustion engines and primary chemicals for organic work in general. The
Canterbury College Council assisted in supplying part salary of an assistant, the
remainder being paid from the grant, A large amount of apparatus was purchased,
including a ball mill, electric furnance, &c. ; analyses and experiments have been made
in connection with the various coals, and the results have been good. A general

account of the research was presented at the last meeting of the Australasian Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science, and will be pubhshed with the report of that

meeting.

Professor 0. Coleridge Earr in 1919 was granted £100, in 1020 an additional £30,
and in 1922 £60, for a research on porcelain insulators. A testing-vessel was constructed,

and the tests proved entirely satisfactorv. A paper embodying the results was
puHished in the - ' " ' ' * ^' - ' ' - -

•-- '--^i ^'

c»

No. 10, Oct., 102:2, ^. ...„ „..„ ...„..„ ^... .™.., ,

from Australia and England Lave spoken most highly of the work. Mr. E. Parry sajs.

The results are very important, and, what is more, are very much more conclusive

than any that have hitherto Leen pubhshed." The unexpended balance is £5.5 lis. Cd.

Professor Fan- and Mr Philpott, his assistant, consider that the work has now become
of such a practical nature, and so routine in practice, that any further expenditure

upon it should be borne by the Public A\'orks Department and not come upon the

Research Grants Fund of the New Zealand Institute, which is essentially for inv^ti-

gations of an uncertain and exiierimental nature. It is considered that the work has

progressed beyond that stage and become of a commercial character.

Professor C. Coleridge>arr in 1921 was granted £75, £60 of which was later trans-

ferred to his research on i nsulators, for a research on the physical properties of gas-free

sulphur. Work has been progressing, and the expenditure so far has been only very

81'ght. Professor Farr hopes shortly to publish a paper showing the results of his

investigations.

, Mr. G. Gray in 1920 was ^ranted £50 for a chemical investigation on the waters

of Canterbury. There was a delay in fitting up a laboratory and obtaining api»r»tus,

but 130 samples of water has been collected from Lincoln district and from the belwyn

and Waimakariri Rivers. Mr. Gray then found that his health prevented him from

carrying on the investigations, and he surrendered the whole of the grant.

The Artesian Wells Committee, with Dr. Hilgeudorf as convener, m 1921 ^'as

granted £100 for a research into the sources of supply, constancy of flow, &c., ot tne

artesian wells of the Christchurch area. Recorders for reading the static level i^ ^^"^
have been installed. Observations have been completed in Chmtchurch. and the

recorders have been removed to Lincoln. The work during Dr. HJgendorfs absence

was delayed, but it is now being pushed forward. The expenditiu-e incurred was

chiefly in shelters for the recorders, piping, &c.
. , ., t. tii •

, ,» f^
^ Mr. H. Hill in 1917 was grant^ £20 for investigations of the Taupo Pkin as to

whether artesian water may be expected in certain areas. Mr. Hill expended the whole
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of the grant in preliminary investigations, and aj^plieation for a furtlier grant was
subsequently withdrawn. A oaner bv Mr. Hill on fliA oni^ioo* r.f ^T^f^oio^ «r^ii?u«« i.^^».

pubb'shed in volume 54 of the Transaction.

This

Mr. W. G. Howes in 1919 was granted £30 for a research on the neuropterous fauna.

made m Queenstown, Arthur's Pass, and Moana ; \he results were good
dealing with the reaulta of the material gathered is to be submitted, Thi

Investigations were

The whole of the- --: - *^^vv>. ^«,x ji,«,vxi.^i.^u. JO cu u%r. auuuuiteu. xuc wiioie (u lite
grant was expended in travelhng-expenses and apparatus.

Sir David Hutchins in 1920 was granted £oO for a research on the growth of native

crowth
absorbed

the work was incomplete when Sir David Hutchins died. A further £25 was granted
to enable the notes of the grantee's work to be collated and published. This work ia
being proceeded wth by Mr. F. W. Foster, of the Forestry Department, under the
rapervLsion of the Director of the State Forest Service.

Professor R. Jack in 1917 was granted £25 for investigations of the electrical
cdarge on ram and its connections with the meteorological conditions. Professor Jack
promises to furnish a report of this research before the end of the year.

fro.essor H. E. Kirk in 1017 was granted £25 for investigating methods of kUling
mosquitoes and larvae The experiments proved that the cresols in the pure state are
not very effective and that neither they nor the phenols are so effective as a mixture

^m.,- "^J T ,^f
^^s^'" Kirk found no larvaecide of equal efficiency with light oil.

Jixperimenta had also been made with tanglefoot mixtures. The grant was expended

rate ^nd^^^J' J^" ^fT^"^ ''*^- *^''''"^^ '" ^^^^ ^^^^ granted £50 for an inquiry into the

^Sin?/,,f ^? ''^- ^^'^. P"^"P^^ ^'^^ Z^^I^'^d timber-trees. Some data on kauri

TYia/io ir^ c!„- "^ir ^ - — o*""^^*-j^^iA^o wiia couecaea, ana some observations

3^work M^T J^'-
^°™^^ ^^^ removed from Auckland, and o^-ing to pressure

ot work Mr. Lancaster was unabl.- fn o^^+,„.,^ +i. ^i. .L-, .i t.i? „„* ^o=
surrendered,

of-

of

Messrs. W. S. La Trobe and C. E. Adams in 1917 were granted £50 towards out-

inorT-i^^'+r^'' '""i^
construction of a tide-predicting machine, for the purpose

,vorT^«^r '?^'*
^I"^

decreasing the cost of predicting tides for New Zealand,

seittJn? flTT^ PfS^:^^ ^y ^^^'^"^"^ calculation at considerable cost, and the

?rr ThVl .
^^ *^'

"^"V r^ necessary to predict the tides for two ports every

Sssor sf!t« ^'^^ ^^^^e^r^^i^^' ^'''^ application was made for an additional £75.

fnnllnH ^'l*^//-
^^S^en having reported favourablv on the machine,

he Hon Th M^'-Y'''
^ Standing Committee, but sanction was withheld

the
l>y the Hon. the Minister!

Professor
of Nf'w 7«oi„*

^* ""^7""";" ^»^» was granted £30 for a research on the pharmacology

fniitTnd ?lT ^ Ir u '/•" •'"*'""'® ^* *hi^ research, a paper dealing with the tutu
™

rrotrjL ir^ ? •?f7?'""^" ^1 °f *^« rm«.,r.cr4?. and work on pukateine

SolfsSdr'nLf "^ It had been retarded owing to pressure of University work.

p
ana apparatus were absorbing the grant.

» ^

of New 7STLi'fi^v''''''™T''',i^l;^
"^^^ ?ir^n\^ £250 for a research on the composition

mainlv exnlnd^d ? ?T.
^"\ ^^^^ ^ ^"'*^'^ ^^'^^ ^*« granted for this purpose, and was

^Irs TohnLn ^f, w "^^^^ °^ ' " assistant. Thre^ papers-Part 1 and Part 2. by

and Part r^;^ assistant-were published in volumes 52 and 53 of the Transaction^.

T)Tv ^ ^^^^"^ J. Malcolm and T. B. Hamilton, in volume 55.

for an inve^S'tf"" 'f Jf^ ^^l
^^^"*^^ ^ ^P^'^'^I S'^"* by Internal Affairs of £100

our^evl to T-
"^^^^^ earthquakes in Taupo. ^The minev was spent on three

SZulkes oTV^"? T oonBti-ucting and installing instnlments to register the
earthquakes. One hundred earthquake records were nr^ured. and ara beins worked
up. Th

Dr P M A
.";''-"'""'*''""'' yei "fen presemea.

in the d sinfl^'w^'" '""J \^ T^',
^'•^"^ed £125 for radium and apparatus for research

We bJ^n maT r.;
' ''* ^^ S" ™P^^* «^ « ^^^^'^^^ «n ^-««^- Observations

•i»ve oeen made in Samoa and Mount Fo-mnnt ^.Ifi, +i,„ «., „„ „« c.„i:.,.. „,»,«t}iftr it
is possS S. Irn

Samoa and Mount Egmont with the purpose of findinsj whether it

lasSed and -T •' ^f'"-^^'^^^ disintegration. Radium haa been purchased and

CS ac^rried ft '"^f
^^^^^^^/.^^ ^«*"'-«- A preliminary account of the research

TerrM wTr^lfL P^^'fa/'on in the Journal of Atmospheric EhctricUy and

TllrTsdrn'r^L^ l"^„rr„r.i^ - poeess^f prepLtion,
..

of coal-ffaa anrl Jl^VJ •/ * ^ a^'^mea i.w tor a research on the relative emciencv

embSvfng the rtZ^of th'^'"^'^*'''
P."^°«^ ^"^ ^'^^^"^g '^ New Zealand. A paper

yng tne results of this research was nublishf^d in th^ T^.yr,nl nf Science
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and Technology (vol. 3, Nos. 5, G). The research was carried on with the assistance

of Miss Fenton, and the grant was expended in apparatus and an honorarium to Miss

Fenton.
r

Dr. E. Marsden in 1920 was granted £50 for a research on the physical properties

of New Zealand timbers. So far no report has been received on this grant.

Mr. D. D. Milligan in 1922 was granted £50 for an investigation of orthoptera.

Two trips have been made to the north of Auckland and some collection made, but
the full report of his work has not yet been received.

Mr. W. G. Morrison in 1919 was granted £100 for a research on the afforestation o

the Spenser Ranges. Useful data were collected on a tour through the North Island

with Professor Wilson of Harvard, and photographs have been taken. A paper on
natiu-al afforestation was prepared for presentation to the Science Congress held in

Palmerston North, and an earlier paper on this subject was published in the Journal

of Science and Technology (vol. 2, Nos. 4, 5). At the end of 1922 Mr. Morrison found

he was unable, owing to official duties, to continue the research, and he refunded the

unexpended balance.

Dr. D. Petrie in 1917 was granted £20 for an exploration of the grass flora of

southern Nelson, &c., but he found he was unable to prosecute the research, and he
refunded the grant.

Mr. R. Speight in 1919 was granted £225 for a geological survey of the Malvern

Hills. In various parts of the hills experiments have been carried out, some portions

showing fair prospects of coal. The examination of the hills is still in progress, and
the expenses so far have been confined to field-work, travelling, kc. Preparation for

pubhshing results is being made.
Mr. L. P. Symes in 1916 was granted £50 for an investigation of the causes of

deterioration and decay of apples and fruit in cold storage. On account of ill health

and pressure of business, Mr. Svmes was compelled to surrender the grant.

Mr. H. D. Skinner in 1920 was granted £200 for an ethnographic survey of the

South Island. ]Mr. Beattie was employed as assistant, and the grant was used to pay

hia salary and expenses. The ground*^ covered was from the Bluff to Kaiapoi, and a

large amount of entirely new material relating to Maori life was secured. Mr. Beattie

has preparxl 750 pages of manuscript embodying the results of this research, and this

is waiting publication. . .

Messrs. R. Speight and L. J. Wild in 1916 were granted £.50 for an investigation

of the phosphate-yielding rocks of Canterbury. All the localities in Canterbury where

it was considered possible that phosphate material might exist m quantity were

examined. The work was held up, and, according to resolution of the annual meeting

regarding refunding unexpended balances of research grants granted prior to JannarA%

1919, the unexpended portion was refunded. Two papers have been pubbshed—one,

entitled " The Limestones of Canterbury considered as a Possible Source of Phospliate,

m the Jonrml of Science and Technologic (vol. 2, No. 3, 1919), and « The Stratigraphical

Relationship of the Weka Pass Stone and the Amuri Limestone," in the Transactions

of the New Zealand hutiiuie (vol. 50). . . .. v ^v.i
,

Dr. J. A. Thomson in 1919 was granted £100 for an investigation into the chemical

character of igneous rocks. Owing to Dr. Thomson's continued illness, this research is

in abeyance.
"

i, *k
Hon. G. M. and Mr. G, S. Thomson in 1919 were granted £50 for a research on the

economic value of whale-feed. There was some delay in obtaining apparatus from

l^ngland, but with its arrival the research was proceeded with, and a paper giving tne

results of the work was pubUshed in the Journal of Science and Technology (vol. b, iNo. ^,

p- 111). _ . j„
Mr . L. J. Wild in 1918 was granted £30 for a soil-survey in ^anterbury. In

coimection with this Mr. Wild prepared a paper, which was published in the ^wrwaj

of Science and Technology (vol. 3, No. 2), entitled "The Calcium-carbonate Content o

some Soils from Canterbury and Southland." The expenses incurred ^^^^^^^^\^lthe balance was refunded as per resolution of the annual meeting referred to aDOTe.

Early in 1923 Mr. Wild applied for another grant to enable him to undertake a

soil-survey in the Manawatu district. £25 was granted for this purpose on jondit^n

that the survey was restricted to that portion of the Manawatu district lying to the nortn

of the Manawatu River. . . f
Mr. A. M. Wright in 1921 was granted £75 for a research on the vitamine-content

of commercial meat products. The research is still in progress and, although the earner

result have been the subject of various lectures, &c., nothing has so far b^" P^^l^^J^f

'

J^ Wright explains that he had intended publishing in the 2Va«^aciv^. t"*
T"°f 1°

the delay in the issue of the volume he is arranging to pubhsh elsewhere, and hoi^a to

oo so before the end of the year. Expenditure has been in books and apparatus.

25—Trans.
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Grants from the Hullon Memorial Fund.

Dr. C. Chilton in 1911 wa« granted £10 from the Hutton Fund towards the cost

of preparing illustrations for a revision of the New Zealand Crustacea These

aiusSfoirwere used in papers published in the TransucUor^ (vols. 43 and 44 ,
m

JmrmloJ the Linnean Socidy (vol. 32), and in Amtals of Natvral History (ser. 8,

^''^-

Dr' f'^W. Hilgendorf in 1914 was granted £10 for apparatus requi^r^i for researches

on artedan wells in Canterbury. Money was expended in making and
^^^^f ^JP^^^^^j'j

for securing a continuous record of the riuctuatious m the height of an ait^sian ^^ell

near Christchurch. A further application for £5 was dechned. A paper entitkd

.'"riuctuatn of Water-level in a 'c\-istchuroh Artesian WelV' ^y L. S.mes. ^nd a

paper entitled
" Fluctuations in the Water-level of some Artesian W elk in the Christ

church Area" by Dr. Hilgendorf, were published in Transactions (vol. 49).
churchy A^re^^^^^Dy

^^^^ ^J '^ ^,^ f
^^^ collecting entomological and other specimens

of the New Zealand fauna for Dr. Chilton and Major Broun The grant ^vas used in

travelling and other expenses incurred in collecting in the
J'^'*^^^'^

j'
°^f'/"tc^i ens

region of Lake Wakatipu, Routeburn Valley, 'kc. Colcoptera and other specimens

collected were sent to Major Jiroun and to Dr. Chilton.
™cparches

Major T. Broun in 1916 was granted £50 towards the publication ot his researcnes

on the New Zealand Coleoptera. '

. onrl rn^t
Mr. W. R. B. Oliver in 1915 was granted £15 to defray travelling-expenseb and cost

of apparatus for a visit to Lord Howe Island, undertaken in November 191.}
;
ana in

the Transactiom (vol. .49, pp. 94 161) he published a paper entitled The \ egetation

of Lord Howe Island."

Portobello Marine Fish-hatcliery (G. M. Thomson, Esq.) was granted ^-^'\':[^^^^

for prosecuting research on the distribution of native marine food-fishes. /'^^^f^^V*,^^
were carried on, and a pamphlet, written by Mr. Auderton, late curator ot the ^^^^^^^^

and the Hon. G. M. Thomson, on the history of the Portobello Fish-hatchery, containeu

statements of all that has been done. , -1^ „
In 1919 Miss M, K. Mestayer was granted £10 for a research on

^^^^'J
Zealand MoUusca. Some few illustrations for two papers published m the ^^^'^^^

^^^^

(vols. 51, 53) were prepared for Miss Mestayer with portion of the grant, but to

last two vears she has rej^orted that no work has been done.
^

. .,

Dr. C. A. Cotton in 1915 was granted £15 towards an investigation
01^^^^

physiographic features of the New Zealand coast, but as he obtained a giaii

another source he surrendered this grant.

Property-IiM,

The following is a list of apparatus purchased by the aid of a grant ^^1^^,
^^^J

Research Fund and in use by the various grantees. When a research is ^omp

the apparatus used in the research is returned to the Institute for use by tutuie reb

workers. • , 1, ^lane,
In the possession of the Institute at present are the following : One uiock ^

cost 9s. ; one camera, £15 ; one tenon saw, 4s. 6d.
^

_
. ,

. ^^j,..

At present in hands of research grantees: Aerial insulators, cost i.
«!' £36 "

condensers, £12 8s. ; altitude and azimuth instrument, £10; analytical ^f/^.y^^^"
ball mill, £23 12s. 9d. ; castings, fittings, Ac, for same, £06 15s. 8d.

;
,
V

j ^ce,

alarm clocks (2), £3 7s. 6d. ; Oiges (animal), £3; camera, £1 Us. ;
chemical "

^^^^,

£37 ; weights for same, £4 14s. 3d. ; condensers, £1 ITs. lid. ;
Duddell ^t^^T^^f^ ^^ ;

meter, £41 4s. ; electric furnace and fittings, £28 15s. 3d. ; electric oven, 11* ^ '

.^^ .

eye-piece, £2 16s. 8d. ; Kjedahl apparatus, £1 158. ; micrometer eye-piro,
^ ^-^

^

objective prism, £33; oxygen cylinder, 1/28 c. ft., £4 15s. 6d. ;
photometer, r

^^^^ ^

range-finder, £4 ; scales and electric motor, £5 10s. ; sieve, Sa. 6d. ;
sphere, i-

^^

soxhelet apparatus, £1 5s. 4d. ; s^^inge (hypodermic), 6s. 6d. ; *^'^P^^^*;f,4 173 6d.

;

£3 28. ; testing- vessel, porcelain insulators, £95 ; tide-predicting machine, iOJ

Van Slyke's apparatus, £15. }

Publication Committees flgjioif.—Delay in publication of
^'^^""p^ij^^rj

A discussion took place on this delay, and a letter from the Hon. i^' '

dated 25th January, 1924, was read. A message was received from Jnt
^_^

Affairs Department that the Government Printer has promised ^^/^
^^^^

utmost, if all papers are in his hands before the end of January,

volume 55 published by the end of July, 1924.
^ olved,

On the motion of Mr. Morgan, seconded by Mr. Hudson, it ""^^^,^^,^q23
in

That the printing of the Transactions for the two years 1922 and

one volume, No. 55, be entrusted to the Government Printer.
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. Publication Committee's Report.

At the tim of making this report (19th December, 1923) volume 54 is still

unpublished. The early session of 1923 began just before the concluding portion of

the volume was finished, and since then one vexatious delay and another has put it

off. It was promised by the 14th December, and that date appears on the cover ;
but

work in connection with the British Empire Exhibition, and other work, has again put

it off, and it is now promised first thing after the New Year holidays.

The committee has done what it could to expedite the issue of the volume, and

can only suggest that the Institute urge the Hon. the Minister to instruct the Printer

that the volume is in future to be printed more expeditiously. Details of paper*,

accepted appear in last vear's report; it may be added here that the volume

consists of XXX plus 920 pages (of which the index comprises 49 pages), 85 plates, and

numerous text-figures. . . , ., , . j
Proceedings of the various societies have not been included ; societies failed to send

details—3ome of papers read, some of officers elected ; one sent no report at all
:
moreover,

several of the societies print and distribute tlieir own annual report in their own form,

and as this printed report is the one sent for insertion in the Transachova it was

thought unnecessary to duplicate the infonnation.

The text and iUustrations of the papers for the following volume (.35) are already

.in the printer's hands. Fortv papers by twenty-seven authors were submitted for

publication, but owing to certain authors decKning to make suggested alterationii, these

were reduced to twentv-six papers by twenty-one authors.
^ u tt i.

These papers will make quite a small volume ; and the committee would like to

suggest that, as the papers for what would be volume 56 will be m hand by the New

Year, the papers for the two years be printed in one volume. This v^o\x\d mean tliat

before the end of 1924 finances will be sound, and publications will have been caught up.

would also have been issued but for the fact that the plate had been lost by the prmter.

A new one was obtained, and the bnlletin wUl be out early in the year.

For the Committee.

Fan-Facific Congress.—R^^ort was received. It was resolved, on the

motion of the President, That the incoming President be the Institutes

representative on the Pan-Pacific Congress Committee.

Keport of Pan-Pacific Scienck Congress.

Tlie second Pan-Patific Scieace Congress, to vhich Dr. Allan Thomson, Dr. P.

Marshall, and I had the honour to be the Institute's delegates, opened its Melbourne

session on the 13th August, and its Sydney session on the 23rd, concluding there on

the 3rd September. Tn Melbourne the session was opened by the Governor-General,

His ExceUency the Right Honourable Henr>' W. B. Forster, and in Sydney by tlie

State Governor, His Excellency Sir William Davidson. The addresses of both were

masterly, sympathetic, and cordial. That of Sir AVilliam Davidson in particular was

eminently classical, and it has still the mournful consideration for us that it Avas the

last pubUc address that he gave. By his death shortly after the Congress concluded

science lost a friend and humanity a servant of magnificent gifts and splendid devotion.

The Congress was attended by eminent men from every country that has a

Pacific coast, except South American countries, and by eminent men from Britain.

Its proceedings were marked by keen devotion to work, and by the great number ol

important questions that were considered. Its fine effects will be lifelong on many
of the delegates and on many of the members of the Australian public. There was,

indeed, the keenest interest manifested bv the pubUc in all the proceedings. Amonf
the minor advantages may be mentioned the feeling of attraction that was felt and

freely expressed by great numbers of overseas delegates for Austraba and for the

Australian people, and the determination of manv of them to revisit it. From this

some even material advantage will result to Australia from the liberal subsidy that made

tile holding of the Congress possible. . ,

Among the general decisions of the Congress was one for the setting-up of an

Organization Committee, consisting of representatives of the various Pacific countries

and of Great Britain. It falls to the Institute to elect the New Zealand representative.

On the invitation of the delegates from Japan, the next Congress will be held in

that country, in 1920.
H- B. Kip.K.

25*
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Tongariro Natmial ParZ;.—Report was received. On the motion of

Dr. Cockayne, seconded by Dr. Allan Thomson, it was resolved, That this

Board strongly opposes the planting of heather on any part of the

Tongariro National Park, or any other national park or scenic reserve.

On the motion of Mr. Hill, seconded by Dr. Marshall, it was resolved

to urge that no leasing of any portion of the National Park be allowed.

r

h

Report of Tongariro National Park Board.

As, the ex officio representative of the Institute on the Tongariro National Park

Board, I enclose for the information of the Board of Governors a copy of the report

to Parliament,

There are certain matters of policy in connection with the administration of the

park on which I think the Institute should come to a conclusion for the guidance of

its representative,
.

A proposal came before the Park Board at its first meeting to lease certain portions

of the park for the erection of summer residences. I considered it my duty to oppose

this proposal. A conclusion on the matter has not yet been come to.

When the Board was constituted a license was found to be held by the Prisons

Department to cut timber on a certain defined area on Hauhangatahi, then brought

within the boundaries of the park. The Board was faced with the difficulty of making

roads, and of meeting other expenditure, with no settled revenue. It decided to

renew the license under strict conditions as to selective logging, and to accept m
payment the making of roads by prison labour. It is, I think, desirable that the

Institute should lay down, for guidance of its representative, the principle that milhng

within the park should absolutely cease at the earliest possible date.

Heather has been planted widely on certain of the open portions of the park.

When the Park Board was constituted a considerable quantity of heather-seed was

on its way from Britain, purchased at the expense of the Robert Bruce Trust. The

trustees have given the park £1,000 as a donation to its general fund, with a prospect

of a further donation. The Board has given permission for the planting of the seed

that was abeady on the way, and has decided to consider the whole matter before any

further planting is allowed. If the Institute decides that it is opposed to the plantmg

of exotics the action of its representative should be firm and decided, but he will need

all the tact he may possess.

H. B. Kirk.

Carter Bequest,—k deputation, consisting of Sir Kobert Stout, Dr.

Newman, Mr. Wright (Mayor of Wellington), Mr. J. P. Maxwell, Mr.

Darling, Dr. C. E. Adams, Mr, Berry, Professor Sommerville, and others,

waited on the Board with a proposal that the Board should grant £3,000

out of the Carter Fund for the purpose of erecting a building on the site

donated by the City Council to house the Meanee 9 in. telescope, wmou

had been recently purchased by the Council for £500, and was now valued

at £2,000. Dr. Newman, who introduced the deputation, informed the

Board that the Wellington Philosophical Society would be willing to pay

the costs of both sides of any friendly action in the Supreme Court to

determine the power of the Institute in the matter. Sir Robert Stout

also briefly supported Dr. Newman's application. He considered the

suggestion that the Institute should become the owners and managers ot

the telescope and site would produce responsibiUties which were outside

the functions of the New Zealand Institute. ^
After the deputation had withdrawn TVIr. Eliott moved, and M^-

Wright seconded, and it was carried, That the resolution passed m

000 for assisting

the erection of an observatory, be rescinded.
After considerable discussion the following motion, moved by ^^e

President, and seconded by the Hon. Treasurer, Mr. Eliott, was c^^^™^;

tenure
ll

xutit, pruviueu \a} au legal oimculties be removed, {b) tne -cenuxc -* -

site be assured to the Institute, (c) the City Council donate the municipa
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leiescope to the Institute as trustees of the Carter Fund, there be built

a Carter Memorial Observatory at the expense of the Carter Fund ; that

the observatory be under the control of the New Zealand Institute,

exercised through a joint committee of the Institute and the Wellington

City Council and the Astronomical Section of the Wellington Philosophical

Society ; that not more than £3,000 be spent on the building of the

observatory, the remainder of the Carter Fund being allowed to accumulate

till it is sufficient to found a professorship of astronomy ; further, that the

Standing Committee be empowered to take such action as may be necessary

to carry out these resolutions.
^

The Hon. Librarian's Report and the Lihrary Agree))ie)it were received

and adopted.
Hon. Librarian's Report.

At the time of the last annual meeting the books had been removed to Victoria

University College, and a beginning had been made to sort them from the hopelessly

confused masses that covered the floor. That work was continued throughout the

summer recess, and by the end of February the rough sorting was completed and
shelving could begin. As it then became impossible to give much of my own time

to the work, outside assistance was obtained. On the 6th June, while still huge piles

of roughly sorted books lay upon the floor, and an immense amount of heavy work

remained to be done. Miss Wood came up to the college, bringing with her the office

requisites, and the College became the headquarters of the Institute. The remainder

of the work Miss Wood completed practically without aid, she showing a competent energy

and determination that deserve special recognition by the Institute. The present

position may be stated thus : the books are on the shelves as far as the amount of

shelving at present available will permit, and the library haa been in working-order

since August. Complete cataloguing has still to be done, with the careful examination

that this will involve in order to discover what gaps in series exist and with the

correspondence necessary to fill those gaps.
The books are, for the most part, on shelving provided by the College ; and it

seems certain that the amount of sh^elving taken up to the College by the Institute is

considerably less than the amount that it is aheady using. lu terms of its agreement

the Institute has to provide for the College an equal amount.
The shelving taken to the college was taken by permission of the Department of

Internal Affairs, and the Institute i& indebted to Mr. Hislop for the considerate recom-

mendation that made this possible. It is indebted to him also for the kmdest

assistance in allowing the books to be removed in the Department's motor- van* In

consequence of the decision of the Wellington Philosophical Society not to allow its

books to leave the Museum, it was necessary to determine ownership, a very difficult

task in some cases. Thia task was undertaken by a joint committee, on which the

Institute's representatives were Mr. Aston and Professor Cotton. They had to spend

a great deal of time in this difficult work, and they did the work well.

H. B. Kirk,
Hon. Librarian.

Library

OBANDUM of the terms under which the library of the New Zealand Institute

(hereinafter referred to as the Institute), formerly housed at the Dominion

Wellington, and to be now sent to Victoria University College

CoUeg

may
be made thereto (hereinafter called " the library ") is to be forwarded to the College

College building until either the Board of Governors of the Institute or the Council

of the College determine that this arrangement shall be ended and give at least twelve

calendar months' notice to that effect to the other body, when the library shall with

all convenient speed be removed by the Institute at its sole expense.

The Institute shall forthwith supply shelving which shall be sufficient to accommodate
the library. This shall be erected at the College at the expense of the Institute, and
^^y be adapted and used as found necessary for the purposes of the College.

The Assistant Secretary of the Institute shall be a half-time member of the library

staff of the Collese. and shall accordinslv attend at the College library for at least half
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of his or her working-time. He or she shall be paid by the Institute, but shall during

hia or her attendance, as above mentioned, at the College be under the direction of the

Librarian of the College.

The works now included in the library are all properly stamped v\ith the name

of the Institute or otherwise identified, and all additions thereto shall be similarly

stamped or identified by the Institute at its expense.

The library shall be properly shelved at the College, but not necessarily kept

separate from the works in the College library.

The library is to remain the property of the Institute, but shall l)e under the

control of the Council of the College or its nominees so long as it remains in the College

building.

The library shall be available for use by members of the Institute at all times at

which the College library is open to students of the College, and at such other reason-

able times as the Institute may wish, provided that at these times the books are issued

by the assistant provided by the Institute, or by some other person whose responsibility

is recognized by the Institute and by the College, Books that are the property of the

College may not be issued at these other times. The College may set aside any works

in the librarj^ of which there are duplicates in the College library, except such sets as

may be loaned by the Institute to the Dominion Museum, and store same in the

College building. In the case of duplicates stored by the College the rights of members

of the Institute shall extend to the copies in the College library.

The Institute will at its own expense bind all magazines at present unbound,

proceedmg with this work at a reasonable rate. The Institute will also at its own

expense and at proper intervals bind all magazines hereinafter added to the library

which may reasonably require binding, and will at its own expense effect all necessary

repairs to the volumes of the library.

The library may be used by the staff and students of the College.
' Members of the New Zealand Institute shall have the same privileges with the

Institute's own books as members of the College staff have at the present time with

regard to the books belonging to the College library, except that access to the library

shall only be at such times as it is officially open. In addition, members of the

Institute shall, on application to the Secretary of the Institute, be entitled to receive

library cards giving them readers' privileges, as under the Victoria University College

Library Regulations 5 (C), p. 65, Calendar 1922.
Books in the library belonging to the New Zealand Institute may be jx)sted on

loan to members of the Institute at the expense of the Institute.
The library shall be insured against fire by the Institute; which shall pay all

insurance premiums.
The College shall take all reasonable care of the library, but will not be responsible

for any loss or damage to same.
Dated this 5th day of February, 1923.

For the Victoria University College :

P. Levi, Chairman of Council.

For the New Zealand Institute :

H. B. Kirk, President,

Samoan Observatory Committee,—The report was received and adopted.

The following motion, proposed by Dr. Farr and seconded by Dr. Marshall,

was carried : That this Institute, being apprised of the benefit accruing to

the Samoan Geophysical Observatory from the setting-up of an ad\^sory

board of scientists, recommends that the Government should constitute the

same committee as an advisory board on all geophysical and astronomical

observatories in New Zealand.

Report of thk Samoan Observatory Committee.

I have to state that the co-operation of the four members of the Institute on the

above committee with the Government representatives has proceeded smoothly ai^<^

with excellent results. There is reason to believe that, acting on the advice of tne

committee, the Department of External Affairs has conducted the Observatory a»

Samoa in a manner worthy of New Zealand, and satisfactorv in every way from a

scientific point of view.
"

,

The committee receives and comments on the annual report of the ^^^^^^^^\^^
advises the External Affairs Department as to the way in which the money should oe

spent. The Department of External Affairs has shown a commendable, progressive
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and scientific spirit in the way it has treated and assisted the deUberations of the

committee.
The committee has regularly met, and has arranged for the publications of the

Observatory as well as scientific working.
E. Maksden.

Gommittee on Cataloguing Scientific Periodicals,—The report was received

and adopted. On the motion of Dr. Thomson, seconded by Dr. Chilton,

it was resolved, That the card catalogue of scientific periodicals should be

the property of the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury.

Report op the Committee on the Catalogue of Scientific Periodicals.

The last list of periodicals was received a few weeks ago : all entries have now
been transferred to a card catalogue. I hope to return from the Chatham Islands

sufficiently early in January to enable me to have the manuscript ready by the end of

the month.
The reference list will necessarily contain the information in the briefest form,

but the card catalogue contains all the relative information supplied to me. It is

suggested that libraries desiring a copy of this may obtain a set by paying the coat of

the cards and copying, which should be done locally ; while the present card catalogue

should in fairness ^belong to the Canterbury Philosophical Institute, which was the

instigator of the proposal and whose members have assisted me in its preparation.

Gilbert Archey,
Hon. Editor, Reference List of Periodicals.

Great Barrier Reef Committee,—The report was received and adopted.

Report of the Great Barrier Reef Committee.

Since reporting last year the Great Barrier Reef Committee has met five times.

The chief business transacted was as follows i—
(1.) Suggestions for the investigation of the New Guinea region of the reef were

received from Mr. E. R. Stanlev.

Ix)ndon
activitif

reef.

Director

carrying

3ef between Cairm>

Further results ofand Thursday Island, and submitted a report on the work done,

their trip will appear through the usual scientific channels,

(4.) A special meeting, attended by several overseas delegates to the Pan-Pacific

Science Congress, was held on s.s, "Relief," on the 18th September, 1923, Mid a

programme of investieations was discussed. This was on the occasion of the expedition

Sydney
Pan

session.

W. R. B. Oliver,

Institute Representati^

Fellowship Election.~lt was resolved that the number of Fellows to be

elected in 1925 be two. A ballot for the election of two Fellows for 1924

resultprl in flio *iio.>f;r^r. ^f Ttr* "R .T TillvivrH p.nd Mr. H. Guthrie-Smith.

Hector econded by Dr. Chilton

of th

Hector

was resolved, That a coiumittee, consisting of the retiring President, the

President-elect, and the Hon. Treasurer, be elected to look into the trust

deeds of the Hector Memorial Prize and report on the general powers
-

'
"'^ ~

Board at next meeting. It was resolved that the amount of the

Prize for 1924 be £45.

Honorary Members.—A ballot for the election of three honorary members
resulted in the election of Dr. Charles Chree, Mr. Charles Hodley, and
Professor Einstein. On the motion of Dr. Thomson, seconded by Professor

Kirk, it was resolved, That the Publication Committee be directed to
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publish the list of honorary members in alphabetical order, with the date

of election following the name. One vacancy declared: The vacancy

caused by the death of Professor Bayley Balfour was announced.

Council Allan Thomson,

seconded by Dr. Cockayne, it was resolved, That this meeting, havmg

considered the advisabihty of forming a National Research Council for Ne\v

Zealand, is of the opinion that this is unnecessary, since the New Zealand

Institute abeady performs those functions for New Zealand for which

countries

Hill

the Standing Committee consider how far the functions of the National

Research Councils elsewhere are at present fulfilled by the New Zealand

Institute.

Building Fund.^On the motion ot Mr. Aston, seconded by Professor

Kirk, it was resolved, That this meeting affirms the desirableness of

establishing a Building Fund to provide for a building in which to house

the property of the Institute, and to hold meetings, and for other purposes.

Carter Legacy.—It was resolved. That the Standing Committee inquire

further into the matter of £50 retained by the Public Trustee for erection

of a brick room for housing the Carter Library.

Science Congress.—On. the motion of the Hon. Mr. G. M. Thomson,

seconded by Dr. Malcolm, it was resolved, That the next New Zealand

Science Congress be held in Dunedin, in the beginning of 1926.

Dominion Museum.—On the motion of the Hon. Mr. G. M. Thomson,

it was resolved, That the Board of Governors of the New Zealand Institute

urge upon the Government the advisability of placing the Dominion Museum

under the management of a Board of Trustees.

Election of O^cm.—President, Dr. P. Marshall ; Hon. Secretary, Mr.

B. C. Aston ; Hon. Treasurer, Mr. M. A. Eliott ; Hon. Librarian, Professor

Segar

;

Andersen ; Hon. Returning Officer, rrore:

inrlfl "Hnn S^nr^fnrv rnirl Hon. Treasurer

Election of Committees.—Research Committee : Mr. B. C. Aston

Mr
PubUcation Committee: Dr. Cotton, Mr. J. C. Andersen, Professor

Mr. Aston
Library Committee : Professor Kirk, Professor Sommerville, Dr. Thomson,

and Dr. Cotton.

Hector Award Committee : Professor Easterfield and Professor

Robertson.

Date mid Place of next Annual Meeting.—-To be held in last week o

January, 1925. Exact date and place to bo fixed by the Standing Com-

mittee.

Votes of Thanks.—A vote of thanks was passed to the Press for their

attendance, to Victoria College Council for the use of the room, and. '

Kirk, who provided the e

lation. A vote of thanks

This was car

Institut
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NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE ACT, 1908.

1908, No. 130.

An Act to consolidate certain Enactments of the General Assembly

relating to the New Zealand Institute.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of New Zealand in Parliament

assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows :—

1. (1.) The Short Title of this Act is the New Zealand Institute

Act, 1908.

(2.) This Act is a consolidation of the enactments mentioned in the

Schedule hereto, and with respect to those enactments the following pro-

visions shall apply :

—

(a.) The Institute and Board respectively constituted under those

enactments, and subsisting on the coming into operation of this

Act, shall be deemed to be the same Institute and Board respec-

tively constituted under this Act without any change of consti-

tution or corporate entity or otherwise; and the members

thereof in office on the coming into operation of this Act shall

continue in office until their successors under this Act come into

office.
. . ^ • .• •

(5.) All Orders in Council, regulations, appointments, societies incor-

porated with the Institute, and generally all acts of authority

which originated under the said enactments or any enactment

thereby repealed, and are subsisting or in force on the coming

into operation of this Act, shall enure for the purposes of this

Act as fully and, effectually as if they had originated under the

corresponding provisions of this Act, and accordingly shall.

where necessarv, be deemed to have so originated.

(c.) All property vested in the Board constituted as aforesaid shall

be deemed to be vested in the Board established and recognized

by this Act. , t i -j 4.

(d.) All matters and proceedings commenced under the said enact-

ments, and pending or in progress on the coming into opera-

tion of this Act, may be continued, completed, and enforced

under this Act. „ , ^ _ ., ^ /i

2. (1.) The body now known as the New Zealand Institute (heiem-

after referred to as " the Institute") shall consist of the Auckland Insti-

tute, the WeUington Philosophical Society, the Philosophical Institute

of Canterbury, the Otago Institute, the Hawke's Bay Philosophical

Institute, the Nelson Institute, the Westland Institute, the Southland

Institute, and such others as heretofore have been or may hereafter De

incorporated therewith in accordance with regulations heretofore maae

or hereafter to be made by the Board of Governors.
u ii k • o

(2.) Members of the above-named incorporated societies shall De ipso

facto members of the Institute.
t. a rs a

3. The control and management of the Institute shall be vested in a

Board of Governors (hereinafter referred to as " the Board ).
constitutea

as follows

:

The Governor

:

The ?iliuister of Internal Affairs :
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F

Four members to be appointed by the Governor in Council, of

whom two shall be appointed during the month of December
in every year

:

*

Two members to be appointed by each of the incorporated societies

at Auckland, Wellington, Chri&tchurch, and Dunedin during
the month of December in each alternate year ; and the next
year in which such an appointment shall be made is the

year one thousand nine hundred and nine :

One member to be appointed by each of the other incorporated
societies during the month of December in each alternate

year; and the next year in which such an appointment shall

be made is the year one thousand nine hundred and nine.

4. (1.) Of the members appointed by the Governor in Council, the

two members longest in office without reappointrhent shall retire annually
on the appointment of their successors.

(2.) Subject to the last preceding subsection, the appointed members
of the Board shall hold office until the appointment of their successors.

5. The Board shall be a body corporate by the name of the " New
Zealand Institute," and by that name shall have perpetual succession
and a common seal, and may sue and be sued, and shall have power and
authority to take, purchase, and hold lands for the purposes hereinafter
mentioned.

6. (1.) The Board shall have power to appoint a fit person, to be
known as the " President," to superintend and carry out all necessary
work m connection with the affairs of the Institute, and to provide him
with such further assistance as may be required.

(2.) The Board shall also appoint the President or some other fit

person to be editor of the Transactions of the Institute, and may appoint
a committee to assist him in the work of editing the same.

(3.) The Board shall have power from time to time to make regu-
lations under which societies may become incorporated with the
Institute, and to declare that any incorporated society shall cease to be
incorporated if such regulations are not complied with ; and such rft^u-

lations on being pubHshed in the Gazette shall have the force of law
(4.) The Board may receive any grants, bequests, or gifts of books

or specimens of any kind whatsoever for the use of 'the Institute, and
dispose of them as it thinks fit.

(5.) The Board shall have control of the property from time to time
vested in it or acquired by it ; and shall make regulations for the
management of the same, and for the encouragement of research by the
members of the Institute

; and in all matters, specified or unspecified,
snail have power to act for and on behalf of the Institute,

fill A
Q).^^y, casual vacancy in the Board, howsoever caused, shall be

mied within three months by the society or authority that appointed
rne member whose place has become vacant, and if not filled within that

'™?o N V^''^''^^
^^^" ^^ ^"®<^ ^y ^he Board. "

«ffi
^

i
^^ V^'^^on appointed to fill a casual vacancy shall only hold

omce for such period as his predecessor would have held office under

8. (1.) Annual meetings of the Board shall be held in the month of

•fixerj/vf
^^^^.y^*^'"' *^« <^^^e and place of such annual meeting to be

fixed at the previous annual meeting.

r.uf'^
The Board may meet during the vear at such other times and

places as it deems necessary.
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(3.) At each annual meeting the President shall present to the

meeting a report of the work of the Institute for the year precedmg, and

a balance-sheet, duly audited, of all sums received and paid on behalf

of the Institute. . «, i

9 The Board may from time to time, as it sees fit, make arrange-

ments for the holding of general meetings of members of the Institute,

at times and places to be arranged, for the reading of scientific papers^

the delivery of lectures, and for the general promotion of science in New

Zealand by any means that may appear desirable

Minister

appropriation than this Act. pay to the Board the sum of five h^^f
J^

pounds in each financial year, to be applied in or towards payment of the

general current expenses of the Institute.
_ „„ui;oc,

11. Forthwith upon the making of any regulations or the publica-

tion of any Transactions, the Board shall transmit a copy thereof o^^^^

Minister of Internal Afifairs. who shall lay the same before ParhamenUf

sitting, or if not, then within twenty days after the commencement of the

next ensuing session thereof.
ScHEDUIiE.

Enactvients consolidated.

1903, No. 48.—The New Zealand Institute Act, 1903. .

NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE AMENDMENT
1920, No. 3.

Zealand Institute Act, 1908

[30th July, 1920

General Assembly of New Zealand

ws

1. This Act may be cited aa the New Zealand
^^f^^^^ ^.^^^^^^^^

Act, 1920, and shaU be read together with and deemed part of the Nev»

Zealand Institute Act, 1908. , t •. . * ^ iqhq \a IiptpIix

2. Section ten of the New Zealand Institute Act ^^^S is hereby

amended by omitting the words ';^five hmidred pomids, and substituting

the words " one thousand pounds.

KEGULATIONS.
The following are the regulations of the New Zealand Institute under

the Act of 1903 :—

*

^.

The word "Institute" used in the
^^^^^^"y'^^/llund'^'ln^titute

New Zealand Institute as constituted by the New Zealand Institute

Act, 1903.
Incokporation of Societies.

1. No societv shall be incorporated with the Institute
"^^J \^; Q

visions of the New Zealand Institute Act, 1903, unless
^H^^^^^^^^^jy f^^

consist of not less than twenty-five members, subscribmg in t^e aggregate

a sum of not less than £25 sterling annually for the .V^omotionoljvt

science, or such other branch of knowledge for which it ^^ associated, to

be from time to time certified to the satisfaction of the Board of Goveinors

of the Institute bv the President for the time being of the society.

New Zealand Gazette, 11th July, 1904
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2. Any society incorporated as aforesaid shall cease to be incorporated

with the Institute in case the number of the members of the said society

shall at any time become less than twenty-five, or the amount of money

annually subscribed by such members shall at any time be less

than £25.
,

^

,
.

.

3: The by-laws of every society to be incorpox'ated as aforesaid shall

provide for the expenditure of not less than one- third of the annual

revenue in or towards the formation or support of some local pubHc

museum or library, or otherwise shall provide for the contribution of not

less than one-sixth of its said revenue towards the extension and main-

tenance of the New Zealand Institute.

4. Any society incorporated as aforesaid which shall in any one year

fail to expend the proportion of revenue specified in Regulation No. 3

aforesaid in manner provided shall from henceforth cease to be incor-

porated with the Institute.

Publications.

5. All papers read before any society for the time being incorporated

with the Institute shall be deemed to be communications to the Insti-

tute, and then may be published as Proceedings or Transactions of the

Institute, subject to the following regulations of the Board of the Institute

regarding publications :

(a.) The publications of the Institute shall consist of

(1.) A current abstract of the proceedings of the societies

for the time being incorporated with the Institute, to be

)»

intituled ** Proceedings of the New Zealand Institute ,

(2.) And of transactions comprising papers read before the

incorporated societies (subject, however, to selection as herein-

after mentioned), and of such other matter as the Board of

Governors shall from time to time determine to publish, to

be intituled •' Transactions of the New Zealand Institute.

6.) The Board of Governors shall determine what papers are to be

published.
(c.) Papers not recommended for publication may be returned to their

authors if so desired.
{d,) All papers sent in for publication must be legibly written, type-

written, or printed.
(c.) A proportional contribution may be required from each society

towards the cost of publishing Proceedings and Transactions

of the Institute.

society will be entitletl to receive a propor-

tional number of copies of the Transactions and Proceednigs

of the New Zealand Institute, to be from time to time fixed

by the Board of Governors.

Management of the Pkoperty of the Institute.

6. All property accumulated by or with funds derived from incor-

porated societies, and placed in charge of the Institute, shall be vested

in the Institute, and be used and applied at the discretion of the Board oi

Governors for public advantage, in like manner with any other of tiie

property of the Institute.

7. All donations by societies, public Departments, or private indi-

viduals to the Institute shall be acknowledged bv a printed form oi

receipt and shall be entered in the books of the Institute provided tor

that purpose, and shall then be dealt with as the Board of Governors may
direct. :
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HONOKARY MeMBEKS. •

8. The Board of Governors shall have power to elect honorary
jnenabers (being persons not residing in tlie Colony of New Zealand), pro.-

vided that the total number of honorary members shall not exceed thirty.

9. In case of a vacancy in the list of honorary members, each incor-
porated society, after intimation from the Secretary of the Institute, may
nominate for election as honorary member one person.

10. The names, descriptions, and addresses of persons so nominated
together with the grounds on which their election as honorary members
is recommended, shall be forthwith forwarded to the President of the
New Zealand Institute, and shall by hiin be submitted to the Governors
at the next succeeding meeting. *

General Eegulations.

11. Subject to the New Zealand Institute Act, 1908, and to the
foregoing rules, all societies incorporated with the Institute shall be
entitled to retain or alter their own form of constitution and the by-laws
for their own management, and shall conduct their own affairs.

12. Upon application signed by the President and countersigned by the

Secretary of any society, accompanied by the certificate required under
Eegulation No. 1, a certificate of incorporation will be granted under
the seal of the Institute, and will remain in force as long as the fore-

going regulations of the Institute are complied with by the society.

13. In voting on any subject the President is to have a deliberate as

well as a easting vote.

14. The President may at any time call a meeting of the Board, and
shall do so on the requisition in writing of four Governors.

15. Twenty-one days' notice of every meeting of the Board shall be
given by posting the same to each Governor at an address furnished by
him to the Secretary.

'

16. In case of a vacancy in the office of President, a meeting of

the Board shall be called by the Secretary within twenty-one days to

elect a new President.
17. The Governors for the time being resident or present in Wellington

shall be a Standing Committee for the purpose of transacting urgent

business and assisting the oflBcers.

18. The Standing Committee may appoint persons to perform ^the

duties of any other ofiBce which may become vacant. Any such appoint-

n:ient shall hold good until the next meeting of the Board, when the

vacancy shall be filled.

19. The foregoing regulations may be altered or amended at any
annual meeting, provided that notice be given in writing to the Secretary
of tlie Institute not later than the 30th November.

The following additional regulations, and amendment to regulations,

^^^ere adopted at a general meeting of the Board of Governors of the New
Zealand Institute, held at WeUington on the 30ch January, 1918, and at

Christchurch on the 3rd Februarv, 1919. (See Neto Zealand Gazette,
KSr. IIA A^^. r^ . ^v "^ ^

No. 110, 4th September, 1919.)

Institute

20. The Fellowship of the New Zealand Institute shall be nn honorarv
distinction for the life of the holder.
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number

21. The Original Fellows shall be twenty in number, and shall include
the^ past Presidents and the Hutton and Hector Medallists who have held
their distinctions and positions prior to 3rd February, 1919, and who at
that date are members of the Institute. The remaining Original Fellows
shall be nominated as provided for in Regulation 26 (a), and shall be
elected by the said past Presidents and Hector and Hutton Medallists.

22. The total '

forty.

23. After the appointment and election of the Original Fellows, as pro-
vided in Regulation 21, not more than four Fellows shall be elected in any
one year.

24. The Fellowship shall be given for research or distinction in science.
25. No person shall be elected as Fellow unless he is a British subject

and has been a member of one of the incorporated societies for three years
immediately preceding his election.

After

be
at such time as the Board of Governors shall appoint. Such election shall
be determined as follows :

—

(o.) Each of the incorporated societies at Auckland, Wellington, Christ-
church, and Dunedin may nominate not more than twice as

many persons as there are vacancies, and each of the other
mcorporated societies may nominate as many persons as there
are vacancies. Each nomination must be accompanied by a

fh\ n
^*^*^°^^"* °f *^e qualifications of the candidate for Fellowship.

(&.) Out of the persons so nominated the Fellows resident in New Zea-
land shall select twice as many persons as there are vacancies, if

so many be nominated.
(c.) The names of the nominees shall be submitted to the Fellows at

least six months, and the names selected by them submitted
to the Governors at least three months, before the date fixed

for the annual meeting of the Board of Governors at which the

election is to take place.
(d.) The election shall be made by the Board of Governors at the annual

(/)

^x^^coixig iroxu me persons
The methods of selection h

clause (d) shall h*^ /l«f«^,v.

- «^^.„x «.^ui.cvinuiun oi ine title
Institute " shall be '*

F.N.Z.Inst."

Amendment to RRfiT

ira 01 'aoveruuia.

ow of the New Zealand

of th^ UffT 1^
^?lnf

tte regulations published in the New
'^i}tV'^\^^^ '' ^''""^y ^^^°ded to read :-

((
Institutn \ Q I-

^ j-muiLure snail consist ol—
11.) feuch current abstract of the proceedings of the societies

le time beiner inpnmf^rof^.;! ..rux. i.i,„ t A:i..,i.« «« flip Roardbeing

deems

> V —.^ V.X t/iciuaauLiuiig comprising papers rcaa uexui^ ---

incorporated societies or any general meeting of the New Zealand
institute (subject, however, to selection sb hereinafter mentioned),
and of such other matter as the Board of Governors shall from
nme to time for special reasons in each case determine to publish,
to be mtitnlprl T^r,x^^^^4: .r .7 ikT r» -, » r ,-,..*.>*
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MEMORIAL
^p

Declaration of Trust.

This deed, made the fifteenth day of February, one thousand nine hundred

and nine (1909), between the New Zealand Institute of the one part and

the Public Trustee of the other part : Whereas the New Zealand Institute

is possessed of a fund consisting now of the sum of five hundred and fifty-

five pounds one shilling (£555 Is.), beld for the purposes of the Button

Memorial Medal and Eesearch Fund on the terms of the rules and regu-

lations made by the Governors of the said Institute, a copy whereo is

hereto annexed : And whereas the said money has been transferred to the

Public Trustee for the purposes of investment, and the Public irustee

now holds the same for such purposes, and it is expedient to declare the

trusts upon which the same is held by the Public Trustee

;

Now this deed witnesseth that the Public Trustee shall hold the said

moneys and all other moneys which shall be handed to him by the said

^ "^ . i . ,

—

^^ 4^v-,iof fv/Mvi fimp tn time to lavest

the same upon such securities as are lawful for the Public Trustee to

invest on, and to hold the principal and income thereof for the purposes

set out in the said rules hereto attached.

And it is hereby declared that it shall be lawful for the Public Trustee

to pay all or any of the said moneys, both P^^cip^l^^'^^.^^^f^/*' *° *5^

Treasurer of the said New Zealand Institute upon being ^/^cted so o do

by a resolution of the Governors of the said Institute, and a better sgned

by the Secretary of the said Institute enclosing a copy of such resolu ion

certified by him and by the President as correct shall be aufficient

evidence to the Public Trustee of the due P^^^l^g °/ /^"^^/^^^^^^^^^^
And upon receipt of such letter and copy the receipt o^t^e Treasurer for

the time being of the said Institute shall be
J^P^^^^f/^l^^^f^^^^f

'

Public Trustee : And in no case shall the Public Trustee be concerned to

inquire into the administration of the said moneys by the Governors of

the said Institute.
4

As witness the seals of the said parties hereto, the day and year

hereinbefore written.

Eesolutions of Board of Governors.

Resolved by the Board of Governors of the New Zealand Institute

that

—

. .

1. The funds placed in the hands of the Board by
f^/^^J^^'^^J^

subscribers to the Hutton Memorial Fund be called 'T^e Hutlon

Memorial Research Fund," in memory o the la e Captam Frederick

Wollaston Hutton, F.R.S. Such fund shall consist ^^^.^^^ ^"^°°"y' ^i^n
scribed and granted for the purpose of the Hutton Memorial, and all

other funds which may be given or granted for the same Purpose.

2. The funds shall be vested in the Institute Jhe iioard oi

Governors of the Institute shall have the control of the
f^^

moneys,

and may invest the same upon any securities proper for trust-moneys^

3. A sum not exceeding £100 shall be expended in procuring a bronze

medaJ to be known as " The Hutton Memorial Medal.
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4. The fund, or such part thereof as shall not be used as aforesaid,

shall be invested in such securities as aforesaid as may be approved of by

the Board of Governors, and the interest arising from such investment
shall be used for the furtherance of the objects of the fund.

5. The Hutton Memorial Medal shall be awarded from time to time

by the Board of Governors, in accordance with these regulations, to

persons who have made some noticeable contribution in connection with

the zoology, botany, or geology of New Zealand.
6. The Board shall make regulations setting out the manner in which

the funds shall be administered. Such regulations shall conform to the

terms of the trust.

7. The Board of Governors may, in the manner prescribed in the

regulations, make grants from time to lime from the accrued interest to

persons or committees who require assistance in prosecuting researches
in the zoology, botany, or geology of New Zealand.

8. There shall be published annually in the Transactions of the

New Zealand Institute the regulations adopted by the Board as afore-

said, a list of the recipients of the Hutton Memorial Medal, a list of the

persons to whom grants have been made during the previous year, and
also, where possible, an abstract of researches made by them.

Regulations undek which the Hutton Memorial Medal shall be

AWARDED and THE RESEARCH FuND ADMINISTERED.

1. Unless in exceptional circumstances, the Hutton Memorial Medal
shall be awarded not oftener than once in every three years ; and in no
case shall any medal be awarded unless, in the opinion of the Board,
some contribution really deserving of the honour has been made.

2. The medal shall not be awarded for any research published previous

to the 3l8t December, 1906.
3. The research for which the medal is awarded must have a distinct

bearing on New Zealand zoology, botany, or geology.
4. The medal shall be awarded only to those who have received the

greater part of their education in New Zealand or who have resided in

l\P\A7 TjOolo-n^ frt*^ v^i^^ 1^,^^ i-1* * „ i. _New Zealand for not less than ten years.
Whenever ic

manner.

6. The Board of Governors may, at any annual meeting, make grants

from the accrued interest of ihe fund to any person, society, or commit-
tee for the encouragement of research in New Zealand zoology, botany,
or geology,

or^ J • J'PV^'^^^^^ons for such grants shall be made to the Board before the

oOth September.
8. In inaking such grants the Board of Governors shall give preference

to such persons as are defined in regulation 4.

9._ the recipients of such grants shall report to the Board before the

disc December m the year following, showing in a general way how the

erant has been expended and what progress has been made with thegrant

research.

10. The results of researches aided by grants from the fund shall,

where possible, be published in New Zealand
11. The Board of Governors may from time to time amend or alter

the regulations, such amendments or alterations being in all cases in con-

formity with resolutions 1 to 4
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Award of the Hutton Memorial Medal,

1911. Professor W. B. Benham, D.Sc. F.R.S., Qniversity of Otagc
For researches in New Zealand zoology.

1914. Dr. L. Cockayne, F.L S., F.R.S.— For researches on the
ecology of New Zealand plants.

1917. Professor P. Marshall, M.A., D.Sc—For researches in New
Zealand geology.

1920. Eev. John B. Holloway, D.Sc.—For researches in New Zealand
pteridophytic botany.

1923. J. Allan Thomson, M.A., D.Sc, F.G.S., F.N. Z.Inst,—For
researches in geology.

Grant prom the Hutton Memorial Research Fund.

1919. Miss M. K, MestaveL-—£10, for work on che New Zealand
Mollusca.

1923. Professor P. Marshall, M.A.. D.Sc, F.N.Z.Insc—£40, for
study of Upper Cretaceous ammonites of New Zealand.

HECTOR MEMORIAL RESEARCH FUND.

Declaration of Trust.

This deed, made the thirty-first day of July, one thousand nine hundred
and fourteen, between the New Zealand Institute, a body corporate
uuly incorporated by the New Zealand Institute Act, 1908, of the one
part, and the Public Trustee of the other part : Whereas by a declara-
tion of trust dated the twenty-seventh day of January, one thousand
nine hundred and twelve, after reciting that the New Zealand Institute
vv'as possessed of a fund consisting of the sum of £1,045 10s. 2d., held
for the purposes of the Hector Memorial Research Fund on the terms of
the rules and regulations therein mentioned, which said moneys had been
handed to the Public Trustee for investment, it was declared {inUr alia)
that the Public Trustee should hold the said moneys and all other moneys
which should be handed to him by the said Governors of the Institute
for the same purpose upon trust from time to time, to invest the same
m the common fund of the Public Trust Office, and to hold the principal
apd income thereof for the purposes set out in the said rules and regula-
tions in the said deed set forth : And whereas the said rules and regu-
lations have been amended by the Goverjiors of the New Zealand Institute,
and as amended are hereinafter set forth : And whereas it is expedient
to declare that the said moneys are held by the Public Trustee upon the
trusts declared by the said deed of trust and for the purposes set forth
in the said rules and regulations as amended as aforesaid:

Now this deed witnesseth and it is hereby declared that the Public
irustoe shall hold the said monevs and all other moners which shall be
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handed to him by the said Governors for the same purpose upon trust

from time to time to invest the same in the common fund of the Public

Trust Office, and to hold the principal and income thereof for the pur-

poses set out in the said rules and regulations hereinafter set forth

:

And it is hereby declared that it shall be lawful for the Public

Trustee to' pay, and he shall pay, all or any of the said moneys, both

principal and interest, to the Treasurer of the said New Zealand Insti-

tute upon being directed to do so by a resolution of the Governors of

the said Institute, and a letter signed by the Secretary of the said Insti-

tute enclosing a copy of such resolution certified by him and by the

President as correct shall be sufficient evidence to the Public Trustee

of the due passing of such resolution : And upon receipt of such letter

and copy the receipt of the Treasurer for the time being of the said

Institute shall be a sufficient discharge to the Public Trustee : And in

no case shall the Public Trustee be concerned to inquire into the adminis-

tration of the said moneys by the Governors of the said Institute.

As witness the seals of the said parties hereto, the day and year first

hereinbefore written.

Rules and Regulations made hy the Governors of the New Zealand
Institute in relation to the Hector Memorial Research Fund.

i

1. The funds placed in the hands of the Board by the Wellington
Hector Memorial Committee be called " The Hector Memorial Research
Fund," in memory of the late Sir James Hector, K.C.M.G., F.R.S.
Ihe object of such fund shall be the encouragement of scientific research

in New Zealand, and such fund shall consist of the moneys subscribed
and granted for the purpose of the memorial and all other funds which
may be given or granted for the same purpose.

2. The funds shall be vested in the Institute. The Board of Go-

vernors of the said Institute shall have the control of the said moneys,
and may invest the same upon any securities proper for trust-moneys.

3. A sum not exceeding one
in procuring a bronze medal, to

be expended

r^"'^**"f5 o i^iuiiAc uieuai, lo oe Known as tne uecior iviemuimi wcvi"-

,
.

^""*^' ^^ ^^^^ part thereof as shall not be used as aforesaid,
shall be invested in such securities as may be approved by the Board
of Governors, and the interest arising from such investment shall be

used for the furtherance of the objects of the fund bv providing thereout
a prize for the encouragement of such scientific research in New Zealand
of such amount as the Board of Governors shall from time to time

determine.

-• -"- --^-vvri. ..xciiiui mi meuai
by the Board of Governors,

The prize and medal shall be

be

ing subjects, namely—(1) Botany, (2) chemistrV, (3) ethnology, (4)
g^'

Jogy (0) physics (including mathematics and astronomy), (6)
zoology

be

(including animal physiology).
In each year the'medaf ai.^ ^,._ „.,„., ^ „„„x«.v. .. ™- .

gator who, working within the Dominion of New Zealand, shall in the

opinion of the Board of Governors have done most towards the advance-
ment of that branch of science to which the medal and prize are in sucD

year allotted.
^

7. Whenever possible the medal shall be presented in some public

manner. *^
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Award of the Hector Memorial Eesearch Fund.

1912. L. Cockayne, Ph.D., F.L.S., F.R.S.-For researches in New

1913 T. H.trstSfM.A.. Ph.D.-For researches in chen^istry.

1914 Elsdon Best -For researches in New Zealand ethnology.

1915: P.1iarshall. M.A., D.Sc, F.G.S.-For researches in New

1916. Si/E^sfi:&a,_F,B.S„-Fo. ..earehes in ph,.os

1917. Charles Chilton, M For researches

1918. T. F.' ciel8;man, F.L.S.. F.Z.S.-For researches in New

Zealand systematic botany.

W. Eobertson-For researches m chemistry

1922. C. 'cotSge Farr, D.Se.-For «--*
JSofHh \hfm»":

and more particularly work m connection with the ma„

tVS tlZ I.N'z1nst.-For researches in New
1923. G. V

1924.

Zealand entomology. . ^ Zealand
D. Petrie. M.A., F.N.Z.Inst.-For researches m New Zeaiana

botany.

REGULATIONS FOR ADMINISTEBINO THE GOVERNMENT
GRANT

following

shaU be duly informed of these conditions :

1 instruments

purcliased or
Institute, are to be regarded, unless

therwise
the Research Grants Committee deciaeomer^^^^^^^ ^
Institute, and are to be returned by the

f^.^^^^'^^^^^i^garch or at such
^x.^ ^>j ^t *v„ „ ;ff^o flf. the conclusion of his researcn,

comnuttee
committee may determine, ^

;„:^„ „ rrranf shall furmsh

iTTITm

grant year

committee
a tinal report can be turmsnea or mc v.kju^^"

i.i.„ r«a„ifa arrived at

reports), chaining (a) a b-f statement showing^t^^^^^^^^^^^

or the stage which the inquiry has reached (6) a general
^^^^^

expenditure incurred, accompamed, as far as is P*^^\^^^.' ^^^.^u^sed or
(c) a Ust of the instr;im.nts. specimens, objects, or °^^

^"f^Tre at
obtained out of the ^^^^^ ^r s^^^^Jj^^^^

roiiVuHi?:=Tn wMc'h ^rLs!:Ttivw
In the event of the grantee faiUng to send m withm three montns

the said 1st January a report satisfactory to the ^^^"^''^'^^ ^J.^f
required, on resolution of the Board of Governors, to return the whole

the sura allotted to him.

• In addition to these regulations the StancUng Committee is^aboboun^^^^^

resolations which appear on page 536 of volume 49, Trana. N.Z. Inst., ana wmc s

bound
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Where
for the purpose of carrying out some research, one member of the said

committee shall assume the responsibility of furnishing the report and

receiving and disbursing the money, :

^

4. Papers in which results are published that have been obtained

through aid furnished by the Government grant should contain an acknow-

ledgment of that fact.

5. Every grantee shall, before any of the grant is paid to him, be

required to sign an engagement that he is prepared to carry out the general

conditions applicable to all grants, as well as any conditions which may

be attached to his particular grant.

6. In cases where specimens or preparations of permanent value are

obtained through a grant the committee shall, as far as possible, direct that

such specimens shall be deposited in a museum or University college within

the province where the specimens or material were obtained, or in which

the grantee has worked. The acknowledgment of the receipt of the speci-

mens by such institution shall fully satisfy the claims of the liistitute.

7. In cases where, after completion of a research, the committee directs

that any instrument or apparatus obtained by means of the grant shall be

deposited in an institution of higher learning, such deposit shall be subject

to an annual report from the institution in question as to the condition of

use

Eesearch Grants made fou Period ending December, 1923.

Through the Auckland Institute :

—

Professor F. P. Worley, £25 for chemistry of the essential oils and other

products of the New Zealand flora.

Through the Wellington Philosophical Society :

—

Dr. C. E. Adams, £20 for completing purchase of astronomical instruments.

Mr. F. Foster, £25 for collating the notes and manuscripts of the late

Sir D. E. Hutchins.
.rm Zeala

Mr intelligence of school-children.

Dr. E. Marsden, £100 for investigating the Taupo earthquakes.

Mr. J. G. Myers, £10 for research on New Zealand Honiiptera
**

Through the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury :— ,

Dr. H. H. Allan, £30 for research on economic strains in rye-grasses ana

cocksfoot.

Dr. C. C. Farr, £30 for research on the relationship of radiuni-enianatiou

and goitre.
-I

Through the Otago Institute :—
Mr. H. J. Finlay, £10 for researches in palaeontology.
Professor J. K. Inglis, £25 for research on essential oils of native plants-

Through the Wanganui Philosophical Society :

—

t \ vf
Dr. P. Marshall, £50. for research on Upper Cretaceous fauna of ^c

Zealand.

N.B.—The above grants were made from moneys refunded by ot

grantees.

THE CARTEK BEQUEST.
For extracts from the will of Charles Rooking Carter sea vol. 4S, 19 '

pp. 565-66.
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NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE,
1923.

ESTABLISHED UNDER AN ACT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF NEW ZEALAND
INTITULED THE NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE ACT, 1867; KECONSTITUTED ?Y
AN ACT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF XEW ZEALAND INTITULED THE
NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE ACT. 190:^ AND CONTINUED BY THE NEW ZEALAND
INSTITUTE ACT, 1908.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS.

EX OFFICIO.

His Excellency the Governor-General.

The Hon, the Minister of Internal AfiFairs.

NOMINATED BY THE GOVEUNMENT,

Dr. Charles Chilton, F.L.S., C.M.Z.S., F.N.Z.Inst. (reappointed Decem-
ber, 1922); Dr. J. Allan Thomson, F.G.S., RN.Z.Iust. (reappointed

December, 1921); Mr. B, C. Aston, F.LC, F.C.S.; F.N.Z.Inst. (re-

appointed December, 1921) ; Dr. Leonard Cockayne, F.E.S., F.L.S.,

F.N.Z.Inst. (reappointed December, 1922).

EL.ECTED BY AFFILIATED SOCIETIES, 1921.

Wellington Philosophical Society » • •

Auckland Institute ... » » 1

Professor E. Marsden, D.Sc,
F.N.Z.Inst.

Professor 0. A. Cotton, D.Sc,
RG.S., F.N.Z.Inst.

(Professor H. W. Segar, M.A„
Ph.D., F.N.Z.Inst.

Philosophical Institute of Canterburv...

Otaoro Institute • « • « *

(Professor F. P. Worley, D.Sc.

F. W. Hilgendorf, M.A.,D.Sc.,
F.N.Z.Inst. (elected 1922).

Mr. A.M. Wright, A.I.C.F.C.S.

Hon. G. M. Thomson, F.L.S.,

F.N.Z.Inst., M.L.C.
Mr. W. G. Howes, F.E.S.

Hauke's Bay Philosophical Institute ... Mr. H. Hill, B.A., F.G.S.

Nelson Institute » «

Manawatu Philosophical Society

Watiganui Philosophical Society

Poverty Bay Institute

• 4

K. J. Tillyard, M.A., D.Sc.
F^L.S., F.E.S.

Mr. M. A. Eliott.

P. Marshall, M.A., D.Sc,
F.G.S., F.N.Z.Inst.

Ven. Archdeacon H W.
Williams, M.A.
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OFFICERS FOR THE YEAR 1923.

President: Professor H. B. Kirk, M.A,, F.N.Z.Inst.

Hon, Treasuber: Mr. M. A. Eliott.

Hon, Editor: Mr. Johannes C. Andersen, F.N, Z.Inst.

Hon. Librarian : Professor C. A. Cotton, D.Sc, F.G.S., F.N.Z.Inst.

Hon. Secretary: Mr. B, C. Aston, F.LC, F.C.S., F.N. Z.Inst.
(Box 40, Po8t-ofl5ce, Wellington).

Hon. Eeturning Officer : Professor H. W. Segar, M.A., Ph.D.,
F.N. Z.Inst.

AFFILIATED SOCIETIES, 1922-23.

Name of Society.' Secretary's Neme and Address. Date of Affiliatiou.

Wellington Philosophical E. K. Lomas, Training College, ' 10th June, 1868.
Society

Auckland Institute # t

Kelburn, Wellington

T. F. Cheeaeman, Auckland In-
stitute and Museum, Auckland

10th June, 1868

Philosophical Institute
Canterbury

Otago Institute ..

of

Hawke's Bay Philosophical
Institute

Nelson Institute ..

Manawatu Philosophical
Society

C. E. Foweraker, Canterbury ' 22nd October, 1868.

College, Christchurch.

Wm, Martin, Musselburgh Rise,
Dunedin

C. F. H. Pollock, P.O. Box 301,
Napier

Mrs. Margaret Grahanti, Nelson

Chas. T. Salmon, P.O. Box 293,
Palmerston North

18th October, 1869.

31st March, 1875.

20th December, 1883.

6th January, 1905,

Wanganui Philosophical J. P. Williamson, P.O. Box 171,
Society

r

Poverty Bay Institute

Wanganui

. .
I
John Mouat, Giuborne

2nd December, 1911.

iBt February, 1919
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NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE,
1924.

ESTABLISHED UNDER AN ACT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF NEW ZEALAND
INTITULED THE NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE ACT, 1867; BECONSTITUTED BY
AN ACT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF NEW ZEALAND INTITULED THE
NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE ACT, 1903, AND CONTINUED BY THE NEW ZEALAND
INSTITUTE ACT, 1908

BOARD OP GOVERNORS.

EX OFFICIO.

His Excellency the Governor-General.

The Hon. the Minister of Internal Affairs.

NOMINATED BY THE GOVERNMENT.

Dr. Charles Chilton, F.L.S,, C.M.Z.S., F.N. Z.Inst, (reappointed Decem-
ber, 1922) ; Dr. J. Allan Thomson, F.G.S., F.N. Z.Inst, (reappointed

December, 1923); Mr. B. C. Aston, F.I.C., F.C.S., F.N.Z.Inst.

(reappointed December, 1923) ; Dr. Leonard Cockayne, F.R.S.,

F.L.S., F.N.Z.Inst. (reappointed December, 1922).

ELECTED BY AFFILIATED SOCIETIES, W23

Wellington Philosophical Society

Mr. G. V. Hudson, F.E.S.,

F.N.Z.Inst.

Mr. P. G. Morgan, M.A.,

Auckland Institute . .

.

F.G.S., F.N.Z.Inst.

•ofessor H. W. Segar

Ph.D., F.N.Z.Inst.

•ofessor F. P. Worley

M.A.,

/Professor C. Coleridge Farr,

PUlosophical Institute ol Canterbury... L?-^!' iP-^id^'VlS:.

Otago Institute
• • • • • •

iMr. A. M. Wright, A.I.C,

( F.G.S.

Hon. G. M. Thomson, F.L.S.,

F.N.Z.Inst., M.L.C.

Professor J. Malcolm, M.D.

Hawke's Baj Philosophical Institute ... Mr. H. Hill, B.A., F.G.S.

Nelson Institute ...

Manawatu Philosophical Society
Wanganui Philosophical Society * •

Professor T. H. Easterfield,

M.A.. Ph.D., F.I.C., P.N.Z.

Inst.

Mr. M. A. Eliott.

P. Marshall, M.A., D.Sc,

F.G.S.. F.N.Z.Inst,
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OFFICERS FOR THE YEAR 1924.
r

President: Dr. P. Marshall, M.A., F.G.S., F.N. Z.Inst.

Hon. Treasueek: Mr. M. A. Eliott.

Hon. Editor: Mr. Johannes C. Andersen, F. N.Z.Inst,

Hon. Librarian : Professor H. B. Kirk, M.A., F.N. Z. Inst.

Hon. Secretary: Mr. B. C. Aston, F.I.C., F.C.S., F.N. Z.Inst.

(Box 40, Post-oflBce, WelliDgton.)

Hon. Eeturning Officer: Professor H. W, Segar, M.A., Ph.D.,

F.N.ZJnst.

affiliated societies, 1923-24.

Name of Society. Secretary's Name and Address. Date of Affiliation

Wellington Philosophical
Society

Auckland Institute

Philosophical Institute of

Canterbury

Otago Institute .

.

Hawke's Bay Philosophical
Institute

Nelson Institute ..

4

Manawatu Philosophical
Society

W a D g an u i Philosophical
Society

E. K, Lomas, Training College,
Kelburn, Wellington

(Acting) L. T. Griffin. The
Museum, Auckland

10th June, 1868

10th June. 1868.

C. E. Foweraker, Canterbury 22nd October, 1868

College, Christchurch

F. H. McDowall, Knox College,
I
18th October, 1869

Dunedin

0. P. H. Pollock, P.O. Box 301,
Napier

Mrs, Margaret Graham, Nelson

Uhas. T. Salmon, P.O. Box 293,
Palmerston North

J. P. Williamson, P.O. Box 171,
Wanganui

31st March, 1875.

20th December, 1883

6th January, 1905.

2nd December, 1911.
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FORMER MANAGER AND EDITOR.

[Undeb the New Zealand Institute Act, 1867.]

1867-1903.

Haotor, Sir James, M.D., K.C.M.G., F.R.S.

PAST PRESIDENTS.

1903-4.

Hutton» Captain Frederick Wollaston, F.R.S

« ta

1905-6.

Hector, Sir James, M.D. K.C.M.G., F.R.S.

1907-8.

Thomson. George Malcolm, F.L.S

f

1909-10.

Hamilton, A.

1911-12.

Cheeseman, T. F., F.L.S.. F.Z.S.

1913-U.

ChUton, C, M.A.. D.Sc, LL.D., F.L.S., CM.Z.S

1915.

Petrie, D., M.A., Ph.D

m 4

1916-17.

Benham. W. B.. M.A., D.Sc, F.Z.S.. F.R.S.

1918-19.

Cockayne, L., Ph.D.. F.R.S.. F.L.S.. F.N.Z.Inst

EasterfieId

1920-21.

, T. H., MA.. Ph.D., F.N.Z.Inst.

1922-23.

Kirk, H.B.,M.A., F.N.Z.Inst
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HONOEARY MEMBERS.

Bateeon, Professor W,, F.R.S., Merton, Surrey, England .. ..

Beddard, F. E., D.Sc, F.R.S., Zoological Society, London ..

Bragg, Professor W. II., P.R.S., University of London .. ..

Chree, Charles, M.A., D.Sc, LL.D., P.R.S., Kew Observatory, London

David, Professor T. Edgeworth, F.R.S., C.M.G., Sydney University ..

Davis, Professor W. Morris, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.

Dendy, Dr. A., F.R.S., King's College, University of London, England

Diels, Professor L., Ph.D., University of Marburg ..

Einstein, Professor Albert, University of Berlin, Germany
Eraser, Sir J. G., D.C.L., No. I Brick Court, Temple, London, E.G. 4 .

.

Goebel, Professor Dr. Carl von. University of Munich
Goodale, Professor G. L., M.D., LL.D., Harvard University, Cambridge, 1891

Mass., U.S.A.

1920

1920

1914

1924

1913

Elected

1915

1906

1923

1924

1904

1913

1907

1907

1924

1920

1901

Gregory, Professor J. W., D.Sc. F.R.S., F.G.S., University, Glasgow

« •

« #

HaU, Sir A. D., M,A., K.C.B., F.R.S., Ministry of Agriculture, London
Haswell, Professor W. A., F.R.S, Mimihau, WooUahra Point, Sydney
Hedley, Charles, F.L.S., Australian Museum, Sydney * .. •. ••

Hemsley, Dn W. Botting, F.R.S., Kew Lodge, St. Peter's Road, Broadstairs,
Kent, England

Klotz, Professor Otto J., 437 Albert Street, Ottawa, Canada ..

Liversidge, Professor A., M.A., F.R.S., Fieldhead, Coombe Warren, Kingston
HUl, England

V

Massart, Professor Jean, University of Brussels, Belgium
Mawson, Sir Douglas, B.E., D.Sc, The University, Box 498, Adelaide .

.

Mellor, Joseph William, D.Sc. (N.Z.), Sandon House, Regent Stree
on-Trent, England

Meyrick, E., B.A., F.R.8., Marlborough College, England ..

Nordstedt, Professor Oito, Ph.D., University of Lund, Sweden
Rutherford, Professor Sir E., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.N.Z.Inst., Nobel Laureate,

Cambridge, England

Bars, Professor G. 0., University of Christiania, Norway
Stebbing, Rev. T. R. R., F.R.S., Tunbridge Wells, England ..

Thiselton-Dyer, Sir W. T., K.C.M.G., CLE., LL.D., M.A., P.R.S., Witcombe,
Gloucester, England

Woods, Henry. M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S.. Universitv. Oambridffe ... .

.

1903

1890

1916

1920

1919

9 m 9 • 1907

1890

1904

1902

1907

1894

1920
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FORMER HONORARY MEMBERS,
ft

Elected

1870

Agardh, Dr. J. G,

Agassiz, Professor Louis ..

Arber, E. A. Newell, m!a., Sc.D., 1914

F.G.S., F.L.S.

^1 T r^l

1900 Howes, G. B., LL.D., F.R.8.

Elected

1901

1877

Avebury, Lord, P.O., F.E.S.

Baird, Professor Spencer F.

Balfour, Professor I. Bayley, P.R.S. 1914

Beneden, Professor J. P. van

Berggren, Dr, S.

Bowen, Sir

G.C.M.G.

1888

1876

Huxley. Thomas H., LL.D., F.R.S, 1872

Langley, S. P ^8^^

Lindsay. W. Lauder, M.D., P.R.S.E. 1871

1696

1873

1900 Lydekker, Richard, F.R.8.

Lyell, Sir Charles, Bart., D C.Lm

F.R.S.

McCoy, Professor Sir F., K.C.M.G.,

D.Sc, F.R.S.

McLachlan, Robert, F.L.S.

1888

George Ferguson, 1873 '

^^—"-"' '

Massee, George, F.L.S., t.K.M.b.

Brady, G. S., D.Sc, F.R.S.

Bruce, Dr. W. S. .. *

Carpenter, Dr. W. B., C.B., F.R.S.

Clarke, Rev. W. B., M.A., F.R.S. ..

Codrington, Rev. R. H., D.D.

Darwin, Charles, M.A., F.R.S.

Darwin, Sir George, F. K.S.

Davis, J. W.. F.G.S., F.L.S.

Drury, Captain Byron, R.N.

Ellery, Robert L. J., F.R.S.

Etheridge, Professor R., F.R.S. .

.

Ettingshausen, Baron von

Eve, H. W., M.A.

Pilhol, Dr. H.

1906 Milne, J., F.R.S.

1910 Mitten, William, F.R.S. -.

« a

• •

The Most Noble the Marquis of Nor-

manby, G.C.M.G.

Ferdinand von, M.D.. 1870

Finsch, Professor Otto, Ph.D. . • 1870 sharp, Dr. D.

Flower, Professor W. H.. F.R.S

Garrod, Professor A. H., P.R.S.

Gray, J. E., Ph.D., F.R.S.

Gray, Professor Asa

Grey, Sir George, K.C.B.

1S83

1876

1894

1971

1909

1891

1870

1883

1876

1888 '

Riley, Professor G. V.

1901
I

Rolleston, Professor G.,1I.D.,F.R.S.

1875 sclater, P. L., M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S.

1874

1900

1906

1895

1880

Mueller,

F.R.S., C.M.G.

Miiller, Professor Max, F.R.S.

Newton, Alfred, F.R.S. ..

Owen, Professor Richard, F.R.S. ..

Pickard-Cambridge, Rev. 0., M.A.,

F.R.S., C.M.Z.S.

Richards, Rear-Admiral G. H. .

.

1878

1874

1870

1873

• •

1870

1878

1871

1885
!

Giinther, A.D, M.., M.A., Ph.D., 1873

F.R.S.

vonHochstetter, Dr. Ferdinand yuu •

.

Hooker, Sir J. D., G.C.S.I., C.B.,
M.D., F.R.S., O.M.

1870

1870

1870

1890

1875

1875

187

Sharp, Richard Bowdler, M.A., 1885

F.R.S.
1872

1878

1874

1883

1835

1877

Stokes, Vice- Admiral J. L.

Tenison- Woods, Rev. J. E., F.L.S.

1872 Thomson, Professor Wyville, F.R.S.

Thomson, Sir William, F.R.S.

Wallace, Sir A. R., F.R.S., CM- ..

Weld, Frederick A., C.M.G.
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FELLOWS OF THE NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE.

Original Fellows.
r

(See New Zealand Gazelle, 20th November, 1919.)

Aston, Bernard Cracroft, F.I.C., F.C.S.

*fBenham, Professor William Blaxland, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.Z.S.

fBest, Elsdon, ,

tCheeseman, Thomas Frederick, r.L.S., FZ.S. §

*tChilton, Professor Charles, M.A., D.Sc, LL.D., M.B., CM., F.L.S., C.M.Z.S

tJCockayne, Leonard, Ph.D., F.R.S., FL.S.

fEasterfield, Professor Thomas Hill, M.A., Ph.D., F.LC, F.C.S.

Farr, Professor Clinton Coleridge, D.Sc., F.P.S.L., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E.

Hogben, George, C.M.G., M.A., F.G.S. §
A

Hudson, George Vernon, F.E.S.

Kirk, Professor Harry Borrer, M.A. '

tJMarshall, Patrick, M.A., D.Sc, F.G.S., F.R.G.S., F.E.S.

*Petrie, Donald, M.A., Ph.D.

tRutheriord, Sir Ernest, Kt., F.R.S., D.Sc, Ph.D., LL.D.

Segar, Professor Hugh William, M.A.

Smith, Stephenson Percy, F.R.G.S. §

Speight, Robert, M.A.; M.Sc, F.G.S.

Thomas, Professor Algernon Plullips Withiel, M.A., F.L.S.

Thomson, Hon. George Malcolm, F.L.S., M.L.C.

Thomson, James Allan, M.A., D.Sc, A.O.S.M., F.G.S

Fellows elected, 1921.

Cotton, Charles Andrew, D.Sc, A.O.S.M., F.G.S.

Hilgendorf, Frederick William, B.A., D.S?.

Holloway, Rev. John Ernest, L.Th., D.Sc
Park, Professor James, M.Am.Inst.M.E., M.Inst.M M., F.G.S.

Fellows elected, 1922.
r

Lamg, Robert Malcolm, M.A., B.Sc
Marsden, Ernest, D.Sc, F.R.A.S.

Morgan, Percy Gates, M.A., P.G.S., A.O.S.M,
r

SommerviUe, Duncan McLaren Young, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.E

Fellows elected, 1923.

Williams, Ven. Archdeacon Herbert William, M.A,

Andersen, Johannes Carl.

Fellows elected, 1924.

Smith, William Herbert Guthrie.

Tillyard, Robin John, M.A., D.Sc, ScD., F.L.S., F.E.S

* Past President. f Hector Medallist. } Hutton MedaIli^:t. §
Deceased
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ORDINARY MEMBERS

WELLINGTON PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

[* Life Members.]

Acklaud, E. W., P.O. Box 928, Wellington.

Adams, C. E. , D.Sc, A. I. A. ( London),

F.RA.S., Hector Observatory, Wellington.

Adkin, G. L., Queen Street, Levin,

Andersen, Johannes C., F.N.Z.Inst., Alex-

ander TurnbuU Library, Bowen Street,

Wellington,

Anderson, W. J., M.A., LL,D., 31 Shannon
Street, Wellington.

Andrew, R. L., Dominion Laboratory, Wel-
lington.

Aston, B. C, FJ.C, RC.S., F.N.Z.Inst.,

Dominion Laboratory, Wellington.
Atkinson, E. H., 71 Fairlie Terrace, Kelbum.
Baillie, H., Public Library, Wellington.
BaldAvin, E. S., 215 Lambton Quay, Wel-

lington.

Baldwin, —, Inspector of Machinery, Wel-
lington.

Balneavis, H. R. H., Parliament Buildings,

Wellington.

Barwell, J. S., Chatham Islands.
Bates, D. C., Meteorological Office, Wellington.
Beckett, Peter, Paraparaumu.
Bell, E. D., Panama Street, Wellington.
Bennett, Francis, Queen Alexandra Street,

Khandallah.
Berrj^ C. G. G., RaHway Buildings, Welling-

ton.

Best, Elsdon, F.N.Z.Inst., Dominion Museum,
Wellington.

Birks, L., B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E.,A.M.I.E.E.,
Public Works Department, Wellington.

Blair, David K., M.LMech.E., 9 Grey Street,

Wellington.
Bradshaw, G. B., Box 863, Wellington.
Brandon, A. de B., B.A., Featherston Street,

Wellington.
Brent, H. C, Laboratory, G.P.O., Wellington.
Brodrick, T. N., care of F. J. Slade-GuUy,

Lichfield, via Putaruru.
Buick, T, Lindsay, Press Association, Box

15U, Wellington.
Cachemaille, E. D., care of Harbour Board,
Wellmgton.

Cameron, Dr. R, A., 148 Willis Street, Wel-
lington.

Hiamberlin, T. Chamberlin, Crescent Road,
Khandallah.

Chapman, Miss Frederick, Wellington.
Chapman, Martin, K.C, Brandon Street,

Wellington.
Cobeldick, W., Tourist Department, Rotorua.

Cockayne, A. H., Agricultural Department,

Wellington.

Cockayne, L., Ph.D., F.L.S., F.R.S.,

F.N.Z.Inst., Ngaio, Wellington.

Cockcroft, T., Bank of New Zealand, Te Aro.

Cotton, C. A., D.Sc, F.G.S., F.N.Z.Inst.,

Victoria University College, Wellington.

Coventry, Mrs. H., te Rehunga, Dannevirke.

Crawford, A. D., Box 12(3, G.P.O., Wellington.

Cromb, J. B., Harbour Board, Wellington.

Cull, J. E. L., B.Sc. in Eng. (Mech.), Public

Works Department, Wellington.

Cumraing, E., Land and Income Tax Depart-

ment, Wellington.

Dalrymple, K. W., Parewauui, Bulls.

Darling, J., Kelbum.
Davies, V. C, Westown, New Plymouth.

Davis, W. G., 24 Central Terrace, Wt^llington.

Davis, Mrs. W. G., 24 Central Terrace, Wel-

lmgton-

Dixon, Miss A. M., Mount Cook Girls' School,

Buckle Street, Wellington.

Donovan, W., M.Sc, Dominion Laboratorj',

Wellington.

Dougall, Archibald, 9 Clarcmont Grove, Wel-

lington.

Dyer, Miss, Education Department, Welling-

DymJck, E. R., F.LA.N.Z., A.LA.V., Box
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O'Brien, Miss, Shakespeare Walk.

Pitcaithly, N., Boys' College.

Rhodes, Miss B., Cawthron Institute.

Satchell, Mrs., Examiner Street.

Satchell, Miss Ruth, Examiner Street.

Tiller, W. G., 39 Waimea Road.
Wallace, J. R., Kawai Street.

MANAWATU PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.
[•Life members.]

Akers, H., Duke Street.

Bagnall, H. G., 30 Te Aweawe Street,

Bamett, Dr. E, C, M.R.C.S., M.R.C.R,
Fitzherbert Street.

Batchelar, J. 0., WiUow Bank.
Bayly, Mrs., Patea.
Bendall, W. E., Dairy Union.
Bennett, G. H., The Square.
Bett, D. H. B., M.B., i h.B., M.R.C.S.,
M.R.C.P., Broad Street.

Blackboume, Rev. H. G., M.A., Vicarage.
Burges, A., 139 Featherston Street.
Callanan, F., Bainesse.
Cameron, W. B., 24 Russell Street.
Cameron, W. H. L„ Queen Street.
Canton, H. J., Waldegrave Street.
Clausen, C. N., Rangitikei Street.
Cockayne, A. H., Wellington.
Cohen, M., Broad Street.

Collinaon, L. H., The Square.
Crabb, E. H., College Street.
CiiUen, Mrs., North Street.
Cunningham, G. H., Department of Agri-

culture.

Edwards, R., C.E., Duke Street.
EHott, M. A., The Square.
Fitzherbert, W. L., Broad Street.
Fuller, R. A., Alexandra Street.
Gardner, Captain F, S., Bank of New Zealand.
Sydney.*

Geixand, J. B., The Square.
Grace, R. H. F., National Bank.
Graham, A. J., The Square.
Grigor, A., National Bank.
Hannay, A,, cafe of Manson and Barr.
Hepworth, H., The Square.
Hodder, T. R., Rangitikei Street.
Holben, E. R. B., Rangitikei Street,
Holbrook, H. W. F., 84 Rangitikei Street.
Hopwood, A., Main Street.
Hughes, J. R., C.E., The Square.
Hunter, W., 15 Rangitikei Street.
Hurley, E. 0., The Square.
Johnston, J. Goring, Oakhurst,
Keeling, G. W.. College Street W.

Larcomb, E., C.E., Roy Street.

Larcomb, P., Roy Street.

Mahon A., The Square.
Merton, J. L. C, LL.R, Rangitikei Street.

Miller, J., R.C.S.E., L.R.C.P.E., L.R.F.P. and

Mill's, Miss C. B., M.A., Girls' High School.

Moore, Miss.

Mmray, J., M.A., High School.

Nash, N. H., The Square.

Needham, F., Rangitikei Street.

Oakley, F. J., Rainforth Street.

Opie, F. D., Technical School. , . „^ x

Oram, M. H., M.A., LL.B., Rangitikei Street

Park, W., F.R.H.S., College Street.

Peach, Dr. C. W.. M.B., CM., Broad Street.

Pigott, Miss E., 79 College Street.

Poynton, J. W., S.M., Auckland.*

Ross, R., Ferguson Street.

Russell, W, W., Rangitikei Street

Salmon, C. T., Assoc, tn Eng., Canterbury

College, Rnngitikei Street.

Seifert, A., George Street.

Seifert, H., Featherston Street W.
Seifert, L., George Street.

Sheppard, F. J., Rangitikei Street.

Sim, E. Grant, Rangitikei Street.

Sinclair, N. H., Allen Street. ^
Smith, W, W., F.KS., PubUc ReBerve.

Plymouth.
Stevens, J. H., Church Street.

Stevensen, J. C, High School.
^^^

Stowe, Dr. W. R., M.R.C.S., M.R.C.P-,^
Street,

Sutherland, A., Boundary Road.

Taylor, C., George Street.

Welch
West, E. v., F.N.ZJ., King Street

Street

Wilson, Miss lA, li^an^tiivri ^'^---'
.

Wilson, Miss E. Camcot, Rangitisei

Wood, J. R., Duke Street.

Wright, A. H. M., College Street.

Young, H. L., Cuba Street.

Street.
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WANGANUI PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY

[ Life member.]

Aldis, Morton. Wicksteed Place, Wanganui.
Allison, Alexander, 4 Cambrae Place, Aramoho.
Allison, Thomas, 54 Glasgow Street, Wanganui.
Amess, A, H. R., M.A., CoUegiate School,
Wanganui.

Babbage, C. W., Main North Road, St. John's
Hill, Wanganui.

Bassett, W. G., St. John's HiU, Wanganui.
Battle, T. H., Architect, Wanganui.
Blair, Alan, care of Wanganui Brewery Com-
pany, Wanganui.

Brown, C. P., M.A., LL.B., CoUege Street,
Wanganui.

Burnet, J. H., St, John's Hill, Wanganui.
Cowper, A. E., Victoria Avenue, Wanganui.
Crow, E., Wanganui.
Crmckshank, Miss, M,A., M.Sc, Girls' College,
Wanganui.

Currie, G., St. John's HUl, Wanganui.
D Arcy, W. A., 11 Campbell Street, Wanganui.
JJownes, T. W., River Trust Board, Wanganui.
I^w, Harry, Victoria Avenue, Wanganui,
IJ^gan, Herbert, Ridgway Street, Wanganui.
*ord, C. R., F.R.G.S., CoUege Street. Wanga-

nui.

Gibbons, Hope, Wanganui East.
HaU, WUliam, Jockey Club Office, Maria

Place, Wanganui.
Hatherly, Henry R., M.R.C.S., GonviUe, Wa-
nganui. *

Jack, J. B., St. John's Hill, WanganuL
Jones, Lloyd, Victoria Avenue, Wanganui.
Liffiton, K N., J.P„ Ridgway Street, Wanga-

nui.

McBeth, J. D. W., Wicksteed Place, Wanganui.

McFarlane, D., Ridgway Street, Wanganui.

Marshall Professor P., M.A., D.Sc, F.G.S.,

F.N.Z.Inst., Collegiate School, Wanganui.

Miles, F. F., M.A., Collegiate School, Wanga-
nui.

Murdoch, R., P.O. Box 221 , Wanganui.

Murray, J, B., St, John's Hill, Wanganui,

Neame, J. A.', M.A., 47 Bell Street, Wanganui,

Park, G., B.Ecom,, Technical College, Wa-
nganui.

Robertson, A. C, Papaiti, Wanganui.

Stevenson, Ruasell, Wicksteed Place, Wa-
nganui.

Sturge, A. C, M.A., Hurwoath School, Wanga-

nui.

Sutherland, R. A, S., M.Sc., Collegiate School,

Wanganui.
Talboys, F. P., Tramways Manager, Wanga-

nui.

Ward, J. T., Victoria Avenue, Wanganui.*

Watt, J. P., B.A., LL.B., Ridgway Street,

Wanganui.
Watt, M. N., F.E.S., St. John's HiU, Wanganui.

Wilson, Alexander, M.D., Wickstead Street,

Wanganui.
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SERIAL PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED BY THE LIBRARY OF

W

New Zealand.

Auckland University : Calendar.

Geological Survey : Bulletins.

Houses of Parliament : Journals and Appendix.

Journal of Agriculture,

Journal of Science and Technology.

New Zealand Employers' Federation : Industrial Bulletin.

New Zealand Official Year-hook.
Polynesian Society ; JournaL
Statistics of New Zealand.

Australia.

Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science : Report

Australasian Institute of Mining Engineers : Proceedings.

Australian Antarctic Expedition, 1911-14 : Reports.

Australian Forestry Journal.

Commonwealth of Australia, Fisheries: Parliamentary Report.

New South Wales.

W. : Agricultural Gazette,

Museum, Sydnev: Records: Annual

Critical Revision of the Genus Eucalyptus
linnean Society of N.S.W. : Proceedings.

W

Health Department, N.S.W
W

Queensland

Queensland.

Queensland : Publications,

Geographical Society : Journal
Queens)

South Australia.

Adelaide Chamber of Commerce : Annual Report.
Deparcmenc of Chemistry, South Australia : Bulletins.
Mines Department and Geological Survey of South Australia :

Mimng
Operations; G.S. Bulletins atid Reports; Metallurgical Reports;

Synopsis of Mining Laws.
Public Library, Museum, and Art Gallery of South Australia: Annual

Report.
Royal Society of South Australia : Transactioyis and Proceedings.

Tasmania.
Eoyal Society of Tasmania : Papers and Proceedings.
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Victoria.

Advisory Cominittee : Report on Brown Coal.

Department of Agriculture : Journal.

Field Naturalists' Club of Victoria : Victorian Naturalist.

Mines Department and Geological Survey of Victoria
:
Annual

Bulletins ; Records. ^.
Museum

Beport.

Royal Society of Victoria : Proceeding

Westekn Australia.

y of Western Australia : Bulletitis.
_

Western Australia : Journal and Proceedings

United Kingdom.

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries : Fishery Investigations.

Botanical Society of Edinburgh : Transactions and ProceM%ngs.

British Association for the Advancement of Science : ^^i?o«-
J^f^^.^^

British Astronomical Association : Jourml ; Memoirs ; List of Members

British Museum: Catalogues; Guides; Scientific Reports of BnU

Antarotic Expedition, 1910.

Cambridge Philosophical Society :
Proceedings.

Cambridge University Library :
Report.

, t> ,o

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research :
Reports.

Dove Marine Library : Report.

Geological Society, London : Quarterly Journat.

af^r^Ucri.a] ftnv,ro.^ nf arpst, Britain : Summary of Progress.

Imperial IiivStitute : Bulletins,

England

Institution of Civil Engineers : Report
Annual S^porl.

^^PAdinas: List of ilembe

Liverpool Biological Society :
Proceedings.

Liverpool Geological Society : Proceedings.

Marine Biological Association :
Journal.

Marlborough College Natural History Societ

Mercantile Guardian. Lo

Report

Journal.

V u .-^ , h '

^"^^^^^^^'jL^^^^'f?/ ^^.chanical Engineers

:

North of England Institute of Minin

Transactions ; Annual Beport.

Oxford University : Calendar. . .

Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain .

Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh :
Notes.

Royal Colonial Institute : United Empire.

Royal Geographical Society :
Geographical Journai.

Royal Philosophical Society of Glasgow :
Proceeding^

Royal Phvsical Society of Edinburgh : J'^^Jff '"^';,^„;ii,
Royal Scdttish Geographical Society :

Scottish Geograplvu

Royal Society, Dublin : Economic Proceedings. .

Royal Societ v of Edinburgh :
Proceednvgs ; ™'^:'^'^l j^^^^s. (Series

Royal Societ'y, London : Proceedings (Series A, -bj
.

^«^''-

A, B) ; Year-booh.

Mag
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Royal Society of Literature : Transactions,
Royal Statistical Society, London : Journal
Victoria Institute, London : Journal of Tra\

J

/

/

'ings and Transactions
/

Wien.
Austria.

Meteorologie
K.K. Geologischeii Reichlanstalt, Vienna : VerTiandl; Jahrh.
K.K. Naturhistorischen Hofmuseums, Vienna : Annalen.
K.K. Zoologisch-Botanische Gesellschaft, Vienna : Verhandl

Belgium.

Academie Royale de Belgique : Bulletins.
Librairie Nationals d'Art et d'Histoire : Les Oahiers beiges.
bociete Royale de Botanique de Belgique : Bulletins.
Societe Royale Zoologique et Malacologique de Belgique : AnnaJes

Denmark.
Acad Roy. de Sciences et de Lettres de Denmark : Fordhandlinger

;

Memoires. . ^

Dansk. Naturh Foren., Kjobenhavn : Videnskabelige Meddelelser.
Kong. Dansk. Videnskab. Selskab. : Forhandlinger; "' "•

Zoological Museum, Copenhagen : Danish-1tigolf Expe
Skrift

Finland.

Academia Aboensis, Abo : Humaniora.

Ofersigt; Bidrag

France.
Le Prince Bonaparte, 10 Avenue d'Jena : Notes.

Musee
Annates

Astronomique
Soci^t^ de Ghimie Industrielfe, Paris :' Ghimie et industries.
bociete de Geographie : La Gdographie.
boci^te Zoologique de France : Bulletin.

Germany.
Botamsclie Verein der Provinz Brandenburg : Verhandl.
Deutsches Entomologisches Museum, Berlin.
Mhnological Institute, Tubingen.

Anth
Anstalt

Nraf...ir- Z •
I. Vt

^'^eteuroiogie Unci Weodynamik : Jahrb.
Naturhistonsches Museum, Hamburg : Mitth.
N aturhistonsche Verein der Preussischen Rheinlande und Westfalens, Bonn

Verhandlumjen ; SUzungsherichte.

Phvsi^rrnif
^'"'^' y^'?!^ ^^^ Schleswig-Hoktein

: Schrifien.

£nkenW ? mTT^' GeseUschaft, Konisberg : Schrifien.

StLf? Ttt •' N^*^^f«^ctende Gesellschaft. Frankfurt-am-Main :
BericUe

btaats und Universitatsbibliothek, Hamburg'Verhandluvgen der Naturforschenden Gesellschafi in Basel
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Holland and Dutch East Indies.

Banka Tin : Jaaresverslag von de Winning.

Koninklijke Naturkundige Vereeniging in Nederlandsch-Inde.

Mijnwesen in Nederlandsh Oest-Indie, Batavia : Jaarbock.

Nederlandsche Entomologisclie Vereeniging : Tydschrift,

Rijks Ethnographiscli Museum, Leiden : Verslag.

Italy.

Giornale Botanico Italiano^ Ntievo,

Latoratorio di Zoologia Generale E. Agraria, Portice, Naples.

Realfe Society Geographica, Roma : Bollettino,

Bevista Geographica Italiana.

Societa Africana d'ltalia: Bollettino,

Societa Botanica Italliana, Firenze : Bollettino.

Society Toscana di Scienze Naturali, Pisa : Processi verbalu

Norway.

Museum
Norwegian Meteorologischen Instituts, Kristiana : Jahrh

T>- 1 • 1 r; - n Russia.
Uiological Station, Saratov.

Spain.

Junta de Ciences Naturals de Barcelona : Series botanica, geologica

J, .
Sweden.

BotanisJca Notiser, Lund.
Kungl Svenska Vetenskapademlens. Arkiv for

Meteorologiske lakttealser i Sverige.

Sverigeo Geologiska-Undersokning : Arsbok

Switzerland.

Musee d'Histoire Naturelle, Geneve.

Naturforschende Gesellschaft, Basel,

Naturforschende Gesellschaft, Bern : MiUheilungen.

Societa Elvetica delle Scienze Naturali, Bern :
Atti,

Societe de Physique et d'Histoire NatureUe de Geneve.

India and Ceylon.

Agricultural Department, Calcutta : Report on Progress of Agriculture,

Agricultural Research Institute and College, Pusa: Report.

Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta.

Board of Scientific Advice : Annml Report.

Colombo Museum ; Spolia Zeylanica.

Geological Survey of India : Records and Memoirs.

Japan.

Icones Plantarum Formosanarum, Yaihoku. ^ , . v^ihtm
Imperial Earthquake Investigation Committee Tokyo^uf^fm.

Imperial Univefsity of Tokyo : Journal of the College of Science.

Tohoku Imperial University, Sendai : Science Reports.

Malay States.

Java Ethnograpliischen Reichsmuseums :
Katahg.

Malay States Government Gazette.
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Africa.
r

Durban Museum, Natal : Annals.

Natal Museum, Pietermaritzburg : Annals.

South Africaa Association for the Advancement; of Science : South

African Journal of Science.

South African Museum : Annals.

Transvaal Museum : Annals.

Canada.

Department of Naval Service : Annual Report ; Tide Tables,

Department of the Interior : Dominion Observatory Reports.

Mines Department, Geological Survey Branch : Memoirs ; Summary
Museum

Mines
publications.

Bxdletins ; Annual Report ; other

rocee

Royal Canadian Institute, Toronto : Transactions.
Royal Society, Canada : Proceedings and Transactions

United States.

Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia : Proceedings.
American Academy of Arts and Sciences : Proceedings.
American Geographical Society, New York : Geographical Review.
American Institute of Mining Engineers : Transactions.
American Journal of Philology.

American Museum of Natural History, New York : Bulletins
American Philosophical Society : Proceedings.
Arnold Arboretum of Harvard University : Journal.
Astronomical Society of the Pacific, San' Francisco.
Astrophysical Journal.

Boston Society of Natural History : Proceedings, Memoirs, &c.
Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences : Bulletins.
Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences : Bulletin.
Cahfornian Academy of Sciences : Proceedings.
Chicago University : Journal of Geology.
Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences : Transactions ; Memoirs.
Cornell University Agricultural Station : Memoirs ; Bulletins.
Department of Eegistration and Education, State of Illinois : Bulletin.
Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago.
Franklin Institute : Journal.
Industrial and Engineering Chemistry : Journal.
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore : Studies ; Circulars ; Journal.
Journal of Geology, Chicago.
Leland Stanford Junior Universitv : Publications.
Library of Congress, Washington : Bepori.
Lick Observatory, University of California.
Lloyd Library, Ohio : Judex.
Maryland Geological Survey : Reports.
Minnesota University and Geological Survey : Aaricultural Experiment

Station Bulletin.
J u

.

Missouri Botanical Gardens : A7mals.
Missouri Bureau of Geology and Mines : Reports.
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Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard: Bulletin; Annual
Memoirs.

Mycological Notes, Cincinnati.

National Academy of Sciences : Proceedings,

New York Academy of Sciences : Annals.

New York State College of Agriculture.

Ohio Journal of Science.

Ohio State University : Bulletin,

Proceeding,

Smithsonian Institution and U.S. National Museum: Annual Report;

Miscellawous Collections ; Contributions to Knotcledge ; Bulletins ;

Contribtitio7is from U,S, National Herbarium.

U.S. Department of

(Scientific Series)

'/

Monthly List of
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Biological Survey :

North

American Fauna ; Bulletins,

U.S. Geological Survey : Annual Report ; Professional Papers ;
Mineral

Besources ; Bulletins; Water-supply Papers.

U.S. National Eesearch Council : Bulletins,

Report

3/ De;partment of

University of AVashington.

Wagner Free Institute of Science : Transacti

Wisconsin Academv of Sciences : Transadions

Argentine

Academia Nacional de Ciencias ; Boletin.

Beazil.

Da Escola Agricultura Rio de Janeiro.

Museo Nacional Rio de Janiero : Archives

Observatorio de Rio de Janeiro.

»

«

Mexico

Instituto Geologico de Mexico : Anales.

Peru,

Cuerpo de lugenieros de Minas del Peru: Boletin.

Bishop Museum : Memoirs.

HawAn.

Philippines,

Bureau of Science : Philippine Journal of Science

Tahiti,

Soci6t6 d':6tudes Oceanniennes : Bulletin.

Hungary

Hungarian National Museum, Budapest.
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LIST OF INSTITUTIONS
TO WHICH

THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE INSTITUTE ARE PRESENTED BY THE
GOVERNORS OF THE NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE.

Honorary Members of the New Zealand Institute.

Neiv Zealand,

W
Cabinet, The Members of, Well
Executive Library, Wellington.

Forestry Department, Wellingtoi

Free Public Library, Auckland.

w

n

Christchurch.

Dunedin.
Welh..^

Government Printer and pubhshing staff (6 copies).
Library, Auckland Institute, Auckland.

//

w

1/

n

If

Auckland Museum, Auckland.
Chri

w

//

tf

tf

tf

tf

tf

Biological Laboratory, University College, Auckland.
Biological Laboratory, University of Otago, Dunedin.
Biological Laboratory, Victoria University College, Wei

lington.

Canterbury College, Christchurch.
Canterbury Mu*seum, Christchurch.
Canterbury Pubhc Library, Christchurch.
Cawthron Institute, Nelson.

1. — "'O
Dunedin Athenaeum*

Welli

Welling
„ Hawke's Bay Philosophical Institute, Napier.

Manawatu Philosophical Society, Palraerston North.
^ Nelson College.

f, Nelson Institute, Nelson.
t,

New Zealand Geological Survey.
,

New Zealand Institute of Surveyors.
New Zealand Institute, Wellington.

„ Otago Institute, Dunedin.
ft Museum

Otago School of Mines, Dunedin.
tf Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, Christchurch.

Polynesian Society, New Plymouth.
Portobello Fish-hatchery, Dunedin.

„ Reefton School of Mines.
„ Southland Museutn, Invercargill.

Thames School of Mines.
University College, Auckland.
University of Otago, Dunedin.
^^'-*"-ia University College. Wellinr

V

H

Waih
„ Wan -

Wellin
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Great Britain.

Athenaeum Subject Index to Periodicals, 11 Bream's Buildings,

Chancery Lane, London E.C,
Bodleian Library, Oxford University.

British Association for the Advancement of Science, London.
British Museum Library, London.

Natural History Department, South Kensington

London S.W.
Cambridge Philosophical Society, Cambridge University.

Colonial Office, London.
Clifton College, Bristol, England.
Geological Magazine, London.
Geological Society, Synod Hall, Castle Terrace, Edinburgh.

ff
London.

Geological Survey of the United Kingdom, London,

Geological Survey Office, Hume Street, Dublin.

High Commissioner for New Zealand, London.
Imperial Bureau of Entomology, 89 Queen's Gate, London B.W. 7,

Lnperial Institute, London.
Institution of Civil Engineers, London.
International Catalogue of Scientific Literature, 34 Southampton

Street, Strand, London,
Leeds Geological Association, Sunnyside, Crossgate, Leeds.

Linnean Society, London.
Literary and Philosophical Society, Liverpool.

Liverpool Biological Society.

Marine Biological Association of the United Kingdom, Plymouth.

Natural History Society, Glasgow.
Naturej The Editor of, London.
Norfolk and Norwich Naturalist Society, Norwich.

North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engmeers,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne. ^
Patent Office Library, 25 Southampton Street, London W.L.

Philosophical Society of Glasgow. ^ . . ^ t i ^
Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britam and Ireland,

59 Great Russell Street, London W.C.
Royal Botanic Garden Library, Edinburgh.

Royal Colonial Institute, London.
Royal Gardens, Kew, England.
Royal Geographical Society, Kensington Gore, London b.W.

Royal Institution, Liverpool.
Royal Irish Academy, Dublin.
Royal Physical Society, Edinburgh.

. ^ ,, n .^ m ^^^^^
Royal Scottish Geographical Society, Synod Hall Castle Terrace,

Edinburgh.
Royal Society, Dublin.

;/ Edinburgh.

„ London. _ ,

Royal Society of Literature of the United Kingdom, London.

Royal Statistical Society, London.
University Library, Cambridge, England.

„ Edinburgh.
Victoria University, Manchester.
Victoria Institute, London.
Wheldon and Wesley, Ltd., London (Agents).

Zoological Society, London.
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British North America.

Geological and Natural History Survey of Canada, Ottawa.
Hamilton Scientific Association, Hamilton, Canada.
Institute of Jamaica, Kingston, Jamaica.
International Institute of Agriculture, Department of Agriculture,

Ottawa, Canada.
Library, Advisory Kesearch Council, Ottawa, Canada.
Natural History Society of New Brunswick, St. John's.
Nova-Scotian Institute of Natural Science,
Eoyal Canadian Institute, Toronto.

Halifax

_ • ^, ^^ South Africa.
Durban Museum, Natal.
Free Public Library, Cape Town.
Natal Museum, Pietermaritzburg.
Rhodesia Museum, Bulawayo, South Africa.
South African Association for the Advancement of Science, Cape Town
South African Museum. Cane Town.

India.

Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta.
Colombo Museum, Ceylon.
Geological Survey of India, Calcutta
Natural History Society, Bombay.
Raffles Museum, Singapore.

Queensland
Geological Survey Office, Brisbane,
Queensland Museum, Brisbane.
Royal Society of Queensland, Brisbane

Neiv Soiitk Wales
Agricultural Department, Sydney. .•

Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science, Sydney
Australian Museum Library, Sydney.

Mines
u

Wales
x^ugiueermg institute of New South Wales, Wat
Library, Botanic Gardens, Sydney.
Linnean Society of New South Wales, Sydney.
Public Library, Sydney.
Boyal Society of New South
University Library, Sydney.

Wales

Victoria.

^^llelbourn^'"'^
°^ ^'''^°'^^ ^''^ Industry, 314 Albert Street, East

Australian Institute of Mining Engineers, Melbourne.Oommonweath Institute of Science and Industry, Danks Buildings,
091 Bourke Street. MplKmi-,.^

"'
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Melbourn

Geological Survey of Victoria, Melbourne.

Legislative Library, Melbourne.

National Herbarium of Victoria, South Yarra

National Museum, Melbourne.

Hoyal Society of Victoria, Melbourne.

. University Library, Melbourne.

Tasmania,

Public Library of Tasmania, Hobart.

Royal Society of Tasmania, Hobart.

South Australia.

Museum
Royal Society of South Australia, Adelaide.

University Library, Adelaide.

Western Amtralia.

Government Geologist, Perth.

Bussia.

Biological Station, Saratov.

Emperor Peter I Agricultural Institute, Woronesh.
/T,^^rial

Imper. Moskofskoie Obshchestvo lestestvo - Ispytatelei (Lupenal

Moscow Society of Naturalists).
^ a^^:^Hr ^f Natural-

Kiefskoie Obshchestvo lestestvo-Ispytatelei (Kief Society of Natural

ists).

Nonvay .

Adviser of Norwegian Fisheries, Bergen.

Bergens Museum, Bergen.

University of Christiania.
Siveden.

Geological Survey of Sweden, Stockholm.

Koyal Academy of Science, Stockholm.

Universitetsbiblioteket, Uppsala.

Detmiark.

Natural History Society of Copenhagen.
Pnnenhaeen.

Royal Danish Academy of Sciences and Literature of Copenhagen.

Germa7iy.

Biologischcs Zentralhlatt , Berlin, Dahlem.

Botanischer Verein der Provinz Brandenburg, iJerim.

Deutschea Entomologisches Museum, Berhn.

Sr^katch'ioSo^ische Gesel.sch.ft, K5„igsberg, B.

KSn'i^Sr; Zoologisches und Aothropologlsch • Ethnog.aphisches

Museum, Dresden,
Naturhistorischer Verein, Bonn.
Naturhistorischer Museum, Hamburg.

Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein, Bremen.
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Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein, Frankfurt-an-der-Oder,
Prussische Bibliothek, Berlin.

Eautenstrauch-Joest-Museum (Stadtischt
Cologne.

Redaction des Biologischen Cenfcralblatts, Brlangen.
Senckenbergische Naturforschende Gesellschaft, Frankfurt-am-Main.
Staats und Universitatsbibliothek, Hamburg.
Staatliches Forschungsinstitut fiir Volkerkunde, Leipzig.
Verein fiir Vaterlandische Naturkunde in
Zoological Society, Berlin

Wiirttembur

Finland,
Abo Akademi, Abo.
Finska Vetenskats Societes, Helsin^fors

Austria,

Intendanz des Naturhistorische Hofmuseums, Vienna.
K.K. Central-Anstalc fiir Meteorologie und Erdmagnetismus, Vienna.
K.K. Geologische Eeichsanstalt, Vienna.

Hungary,
Zoological Department, National Museum, Budapest.

Belgium and the Netherlands,
Academie Royal des Sciences, des Lettres, et des Beaux-Arts de

Belgique, Brussels.
La Soci^te Royale de Botanique de Belgique, Brussels,
Mus6e Teyler, Haarlem.
Netherlands Entomological Society, Plantage, Middenlaan 15,

Amsterdam.

Sivitzerlajid.

Naturforschende Gesellschaft (Societe des Sciences Naturelles), Bern.
Societe de Physique et d'Histoire Naturelle de Geneve.

±5ibUotheque Nationale, Paris.
Musee d'Histoire Naturelle, Paris.
Society Zoologique de France, Paris.
bociete de Chimie Industrielle, 49 Rue de Mathurins, Paris.

4

Italy.

Biblioteca ed Archivio Tecnico, Rome.
Laboratorio di Zoologica Generale e Agraria, Portici, Naples.
Museo Civiee di Storia Naturale, Genova.
Museo di Zoologia e di Anatomia Comparata della R. Universita I

R. Accademia dei Lincei, Rome.
R. Accademia di Scienze, Lettre, ed Arti, Mod
bocieta Africana d'ltalia, Naples.
Society Botanica Italiana, Florence.
bocieta Geografica Italiana, Rome.
bociet^ Toscana di Scienze Naturali, Pisa.
btazione Zoologica di Napoli, Naples.
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Spain .

Junta de Ciencies Naturals, Barcelona, Apartado 593

United States of America,

Academy of Natural Sciences, Buffalo, State of New York.

r/

//

ir

Davenport, Iowa.

Library, Philadelphia.

San FrancisccJ.

West

York.
American Geographical Society, New York.

Conn,
^f

^^r ^^ ^-*- "-^ *

American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.

Arnold Arboretum, Harvard University, Jamaica Plama, U.S.A

Astronomical Society of the Pacific, San Francisco.

Boston Society of Natural History.

Brookl}^ Botanical Gardens, New York.

Chemical Abstracts, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.

Connecticut Academy, New Haven.
Washingt

Museum
Franklin Institute, Philadelphia.

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore.

Journal of Geology (Editors), University of Chi

Leland Stanford Junior University, California.

Library, Bureau of Science, Manila.

Lloyd Library, Cincinnati.

Missouri Botanical Gardens, St. Louis, Mo.

Museum of Comuarative Zoology, Cambridge,
Washingt r

D.C.
Washingto

West

New York. ^ ,
' -.j^^ Vr^rlr

New York State College of Agriculture, Ithaca, ISew lorK

Rochester Academy of Sciences.

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.

Tufts College, Massachusetts.
, p

United States Geological Survey, Washuigton, P.O.

University of California, Berkeley, U.S.A.

University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,

Wagner
Wincon

Montana, M
Washin

BraziU

-Escola de Minas, Eio de Janeiro.

Museu Paulista, Sao Paulo.
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Argentine Republic,

Academia Nacional de Giencias, Cordoba.

Museo Nacional de Historia Natural de Buenos Aires, Casilla del Correro

Soeiedad Cientifica Argentina, Buenos Ayres.

Uruguay.

Museo Nacional, Monte Video.

Japan,

College of Science, Imperial University of Japan, Tokyo.

Haicaii.

Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum, Honolulu.
National Library, Honolulu.
Volcano Observatory, Kilauea, Hawaii Islands

Java,

Society of Natural Science, Batavia,
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[The Editor will be obliged if authors and other users of the index will mAify him of any

rs or omissions discovered, or make any suggestions for improvement*.]

Admete anomaln M. 4 M., congen. witli Ph/rhi*

iractus pukeuriejisis Sut. (Finlay). 501.

maorinm Marsh, k Murd.,

Abbotsford, Pleistocene glaciation (Park), 599.

abdita, Epichorista.

abditits, Crambus,
Abendanon, E. C, Aeq^uinoctia region (Benson),

106.

Abies pectinata DC, host of Pucciniastrum

pustulcUum (Cunningham), 30.

Abieii'Chamuenerii, Pucciniastrum,

Abrotanella forsterioides Hook, f., host of Aeci-

diujn mo^wcystis (Cunningham), 47.

abruptus, Comts,
Acacia sp., host of Uredo Acaciae (Cunningham),

47.

Acaciae, Uredo,
Acaena micropTiylla Hook, f., host of Phrag-

midimn Acaenae (Cunningham), 18.

novae-zelandiae T. Kirk, host of Plirag-

midium novae-zelandiae (Cunningham), 19.

- var. pallida T. Kirk, host of Phrag-

midium Poientillae (Cunningham), 20.

ovina A. Cunn., host of Phragmidium

i» Target

Poientillae (Cunningham), 20.

Sanguisorbae Vahl., host of PTiragviidium
i# __ ^ —

Poientillae (Cunningham), 19.

host of Phragmidi%tm aiibsimile (Cun-

ningham), 21.

var. pilosa T, Kirk, host of Phrag-

cc

midium subsimile (Cunningham), 21.

Acaenae^ Phragrnidium.
acanthocarpaf AglaopTienia,
acantliosioma, StereotJieca,

Acheron," time-signals (Baillie), 705.

aciriaces, Zenatia.
Aciphylla squarrosa, tumatakuru in north (Rangi

Hiroa), 357.
Acirsella oamarutica (Sut.), occ. Pukeuri (Finlay),

508.

variable form (Finlay), 508.

Acrocercops zoriondla Huds., not Parectopa

(Meyrick), 204.
Actaeae-Agropyri, Puccinia,
Actaeae-Elymi, Puccinia.
Actaeon jpraecursorius Sut., occ. Ardgowan

(Finlay), 509 ; Awamoa, 510.
Acteondla, occ. (Benson), 121.
Aciinacis sumairaerisis, occ. (Benson), 116.

ocuminata, Struituolaria.
acufninatiis, Otolithus (Pleuroneciidarum )

.

ocutisaima^ Hamaspora,
Adams, C, E,, research grant, 1923, 790.

Adams, J., ferns of Te Aroha and Te Moehau
Mta., 88.

Adamsii, Dracophyllum.
Adelbert, Range, geol. (Benson), 117.

adhaerens, Stenothoe.

(Finl.

Merica n. sp, of Sutcr (Finla,

496.
possibly a SveUella

(Finlay), 496.

occ. Target

Suter

496.

Neozel. repres. of AusU Cau^Jluria

(Finlay), 501,
* Oflfitarttia

Admiralty Islds., geol. (Benson), 120.

adspersa, Pnccima.

adusta, VercoiieUa.
. ^ . u

Aecidivm Persoon, characteristics (Cumimgh^

32.

Anisotomes Reich., occ. (Cunningham),

Aquilegiae Pers., syn., L
discohris

mun,

in key (Cunningham), 33.

'siaepdiolatae n. fonn-sp

Cunningham), 37, 52.

in key (Cunningham), 33.

CelyniHae-Pelnei n. lorm-sp., witn »g. auu

(Cunningham), 38, 53.

in key (Cuimingbam), 33.

dematidis DC., syn., 1.

Discariae Cke. belongs to cycle of Vromyces

Discariae (Cunningham), 47.

_ dissemimium Berk, not the uredu of

Melampsora Kumnoi (Cunningham), 17.

_- occ. (Cunningham), *i^.

hupiro n. form-sp., with fig. and pL

lunningham), 36, 53.

- in key (Cunningham), .5.1.

.^...jhai n. form-sp., witb fig.* and pi.

(Cunningham), 35, 53.

hab. (Ounmngham), 39-'-

in key (Cunningham), 33.

Laricis Kleb., sjm., 29. ^^ ^^ _ ^. ^

Macrodotiiae

(Cmuiingham), 38, 53.

in key (Cunmnghara), 66.

Milkn n. form-sp., with fig. and pi.

(Cunningham), 35, 54.

in key (Cimnmgham), 66.

monocystis iJerK., occ. vvu"iii.^

Myopori n. form-sp., with t

(Cunningham), 35, 54.

in key (Cunmngham), 66.
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Aecidium Oleariae McAlp., diflf. from A. Macro-
doTiiae (Cunningham), 40.

otagense Lindsay, with fig. (Cunningham),
33.

Darlnca Filum parasitic on (Cun-
ningham), 49.

Tuberculina persicina parasitic on
lunningham), 50-

- Plantaginis-variae McAlpine, with fig.

(Cunningham), 36.

in key (Cunningham), 33.

Ranunculacearum De Candolle, with fig.

I pi. (Cunningham), 34.

— in key (Cunningham), 33.
— Darluca Fihim parasitic on (Cun-

acabnim (Lab.) Beauv., host of Puc
minis (Cunningham), 394.

host of Ustilago bullata (Cunning'

Banks

ningh
ifosae Roehling, sjrn., 16.—— Sophorae Kus., hab. (Cunningham), 392.

aegrotans, Dicranomyia,
aemula, Sabatinca.

aequilateraliSj Spisula,
Aequinoctia of Abendanon (Benson), 106.
aerobatis, GelecMa,
Aethocola, partly replaces SipJionalia (Finlay),

cosiata (Hutt.) [Siphonalial occ. Awamoa
(Finlay), 511.

spinifera Finlay and McDowall, occ. Ard-
gowan (Finlay), 509: Awamoa. 510: Tarapf,
Gully, 495, 496.
- tmtae n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 197.

ttiiiiiated societies. See N.Z. Institute.
affinis, CyatJiua,

Agandecca in Poekillopteridae of Kirkaldv
(Myers), 321 note.

^

agilis, Philorheilhrua,

Aglaophen la acanthocarpa Allman, with
(Bale), 258,^59.

syn., 263.

ham), 413.

Agrosiidisy Puccinia.

Agrostis parviflora R. Br., occ.

(Laing & WaU), 440.

vulgaris With., host of TiUetia decipiena

(Cunningham), 424.

ahi a nga tane, Te, Maruiwi attacked at (Ander-

sen), 696.

ahi-ka-roa, in land-claims (Rangi Hiroa), 354.

Airae-caespitosae, TiUetia,
" Airedale," first interprov. steamer at Queen's

Wharf, Wellington (Baillie), 717.

Ala, charact. (Myers), 316, 321 note.

in key (Myers), 317,

Jinitima Walker, with pi. (Myers), 326.

akeake-moth. See Apatetris melanovibra.

Akhurst, F., Waimate winds, 75-76.

alaM, Proiocardia,

albescens, Helicop&yche,

albiceps, Oxyethira,

Phytomyza.
albida, Schistophleps.

alhijasciata, Simaethis,

aibomarginata, Wahlenbergia,
albula, Pleuroto)na.

! alburn^ Chenopodi'um,
Alcithoe arabica, progen. of A, luiea (Marwick),

200.

with

fig-

identity, 258,
acanthocarpa

la Allman, occ. (Bale), 227.
Hilgendorf, identity (Bale), 257.

jormosa Allman, syn., 261,
formoaa Bonnevie, identify (Bale), 261.
gaymardi Lamouroux, syn., 252.
huttoni Coughtrey, identity (Bale), 257.
hutiom Kirchenpauer, identity (Bale), 257.
tnctsa Coughtrey, identity (Bale), 257.
laza Allman, with fig. (Bale), 260.
laxa Hilgendorf, identity, 258, 259.
pennatula ? Coughtrey, syn., 257.

- plumosa Bale, occ. (Bale), 257.
secunda Kirchenpauer, syn., 263.
setacea Lamouroux, syn., 252.

^^^tubulifera Hincks, affin. to A.filicula (Bale),

wMteleggei, relation to A. laxa (Bale), 261.
zelandica Stechow, proposed for A. hut-^ni (Bale), 258 note.

aglaophenoides, Plum-ularia.
^^forastis, Melanchra.
jajjmiym uriicae n. sp., with pL (Watt), 686.Agropyn, Puccinia.

h ^-

Puccinia Actaeae-.
Ustilago.

^^opyrina, Puccinia.

Alectrion latecostata Sut., occ. Pukeuri (Finlay),

508 ; Target Gully, 495.
_

,

Alectryon excelsum Gaertn., occ. with OlearUi

fragrantissima (Laing & Wall), 438.

algae, fish-foods (Phillips), 388.

Allan, H. H., research grant, 1923, 790.

Allan, R. S., Chatham Islds. schists rBenson),

130.

allani, Natica (Carinacca),
*' Alligator " sent to N.Z. (Baillie), 700.

Alhnan, G. J., descrip. of SertnlardU tniegra

(Bale), 242.

"allotype," use of term (Alexander), 643.

allporti, Marginella.

alokiza, Miira.
alopecurivoray TiUetia.

aipimi, Celmisia longifolia var.

alpinus, Prenaster. _ „ ^„-\
AisopTiila Colensoi Hook, f., occ. (HoUoway;,

. Banks Pen. (Laing & WaD),
occ

439.

alta, CucuUaea.
Leucosyrinx,

Pleurotoma.
- Tudicula.

transenna
aUernans, Puccinia.

/T>i,nnott),
Alucita monosptlalis Walk., strigil, ng- (i^iu^'

219.

Alvania suprasculpta May, rel-

(Finlay)
- thouineneis May, rel. to Liwmera

Linemera

(Finlay)'

483.

(Be
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Amathus Lahillia Cossm.

(WUckens), 540.

ambigua, Thuiaria.

ameghinoif Sfrnthiolaria,

ammonite, Hurunui River bed (Marshall), 616.

Amoeba^ trout-food (Phillips), 382.

Amouropsella Chelot (Marwick), 576 ; in key,

- 549 ; range, 546.

viajor, with pi. (Marwick), 577 ; range, 548.

teres, with nl. (Marwick), 577 ; ranee, 548.

amphialiis, Polinices,

Amphidesma subtriangulata Wood iMesodesrna]

occ. Awamoa (Finlay), 510.

Amphineurus (Nesormosia) Jatuus (Hutton),

desc, with fig, (Alexander), 651.

niveinervis Edwards, prob, a syn.

(Alexander), 651.

Alexander, desc, with fig.

(Alexander), 651.

(Nothormosia) horni Edwards, desc, with

Anisoto77ie Enysii (T. Kirk) 1-aing, form of

Banks Pen. plant (Uing & Wall). 442.

filiSolia (Hook, f.) Cockayne k Uing, hort

of Pticcinia iiumua (Cunninjrham), 4.

Hcuisti (¥, V, M.) Cookavne & Laing, hoot

Puccinia Aniaoiominis (Cunningham)

latifolia Hook. f. ( = Ltgusticvm luli

Amphipoda, N.Z. (ChUton), 269-80, 631-37.

AmphitbalamuSy in group (Finlav, 481
absent from N.Z. Tert. (Finlay), 482.

ivditsa (Carp.), in group (Finlay), 48L
ampla, Diplodonta.
Ampullina carinata (Hutt.), syn., 588.

drem (Murdoch), syn., 576.

miocaenica Suter, syn., 575.
spiralis Marshall, syn., 575.

striata Gabb, rel. to Globisinum (Marwic
674.

svluralis Marshall, syn., 554.

stUuralis Sut., syn., 564.

undulata (Hutt.), syn., 575.
venusta (Suter), syn., 576.
waiTiaoensis Marshall, ayn,, 555.

waihaoensia Suter, type of Carinacca (M
;k), 553 ; syn., 554.
(MegaiylotusJ suturalis (Hutt.) Suter,

syn., 556, 557.
Amuri Bluff, Senonian fossils (WUckens), 539.

Anabathron, in group (Finlay), 481.
absent from N.Z. Tert. (Finlay), 482.

corUabulatum Frfld., in group (Finlay),

481.

nackis canceUaria, with pi., differs from A.
speighti (Marwick), 200.

pisaniopsis, with pL,
'^y^i (Marwick), 200.
^peighti n, sp., with pi. (Marwick), 199.

^^eps^Poa.
AnciUa, retention of name (Fmlay), 502.

variable form (Finlay), 508.
depressa (Sowerby), confused by Suter
^h A, opima (Marwick), 201.

^ (Baryspira) ojnma n. sp., with pi. (Mar-
wick), 200.

Vredo infnla (Cunnmgfinm),

43.

AiiisotomeSf Aecidium.

Anisotominisf Pu4xinia,

annelids, new (Finlay), 448.

annual meeting. See N.Z. Institute.

anomala, Admeie.

anomalodonta, BaryieUim.

anomalum^ Nothoparuix.

Anomia, occ (Marsh. & Murd.), 156.

subdiv. (Finlay), 506.

huUoni, aff. with A, irigonopsts (Marwick).

— triganopsis Hutt., afF. with A, huUonx (Mar-

wick), 191. ^ .

occ Ardgowan (Finlay), 509 ;
Awa-

moa, 510,

undaia

Antarctic continent, existence (Benson), 127.

antardim, Seba.

Vredo,

aTUarcticus, Scirpua.

a ntecostata, Bathytowa.

antennae, cleaning (Philpott), 215-24.

A7d}u>xanilum odoratnm, K, host of hsUlnqo

Beaderi (Cunningham), 414.

Anthracoidea Bref., syn., 420.

Caricia Bref., syn., 420. _ _^

(Finl;

[ vexiUifomtis

), 508.

XenocaUiphofi

occ 'un

differs from A,

749.

pseudo - australis Tate, occ. (Marsh. &
Murd.), 156.

Andersen, J. C, elected F.N.Z.Inst. (Inst.),
anemones, Urocyatis,
(^Ji^aai, Pteronotua.
Angelica geniculaia Hook, f., host of Aeci

Anisotomea (Cunningham), 46.
o^i^Zo^a, SeHulareHa.
^y^usiifolia, Olearia.

aoteaensia, Enlima. (Watt)
Apaidris melanombra Meyr,, with pis. (\\att),

ApSophila n^zelanica (Eduards), desc, witl

fig. (Alexander), 652.

aZroximata, Xaiica (MagnaUm)

Tpproximam. Turbo (Marmorostoma).

aquatica, Poa,

Aqnilegia^, Aecidium.

Pnccin'm.

(Benson), 99.

arborea, Hedycarya.

arborescens, Olearui.

arboreum, Nothopanax.

A rdices, strigil (PhilpottJ

rvata
trigil, fig. (Philpott)

14.

discijfora Arth., syn
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Aregnia mucroymta Fr., syn., 16.

argento3a, Tortrix,

Argina, strigil, with fig. (Philpott), 220, 221.

cribraria Clerck, strigil, fig. (Philpott),

221.

Argobuccmum, in key (Finlay), 463.
argus (GmeL), syn., 462.

australasia Suter, syn., 462.

tumidum (Dkr.), occ. (Finlay), 462,

(Finlay), 464.

argiiSf Argobuccinum.
arguta, Erechfites.

Anaiotelia racemosa
Aristotdia serrata.

See

serrata (Forat.) Oliver [ = A. racemom

of troiit

Cunn , . . _.j,

(Cunningham), 35.

armaia, Stmthiolaria.

Armistead, W. J., deterioration
(PhiUips), 390.

armoricay Mitra.
Armstrong, J. B., fems on Banks Pen., 80.

flora of Canterbury, 80, 82.
ArvistroTigii, Hymenophyllum,
Aro, Te, reclamation (Baillie), 714,
aroarohaki, or aroarokapa, in song (Anden

699,

Aroha, Te, Mount, ferns of (Holloway), 88,
Arrhenatherum elatms (L.) Beauv., host

Vstilago Avenae (Cunningham), 405.
ArrTioges haoMiamis 0. Wilck. (WilckensV .'=i4

Arthur

of

ham), 2.

thuria, Koroana

unnmg

arthuriana, Oynoplistia.
Aru Islds., on continental massif (Benson), 105.
Aruhetawiri, Te, prehistoric tribe (Andersen),

696.

Arundo conspicua Forst. f, host of Uredo toetoe
(Cunningham), 41.

Amdioclava parasitica Kirk, occ. (Bale) 228
Aaota, strigil (Philpott), 220.
Aaperula perpusilla Hook, f., host of Puccinia

punctata (Cunningham), 7.

Aspemlae, Vromyces,
Asperulae-odoratae, Puccinia.
Aspidoplenrus Sars = Phippsia Stebbine (Chil-

ton), 633. ^ ^

aspilus, Cizius,

Asplenium bvlbifenm Forst. f., occ. (HoDoway),

^ar. tripinnatum Hook, f., occ. Banks
Pen. (Lamg & Wall), 440.
- flaccidum Forst. f., occ. (HoUoway), 86.

aaaimil%«, Slenothoe.

^^^^jrion^na mined by Churixena iridoxa
\ y\ att J, oZo.

astelia-moth. See Charixeyia iridoxa
Astdobia rufa (Hudson), desc. of female (Alex-

ander), 652.
Aslmm aulcaia subs, davidi Stowe, occ. Dunedin

(finlay), 518.

^^^i^enes chrysograpta Meyr., varied marking
(Meynck), 206. ^

^^BaXi'los''^'''^
^""^ Wellmgton. time-ball

asymmetrica, Hypanthea.

Atarba (Atarba) filicornis Alexander, desc, with
fig. (Alexander), 657.

viridicolor Alexander, desc. of male
with fig. (Alexander), 657.

Ataxocerithiiim huttoni Cossm,, charac, (Finlay),

477.

in key (Finlay), 478.

nodicingulatum
475.

475.

— m key (Finlay), 478.

perplexum M. & M., charac. (Finlay), 477.

syn., 194.

pyramidale n. sp., with pi. (Finlay), 476.

in key (Finlay), 478.— subsp. robustum n. subsp. (Finlay),

I

in key (Finlay), 478.

latum n, sp. (Finlay

in key (Finlay), 478.

suteri n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 195.

A. quadricingulatum inchided m
(Fmlay), 477.

charac. (Finlay), 477.

m key (Finlay), 478.

194,

tricingulalum n. sp., with pi. (Marwick),

charac. (Finlay), 477.

in key (Finlay), 478.

Ati-awa fly-campaign (Rangi Hiroa), 356.

Atkins, C. G., food of trout (Phillips), 389.

atkinsonij Oliartis,

Atomotricha prospicievs n. sp. (Meyrick), 662.

atomus, Rissoa.

Atractylidae (Bale), 227.

Atrina zelandica (Gray), occ. Dunedin (Finlay)

518.

alropoSy Dolichopeza.

Tipula.

atrovirenst Hymenophyllum.
attenuata^ Cucullaea,

attennoides^ Tubularia.
aitenuoideSy Tubularia.
Aturia^ occ. N. Auck. (Marshall), 618,

Auckland and Wellington rivalry (Baillie), 7U1.

City, rainfaU and climate (Holloway), »y-

Isld., climate and vegetation (HoUowap,

91.

617.

130.

North, '' hydraulic limestone " (MarshaU)

mconformity in Tertiary (Benson),

. Dost-Tertiarv elevation (Henderpenm
son), 582-83 ; depression, 591.

aucklandic iis, Scirpu s.

aurantiaca, Sabatinca,

aurea, Hyla,
aureonofataf Calliphora.

auricoma^ Hydropsyche* , .

auriformis, Micreschara (Macroinphahrm).

Australasia, structural features (Benson), y»-

australasia, Argobuccinum.
Mayena.

australasiae, Metamimas.
australe, Hymertophylluyn. ^q i<?3

Australian arc, first, of Suess (Benson), 1^^'

ausiralia Cordyline.

CucuUaea.
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australis Lunalia,

Malhtia.

Modiolus,

Murex.
Natica,

Notoloupus,

Obdia,
Rubus.

Seriularia.

Struthiolaria

,

Symplectoscyphus.

Vncinia,

vai*. lyttdtonensis, Myosotis,
Anstrotoma n. subgen. (Finlay), 515.

Aiisiroiriton, in key (Finlay), 463.

cyphoides n. sp., with pi. (Finlay), 455.

in key (Finlay), 463.
- cyphum (Tate), rel. to A. cyphoides (Finlay),

456.

maorium n, sp., with pis. (Finlay), 453.

in key (Finlay), 463.
var. insignitum n. var., with pi.

(Finlay)

in key (Finlay), 463
Hutt.L with t)l. fFir

in key (Finlay), 463.
neozelanica M. & M„ classific. (Finlay), 454.

occ. Target Gully (Finlay), 496,

^ , insonianum (Perry), a Charonia (Fin-
lay), 499. ^ ^

in key (Finlay), 463.
- rel. to A. maorium (Finlay), 453.

iortirostre (Tate ), rel . to -4 . maortum
(Finlay), 454,

rel. to A. minimum (Finlay), 455.
woodai (Tate), rel. to A, minimum (Finlay),

455.

O'^'imhrim, Venusia,
automatic light, Barrett Reef (Baillie), 708.
J^eUanoides, Trivia.
^^ena saliva L., host of Vatilago levia (Cunning-
ham), 406.

Avemt, Cintractia.

Ustilago.

n... rr~~ ^^?fi^^^ var.
at^««o«foj. Deyeuxia.
l^^enniaefolia^ OUaria.
a^a a te atua, Te," a noted pumoana (Ander-
^^)f 696.

""^rnmeima, Drillia.
Eulimdla.
Linemera.

,, Turbonilla.

noteT^^'"
use of term (Finlay & McD.), 535

Jflana, MuehlenbecUa.
"^^dla irifoliata Benth. et Hook, f., host of

4^357/ ^''''''""' (Cunningham), 46.

on geanticlinal ridge (Benson), 103,
Babber Ig.

105.

J^» Natica,

^J'^^Pkysiculus,

^^'^m> Cyathus.

27—Trans.

bait-rests, shape (Rangi Hiroa), 356.

Baker, J. G., humidity shown by fern-growth, 67.

Bali, on geanticlinal ridge (Benson). 102.

Banda arc, E. Indian Archipel. (Benson), 103.

Banda Deep, formation (Benson), 112.

Banda Sea, geol. phases (Benson), 105, KH?-?,

109, 111, 113, 126.

Banks Pen. botan. subdist. (Laing & Wall), 4r^S,

vegetation (Laing k Wall), 438-4S-

TTarr aj\A rlimfttp /HoUowavh 79-80.

banksiy Hemicarpus,

banheii, Aglaophenic

Baytksn, Blechnum.

Cordyline*

Freycindia,

, Plumularia.

barbaHs, Muscidits.

barley, covered amut (Cunningham), 408.

naked smut (Cunningham), 409.

Bamea n. sp., ident. (Finlay), 497.

Barrett Reef, automatic light (BaiUie), 708.

barrierensis, Uber (Euspira).

Bartrum, J. A., conglomerates m limestone

(Benson), 130.

Baryspira See AnciUa.

BarytelUna anamalodmiUi n. sp., with pi. (± miayj.

'crassidens Mam., tji^e of BaryteUina

(Finlay), 474.

Basilissa n. sp. of Suter. See CaU^ostoma suten

var. fragile.

basketry, Maori (Rangi Hiroa), 344. .

bathymetric map, E. Indies, N. Gumea, &c.

(Benson), 100.
, ,.-,0

S.W. Pacific (Benson), 122.

athytoma antecoatata Sut., assoc. with C rypto-

meMa (Finlay), 516.
,„,.„„ rFinkv^

.xcavata Sut., type of Austrotoma (Finlay).

^^\odiUraia (M. & S.), an Epideira (Finlay).

—
^SMfcato Hutt., renamed Pstndotorm sfUeri

(Cossmann), (Finlay), 503 note.

^ . .,^L (Sut.) [Leucosynvx am bran-

sennal occ. Aowan (Finlay). 509 ;
Awa-

'"''^•^"-
ng form (Ilnlay), 508.

.udvs. E., ettect of smut on animals (Cun-

BSxhefWellington waterfront (Baillie).

711.

sacoi

705.

(Baillie),

beaconB. Wellington (BaUlie), 702-3.

-^"^-
, ^I£:^^ii (Watt).

beet%. See Eaphmyza chenopodii.

beethami, Pecten.
,x.. i»„) 499.

_-5*tfiongen. with B. cnalicul^

Sat., Ac, (FinUy), 4M-
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Bela, infeliz occ. Pukeuri (Finlay), 508.

robnsta Hutt., replace with Belophos
(Austrotoma) ininor (Finlay), 515.

tenuilirata (Sut.) [Ptychatractus], occ. Tar-

get GuDy (Finlay), 495.

occ. Ardgowan (Finl

uri, 508.

woodsi Tate, one of Turridae (Finlay), 515.

bellidioideSj Senecio.

beHula, Leda.

Nuculana.
Belophos (AustroUmia) minor^ n. name foi

Tobusia Hutt. (Finlay), 515 note.

sulcata (Hutton), fig. (Marwick), 161.\ f 7 o \ '
/

belts, Maori (Rangi Hiroa), 344, 346.
Benmore coal area (Speight), 619.

Bennett, G. W., Wellington lighthouse-keeper
(Baillie), 706, 708.

bensoniy Solecurtus.

Best, E., Maori belts (Rangi Hiroa), 346, 348,
349.

Maori names of Aciphylla (Rangi Hiroa),
358.

Maori sandals (Rangi Hiroa), 357, 360.
Mamiwi, flieht of fAndersen >. i\Q(\.

Betulaceae, host of Melampsoridnim betulinum
(Ciumingham), 29.

Betulae, Melampsoridium.
Vredo,

betuliyia, Melampsora.
betulinuMf Melampsoridium.
Bewani Range, geoL (Benson), 116.
bicalycula, Hydrallmania.

Thuiaria,

bicaudaiu.% Otolithus (Physiculus).
Bidwillii, Libocedrus.

bilabiata, Campanularia,
Hypanthea.
Silicnlaria,

Billardierij Polypodium,
bimutata, Cenospira,
bipunciatum, Sympetrum.
bird-protection, birds for Exhibition, 1923 (Inst.),

736. 756,
^

" birds-neat " fungi. See Nidulariales.
Bismarck Archipe). geoL, (Benson), 119. See also
New Britain, New Ireland.

Range, geol. (Benson), 116.
bispinosay Odontotheca.

Sertularia,

bivalve, Hymenophyllum,
Uanda, Turbonilla.
Blechnum, occ. (Holloway), 77.

Banhsii Hook, f., occ. Banks Pen. (Laine &
Wall), 439. ^ ^

capense (L.) Schlecht, occ. fHolloway),

mgrum (Col.) Mett., occ. (Holloway), 86.
Patersoni Mett., occ. (Holloway), 78, 86.
penna marina (Poir.) Kuhn,, occ. (Hollo-

Borsonia absent from Awamoan (Finlay), 499.

doubtful classific. (Finlay), 499.

cincta (Hutt.), congen. with Piychalractus

pukeuriensis Sut. (Finlay), 501.

rudis (Hutt.), occ. only in Waihao green-

sands (Finlay), 499.

Bougainville Isld., geol. (Benson), 121.

Bougainville Range, geol. (Benson), 117.

Bougainvillidae (Bale), 228.

Bovallia gigantea Pfeffer, aff, to B. monocuhides

(Chilton), 271.

monoculoides (Haswell), occ. (Chilton),

270.

Bowler's Wharf, Wellington (Baillie), 714.

brachiopods, north New Guinea (Benson), 116.

Bragg, H., Queen's Wharf, Wellington (Baillie),

718.

Bragg, W. H., honorary member, 1923 (Inst),

750.

breath, length of (Andersen), 698.

Brefeld, O., classific. of smuts (Cunningham),

401, 408.

germination of Urocystis (Cunningham),

430.

infecn, of Arrhenatherum elatius (Cunning-

ham), 406.

brevicornis, Cryptamorpha,
Mecorchesia.

brevipermisj Galaxias.

brevirostris, Latirus,

Turbinella,

brevis var. laevigata, Schismope.

brevispira, Marginella (GlabreUa),
*' Brick House," signals from (BaiUie), 704.

Brizae, Tilletia, ,

Brocchina pukeuriensis (Sut.) should replace

Ptychatractus ptiJceurieiisis Sut. (Finlay), oVi.

^^

occ. Ardgowan (Finlay), 509 ;
Awa-

moa, 510 ; Pukeuri, 608.

bromivora, Ustilago.

Ustilago Carbo var. vulgaris d.

Bromus hordeaceus L., host of Ustilago bromivora

(Cunningham), 412. , ,
'

uniohidesH. B. K.. host of Ustda^o brmm-

vara (Cunningham), 412. .„,

1_ rust proof, HiU (Cunningham). Wl-

smut-free strain (Cunningham), w^-

Broohula and LioteUa, relations (Finlay), 526.

corulum (Hutt.), not typical (Fmlay), f-".

74.

in key, 531. „. , > soa;— endodonta n. sp., with pi. (Fmlay), oi^'

in key, 531.

foasilis n. sp., with pi. (Finlay), 3^>,

key, 531.

funiculata n. sp., with pi. (Finlay):
529;

in key, 531.

way), 74, 88.

74.
Kuhn

iredalei n. sp., with pi (Fmlay), ^-'' m

-^i^We««n.,p..withpMrinl.y).'«^
in key, 531.

, „ fTinlay)'— stibarochila Iredale, type of group [^

531.

occ. Banks Pen. (Uing & Wall), 439.
bollonsi, V
Borkhanaenia idiogama n. sp. (Meyriek), 661.
"-— palUdula n. sp. (Meyriek), 210.
Borneo. See Malay Archipel.

tenuilirata n. sp., with pi. (Finlay) ,
528;

in key, 531.
, /t =+ > 75*-

Broun, T., final part (8) of BuU. 1 (

^f^Lonics-

Brouwer, H. A., E. Indian Archipel. tec

103, 107, 110. 113. .^ ^„— New Guinea, mountains (Benson).
n5.
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Brouwer, H. A., Timor, rock-atrata (Benson),

104-5.

vulcanism in Banda Sea region (Benson),

108, 109.

Brown, F. D., resol. of sympathy (Inst.), 728,

753.

browni, Magadiua.
Bruce, W. S., resoL of sympathy (Inst.)j 728.

Bubakia Arth., syn., 26.

Buccinum coronariitm Solander, syn., 180.

vavulosum Martvn. in classific. (Marwick),

166, 174.

169.

syn., 180.

atum Martyn, charact. (Marwick),

vermis Martyn, syn., 187.
Buchan an /, Dan thonia.
Buck, P. See Te Rangi Hiroa.
buchnilli, Epitonium.
building fund, establishment (Inst.), 776.
Buka, geol. (Benson), 121.
bulbiferum, AspUnium.

var. tripinndtUTiiy Asplenium.
Bulbindla Hookeri Benth. & Hook., occ. Banks

Pen. (Laing & WaU), 441.
Bidbophyllum pygma-eum (Sm.) Lindl., occ.

(HoUoway), 89.
bnllaUx, Lima,

TJstilago.

Buller, W., Maori extinction (Rangi Hiroa), 362.
Bulhndla enysi (Hutt.) [Cylichnellal occ, Ard-
gowan (Finlay), 509.

soror (Sut.) [Cylichv ella], occ. Ardgowan
(Finlay), 509 ; Awamoa, 510 : Pukeuri, 508.~ striata (Hutt.) [CyUchnellaX occ. Pukeuri
(Finlay), 508.

' ^
''

bully. See Gobiomorpkus gobioides,
burden-carrier. See kawe,
^rdtgahTisis, Nalica,
bunal, delayed (Rangi Hiroa), 355,
Burmese arc and Malay Aechipel. (Benson),

112-13,
"

hurnetti, Chlamys.
:^— Peden,
Buru, geol. phases (Benson), 103, 104, 106, 105
note^lOe, 107, 111, 112, 113.

tturu-Ceram trend-line (Benson), 113.

C;^P^'^'^' ''¥'^^^^ (Aston), 720.

Thuiaria.
vtiskii. DfiQ^^^^..^r...

CaddiB-flies See Trichoptera.

kno i^^'''«<wZMa Sut., occ. Ardgowan (FW9
; Pukeuri, 508 ; Target Gully, 495

^aeoma Tul., in key (Cunningham), 32.
syn., 26.

fpilobii Link., syn., 30.
fallax Cda., syn., 50.
mtnuitu7n Schlecht., syn., 16.
lotentiUae Schleclit., syn., 19.

r^. 7
"""* Schlecht., syn., 16.

^emris^ Euairoides.
''oetpiiosa, Uncinia.
f^'roma. Marginella.

27*'

calabash-trumpet (Andersen), 689,

Calamoceratidae, key, &c. (Tillyard), 285, 302-3.

calcar, Struthiolaria.

calcarata, Eebella.

caliculata, CampanuUiria.

Orthopyxis.

californica, Plumularia.

Callanaitis speighti Sut. [Chione], occ. Target

GuUy (Finlay), 495.

yatei (Gray), occ. Taieri (Finlay), 517.

ccdliactis, Qlyphipteryx.

Calliostoma canceUatum Finlay, occ. Ardgowan

(Finlay), 509.

509 note.— mariff

509.

new name C. temportmuia (Finlay),

Finlay, occ. Ardgowan (Finlay),

nm
518.

; Finlay, occ. Ardgowan (Finlay), 509

;

Pukeuri, 508 ; Target Gully, 496.

var. fragile Finlay, occ. Ardgowan

(Finlav), 509 ; Pukeuri, 508 ;
Target Gully,

496.
BasUissa

(Finlav), 496.
'

iposed

cdlaium (Finlay), 509 note.

— tigrls Martyn, occ, Duneum ^j:iiii**.>/, "*^-

illipJwra Linne. in key (MaUoch), 638
:

key

to, 640.
, .. J ,Tir 1

antennaiis, belongs to Anthoniyiid«e (Mal-

^""""^mtrtmiala Macquart, in key (Malloch)

'erythroctpMa Urmft, in key (MaUoch), 640

— quadrimacvlntus Swederus, m key (Mai

loch) 640.
rM»lloch^. 640.

CalUphoridae of N.Z. (MaUoch), 638-40.

CalMiton empleurus (Hutt.), occ. Dunedm

^^'^Sii^Gould, occ. Taieri (Finlay). 617.

cailosa^
- Struthioluria,

callosus, Polinices.
^

Calpe eviarginaia Fabr., stngil

221. ^raea

C^^uu:ulaia (Q. & G.) should be C.

novae-zelandme (Lesson), (Finlay), 497

novae - zelandiae Less., occ. (Marsh. «

_^"S;L' (bray), occ. Pukeuri (Finlay) 508.

^pinukciae, hJst of Puccina WaMenbcrg^ae

(Cunningham), 8. ^
, ^ „,^ o^

(Bale), 233.

tridentata Bale, syn.. 2J6.

amdaria, EucopeUa.

_ S'dicularia.

Campanulina humiU^ n. sp., with fig. (Bale). 2^5.

Campanulinidae (Bale), 2i5-
,rT„n„„.„v^ 92

CampbeU Isld., forest only scrub (HoUo«av), 9Z.

campylomrpum, Synihecxum.
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eandliculata^ Bela,

Corbula,

lax.

cancellaria, Ariachis,

cancellata, Crossea,

cancellatum, Calliostoma,

Candida, Nidula.
Nidularia.

Nozeba.
var. effusuj Nozeba,

Candollaceae, host of an Aecidium (Cunningham),
47,

CandoUeiy Ustilago.

Canterbury College Jubilee, repres. (Inst.), 751.
Cantharidus tenebrosus A. Ad,, wrong ident,

(Finlay), 498.

capensCj Blechnum,
Polysiichum,

capillariSf Sertularella,

capilatay Myosotis.

captalis, Cheilosia,

Capua intractana (Walk.), N.Z, occ. (Philpott),
664,

Carbo var. vulgaris d, bromivora, Ustilago,
Carcfuirodon, occ. N. Auck, (Marshall), 618.
Cardium patulum Hutt. should be Protocardia

patula (Hutt.), (Finlay), 498.
spatiosum Hutt., occ. (Marsh. & Murd.),

156.

appressa
unnm
comans, used for belt (Rangi Hiroa), 348.
dipsacea Berggr., host of Elateromycea

iunn

417.
(Cu

— fiava Linn. var. cataractae R. Br., not on
Banks Pen. (Laing & Wall), 444.

Oaudichaudiana Kunth., host of Cirdractia
icia (Cunningham), 420.
lucida Boott., used for belt (Rangi Hiroa),

348.

pseudo-cyperus L., host of Ustilago catenata
unningham), 417.
Solandri Boott., occ. Banks Pen. (Laing &

all), 441.
- subdola Boott., host of Oinlractia Caricis
^unnin

ternaria Forst. f., host of Ciniractia Caricis
-unningham), 420.
parkeri Hilgendorf, syn., 231.
testacea Sol. ex Bontt.. nn^ RanVo tj^^

(Laing & Wall), 441.
virgata Sol., host of Elateromyces oUvaceus

(Cunningham), 417.
cargo, rate of discharge at Wellington .(BaiUie)

caricicola, Ustilago.
Caricisy Anthracoidea.

Cinlractta,

Puccinia,

Uredo,

Ustilago,

Caries, Tilletia,

Uredo,
CarivMca n. subg. (Marwick), 553 ; in key, 548,

554 ; range, 546.
^

Carinacca. See also Natica (Carinacca),
carinata, AmpuHina,
carinatuniy Sinum.
carinatuSf Sigaretus,

Carpentaria, Gulf, geol. (Benson), 118.

Carsei, Schoenus,—— Veronica,

Carstenz Top, geol. (Benson), 118.

Carter, C. R., Wellington lighthouse (Baillie),

705-6 ; Queen's Wharf, 719 ; reclamation

contracts, 711.

Carter Bequest, erection of observatory with

funds (Inst.), 733, 756, 772 ; erection of brick

room for library, 734, 776; statement of

accounts, 1922, 736, 759.

Library, removal from Museum (lust.),

733.

Caryophyllaceae, infection by rusts (Cunuing-

ham), 404, 427.

Cass, altitude, climate, &c. (HoUoway), 74.

Cassidea labiata (Perry), diff. from Phalium

labiatum (Finlay), 524.

pyra (Lamk,), diff., from Phalium lahiatnmf

&c. (Finlay), 524.

should, be Galeodea senex (Hutt)i

(Finlay), 507. „
stadialis Hedley, with pi. (Finlay), 525;

occ. 518.

castanea, Ponera,

Castnidae, strigil, with fig. (Philpott), 219.

Castnioidea, strigil, with fig. (Philpott), 219.

Catalogue Committee. See N.Z. Institute.

Catamacta tran^fixa n. sp. (Meyrick), 203.

cataractae, Carex fiava var.

catenata, Limopsis.

Ustilago.

caudata, Siphonalia.
- yGTCOTldrlcL

Cecidomyia oleariae Maskell, prob. host of Eurr

toma oleariae (Gahan), 688. «

uredinicola, parasitic on Urowyces (Cun-

ningham), 51.

Celakovskyana, Puccinia.

CeZama, strigil (Philpott), 222.
^^

Celebes, geol. structure (Benson), lOb, i^h^ ,

Celmisia cortacea (Forst. f.) Hook. U ^o^

Puccinia Cehnisiae (Cunningham), 9.

Dallii Buch., food-plant of Apatdns mm

nombra (Watt), 332.

discolor Hook. f.. host of Aecidi^^'»

Cdmisiae-discoloris (Cunningham), 37.

— HooUri Cockayne, host of Puccinm

misiae (Cunningham), 8.
. . rii,)Migiei— lomifolia Casa., host of Pucctnia beim*<^

(Cunningham), 8. , > o^rAuMi
: ^°var. alpimi T. Kirk, host of Pucc'"^

of Aeciii^^Cdmisiae (Cunningham), 8.

Hook, f., hostpetiolata

Cdmisiae-petiolatae (Cunningham), ^'- ^ ;- Pe/rief Cheesem., host of Aecidiuni

misiae-Petriei (Cunningham), 38. ^^— prorepens Petrie, host of^«'«^»«'"

miaiae-discoloria (Cunningham), i'-
. u^u*

o-...T„- •• TT:„n * >ir.st of ^^'^'
Sinclairii Hook, f., ho^*

Cdmisae-diacoloris (Cunningham),
f- p^^^^inia

spectabilia Hook, f., host of

fodens (Cunningham), 395.
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Cdmisia verbascifolia^ food-plant of Apdtttris

melanombra (Watt), 332.
Cdmisiae, Puccima.

Uredo.

Uredo Compositarum-.
Cdmiaiae'discoloriSf Aecidium,
Cdmisme-petiolatae, Aecidium,
Cdmisiae-Petriei, Aecidium.
Cenospira bimutata n, name proposed for Hemi-

conns ornatus (Hutt.), (Finlay), 498.
centrifoliae, Uredo Bosae-.
cephalapods, N. Canterbury (MarsLall), 615.
Cephanodes janus Misken, strigil, fig. (Philpott),

Ceram, geol. phases (Benson), 103, 104, 105,
106,107, 111,112, 113.

cerasiium, Thuiaria,
Cerastium vulgatum Linne, food-plant of Haplo-
myza chenopodii (Watt), 684.

ceraunias, IchneiUica,
Cerithidea, occ. (Marsh. & Mnrd.), 156.

- perplexa (Marshall and Murdoch), (Mar-
wick), 194.

, Ataxocerithium perplexum should
stand as (Finlay), 477.
^ithieUa fidicuki Sut., occ. Ardgowan (Finlay),

varying form (Finlay), 508.
tenihwpsis, occ, (Marsh. & Murd.), 156.
Cerozodia paradisea Edwards, desc. (Alexander),

654.
u
Challenger
237.

M
fig. of Thuiaria cerastium (Bale),

327.

Chanuienerii, PucHniastrum Abieti-.
thumostraea should be Cletdothaerus (Fiulay),

497.

Chance Bros., Somes Isld. light (BailUe), 709.
'

^napman, F., ident, of Serpula ouyenensis
(Finlay), 449.

^ *

<:jnapmuni, Ditrupa.
Charagia, strigil (Philpott), 217, 218.--— mrescens Dbld., strigil, fig. (Philpott). 217.

chanessa, Cytherea.
J;Aona:e«a iridoxa Meyr., with pis. (Watt),
^ftarles Loius Range, geol. (Benson), 123.
^haronm, in key (Finlay), 463.

dijdemnais n. sp., with pi. (Finlay), 460.
in key (Finlay), 464.

lampas (L.), in key (Fmlay), 464.
(L. ), juvenile characters (Finlay), 461.
occ. (Finlay), 462.

. var. eiiclia Hedley, occ. (Finlay), 462,

in kev (Finlay), 464.

__ '^eozelanica (M. & M.), in key (Fiulay), 464.

/r,. , ,
(M. & il.), rel. to C. clifdenensis

(Finlay), 461.
"'

^JS^ra var. eudia: Hedley, 53^1., 462.

c*.,w , '^'"*- J" key (Finlay), 4G4.

^uatham Islds., climate and vegetation (HoUo-

Pecten,

Kissoina.

Trockvs.

chathamicum, Linura monogynum van
chaUonensis, Solecurtus,

Vber,

Cheeseman, T. F., Kermadec IsUs. vcgeiation,

90.

resoL of sympathy (Inst.), 753.

cheesemanif DrilUa,

Cheesenia iif Pokunogdon,

Cheilosia capialis n. sp. (Miller), 282.

ftdvipes n. ap. (Miller), 282.

chdlostoma, Merdiva.

Chenopodiaceae, hosts of Uredo Rhagodiac (rim-

ningham), 43.

chenopodii, Haplomyza,

Chenopodium album L., food-plant of Haplomyza

chenopodii (Watt), 684.

Cheviots, bush sicloiess in (Aston), 723.

chickweed. See Cerastivm mdgatum, and f^id-

laria media,

chiUoni, Pycnocentrodes.

Thecocarp
mihitoaka Chilton, with fig, (Chiltonj

271.
ffin- waka

(Chilton), 271.

iione crassOesta n. sp., with pi. (Fmlay

— marshalli Coss., a, nomen nudum
(

505.
vdlicala

(Finlay), 605.

apeigUL See Callavaiits speightu

stuchburyi (Gray), charact. (Finlay), 478,

Chlamys (PaUium) burndii (Zitt.), [Pecten],

occ. Ardgowan (Finlay), 509.

chaihamensis (Hutt.) [Pectenl occ. Ard-

gowan (Finlay), 509 ; Fukeun, ous ;
largi

Gully, 495. , ^ ,,.,.«_ grangei n. sp., with fig. (Murdoch), la9.

oamarviica n. sp., with pi. (Murdoch). 16:

radialus (Hutt.) [Pecien], occ. Ardgowa

(Finlay), 509.

Choiseul, geol. (Benson), 121.

chondroderma, Puccinia.
,t * \ *r7«

Chree, C, elected hon. member (Inst.), 775.

christiei, Trigonostoma.

christyi, Eulima,

chrysargyra, Sabatinca.

chrysippus petilin, Dafiatda,

ckrysograpia, Astrogenes.

Chfysomyia Rob.-Desv m kejMMaHo^^

1 dui Esch8cholz, charac. (MaUpc^, 639.

mfifacies Macquart. only sp. in N.Z. (Ma

loch), 639.

chudeani.Orlhophragmim.

cicada, trout-food (Pl^J'>rP«2J^?;,l^^

Cicindda tuberculala, trout-food (Fhilii

cilialum, Hymenophyttum.

cincta, Borsonia.

SiruthiolfiTia,

cinctnm, SinuM.
^

Sinum (Eunatncina),

cincins, Poliuices (Eu^pira).

Sigardus.
.

Sigardus (Natanyia),

cinen^e, Polygonjam.

civerm, Puccinia.

cingulata, Mehmpsalta.

Struthiolaria.
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cingulata suLsp. monilifera, Struthiolaria,

var. B, Struthiolaria.

ciyigulatus, Circulus,

CirUractiay characters (Cunningham), 418.
in key (Cunningham), 403.

• 4venae Ell. et Tr,, syn,, 405,
Caricis (Persoon) Magnus, with fig. and pi.

(Cunningham), 420.

in key (Cunningham), 418.
""

'

" syn.. 412,— sclerotiformis (Cooke and Massee) n. comb.,
with fig. and pi, (Cunningham), 421.

:« ^^—
, ''^^nn'

— ^ ^ ^^°

Spinificis (Ludwig) McAlpine, with fig. and
pi. (Cunningham), 418.

circularise Otolithus (Scopelusj,
Circulus cingulatus Bartrum, an Elachorbis (Fin-

lay), 497._— helicoides (Hutt.), congen. with C. aub-
iatei Sut. (Finlay), 497.

politus Sut., congen. with C. tatei (Aneras),
(Finlay), 497.

^

(Mrsii'lanceolatif Oymnoconia,
Citharus. See also Otolithus (Citharus).
-^—^ linguatula Linn6, otolith (Frost), 614.
citriformisj TJromyces,

Cixiidae (Myers), 315-26.
Cixius, classific, &c. (Myers), 317.

of Walker (Myers), 316.
aspUus Walker, S3rn., 318.
finitimus Walker, syn., 326.
interior Walker, with pi. (Myers), 318.
kermadecensis n. sp. (Myers), 319.
marginalis Walker, syn., 324.
nervosus (Linn.), type (Myers), 317.
oppositus Walker, syn., 324.
punctimargo Walker, with pi, (Myers), 317.
rufifrons Walker (Myers), 319.

Cladoph^ra, trout-food (Phillips), 382.
cladraatidia, TJromyces,
clarkei, Tiritmna.
clathrata, Trichotropis.
Clathurella hamiltoni Button, syn., 197
Clavidae (Bale), 228.
Clematidisj Aecidium^

Dicaeoma.
Puccinia.

Clematis Colensoi Hook, f., host of Aecidium
octagense (Cunningham), 33.

hexasepala DC, recorded host of Aecidium
otagense (Cunningham), 33.— indivisa Willd., host of Aecidium otagense
(Cunningham), 33.

marata Armstr., occ. Banks Pen. (Laing &
Wall), 441. ^ 6

Clifden beds, note on (Finlay & McD.), 534-38.
"~7^-"^

}^l\ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^*i^s 6, 7, and 8
(Fmlay &McD.), 538.

difdenensis, Charonia.~— Magadina.
clifforlioides, Nothofagus.
climacotus, Fusitms.

^^oT'
^' ^'' ^^^^^^^' ^* ^^^^^ (Cunningham),

CockajTie, L., ferns, Tongariro Nat. Park, 88.

vegetation, Chatham Islds., 90.

Arrowsmith dist., 75.

and R. Laing, Cass climate, 75,

cochroftiy Malpha.
Colensoiy Alsophila,

Clematis,

Cyaihus,
01earia.

Phyllachiie.

Trichomanes,
colensonis^ Lestes.

Coleosporiaceae, charact. (Cunningham), 25.

classific (Cunningham), 26.

occ. of Uredo (Cunningham), 40.

Colmsporium Leveille (Cunningham), 25.

, Peridermium in cycle of (Cunnmgham),

CI

32.— Fuchsiae Cooke, with fig. and pi. (Cun-

ningham), 25.

College Lane " or *' College Passage " (Baillie),

Collonista imperforata (Sut.), no fossil record

(Finlay), 497.
colonica, Hydropsyche,
colorata^ Lima.
Columbarium maorium M. & M., occ. Pukeun

(Finlay), 508.

cohimnaria, Sertularella.

colza-oU in N.Z. lighthouses (Baillie), 709.

comanSf Carex,

Gomarchisy strigil (Philpott), 222,

combiirens, Ustilago,

Cominellay occ. (Marsh. & Murd.), 156.

— drewi Button, syn., 198.

hamiltoni (Hutton), with pi. (Manvick),

197.

huiioni Kobelt, syn., 197. .

pulchra Sut., occ. Target Gully (Finlay),

qnoyana (A. Ad.) diff. from C. harmltoni

(Marwick), 198.

communal life, Maori (Rangi Hiroa), 367.

coynpacta^ Pallia,

Puccinia,

Tritonidea,

complanatay Conomitra. , , . i-,

Compositae, hosts of Aecidium Cdmtsiae - ais-

unnm
Celmiaiae

'1

8.

Semo
Clytiajohnstoni (Alder), occ. (Bale), 227, 232
CnepAa^ta aiowana (Meyr.), first male reco

( Fnilpott), 209.

hosts of Puccinia spp (Cunningham),

393, 395.
. , ^\ 44— hosts of Credo Oleariae (Cunnuighamj,

mipositarum var. Celmisine^ Uredo*

compressa^ Sulcotiacca,

compta, Verconella.

conch-horn. See pumoana.
Conchothyra marshalli Trechmann with fig

(Marwick), 171, ^ . Giruthio-— parasitica (McCoy) Hutt., afE. to ^tru

larella nordenskjoldi (Marwick), \^?;, , ^.jck),
flfF fn Punnpllus viarshclU (M»rw

170.

aff. to PugneUus

not at

coiicinna, Couthouyia.
Lucinida.
Mxmalaria,

Shag Point (WUckens),
544.
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concinna, Struthiolaria tuberculata.

confusum, Psilochorema,

conglomerates in hydraulic limestone (Benson),

130.

conoidea^ Siphonalm.
VerconeUa,

Conomitra complanata (Tate), rel. to C- incon-

spicua (Finlay), 468.

inconspicua (Hutt.), with pL (Finlay), 468.

othone T,-Woods, similar to C. othoniana

(Finlay), 468.

othoniana n. sp., with pi. (Finlay), 407.

consortis, Natica,

conspicua, Aru^ido.
consfricta, Philine,

contabulatum, A nabatliron.

contraria, Ochrogaster.
Conus (Lithoconus) abrupius Marshall, occ.

(Finlay), 479.

dennanti Tate, rel. to C. (L,) tri-

angularis (Finlay), 479.

triangularis n. sp., with pi. (Finlav),

479.

convexa, Struthiolaria.

convolvuli^ Sphinx,
Cook, J,, Maori population (Rangi Hiroa), 363.

Strait, early importance (BaiUie), 701.

cooking-bands, technique (Rangi Hiroa), 350.
Coons, G. W. See Potter, A. A., and Coons.
Coprosma foetidissima Forst., host of Aecidium

hupiro (Cunningham), 37.
coraciva, Monodorda.
coral, Fly River (Benson), 116.
CoralUna setacea Ellis, syn., 252.
<^bi8, Venericardia.
Corbvla canaliculata Hutt., same shell as C.

humerosa Hutt, (Finlay), 499.
humerosa Hutt., occ. Awamoa (Finlay), 510.

same shell as C. canaliculata Hutt.
(Finlay), 499.

kaiparaensis Sut., occ. Awamoa (Finlay),
511.

pumila Hutt., occ. Ardgowan (Finlay), 509.

„ varying form (Finlay), 508.
tordalia Gobi, syn., 49.
-p- persicina Gobi, syn., 50.
^ordyline australis, used for sandals (Rangi
H^oa), 357, 358. -—— Banksii Hook, f., not on Banks Pen.
(i-amg & WaD), 438.

389^*^' food of Libellula j>wZcAeZZa (Phillipps),

coriocea, Celmisia.
^onsa, food of Libellula pvlchdU (Philhpps), 389.
<^nm var. vxyrmbetiensis, Ditrupa.
^oronarium^ B2cccinum.
<^omta, Tylospira,
<^orrugata, Plumularia.
coruhtm, Brookula.

Lissospira.

Scalaria,

J;Orynidae (Bale), 228.
^ossmann, M., Pelicaria and Tylospira (Mar-

^ick), 169.
^

Struthiolariidae, classific. (Marwick), 161.
^ychairactua, remarks on (Finlay), 500.

- frophon crispus named T. gouldi (Mar-
^ck), 199,

costata, Aethocola*

Crepidula.

Neptunea.

Siphonidia,

Terebra,

Cotton. C. A„ Pleistocene crust-warping and

block-faulting (Benson), 131.

cottreaui, Otolithus (Percidarum),

coughtreyi, Obelia,

Couthouyia concinna. Marsh. & Muni., occ.

Ardgowan (Finlay), 509 ; Target Gully, 496.

covered smut of barley (Cunningham), 408.

Crambus abditus n. sp. (Philpott), 212.

crenaeus Meyr., strigil, fig. (Pliilpott), 219.

crane-flies of N.Z. (Alexander), 611.

crenaeus, Crambus.

crenulata, Struthiolaria,

crassa, Cyproidm,
t-. , x

Crassaidlites obesus (A Ad.), idcnt. (Fuilay),

605; occ. Awamoa, 511.

crassi, Eusiroides,

cramcaudaium, Neurochorema.

crassidens, Barytellina.

crassitesta, Chione.

crassiiisculaj Sertulardla,

crassnm, Tetradeion.

crayfish. See Paranephrops plamfrons

crenata, EucopeUa.
Orthopyxis.

, , , . 7

Crepidula cosiata (Sow.) should be expunged

-i- grlaria Sow., occ. (Marsh, & Murd.), 156.

^incurva Zitt. is C. wilckensi Pmlay

(Finlav), 498. /-n- i \_ mmoxyla (Less.), occ. Awamoa (Fmlay),
^ ^^ j^ ^"^

Pukeun,
:^4^ /TT,,+f \ Q>innld he C, raduua

(Fmlay), 498.

cribraria, Argina.

crinis, Serivlaria.

crinita, Dichdachne.

Luzula.

Crinitae, Uredo,

crispus, Fusus,

Trophon.

croceus, Frans, . v \ oa
Cronartiaceae, cla^ific. (Cummigham), 26.

hosts of Uredo (Cumungham), W.

Cronartium, Periderminm in cycle of (Cnnning-

CrS;;Sa plebeiam Zell., strigil, fig. (Philpott),

CrllL canceUaia (T.-Woods), occ. Target Gully

_f^i&S Tate., occ. Awamoa (Finlay).

Crneibnhm. Tulasne. charactensticB (Cunning

ham), t)2.

in key, 61.

., Cyathiis.

crucihuh-foruie (Scop.) White, syn., 03.

emoderuie Berl

j^,...Jicolum De Ton

simile Mass., syn., 63.
unn;

63.
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crucijenis, Mohphilus
Cryptamorpha brevicornis White, with pi. (Hud-

son, 341.
w

Cryptomella n, subgen, (Finlay), 516.

Cucullaea, OQC, N. Auck. (Marshall), 617.

alta Sow., occ. Awamoa (Finlay), 510.
var. B Hutt., occ. Awamoa (Finlay),

510 ; Target Gully, 495.
oMemtata Hutt., occ. Target Gully (Finlav),

495,

auslralis (Hutt.), occ. Awamoa (Finlay),

511; Pukeuri, 508,
cumingi, Divaricella,

cuneata, Euphrasia,
cuntculi, Puccinia,
Cunninghamii, Cyathea,

Dendrohium,

1 Cyclo2^horus serpens^ food-plant of Philocryptka

polypodii (Watt), 337,
Cyclosfrema, name to be rejected (Finlay), 497.

Cylichiiella eny^n Hutt., a BuUineUa (Finlav),

497.

soror Sut., a Bullinella (Finlay), 497.

- Gleichenia.

Olm
Olearia.

Polypodium.
curia, Paphia,
curvata, Ardices.

Customhouse Wharf, Wellington (Baillie), 715.
Cyathea Cunninghamii Hook, f., not on Banks

Pen. (Laing & Wall), 444.
dealbata (Forst, f.) Sow., occ. (Hollowav),

77,
^

Cymatiidae.
Cymatiumy in key (Finlay), 463.

of Oamaru loc. (Finlay), 453.

n. sp., undescribed (Finlay), 459.

decagonium n. sp., with pi. (Finlay), 4G0.

in key (Finlay), 464.—— exaratum (Reeve), in key (Finlay), 464.

similar to G* decagonium (Finlay),

460.— gemmidfdum (Tate), rel. to C- revohium

(Finlay), 456.

intercostale (Tate), rel. to C. kaiparatnst

(Finlay), 458.— kaiparaetise n. sp., with pi. (Finlay), 457

in key (Finlay), 464.— marvnchi n. sp., with pi. (Finlay), 456.

kermadecensia W, R, B. Oliver, Tricho^
manes venosum epiphytic on (Holloway), 90.— meduUaris (Forst. f.) Sw., grown in the
open, Auckland (Holloway), 89.

hiUifera (L.) White, syn., 65.
nelanosperma (Schw.) White, syn., 66.
rufipes (EU. et Ev.) White, svn., 66.-— stercorea (Schw.) White, syn., 66.

Cyathus Haller, characteristics (Cunningham),

a key (Cunningham), 61.

ffijiis Pat., syn., 66.
- Baileyi Mass., syn., 66.
- campanulatus Cda., syn., 65.
Colensoi Berkeley, with pi. (Cunningham),

Crucibulum Pera., syn,, 63.
dimorphus Cobb, syn., 66.
emodensis Berk,, syn., 62.
fimeniarius DC, syn., 63.

- fimicola Berk., syn., 63.

in key (Finlay), 464.— minimum (Hutt.) should be expungedfrom

lists (Finlay), 499.
~ syn., 453.— octoserratum n. sp., with pi. (Finlay), 459*

in key (Finlay), 464.— pahiense M. & M., classific. uncertain

(Finlay), 462.

parthenope
464.

use of name (Finlay), 462.

— radiale (Tate), rel. to Austrotriton maorhm

(Finlay), 454.— revolutum n. sp., with pi. (Finlay), 4Dt).

463.

Ill KL'y (Fmlit^;, "^uT.

sculpiuratum n. sp., with pi. (Fmlay), 4o».

in key (Finlay), 464.

spengleri (Perry), in kev (Finlay), 464.

fossil in Aust. (Finlay), 465.

unlike other N.Z. species (Fmlayj,

Xim
transennum (Sut.),'in key (Fiiilay), 4b4.

growth form (Finlay), 458.

cymodoce. Tinea.

65.
unnin

64.

Tiovae Tulassne unnm

in key, 64.
- laevis DC,, syn., 63.
Lesuerii Tul., syn., 66.
melanospennus De Toni, syn., 66.
OUa Persoon, with pi (Cunningham), 66.

in key (Cunninuham), 64.
pezizoides Berk., syn., 63.
pusio Berk., syn., 63.
rufipes EU. et Ev., syn., 66.
stmths Cke., syn., 65.

- stercoreusJSvhw.) De Toni, with pi. (Can-nmgham), 66. ^ v^uu

' osus DC, syn., 65.

. i'n Berk., syn., 66.
^ycftna dispar Button, syn., 193.

cymoaoce. Tinea. . , _x

Cj-peraceae, hosts of Cinmdia (CunmngHam/.
M ^ ^^

iiost of Elateromyces spp. (Cunningham).

414.
(Cunning ),

394

429.

host of Sorosporum (Cunnin

42.

host of Uredo Scirpimdosi (Cunningham).

w

host of Ustilago (Cunningham), 404-

cyphoideSf Austrotriton.

cyphum, Austrotriton,

Cyj}roidia crasaa Chilton, syn., 631.

cystophora, Laevilitorina. .^„

Cyiherea should be Aniigonu (Finlay), ^^'^y^/^

chariessa Sut., a syn. of Chione rem...

^

Hutt. (Finlav), 505. „. . xr^a.

oblonga (Hanley) is Chione veUicata ii"

(Finlay), 505. , /pin-— suboblonga Cossm., a nomm nudum \

lay), 505.
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Cyiherea subsulcata (Sut.) is Chione veUicata

Hutt. (Finlay), 505.

yatei Gray should be Callanaitis (Finlay),

505.

Dadylidis, Uromyces,
Daciylis glomerata L., host of TJsiUago striae-

formis (Cunningham), 410.

daddy-long-legs. See Tipuloidea.

Dahl, K., deterioration of trout (Phillipps), 390.

" daising " in sheep (Aston), 723.

Ball, W. H., Natica, shell (Marwick), 545.

Dallii, Cdmisla,
Dalmasiceras Djanelidze, descrip. (Marshall), 615.

speighti n. sp., with pis. (Marshall), 615.

Barapier Islds., geol. (Benpon), 120.

Strait, geol. (Benson), 119.

Danaidachrysippus pet ilia StoU, (PhUpott), 211.

Danthonid Buchanani Hook, f., host of Ustilago

comburens (Cunningham), 413.— mida Hook., occ. Banks Pen. (Laing &
Wall), 440.— pilosa R. Br., host of Ustilago Readen

(Cunningham), 414.— semiannularis R. Br., host of Ustilago

Readeri (Cunningham), 414.— var, nigricans Petrie, occ. Banks Pen.

(Laiug & WaU), 440.
- var. setifolia Hook, f., occ. Banks

ren. (Laing & Wall), 440.
BaphneUa varicostata M. & M., a syn. of Bda

canaliculaia Sut. (Finlay), 500, 511.

Bardannla, in group (Finlay), 482 ; in key, 493.

limbata (Hutt.), rel. to D. rivtrionensis

(Finlay), 491.— olivacea (Hutt.), in group (Finlay), 482;
in key, 494.

occ. (Finlay), 491.

rel. to Z). rivertonensis (Finlay), 401.

rivertonensis n. sp., with fig. (Finlay), 491

;

key, 494.

Castagne, characteristics (Cunningham),

Filum Castagne, with fig. and pi. (Cun-

ningham), 48.— infects sori of Uredo Scirpi-nodosi

fCunnmgham), 42.
Darioni^ Veronica.
Darwin, C, elevation of shore-lines (Henderson),

581.

David, T. W. E., Banda region tectonics (Ben-

son), 112-13.

4

Declana, antennae (Philpott), 224.

junctUinea Wnlk., strigil, with fi^zs. (Phil-

pott), 223.

decttssatumy Nenrochorema.
" deep-wat«r wharf," Wellington (Baillip), 717.

Defravcia excavata Hutt, aasoc. with dyptomdla

(Finlay), 51C.

delicatula, Halecium.

Seriularicu

delicatulum, Haleclum,

delicatuhis, Cadidns.

deUa-vallei, Eusiroides.

demissum, Hymevophylhuu.

Sepimeniuiiu

Dendrobium Cunnivghamti Lindl, occ. (HoUo-

way), 89.

dennuniiy Conns.

Plesidriton.

DentaUuin, occ. N. Auck. (MarahaU), 61^.

— used a« ornament (Andersen), 692 ;
white-

ness of, 692. _ ^ ^ /r»:.,u^\
ecostatum

in

Darlura

47.

New Caledonia, N.E. coast geol. (Benson),
126.

New Guinea, trend-lines (Benson), 118.

-^'1^ Robertson's wharf, Wellington (Baillie),

da
715.

8*u, Astraea sulcala subsp.
<lead, delayed burial (Rangi Hiroa), 355.
d^lhata, Cyalhea.
Df. Baryana, Tilhtia.
'^cagonmm, Cymalium.
ycens, Oecleus.
decepta, Margardla.
<te<-ipkns, Tilhtia.

Vredo segetum var.

509; Pukeuri, 508.

morganianum 0. Wilck. (A^ilckcn?) 543

solidum Hutt., occ. (Marsh. & Murd.), lob.

Denlex. See Otolith us (Dentex).

denticulifera, Natica.

D'Entrecasteaux Group, geol. (Benson), lU,

118, 119, 120.

591-96.

depressus. Ranunculus.

be Tonifspecies of Phragmidiurn (Cunnmgban,),

D^ymxia arenoides Buch., occ. Banks Pen.

'"^^'rlriTtT, host of Puccini. Ely.i

^^TSt^it occ. Banks Pen. (Laing *

dS It'W^a F^dl, ho^t of Undo Dia.

j:f'!!fr"Cs P- (T-in« * Wall).

441-

Dianellae, Urem.

S&SS(PhilUpps). 3S2. 388.

mcaeorL Clamtidis Arth.. syn.. 1.

. Gcdioruni Arth., syn., /.

Paniculare Arth., syn., 1.

puticlatum Link., syn., 7.

Dirkehchne t^rmtta {Font, i-)^

Uredo Criniiae (Cunningham), 41.

dichotoma, Oslrea.

. . Selaginopsis.

^y^^:^'n.L., desc, with fig. (Alex-

^"'5j;S«* Hutton, desc. with fig. (Alex-

'"tt'l^'EcUvards, desc (Alexander) 644.

-^lyodXm dicMomum .411n,an. syn., 237.
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Dietel, P., species of Phragmidium (Cunning-
ham), 24.

difficiUsj Venericardia.

difformis, Puccinia,
digifata, Schefflera,

dUata, Siphonalia.

dilatata, Siphonalia.

dilatatum, Hymenophyllum,
dillwynniy Natica.

dimorphua, Cyathus.
dinodes, Porina,

Diplodonta ampla (Hutt.), occ. (Marsh. & Murd.),
156.

glohularis (Lamk.), occ. Awamoa (Finlay),
511.

dipsacea. Carex,
diptera fauna of N.Z. (Miller), 281-84.
Diptychophora parornia n. sp. (Meyrick), 202.
Discariae, Aecidium,
disciflora, Aregma,
discifloriim, Phragmidium.
Discobola gibbera Edwards, desc, with fiff

(Alexander), 645.
DiscocycUna, occ. (Benson), 125 note
discoideum, Tubulostinm.
discolor^ Celmisia.
discoloris, Aecidium Celmisiae-.
discors, Mactra,
discus, Orthophragmina.
diseases among Maori (Rangi Hiroa), 367.
disjuncta, Spirifera.
disjmnsa, Orthophragrtiina.
dispar, Cyclina,

Lucinida.
dlspersa, Pu^cinia.
dissectum. Geranium,
disseminatum, Aecidium,
diasimilis, Epigrus.
distansy Hypolepis.

Pinna,
distracta, Melanchra.
Ditnipa chapmanin. sp., with figs. (Finlay),—— cornea var. wormbetiensia (McCoy), diff
from D, cornea (Finlay), 449.

-~~- parki n. sp., with fig, (Finlay), 448.
dtvancata var. acanthocarpa, Aglaophenia.
Divancella cumiyigi (Ad. & Ang.), occ. Ard-
gowan (Fmlay), 509 ; Awamoa, 511; Pukeuri,

dives, Ichneutica.

]^jar. Cape, geol. (Benson), 116.
Dobu, Mt., geol. (Benson), 118.
dolichocarpa, Thuiaria.
Dolichopeza

fDoUchopeza) atropos (Hudson),
desc. of female (Alexander), 658.

^
aollfusi, Stenothoe,
Dominion Museum, erection (Inst.), 757, 758 •

control, 770. » ^" ?

doralis, Ocyptanms.
Dorset Point, light for (Baillie), 706.Domna magna Hutt., occ. Ardgowan (Finlay),

subrosea (Gray), occ. (Marsh. & Murd.), 156— 193.
'

dreud, Ampullina,
ComineUa,

— Euikria.
— Globisinum,

Pisania.

Sigaretus.—— Sinum (Eu^iaticina)

,

Xymene.
Drillia aivamoaensis (Hutt.), occ. Awamoa

(Finlay), 511.

cheesemani Hutt., inci, in Phenatoma

(Finlay), 516.

laevis Hutt., occ. Target Gully (Finlay),

496.

ident. erroneous (Finlay), 496.

multiplex Webster, assoc. with Crypiomella

(Finlay), 516.

Dryopteris pennigera (Forst. f.) C. Chr., occ.

(Holloway), 78.

dubia, Verconella,

Dunedin, Hymenophyllaceae at (Holloway), 83.

average rainfall 1911-20 (Holloway), 83.

dunedinensis, Thoristella,

duniana, Malpha.
dux, Chrysomyia,
Dynamena fasctculata Kirchenpauer, classific.

(Bale), 246.— syn., 246.

pulchella D'Orbiffnv, relations (Bale), 246.

Earina mucronata Lindl., occ. (Holloway), 89.

Earlea Arth,, syn., 14.

East Coast, N.Z., post-Tertiary elevation (Hen-

derson), 583 ef seq, ; depression, 591 ei seq>

East Indian Archipel., tectonic features (Benson),

103.

eatoniy Paroxyethira,

ecostatumy Dentaliurn,

edenlula, Sertularella.

edgari, Macoma,
Edgcumbe, Mt. See Putauaki.
Edge -Partington, J. See Partington, J. Edge-.

Edwardsia tetraptera (J. Miller) Oliver ( ^J^^'
phora tetraptera J. Mill.), host of Aecidium

howhai (Cunningham), 35. ^
host of Vromyces Edwardsiae (Cun-

ningham), 392.

Edwardsiae, Uromyces,
Efate (Sandwich Isld.), geol (Benson), 121.

effusa, Nozeba Candida var. ^ns

egg-laying, effect of smut on (Cunningham),

Eglnnteriae, Uredo,
Eglentaria, Rosa. „f^K

Einstein, A., elected hon. member (Inst.), a^'

Elachista waUi n. sp. (Philpott), 213. -.

Elachorbis Iredale, includes Circulus spp. l^

lay), 497.
, -jg

diaphana n. sp., with fig. (^^^*^7'
j„nv

- helicoidea (Hutt.) [Circulus], occ. Ardgo

syn,

Dracophyllum Adamsii sp. nov. (Petrie) 435dragon-fly njonph, food {PUUipps). 389

(Finlay). 509. Ardeo^an— poUlua (Sut.) [Circulvsl occ. Aragf

(Finlay), 509. ,_. ,. 518.

substatei (Sut.), occ. Dunedin (*i"'*j;J4

Elateromyces, characters (Cunningham),414

in key (Cunningham), 403.
,r,uuiing-

endotrichus (Berkeley), n. comb, l^^*^

ham), 416.
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Elateromyces endotrichus in key (Cunningham),

416.

niger n, sp., with pi. and figs. (Cunning-

ham), 416, 417.

in key (Cunningham), 416,

— olivaceus (De Candolle) Bubak, with pi.

and fig. (Cunningham), 417.

in key (Cunningham), 416.

Treubii (Solms.), of Bubak (Cunningham),

Epihbii VreJo.

Epilobium jwweutn Sol, host of Puccinia puU

veruleTita (Cunningham), 395.

pictum Petrie, host of ruccinia pvlveru-

lenta (Cunningham), 395.

pvhens A. Rich., host of Puccinia puheru-

lenta (Cunningham), 395.

host of Pucciniastrnm pustuMnm

414.

elaiinoides, MyriopJiyllum.

elalior, Mitra,

Tritonidea,

daiius, Arrhenathenim.
degans, Globisinum,

Sertitlaria,

Sinum (Eunaticbia),

Synthecium,
van sculpta Otolithns (Oadiis),

Elephantomyia zealandica Edwards, desc. of male,

with fig. (Alexander), 658.

ehvata, Uredo,
elevation of N.Z., post-Tertiary (Henderson),

582-91.

tlongaia, Serlularia.

Stereotheca.

elongatUMy Trichomanes,
elongatus, Otolithns (Ophidiulancm).
' (Sparidarum).
Elops. See Otolithus (Elops),
Elymi, Puccitiia.

Actaeae-,

Uredo.

emargiyiata, Calpe.

Nozeba.
— Rissoiiia.

Efnargimila siriatida Q. & G., occ, Ardgowan
(Finlay), 509 ; Awamoa, 511.

Embody, G. C, food of trout (Phillipps), 389.

ernodense, Crucibulum,
emodensis, Cyathus.

Nidula.

Vstilago.

empleums, CallocJiiton,

endodonfa, Brookula.
Endophthora tylogramma n. sp. (Me^Tick), 206.

Endoihlaspis Sor., syn., 421.
^ndofricha, Uatilago.
endoirlchits, Elateromyces.
Entometa, strigil, with fig. (Philpott), 219, 220,

- fervius Walk., strigil, fig. (Pliilpott), 219.

^nysi, Bullindla.

pylichnella,
Enysii^ A nisotome,
^phedrioides, Muehlenbeclcia.
Epickorista abdita n. sp., A\ith figs. ( Philpott), 664.

Epicoym trislria Lewin, strigil, with fig. (Phil-

pott), 222, 223.
Epigrus, in group (Finlay), 481 ; in key, 493.

dissimilis (Wats.)/rel. to E, fossilis (Fin-

lay). 489.— fossilis n. sp., with fig. (Finlay), 489 ;
in

k©y> 494.

ischm (Tate), in group (Finlay), 481.— verconia (Tate), rel. to E, fossilis (Finlay),

489,
"^

Epilobii, Caeoma.
Pucciniastrum.

(Cunningham), 30,

Epiphthora vidammbra Me^T., syn., 331.

episcopus^ Sertularellu,

Serttdaria.

Epitm Ft., syn., 14.

Epitonium buchnlU n, sp., with pl- jP^well), 138.

__ tendlum ^rohMy E , buckntlh {Vo^^^cn), 138.

zdeboridin. from E. bucknilli (Powell), 138.

Erannium Bon., syn., 25,
u\ lun

Erato neozdaitica Sut., with pi. (Murdoch), 160.

occ. Ardgowan (Finlay), 609; Puke-

uri, 508.
, , J . inrv

seiiecius n. sp., with pi. (Murdoch) 160.

Erechtites arguta DC, food-plant of .\epftnda

erechtitus (Watt.), 687.

erechtitus, NepticuJa,

erichrysa, Mdacrias.

Eristalis temx, trout-food (Phillipps), 38.i.

errata, StruthioUriu. fT?:„iov\

Erycina parva (Desh.), occ. Dimedm (Fuilay),

517.

erythrocepluila, CalhpJiora.

esdailei, Vber.

espinosus, Hexaplex oct^ygonnsvar.

%stea. classific. (Finlay), 480; in group, 481,

'""%Zt (Hutt.), occ. (Finlay), 487
;

in

^^^Ltt ^Sut.). rel. to E. impressa (Fmlay),

487.
polysulcaia n. sp., witn ng. ^ruuaj,, -v.^ .

'"
^:iil\n.ii^ occ. (Finlay), 487 ;

in key,

494.
mistdcaia

481 ; in key, 494.

occ. (Finlay), 48 i.

Ethelton, ammonite from (Marshall), 615.

EubUmma. strigU (Philpott), 220.

evclia, Charonia lampas var.

nodifera var. r^.„r^„„
Evcopella campLnuJariu not a sjm. of Campanu-

,«.a^6/a^^( Bale), 234.^^ -.panuZana, 234.

cremta n. sp.. occ. (Bale), 227.

Hartlaub, syn.. 2.^^-

eiiculata Hartlaub, syn., -J4.
.

^/•t fsuter. is Globisinum sp.alc (Mar-

wick), 576.

eudypti, Xenocalhphora.

^""I S^'^'sf^vith pi. (Marwick). 196
' '*.;•

f. rHi?t') <ic. Pukeuri (Finlay), 508.

..imeUa mvanioaens^s M. & M., occ. a

(Finlay), 511-
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Eunaticina Fischer (Marwick), 572; in key,
549 ; range, 546.

) Sinum (EunatacinaJ,
Euphrasia cuneata Forst., host of Puccinia

Euphrasia7ia (Cunningham), 6.

Wilsoni n. sp. (Petrie), 97.
Eupkrasiana, Puccinia.
Eurytoma oleanae Maskell, identity (Gahan), 687.
Eusiroides caesaris Walker, syn., 270.

^*.^««. C!4.«uu,_
aflSn. to Bovallia mono-

culoides (Chilton)^

della-vallei Chevreux, affin, to Bovallia
monoculoides (Chilton), 271,

monoculoides Stebbing, syn., 270.
Euspira Agassiz (Marwick), 568 ; in key, 549

;

range, 546.

venusta Suter, syn., 576.
See also Uber (Euspira),

eusuhata, Mitra,
Euthria drewi (Hutton), syn,, 198.—— suhcallimorpJia M. & M., occ. Tareet

Gully (Finlay), 496,

5oa^
rel. to Tritonidea elatior Sut. (Finlay),

/c . ^

_stould provis. be Pollia compacta
(Sut.), (Finlay). 504.

^
Evalea impolita (Hutt.), occ. Taieri (Finlay), 517
Evarne striata (Hutton), resembl. to Verconella

dubia (Marwick), 196,
evecfa, Pycjwcentria.
evolutus, Solecurtus,
evnyigii, Persectania.
exaratnm, Cymatium.
excavata, Bathytoma,

Defrancia,—— Pseudotoma.
excelsa, Siphonalia.
excelsum, Alectryon.

Macropiper,

Fenton, F. D., Maori population (Rangi Hiroa),

fenwicki, Mallobathra,
ferox, Pseudopanax,
ferrieri, Fusu8,

Struthiolariopsis.

ferruginea, Platyptilia,

ferrugineum, Hymenopkyllum.
fervius^ Entometa,

festiva, Pyronata.
Festuea niultinoides Petrie, not on Banks Pen.

(Laing & Wall), 444.
rubra Linn., occ. Banks Pen, (Lains &

WaU), 440.
Ficus imperfectus Marsh. & Murd., occ. Target

Gully (Finlay), 496.
subtransennus Marsh. & Murd., occ. Target

Gully (Finlay), 496.
is perhaps F. transenmts (FiiAB^y), 496.

frarisennus Sut. not a Ficus (Finlay), 456.

rel. to Cymatium revohduvi (Finlay),
456.

See F, subtransennus.
fidiatla, Cerithiella.

Fierasfer. See Otolithus (Fierasferj.
filicornis, Atarba (Atarba).
filiculay Aglaophenia.
filifoUa, Anisotome.
fillets, Maori (Rangi Hiroa), 344.
filmy fern, ^ee Hymenophyllaceae.
filocincta^ Rissoa,
Filum, Darluca.

Photna.

Sphaeria.

exchange list, additions.
excorticata. Fuchsia,
^xigua, Lissospira.

TJstilago,

eximia, Syncaryne.

See N.Z. Institute.

ffdhx, Caeoma,
falsa, Scoparia,
Farquhar, H., list of N.Z. Hvdroida, 226
farquhari, Thuiaria.
Parr, C. C, Hector award, 1921 (Inst.), 728-—; research grant, 1923, 790.
fasciata, Dicranomyia,
fascicularis, Nidukiria.
fasciculata, Dynamena.

Sertularia,
fat-hen See Chenopodium album.

" fatul^M?T
food (Malcolm and Hamilton), 380.fatus, Malayan term for " klippen "

(Benson),

faiuv^, Amphineurus (Nesormmia).

^^^Street, Wellington, decided on (Baillie),

feUowship elections. See N.Z Institute
fenestratum, VexiUum.

-^^stitute.

fimbriata, Hydropsyche,
fimentarius, Cyathus,
fimicola, Cyathus,
Finisterre Range, geol. (Benson), 117, 118, 119.

finitima, Aka.
finitimus, Cixius.
Finlay, H. J., research grant, 1923, 790-

finlayi, Myllita,

Otolithus (Parapercis),
Uber,

fire, not fanned with breath (Rangi Hiroa), 354,

fireblight, control (Inst.), 734.
fire-fans, technique (Rangi Hiroa), 353.

firmics, Uber (Euspira).
fish, N.Z., food values (Malcolm and Hamilton).

375-80.
fishes, food of (Malcolm and Hamilton), 380.

flabellatum, UytnenophyUuyn.
flaccidum, Asplenium,
flammeata, Signeta.
Flat-top Hill, geol. (Bartrum), 151.

flava var. cataraciae, Carex,
jUtvescentis, Uromyes Sophorae-,
flexile, Halecium.
Flores, on geanticlinal ridge (Benson), 102.

Florida Is., geol. (Benson), 121.
flurtuata, Leptoihyra.
flute, imitated in '*porutu" (Andersen), 694.

Fly Riv., geol (Benson), 116.
fly-campaign of Ati-awa (Rangi Hiroa), 3olJ.

fly-flap, technique (Rangi Hiroa), 354.

fly-whisk (Rangi Hiroa), 355.
fodien^, Puccinia,
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foetens^ Tilletia.

Ustilago,

foeiidissimaf Coprosma.
folikola, Usiilago Triiici forma.

food, chemical change in fish

Hamilton), 380.

food values of N,Z, fish (Malcolm
375-80.

forest covering of dividing ran

and Westland (Holloway), 71.

formosa, Aglaophenia.
Plumularia,

formosus, Thecocarpus,

fomicatum, Sinum.
Forsterae, Uredo-
Farsteri, Deyeuxia,
forsterioides, Abrotandla,

foriiSf StriUhiolaria*

foam, Struthiolaria.

fossilisy Brookula^
Epigrus.

Foster, F., research grant, 1923, 790.

foveauxiana, Subonoba,
Foyana, Puccinia,
Jra^ih, Calliostoma suteri var.

fragrantissima, Olearia.

francescae. Typhis,
fraseri, Struthiolaria.

fraieTt Hydrobiosis.

frmdulenta, Marginella.
Fraus sp., strigil, fig. (Philpott), 217.

roceus Luc, strigil (Philpott), 218.

Jrazeri, Struthiolaria.

Freeman, E, M., and Johnson, E. C, smut-

prevention (Cunningham), 400.
French warship "Jules Michelet " (Inst.), 727.

Freycinetia Banlcsii A. Cunn., root used for

binding (Andersen), 693, 696.
Friedrich Wilhelm Hafen. See Madang.
frog-hopper. See Oliarus oppositua,
frondosns, Scirpus.
froidinalis, Salvdinus.
fruticosa. Tubiclava.

\mnu3 diinacotus Sut., occ. at Target Gully

doubtful (Finlay), 498.

— spiralis (A. Ad.), not at Target Otilly

(Finlay), 498,

usus criapuSf Gould's name of Trophon cnspns,

— f&rri^rl rhiliupi. classific. (Marwick), 161.

fyfei, Uber (Euspira),

Fuchsia ezcorticata (Forst. f.) L. f- host of

Coleosporium Fuchsiae (Cunningham), 26.

Fuchaiae, Cohosporum.
/we, technique (Rangi Hiroa), 354-5.
juifui logo, technique (Rangi Hiroa), 354-55.
Fulgoraria displaced by Alcithoe (Marwick), 200 ;

(Finlay), 502.
-— not at Awamoa (Finlay), 502.
Fulgoroidea of N.Z. (Myers); 315.
Julva, Nepticulu,
*~ - Tiphobiosis.
mdpes, Cheilosia.
I^fnata, Subonoba.
funwsum, Pollenia.

Sepimentum.
^ngi parasitic on Urcdinales (Cunningham), 47.

Pimculata, Broohula.
Ptrcaia, Seriularia.
Muraceae, Olearia.
Pfrtiva, Mdanchra,
juscana, Nothophila.
P^copluiubea, GyiwpUstin,
jusiforrnis var, nana, Sertularella.

Sertularia.

Turricula,

Gadus. Sec Otolithus (Gadus).

Gahnia, host of EJat&omyc^ tfidtAridius (Cun-

ningham), 414, 416.

Galaxias brevipevnis, food of (Phillippe), 388.

trout-food (PhiUipps), 382.

- huPoni, food of (Phillipps), 388.

Galeodea senex (Hutt.), occ. Ardgowan (Fmlay),

vamoa, 511 ; Target GuUy, 495.

occ. (Marsh, k Murd.), 156.

Gain, Puccivia.

Galiorum, Dicaeo)m,

Galium umhrosum Sol., host of Puccima pure

lata (Cunningham), 7.
t. i

Qari liMolata Gray [Paammdml occ Pukeun

g£p^?M'e9ozoic, classific. (T™eman) 604.

Gastropodurn gen. et sp. indet.. with pi.

(Wilckens). 542.

' Gaudalcanar. geol. (Benson), 1-Jl.

Gaudichaudinm, Carex.

gaymardi, Aglaophenia.

Tdlina.
i v oaa

n.u.Ti{a aerobalis n. sp. (Meynck). ^.
lapilhsa n. sp. (Meyrick), 20i.

v^lecla n. sp. (PhUpott), 665.

sparsa Philp., syn., 331.

gemmuMum, Cymatium,

genkvlata, Angdka.

^tauScixiidae, mounting, *M%er8). 315,

Z specific importance ( Philpott), 6(i3.

geologies sectio?^ acres- New Caledonia (Ben-

lineton, &c. (Bailhe), 719.

georgiana
Sanugerarmjoitu^, *«»»."--

j Uromyces
Geranium disse.-Mm L. * (^ nosi oi i,

scariofus (Cvmninghain), 4b.
.^„)^

— potenidloides Hoot, i- ^^^

mm parvtfiynm Smith, occ. x^<ni«

& Wall) 441.

hhfira. Discxfbola.

everiia)
gibbosa, Satica.

Phippsia^

gibbosus, PoUniceS'

gigantea. Bovalha.

gigas, Oligor^iS'

! Siruthiolcria.

ghbrdla, Tdlina.
.

,

Glabrdla. See MargrruV^ (Glabr^

glaclation. Pleistocene (Park), 599
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Gleichenia Cunninghamii Hew., occ. (Holloway),
74.

Globigerinaf occ. (Bartrum), 141, 142, 149,

Qlobisinu7n n. gen. (Marwick), 573 ; key, 549,
574 ; range, 546, -

dreivi (Murdoch), with pi. (Marwick), 576

;

in key, 574.

elegans (Suter), with pi. (Marwick), 574

;

in key, 574 ; range, 548.— miocaenicum
575 ; in key, 574 ; range, 548.

• spirale (Marshall), with pi. (Marwick), 675
;

in key, 574 ; range, 548.

uvdulatum (Hutton), with pi. (Marwick),
575 ; in key, 574 ; range, 548.

venustum (Suter), with pi. (Marwick), 576
;

in key, 574 ; range, 548.

globosa, Glycymeria,

globularia, Diplodonia.

glomerata, Dactylis,

Olycymeris globosa (Hutt,), occ. (Marsh. & Murd.),
156.

%tton% Marwick, occ. Awamoa (FinJay),
51L

Glyphipteryx calliactis Meyr., desc. of femab
(Meyrick), 204.

octonaria n, sp. (Philpott), 210.
Gnaphalium Traveraii Hook, f., occ. Banks Pen

(Laing & Wall), 442.

Onophomyia rufa Hutton, syn., 652.
(AstelobiaJ rufa Edwards, syn., 652.

gobioideSf Gobiomorphus,
Gobiomorphus gobioides, food of (Phillipps), 388.

trout -food (Phillipps), 382.
Goldsborough, E. L. See Kendall, W. C, and

Goldsborough.
Oonomyia (Lipophleps) nigrohalterata Edwards,

desc, with fig. (Alexander), 652.
Gonothyraea hyalina Hincks, identity of Calycella

parkeri with (Bale), 231-32.
parkeri

Gordon, Point, light for (BaUIie), 709.
gouldi, Trophon,
Gourlay, E. S„ GynopUstia pedestris, habitat

(Alexander), 655,
" Government wharf," Queen's Wharf, Welling-

ton (Baillie), 717.
^

Grabau, A., gasteropod sculpture (Marwick)
162.

-^ : ^'

Gracilaria selenitis Meyr., with pi. and fiff

(Watt), 679.
***

gracile, Halecium,
gracilis, Otolithus (Macrurus).

Scoparia.

gradatUy Rissoa.

Graham, G., on roria (Andersen), 689.
Land and Otago trend-lines (Benson), 132,

Gramineae, hosts of Cintractia (Cunningham)i
418,

grandifloras Libertia,

Grange, L. I., Abbotsford glaciation (Park), 599.

grangei, Chlamys,
Great Barrier Reef, See N.Z. Institute, G.B.R.

Committee.
Green Island, Senonian fossils (Wilckens), 5^.
gregaria, Crepidula.

gregarins, Otolithus fSparidarum).
Gregory, J. W., Banda region, tectonics (Bemwi),

111-12.

Greymouth forest (Holloway), 84.

Grisdinia litioralis Raoul., occ. (Holloway), 77.

groper, food value (Malcolm and Hamilton),

376.

Grove, W, B., occ, of TubercuUna persicina (Cun-

ningham), 50,

Guard, Capt., at Wellington (Baillie), 700.

gudgeon. See Galdxias bervipennis,

gum -lands, Auck., geol. (Bartrum), 139.

Guthrie-Smith. See Smith, H. Guthrie-.

Guttiferae, hosts of Melanipsora Kusanoi (Cun-

ningham), 27.

Gymnoconia, CaeoTna in cycle of (Cunningham),

32.

lanceolati

Gymnosporarigium, Roestdia in cycle of (Cun-

ningham), 32.

GynopUstia arthuriana Edwards, desc. of mak*

with fig, (Alexander), 657.

fuscoplumbea Edwards, desc. of female

(Alexander), 656.

incisa Edwards, desc, of female (Alexander),

656.

pedesfris Edwards, desc. of male, with fig*

(Alexander), 654-55.

sackeni Alexander, desc. of female (Alex-

ander), 656.

coal-measures (Speight):

Rakaia Gfoige

Haast, J. , Benmore
620-2 1

.

so-called *" Railroad,"
(Speight), 627 et seq,

Haaslif Anisotome.
Juiasii, Natica (Carinacca).

haaslianus, Arrhoges.
haku. See Seriola Lalaiidii,

Haleciidae (Bale), 235.

Halecium delicatula Coughtrey, syn., "p-

delicatidum Coughtrey, occ. (Bale), ^^o.

delicatulum Ridley, syn., 235.
.^^

flexile includes U. parvulum and n^ F«

235.

unnin

graminis, Puccinia.
grammitidis, Polypod

graminis (Cunningham), 394.
Soroapormm (Cunningham), 427.
Sphacelotheca (Cunningham), 423.
Tilhtia (Cunningham), 424.
Uredo Crinitae (Cunningham), 41,
Urocystis (Cunningham), 429.
Ustilago (Cunningham), 404, 405.

(Bale), 235.

gracile, syn, of H. J

parvulum Bale, syn. of H. flexiie [^^'^J^'r^j.

HalesrW. H., Queen's Wharf, Wellington

(Baillie), 718, „ . gi

Half-moon Bay, rainfaU, 1918-20 (HoUowayj^^^

Halicornaria rostrata n. sp., with ^S- (^^^Vtx^ji)

Haliotis iris, food value (Malcolm and mmu /

tnarshalU

rw
HaUit Podocarpus.
Halmahera arc (Benson), 113.

^ /Punni^?
Hamaspora Koern., characteristics (

with
ningham), 21-22.
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Hfimaapora longissima (Theum.) Koem, (Cun-
ningham), 21.

Hamilton, A., calabash-trumpet (Andersen), 689.

Maori sails (Rangi Hiroa), 36L
pakuru (Andersen), 691, 692.

Memorial Fund, investment of, 1922 (Inst.),

728, 737,

Memorial Prize, for 1922 (Inat,), 728 ; for

[
Heke o Maruiwi, Te, remnant of prehistoric

* people (Andersen), 696.

heketara, Pvcnnia,

1923, 750 ; rules, 729.
Hamilton, H., research grant, 1923, 790,
hamiltoni, Clathnrella.

ComiTieUa.
- Eaurakia,
Pycnocentrodes,

Hampden beds, age (Finlay), 448--

hapai, m song (Andersen), 699.
Haplotnyza chenopodii n. sp., with pi. (Watt), 683.

hapuku. See OUgorus gigas,

harbour-lights, Wellington (BaiUie), 710,
Hare Hongi, on minute tones in Maori music

(Andersen), 693.
Harema, attack on rebels at (Andersen), 691.
Sarmologa polypodii Watt, syn., 336.
harmonic heard in song (Andersen), 699.
" Harriet," wreck (Baillie), 700.
harnsensis, Natica.
harrisi, Huttia.
Hartlaub, C, Sertularella, classific. (Bale), 240.

Sertularia fusiformis and 8. episcoptis,

identity (Bale), 246.
^rhigiana, Nucula.
Hauhangatahai, Mount, destruction of forest

(Inat.), 731.
^tuuMu rango (Rangi Hiroa), 356.
Haurakia, m group (Finlay), 481 ; in key, 493.

hamiltoni (Sut.), in group (Finlay), 481.

huttoni (Sut.), reh to H, oamarutka
(Finlay), 483.

mixta n. sp., with fig. (Finlay), 482; in
key, 493.

^
oamarutim n, sp., with fig. (Finlay), 483 ;

m key, 493.
f^urakiensis, Lorica.
Hawaiian sail (Rangi Hiroa), 360-61.
^weraensis, Natica,
Hawke's Bay, Cretaceous rocks (Benson), 131.
^ead-fiUet, Maori (Rangi Hiroa), 344.
^ealth of Maori (Rangi Hiroa), 367.
^Phi, Teredo.
heating of houses, Maori (Rangi Hiroa), 354.
ilebberley, J., first pilot, Wellington (BaiUie),

705,

BebeUa calmrata Bale, sjm., 235.
calcaraia (L. Agassiz), (Bale), 235.
scandens Farquhar, syn., 235.
or, J., Chatham Islds. schists (Benson), 130.

,^^^^ard, 1921 (Inst.), 728 ; amount of prize,
Ay^3, 736 ; prize for 1923, 749 ; for 1924, 758 ;

inscription on medal, 758.
list of recipients, 789.

hecto:
1, 737.

Hedley C, Mayena reduced to syn. (Finlav), 462.

'Trr fleeted hon. member (Inst,), 775.

^edycarya arborm Forst., used for making
pakuru (Andersen), 691.

-^^"Pipi. Maruiwi at (Andersen), 696.

Heldring, 0. 6., New Guinon, tectomcs (BeMon),
114.

hdena, Koroam,
Hdiacus imperfertus Sut., should be dropped

(Fuilay), 506.

helicoides, Circulua.

Elachorbis

Helicopsyche Hagen, charact. (Tillyard), 312.

albescens n. sp,, with pL and fig. (Tillyard),

312-13.

312, 313.

(TUhrard)

hedori n. i

(MiU.

BehphyUum Colensoi Hook. f. Sec Phylhrhm

ColeTisoi Berggr.

hemaddphaj Mnesarcham.

Eemkarpus banksi (Gray), identity, with fig.

(Bale), 263.

secundtis, affin. to H. banksi (Bale), 263.
^

Bemkonus ornaUis (Hutt.) should be C««o#pira

bimntata Finlay (Finlay), 498 note,

Bemitheca intermedia Hilgendorf, occ. (Bale), 227,

228.

hendersoni, Parozyelhira*

Hepialidae, strigil, with figs. (Philpott), 216,

224.

Heretaunga, Maruiwi at (Andersen), 6%.

Hering, M., note on Phytomyza alhi^ep^ (Watt),

herring, chemical change of food (Malcolm ar>d

HamUton), 380.

Hesperidae, strigU, with fig. (Philpott), 224.

h£speroides, Synemon.

heterogona, Thecocaulus.

Heteroneura, strigil, with figs. (Philpott), 218.

hderospora, Phthorimaea.

Heuheu, Te, and " Te aw a a te atua (Ander-

sen), 696.

Hexaplex odogonus var. espmoms (ttutt.)

[Murex], occ. Target Gully (Finlay), 495.

_Z var. umbaicatus (T.-Woods), [Murex],

occ. Target Gully (Finlay), 495.

hexasepalu. Clematis,

hi, in song (Andersen), 699.

HierocMoae, Ptuxinia,
, „ „ u * *

Hierochloe reddens (Forst. f.) R. Br., host of

Uredo karelu (Cunningham), 41.

Tcdolens, used for belt (Rangi Hiroa), 348.

Hilgendorf, F. W.. name Synthecium ekgans

HiU, IL, Maori dwindling (Rangi Hiroa). 362, 368.

Hill, S., smut-free grain (Cunningham), 401.

hinemoa, Orbiiesielia.
_

hi-piiishyana, Thuiaria.

hirsvius, Spinifex.

mstiJpteri!^ i-ncim (Thunb.) J. Sm. j= P<^r«r

inc^a Thunb.), host of Mtksma Ht^topkridis

(Cunningham), 31.

Histrichus, in trout (PhiUipps), 381. 382.

Hobson, Capt., at WeUington m 183, (BaiUie),

Hwhs'tett^r, F. von, Maori extinction (Ranai

Hiroa), 362-63.
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Hogben, G., submarine origin of N.Z. earth-

quakes (Benson), 132.

Hoheriae, Puccinia,

Hokitika, rainfaU, 1911-20 (HoUoway), 70,

Hokonui Hills, strike of rocks (Benson), 128, 129.

Holci, Polycystis,

Tilletia,

Holcvia lanaius L., host of Tilletia Hold (Cun-

ningham), 427.

host of Uslilago striaeformis (Cun-
ningham), 410.

Homoneura, strigil, with figs. (Philpott), 216
honorary membership- See N.Z. Institute.

Hooker, J. D., allies of Hymenophyllum n
mum (Holloway), 93.

Hookeri, Bulbinella*

Celmisia.

Cyafhus.

hordeacens,

Hordei forma tecta, Ustilag^

var. tectat Uredo.

Usiilagidium,

Uslilago,

Ustilago segetum var.

forma nuda, Uslilago

var. nuda. Ustilaao.

Hutton Memorial Research Grant, apf

from P. Marshall (Inst.), 752 ; list of re-

cipients, 787 ; report on grants for ten years

ending 1923, 770.

huttoni, Aglaophenia,

Anomia.
Ataxocerithium.

ComineJla,

Galaxias,

Olycymeris.

Haurakia.
Miereschara (Macromphalina).

hum vulgctre L., host of Ustilago
iunningham), 408, . .— host of UstiloQO Tritici (Cunn:

409.

honii, Amphineurus fNothormosia )

.

horse, iron needed (Aston), 723.
horlona, Xenocalliphora,
hotn, in song (Andersen), 698.
houses, heating of, Maori (Rangi Hiroa), 354.
Ttowesi, Helicopsyche.

Huamoal Pen., geol. phases (Benson), 105.
Hudson, G. V., food of trout (Phillipps), 388.

Hector Medal (Inst.), 749.
Humbolt Bay, geol. (Benson), 116.
hurnerosa, Corbula,
humile, Trichomanes,
humilisy CampanuUna,
Huon Gulf, geol. (Benson), 116.

Pen., geol. (Benson), 117, 119.
huonensis, Tatea,
hupiro, Aecidium.
Hunmui dist., fossil cephalapod (Marshall), 615.

River bed, ammonite (Marshall), 615.
hutchinsonif Pecten.
*' Hutchinsonian," use of term (Finlav & McD )

535 note 2.
J -h

Huttia n. gen. (Myers), 321.
in key (Myers), 317.
harrisi n. sp, (Myers), 322.
nigrifrons n, sp,, with pi. (Myers), 321.

Hutton, F. W. Ausirotriton minimum and A
tortirostre (Finlay), 456.

Lucina dispan, wrong identif. (Marwick),
194.

Strutkiolaria spinosa and 5. iuberc alula,
confusion in (Marwick), 177.— Triassic and Maitai of Southland (Benson),
128,

Xymene oliveri classific. (Marwick), 199
Memorial Fund, state of, 1922 (Inst,), 737.—— Medal, award, 1923 (Inst.), 750; list

of recipients, 787,

Pecten,

Plumularia.
Polinices,

Polynices,

Sertularia.

Stereotheca.

Surcula,

Turricula,

Uber.
^ ^

Hyalella, differences from ChiUonia (Chilton),

272-73.

hyalina, Gonoihyraea,

hyalinus, Uramyces,
Hyalospora Magn., characteristics, &c. (tan-

ningham), 31.
I Hydrallmania (?) bicalycula Coughtrey, Byn.,

243.

bicalycula Farquhar, syn., 243.

•'hydraulic limestone," characters (Bartrunij,

141.

composition and age (MarshaU), 617.^

Hydrobiosella n. g., in key, &c. (Tillyard), -»"

w

stenocerca n. sp., with pi. and figs- 0-"^'
288.

yard), 288-89. .,, fi.

Hydrobiosis McL., in key, and cliarac.t, witn ng.

(TiUyard), 286-87. ^, „q,— frater McL., genotype {TiUyard),^»7-

— ingenua Hare, occ. (Tillyard), 287.

— occulta Hare, identity (TiUyard), i»'-

Ulmer, occ. (Tillyarci),

umbripennis McL., male wing

fig. (Tillyard), 287. „ ,. nog

Hydrochyrerm n. g., in key, &c. (TiUyard),
28i>.

292-93. > ggs
crassicaudatum n. sp., with pi- ana

„^tv> «l and fig*
(Tillyard)' 293.— tenuicaudatum n sp.

(TiUyard), 294-95.

Hydroida (Bale). 225.

nomenclature (Bale), 226.

hydroids from N.Z. (Bale), 226.

Hydropiperis, SpTiaceloiheca.

Vredo.
hydropiperis, Ustilago. ^
Hydropsyche Pictet, occ. (Tillyard), 3UJ..

auricoma Hare, occ. (Tillyard),^"i-

Mlonica McL., occ. (Tillyard), 3Ui.

fimbriata McL., occ. (TiHy/rd),
^JJ^^^),

occvUa (Hare), occ. (not of g. Uy<^^

(Tillyard), 301. ,,piiiy»rd)

philpotti n. sp., with pi. and bg. l^ ^

Hydropsychidae, key, &c. (TiUyard), ^»3-

Hydroptilidae, N.Z. (Mosely), 670-7^5.

key, &c. (Tillyard), 285, 300.
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Hyla aurea, food of (Phillipps), 388.

Hylohia nigricans, syn., 342.

H^Tnenophyllaceae of N.Z. (Holloway), 67.

hymeriophylloides, Leptopteris.

Hymenophyllum Armstrongii T. Kirk, hab, (Hol-

loway), 84.— occ. (HoUoway), 74, 87.

airovirens CoL, a specialized form of H.

nustrale (Holloway), 93.

australe Willd., occ, (Holloway), 79, 84,

umeiiophyUum tHZbiiim occ. (Holloway), 74,

75, 77, 78, 79, 81, 82, 83. 87, 88, 91, 92.

RTwrialized form of //. mnamrvh

87, 88, 89.— bivalve Sw., hab. (Holloway), 86.

occ. (HoUoway), 74, 82, 87, 90, 91.

- ciliaium Sw., single occ. (Holloway), 82.

demissnm (Forst. f.) Sw., hab. (Holloway),

84, 86.

90,91.

84.

occ. (Holloway), 74, 78, 79, 82, 87,

occ. Banks Pen. (Laing & Wall), 439.

dilatatum (Forst. f.) Sw., hab. (Holloway),

occ. (HoUoway), 80, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91.

lentum (Holloway), 93.

Hypanthea asymndrica of Hilgwidorf «une n^

Eucopdla campanuluria (Bale), 227, 234, 235,

syn., 234.

bihhiala Hilgendorf, syn., 233.

Hilgendorf*8 account of (Bal«), 235.

Hypericon japonicum Thunb., host of Atcidivm

disseminatnm (Cunningham), 47.

Hypodermium Link., bjti., 14.
-. r f

Hypokpi^ distarts Hook., occ. Bankb Pen. (Laing

& Wall), 439.
t/««<.,'W^i/r/T nhftrant. ^Trueman). 601.

ferrugine^im Colla, hab. (Holloway), 86.

occ. (Holloway), 80, 84, 87.

flabellatum Labill., hab. (Holloway), 84, 86.

occ. (Holloway), 74, 78, 82, 87, 89,

90,91.

pendulous nature (Holloway), 82.

Malingii (Hook.) Mett., northern limit

(HoUoway), 88, 93.

occ. (HoUoway), 80, 83, 87, 88.

minimum A. Rich., no record from N. Isld.

(Holloway), 88.

occ. (HoUoway), 78, 91, 93.

rel. to H. tunbridgense, &c. (HoUo-

way), 93.

mvltifidum (Forst. f.) Sw., hab. (HoUoway),

81, 84, 86, 92.

occ. (HoUoway), 74, 75, 77, 78, 79,

82, 87, 89, 91, 92.
^,

peltatum (Poir.) Desv., hab. (HoUoway), 81.

northern limit of (HoUoway), 93.

occ. (Holloway), 74, 78, 79, 82, 83,

88,92.

pulcherrimum Col., occ, (HoUoway), 74, 78,

84, 87, 88.

rarum R. Br., hab. (HoUoway), 84, 86.

occ. (Holloway), 74, 80, 81, 82, 87,

pendulous nature (HoUoway), 82.

ens T. Kirk, occ. (HoUoway), 86, 87,

88.

rn Umit of (HoUoway), 93.

speciaUzed form of H. flabellatnm

utica, strigil, with fig. (Philpott), 221. 222.

cerauniasilew,, strigil, fig. (PhilpoU), 221.

dives n. sp. (Philpott), 207.

Idia pristis Lamouroux (Bale), 249.

Ididla pristis Stechow, syn., 249.

idiogama, Borkhansenia,

niustrations in Trans. (Inat), 733, /34.

imperfedus, Ficus,

Heliacus.

immrforaUiy Collonistu.

Pseudoliotia.

impolita, Evalea.

im^pressa, Estm.

incay Bissoim.

mcantation. See hxrnkia.

incertvs, Vber.

incisa, Agl^phenia.
Gynoplistia,

Histiopferis.

Licisura lyUeltonams (Smith), occ. Taien (Fm

lay), 517.

incisura, Monia,

indnsay Amphithalamns.

inconspicua, Conomiira.

[nconsUnt," wreck (Bailhe),m
.orporated societies, report*, 1922 (Inst.), -^^

733; disposal of revenue, 7.Jb.

curva, CrepiduUi, ^ iTK^r.^,W\ 114
denburg Riv., geol. phases (Benbon), H4.

divisa. Clematis.

SertulareUa.
Mediterranean

(HoUoway), 93.— ^anguinoleiUum (Forst. f.) bw., nao. ^nui-

loway), 81, 84.— occ. (Holloway), 77, 78, 79, 81, 82,

87,89,91,92.
^^

scabrum A. Rich., hab. (Holloway), 84.

occ, (HoUoway), 78, 84, 86, 87, 88, 89.

tunbridgeme (L.) Smith, hab. (HoUoway),
84, 86.

occ. (HoUoway), 78, 79, 81, 82, 86,

viUosum CoL, hab. (HoUoway), 81, 86, 92.

northern limit of (HoUoway), 93.

(Benson), 113,

ermis, Struihiolana.

ezpecUda
Bda.

num.

Sd'^ori ™tim. (lUngi Hiron), :

Inglis, J. K., research grant. 1923. uKl

Ir^liseUa n. gen. (Fmlay),Ji |-

injecting trachaea of msects (Kirk). t»e«.

/iceramiw, occ. (Benson). 116.

occ. (Tnieman), 60 J.

inqnincUvs, Lepidopleuna.
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insignis Banunculus,
Seriularia, -

. . .

insignitum^ Ausirotriton maorlum var.

Integra, Seriulardla.

intercostahf Cymatium,
interior, Cixius,

intermedia, Dianella.—— Hemitheca.
interrupta, Linemera.
intracrassvs, PoUnices,
• Vber,

intraciana. Capita.

inundatuSy Scirpns.

Tredale, T., Cymatimn parthevopeum^ use of
name (Finlay), 462.

MayenUf use of name (Finlay), 462.— Rissoids, classific. (Finlay), 480.— shell-nomenclature, corrections (Finlay),

Solariella, species congen. (Finlay), 520.
use of northern shell-genera for southern

forms (Finlay), 489.
iredalei, Brookula,

Lepidopleums,
irideuSy SaVnio,

iridoxa, Charixena.
~ Philpottia.

irirangi, in song (Andersen), 699.
iris, Haliotis.

MalpTia,
iron in plants at different seasons (Aston), 723,
^ starvation, chemistry (Aston), 720.
ischna, Epigrns,
leognomon zelandicum (Sut.), prior to Melina

zelandica (Finlay), 496.

^i

Jamdena, geoL phases (Benscn), 108.
janus, Cephanodes,
japonicae, Urcmyces Sophorae-.
japonicum, Hypericum.
Java. See Malay Archipel
javana var. fninor, Orthophragmina.
Jensen, J. L., smut-prevention (Cunningham),

400. '

——Ustilago segetum, subdiv. (Cunningham),

Jensenii, Ustilago,

jews'-harp. See roria.
jocoaa, Porina,
jogjakartae, Nummuliies,
Johnson, E. C. See Freeman, E. M., and

Johnson.
chvsioni, Clytia.

Sertnlurella.

Seriularia,

Joseph and Co., WeUington recla. (BaUlie), 713
josephtma, Neverita.
jnglandicola, Nidularia.
jnglandicolum, Crucibulvrn.
" Jules Michelet," Transactions presented (Inst.),

jtincemn, Epilobium.
junciilinea, Declana.
Juncus prUmatocarpns R. Br., occ. Banks Pen.(Lamg & Wall), 441.

kaawaensis, Tiber.

Kae, beguiling of, with song (Andersen), 692.

kafa, a Niuean belt (Eangi Hiroa), 350.

kai-karanga, Maori crier (Andersen), 689.

Kaikoura Mts., strike (Benson), 129.

kaiparaense, Cy^natium,
kaiparaensis, Corbula,
Kaiserin Augusta Riv., geol, phases (Benson),

114.

Kaiwara Ck,, Huninui, Nautilus (Marshall),

616.

kaiwheri. See Uedycarya arborea.

kao, brought to N.Z. (Rangi Hiroa), 348.

Kapiti Isld., report advisory comm. (Inst.), 730.

karakia used in girding on belt (Ranai Hiroa),

346.

kareao (supplejack). See Bhipogomim scandens.

karetu. See Hierochloe redolens.

karetu, Uredo,

Karon Stream, wreck of " Maria " (Baillie), 705.

Kartigi beds, age (Finlay), 449.

Kaiosira obliquesiriafa n. sp., with fig. (Trueman),

601.

Kaukapakapa, geol. (Bartrum), 139.

kawai, strands of tu-karetu (Rangi Hiroa), 348.

kawaka. See Libocedrus Bidwillii.

kawakawa. See Macropiper excelsuw.

kawe used as belt (Rangi Hiroa), 346.

kawekawe, strands of tu-karetu (Rangi Hiroa),

348.

Kawerau, prehistoric tribe (Andersen), 696.

ka whatiy in song (Andersen), 699.

Kedong Valley, Nairobi, bush sickness in (Aston),

723.

Kei Islds., on geanticlinal ridge (Benson), 103,

107, 108, 111-12.
KeUerman, W. A., and Swingle, W. T., classific.

of Ustilago Hordei and U, nuda (Cunningham),

408.

Kelseys Valley, ferns in (HoUoway), 79.

Kendall, W. C, food of trout (Phillipps), 389.

and Goldsborough, E. L., food of rambow

trout (PhilUpps), 388.
Kennard Bros., Queen's Wharf, Wellington,

(BailUe), 718-19. ^ ,,

Kennadec Islds., climate and vegetation (Houo-

way), 89-90. •

plants are chance ocean -migrani»,

Cheesem. (Holloway), 90. ^.,

Kermadec-Tonga trench, the foredeep of Viiu

Levu segment (Benson), 99.

kermadecensiSf Cixi^is,

Cyathea.
kerosene for lighthouses (Baillie), 709.

Kesteven, H. L., Ausirotriton group^ and cy-

maiium parkinsonianvm (Finlay), ^*>^' q«.
kiekie root, binding of putorino (Andersen), ^^^ '

of pumoana, 696. , ,. «-

King Edward VII Land and Otago trend-ime

(Benson), 132. -.?o

King Isld., Tasmania, bush sickness (Aston), '-

kingfish, food value (Malcolm and Hamilton/'

376. ^.
Kirk, T., humidity of Auck. scoria

^^^f'f'g^^
Hymenophyllaceae on Stewajt Isld.,

Hymenophyllum villosum ana -d- *^"

confusion of, 82.
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Kirkaldy, G. W., incl. of Aka and Agandecca in

Poekillopteridae (Myers), 321 note.

kirki, Marginella.

Kirkii Poa,
Senecio,

Kniep, H., germination of Urocyshs (Ounniug-

ham), 430.

koanoa^ Oliarus.

koaro. See Galaxias JivMoni,

koaitaii, making and playing of (Andersen), 694

;

historic instruments, 695.

Koderia KuHzii Hack., occ. Banks Pen. (Laiug &

Wall), 440.

Koernicke, species of Phragmidinm (Cunning-

ham), 24,

konae, technique (Rangi Hiroa), 350.

ko7ieke, twist of thread (Rangi Hiroa), 350.

kopae, kopaepae, technique (Rangi Hiroa), 350.

kopare, a fillet (Rangi Hiroa), 344.

Koroana n. gen., charact. of (Myers), 319.

in key (Myers), 31*?.

arthnria n, sp., with pL, hab., &c. (Myers),

316, 320.

heleim n. sp., with pL (Myers), 319.

fcoronae, technique (Rangi Hiroa), 350.

koropae, koropaepae, technique (Rangi Hiroa),

350.

Korova Creek, geol. (Benson), 116.

koura. See Paranephrops planifrons,

kowJiai^ Aecidium,
Kowhai Creek Gully, ferns in (Holloway), 78.

kowhiti, plaiting-design (Rangi Hiroa), 347.

kowhiuwhiuj fire-fan (Rangi Hiroa), 354.

kuara, sandal (Rangi Hiroa), 360.

Kvrtzii, Koelaria,
Kusanoi, Melampaora.

labellata, Natica.
lohiata, Cassidea.
labiattimy Phalium,
' subsp. pyrunij Phaliunu
lacustris, Philorheithrus.
Ladia, strign, with fig. (Philpott), 220, 221.

obsoleta Fabr., strigil, with figs. (Philpott),

220,221.
laeta^ Laptothyra.
iaetuniy Myoporum.
iCievigala^ Schisinope brevis var.
Laevilitorina cysfophora n. sp., \yith. figs. (Finlay),

623.

micra n. sp,, with fig. (Finlay), 522.

laevia, Cyathus.
DriUia.

NcUica.
- (Ampullina).

Polinices,
I'afoea scamlens Bale, svn., 235.
Lafoeidae (Bale), 235.
lagenifem, Plumnlaria.
Lahillia, hist, remarks (Wilckens), 540.

luisa 0. WUck. sp., with pi. (Wilckens),

539.
^

Uing, R., Armstrong's identifications, 80.

- ^ee aim Cockayne, L., and R. Laing.
alandii, Seriola,
Lambton Ouav." extent (Baillie), 710.

lampaSf Clmronia.

var. eticUa, Clutronia,

lanatuSf Holcus.

lanceolata, Orlhophragmva, ^
lanceolaii, Gynmocojiia Cimu.
land claims, ahi-ka-roa in (Rangi Hiroa), 354. ^

. in Wellington, prices (Baillie), 701, 710, 711,

713,714.
Laomedm simpler Lamouroux, syn., 236.

lapilhsa, Gdechia,

Lands, Aecidium.

Peridermimn.

Lasiocampidae, strigil (Philpott), 220.

Lasiocampoidea, strigil (Philpott), 220.

lata. Pinna,

latmpertus, Uber (Euspira).

latecostaia, Alectrion.

latifoUa, AnisotoffiM.

Latimodjong Range, vxilcanism (Benson), 108^^

Latins brevirostris (HuttO, Suter 8 Jfmca

(Aphera) n. sp. a juvenile of (Finlay), 490.

latisnlcaim, Otolithv^ (CUhirns),

laiomana, Cnephasm,

Icixa, AglaopJienia,

laxus, Thecocarpus.

leaf-mining insects (Watt), 327, 674.

Lecythea Lev., syn., 14.

iJa should be Nucnlana (Finlay), 497.

—^ bdlttla. See Nuculana bdlula.

leggings, ilaori (Rangi Hiroa), 360.

learandL Sokcurius.

Kgm^inosae. hosts of Aecidium kotchar (Cnn-

ningham), 35^^^ ^cZ,W*i« (Cunningham).

Len?enfe!d, R. ^on, d^crip. of Siliculana

eampamilaria (Bale), 235.

lennoxemis, Campanulana.

lentifera,Cyathia. ,n„„«or,\ 118

Jpidocyclim, occ..(Bensoii), 117.

^''^ ST-Ay [L. iminulu.], occ. Target

Gully (Finlay), 4»6.
_

Lepidoptcra, N.Z- (^^>-I!f^l%f
^' ^ "

i.ep j^ (Philpott), 207, 663.

tibial strigil (Philpott). 215 24.

lepidus, Xyrnene.

Z^^r^^ (ft * G.), «c Dunedi^ (Fin-

Le'^Se^e, key. *c. (TU^rd).
l^„i,fp,,.

(V

^^mmala, Lucinida,

86. ^^ . .

lesteratu, Tatosoma.

Lesueiii, Cyaihus
,p, •, .^ oig

Letti, geol. phases (Benson), 103, lOL
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ArdgowanLeucosyrinx aha (Harris), occ.

(Finlay), 500.
— • subsp, tranaenna Sut., a Baihytoma

(Finlay), 503.

axibalta M. & M., incl. in Parasyrinz

(Finlay), 514.

— iramenTia Sut., type of Crjiptomella

(Finlay), 516.

Levat, geol (Benson), 121.

levifoliaiaf Lucinida.

Levinsen, G, M, R., division? of Sertulariidae

(Bale), 236.

levity Tillelia,

JJsiilago,

Aoenae var.

Libellida puhheUa, food of (Phllipp.s), 389.

Liberfia grandiflora Sweet, not on Banks Pen.
(Laing k Wall), 444.

Libocedrus BidmUii Hook, f., in Wastland
(Holloway), 72.

northern limit the same as for

Hymenophyllum Malingii (Holloway), 88,

library of Inst. See N..Z Inst.

Liebenberg, von, Tilletia spores, viability of

(Cunningham), 426.

UMtiJago A venae, spores of (Cunningham),
406.

life-historiea, N.Z. insects (Hudson), 341.

lighthouse, Wellington, first (Baillie), 703, 705.
lights. See harbour-lights.

Ligustmim lalifolium Hoot. f. See Anisoiome
lafifolia.

Liliaceae, hosts of Vredo Dianellae (Cunning-
ham), 42.

UrocifStis (Cunningham), 429.

U'ttilago (Cunningham), 404.

liliana^ TelUna.
Illicina, Urcdo,

Lima, occ. (Marsh. & Murd.), 156.

btdlata Born, occ. Awamoa (Finlay), 511.
colorala Hutt., occ. Awamoa (Finlay),

511.

mestayerae n. sp., with pL (Marwick), 192.
paleata (Hutt.), occ. (Marsh. & Murd), 156,

Limacodidae, no strigil (Philpott), 220,
limhata, Darda7i7ila,

Limea transemm Tate, occ. Ardgowan (Finlay),

Limnophila nigrocincia Edwards, syn., 653.
Limnophilella sewtina (Alexander), desc. of male,

with fig, (Alexander), 654,
Limop$i8 catenata Sut., juvenile of L. zitteli

Iher. (Finlay), 498.

zealaiidica Hutt. [L. anriia Brocchi], occ.
Awamoa (Finlay), 511.

ziiem Iher,, occ, Ardgowan (Finlay), 609,
occ. (Marsh. & Murd,), 156.

Linaceae, hosts of Melampsora Lini (Cunning-
ham), 27.

^

Lincoln, mean rainfall, 1911-20 (Holloway), 70.
lincium, Vexillum.
Lindera tessallafeUa Blanch, (Philpott), 214.
Lindaayi, Poa.
Linemera, n. gen., charact. (Finlay), 483.

in group (Finlay), 481 ; ^in key, 493.
awamoatnsia n. sp., with fig. (Finlay), 485

;

in key, 493.

Linemera, interrupta nom. nov. {Rissoa gradnta

Hutt.), charact. (Finlay), 483.

Finlay, in group (Finlay), 481 ; in

key, 493.

minuta n, si?., with fig. (Finlay), 483; in

key, 493.

pingue (Webster), rel. to L. minuta and

X. interrupia (Finlay), 484.

pukeuriensis n. sp., with fig. (Finlay), 484

;

in key, 493,

linedlata, Gari,

Psammobia.
linguatula, Citharus,

Liniy Melampsora.
Podocysiis.

Podosporium.
Vredo,

liniperda, Melampsora,
Linum monogynum Forst., host of Melampsora

Kusanoi (Cunningham), 28.

var. Chatham icum Cockayne, host of

Melampsora Kti^anoi (Cunningham), 28.

Liotdla and Brookula, relations (Finlay), 526.

polypleura (Hedley), prob. ident. with

Br00Jada funiculata (Finlay), 529-

Liotiidae in N.Z. Tertiary (Finlay), 526.

Liparidae, strigil, with figs. (Philpott), 220, 221.

Lipophleps. See Genomyia (Lipophleps).

lirata^ Struthiolaria,

Lironoba, in group (Finlay), 481 ; in key, 493.

charassa n. sp., with fig. (Finlay), 486;

in key, 493.

polyvinda n. sp., with fig. (Finlay), 48o;

in key, 493— suleri (Hedley), in group (Finlay), **^^-

rel. to L. polyvinda (Finlay), 485-*<6'

Lissospira corulum (Hutt.), incl. in Broohda

Iredale (Finlay), 626.

exigua Sut., a Liesotesta congen. -with i.

micra (Finlay), 497.

Lithoconiis abriiptus. See Conus^

dennanti. See Conns,
triangularis. See Conus. ^^

Liihoihamnium nummuUtica, occ. (Benson), 1-

notc,

littoralis, Griselinia. . .«

Lloyd, C, G„ fibrils of Ntdula emodensis (Cun-

ningham), 62.

lobatusy Vher.

Lomas, E. K., research grant, 1923, 790.

Lombok, on geanticlinal ridge (Benson), It'^-

longlcornis, 3Iontagua,
longirosta, Sertnlaria.

longifoUa, Celmisia,

lo7}gissimay Hamaspora.
longissimum, Phragmidium.
Lord Howe Isld,, geol. (Benson), 127. ^ .^

Lorica hauraliensis Mestayer, occ. Taien \

Loripts should be Lucinida (Fmlay), ^y^

Louisiade Islds., geol. (Benson), H^' 11»'

Loyalty Islds., geol. (Benson), 118, 1"'>-

lucida. Carer,
Metrosideros,

Nepticula,
Lucilia Linn^, in key (Malloch), 638.

^— caesar Linne, the only sp. (Mallochj,
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Lucinida concinna (Hutt.) [LorIPCS'], occ. Ard-

gowan (Finlay), 509,

dispar (Hutton), with pi. (Marwick), 193.

laminata (Hutt.) [Loripesl occ. Awamoa
(Finlay), 511 ; Pukeuri, 508.—

• hvifoliata Marshall and Murdoch, syn.,

193.

luisa, Lahillia.

Lunaiia Gray, syn., 56S.

auatralis Hutt., syn., 552.

suiuralis Hutt,, syn., 557.

vitrea^ syn., 570.

hUm, Alcithea.

Venericardia,
Luzula crinila Hook, f., host of Uredo anlardi

(Cunninghara), 47.

Lyallii, Oleana,
Raintnculus.

Senecio.

Macropiper excelsum, host of Cixins frerwWec-

ensis (Myers), 319.

macrotrema, Naiica.

Macrurus. iiee Otolith us (Macmrus),
Mactra diacors Gray, occ. Awamoa (Finlay),

511 ; Piikeuri, 508.

ovala var. rudis Hutt., occ. Dune(hn (Fiu-

ica

Trichomanes,
Lyell, W., asst. lighthouse-keeper, Wellingt

(BailHe), 70S.

Lyria zelandica n. sp., with pi. (Finl

Lytocarpiis phoeniciua, rel. to Thea
toni (Bale), 262-63.

on

1 fj

secundus Allman, syn
Lyttelton Wharf, Wellingt

263.

lytfdtonensis, fncisura.

Myosotis australis var.

ton (Baillie),.7l4.

McAIpi
ni

Jpine, D., effect of smut on egg-laying (Cun-

tgham), 425.
unnuig

Phragmidium spp. (Cunningham), 24.

rusts, occ. of (Cunningham), 8.

Ustdago hromivora, control (Cunningham),

412.

mc callfimi, Sertularia.
McCarthy, D., first Government pilot, Welling-

ton (BaiUie), 705.
MacCluer Gulf, geol. phases (Benson), 114-

maccoyi. Typhis.
Macfarlane Str., coal area (Speight), 619

;

glaciation in, 624.
McKayi, TerehelUna,
McLaggan and Thompson, contractors, Queen s

Wharf, Wellington (BailUe), 716.
^nadeayanus, Papilio.
Macoma edgari Iredale [Tdlina gl(d>rdla], occ.

Ardgowan (Finlav). 510 ; Awamoa,^ -^ (Finlay), 510;
Pukeuri, 508.

Awamoa, 511

;

—
rel. to M. robini (Finlay), 474.

;;

robini n. sp., with pi. (Finlay), 474.

Macquarie Isld., no woody plants on (HoUoway),

idacrocalliata, occ. (Marsh. & Murd.), 156.

macrorarpn, Odontotheca.
""-—

- Sertularia.
macrodotUa, Olearia.
Macrodontae, Aecidium.

Macromastix svhmoyiia
(Alexander), 659.

^^(icrompalina Cossmai
^^(^tromphaliyia. See

Una).

larwick), 577.

(Macrompha-

lay), 517. —,. , .

: scalpdlum Reeve, occ. Awamoa (Fmlay),

511 ; Pukeuri, 508.

occ. (Marsh, k Murd.), \m.

Madang (Friedrich Wilhelm Hafen), peol. (Ben-

son), 117.

viaesia, Xatica.
.

...

Majadina browni Thomson, similar to M. clij-

difdenetms n. sp., ^nth %.(p^^^^^^^^^^

thomsoni n. sp., with fig. (Fmlay), 533.

7nagellan icum , Taraxacum.

Magnatka n. subg. {Marwi.k), oa3 ; m Uej ,
.>4S.

554 ; range, 546.

See also Ncdica (Maynaiica).

Magnusiana, Pucciiua.
_

Mair, a, notes on i«a«a« (Andersen) 694-95

on ngnru, 695 ; on pahu, 690 91 ;
on tne

paJ^ru. 691, 692 ; on the jniJ^aea oTpvwornui,

696; on the ;>«/ara. 696 ; on the pu/or,«o, 693.

maire. See Oha Cunninghamii.

Maitai series, range of (Benson). 1-^.

major, Amauropsella.

Nudeoftsis.

_^.'^: Wallace's biological division »l»

tectonic (Benson), 99.

3Ialingn, Hyme>>ophj,JJ>nr>..

Malletia australis (Q. i O-). oc^. Awaiuu v

J^'^l^occ. (Marsh, ft Murd.) 156

8trigulata n. sp. (Ph^Ipott), 214

Malpha n. gen., char^t (Myers), 322.

in key (Myers), 31/.

coclcrofti n. sp. (Myers), 323.

duniana n. sp., with pi. (Myers), 323.

im n. sp. (Myers), 323.

oiidri n. sp., with pi. (Myers)'
ff-

S=.SS^»SLn),n4.
MamiVa. See Nahca MamiUa).

mZL See Polinice. (Manama).

-;;^it S^Wossils (Tn.cn.n)^^^^

iU^ili" morgnm n. sp., with pi. (M-^^'^"*)'

5i;/,«kS;?- and p,.i.l^ fRangi Hiro.,. 344.

extinction Rangi Hiroa)- 362- .6.

intermixing ^vith whites (Rang! Hvroa). 373

modernization (Rangi^Hiroa), 36/ -68.

Andersen)

population (Rangi Hiroa), 363.

proverb on roria (Andersen), 68y.
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Maori saying, by slighted rangaiira (Rangi ; marshaUi, Chione.
fliroa), 354,

song (Andersen), 699;
of te reo iriravgi, 699.

maoria, Natica.

maorianus, Pleurodon,

maoriunif Admete,
Aitstrotriton.

Columharium,
var. insignitum, Austrotriton.

Maorivetia n. gen. (Finlay), 513.
map of N.Z., contoured topographical (Tnst.),

757.

Maps

—

Botany—
N.Z. biolog. region (HoUoway), 68.
KZ. botan, dists., proposed (Holloway), 85,
Outlying mountain region (Holloway), 76.

Geology—
E. Indies and N. Guinea, bathymetric (Ben-

son), 100.

- v^c, tectonic features (Benson\
100.

Malvern Hills, main fault- lines (Speight),
620.

'^ i^ B h

Pacific, S.W., bathymetric and structural
(Benson), 122.

Riverhead -Kaukapakapa dist. (Bartrum),

Conchothyra,
Pugnelhis,

Venericardia (Pleuromeris),
Verconella.

Heterology—
Rainfall of S. Island, N.Z. (Holloway), 73.

Statistics—
Maori populn., density (Rangi Hiroa), 372,

Marangaranga, Te, prehistoric tribe (Andersen),
696.

marata. Clematis,

Mare Isld., geol. (Benson), 123.
Marett, R. R., influences on evolution (Rangi

Hiroa), 369. •
^

Margarella decepta Iredale, occ. Taieri (Finlay),

inargimlis, Cixiiis,

Oliarus,

Marginella allporti Ten. -Woods allied to M
cairoma (Brookes), 154,—— (Glabrella) brevispira n. ?p., with pi.
(Marwick), 201.

^

cairoma n. sp., with pi. (Brookes), 154.
fraudulenta Sut., occ. Ardgowan (Finlay),

- i-2>H Marwick, rel. to M. bre^-ispira (Mar-

Mana," wreck, Wellington (Baillie), 70^
arWiam Riv., in geological phases (Be h

Mannorostmna, See Turbo (Marmorostoma)
Marsden, £., research grant, 1923, 790

^F i"' ?W^i"?^^ ^""^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ sorrel.
(Finlay & McD.), 534-35 and note.

Hampden beds, age (Finlay), 448,— Hokonui schists metamorphosed crev-wacke (Benson), 129. ^ ^
Hutton grant (Inst.), 752, 765.
research grant, 1923, 790,

identity (Finlay), 490.
MarshaU Islands, sails (Rangi Hiroa), 360

Maruiwi. See Te Heke o Maruiwi.
Marwick, J,, Ataxocerithium hutioni, locality

(Finlay), 477.

BaryteUina, n. gen. (Finlay), 474.
marwickiy Calliostoma,

Cymatitim.
Massee, —, species of Phragmidium (Cunning-

ham), 24.

matai. See Podocarpus spicatus,

Matfhewsiif Senecio,

Maungapohatu, war-gong (Ander>:en), 691.

maurea. See Carex lucida and C. comans,
mawhiti, plaiting-design (Rangi Hiroa), 347.

Mawson, D., New Hebrides, geol. (Benson), 121.

maximuSy Megalatractus.
May, W, L., Ilayena, use of name (Finlay), 402.

Maydis, Ustilago.

Mayena, in key (Finlay), 463.

use of name (Finlay), 462.

anatralasia (Perry), classific, (Finlay), 462.

in key (Finlay), 464.

not fossil in Aust. (Finlay), 465.

Mecorchesia brevicornis Broun, with pi. (Hudson),

342.

media, Stellaria,

Struthiolaria,

mediterranean SertidareUa,

medullaris, Cyathea,
Megalatractus maximtts (Tryon), is Vercondla

dilatata Q. & G. (Finlay), 501.

Megatylotus. See Aynpullina (MegatyloUs).

mekameha, plait of fillet (Rangi Hiroa), 344.

Melampsalta cingvJafa, trout -food (PhillipP^)'

385.

Melampsora Castagne (Cunningham), 26;

Gaeoma in cycle of (Cunningham), 32.

betulina TuL, syn,, 29.

liniperda Koern., syn., 27.

Kusanoi Dietel (Cunningham), 27.

Lini Desmazieres, with fig. and pi. i^^^'

ningham), 27.

pudtulata Schroet., syn., 30.

Melampsoraceae, charact. (Cunningham), 2o.

Uredo
Klebahn

mngham), 28 ; m key, 2b.

Betnlae Arth., syn., 29. v

betulinum Klebahn, with fig. (CunningiiaD^'

i Peridermium in cycle of (Cunningham), 32,

Melanchra agorastis Meyr., strigil,

(Philpott), 221.

distracta n. sp. (Meyrick), 202.

with fig'

fnrtiva n. sp.", with fig. (Philpott^, 663.
^^

mutans (Walli.), difiF. from M. P'
(Philpott), 664. ^^. ^on

Melanchrinae, strigil, with" fig. (Philpott), ^^"•

melanomhray Apateiris.

Epiphthora,
tnelanospermay Cyathia,

Nidularia.
melanospermuSy Cyathxis.
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Melicope ternata Forst., not on Banks Pen.

(Laing & Wall), 438.
. r ,,

Melicytus micranthus Hook, f . var. rMcrophyllus

Cheesem., occ. Banks Pen. (Laing & WaU),

441.

Mdim zelandica Suter, occ. Target Gully (Fin-

_^!! "should be Isognomon zealandicum

(Sut.), (Finlay), 496.

melody, old and new (Andersen), b»».

Mentawei Group on anticUnal ridge (Benson),

102.

Menziesii, Nothofagus.
^^

Mercer St., formerly ''College Lane (Bailiie),

711

Merelina, absent from N.Z. Tert. (FirAag), 482.

in group (Finlay), 481 ; in key, 49^.

cheilostoma (Ten. -Woods), in group (tm-

micans, yotosetia.

micra, Laevilitorina,

Micreschara Cossman, charact. Manuck), on.

(Macroniphnlina) huttom n. muU ^'^^

pi. (Marwick), 578. /M^rwirW^^ ^ _ aurifonnis n. sp., with pi (Maniick),

lay), 481. .„. , v

8culptilis May, rel. to Linemera (± inlay),

483
ilfenco n. spp. of Suter. See Admete maomim

and A . suterL „ r * • ,.

«

(^pAern; n. sp. of Suter. See Lahrns

— ,««««.,«^^^i., rTate^. rel. to Trigomstonm

waikaiaensis (Finlay), 466.

meridiojialis, Chione, .
,

Merhvccius. See also- OtoUthus (MerluccmsJ.

vulgaris charact. (Frost), 609.

Mesalia atriolata (Hutt.), occ. Ardgowan (J? in-

lay), 510 ; Pukeuri, 508.

varying form (Finlay), 508.

Mesozoic gasteropods, classific. (Trueman), bUl.

rocks, Malay Archipel. (Benson), l"l-

Mestayer. M., Hutton research grant (Inst.), z^-,

765.

mestayerae, Lima.
Metaclisis, charact. (Gahan), 687.

Meiacriaa, strigil (Philpott), 222. ..

erichrysaMejT.. strigil, fig. (Phi po*9.'. ^^V
Metamimas australasiae Don., strigii, witn p.

(Philpott), 222. ,. ,TT_iio.

meteorology, as affecting fern-growth (iloiio

way), 68.

""ch^'atef^Canterbury, outlying mountains

(Holloway), 76-77.

Waimate (HoUoway), 76-77.

rainfall, Cass (Holloway), 75.

Dunedin (HoUoway), 83. ^
Hokitika and Lincoln (Holloway), 70.

map of S. Isld., N.Z., 73.
,,^^-„\

-Midland RaUway tunnel (Holloway).

71-72.

Nelson (Holloway), 87.

Reefton (Holloway), 86.

Stewart lid. (Holloway), 84. ,, ^,_x

and climate, Auckland City (HoUoway),

Auckland Islds. (Hfoway). 91.

Chatham Islds. (HoUoway), 90^»^-

Raoul (Kermadec Islds.), (Houo

way), 90. -d- l, in
Metroaideros lucida (Forst. f.) A. Kicn.,

Westland (HoUoway), 72. i.„iuium~ vilhsa Smith, Hymenophynum fiabdlaUm

on (Holloway), 90,

89.

578.

microcarpa, Nidula.

var. rugispora, Ntdnia.

microgm, SertuUreUa.

microphylh, Acaena.

Micropterygidae, strigil. with fags, (rnupoiv,,

216.

71-72.

miersiu Moniagna.
Mordaguaiui.

ProboUum.
Stenoihoe.

(Cunningham), 31, 52.

MilihTilldia.
/Hensonl. 125 note-

SrVAif'Tterioration of t,on. (PbiUipp.).

390-91.

mimicum, Psilochorema.

miniata, Uredo.

miniatum, Caeotiui.

minima, Odontotheca.

Sertulfirella.

Yenericardia.

minimum, Amtrotritm.

Cymatium.
HymenaphyUum.

miiior, Bdophos.

Estea.

Mondaria. . »

Orthapliragnnna javana ^ ar.

Struthiolaria.

mimita, Linemera.

miocaenim, ^""f
^'.'^-

„

miocaenioum, GUmnum.

(Hutt.), (Finlay). 502. .

mirabilii, Struihiolarta.

miraculom OjXre^(Ti<^ngi Hiroa), 350.
^

S&ege^alio^n of^jfoi aniwhite (Eangi Hiroa).

373-74.

misera, -B'f
««•

(Benson), 104, 106, 113.

S'-Ob^SutTh:iSl of islinds.. Tertiary rocks

(Benson), 105.

I MLtti,geol. (Benson), 116.
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mi^smmensis, Puccina.
mitocera^ Oncopera.
Miira alokiza T.-Woods, allied to J/, eusulcata

(Finlay), 469.

amiorica, ident. by Suter (Finlay), 468.—— Sut., syn., 467.

not at Target GuUy (Finlay), 498.
datoir n. sp., with pL (Finlay), 469.
eumilcata n. sp., with pi. (Finlay), 468.
inconspkua Hutton, syn., 468,
mnUmilcaia Harris, allied to J/, eusulcata

(Finlay), 469.

mixta, Haurakia.
Mnesarcha^ hemadelpka Meyr., strigil, fig. (Phil-

pott), 217.

similis n. sp., with fig. (Philpott), 667.
Mnesarchaeidae, strigil, with figs. (Philpott), 216.
modeatus^ Uber.

Modiolus australis (Gray), occ. Target Oidly
doubtful (Finlay), 497.

Moehau, Te, Mount, ferns on (Holloway), 88.
Moeller, A., classific. of smuts (Cunningham), 401.
Moeraki beds, age (Finlay), 449.
Molengraaff, G. A., Java, anticlinal ridge S.W.

of (Benson), 102 note.
Malay Archipel. submergence (Benson),

tectonics (Benson), 111.
Mollusca, Tertiary, stratigraphical range of

monocystis^ Aecidhihi.

Monodonta coracinn (Troschel), oec. Target
GuUy doubtful (Finlay), 497.

monogynuniy Linnm,
Monomorium sp. and plant-hoppers (Myers), 316.

monospilalisy Alucita.

monoxyla, Crepidula.
Montagna longicornis Haswell, sjti., 270.

miersii Haswell, syn,, 270.
Montaguana miersii Chilton, syn., 270.
montana^ Astelia.

Tiphobiosis.

Monumbo (Potsdamhafen), geol (Benson), 117.

Morgan, P. G., Kaikonra Mts., strike of (Benson),

129.

otruinioiamaae (Marwic
olluscan fauna of N.Z.,
(Finlay «fc McD), 537 and'note.

Recent (Finlay), 517-26.
Molophilus cruciferus Alexander, desc., with fie

(Alexander), 648.

multicinctus Edwards, desc., (Alexander),
*

parvulus Alexander, desc, with fig. (Alex-

648.

ander), 649.

ander), 660.

pnlckerrimus

Mj'^^o£i Alexander, desc., with fig. (Alex-

,,,- , Edwards, desc., with fig.
(Alexander), 649.

Molucca Islds., geol. (Benson), 123.
moluccanusj Eubus.
Monalaria n. g., in classific. (Maruick), 162, 163,

affin. to Conchothyra (Marwick), 171,
concinna (Suter), with fig. and pL (Mar-

wick), 164, 165, 173.

arwic

^
stratigraphical range (Marwick), 172.

minor (Marshall), in classific, with pi.
(Marwick), 164, 165, 174.~ , affin- to Conchothyra marshalli (Mar-
wick), 171.

^

— group diag. (Marwick), 168.
-—-.—^ stratigraphical range (Marwick), 172.Moma incisura (Hutt.) [Placunanomial occAwamoa (Finlay), 511 ; Pukeuri, 508.-— the only valid sp. (Finlay). 506.

i/em, Sdaginopsia.
Sertularia.

Struthiolaria.

Struijiiolaria cingulata subsp.
Thuiaria,

monoculoides, BovalUa.
Eusiroides.

rnorgani, Mangilia,
morganianuiitf Dentalium,
moselyi, ZelandoptiJa,

Moser, T., sound of calabash-trumpet (Ander-

sen), 689.

mosses, N.Z., printing Dixon's bull. (Inst.), 728.

Mongeotia, trout -food (Phillipps), 386.

mountain southem-beech. See Nothofagus dif-

fortioides.

mountaiii-totara. See Podocarpus Hallii,

mouse-ear chickAveed. See Cerastium vulgatum.

mucronata^ Aregtna,
Earina.

mucronatum, Phragmidium,*
mucronatus, Uber,

MuMenbechia axillaris (Hook, f.) Walp., host

of Pnccinia tiritea (Cunningham), 394.

ephedrioides Hook, f., occ Banks Pen.

(Laing & Wall), 441.

Muir, F., Cixiidae, key (Myers), 317.

Cixitis interior, desc. (Myers), 318. .

puvrfi/nargo, desc (Myers), 318.

• rufifronSf desc (Myers), 319.

muirij Malpha,
muka used for belt (Rangi Hiroa), 348.

Mulder, J. F., and TrebUcock, R. E., varieties

of Sertularia minima (Bale), 249.

fnulticinctus, Molophilus,

multifidium, Hymenophylhnn.
multinoda, Plumularia,
multinodis, Festuca.
multiplex^ Drillia,

multiplicafa, Orthophragmina.
multisulcatay Miira.
Municipal Corporations Act, 1842, reasons why

disallowed (Baillie), 707-8.

Murdoch, R., resoL of sympathy (Inst), 753.

See also Marshall, P., and Murdoch.

wvrdochi^ Trophon.
Murex angasi, a Pteronotus (Finlay), 497.

australis Gmelin, syn., 187. -

octogonus Q, & G., a Ilexaplex (Finlay), 4^/.

peS'Struthiocameli Chemnit:^, syn., 180.

stramineus Gmelin, svn., 180. »

zelandicus Q, & G., occ Ardgowan (Jiniay/,

510; Pukeuri, 508 ; Target Gully, 496.

" Murirangaranga, Te," the koauau of TutaneKai

(Andersen), 695.

Murua. See Woodlark Isld.
_ ,pjj^^

Musculus barbatus (Reeve), occ Taieri, &c. (

lay), 517.
music, Maori (Andersen), 689.

Mussau. See St. Matthias Isld.
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mutabilis, Otolithus (Trachinus).

mutans, Melanchra.
,, /at

Muttkowski, R. A., the term " allotype (Alex-

ander), 643.

Myers, J. G., Hamilton prize (Inst.), 7o<^-

research grant, 1923, 790.

myersii, Paragus.
•

i v ia^
MyUitafinlayi n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 194.

Myndus radicis, hab. (Myers), 316.

Myoporaceae, hosts of Aecidium Myopon (Lun-

ningham), 35.

Myopori, Aecidium,
t a j*

Myoporum laetum Forst. f., host of Aecidium

Myopori (Cunningham), 36.

Myosotis australis R. Br. var. lyUelUmcnsis var.

nov., with fig. (Laing & Wall), 442.

capiiata Hook, f., host of Pmcmia novo-

Natica maoria, witli pi. (Marwick), 552 ; m key,

549 ; range, 547,

votocenica n. sp., with pi. (Finlay), 460.

with pi. (Marwick), 650; in key,

549 ; ran^e, 547,— ocata Hector, syn., 665.

— planlsiUuralis n. sp., with pi. (Marwick),

550; in key, 549; raa^e, 547.

nraecoiiaors n. sp., (Finlay), 4;>1.

1 ^th fig. (Marwick), 561 ; in key.

549 ; range, 547,

— solida Sowerhy, syn., oou.

-- smrata Larak., type (:\Iarwick), 5*G.

snhhta n. sp., with pi, (Marwick), 661 ;

zelandlca (Cunningham). 46.

Myriophyllum elaiinoidcs, trout-food (Phillippsj,

382, 3SG.

naked smut on barley and wheat (Cunmngham),

409. •

Namatanai ridge, geol (Ben.«on), 1-1-

vamua, Puccinia.
nana, Eis-soa.

in key, 549; ran^e, 547.

_ viteUns Linnc, type (Marwick), o49.

— vilrea Hutt., syn., 570.

zdandica M. &. M., syn., 551.

zfhndka Q. A G., with pi. (Manvick),

549 ; in key, 649 ; range, 547.

_! ,uff from .V. no/oceni^ (Fmlay), 450.

not at Target Gully (Finlay), 504,

zdandica Sut., syn., 450, 551.

(Ampumna) Iruvil Hutt., ^^*2:^
_

frammcca; n. subg. (Marwick). 653, in

key, 548 ; range, 547.

shell

-

, _ Ma fusifonnta var,

nanggoulini, NummidiUs,
Naricidae of KZ. (Marwick), 545, 577.

Nassicola n. sec. (Finlay), 514,

Natacina. See Sigareius fXatacinaJ-

Natica Scopoli, in key (Marwick), 548

;

nomenclature, 548; key to species, 549;

range, 546, . j.,

auatralls Bartrum, ident. with uoer

\waensis (Marwick), 566.

auatralia Hutt., syn., 552.

australis Sut., syn., 551, 571.
.

hacca n. sp., with pi. (Marmck), 5oO
;
m

bey, 549 ; ranti;e, 547, ,— biirdiqahnsis Mayer, rel. to Cannacca

(Marwick), 553.
— callom Hutt., syn., 561.

'tis n. sp., with pi. (Finlay), 451.

with pL (Man^ick), 551; m key,

549 ; range, 547. ,, . , v

- denlicidifera n. sp., with pk Marwick),

652 ; in k«y, 549 ; range, 547.
. -, . r^APi— dillwynni Payr., operculum (Marmck) f^.

gibbosa Hutt., occ. (Marsh. & Murd,), l&o.

occ. in Aust. (Marwick), 561.

— luxrrisensis n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), ^oi

,

in key, 549 ; ranse, 547.
.— haiveraensia n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 5oi

,

in key, 549 ; range, 547,

itiexpectata n. sp. (Finlay), 452. ^

with pi. (Marwick), 550 ;
m key,

549 ; range, 547,

lahellafa Lamk., type (Marwick), 56S.

laevis Hutt., syn., 575.

macrolrema Ad. & Reeve, rel. to Cannacca

arwiok), 553.

maesta n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), o06 >

in key, 549 ; range, 547.— maorm Finlay, not at Target bully

(Finlay), 504.

*"^^^^''tLJ^l?.^H pi. (Marwick), 554;

aU), 555 ; in Ke^ 554 ; -^f^^^T.^,
.^

• io ^^y' ^'^} .f_"?!' I*!; =.f», ol. fMamie

I Kev, 554 ; range, 547.

! suiherlandi n. sp., with pi. (Marwirk),

555 ; in key, 554 ; range, o4/.

;.l/ami»a; o-ata Hutt.. syn.. 5(>o, 567.

/ Yercr^Va; gibbosa Hutt., syn., 560.

Xaflfidae of N.Z. (Marwick), 545,

NaS K'^^^^^-i Council -"«"-" 'Tr.

776 Whiteaves

(Marshall), 616.

J^d2<^?S~a ol trout (Phillip,,), 388^89.

neghda, CeUchia.

negUctus, OmtJuxhton,

XeilUi, Sorosporium.

Ne son, climate and ferns (Hojloway), 87.

IZibkies, occ. (Benson), lOo note.

neozelanica, ApJiropMa.

Austroiriion.

Charon ia.

Erato.

Notosetia,

. Pholadomya. t» t -n

Kephrodium vdulinum Raoul., occ. Banks Pen.

fLainff & Wall), 440.

nS^ erecmus n. sp., with pi. and fig.

(Watt), 679, 686

/H/i-a, with pi. and fig. (Watt), 6<8, I) -J,

^\cida Philp., «-ith pi. and figs. (Watt), 674 ;

charact., 679.

o<7j/i/ia, with figs. (Watt), 6.9, 686.
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Nepiicula perissopa, with pi. and figs. (Watt), 679.
progama n. sp. (Meyrick), 662.
progonopsis Meyr. (Watt), 686.
tricentra should be K. erechtitus (Watt),

686-87.

Neptunea coslaia Hutt., type of Nassicola
(Finlay), 514.

Nerita mammilla Linne, type (Marwick), 559.
Neritopsis ? sp., with pi. (Wilckens), 542.

speighti Trechmann, syn., 541.
Nertera setulosa Hook, f., occ. Banks Pen

(Laing & Wall), 441.
nerrosua^ Cixius.

Nesormosia. See Amphineurus (Nesormosia)

.

nettle. See Urtica ferox,
nettle-fly. See Agromyza urticae.
Neiirochorema n. g., females and males, with figs.

(Tillyard), 286, 290-91.
^

decussatum n. sp,, with pi. and fijrs. (Till-
yard), 291-92. ^ ^

Neverita Risso (Marwick), 571 ; in key 549 •

range, 546.

josephinia Risso, type (Marwick), 571.—-- See also Natica (Neverita), Polinices
(Neverita), Vber (Ncherita),

New Britain, geoL (Benson), 119, 120.
New Caledonia, geol. (Benson), 119, 123, 124,

New Guinea, geol. (Benson), 103, 105, 107 11^
113 e? seq.

'

New Hanover, geol. (Benson), 120, 121
New Hebrides, geol. (Benson), 119, 123, 126, 133^ew Ireland, geol (Benson), 120, 121.
Newman, A. K., disappearance of Maori (Rangi

Hiroa), 362, 370.
^

iSewtoniella n. sp. of Suter ^ Ataxocerithium
qnadncingulatum (Finlay), 477.

- distinct from Ataxocerithiunl suleri ^Mar-
wick), 194.

N.Z.-Kermadec ridge (Benson), 132.
N.Z. rocks (Benson), 127.
N.Z. Institute, atliUated societies' reports, 1922

(Inst,), 728 ; 1923, 753 ; levy for vol. 55, 762
^ ~T^Z

^"""^1 meeting, 1923, minutes, 727

;

to., 1924, 753.

Catalogue Committee, Report, 1922

N.Z. Institute, Regulations Committee, report,
1923 (Inst.), 744.

' Research Grant Committee, report,

1922, 741 ; for 1923, 762 ; for ten years
ending 1923, 766

; property-list, 770.

Standing Committee, report,. , 1922
(Inst.), 728; dates of meetings, reconstitu-
tion, 751 ; report, 1923, 754 ; resolutions, not
in 1923 report, 757.

Samoan Observatory Committee,
report, 1923 (Inst.), 774.

Tongariro Nat. Park Committee,
report, 1922 (Inst,), 731 ; report, 1923, 772.

travelling-expenses of members, 1923

^^
(Inst.), 733, 740; 1924, 756, 758.

" Ngarangikakapiti," a noted Icoauau (Ander-

sen), 695.

Ngaruroro-Waipawa dist., palaeontology (Mar-

wick), 191-201.
Ngata, A. T., on song (Andersen), 699.

Ngati-Hotu, an ancient tribe (Andersen), 696.

Ngati-Porou, sheep-farming (Rangi Hiroa), 372.

song-technique (Andersen), 698-99.

Ngati-Ruanai, fly-afflicted (Rangi Hiroa-), 356.

Ngati-Tama, members of (Rangi Hiroa), 364.

Ngatitutanekai, descendants of Tutanekai

(Andersen), 696.
nguru, music of (Andersen), 695-96.
Nidula White, characteristics (Cunningham), 61.

in key, 61.

Candida (Peck) White, with fies. (Cunning-

ham), 61,

emodensis (Berk.) Lloyd, with figs. (Cun

— microcarpa Peck, syn., 62.

lyn

(Inst.), 750; report, 1923, 775^

Z^cTT' exchange list, additions, 1921 (Inst )728; in 1922, 754.
linsr.j.

-or. 1

^^U*^^sWp elections, 1922, i^a/etted

ilU ff°^' ^'23, 749; vacancik 750

:

1923 elections gazetted, 755 ; election, 1924^

^^^^^ Barrier Reef Committee
report, 1922, 732 ; report, 1923, 775

'^'"'^^^*''

finst ^
- ^^^^^^^^-^^^"^t>ership' qualifications

I9T4 775 '
deaths reported, 751 ; election,

library, removal (Inst.), 732, 734-35 •

report, 1923, and housing agreement, 773

19241^6 ' *''' ^^^^ ^^'^*-^' 751; 'for

publications, storage (Tnst.), 757, 758.

/Tn.f X
-fl^'^'^f^tion Committee, report, 1922

(inst.), 741 ; delay in publishing Trav3. andamalg. of vols, for 1922-23, 770 ; ^report, 1923,

Nidularia^m key (Cunningham), 61.

Candida Peck, syn., 61.

Crucilmlum Secret., syn., 63.

fasciularis Schw,, syn., 65.

jufjlandicola Schw., syn., 63.

mdanosperma Schw., syn., 66.

plumhea Pers., syn., 65.

Mercorea Schw., syn., 66.

Nidulariales of N.Z. (Cunningham), 59.

niger, Elateromyces.
nigrescenSy Dicranowyia,
nigricans^ Danthonia aemiannidaris var.

Hylohia.

nigrifrons, HuUia.
nigrocaulaSy Obelia.

nigrocincta, Limnophila.
Polymoria,

nigrohalterata, Gonomyia (LipopMeps)-
nigrum, Blechnuw,
Nitellay trout-food (Phillipps), 3S2.

nilida, Olearia.

Nine nose-flute playing (Andersen), 694.

Niuean belt (Rangi Hiroa), 350.

niveinervisy Amphineurus (Nesormosia)

^

nivicolay Ranunculus.
nivipicta, Tarache.
'' Noah's Ark," Plimmer's (BaiUie), 709.

Nocfcuidae, strigil, with fig. (Philpott), 220, Ui>

Noctuoidea, strigil (Philpott), 220.

nodicingulat urn, A taxocerithium,
nodifera var. euclia, Charonia.
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nodiUrata, Rathytoma.

nodosa, Obelia,

Stnithiolaria,

Verconella

Nozeba candid

in key, 494.
(Finl

zitteli, Siphonalia.

nodosi, Vredo Scirpi.

nodosoliratus, Ptychatractvs.

nodosus, Scirpus. •

noduloM, Struthiolana.

noetlingi, Otolithus fScrranvs).

nomenclature, Finlays revisions, Target OrUliy,

&c., 512. ,,,- Naticidae and Naricidae, changes (Mar-

wick), 578-79.
nordenskjoJdi, Sim thiolarella.

Norfolk ridge, geol. (Benson), 127.

Norway trout deterioration (Pliillipps), 390.

no.se-9ute, playing of (Andersen), (504.

Nostoc, trout-food (Phillipps), 383.

Nothofagiis cUffortioides (Hook, f.) Oerst., toresi

on divide, Canterbury (HoUoway), 72.

— Menziesii (Hook, f.) Oerst, food-plant ot

Gracilaria sdenitis (Watt), 681. ^

food-plant of Nepticula lucida (W att).

Solanderi (Hook, f.) Oerst., occ. (Hollo-

way), 76.

\^othopanax anomalum (Hook, f.) Seem.,

Banks Pen. (Laing & Wall), 438.

arboreum (Forst. f.) Seem., occ. (Hoilowayj,

'Nothormosia. See AmpMneunis (Nothormosia)-

Nothophila Juscana (Edwards), desc. of female

(Alexander), G53. , ,*i„y
nebulosa (Edwards), desc. of female (Alex-

ander), 653.
notocenica, Natica. . ooo
Notodontidae, strigil, with fig. (Philpott), l-^,

223.

Notodontoidea, strigil (Philpott), 222, 223.

Nototoupus, strigil (Philpott), 220. _
australis Walk., strigil (Philpott), i-"-

Koloreas, strigil (Philpott), 224.

Kofnaetia, in group (Finlay), 481 ; ?» .1^^.^,'
*,;!;.

micans (Webster), occ. Taieri (bmiay;,

517

neozelamca (Sut.), in group (^i^Jay),
481.

prisca n. sp., with fis?. (Finlay), 48»

;

key (Finlav), 494,

77.

subsp. paroeca n. subsp. ^rui.c.J;,

488; inkev, 494. „ .,„„,;ff

). cf. suhflavesc€m Iredale, occ. CaaW^f^^

(Finlay), 488 ; Taieri, 517 ; in key (Fmlay),

494.

wlgans (Web.ster), rel. to X. pnscn (Fm-

I fi \f 1 -1uw

vm-z^dandiae, OfoUthus (Raniceps) p^<^f^^^

n. var.

^ovae-zelaudlae, Acaena.
Calyptraea,

Cyaihus,

Phragmidium.
Pleurotoma,
Pvccinia.

^"^^coddardi (Webster), reL to N. Candida

^^'tj;;^^:.(Hutt.), in group (Finhy), 482;

in key, 491, ---

'^"';,„„Iex (A. Ad.) [-V. """"M »« ^"'•

^S^JS^t!^; ooc. Ardgowan (FW-y),

2i»a tdluh (A. Ad.) [I«l.l. «c«- T"*"'

(Finlay), 510 ;
Pukeun, 508.

7iuda, Danthoma.
Katica (MagnaUraJ.

Ustilago.

Ustilago Hordei, var.

[7.«t7a^o segM .^^^^^^'4,^)'", 25 note.

,,n-a%., occ^ (Benson) 125jte
rariolarius-herberh, occ. (Benson;,

- Orthophragtnina.

nu,Uiu,, Otolithus (Fierasfer).

nutans, Rhagodia (Philpott), 224.

yydalemov orontes Lmn., siriiji ^

Oa>naruia n. gen. (Fmlav). 514.

oamarutica, AcirseUa.

Chlamys.
Haurakla.

Surcvla.

Turrkula.
,„„*-.id occ. (Bale). 231.

, australis v. Le^^e^f^^'
(^^^ e), 230.

S;:SJ^eS, oci. (Bale), 227

Jt\odosa n. .p.. with fig. (Bale), 230.

obesa, Struthiolana

Miluestriata,
Kaiostra.

oblilerata, Pumnm-
oblonga, Cytherea.

obJonguin,
Phragmtdtum.

var. pallida^ Acaena.
zelandica

in key, 493.

obstrndys, Vber.

7btu.atum,
Phrogmdrr.n,.

occulta,
Hydrobu^^.

__— Hydropsyche.

222.
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October Riv., geol. (Benson), 117.
octogonuSf Murex,
• var. espino&us, Hexaplex,

var, umbilicattcs, Hexaplex.
octonaria, Glypinpieryx.
octoserratum, Cymatium.
Ocyptamus Joralis n. sp. (Miller), 284.
OddfelloMs' Hall, Wellington, foundation-stone

(Baillie), 713.

reclamation, Lambtcn Quay (Baillie), 713.
Odontotheca hispinosa Levinsen, svn., 248.

macrocarpa Levinsen = Sertularia macro-
carpa (Bale), 245.

minima Levinsen, syn., 248.
operculala Levinsen, syn., 246.
trispi-nosa Levinsen, syn., 248.

Odontria, trout-food (Phillipps), 386.
odoraiae, Puccinia Aspendae-,
odoratum, Antlvoxanthnm.
Odoetomia, divided by Iredale (Finlay), 498.—- pseudorugata. Marsh. & Murd., occ. Target

Gully (Finlay), 496.
"^

-—;.-—
-
should be PyrguUna rvgata (Hutt.),

(Finlay), 498. ^ \
h

-— rugatanuii. sliould be PyrguUna rugata
(Hutt.), (Finlay), 498.

^

Oecleus decens, hab. (Myers), 316
Oenopota, sugg. by Tredale for Bela (Finlay),

officers of Listitute. See N.Z. Institute.
ogygia, Nepticvla.
oil, Pintsch, analysis (Finlay), 444,—- used in lighthouses (Baillie), 709.
Oleu Cunmnghamii Hook, f., not on Banks Pen.
(Lamg & AVaU), 438.

77~ . ^**^r of war-gong (Andersen), 690.
C'/fi«mspp food-plants of Apatetris melanombra

( Watt), 332.

angustijolia Hook, f., host of Uredo souths
tamicus (Cunningham), 44,
-- arborescens (Forst. f.) Cockayne and Laine
(= nitida), host of Puccinia novae^zelandiae

Oliarus, in key (Myers), 317.
of White (Myers), 316.
Atkinsonin. sp., with pi. (Myers), 325.
koanoa Kirkaldy, develop, (Myers), 316.
marginalis (Walker), syn., 324.
oppositus Walker, with pi. (Hudson), 343

with pi. (Myers), 324.
.reared by Hudson (Myers), 315.—— walker i (Stab), type (Myers), 324.

Oliganthae, Puccinia,
OUgorus gigas, food value (Malcolm and Hamil

ton), 376.

olingoides^ Pycnoce7itrodes,
oUvacea, Uredo,

Usiilago.

olivaceae^ Dardanula.
olivaceus, Elateromyces,
Oliver, W. R. B., Anomia huttoni and A, trigo-

ruypsisy aflGn. (Marwick), 191.
Great Barrier Reef Committee (Inst.), 732.

Kermadec Islds. ferns, 90.

Hymenopkyllum ranim on Lord Howe Is.,

88.

Onithochiton sjtbantarcticus, ident. (Finlav),

521.

oliveri, Xymene,
OUa, Cyathus.
" Olympus " in gale (Baillie), 705.
Omori, Fusakichi, resol. of symjjathy (Inst.), 753.

Onagraceae, hosts of Coleosporium Fnchsiae

(Cunningham), 25.

^ucciniastrum pustulatum (Cunning-

ham), 30.

395.

unni:

umun;

Ustilago (Cunningham), 404.

Onairo series, fossils (Marsh. & Murd.), 156.

Oncopera mitocera Turn., strigil, with fig., 217,

218.

Onerahi series of rocks (Bartrum), 141, 142,

160.

686.
— food-plant of Nexilicida oyygia (Watt),

avkenrmefoUa (Raoul) Hook, f., host of
^ ^cinm mcae-zelundiae (Cunningham), 395.— Colen,sm Hook, f., host of Uredo tupare
(Cunningham), 44.

^

heketara (Cunningham), 393.
--{r^^'^tissirm Petrie, occ. with Alectryon
exce^um (Lamg & Wall), 438.~ furfuracea Hook, f., host of Eurutomaolmnue (Gahan), 687.

^urytoma

Linnmgham), 46.
Lyalli Hook, f., host of Ure,lo Olmriae

'Unmngham), 44.

Uredo,

Cecidomyia,
Eurytoma,

oleraceua, Somhus.

hebrune)
occ. (Finlay), 521.

subantarcticua Sut., ident. (Finlay), o21----

07U)ba, in group (Finlay), 481.

absent from X.Z. Tert. (Finlay), 482.

striata (Montague), in group (Finlay), 481-

Ontong Java, geol. (Benson), 121.

Opato, a famous ^aA?t (Andersen), 691.

operculala, Odontotheca.

Sertularia,

Operculina, occ. (Benson), 125 note.

Ophidiidarum. Seb Otplithus fOphidiidarumJ-

Ophidium. See Otolithus

ophiodeSj Vermicularia,
opinuiy Ancilla (BaryspiraJ,

Plumtdaria setacea var.

oppositus, Cixius,

Oliarus. . *

Orbitestella hinemoa Mestayer, occ. Bluff (Fnila) ;,

517.

oreolimnetes, Triplectides,

Orewa Stream, dolerite (Bartrum), 152.

ornata^ StrtUhiolarella,

ornatuSf Hemiconus.
oro, in song (Andersen), 698.

oronteSf Nyctalemon.
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Orthenches chariularia n. sp. (Meyrick), 205.
shnilis n. sp. (Philpott), 211.

orthocopa, Tortrix,
orthogonia, Sertnlaria,

Synthecmm,
orihogonium, Synthecium.
Ort?iophragmina cf. chudeaui, occ. (Benson), 125

note,

ducus, occ. (Benson), 125 note.
dispama, occ. (Benson), 125 note.
javam var. minor, qcq, (Benson), 125 note.
lanceolata, occ. (Benson), 125 note.
ef. multiplicata, occ. (Benson), 125 note.
nummulitica ? occ. (Benson), 125 note.
pentagomdis, occ. (Benson), 125 note.
cf. praUi, occ. (Benson), 125 note.
cf. stlla, occ. (Benson), 125 note.
&tdla, occ. (Benson), 125 note.
stdlata, occ. (Benson), 125 note,
umbilicata, occ. (Benson), 125 note.-~~ cf. variaris, occ. (Benson), 125 note.

^rthopyxis caliculata Bale, syn. 232,
caliculata (Hincks), identity (Bale), 232.
cremta (Hartlaub), with fig. (Bale), 232.
crcTuila Nutting, syn. 232.
macrogona (v. Lendenfeld) diifers from

O, crenata (Bale), 232.
Ururu pa karangatahi (Rangi Hiroa), 363.

O^born, H., hab. of Mijndus ratftcis (Myers). 316.
^sner, G. A., classific, &c., of Ustilago striae-
jorrnis (Cimninaham), 412.

Ostrea, occ. (Marsh. & Murd.), 156.
-—dichotoma Bayle, occ. Benmore (Speight),

-— tmelhrstorfi Zitt., occ. Target Gully (Fin-
lay), 496.

b / ^

^^^nse, Aecidium.
o^oen&is, Plenroto7na.

'

othone, Conomitra.
<moniaim, Conomitra,
^tiake fossil-beds (Finlay), 508.
Utira rainfaU (Holloway), 71.
o^ohtha of Tertiary fishes (Frost), 605.^mus (inc. sedis) nmbonatus Koken, with pi.

(Frost), 613.

7^ (Giiharus) latisulcatus n. sp
(Frost), 614.

olithus (Percidarumj cotfreaui Priem, with p
(Frost), 614.

recftt^ Priem, with pi. (Frost), t>12.— (Pkysktdus) bicaudutus n. sp., with pi.

(Frost), 608 ; range, 607.

(Pkuronectidarum) acuminatum Koken,
with p], (Frost), 61

L

(Rankeps) planus Koken n. var, novae*

zedandiae, with pi, (Frost), COS.— (Scopdns) circularis n. sp., with pi,

(Frost), 608 ; range, 607.

sukatus Bassoli, with pi. (Frost),

606-7

(Serranusj noeUingi Koken, with pi.

(Frost), 611.

(Frost), 612.

dongai

613.

gregarius Koken, with pi. (Frost),

(Trachinus) miUabUis

(Frost), 610.

Ototaran limestones, fossils (Finlay & McD.), 535.

ouyenensis, Serpuh.

ovata^ Natiain

(MamiUa).
- var. rudiSy Madra,

ovcUus, Polinices,

(Mamma).
ovina, Aca^na.

ovvloides^ Vber*

Oxalidaceae, host« of Udilago (C

404.

Oxford, Mount, climate and forest

76-77.

Oxyethira, trout-food (Phillipps), 3^

nUn/'finjn Mrl... With fiiZS. fMoSC

pachyrrhizus, Ranunculus,

Pacific, bathymetric map of S.W. Pacific (Ben-

son), 122.

E. Indies (Benson), 100.

geol. (Benson), 99 ei seg.

with ph
- /7 ^ -M. Jt*— (£>e7itex) aff. subnobilis Schubert, with pL

(Frost), 613.

(Fr
(Elops)
ost), 612.

(Pierasfi

miocaenicus n. sp. , with pi.

(Gadus) elegans Koken var. sculpia, with
PJ- (Frost), 610.

(^lacrurus) gracilis Schubert, with pL
^st), 608 ; range, 607.

- to2dai Schubert, with pi. (Frost), 608 ;

^nge, 606, 607.
(Merluccius) pul'eurietms n. sp., with pi.

(Frost), GOO.

7- (Ophidium) pantanetti Bassoli and Schu-
bert with pi. (Frost), 610.

(Parapercis) finlay i n. sp., with pi. (Frost),

pae, in plaiting (Kangi Hiroaj, d*/.

paenaena, foot-gear (Eangi-Hiroa), 360.

paepae raranga, technique (Rangi Hiroa), 350.

«!»«, oven-band (Rangi Hiroa), 351.

whaMu, oven-band (Rangi Hiroa), 351.

whiri, technique (Raagi Hkoa), 352.

pae umu, oven-band (Rangi Hiroa), 352.

Pagodvla vtgrandU M. & M., occ. Pukeun

(Finlay), oOS.

pahiensey Cymaiium.
. r,r^^ ^y

pahu, war-gong, varieties (Andersen), 690-91.

pahuhu, twist of thread (Rangi Hiroa), 350.

paluru, musical instrument (Andersen), 691.

pakuru song (Andersen), 692.

paleata, Lima,

pallida, Acaena novae-zdandia^ var.

pallidnla, Borkhausenm.

Pallium: See Chlamys (PnUium).

pahneri, Plumularia,

uJare,

Pnccinia,

Pan-Pacific Congress, 1923, meeting in N.Z.,

730; repres. (Inst.), 751; report of repres.,

771.

pantundli^ Oiolithm (Ophidiuvi)^
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paradisea, Cerozodia,

Parapercis. See Otolithus (Parapercis).
papari, foot-gear (Rangi Hiroa), 360.
Paphia curia (Hutt.), occ. (Marsh. & Murd), 156.
Papilio macleayanus Leach, strigil, fig, (Phil-

pott), 223.

Papilionoidea, strigil, with figs. (Philpott), 224.
papillaria^ Struthiolaria,

papillosa, Struthiolaria,

papulosa^ Struthiolaria,

papulosum, Buccinum,
paraerae, technique (Rangi Hiroa), 357.
Paragus myersii n. sp. (Miller), 281.
Paraleptamphopus, char, of genus (Chilton), 273.

caeruleus (G. M. Thomson), with figs.

(Chilton), 273-74.

-jubterraneus (Chilton), with figs. (Chilton),

Paramoecium, trout-food (Phillipps), 382.
Paranephrops planifrons, food of (Phillipps), 388.

trout-food (Phillipps), 382.
Paraphylax varim Broun, with pi. (Hudson),

342. ^ ^
''

Parascyphns simplex Ritchie, syn., 236.
parasitica^ Ascidtodava.

Conchothyra,

paiungaro technique (Rangi Hiroa), 354,
paua, composition (Malcolm and Hamilton),

377.

Pearse, A. S., food of trout (Phillipps), 388.

Pecten aff. sectus Hutt., occ. (Marsh. & Murd.),
156.

beethami Hutt., occ. Target Gullv (Finlav),

496.— burnetii Zitt., a Chlamys (Finlay). 497.— chaihamensia. See Chlamya chaiharnensis^— hutchinsoni Hutt., occ. Target Gullv (Fin-

lay), 496.— huttoni Park, occ. Awamoa (Finlay), 511 ;

,508
radiatvs

Parasyrinx n. gen. (Finlay), 514.
Paratene Ngata, use of sail (Rangi Hiroa), 361.
pare, feather in fillet (Rangi Hiroa), 344.
parehereke, sandals (Rangi Hiroa), 357, 360.
!^rengarenga, leggings (Rangi Hiroa), 360.
Park, J., Clifden beds, grouping (Finlay &
McD.), 534.

r ^ V J

parheri, Calycdla,

Gonothyraea,
parki, Ditrupa,

Miomelon.
parlcinsonianum, Ausiroiriion.
paroeca, Noiosetia prisca subsp.
parortm, Dipiychophara.
Paroxyethira n. g. (Moaely), 670.

eaioni n. sp., with figs. (Mosely), 673.
hendersoni n. sp., with figs. (Mosely), 673.
tillyardi n. sp., with figs. (Mosely), 670.

parthenopeum, Cymaiiitm,
Partiiigton, J. Edge-, Maori sail (Rangi Hiroa),

parva, Erycina.

Zalipais.

Siruthiolaria.

parvijlora, Agrostis.

parvifloTum, Geum.
Teucridium.

parvulum, Halecium.
parvulua, Molophilus.
patagonica, Cintractia.
paieaensis, Uber,
Palelhida siella (Lesson), occ. Dunedin (Finlav),

ol8. * '

Pateraani, Blechnum,
l^ifo, war-gong. See puhu.
Patoulliard, N., clasaific. of smuts (Cunninsrham),

401, * /»

paiulum, CarJium,
Pitiosporum,

SytUhecium,
paiungaro, motive

Hiroa), 356.

peclinala, Abies,

pedeatria, GynopJiaiia,

Peel Forest, ferns (HoUoway), 78.

Mount, climate (Holloway), 76.

Peka te Makarini, koauau from leg -bone of

(Andersen), 695.

Pelew Islds., geol. phases (Benson), 113.

Pelicaria Gray, syn. 169.

See Siruthiolaria (Pelicaria) obe^sa.

peliaium^ Hymenophyllum^
Pencarrow, early report on light (Baillie), 706

;

change to fixed light, 708.
penna marina, Blechnum.
pennaiula, Plumiilaria,

pennigera, Dryopieria,

penia^onalia, Orthophragmina.
PentelUna, See Milliola (Pentellina).

Percidarum. See Oiolithua (Percidarum).
'perennana^ Ustilago,

Peridermium Che v., in key (Cunningham), 32.

syn., 25.

Laricia Arth., syn., 29.

Perigonimua By, Hartlaub, occ. (Bale), 227.'

Periaphinctes, occ. (Benson), 116.

Periasectia, strigil (Philpott), 218.

periaaopa, Nepticula,
Periaaoptera waiparaensia (Hector) 0. Wikk.,

(Wilckens), 541.

perplexay Ceriikidea.

Riaaoina,

perplexava, Puccinia.

perplexunit Aiaxoceriihimn.
perpuailla, Aapenda. .

Peraeciania ewiivjii Westw., strigil, fig. (Philpott),

221.

aimilia n. sp, (Philpott), 207.

peraicina^ Cordalia,

Tubercularia,
'- TubercvUrm,

I

in house-panels angi

peraiaieius, Puccina,
perspcrsUf Rhathamidia.
peasiruihiocameli, Murex.
Petane, Maruiwi at (Andersen), 696,

petilia, Danaida chryaippua.
petiolaia, Celmiaia,

peiiolatae^ Auidimu Celmisiae;
Petrie, D., Hector award (Inst,), 758,

Petrieif Aecidium Celmiaiat',

Celmiaia.

Deyeuxia,
pezizoidea^ CyatMis.
Pfeffer, W,, iron in

pfefferi, Skendla.
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Phalium lahiatuin (Perry), validity of name

(Finlay), 524.

subsp. pyrum (Lamk) should have

spec, rank (Finlay), 524.

pyrum (Lamk.), ident. (Finlay), 506-7.

Fheiiaioma n. gen. (Finlay),

PhiUne constricta M. & S., occ, Pukeuri (Fmlay),

508.
^^^

Philippine Arohipel., trendlmes (Benson), 103.

Philocryptica polypodii Watt, with pis. (Watt),

336.

Philorheithous Hare, syn., 303.

Philorheithrus Hare, nom. emeyid., with figs.

(TUlyard), 303-4,

agiUs (Hudson), mth pi. and figs. (Tillyard),

— lacustris n. sp., with pi. (Tillyard), 305-6.

Philpott, A., genitalia, specific importance, 663.

philpoUi, Hydropsyche.

Molophilus.
---^ --. syn., 327.

Pkippsia gibbosa (Sars), mouth - parts like

Tetradeion crassum (Chilton), 031.
+

phoeniceuSj Lytocarptts,

Pholadomm neozdanica Hutt., occ. Pukeuri

(Finlay), 508.

Phoma Filum Fr., syn., 48.

Phormiij Uredo.

Phormium Colensoi Hook, f., host of Uredo

Phormii (Cunningham), 43.
, • •

tenax Forst., hab. of Oliarus ai-huisoni

(Myers), 325.
'

^ ^ ^

host of Uredo Phormn (Cuimmgham),

43.

Phragmidae, characters (Cunningham), 14.

Phragmidium Link., characters (Cunnmgham),

14, 15. . t V oo
, Caeo)na in cycle of (Cunnmgham), ^-^.

Acaenae n. sp., with fig. and pL (Cunmng-

•ham), IvS, 51; in key, 15.

disciflorum James, syn., 16.

longissimum of Tt^emen (Cuimmgham), i4.

mv>cronat

ningham), 16 ; in key, 15,

— norae-zelandiae n. sp., with fig. and pi.

^Cunningham), 18, 51 ; in key, 15.

., DarlucaFHum p3i,rasitiQ on(Lunnmg-

ham), 48— obloyigum Bon., sjm., 16.

obtusatum Schmidt, syn., 19-

PoieMilla^ P. Karsten, with fig. and pi.

(Cunningham), *.. , ^. . . ^
-, Darluca Filum parasitic on (Cun-

ningham), 48.— Rosae-pimpi7ielUfoliaeT>\et,,Byn.n ll>.

— Rosarum- Fcl., syn., 16.

— svhcoriicmum Wint., syn., 16-
. ^ ,

suhsimile n. sp., with fig. (Cunnmgham),

20, 52 ; in key, 15.

Phragmopsora Magn., syn., z\y,

Phthomnaea heterospora n. sp. (Meyncit ,
zm.

Phylhichne Cohiisoi Berggr. (= Helophyllum

Colensoi Hook, f.), host of Aecidium mnocysUs

(Cunningham), 47.
, . f »

Physiculus. See also Oioliihus {Phystcnlus}

—— bacchus Forster, similar to Otolithus

(Physiculus) bicaudatus (Frost), 609.

Physonema Lev., syn., 26.

Phytomyza albiceps Jk^., does not pupate in mine

(Watt), 687.

should be P. africornis (Watt), 687.

atricornis Mg., occ. in Europe (Watt), 687,

picta, Lepioihyra,

picfurn, Epilobium,

pig, rate of growth, and diet needed (Aston),

722.

pilosa, Acaena Snngnisorhne var.

Danilionia.

pilot, first Govt, appt., Wellington (Baillie), 705.

piluUformis, Sorosporium.

pimpinellijoliae, Phragmulium, Rome-.

Pines, Isle of, coral-limestone (Benson), 125.

pingao. See Scirpus frondosus.

pinguej Linemera.

Rissoa
" pining

'" in sheep (Aston), 723.

Pinna disiaiis Hutton, with pi. (Murdoch), 158.

lata Hutton, with pi. fSIurdoch), 157.

plicaia Hutt., a fucoid (Murdoch), 157.

Pintsch oil, analysis (Finlay), 444. "

Piroutet, M., New Caledonia, geol. (Benson),

124.

Pisania drewi Hutton, syn., 198.

pisaniopsis, Annchis.

Pittospomm patuhim Hook. L, juvenile state

not yet described (Petrie), 95.

Tumeri n. sp. (Petrie), 95.

piupiu ahi, technique (Rangi Hiroa), 353.

Placunanomia zdandica (Gray), ident. (Finlay),

505-6. '

plaitwork, Maori (Rangi Hiroa), 344.

Planet Deep (Benson), 123.

jyla n ifrons. Paranephrops,

planispirus, Polinices,

planisuiuralis, Nalica. „, - •

Plantaginaceae, hosts of Amdxum PlantaginiS'

variae (Cunningham), 36.

Plantagini^-variae^ Aecidium.

Plantago spathnlat^ Hook, f., host of Aecidtum

PlanlaginiS'Variae.
Laing

444
plant-hoppers (Cixiidae) (Myers), 315-26.

planus n, var. novae-zedandiae, Otolithus (Ham-

cepsj.

platessa, Calhchiton.

Piatt, J. T., ship-s^nals (BaaUe), 704.

Plaiypiilia ferruginm Philp., first male record

(Philpott), 209.

plebeiana, Crosidosema.
, r^ . ^ r/^r^

Pleistocene glaciation, Abbotaford (Park), 599.

Plesiofriton dennanti Tate, resemb. to Cymatiuni

spp. (Finlay), 459.

PUurococcuSy trout-food (Phillipps), 382.

Phurodon maorianua Hedley, occ. Ardgowan

(Finlay), 510 ; Tar^'et Gully, 496.

Pkuromeris, See VenericardiafPhuromensJmar-

shalli.

Pleuronectidarum See Otolithus (Pleuronecti-

durum),
Pleuroioma albula Hutt., assoc. with Crypiomdla

(Fuilay^
'"''"

514.

Harris, type
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Phurotoma novae - zdand'me Reeve, type of

Phenatoma (riiilay)> 515.

otugoensis 0. Wilck. (Wilckens), 541.

subalbula Murd., assoc, with Crypfomdla

(Finlay), 516.

plicata, Pinna.

Plimmer, J., "Noah's Ark" (Baillie), 709,

PUmmer's Wharf (Baillie), 710.

Plowright, C. B,, Tuberrnli-na persicirfn,

muungham), oU.

nemones, infection by (Cu
ningham), 430,

plumbea, Nidularia,

pluiHosay Aghophenm,
Plumularia agUxophtnoidts v. Lendcnfield, iame

as P. setacea (Bale), 254.

banksii Gray, sj-n., 263.

bankaii Hutton (not Gray), «yn., 257-
bushi, resembL of Tkecocaulus hderogotia

(Bale), 256.

califomica Marktanner-TurnereUcher, aanio
P. aeiacea (Bale), 253.

corrugata Nuttbg, s}^!*, 252.
formosa Busk, syn., 201.
huttoni Coughtrey, gyn., 267.
incisa Coughtrey, affin. to Ualicornaria

roatraia (Bale), 265.

sjoi., 257.

,^ ,
- - an, rel to P. ^daem, Ac.

(Bale), 253.

la Allman, difT. from P. $ttnc€n
(Bale), 253,

syn., 252.

palmeri Nutting, sjti., 252.
penuatula Hutton (not EUis and SoIanfl^^rJ.

syn., 257.
'

setacea (Ellig), with fig. (Bale). 252-53.
^etocea Lamarck, syn., 252.

2o3~254
^*'^' '^'"^ "' ^^^*' ^**^ ^-' ^^'^^'

tripartita X. Lendenfeld, tyn., 252.
t^rgida Bale, ff\'n., 2.'^2.

J^^a/tsi Bale^ with fig. (Bale), 254-56.
umularudae (Bale), 252,

^'/^a^^ca L., host of pyrrir^ia graminu™gtam), 394.
irni«»mf#

Me? Vrotnyces

"^r;{^
i/oZ/.i T. Kirk, ia Wetland (HoHo.

- Mora A SnJ ^^« ^'*»**'^«' «^'-

^y;tu>
Jr., syn., 26.
"., syn., 27.

'^ Lev., syn., 26.

Pohue, Te, ^raruivvi perished at (Andersen), 696.

Polinires Montfort. Sec Uber Humphreys.
amphialua Bartrum, ident. with Ubtr

ncaensis (Marwick), 5GG.

amphitiluA Sut., syn., 652, 569, 571.

amphialus \\'atson, syu,, 452, 570.

cnllo^fiM (Hutt.), syn., 561.

gibbosus (Hutt.), syn., 5G0.

gibbo9us Sut., syn., 562, 563, 567.

huUoni Sut., syn.t 555, 564.

intrnrra^9.rtis Finlay, syn., 661.

Zoeti* (Hutt.), syn., 575.

ovatvs Sut., 83m., 555, 563, 567.

flanispiru^ iSuter {:== Katicu sukri/^-

wickK »rpp (Marwick), 663.

syn• t * 1

p^udo ,r., - - ^ .

ritrevn (Hutt.) (= P. amphUus Wata.).rel

P. pseuuovilreu^ (Finlay), 452.

not at Targrt iUiWy (Finlay), 60t-5.

yn., 670.

(Ensplrn) onchts (Hutton), syn.. o74.

(Mamtm) omhi-^ (Hutton), syiiM 567.

fStVtritaJ mfjniits Sut., syn., 563.

£luchorLi4»

Pollavisus, uo ^trigil (Philpott), 220.

PoUenia Rob.-DL.v., in key (Malloch,63».

rymn»tnn ( H uttnn), common (MaUacft)

PoUi^Iwmpacia (Sut), occ. Ardgowan (^miayj

610. ^
Taiying form (Finlay), 5U7,

Polyccntropida*, in table (TiUyard), 2i

Pdycy^is Lev., svn-t 429.

tioiri Westnd., ayn., 427.

Polygonarrar, hwt« of Ptt^^cwna

ij

/rn'/f//
(C«*'

.VpA^r^/r./Arra (Cunningham),
^-J-

6Vi7.«^ (Cunningham)* 4^-^^
Polygo

(Cunningham), 416.

pro$lralu>» ( P. srrrfthfumy

j*0^rrvtafvm Lag., hort of .>>»««^

r<Jyw,wia nigrorinrta (Kdwftrd^). dwc-o'

vith fig. (Al«'xanH»»r), 653.

Polynkia huUoni v. Ihef., »yn- f>w-

"Cunningham). 31.

y/)odii, Hiunwloga*
Phitocryptica. . , . p

P^ypodium Bithrdi^ (WilW-) t.

(Holloway), 74.

Crtnninghnmii Hook., «^

Chr.

Ba^fo

f

ling * Wall) 440.
/anilow«'>'

grammiti^ii K. Br., occ Hojo
"

(L^ ft Wall), 440^
,

^e. (B""^

potyrincfn, Lirt^nnhn^

Pone
(Hiiiko
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face

pofttis, Vber (Neverlta),

Poperang Isld., geol. (Beiibou), 121.

poporokaiwhiri. See Hedycarya arborea.

population, Maori (Rangi Hiroa), 3C3.

Pora Taki, seller of pidorino (Andersen), (593.

Porela, strigil (Philpott), 220.

porera used as sails (Rangi Hiroa), 3G1.

Porina, strigU (Philpott), 217, 218.

. dtnodes MejT*., strigil (Philpott), 21S.

--— jocosa Meyr., strigil, pi. (Philpott),

P- 224.

signata Walk., strigH, fig. (Philpott), 217.

p'oro, toggle for flute (Andersen), 694.

poro-toroa, toggle (Andersen), 695.

Porthesia, strigil (Philpott), 220.

Portulaceae, hosts of Sorospormm (Cuimmg.

ham), 427.

porutu, musical instrument (Andersen), 694.

post - Tertiary history of N.Z. (Henderson),

580-99. ^, .;.. .

Potamogeton Cheesemanih trout-food (Phiilipps),

382, 386.

Potaynopyrgus, trout-food (Phillips), 382.

hnAin. Qonld. occ. as semi-fossil (Fmlay),

491.

'spdeus (Frauenfeld), sub-fossU occ. (Fin-

lay), 492.

Potentillae, Phr
Cdeoma.
Puccinia.

Uredo,

Potsdamhafen. See Monumbo.
Potter, A. A., and Coons, G. W., di£E. mTUktia

Triiici and T. Uvis (Cunningham), 426.^

Potts, T. H., Hymenophyllutn 3Ialingt%, occ.

83
pouraka, a bait-rest (Rangi Hiroa), 356.

Poverty Bay Institute no longer mcorporatrvl

(Inst.), 753.
, ,

powiiwai, fire-fan (Rangi Hiroa)^ 3j4.

powhirU fire-fan (Rangi Hiroa), 354.

praeconsorsj Natica,

praecursorius, A ctaeon .

praiiiy Orthophragmina,
precipice of 10,000 ft. (Benson), 118.

prehistoric people, names of (Andersen), bJO.

Prenaster cf. alpinvs, occ. (Benson), l^^T^^^^-

Price's Valley, forest (Laing & Wall), 4JS.

Prie/ie, in key (Finlay), 463.

retiolum Hedley, occ. (Fmlay), ^62, oi7.

in key (Finlay), 464.

prisca, Notosdia.
Sulconacca.

Turbo tiilla.

subsp. paroeca, Notosetia,

prismatocarpus, Juncus,

prisiisy Idia.

Idiella.

probleniaticuSt Sigardus.

ProboUnm miersii Chilton, syn., 270.

Prooordulia smitldU trout-food (Phdlipps), J8&.

progama, Nej^tiaila,

progonopdls, Nepticula.

propeovatus, Uber. -^^
property-list, from research grants (Inst.;, i i^-

prorepens^ Celtfiisia,

prospicienst Atomoiricha.

28—Trans.

Protocardia ahtfn Sut. should bo P, pulula (Ilut t.),

(Finlay), 498.

pukhflla (Gray), occ. ^Udgowan (Finlay),

510 ; Awamoa, 511.

sera Hutt.. prob. a syn. of P. paiuia

(Finlay), 498.

ProlodoUum apeighti (Tre( hmann sp.) (NMirkons),

541.

Protosynacnia qiiaesfvosa n. sp. (iMryrick), 20.>.

protozoa, fish -foods (Phiilipps), 388.

proiranscnnaj Surcula.

proverb, MaorL. See Maori proverb,

proverbial sajang, Maori (Rangi Hiroa), 351.

Psaitumbia should be Gnri (Finlay), 497.

Uneolnfa Grey, occ. (Marsh. & MuriL), 15G.

pseudo-audralis^ AnciUa.

pseudO'Cyperus, Carex. ^ „ - , /t--

PseudoUotia imperJoraUi Sut., a CoUonutLa (Im-

lay), 497. „ , ^
Pseudopanax feroz T. Kirk, on Banks Pen-

(Laing & WaU), 498.

pseudon/gnia, Odostomia.

Pyrgulina.

Pseudotoma BeU, rejectn. of name (Fmlay), 515.

excavcda (Sut.) [Baihytomul occ. Ardgowan

(Finlay), 510.
^ ^ ^

-- sutm rnsam. IBaihuiofna suiaUa], occ.

Pukeuri (Finlay), 508.

eudovitreus, PoUnices.

— Uber (Euspira).

VenericardicL

Psihchorema
287.

venat
1 V OQQ

J!^mimkum McL., genotype (TillyarJ), 288.

Psihtum triquetrum Sw.. occ. (Hnlloway), 89.

Pterisincisa. See Histioplens iticisa.
.

tremula R. Br., occ. Banks Pen. (Lamg &

Wall), 440. „ 1 ,1
teronotus angasi (Crosse) {Murexl occ. Ard-

gowan (Finlay), ")10.

Lhairacius, doubtful classific. (Finlay). 499.

nodosoUralus Sut. not congen. with F.

pukeuriensis Sut. (Finlay), 500.

pukmriemis Sut. not congen. with P.

losoliratus Sut. (Finlay), 500.

__ . should be named Brocchtna pukeuri-

e/isi« (Sut.) (Finlay), 501.

. type of n. gen. Ivgh-adla (Fmlay), 513.

tenuiUrattis Sut., congcu. with Bda injdix

,., &c. (Finlay), 499.

type of Riujubda (Finlay), 514.

tenuilirata. See Beta temiilirata.

pubem, Eprlohmm.

Publication Committee. See N.Z. Institute.

publications fund, members circularized (Inst.),

733.

of Inst. See. N.Z. Institute.

Puccinia on Angelica and Anhoiome (Cuiuung-

ham), 6.
t^- , i

Actaeae-Agrnpifri Ed. Fisch., syn., 1.

Adaeae-Elymi Mayor, ayn., 1.

adspersa Diet, et Holw., syn., 1.

Agropyri Ell. et Ev., syn., 1.

agropyrina Erikss., syn., 1.

Arthur's clasaific. (Cunningham), 2.
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Puccinia Agrostidis Plowr., syn., L
alternans Axth,, syn., 1.

AnisoUmthiis n, sp., with fig. (Cunninghan

Aquilegiae Lagerh., syn., 1.

^lae-odoratae Wurth, occ. fCumiin
ham), 7.

^aricis Schroet., add. host fCunn
394.

-, Darluca Filum parasitic
ningham), 48.

Cdakovskyana Bubak, occ, (Cunnin

'un

7.

Celmisiae n. sp., with figs. (Cunningham),
8, 13-— chondroderma Lindr., syn., 7.— Chrysanthemi Roze, Darluca Filum para-
sitic on (Cunningham), 48,— cinerea Arth., syn., 1.—

•
Clematidia Lagerh., syn., 1.— compacta Berk., syn., 46.
Copromiae Cke., Darluca Filum parasitic

Puccinia OUganihae McAlp., occ. (Cuiuiing-
ham), 8.

Paniculariae Arth., syn., 1.- perplexans Plowr., syn., 1.

persistens Plowr., syn., 1.

Plagianthi McAlp., Darluca Filum para-
sitic on (Cunningham), 48.- Poarum Niels., Darbica Filum parasitic on
(Cunningham), 48.

Poteniillae Pers., syn., 19.

pnlverulenia Grev., add. hosts (Cumiing-
ham), 395.— , Darluca Filum parasitic on (Cun-
ningham), 48.

— punctata Link,, with fig. (Cunningham), 7.

, Darluca Filum parasitic on (Cun-r —

ningham), 48.— Rosae Schum., syn., 16.— Sonchi Roberge, Avith fig. (Cunningham), 10.

tiriiea G. H, Cunn., add. host (Cunning-

mun

nin
- cuniculi G. H. Cunn. possible occ. (Cun-
-gham), 46.

difformis K. et S., occ. (Cunningham), 7.
dispersa Erikss. et Henn. inclusion of P.
opyrina and P. triticina (Cunningham), 2.
Elymt Westendorp, with fig. (Cunning-

ham), 1.

ningham), 48.

, Darluca Filum parasitic on (Cun-

ham), 394.— tomipara Trek, syn., L— triarticulata Berk, et Curt., syn., I.

triticina Erikss., Arthur's classific. (Cun
ningham), 2.

syn., 1.— Triticorum Speg., syn., 1.— Vncinianim Diet, et Neg., add. host (Cun-

ningham), 394.

Darluca Filum parasitic on (Cun-

rastana
ham), 6, 12

ham), 395.
unnin

characteristics fCunnin

10.

Foyana n. sp., with fig. (Cunningham), 3,

Galii Schw., syn., 7.

Oaliorum Link., syn., 7.

' graminis Pers., add. hosts (Cunningham),

ninghan,, __.— Valantiae Pers., occ. (Cunningham), 7.
"

raiae n. so., with fis. (Cunni
_

yv^w «. ^tf*^

ham), 8, 13.

\ahaiipu n. sp., with fig. (Cunnini

4, 11.

uca Filum parasitic onw — —
ningham), 48.

loyomensia

394

393*396^'"'' "' ^^" ^'^^ ^^* (Cumrnii

Uredo
— HierocJdoae S. Ito differs from
karetu (Cunningham), 41.— Hoheriae G. H. Cunn. is P. Hoheriae
Wakef. (Cunningham), 395.

Hoheriae Wakef., Darluca Filum parasitic
(Cunmnerham^. 4.S.

Pucciniaceae, classific. (Cminingham), 14.

hosts of Uredo (Cunningham), 40.

Pucciti lastntm Otth., charact. (Cunningham), 29;

in key, 26.

Abieti-Ghamaenerii Kleb., syn., 30.

Epilobii Otth., syn., 30.

pusfulatum Dietel, with fig. (Cunningham),

- HydrocotyUs Cke., Darluca Filum parasitic
n (Cunmngham), 48.

juncophyla Cke. et Mass., Darluca Filum
rasitic on (Cunningham), 48.
Magnusiana Koem., aecidium of Aecldium

Uanunculacearum in cycle of (Cunningham),

misaouriensia Arth., syn., L
-Jl/ormoni McAlp., Darluca Filum para-

unmn

h^m)!Tll''"
'*"" ^'^^' ^^' ^"""^ P^ (Cmming.

novae-zelandiae G. H. Cunn.
unnin^rham^. .^fif;

30.

Pugnellus marshalli Trechmann, similarity ^o

Monalaria minor (Marwick), 170.

See also Oonchothyra marahalli

pukaea. See pumoana.
Pukekahu, fight at (Andersen), 696.

Pukeuri fossil-beds (Finlay), 507, 50S.

pukeuriensis, Brocchiyia,
—— Brookula,

Linemera.
Otolithus (Mcrlaccius).
Piychafractua,

Vber (Euspira),
jjulckella, Dynamena.

Libellida,

noceniro

46.
unmn

obliterata Arth., syn

pulcherrimum, IJymenophyllum
pulcherrimua, Molophilus.
pulchra, Comindla.
pidverulenla, Puccinia.
pumice soib, iron in (Aston), 7^

pumila, Corbula.
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pumUoideSf Sertularia,

pumoaim, used by crier (Andersen), OSS

instruments, and sound of, 69().

punctata, Puccinia,

punctatum, Dicaeoina.

punctimargo, Cixiua,

pura, Scoparia.

Purari Kiver, geol. (Benson), 116, 120.

purpurea^ Sertularella.

pusiOf Cyathus,

pustulata, Melantpsora,

Uredo
pustulatunif Pucciniastrum,

putara, construction and sound (Andersen),

696-97.
putatara. See putara,

ptUaiere. See piitara,

Putauaki (Mount Edgcumbe), wars at (Ander-

sen), 696.

putorino, music of (Andersen), 693.

puivhaichango, in song (Andersen), 699.

Pycnocerdria McL., affin. to Pycnocevirodes Till-

yard (TiUyard), 307-8.

evecta McL., wing-venat., fig. (TiUyard),

308.

Pycnocentrodes n. g., with fig. (TiUyard), 307-8.

chiltoni n. sp., with pi. and figs. (TiUyard),

308-9. „ ,^

hamiltonin. sp., with pL and fig. (TiUyard),

311.

olhigoides n. sp., with pi. and figs. (TiU-

yard), 310.

pulchdla, n. sp., with figs. (TiUyard), 308,

radiatiiSt Pecten.

radicis, Myvdus,
" Railroad," Rakaia Gorge (Dobson & Sjwight),

627.

rainbow trout, food of (Philh'pps), 388.

rainfall. See meteorology.

raised beaches, N.Z. post-Tertiary (Henderson),

582-91.

Rakaia Gorge, so-called " Railroad " (Dobson &
Speight), 627.

Valley of tectonic origin (Speight), C30.

ramosunit Syrdhecium,

ramulosa, Serlularm.

Ramu River, geol. (Benson), 114, 117.

Rangi Hiroa, Te, playing of nose-flute (Ander-

sen), 694 ; ie reo iriran.gi, 699.

Rangi-nui-te-Ao, in proverbial saying (Rangi

Hiroa), 354.

Rangitoto, climate and ferns (Holloway), 89.

Rankeps.^ See OlcAithiLS (Baniceps).

Ranunculaceae, hosts of Aecidium otageme (Cun-

ningham), 33.

Puccinia Elymi (Cunningham), 1.

Puccinia Foyana (Cunningham), 2.

Vrocystis (Cunningham), 429.

inuiiculacearum, Aecidium.

jnuncuius depressus T. Kirk, hoi?t of Aecidium

Panunculacmrum (Cunningham^ 34.

Enysi T. Kirk, host of Puccinia Foyana

'unningham), 3.

- geraniifoUis Hook, f., host of Aecuitum

310.

pygrnaea, Sertularella.

pygmaeum, BulbophyUum.
pyra, Cassidea.

Pyraloidea, strigil. with figs. (Philpott), 219.

pyramidaie, Atazocerithiuni.

, subsp. robustum, Ataxocerithium.

Pyrgolampros. See Turhonilla (Pyrgolampros).

Pyrgulina pseudorunaia (M. & M,), occ. Awamoa

(Finlay), 511,

Pyronata festiva, troxit-food (Phillippa), 385.

pyrum, Phalium.
Phalium labiaium subsp.

ncvlacearu

insignis Hook, f., host of Aecidl

culacearum (Cunningham), 34,

Uror.fjstis Afiemones

ham), 430.

Lyallii Hook, f., host of Aecidium Rauun'

ulaceanun (Cunningham), 34.
• • T TT 1. 1 A. t A ^j^2 .1 . %» 17 .r« LI 4 1 41

vtco.

quadricingulatum, Ataxocerithium.

quadridens, Sertularella.

Thuiaria.

quadrijuga, Saba^inca.^

qaadriijiaculatus, Calliphora.

qnaestuosa, Protosynaettia, .

" Queen of the Avon," first overseas vessel at

Queen's Wharf, Wellington (Baillie). 717.
^^

"Queen's Bond," or *^ Queen's Warehouse,

WelUngton (Baillie), 717.

Queen's Wharf, Wellin^on (Baillie), 715.

Queensland coastal shelf (Benson), 127.

quirindua^ Xymene.
quoyana^ Cominella.

culacearum (Cunningham), 34.

pachyrrkizus Hook, f., host of Aecidium

nunculacearum (Cunningham), 34.

repens L., host of Aecidium Sanuncidace-

im (Cunningham), 34.

infection expeiimenta on (Cunning-

ra, technique (Rangi Hiroa), 360-

radiale, Gymaiium.
radiatus, Chlamys.

ham), 430.

Raoul, or Sunday Isld,, climate and veg. (Hollo-

way), 89-90.

Rapaki, putorino from (Ander^n), 693.

raranga and whiri, difference (Rangi Hiroa), 348.

rarum, HymenophyUum.
rata, southern. Sec Melrosidcros lu^idu.

" Rattlesnake " at Wellington (Baillie), 700.

Raupo Ngaoheohe, Te, prehistoric tribe (Ander-

sen), 696.

rauruy a flat plait (Rangi Hiroa), 350.

Rauwenhoffi, Tilleiia.

Readeri, UstHago.

reclamations, Wellington Harbour (Baillie), 710

rectus, Otolithus (Percidamm).

redolentt Hierochloe.

Reefton, climate and vegetation (Holloway), 80

reflexus, Rhizorus.

regius, Turris.

Regulations Committee. See N.Z, Institute.

Rehetaia mentioned (Rangi Hiroa), 354.

rehu, calabash-trumpet (Ajidersen), 689.
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retuotifoUus, Senecio.

reniforme, Trichomanes.
reniformis, Eochefortia.

Rennell Isld., geol. (Benson), 118, 123,

reo iriratigi, te, in song (Andersen), 699.

repanda, Dicranomyia,
repens, Ranuiwulus,
Research Grant Committee. See N.Z. Institute.

research grants, 1923 (Inst.), 790.

research work, report for tea vears ending 1923
(Inst.), 766.

reticulata, Eucopella.

reiiolum^ Priene,

revolutum, Cymatium,
Rhagodia nutans R. Br., host of Vredo Rhagodlae

(Cunningham), 43.

Rhagodiae, Uredo,

Rkapm scotosialis Walk., strigil (Philpott), 220.
Rhathamictis n. g. (Meyrick), 662.

perspersa n. sp. (Meyrick), 662.
Rhipogonum scavdens Forst. (supplejack) used

for roria (Andersen), 689.

Rhizorus reflexus (Hutt.) [Volvuldla], occ. Awa-
moa (Finlay), 511 ; Pukeuri, 608.

RhyacophiUdae, key, kc. (Tillyard), 285-86.
Rhymhonella, occ. (Benson), 12L
Rhyssoplax canalicvMa (Q. & G.), occ. Dunedin

(Finlay), 518.

Ridley, S. 0., forms of Sertularia episcopus
(Bale), 246.

rigida, Rubus.
Ringicula uniplicata Hutt., occ. Ardgowan (Fin-

lay), 510 ; Pukeuri, 508.
Ringicuhdarum gen. et. sp. indet., with pi.

(Wilckens), 542.
riparia, Vncinia,
Rtssoa, application of name (Finlav), 480.

group, charact. (Finlay), 481.
atomUs Suter, syn., 488.
filocincta Hedley and Petterd, rel. to Line-

mera (Finlay). 483
gradata Hutt., syn., 483, 484.
misera Desh., rel, to Riaaoina vervlexa

(Finlay), 489.

— nana (Lamk.), rel to Rissoina perplexa
(Finlay), 489.

pingue Webster, the only Recent Linemera
of N.Z. (Finlay), 483.

semistdcata Hutt., classific. by M. & M.
(Finlay), 480.

vana Hutt., syn. of Poiamopyrgus badia,
and occ. (Finlay), 491.

Rissoids, Tertiary (Finlay), 480.
Rissoina group, charact. (Finlay), 482 ; in kt

• chathamenHs (Hutt.), occ. (Finlay), 490.
in key (Finlay), 494.
rel. to 7?. i?€r/>?6a;a (Finlav), 489.— emargtnaia (Hutt.), occ. (Finlay), 498.— syn., 490.— inca D'Orb., in group (Finlay), 482.— obliquecostata M. & M., occ. (Finlav), 480,

490 ; in key, 494.
^

perplexa n. sp„ with fig. (Finlay), 489;m key, 494.

rugvlosa (Hutt.), syn., 490,
vana Hutt., occ, Awamoa (Finlay), 511.

Riverhead-Kaukapakapa dist., geol. (Bartrum),

139.

Rivers, W. H. R., causes of racial extinction

(Rangi Hiroa), 369.

rivertonefisis, Dardanula.
Roberts, E., lighthouse planned by (BailUe),

706, 707.

Robertson's Wharf, Wellington (Baillie), 715.

robini, Macorna,
robusta, Beta,

Sertularella.

robustum,Ataxocerithiu7n pyramidah subsp.

robustus, Xy7nene,

Rochefortia reniformis Sut., occ. Taieri, &c. (Fin-

lay), 517.

RodM-ay, F. A., on host of Aecidium monocysiis

(Cunningham), 47.

RoesteliUy in key (Cunningham), 32.

rohe, foot-gear (Rangi Hiroa), 360.

Rolfeiy Rubus.
Rongorongo and kumara (Rangi Hiroa), 348.

roria, proverb concerning (Andersen), 689

;

sketch, 689.

Rosa Eghnlarla Mill. (= i?. rubiginosa L.), host

of Phragmtdium mucronatum (Cimningham),

16.

rubiginosa L. See R, Eglenlaria,

Rosaceae, hosts of Hamaspora acutissima (Cun-

ningham), 22.

Phragmidiurn mucronatum (Cunning-

ham), 16.

Eosae, Aecidium,
Caeorna,

Puccima.
Vredo,

Rosae-centrifoliaCf Uredo.

Rosae-pimpinellifoliaey Phragmidiunt*

Rosarum, Phragniidium,
Ross Sea, subsided region (Ben.son), 132.

rostrata, Haliconua. . .

RoHrupia Lagnrh., based on abnormal P. rJyym

(Cunningham), 2.

Rotalia, occ. (Bartrum), 149.

Rotifera, trout-food (Phillipps), 382.

Rotti, geol. (Benson), 103, 104, 108.

Rouffaer River, geol. phases (Benson), 114. ^

Rubia- eae, hosts of Aeciiiium hupiro (CunniUo'

ham), 36.
. \ 7

Puccinia punctata (Cunningham], *-

Tubicunda, Septa,

rubiginosa, Rosa,
rubra, Festuca,

Tubiclava, „ ..^-^

Rubus australis Forst. f., host of Hamaspora

hcutissima (Cunningham), 22. ..

— m^luccanus L., host of Hamaspora aciu

longissi^^

acullssim^

sima (Cunningham), 21.

rigida, host of Hamaspora

(Cunningham), 21.— Roljei, host of Hamaspora

(Cunningham), 21.

rudis, Borsonia.

Mactra ovata var.

ru/a, Asielobia,

Gnophomyia,
(Astdobia),

rujescens Hymenophyllum
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rufifacies, Chrysomyia.

rufifrons, Cixius.

rufipeSf Cyathia.

Cyathus.

mgata^ Odostomia.

rugispora, Nidula microcarpa var.

Eugobela n. gen. (Finlay), 514.

rugosa^ Estea.

Struthiolaria,

rugulosa, Rissoina.

rust-fungi. See Uredinales.

rutidolo77ium, VexiUum.

217.

SchistopMeps alhida Walk., strigil, f5g. (Philpott),

221, 222.

Sckizotricha in clasaific. (Bale), 252.

Schoenus Carsei Cheesem., liost of Sorosponum

5oZA/wm (Cunningham), 429.

Schouten Islds., geol. (Benson), ]}\\^%^
Science Congress, 1926, meeting (Inst.), 776.

Scirpty TJstilngo.

Scirpi-'iiodosiy Uredo,

Scirpus antarcticus LJnn., not on Banks Pen.

(Laing & Wall), 444.

-±- aucklandkus Boeck., occ. Bankg Pen.

444

>^M«, used

Sabatinca aemula n. sp.. with fi^^. (Philpott), 667

aurantiaca n. sp., with figs. (Philpott),

^^\hrysargym Meyr., strigU, fig. (Philpott).

'quadrijuga Meyr., strigil, figs. (Philpott),

217
Saccardo, P. A., bristles on spores of Darlnca

Filum (Cunningham), 49.

sackeni, Oytioplistia.

aagenus, Polinicea (Neverita).

• TJher. .„

Sahul Bank, stable portion of Pacific region

(Benson), 99.

sails, Maori, &c. (Rangi Hiroa), .360_61.

St. Matthias Isld. (Mussau), geol (Benson) 121.

St. Oswald, Lord, coUection (Andersen), 693.

Salmo, trout-food (PhilUpps), 382.

iridsus, food of (Philhpps , 388.

stomach - contents (Philhpps), i^^

Scdvdimis foiduuiliJ*, food of (Phillips), .388.

Samoan fly-whisk (Rangi Hiroa), 3d4^5o.

Observatory. See N.Z. Inst. S.O. Com-

San Christoval, geol. (Benson), 121.

sandals, Maori, technique (Rangi Hiroa). 357.

Sandwich Islds. See Efate,

sangidnolerdum, Hymenophyllum.

. Sanguisorbaej Acaena.

var. pUosUy Acacna,

Santa Anna, geol. (Benson), 12h

Saponariae, Sorosporium.

Saruvaged Range, geol. (Benson), lib, 11/.

sativaj Avena*
saundersii, Seba,

x mo
Savu, on geanticlinal ridge (Benson), lOJ.

Saximva arctica (L.), occ. Pukeun (Ffnlay), 509 ;

Target Gully, 496.

saxosa, Xysiiiaiodoma.

acabrunty Agropyron.
Hymenophyllum,

^

Scalaria corulum (Hutt.) = Lissosptra corulwn

(Hutt.). (Finlay), 526.

gcalpellum, Mactra.

acdCpius, Uber.

scandetis^ Hebella,

Uredo
348.

, ^ ,
inundaius Poir., host ot

. nodosi (Cunningham), 42.
_ v- •/;.';

nodosus Rottb., host of Sorosponim Nedht

(Cunningham), 428.

sclerotijormis, Cintradiu.

Usiilago,

scobina, Lepsiella.

Scoparia falsa n. sp. (Philpott), 208.

gracilis n. sp. (Philpott), 209.

pura n. sp. (Philpott), 208.

Scopelus. See Oioliikus (Scopelus).

Scrophulariaceae. hosts of Puccima Euphrasmna

(Cunningham), 6.

scruposa, Tortri^,

sculpta. Otoliths (Oadus) eUgans var.

milpiilis, Mtrelina.

sctdptnratunh Cymaiium.

scuiulaia, Strntkiolana.

Tylospira.

Lafoea.
Bhipogonum,

scariosuSy Uromyces. ..

Schefflera digitata Forst., occ. (Holloway), m.

Schismope breois var, laevigata Iredale, occ.

Taieri (Finlay), 517,

29—Trans.

nuJaria sdacea) (Bale), lol»

sel-revei'in N.Z., post-Tertiary changes (Hender

son), 580-99.
,^ -n- ^ 710

sea-walls, Wellington (Bailbe), 710.

Seager's Wharf, WeUington (BaiUie), 7L>.

Seba antarctica, form (ChUton), 269.

.^undersli Stebbing, 3y°v,269.
typica (ChUton), occ, (Chilton), 2b9.

Secaiis, Tillelia.

sectus, Pecten.

secunda, Aglaophenia.

secundusy Hemicarpus.

Lytocarjnts,

segeiurn. Ustilago.

var. Avenae, VMuago.

var. decipiens, Vredo.

var. Hordeiy tlatUago,

var. Hordei forma nuduy Usttlago,

a teday Ustilago,

var. Triticiy Uslilago,

Selaginopsia dichototm Billard, sjti., 237.

monilifera (Hutton), occ. (Bale), 237.

selecluniy CalUosioina*

sekniiisy OracUaria.

Selidosenuiy strigil (Philpott), 224.

selhy Orihophragmina,

Selwyn, A., Wellington winds (Badlie), 702.

River rapids, Senonian fossils (W ilckens),

639.
BemiannulariB^ Danthonia.

' var. nigricanSy Danthonia,

var. sdifoli^y Danihonta,
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seynisulcata , Estea,

Rissoa.

S€77iiteres, Ntcculana.

semiundulala, Trigonia.
Serrw Buchanan WhiU

320.

in key (Myers), 317.
clypeatus Buchanan White, with pi.

(Myers), 320-21.
Senecio bellidioides Hook, f., not the food-plant

of Neptic.ula erechtitus (formerly .V. tricentra)
(Watt), 687.

Kirkii Hook, f., occ. (Holloway), 89.
LyalUi Hook, f., occ. Banks Pen. (Laini' &

Wall), 442, ^ ^

Matthewsii sp. nov. (Petrie), 434.
remotifoliua n, sp. (Petrie), 96.
remotifolius sp. nov. (Petrie), 435.
Spedeni sp. nov. (Petrie), 434.

senectus, Erato.
setieXy Galeodea,

senisculus, Uber,

Senonian, Upper, fossils (Wilckens), 539.
Sepik River, geol. (Benson), 114, 117, 119.
Sepimentum Hntton = Pollenia Rob -Desv

(MaUoch), 639.

demissum Hutt., syn., 639.
fuTnosum Hutt, syn., 639,

Septa ruhicunda Perry, syn., 462.
^em, Protocardia,

Sericea spectans Guen., (Philpott), 211.
Sericostomatidae, key, &c. (TiUyard), 285, 307.
Seriola Lalandii (kingfish), food value (Malcolm
and Hamilton), 376,

serotina, LimnophileU-a.
serpens, Cyclophorus.
Serpula ouyenensis Chapman (Finlay), 449,
Serpulorbis sipho (Lamk.), occ. Awaiiioa (Finlay),

Serranus. See Oioliihus (SerranusJ.
serrata, Aristotelia.

serrulatum. Polygonum.
Sertularella angulosa Bale, classilic. (Bale), 240.

capillaris Allman, syn., 239.
columnaria Briggs, occ. (Bale), 239,
crassiuscula n. sp., with fig. (Bale), 240
edentula n. sp., with fig. (Bale), 237.
episcopus AUman, syn., 245.
fnsiformis Hincks var. 7iana Hartlaub

syn., 227, 240.

indivisa, variation in form (Bale), 241.
Integra AUman, occ, (Bale), 242.
johnstoni Coughtrey, syn,, 239.
johnstoni (Gray), occ. (Bale), 239.
medilerranea Hartlaub, S. polyzonias from

Bass Strait related to (Bale), 242.— microgna var, Lendenfeld, classific, (Bale),

mininm, classific. (Bale), 236.
polyzonias (Lin,), occ. (Bale), 242.

, S. simplex differs (Bale), 240.
purpurea Kirchenpauer, syn., 239
pygmaea, classific. (Bale), 239!
quadridens (Bale), occ. (Bale), 242
qmdridens Ritchie, syn,, 242.
rdmsUi Coughtrey, classific. (Bale), 240.

, a renaming of S. simplex (Bale), 227.

Sertularella simplex Coughtrey, S. tenella in-

cluded in (Bale), 227.

syn., 240.
simplex (Button), with fig. (Bale), 240,
solidula Bale, occ. &c. (Bale), 227.

and S, crassiuscula n. sp. (Bale), 241.

solidula Hartlaub, syn., 240.
subarticulata Briggs, syn., 242,
subarticulata (Coughtrey), occ. (Bale), 242.

tenella (Alder), identity (Bale), 227.
tenella Hartlaub, syn., '240.

tridentata Hartlaub, syn., 236.
Sertuluria aitstralis (Kirchenpauer), dwarf form

of S. unguiculata (Bale), 248.
bispinosa Billard, syn., 248.
bispinosa Farquhar, syn., 248.
bispinosa (Gray), desc. (Bale), 248
crints Allman, classific. (Bale), 246.

syn., 246.

ddicatula Hutton, syn., 239.
degans Coaghtrey, syn., 251.

elongata FarquhaV, syn., 252.

episcopus (Allman), desc. (Bale), 245.

fasciculata (Kirchenpauer), descrip. (Bale),

246.

furcata Trask, ident, (Bale), 247.

fusiformis Hutton, syn., 245.

? (non Hincks), ident. with S. epis-

copus (Bale), 246.— huitoni Marktanner-Turneretscher,
252.

syn.

insignis Thompson, syn., 252.

johnstoni Gray, syn., 239,

longicosta Coughtrey, syn,, 245.

mccallumi (M. Mr. T.\. similarity

copus (Bale), 245.

macrocarpa Ba
(Bale), 245.— minima Farquhar, syn,, 248.— minima Thompson, desc. (Bale), 248-49.

— monilifera Hutton, syn,, 237.
— operculata Farquhar, syn., 246.
— operculata Hartlaub, syn., 246.

— operculata Lin., synonyms of (Bale), 246-

— operculata (?) Thompson, syn., 246.

— ortliuyonia Busk., svn., 250.
- pumiloides Bale, variety of 8. minima

(Bale), 249.— ramulosa Coughtrey, classific. (Bale), -40.

.246,syn.,

setacea Linn6., syn., 252.

simplex Coughtrey, syn., 240.

simplex Hutton, syn., 240.

subpinnaia Hutton, syn., 239.

trispinosa Coughtrey, desc. (Bale), 248.

unguiculata Busk., occ. (Bale), 248.

unguiculata Farquhar, sjti., 248,

unilateralis Allman, desc. (Bale), 248.

Sertulariidae (Bale), 236.
seUicea, Aglaophenia,

Corallina.

Plurnularia,

Sertularia.

var. ovima. Plumvlaria.
setifolia, Danihonia semiannularis var

selulosa, Nertera.

Shag Point beds, age (Finlay), 449.
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Shag Point, age and fauna (Wilckens), 544.

Sharp, D., combing-organ of msects (Philpott),

215.

resol. of sympathy (Inst.), 728.

sheep, and bush sickness (Aston), 720.

shell-characters, relative importance of (Mar-

wick), 166.

shell-nomenclature, Naticidae (Mar^nck), 548.

Sherman, H. C, amount of iron needed by
human being (Aston), 722.

shikokianus^ Uromyces,
shore-line of N.Z., post-Tertiary changes (Hen-

derson), 580-99
Shortland, E., Maori sandals (Rangi Hiroa), 358.

Shortland, W., report on Wellington Harbour
(Baillie), 702.

Sigardus carinatus Hutt., sjti., 578.

cinctus Hutt., syn., 574.

drewi Murdoch, type (Marwick), 574 ; syn.,

576.
-—- problemaficus Desh., type (Marwick), 577.

subglobosus Sowerby, syn., 575.

unudulatus Hutt., sj-n., 575.

(Natucina) cinctus Hutt., sj-n., 574.

signal-stations, Wellington (Baillie), 704.

signala, Porina,
Signetn flammeata But!., strigil, fig. (Philpott),

223.

Silicularia bilabiata (Cousjhtrey), with fig. (Bale),

233-

campanularia Bale, syn., 234.

campanularia (v. Lendeiifeld), form of

(Bale), 233, 234-35.

silver southern-beech. See Noihofagus Men-

Simaethis albifasciata n. sp. (Philpott), 213.

tillyardi n. sp. (Philpott), 666-67.

similej Crucibulum,
simUis, Cynihus,

3Jnesarckaea.
' Orthenches,

Persectania.

Struthiolariopsis.

simplex, Laomedea,
Nucida.

- Parascyjyhu-f,

- Sertularella.

Sertularia,

Tkyroscyphus.
simpUceUa, Stomopteryx.

Sinclairiij Cdmisia.
Sinum Bohen (Marwick), 574 ; range, 546.

occ. (Marsh. & Murd.), 156.

carinutum (Hutt.), not at Target Gully

(Finlay), 506.

syn., 588.— cinctum (Hiitton), syn., 572.

— cinctufn Sut., syn., 575.— fornicutum Suter, with pi. (Marwick), 574 ;

range, 548.— infirmum n. sp., with pi (Marwick), 574.

miocaenicum (^ut.), occ. Awanioa (Finlay),

511; Pukeuri, 509; Target Gully, 496.

— ^— syn., 575.— undulation.— (Eunutacina) cinctum (Hutton), with pi.

(Marwick), 574.

Sinum (Euiuxiacina) dr^ci (Murdoch), syn

576.
^ .

d^gans Sut., syn., 674.

siphOf Serpulorbis,

Siphonalia, name displaced (Finlay), 501.

caudafa (Q. & G.), a Vercondla (Finlay),

601.— conoidea (Zitt.), an Aethocola (Finlay), 501,— costata (Hutt.), an Aethorola (Finlay), 501,— dilata (Q. & G.), a Verconella (Fiiiky), 501.— dilatata (Q. 4; G.) should be Vrrmndla
adusia (Phil.), (Finlay), 601.— excdsa Sut., a Vercovdin (Finlay), 501.

luxlosa zittdi Sut., an Aethocola (Finlay),

601.

suhreflexa (Sow,), sl Vercondla (Finlay), 501.
" Sir George Grey's reclamation " (Baillie), 711.

Skendla group, charact. (Finlav), 482.

absent from N.Z. Tert. (Finlay), 482.

georgiana Pfr., in group (Finlaj'), 482.

pfefferi Suter, occ. Taieri (Finlay), 517.

Skinner, H. D., Maori sandals (Rangi Hiroa), 357.

Smith, H. Guthrie-, elected to fellowship (Inst.),

775.

Smith, S. P., Niuean belts (Rangi Hiroa), 350.

resol. of sympathy (lubt.), 728.

Smith and Co., J., warehouse over *' Inconstant"

(Baillie), 709.

smithiiy Procordulia.

smut-control (Cunningham), 400.

smut -spores, viability (Cunningham), 426.

smuts of N.Z. (Cunningham), 397-433.

Snow Mts., geoL phases (Benson), 113.

sobrina^ Leperina,

soils producing bush sickness (Aston), 720.

Solanderi, Nothofngus.

Sdandrit Carex,

Solaridla, species congeneric (Finlay), 620,

Sdecurius bensoni n. sp., with pi. (Finlay), 471^

473.
nensxs

473.

evohduH n. sp., with pi. (Finlay), 472, 473.

legrandi Tate, rel. to S, bensoni and S.

etxAutus (Fmlay),

solida, Natica.

Utocysiis.

UstUago.

da^ SertuJardla

Mm, Denialium.

Sorosporium.

Solomon Islds., geol. (Benson), 119, 120, 121.

Somatochlora, trout-food (Phillipps), 385.

Somes Isld. light erected (Baillie), 709,

stone used in reclamations (Baillie),

712.

Sonchl, Puccinia.

Sonchus Toum., food-plant of Phytomyza airi-

cornis (Watt), 687.

deraceus L., host of Puccinia Soncld (Cun
ningham), 10.

song, indefinite phrases of (Andersen), 697

;

length of lines and stanzas, 697-98 ; nomen
dature, Maori, 698-99.

sung to pakuru (Andersen), 692.

Sophora telraptera J. Miller. See Edtrardsia

teiraptera.
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'Sophorae, Aecidium,
Sophorae-flavescentis, Uromyces.
So2)horae-japonicae, Uromyces,
soror, Bullinella.

Cylichnella.

Sorosporium, characters (Cuiniingham), 427.
in key (Cunningham), 403.
Neillii n. sp., with pi. and fig. (Cunning-

ham), 428.

piluliformis, diff, from 8. Neillii (Cun-
nin

Saponariae Eud., spore-formation on (Cun-
nmgham), 427.

solidum (Berkeley) McAlpine, with fig.

(Cunningham), 429.
Southern Alps, southern bifurcation (Benson),

129.
'

southern-beech. See Noiliofayus Menziesii.
Southland rocks (Benson), 128, 129.
southlandicuSf Uredo.
sow-thistle. See Sonchus,
Sparidarum. See Otolithus (Sparidarum).
sparsa, Gekchia,
Spatangus, occ. (Benson), 125 note.
spathulata, Planiago.
spatiosum, Cardium,
spectabilis, Celmisia,
spectans, Sericea.

Speden, J., growth of Veronica trifida (Petrie),

Spedeni, Senecio.

speigkti, Anachis,
' CaUanaitis,

Chione,

Dalmasiceras,

Spisula aequilaleralis (Desh.), occ. Awamoa (Fin-
lay), 511.

squarrosa, AcipJiylla.

staceyif Leto.

sladialis, Cassidea,

Standing Committee. See N.Z. Inst.

Stanley, E. R., Halmahera arc (Benson), 113.

N. Guinea, tectonics (Benson), 114 et seq.

Statistics, Maori population (Rangi Hiroa),

363-66, 371-74.
Steinmann and Wilckens, characters of Stndhlo-

larella (Marwick), 164, 165, 166.
Stella, Orthophraymina,

Paielloida.

Stellaria media Cyrill., food-plant of Haplomyza
chenopodii (Watt), 684.

stellata^ Orihuphragmina.
sle7iocerca^ Hydrobiosella,

SienotJioe adhaerens Chilton, syn., 270.

assimilia Chevreux, syn., 270.

dollfusi Chevreux, syn., 270.

miersii Stebbing, syn., 270.

valida Dana, occ. and form (Chilton), 270.

validvs Dana, syn., 270.
stercorea, Cyallda.

^ Nidalarin,

atercoreua, Cyaihus.
Stereotheca acanthostoma. similar to *S^. zeJ-andica

Neritopsis,

Protodolium.
spelens, Potamopyrgns.
spengleri, Cymatium,
Sphacelotheca, characters (Cunningham), 421.

in key (Cunningham), 403.
Hydropiperia (Schumacher) de Bary, with

. fig. (Cunningham), 423.
Spftaeria Filum Biv.-Bem., syn., 48.
sphaerococca, TilUiia.
Sphingidae, strigil, with fig. and pL (PhUpott),

Sphirm convolvuli L., strigil. pi. (Philpott), face
p. 224.

spicatus, Podocarpua.
spinach, fQod-plant of Haplomyza chenopodii

(Watt), 684.

apinifera, Aethocola,

Stmthiolaria.

Spinifexhiraulus Lab., host of Cintradia Spini-
Jicta (Cunningham), 420.

Spinifcia,^ Cintractia.'

Vatilago,

Spinks, W., wharfinger, Wellington (J
717.

o ^^

apinoaa, Struthiolaria.
apt rale, Globiainum.
apiralia, Amputtina.

Fuainua,
apiroia, Natica.
Spirifera diajuncta. See S, verneulii

verneuUi (S. diajnnctaj, occ. (Benson), 106.

(Bale), 251.— elovgaia (Lamouroux) (Bale), 252.— huttoni (Marktanner-Turneretscher);
(Bale), 252.

zelandica (Gray), desc. (Bale), 251

occ.

clock

>ailli<

Stewart Isld., climate and ferns of (Holloway), 84

deer (Inst.), 751 ; report on spread;

755 ; control of, 758.

atibarochila^ Broohula.
Stichopsora Diet., syn., 25.

Stigma, Hydrobiosia,
stinking-smut. Roe Tilletia levia.

Stock, A., Wellington astronomical

(Baillie), 705.

Stokes, J. L., time-signals, Wellington (BaiUie),

705.

Stomopteryx simjaicaUa (Walk.), N.Z. occ, ^nth

figs. (Philpott), 666.
Stowell, H. See Hare Hongi.
atraminea, Struthiolaria.

atramineu^, Murex.
Struthiolaria,

atratigei, Nucula, ^^
Streptocheiua n. sp., prob. a Voluta (Finlay), oOb.

atriaeformia, Tilletia.

UsfUago.
atriata^ AvipuUina,

Bullinella,
• Crepidula.

Evarne,
- Ouoba.

atriatula, Emargin ula,

atriatus, Nummuliiea.
atrictttm, Trichomanea.
strigil of Lepidoptera (Philpott), 215-24,

atrigulata, Mallobathra.
slriolaki, Mesalia.

y^
Strnthiolarella Stein. & WUck., in classific [^^^

wick), 161, 162, 164.
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Struthiolarella nordenshjoldi Wilckens, with fig.

and pi. (Marwick), 165.

ornata (Sowerby), with fig. (Marwick),

1 64-65.

Struthiolaria Lamarck, in classific. (Marwick),

162, 174.

phylogeny (Marwick), 163.

subdivisions (Marwick), 166.

acuminata n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 185,

ally found in Wanganuian (Marwick),

168.

stratigraphical range (Marwick), 172.

ameghinoi von Ihering, with fig. and pi., in

classific. (Marwick), 164, 165.— armata n. sp., with pL (Marwick), 183.

— •—— group diag. (Marwick), 168.

stratigraphical range (Marv\-ick), 172.

dis Gmelin, syn., 187.

Hutton, with pi. (Marwick), 176.

group diag. (Marwick), 168.

stratigraphical range (Marwick), 172.

Ardgov
callosa n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 182.

group diag. (Marwick), 168.^

stratigraphical range (Marwick), 172,

cayialkulata Zittel, with pi. (Mar\^-ick), 184.

stratigraphical range (Marwick), 172.

cincta Hutton, with pi. (Marwick), 178.

~ group diag. (Marwick), 168.—— stratigraphical range (Marwick), 172.

var. C Hutton, syn., 176.

cingvlafa Zittel, with pi. (Marwick), 179.

group diag. (Marwick), 168.^

stratigraphical range (Marwick), 172.

syn., 189.

subsp. monilifera Suter, syn., 186.

var. B Hutton, syn., 186.

convexa n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 188.
^

stratigraphical range (Marwick), 172.

crenulata Lamarck, syn., 187.

errata n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), ISO.

group diag. (Marwick), 168,
_

stratigraphical range (Marwick), 172.

fortis n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 183.

group diag. (Marwick), 168.

stratigraphical range (Marwick) 172.

189.- fossa n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 188,

stratigraphical range (Marwick), x^^i.

- fraseri Hector, syn., 181.

- frazeri Hutton, with pi. (Marwick), 181.

group diag. (Marwick), 168.

stratigraphical range (Marwick), 172.

- gigds Sowerby, syn,, 180.

- inermis Sowerby, syn., 187.

- lirata Tate, with fig. (Marwick), 163.

- media n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 187.

- stratigraphical range (Marwick), 172,

— TninoT Marshall, sjai., 1/*-— mirahUs (Smith), charact., with fig. (Mar-

wick), 165.— monilifera Suter, with pi. (Marwick), 186.

— —— stratigraphical range (Marwick), 172.

—- nodosa Gray, syn., 180.— nodulosa Lamarck., syn., 180.

— ohesa Hutton, with pi. (Marw'ick), 184.

group diag. (Marwick), 184.

stratigraphical range (Marwick), 172.

166, 1G7,

Struthiolaria obesa^ occ, Awamoa (Finlay), 51

L

(Pelimria) ohesa Hutton. sjm., 184.

papUlaria Gray, syn., 180.

papiUom Martyn, syn., 181.

papulosa (Mart^-n), with pi. (Marwick), 175,

180. .

. devel. of shell, with fig. (Marwick),

group diag. (Marvvick), 168.

stratigraphical range (Marwick), 172.

parva Suter, with pi. (Marwick), 187

stratigraphical range (Marwick), 172.

rugom n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 189.

stratigraphical range (3Taruick), 172.

scutulata Deah., syn., 187.

spinifera n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 177.

group diag. (Marwick), ICS.

stratigraphical range (Marwick), 172.

— spinosa Hector, with pi, and fig. (Marwick),

167, 176, 177.

group diag. (Marwick), 168.

stratigraphical range (Marwick), 172,

occ. Ardgowan (Finlay), 510.

occ. (Marsh. & Murd.), 156.

— apiTiosa Hutton, syn., 178.

— straminea GmeUn, syn., 180.

stramineus Woodward, syn., 180,

auhspiTwsa n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 175,

178.

devel. of shell, with fig. (Marwick),

167. — group diag. (Marwick), 168

stratigraphical range (Marwick), 172,

— subspinosa ^larwick, occ. Ardgowan (Fin-

lay), 510; Awamoa, 511; Pukenri, 509;

Target Gully, 496.— suicata Hector, syn., 185.

snlcaia Hutton, syn., 184, 185.

sulcata Jonas, s^'n., 180.

iricarinata Les.son, with pi. (Marw'ck) 186.

stratigraphical range (Marwick), 172.

tuberculata Hutton, with pi. (Marwick),

178.

group diag. (Marwick), 168.

stratigraphical range (Marwick), 172.

occ. Target Gully (Finlay), 496, 502.

syn., 176.

subsp. roncinna Suter, syn., 173.

classific. (Marwick), 163.

vermis (Martyn), with pi. (Marwick), 187.

group (Marwick),. 108, 170, 171.

protoconch, fig. (Marwick), 163.

stratigraphical range (Marwick), 172,

iricarinata Lesson, syn., 18G.

vernis not S. rrrmis (Marwick), 169.

not syn. of Buccinum scululatum
(Marwick), 170.

zelandiae Marshall and Murdoch, with pi.

(Marwick), 185.

stratigraphical range (Marwick), 172.

sp. Zittel (Marwick), 182.

Struthiolariidae Fischer (Marwick), 161-90.
StrulMolariopsis Wilckens, classific, (Marwick),

161.

ferrieri (Phil), fig. (Marwick), 161.

similis Wilckens, desc, and fig. (Marwick).
162.
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Stuart and Co., A. P., building at Customhouse
Quay, Wellington (Baillie), 719.

stuchburyiy Chione.
Stylidieae. See CandoUeaceae.
siibalbula, Pletirotoma,

suhalta, Leucosyrinx,
subantarcticus, Onithochiton.

subarticulata , Sertularella.

Thuiaria.

subcallimorpha, Euthria.
subcorticinum, Phragmidium.
auhdola, Carex,

Tortrix,

subfatuusy Aphineurus (Nesormosia )

.

snbflavescevs, Notosetia,

subglobosus, Sigaretus,

sublabiata, Crossea.

sublaevis, Talopena.
sublata, Natica.

suboblonga, Cytherea,
submontana, Macromustrix,
Snbonoba, in group (Finlay), 481.

absent from N.Z. Tert. (Finlay), 482.
foveauxiana (Suter), occ. Taieri (Finlay),

fumata (Sut.), in group (Finlav), 481.
subnoblis, Otolithus (Dentex),
subpinnata, Sertularia.

subreflexa^ Sipftonalia.

Verconella.

subroseay Dosinia,
mibsimile, Phragmidium.
subspinosa, Struthiolaria,
siibsukata, Cytherea.
subiaieiy Elachorbis,

snbtenuis, ChiUoma.
Bubterraneusy Paraleptamphopus,
snbtransennus, Ficus.
subtriangulata, Amphidesma.
suciensis, Nautilus.
Suckling, Mt., geol. (Benson), 118.
Suess, E., first Australian arc (Benson), 119.—- New Guinea, grouping of islands to S.E.

(Benson), 119.

Philippine and Sunda Archipel. trend-lines.
103.

Vitu Levu in geol. hist, of Aust. (Benson),
99.

Sula Islds., Jurassic sediments (Bei
105, 106, 107, 113.

Sula Besi, geol. phases (Benson), 106.
sulcata^ Bathytoma,

Belophos,

Struthiolaria.

subsp. damsiiy Aatraea.
snlcatu3, Otolithus (Scopelua).
Sulconacca n. gen. (Marwick), 556 ; ii

range, 546.
f:> 7;

compresm n. sp., with pL (Marwick), 658.
^'iwa n. »p., with pL (Marwick), 557 ; in

key, 557 ; range, 547.

arwic
in key, 567 ; range, 547,— vaughani n. sp., with pL (Marwic
type, 556.

Sumatra. See Malay Archipel.
sumatraensis, A ctin acts.

Sumba, geol. (Benson), 102, 105.

Sunda Archipel., trend-lines, &c. (Benson), 103.

113.

Sea, depth (Benson), 101 note.

Sunday Isld. See Raoul.
snperbQi Leptopteris.

supplejack. See Rhipogonum scandens,

S2i2)rasculpta, Alvania,
Surcula should be Turricula (Finlay), 498.

huttoni Sut., probably a Turricula oamaru-

tica Sut. (Finlay), 503.

oamarniica Sut., occ. at Target Gully (Fin-

lay), 502.

protransenna M. & M., incl. in Parasynnx
(Finlay), 514.

Suter, H., Alcitkoe treated as subgen. of Fulgo-

raria (Marwick), 200.

Ancilla opima confused with A. depressa

(Marwick), 201.

A'nomia undata and A, hnifnni, identific.

(Ma^^vick), 192.

Cominella hamiltoni, confusion withC. quoy

ana (Murdoch), 198.— Mitra armorica, ident. (Finlay), 468.

— Struthiolaria tricarinata, synonymy of

(Marwick), 186.

Struthiolaria spinosa and 8, tuberctdafa.

confusion (Marwick), 177.

suteri^ Admete.
Ataxoceritkirim.

CaUiostoma,
Cymatium.
Natica f3Iagnatica).

Psevdotoma.~— var. fragile, Callioatoma.

suiherlnndi, Natica,

Natica (Maguatica).
snturalis, AmpulUna.
—;— AmpulUna (Megatylolus),
• Lunatia.

Sulconacca.
Svelfia n. sp. of Suter a VexiUuw (Finlay), 496.

Swingle, W. T. See Kellerman, W. A., and

Swingle. ,

Sydow, P. and H., Aecidium disseminatnm &na

Melampsora Kusanoi, ident. (Cunningham), ^^^^

symmetrica, Turritella. .

Sympetrum blpundaium, trout-food (Phillippsi^

385.

Symplectoscyphus australis Marktanner-Tumer-

etscher, syn., 239.
^g^^

Syncharema n. g., in key, &c. (Tillyard), -

296-97. .rpu.

zygoneura n. sp., with pi. and figs- (^

yard), 296-97.
-„ . x 000

Syncoryne eximia Allman, desc. (Bale), ^^^f.

tenella (Farquhar), desc. (Bale), 228.

sp., occ. (Bale), 227, 229.

sp., Hartlaub, occ. (Bale), 229. .

Synemon hesperoides Feld., strigil, fig. (innp f'

219.

Synthecidae (Bale), 250.
g^Q

Synthecium cainj^ylocarpum Allman, syn.,

campylocarpum Inaba, syn., 2o0.

elegans Allman, occ. (Bale), 251.

orthogonia Bale, syn., 260.
gSO.

orthogonium (Busk.), classific. [i>^^)'
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SyntJiecium orthogonium Jaederholm, syn., 250.

• patulum, likeness to S. orthogonium (Bale),

250.

ramosum Allman, syn., 251.

Syntomidae, strigil (Philpott), 222.

Syrphidae (Miller), 281-84.

Tabar Isld., geol. (Benson), 121,

tahu, in song (Andersen), 699.

taitae, Aethicola.

takirikiri process (Rangi Hiroa), 353.

tahitaki, in plaiting, misprint for iakitahi (Rangi

Hiroa), 360.

in song (Andersen), 699.

tenviUrata, BeJa.

Brookyla.
fenuiliratus, Ttychatrarftj^.

tenukf Calypiraea,

Terehellina ("" Torlessia "> McKayi, occ. (Bon-

son), 108.

rp^.-^hra costala Hutt., occ. Pukcuri (Finlay), 509.

orycta Sut., occ, Ardgowan (Finlay), 510;

Talopena, use of name (Finlay), 520.

&ubla€vis n. sp., with fig. (Finlay), 520.

tapu of fire blown with breath (Rangi Hiroa), 354.

Tarache nivipicta Butl., strigil, with fig. (Phil-

pott), 220, 221.

Taraxacum magellanicum Comm., occ. Banks

Pen. (Laing & WaD), 442.

Target Gully and Wanganui beds (Marsh. &
Murd.), 156.

Molluscan fauna. Part 1 (Finlay),

Awanioa, 611.
7

_

varying form (Finlay), 508.

495-516.

507.

nature of fossil-beds (Finlay), 508.
^

variation in shelL (Finlay), 504, 505

laruensis, Hdophilus.
tatau-o-te-whare-o-Maui, the crane-fly (Alex-

ander), 641.

Tate, R„ affin. of Struthiolaria mirabilis, Tylo-

spira coronata^ &c. (Marwick), 165.

Tatea hedleyi n. sp., with pi. (Brookes). 153.

kuonensis T.-Woods, operculum (Brookes),

154.

Tatosma lestcvaia Walk., strigil, fig. (Philpott),

223.

tatua, generic name of belts (Rangi Hiroa), 340.

kotara = L wJuira.

o Rongorongo (Rangi Hiroa), 348.

pupara = t wJtara.

whara, plaiting (Rangi Hiroa), 346.

Teredo heaphyi Zitt., occ. Awaraoa (Finlay), 511.

teres, Amayrop^dJa.
ternaria, Carex.

ternala, Melicope,

Tertiary beds, new ^^hells (Finlay), 450-79.

mollusca, n, sp. (Murdoch), 157.

tessaUaiella, Lindera.

iestacea^ Carex,

Tethvan series of orogenic forces (Benson), 101.

Teiradeion Stebbing, desc. (Chilton), 632.

crasmm (Chilton), with figs. (Chilton), 631.

cra88%nn Stebbing, syn., 631.

tetrapiera, Edwardsia,

Sophora,

Teucridium parviflorum Hook, f., on Banks Pen.

(Laing & Wall), 438.

Thambotrkha n. g. (Meyrick), 204.

votes n. sp. (Meyrick), 205.

Thecocarpus chiffoni n. sp., with fig. (Bale), 261.

forvwsus Bu3k., affin. to Aglaophentd hui-

loni (Bale), 257.

identity (Bale), 261.

^ormosua Billard, syn., 261.

Billard, syn., 260.

tott, belt-fastener (Rangi Hiroa), 34S, 349.

Taukata brought kao in belt (Rangi Hiroa), 348.

tawai. See Nothofagus Menziesii,

tawhi. See Noihofagus Menziesii.

tecta, Uredo Hordei var.

Ustilago segelum var. Hordei forma.

Tellina eugonia Sut., occ. Pukeuri (Finlay), 509.

gaymardi Iredale [T. alba Q. & G.], occ.

Awamoa (Finlay), 511.
. •

glnbrella Desh. should be Maconui edgan

Iredale (Finlav), 497.

lUiana Iredale [T. deltoidalisl occ. Awa-

moa (Finlay), 511 ; Pukeuri, 509.

temporemutUy CaJliostomu,

lenax, Eristalis.

Phormium,
F

ienebrosus^ CaiUharidus

,

tenella, Sertularella,

Syncoryne.

tendlum, Epitonium,

Tenimber Islds., geol. phases (Benson), 103, 107,

112.

tenuicaudatum, Hydfjchorema.

Thecocaulvs adopt<

heterogonn n. sp., with fig. (Bale), 255-56.

Thekopsora Magn., syn., 29.

Thdymiira, host of Vromyces citriformis (Cun-

ningham), 46,

thermal lakefi, trout in (Phillipps), 381.

Thomas, A. P. W., distribution of pumice, Tara-

wera country (Aston), 722.

Thompson, D'A. W., varieties of Seriularia

opercuktta (Bale), 247.

Thompson Trough, geol. (Benson), 127.

Thomson, J. A., Hawke's Bay, Cretaceous rocks

(Benson), 131.

Hutton award (Inst.), 750.

bed
Mngad
ronellu.

Tkoristella dunedinenms (Sut.), occ. Taie

lay), 517.
" Thomdon Quay," extent (Baillie), 710.

Ihouinensis, Alvania,

24.

species

Th mbigua Thomj
Sertularia unguktd/ita (1— fcicaJi/cura (Coughtrey,, ^. ,— buski (Allman), classific. (Bale), 237.

ceraslium AUman, ** -^^ " "

(Bale), 237.

Challenger " fig. of

syn., 237.

doltrhocarpa

Jarquhari n. sp., with fig. (Bale

hippiMeyana Allman, syn., 251.
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iria monilifera Thompson, syn., 237.

quadridens Bale, syn., 242,— subarticulata Farquhar, sjti., 242.— tuba (Bale), T, bicalycula allied (Bale),
243-44.— viTicta AUman, syn., 242.— zelandica Farquhar, syn,, 251,

Thyroscyphus simplex Bale, syn., 236.
aimplex Lamouroux, identity with T. tri'

dentatus (Bale), 227.

occ. (Bale), 236.
- tridentatus (Bale), same

(Bale), 227.

T;artlaub. svn

as T, simplex

tiarcdus, Trochus,
tigris, Calliostoyna.

Tiliaceae, hosts of Aecidium Milleri (Cunning-
ham), 35.

Tilletia, characters (Cunningham), 404, 424.
cytology (Cunningham), 399.
in key (Cunningham), 403.

Airae-caespitosae Lindr., syn., 410.
alopecurivora Ule, syn., 410.
Brizae Ule, syn., 410.
Caries Tul, syn., 426.

— De Baryana Fisch. v. Waldh., syn., 410.— decipiens (Persoon) Koemicke, with fig.

(Cunningham), 424.

— ' diff. between it and T. Hold and
Tnmz (Uunmngham), 427.
foetens (B. & C.) Trel., syn., 425.
Holci^ (Westerndorp) Rostrup, with

(Cunningham), 427.

difF
'

%

levis

unninghan
cev fCunni:

425.

!unnineham), 400
Mtlu ±'cl., syn., 410.

Bautcenhoffi F. v. Waldh., syn., 427.
Secalis (Cda.) Kuehn., syn., 426.
sphaerococca F. v. Waldh,, syn., 424.
striaeformis Oud., syn., 410.
Tritici Winter, with fig, (Cunningham), 426.

germination (Cunningham), 400.
diff. between it and T, decipiena and

T. Holci (Cunningham), 427.~ in bey (Cunningham), 424.
Tillyard, R. J., elected to fellowship (Inst.), 775
tiUyardiy Paroxyethira,

Simaethis,

time-signals, first Wellington (BaiUie), 703
Timor, geol. phases (Benson), 103, 104, 105, 108.
Tinea cymodoce n. sp. (Meyrick), 206.
^neoidea, strigil, with figs. (Philpott), 219.
Tinirau, Te, prehistoric tribe (Andersen), 696.
ttpare, a fillet (Rangi Hiroa), 344.
Tiphobiosis n. g., in key, &c. (Tillyard), 286, 298.

Julva xu sp., with fig. (Tillyard), 298, 300.

oo«Tn"^""''
"• ^P-' ^'^^^ Pl- and figs. (Tillyard),

Tipula, trout-food (Phillipps). 385,
atropo8 Hudson, syn., 658.

Tipuloidea (Alexander), 641.
tiritea, Puccinia,
Tiriteana n. cren . pliaraof /\*^rA*.c\ oor

w

Tiriteanaf in key (Myers), 317.

clarkei n. sp., with pi. (Myers), 325,

Tissotia, occ. (Benson), 105 note.

Tithonian, Upper, ammonite from (?) (Marshall),

615-16.

Tmesipteris, occ. on Rangitoto (Holloway), 89.

Tobler, A., Java, crust-movements (Benson),

102.

Tod's Wharf, Wellington (Baillie), 714.

toetoe. See Arundo con^picua,

Uredo.
toggle for flute (Andersen), 694-95.

fohetohe of puiarUy details (Andersen), 696-97,

toitoi. See Gobiomorphus gobioides.

tokotoko rangi disease (Rangi Hiroa), 367,

tomipara, Puccinia.
Tongariro Nat. Park, ferns (Holloway), 88.

; See also N.Z. Inst., T.N.P. Com-

mittee.

Tonks, W., Wellington reclamations (Baillie),

713.

Torlesse, Mount, climate (Holloway), 76.

Torlessia McKayi. See TerebelUna McKayi.
Tornatina should be Retusa (Finlay), 498.

Torres Strait, geol. (Benson), 118.

Torricelli Mts., geol. (Benson), 117.

(ortirostre, Ausirotriion.

tortoise, fresh -water. See Miolania,

Tortricoidea, strigil, with figs. (Philpott), 219.

Tortrix argentosa n, sp. (Philpott), 209.
• orthocopa n. sp. (Meyrick), 661.
—— scruposa n. sp. (Philpott), 212.

subdola n. sp. (Philpott), 212.

zestodes n. sp. (Meyrick), 203.

torua, sandal (Rangi Hiroa), 358.

totara. See Podocarpus tofara.

totaray Podocarpits.

toulaif Otolithus (Macrurus),
towhiriwhiriy fire-fan (Rangi Hiroa), 354.

Townsend, —, hab. of Oecleus decern (Myers),

316. _
Townson, W., plants of Westport district, 86.

trachaea of insects, meth. of injecting (Kirk), ot)^.

Trachinus. See Otolithvs (Trachinus).

Tradesmen's Club, WeUington, lease to (BaiUie),

712. ,

Transactions, publication. See N.Z. Inst., Pud-

lication Committee.
transenna, Bathytomia.

Leucosyrinx,

Leticosyrinx alia subsp.

Limea.
transennum, Cymatium.
transennuSy Ficus,

transfixay Catamacta.
travelling-expenses. See N.Z. Inst.

Traversiif Onaphalkim,
treasurer's reports, 1922 (Inst.), 736;

TrebUcock, R. E. See Mulder J. ^-^

Trebilcock.

tremula, Pieris,

Treubiit Elateromycea,

Vstilago.

triangularis^ Conus.
triarticulata, Puccinia.

iricarinata, Struthiolaria*

1923, 758.

ana

verm is.
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iricentra, Nepticula.

Trichomanes, no record from Auckland laid.

(HoUoway), 91.

Colensoi Hook, f., occ. (Holloway), 80, 84,

86, 87.

northern limit of (Holloway), 93.— elovgatiim A. Cunn., occ. (Holloway), 80,

86, 88, 89.

southern limit of (Holloway), 93.

Tritonidea should be Pottia (Finlay), 498.

compacta Sut., and T. elaloir Sut., ident.

and variability (Finlay), 503.

shouIJ Lc rollm compacta
(Sut), (Finlay), 504.

elaloir Sut., juvenile of T, compacta Sut,

— htimile Forst., occ. Banks Pen, (Laing &
Wall), 439.

occ, (Holloway), 80, 81, 86, 88, 89,

90,

southern limit of (Holloway), 93.— Lt/alli Hook. & Bak., occ. (Holloway), 80,

84, 87.— reniforme Forst. f., hab. (Holloway), 84.

— inrolling of frond to hinder transpira-

tion (Holloway), 89.
- occ. (HoUoway), 84, 86, 87, 88, 89,

(Finlay), 503.

tritonis, Ckaronia,

Trivia aveUanoidt^ McCoy, occ. Ardgowan (Fin-

lay), 510 ; Pukeuri, 509.

Trochiis chathamen9f9 (Hutt. ), the tyj>o of

ThoristeUa Iredale (Finlay), 497.

tiaratus Q. & G., Target Gully record
erroneous (Finlay), 497.

Trophon of Target Gully should be Xymerie
(Finlay), 498.

crispus Gould., eyn., 199.

gouldif Cossmann's name of T, crispus

(Marwick), 199.

murdochi n, sp., with pi. (Marwick), 198.

90, 91.

rigidum Sw., related to T. strictum (Hollo-

way), 93— strictuyn Menz., occ. (Holloway), 84, 87.

related to T, rigidum (Holloway), 93,

— venosum R. Br., occ. (Holloway), 80, 86,

88, 90, 91.

Trichoptera, new gen. and sp. (Tillyard), 285.

Trichotropis clafhrafa Sow., occ. Pukeuri (Fin-

lay), 509.

iricingulatumj Ataxocerithium,

Trktena, strigil (Philpott), 218.

tridentata, Campanuhria,
Serttilarella,

tridentatusy Thyroscyphus,

trifida, Veronica,

trijoliaia^ Azordla,

Trigonia semiundulata Jenkins [T. subundulata

Jenkins], occ, Awamoa (Finlay), 511.

trigonopsisj Anomia.
Trigonoaemus, occ. (Benson), 105 note.

Trigonostoina christiei n. sp., with pi. (Finlay),

466.

imikaiaetms n, sp,, with pi, (Finlay), 466.

tripartita, Plumularia.,

tripinnalumf Asphnium bulbiferum var,

Triplectides Koelnati (Tillyard), 306.— oreolimnetes n, sp., with pi. and fig. (Till-

yard), 306-7.

triquetrum, Psilotum,
tridplnosay Odontotheca,

Sertularia.

tri.ilriSf Epicoma.
Tritici, Tilletia.

Ustilagidiunu

Ustilago,

Ustilago segetum var.

{ormsL foliicola, Ustilago.

triticina, PiLcciiiia,

trUicinum, Di^caeoma,
Triticorum, Puccinia,
Triiicum vulgare Vill., host of Puccinia Elymi

(Cunningham), 2,

TiMe/ia/en'^ (Cunningham), 425.

T. Tritici (Cunningham), 426.

Ustilago Tritici (Cunningham),
409,

trout, deterioration and food-supply (Phillipps),

381.

truncicola, Uromyces*
trust funds, management (Inst.), 738, 757»758,
tu, a warrior's belt (Rangi Hiroa), 346.

a woman's belt (Rangi Hiroa), 348,

tuuhaf midrib of karetu (Rangi Hiroa), 348.

tuba, Thuiaria.

Tubercularia persicina Ditm., syn., 60,

tnherculaia, Cicindala.

Struthiolaria,

concimia, Struthiolaria,

Tuberctdina Saccardo, characteristics (Cunning-

ham), 49,

persicina (Ditm.) Saccardo, with fig. and
pi. (Cunningham), 50.

infects Aecidiitm otagen^e (Cunning-

ham), 33.

Tubiclava friUicosa Allman, same as T. rubra

(Bale), 227.

riibra Farquhar, identity of T, Jruticoaa

with (Bale), 227, 228,

Tubularia aUenucidts Coughtrey, occ, &c. (Bale),

228.

syn., 228.

Tubulariidae (Bale), 228.

tttbulifera, Aglaophenia,

Tuhulosiium discoideum Stol., with pi. (Wile-

kens), 543.

Tudicila alia Wilckens, relation to Struthio-

lariopsis similis (Marwick), 162.

Tugalia bascaitda Hedley, occ. Dunedin (Finlav),

518.

Tuhotoariki and koauau (Andersen), 695.

Tukang Besi Islds., geoL phases (Benson), 111.

iu-karetu, technique (Rangi Hiroa), 348.

Tukutahi mentioned (Rangi Hiroa), 354.

Tuiasne, L. R. and C,, classific. of smuts (Cun-
ningham), 401,

turaatakuru, AciphyUa in North, Discaria in

South (Rangi Hiroa), 357--58.

sandal and legging (Rangi Hiroa), 357-58.
tu-maurea, technique (Rangi Hiroa), 349.

tumidum, Argohuccimim^

tu-muka^ technique (Rangi Hiroa), 349.

innbridgevse, UymenophyUum,
iupnrty Uredo.
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luraukawa, and tokotoko rangi (Rangi Hiroa),
367.

Turbinella brevirostria Hutt., type of Maorivetia
(Finlay), 513.

" Turbo mardhalli fauna " of Kakanui tufifs

(Finlay), 456.

Turbo (Marmorostoma) approximattis Suter,
syn., 555.

Turbonilla awamoaensis M, & M., occ. Awamoa
(Finlay). 511.

prism Sut., ident. (Finlay), 506.
zelandica Hutt., occ. Pukeuri (Finlay), 509.
(Pyrgolampros) blanda n. sp., with fiff.

(Finlay), 522.
^

iurgida, Plumularia.
Turneri, Pittosporum,
Turricula (= Surmla) fusiformis and others

should be T. oamarutica (Sut.), (Finlay), 503.
Tiuttoni (Sut.), occ. Awamoa (Finlay), 511.
oamarutica (Sut.), varying form (Finlay),

Turris regius Sut., occ. only in Waihao ereen-
sands (Finlay), 499.

Ttirritella, not at Awamoa (Finlay), 502.
variable form (Finlay), 508.
symmetrica Hutt., occ. (Marsh. & Murd.).

156.
"

Tutanekai, sound of his koauau (Andersen), 696.
Tuwharetoa and the pumoana " Te awa a te
atua " (Andersen), 696.

Tyler, E. B., unity of mankind (Rangi Hkoa),

tylogramma, EndopUhara,
Tylospira Harris, charact. (Marwick), 179-70.

in classific, 162.

coronata (Tate), generic status, with fig.

arwick). 165. Ififi
*

XJber yyiucronatus n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 562
in key, 559 ; range, 547.—— obstructus n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 567
in key, 559 ; range, 547.

'" dL fMarwick), 565
in key, 549 ; range, 547.

pateaenais n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 564;
in key, 559 ; range, 547.

propeovatus n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 564

in key, 559 ; range, 547.

sagenus (Suter), with pi. (Marwick), 563
*^ ^ — — _^^, ,_ —,

—

in key, 559 ; range, 547.

acalptus n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 568;

in key, 559.

aeniaculus n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 566^ r - - — - -

in key, 559 ; range, 547.

unisidcatus n. sp., with pi, (Marwick), 562

in key, 559 ; range, 547.

ivaipaenais n. sp., M'ith pi. (Marwick), 562

;

in key, 559 ; range, 547.

acutulata (Martyn), Tate's classific, with
arwic.

Typhis Jranceacae n. ap., with pi. (Finlay), 465.
maccoyi T. -Woods, occ. Ardgowan (Finlay),

510 ; Pukeuri, 509 ; Target GuUy, 496.~
rel. to T. Jranceacae (Finlay), 465.

typhoid among Maori (Rangi Hiroa), 367.
typtca, Seba,

Vber Humphrej^a (:= PoUnicea Montfort), (Mar-
wick), 559 ; in key, 549 ; range, 546, 547-48.~ chattonensia n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 563 ;m key, 559 ; range, 547.

arwic
key, 559 ; range, 547.

fiyilayi n. sp., with pL (Marwick), 565 : in
key, 549 ; range, 547.

—J'^ttom (von Ihering), with pL (Marwick),
660; m key, 559; range, 547.

tncertua n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 567 :m key, 659 ; range, 547.
-intmcraaaus (Finlay), with pL (Marwick),

561 ; m key, 559 ; range, 547.

^
kaavaensis n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 566 •

m key, 559 ; range, 547.
hbatua n. sp., with pL (Mar^^ick), 562 : in

key, 659 ; range, 547.

^
mod^tus n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 667:

in key, 559 ; range, 547,

waipipienais n. sp., with pi. (Marwick),

564 ; in, key, 559 ; range, 547.— (Euapira) barrierenaia n. sp., with pi.

(Marwick), 571 ; in key, 569 ; range, 548.

firmus 11. ap., with pi. (Marwick),

569 ; in key, 569 ; range, 547.

Jyfei n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 569;
^ %/u/ — ^ r

in key, 569 ; range, 547.

laieaiwHun n. sn.. with dL fMarwic

569 ; in key, 569 ; range, 548.

pseudovitreus Finlay, with pi. (Mar-

wick), 570; in key, 569; range, 548.

pukeurienais n. sp., with pi. (Mar-

wick), 570 ; in key, 569 ; range, 548
rih'puji ^Hiiffnn^- with nl. fMarWlC

570 ; in key, 569 ; range, 548.

(Neverita) ponlia n. sp., with pi. (Mar-

wick), 571 ; range, 548.

ttAifor flute (Andersen), 694-95.

Vloihrix, trout-food (Philpott), 382.

Umbelliferae, hosts of Puccinia namua (Cunning-

ham), 3.

Vredo infiata (Cunningham), 43.

nmbilicata, Orthophragmina.
umbilicatua, Hexaplex octogonus var.

umbonatna, Otolithus.

umbripenniaf Ilydrobioaia,

umbroaum, Galium,. . ,

Vncinia auslralis Pers., host of Puccinia TJncini-

antm (Cunningham), 394.

caeapiiosa Boott., host of Cintractia acleroti'

formia (Cunningham), 421. . ..— leptosiachya Raoul, host of CtntracUa

sclerotiformia (Cunning
riparia R. Br., ho;

formia (Cunningham),
Unciniarum^ Puccinia.
undata, Anomia.
undoaata, Venuaia.
nndulata, Amptcllina.

undulaium, Globisinum.
Sinum,

undulalua, Sigareiua,

nngniculata, Sertuhria,
unideniaia^ Venericardia,
vnilateralia, Sertularia,

unidloidea, Brom ua.
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wiiplicata, Ringicula.

unisjilcatus, Uber,

wpohoy in song (Andersen), 698.

Uraniidae, strigil (Philpott), 224.

UTceolorumy TJstilajo,

Uredinaceae, classific. (Cunningham), 26.

Uredinales, literature (Cunningham), 14, 6o,

imperfect! (Cunningham), 31.

of N,Z„ Part 2 (Cunningham), 13 ; Suppt.,

Part 1, 1 ; Second Suppt., 392.

ttredinicola, Cecidomyia.
VredinopsisMaign., characteristics, &c. (Cunning-

ham), 31.

VrediJiula, Speg., syn., 49-

Uredo Persoon, characteristics (Cunningham), 40.

syn., 26.
'

e., occ. (Cunningham), 47.

Berk., occ. (Cunningham), 47.

lum., syn., 29.

:s., syn., 420.

, syn., 426.

^ke., syn., 8.

^ mm var. Celmisiae Cke., syn., 8.

Crinitae n. form-sp., with fig. (Cunning-

ham), 41, 54,

in key, 40.
'unmni

42.

in key, 40.

, Darluca Fihnn parasitic on (Lun-

nuigham), 49.

Dianellae Rac, not U, DianeOae

unningham), 42.

Eglajiteriae H. Mart., syn., 16.

devata Schum., ayn., 16.

Elmyi West., svn., 1.

Epilobii DC svn., 30.
iuninn

394, 396.— Hordei var. tecta Jens., syn., 408.

— Hydropiperia Schum., sjti., 423.— injlata Cooke, with fig. (Cunmnghara), 4J.

- in key, 40.
- Jcaretu, n. form-sp., with fig. (Cunningham),

41, 54.

in key, 40.

Cunn
sitic on (Cunningham), 49.— Ulicina Rob,, syn., 50.— Lini Schum., syn., 27.— miniata Pers., sjti., 16.

Oleariae Cooke, with fig. (Cunningham),

Uredo Scirpunodosi McAIpine, with fig. (Cun-

ningham), 42.

in key, 40.

-, Darluca Filum parasitic on (Cun-

ningham). 49.

^— segeium var. decipiens Pers., syn., 424.

soidhhiidkus n. £orm-sp„ with fig. and p!.

(Cunningham), 44, 55.

in key, 40.

toetoen. form-sp., witL fig. (Cuiuiingham),

41, 55.

in kev, 40.

-, Darluca Filuw parasitic on (Cun-

ningham), 49,

tupare n. form-sp., with fig. (Cunningham),

44,55.
in key, 40.

Ustilago Pers., sj-n., 404.

- wharanui n. form-sp., with fig. (Cunning-

ham), 46, do.

in kev, 40.

44.

in key, 40.

olivacea DC, syn., 417.

Phormii n. form-sp., with fig. (Cunning-

ham), 42, 54.
If] kpv 40

Phormii G. H. Cunn., Darluca Filum para-

sitic on (Cunningham), 49.

PoterUillae Schum., syn., 19.

piistuJata Pers., svn., 30.

Rliagndiae Cooke and Maasee, with tig.

(Cunnlngliam), 43.

in key, 40.

Bosae Schum., syn,, 16.

Sosae'Centrifoiiae Pers,, sjTi^t 16*

Urewera, famous pahu of (Andersen), 691.

Urocysiis, characters (Cunningham), 429.

in key (Cunningham), 403.

Anemones Winter, with pi. and fig. (Cun-

ninfiham), 430.
. r . on-r

erown by Kniep (Cunningham), ^yv.

Infection (Cunninorjiam), 398.

__ 5o7iiG F. V. Wald., syn., 429.

Uromifra eiremoides n. sp., with pis. (Fmlay), 4*)9.

romyces Aspemlat McAlp., occ. (Cunning-

ham), 8.
.r. ' V, \ 4P

Azorellae Cke.. occ. (Cunningham), 40.

citrifonnis Berk., occ. (Cunningham), 4b.

cladrastidis Kus., hab. (Cunningham), 392.

— Dadylidls Otth., aecidinm of Aecidium

Banuncidacearum in cycle of (Cunmngham),

34
'

Edwardsiae n. sp., with fig. (Cunningham),

392 395.

"hmlinus Peck, hab. (Cunningham), 392.

otakon G. H. Cunn., Darluca Filum para-

c on (Cunningham), 48.

Poae Rab., aecidium of Aecidium liannn-

i^tarum in cycle of (Cunningham), 34.

Polygoni Fcl., Darluca Filum parasitic on

(Cunningham), 48,
u \ aa

scariosus Berk., occ. (Cunningham), 4«.

shikokianus Kus., hab. (Cunningham), 392.

Sophorae-JlavescerUis Kus., hab. (Cunning-

ham), 392. ^. i i /n •

Sophorae-japonicae Diet., hab. (Cunning-

ham), 392.

truiicicola P. Henn. et Shirai, hab. (Cun-

ningham). 392.

Uroniycladiufn alpinnm McAlp., Darluca Filum

parasitic on (Cunningham), 48.

notabile McAlp., Darluca Fdum parasitic

on (Cunningham), 48.
*

Tipperiannm (Sftcc.) McAlp., Darluca

Filum parasitic on (Cunningham), 48,

Vrtica ferox Forst. f., food-plant of Agromyza

urticae (Watt), 685.

urticae, Agromyza.

Ustilagidium Herzb., sj-n., 404.

Hordei Herzb., syn., 409.

Triiici Herzb., syn., 409.
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Ustilaginaceae, classific, (Cunningham), 403.
Ustilago (Persoon) Roussel, charact. (Cunning-
ham), 404-5.

cytology (Cunningham), 399.
in key (Cunningham), 403.

AgropyriMcAlp., syn., 413.
Avenue Jensen, with pi. and fig. (Cunning-

ham), 405.— infection prevented (Cunningham),

Ustilago Scirpi Kuehn., syn.^ 420.
sderotiformis Cke. et Mass., syn., 421.

segetum Dittm., subdiv. by Jensen (Cun-
ningham), 408.— var. Acenae of Jensen (Cunningham),
408.

400.

in key (Cunningham), 405,
Jensen's classific. (Cunningham), 408.
var. levis Kell. et Sw,, syn., 406.

_
bromivora (Tulasne) Fischer von Waldheim,

with pi. and fig. (Cunningham), 412,— germination (Cunningham), 400, 401.— in key (Cunningham), 405.
bitllata Berkeley, with pi. and fig. (Cun-

ningham), 413.

in key (Cunningham), 405.— Candolhi TuL, syn., 423.— Carbo var. vulgaris d. bromivora Tul., svn.,
412.

-^

caricicola Tracy and Earle, svn., 417.
Carids Ung., syn., 420.
catenata Ludw., syn., 417.

on Carex pseudo-cypents (Cunning-
ham), 417.

comburens Ludwig, with pi. and fig. (Cun-
ningham), 413.

in key (Cunningham), 405.

408.

409.

var. Hordei of Brefield (Cmmingham),

of Jensen (Cunningham), 408.

forma nuda Jens., syn., 408,

forma iectUy Jensen's classific.

(Cunningham), 408.

var. Tritici of Brefield (Cunning-

ham), 408.

— emodmis Berk., Elateromyces Treubii a syn.
(Cunningham), 416.— endotricha Berk., sj-n., 41G.

exigua Syd., syn., 413.

408.

— foetefis Berk, et Curt., svn., 425.— Hordei Bref., Brefield's^elassific. (Cunninf^-
ham), 408.

- division hy Jensen (Cunningham),

- Kellerman and Swingle's classific.
unnmgham), 408.
Hordei Kell., syn., 408.
Hordei Rostr,, syn., 409.
Hordei var. nuda Jens., syn., 409.
hydropiperis Schroet., syn., 423.
Jensenii Rostrup, with pi. and fig. (Cun-

ningham), 408.

in key (Cunningham), 405.
levis Magnus, with pi. and fig. (Cunning-

ham), 406.

ningham), 399.

m key (Cunningham), 405.
Jensen's classific. (Cunningham), 408.
'ts Cda. (= U. Zeae), cytology (Cun-

microspora Mass. et Rodw., syn., 413.
nuda (Jens.) Kell. et Sw„ infection pre-

vented (Cunningham), 400.—— Kellerman and Swingle's classific.
(C unnmgham), 408,

syn., 409.
olivacea (DC.), Tul. svn., 417.
perennuns Rostr., sjti., 405.
Poarum McAlp., svn., 410.

hai^^ts '
Sydow., with pi. and figs. (Cunning-

in key (Cunningham), 405.

— of Jensen (Cunningham), 408.

syn., 409,— solida Berk., syn., 429.— Spinifices Ludw., sjti., 418.— striaeformis (\\'estendorp) Niessl., with pi.

and fig. (Cunningham), 410.

infection prevented (Cunningham),

400.

in key (Cunningham), 405.— Treubii (Solma.) Bubak, occ. (Cunning-

ham), 414-15.
Tritici Jensen, with pi. and fig. (Cunning-

ham), 409.— in key (Cunningham), 405.

Jensen's classific. (Cunningham),

408. — forma foliicola P. Henn., syn., 409.

- urceolorum Tul., syn,, 420.
- washingtoyu'ana EU. et Ev., syn., 410.

Zeae Ung., galls on (Cunningham), 398;

and see U> Maydis.

Valanliae, Pnccinia.
valida, Stenothoe.

validus, Stenothoe.

Van Rees Mts., geol. (Benson), 116.

mwa, Rissoa.

Rissoina,
variae, Aecidi\im Plantaginis-,

variaTiSf Orthophragniina*
varicostaia, Daphnella,
variolarius-herberti^ Nummuliies,
varius, Paraphylax.
vateSf Thambotricha.
vaughani, Sulconacca.
vegrandiSy Pagodula,
vellicata, Ventricoloidea.

telutinum, Nephrodium,
venereal diseases among Maori (Rangi

Venericardia bollonsi Sut., aff. to V. (Pleuro-

Hixoa)

merisj marshulli (Marwick), 193

occ. Target Gully (Finlay), 49b

corbis Philippi, syn., 192. ,

,

dijficilis (Desh.), occ. (Marsh. & Mura.;.

'-

record should be expunged (Finlay).

lutea (Hutt.), aff. to F. (Pleuromerisj

rnarshalli (Marwick), 193.
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Venericardi lutea (Hutt.)» varying form (Finlay),

507.

(Pleuromeris) marshaUi n. sp., with pi.

(Marwick), 192.

(Miodontiscxis ) ininima n, sp., with pi,

(Marwick), 193.

pseutes Sut, should be F. aicamoaensis

Harris (Finlay), 498.

unidentata (Basterot), syn., 192.

Veneridae, confusion in names (Finlay), 505.

venosuniy Trichomaiies,

Ventricoloidea vellicata Hutt, [Chione], occ. Ard-

gowan (Finlav), 510 ; Awanioa, 511; Pukeuri,

509.

Venusia autocJiarh n. sp. (Me3'i'ick), 202.

undosata Fekl., strigil, with fig. (Philpott),

223, 224.

veiiusta, Ampullina.
Euspirn,

venustuin, Glohiainum,

verba&cifolia, Celmisia^

Verconella adusa (Phil.) not present in Awamoan
(Finlay), 601.

caudata (Q. & G.) not present in Awamoan
(Finlay), 501,504.

is probably Tritonidea compacta Sut.

(Finlay), 501.
— compta n. sp., with pi. (Finlay), 523.

— coTioidea Zitt,, occ. (Marsh k Murd.), 156.

dilatata (Q. & G.) not present in Awamoan
(Fijilay), 501.— dnhia n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 196.

— marshalU n. sp., with pi. (Murdoch), 159.

— nodosa var., occ. (Marsh & Murd.), 156.

— subrefle:ca (Sow.) wrongly recorded (Fin-

lay), 501.
- thomsoni n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 196.

verconis^ Epignis.

Vermicularia ophiodes Marsh. & ]\hird., occ.

Target Gully (Finlay), 496.

vermis, Buccinum,
Struthioliiria*

•A

tricarinakif Struthiolarla.

verneulii, Spirifera.

vernicosus, Cyathus.
vernia, Struthiolaria.

Veronica Carsei n. sp. (Petrie), 96.

Dartoni n. sp. (Petrie), 98 ; sp. nov. 436.

trifida sp. nov. (Petrie), 437.

vestUum, Polystichum.
vexittiformiSf Antimiira,
Vexillum (Fusimitra) n. sp. See Sveltm n. sp.

fenestrntum Sut. juv. like Uromitra etre-

moides (Finlay), 470.

occ. Target Gully (Finlay), 496.

varying form (Finlay), 508.

linctum (Hutt.), occ. Awamoa (Finlay),

511; Target Gully, 496.

TiUidolomiim Sut,, occ. Awamoa (Finlay),

511.

Victory, Mount, active volcano (Benson), 116,

118.

^lom, Calliphora.
—;— Metrosideros,
villomm, Hymenophyllum.
vincta, Thuiaria.
" vinqtdsh " in sheep (Aston), 723.

virescens, Charagia,

viridicolor^ Atarba (Atarba).

viUUtiSj Natica,

VUreaJ Lunalia.—— Natica.

vitreus, PoUnkes.
Uber (Euspira).

Vitu Levu, part of segment between virgation

N. of X.Z. (Benson), 99.

vocalization of note o( pulara (Andersen), 697.

Vogelkop Pen., geol. (Benson), 116.

volcanic activity. See vulcanisni.

volcanic rocks, N.Z., post-Tertiary (Henderson),

594-96,

VolvuJdla, See Eh izorus.

vulcanicum, Blechnum.
vulcanism. Loyalty Islds. (Benson), 123.

Malay Archipel. (Benson), 108.

Mt. Egmont, Wanganui coast (Marsh Jc

Murd.), 155.

New Britain (Benson), 120.

New Guinea (Benson), 114.

New Hebrides (Benson), 133.

New Zealand, submarine origin (Beoaon),

132.— Riverhead-Kaukapakapa dist., intrusions

(Bartrum), 150,

Solomon Islds. (Benson), 121.

vulgarej Cructbidum.

Hordeum,
Tritkum.

vulgarlSj Agrostis,

Merlurcius,

Xotosetia,

d. bromhora\Ustilago Carbo var.

vulgat unit Cerastium*

Wahlenbergia albov^nrgtnnUi Hook., host of Pvc-

cinia Wahlenbergiae (Cunningham), 8.

Wahlenbergiaet Puccinia.

Waigeo Isld. and Hahnahera arc (Benson), 113.

tvaihaoenms, AmpulUiUZ*

taaikaiaensis, Trigonosioma.

Waikorowhiti, fight at (Andersen), 695.

Waimana, Maruiwi at (Andersen), 696.

Waimate, prevailing winds (Holioway), 76.

Waingongoro Stream, geol. (Marsh & Murd), 155.

Waipara dist.. Upper, LahilUa (\Mlckens),

539-40.

waipaemis, Uber
tcaipara-ensisj Perissoptera,

waipipieimSf Uber.

Waiponga Stream, geol. phases (Benson), 114.

Waitakere Hills, geol. (Bartrum), 141.

Waitemata series, age (Bartrum), 141, 143, 144.

Waitt's Wharf, Wellington (Baillie), 715,

Walckanaer Bay, geol. (Benson), 116.

W^alker, A. 0., form of Seba antarctku (Chilton),

269.

W'alker, F., N.Z. Cixiids, first desc. (Myers),

316.

Cixius interior charact. (Myers), 318.

tvalkerif Oliarit^,

\^'all, A., filmy ferns on Mt. Pleasant,

See also Laing, R. M., and Wall.
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Wallace, A. R-, biological division of Malay
Archpel. (Benson), 99.

Walpole Isld., geol. (Benson), 123.

Walsh, P., Maori extinction (Rangi Hiroa), 362,

364, 365.

Wanganui-South Taranaki coast, Tertiary rocks

(Marsh. & Murd.), 155.

Wanner, J., Burn, mollusc, fauna (Benson), 106
note.

Celebes, Miocene folding (Benson), 107, 110.

Misol formations (Benson), 106.
• Sumatra, Palaeozoic limestones (Benson),

101.

wannonensis, Merica,
war-gong. See paJiu,

Washington ianuy Ustilago.

water-boatman. See Corisa.
watti, Elachista.

tcatisiy Plumularia,
Watubele Islds., geol. phases (Benson), 112*

Weber Deep, formation of (Benson), 112.

Wellington College endowment, reclaimed land
(Baillie), 711.

—.— harbour-works and reclamations (Baillie),

700.

West Coast, N.Z., post-Tertiary elevation (Hen-
derson), 584 el 8€q, ; depression, 593 ei seq.

Westland, forest-covering (Holloway), 71,
Whaiti, Te, war-gong at (Andersen), 691.
whaJcahoUkoU design in belt (Rangi Hiroa), 348.
whakarewa, in song (Andersen), 699.
whalcataanga, in song (Andersen), 698.
whakatipUf Puccinnia
wharanuif Uredo.
wharfage charged, Wellington (Baillie), 718.
wharfinger. Queen's \A^arf, WeUington (Baillie),

whati, in song (Andersen), 699.
whcUiinga, in song (Andersen), 698.
wheat, naked smut (Cunningham), 409.
whirl and raruTigu, difference (Rangi Hiroa), 348.
White, B., classific. of Cixiids (Myers), 316.
White, J., on the pakuru (Andersen), G9L
whitdeggei, Aglaophenia,
lahiti, in song (Andersen), 698.
Wilckens, 0., Otago, rocks (Benson), 129.

- Struthiolarella Twrdenskjoldi affinities (Mar-
wick), 165.

See also Steinmami and Wilckens.
Willaumez Pen., geol. (Benson), 120.
WiUiams, H. W., elected F.N.Z.lnst, (Inst.), 749.
Wilson, R. A., habits of Ennhra.^m Wihoni

(Petrie), 97.
Wihoni, Euphrasia,
winds, Wellington (Baillie), 702,
witch's-broom, a rust (Cunningham), 35, 36.
women's belts, Maori (Rangi Hnoa), 348.
Wood, Lieut., on Wellington beacon (BaiUie),

702.
^

Woodlark Isld. (Murua), geol. (Benson), 118,

woodai, Audrotrlton,
Bela,

Worley, F. P„ research grant. 1923. 790.
Worley, W. F,, resol. of sympathy (Inst.), 753.
wormbdiemis, Diirupa cornea var.
Wright, D. M., Maori sandals (Rangi Hiroa), 358.
Wright, E., Wellington lighthouse (Baillie), 708.

Wrightiij Cyathus,

wuellerstorfi, Ostrea.

wyomeiuiSj Puccinia,

Xanthorhoe, strigil (Philpott), 224.

Xenocalliphora n. gen., desc. and key (Malloch),

639 ; in key, 638.
• antipodei Hutton, in key (Malloch), 639.

• eudypti Hutton, in key (Malloch), 639.

hortona Walker, in key (Malloch), 639.

Xymene dreivi (Hutton), with pi. (Marwick), 198.

lepidus (Sut.), varying form (Finlay), 507.

[Trophon], occ. Awamoa (Finlay),

511 ; Pukeuri, 509.

oliveri n. sp., with pi. (Marwick), 199.

quirindus Iredale, not at Target Gully

(Finlay), 498.

robu^tus n. sp., with pi. (Finlay), 520.

Xysmatodoma saxosa Meyr., strigil, fig. (Philpott)

219-

Yap, geol. phases (Benson), 113.

yateij Callanaitis,

Cytherea.

Ysabel, geoL (Benson), 121.

Yucca^ hab. of Oecleus decens.

Zade, A., spores of Ustilago Aveme (Cumimg-

ham), 406.

Zalipais parva n. sp., with fig. (Unlay), 518.

Zeae, Ustilago,

zealandica, Elephantomyia,

Limopsis.
zelandi^e, Struthiolaria.
zdavdicay Aglaophenia.

Atrina,

Lyria.

Melina.—— Xatica,

Plantnanomia,
Stereotheca.

-—— Thuiaria,

Turbonilla,

zelandicumf Isognomon,
T^dandicuSj Murex, ^^ ,

ZelandoptHa n. g., with fig. (TiUyard), 300-1-

moselyi n. sp., with fig. (Tillyard), 301-

zelebori, Epitonium. ^^%

Zemira H. & A. Adams, classific. (Marwick). loi.

Zemita acinaces Q. & G., occ. Ardgowan (l*mia>;.

610; Awamoa, 511.

zestodes, Tortriz,

zigzag design in belt (Rangi Hiroa), 348.

Zittel, K., Siruthiolaria cingnlata, descrip. l^vx

wick), 179.

zitteli, Liwopsis,

Siphoiialia nodosa*

zorioneUa, Acrocercops,

zosierophilaj Estea.

Zygaenidae, strigil (Philpott), 220.

Zygaenoidea, strigil (PhUpott), 220-

zygoneura^ Synchorema,
Zygopleura, charact. (Trueman), 604,

^.r^i),

Zyme7ie aflf. lepidus Sut., occ. (Marsh « ^a

156.
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